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PREFACE
In presenting to the public in coniplatad form the volumes whicii comprise THE LXTERNA'IIONAL
ST.^.-XDARD BIBLE E..\('Y('LorAEDi,\ it is fitting that an explanation should ba given of the reasons for
the appearance of so comprehensive a tvork, of its distincti^-e character and aims, and that some
mention should be made of the principles by whicli the Publishers and Ivlitors ha\-e been guided in
its preparation.
Most readers are aware that tlie last twenty years have been marked on both sides of the Atlantic
—but in Britain chiefly—by a remarkable productivity in dictionaries and encyclopaedias of the
Bible. Prior to that time the need of a new departure in Bible dictionaries had become acutely felt.
The age was one of transition, of vast and rapid progress in knowledge, and the old aids to the study
of the sacred Book no longer satisfied. The movamant then alread}^ in process has gone forward
steadily since, with the result that something like a revolution has taken place in our knowledge of
Biblical antiquity and still more in tlie prevailing methods of approaching and dealing with Biblical
subjects. While thus new needs have been created, the task of those entrusted with the preparation
of new dictionaries and encyclopaedias of the Bible has bean rendered increasingly difficult. It is
a bj-word that things in theology are just now very much in flux. The old landmarks are disappearing
or at least are being coasideral dy shifted. The Bible is passing through tlie ordeal of a remorseless
and revolutionary criticism, and the singular fact is that conclusions which decades ago would have
been condemned as .siiln-oisiva of all faith in its authority are now naturalized in large sections of the
Church as the last and surest results of scholarship, to question which is well-nigh to put one's self
beyond the pale of consideration—almost as if one denied the Copernican theory of the universe.
Tlie impulse to meet these new conditions has given rise, as above stated, to the preparation of
numerous Biblical dictionaries and encyclopaedias, the chief of which have already taken their places
as standard works in tliis department of scholarship. It is in no spirit of ri\-alry to these existing
works that the present Encyclopaedia is produced. Able and scholarly as these earlier undertakings
are, it is belie\'e(l that there is room for yet another work of the kind, conceived on distinct lines,
embodying tlie best scholarship and newest knowledge, yet somewhat less teclmical in character than
the existing larger works, adapted more directly to the needs of the average pastor and Bible student,
and therefore serving a purpose which the otliers do not sn ade(iuately fulfil. There are other considerations which luu'c had weight in determining upon a prodiirlion of this new work.
.As its title indicates, this Encyclopaedia aims at being " Inteiiiatioiial." On the one hand, it
may ba claimed that, because it has been produced on American soil, and in considerable part under
American care, it has been able to draw from a wider area, and to incorporate the fruits of a fuller
and more repi'eseii1ali\'e .Viiii'i-ican seliolaisliip, than is possible in any British work; while on the
other hand its connection through its chief editor with the Old World enables it to reap not less the
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benefits of some of the best learning of Britain and its Colonies, as wall as of the Continent of Europe.
How far this has been accomplished will appear farther on.
The choice of the word Encyclopaedia as the principal one in the title of this work has also been
made 'with a definite purpose. While vary complete in its definition of words and terms as a
diotionarj^, the larger function of the work planned by its projectors was to group and arrange data
and information after the manner of an encyclopaedia. It 's\dll be observed, therefore, that the latter
term more accurately describes the completed work.
An important question in connection with a new reference work of this kind is the attitude to be
assumed by its writers toward matters fundamental to the newer learning, in so far as the latter deals
with the structure, critical treatment, inspiration, and authority of the Bible. Scholarship alone
cannot be the deciding factor here, for the scholarship of different minds leads to wddely different
conclusions, determined often by the ultimate presuppositions on which the treatment of a subject is
based. The spirit so widelj' prevalent in our day which rejects the idea of the supernatural in nature
and history, and the criticism which proceeds on that basis, must reach entirely different results from
those attained by that attitude of mind and heart which reverently accepts a true revelation of God
in the history of Israel and in Christ. It is the former spirit which eviscerates Christianity of most
of the vital truths which the Church, resting on Script ure, has always regarded as of its essence. With
such a spirit, and with the treatment of Biblical subjects resulting from it, the present Encyclopaedia
disclaims all sympathj^ In fact, its general attitude maj- be described as that of a reasonable conservatism. In harmony with most, though not all, recent works of the kind, this Encyclopaedia is
positive and constructive in New Testament criticism and doctrine; on the other hand, while acknowledging the rights of a reverent Old Testament criticism, and welcoming any aids which such criticism
may bring to the better understanding of the sacred Word, it differs from most of these ultra-modern
works either in declining to accept the views of, or in adopting a more cautious attitude toward, the
advanced Wellhausen school. Notwithstanding, the aim throughout has been to secure fairness of
statement of all subjects on which marked differences of opinion prevail, and in such cases—e.g..
Baptism, the Eucharist, questions of church government, tlieories of criticism, etc.—it has been
provided that the divergent views ba presented in separate articles, each article being prepared by a
leading exponent of the view set forth therein.
In harmony with the practical and authoritati\-e character of the Encyclopaedia the greatest
pains have been taken to secure comprehensi^-enass and completeness in its presentation of all Biblical
matters, and in its fulness of typical Scriptural references on all subjects dealt with. In scope the
work embraces the Old and New Testaments and the Apocrypha, together with all related subjects
of Language, Text, Literature (apocaljqatic, apocryphal, sub-apostoHc, etc.), Archaeology, historical
and religious environment—whatever, in short, may throw light on the meaning and message of the
sacred Book. The aim has been that nothing great or small conducing to this end shall be omitted.
History of peoples and religions, Ethnology, Geography, Topography, Biography, Arts and Crafts,
^Manners and Customs, Family Life, Natural History, Agriculture, War, Shipping, Ritual, Laws,
Sects, iMusic, and all else pertaining to the outer and inner life of the people of the Bible, and therefore
throwing light upon the meaning of the original writers, are amply and minutely treated. Proper
names are explained and their occurrences in the Bible and Apocrypha noted. Large space has been
devoted to the meanings and uses of the more ordinary, as well as of rarer and obsolete, English words
with special referi^-nce to their Hebrew and Greek originals and to the variations of usage in the
.Vuthorized Version and the Revised Version.?. Careful attention has been given to the fiirurative
uses of words in connection with all subjects where such uses occur. This feature alone of the Encyclopaedia will render it of special value to ministers, teachers, and the rank and file of students of the
Bible.
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Such being the general character and design of the Encyclopaedia, its preparation was entrusted
to a staff of Editors and assistants whose scholarly attainments and known sympathy with the objects
to be attained furnished a guarantee that these plans would be effectively carried out in the completed work. As (.ieiieral and Consulting Editor the Publishers secured the services of the Reverend
Professor .lames Orr, D.D., of the United Free Church Collage, Glasgow, Scotland, and with him
were conjoined as .Associate Editors the Reverend President Edgar Y. MuUins, D.D., of the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky, and the Reverend Bishop John L. Nuelsen, D.D.,
of the Alathodist Episi'opal Church, now of Zurich, Switzerland. The duties of Alanaging Editor
ware committed to the lieverend ?\[orris 0. Evans, D.D., of Cincinnati, Ohio; on him and his corps of
skilled assistants has fallen the onerous task of seeing the work carried safely through the press. To
the General and Alanagiiig Editors fall the preparation of the necessary lists of subjects and their
grouping and classification; then, in conjunction with the Associate Editors, the assignment of these
to suitable contributors. In this connection special care was exercised to gi\-e the work a genuinely
international and repi-esentati\-e character, not only by selei'ting contributors distinguished in their
several departniants from both sides of the Atlantic, and from the British Colonies and the Continent,
but by seeing that these were chosen from the various sections of the Christian Church and, moreover,
tliat in so far as possible the WTitars should be those altogether qualified to produce the most satisfactory articles possible on the suljjects assigned to them within the space allotted. In all, nearly
two hundred contributors, many of them scholars of the highest rank, have been employed upon this
work during the past six years. Over one hundred of these contributors are residents of the United
States, about sixty of Great Britain and Continental Europe, and the rest, of Canada, Syria, India,
Australia, and other countries. Inspection of the Index of Contributors will show how largely ail
Churches in the respective countries are represented in this Encyclopaedia. Anglicans, Baptists,
Congregationalists, Lutherans, Methodists, Presbyterians, with those of still other communions,
diverse in name but united in the faith of the one Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ and laboring in the
interests of His Kingdom, have all willingly lent their aid in the production of this truly ecumenical
work. Valued assistance also has been unstintingly rendered by a number of Jewish authors. A large
proportion of the -^Titers are scholars engaged in professorial work in leading Universities, Seminaries,
and Colleges—a fact which greatly enhances the responsible and representative character of their
contributions.
It is not possible, and the attempt would be invidious, to particularize the share of the several
writers in a work w-hich is the product of so man)- scholarly pens. .An examination of the Encyclopaedia itself -\vill reveal to the most critical eye such a wealth of scholarly articles as has seldom been
made available to those in need of such a work. It will be sufficient to saj' that it was desired at the
outset bj' the promoters of this Encyclopaedia that special prominence should be given to Archaeology and the most recent findings of Exploration, in their bearings on the Bible, and on the lands and
civilizations with which Biblical history is connected (Egj-pt, Babylonia, Assyria, Palestine, Hittites,
etc.). How fully this i^-nd has been attained is seen in the fact that a large number of the foremost
authorities on Archaeology are contributors to these pages. In this connection deep regret must
ba expressed for the severe lo>s sustained to Biblical knowledge in general and to this Encyclopaedia
through the lamented death, while the work was progressing, of Colonel C. R. Conder, whose acquaintance with Biblical Archaeology and Palestinian Topography, equaled by few and surpassed by none,
made his services of such special value. It is, however, a gratification that, before his decease.
Colonel Conder had completed most of the articles for the Encyclopaedia assigned to him.
In the treatment of the wide range of subjects opened up by the Natural History of the Bible,
with kindred subjects relating to the Geology, Mineralogy, Agriculture, Trades and Industries, etc.,
also the Topography of Palestine, this Encyclopaedia is largely indebted to Palestinian contributors
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whose names occupy prominent places in the list. Howe^'er, the Birds of the Bible are dealt with by
a noted American writer, i\Irs. Gene Stratton-Porter, whose stories and bird books have charmed
multitudes of people all around the world. The abundant articles on Eastern customs, food, trades,
marriage, family relationships, etc., are principally the work of American contributors.
Embracing in the two Testaments well-nigh every species of literature, the Bible gives rise, even
in external respects, to a multitude of questions which it is reiiuired of an adequate Encyclopaedia
to answer. Such are questions of language, of manuscripts, of text, of internal arrangement, of the
growth of the Canon, of Versions, of vicissitudes of literary history, then of chronology as framework, of diversity of contents, leading up to history and biography; all finally merging in the wider
questions with which criticism proper has to deal. It is the aim of the present -svork to yield reliable
and satisfactory information on all these important subjects. In several articles, such as " Religion in
Ancient Greece," by Dr. A. Fairbanks, of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, and "The
Roman Empire and Christianity,' by Dr. S. Angus, the aim has been to give the true perspective
and atmosphere to the Bible history. It is of the first importance that the reader should realize the
background and salient features of that history—have a clear conception of the mv-thological systems and ancient world-powers with which Christianity had to contend and which it was destined
to supplant. Several illustrations also wdll be found to serve the same end.
The center of interest in the Bible must ever be the Lord Jesus Christ, to the consideration of
whose life and teaching, as enshrined in the (iospels, and to the significance of whose Person, mission,
and saving work, as further unfolded in the Epistles, large space in this Encyclopaedia is necessarily
devoted. It was Avith great diffidence, and a deep sense of the responsibilitj' of the task, that the
principal article on .lesus Christ was undertaken liy the General Editor. The treatment of the subject
is guided by the conviction that, while critical discussion cannot ba ignored, a simple and straightforward presentation of the narrative of this transcendent life, in its proper historical and chronological setting, is itself the best antidote to the vagaries of much current speculation, and the endeavor
is made to gi\'e the article throughout a character which will render it informatory and helpful to the
average Biblical student. The same author is responsible for the articles on the Bible and on Criticism. On the latter subject, however, another article from a different standpoint is appended to the
one by the General Editor.
The articles on the greater doctrines and on doctrinal and ethical themes generally, as drawn
from both (Did and New Testaments, co\'er a wide range, and in all of these several departments of
Biblical learning most painstaking effort has lieen put forth with such results as an examination of the
Encyclopaedia itseff cannot fail to reveal.
It is essential to a good encyclopaedia that in addition to its scholarly execution it pos.sess distinctive outstanding features for the convenience and information of those who consult it. This
Encyclopaedia is particularly characterized by the following features:
I. Fulness. It has bean the design of the Editors that e\-ei-y word in the Bible and the Apocrypha haA-ing a distinct Scriptural meaning should appear in this work; and also that all the doctrines
of the Bible, the principal terms of Biblical criticism and related subjects of profane history, biography, geography, social life of the peoples, and the industries, sciences, literature, etc., should be
included and given iiroper treatment. .A much greater number of words and subjects are defined
and treated in this ihicyclopaedia than in any other work of its kind, as will be seen by comparison.
II. Authority. In order that those who use such a work may be assured of its trustworthiness
it is necessary- that the subject-matter should be identified with its authors. Therefore every article
in this Eii('y('I((pac'(lia, of sufllcient length to be regarded as more than a mare definition or notice,
apiiears over the signature of its author. Items of lass than one hundred words are not signed, as
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so m a n y signatures t o short and relati\'ely u n i m p o r t a n t paragraphs would serve no valuable purpose,
b u t would give a monotonous appearance t o a page.

I t will be noted t h a t t h e authors responsibli^

for all the major subjects were selected and requesti^d to write upon those particular themes because
of their marked ability and recognized authority in t h e special deiiartments of Biblical learning t o
which their articles belong.
III. Accessibility.

More frequently t h a n (itherwise those who consult an encyclopaedia desire

to (ilitain information on only one or two points in an article and have neither the time nor inclination
to read it throughout its entire length.

T o aid such busy readers, therefore, a uniform division of

articles b y t h e employment of headings and subhiaidings lias been adopted.
of articles are indicated by captions in bold-faced italics.

T h e principal divisions

Subordinate to this first class of divisions

appears a secondary class of numerical headings known as cut-in heads, t h e t e x t - m a t t e r being indented for their insertion.

An illustration of these two headings follows:

//. The Ordinance.—The
"scats of (hictrine,'
i.e. the Scripture texts which must be employed for
determining e^-ery essential part of
1. Source
the teaehiiiR of Scripture regarding the
and Norm second sacrament of the Christian
of the Doc- church, are the words of institution
trine of the recorded in Mt 26 2li~2,S; Mk 14 2'2 Eucharist
24; Lk 22 19.20; 1 Cor 11 23-2.a.
^'aluable statements, chiefly concernins the proper use of the sacrament, are found in
1 Cor 10 1.5 ff; 11 20 ff. That these texts are

(•()iifi'()\'Rrtc(l is (i(( reasdii why a doctrine .should
not be established from theui. No doctrine of the
Chrislian religion could be established, if every text
of Sci'ipturehad to be withdrawn fr((iii the argument,
so soon as it had liceoiiie conlroNcrted. Jn 6 .3259 do(-s not tre;(t of this ordinance, because (1)
the ordinance must be dated from the night of the
betrayal, which was considerably after the Lord's
discourse at Capernaum; (2) because this passage
speaks of "eating the flesh," not the body, of the
Son of man, and of drinking "his blood," in .such

T h e cut-in heads are followed b y a third class of subject divisions indicated by plain Arabic
numerals enclosed in parentheses as follows:

(I), (2), (.'-i).

T h e reader will be further aided by

a fourth class of subdivisions composed of t h e letters of t h e alphabet arranged in t h e following
style: (a), (&), (c), etc.

I n a few exoeptiinial instances other special methods of subdividing articles

have been provided t o suit particular cases.

T h e principal divisions and subdiA-isions of each leading

article appear in t a b u l a t e d form as an outline or analysis immediatelj^ preceding t h e article itself,
so t h a t one m a y obsei-\-e at a mere glance t h e general method of t r e a t m e n t of any particular subject,
and also the relative place in the article in which a m ' feature is located.
IV. Illustrations.

A large number of pictures, maps and charts, particularlv' adapted to illus-

trating t h e tiixt, serA'e t h e purposes lioth of instruction and embellishment.

While some of t h e

illustrations are necessarily copied or redrawn from familiar subjects, b y far t h e larger n u m b e r are
reproductions of recent photographs.

M a n j ' of these latter were obtained by the Publishers through

their o-^vn special represent at i\-es who either made the photographs themseh-es or collected t h e m from
main- available sources a t great outlay of time and money.

T h e h^ditors and Publishers are under

special obfigation to m a n y authors and interested friends who have procured from others or loaned
from their own private colled ions man,y ran; pictures whicli hav(( been used.

Among others who

have t h u s unselfishly aided in the produefion of this work special mention should be m a d e of t h e
following persons: t h e Re\-ei-end A. E . Breen, l ) d ) . , of Rochester, New Y o r k ; Professor Albert T.
Clay, of Yah- University; Professor A. E . l)a.\', of the Syrian P r o t e s t a n t College, Beirut, Syria;
Professor A. C. Dickie, Manchester, E n g l a n d ; llie RcA'crend 'William l i v i n g , D . D . , E d i n b u r g h ,
Scotland; Dr. Arthur Fairbanks, Director of the Museum of Fine ,\i'ts, EKSIOII, Massacluisetts; t h e
ReM'i'cnd M . (i. K.\'le, L L . D . , Professor in Neuia Theological Seminary, Xenia, Ohio; D r . E . C.
Richardson, Librarian a t Princeton University,
McC^ormick Tlieiilogicid Seminary, Chicago;

t h e Iiev(.'reiid Professor (Jeorge L. Robinson, of

the llexciend Professor G. H . Trever, D . I ) . , of

G a m m o n School of Theology, A t l a n t a , Georgia; and M r s . 'W. J. '\^'iIlianls, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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V. Maps. At some places in the text maps are used for illustration. The colored maps, which
comprise an atlas, are grouped at the close of the fifth volume for convenience in reference. They
have been drawn under the immediate supervision of the Reverend Professor George L. Robinson,
of :\IcCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago. The index, which precedes the atlas, renders the
location of all identified places easy.
VI. Cross-References and Indexes. Although the alphabetical arrangement of an encyclopaedia enables one using it readily to locate its principal subjects, it is possible to obtain all the information concerning any theme only by an acquaintance with all the articles in wdiich that theme
appears. A system of cross-references extensively used throughout this work leads the reader to the
various articles which give information on any given theme or subject. A little overlapping or
repetition has occasionallj- been allowed to save readers the trouble of referring too frequently from
one article to another. To aid further those who use this work to locate immediatelj- any fact or
particular contained in the Encyclopaedia there are seven indexes as follows: I. Contributors;
II. General Subjects; HI. Scripture Texts; IV. Hebrew and Aramaic Words; V. Greek Words;
VI. Illustrations; VII. Index to the Atlas.
In the pronunciation of proper names and English words the international character of the
work has not been oA-erlooked. Great care has also been exercised in -\-iew of the doubts and difficulties attaching to the deriAation of proper names. The American Standard Edition of the Revised
Version of the Bible, cojiyright 1901 by Thomas Nelson & Sons, New York, by consent of the
owners of the copyright, has licen made the standard English te.xt of the Biblical quotations and
references where not otherwise indicated; the writers, however, have enjoyed full liberty in the use
of other versions or in gi\'iiig their own translations and paraphrases.
The Editors and Publishers have not spared time, painstaking care or expense in their efforts
to produce an Encyclopaedia in every way adequate to the exacting requirements of teachers in
colleges and theological seminaries and Bible schools, clergj^men, and all others who desire to be
familiar with the Holy Scriptures and those themes of doctrine, criticism, and scholarship -which are
directly related to them.
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und
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lang.
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lect
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lit.
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LOT
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LXX
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modern
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OT
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no date
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number
Natural Order
New Testament
obsolete
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Transactions
of the
International
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Onkelos (Targuni)
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Wiener, Origin of the Pentaleneh
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Old Testament
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I] .

BOOKS OF THE BIBLE
OLD T E S T A M E N T

Gen
Ex
Lev
Nu
Dt
Josh
Jgs
Ruth
1S
2S
IK

1 Samuel
2 Samuel
1 Kings

Cant

2 Kings
t Chronicles
2 Chronicles
Ezra
Nehemiah
Esther

2K
1 Ch
2Ch
Ezr
Neh
Est
Job
Ps
Prov
Eccl

Cienesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy
Joshua
Judges

Isa
Jer
Lam
Ezk
Dnl
Hos
Joel

Psalms
Proverbs
Ecelesiastes

Am
Ob
Jon
Mic
Nah
Hab
Zeph
Hag
Zee
Mai

Canticles,
or
Song of Solomon
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Lamentations
Ezekiel
Daniel
Hosea

Amos
Obadiah
Jonah
Micah
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi

APOCRYPHA
1 Esd
2 Esd
Tob
Jth
Ad Est

Wisdom of Solomon
Sir, or Sirach, or E c clesiasticus
Ecclus
Wisd

1 Esdras
2 Esdras
Tobit
Judith
Additions to Esther, or Rest
of Esther

Baruch

Bar

NEW
.\lt
Mk
Lk
Jn
Acts
Rom
1 Cor

2 Cor
Gal
Eph
Phil
Col
1 Thesf
2 Thess

Matthew
Mark
Luke
John
Romans
1 Corinthians

1 Tim
2 Tim
Tit
Philem
He
Jas
1 Pet

2 Pet
1 Jn
2 Jn
3 Jn
Jude
Rev

1 Timothy
2 Timothy
Titus
Philemon
Hebrews
James
1 Peter

2
1
2
3

En (Slav)

Revelation

been made.

Enoch, Slavonic Book of (Book of
the Secrets of Enoch, 2 Enoch in
Charles)

Jub or Bk
Jub
PsSol
Sib Or
XII P

See also arts. APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE; APOCRYPHA.
In the references to ttie Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.
NOTE

Jubilees, Book of
Psalms of Solomon
Sibylline Oracles
Testament (s) of the Twelve Patriarchs
no uniform attempt at completeness has

KEY TO ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION
a
a
a
a
a

as in fate
" ' far
U 11
fare

&

(( (( senate
(( (( clmreh
(( (( verdure

ch

tlT'

11

((

[(

((

5

11

li

e
e
g

me
event
" " met
" ' ever

(( ((

i

i
n
n (ng sound)
n

tat

' fall

e

„

I.

It

li

li

i

Peter
John
John
John

PSEUDEPIGRAPHA

Apocalypse of Baruch, Syriao (2
Baruch in Charles}
Apocalypse of Baruch, Greek (3
Baruch in Charles)
Ascension of Isaiah
Assumption of Moses
Enoch, Ethiopic Book of (1 Enoch in
Charles, Apoc and Pseudep)

.\poc Bar
(Gr)
.\sc Isa
.Vsm M
En

Bel and the
Dragon
Pr Mar Prayer of Manasses
1 Mace 1 Maccabees
2 Mace 2 Maccabees

TESTAMENT

2 Corinthians
Galatians
Ephesians
Philippians
Colossians
1 Thessalonians
2 Thessalonians

in.
Apoc Bar

Bel

Ep Jer Epistle of
Jeremj'
Three Song of the
Three
Holy
Children
Susanna
Sus

SO

ice
pin
man
single
cafion (kan'yun)

0
6
0

6
oi
00

66
ou
sh
th
th
tQ

i

it
u
ii
y

as in old
" orb
' ' not
' " obey
" oil
" noon
' " book
"
srtinid
" 6'/iip

"
'
"
"
"
"
"
'

thing
this
culiwre
use
nm
but
-unite
yet
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SCHEME OF HEBREW TRANSLITERATION
CONSONANTS (ENGLISH VALUES)
N ' (soundless)

'aleph

n

nb

beth

t2 t (intense t)

Z bh ( = v)
It
Ti
•1
1
1
7

glmel

heth

S p

telh.

3

-

'P^
ph ( = f)

yddh

iS y g (almost ts) gddhe

3
v^
i -j kh (== Ger. (

kaph

p

b 1

•'

g
gh (asph-ated g)
d
dh ( = th in;/i,0
h
w (or v)
z

h (guttural h)

y

k (intense k)

kdph

"1 r

rSsh

Idmedh

Tfl s

sin

'2 D ni

mem

'jj sh

nun

n t

wdw(vd.v)

3 1 n
C s

sdmekh

T\ t h (as in thine/)

zauin

S " (a]ieculiar guttural) ai/ift

-h)

ddleih
he

sAm

tdw

VOWELS (CONTINENTAL VALUES)
LONG

a

e

i

SHORT

o

u

a

c

i

VERY SHORT

o

u

:

-.-(

«

6

T(

a

- (furtive!

(3 "

NOTE.—In particular cases, where a distinction should be made between a naturally long and
a tone-long vowel, the signs A and are used, respectively. In other cases the macron (~) is used
to indicate "full" -UTiting (i.e. with ^ or "•) rather than the actual quantity, of which such WTiting
is ordinarily a sign. In some instances i represents •>", whether the ^ is consonantal or vocal in
origin. Where sh'^ivd' (:) is not sounded it is not represented. Where the vowel is not marked, it
is understood to be short.
To represent the definite article ha- (or hd-) is used without indicating the doubling of the
following consonant where this occurs. In other in,stances where it is necessary to separate a prefix
from a stem a hj^phen is employed. See also art. ALPHABET.

PRONUNCIATION OF HEBREW NAMES IN THE ENGLISH BIBLE
General rule.—L'sage in the pronunciation of Hebrew names in English has developed after the
analogy of Greek and Latin proper names, v. ithout any regard for the pronunciation of the Hebrev/
originals, either as represented in the Masoretic Text or as theoretically reconstructed.
Spelling.—The spelling of these names, especially of the best known, de-\-iates widely from any
system of uniform transliteration that can be devised. Its evolution must be traced through the
attrition of the Greek and Latin endings in the Vulgate forms, based in turn on the Septuagint
versions. Thus "Solomon" and "Moses" have retained Greek endings that have no counterpart
in the Hebrew shHomoh and mosheh; "Gomorrah" and "Gaza" have an initial vowel that represents
the closest approximation that the Greek alphabet furnished for the peculiar guttural y, elsewhere
represented by a rough breathing or h (as in "Hebrew,"' " H a i " ) . The second r in "Gomorrah" is
likewise due to the Greek spelling pp and not to the Hebrew 1 . The loss of an h in Aaron {'ahdrdn)
and of h in Isaac (yiehrlk) must be explained in the same way. The first vowel in each of the words
"Solomon," "Samuel," "Sodom," "Gomorrah," "Pharisee," "Debir," and similar words, takes the
place of a practically soundless sh'^wa', which had no exact equivalent in Greek. In form, then, the
Hebrew names in the Bible are to all intents and purposes Greek.
Accentuation.—The accentuation, however, is based on the Latin scheme, never on the Hebrew
or Greek. That is to say: .the last syllable is never accented; the second last is, if long, or if the
word has only two syllables; the third from the end is accented in all other eases. Thus in each of the
following names the accent differs from that of the Hebrew: Deb'o-rah {d'^hhwdh'); Ab'i-dan or
k-hi'd&ni'abhddhan'); Dan'iel(cte?rt'e/'); Sol'o-mon (.s/s^Zomo/i'); ^od'om {s'dhdm); Sam'u-el(s/i«?7m'eZ');
Ke'naz {kmaz); A-bed'ne-go ('dbhedh-n^gitd'); Che'mosh (k'^nidsh); De'bir {d^hhlr). It will be
noticed that in many of these words the syllable accented in English is not a syllable at all in Hebrew,
but a part of a syllable in whicli there is no vowel but a mere breath.

THE I^TERN.VTIDNAL STAND.VRD BIBLE F.XCYCLOP.VEDIA
To(('c/.s'. —In determining the length of a A owel, etymology must be ignored and position in a
\\(jrd considered. Thus, in general, a vowel that closes a syllable is long, viliereas one followed by
a consonant in the .same s}-llable is short. English models seem to be followed in this matter and
the concepts "long " and "short" carry with them the qualitative changes customary in English.
Thus short a is pronounced as in "cat," and not as a merely less drawn-out a. Authorities differ on
the pronunciation of ai in Scriptural names (e.g. "Sinai"); thu.s the Imperial Dictionary prefers a,
Webster and others T. /-final is always haig (as in Cozbi, Cushi, Malachi, and Zinirl).
Consonants.—Each of the consonants, excepting c, s, and /, lias but a single sound, its ordinary
English sound, g is always hard, as in "go," excepting in the wcrd "Betliphage," which has been
more thoroughly Graecized than Old Testament words, th is pronounced as in " t h i n " ; ch as k,
excepting in the name "riacliel," where it has the sound heard in the word "church"; p/i is sounded
/. c, s, and t are governed liy the English rules, c is always hard (sounded as k) except before e,
i, and y. Thus "Cinneroth" has the soft sound (s). s as an initial vowel of a word or syllable is
sounded as in the word "sit.'' Between two vowels or at the end of a word after e, I, m, n, or r it is
pronounced as z (e.g. "^Moses" [pronounced "mozez"], "Solomon," "Israel" [s soft, but oftenest
given as z, "Isaac " [s as «]). The tendency to pronounce si and ti in obscure positions as sh is recognized by some, but this combination is not common in Biblical names. The pronunciation of t before
th, as in "^latthew," is by some authorities disposed of by assimilating the t to the th.
Conclusion.—Though Hebrew scholars have recently displayed a tendency to permit the pronunciation of the Hebrew according to the Masora to influence that of Bible names in English by
giving preference to forms that show the greatest resemblance to the Hebrew (as in the name "Bezalecl," Hebrew h'-cal'el, pronounced in English "be-zrd'e-i;!" or "lii'^'z'a-lel,'' former preferred), 'we must
bear in mind that though these names are derived from the IL:1 irew they are spelled as if derived from
Latin or Greek, a('((uited as if Latin, and pronounced so far as separate letters are concerned as if
native English words.

GREEK PRONUNCIATION
Form
A
B

rA
E
Z
H
6
I
K
.V
.M
M
3*

Name
aXepa

a

(3
7
5

^Tjra
ydfXfxa

e

2 ^ikbv
^ijra
^ra
di)Ta
lujTa
Kairira
Xafi^Sa
lid
vv

d^Xra

i"
V

0
I
K

\P
V

i

f'

(_i

0

II
P

IT

TT?

P

pCb

<r $
r

aly/j.a
rau
2" \I/L\6V

V

T
T

0 {J.LKp6v

V

<
>
!
X

•p

01
X'

^I'
fi

f

f,

X
01

(3 i.ieya

Transliteration
alpha
beta
gamma
delta
epsilon
zeta
eta
theta
iota
kappa
lambda
mu
nu
xi
omicron
pi
rho
sigma
tau
upsUon
phi
chi
psi
omega

Eng. Pronunciation

al'fa
bd'ta
gam'a
del'ta
ep'si-hin
zd'ta
a'ta
tha'ta
e-d'ta
kap'a
lam'da
mob; mil
nob; nu.
kse; zl
om' i-kroii
pe
rd
slg'ma
ton
up'si-lon

fe

/.-/(C ( k h = G e r ch)
pse
d'me-ga

Phonetic Value
a in " f a r , " " m a n "
b
g in " g o "
d_
S in " s e t "
dz in " a d z e "
a ( G e r m a n ) o r e in " p r e y "
ih in " t h i n "
i in " p i q u e , " " p i n "
k

I
ni

n
ks = x
6 in " o b e y "
P
r
s in "see"'
t in " t e n ' '
u ( F r e n c h a n d "\^'elsli} or G e r m a n il

ph=f
ch ( G e r m a n a n d "\^ cisli)
ps
d in " s o "

", (, a n d a are S(jiiietiines Ion g, s o m e t i i i (es s h o r t .

The diphthongs are:
at
as in "aisle"
£1
as in "eight"
01
as in "toil"
au
as ou in "out"
eo and Tiv as e or •n-\-i>, hence rouf^hly siieaking = ?» or dii (no exact equivalents in English)
01'
as in "group"
ut
as in "quit"
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and the following so-called improper diphtlioiigs a, di, y, l-l, w, di. '^riie second \'owel is called "iota
subscript," and is not sounded in pronouncing tiiese forms, whicli e(iual a, e, and o, respectively.
Consonnnls.—The consonants are in general cijual to tlicir English equivalents, except that a
single y, g, is always hard; ^, z, is a (/:-sound as in "a(/.:e," rather than the simple z as in "zeal";
d, ih,is always the surd aspirate as in "//(in,"never pronounced like the ///. of "Ih'is"; n, s, s, is always
a sibilant as in ".^o," never the ,:-s()un(l as in "ea.se";-y^,ch,'\s2,,strong p.alatul aspirate like ch of German "Ic/i," "Buf/i," or ilic Welsh "i-ic//, ' "uwc/i, ' c l c .\ special note must be made of y, g,
preceding a palatal (K, A-, y, g, \, ch), as in this case the first g is nasalized, e.g. ayyeXo^, dggelos, is pronounced "a,ggclos •' ("an'ge-los"). It might be noted further that an inhial p, r, is always aspirated.
Tran.slilcration.—In this Eiieyelopaedia it has been the iiiactice to transliterate letter for letter:
o = (i, /3 = &, etc; even the gamma nasal has been so transliterated instead of using an n or ^ character.
Further, the long forms of a, i, and u lia\ e not been indicated, and a, y, lu, have been transliterated as
(7, c, 0, respectively, since the ''iota subscript " was not pronounced in sounding the diphthongs (e.g.
a'tpew, haired, but oiriii.. aitiu). Only the rough and not the siiKiolh vowels are indicated.
Acceidnation.—The Greek has three ai-cents: (1) the acute ('), as in Oeoi, the6s = a, rising pitch
in the voice; [2) the grave ('), as in TOV deov, ion fAe(5n = a falling pitch in the voice; (3) the circumflex
("), as in TOV t)coi}, tou theoi'i = a rising and falling pitch in the voice. The grave occurs only on the
last syllalile and is merely a way of indicating that other words follow (in the same clause or sentence)
a word which lias an acute accent on the final syllable, e.g. TO, to ("the"), but when followed by
another 'n-ord, T6 (pyov, to ergon ("the work"'). The Greek accent was originally a musical or pitch
accent rather than a stress accent as in English, and the acute, grave, and circumflex accents were
doubtless differentiated. In indicating the accents in this Encyclopaedia, however, the stress alone
is considered, and all accents are so indicated, wdiether acute, grave, or circumflex; e.g. rij ipyov Troii
is transliterated to ergon poiS and not to ergon paid.

THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD
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A.—See A L E P H ; . \ L P H . \ B E T .

AALAR, a'a-ldr. See ALLAR.
A A R O N , ar'un, sometimes imdiounced ar'on
(•j""'iriX, 'ahdrdn—LXX 'Aapwv, Aaron, meaning
uncertain: Gesenius sniigests " m o u n t a i n e e r " ;
Furst, "enhghtened"; others give "rich," "fluent."
Cheyne mentions Redslob's "ingenious conjecture"
of hd-'drdn—"the ark"—with its mythical, priestly
signiti(-ance, EB s.v.): Probablj' eldest son of
Amram l,Ex 6 20), and according to the uniform
genealogical lists (Ex 6 16-20; 1 Ch
1. Family 6 1-3'), the fourth from Levi. This
however is not certainly fixed, since
there are frequent omissions from the Heb lists of
names which are not jirominent in the line of descent. For the corresponding period from Levi to
Aaron the Judah list has six names (Ruth 4 18-20;
1 Ch 2). Levi and his family were zealous, even
to violence (Gen 34 2.3; Ex 32 26), for the national
honor and religion, and Aaron no doubt inherited
his full portion of this spirit. His mother's name
was Jochebed, who was also of the Levitical family
(Ex 6 20). Miriam, his sister, was severid years
older, since she was set to watch the novel cradle
of the infant bmther M([sps, at whose birth Aaron
was three years old (Ex 7 7).
When Moses fled from Egypt, Aaron remained
to share the hardships of his people, and possibly
to render them some service; for we
2. Becomes are told t h a t Moses intreated of God
Moses'
his brother's cooperation in his misAssistant
sion to Pharaoh and to Israel, and
t h a t Aaron went out to meet his
returning brother, as the time of deliverance drew
near fLx 4 27;. While Moses, whose great gifts
lay alouK other lines, was slow of speech (Ex 4 10),
Aaron was a ready spokesman, and became his
brother's representative, being called his " m o u t h "
(Ex 4 16) and his " p r o p h e t " (Ex 7 1).
After
their meeting in the wilderness the two brothers
returned together to Egypt on the hazardous mission to which Jehovah had called them (Ex 4
27-31). At first they appealed to their own nation,
recalling the ancient promises and declaring the
imminent deliverance, Aaron being the spokesman.
But the heart of the people, hopeless by reason of
the hard bondage and heavy with the care of
material chings, did not incline to them. The two
brothers then forced the issue by appealing.directly
to Pharaoh himself, Aaron still speaking for his
brother (Ex 6 10-13). _ He also performed, at
Moses' direction, the miracles which coiif((unded
Pharaoh and his magicians. Willi Hur, he held up
Moses' hands, in order that the ' rod of God might
be lifted up, during the fight with Amalck (Ex
17 10.12).

Aaron next comes into prominence when at
Sinai he is one of the elders and representatives of
his tribe to approach nearer to the
3. An Elder Mount than the people in general
were allowed to do, and to sec the
manifested glory of God (Ex 24 1.9.10). A few
days later, when .\Ioses, attended by his "minister"
Joshua, went up into the mountain, Aaron exercised some kind of headship over the people in his
absence. Despairing of seeing again their learier,
who had disappeared into the mystery of communion with the invisible God, they appealed to Aaron
to prepare them more tangible gods, and to lead them
back to Egypt (Ex 32).
Aaron never appears as
the strong, heroic character which his brother was;
and here at Sinai he revealed his weaker nature,
yielding to the demands of the jicople and permitting the making of the golden bullock. T h a t
he must however have yielded reluctantly, is evident from the ready zeal of his tribesmen, whose
leader he was, to stay and to avenge the apostasy
by rushing to arms and falling mightily upon the
idolaters at the caU of Moses (Ex 32 26-28).
In connection with the planning and erection
of the tabernacle ("the Tent"), Aaron and his sons
being chosen for the official priest4. High
hood, elaborate and symbolical vestPriest
ments were prepared for them (Ex 28);
and after the erection and dedication
of the tabernacle, he and his sons were formally
inducted into the sacred office (Lev 8). It appears
that Aaron alone was anointed with the holy oil
(Lev 8 12), but his sons were included with him
in the duty of caring for sacrificial rites and things
They served in receiving and presenting the various offerings, and could enter and serve in the first
chamber of the tabernacle; but Aaron alone, the
high priest, the Mediator of the Old Covenant,
could enter into the Holy of Holies, and that only
once a vear, on the great Dav of Atonement
(Lev 16 12-11).
After the departure of Israel from Sinai, Aaron
joined his sister Miriam in a protest against the
authority of Moses (Nu 12), which
5. Rebels
they asserted to be self-assumed.
Against
For this rebelhon Miriam was smitMoses
ten with leprosy, but was made whole
again, when, at the pleading of Aaron,
Moses interceded with God for her. "The sacred
office of ,\aron, requiring physical, moral and ceremonial cleanness of the strictest order, seems to
have m.ade him immune from this form of punishment. Somewhat later (Nu 16) he himself, along
with Mos, s, became the object of a revolt of his
own tribe in conspiracy with leaders of Dan and
Reuben. This rebellion was subdued and the
authority of Moses and Aaron vindicated by the
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miraculous overthrow of the rebels. As they weri.being destroyed by the plague, Aaron, a t Moses'
command, rushed into their midst with the lighted
censer, and the (lestruotion was stayed. The Divine
will in choosing Aaron and his family to t h e
priesthood was then fully attested by the miraculous budding of his rod, when, together with
rods representing the other tribes, it was placed
and left overnight in t h e sanctuary (Nu 17). See
AARON'S R O D .

After this event Aaron does not come prominently
into view until the time of his death, near the close
of t h e Wilderness period. Because of t h e impatience, or unbehef, of Moses and Aaron a t Mcribah (Nu 20 12), the two brothers are prohibited
from entering Canaan; and shortly after the_ last
camp a t Kadesh was broken, as the people journeyed eastward to the plains of Moab, Aaron died
on Mount Hor. In three passages this event is
recorded: the more detailed account in N u 20, a
second incidental record in the list of stations of
the wanderings' in the wilderness (Nu 33 38.3tli,
and a third casual reference (Dt 10 6) in an address
of Moses. These are not in the least contradictory
or inharmonious. The dramatic scene is fully presented in Nu 20: Moses, Aaron and Eleazar go up
to Mount Hor in t h e people's sight; Aaron is
divested of his robes of office, which are formally
put upon his eldest living son; Aaron
6. Further dies before t h e Lord in t h e Mount
History
a t the age of 123, and is gi\-en burial
by his two mourning relatives, who
then return to the camp without the first and great
high priest; when the people understand that he is
no more, they show both grief and love by thirty
days of mourning. The passage in Nu 33 records
the event of his death just after the list of stations
in the general vicinity of Mount Hor; while Moses
in D t 10 states from which of these stations, viz.
Moserah, that remarkable funeral procession made
its way t o Mount Hor. In the records we find,
not contradiction and perplexity, but simplicity and
unity. I t is not within t h e view of this article to
present modern displacements and rearrangements
of the Aaronic history; it is concerned with the
records as they are, and as they contain t h e faith
of t h e O T writers in the origin in Aaron of their
priestly order.
Aaron married Elisheba, daughter of .\mminadab,
and sister of Nahshon, prince of the tribe of Judah,
who bore him four sons: Nadab, Abihu,
7. Priestly Eleazar and Ithamar. The sacrilegious
Succession act and consequent judicial death
of Nadab and Abihu are recorded in
Lev 10. Eleazar and Ithamar were more pious and
reverent; and from them descended t h e long line
of priests to whom was committed the ceremonial
law of Israel, the succession changing from one
branch to the other with certain crises in the
nation. At his death Aaron was succeeded by his
oldest hving son, Eleazar (Nu 20 28; D t 10 6).

ship of Moses and the priestly primacy of Aaron
(Nu 16), it became necessary to in(hcate and
emphasize t h e Divine appointment of Aaron.
Therefore, a t t h e command of Jehovah, Moses
directs that twelve almond rods, one for each tribe
with the prince's name engraved thereon, be placed
within t h e Tent of t h e Testimony. When Moses
entered t h e tent t h e following day, he found t h a t
Aaron's rod had budded, blossomed and borne
fruit, "the three stages of vegetable life being thus
simultaneously visible." When t h e miraculous
sign was seen b y t h e people, they accepted it as
final; nor was there ever again any question of
Aaron's priestly right. The rod was kept "before
the testimony" in t h e sanctuary ever after as a
token of t h e Divine will (17 10). T h e writer of
He, probably following a later Jewish tradition,
mentions t h e rod as kept in the Holy of Holies
within the ark (He 9 4; cf 1 K 8 9).
III.

See PRIEST,

EDWARD

MACK

AB (2N or 3i?, 'dbh or 'abh, t h e Heb and Aram,
word for "father"): I t is a very common word in
the OT; this art. notes only certain uses of it. I t
is used both in t h e singular and in t h e plural to
denote a grandfather or more remote ancestors
(e.g. Jer 35 16.15). T h e father of a people or
tribe is its founder, not, as is frequently assumed,
its progenitor. I n this sense Abraham is father
to the Israelites (see, for example. Gen 17 11-14.27),
Isaac and Jacob and the heads of families being
fathers in the same modified sense. T h e cases
of Ishmael, Moab, etc, are similar. T h e traditional originator of a craft is t h e father of those
who practise t h e craft (e.g. Gen 4 20.21.22).
Sennacherib uses t h e term " m y fathers" of his
predecessors on the throne of Assyria, though these
were not his ancestors (2 K 19 12). The term is
used to express worth and affection irrespective
of blood relation (e.g. 2 K 13 14). A ruler or
leader is spoken of as a father. God is father. A
frequent use of the word is that in the composition
of proper names, e.g. Abinadab, " m y father is
noble." See A B I .
The Aram, word in its definite form is used three
times in t h e N T (Mk 14 36; Rom 8 15; Gal
4 6), the phrase being in each case "Abba, Father,"
addressed to God. In this phrase the word "Father"
is added, apparently, not as a mere tr, nor to indicate that Abba is thought of as a proper name of
Deity, b u t as a term of pleading and of endearment.

See also ABBA.

W I L L I S J. B E B C H E R

AB ( I S , 'dbh): T h e name of t h e fifth month
in the Heb calendar, t h e month beginning in our
July. The name does not appear in the Bible, b u t
Jos gives it to t h e month in which Aaron died
(Ant, IV, iv, 6; cf Nu 33 38).
ABACUC, ab'a-kuk (Lat Abacuc): The form given
the name of the prophet Habaldvuk in 2 Esd 1 40.

EDWARD M A C K

AARONITES, ar'on-its ( i i i n x b , h'-'ahdrdn, ht.
"belonging to Aaron"): A word used in AV, b u t
not in the revised versions, to translate t h e proper
name Aaron in two instances where it denotes a
family and not merely a person (1 Ch 12 27; 27
17). I t is equivalent to the phrases "sons of
Aaron," "house of Aaron," frequently used in the
OT. According to the books of Josh and Ch the
"sons of .A.aron" were distinguished from the other
Levites from the time of Joshua (e.g. Josh 21
4 10.13; I C h 6 54).
AARON'S ROD (Nu 17 and H e 9 4): Immediately after the incidents connected with the rebellion
of Korah, Dathan and Abiram against the leader-

ABADDON, a-bad'on d l ' i n S , 'dbhadddn, "ruin,"
"perdition," "destruction"): Though "destruction"
is commonly used in translating 'dbhadddn, the stem
idea is intransitive rather than passive—the idea of
perishing, going to ruin, being in a ruined state,
rather than t h a t of being ruined, being destroyed.
The word occurs six times in t h e OT, always
as a place name in t h e sense in which Sheol is a
place name. I t denotes, in certain .aspects the
world of the dead as constructed in the Heb imagination.
I t is a common mistake to understand
such expressions in a too mechanical way. Like
ourselves, the men of t h e earlier ages had to use
picture language when they spoke of the conditions
that existed after death, however their ic (iinng
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of the matter may have differed from ours. In
three instances Abaddon is parallel with Sheol
(Job 26 6; Prov 15 11; 27 20). In one instance
it is parallel with death, in one with the grave and
in the remaining instance the parallel phrase is
"root out aU mine increase" (Job 28 22; Ps 88 11;
Job 31 12). In this last passage the place idea
comes nearer to vanishing in an abstract conception than in the other passages.
Abaddon belongs to the realm of the nivstcrions.
Only God understands it (Job 26 6; Prov 15 11).
It is the world of the dead in its utterly dismal,
destructive, dreadful aspect, not in those more
cheerful aspects in which activities are concei\-ed
of as in progress there. In .Vfiadddii there are no
declarations of God's loviiinkindiiess (Ps 88 11).
In a slight degree the i >"t presentations personalize Abaddon. I t is a synonym for iiisatiablcness
(Prov 27 20). It has iiossibilities of information
mediate between those of "all living" and those
of God (.lob 28 22).
In the N T the word occurs once (Rev 9 11),
the personalization becoming sharp. Abaddon
is here not the world of the dead, but the angel
who reigns over it. The Gr equivalent of his
name is given as .\pollj-on.
Under this name
Bunyan presents him in the Pilgrim's Progress,
and Christendom has doubtless been more interested in this presentation of the matter than
in any other.
In some treatments .Vbaddon is connected with
the evil spirit .Ismodeus of Tobit (e.g. 3 8), and
-nnththedcstroyer mentioned in Y i s d (18 25; cf 22),
and through these with a large body of rabbinical
folklore; but these efforts are simply groundless.
.See APOLLYOX.

^\ ILLIS J.

BEECHER

ABADIAS, ab-a-di'as (Gr'AjSaStas): Mentioned
in 1 Esd 8 35 as the son of Jezelus, of the sons of
Joab, returned with Ezra from the captivity; and
in Ezr 8 9 called "Obadiah the son of Jehiel."
ABAGARUS, a-bag'a-rus.

See ABGARUS.

ABAGTHA, a-bag'tha r,\"n.pS, 'dbhagh'thd', perhaps meaning "fortunate one"): One of the seven
eunuchs, or "chamberlains," of Xerxes mentioned
in Est 1 10. The name is Persian, and is one of
the many Pers marks in the Book of Est.
ABANAH, ab'a-na, a-ba'na ( ~ : 3 S , 'dbhdndh
fK'thibh, LXX, Vulg]), or AMANA (nDTOS, 'amdndh
[K're, Pesh, Tg]; AV Abana [ARVm Amana],
RV AB.VX-VH [RVm Amanah]): .Alentioned in
2 K 5 12, along with the PHARPAR ((|.V.), as one

of the principal riv'ers of Damascus. The reading
Amana (meaning piossibly the "constant," or
perennial stream) is on the whole preferable. Both
forms of the name may have been in use, as the
interchange'of an aspirated b (bh = v) and m is
not without parallel (cf EvU-merodach = AmUmarduk).
The A. is identified with the Chrysorrhoas
("golden stream") of the Greeks, the modern Nahr
Barada (the "cold"), which rises in the AntiLebanon, one of its sources, the Am Barada, being
near the village of Zebedani, and flows in a southerly
and then southeasterly direction toward Damascus.
.\ few miles southeast of Suk IVmli/ Bnrada (the
ancient Abila; see .VBILENE) the volume of the
stream is more than doubled by a torrent of clear,
cold water from the beautifully situated spriiifi;
'Am Fljeh (Gr Trri~/-fi, 'pege, "fountain"), after whicli
it flows through a ])iclnresque KOI'KC tiU it reachijs
Damascus, who.se munv fountains and gardens it
supplies liberally with water. In the neighborhood of Damascus a number of streams branch off
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from the parent river, and sprcie I out like an opening fan on the surrounding plain. The Barada,
along wilh the streams which it feeds, loses i I self
in the marshes of the Meadow Lakes about 18 miles
E. of the city.
The water of the Barada, though not perfectly
wholesome in the city itself, is for Ihc most part
clear and cool; its course is picturesque, and its
value to Damascus, as the source alike of fertility
and of charm, is inestimable.
C. H. THOMSON
ABARIM, ab'a-rim, a-ba'rim (•"'Iliy, 'nbhdrlm):
The stem idea is that of going across a space or a
dividing line, or for example a river. It is the same
stem that appears in Ihc familiar phrase "beyond
.Ionian," used (o denole the region E. of the Jordan, .-(lid Hellenized in the name Peraea. This
fact affords the most nalural explanalion of the
[ilira.ses 'the mountains of the Abariiu' (Xii 33
47.48); 'this mountain-country of the Abarim'
(Nu 27 12; Dt 32 W); lye-abarim, which means
"Heaps of Ihc Abarim," or ".Mounds of the Abarim"
(Nu 21 11; 33 44). In Nu 33 45 this station is
called simjilv I.vim, ".Mounds." It is to be distinguished from the place of the same name in
southern Judah (Josh 16 20). The name Abarim,
without the article, occurs in .ler (22 20 RV,
where AV translates "Ihe passages"), where it
seems to be the name of a region, on the same footing with the names Leiianon and Bashan, doubtless
the region referred to in Nu and Dt. There is no
reason for changing the vowels in Ezk 39 11, in
order to make that another occurrence of the same
name.
When the people of .\braham lived in Canaan,
before they w-ent to Egypt to .sojourn, thej- spoke
of the region east of the Jordan as "beyond Jordan." Looking acio.ss the Jordan and the Dead
Sea they designated the mountain country they
saw there as "the Bej^ond mountains." They continued to use these geoi;rai)hical terms when they
came out of Egypt. We have no means of knowing
to how extensive a re,2:ion they applied the name.
The passages speak of the mountain country of
Abarim where Moses died, including Nebo, as
situated back from the river Jordan in its lowest
reaches; and of the Mounds of the Abarim as
farther to the southeast, so that the Israelites
passed them when making their d(^'tour around the
agricultural parts of Edom, before they crossed the
Arnon. Whether the name .Vbariiii should be
applied to the parts of the eastern hill country
farther to the north is a question on which we lack
evidence-.

W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ABASE, a-b.ls': The English rendition of b s C ,
shdphcl (.lob 40 11; Ezk 21 26), and of its derivative 7311? sh''phnl (Dnl 4 37) = " bring down,''
"(l(.-b,ase,''' " h u m b l e " ; of n : ? , 'dndh (Isa 31 4) =
"abase self," "afflict," "chasten self," "deal
harshly wilh," etc; and of Taireivbip, tapeindd =
"to depress"; fig. "to humiliate" (in condition or
heart): "abase," "bring low," "humble self"
(Phil 4 12). The word is always employed to
indicate what should be done to or by him who
nurtures a spirit and exhibits a demeanor contrary
to the laudable humility which is a nalural fruit of
rehgion. Such a person is warned that the most
extravagant audacity will not daunt Jehovah nor
abate l b s vengeance (Isa 31 4), and good men are
exhorted to eiiiplov their powers to bring him low
(Job 40 11; Ezk 21 26). If men are not able
to curb the .arrogant, (tod is (Dnl 4 37); and He
has so constituted the world, that sinful arrogance
must fall (Alt 23 12 AV; Lk 14 11 .AV; 18 I t
.4V).

FRANK E .

HIRSCH

Abate
Abel-cheramim
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the fact that he is the last judge mentioned in the
continuous account (Jgs 2 6—13 1) in the Book of
Jgs, After the account of him follows the statement that Israel was delivere(I into the hands of the
Philistines forty years, and with that statement
the continuous account closes and the series of personal stories begins—the stories of Samson, of
ABBA, ab'a ((iPPa, S 3 X , 'abba, Hebraic-Chald,
Micah and his Li-vite, of the Benjamite civil war,
" F a t h e r " ) : In Jewish and old-Christian prayers,
followed in our English Bibles by the stories of
a name by which God was addressed, then in
Ruth and of the childhood of Samuel. With the
oriental churches a title of bishops and patriarchs.
So Jesus addresses God in prayer (Mt 11 25.26; close of this last story (1 S 4 18) the narrative of
public affairs is resumed, at a point when Israel is
26 3)1,42; Lk 10 21; 22 42; 23 .34; Jn 11 41; 12
making a desperate effort, at the close of the forty
27; 17 21.2.")). In Mk 14 36; Rom 8 15, and Gal
years of Eli, to throw off the Philistine yoke. A
4 6 6 Traryp, ho patsr, is appended even in direct
large part of one's views of the history of the
address, in an emphatic sense. Servants were not
permitted to use the appellation in addressing the period of the Judges will depend on the way in
head of the house. See Delitzsch on Rom 8 15; which he combines these events. M y own view
cf G. Dalman, Gram., des jiid.-paldst.
Aramaisch, is that the forty years of Jgs 13 1 and of 1 S 4 18
are the same; that at the death of Abdon the
etc, §40, u. 3.
J. E. HARRY
Philistines asserted themselves as overlords of
ABDA, ab'da ( X " 3 " , 'abhdd', perhaps, by abbre- Israel; t h a t it was a part of their policy to suppress
nationality in Israel; t h a t they abolished the office
viation, "servant of J e h " ) : (1) The father of
Adoniram, King Solomon's superintendent of force 1 of judge, and changed the high-priesthood to another family, making Eli high priest; that Eh
labor (1 K 4 (5). (2) A Levite mentioned in the
was sufficiently competent so that many of the
statistical note in Neh (11 17). This ''Abda the
functions of national judge drifted into his hands.
son of Shammua" is in the partly duplicate
It should be noted t h a t the regaining of indepassage in 1 Ch (9 16) called "Obadiah the son of
pendence was signalized by the reestablishment
Shemaiah."
of the office of judge, with Samuel as incumbent
(1 S 7 6 and context). This view takes into the
ABDEEL, ab'd(i-cl ( i X ' l ? ? , ',ibhd''el, "servant
account t h a t the narrative concerning Samson is
of God"): The father of Shelemiah, one of the offi- detachable, like the narratives that follow, Samson
cers whom King .lehoiakim commanded to arrest | belonging to an earlier period. See SAMSON.
Baruch, the scribe, and Jeremiah the prophet
(2) The son of Jeiel and his wife Maaeah (1 Ch 8
(Jer 36 26).
30; 9 36). Jeiel is described as the "father of
ABDI, ab'dl ("^^37, 'abhdl, probably by abbre- Gibeon," perhaps the founder of the Israelitish
community there. This Abdon is described as
viation "servant of J e h " ) : A Levite, father of
brother to Ner, the grandfather of King Saul.
Kishi and grandfather of King David's singer
(3) One of the messengers sent by King Josiah to
Ethan (1 Ch 6 44; cf 15 17). This makes Abdi
Huldah the prophetess (2 Ch 34 20); called Achbor
a c(jutemporarv of S.iul the king. (2) A Levite,
father of the Kish who was in service at the begin- in 2 K 22 12.
(4) One of many men of Benjamin mentioned as
ning of the reign of Hezekiah (2 Ch 29 12). Some
dwelling in Jerus (1 Ch 8 23), possibly in Nehemistakenly identify this Abdi with the former.
miah's time, though the date is not clear.
(3) (V man who in Ezra's time had married a
W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R
foreign wife (Ezr 10 26). Not a Levite, but "of
ABDON, ab'don Cjl'l!?!?, 'abhddn, perhaps "servthe sons of Elam."
ice"): One of the four Levitical cities in the tribe
of Asher (Josh 21 30; 1 Ch 6 74). Probably the
ABDIAS, ab-di'as (2 Esd 1 39 = Obadiah): One
same with Ebron (in ,\V "Hebron") in Josh 19 28,
of the Minor Prophets. Mentioned with Abraham,
where some copies have the reading Abdon. Now
Isaac, Jacob and the Minor Prophets who shall be
called Abdeh, a few miles from the Mediterranean
given as leaders to the ."nation from the east" which
and about fifteen miles south of Tyre.
is to overthrow Israel (cf OBADIAH) .
ABATE, a-bat': Used six times in OT for five
different Heb words, signifying "to diminish,"
"reduce," "assuage"; of the Flood (Gen 8 8); of
strength (Dt 34 7); of pecuniary value (Lev 27 18);
of wrath (.Igs 8 3); of fire (Nu 11 2).

ABDIEL, ab'di-el (bs"''!!?, 'abhdl'el, "servant
of C o d ' i : A Gadite who lived in Gilead or in Bashan, and whose name was reckoned in genealogies
of the time of Jotham, king of Judah, or of Jeroboam II, king of Israel (1 Ch 5 15-17).
ABDON, ab'(l(3n
fi^~3r', 'abhddn, perhaps
"service"; 'A^hiStv, Abddn):
(1) ..\ judge of Israel for eight years (Jgs 12 I S IS). The account says that he was the son of
Hillel the Pirathonite, and that he was buried in
Pirathon in the land of Epliraim. No mention is
made of great pubho services rendered by him, but
it is said that he had seventy well-mounted sons
and grandsons. So far as we can judge, he was
placed in office as a wealthy elderly man, and performed ^ the routine duties acceptably. "Very
likely his two next predecessors Ibzan and Elon
were men of the same type.
An effort has been made to identify Abdon with
the Bedan mentioned in 1 S 12 11, but the identification is precarious.
A certain importance attaches to Abdon from

ABED-NEGO, a-bed'nS-go (Hob and Aram.
ijD - ? : ? , 'dbhedh n'ghd; Dnl 3 29, Ki33 " D : ? , 'dbhedh
•n'ghd'): According to many, the nego is an intentional corruption of Nebo, the name of a Bab god,
arising from the desire of the Heb scribes to avoid
the giving of a heathen name to a hero of their
faith. The name, according to this view, would
mean "servant of Nebo." Inasmuch as 'dbheilh
is a tr of the Bab 'arad, it seems more probable
that nego also must be a tr of some Bab word.
The goddess Ishtar is by the Babylonians called
"the morning star" and "the perfect h g h t " (nigittu
gitmaltu).
The morning star is caUed by the
Aramaeans nogah, "the shining one," a word derived
from the root negah, the equivalent of the Bab
iiagii, "to shine." .Vbed-nego, according to this
interpretation, would be the tr of Arad-lshtar, a
not uncommon name among the Assyrians and
Babylonians. Canon Johns gives this as the name
of more than thirty Assyrians, who are mentioned
on the tablets cited by him in Vol. I l l of his great
work entitled Assyrian
Deeds and Documents.
It means "servant of Lshtar."
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Abate
Abel-cheramim

collective expression of his inner life] were evil,
and his brothel's righteous" (1 J n 3 12). " I t
would be an outrage if t h e gods looked to gifts
and sacrifices and not to the soul" (.Alcibiades
II.149E.15(I.V). Cain's heart was no longer pure;
it had a criminal propensity, springing from envy
and jealousy, v.-liich rendered both his offering
and person unacceptable. His evil works and
hatred of his brother culminated in the act of murder, s|iecifically evoked by th(( opposite character of
Abel's Wdi'ks and the acceptance of his offering,
l^lie evil man cannot endure the sight ot goodness
in another.
.\bel ranks as the first martyr (Mt 23 35),
whose blood cried for vengeance (Cen 4 10; cf
Rev 6 0.10) and brought despair
4. A
(Ceil 4 13), whereas that of Jesus
1\. D I C K WiLSdx
Martyr
appeals to God for forgiveness and
•speaks ])ea,ce (He 12 24) and is preABEL, a'bel (,'-5^. hebhel; "ApeX, Abel; \\\l
ferred before .Vbd's.
i-/(-ibf/,''etymology uncerlain. .slome tr "a breath,"
The first tw(j lirolhers in history stand as t h e
"vapor," "transitorincss,'' which are suggestive
types and representatives of the two main and
of his brief existence and tragic end; others take
c k -r
enduring divisions of mankind, and
it to be a variant of Jabal, ydbhdl, "shepherd" or
yP6 f,p,-,j. witness to the absolute antithesis
"hei'dman," eJen 4 20. Cf -\-ss\-r ablu a n d Bab
and eternal enmity between good and evil.
abil, "son"): The second son of .Vdain and Eve.
M. O. E V A N S
The absence of t h e vb. hdrdh (tien 4 2; cf ver 1)
ABEL, a'bel (bni?, 'dbhel, "me-adow"): .-V word
has been taken to imply, perhaps trulj-, that Cain
used in several c(.)inpound names of places. I t
and .\bel were twins.
appears by it.self as the name of a ciiy concerned
-'Abel was a keeper of sheep, b u t Cain was a
tUler of the ground," thus representing t h e two in t h e rebellion of Slieba (2 S 20' 14; cf 18),
though i t is there proliably an abridgment of t h e
fundamental pursuits of civihzed life,
1. A
t h e two earliest subdivisions of t h e name .\bel-beth-maacah. I n 1 S 6 18, where the
Heb has " t h e great meadow," and the Gr " t h e
Shepherd
human nice. On t h e Heb tradition
great stone," AV translates "the great stone of
of the superiority of the pastoral over
agricultural and city life, see Expos T, V, 351 ff. Abel."
The narrative may possibly bear witness t o t h e
A B E L - B E T H - M A A C A H , a'bel-beth-ma'a-ka
primitive idea that pastoral life was more pleasing
(np7')3 n i 3 b n X ,
'abhcl heth ina'd.klidh, " t h e
to Jeh than husbandry.
"In process of time," the two brothers came in a meadow ot the house of Maaeah"): T h e name
appears in this ham in 1 K 15 20 and 2 K 15 29.
solemn manner to sacrifice unto Jeh, in order to
In 2 S 20 15 (Heb) it is .Abcl-bclh-hammaacah
express their gratitude to Him whose
2. A
tenants they were in the laud (vs 3.4. (ISlaacah wdth the article). I n ver 14 of t h a t
chapter it appears as Beth-maacah, and in vs 14
Worshipper See S \ C R I F I C E ) . HOW Jeh signified
and 18 as Abel.
His acceptance of the one offering and
In 2 S it is spoken of as the city, far to the north,
rejection of t h e other, we are not told. T h a t it
was due to the difference in the material of the sac- where Joab besieged Sheba, the son of Bichri. I n
2 K it is mentioned, along with Ijon and other
rifice or in their manner of offering was probably
places, as a city in Naphtali captui-e(l by Tiglaththe belief among the earl}- Israelites, who regarded
pileser, king of Assyria. T h e cajiture appears
animal offerings as superior t o cereal offerings.
also in the records of Tiglath-pileser. I n 1 K it is
Both kinds, however, were fully in accord with Heb
law and custom. I t has Ijeen suggested that t h e mentioned w-ith Ijon and Dan and "all the land of
Naphtidi" as being smitten by Benhadad of DaL X X rendering of 4 7 makes Cain's offence a
mascus in the time ot Baaslia.
ritual one, the offering not being "correctly" made
In the account in Ch parallel to this last (2 Ch
or rightly di-vided, and hence rejected as irregular.
16 4) the cities mentioned are Ijon, Dan, Abel"If thou makest a proper offering, but dost not cut
maim. Abel-maim is eithir another name for
in pieces rightly, a r t thou not in fault? Be still!"
The L X X evidently took the rebuke to t urn upon .\bel-betli-maacah, or the .name of another place
Cain's neglect to pre|i.(i-e his offering according to in the same vicinity.
The prevailing identification of Abel-beth-maacah
strict ceremonial requirements. SUXris, dieles (LXX
in l o c ) , however, implies nlTi: (Pirij), ndlhah is with .tbil, a few miles \\'. of Dan, on a height
overlooking the Jordan near its sources. 'The
(naltah), o,nd would only applv to animal sacrifices.
adjacent region is rich agriculturally, and the
Cf E x 29 17; Lev 8 20; Jgs 19 29; 1 K 18 23;
scenery and the w-ater supply are esjiecially fine.
and see Concii.
Abel-maim, "meadow of water," is not an inapt
The true reason for t h e Divine preference is
designation for it.
W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R
doubtless to be found in t h e disjiosltion of the
brothers (;,ec CAIN). Well-doing conA B E L - C H E R A M I M , a'bel-ker'a-mim (bnS
3. A
sisted not in t h e outward offering
Q"i72~i3, 'dbhel k.-'Tdinlin, "meadow of vineyards"):
Righteous
(4 7) but in the right state of mind and
.\ city mentioned in the RV in Jgs 11 33, along with
Man
feeling. T h e acceptability depends
Aroer, Minnith, and "twenty cities," in summaon the inner motives and moral characters of the offerers. "f\y faith Abel offered unto rizing Jephthah's campaign against the Ammonites.
AV translates "the plain of the vineyards." T h e
Cod a more exceUent [abundant, plei.ona] sacrifice
site has not been identified, thciigh Eusebius and
than C l i n " (lie 11 4). T h e "more abundant
Jerome speak of it as in their lime a village about
sacrifice," Westcott thinks, "suggests t h e deeper
gratitude of Abel, and shows a fuller sense of t h e seven Roman miles from the Ammonite city ot
Rabbah.
claims of God" to t h e best. Cain's "works [the

Abed-nego was one of the three companions of
Daniel, and was the name imiiosed upon the Hebrew
.-Vzaiiah by Nebuchadnezzar (Dnl 1 7). Having
refused, along with his friends, to eat the ]iio\-isiuns
of the king's table, he was fed and flourished upon
pulse and water. Having successfully passed his
(I'xaminations and escaped the death with which
the w-ise men of Babylon were threatened, he was
appointed at the request of Daniel along with his
companions o\-er t h e affairs of t h e province of
Bal))'lon (Dnl 2). Having reliised to bow down
to the image whicli Nebuchadiie/.zar li;id set up,
he was cast into the burning lieiv furnace, and
after his triumphant delivery he was caused by the
king tola•(l^|ler in the pi'0\iii('(" of Babyhai (Dnl 3).
The three friends are referred to by name in 1 Mace
2 50. and by implication in He l l 33.:!4.
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ABEL-MAIM, a'bel-ma'im (U'!l2 b n S , 'dbhel
ninyim, "meadow of water"). See ABEL-BETHMAACAH.

ABEL-MEHOLAH,
a'bel-me-ho'lah
(bnS
n b i r r a , 'abhel m'holdh, "meadow of dancing"):
The residence of Elisha the prophet (1 K 19 16).
\'\hen Gideon and his 300 broke their pitchers in
the camp of jNIidian, the Midianites in their first
lianic fled down t h e . vaUey of Jezreel and the
Jordan "toward Zererah" (Jgs 7 22). Zererah
(Zeredah) is Zarethan (2 Ch 4 17; cf 1 K 7 46),
separated from Succoth by the clay ground where
.Solomon made castings for the temple. The wing
of the Midianites whom Gideon pursued crossed
the Jordan at Succoth (Jgs 8 4 ff). This would
indicate that .-Vbel-meholah was thought ot as a
tract ot country with a "border," W. of the Jordan,
some miles S. of Beth-shean, in the territory either
of Issachar or West Manasseh.
Abel-meholah is also mentioned in connection
with the jurisdiction of Baana, one of Solomon's
twelve commissary officers (1 K 4 12) as below
Jezreel, with Beth-shean and Zarethan in the same
hst.
Jerome and Eusebius speak of Abel-meholah as
a tract ot country and a town in the Jordan valley,
about ten Rom miles S. of Beth-shean. At just
that point the name seems to be perpetuated in
that ot the Wady Malih, and Abel-meholah is
commonly located near where that Wady, or the
neighboring Wady Helweh, comes down into the
Jordan valley.
Presumably Adriol the Meholathite (1 S 18 19;
2 S 21 8) was a resident of .\bel-meholah.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ABEL-MIZRAIM, a'bel-miz'rft-im (U^'^TC, bniS,
'dbhel migrayim, "meadow of E g y p t " ) : A name
given to "the threshing floor of Atad," E. of the
Jordan and N . of the Dead Sea, because Joseph
and his funeral party from Egypt there held their
mourning over Jacob (Gen 50 11). The name is
a pun. T h e Canaanite residents saw the 'ebhel,
"the mourning," and therefore that place was
called 'dbhel migrayim.
I t is remarkable that the funeral should have
taken this circuitous route, instead of going directly
from Egypt to Hebron. Possibly a reason may be
found as we obtain additional details in Egyp history. The explanations which consist in changing
the text, or in substituting the North Arabian
Mugri for Migrayim, are unsatisfactory.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

A B E L - S H I T T I M , a'bel-shit'tim (D^tDlBn b a X ,
'dbhel ha-shiUlm, "the meadow of the Acacias"):
The name appears only in Nu 33 40; b u t the
name Shittim is used to denote the same locality
(Xu 25 1; Josh 2 1; 3 1; i\lic 6 5). The name
always has the art., and the best expression of it
in English would be "the .\cacias." 'The valley
of the Acacias' (Joel 3 18 [4 18]) is, apparently, a
different locality.
For many weeks before crossing the Jordan,
Israel was encamped in the roundout of the Jordan valley, N. of the Dead Sea, E. of the river.
The notices in the Bible, supplemented by those
in Jos and Eusebius and Jerome, indicate that the
camping region \\-as many miles in extent, the
southern limit being Beth-jeshimoth, towarci the
Dead Sea, while .Vbel of the Acacias w-as the
northern limit and the headquarters. T h e headquarters are often spoken of as E. of the Jordan
at Jericho (e.g. N u 22 1; 26 3.63). During the
stay there occurred the Balaam incident (Nu 2 2 24), and the harlotry with Moab and Midian
(Nu 26) and the war with Midian (Nu 31), in

both of which Phinehas distinguished himself. I t
was from the Acacias t h a t Joshua sent out the
spies, and t h a t Israel afterward moved down to
the river for the crossing. Micah aptly calls upon
Jehovah's people to remember all t h a t happened
to them from the time when they reached the
Acacias to the time when Jehovah had brought
them safely across t h e river t o Gilgal.
Jos is correct in saying t h a t Abel of the Acacias
is the place from which the Deuteronomio law purports to have been given. I n his time the name
survived as Abila, a not very important town
situated there. H e says t h a t it was "sixty furlongs from .-Vbila to the Jordan," t h a t is a little
more than seven English miles (Ani, IV, viii, I
and V, i, 1; BJ, IV, vu, 6). There seems to be a
consensus for locating the site a t Kefrein, near
where the wady of that name comes down into the
Jordan valley.

W I L L I S J. BEECHER

ABEZ, a'bez: Used in AV (Josh 19 20) forEsEz,
which see.
ABGAR, ab'gar, ABGARUS, ab-ga'rus, ABAGARUS, a-bag'a-rus ("Ap-yapos, Abgaros): Written
also Agbarus and Augarus. .\ king of Edessa. A
name common to several kings (toparchs) of Edessa,
Mesopotamia. One of these, Abgar, a son of
Uchomo, the seventeenth (14th?) of twenty kings,
according to the legend (HE,i.l^)
sent a letter to
Jesus, professing belief in His Messiahship and
asking Him to come and heal him from an incurable
disease (lepros3f?), inviting Him at the same time
to take refuge from His enemies in his city, "which
is enough for us both." Jesus answering the letter
blessed him, because he had believed on Him -without having seen Him, and promised to send one of
His disciples after He h a d risen from the dead.
The apostle Thomas sent Judas Thaddeus, one of
the Seventy, who healed him (Cod. Apoc. NT).
A.

L.

BRESLICH

ABHOR, ab-hor': " T o cast away," "reject,"
"despise," "defy," "contemn," "loathe," etc. (1)
Tr'' in the OT from t h e following Heb words amongst
others: T15N3 (bd'ash), "to be or to become stinking" (I S 27 12; 2 S 16 21); b^J (gd'al), "to cast
away as unclean," " t o loathe"; cf Ezk 16 5 AV;
f^P (kug), " t o loathe," " t o fear" (Ex 1 12 m; 1 K
11 25; Isa 7 16); 7p.tU (shdkag), " t o detest" (Ps
22 24); nxri (^id'abh), i^'Pi (ta'abh), "to contemn"
(Dt 23 7); ^'l^?•^'^ (derd'dn), " a n object of contempt," "an abhorring" (Isa 66 24; Dnl 12 2 m).
(2) Tr"! in the N'T from the following G r words:
bdelussomai, which is derived from bded, " t o stink"
(Rom 2 22); apostuged, derived from stuged, "to
hate," "to shrink from" (Rom 12 9).
A. L.

BRESLICH

ABI, a'bl C ? ^ , 'dbhl): T h e name of the mother
of King Hezekiah, as given in 2 K 18 2. Most
naturally explained as a contraction of Abi j ah
("Jehovah is a father," or "is my father"), found
in the || passage in 2 Ch 29 I. The spelling in
the oldest t r ' seems t o indicate t h a t 'dbhi is not a
copyist's error, b u t a genuine contracted form.
She is spoken of as the daughter of Zechariah, and
was of course the wife of Ahaz.
ABI, a'bi, in the composition of names C3X,
'dbhl, "father"): The Heb words 'abh, "father," and
'dh, "brother," are used in the forming of names,
both at the beginning and at the end of words
e.g. Abram ("exalted one"), .loah ("Jehovah is
brother"), Ahab ("lather's brother"). At t h e
beginning of a word, however, the modified forms
'dbhl ami 'dhl are the ones commonly used e.g.
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Ahimelech ("king's brother") and Abimeleoh (by
the same analogy "king's father").
These forms have characteristics which complicate the question of their use in iirojier names. Especially since the pubhcation in 1806 of Slndies in
Hebrew Proper A'ames, by G. Buchanan tJrax', the
attention of scholars has been called to this matter,
without the reaeliing of any perfect consensus of
opinion.
The word 'dbhl may be a nominal i\-e with an
archaic ending ("fatlier"), or in the c((iistruct
state ("fatlier-of"), or the form with the siilK-^
("my father''). Hence a proper name construcled
with it may supposably be either a claiis(- or a
sentence; if it is a sentence, eillier of the two words
may be either subject or predicate. That is to
say, the name Abimelei-h may supposably mean
either "father of a lung," or "a king is father," or
"a father is king," or "my father is king," or "a
king is my father." Further, the clause "father
of a king" may have as many variations of meaning as there are varieties of the grammatical genitive.
Further still, it is claimed that either the word
father or the word king may, in a name, be a designation of a deity. This gives a very large number
of supposalile meanings from which, in any case,
to select the intended meaning.
The older scholarship regarded all these names
as construct clauses. For example, Abidan is
"father of a judge." It explained different instances as being different varieties of the genitive
construction; for instance, Abihail, "father of
might," means mighty father. The woman's
name Abigail, "father of exultation," denotes one
whose father is e.xultant. Abishai, "father of
Jesse," denotes one to whom Jesse is father, and
so with .Ibihud, "father of Judah," Abiel, "father
of God," .\bijah, "father of Jehovah." See the
cases in detail in Gesenius' Lexicon.
The more recent scholarship regards most or
all of the instances as sentences. In some cases it
regards the second element in a name as a verb
or adj. instead of a noun; but that is not important, inasmuch as in Heb the genitive construction
might persist, even with the verb or adj. But in
the five instances last given the explanation, "my
father is e.xultation," "is Jesse," is Judah," "is
God," "is Jehovah," certainly gives the meaning in
a more natural way than by explaining these names
as construct clauses.
There is sharp conflict over the question whether
we ought to regard the suffix pronoun as present
in these names—whether the flve instances should
not rather be tr^ Jehovah is father, God is father,
Judah is father, Jesse is father, exultation is father.
The question is raised whether the same rule prevails when the second word is a name or a designation of Deity as prevails in other cases Should
we explain one instance as meaning "my father is
Jesse," and another as "God is father"?
A satisfactory discussion of this is possible only
under a comprehensive study of Bible n.ames.
The argument is more or less complicated by the
fact that each scholar looks lo see what bearing
it may have on the critical theories he holds. In
the Hebrew Lexicon of Dr. Francis Brown the
explanations exclude the construct theory; in
most of t h e instances they treat a name as a sentence with "my father" as the subject; when the
second part of t h e name is a designation of Deity
they commonly make t h a t the subject, and either
exclude the pronoun or give it as an alternative.
For most persons the safe method is to remember
t h a t the final decision is not yet reached, and to
consider each name by itself, counting the explanation of it an open question. See NA.MES, PROPER.
The investigations concerning Sem proper names.
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both in and out of the Bible, have interesting theological bearings. I t has always been recognized
that words for father and brother, when combined
in propia- names with Yah, Yahu, El, Baal, or other
proper names of a Deity, indicated some relation
of the person named, or of his tribe, with the
Deity. It is now held, though with many differences of opinion, that in the forming of proper
names many other words, e.g. the words for king,
lord, strength, beaut\-, and others, are also used
as designations of D d t y or of .some particular
Deity; and that the words father, brother, and the
like may have the same use. To a certain extent
the proper names are so many propositions jn
theology. It is technically p([ssible to go very
far in inferring that the pcojile who formed such
names thought of Deity or of some particular
Deity as the father, the kinsman, (he ruler, the
champion, the strength, (he glory of the tribe or of
the individual. In parliciilar one might infer the
existence of a widely diffused doctrine of the fatherhood of God. It is doubtless superfluous to add
that at present one ought to be very cautious in
drawing or accepting inferences in this part of the
field of human study.
WILLIS J. B E E C H E R
ABIA, a-bi'a, ABIAH, a -bi'ah: Variants for AEIJAH,
which see.
ABI-ALBON,ab-i-al'bon,a'bi-al'bon ( i i ^ b ? -i^^
'dbhl 'al'bhdn, meaning not known. Gesenius
infers from the Arab, a stem which would give the
meaning "father of strength," and this is a t worst
not quite so groundless as the conjectures which
explain 'al'bhdn as a textual misreading for 'el
or ba'al): Abi-albon the Arbathite was one of
David's listed heroes (2 S 23 31), caUed Abie.l
the Arbathite in 1 Ch 11 32. Presumably he was
from Beth-arabah (Josh 15 6.61; 18 22).
ABLASAPH, a-bi'a-saf, ab-i-a'saf C:.'Z'&'^'Z^,'dbhl'dsdph, "my father has gathered"): A descendant
of Kohath the son of Levi (Ex 6 24; 1 Ch 6 23.37
[8.22]; 9 19). In Ch the name is SO^^N, 'ebhydsd.ph, which seems to be a mere variant spelling.
The Sam version has the same form in Ex. The
list in Ex terminates with Abiasaph, who is to be
regarded as the contemporary of Phinehas, the
grandson of .Varon. The two lists in 1 Ch 6 lead
up to the prophet Samuel and the singing companies which David is said to have organized. The
list in 1 Ch 9 leads up to the Korahiti- porters
of the time of Nehemiah. Apparently all the lists
intentionally omit names, just names enough being
given in each to indicate the line.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ABIATHAR, a-bi'a-thar, ab-i-a'thar ("in;'??"!,
'ebhi/dlhrlr, "father of super-excellence," or, " t h e
super-excellent one is father." With changed phraseology these are the explanations commonly given,
though "a father remains" would be more in accord
with the ordinary use of the stem ydthar. The pious
.Vbiathar was still conscious that he had a Father,
even after the butchery of his iiuman relatives):
The Scriptures re|-)resent that Abiathar was descended from Phinehas the son of Eli, and through
him from Ithamar the son of Aaron;
1. The
that he w-as the son of Ahimelech the
Bibhcal
head priest at Nob who, with his
Account
associates, was put to death by King
Saul for alleycd conspiracy with
David; that he had two sons, Ahimelech and Jonathan, the former of whom was, in Abiathar's lifetime, prominent in the priestly service (1 S 21
1-9; 22 7 ff; 2 S 8 17; 15 27 ff'; 1 Ch 18 16; 24
3.6.31).

See AHIMELECH; A H I T U B .
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Abiathar escaped from the massacre of the priests
at Nob, and fled to David, carrying the ephod wath
him This was a great accession to David s
strength. Public feeling in Israel was outragisd
by the slaughter of the priests, and turned strongly
against Saul. The heir of the priesthood, and in
his care the holy epho i, were now with David, and
the tact gave to his cause prestige, and a certain
character of legitimacy. David also felt bitterly
his having been the unwflling cause of the death of
Abiathar's relatives, and this made his heart warm
toward his friend. Presumably, also, there was a
deep religious sympathy between them.
Abiathar seems to have been at once recognized
as David's priest, the medium of consultation with
Jehovah through the ephod (1 S 22 20-23; 23
6.9; 30 7.8). He was at the head of the priesthood, along with Zadok (1 Ch 15 11), when David,
after his conquests (1 Ch 13 5; cf 2 S 6),
brought the ark to Jerus. The two men are mentioned together as high priests eight times in the
narrative of the rebelhon of Absalom (2 S 15 24 ff),
and are so mentioned in the last list of David's
heads of departments (2 S 20 25).
Abiathar
joined with Adonijah in his attempt to seize the
throne (1 K 1 7-42), and was for this deposed
from the priesthood, though he was treated with
consideration on account of his early comradeship with David (1 K 2 26.27). Possibly he
remained high priest emeritus, as Zadok and
Abiathar still appear as priests in the lists of the
headsof departments for Solomon's reign (1 K 4 4).
Particularly apt is the passage in Ps 55 12-14,
if one regards it as referring to the relations of
David and Abiathar in the time of Adonijah.
There are two additional facts which, in view of
the close relations between David and Abiathar,
must be regarded as significant. One is that Zadok,
Abiathar's junior, is uniformly mentioned first,
in all the many passages in w-hich the two are mentioned together, and is treated as the one who is
especially responsible. Turn to the narrative,
and sse how marked this is. The other similarly
significant fact is t h a t in certain especially responsible matters (1 Ch 2 1 , 18 16; 2 S 8 17) the
interests of the line of It'namar are represented,
not by Abiathar, but by his son Ahimelech. There
mnst have been something in the character of Abiathar to account for these facts, as well as for his
deserting David for Adonijah. To sketch his
character might be a work for the imagination
rather than for critical inference; but it seems clear
that though he was a man worthy of the friendship
of David, he yet had weaknesses or misfortunes
t h a t partially incapacitated him.
The characteristic priestly function of Abiathar
is thus expressed by Solomon: "Because thou
barest the ark ot the Lord Jehovah before David
my father" (1 K 2 23). By its tense the verb
denotes not a habitual act, but the function of
ark-bearing, taken as a whole. Z a i o k and Abiathar, as high priests, h'ld charge of-the bringing of
the ark to Jerus (1 Ch 15 11). We are not told
whether it was ug lin moved during the reign of
David. Necessarily the priestly superintendence of
the ark implies that of the sacrifices and services
that were^ connected wit'i the ark. The details in
King-? indicate the existence of much of the ceremonial described in the Pent, while numerous
additional Pentateuehal details are mentioned in
Ch.
A priestly function much emphasized is that of
obtaining answers from God through the ephot
(1 S 23 6.9; 3D 7). The word ephod (see 1 S 2
18; 2 S 6 14) does not necessarily denote the
priestly vestment with the Urim and Thummim
(e.g. Lev 8 7.8), but if anyone denies that this
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was the ephod ot the priest Abiathar, the burcien
of proof rests upon him. This is not the place tor
inquiring as to the method of obtaining divine
revelations through the ephod.
Abiathar's landed estate was at Anathoth in
Benjamin (1 K 2 26), one of the cities assigned to
the sons ot Aaron (Josh 21 18).
Apart from the men who are expressly said to be
descendants of Aaron, this part of the narrative
mentions priests three times. David's sons were
priests (2 S 8 18). This is of apiece with David's
carrying the ark on a new cart (2 S 6), before he
had been taught by the death of Uzza. "And
also Ira the Jairite was priest to the king" (2 S 20
26 ER'V). "And Zabu(l the son of Nathan was
priest, friend of the king" (1 K 4 5 E R V ) . These
instances seem to indicate that David and Solomon
had each a private chaplain. As to the descent
and function of these two "priests" we have not a
word of information, and it is illegitimate to imagine details concerning them which bring them
into conflict with the rest of the record.
No one will dispute that the account thus far
given is that of the Bible record as it stands.
Critics of certain schools, however,
2. Critical do not accept the facts as thus reOpinions
corded. If a person is committed to
Concerning the tradition that the Deuteronomic
Abiathar
and the priestly ideas of the Pent
first originated some centuries later
than Abiathar, and if he makes t h a t tradition the
standard by which to test his critical conclusions,
he must of course regard the Biblical account ot
Abiathar as unhistorical. Either the record disproves the tradition or the tradition disproves the
record. There is no third alternative. The men
who accept the current critical theories understand
this, and they have two ways of defending the
theories against the record. In some instances they
use devices for discrediting the record; in other
instances they resort to harmonizing hypotheses,
changing the record so as to make it agree with the
theory. Without here discussing these matters,
we must barely note some of their bearings in the
case of Abiathar.
For example, to get rid of the testimony of Jesus
(Mk 2 28) to the effect that Abiathar was high
priest and that the sanctuary at Nob was "the
house of God," it is affirmed that either Jesus or
the evangelist is here mistaken. The proof alleged
for this is that Abiathar's service as priest did not
begin till at least a few days later than the incident
referred to. This is merely finical, though it is an
argument that is gravely used by some scholars.
Men affirm that the statements of the record as
to the descent of the line of Eli from Ithamar are
untrue; that on the contrary we must conjecture
t h a t Abiathar claimed descent from Eleazar, his
line being the alleged senior line of t h a t family;
t h a t the senior line bec-ime extinct at his death,
Zadok being of a junior line, if indeed he inherited
any cf the blood of Aaron. In making such affirmations as these, men deny the Bible statements
as resting on insufficient evidence, a n i substitute
for them other statements which, confessedly, rest
on no eviienoe at all.
All such procedure is incorrect. Many are suspicious of statements founi in the Books of Ch;
t h a t gives them no right to use their suspicions as
if they were perceptions of fact. Supposably one
may think the record unsatisfactory, and may be
within his rights in thinking so, b u t t h a t does not
authorize him to change the record except on the
basis of evidence of some kind. If we treat the
record ot the times of Abiathar as fairness demands
t h a t a record be treated in a court of justice or a
scientific investigation, or a business proposition
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or a medical case, we will accept the facts substantially as they are found in S and K and Ch
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daughters, who brought a case before Moses (Nu
36), he must have been an old man at the time of
and Mk.
W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R
the conquest. He was the son of Gilead the son
of Machir, in the sense of being a more remote
ABIB, a'bib (^'^3^ , 'db'nlbh, young ear of barley
descendant, for Machir had sons before the death
(ir other grain, E.x'9 31; Lev 2 14): The first
of Joseph (tlen 50 23). The Machir that po.sse.ssed
ni((ntli of t h e Israelitish -I'car, called iS'is:ui in Neh Gilead and Bashaii because he was "a iiiaii of war"
2 1; Est 3 7, is .Vlnli ih Ex 13 4; 23 15; 34 18; was the Manassite family ot Machir, with Jair as
cf D t 16 1. .Vijib is not properly a name of a
its great genend (Josh 17 I ; 13 30.31; Nu 32 3 9 month, but part of a descriptive phrase, "the month
41; D t 3 12-15). To Abiezer and other sons of
of young ears of grain." This may indicate the
Gilead t(-rritory was assigned W. of the Jordan.
Israelitish way of determining the new year (Ex
In later gineralions the name siiivived as that
12 2). the year lieginning with the new m([((ii
of the family to ivhich Cideon belonged, and pernearest or next preceding this stage of the growth
haps also of Ihc region «'hich I hey occupied (Jgs
of the barley. The )-ear thus indicated was idac6 34; 8 2). They are also called .Abieziites (Jgs 6
tieallv the same with the old Bab year, and pre11.24; 8 ;i2). The region was W. of Shecheni, with
sumably came in with .Abraham. The Penta- Ophrah for its principal city.
teuehal laws do not introduce it, tliough I hey define
(2) One of David's mighty men, " t h e Anathoit, perhaps to distinguish it from the I'^gyp wander- thite" (2 S 23 27; 1 Ch 11 28), who was also
ing year. See CALENDAR.
W I L L I S J i5i;i;cHER
one of David's month-bv-month captains, his month
being the ninth (1 Ch 27 12).
•\\'iLLis J . B E E C H E R
ABIDA, a-bi'da ("""'3^;, 'dbhldhd', "father of
knowledge," or "my father knows"): .V son of
ABIEZRITE, ab-i-ez'-i-it, a-bi-ez'rit: The Gentile
adj. of ABIEZER, which see.
Midian and grandson of .Vbraham and Keturah
(Gen 25 4; 1 Ch 1 33). Abidah in AV in Gen.
ABIGAIL, ab'i-gal, ABIGAL, ab'i-gal (b^5''3X,
ABIDAH, a-bi'dah: Used in AV in Gen 25 4 for 'dbhighayil, or b^'^SN, 'dblilghal, three times, or
ABID.I, which see.
b ' ^ 5 ' 3 ^ , 'dbhughayil, once, or b"]53N, 'dbhighayil,
ABIDAN, a-bi'dan (""^DX , 'dbhldhdn, "father is once; "father," or "cause of j o y " ) :
(1) The wife of Nabal, a rich shepherd of southern
judge"): .\bidan, son of Gideoni, was a "prince"
of die chfldren of Benjamin (Nu 2 22; 10 24). Judaea, w-hose home was Maon (1 S 25 2.3);
He was chosen to represent his tribe a t the census shortly after N.abal's death she became t h e wife
of David. Nabal grazed his flocks in or along the
in the wilderness of Sinai (Nu 1 11). When, on
the erection, anointing and sancttfication of the Southern Wilderness, where David and his men
protected them from marauding tribes, so that not
Tabernacle, the heads of Israel offered, .-Vbidan
a sheep was lost. When Nabal was sheep-shearing
offered on the ninth day (Nu 7 60.65).
and feasting at Carmel (in Judaea), David sent
ABIDE, a-bid': OE word signifying progressively messengers requesting provisions for himself and
to "await," "remain," "lodge," "sojourn," "dwell," men. But Nabal, who w-as a churlish fellow,
"continue,'" "endure"; represented richly in OT answered the messengers insultingly and sent them
away empty-handed. David, angered by such
(.\.V) by 12 Heb and in N T by as many Gr words.
In RV displaced often by words meaning " t o so- mean ingratitude, gathered his 400 warriors and
set
out to destroy Nabal and aU he had (1 S 25 22).
journ,' "dwell," "encamp." The Heb and Gr
originals in most frequent use are 2115^, ydshabh, Aleanwhile .Vbigail, a woman "of good understand' t o dwell"; p.ivia, mend, " t o remain." "A. [sit or ing, and of a beautiful countenance" (ver 3),
taiTy] ye here" (Gen 22 5); "The earth ^. [con- heard of the rebuff given the men of David by her
hu.sband; and fearing what vengeance David in
tinueth] forever" (Eccl 1 4); "Who can a. [bear
or endm-e] die d a y ' " ' (Mai 3 2); "Afflictions a. his wrath might work, she gathered a consiilerable
[uw-ait] m e " (.Acts 20 23). The past tense abode, present of food (ver 18), and hastened to meet the
ill frequent use, has the same meaning. "His bow approaching sokliers. Her beautiful and prudent
a. [remained] in strength" (Gen 49 24); "There he words, as also her fair face, so won David that he
desisted from his vengeful purpose and accepted
a."^ (dwelt; (Jn 10 40).
her gift (vs 32-35). When Abigail told Nabal
Abode, as a noun (Gr iJiov-q, mont) twice in of his narrow escape, he was stricken with fear, and
NT: "make our a. with him" (Jn 14 23); "man- died ten days afterward. Shortly after this David
sions," RVm "afe!(///i(7-r)la(-es" (Jn 14 2). The soul
took Abigail to be his wife, although about the
of the true disciple and heaven are dwelling-places same time, probably a little before, he had also
of the Father, .Son and Holy Spirit.
taken Ahinoam (ver 43); and these two were
D-wiGHT M . P R A T T
with him in Gath (1 S 27 3). After David
ABIEL, a'bi-el, ab'yel, a-bl'el (b^?^^S:, 'dbhl'el, became king in Hebron, Abigail bore him his second
"my father is God," or "Cod is father"):
son, Chileab (2 S 3 3) or Daniel, as he is caUed
(1) A descendant of Benjamin the son of Jacob.
in 1 Ch 3 1.
Father of Kish the father of King (Saul, and also,
(2) Sister of David and mother of .\masa, at one
apparently, the father of Ner the father of Saul's time commander of David's army (1 Ch 2 16.17;
general, .ibner (1 S 9 1; 14 51).
Abigal 2 S 17 25). In the first passage she is
(2) One of David's niiglity men (1 Ch 11 32), called David's sister, along with Zeruiah; while in
called .\BI-ALBON, which see, in 2 S 23 31.
the second she is called the "daughter of Nahash."
Several explanations of this connection with
ABIEZER, ab-i-e'zer, a-bi-("";'-zer (IT715S , 'dbhlNahash have been suggested, any one of which
would be sufficient to remove contradiction:
'ezer, "father of help," or "my father is help."
(1) That Nahash was another name of Jesse, as in
lezer, lezerite [in AV Jeezer, Jeezerite], is Abiezer
Isa 14 20, -iiii:dt-shure.sh ndhdsh yege (Kim); (2) T h a t
with the letter beth omitted):
(1) -V descendant of Joseph the son of Jacob, and Nahash was the wife of Jesse and by him mother of
Abigail, which is least probable; (3) That Nahash,
head of one of the families of Manasseh that settled
W. of the Jordan (Nu 26 30; Josh 17 1-6; 1 Ch the father of Abigail and Zeruiah, having died, his
7 14-19). As he was great uncle to Zelophehad's widow became the wife ot Jesse, and bore sons to

Abihail
Abimelech
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him; (4) T h a t the text of 2 S 17 25 has been corrupted, "daughter of Nahash" having crept into
the text. -U all events she was the sister of
David b)- the same mother.
EDWARD MACK
ABIHAIL, ab'i-hal (b'^n'^^X 'abhlhayil; in some
M S S b")ni2N 'abhlhayil, when feminine, but best
reading is the former; "father, or cause, of strength"):
Five persons in the OT are called by this name:
(1) .\. Levite and the father of Zuriel, who in the
Wilderness was head of the house of Merari, Le\-i's
youngest son (Nu 3 35); (2) The wife of Abishur,
a man of the tribe of Judah, in the line of Hazron
and Jerahnieel (1 Ch 2 29); (3) One of the heads
of the tribe of Gad, who dwelt in Gilead of Bashan
(1 Ch 5 14); (4) Either a wife of Rehoboam, king
of Judah, or mother of his wife ISIahalath, according to the interpretation of the text (2 Ch 11 18);
probatily the latter view- is correct, since there is
no conjunction in the text, and since the following
ver (19) contemplates only one wife as already
mentioned. This being true, she was the wife of
Jerimath, a son of David, and daughter of Eliab,
David's eldest brother. It is interesting to note
this fieriuent intermarriage in the Davidic house;
(5) Lather of Queen Esther, who became vrife ot
Xerxes (Biblical .Vliasuerus) king of Persia, after the
removal of the former r|ueen, Vashti (Est 2 15;
9 29). He was uncle of Mordecai.
EDWARD INIACK

ABIHU, a-bi'hu (K'^-'^^IX, 'dbhihu', "father he
is," or "my father he is"): Second son of Aaron,
the high priest (Ex 6 23). "\A'ith his older brother
Nadab he "died before Jehovah," when the two
"offered strange fire" (Lev 10 1.2). It may be
inferred from the emphatic prohibition ot wine
or strong drink, laid upon the priests immediately
after this tragedy, that the two brothers were going
to their priestly functions in an intoxicated condition (Lev 10 8-11). Their death is mentioned
three times in subsequent records (Nu 3 4; 26 61;
1 Ch 24 2).
ABIHUD, a-bi'hud (nin^aX, 'dbhihudh, "father
of majesty," or "my father is majesty," though
some regard the second part as the proper name
Judah): The son of Bela the oldest son ot Benjamin (1 Ch 8 3),
ABIJAH, a-bi'jii (H;'!!!? or W n s [2 Ch 13 20.21],
'dbhlydh or 'dbhlydhu, "my father is Jehovah," or
"Jehovah is father"): The name of six or more
men and two women in the OT.
(1) The seventh son of Becher the son of Benjamin (1 Ch 7 8).
(2) The second son of the prophet Samuel (1 S
8 2; 1 Ch 6 28 [6 13]).
(3) The eighth among "the holy captains and
captains of Cod" apiioinled by lot by David in
connection with the priestly courses (1 Ch 24 10).
Compare "Zacharias of the course of Abijah"
(Lk 1 5).
(4) A son of Jerolioam I of Israel (1 K 14 1-18).
The narrative desciibeshis sickness and his mother's
visit to the prophet Ahijah. He is spoken of as
the one member of the house of Jeroboam in whom
there was "found some good thing toward .lehovah."
With his death the hope of the dynasty perished.
(5) The son and successor of Rehoboain king of
Judah (1 Ch 3 10; 2 Ch 11 20—14 1). As to the
variant name Abijam (1 K 14 31; 15 1.7.8) see
,\.BIJAM.

The statements concerning Abijah's mother
afford great opportunity for a person who is interested_ in finding discrepancies in the Bible narrati\-e.
She is said to have been Maaeah the daughter

of Absalom (1 K 15 2; 2 Ch 11 20.21.22). As
more than 50 years elapsed lietween the adolescence of Absalom and the accession of Rehoboam,
the suggestion at once emerges that she may ha-ve
been Absalom's daughter in the sense of being his
granddaughter. But ?ilaacah the daughter of
Absalom was the mother of Asa, Abijam's son and
successor (1 K 15 10.13; 2 Ch 15 16). Further
we are explicitly told that Absalom had three sons
and one daughter (2 S 14 27). It is inferred that
the three sons died young, inasmuch as Absalom
before his death built him a monument because
he had no son (2 S 18 IS). The daughter was
distinguished for her beauty, but her name was
Tamar, not Maaeah. Finally, the narrative tells
us that the name of Abijah's mother was "Micaiah
the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah" (2 Ch 13 2).
It is less difficult to combine all these statements
into a consistent account than it would be to combine some pairs of them if taken by themselves.
When all put together they make a luminous narrative, needing no help from conjectural theories
of discrepant sources or textual errors. I t is natural
to understand that Tamar the daughter of Absalom
married Uriel of Gibeah; that their daughter was
Maaeah, named for her great-grandmother (2 S
3 3; 1 Ch 3 2); that Micaiah is a variant of
Maaeah, as Abijah is of Abijam.
Maaeah married Rehoboam, the parties being second cousins
on the father's side; if they had been first cousins
perhaps they would not have married. Very
likely Solomon, through the marriage, hoped to
conciliate an influential party in Israel which still
held the name of .Absalom in esteem; perhaps also
he hoped to supplement the moderate abilities of
Rehoboam by the great abflities of his wife. She
was a brilliant woman, and Rehoboam's favorite
(2 Ch 11 21). On Abijah's accession she held at
court the influential position of king's mother;
and she w-as so strong that she continued to hold
it, when, after a brief reign, Abijah was succeeded
by Asa; though it was a position from which Asa
had the authority to depose her (1 K 15 13;
2 Ch 15 16).
The account in Ch deals mainly with a decisive
victor\- which, it says, Abijah gained over northern
Israef (2 Ch 13), he having 400,000 men and
Jeroboam 800,000, of whom 500,000 were slain.
It is clear that these numbers are artificial, and were
so intended, whatever may be the key to their
meaning, .ibijah's speech before the battle presents the same view of the religious situation which
is presented in Kings and Amos and Hosea, though
with fuller priestly details. The orthodoxy of
Abijah on this one occasion is not in conflict with
the representation in Kings t h a t he followed
mainly the evil ways of his father Rehoboam. In
Chronicles coarse luxury and the multiplying of
w-ives are attributed to both father and son.
(6) A priest of Nehemiah's time, who sealed the
covenant (Neh 10 7). Conjecturally the same with
the one mentioned in Neh 12 4.17.
(7) The wife of Judah's grandson Hezron, to
whom was traced the origin of Tekoa (1 Ch 2 24).
(8) The mother of King Hezekiah (2 Ch 29 1),
caUed .Vbi in 2 K. See Am.
W I L L I S J.

ABIJAM, a-bi'jam (D^aX,
sea," or, "father of west"):
Kings (1 K 14 3 1 ; 15 1.7.8)
boam who succeeded him as

BEECHER

'dbhlydm, "father of
The name given in
to the son of Rehoking of Judah. See

ABIJAH.

The name has puzzled scholars. Some have
proposed, by adding one letter, to change it into
"father of his people." Others have observed t h a t
the Gr rendering in Kings is Abeiou. Either the
Heb copy used by the Gr translator read ''l-hiijahu
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Abijah, or else the translator substituted the l"((riii
of the name whicli was to him more familiar. V few
existing copies of the Heb have the reading ,\bijah,
a n d M t 1 7 iircsupp([ses that as the OT reading. So
they infer that ,\bijaiii in K is an erroneous reading
for .-Vbijah. This seems at present to be the incvailing \-ien-. and it, is plausible. It would be more
convincing, howcNcr, if the name oceiiii'ed but once
in the passage in Kings, ins((>ad of occurring fivitimes. It is improbable that a scribe would repeat
the same error five times within a few sentences,
while a translator, if he changed the name once,
would of course change it the other f((ur times.
Exploration has rc\-ealed the fai-t that the whole
region near the easiern end of the INlediterraneaii
was known as "the w e s t " "Father of the west"
is not an inapt name for Keli((boani to give to the
boy w-ho, he expects, will inherit the kingdom of
Solomon and David, 'the ett'ect of the sece.s.sion
of the ten tribes was lo make that name abuiles(|ne,
and one does not wonder that it was superseded by
.Vbijah, "Aly father is Jehovah."
W I L L I S J.

ABILA, ab'i-la.

BEECHER

See .ABILENE.

ABILENE, a-bi-le'ne ('A(3a\Tivifi, Abede-nf, B . \ ;
'Api\-(iv-r|, Abilent. X ' l : Mentioneci in Lk 3 1 as
the tetrarchy of Lysanias at the time when John
the Baptist began his ministrj'. The district
derived its name from .Vbila, its chief town, whicli
was situated, according to the Itinerarium /Vntonini, IS Roman miles from Damascus on the
way to Heliopolis (Baalbec). This places it in the
neighborhood of the village of Suk Wady Barada
(see .-VBAN.A), near which there are considerable
ancient remains, with an inscription in Gr stating
that a "freedman of Lj-sanias the tetrarch" made a
wall and built a temple, and another in Lat recording the repair of the road "at the expense of the
Abilenians." The memory of the ancient name
probably survives in the Moslem legend which
places the tomb of Abel in a neighboring height
where there are ruins of a temple. Jos calls this
Abila, h.e Lusaniou, ht. "the A. of Lysanius," thus
di-tingui-hiiig it from other towns of the same name,
and as late as the time of Ptolemy (cir 170 AD) the
name of Lysanias was associated with it.
The territory of .\bilene w-as part of the Ituraean
Kingdom, which was broken up when its king,
Lysanias, was put to death by M. Antonius, c 3.5
BC.
The circumstances in which A. became a
distinct tetrarchy are altogether obscure, and
nothing further is knonm of the tetrarch Lysanias
(Ant, X I X , V, 1; X X , ii, 1). _ In 37 AD the tetrarchy, along w-ith other territories, was granted
to .Vgrippa I, after whose death in 44 AD it was
administered by procurators until 53 AD, when
Clau'hus conferred it again, along with neighboring territories, upon Agrippa I I . On Agrippa's
death, toward the close of the 1st cent., his kingdom
was incorporated in the province of Syria. iSee
LYSANIAS.

C . H . TIIO.MSO.M

ABILITY, a-bil'i-ti (5vvafi.is, dunamis, or l<rx.vs,
ischus): Variously used of resources, material,
mental and spiritual; e.g. of wealth, "gave after
their a," (Ezr 2 60); of mental endo\vment, "a.
to stand in the king's palace" (Dnl 1 4 ) ; of talents and character, "several a." (Mt 25 15); of
spiritual strength, "minister, as of the a. which God
giveth" (AV 1 Pet 4 11). It thus may signify
either posses.sions, native capacity, or gifts of the
Holy Spirit.
ABIMAEL, a-bim'a-el, ab-i-ma'el (bxp1n^5,
'dbhlmd'el, "my father is God," or "God is father"):
The ninth of the thirteen sons of Joktan, who was

Abihail
Abimelech

descendant of Shem, and son of Eber, and brother
of Peleg in whose days the earth was divided
(Gen 10 2.5-20; 1 Ch 1 19-23). Like .some of the
other names in this list, the name is linguistically
south .Arabian, and the tribes indicaled are south
.Vrabians. On the .Vrab. elements in Heb proper
names see Hah'vy, Melanges d'eingraphic el d'archeiilogii- semiliipies; ZI>,\IG, esp. early in 188.';; D. H.
Miiller, Epii/i-iijihie. Denkindler aiis .1 rabieii; Glaser,
Skizze der Ceselt. mid, (leog. Arabiens; and by inde.x
Ilominel, Aneienl Ilelirew Tnnlilioii; and Gray,
Hebrew Proper iVaines; and F. Ciesebrecht, Die
alltestainenllielie Sehulznng des Gollesnamcns.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ABIMELECH, a-bim'e-lek (Tfb'a-'?^, 'dbhlmelekh,
"father of a king"): A name borne by five OT
persons.
(1) The name of two kings of Philistia; the first
was a contemporary of Abraham, the second,
probably son of the former, was king in the days
of Isaac. It is quite possible that Abimelech was
the royal title rallier than the personal name, since
in the title of Ps 34 we find it applied to the king
of Gath, elsewhere known by his personal name,
Achish (1 S 27 2,3). Shortly after the destruction of Sodom Abraham journeyed wilh his herds
and flocks into the extreme (S E. C((iintry of Pal
(Gen 20). While sojourning at G( lar, the city
of Abimelech, king of the Phili country, he made
believe that (Sarah was his sister (ver 2), and
Abimelech took her, intending to make her one of
his wives. But God rebuked him in a dream,
besides sending barrenness on the women of his
household (vs 3.17). After Abimelech had reproved Abraham most justly for the deception,
he dealt generously with him, loading him with
presents and granting him the liberty of the land
(vs 14.15). When contention had arisen betw-een
the servants of the two men over the wells of water
the two men made a covenant at a well, which
took its name, Beersheba, from this fact of covenantmaking (Gen 21 31.32).
(2) Nearly a cent, later than the events connected with the first Abimelech, as outlined above,
a second Abimelech, king of the Philistines, is mentioned in relations with Isaac (Gen 26), who in
time of grievous famine went down from his home,
probably at Hebron, to Gerar. Fearing for his
life because of his beautiful wife, Rebekah, he called
her his sister, just as Abraham had done with
reference to Sarah. Neither Abimelech nor any
of his people took Rebekah to wife—quite a variation from the Abrahamio incident; but when the
falsehood was detected, he upbraided Isaac for
what might have happened, continuing nevertheless to treat him most graciously. Is:(a(( continued
to dvcell in the vicinity of Gerar, until contention
between his herdsmen and those of Abimelech
became too violent; then he moved away by
stages, reopening the wells digged by his father
(vs 18-22). Finally, a covenant was made between
Abimelech and Isaac at Beersheba, just as had
been made between Abraham and the first Abimelech (Gen 26 2l'.-33). The two kings of Philistia
were probably father and son.
(3) The title of Ps 34 mentions another Abimeleoh, who in all probabilitv is the same as Achish
king of Gath (1 S 21 10—22 1); with whom
David sought refuge when fleeing from Saul, and
with whom he was dwelling at the time of the Phili
invasion of Israel, which cost Saul his kingdom and
his life (1 S 27). I t appears from this that Abimelech was the royal title, and not the personal name
of the Phili kings.
(4) A son of Gideon (Jgs 9) who aspired to be
king after the death of his father, and did rule three

Abinadab
Ablution

years (ver 22). He first won the support of the
members of his mother's family and their recommendation of himself to all Israel (vs 3.4). He
then murdered all the sons of his father, seventy
in number, at Ophrah, the family home in the tribe
of Manasseh, Jotham the youngest son alone
escaping (ver 5). After this Abimelech was made
ruler by an assembly of the people at Shechem.
.An insurrection led by Gaal the son ot Ebed having
broken out in Shechem, Abimelech, although he
succeeded in capturing that city, was wounded
to death by a mill-stone, vhich a woman dropped
from the wall upon his lead, while he w-as storming
the citadel of Thebez, into which the defeated rebels
had retreated, after that city also had been taken
(vs 50-53). Finding that he v.-as mortally w-ounded
and in order to avoid the shame of death at a
woman's hand, he reriuired his armor-bearer to
kill him with his sword (ver 54). His cruel treatment of the Shechemites (vs 46-40), when they
took refuge from him in their strong tower, was a
just judgment for their acquiescence in his crimes
(vs 20.57j; while his own miserable death was
retribution for his bloody deeds (ver 56).
(5) A priest in the daj-s of David; a descendant
of Ithamar and Eli, and son of .Vbiathar (1 Ch 18
16).
In the L X X and in 1 Ch 24 he is called
A/iimelech; but is not to be confused with Ahimelech, the father of Abiathar, and therefore his
grandfather. He sh,ared wilh Zadok, of the line
of Ithamar, the priestly office in the reign of D.avid
(1 Ch

24 31).
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EDW-VRD M A C K

ABINADAB, a-bin'a-dab ( ^ - p n r ^ , 'dbhinddhdbh, "father of w-ihingness," or, "my father is
wilhng." This is accooiing to the ((rdinary usage
ot the second word in the name—"wilhng" rather
than "munificent" or "noble"):
(1) The man in whose house the men of Kiriathjearim placed the ark, after its return from the
land of the Philis, his house being either in Gibeah
of Benjamin or "in the hifl" (1 S 7 1; 2 S 6 3.4).
To account for the ambiguity note that gibh'dh
means hill, and t h a t the place-name Gibeah ordinarily has the definite article. I t is natural
to think t h a t Abinadab was himself a man of
Kiriath-jearim, though the account does not
explicitly say so. The record is that the men of
Kiriath-jearim were summoned to take charge
of the ark at a time when no one else dared to have
it (1 (S 6 20.21); and the implication seems to be
that they had no option to refuse. Possibly this
was due to their being Gibeonites, and hereditary
"bondmen" of "the house of my Clod" (Josh 9
17.23). However this may be, thev "sanctified"
.Ibinadab's son Eleazar to have charge of the ark.
According to the Heb and some of the Gr copies,
the ark was in Gibeah in the middle of the reign
of King Saul (1 S 14 18).
About a century later, according to the Bible
numbers, David went with gi-e;:t pomp to Kiriathjearim, otherwise known as Ijieilah or Baale-judah,
to bring the ark from Kiriath-jearim, out of the
house of Abinadab in the hill (or, in Gibeah), and
place it in Jerus (1 Ch 13; 2 S 6). The new cart
was driven by two descendants of Abinadab. There
may or may not have been another Abinadab then
living, the head of the house.
(2) The second of the eight sons of Jesse, one of
the three who were in Saul's army w-lien Goliath
gave his chahenge (1 S 16 8; 17 13; 1 Ch 2 13).
(3) One of the sons of K'iiig Saul (1 Ch 8 33;
9 39; 10 2; 1 S 31 2). He died in the battle of
Gilboa, along with his father and brothers.
(4) In 1 K 4 11 AV has "the son of Abinadab,"
where RV has BEN-ABINADAB, which see.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ABINOAM, a-bin'5-am, ab-i-no'am (=^""^?*?,
'abhlnd'am, "father of pleasantness," or,
niy
father is pleasantness"): A man of Kedesh-naphtah, the father of Barak who defeated the army of
Jabin and Sisera (Jgs 4 6.12; 5 1.12).
ABIRAM, a-bi'ram (D"1''5S< , 'abhlrdm, "exalted
father," or, "my father is an exalted o n e " ) :
(1) The son of Eliab the son of Pallu the son of
Reuben (Nu 26 5 ff; D t 11 6).
In company
with his brother Dathan and Korah the Levite
and others, he disputed the authority of Moses
and Aaron in the wilderness (Nu 16-17, 26; Dt
11 6; Ps 106 17). Two hundred and fifty followers
of Korah perished by fire at the doorway of the
tent of meeting. Dathan and Abiram refused to
come to the tent of meeting, at the summons of
Moses; and the earth opened where their tents
were, and swallowed them and their families and
their goods. See KOR.AH.
(2) The firstborn son of Hiel the Bethelite, who
rebuilt Jericho in the time of Ahab (1 K 16 34;
cf Josh 6 26). This incident has recently accuiired
a new interest owing to discoveries made at (iezer
and Megiddo concerning foundation sacrifices as
anciently offered in Palestine. < *iie should not
be too positive in making statements concerning
this, but the following is a possitilc interpretation
of the record. The curse pronounced by Joshua
on the man who should rebuild Jericho was of a
piece with the other details, Jericho being treated
exceptionally, as a city placed under the ban. "The
language of Joshua's curse is capable of being
translated: 'Cursed be the man before Jehov.ih
who shall . . . . build . . . Jericho; [who] shall
lay its foundation in his firstborn, and set up its
gates in his youngest.' According to this interpretation the death of the builder's eldest and
youngest sons is not spoken of as the penalty involved in the curse, but as an existing horrible
custom, mentioned in order to give solemnity to
the diction of the curse. The writer in Kings cites
the language of the curse Iiy Joshua. The context
in which he mentions the affair suggests that he
regards Hiel's conduct as exceptionally flagrant
in its wickedness. Hiel, in defiance of Jehovah, not
only built the city, but in building it revived the
horrible old Canaanite custom, making his firstborn son a foundation sacrifice, and his youngest
son a sacrifice at the completion of the work.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ABIRON, a-bi'ron ('A(3eipiiv, Abeirdn):
(1) The L X X form (Ecclus 45 18 AV) of Abiram,
one of the sons of Eliab, w-ho, with his brother
Dathan, and with one of the same tribe, joined the
conspiracy against Moses and Aaron (Nu 16
1.12.24.25.27; 26 9; D t 11 6; Ps 106 17).
(2) The eldest son of Hiel, the Bethelite, who
died prematurely, thus fulfilling the doom pronounced on the posterity of him who should undertake to rebuild Jericho (1 K 16 34). Sec ABIRAM.
ABISEI, ab-i-se'i.

See ABISSEI.

A B I S H A G , ab'i-shag, a-bi'shag (:)l?J''3l!?, 'dbhlshagh, apparently, "father of wandering," t h a t is,
"cause of wandering," or "my father wanders"):
The Shunammite woman who became nurse to
King David (1 K 1 1-4.15; 2 17.21.22). She was
chosen for the service with great care on account
of her youth and beauty and physicid vigor. She
ministered to the king, t h a t is, waited on him as
personal attendant and nurse. She also "cherished" him in his feebleness—gave to him through
physical contact the advantage of her superabundant vitahty. This was a mode of medical treatment recommended by the servants of the king.
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and it appears to have been not wholly unsuccessful.
She had an intimate knowledge of the condition of
David, and was present at the interview of Bathsheba with David which resulted in the iilacing of
Solomon on the throne. If that act lunl been
questioned she would have been a most important
witness. By reason of this and of her personal
charms, she might become a strong helper to any
rival of Solomon who should intrigue to supplant
him. Adonijah sought .Vliishag in marriage. On
the basis ot this and of such other evidence as may
supposably have been in his possession, Solomon
put Adonijah to death as an intriguer.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ABISHAI, ab'i-shi, a-bi'shi ClB^nX, 'dbhlshai,
in Ch "'1P3S, 'abhshai; meaning is doubtful, probably "my father is Jesse," BDB): Son of Zeruiah,
David's sister, and one of the three famous brothers,
of whom Joab and .-Vsalicl were the other two
(2 S 2 IS). He was chief of the second group of
three among David's "mighty m e n " (2 S 23 18).
He first appears with David, w-ho was in the Wilderness of Ziph, to escape Saul. When David called
for a volunteer to go down into Saul's camp by
night, .Vbisluii responded, and counseled the kilhng
of Saul when they came upon the sleeping king
(1 S 26 6-9). In the skirmish between the men
of Ishbosheth and the men of David at Gibeon,
in which .Isabel w-as killed by Abner, Abishai was
present (2 S 2 18.24). He was with and aided
Joab in the cruel and indefensible murder of Abner,
in revenge for their brother Asahel (2 S 3 30).
In Davdd's campaign against the allied Ammonites
and Syrians, Abishai led the attack upon the
Ammonites, while Joab met the S\-rians; the
battle was a great -s-iotory for Israel (2 S 10 10-14).
He was always faithful to David, and remained
with him, as he fled from Absalom. When Shimei,
of the house of Saul, cursed the fleeing king, Abishai
characteristically wished to kill him at once (2 S
16 8.9); and when the king returned victorious
.Ibishai ad\dsed the rejection of Shimei's penitence, and his immediate execution (2 fS 19 21).
In the battle -with .Absalom's army at Mahanaim
Abishai led one di-vision of Davi(rs army, Joab
and Ittai commanding the other two (2 S 18 2).
With Joab he put dow-n the revolt against David
of Sheba, a man of Benjamin (2 S 20 6.10), at
which Joab treacherously slew Amasa his cousin
and rival, as he had hke-wise murdered Abner,
Abishai no doubt being party to the crime. In a
battle w-ith the Phflistines late in his life, Da-vid
was faint, being now an old man, and was in danger
of death at the hands of the Phili giant Ishbihenob
when Atjishai came to his rescue and killed the
giant (2 S 21 17). I n the list of David's heroes
(2 S 23) Abishai's right to leadership of the
"second three" is based upon his overthrowing
three hundred men with his spear (ver 18).
He does not appear in the struggle of Adonijah
against Solomon, in which Joab was the leader,
and therefore is supposed to have died before that
time.
He was an impetuous, courageous man, but less
cunning t h a n his more famous brother Joab,
although just as cruel and relentless toward rival
or foe. David understood and feared their hariiness and cruelty. .Vbishai's best trait was his
unswerving loyalty to his kinsman, David.
EDWARD M A C K

ABISHALOM,

a-bish'a-lom:

Variant

of A B -

SALOM, which see.

A B I S H U A , a-bish'li-a, abi-shoo'a
(7^;a^3S,
'dbhlshu'^', uncertain, perhaps "father of wealth,"
or " m y father is wealth"):

Abinadab
Ablution

(1) A son of Bela the son of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 4).
(2) The son of Phinehas, who was grandson to
Aaron (1 Ch 6 4.5.50; Ezr 7 5).
ABISHUR, a-bi'shur C n i a i n X , 'dbhlshur, "my
father is a wall"): (ireat-grandson of Jerahmeel
and Atarah, Jerahmeel being great-grandson of
Judah. Abishur was son of Shammai, and was
the husband of Abihail, and the father of sons
(1 Ch 2 28.29).
ABISSEI, a-bis'e-i (AV Abisei): .Vn ancestor
of Ezra (2 Esd 1 2) = Abisue (1 Esd 8 2) and
.\bishua (1 Ch 6 4ff; Ezr 7 5).
ABISUE, a-bis'u-e (B, 'Ap(,o-aC, .\bisai; A, Ablsoua'i; AV Abisum = .Vbishua 11 Ch 6 4ff; Ezr
7 5] and Abissei [2 Esd 1 2]): An ancestor of Ezra
(1 Esd 8 2).
ABISUM, ab'i-sum.

See ABISUE (Apoc).

ABITAL, ab'i-tal, a-bi'tal (bC3''3!!5, 'dbhltdl, " m y
father is dew"): One of the wives of King D.avid.
In the duplicated list (2 S 3 4; 1 Ch 3 3) in
which the sons born to David in Hebron are mentioned and numbered, the fifth is said to be
Shephatiah the son of Abital.
ABITUB, ab'i-tub, a-bi'tub (SllJinX, 'dbhllubh,
"father of goodness," or, "m}' father is goodness"):
In AV Ahitub. A descendant of Benjamin and son
of Shaharaira and Hushim, born in the field of Moab
(I Ch 8 11).
ABIUD, a-bi'ud ('ApioiiS, Abloud, perhaps "my
father is majesty"; see ABIHUD) : Mentioned in the
genealogy of Jesus (Alt 1 13 and not elsewhere) as
the son of Zerubbabel.

See GENEALOGY.

ABJECT, ab'jekt: Only as a noun, and b u t once
(Ps 35 15) for riDD, nekheh, lit. "smitten ones,"
i.e. "men of the lowest grade" (Hengstenberg,
Delitzsch), "the rabble," defined by the succeeding
clause as those of such inferior station t h a t they
were unknown.
ABLE, a'b'l: The Gr ddrapiai, diinamai, "to have
power," may refer either to inherent strength, or
to the absence of extern.al obstacles, or to what
may be allowable or permitted. T h e Gr la-xuoo,
ischud, as in Lk 13 24; J n 21 6, refers always to
the first of the above meanings. The use of the
word as an adj. in AV of 2 Cor 3 6, is misleading,
and has been properly changed in RV into "sufficient as ministers," i.e. "hath fitted us to be
ministers."
ABLUTION, ab-lu'shun: The rite of ablution for
religious purification seems to have been practised
in some form in all lands and at all times. The
priests of Egypt punctiliously practised it (Herodotus U.37). The Greeks were warned "never with
unwashed hands to pour out the black wine at
morn to Zeus" (Hesiod, Opera et Dies v.722; cf
Homer, Iliad vi.266; Od. iv.759). T h e Romans
also observed it (Virgil, Arneid u.217); as did and
do Orientals in general (cf Koran, Sura 5 8, etc).
.\blutions for actual or ritual purification form
quite a feature of the Jewish life and ceremonial.
No one was allowed to enter a holy place or to
approach God by prayer or sacrifice without having
first performed the rite of ablution, or "sanctification," as it was sometimes caUed (Ex 19 10;
1 S 16 5; 2 Ch 29 5; cf Jos, Ant, XIV, xi, 5).
Three kinds of washing are recognized in Biblical
and rabbinical law: (1) washing of the hands,
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(2) washing of the hands and feet, and (3) immersion of the whole bo(.ly in water. (1 and 2 = Gr
v'lirroj, nlpld; 3 = Gr Xoiiw, loud).
Something more than .an echo of a universal
practice is found in the Scriptures. The rabbis
claimed to find support for ceremonial hand-washing in Lev 15 11. David's words, " I will wash
my hands in innoccney: so will I compass thine
altar, O Jeh" (Ps 26 6; cf Ps 73 13), are regarded by them as warranting the inference t h a t
ablution of the hands was prerequisite to any holy
act. This is the form of ablution, accordingly,
which is most universally and scrupulously practised by Jews. Before any meal of which bread
forms a part, as before prayer, or any act of worship, the hands must be solemnly washed in pure
water; as also after any unclean bodily function,
or contact with any unclean thing. Such handwashings probably arose naturally from the fact
that the ancients ate with their fingers, and so
were first for physical cleansing only; but they
came to be ceremonial and singularly binding.
The Talm abundantly shows that eating w-ith
unwashed hands came to be reckoned a matter of
highest importance—"tantamount to committing
an act of unchastity, or other gross crime." Akiba,
when in prison, went without water given him to
quench his thirst, rather than neglect the rite of
ablution ("Er. 216). Only in extreme cases,
according to the Mish, as on a battlefield, might
people dispense with it. Simeon, the Essene, "the
Saint" (Toseph. Kellm i.6), on entering the holy
place without having washed his hands, claiming
that he was holier than the high priest because of
his ascetic life, was excommunicated, as undermining the authority of the Elders (cf 'Eduy. 5 6).
Washing of the hands and feet is prescribed by
the Law only for those about to perform priestly
functions (cf Koran, Sura 5 8, in contrast: "When
ye prepare yourselves for prayer, wash your faces
and hands up to the elbows, and wipe your heads
and your feet to the ankles"; Hughes, Diet, of
Islam).
For example, whenever Moses or Aaron
or any subordinate priest desired to enter the
sanctuary (Tabernacle) or approach the altar, he
was required to wash his hands and feet from the
laver which stood between the Tabernacle and the
altar (Ex 30 19; 40 31). The same rule held in
the Temple at Jerusalem. The washing of the
whole body, however, is the form of ablution most
specifically and exactingly required by the Law.
The cases in which the immersion of the whole
body is commanded, either for purification or
consecration, are very numerous. For example,
the Law prescribed that no leper or other unclean
person of the seed of Aaron should eat of holy
flesh until he had washed his whole body in water
(Lev 22 4-6); that anyone coming in contact
with a person having an unclean issue, or with
any article used by such a one, should wash his
whole body (15 5-10); that a sufferer from an
unclean issue (16 16.18); a menstruous woman
(2 S 11 2.4), and anyone who touched a menstruous woman, or anything used by her, should
likewise immerse the whole person in water (Lev
15 19-27): that the high priest who ministered
on the Day of Atonement (16 24-28), the priest
who tended the red heifer (Nu 19 7.8.19), and
every priest at his installation (Ex 29 4; 40 12)
should wash his whole body in water. Cf 'divers
baptisms' (immersions) in He 9 10, and see Broadus
on l\It 15 2-20 with footnote. (For another -view
on bathing see Kennedy in HDB, I, 257 v.)
Bathing in the modern and non-religious sense
ia rarely mentioned in the Scriptm-es (Ex 2 5
Pharaoh's daughter; 2 S 11 2 RV Bathsheba,
and the interesting case 1 K 22 38). Pubhc
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baths are first met with in the Gr period—included
in the "place of exercise" (1 Maco 1 14), and
remains of such buildings from the Rom period
are numerous
Recently a remarkable series oi
bath-chambers have been discovered at Gezer, in
Pal, in connection with a building which is supposed to be the palace built by Simon Maccabaeus
(Kennedy [illust. in PEFS, 1905, 294 f]).
The rite of ablution was observed among early
Christians also. Eusebius (HE, X, 4.40) tells of
Christian churches being supplied with fountains
or basins of water, after the Jewish custom of providing the laver for the use of the priests. The
Apos Const (VIII.32) have the rule: "Let all the
faithful . . . when they rise from sleep, before
they go to work, pray, after ha'ving washed themselves" (nipsdmenoi).
The attitude of Jesus toward the rabbinical law
of ablution is significant. Mk (7 3) prepares the
way for his record of it by explaining, 'The Pharisees and all the Jews eat not except they wash
their hands to the wTist' (pugmt).
(See LTJM,
II, 11). According to M t 15 1-20 and Mk 7 1-23
Pharisees and Scribes that had come from Jerusalem (i.e. the strictest) had seen some of Jesus'
disciples eat bread with unwashed hands, and they
asked Him: "Why do thy disciples transgress the
tradition of the elders? for they wash not their
hands when they eat bread." Jesus' answer was to
the Jews, even to His own disciples, in the highest
degree surprising, paradoxical, revolutionary (cf
M t 12 8). They could not but see that it applied
not merely to hand-washing, but to the whole
matter of clean and unclean food; and this to
them was one of the most vital parts of the Law
(cf Acts 10 14). Jesus saw that the masses of
the Jews, no less than the Pharisees, while scrupulous about ceremonial purity, were careless of
inward purity. So here, as in the Sermon on the
Mount, and -with reference to the Sabbath (Mt
12 Iff), He would lead them into the deeper and
truer significance of the Law, and thus prepare
the way for setting aside not only the traditions
of the elders t h a t made void the commandments
of God, but even the prescribed ceremonies of the
Law themselves, if need be, that the Law in its
higher principles and meanings might be "fulfilled."
Here He proclaims a principle that goes to the heart
of the whole matter of true religion in saying:
"Well did Isaiah prophesy of you hypocrites"
(Mk 7 6-13)—you who make great pretense of
devotion to God, and insist strenuously on the
externals of His ser'vice, while at heart you do not
love Him, making the word of God of none effect
for the sake of your tradition!
LiTERATUEE.—For llst of older authorities see McCIintock and Strong, Cyclopedia: No-wack, Biblische Archaeologie, I I , 275-99; and Spitzer, Ueber Baden und Bdder
bei den alien Hebrdern, 1884.
GEO. B . EAGER

ABNER, ab'ner ( i : 3 X , 'abhner; in I S 14 50
the Heb has the fuller form, 13''3'S, 'dhhiner,
Abiner; cf Abiram by the side of Abram; meaning,
"my father is a l a m p " ) : Captain of the host under
Saul and Ishbosheth (Eshbaal). He was Saul's
cousin; Ner the father of Abner and Kish the
father of Saul being brothers, the sons of Abiel
( I S 1 4 50f). In I Ch 8 33; 9 39 the text
appears to be faulty; read: "And Ner begat Abner,
and Kish begat Saul." According to 1 Ch 27 21
Abner had a son by the name of Jaasiel.
Abner was to Saul what Joab was to Da-vid.
Despite the many wars waged by Saul, we hear
little of Abner during Saul's lifetime. Not even
in the account of the battle of Gflboa is mention
made of him. Yet both his high office and his
kinship to the king must have brought the two
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men in close contact. On festive occasions it was
the custom of .Vbner to sit at table by the king's
side (I S 20 25). It \yas .-Vbner w-ho introduced
the young l)a\-id fresh from his triumph iiver
Gohath to the king's court (so according to the
account in 1 S 17 57). We find Abner accompanying the king in his pursuit of David (1 S 26
5ff). Abner is rebuked by D a \ i d for his negligence in keeping watch over his master (ib, 15).
Upon the death of Saul, .A.biier took up the cause
of the young heir to the throne, Ishbosheth, whom
he forthwith removed from the neighborhood of
David to ^Mahanaim in the East-Jordanic couiilry.
There he proclaimed him Idng o\-er all Israel. B\the pool of Gibeon he and his men met Joab and
the servants of David. Tweh-c men on each side
engaged in combat which ended disastrously for
.V.bner who fled. He was pursued by Asahel,
Joab's brother, whom .Vbner slew. Though Joab
and his brother Abishai sought to a\-eiige their
brother's death on the spot, a truce was elTccted;
Abner was permitted to go his w-ay after three
hundred and threescore of his men had fallen.
Joab naturally watched his opportunity. Abner
and his master soon had a quarrel over Saul's
concubine, Rizpah, with whom Abner was intimate.
It was certainly an act of treason which Ishbosheth
was bound to resent. T h e disgruntled general
made overtures to Da^id; he won over the tribe
of Benjamin. With twenty men of them he came
to Hebron and arranged with the king of Judah
that he would bring over to his side all Israel.
He was scarcely gone when Joab learned of the
affair; without the knowledge of David he recalled
him to Hebron where he slew him, "for the blood
of .Asahel his brother." Da-vid mourned sincerely
the death of Abner. "Know ye not," he addressed
his servants, " t h a t there is a prince and a great
man fallen this day in Israel?" He followed the
bier in person. C)f the royal lament over Abner
a fragment is quoted:
" Should Abner die as a fool dieth ?
Thy hands were not bound, nor thy feet put into
fetters:
.\s a man falleth before the children of iniquity, so
didst thou fall. "
(See 2 S 3 0-38.) The death of Abner, while it
thus cannot in any wise be laid at the door of Da'vid,
nevertheless served his purposes well. The backbone of the opposition to David was broken, and he
was soon proclaimed as king by all Israel.
MAX L.

ABODE, a-bod'.

MARGOLIS

See ABIDE.

ABOLISH, a-bol'ish ( r r n , hdthath, "to be broken
down," "made void," " M y righteousness shall not
be abohshed" [Isa 51 6], i.e. as shown in God's faithfulness to His promises; n n p nidhah, "to erase,"
"blot out," " t h a t your works may be abohshed"
[Ezk 6 6 ] ; Karap-^ita, katarged, "to render inoperative,' "bring to nought," "make of no effect,"
"when he shall have abolished all rule" [1 Cor 15 24],
every power opposed to God's kingdom; "ha'ving
abohshed in his flesh the enmity" [Eph 2 15]): By
His death, Christ did away with the race separation due to historic ordinances and ceremonial laws
(as of circumcision and uncircumcision); through
the cross He -wrought the reooncihation, and secured
that common access to the Father by which the
union is maintained.
"Our Saviour Christ Jesus .
abolished
death" (2 Tim 1 10). Men still die, "it is appointed unto men" (He 9 27), but the fear of
death as ha-ving power to terminate or affect our
personal existence and our union with God, as a
dreadful stepping out into the unknown and unknowable (into Sheol of the impenetrable gloom).
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and as introducing us to a final and irreversible
judgment, has been removed. Christ has taken
out of it its sting (1 Cor 15 55 f) and all its hurtful power (He 2 14); has shown it to be under His
control (Rev 1 18), brought to light the incorruptible hfe beyond, and declared the ultimate destruction of death (I Cor 15 20; cf Rev 20 14).
The Gr (katargeilai) indicates t h a t the process of
destruction was then going on.
M. O. E V A N S
ABOMINATION, a-bom-i-na'shun ( b i ; 9 , piggul,
n 3 ? ? i n , td'ebhdh, Yp^TS , shekel' [f'^'pW , shikicUg]):
Three distinct Heb words are rendered in the English Bible by "abomination," or "abominable
thing," referring (except in Gen 43 32; 46 34)
to things or jiractices abhorrent to .lehovah, and
opposed to the ritual or moral re(iuirement3 of
H I S religion. It would be well if these words could
be distinguished in tr, as they denote different
degrees of abhorrence or loathsomeness.
The w-ord most used for this idea by the Hebrews
and indicating the highest degree of abomination
is n 3 " i r ) , id'ebhdh, meaning primarily t h a t which
offends the religious sense of a people. When it
is said, for example, "The Egyptians might not
eat bread with the Hebrews; for that is an abomination unto the Egyptians," this is the word used;
the significance being t h a t the Hebrews were
repugnant to the Egyptians as foreigners, as of an
inferior caste, and especially as shepherds (Gen
46 34).
The feeling of the Egyptians for the Greeks was
likewise one of repugnance. Herodotus (ii.41)
says the Egyptians would not kiss a Greek ,on the
mouth, or use his dish, or taste meat cut with the
knife of a Greek.
Among the objects described in the O T as
"abominations" in this sense are heathen gods,
such as Ashtoreth (Astarte), Chemosh, Milcom,
the "abominations" of the Zidonians (Phoenicians),
iVIoabites, and Ammonites, respectively (2 K 23
13), and everything connected with the worship
of such gods, ^\^len Pharaoh, remonstrating
against the departure of the children of Israel,
exhorted them to offer sacrifices to their God in
Egypt, Moses said: "Shall we sacrifice the abomination of the Egyptians [i.e. the animals worshipped
by them which were taboo, id'ebhdh, to the Israelites] before their eyes, and -will they not stone us?"
(Ex 8 26).
It is to be noted that, not only the heathen idol
itself, but anything offered to or associated with
the idol, all the paraphernalia of the forbidden
cult, w-as called an "abomination," for it "is an
abomination to Jeh thy God" (Dt 7 25.26). The
Deuteronomic writer here adds, in terms quite
significant of the point of view and the spirit of
the whole law: 'Neither shalt thou bring an
abomination into thy house and thus become a
thing set apart [herem = labooed] like unto it; thou
shalt utterly detest it and utterly abhor it, for it is
a thing set apart' (tabooed). Td'ebhdh is even used
as synonymous with "idol" or heathen deity, as
in Isa 44' 19; Dt 32 16; 2 K 23 13; and esp. Ex
8 22 ff.
Everything akin to magic or divination is likewise an abomination (td'ebhdh); as are sexual
transgressions (Dt 22 5; 23 18; 24 4), esp. incest
and other unnatural offences: "For all these
abominations have the men of the land done,
th.at were before you" (Lev 18 27; cf Ezk 8 15).
It is to be noted, however, t h a t the word takes on
in the later usage a higher ethical and spiritual
meaning: as where "divers measures, a great and
a small," are forbidden (Dt 25 14-16); and in Prov
where "lying hps" (12 22), "the proud in heart"
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(16 5), "the way of the wicked" (15 9), "evfl devices" (15 20), and "he that justifieth the wicked,
and he that condemneth the righteous" (17 15),
are said to be an abomination in God's sight. At
last prophet and sage are found to unite in declaring
that any sacrifice, how-e\'cr tree from physical
blemish, it offered without purity of motive, is an
abomination: 'Bring no more an oblation of falsehood—an incense of abomination it is to me'
(Isa 1 13; cf Jer 7 10). "The sacrifice of the
wicked" and the prayer of him " t h a t turneth away
his ear from hearing the law," are equally an abomination (see Prov 15 8; 21 27; 28 9).
Another word rendered "abomination" in the AV
is 7i51?, shekeg or 'J'^pliJ, shikkug. It expresses
generally a somewhat less degree of horror or religious
aversion than id'ebhdh, but sometimes seems to stand
about on a level with it in meaning. In D t 14 3,
for example, we have the command, "Thou shalt
not eat any abominable thing," as introductory
to the law s prohibiting the use of the unclean animals (see CLEAN AND UNCLEAN ANI.MALS), and

the

word there used is id'ebhdh. But in Lev 11 10-13.
20.23.41.42; Isa 66 17; and in Ezk 8 10 shekel
is the word used and likewise applied to the prohibited animals; as also in Lev 11 43 shekeg is
used when it is commanded, "Ye shall not make
yourselves abominable." Then shekeg is often
used parallel to or together w-ith td'ebhdh of that
which should be held as detestable, as for instance,
of idols and idolatrous practices (see esp. D t 29 17;
Hos 9 10; Jer 4 1; 13 27; 16 18; Ezk 11 1 8 21; 20 7.8). It is used e.xactly as to'ebhdh is used
as applied to Milcom, the god of the .\mmonites,
which is spoken of as the detestable thing (shekeg)
of the Ammonites (1 K 11 5). Still even in such
cases td'ebhdh seems to be the stronger word and
to express that which is in the highest degree
abhorrent.
The other word used to express a somewhat
kindred idea of abhorrence and tr'' "abomination"
in AV is b l j s , piggul; b u t it is used in the Heb
Bible only of sacrificial flesh t h a t has become stale,
putrid, tainted (see Lev 7 18; 19 7; Ezk 4 14;
Isa 65 4). Driver maintains that it occurs only
as a "technical term for such state sacrificial
flesh as has not been eaten within the prescribed
time," and, accordingly, he would everywhere
render it specifically "refuse meat."
Compare
lehitn m'ghd'dl, "the loathsome bread" (from gd'al,
"to_ loathe") Mai 1 7. A chief interest in the
subject for Christians grows out of the use of the
term in the exprcs.sion "abomination of desolation"
(.Mt 24 15 and Mk 13 14), which see. See also
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hawk, sea-mew, hawk, little owl, cormorant, great
owl, horned owl, pelican and vulture were offensive because they were bir( Is of prey or ate carrion
or fish until their flesh partook of the odor of their
food. Young ostriches have sweet, tender flesh
and the eggs are edible also. In putting these
birds among the abominations Moses must have
been thinking of grown specimens. (Ostriches
live to a remarkable age and on account of the distances they cover, and their speed in locomotion,
their muscles become almost as hard as bone.)
There is a trace of his early Egyp training when he
placed the stork and the heron on this list. These
birds, and the crane as well, abounded in all countries known a t that time and were used for food
according to the superstitions of different nations.
These three were closely related to the ibis which
was sacred in Egypt and it is probable t h a t they
were protected by Moses for this reason, since they
were eaten by other nations at t h a t time and cranes
are used for food today by natives of our southeastern coast states and are to be found in the
markets of our western coast. T h e veneration
for the stork t h a t e.xists throughout the civilized
world today had its origin in Pal. Noting the
devotion of mated pairs and their tender care for
the young the Hebrews named the bird hdsldhdh,
which means kindness. Carried down the history
of ages with additions by other nations, this undoubtedly accounts for the story now universal,
that the stork delivers newly-born children to their
homes; so the bird is loved and protected.' One
ancient Rom -writer, Cornelius Nepos, recorded
that in his time both crane and storks were eaten;
storks -were liked the better. Later, Pliny wrote
that no one would touch a stork, but everyone was
fond of crane. In Thessaly it was a capital crime
to kill a stork. This change from regarding the
stork as a delicacy to its protection by a death
penalty merely indicates the hold the characteristics of the bird had taken on people as it became
better known, and also the spread of the regard in
w-hich it was held throughout Pal. The hoopoe
(q.v.) was offensive to Moses on account of extremely filthy nesting habits, but was considered
a great delicacy when captured in migration by
residents of southern Europe. See also ABOMINATION; BIRDS, UNCLEAN.
G E X E STRATTO.N-PORTER

ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION, des-ola'shun: The Heb root for abomination is T'pliJ,
shdkag, "to be filthy," "to loathe," "to abhor," from
which is derived Tplp or 7 ' p l 9 , shlkkuc, or shikkug,
"filthy," esp. "idolatrous." This word is used to describe specific forms of idolatrous -n-orship that were
ABHOR.
specially abhorrent, as of the Ammonites (1 K 11
LITER ^TUHE,—Commentators ad loc. Babbinical lit. in
point. Driver; -Weiss; Gr&tz, Gcxch. der Juden.l'V, n. 15. 5.7); of the Moabites (1 K 11 7; 2 K 23 13).
When Daniel undertook to specify an abomination
GEO. B . EAGER
so surpassingly disgusting to the sense of morality
ABOMINATION, BIRDS OF, Lev 11 13-19:
and decency, and so aggressive against everything
"And these ye shall have in abomination among the
that was godly as to drive all from its presence
birds; they shall not be eaten, they are an abomand leave its abode desolate, he chose this as the
ination: the eagle, and the gier-eagle, 'and the
strongest among the several synonyms, adding
ospray, and the kite, and the falcon after its kinii,
the qualification " t h a t maketh desolate" (Dnl 11
every raven after its kind, and the ostrich, and the
31; 12 I I ) , L X X ^Se\u-yp.a iprjuiicreois, hdcl-nq-ina
night-hawk, and the sea-mew, and the hawk after
er-e-md-se-ds. The same noun, though in the plural,
its kind, and the little owl, and the cormorant,
occurs in D t 29 17; 2 K 23 24; Isa 66 3 ; Jer 4
and the great owl, and the horned owl, and the
1; 7 30; 13 27; 32 .34; Ezk 20 7.8.30; Dnl 9
pelican, and the vulture, and the stork, the heron
27; Hos 9 10; Zee 9 7. The N T equivalent of
after its kind, and the hoopoe, and the b a t . " D t
the noun is ^Si\vyy.a, bdel-ug-ma = "detest.ahle,"
14 12-18 gives the glede in addition.
i.e. (specially) "idolatrous." Alluding to Daniel,
Each of these birds is treated in order in this
Christ spoke of the "abomination of desolation"
work. There are two reasons why Moses pro(Mt 24 15; Mk 13 14).
nounced them an abomination for food. Either
they had rank, offensive, tough flesh, or they were
Since the invasion of the Assyrians and Chalconnected -with religious superstition. The eagle,
daeans, the Jewish people, both of the Northern and
gier-eagle, ospray, kite, glede, falcon, raven, nightot the Southern kingdom, had been without political
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independence. From the Chaldacans the rulership
of Judaea had been transferred to the Persians, and
from the Persians, after an interval
1. The
of 200 years, to .Alexander the Great.
Historical
From I he lieginning of the Pers .sov(a-Background eignty. the Jews had been permiUed
to organize anew their religious and
political common«-ealth, thus establishing a state
under the rulership of priests, for the high pri(.'st
was not only the highest functionary of the cult,
but also the chief magistrate in so far as these
prerogatives were not exercised by the king of
the conquering nation. Ezra had gi\-en a iiei\significance lo the Idrdh by ha\-iiig it read to the
whole congregation of Israel and by his vigorous
enforcement of the law- of separation from the
Gentiles. His emphasis of the law- introduced
the period of legahsni and finical interpretation
of the letter which caUed forth some of the l.iitlerest
invectives of our S.iviour. Specialists of the law
known as "scribes" de\-oled themselves to its
study and subtle interpretation, and the pious
beheld the highest moral accomplishment in the
extremely conscientious observance of every precept. But in opposition to this class, there were
those who, influenced by the Hellenistic culture,
introduced b\- the conquests of Alexander the
Great, were inclined to a more "liberal" policy.
Thus two opposing parties were developed: the
Hellenistic, and the party of the Pious, or the
Chasidim, hdsldhlm (Hasidaeans, 1 Maco 2 42;
7 13), who held fast to the strict ideal of the
scribes. The former gradually came into ascendency. Judaea w-as rajiidly becoming Hellenistic in
all phases of its political, social and religious life,
and the "Pious" were dwindling to a small minority sect. This w-as the situation when .Vntiochus
Epiphanes set out to suppress the last vestige of
the Jewish cult by the apphcation of brute force.
Antiochus IV, son of Antiochus the Great,
became the successor of his brother, Seleucus IV,
who had been murdered by his min2. Antioister, Heliodorus, as king of Syria
chus
(175-164 BC). He was by nature
Epiphanes a despot; eccentric and unreliable;
sometimes a spendthrift'in his liberality, fraternizing in an affected manner with those
of lower station: sometimes cruel and tju-annical,
as witness his aggressions against Judaea. Polybius (26 10) tells us that his eccentric ideas caused
some to speak of him as a man of pure motive and
humble character, while others hinted at insanity.
The epithet Epiphanes is an abbreviation of theos
epiphants, w-hich is the designation given himself
by Antiochus on his coin.s, and means "the god
who appears or reveals himself." Egyp writers
translate the inscription, "God w-hich comes forth,"
namely, hke the burning sun, Horos, on the horizon, thus identifying the king with the triumphal,
appearing god. When Antiochus Epiphanes arose
to the throne, Onias III, as high priest, was the
leader of the old orthodox party in Judaea; the head
ot the Hehenists was his own brother Jesus, or,
as he preferred to designate him.self, Jason, this
being the Gr form of his name and indicating the
trend of his mind. Jason promised the king large
sums of money for the transfer of the office of high
pri':st from his brother to himself and the privilege
of erecting a gymnasium and a temple to Phallus,
anfl for the granting of the privilege "to enroll the
inhabitants of Jerusalem as citizens of Antioch."
Antiochus gladly agreed to everything, Onias
was removed, Jason became high priest, and henceforth the process of Hellenizing Judaea was pushed
energetically. The Jewish cult was not attacked,
but the "legal iustitutions were set aside, and
ihegal practices were introduced" (2 Mace 4 11).

Abomination
Abound

A gymnasium was erected outside the castle; the
youth of Jerusalem exercised themselves in the
gymnastic art of the Greeks, and even priests left
their services at the altar to take part in the contest ot the palaestra. The disregard of Jewish
custom went .so far that many artificially removed
the traces of circumcision from their bodies, and
with characteristic liberahty, Jason even sent a
contribution to the sacrifices in honor of Heracles
on the occasion of the quadrennial festivities in
Ty re.
Ibider these conditions it is not surprising that
.'Vntiochus should have had both the inclination
and the courage to undertake the
3. The
total eradication of the Jewish reliSuppression gion and the establishment of Gr
of the
polytheism in its stead. The observJewish Cult ance of all Jewish laws, especially
those relating to the Sabbath and to
circumcision, were forbidden under pain of death.
The Jewish cult was set aside, and in all cities of
Judaea, sacrifices must be brought to the pagan
deities. Representatives of the crown everywhere
enforced the edict. Once a month a search was
instituted, and whoever had secreted a copy of the
Law or had observed the rite of circumcision was
condemned to death. In Jerusalem on the 1.5th
of Chislev of the year 145 act Sel, i.e. in December
108 BC, a pagan altar was built on the Great Altar
of Burnt Sacrifices, and on the 25th of Chislev,
sacrifice was brought on this altar for the first
time (1 Maco 1 54.59). This evidently was the
".abomination of desolation." The sacrifice, according to 2 Mace w-as brought to the Olympian
Zeus, to whom the temple of Jerusalem had been
dedicated. At the feast of Dionysus, the Jews
were obliged to march in the Bacchanalian procession, crowned with laurel leaves. Christ applies
the phrase to what was to take place at the advance
of the Romans against Jerusalem. They who
would behold the "abomination of desolation"
standing in the holy place. He bids flee to the
mountains, which probably refers to the advance
of the Rom army into the city and temple, carrying
standards which bore images of the Rom gods and
were the objects of pagan worship.
FRANK E .

HIRSCH

ABOUND, a-bound', ABUNDANCE, a-bun'dans, ABUNDANT, a-bun'dant, -LY, a-bun'dant-h:
These words represent in the EV a considerable
variety of different words in the Heb and Gr
original. In the OT they most frequently stand
for some form of the stem rdbh, signifying "to cast
together," "to increase." In ProV 8 24 the
primary idea is "to be heavy" (root kdbhadh);
in Dt 33 19 and Job 22 11 it is "to overflow"
(shdpha'); in .lob 36 31 it is "to plait together,"
"to augment," "to multiply" (makhblr from kdbhar); in Isa 47 9 it is "strength" ('ogmdh); in
1 K 18 41 it is "tumult," "crowd" (hdmdn); in
Eccl 5 12 it is "to fill to satiety" (RV "fulness");
in Isa 15 7 it is "excellence" (yilhrah) and in 66 11
"a full breast" (ziz); in Jer 33 6 it is "copiousness" ('dlherelh from 'dlliar). In several passages
(e.g. Ezk 16 49; Ps 106 30; Isa 56 12) RV gives
other and better r(mderings than .XV. In the N T
perissds, perisseufi, perisse'ia, eic, are the usual
words for "abundant," "abound,'' "abun(lance,"
etc (the adj. signifies "exceeding some number or
measure"). A slight formal difference of conception may be noted in pleondzd, which suggests
that the abundance has resulted from augmentation. In Rom 5 20 the two words stand in the
closest connection: 'Where sin abounded [by its
increase] grace abounded more exceedingly [was
rich beyond measure].' In Mk 12 44; Lk 21 42 Cor 8 20; 12 7; Rev 18 3 RV gives improved
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renderings instead of "abundance,"'and in Titus 3 6
and 2 Pet 1 11 instead of "abundantly."
J.

li.

VAN

PELT

ABOUT, a-bout': The use of this word as prep.,
in the sense of "around," is confined to t h e O T .
In the NT, generally an adverb, for Gr ws, hos or
"hdsel." RV adopts it in several idiomatic tr'' of
mUld, referring to what is about to be, i.e. on the
point of occurring, or immediately impending,
amending AV, in Acts 5 35; 27 2; Rev 12 4,
etc.
ABRAHAM, a'bra-ham:
I. N.\ME
1. Various Forms
2. Etymology
3. Association
II.
III.

I'V.

-v.

•yl.

'VII.

KINDRED
CAREER

1. Period of "Wandering
2. Period of Residence at Hebron
3. Parijd ot Kssileacc in the Negeb
CONDITIONS OF LIFE
1. Economic Conditions
2. Social Conditions
3. Political Conditions
4. Cultural Conditions
CH.\R.iCTER
1. Religious Beliefs
2. )Morality
3. Personal Traits
SIGNIFICANCE IN THE HISTORY OF RELIGION
1. In the OT
2. In the NT
3. In Jewish Tradition
4. In the Koran
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE STORY OTHER THAN
HISTORICAL

1. The Allegorical Interpretation
2. The Pcrsonilicatioii Theory
3. The INIythical Theory
4. The "Saga" Theory
/. Name.—In the OT, when applied to the patriarch, the name appears as D"13N, 'abhrdm, up
to Gen 17 5; thereafter always as
1. Various D'^'^T'^ > 'abhrdhdtn. Two other perFonns
sons are named D"1"'3S, 'abhlrdm. The
identity of this name with 'abhram
cannot be doubted in view of the variation between
'dbhiner and 'abhner, 'dbhlshdldm and 'abhshdldm,
etc. A. also appears in the list at Karnak of
places conquered by Sheshonk I: ''ibrm (no. 72)
represents D13X, with which Sjiiegelberg (Aegypt.
Randglossen zum AT, 14) proposes to connect the
preceding name (no. 71) p' hkr'l, so that the whole
would read "the field of .Vbram." Outside of
Palestine this name (Abirdinu) has come to light
just where from the Biblical tradition we should
expect to find it, viz., in Babylonia (e.g. in a contract of the reign of .\pil-Sin, second prelecessor
of Hammurabi; also for the aunt (!) of Esarhaddon
680-669 BC). Ungnad has recently found it,
among documents from Dilbat dating from the
Hammurabi dynasty, in the forms ,\-ba-ain-ra-ina,
A-hn-nin-ra-am, as w-ell as A-bn-ra-ma.
Until this latest discovery of the apparently full,
historical form of the Hab equivalent, the best
that could be done with the etymology
2. Etywas to make the first constituent
mology
"father of" (construct -i rather than
suffix -i), and the second constituent
" R a m , " a proper name or an abbr(-viation of a
name. (Yet observe above its use in .Assyria for
a w-oman; cf ABISHAG; ABIGAIL). Some were
inclined rather to concede that the second element
was a invstery, like the second element in the majority ot names bcKinning w-ith 'dbh and 'dh,
"father" and "brother." But the full cuneiform
writing ot the name, with the case-ending om,
indicates that the noun "father" is in the accusative,
governed by the verb -n'hich furnishes the secon;!
component, and that this verb therefore is probably ramii ( = Heb CriT, rdham) "to love," etc;
60 t h a t the name would mean something like "he
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loves the [his] father." (So Ungnad, also Ranke
in Gressmann's art. "Sage und Geschichte in den
Patriarohenerzahlungen," ZATW [1910|, 3.) AnaL
ogy proves that this is in the Bab fashion of the
period, and that judging from the various writings
ot this and similar names, its pronunciation was
not far from 'abh-rdm.
While the name is thus not "Hebrew" in origin,
it made itself thoroughly at home among the
Hebrews, and to their ears conveyed
3. Associa- associations quite different from its
tion
etymological signification.
"Popular
etymology" here as so often doubtless
led the Hebrew to hear in 'abh-rdm, "exalted father,"
a designation consonant with the patriarch's national and religious significance. In the form
'abh-rdham his ear caught the echo of some root
(perhaps r-h-m; of Arab, ruhdm, "multitude")
still more suggestive of the patriarch's extensive
progeny, the reason ("for") that accompanies
the change of name Gen 17 5 being intended only
as a verbal echo of the sense in the sound. This
longer and commoner form is possibly a dialectical
variation of the shorter form, a variation for which
there are analogies in comparative Sem grammar.
I t is, however, possible also that the two forms are
different names, and that 'abh-rdhdm is etymologically, and not merely by association of sound,
"father of a multitude" (as above). (Another
theory, based on South-Arabic orthography, in
Hommel, Altisraelitische Ueberlieferung, 177.)
//. Kindred.—Gen 11 27, which introduces A.,
contains the heading, "These are the generations of
Terah." All the story of A. is contained within
the section of Gen so entitled. Through Terah
A.'s ancestry is traced back to Shem, and he is
thus related to Mesopotamian and Arabian families that belonged to the "Semitic" race. He is
further connected with this race geographically by
his birthplace, which is given as 'ur-kasdlm (see
U R ) , and by the place of his pre-Canaanitish residence, Haran in the Aramaean region. The
purely Sem ancestry of his descendants through
Isaac is indicated by his marriage with his own
half-sister (Gen 20 12), and still further emphasized by the choice for his daughter-in-law of
Rebekah, descended from both of his brothers,
Nahor and Haran (Gen 11 29; 22 22 f). Both
the beginning and the end of the residence in Haran
are left chronologicaUy undetermined, for the
new beginning of the narrative at Gen 12 1 is not
intended by the writer to indicate chronological
sequence, though it has been so understood, e.g.
by Stephen (Acts 7 4). Afl t h a t is definite in
point of time is t h a t an Aramaean period of residence intervened between the Bab origin and the
Palestinian career of A. I t is left to a comparison
of the Bib. data w-ith one another and with the data
of archaeology, to fix the opening of A.'s career in
Pal not far from the middle of the 20th cent. BC.
///. Career.—Briefly
summed up, t h a t career
was as follows. ^ A., endowed with Jeh's promise of
limitless blessing, leaves Haran with
1. Period of Lot his nephew and all their establishWandering ment, and enters Canaan. Successive
stages of the slow journey southward
are indicated by the mention of Shechem, Bethel
and^ the Negeb (South-country). Driven by
famine into Egypt, A. finds hospitable reception,
though at the price of his wife's honor, whom the
Pharaoh treats in a manner characteristic of .an
Egyp monarch. (Cressmann, op. cit., quotes from
Meyer, Geschichte des Alterihums, P, 112, the passage
from a magic formula in the jivramid of Unas a
Pharaoh of the Fifth Dynasty: "Then he [viz. the
Pharaoh] takes away the wives from their husbands
whither he will, if desire seize his heart.") Retracing
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the path to Canaan with an augmented train, at
Bethel .\. and Lotfind it necessary to part company.
Lot and his dependents choose for residence the
great Jordan Depression; A. follows the backbone of
the land southward to Hebron, where he settles, not
in the city, but before its gates "by the great trees''
(LXN sing., "oak") of iVIamre.
Affiliation between .V. and the local Amoritish
chieftains is strengthened b>' a brief campaign, in
which all unite their available forces
2. Period of for the rescue of Lot from an Elamite
Residence king and his confederates from Babyat Hebron Ionia. The pursuit leads them as far
as the Lebanon region. On the return
they are met by Melchizedck, king of Salem, priest
of 'el 'elydn, and blessed by him in his priestly
capacity, which A. recogniz(\s by presenting him
w-ith a tithe of the spoils. .V.'s anxiety for a son
to be the bearer of the divine promises conferred
upon a "see^d" yet unborn should have been
relieved by the solemn renewal thereof in a formal
covenant, with precise specifications of God's
gracious purpose. But human desire cannot wait
upon di-^-ine wisdom, and the Egyp woman H.agar
bears to .\. a son, Ishmael, whose existence from its
inception proves a source of moral ev'd w-ithin the
patriarchal household. The sign of circumcision
and the change of names are given in confirmation
of the covenant still unrealized, together with
specification of the time and the person that should
begin its realization. The theophany that symbolized outw-ardly this climax of the Divine favor
serves also for an intercessory colloquy, in which A.
is granted the deliverance of Lot in the impending
overthrow of Sudom. Lot and his family, saved
thus by human fidelity and Divine clemenc}-, exhibit
in the moral traits show-n in their escape and subsequent life the degeneration naturally to be
expected from their corrupt en-vironment. IVIoabites and .Immonites are traced in their origin to
these cousins of Jacob and Esau.
Removal to the South-country did not mean
permanent residence in a single spot, but rather a
succession of more or less temporary
3. Period of resting-places. The first of these
Residence w-as in the district of Gerar, with
in the
whose king, Abimelech, A. and his
Negeb
wife had an experience similar to the
earlier one w-ith the Pharaoh. The
birth of Isaac w-as followed by the expulsion of
Ishmael and his mother, and the sealing of peaceful
relations w-ith the neighbors by covenant at Beersheba. Even the birth of Isaac, however, did not
end the discipline of A.'s faith in the promise, for
a Divine command to sacrifice the life of this son
was accepted bona fide, and only the sudden interposition of a Divine prohibition prevented its
obedient execution. The death of Sarah became the
occasion for A.'s acquisition of the first permanent
holding of Pal soil, the nucleus of his promised
inheritance, and at the same time suggested the
probable approach of his own death. This thought
led to immediate provision for a future seed to
inherit through Isa.ac, a provision realized in
Isaac's marriage with Rebekah, granddaughter
of A.'s brother Nahor and of Milcah the sister of
Lot. But a numerous progeny unassociated with
the promise grew up in A.'s household, children of
Keturah, a woman who appears to have had the
rank of wife after Sarah's death, and ot other
women unnamed, who were his concubines. Though
this last period was passed in the Negeb, A. Wois
interred at Hebron, in his purchased possession, the
spot with w-hich Sem tradition has continued to
associate him to this day.
IV. Conditions of Life.—The life of A. in its
out-ward features may be considered under the
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following topics: economic, social, political and
cultural conditions.
A.'s manner of life m.ay best be described by the
adjective '.semi-nomadic," and illustrated by the
somewhat similar conditions prevail1. Economic iiig today in those border-communiConditions ties of the Ealst that fringe the Syrian
and .Vrabian deserts. Residence is
in tents, wealth consists of flocks, herds and slaves,
and tlier(- is no ownership of ground, only at most
a proprietorship in well or tomb. All this in
common with the nomad. But there is a relative,
or rather, interniittent fixity of habitation, unlike
the pure Bedawi, a limited amount of agriculture,
and finally a sense of divergence from the Ishmael
type—all of which tend to assimilate the seminomadic A. to I he fixed Canaanitish population
about him. ;Vs might naturally be expected, such
a condition is an unstable equilibrium, which tends,
in the family of A. as in the history of all bordertribes of the desert, to settle back one way or the
other, now into the city-hfe of Lot, now into the
desert-life of Ishmad.
The head of a family, under these conditions,
becomes at the same time the chief of a tribe, that
live together under patriarchal rule
2. Social
though they by no means share withConditions out exception the tie of kinship. The
family relations depicted in Gen
conform to and are illuminated by the social
features of CIL (See K. D. Macmillan, art. "Marriage among the Early Babylonians and Hebrews,"
Princeton Theol. Review, April, 1908.) There is one
legal wife, Sarah, who, because persistently childless, obtains the coveted offspring by gi'ving her own
maid to A. for that purpose (cf CH, §§ 144, 146).
The son thus borne, Ishmael, is A.'s legal son and
heir. When Isaac is later borne by Sarah, the
elder son is disinherited by di'vine command (Gen
21 10-12) against A.'s wish which represented
the prevailing law and custom (CH, §§ 168 f).
The "maid-servants" mentioned in the inventories of
A.'s wealth (Gen 12 16; 24 35) doubtless furnished
the "concubines" mentioned in Gen 25 6 as having
borne sons to him. Both mothers and children were
slaves, but had the right to freedom, though not
to inheritance, on the death of the father (CH,
§ 171). After Sarah's death another woman
seems to have succeeded to the position of legal
wife, though if so the sons she bore were disinherited like Ishmael (Gen 25 5). In addition to
the chUdren so begotten by A. the "men of his
house" (Gen 17 27) consisted of two classes, the
"home-born" slaves (Gen 14 14; 17 12 f.23.27)
and the "purchased" slaves (ib). The extent of
the patriarchal tribe may be surmised from the
number (3IS) of men among them capable of
bearing arms, near the beginning of A.'s career,
yet after his separation from Lot, and recruited
seemingly from the "home-born" class exclusively
(Gen 14 14). Over this entire establishment A.
ruled with a power more, rather than less, absolute
than that exhibited in detail in the C H : more
absohite, be(uuis(( A. was independent of any permanent superior authority, and so combined in his own
person the powers of the Bab paterfamilias and of
the Can city-king. Social relations outside of the
family-tribe may best be considered under the next
heading.
It is natural t h a t the chieftain of so considerable
an organism should appear an attractive ally and
a formidable foe to any of the smaller
3. Political political units of his environment.
Conditions That Canaan was a t the time composed of just such inconsiderable
units, 'viz. city-states with petty kings, and
scattered fragments of older populations, is abun-
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dantly clear from the Biblical tradition and verified from other sources. Egypt was the only great
power with which A. came into pohtical contact
after lea'ving the East. In the section of Gen
which describes this contact with the Pharaoh A.
is suitably represented as playing no political role,
but as profiting by his stey in Egypt only through
an inciilental social relation: when this terminates
he is promptly ejected. The role of conqueror of
Chedorlaomer, the Elamite invader, would be
quite out of keeping with A.'s political status elsewhere, if we were compelled by the narrative in
Gen 14 to suppose a pitched battle between the
forces of A. and those of the united Bab armies.
What that chapter requires is in fact no more than
a midnight surprise, by A.'s band (including the
forces of confederate chieftains), of a rear-guard
or baggage-train of the Babylonians inadequately
manned and picketed. ("Slaughter" is quite too
strong a rendering of the original hakkdih, "smiting,"
ver 17.) Respect shown A. by the kings of Salem
(ver 18), of Sodom (ver 21) and of Gerar (Gen 20
14-16) was no more than might be expected from
then relative degrees of political importance,
although a moral precedence, assumed in the
tradition, may well have contributed to this
respect.
Recent archaeological research has revolutionized
our conception of the degree of culture which A.
could have possessed and therefore
4. Cultural presumably did possess. The high
Conditions plane which literature had attained
in both Babylonia and Egypt by 2000
BC is sufficient 'witness to the opportunities open
to the man of birth and wealth in that day for the
interchange of lofty thought. And, without having
recourse to A.'s youth in Babylonia, we may assert
even for the scenes of A.'s maturer life the presence
of the same culture, on the basis of a variety of
facts, the testimony of which converges in this
point, that Canaan in the second miUennium BC
was at the center of the intellectual life ot the East and cannot have failed to afford, to such of its inhabitants as chose to avail themselves of it, every
opportunity for enjoying the fruits of others' culture and for recording the substance of their own
thoughts, emotions and acti-vities.
V. Character.—A.'s
inward life may be considered under the rubrics of rehgion, ethics and personal traits.
The religion of A. centered in his faith in one
God, who, because believed by him to be possessor of heaven and earth (Gen 14 22;
1. Rehgious 24 3), sovereign judge of the nations
BeUefs
(15 14) of aU the earth (18 25), disposer of the forces of Nature (18 14;
19 24; 20 17 f), exalted (14 22) and eternal (21 33),
was for A. at least the only God. So far as the
Bibhcal tradition goes, A.'s monotheism was not
aggressive (otherwise in later Jewish tradition),
and it is theoretically possible to attribute to him
a merely "monarchical" or "henotheistic" type of
monotheism, which would admit the coexistence
with his deity, say, of the "gods which [his]
fathers served" (Josh 24 14), or the identity with
his deity of the supreme gO(l of some Canaanite
neighbor (Gen 14 18). Yet this distinction of
types of monotheism does not really belong to the
sphere of religion as such, but rather to that of
speculative philosophical thought. As religion,
monotheism is j ust monotheism, and it asserts itself
in corollaries drawn by the inteUeot only so far
as the scope of the monotheist's intellectual life
apphes it. For A. Jeh not only was alone God;
He was also his personal God in a closeness of
feflowship (Gen 24 40; 48 15) that has made hun
for three religions the tjqje of the pious man
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(2 Ch 20 7; Isa 41 8; Jas 2 23; note the Arab,
name of Hebron is El-Khalll,
i.e. the friend
[-viz. of God]). To Jeh A. attributed t h e moral
attributes of justice (Gen 18 25), righteousness
(18 19), faithfulness (24 27), wisdom (20 6),
goodness (19 19), mercy (20 6). These qualities
were expected of men, and their contraries in men
were punished by Jeh (Gen 18 19; 20 11). He
manifested Himself in dreams (Gen 20 3), visions
(15 1) and theophariies (18 1), including the voice
or apparition of the Divine mal'dkh or messenger
("angel") (Gen 16 7; 22 I I ) . On man's part,
in addition to obedience to Jeh's moral requirements and special commands, the expression of his
religious nature was expected in sacrifice. This
bringing of offerings to the deity was diligently
practiced by A., as indicated by the mention of his
erection of an altar at each successive residence.
Alongside of this act of sacrifice there is sometimes
mention of a "calling upon the n a m e " of Jeh
(cf 1 K 18 24; Ps 116 13 f). This pubhcation
of his faith, doubtless in the presence of Canaanites,
had its counterpart also in the public regard in
which he was held as a "prophet" or spokesman for
God (Gen 20 7). His mediation showed itself
also in intercessory prayer (Gen 17 20 for Ishmael;
18 23-32; cf 19 29 for Lot; 20 17 for Abimelech), which was b u t a phase of his general practice of prayer. The usual accompaniment of sacrifice, a professional priesthood, does not occur in
A.'s family, yet he recognizes priestly prerogative
in the person of Melchizedek, priest-king of Salem
(Gen 14 20). Religious sanction of course surrounds the taking of oaths (Gen 14 22; 24 3)
and the sealing of covenants (21 23). Other customs associated with religion are circumcision
(Gen 17 10-14), given to A. as the sign of the perpetual covenant; tithing (14 20), recognized as the
priest's due; and child-sacrifice (22 2.12), enjoined
upon A. only to be expressly forbidden, approved
for its spirit but interdicted in its practice.
As already indicated, the ethical attributes of
God were regarded by A. as the ethical requirement of man. This in theory. In
2. Morality the sphere of apphed ethics and
casuistry A.'s practice, a t least, fell
short of this ideal, even in the few incidents of his
life preserved to us. It is clear t h a t these lapses
from virtue were offensive to the moral sense of
A.'s biographer, but we are left in t h e dark as to
A.'s sense of moral obhquity. (The "dust and
ashes" of Gen 18 27 has no moral implication.)
The demands of candor and honor are not satisfactorily met, certainly not in the matter of
Sarah's relationship to him (Gen 12 11-13; 20
2; cf 11-13), perhaps not in the matter of Isaac's
intended sacrifice (22 5.8). T o impose our own
monogamous standard of marriage upon the
patriarch would be unfair, in view of the different
standard of his age and land. I t is to his credit
t h a t no such scandals are recorded in his hfe and
family as blacken the record of Lot (Gen 19 BOSS), Reuben (35 22) and Judah (38 15-18).
Similarly, A.'s story shows only regard for hfe and
property, both in respecting the rights of others
and in expecting the same from them—the antipodes of Ishmael's character (Gen 16 12).
Outside the bounds of strictly ethical requirement, A.'s personality displayed certain characteristics t h a t not only mark him out
3. Personal distinctly among the figures of history.
Traits
but do him great credit as a singularly
symmetrical and attractive character.
Of his trust and reverence enough has been said
under the head ot religion. But this love t h a t is
"the fulfilling of the law," manifested in such piety
toward God, showed itself toward men in exceptional
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generosity (Gen 13 9; 14 23; 23 9.13; 24 10;
25 6), fidehty (14 14.24; 17 IS; 18 23-32; 19
27; 21 11; 23 2), hospdahly (18 2-S; 21 8) and
compassion (16 6 and 21 14 when rightly understood; 18 23-32). A sohd self-respect '(Gen 14
•23; 16 6; 21 25; 23 9.13.16; 24 4) and real
courage (14 14-16) were, ho\vc\-er, marred by the
cowardice t h a t sacrificed Sarah to purchase personal safety where he had reason to regard life as
insecure (20 11).
VI. Significance in the History of
Religion.—
A. is a significant figure throughout the Bible, and
plays an important rtile in extra-Biblical Jcw-ish
tradition and in the ?\l(ihamiiiedan religion.
It is naturally as progenilor of the peojilc of
Israel, "the seed of .V.," as they are often termed,
that .V. stands out most prominently
1. In the
in the O T books. Somelimes the
OT
contrast bctn-cen him as an individual
and his numerous progeny ser\-es to
point a lesson (Isa 51 2; Ezk 33 24; perhaps INLil
2 10; cf 15). " T h e Cod of .V." serves as a designation of Jeh from the time of Isaac to the latest period;
it is by this title that INIost^s identifies the God who
has sent him with the ancestral deity of the children
of Israel (Ex 3 15). Men remembered in thi^se
later times t h a t this God appeared to A. in theophany (Ex 6 3), and, when he w-as still among his
people who -n-orshipped other gods (Josh 24 3)
chose him (Neh 9 7), led him, redeemed him
(Isa 29 22) and made him the recipient of those
special blessings (Mic 7 20) which were pledged
by covenant and oath (so every larger historical
book, also the historical Ps 105 [ver 9]), notably
the inheritance ot the land of Canaan (Dt 6 10).
Nor w-as A.'s religious personality forgotten by his
posteritv: he w-as remembered by them as God's
friend (2 Ch 20 7; Isa 41 8), His servant, the
very recollection of whom by God would offset
the horror with which the sins of his descendants
mspired Jeh (Dt 9 27).
When we pass to the N T we are astonished at
the wealth and variety of allusion to A. As in the
OT, his position of ancestor lends him
2. In the
much of his significance, not only as
NT
ancestor of Israel (Acts 13 26), but
specifically as ancestor, now of the
Levdtical priesthood tlb- 7 5), now of the Messiah (Mt 1 1), now-, by the pecuharly Christian
doctrine of the unity of believers in Christ, of
Christian behevers (Gal 3 16.29).^ All that A.
the ancestor received through Di-vine election, by
the covenant made -with him, is inherited by his
seed and passes under the collective names of the
promise (Rom 4 13), the ble.ssing (Gal 3 14),
mercy (Lk 1 54 j , the oath (Lk 1 73), the covenant (Aats 3 25J. T h e w-ay in which A. responded
to this peculiar goodness of God makes him the
type of the Christian behever. Though so far in
the past t h a t he was used as a measure of antiquity
(Jn 8 58), he is declared to have "seen" Messiah's
"day" (Jn 8 56). I t is his faith in the Di-vine
promise, which, just because it was for him peculiarly unsupported by any evidence of the senses,
becomes the type of the faith that leads to justification (Rom 4 3), and therefore in this sense
again he is the "father" of Christians, as believers
(Rom 4 11).
For t h a t promise to A. was, after
all, a "preaching beforehand" of the Christian
gospel, in t h a t it embraced "all the families of the
earth" (Gal 3 8). Of this exalted honor, James
reminds us, A. proved himself worthy, not by an
inoperative faith, but by "works" that evidenced
his righteousness (Jas 2 2 1 ; cf Jn 8 30). The
oljedienoe t h a t faith wrought in him is what is
especially praised by the author of Hebrews (He
11 8.17). In accordance with this high estimate
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of the patriarch's piety, we read of his eternal
felicity, not only in the cupreiit conceptions of the
Jews (parable, Lk 16), but also in the exincss a.ssertion of Our Lord (Mt 8 11; Lk 13 28). Incidental historical allusions to the eveiils of A.'s hfe
are frequent in the NT, but do not add anything to
this estimate of his religious significance.
Outside the Scriptures we have abundant evidence of the way that A. was reganUid by his
posterity in the Jewish nation. The
3. In Jew- oldest of these witnesses, Ecclesiasish Tradi- ticus, contains none of the accretions
tion
of the later A.-legends. Its praise
of A. is confined lo the same three
great facts that appealed to the canonical writers,
viz. his glory as Israel's ancestor, his election to
be recipient of the covenant, and his piety (including
perhaps a tinge of "nomism") even under severe
testing (Ecclus 44 19-21). The improbable and
often unworthy and even grotesque fealures of
.\..'s career and character in the later rabbinical
midrashim are of no rehgious significance, beyond
the evidence they afford of the way A.'s unique position and piety were cherished liy the Jews.
To Mohammed A. is of importance in several
ways. He is mentioned in no less than 188 verses
of the Koran, more than any other
4. In the
character except Moses. He is one
Koran
of the series of prophets sent by God.
He is the common ancestor of the
Arab and the Jew. He plays the same role of
religious reformer over against his idolatrous kinsmen as Mohammed himself played. He builds
the first pure temple for God's worship (at Mecca!).
As in the Bible so in the Koran A. is the recipient
of the Divine covenant for himself and for his
posterity, and exhibits in his character the appropriate -virtues ot one so highly favored: faith,
righteousness, purity of heart, gratitude, fidelity,
compassion. He receives marked tokens of the
Di-vine favor in the shape of deliverance, guidance,
-visions, angelic messengers (no theophanies for
Mohammed!), miracles, assurance of risurrection
and entrance into paradise. He is called "Imam
of the peoples" (2 118).
VII. Interpretations
of the Story of A. Other
than the Historical.—There
are writers in both
ancient and modern times who have, from various
standpoints, interpreted the person and career of
A. otherwise than as what it purports to be, \'iz.
the real experiences of a human person named
A. These various views may be classified according to the motive or impulse which they belie\-e to
have led to the creation of this story in the mind of
its author or authors.
Philo's tract on A. bears as alternative titles,
"On the Life of the Wise Man JVIade Perfect by
Instruction, or. On the Unwritten
1. The AUe- Law." A.'s life is not for him a history
gorical In- that serves to illustrate these things,
terpretation but an alleirory by which these things
are embodiecl. Paul's use of the
Sarah-Hagar episode in Gal 4 21-31 belongs to
this type of exposition (cf allcgorourncna, ver 24),
of which there are also a few other instances in his
epistles; yet to infer from this that Paul shared
Philo's general attitude toward the patriarchal
narrative would be unwarranted, since his use of
this method is incidental, exceptional, and merely
confirmatory of points already established by sound
reason. "Luther compares it to a painting which
decorates a house already built" (Schaff, "Galatians," Excursus).
As to Philo A. is the personification of a certain
type of humanity, so to some modern w-riters he
is the personification of the Heb nation or of a
tribe belonging to the Heb group. This view,
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which is indeed very w-idely held with respect to
the patriarchal figures ia general, furnishes so many
more difficulties in its specific appli2. The Per- cation to .A. than to the others, that
sonification it has been rejected in A.'s case even
Theory
by some who have adopted it for figures
hke Isaac, Ishmael and Jacob. Thus
Meyer (Die Israeliien und ihre Nachbarstdmme,
250; cf also note on p. 251), speaking of his earlier
opinion, acknowledges that, at the time w-hen he
"regarded the assertion of Stade as proved that
Jacob and Isaac were tribes," even then he "still
recognizeil A. as a mythical figure and originally a
god." A similar differentiation of A. from the
rest is true of most of the other adherents of the
views about to be mentioned. Hence also Wellhausen says (Prolegomena'^, 317): "Only A. is certainly no name of a people, hke Isaac and Lot;
he is rather ambiguous anyway. We dare not of
course on that account hold him in this connection
as an historical personage; rather than that he
might be a free creation of unconscious fiction.
He is probably the >-oungest figure in this company
and appears to have been only at a relatively late
date put before his son Isaac."
Urged popularly by Noldeke (Im neuen Reich
[1871], I, 508ff) and taken up by other scholars,
especially in the case of A., the view
3. The
gained general currency among those
Mythical
who denied the historicity of Gen,
Theory
that the patriarchs were old deities.
From this relatively high estate, it
was held, they had fallen to the plane of mere
mortals (though with remnants of the hero or even
demigod here and there visible) on which they
appear in Gen. A new phase of this mythical
theory has been developed in the elaboration by
Winckler and others of then astral-theology of
the Bab world, in which the worship ot A. as the
moon-god by the Semites of Pal plays a part. A.'s
traditional origin connects him with Ur and Haran,
leading centers of the moon-cult. Apart from this
fact the arguments relied upon to establish this
identification of A. -with Sin may be judged by the
foUowing samples: "When further the consort of
A. bears the name iSarah, and one of the women
among his closest relations the name Milcah,
this gives food for thought, since these names
correspond precisely with the titles of the female
deities worshipped at Haran alongside the moongod Sin. Above all, however, the number 318,
that appears in Gen 14 14 in connection with the
figure of A., is con-vincing; because this number,
which surely has no historical value, can only be
satisfactorily explained from the circle of ideas
of the moon-religion, since in the lunar year of
354 days there are just 318 days on which the
mOon is visible—deducting 36 days, or three for
each of the twelve months, on which the moon is
invisible" (Baentsch, Monolheisinus, 60 f).
In
spite ot this assurance, however, nothing could
exceed the scorn with which these combinations
and conjectures of Winckler, .V. Jeremias and others
of this school are i-eceived by those w-ho in fact
differ from them -with respect to A. in little save
the answ-er to the question, what deity was A.
(see e.g. Meyer, op. cit., 252 f, 256 f).
Gunkel (Genesis, Introduction), in insisting
upon the resemblance of the patriarchal narrative
to the "sagas" of other primitive
4. The
peoples, draws attention both to the
"Saga"
human traits of figures like A., and
Theory
to the very early origin of the material
embodied in our present book of Gen.
First as stories orafly circulated, then as stories
committed to writing, and finally as a number of
collections or groups of such stories formeil into a

cycle, the A.-narratives, like the Jacob- and the
Joseph-narratives, grew through a, long and complex literary history. Gressmann (op. cit., 9-34)
amends Gunkel's results, in applying to them the
principles ot primitive literary development laid
down by Professor Wundt in his Vdlkerpsychologic.
He holds that the kernel of the A.-narratives is a
series of fairy-stories, of international diffusion
and unknown origin, w-hich have been given "a
local habitation and a name" by attaching to them
the (ex hypothesi) then common name of A. (similarly Lot, etc) and associating them wdth the
country nearest to the wdlderness of Judaea, the
home of their authors, viz. about Hebron and the
Dead Sea. A high antiquity (1300-1100 BC) is
asserted for these stories, their astonishing accuracy
in details wherever they can be tested by extraBiblical tradition is conceded, as also the probability that, "though many riddles still remain unsolved, yet many other traditions will be cleared
up by new discoveries" of archaeology.
J . O s c A B BoYD
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ABRAHAM'S BOSOM, bobz'um(K6Xiros'Appod|i,
ki'ilpos Abradm; KOXITOI ' A ) : Figurative. The expression occurs in Lk 16 22.23, in the parable of
the Rich iVIan and Lazarus, to denote the place of
repose to which Lazarus was carried after his
death. The fig. is suggested by the practice ot the
guest at a feast reclining on the breast of his neighbor. Thus John leaned on the breast of Jesus at
supper (Jn 21 20). The rabbis divided the state
after death (Sheol) into a place for the righteous
and a place for the wicked (see ESCHATOLOGY OF
OT; SHEOL); but it is doubtful whether the fig.
of Jesus quite corresponds with this idea. "Abraham's bosom" is not spoken of as in "Hades," but
rather as distinguished from it (Lk 16 23)—a place
of blessedness by itself. There Abraham receives,
as at a feast, the truly faithful, and admits them to
closest intimacy. It may be regarded as equivalent to the "Paradise" of Lk 23 43. See HADES;
P.AR.iDISE.

ABRAM, a'bram.

J.AMES O R R

See ABRAHAM.

ABRECH, a'brek: Transliteration of the Heb
•^-qS,, 'abhrekh, in Gen 41 43 RVm, of which both
the origin and meaning are uncertain. I t was the
salutation w-hich the Egyptians addressed to Joseph,
w-hen he was made second to Pharaoh, and appeared
in his official chariot.
(1) The explanations based upon Heb derivation
are unsatisfactory, whether as AV "bow the knee,"
from TJID , bdrakh (hiph. imp.) or marginal "tender
father," or "father of a king" of the Tg. The
form as hiph. imp. instead of ^"l^H, habhrekh, is
indefensible, while the other two derivations are
fanciful.
(2) The surmises of Egyptologists are almost
without number, and none are conclusive. Skinner
in Conim. on Gen. selects "attention!" after Spiegelberg, as best. Speaker's Comm. suggests "rejoice
thou" from ab-nek. BDB gives preference to the
Coptic a-bor-k, "prostrate thyself."
(3) The most satisfying |[ is the Assyr abarakku,
meaning "grand vizier" or "friend of a king," as
suggested by Fried. Delitzsch; for Bab laws and
customs were dominant in western Asia, and the
Hyksns, through whom such titles w-ould have been
carried into Egj-pt, were ruling there at t h a t time.
EDWARD M A C K

ABROAD, a-brod: An idiomatic rendering of
itpiKero, aphlketo (lit. "arrived"), "come abroad"
is used in Rom 16 19 to indicate a report that has
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been most widely diffused (lit. "did reach unto aU").
Similar idiomatic tr» of AV have been replaced in
RV by those more hteral, as in Mk 4 22; Lk 8
17; Mk 6 14; 1 Thess 1 8. Used also in other
idiomatic renderings, as "spread abroad" (diaphemizo), Mk 1 45; "noised abroad" (dialaUd), Lk 1
65; ''scattered abroad," Jn 11 52; Acts 8 1, etc;
in all these cases for the pervasive meaning of the
Gr preposition in composition. I n Gen 15 5, hug
means "outside."
H. E . JACOBS

Abraham
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correct text. Whether forty or four, he obtained
permission from the king to visit Hebron, the
ancient capital, on pretence of paying a vow made
by him while at Geshur in case of his safe return
to Jerus. With two hundred men he repairs to
Hebron.
Previous to the feast spies had been
sent throughout all the tribes of Israel to stir up
the discontented and to assemble them under
Absalom's flag at Hebron. Very large numbers
obeyed the call, among them Ahithophel, one of
David's shrewdest counselors (15 7ff).
ABROAD, SCATTERED. See DISPERSION.
Reports of the conspiracy at Hebron soon reached
the ears of David, who now became thoroughly
ABRONAH, a-bro'na, AV Ebronah ( n j h n ? ,
frightened and lost no time in leaving
'abhrondh): One of t h e stations of Israel in the
4. David's Jerus. Under the protection of his
wilderness on the march from Sinai to Kadesh—
FUght
most loyal bodyguarii he fled to Gilead
the station next before that at Ezion-geber on the
beyond Jordan. David was kindly
eastern arm of the Red Sea (Nu 33 34.35).
received at Mahanaim, where he remained till
after the death of his disloyal son. Zadok and
ABSALOM, ab'sa-lom (OiblBlX,
'abhshdldm,
Abiathar, two leading priests, were intent upon
"father is peace," WTitten also Abishalom, 1 K
sharing the fortunes of David; they went so far
15 2.10):
David's third son by
as to carry the Ark of the Covenant wdth them
1. A Gen- IVIaacah, daughter of Talmai, king
out of Jerus (15 24). David, however, forced the
eral Favor- of Geshur, a small territory between priests and Levites to take it back to its place in
ite
Hermon and Bashan. Absalom was the city and there remain as its guardians. This
born at Hebron (2 S 3 3), and moveci
was a prudent stroke, for these two great priests
at an early age, with the transfer of the capital,
in Jerus acted as intermediaries, and through
to Jerus, w-here he spent most of his life.
He
their sons and some influential women kept up
was a great favorite ot his father and of the people
constant communications with David's army in
as well. His charming manners, his personal
Gflead (15 24 ff). Hushai, too, was sent back to
beauty, his insinuating ways, together with his love
Jerus, where he falsely professed allegiance to Abof pomp and royal pretensions, captivated t h e salom, who by this time had entered the royal
hearts of the people from the beginning. He lived
city and had assumed control of the government
in great style, drove in a magnificent chariot and
(15 32 ff), Hushai, the priests and a few people
had fifty men run before him. Such magnificence less conspicuous performed their part well, for the
produced the desired effect upon the hearts of the
counsel of Ahithophel, who advised immediate
young aristocrats of the royal city (2 S 15 1 ff).
action and advance upon the king's forces, while
When Amnon, his half-brother, ravished his sister
everything W'os in a panic, was thwarted (I'T 1 ff);
nay more, spies were constantly kept in contact
Tamar, and Da-vid shut his eyes t o the grave
with David's headquarters to inform the king of
crime and neglected t o administer
Absalom's plans (17 15 ff). This delay was fatal
2. In Exile proper punishment, Absalom became
to the rebel son. Had he acted upon t h e shrewd
justly enraged, and quietly nourished
counsel of Ahithophel, David's army might have
his anger, b u t after the lapse of two years carried
out a successful plan to avenge his sister's -wrongs. been conquered at the outset.
He made a great feast for the king's sons at BaalWhen at length Absalom's forces under the
hazor, to which, among others, Amnon came,
generalship of Amasa (17 25) reached Gilead,
only to meet his death at t h e hands of Absalom's
ample time had been given to David
servants (13 Iff). T o avoid punishment he now
5. Absato organize his army, which he divided
fled to t h e court of his maternal grandfather in lom's Death into three divisions under the efficient
Geshur, where he remained three years, or until
and Burial command of tliree veteran generals:
David, his father, had relented and condoned the
Joab, Abishai and Ittai (18 Iff).
murderous act of his impetuous, plotting son. At
A great battle was fought in the forests of Ephraim.
the end of three years (13 38) we find Absalom once Here the rebel army was utterly routed. No
more in Jerus. I t was, however, two years later be- fewer than 20,000 were killed outright, and a still
fore he was admitted to the royal presence (14 28). greater number becoming entangled in the thick
Absalom, again reinstated, lost no opportunity forest, perished that day (18 7f). Among the
to regain lost prestige, and having his mind made latter was Absalom himself, for while riding upon
up to succeed his father upon the his mule, his head was caught in the boughs of a
3. Rebels
throne, he forgot the son in the poli- great oak or terebinth, probably in a forked
against His tician. Full of insinuations and rich branch. "He was taken up between heaven and
Father
in promises, especially to the dis- earth; and the mule that was under him went
on" (18 9). In this position he was found by a
gruntled and to those having grievances, imaginary or real, it was but natural that he soldier who at once ran to inform Joab. 'The
latter without a moment's hesitation, notwdthshould have a following. His purpose was clear,
namely, t o alienate as m a n y as possible from the standing David's positive orders, thrust three
king, and thus neutralize his influence in the selec- darts into the heart of Absalom. To make his
tion of a successor, for he fully realized t h a t the death certain and encouraged by the action of their
court party, under the influence of Bathsheba, was general, ten of Joab's young men "compassed about
and smote Absalom, and slew him" (18 15). He
intent upon having Solomon as the next ruler.
By much flattery Absalom stole the hearts of many was buried in a great pit, close to the spot where
he was kiUed. A great pile of stones was heaped
men in Israel (15 6). How long a period elapsed
over his bo(iy (18 17), in accordance with the
between his return from Geshur and his open
custom of dishonoring rebels and great criminals
rebellion against his father David is a question
by burying them under great piles of stone (Josh
which cannot be answered -with any degree of
certainty. Most authorities regard the forty 7 26; 8 29). Thomson informs us t h a t Syrian
people to this day cast stones upon the graves of
years of 15 7 as an error and following the Syr and
some editions of the L X X , suggest four as the murderers and outlaws (LB, I I , 61).

Absalom
Abstinence
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The death of Absalom was a source of great
grief to the fond and aged father, who forgot the
ruler and the king in the tender6. David's hearted parent. His lament at the
Lament
gate of Mahanaim, though very brief,
is a classic, and expresses in tender
language the feelings of parents for wayward
children in all ages of the world (2 S 18 33).
Little is known of Absalom's family life, but we
read in 14 27 that he had three sons and one
daughter. From the language of 18 18, it is
inferred that the sons died at an early age.
Absalom's T o m b : As Absalom had no son to
perpetuate his memory "he reared up for himself a pillar" or a monument in the King's dale,
which according to Josephus was two furlongs
from Jerusalem (Ani, VII, x, 3). Nothing is known

ance, he frees from sin one who has confessed and
made promise of satisfaction. Protestants regard
the promise as given not to any order within the
church, but to the congregation of believers, exercising its prerogative through the Christian ministry,
as its ordinary executive. They differ as to whether
the act be only declarative or coUative. Luther
regarded it as both declarative and coUative, since
the Word always brings t h a t which it offers. The
absolution differs from the general promise of the
gospel by individualizing the promise. W h a t the
gospel, as read and preached, declares in general,
the absolution applies personally. See also FoRGi-VBNESS.

H. E.

JACOBS

ABSTINENCE, abs'ti-nens: Abstinence as a form
of asceticism reaches back into remote antiquity,
and is found among most ancient peoples. I t may
be defined as a self-discipline which consists in the
habitual renunciation, in whole or in part, of the
enjoyments of the flesh, with a -view to the cultivation of the hfe of the spirit. In its extremest forms,
it bids men to stifle and suppress their physical
wants, rather than to subordinate them in the
interest of a higher end or purpose, the underlying
idea being t h a t the body is the foe of the spirit,
and that the progressive extirpation of the natural
desires and inclinations by means of fasting,
celibacy, voluntary poverty, etc, is "the way of
perfection."
This article will be concerned chiefly with abstinence from food, as dealt w-ith in the Bible.
(For other aspects of the subject, see TEMPERANCE;
SELP-DENIAL; C L E A N ; UNCLEANNESS; M E A T ,

Absalom's Tomb.
with certainty about this monument. One of the
several tombs on the east side of the Kidron passes
under the name of Absalom's tomb. This fine
piece of masonry with its graceful cupola and
Ionic pillars must be of comparatively recent origin,
probably not earlier than the Rom period.
W.

W.

DAVIBS

ABSALOM (Apoc) (B, 'Apeo-o-dXoinos, Abessdldmos and Abessaldm; A, Absdldmos; AV Absalon):
(1) Father of Mattathias, a captain of the Je-wish
army (1 Mace 11 70; Ant, Xlll, v, 7).
(2) Father of Jonathan who was sent by Simon
Maccabee to take possession of Joppa; perhaps
identical with A (1) (1 Mace 13 11; Ant, X I I I ,
vi, 4).
(3) One of two envoys of the Jews, mentioned in
a letter sent by L-^-sias to the Jewish nation (2 Mace
11 17).
ABSALON, ab'sa-lon.

See ABSALOM (Apoc).

ABSOLUTION, ab-so-lu'shun (tr of vbs. Xi!w,
l-uo, "loose," etc, and ( i 0 ' w , aphlemi, "release,"
"give up," etc): Not a Bib., but an ecclesiastical
term, used to designate the official act described in
M t 16 19: "Whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth,
shah be loosed in heaven," and M t 18 18: "What
things soever j-e shall loose,"etc, and interpreted by
Jn 20 23: "Whose soever sins ye forgive, they are
forgiven unto them" (see KEYS, POWER OF). The
Roman church regards this as the act of a properly
ordained priest, by which, in the sacrament of Pen-

etc).

Thus hmited, abstinence may be either public or
private, partial or entire.
Only one such fast is spoken of as having been
instituted and commanded by the Law of Moses,
t h a t of the Day of Atonement. This
1. Public
is called "the F a s t " in Acts 27 9
Fasts
(cf Ant, XIV, iv, 3; Philo, Vit Mos,
II, 4; Schurer, HJP, I, i, 322).
Four annual fasts w-ere later observed by the
Jews in commemoration of the dark days of Jerus—
the day of the beginning of Nebuchadrezzar's
siege in the tenth month, the day of the capture of
the city in the fourth month, the day of its destruction in the flfth month and the day of Gedaliah's
murder in the seventh month. These are all referred to in Zee 8 19.

See FASTS.

I t might reasonably be thought t h a t such solemn
anniversaries, once instituted, would have been kept
up with sincerity by the Jews, a t least for many
years. But Isaiah illustrates how soon even the
most outraged feelings of piety or patriotism may
grow cold and formal. 'Wherefore have we fasted
and thou seest not?' the exiled Jews cry in their
capti'vity. 'We have humbled our souls, and thou
takest no notice.' Jeh's swift answer follows:
'Because your fasting is a mere form! Behold,
in the day of your fast ye find your owm pleasure
and oppress all your laborers' (cf Isa 58 3; Expositor's Bible, ad l o c ) . T h a t is to say, so formal
has your fasting gro'wn t h a t your ordinary selfish,
cruel life goes on just the same. Then Jeh makes
inquest: "Is such the fast t h a t I have chosen? the
day for a man to afflict his soul? Is not this the
fast that I have chosen: to loose the bonds of
wickedness, to undo the bands of the yoke, and to
let the oppressed go free, and that ye break every
yoke? Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry,
and t h a t thou bring the poor t h a t are cast out to
t h y house? Then shalt thou call, and Jeh will
answer; thou shalt cry, and he will say. Here I
am" (vs 5-9). The passage, as George Adam Smith
says, fills the earliest, if not the highest place in the
glorious succession of Scriptures exalting practical
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love, to which belong Isa 6 1 ; M t 25; 1 Cor 13.
The high imjiort is t h a t in God's view character
grows rich and life joyful, not by fasts or formal
observances, but by acts of unselfish service inspired
by a heart of love.
These fasts later fell into utter disuse, but they
were revived after the destruction of Jerus by the
Romans.
Occasional public fasts were proclaimed in Israel,
as among other peoples, in seasons of drought or
public cidamity. It appears according to Jewish
accounts, t h a t it was customary to hold them on
the second and fifth days of the week, for the reason
that Moses w-as believed to ha^-e gone up to Mt.
Sinai on the fifth day of the w-eek (Thursday) and
to have come down on the second (.Monday)
(cf Did, 8; Apos Const, Vlll, 23).
In addition to these public solemnities, indi\-iduals were in the habit of imposing ex Ira fasts
upon themselves (e.g. J t h 8 6; Lk 2
2. Private 37); and there w-ere some among the
Fasts
Pharisees who fasted on the second
and fifth days of the week all the
year round (Lk 18 12; see Lightfoot, ad l o c ) .
Tacitus alludes to the "frequent fasts" of the
Jew-s {History, V, A), and Jos tells of the spread of
fasting aiuung the Gentiles (CAp, II, 40; cf Tertulhan, ad Xat, i.l3). There is abundant evidence
that many religious teachers laid down rules concerning fasting for their disciples (cf Mk 2 18; M t
9 14; Lk 5 33).
Indi^-iduals and sects differ greatly in the degrees
of strictness with w-hich they observe fasts. In
some fasts among the Jews abstinence
3. Degrees from food and drink was observed
of Strictsimply from sunrise to sunset, and
ness in
washing and anointing were permitted.
Abstinence In others of a stricter sort, the fast
lasted from one sunset till the stars
appeared after the next, and, not only food and
drink, but washing, anointing, and every kind of
agreeable activity and even salutations, were prohibited (Schiirer, II, ii, 119; Edersheim, Life and
Times, I, 663). Such fasting was generally practised in the most austere and ostentatious manner,
and, among the Pharisees, formed a part ol their
most pretentious externahsm. On this point the
testimony of Alt 6 16 is confirmed by the Mish.
There arose among the Jews various kinds of
ascetics and they may be roughly di-vided into
three cLi.sses.
4. Absti(1) The E.s.senes.—These lived tonence
getlier in colonies, shared all things
among
in common and practised voluntary
Different
poverty. The stricter among them
Kinds of
also eschewed marriage. They were
Ascetics
indifferent, Philo says, alike to money,
pleasure, and worldly position. They
ate no animal flesh, drank no wine, and used no oil
for anointing. The objects of sense were to them
"unholy," and to gratify the natural craving was
"sin." They do not seem to come distinctly into
-view in the N T .

See E S S E N E S .

(2) The hermii ascetics.—These fled away from
human society with its temptations and allurements into the wilderness, and li\'ed there a life of
rigid self-discipline. Jos (Vita, 2) gives us a notable
example of this class in I5anus, who "lived in* the
desert, clothed himself with the leaves of trees,
ate nothing save the natural produce of the soil,
and bathed day and night in cold water for purity's
sake." John the Baptist was a hermit of an entirely different type. He also dwelt in the desert,
wore a rough garment of camel's hair and subsisted
on "locusts and wild honey." But his asceticism
was rather an incident of his en-vironment and
vocation than an end in itself (see "Asceticism,"

Absalom
Abstinence

DCG).
In the fragments of his sermons which
are preserved in the Gospels there is no trace of any
exhortation to ascetic exercises, though John's
disciples practised fasting (Mk 2 18).
(3) The moilei-ate ascetics.—There were many
pious Jews, men and women, who practised asceticism of a less formal kind. The asceticism of the
Pharisees was of a kind which naturally resulted
from their legal and ceremonial conception of
rehgion. It expr(^ssed itself chiefly, as we have
seen, in ostentatious fasting and externahsm. But
there were not a few humble, devout souls in Israel
who, like Anna, the prophetess, served God "with
fastings and supplications night and d a y " (Lk 2
37), seeking by a true self-discipline to draw near
unto God (cf A((ts 13 2.3; 14 23; 1 Tim 5 5).
Some of the rabbis roundly condemned abstinence,
or asceticism in any form, as a principle of life.
"Why must the Nazirite bring a sin
5. Abstioffering at the end of his term?"
nence as
(Nu 6 13.14) asks Eliezer ha-Kappar
Viewed in
(Siphrd', ad l o c ) ; and gives answer,
the Talmud "Because he sinned against his own
person b,y his vow of abstaining from
wine''; and he concludes, "Whoever undergoes fasting or other penances for no special reason commits
a wrong." "Man in the life to come will have to
account for every enjoyment offered him t h a t was
refused without sufficient cause" (Rabh, in Yer.
Kid., 4). In Maimonides (Hd-Yddh
ha-Hdzdkdh,
De'dth 3 I) the monastic principle of abstinence in
regard to marriage, eating meat, or drinking wine,
or in regard to any other personal enjoyment or
comfort, is condemned as "contrary to the spirit of
Judaism," and "the golden middle-way of moderation" is advocated.
But, on the other hand, abstinence is often cousidereci by the rabbis meritorious and praiseworthy
as a voluntary means of self-discipline. " I partook of a Nazirite meal only once," says Simon the
Just, "when I met with a handsome youth from the
south who had taken a vow. When I asked the
reason he said: 'I saw the Evil Spirit pursue me as
I beheld my face reflected in water, and I swore
that these long curls shall be cut off and offered
as a sacrifice to Jeh'; whereupon I kissed him upon
his forehead and blessed him, saying, May there
be many Nazirites like thee in Israel!" (Xdzlr, 46).
"Be holy" was accordingly interpreted, "Exercise
abstinence in order to arrive at purity and holiness" ('Ab. Zdrdh, 20b; Siphra', K'dhdshim).
".lbstain from everything evil and from whatever is like
unto it" is a rule found in the Talm (Hullln, 446),
as also in the Did (3 1)—a saying evidently based
on Job 31 1, "Abstain from the lusts of the flesh
and the world." The Mosaic laws concerning diet
are all said by Rabh to be "for the purification of
Israel" (Lev R. 13)—"to train the Jew in selfdiscipline."
The question of crowning interest and significance
to us is. What attitude did Jesus take toward fasting, or asceticism? The answer is to
6. The At- be sought in t h e light, first of His practitude of
tice, and, secondly, of His teaching.
Jesus to
(I) His practice.—Jesus has even
Fasting
been accounted "the Founder and
Ex.ample of the ascetic life" (Clem.
Alex., Strom, III, 6). By questionable emphasis
upon His "forty days' " fast. His abstinence from
marriage and His voluntary poverty, some have
reached the conclusion that complete renunciation
of the things of the present was "the way of perfection according to the Saviour."
A fuller and more appreciative study of Jesus'
life and spirit must bring us to a different conclusion. Certainly His mode of life is sharply differentiated in the Gospels, not only from t h a t of the

Abubus
Access
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Pharisees, but also from that of John the Baptist.
Indeed, H e exhibited nothing of the asceticism of
those illustrious Christian saints, St. Bernard and
(St. John of the Cross, or even of St. Francis, who
"of all ascetics approached most nearlj' to the
spirit of the Master." .lesus did not flee from the
world, or eschew the amenities of social life. H e
contributed to the joyousness of a marriage feast,
accepted the hospitality of rich and poor, permitted
a vase of very precious ointment t o be broken and
poured upon His feet, welcomed the society of
women, showed tender love t o children, and clearly
enjoyed t h e domestic life of the home in Bethany.
There is no e-vidence that He imposed upon Himself any unnecessary austerities. iThe "forty days' "
fast (not mentioned in r^Ik, the oldest authority)
is not an exception to this rule, as it was rather a
necessity imposed by His situation in the wilderness than a self-imposed observance of a law of
fasting (cf Christ's words concerning John the
Baptist: "John came neither eating nor drinking";
see the article on "Asceticism," DCG). At any
rate. H e is not here an example of the traditional
asceticism. He stands forth throughout the Gospels
"as the living type and embodiment of self-denial,"
yet the marks of the ascetic are not found in Him.
His mode of life was, indeed, so unascetic as to
bring upon Him the reproach of being ' 'a gluttonous
man and a winebibber" (Mt 11 19; Lk 7 34).
(2) His teaching.—Beyond question, it was, from
first to last, "instinct -with the spirit of selfdenial." "If any man wiU come after me, let him
deny himself," is an ever-recurring refrain of His
teaching. "Seek ye flrst the kingdom ot God," is
ever His categorical imperative (Mt 6 33 AV; Lk
12 31). This is t o Him the summum bonum—all
desires and strivings w-hich have not this as their
goal must be suppressed or sacrificed (cf M t 13
44-46; 19 2 1 ; Mk 10 2 1 ; Lk 9 59.60; 14 26
with M t 5 29.30;
Mk 9 4.3-47;
M t 16 24 f;
Mk 8 34 f; Lk 9 23 f; and 14 33). In short, if
any man find that the gratification of any desire
of the higher or lower self will impede or distract
him in the performance of his duties as a subject
of the Kingdom, he must forego such gi-atification,
if he would be a disciple of Christ. "If it cause
thee to stumble," is alwaj's the condition, implied
or expressed, which justifies abstinence from any
particular good.
According to the record, Jesus alluded to fasting
only twice in His teaching. In M t 6 16-18,
where voluntary fasting is presupposed as a rehgious exercise of His disciples. He warns them
against making it t h e occasion of a parade of piety:
"'Thou, when thou fastest, anoint t h y head, and
wash t h y face; that thou be not seen of men to
fast, b u t of thy Father who is in secret." In
short, He sanctions fasting only as a genuine expression of a devout and contrite frame of min(l.
In M t 9 14-17 (I.Mk 2 18-22; Lk 5 33-39)
in reply t o the question of the disciples of John
and of the Pharisees, Jesus refuses to enjoin fasting. H e says fasting, as a recognizeii sign of
mourning, would be inconsistent -with the joy
which " t h e sons of the bridechamber" naturally
feel while " t h e bridegroom is with them." But,
he adds, suggesting the true reason for fasting, that
the days of bereavement will come, and then the
outw-ard expression of sorrow will be appropriate.
Here, as in the Sermon on the INIount, Jesus sanctions fasting, without enjoining it, as a form through
which emiption may spontaneouslv seek expression.
His teaching on the subject may be summarized
in the one word, subordination (DCG).
To the form of fasting He attaches httle importance, as is seen in the succeeding parables of the
Old Garment and the Old Wine-skins. I t will not

do. He says, t o graft the new liberty of the gospel on
the body of old observances, and, yet more, t o t r y
to force t h e new system of life into t h e ancient
molds. The new piety must manifest itself in new
forms of its own making (Mt 9 16.17; M k 2 21.
22; Lk 5 33.38). Yet Jesus shows sympathy with
the prejudices of t h e conservatives who cling to
the customs of their fathers: " N o m a n having
drunk old wine desire th new; for he saith. The
old is good." B u t to the question. Was Jesus an
ascetic? we are bound to reply, No.
".Vsceticism," as Harnack says, "has no place
in the gospel at all; what it asks is t h a t we should
struggle against Mammon, against care, against
selfishness; what it demands and disengages is
love—the love t h a t serves and is self-sacrificing;
and whoever encumbers Jesus' message with any
other kind of asceticism fails to understand i t "
(What is Christianity ? 88).
On the whole, unquestionably, the practice and
teachings of the apostles and early Christians were
in harmony with the example and
7. The
teaching of the Master. B u t a tendPractice
ency, partly innate, partly transand Teach- mitted from Jewish legalism, and
ing of the partly pagan, showed itself among
Apostles
their successors and gave rise to the
Vita Religiosa and Dualism which
found their fullest expression in Monasticism.
It is worthy of note t h a t t h e alleged words of
Jesus: 'But this kind goeth not out save b y prayer
and fasting' (Mk 9 29; M t 17 21 AV), are corruptions of the text. (Cf Tob 12 8; Sir 34 26;
Lk 2 37). The Oxyrhynchus fragment (disc. 1897)
contains a logion with the words legei lesous, edn
mt ncsteuete ion kdsmon, ou me heurete ten basilelan tou theoil: "Jesus saith. Except ye fast to the
world, ye shall in no wise find the Kingdom of
God," but the "fasting" here is clearly metaphorical.
LITERATURE.—Bingham, Antiquities: 'VV. Bright. Some

Aspects of Primitive Church Life (ISO.Sl; J. O. Haunay,
The Spirit and Origin of Chrir.tian Monasticism U902)
and The Wisdom of the Desert (l!.l04): T h o m a s a Kempis,
Imitation of Christ; Migne, Dictioniiaire d' .Xnrctisme, an(i

Enc Theol., XLV, XLVl. 4.5, 46; Jew Enc. and Bible
Dictionaries ad loc.
G E O . B . EAGER

ABUBUS, a-bu'bus ("Apovpos, Aboubos): The
father of Ptolemy, who deceitfully slew Simon
Maccabee and his sons at Dok near Jericho (1 Mace
16 11.15).
ABUNDANCE,
a-bun'dant.

a-bun'dans,

ABUNDANT,

See ABOUND.

ABUSE, a-biiz': " T o dishonor," "to make mock
of," "to insult,'' etc. (1) Tr'' in the OT from bb'J,
'dial, " t o do harm," " t o defile" (Jgs 19 25), "to
make mock of" (1 S 31 4). (2) Tr-^ in the N T
from iptrevoKoirris, arsenokoltes, lit. "one who lies
'with a male," " a sodomite" (I Cor 6 9; 1 Tim
1 10; AV "for them t h a t defile themselves with
mankind''). (3) I n AV 1 Cor 7 31 "as not
abusing i t , " from Karaxpiiopai, katachrdomai, "to
abuse," i.e. misuse; RV "using it to the fuU," also
1 Cor 9 18. See U S E .
ABYSS, a-bis', THE (TJ a|3uo-o-os, he dbussos):
In classical Gr the word is always an adj., and is
used ( l ) l i t . " v e r y d e e p , " "bottomless"; (2) fig."unfathomable," "boundless." "Abyss" does not occur
in the AV but the RV so transliterates S.pv<raos in
each case. The AV renders the Gr by "the deep" in
two pas.sages (Lk 8 3 1 ; Rom 10 7). In Rev the
AV renders by "the bottomless pit" (9 1 2 . 1 1 ; 11 7;
17 8; 20 1.3). In the L X X abussos is the rendering of the Heb word m n P (t'hdni). According to
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primitive Sem cosmogony the earth was supposed
to rest on a vast body of w-ater which was the
source of all springs of water and rivers (Cen 1 2;
D t 8 '7; Ps 24 2; 136 6). This subterranean
ocean is sometinu^s described as "the water under
the earth" (Ex 20 4; Dt 5 S). According to
Job 41 32 Chdni is the lioine of the leviathan in
which he ploughs his hoary palli of foam.
The
L X X never uses abiissos as a rendering of 5li?lp,
sh''dl ( = Sheol = Hades) and probably i'lidin run'er
meant the "abode of the dead" which was the ordinary meaning of Sheol. In Ps 71 20 I'hdin is
used fig., and denotes "many and sore troubles"
through which the psalmist lias jiassed (cf Jon 2
5). But in the N T the word ulnissos means the
"abode of demons." In Lk 8 31 the .V\' renders
"into the deep" (Weymouth and The Twentielh
Century .XT = "into "the bottomless pit"). The
demons do not wish to bi^ sent to their place of
punishment before their destined time. Mk
simply says "out of the country" (5 10). In
Rom 10 7 the w-ord is e(|uivalent to Hades, the
abode of the dead. In Rev (where the AV renders
invariably "the bottomless pii") abussos denotes
the abode of evil spirits, but not the ])lace of final
punishment; it is therefore to he distinguished from
the "lake of fire and brimstone" w-here the beast
and the false prophet are, and into which the Devil
is to be finafly cast (19 20; 20 10). See also
.\sTHOxoMY, I I I , 7.

THO-MAS LE-WIS

ABYSSINIA, ab-i-sin'i-a.

See ETHIOPIA.

ACACIA, a-ka'sha (nip'^", shittdh, the shittah
tree of AV, Isa 41 19, and n a i l j " ^ 2 y , 'dge-shitldh,
acacia 'n-ood; shittah wood AV, Ex 25 5.10.13;
26 15.26; 27 1.6; D t 10 3.): Shilldh
(^shinldh)
is eqmvalent to
the Arab, sant
which is now the
nameof theAc(3cia XilolicaiXO,
Leguminosae),
but no doubt the
name once included other
species of d(-^(rt
acacias. If one
particular species is indicated
in the OT it is
probably the
Acacia Seyal—
the Arab. .S'( yydl
—which j-ields
the w-ell-knowm
gum-arabic. This
tree, which has
finely biphmate
leaves and globular
flowers,
grows to a height
of twenty feet or
more, a n d i t s
stem may sometimes reach two
S h i t t i m "Wood—.Icacia Seyal.
feet in thickness.
The tree often assumes a characteristic umbrella-like
form. The wood is close-grained and is not readily
attacked by insects. It would be well suited for
such purposes as des(3ribed, the construction of the
ark of the covenant, the altar and boarding of the
tabernacle. Even today these trees survive in considerable numbers around 'Ain Jidy and in the valleys to the south.
E. W. G. MASTERMAN
ACATAN, ak'a-tan.

See AKATAN (Apoc).

Abubus
Access

ACCABA, ak'a-ba, ak-a'ba (B, 'AKKapd, Akkabd;
A, Fapa, Gabd; AV Agaba) = Hagab (Ezr 2 46);
see also HAGABA (Neh 7 48): The descendants of
.V. (temple-servants) returned with Zerubbabel to
Jerus (1 Esd 5 30).
ACCAD, ak'ad, ACCADIANS, ak-a'di-ans.

See

BABYLONIA.

A C C A R O N , ak'a-ron ('AKKapciv,
Akkardn):
Mentioned in 1 Mac(( 10 89 AV; i town of the
Phflistines, known as Ekron ( I ' l t p y , 'ekrdn) in OT,
which King Alexander gave to .lonathan Maccabaeus as a reward for successful military service
in western Pal. It is also mentioned in the days
((f the Crusades.

See E K R O N .

ACCEPT, ak-sept', ACCEPTABLE, ak-sep'ta-b'l,
ACCEPTATION, ak-sep-ta'-shun: "To receive with
favor," "to take pleasure i n " ; "well-pleasing";
"the act of receiving."
Accept, used (1) of sacrifice, "a. thy burntsacrifice" (')1|?'^, ddshen, "accept as fat," i.e. receive
favorably; Ps 20 3); (2) of persons, "Jeh a. J o b "
(Job 42 9, Nipi, ndsd', "to lift u p , " " t a k e , " "receive"); (3) of works, "a. the work of his h a n d s "
(Dt 33 I I n a n , ragdh, "to delight i n " ) . I n N T
(1) of favors, "We a
with all thankfulness" ((i(iroS(?xo/(iai, apodechoniai, Acts 24 3); (2) of
personal appeal, "He a. our exhortation" (2 Cor
8 17); (3) ot God's impartiality (Xa/i/Sdcu, ^ambdno,
"to take," "receive"); "accepteth not man's person" (Gal 2 6).
Acceptable, used (1) of justice ( " i n ? , bdhar,
"choose, select"), "more a. . . . than sacrifice"
(Prov 21 3); (2) of words ( f S n , hepheg, "dehght
in," "sought
a. words" (Eccl 12 10); (3) of
times (IIST, ration, "delight," "approbation";
SeKrSs, dektds, "receivable") "a. year of the Lord"
(Isa 61 2[AV]; Lk 4 19); (4) of spiritual sacrifice
(e{i-n-p6a-SeKTo$, eupyrdsdektos, "well received"), "a. to
God" (1 Pet 2 5); (5) of patient endurance (x'i-P'-^,
chdris, "grace," "favor") "This is a. with God" (1
Pet 2 20).
Acceptation, used twice to indicate the trustworthiness of the gospel of Christ's saving grace:
"worthy of aU a." (1 Tim 1 15; 4 9).
These words are full of the abundant grace of
God and are rich in comfort to believers. T h a t
which makes man, in w-ord, work and character,
acceptable to God; and renders it possible for God
to accept him, his service and sacrifice, is the fulness of the Divdne mercy and grace and forgiveness. He "chose u s " and made us, as adopted
sons, the heirs of His grace "w-hich he freely bestowed on us in the Beloved" (Eph 1 6; cf AV).
DwiGHT M .

PRATT

ACCEPTANCE, ak-sep'-tans: A rendering of
the Heb l i i " ) , r'gdn, "delight," found only in Isa
60 7. I t pictures God's delight in His redeemed
people in the Messianic era, when their gifts, in
joyful and profuse abundance, "shall come up with
acceptance on mine altar." ^ With "accepted" and
other kindred words it implies redeeming grace as
the basis ot Divine favor. It is the "living, holy
sacrifice" that is "acceptable to God" (Rom 12 1;
cf Titus 3 4-6).
ACCESS, ak'ses (irpoo-a-ywyr|, prosagdgt,''a leading to or toward," "approach"): Thrice used in
the N T to indicate the acceptable way of approach to God and of admission to His favor.
Jesus said, " I am the way" (Jn 14 6). His blood
is the "new and hving way" (He 10 20). Only
through Him have we "a. by faith into this grace
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wherein we stand" (Rom 5 2); "Through him we
both have a. by one Spirit unto the Father"
(Eph 2 18 AV); ''in whom we have . . . a. in
confidence, through our faith in him" (Eph 3 12).
The goal of redemption is hfe in God, "unto the
Father." The means of redemption is the cross of
Christ, "in whom we have our redemption through
his blood" (Eph 1 7). The agent in redemption is
the Holy Spirit, "by one Sphit," "sealed with the
Holy Spirit of promise" (Eph 1 13). The human
instrumentahty, faith. The whole process of
approach to, and abiding fellowship with, God is
summed up in this brief sentence: Access to the
Father, through Christ, by the Spirit, by faith.
DWIGHT M .
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ACCO, ak'6 (13?", 'akkd; 'AKXW, Akchd; "AKT|
nTo\£(j.ais, Ake Ptolemais; Modern Arab. 'Akka,
Eng. Acre; AV Accho): A town on the Syrian
coast a, few mUes north of Carmel, on a small
promontory on the north side of a broad bay that
lies between it and the modern town of Haifa.
This bay furnishes the best anchorage for ships of
any on this coast except t h a t of St. George, at
Beirtlt, and Alexandretta at the extreme north.
As the situation commanded the approach from the
sea to the rich plain ot Esdraelon and also the
coast route from the north, the city was regarded
in ancient times of great importance and at various
periods of history was the scene of severe struggles
for its possession. I t fell within the bounds
assigned to the Israelites, particularly to the tribe
of Asher, but.they were never able to take it (Josh
19 24-31; Jgs 1 31). I t was, like Tyre and Sidon,
too strong for them to attack and it became indeed
a fortress of unusual strength, so that it withstood
many a siege, often baffhng its assailants. In the
period of the Crusades it was the most famous
stronghold on the coast, and in very early times it
was a place of importance and appears in the Am
Tab as a possession of the Egyp kings. Its governor wTote to his suzerain professing loyalty when
the northern towns were falhng away (Ain T a b
17 msl, 95 B). The Egyp suzerainty over the
coast, which was established by Thothmes I I I
about 1480 BC, was apparently lost in the 14th
cent., as is indicated in Am Tab, but was regained
undir Seti I and his more famous son Rameses
I I in the 13th, to be again lost in the 12th when
the Phoen to^vns seem to have established their
independence. Sidon however surpassed her sisters
in power and exercised a sort of hegemony over
the Phoen towns, at least in the south, and
A. was included in it (Rawl. Phoenicia, 407-8).
But when Assyria came upon the scene it had to
submit to this power, although it revolted whenever .Vssyria became weak, as appears from the
mention of its subjugation by Sennacherib (ib 449),
and by Asshur-bani-pal (ib 45S). The latter
"quieted" it by a wholesale massacre and then
carried into captivity the remaining inhabitants.
U|)on the downfall of Assyria it passed, together
with other Phoen to-wns, under the dominion of
Babylon and then of Persia, but we have no records
of its annals during that period; b u t it followed the
fortunes of the more important cities, Tyre and
Sidon. In the Seleucid period (BC 312-65) the
town became of importance in the contests between
the Seleucids and the Ptolemies. The latter
occupied it during the struggles t h a t succeeded
the death of Alexander and made it their stronghold
on the coast and changed the name to PTOLEIIAIS,
by which it was knowm in the Gr and Rom period
as we see in the accounts of the Gr and Rom writers
and in Jos, as well as in N T (1 Mace 5 22; 10
39; 12 48; Acts 21 7). The old name stiff continued locafly and reasserted itself in later times.
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The Ptolemies held undisputed possession of the
place for about 70 years but it was wrested from
them by Antiochus I I I , of Syria, in 219 BC and
went into the permanent possession of the Seleucids
after the decisive victory of Antiochus over Scopas
in that year, the result of which was the expulsion
of the Ptolemies from Syria, Pal and Phoenicia
(Ani, X I I , iii, 3). In t h e dynastic struggles of the
Seleucids it fell into the hands of Alexander Bala,
who there received the hand of Cleopatra, the
daughter of Ptolemy Philometor, as a pledge of
alhance between them (ib X I I I , iv, 1). Tigranes,
king of Armenia, besieged it on his invasion of
Syria, b u t was obhged to relinquish it on the approach of the Romans toward his own dominions
(BJ, I, v, 3). Under the Romans Ptolemais became
a colony and a metropolis, as is known from its
coins, and was of importance, as is attested by
Strabo. But the events t h a t followed the conquests of the Saracens, leading to the Crusades,
brought it into great prominence. I t was captured by the Crusaders in 1110 AD, and remained
in their hands until 1187, when it was taken from
them by Saladin and its fortifications so strengthened as to render it almost impregnable. The
importance of this fortress as a key to the Holy
Land was considered so great by the Crusaders
that they put forth every effort during two years to
recapture it, but all in vain until the arrival of
Richaril Coeur de Lion and Philip Augustus with
reinforcements, and it was only after the most
strenuous efforts on their part that the place fell
into their hands; but it cost them 100,000 men.
The fortifications were repaired and it was afterw-ard committed to the charge of the knights of
St. John, by whom it was held for 100 years and
received the name of St. Jean d'Acre. I t was finally
taken by the Saracens in 1291, being the last place
held by the Crusaders in Pal.
I t declined after this and fell into the hands of
the Ottomans under Selim I in 1516, and remained mostly in ruins until the 18th cent., when
it came into the possession of Jezzar Pasha, who
usurped the authority over it and the neighboring
district and became practically independent of
the Sultan and defied his authority. I n 1799 it
was attacked by Napoleon but was bravely and
successfully defended by t h e Turks with the help
of the English fleet, and Napoleon had to abandon
the siege after he had spent two months before it
and gained a -victory over the Turkish army at
Tabor. It enjoyed a considerable degree of prosperity after this until 1831 when it was besieged
by Ibrahim Pasha, of Egypt, and taken, b u t only
after a siege of more t h a n five months in which it
suffered the destruction of its walls and many of
its buildings. I t continued in the hands of the
Egyptians until 1840 when it was restored to the
Ottomans by the English -whose fleet nearly reduced
it to ruins in the bombardment. I t has recovered
somewhat since then and is now a town of some
10,000 inhabitants and the seat of a Mutasarrifiyet,
or subdivision of the Vilayet of Beiriit. It contains one of the state prisons of the Vilayet, where
long-term prisoners are incarcerated. Its former
commerce has been almost wholly lost t o the town
of Haifa, on the south side of the bay, since the
latter has a fairly good roadstead, while Acre has
none, and the former being t h e terminus of the
railway which connects with the interior and the
Damascus-Mecca line, it has naturally supplanted
Acre as a center of trade.
H. PORTER
ACCOMMODATION, a-kom-mo-da'shun:
I.

I>NTRODUCTORT

1. Three Uses otthe Term
2. The Importance of the Subject
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LITERATURE

/. Introductory.—The
term "accommodalion" is
used in three senses which demand careful discriminatU(n and are worthy of sejiarate
1. Three
treatment: (1) the use or application
Uses of the of a Scripture reference in a sense
Term
other than the obvious and literal one
wdiich lav in the mind and intent of
the WTiter; (2) the theory that a passage, according
to its original intent, may have more than one
meaning or apphcation; {'.i) the general principle
of adaptation on the jiart of God in His self-revelation to man's mental and spiritual cajiacity.
Important issues are involved in the discussion
of this subject in each ot the three divisions thus
naturally presented to us in the vari2. The Im- ous uses of the term. These issues
portance of culminate in the supremely importhe Subject tant principles which underlie the
question of God's adaptation of His
revelation t o men.
//. Accommodated
Application
of
Scripture
Passages.—It is ob\-ious that the nature of thought
and of language is such as to consti1. Interpre- tute for all human writings, among
tation a
which the Bible, as a document to be
Science
understood, must be placed, a science
of interpretation with a definite body
of laws which cannot be violated or set aside without confusion and error. This excludes the indeterminate and arbitrary exegesis of any passage.
It must be interpreted with precision and in
accordance with recognized laws of interpretation.
The first and most fundamental of these laws is
that a passage is to be interpreted in accordance
with the intent of the wn-iter in so far as that can
be ascertained. T h e obvious, hteral and original
meaning always has the right of way. All arbitrary twisting of a passage in order to obtain from
it new and remote meanings not justified by the
context is unscientific and misleading.
There is, howe\-er, a scientific and legitimate
use of the principle of accommodation. For example, it is impossible to determine
2. Scientific beforehand that a w-riter's specific
Accommo- apphcation of a general principle is
dation
t h e only one of which it is capable.
A bald and literal statement of fact
may involve a general principle w-hich is capable
of broad and effective application in other spheres
than that originally contemplated. I t is perfect;ly
legitimate to detach a writer's statement from its
context of secondary and incidental detail and give
it a harmonious setting of wider application. I t
'wiU be seen from this I hat legitimate accommodation involves two things: (1) the acceptance of
the author's primary and hteral meaning; (2) the
extension of t h a t meaning through the establishment of a broader context identical in principle
with t h e original one. In the article on QUOTATIONS IN N T (q.v.) this use of the term accommodation, here treated in the most general terms, is
dealt with in detail. See also I.NTTERPRETATION.
///. Double Reference in Scripture.^The
second
use of the term accommodation now emerges for
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discussion. Are we to infer the presence of double
reference, or secondary meanings in Scripture?
Here again we must distinguish between t h e legitimate and illegitimate ajiphcation of a principle.
While we wis(.;ly deprecate the tendency to look
upon (Scripture passages as cryptic utterances, we
must also recognize that many Scripture references
may have more than a single apphcation.
We must recognize in the (Scriptures the use of
allegory, the peculiar quality of which, as a form of
lilerature, is the double reference
1. Allegory which it contains. To inter|jret the
in Scripture story of the Bramble-King (Jgs 9
7-15) or the Parables of Our Lord
without reference to the double meanings which
they involve would be as false and arbitrary as
any (extreme of aUcgorizinK. I l i e double meaning
is of the essence of the literary expression. This
does not mean, of course, that the poetry of the
Bible, e\-en that of the Prophets and Apocalj'ptic
writers, is to be looked upon as allesorical. On the
contrary, only tliat writing, whether prose or
poetry, is to be interpreted in any other than its
natural and obvious sense, in connection with which
we have definite indications of its allegorical character. Figures of speech and poetical exjiressions
in general, though not intended to be taken literally
because the)- belong to the poetical form, are not
to be taken as having occult references and allegorical meanings. Dr. A. B. Davidson thus characterizes the prophetic style (OT Proplm-y, 171;
see w-hole chapter): "Prophecy is poetical, but it
is not allegorical. T h e language ot prophecy is
real as opposed to allegoricid, and poetical as
opposed to real. "When the prophets speak of
natural objects or of lower creatures, they do not
mean human things by them, or human beings,
but these natural objects or creatures themselves.
When Joel speaks of locusts, he means those
creatures. When he speaks of the sun and moon
and stars, he means those bodies." Allegory,
therefore, which contains the double reference, in
the sense of speaking of one thing w-hile meaning
another, is a definite and recognizable literary form
with its own proper laws ot interpretation. See
ALLEGORY.

There is progress in the understanding of Scripture. New reaches of truth are continually being
brought to light. By legitimate and
2. Hidden natural methods hidden meanings are
Truths of
being continually discovered.
Scripture
(1) I t is a well-attested fact that
apart from any supernatural factor
a writer sometimes speaks more wisely than he
knows. He is the partially unconscious agent for
the expression of a great truth, not only for his own
age, but for all time. It is not often given to such
a really great writer or to his age to recognize all
the imphcations of his thought. Depths of meaning
hi(i(ien both from the original writ er and from earlier
interpreters may be disclosed by moving historical
sidehghts. The element of permanent value in
great hterature is due to the fact that the writer
utters a greater truth than can exhaustively be
known in any one era. It lielongs to all time.
(2) The supernatuidl factor which has gone to
the making of Scripture insures that no one man
or group of men, that not all men together, can
know it exhaustively. It partakes of the inexhaustibleness of God. It is certain, therefore, that
it will keep pace with the general progress of man,
exhibiting new phases of meaning as it moves along
the stream of history
Improved exegetical apparatus and methods, enlarged apprehensions into
widening -vistas of thought and knowledge, increased
insight under the tutelage of the Spirit in the
growing Ivingdom of God, wiU conspire to draw
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up new meanings from the depths of Scripture.
The thought of God in any given expression of
truth can only be progressively and approximately
known by human beings who begin in ignorance
and must be taught what they know.
(3) The supernatural factor in revelation also
implies a twofold thought in every important or
fundamental statement of Scripture: the thought
of God uttered through His Spirit to a man or his
generation, and that same thought with reference
to the coming ages and to the whole truth which
is to be disclosed. Every separate item belonging
to an organism of truth would naturally have a
twofold reference: first, its significance alone and
of itself; second, its significance with reference to
the whole of which it is a part. As all great
Scriptural truths are thus organically related, it
follows that no one of them can be fully known
apart from all the others. From which it foUows
also that in a process of gradual revelation where
truths are given successively as men are able to
receive them and where each successive truth
prepares the way for others which are to follow,
every earlier statement w-ill have two ranges of
meaning and application—that which is intrinsic
and that which flows from its connection with
the entire organism of unfolding truth which finally
appears.
(1) The principles thus far expressed carry us
a certain way toward an answer to the most important question which arises under this
3. Prophecy division of the general topic: the
and Its Ful- relation between the OT and the N T
fihnent
through prophecy and its fulfilment.
Four specific points of connection invol-ving the principles of prophetic anticipation
and historical realization in the career of Jesus are
alleged by N T writers. They are of -vital importance, inasmuch as these four groups of interpretations involve the most important elements of the
OT and practically the entire N T interpretation of
Jesus.
(2) (a) T h e promise made to Abraham (Gen 12
1-3; cf 13 14-18; 15 1-6, etc) and repeated in
substance a t intervals during the history of Israel
(see Ex 6 7; Lev 26 12; D t 26 17-19; 29 12.13;
2 S 7; 1 Ch 17, etc) is interpreted as ha-ving
reference to the distant future and as fulfiUed in
Christ (see Gal 3 for example of this interpretation, esp. ver 14; also QUOTATIONS IN NT).
(6) The OT system of sacrifices is looked upon
as typical and symbolic, hence, predictive and
realized in the death of Christ interpreted as atonement tor sin (He 10, etc).
(c) References in the OT t o kings or a king of
Da-vid's line whose advent and reign are spoken of
are interpreted as definite predictions fulfilled in
the advent and career of Jesus the Messiah (Ps 2,
16, 22, 110; cf Lk 1 69, etc).
(d) The prophetic conception of the servant of
Jeh (Isa 42 I f ; 44 I f ; 52 13—53 12; cf Acts
8 32-35) is interpreted as being an anticipatory
description of the character and work of Jesus
centering in His -vicarious sin-bearing death.
(3) With the details of interpretation as involved
in the specific use of O T statements we are not
concerned here (see "QUOTATIONS," etc) but only
with the general principles which underlie all such
uses of the OT. The problem is: Can we thus
interjiret any passage or group of passages in the
OT without being guilty of what has been called
"pedantic supernaturalism"; t h a t is, of distorting
Scripture by interpreting it without regard to its
natur.al historical connections? Is the interpretation of the OT Messianically legitimate or illegitimate accommodation?
(a) It is a widely accepted canon of modern
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interpretation t h a t the institutions of OT worship
and the various messages of the prophets had an
intrinsic contemporary significance.
(b) But this is not to say t h a t its meaning and
value are exhausted in that immediate contemporary apphcation. Beyond question the prophet
was a man with a message to his own age, but
there is nothing incompatible, in t h a t fact, with
his having a message, the full significance of which
reaches beyond his own age, even into the far distant future. It would serve to clear the air in this
whole region if it were only understood that it is
precisely upon its grasp of the future that the leverage of a great message for immediate moral uplift
rests. The predictive element is a vital part of the
contemporary value.
(c) The material given under the preceding
analysis may be dealt with as a whole on the basis
of a principle fundamental to the entire OT economy,
namely: that each successive age in the history of
Israel is dealt with on the basis of truth common
to the entire movement of which the history of
Israel is but a single phase. I t is further to be
remembered that relationship between the earlier
and later parts of the Bible is one of organic and
essential unity, both doctrinal and historical. By
-virtue of this fact the predictive element is an
essential factor in the doctrines and institutions of
the earlier dispensation as originally _ consiiiuied
and delivered, hence forming a part of its contemporary significance and value, both pointing to the
future a n d . preparing the way for it. In hke
manner, the element of fulfilment is an essential
element of the later dispensation as the completed
outcome of the movement begun long ages before.
Prediction and fulfilment are essential factors in
any unified movement begun, advanced and completed according to a single plan in successive
periods of time. We have now but to apply this
principle in general to the OT material already in
hand to reach definite and satisfactory conclusions.
(4) (a) The promise made to Abraham was a
li-ying message addressed directly to him in the
immediate circumstances of his life upon which the
delivery and acceptance of the promise made a
permanent impress; but it w-as of vaster proportions
than could be realized w-ithin the compass of a
single human life; for it included himself, his posterity, and all mankind in a single circle of promised
blessing. So far as the patriarch was concerned
the immediate, contemporary value of the promise
lay in the fact that it concerned him not alone but
in relationship to the future and to mankind. A
prediction was thus imbedded in the very heart
of the word of God w'hich was the object of his
faith—a prediction which served to ensphere his
life in the plan of God for all mankind and to
fasten his ambition to the ser-vice of that plan.
The promise was predictive in its essence and m its
contemporary meaning (see Beecher, Prophets and
Promise, 213).
(&) So also it is -with the Messianic King. T h e
Kingdom as an institution in Israel is described
from the beginning as the perpetual mediatorial
reign of God upon earth (see Ex 19 3-6; 2 S 7
8-16, etc), and the King in whom the Kingdom
centers is God's Son (2 S 7 13.15) and earthly
representative. In all this there is much that is
immediately contemporaneous. The Kingdom and
the Kingship are described in terms of the ideal
and that ideal is used in every age as the ground of
immediate appeal to loyalty and devotion on the
part of the King. None the less the predictive
element lies at the center of the representation.
The very first recorded expression of the Messianic
promise to David involves the prediction of unconditioned perpetuity to his house, and thus grasps
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the entire future. More than this, the characteristics, the functions, the dignities of the king are so
described (Ps 102; Isa 9 6.7) as to make it clear
that the conditions of the Kingship couh.l be met
only by an uniquely endow-ed person coming forth
from Cod and exercising divine functions in a worldwide spiritual empire. Such a King being described
and such a Iving(.loni being promised, the recipients
of it, of necessity, were set to judge the present
and scrutinize the future for its realization. The
conception is, in its original meaning and expression,
essentially predictive.
(c) Very closely allied w-ith this conception of the
Messianic K n g is the prophetic ideal of the Servant of Jeh. Looked at in its original context we
a t once discover that it is the ideid delineation
of a mediatorial ser\'iee to men in beiialf of Jeh
—which has a certain meaning of fullilinent in
any person who exhibits the Divine character by
teacliing the trutli and niinislering to human need
(for apphcation of the term see Isa 49 5.t>.7;
50 10; esp, 45 1). But the service is descrilierl
in such exalted terms, the de\'otion exacted by it
is so high, that, in the application of the ideal as
a test to the present and to the nation at large, the
mind is inevitabl,\' thrown into the future and
centered upon a supremely endowed individual to
come, w-ho is by preeminence the Scr^-ant of Jeh.
(d) The same principle may be applied with
equal effectiveness to the matter of Israel's sacrificial system. In the last two instances this fact
emerged: No truth and no institution can exhaustively be know-n until it has run a course in
history. For example, the ideas embodied in the
iSIessianic Kngs-hip and the conception of the
Servant of Jeh could be known only in the light
of history. Only in view of the actual struggles
and faflures of successive kings and successive
generations of the people to realize such ideals
could their full significance be disclosed. Moreover, only by historic process of preparation could
such ideals ultimately be realized. This is preeminently true of the OT sacrifices. It is clear
that the N T conception of the significance of OT
sacrifice in connection w-ith the death of Christ
is based upon the belief t h a t the idea embodied
in the original institution could be fulfilled only in
the voluntary sacrifice of Christ (see He 10 1-14).
This \dew is justified by the facts. Dr. Davidson
(op. cit., 23rij holds that the predictive element in
the OT sacrifices lay in their imperfection. This
imperfection, while inherent, could be revealed
only in experience. As they gradually deepened
a sense of need which they could not satisfy, more
and more clearly they pointed away from themselves to that transaction w-hich alone could realize
in fact what they express in sx-mbol. A harmony
such as obtained between (>T sacrifice and the
death of Christ could only be the result of design.
It is all one movement, one fundamental operation;
historically prefigured and prepared for by anticipation, and historically realized. OT sacrifice
was instituted both to prefigure and to prepare the
way for the sacrifice of Christ in the very process
of fulfiUing its natural historic function in the
economy of Israel.
The total outcome of the discussion is this:
the interpretation of these representative OT
ideas and institutions as referring to
4. ConChrist and anticipating His advent
elusion
is no ille-gitimate use of the principle
of accommodation. The future reference which takes in the entire historical process
which culminates in Christ lies within the immediate
and original apphcation and constitutes an essential element of its contemporary value. The
original statement is in its very nature predictive
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and is one in doctrinal principle and historic continuity with that which forms its fulfilment.
IV. Accommodation
in Revelation.—(1)
It is
evident that Cod's revelation to men must be conveyed in comprehensible terms and
1. General adjusted to the nature of the human
Principles understanding. T h a t is clearly not
a revelation which does not reveal.
A disclosure of God's character and ways to men
involves the us(( and control of the human spirit
in accordance with its constitution and laws. The
doctrine of inspiration inseparable from t h a t of
revelation implies such a divine control of human
faculties as to enable them, still freely working
within their own normal sphere, to apprehend and
interpret truth ollierwise beyond their reach.
(2) The Bible teaches that in the height and
depth of His being God is unsearchable. His
mind and the human mind are quantitatively
incommensurable. Man cannot by searching find
out God. His ways are not our ways and His
thoughts are not our thoughts.
(3) But, on the other hand, the Bible affirms
with equal emphasis the essential qualitative
kinship of the divine and the human constitutions.
God is spirit—man is spirit also. Man is made in
the image of God and made to know God. These
two principles together affirm the necessity and
the possibility ot revelation. Revelation, considered as an exceptional order of experience due
to acts of God performed with the purpose of
making Himself known in personal relationship
with man, is necessary because man's finite nature
needs guidance. Revelation is possible because
man is capable of such guidance. The Bible
affirms t h a t God's thoughts are not our thoughts,
but that they may become ours because God can
utter them so that we can receive them.
(4) These two principles lead to a most important conclusion. In all discussions of the principle
of accommodation it is to be remembered that the
capacity of the human mind to construct does not
measure its capacity to receive and appropriate.
The human mind can be taught what it cannot
independently discover. No teacher is limited
by the capacity of his pupils to deal unaided with
a subject of study. He is limited only by their
capacity to follow him in his processes of thought
and exposition. The determining factor in revelation, -R'hich is a true educative process, is the
mind of God which stamps itself upon the kindred
and plastic mind of man.
(1) The beginnings of revelation. Since man's
experience is organically conditioned he is under
the law of growth. His entire mental
2. Accom- and spiritual life is related to his
modation a part and lot in the kingdom of organFeature of isms. The very laws of his mind
Progressive reveal themselves only upon occasion
Revelation in experience. While it is true t h a t
his tendencies are innate, so t h a t he is
compelled to think and to feel in certain definite
ways, yet it is true that he can neither think nor
feel at all except as experience presents material
for thought and applies stimulus to feeling. Man
must live in order to learn. He must, therefore,
learn gradually. This fact conditions all revelation. Since it must deal with men it must be
progressive, and since it must be progressive it
must necessarily involve, in its earlier stages, the
principle of accommodation. In order to gain
access to man's mind it must take him where he is
and link itself with his natural aptitufles and
native modes of thought. Since revelation involves the endeavor to form in the mind of man
the idea of God in order that a right relationship
with Him may be established, it enters both the
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intellectual and moral life of the human race and
must accommodate itself to the humble beginnings
of early human experience. The chief problem of
revelation seems to have been to bring these
crude beginnings within the scope of a movement
the aim and end of which is perfection. The apphcation of the principle of accommodation to early
human experience with a view to progress is
accomplished by doing what at first thought seems
to negate the very principle upon which the mental
and moral hfe of man must permanently rest.
(a) I t involves the authoritative revelations of
incomplete and merely tentative truths, (b) I t
involves also the positive enactment of rudimentary and imperfect morality.
In both these particulars Scripture has accommodated itseff to crude early notions and placed
the seal of authority upon principles which are
outgrown and discarded within the limits of Scripture itself. But in so doing Scripture has saved
the very interests it has seemed to imperil by 'virtue
of two features of the human constitution w-hich
in themselves lay hold upon perfection and serve to
bind together the crude beginnings and the mature
achievements of the human race. These two
principles are (c) the idea of truth; (d) the idea of
obligation.
(2) I t is mainly due to these two factors of human
nature that any progress in truth and conduct is
possible to men. What is true or right in matter of
specific fact varies in the judgment of different
individuals and of different ages. But the august
and compelhng twin convictions of truth and
right, as absolute, eternal, authoritative, are
present from the beginning of human history to
the end of it. Scripture seizes upon the fact that
these great ideas may be enforced through crude
human conceptions and a t very rudimentary
stages of culture, and enforcing them by means of
revelation and imperative law brings man to the
test of truth and right and fosters his advance to
larger conceptions and broader applications of
both fundamental principles. Canon Mozley in
discussing this principle of accommodation on its
moral side, its necessity and its fruitfulness, says:
"How can the law properly fulfil its object of correcting and impro\dng the moral standard of men,
unless it first maintains in obligation the standard
which already e.xists? Those crudely delineated
conceptions, which it tends ultimately to purify
and raise, it must first impose" (Ruling Ideas in
Early Ages, 183; cf M t 5 17 with 21.27.33).
Since the chief end of revelation is to form the
mind of man w-ith reference to the purpose and will
of God to the end that man may enter
3. The
into fellowship with God, the question
Limits of
arises as to how far revelation will be
Revelation accommodated by the limitation of
its sphere. How far does it seek to
form the mind and how far does it leave the mind
to its own laws and to historical educative forces?
Four foundation principles seem to be sufficiently
clear: (a) Revelation accepts and uses at every
stage of its history such materials from the common
stock of human ideas as are true and of permanent
worth. The superstructure of revelation rests
upon a foundation of universal and funiiamental
human convictions. It appeals continually to the
rooted instincts and regulative ideas of the human
soul deeply implanted as a preparation for revelation, (b) Regard is paid in Scripture to man's
nature as free and responsible. He is a rational
being who must be taught through persuasion;
he is a moral being who must be controhed through
his conscience and will. There must be, therefore, throughout the process of revelation an element of free, spontaneous, unforced life in and
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through which the supernatural factors work.
(c) Revelation must have reference, even in its
earliest phases of development, to the organism of
truth as a whole. What is actually given at any
time must contribute its quota to the ultimate
summing up and completion of the entire process.
(d) Revelation must guard against injurious errors
which trench upon essential and vital matters.
In short, the consistency and integrity of the movement through which truth is brought to disclosure
must sacredly be guarded; while, a t the same
time, since it is God and man who are coming to
know each other, revelation must be set in a
broad environment of human life and entrusted
to the processes of history. See REVELATION.
It is now our task briefly to notice how in Scripture these interests are safeguarded, \^'e must
notice (a) the principle of accommo4. The
dation in general. I t has often been
Outcome of pointed out t h a t in every book of the
Revelation Bible the inimitable physiognomy of
the writer and the age is preserved;
that the Bibhcal language with reference to Nature
is the language of phenomena; t h a t its doctrines
are stated vividly, tropically, concretely and in the
forms of speech natural to the age in which they
were uttered; that its historical documents are, for
the most part, artless annals of the ancient oriental
type; that it contains comparatively little information concerning Nature or man which anticipates scientific discovery or emancipates the
religious man who accepts it as a guide from going
to school to Nature and human experience for such
information. All this, of course, without touching
upon disputed points or debated questions of fact,
involves, from the point of view of the Divine mind
to which all things are known, and of the human
mind to which certain facts of Nature hidden in
antiquity have been disclosed, the principles of
accommodation. Over against this we must set
certain contrasting facts:
(b) The Scripture shows a constant tendency to
transcend itself and to bring the teaching of the
truth to a higher level. The simple, primitive
ideas and rites of the patriarchal age are succeeded
by the era of organized national life with its ideal of
unity and the intensified sense of national calling
and destiny under the leadership of God. The
national idea of church and kingdom broadens
out into the universal conception and world-'wide
mission of Christianity. The sacrificial symbolism
of the OT gives way to the burning ethical realities
of the Incarnate Life. The self-limitation of the
Incarnation broadens out into the world-wide
potencies of the era of the Spirit who uses the letter
of Scripture as the instrument of His universal
ministry. I t is thus seen that by the progressive
method through a cumulative process God has
gradually transcended the limitation of His instruments while at the same time He has continuously
broadened and deepened the Spirit of man to
receive His self-disclosure.
(c) More than this. Scripture throughout is
marked by a certain distinct and unmistakable
quality of timelessness. It continually urges and
suggests the infinite, the eternal, the unchangeable.
It is part of the task of revelation to anticipate so
as to guide progress. At every stage it keeps the
minds of men on the stretch with a truth that they
are not able at that stage easily to apprehend.
The inexhaustible vastness and the hidden fulness
of truth are everywhere implied. Prophets and
Apostles are continually in travail with truths
brought to their own ages from afar. 'The great
fundamental verities of Scripture are stated with
uncompromising fulness and finality. There is
no accommodation to human weakness or error
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Its ideals, its standards, its conditions are absolute
and inviolate.
Not only has Israel certain fundamental ideas
-5\-hich are peculiar to hei-s(jlf, b u t there has been
an organizing spirit, an "unique spirit of inspiration" which has modified and transformed the
materials held Iiy her in common \\itli her Sem
kindred. Even hia- inherited ideas and institutions are transformeel and iiifuse(.l with new meanings. We note the modification of Sem customs, as
for example in blood revenge, by which savagery
has been mitigated and evil associations eliminated.
^\•e note the paucity of mythological material.
If the stories of Adam, .Vbrahaiii, Isaac, Jacob,
Samson were originally ni\-thological they hai.'e
ceased to be such in the Bible. They ha\'e been
humanized and stripped of superhuman features.
(See "Fable," HGHL, 220 ff.)
If w-e yield to the current hypothesis as to the
Babylonian backgrounil of the narratives in Gen,
w-e are still more profoundly imiiressed with that
unique assimilative pow-er, worldng in Israel, w-hich
has enabled the Biblical w-riters to eradicate the
deep-seated polytheism of the Bab documents and
to stamp upon them the inimitable features of their
own high monotheism (see B.VBYLONIA). We note
the reser\-e of Scripture, the constant restraint
exercised upon the imagination, the chastened
doctrinal sobriety in the Bible references to angels
and demons, in its .Vpocalyptio imagery, in its
Messianic promises, in its doctrines of rew-ards
and punishments. I n all these particulars the
Bible stands unique by contrast, not merely with
popular thought, b u t wdth the extra-canonical lit.
of the Jewish people (see DEMONS, etc).
We come at this point upon a most central and
difficult problem. I t is, of course, alleged t h a t
Christ adopted the attitude of con5. The
cm-rence, which was also one of acQuestion as commodation, in popular -views conto Christ's cerning angels and demons, etc. I t
Method
is disputed whether this goes back
to the essential accommodation involved in the self-limiting of the Incarnation so
that as man He should share the views of His
contemporaries, or whether, w-ith wdder knowledge,
He accommodated Himself for pedagogical purposes to erroneous -views of the untaught people
about Him (see DCG, art. ".Vccommodation").
The question is complicated by our ignorance of
the facts. We cannot say that Jesus accommodated Himself to the ignorance of the populace
unless we are ready to pronounce authoritatively
upon the truth or falseness of the popular theory.
It is not our province in this article to enter upon

Acco"nTa°bih"r

the N T by five Gr (AV); signifying in H e b (I)
"to complete" (Lam 4 11); (2) " t o fulfil" (Dnl 9
2);
(3) " t o execute" (I K 5 9 ) ; (4) " t o set
apart" i.e. "consecrate" (Lev 22 21); (5) " t o
establish" (Jer 44 25 AV); (6) " t o have pleasure
in" (Job 14 6); (7) " t o perfect" (Ps 64 6 ) ; in Gr
(1) " t o finish" (Acts 21 5); (2) " t o bring t o an
end" (He 9 6 ) ; (3) " t o be fulfilled" (Lk 2 6);
(4) " t o fifl o u t " (Lk 9 31); (5) " t o complete"
(Lk 12 50).
ACCORD, a-k.-.id', ACCORDING, ACCORDINGLY, a-kord'ing-h: In O T H E , peh, " m o u t h , "
"to fight with one accord" (Josh 9 2). "isb, I'phl,
"according to the mouth of," "according to their
families" (G(.'n 47 12, "ace. to [the number of]
their little ones" RVm). I n Isa 59 18 the same
Heb word, ^ " 3 , k''al, is rendered "according t o ' '
and "accordingly." In N T bpodvya&bv, homothuinaddn, indicative of harm((ii\' of mind or action,
(Acts 1 14; 2 46; 7 57; 18' 12) and Kurd, katd,
"uf the same mind
ace. to Christ Jesus"
(Rom 15 5); aiiTdyaros, autdmatos, "of itself,"
"without constraint," "opened to them of its ow-n
accord" (.lets 12 10), i.e. without human agency
(cf Lev 25 5 AV; Mk 4 28); aveaipero!, authalretos, "of his own free choice" (2 Cor 8 17).
God "will render to every m a n according t o his
works" (Rom 2 6), that is, agreeably to the nature
of his works (1 Cor 3 8), b u t salvation is not
according to works (2 Tim 1 9; Titus 3 5). See
DEED.

M . O . EVANS

ACCOS, ak'os ('AKX^S, Hakchos): T h e grandfather of Eupolemus, whom Judas Maccabaeus
sent with others to Rome in 161 BC, to negoliate
a "league of amity and confederacy" (1 Pdacc 8
17).
The name occurs in the OT as Hakkoz
( f i p n , hakkdi;), who -^'as a priest in the reign of
Davi(i (I Ch 24 10).
ACCOUNT, a-kount'.

See ACCOUNTABILITY.

ACCOUNTABILITY,
a-koun-ta-bil'i-ti: The
general teaching of Scripture on this subject is
summarized in Rom 14 12: "So then
1. Scriptur- each one of us shall give account of
alPriaciples himself to God." But this imphes,
on the one hand, the existence of a
Moral Ruler of the universe, whose will is revealed,
and, on the other, the possession by the creature
of knowledge and free will. In Rom 4 15 it is
expressly laid down that, 'where no law is, neither
is there transgression'; but, lest this might seem
to exclude from accountability those to whom the
t h a t discussion (see IxrAUXATIOM and K E N O S I S ) .
We can only point out that the reser^-e of the N T law of Moses w-as not given, it is show-n that even
heathen had the law to some extent revealed in
and the absence of all imaginative extravagance
conscience; so that they are "without excuse"
shows that if accommodation has been applied it
(Rom 1 20). "For as many as have sinned without
is most strictly hmited in its scope. In this it is
the law shall also perish without the law: and as
in harmony w-ith the entire method of Scripture,
where the ignorance of men is regarded in the pre- many as have sinned under the law shall be judged
by the law" (Rom 2 12). So says Paul in a passage
sentation of God's truth, while at the same time
their growing minds are protected against the errors which is one of the profoundest discussions on the
subject of accountabihty, and with his sentiment
which would lead them astray from the direct
agrees exactly the word of Our Lord on the same
path of progress into the whole truth reserved in
subject, in Lk 12 47.48: "And that servant, who
the Di-vine counsel.
knew his lord's wdfl, and made not ready, nor did
LITERATURE.—(a) For the first di-vision of the .subject
consult standard works on .Science of Interpretation and
according to his wifl, .shall be bealeii with many
Homiletics sub loc.
stripes; b u t he that knew not, and did things
{h) For se(-ond division, among others, Dr. A. B.
worthy ot stripes, shall be beaten with few stripes.
Da-vddson, OT Proph.iri/; Dr. -Willis J. Beecher, Prophets
and Promise.
And to whomsoever much is given, of him shall
(c) For the third division, the most helpful single
much be required: and to whom they commit
work is the one ciuoted: M((/.!((y, Ruling Ideas in Early
much, of him will they ask the more." There is a
Ages, pubUshcd by Longmans as "OT Lectures."
gradual development of accountability accomL o u i s MATTHEWS SWTBET
ACCOMPLISH, a-kom'plish:
Richly repre- panying the growth of a human being from infancy
sented 211 t h e O T b y seven H e b synonyms and in to maturity; and there is a similar clevelopment in
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the race, as knowledge grows from less to more.
In the full light of the gospel human beings are
far more responsible than they were in earlier
stages of intellectual and spiritual development,
and the doom to which they will be exposed on
the day of account will be heavy in proportion to
their privileges. This may seem to put too great
a premium on ignorance; and a real difficulty
arises when we say that, the more of moral sensitiveness there is, the greater is the guilt; because, as
is weU known, moral sensitiveness can be lost
through persistent disregard of conscience; from
which it might seem to follow that the way to
diminish guilt w-as to sflence the voice of conscience.
There must, however, be a difference between the
responsibihty of a conscience that has never been
enlightened and that of one which, ha-ving once
been enlightened, has lost, through neglect or
recklessness, the goodness once possessed. In the
practice of the law, for example, it is often claimed
that a crime committed under the influence of
intoxication should be condoned; yet everyone
must feel how different this is from innocence,
and that, before a higher tribunal, the culprit will
be held to be t-wice guilty—first, of the sin of
drunkenness and then of the crime.
Wherever civilization is so advanced that there
exists a code of public law, with punishments
attached to transgressioUj there goes
2. Connec- on a constant education in the sense
tion with
of accountability;
and even the
Immortality heathen mind, in classical times, had
advanced so far as to believe in a
judgment beyond the veil, when the shades had to
appear before the tribunal of Rhadamanthus,
Minos and jEacus, to have their station and degree
in the underworld decided according to the deeds
done in the body. How early the Hebrews had
made as much progress has to be discussed in connection with the doctrine of immortahty; but it is
certain that, before the OT canon closed, they
believed not only in a judgment after death but
in resurrection, by which the sense of accountability was fastened far more firmly on the popular
mind. Long before, however, there was awakened
by the sacred literature the sense of a judgment of
God going on during the present life and expressing
itself in everyone's condition. The history of the
world was the judgment of the world; prosperity
attended the steps of the good man, but retribution sooner or later struck down the wicked. I t
was from the difficulty of reconciling with this
belief the facts of life t h a t the skepticism of Heb
thought arose; but by the same constraint the
pious mind was pushed forward in the direction
of the full doctrine of immortality. This came with
the advent of Him who brought life and immortahty to hght by His gospel (2 Tim 1 10). In
the mind of Jesus not only were resurrection,
judgment and immortality unquestionable postulates; but He was brought into a special connection
with accountability through His consciousness of
being the Judge ot mankind, and, in His numerous
references to the Last Judgment, He developed
the principles upon which the conscience will then
be tried, and by which accordingly it ought now
to try itself. In this connection the Parable of the
Talents is of special significance; but it is by the
grandiose picture of the scene itself, which follow-s
in the same chapter of the First Gospel, that the
mind of Christendom has been most powerfully
influenced.
Reference has already been made to
the discussions at the commencement of the Epistle
to the Romans in w-hich our subject finds a place.
By some the apostle John has been supposed to
revert to the OT notion of a judgment proceeding
now in place of coming at the Last D a y ; b u t
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Weiss (Der johannelsche Lehrbegriff, Tl, 9) has
proved that this is a mistake.
Up to this point we have spoken of individual
accountabihty; but the subject becomes more
comphcated when we think of the
3. Joint and joint responsibility of several or many
Corporate
persons. From the first the human
Responsi- mind has been haunted by what is
biUty
caUed the guilt of Adam's first sin.
There is a sohdarity in the human
race, and the inheritance of e-vil is too obvious to be
denied even by the most optimistic. There is
tar, however, from being agreement of opinion as
to the relation of the individual to this evil legacy;
some contending fiercely against the idea that the
individual can have any personal responsibihty
for a sin hidden in a past so distant and shadowy,
while others maintain that the misery which has
certainly iDcen inherited by all can only be justified in a world governed by a God of justice it the
guilt of aU precedes the misery. The question
enters deeply into the Pauline scheme, although
at the most critical point it is much disputed what
the .Vpostle's real position is. While joint responsibility burdens the individual conscience, it may,
at the same time, be said to lighten it. Thus, in
Ezk 18 one of the most weighty ethical discussions
to be found in Holy Writ is introduced with the
popular proverb, "The fathers have eaten sour
grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge,"
which proves to be a way of sa3dng that the responsibihty of children is lightened, if not abolished,
through their connection with their parents. In
the same way, at the present time, the sense of
responsibility is enfeebled in many minds through
the control over character and destiny ascribed
to heredity and environment. Even criminality
is excused on the ground that many have never
had a chance of virtue, and it is contended that
to know everything is to forgive everything.
There can be no doubt that, as the agents of trusts
and partnerships, men will allow themselves to
do what they would never have thought of in private business; and in a crowd the indi'vidual sustains psychological modifications by which he is
made to act very differently from his ordinary
self. In the actions of nations, such as war, there
is a vast and solemn responsibility somewhere;
but it is often extremely difficult to locate it—
whether in the ruler, the ministry or the people.
So interesting and perplexing are such problems
often that a morality for bodies of people, as distinguished from individuals, is felt by many to be
the great desideratum of ethics at the present time.
On this subject something w-ill be found in most
of the works on either philosophical or Christian
ethics; see esp. Lemme's Christliche Ethik, 242 ff.
JAIMES STALKER

ACCOZ, ak'oz ('AKPISS, Akbds; RV AKKOS,
q.v.): 1 Esd 5 38, head of one of the priestly
families, w-hich returned from the Exile, but w-as
unable to prove its descent, when the register w-as
searched. See also Ezr 2 61.
ACCURSED, a-kvlrs'ed, a-kArst': In the Book
of Josh (6 17.18; 7 1.11.12.13.15) and 1 Ch (2 7)
"accursed" (or "accursed thing" or "thing accursed") is the AV rendering of the Heb word,
D")n, herem.
The RV consistently uses "devote(l" or "devoted thing," -which the AV also
adopts in Lev 27 21.2.8.29 and in Nu 18 14.
"Cursed thing" is the rendering in two passages
(Dt 7 26; 13 17); and in one passage (Ezk 44 29
AT) "dedicated thing" is used. In four places
the AV renders the word by "curse" (Jo.sh 6 18;
Isa 34 5; 43 28; Mai 3 24; [4 6]) whilst in
another passage (Zee 14 11) "utter destruction"
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is adopted in tr. These various renderings are
due to the fact that the word herein sometimes
means the act of devoting or banning (or the
condition or state resulting therefrom) and sometimes the, object devoted or banned. We occasionally find periphrastic renderings, e.g. 1 S
15 2 1 : "the chief of the things which should
have been utterly destroyed," AV (ht. "the chief
part of the b a n " ) ; 1 K 20 42: "a man whom I
appointed to utter destruction," AV (lit. "a man of
my b a n " (or "banning"). T h e root-word meant
"to separate,'' "shut off." T h e Arab, harim denoted the precincts of the temple at Mecca, and
also the women's apartment (whence the word
harem). In Ileb the word always suggested "separating'' or "devoting to God." Just as ^~p,,
kddhdsh, meant "holy" or "consecrated to the service" of Jeh, and so not liable to be used for ordinary
or secular purposes, so the stem of herem meant
''devoting" to Jeh anything which would, if spared,
corrupt or contaminate the religious life of Israel,
with the further idea of destroying (things) or
exterminating (persons) as the surest way of avoiding such contamination. Everything that might
paganize or affect the unique character of the religion of Israel was banned, e.g. idols (Dt 7 26);
idolatrous persons (Ex 22 20); idolatrous cities
(Dt 13 13-18). All Can. towns—where the cult of
Baal flourished—were to be banned (Dt 20 16-18).
The ban cUd not always apph- to the gold and silver
of looted cities (Josh 6 24). Such valuable arts.
were to be placed in the "treasury of the house of
Yahweh." This probably indicates a slackening
of the rigid custom w-hich involved the total destruction of the spoil. According to Nu 18 14, "everything devoted in Israel" belonged to Aaron, and
Ezk 44 29 .\V ordained that "every dedicated
thing" should belong to the priests (cf Ezr 10 8).
In the N T "accursed" is the AV rendering of
ANATHEMA (q.v.).

THOMAS L E W I S

ACCUSER, a-kuz'er: This word, not found in
the OT, is the rendering of two Gr words: (1) Kar-iJ7opos, kattgoTos, t h a t is, a prosecutor, or plaintiff
in a lawsuit, or one who speaks in a derogatory
way of another (Acts 23 30.35; 25 16.18; Rev
12 10); (2j Aid/SoXos, dldbolos, meaning adversary or enemy. This word is rendered "accuser"
in the AV and "slanderer" in the RV and the
ARV (2 Tim 3 3;
Titus 2 3). According to
the rabbinic teaching Satan, or the devil, was
regarded as hostile to God and man, and that it
was a part of his work to accuse the latter of disloyalty and sin before the tribunal of the former
(see Job 1 6ff; Zee 3 1 f; Rev 12 10).
W. W. D A VIES

ACELDAMA, a-sel'da-ma.

See AKELDA.MA.

ACHAIA, a-ka'ya ('AxatA, Achald): The smallest country in the Peloponnesus lying along the
southern shore of the Corinthian Gulf, north of
Arcadia and east of Elis. The original inhabitants
were lonians; but these were crowded out later by
the Achaeans, w-ho came from the East. According
to Herodotus, the former founded twelve cities,
many of which retain their original names to this
day. These cities were on the coast and formed a
confederation of smaller communities, w-hich in the
last century of the independent history of Greece
attained to great importance (Achaean League).
In Rom times the term Achaia was used to include
the whole of Greece, exclusive of Thessaly. Today
Achaia forms with Elis one district, aini contains
a population of nearly a quarter of a million. The
old Achaean League was renewed in 280 BC, but
became more important in 251, when Aratus
of Sicyon was chosen commander-in-chief. This

great man increased the power of the League and
gave it an excellent constitution, which our own
great practical politicians, Hamilton and Madison,
consulted, adopting many of its prominent devices,
when they set about framing the Constitution of
the X'nited States. In 146 BC Corinth was destroyed and the League broken up (see 1 Mace
15 23); and the whole of Greece, under the name of
Achaia, was transformed into a Rom province,
w-hich was divided into two separate pro-vinces,
Macedonia and Achaia, in 27 B C .
In Acts 18 12 we are told t h a t the Jews in
Corinth made insurrection against Paul when
Calho was deputy of Achaia, and in 18 27 t h a t
Apollos was making preparations t o set out for
Achaia. In Roin 16 5, "Achaia" should read
" A S I A " as in RV. In Acts 20 2 "Greece" means
Achaia, but the oft-mentioned "Macedonia and
Achaia " generally means the whole of Greece
(Acts 19 2 1 ; Rom 15 26; 1 "Lhess 1 8). Paul
commends the churches of Achaia for their liberahty (2 Cor 9 13).
LITERATURE.—See Gerhard, Ueber den Volksstamm der
A. (Berlin, 1854); Klatt, Forschungen zur Geschichte des
achaischen Bundes (Berlin, 1877); M . Dubois, Les ligues
llolienne et achecnne (Paris, I.S.5.5); Capes, History of the
Achaean League (London, 18.S.S); Mahaffy,
Problems,

177-8C; Busolt, Gr. Staatsalter, 2d ed (1892), 347 ff;
Realencyclopaedie.
For Aratus see Hermann, Staatsalter, 1885; Krakauer,
Abhandlnng ueber Aratus (Breslau, 1874); Neumeyer,
Aratus aus Sikyon (Leipzig, 1886); Holm, History of
Greece.

Toeppfer, in Pauly's

J. E . HARRY

ACHAICUS, a-ka'i-kus ('AxaiKi5s,
Achaikds,
"belonging to Achaia"): A name honorably conferred upon L. Mummius, conqueror of Corinth
and

Achaia

(cf CORINTH).

A. was

one of

the

leaders of the Corinthian church (to be inferred
from 1 Cor 16 15 ff) w-ho, visiting Paul at Ephesus
with Stephanas and Fortunatus, greatly relieved
the Apostle's anxiety for the Corinthian church
(cf 1 Cor 5 1 ff). Paul admonishes the members
of the Cor church to submit to their authority (cf 1
Thess 5 12) and to acknowledge their work (1 Cor
16 15 ff).
ACHAN, a'kan C\2'S, 'dkhdn [in 1 Ch 2 7
Achar, "133', 'dkhdr], "troubler"): The descendant
ot Zerah the son of Judah who was p u t to death,
in Joshua's time, for stealing some of the "devoted"
spoil of the city of Jericho (Josh 7). T h e stem
'dkhan is not used in Heb except in this name.
The stem 'akhar has sufficient use to define it. I t
denotes trouble of the most serious kind—Jacob's
trouble when his sons had brought him into blood
feud with his Can. neighbors, or Jephthah's trouble
when his vow required him to sacrifice his daughter
(Gen 34 30; Jgs 11 35). In Prov (11 17.29;
15 6.27) the word is used w-ith intensity to describe
the results of cruelty, disloyalty, greed, wickedness.
•The record especially speaks of Achan's conduct
as the troubling of Israel (1 Ch 2 7; Josh 6 18;
7 24). In an outburst of temper Jonathan speaks
of Saul as ha-ving troubled the land (1 S 14 29).
Ehjah and Ahab accuse each the other of being the
troubler of Israid (1 K 18 17.18). The stem also
appears in the two proper names ACHOR and
OCHRAN (q.v.).

The crime of Achan was a serious one. Quite
apart from all questions of supposable superstition,
or even religion, the herem^ concerning Jericho had
been proclaimed, and to disobey the proclamation
was disobedience to mihtary orders in an army
that was facing the enemy. I t is commonly held
that Achan's family were p u t to death with him,
though they were innocent; b u t t h e record is not
exphcit on these points. One whose habits of
thought lead him t o expect features of primitive

Achar
Acquaint

savagery in such a case as this will be sure to find
what he expects; a person of different habits will
not be sure that the record says that any greater
cruelty was practised on the family of Achan than
that of compelling them to be present at the execution. Those who hold that the Deuteronomio
legislation comes in any sense from Moses should
not be in haste to think that its precepts were
-violated by Joshua in the case of Achan (see D t
24 16).
The record says that the execution took place
in the arable valley of Achor, up from the Jordan
valley.
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See ACHOR.

W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ACHAR, a'kar: Variant of ACHAN, which see.
ACHAZ, a'kaz ("Axa^, Achaz), AV (Mt 1 9):
Gr form of Ahaz (thus R'V). The name of a King
of Israel.
ACHBOR, ak'bor ( 1 1 3 3 ? , 'akhbdr, "mouse"):
(1) The father of Baal-hanan, who was the
seventh of the eight kings who reigned in Edom
before there were kings in Israel (Gen 36 38.39;
1 Ch 1 49).
(2) The son of Micaiah (called in Ch Abdon the
son of Micah) who went with Hilkiah the priest
and other high officials, at the command of King
Josiah, to consult Huldah the prophetess concerning the book that had been found (2 K 22 12.14;
2 Ch 34 20).
It may be presumed that this Achbor is also the
man mentioned in Jer (26 22; 36 12) as the father
of Elnathan, who went to Egypt for l\ing Jehoiakim
in order to procure the extradition of I'riah the
prophet, and who protested against the burning of
Baruch's roll.

W I L L I S J. BEECHER

ACHIACHARUS, a-ki-ak'a-rus (B 'Axidxapos,
Achidcharos; 'Ax«'x°-P°Si Acheicharos): Governor
of Assyria. .V. is the son of Anael, a brother of
Tobit (Tob 1 21). Sarchedonus (Esarhaddon),
the king of Assyria, appointed him over all "accounts of his kingdom" and over all "his affairs"
(Tob 1 21 f; cf Dnl 2 48). At his request Tobit
comes to Nineveh (Tob 1 22). .-V. nourishes Tobit,
while the latter is afflicted wdth disease (Tob 2
10). He attends the wedding-feast of Tobias (Tob
11 18). Is persecuted by Aman, but saved (Tob
14 10).
ACHIAS, a-ki'as: .An ancestor of Ezra (2 Esd
1 2). Omitted in other genealogies.
ACHIM, a'kim ('Axetfi, Achdm): A descendant
of Zerubbabel and ancestor of Jesus, mentioned only
in M t 1 14.
ACHIOR, a'ki-or ('Axi-wp, Achidr): General of
the Ammonites, who spoke in behalf of Israel
before Holofernes, the Assyr general (Jth 5 5ff).
Holofernes ordered him bound and delivered at
Bethulia to the Israelites (Jth 6), w-ho received
him gladly and with honor. Afterward he became
a proselyte, was circumcised, and joined to Israel
(Jth 14). In Nu 34 27 it is the L X X reading
for Ahihud, and in the Heb would be ^ I N T I S ,
'dhl'dr, "brother of light."
ACHIPHA, ak'i-fa; AV Acipha, as'i-fa ('Axi<t>d,
Achiphd), in the Apoc (1 Esd 5 31) head of one
of the famihes of the temple-servants, who returned
with Zerubbabel; same as the OT HAKUPHA (Ezr
2 5 1 ; Neh 7 53), which see.
ACHISH, a'kish (TS^'S, 'dkhlsh)'. King of the
city of Gath in the davs of David. His father's name
is given as Maoch (1 S 27 2), and Maaeah (1 K 2

39). David sought the protection of Achish when
he first fled from Saul, and just after his visit to
Nob (1 S 21 10-15). Fearing rough treatment
or betrayal by Achish, he feigned madness. But
this made him unwelcome, whereupon he fled to
the Cave of Adullam (1 S 22 1). Later in his
fugitive period David returned to Gath to be hospitably received by Achish (1 S 27 Iff), who gave
him the to-wn of Ziklag for his home. A year
later, when the Philistines invaded the land of
Israel, in the campaign which ended so disastrously for Saul (1 S 31), Achish wished David
to participate (1 S 28 1-2), b u t the lords of the
Philistines objected so strenuously, when they
founii him and his men with the forces of Achish,
that Achish w-as compelled t o send thern back.
Achish must have been a young man at this time,
for he was still ruling forty years later at the
beginning of Solomon's reign (1 K 2 39). He is
mentioned as Abimelech in the title of Ps 34.
See ABIMELECH 3.

EDWARD M A C K

ACHITOB, ak'i-tob:
in 1 Esd

8 2 ; cf 2 Esd

ACHMETHA,

Same as Ahitob.
1 1 AV.

ak'me-tha

Used

See AHITUB 3.

(Ezr 6 2;

SnpnX,

'ahmHha'; L X X 'AiiaBi, A-mathd; Pesh ^iOjaji],
ahmdthdn; in Tiglath Pileser's inscr. cir 1100 BC
AJnadana: in Darius' Behlstun Inscr., I I , 76-78,
Hahgmatdria="Vlace
of Assembly"; 'AylSarava,
Agbdtana, in Herodotus; 'E/cjSdTaca, Ekbdtana,
Xenophon, etc; so 1 Esd 6 23; Tob 3 7; 6 5;
7 1; 14 12.14; J t h 1 1.2.14; 2 Mace 9 3 ; Talm
y^'C'Pi, hamddn; now ^jljl^JO, hamaddn): This,
the ancient capital of Media, stood (lat. 34° 50' N.—'
long. 48° 32' E.) near the modern
1. Location Hamadan, 160 miles W.S.W. of Tehran,
almost 6,000 feet above the sea, cir 1^
miles from the foot of Mt. Orontes (Alvand).
It was founded or rebuilt by Deiokes (Dayaukku)
about 700 BC on the site of Elhppi an ancient city
of the Manda, and captured by Cyrus
2. History 549 BC who brought Croesus there
as captive (Herodotus i.l53). I t was
the capital of the lOth Nome under Darius I.
Cyrus and other Pers kings used to spend the two
summer months there yearly, owing to the comparative coolness of the climate. Herodotus describes
it as a magnificent city fortified with seven concentric walls (i.98). Its citadel (blrHhd', Ezr 6 2,
wrongly rendered "palace" in RV) is mentioned by
Arrian, who says that, when Alexander took the
city in 324 BC, he there stored his enormous booty.
In it the royal archives w-ere kept. I t stood on a
hill, where later was built a temple of Mithra.
Polybius (x.27) speaks of the great strength of the
citadel. Though the city was unwalled in his time,
he can hardly find words to express his admiration for it, especially for the magnificent royal
palace, nearly 7 stadia in circumference, built of
precious kinds of wood sheathed in plates of gold
and silver. In the city was the shrine of Aine
(Nanaea, Anahita?). Alexander is said to have
destroyed a temple of ^Esculapius (Mithra?)
there. Diodorus tells us the city w-as 250 stadia
in circumference. On Mt. Alvand (10,728 feet)
there have been found inscriptions of Xerxes.
Doubtless Ecbatana w-as one of the "cities of the
Medes" to w-hich Israel was carried captive (2 K
17 6). I t should be noted that Gr writers mention
several other Ecbatanas. One of these, afterward
called Cazaca (Takhti Sulaiman, a little S of
Lake UrmI, lat. 36° 28' N., long. 47° 9' E.) was
capital of Atropatene. I t w-as almost destroyed
by the Mughuls in the 12th cent. Sir H. Rawlin-
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son identifies the Ecbatana of Tobit and Herodotus
with this northern city. The southern and far
more important Ecbatana which we have di-scribed
is certainly that of 2 Mace 9 3. I t was Cyrus'
Median capital, and is doubtless t h a t of Ezr 6 2.
Classical writers spoke erroneously of Ecbatilna (for
Ecbatana) as moderns too often do of Hamaddn
for Hamaddn.
HamaiLan has perhaps never fully rec((\'ered from
the fearful massacre made there in 1220 .VD by
the Mongols, but its popuhilion is
3. Present about 50,000, including a considerable
Condition
number of descendants of the Israelites of the Dispersion (tracing desceiil
from Asher, Naphtali, etc). They point to the
tombs of Esther and ^lordecai in the neighborhood.
I t is a center for the caravan trade belween Baglidiid and Tflu'iin. There is an .Vineiican Presbyterian mission at w-ork.
Authorities (besides those quoted abovi;): Ctesias,
Cm-tius, .Viiim. INlareellinus, Pausanias, Slrabo,
Died. Siculus; Ibnu'l Atlilr, YilqCit, Jahangushii,
Jiimi'u't TawarUch, and modern travelers.
W. S T . C L A I R TISDALL

ACHO, ak'o.

See .Vcco.

ACHOR, a'kor ("112", 'dkhdr, "trouble," the
idea of the word being t h a t of trouble which is
serious and e.xtreme. See . \ C H A N ) : The place
where Achan was executed in the time of Joshua
(Josh 7 24.26). In aU the five places where it is
mentioned it is described as the 'einek, the arable
valley of .Vchor. There is no ground in the record
for the current idea t h a t it must have been a
locahty w-ith horrid and dismal physical features.
It was on a higher level t h a n the camp of Israel
in the Jordan valley, and on a lower level than
Debh—a different Debir from t h a t of Josh 15 15.
In a general way, as indicated by the points mentioned in the border of Judah, it was north of Betharabah, and south of Debir (Josh 7 24; 15 7).
Many identify it with t h e Y"ady Kelt which descends through a deep ravine from the Judaean
hills and runs between steep banks south of the
modern Jericho to Jordan, the stream after rains
becoming a foaming torrent. Possibly the name
may have been applied to a region of considerable
extent. I n Isa 65 10 it is a region on the east side
of the mountain ridge w-hich is in some sense balanced with Sharon on the west side. By implication
the thing depicted seems t o be these rich agricultural localities so far recovered from desolation as
to be good grounds for cattle and sheep. Hosea
recognizes the comforting aspect of the dreadful
affair in the vaUey of Achor; it was a doorway of
hope to pardoned Israel (Hos 2 15 [17]), and he
hopes for like acceptance for the Isrcael of his own
day.
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W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ACHSA, ak'sa: Used in AV in 1 Ch 2 49 for
AcHSAH, which see.
ACHSAH, ak'sa ( H y j ? , 'akhsdh; in some copies
XC3?, 'akhsd' in I ' C h 2 49), "anklet"): T h e
daughter of Caleb whom he gave in marriage to
his younger kinsman Othniel the son of Kenaz,
as a reward for smiting Kiriath-sepher (Josh 15
16 ff; Jgs 1 12 ff). Caleb, the narrative says,
established Achsah in the South-country, and in
addition, at her asking, gave her c(!rtain important
springs ot water—the "upper basins" and the
"nether basins." Professor G. F. Moore identifies
these with the groups of springs in SeU ed-Dllbeh
(notes on Jgs in Polychrome Bible).
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ACHSHAPH, ak'shaf (BippX, 'akhshdph, "sorcery," or "fascination"): A city in the northern

part of the territory conquered by Joshua. T h e
king of Achshaph w-as a member of the coalition
against Israel under Jabin and Sisera. I t is mentioned with Hazor, Megiddo, Taanach, etc, in the
list of conquered kings. I t is one of the cities
marking the boundaries of the tribe of Asher
(Josh 11 1; 12 '20; 19 25). Several attempts have
been made to iihaitify the site of it, b u t explorers
are not agreed as to the identification.
ACHZIB, ak'zib (^'^TD^?, 'akhzlbh, "lying" or
"disappointing"): T h e name of two towns in
Palestine: (1) A town in western Judah in t h e
lowlands, mentioned in connection wdth Mareshah
and Keilah as one of the cities allotted to Judah
(.Josh 15 44), and in Mic (1 14), where it sugge,sts
play upon its meaning, "deceplive" or "failing,"
possibly the jilace having received its name from
a winter spring or brook, which failed in summer.
It is also called Chezib ( 2 ^ 3 , P,:'-zlbh [Gen 38 5]),
where Judah was at the time of the birth of his son
Shelah. I n 1 Ch 4 22 it is called Cozeba, AV
"Chozeba" (i55^^ > hdzebhiV), clearly seen to be t h e
same as Achzib, from the places with which it is
grouped. (2) I t has been identified with t h e
modern 'Ayin-Kezbeh in the valley of Elah, and
north of Aduham.

EDWARD M A C K

(3) Mod. Zib L X X variously: Josh 19 29, B,
'Exo^oP, Echozob, A, 'Ax^L^, Aehzeiph; Jgs 1 31,
B, 'Ao-xa^«(, Aschaztl, A, 'AO-XEVSCC, Aschendel;
Gr Ecdippa; A small tow-n some miles north of Acre
on the coast. I t is mentioned in Josh 19 29 as
falling within the possessions of the tribe of Asher,
but they never occupied it, as they did not t h e neighboring Acre (Acco). The Phoen inhabitants of the
coast w^ere too strongly entrenched to be driven out
by a people who had no fleet. The cities on the
coast doubtless aided one another, and Sidon had
become rich and powerful before this and could
succor such a small town in case of attack. Achzib
was a coast town, nine miles north of Acco, now
known as Ez-Zib. I t ajipears in the Assyr inscriptions as Aksibi and Senna((herib enumerates it
among the Phoen towms that he took at the same
time as Acco (702 BC). I t w-as never important
and is now an insignificant village among the sand
dunes of the coast. I t wds the bordertown of Galilee
on the west, w-hat lay beyond being unholy ground.
H.

ACIPHA, as'i-fa.

PORTER

See ACHIPHAH.

ACITHO, ACITHOH, as'i-tho (variant of AHITUB) : The name in A'V of an ancestor of Judith
(Jth 8 1).
ACKNOWLEDGE, ak-nol'ej (yi^viia-KO), gignoskd): To declare that one recognizes the claims of
-a. person or thing fuUy estalilished. Both in O T
and N T expressed liy various forms of the word
"know" (Prov 3 6; Isa. 61 9; Col 2 2 AV). The
Psalmist (Ps 32 5) "acknowdedged" his sin, when
he told God that he knew the guilt of what he had
done. The Corinthians (2 Cor 1 14) "acknowledged" Paul and his comjianions when they formally
recognized their claims and authority.
ACQUAINT, a-kwant', ACQUAINTANCE, akwan'tans (-yvua-ToC, gndstol): Terms referring to
various degrees of knowledge, b u t implying more
or less detailed information; apphed to God's
omniscience (Ps 139 3), to the grief of the Suffering Servant of Jehovah (Isa 53 3), and to t h e
knowledge which man should have of God. T h e
noun in the concrete, unless limited by a qualifying term, means more than one who has been
known simply in passing, and implies a degree of
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intimacy, as may be seen in Lk 2 44;
2 K

12 5.

H.

E.

23 49;

JACOBS

ACRA, ak'ra, a'kra (1 Mace 1 33 RV, "citadel").

See JERUSALEM.

ACRABATTENE, ak-ra-ba-te'ne.
TINE (Apoc).

See AKKABAT-

A C R A B B I M , ak-rab'im: Incorrect transUteraation of D"'3'lp?' 'akrabblm, of Josh 15 3 in AV.
See AKRABBIM.

ACRE, a'ker, a'ker.

See Acco.

ACRE, a'ker ( T 0 2 , gemedh): A term of landmeasurement used twice in the English VSS of the
Bible (Isa 5 10; I S 14 14), and said to be the
only term in square measure found in the OT. The
Eng. word "acre" originally signified field. Then it
came to denote the measure of land that an ox team
could plow in a day, and upon the basis of a maximum
acre of this kind the standard acre of 160 square rods
(with variations in different regions) was fixed. The
Heb word tr^ acre denotes a yoke of animals, in the
sense of a team, a span, a pair; it is never used to
denote the yoke by which the team are coupled together. The phrase 'ten yokes of -vineyard' (Isa 5
10) may naturally mean -vineyard covering as much
land as a team would plow in ten days, though other
plausible meanings can also be suggested. In 1 S
14 14 the same word is used in describing the limits
ot space within which Jonathan and his armor-bearer
slew twenty Philistines. The tr of RV, "within as it
were half a furrow's length in an acre of land,"
means, strictly, that they were slain along a line from
two to twenty rods in length. The word rendered
"furrow," used only here and in Ps 129 3, is in
Brown's Hebrew Lexicon defined as "plowingground." This gives the rendering "as it were in
half a plowing-stint, a yoke of ground," the last
two phrases defining each the other, so that the
meaning is substantially t h a t of the paraphrase
in AV. There is here an alleged obscurity and
uncertainty in the text, but it is not such as to
affect either the tr or the nature of the event.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ACROSTIC, a-kros'tik: The acrostic, understood
as a short poem in which the first letters of the
hues form a word, or name, or sentence, has not
yet been proved to occur in ancient Heb hterature.
The supposed examples found by some scholars in
Ps 2 1-4 and 110 1 6 ^ are not generally recognized. Still less can be said in favor of the suggestion
that in Est 1 20 four words read from left to right
form by their initials an acrostic on the name
Y H W H (cf Konig, Einl 293). In Byzantine
hymn-poetry the term acrostichis with which our
word "acrostic" is connected was also used of alphabetical poems, t h a t is poems the hues or groups of
lines in which have their initials arranged in the
order of the alphabet. Acrostics of this k?hd are
found in pre-Christian Heb literature as well as
elsewhere in ancient oriental hterature. There are
twelve clear instances in the O T : Pss 25, 34, 37,
l l l L 119, 145; Prov 31 10-31, a n d Lam 1-4.
There is probably an example in Pss 9 and 10, and
possibly another in Nah 1 2-10. Outside t h e
Canon, Sur 51 13-30 exhibits clear traces of
alphabetic arrangement. Each of these fifteen
poems must briefly be discussed.
Pss 9 and 10, which are treated as one psalm in
L X X and Vulg, give fairly clear indications of
original alphabetic structure even in the M T .
The initials of 9 1.3.5 are respectively 'aleph,
belh, gimel; of vs 9.11.13.15.17 vav, zayin, heth,
teth and yddh. The first ver of 10 begins with
lamedh and vs 12.14.15.17 with Jfoph, resh, shin and
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tdv. Four Unes seem to have been allotted to each
letter in the original form of the poem. In Ps 26
all the letters are represented except vdv and koph.
In ver 18 we find resh instead of the latter as well
as in its place in ver 19. In ver 2 the alphabetical
letter is the initial of the second word. The last
verse is a supernumerary. There are mostly two
lines to a letter. In Ps 34 all the letters are represented except vdv, ver 6 beginning not with it, as
was to be expected, b u t with zayin. The last
verse is again a supernumerary. Since here and in
25 22 the first word is a form of pddhdh it has been
suggested that there may have been here a sort of
acrostic on the writer's name Pedahel (p'dhah'el),
but there is no e'vidence that a psalmist so named
ever existed. There are two lines to a letter. In
Ps 37 all the letters are represented except 'ayln
which seems however from L X X to have been
present in the earliest text. As a rule four lines are
assigned to each letter. In Pss 111 f are found two
quite regular examples with a line to each letter.
Ps 119 offers another regular example, but with 16
fines to a letter, each alternate line beginning 'with
its letter. Vs 1-8, for instance, each begin with
'aleph. In Ps 145 are found all the letters but nun.
As we find in L X X between vs 13 and 14, that is
where the nun couplet ought to be:
"Faithful is the Lord in his words
And holy in his worlts,"
which may represent a Heb couplet beginning
with nun, it would seem that a ver has dropped out
of the M T . Prov 31 10-31 constitutes a regular
alphabetical poem with (except in ver 15) two lines
to a letter. Lam 1 is regular, with three lines to
a letter. Lam 2 , 3 , 4 , are also regular with a
curious exception. In each case pe precedes 'ayin, a
phenomenon which has not yet been explained. In 2
there are three or four lines to a letter except in ver 17,
where there seem to be five. In 3 also there are
three lines to a letter and each Hue begins with that
letter. In 4 there are two fines to a letter except in
ver 22 w-here there are probably four fines. Lam 5
has t-wice as many lines as the letters of the alphabet
but no alphabetical arrangement. In Nah 1 1-10 ff
Delitzsch (following Frohnmeyer) in 1876, Bickell
in 1880 and 1894, Gunkel in 1893 and 1895, G. B.
Gray in 1898 (Expos, September) and others
have pointed out possible traces of original alphabetical structure. In the Massoretic text, however,
as generally arranged, it is not distinctly discernible.
Sir 51 13-30: As early as 1882 Bickell reconstructed
this hymn on the basis of the Gr and Syr VSS as a
Heb alphabetical poem. In 1897 Schechter (in
the judgment of most scholars) discovered the
original text in a collection of fragments from the
Genizah of Cairo, and this proved the correctness
of Bickell's idea and even the accuracy of some
details of his reconstruction. The poem begins
with 'aleph and has tdv as the initial letter of the
last line but one. In vs 21.22.24.25.26.27 the
letters mem, nUn, 'ayln, pe, gddhe, kdph and resh
can be traced at the beginnings of hues in that
order. Samekh is absent (cf Schechter-Taylor,
The Wisdom of Ben Sira, Ixxvi-lxxxvii).
As this rapid survey will have shown, this form
of acrostic as employed by Heb writers consisted
in the use of letters of the alphabet as initials in
their order, at regular intervals, the distance
between two different letters ranging from one to
sixteen lines. Once each letter is thus used three
times, in another case eight times. 'Tlie corruption
of the text has in some cases led to considerable
interference with the alphabetical arrangement,
and textual criticism has endeavored to restore it
with varying success.
These alphabetical poems have been unduly
depreciated on account of their artificial structure
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and have also been regarded for the same reason as
of comparatively late origin. This latter conclusion
is premature w-ith present evidence. The poems
in Lam undoubtedly go back as far as the 6th cent.
BC, and ^\ssyr testimony takes us back farther still
for acrostic poems of some kind. Strictly alphalietical poems are of course out of the question in Assyr
because of the absence of an alphabet, but there are
texts from the library of Ashur-bani-pal each
verse-line in which begins wdth the same syllable,
and others in which the initial syllables read toget her
compose a word or sentence. Now these texts
were written down in the 7th cent. BC, but may
have been copied from far earlier Bab originals.
There can be little doubt that oriental jioets wrote
acrostic at an early period, and therefore the use
of some form of the acrostic is no clear indication
of lateness of date. (For these .Vssyr acrostics
cf Weber, Die Literalur der Babylonier and Assyrer,
37.)
LiTER.KTURE.—In addition to authorities already cited;

Konig. Einl, 58. 66. 74, 7(1. 399, 404, 419, and Stilistilc,
etc, 357 fl; Budde. Gescliichte der alt-hebrdischen Litteratur, 30, 90, 241, 291; art. " .Vcrostic" in HDB (larger and
smaller) and Hastings. Enc of Religion and Ethics, and
Jew Enc: commentaries on Ps. Nah, Prov and L a m ;
Driver. Parallel Psalter; King, Early Religious Poetry of
the Hebrews, ch iv.
WILLIAM TATLOR SMITH

ACTS, APOCRYPHAL, a-pok'ri-fal.

See APOC-

HYPH.AL A C T S .

ACTS OF T H E APOSTLES, a-pos'ls:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

TITLE
TEXT
V N I T T OF T H E B O O K
T H E .AUTHOR

"V. C.^^-o^-ICITY
T I . D.4TE

'VII.
'VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XJl.

SOURCES L'.^ED BY L U K E
' T H E S P E E C H E S IN THE A C T S
R E L . \ T I O N OF THE A C T S TO THE E P I S T L E S
CHRON-OLOGY OF A C T S
H I S T O R I C A L W O R T H OF A C T S
P U R P O S E OF T H E B O O K

XIII.

AN.^LYSIS

LITERATURE

1. Title.—It is possible, indeed probable, that the
book originaUy had no title. The manuscripts
give the title in several forms. Aleph (in the
inscription) has merely "Acts" (Prdxeis).
So
Tischendorf, while Origen, Didymus, Eusebius
quote from "The Acts." But BD Aleph (in subscription) have "Acts of Apostles" or "The Acts of
the Apostles" (Prdxeis Apostdldn).
So Westcott
and Hort, Nestle (cf Athanasius and Euthalius).
Only slightly different is the title in 31.61, and many
other cursives (Praxeis
ion Apostoldn, "Acts
of the Apostles"). So Griesbach, Scholz. Several
fathers (Clement of Alex, Origen, Dionysius of
Alex, Cyril of Jerus, Chrysostom) quote it as
"The Acts of the Apostlc-s" (Hai Praxeis ton
Apostoldn).
Finally A^ E G H give it in the form
"Acts of the Holy Apostles" (Praxeis ion Hagion
Apostoldn).
The iVlemphitic VS has "The Acts of
the Holy Apostles." Clearly, then, there was no
single title that commanded general acceptance.
//. Text.—(1) The chief documents. These are
the Primary Uncials (i< A B C D ) , E which is a
bilingual Uncial confined to Acts, later Uncials hke
H L P , the Cursives, the Vulgate, the Pesh and the
Harclean Syriac and quotations from the Fathers.
We miss the Curetonian and Syr Sin, and^ have
only fragmentary testimony from the Old Latin.
(2) The modern editions of Acts present the
types of text (TR; RV; the critical text like that
of W H or Nestle or Weiss or von Soden). These
three types do not correspond with the four classes
of text (Syrian, W^estem, Alexandrian, Neutral)
outlined by Hort in his Introduction lo the New Testament in Greek (1882). These four classes are
broadly represented in the documents which give
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us Acts. But no modern editor of the Gr N T has
given us the Western or the Alex type of text,
though Bornemann, as will presently be shown,
argues for the originality of the Western type in
Acts. But the TR (Stephanus' 3d ed in 1550)
was the basis of the AV of 1611. This ed of the
Gr N T made use of a very few MSS, and all of them
late, except D, which was considered too eccentric
to follow. Practically, then, the AV represents
the Syr type of text which may have been edited
in Antioch in the 4th cent. Various minor errors
may have crept in since t h a t date, but substantially
the S,\-r recension is the text of the AV today.
\\ here this text stands alone, it is held by nearly
all modern scholars to be in error, though Dean
Burgon fought hard for the originality of the Syr
text (The Revision Revised, 1882). The text of W^H
is [iractically that of B, which is held to be the Neutral type of text. Nestle, von Soden, Weiss do not
differ greatly from the text of WH, though von
Soden and Weiss attack the problem on independent
lines. The text of the RV is in a sense a compromise
between that of the AV and the critical text,
though coming pretty close to the critical text.
Cf Whitney, The Reviser's Greek Text, 1892. For a
present-day appreciation ot this battle of the texts
see J. Rendel Harris, Side Lights on the New Testament, 1908. For a detailed comparison between
the AV and the RV Acts see Rackham, The Acts of
the Apostles, xxii.
(3) In Acts the Western type of text has its chief
significance. It is the merit of the late Friedrich
Blass, the famous classicist of Germany, to have
shown that in Luke's writings (Gospel and Acts)
the Western class (especially D) has its most marked
characteristics. This fact is entirely independent
of the theory advanced by Blass which will be discussed directly. The chief modern revolt against
the theories of WH is the new interest felt in the
value of the Western type of text. In particular
D has come to the front in the Book of Acts. The
feeble support that D h,as in its peculiar readings
in Acts (due to absence of Cur. Syr and of Old Lat)
makes it difficult always to estimate the value
of this document. But certainly these readings
deserve careful consideration, and some of them may
be correct, whatever view one holds of the D text.
The chief variations are, as is usual with the Western
text, additions and paraphrases. Some of the
prejudice against D has disappeared as a result of
modern discussion.
(4) Bornemann in 1848 argued that D in Acts
represented the original text. But he has had very
few followers.
(5) J. Rendel Harris (1891) sought to show t h a t
D (itself a bihngual MS) had been Latinized. He
argued that already in 150 AD a bilingual IVIS
existed. But this theory has not won a strong
following.
(6) Chase (1893) sought to show that the peculiarities were due to tr from the Syr.
(7) Blass in 1895 created a sensation by arguing
in his Commentary on Acts (Acta Apostolorum,
24 ff) that Luke had issued two editions of the
Acts, as he later urged about the Gospel of Luke
(Philology of^ the Gospels, 1898). In 1896 Blass
published this Roman form of the text of Acts
(.Icto Apostolorum, secundum Formam quae videtur
Romanam).
Blass calls this first, rough, unabridged
copy of Acts P and considers that it was issued a t
Rome. The Later edition, abridged and revised, he
calls («. Curiously enough, in Acts 11 28, D has
"when we had gathered together," making Luke
present at^ Antioch. The idea of two edd is not
wholly original with Blass. Leclerc, a Dutch
philologist, had suggested the notion as early as
the beginning of the 18th cent. Bishop Light-
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foot had also mentioned it (On a Fresh Revision
of the NT, 29). But Blass worked the matter
out and challenged the world of scholarship w-ith
his array of arguments. He has not carried his
point w-ith all, though he has won a respectable
following. Zahn (Einl, II, 33S ff, 1899) had
already been working toward the same -view (348).
He accepts in the main Blass's theory, as do Belser,
Nestle, Salmon, Zdckler. Blass acknowledges his
debt to Corssen (Der cyprianische Text der Acta
Apostolorum, 1892), but Corssen considers the o
text as the earlier and the /3 text as a later revision.
(8) Hilgenfeld (Ada Apostolorum, etc, 1899) accepts the notion of two edd, but denies identity of
authorship.
(9) Schmiedel (EB) vigorously and at much length
attacks Blass's position, else "the conclusions reached
in the foregoing sections would have to be withdrawn." He draws his conclusions and then
demolishes Blass! He does find weak spots in
Blass's armor as others have done (B. Weiss, Der
Codex Din der Apostelgeschichte, 1897; Page, Class.
Rev., 1897; Harnack, The Acts of the Apostles, 1909,
45). See also Knowling, The Acts of the Apostles,
1900, 47, for a sharp indictment of Blass's theory
as being too simple and lacking verification.
(10) Harnack (The Acts of the Apostles, 48) doubts
if Luke himself formally published the book. He
thinks that he probably did not give the book a final
revision, and that friends issued two or more edd. He
considers that the so-called (3 recension has a "series
of interpolations" and so is later than the a text.
(11) Ramsay (The Church in the Roman Empire,
150;_ St. Paul the Traveller, 27; Expos, 1895)
considers the /3 text to be a 2d-cent. revision by a
copyist who has preserved some very valuable 2dcent. testimony to the text.
(12) Headlam (HDB) does not believe that the
problem has as yet been scientifically attacked,
but t h a t the solution lies in the textual license
of scribes of the Western type (ot Hort, Introduction,
122 ff). But Headlam is still shy of "Western"
readings. The fact is that the Western readings are
sometimes correct as against the Neutral (cf*' M t
27 49). I t is not necessary in Acts 11 20 to say
that_ Hellenas is in Western authorities (AD, etc)
but is not a Western reading. I t is at any rate too
soon to say the final word about the text of Acts,
though on the whole the a text still holds the field
as against the /3 text. The Syr text is, of course,
later, and out of court.
///. Unity of the Book.—It is not easy to discuss
this question, apart from that of authorship. But
they are not exactly the same. One may be con'vinced of the unity ot the book and yet not credit it
to Luke, or, indeed, to anyone in the 1st cent. Of
course, if Luke is admitted to be the author of the
book, the whole matter is simplified. His hand is
in it all whatever sources he used. If Luke is not
the author, there may still have been a competent
historian at work, or the book may be a mere compilation. T h e first step, therefore, is to attack the
problem of unity. Holtzmann (Einl, 383) holds
Luke to be the author of the "we" sections only.
Schmiedel denies that the Acts is written by a companion of Paul, though it is by the same author as
the Gospel bearing Luke's name. In 1845 Sohleiermacher credited the "we" sections to Timothy,
not to Luke. For a good sketch of the theories
of "sources," see Knowling on Acts, 25 ff. Van
Manen (1890) resolved the book into two parts.
Aria Petri and elcta Pauli, combined by a redactor.
Sqrof (1890) ascribes one source to Luke, one to
Timothy. Spitta also has two sources (a PaulineLukan and a Jewish-Christian) worked over by a
redactor. Clemen (1905) has four sources (History
of the Hellenists, History of Peter, History ot Paul,
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and a Journey of Paul), all worked over by a series
of editors. Hilgenfeld (1895) has three sources
(.V.cts of Peter, Acts of the Seven, Acts of Paul).
Jungst (1895) has a Pauline source and a Petrine
source. J. Weiss (1893) admits sources, but claims
that the book has unity and a definite aim. B.
Weiss (1902) conceives an early source for the first
part of the book. Harnack (The Acts of the Apostles,
1909, 41 f) has small patience with all this bhnd
criticism: "With them the book passes as a comparatively late patchwork compilation, in which the
part taken by the editor is insignificant yet in all
cases detrimental; the 'we' sections are not the
property of the author, but an extract from a source,
or even a literary fiction." He charges the critics
with "airy conceit and lofty contempt." Harnack
has done a very great service in carefully sifting
the matter in his Luke the Physician (1907). He
gives detailed proof that the "we" sections are in
the same style and by the same author as the rest
of the .book (26-120). Harnack does not claim
originality in this line of argument: " I t has been
often stated and often proved that the 'we' sections
in vocabulary, in syntax, and in style are most
intimately bound up with the w-hole work, and that
this work itself (including the Gospel), in spite
of all diversity in its parts, is distinguished by a
grand unity of literary form" (Luke the Physician,
26). He refers to the "splendid demonstration of
this unity" by Klostermann ( Vindiciae Lucanae,
1866), to B. VVeiss, who, in his commentary (1893,
2 Aufl, 1902) "has done the best work in demonstrating the literary unity of the whole work," to
"the admirable contributions" of Vogel (Zur
Charakieristik des Lukas, etc, 2 Aufl, 1899) to the
"yet more careful and minute investigations" of
Hawkins (Horae Synopticae, 1899, 2d ed, 1909), to
the work of Hob art (The Medical Language of
St. Luke, 18S2), who "has proved only too much"
(Luke the Physician, 175), but "the e-vidence is
of overwhelming force" (198). Harnack only
claims for himself that he has done the work in
more detail and -with more minute accuracy without claiming too much (27). But the conversion
of Harnack to this view of Acts is extremely significant. It ought not to be necessary any more
to refute the partition theories of the book, or to
set forth in detail the proofs for the unity of the
book. Perhaps the compilation theory of Acts
is nowhere set forth more cogently than in MoGiffert's The Apostolic Age (1897). See a powerful
refutation of his argument by Ramsay in Pauline
and Other Studies (1906, 302-21). " I think hia
clever argumentation is sophistical" (305). Harnack
is fully aware that he has gone over to the side of
"Ramsay, Weiss and Zahn": "The results at which
I have arrived not only approach very nearly to,
but are often coincident with, the results of their research" (The Acts of the Apostles, 302). He is afraid
that if these scholars failed to get the ear of critics
"there is little prospect of claiming the attention
of critics and compelling them to reconsider their
position." But he has the advantage of coming to
this conclusion from the other side. Moreover,
if Harnack was won by the force of the facts, others
may be. This brief sketch of Harnack's experience
may take the place of detailed presentation of the
arguments for the unity of the book. Harnack sets
forth in great wealth of detail the characteristic
idioms of the "we" sections side by side with parallels in other parts of Acts and the Gospel of Luke.
The same man w-rote the rest of Acts who wTOte the
"we" sections. This fact should now be acknowledged as proven. This does not mean t h a t the
writer, a personal -witness in the "we" sections, had
no sources for the other parts of .A.cts This aspect
of the matter will be considered a little later.
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IV. The Author.—.Assuming
the unity of the
book, the argument runs as follows: The author
was a companion of Paul. The "we" sections prove
that (Acts 16 10-17; 20 6-16; 2 1 ; 27; 28). These
sections have the fulness of detail and vivid description natural to an eye-witness. This companion
was w-ith Paul in the second missionary journey at
Troas and at Philippi, joined Paul's party again
at Philippi on the return to Jerusalem during the
thh-d tour, and probably remained with Paul till
he went to Rome. Some of Paul's companions
came to him at Rome: others are so described in
the book as to preclude authorship. Ai-istarchus,
Aquila and Priscilla, Erastus, Gaius, Mark, Silas,
Timothy, Trophimus, Tychicus and others more or
less insignificant from the point of view- of connection
wdth Paul (like Crescens, Denias, Justus, Linus,
Pudens, Sopater, etc) are easily ehminatcd. Curiously enough Luke and Titus are not mentioned
in Acts by name at all. They are distinct persons
as is stated in 2 Tim 4 10 f. Titus was with Paul
in Jerusalem at the conference (Gal 2 1) and was
his special envoy to Corinth dm-ing the time of
trouble there. (2 Cor 2 12 f; 12 18.) He was
later with Paul in Crete (Titus 1 5). But the absence
of mention of Titus in Acts may be due to the fact
that he was a brother of Luke (cf 2 Cor 8 IS; 12
18). So A. Souter in DCG, art. "Luke." If Luke
is the author, it is easy to understand why his name
does not appear. If Titus is his brother, the same
explanation occurs. As between Luke and Titus
the mechcal language of Acts argues for Luke.
The writer was a physician. This fact Hobart (The
Medical Language of St. Luke, 1882) has demonstrated. Cf Zahn, Einl, 2, 435 ff; Harnack's
Luke the Physician, 177 ff. The arguments from
the use of medical terms are not all of equal
weight. But the style is colored at points by the
language of a physician. The -writer uses medical
terms in a technical sense. This argument involves
a minute comparison "with the -writings of physicians
of the time. Thus in Acts 28 3 f kathdpid, according to Hobart (288), is used in the sense of
poisonous matter invading the body, as in Dioscorides. Animal. Ven. Proem. So Galen, De Typis
4 (VII, 467), uses it "of fever fixing on parts of the
body." Cf Harnack, Luke the Physician, 177 f.
Harnack agrees also that the terms of the diagnosis
in Acts 28 8 "are medically exact and can be
vouched for from medical hterature" (ib, 176f).
Hobart has overdone his argument and adduced
many examples t h a t are not pertinent, but a real
residuum remains, according to Harnack. Then
pimpraithai is a technical term for swelhng. Let
these serve as examples. The interest of the -writer
in matters of disease is also another indication; cf
Lk 8 43. Now Luke was a companion of Paul
during his later ministry and was a physician.
(Col 4 14j. Hence he fulfils all the requirements
of the case. The argument thus far is only probable,
it is true; b u t there is to be added the undoubted
fact that the same writer -wrote both Gospel and
Acts (Acts 1 1 ) . The direct allusion to the Gospel
is reinforced by identity of style and method in the
two books. The external evidence is clear on
the matter. Both Gospel and Acts are credited
to Luke the physician. The Muratorian canon
ascribes Acts to Luke. By the end of the 2d cent,
the authority of the Acts is as well established
as that of the Gospel (Salmon, Introduction to the
NT, 1885, 366). Irenaeus, Tertulhan, Clement
of Alexandria, all call Luke the author of the book.
The argument is complete. I t is still further
strengthened by the fact t h a t the point of view of
the book is Pauline and by the absence of references
to Paul's epistles. If one not Paul's companion
had written Acts, he would certainly have made
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some use of them. Incidentally, also, this is an
argument for the early date of the Acts. The
proof that has won Harnack, the leader of the left
in Oermany, to the acknowledgment of the Lukan
authorship of Acts ought to win all to this position.
V. Canonicity.—The
use of the Acts does not
appear so early or so frequently as is true of the
gosiiels and the Pauline epistles. The reason is
obvious. The epistles had a special field and the
gospels appealed to all. Only gradually would
Acts circulate. At first we find literary allusions
without the name of book or author. But Holtzmann (Einl, 1892, 406) admits the use of Acts by
Ignatius, Justin Martyr, Poly carp. The use of
the Gospel according to Luke by Tatian and Marcion really involves knowledge of the Acts. But
in Irenaeus frequently (Adv. Haer., i. 23, 1, etc)
the Acts is credited to Luke and regarded as (Scripture. The Canon of Muratori lists it as Scripture.
Tertulhan and Clement of Alexandria attribute
the book to Luke and treat it as Scripture. By
the time ot Eusebius the book is generaUy acknowledged as part of the canon. Certain of the heretical parties reject it (like the Ebionites, Marcionites,
Manichaeans). But by this time the Christians
had come to lay stress on history (Gregory,
Canon and Text of the NT, 1907, 184), and the
place of Acts is now secure in the canon.
VI. Date.—(1)
Luke's relations to Josephus.
The acceptance of the Lukan authorship settles the
question of some ot the dates presented by critics.
Schmiedel places the date of Acts between 105 and
130 AD (EB).
He assumes as proven t h a t Luke
made use of the writings of Jos. It has never been
possible to take with much seriousness the claim
that the Acts shows acquaintance with Jos. See
Keim, Geschichte Jesu, III, 1872, 134, and Krenkel,
Josephus und Lucas, 1894, for the - arguments in
favor of that position. The words quoted to prove
it are in the main untechnical words of common use.
The only serious matter is the mention of Theudas
and Judas the Galilean in Acts 5 36 f and Josephus
(Ant, XX, V, I f ) . In Jos the names occur some
twenty lines apart and the resemblance is only
slight indeed. The use of pelthd in connection with
Theudas and apdsiesai concerning Judas is all
that requires notice. Surely, then, two common
words for "persuade" and "revolt" are not enough
to carry conviction of the writer's use of Josephus.
The matter is more than offset by the differences in
the two reports of the death of Herod Agrippa I
(Acts 12 19-23; Jos, Ant, XVIII, vi, 7; X I X , vifi,
2). The argument about Jos may be definitely dismissed from the field. With that goes all the ground
for a 2d-cent. date. Other arguments have been
adduced (see Holtzmann, Einl, 1892, 405) such as
the use of Paul's epistles, acquaintance -with Plutarch, Arrian and Pausanias, because of imitation
in method of work (i.e. || lives of Peter and Paul,
periods of history, etc), correction of Gal in Acts
(for instance, Gal 1 17-24 and Acts 9 26-30; Gal
2 1-10 and Acts 15 1-33). The parallel with Plutarch is fanciful, while the use of Paul's epistles
is by no means clear, the absence of such use, indeed,
being one ot the characteristics of the book. The
variation from Gal is far better explained on the
assumption that Luke had not seen the epistles.
(2) 80 AD is the limit if the book is to be credited
to Ijuke. The majority of modern critics who
accept the Lukan authorship place it between'70
and 80 AD. So Harnack, Lechler, Meyer, Ramsay,
Sanday, Zahn. This opinion rests mainly on the
idea that the Gospel according to Luke was written
after the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A D . It
is claimed that Lk 21 20 shows t h a t this tragedy
had already occurred, as compared with M k 13 14
and M t 24 15. But the mention of armies is very
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general, to be sure. Attention is called also to the
absence of the warning in Lk. Harnack (The Acts
of the Apostles, 291 f) admits t h a t the arguments in
favor of the date 70-80 are by no means conclusive.
He w-rites "to warn critics against a too hasty
closing of the chronological question." In his new
book (Neue Untersuehungen zur Apostelgeschichte,
etc, 1911, S. 81) Harnack definitely accepts the date
before the destruction of Jerus. Lightfoot would
give no date to Acts because of the uncertainty
about the date of the Gospel.
(3) Before 70 AD. This date is supported by
Blass, Headlam, Maclean, Rackham, Salmon. Harnack, indeed, considers that "very weighty considerations" argue for the early date. He, as already
stated, now takes his stand for the early date. It is
obviously the simplest way to understand Luke's
close of the Acts to be due to the fact that Paul was
still in prison. Harnack contends t h a t the efforts
to explain away this situation are not "quite
satisfactory or very illuminating." He does not
mention Paul's death because he was still alive.
The dramatic purpose to bring Paul to Rome is
artificial. The supposition of a third book from
the use of proton in Acts 1 1 is quite gratuitous,
since in the Koine, not to say the earlier Greek,
"first" was often psed when only two were mentioned
(cf "our first story" and "second story," "first
wife" and "second wife"). The whole tone of the
book is that w-hich one would naturally have before
64 AD. After the burning of Rome and the destruction of Jerusalem the attitude maintained in the
book toward Romans and Jew-s would have been
very difficult unless the date was a long time afterward. Harnack wishes "to help a doubt to its just
dues." T h a t "doubt" ot Harnack is destined to
become the certainty of the future. (Since this
sentence was written Harnack has settled his own
doubt.) The book will, I think, be finally credited
to the time 63 AD in Rome. The Gospel of Luke
will then naturally belong to the period of Paul's
imprisonment in Caesarea. The judgment of Moffatt (Historical NT, 1901, 416) that "it cannot be
earlier" than 80 AD is completely upset by the
powerful attack of Harnack on his own previous
position. See also Moffatt's Introduction to the Lit.
of the NT (1911) and Koch's Die Abfassungszeii des
lukanischen Oeschichiswerkes (1911).
VII. Sources Used by Luke.—If we now assume
that Luke is the author of the Acts, the question
remains as to the character of the sources used by
him. One is at liberty to appeal to Lk 1 1-4 for
the general method of the author. He used both
oral and written sources. In the Acts the matter
is somew-hat simplified by the fact that Luke was
the companion of Paul for a considerable part of
the narrative' (the "we" sections, 16 11-17; 20 5;
21 I S ; 27 and 28). I t is more than probable that
Luke was with Paul also during his last stay in
Jerusalem and during the imprisonment at Caesarea.
There is no reason to think that Luke suddenly left
Paul in Jerusalem and returned to Caesarea only
when he started to Rome (27 1). The absence of
"we" is natural here, since it is not a narrative of
travel, but a sketch of Paul's arrest and series of
defences. The very abundance of material here, as
in chs 20 and 21, argues for the presence of Luke.
But at any rate Luke has access to Paul himself
for information concerning this period, as was true of
the second, from ch 13 to the end of the book. Luke
was either present or he could have learned from
Paul the facts used. He may have kept a travel
diary, w-hich was drawn upon when necessary.
Luke could have taken notes of Paul's addresses
in Jerus (ch 22) and Caesarea (chs 24-26). From
these, with Paul's help, he probably composed the
account of Paul's conversion (9 1-30). If, as I
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think is true, the book was -written during Paul's
first Roman imprisonment, Luke had the benefit
of appeal to Paul at all points. But, if so, he was
thoroughly independent in style and assimilated
his materials like a true historian. Paul (and also
Phifip for part of it) was a 'witness to the events
about Stephen in 6 8—8 1 and a participant of
the work in Antioch (11 19-30). Philip, the host
of Paul's- company (21 8) on the last journey to
Jerusalem, was probably in Caesarea still during
Paul's confinement there. He could have told
Luke the events in 6 1-7 and 8 4-40. In Caesarea
also the story of Peter's work may have been
derived, possibly even from Cornelius himself (9
32—11 18). Whether Luke ever went to Antioch
or not we do not know (Codex Bezae has "we"
in 11 28), though he may have had access to
the Antiochian traditions. But he did go to Jerus.
However, the narrative in oh 12 probably rests
on the authority of John Mark (12 12.25), in whose
mother's house the disciples were assembled. Luke
was apparently thrown with Mark in Rome (Col
4 10), if not before. For Acts 1-5 the matter
does not at first seem so clear, but these chapters are
not necessarily discredited on that account. It is
remarkable, as ancient historians made so little
mention of their sources, that we can connect
Luke in the Acts with so many probable fountains
of evidence. Barnabas (4 36) was able to tell
much about the origin of the work in Jerus. So
could Mnason. Philip also was one of the seven
(6 5; 21 8). We do not know that Luke met
Peter in Rome, though that is possible. But
during the stay in Jerusalem and Caesarea (two
years) Luke had abundant opportunity to learn
the narrative of the great events told in Acts 1-5.
He perhaps used both oral and written sources for
this section. One cannot, of course, prove by
linguistic or historical arguments the precise nature
of Luke's sources in Acts. Only in broad outhnes
the probable materials may be sketched.
VlII. The Speeches in Acts.—This
matter is
important enough to receive separate treatment.
Are the numerous speeches reported in Acts free
compositions of Luke made to order a la Thucydides? Are they verbatim reports from notes taken
at the time and literally copied into the narrative?
Are they substantial reports incorporated with
more or less freedom with marks of Luke's own
style'? In the abstract either of these methods was
possible. The example of Thucydides, Xenophon,
Li-vy and Jos shows that ancient historians did not
scruple to invent speeches of which no report was
available. There are not wanting those who accuse
Luke of this very thing in Acts. The matter can
only be settled by an appeal to the facts so far as
they can be determined. It cannot be denied that
to a certain extent the hand of Luke is apparent
in^ the addresses reported by him in Acts. But
this fact must not be pressed too far. It is not
true that the addresses are all alike in style. It is
possible to distinguish very clearly the speeches of
Peter from those of Paul. Not merely is this true,
but we are able to compare the addresses of both
Paul and Peter with their epistles. I t is not probable that Luke had seen these epistles, as will
presently be shown. It is crediting remarkable
hterary skill to Luke to suppose that he made up
"Petrine" speeches and "Pauline" speeches with
such success that they harmonize beautifully with
the teachings and general style of each of these
apostles. The address of Stephen differs also
sharply from those of Peter and Paul, though we
are not able to compare this report with any original
work by Stephen himself. Another thing is true
also, particularly of Paul's sermons. They are
wonderfully suited t o time, place and audience.
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They all have a distinct Pauline flavor, and yet a
difference in local color that corresponds, to some
extent, with the variations in the stj'le of Paul's
epistles. Professor Percy Gardner (The Speeches
of SI. Paul in Acts, in Cambridge Biblical E.s.says,
1909) recognizes these differences, but seeks to
explain them on the ground of \'arying accuracy in
the sources used by Luke, counting the speech at
Miletus as the most hisloric ot all. But he admits
the use of sources b_\- Luke for these addresses.
The theory of pure in\-ention by Luke is (|nite
discredited bj- appeal to the fads. (Jn the ol Ianhand, in view of the apparent presiaice of Luke's
style to some extent in the sptx^clies, it can hardly
be claimed that he has made \crbatim reports.
Besides, the report of the addresses of Jesus in
Luke's Gospel (as in the other gosjiels) shows the
same freedom in giving the substance without
exact reproduction of the words that is found in
.Vets. Again, it seems clear that some, if not all,
the reports in .Vets are condensed, mere outlines in
the case of some of Peter's addresses. The ancients
knew how to make shorthand reports ot such
addresses. The oral tradition was probably active
in preser-ying the early speeches of Peter and even
of Stephen, though Paul himself heard Stephen.
The speeches of Paul all show- the marks of an eyew-itness (Bethge, Die paulinischen lieden, etc, 174).
For the speeches of Peter, Lul%;e may have had
documents, or he maj- ha^e taken down the current oral tradition w-hile he -n-as in Jerusalem and
Caesarea. Peter probably spoke in Greek on the
day of Pentecost. His other addresses may have
been in Aram, or in Gr. But the oral tradition w-ould
certainly carry them in Gr, if also in Aram. Luke
heard Paul speak at Miletus (.\cts 20) and may have
taken notes at the time. So also he almost certainly heard Paid's address on the steps ot the
Tow-er of Antonia (ch 22) and that before Agrippa
(ch26). There is no reason to think that he was
absent when Paul made his defences before Fehx
and Festus (chs 24-25). He was present on the ship
when Paul spoke (ch 27), and in Rome when he
addressed the Jew-s (ch 28). Luke was not on hand
w-hen Paul delivered his sermon at Antioch in Pisidia (ch 13), or at Lystra (ch 14), or at Athens
(ch 17). But these discourses differ so greatly in
theme and treatment, and are so essentially Pauline
that it is natural to think that Paul himself gave
Luke the notes which he used. The sermon at
^STfioch in Pisidia is probably given as a sample
of Paul's missionary discourses. It contains the
heart of Paul's gospel as it appears in his epistles.
He accentuates the death and resurrection of Jesus,
remission of sins through Christ, justification by
faith. It is sometimes objected that at Athens the
address shows a breadth of view and sympathy
unknown to Paul, and that there is a curious Attic
tone to the Gr style. The sermon does go as far
as Paul can (cf 1 Cor 9 22) tow-ard the standpoint
of the Greeks (but compare Col and Eph). However, Paul does not sacrifice his principle of grace
in Christ. He called the Athenians to repentance,
preached the judgment for sin and announced the
resurrection of Jesus from the dead. The fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man here
taught did not mean that God wdnked at sin and
could save all men without repentance and forgiveness of sin. Chase (The Credibility of Acts) gives a
collection of Paul's missionary addresses. The historical reality and value of the speeches in Acts may
be said to be vindicated by mo(lern scholarship.
For a sympathetic and scholarly discussion of all of
Paul's addre.ss(>s see Jones, St. Paul the Orator
(1910). The short speech of TertuUus (Acts 24)
was made in public, as was the public statement
of Festus in ch 26. The letter of Claudius Lysias
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to Felix in ch 23 was a public document. How
Luke got hold of the conversation about Paul
between Festus and Agrippa in ch 26 is more
dilHcult to conjecture.
IX. Relation of Acts to the Epistles.—There is
no real evidence that Luke made use of any of Paul's
epistles. He was with Paul in Rome when Col
was written (4 14), and may, indeed, have been
Paul's amanuensis for this epistle (and for Eph and
Philem). Some similarities to Luke's style have
been pointed out. But Acts closes without any
narrative of the events in Rome during the years
there, so that these epistles exerted no influence
on the composition of the book. As to the two
preceding groups of Paul's epistles (1 and 2 Thess;
1 and 2 Cor, Cal, Rom) there is no proof that Luke
saw any of them. The Epistle to the Romans was
probably accessible to him while in Itome, but he
do(^s not seem to have used it. Lulce evidently
preferred to appeal to Paul dheotly for information
rather than to his epistles. This is all simple
enough if he wrote the book or made his data while
Paul was alive. But if Acts was written very late,
it would be strange for the author not to have made
use of some of Paul's epistles. The book has,
therefore, the great advantage of covering some of
the same ground as that discussed in the earlier
epistles, but from a thoroughly independent standpoint. The gaps in our knowledge from the one
source are often supplied incidentally, but most
satisfactorily, from the other. The coincidences
between Acts and Paul's epistles have been well
traced by Paley in his Horae Paulinae, still a book
of much value. Knowling, in his Witness of the
Epistles (1892), has made a more recent study of
the same problem. But for the apparent conflict
between Gal 2 1-10 and Acts 15 the matter might
be dropped at this point. It is argued by some that
Acts, 'written long after Gal, brushes to one side
the account of the Jerusalem conference given by
Paul. It is held that Paul is correct in his personal
record, and that Acts is therefore unhistorical.
Others save the credit of Acts by arguing that Paul
is referring to an earlier private conference some
years before the public discussion recorded in Acts
15. This is, of course, possible in itself, but it is
by no means required by the variations between the
tw-o reports. The contention of Lightfoot has never
been really overturned, that in Gal 2 1-10 Paul
gives the personal side ot the conference, not a
full report of the general meeting. What Paul
is doing is to show the Galatians how he is on a
par with the Jerusalem apostles, and how his authority and independence were acknowledged by them.
This aspect of the matter came out in the private
conference. Paul is not in Gal 2 1-10 setting forth
his victory over the Judaizers in behalf of Gentile
freedom. But in Acts 15 it is precisely this struggle
for Gentfle freedom that is under discussion. Paul's
relations with the Jerusalem apostles is not the
point at all, though it is plain in Acts that
they agree. In Gal also Paul's victory for Gentile freedom comes out. Indeed, in Acts 15 it is
twice mentioned that the apostles and elders were
gathered together (vs 4. 6), and twice we are told
that Paul and Barnabas addressed them (vs 4. 12).
It is therefore natural to suppose that this private
conference narrated by Paul in Gal came in between
vs 5 and 6. Luke may not, indeed, have seen the
Epistle to the Galatians, and may not have heard
from Paul the story of the private conference,
though he knew of the two public meetings. If
he did know of the private meeting, he thought it
not pertinent to his narration. There is, of course,
no contradiction between Paul's going up by revelation and by appointment of the church in Antioch.
In Gal 2 I we have the second (Gal 1 18) visit to
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Jerusalem after his conversion mentioned by Paul,
while t h a t in Acts 15 is the third in Acts (9 28;
11 29 f; 15 2). But there was no particular reason
for Paul to mention the visit in Acts 11 30, which
did not concern his relation to the apostles in
Jerusalem. Indeed, only the "elders" are mentioned
on this occasion. The same independence between
Acts and Gal occurs in Gal 1 17-24, and Acts 9
26-30. In Acts there is no aUusion to the -visit to
Arabia, just as there is no mention of the private
conference in Acts 15. So also in Acts 15 35-39
there is no mention of the sharp disagreement between Paul and Peter at Antioch recorded in Gal
2 11 ff. Paul mentions it merely to prove his own
authority and independence as an apostle. Luke
had no occasion to record the incident, if he was
a(-(|uainted wdth the matter. These instances illustrate well how, when the Acts and the epistles
vary, they really supplement each other.
X. Chronology of Acts.—Here we confront one
of the most perplexing questions in New Testament
criticism. In general, ancient writers were not so
careful as modern writers are to give precise dates
for historical events. Indeed, it was not easy to
do so in -view ot the absence of a uniform method
of reckoning time. Luke d(5es, however, relate
his narrative to outward events at various points.
In his Gospel he had linked the b h t h of Jesus -with
the names of Augustus as emperor and of Quirinius
as governor of Syria (Lk 2 1 f), and the entrance
of John the Baptist upon his ministry wdth the
names of the chief Roman and Jewish rulers of the
time (Lk 3 1 f). So also in the Acts he does not
leave us without various notes of time. He does not,
indeed, give the date of the Ascension or of the
Crucifixion, though he places the Ascension forty
days after the Resurrection (.Vets 1 3), and the
great Day of Pentecost would then come ten days
later, "not many days hence" (1 5). But the
other events in the opening chajiters of Acts have
no clear chronological arrangement. The career
of Stephen is merely located "in these days" (6 1).
The beginning of the general persecution under
Saul is located on the very day of (Stephen's death
(8 1), but the >-ear is not even hinted at. The
conversion of Saul comes probably in its chronological order in 9, but the year again is not given. We
have no hint as to the age of Saul at his conversion.
So again the relation of Peter's work in Caesarea
(10) to the preaching to the Greeks in Antioch
(11) is not made clear, though probably in this
order. It is only when we come to 12 that we reach
an event whose date is reasonably certain. This
is the death of Herod Agrippa I in 44 AD. But
even so, Luke does not correlate the life of Paul
with that incident. Ramsay (St. Paul the Traveller,
49) places the persecution and death of James in
44, and the visit of Barnabas and Saul to Jerusalem
in 46. .About 44, then, we may consider that Saul
came to Antioch from Tarsus. The "fourteen
years'' in Gal 2 1, as already shown, probably
point to the visit in Acts 15 some years later. But
Saul had been in Tarsus some years and had spent
some tliree years in Arabia and Damascus after
his conversion (Gal 1 Ls). Beyond this it is
not possible to go. We do not know the age of
Saul in 44 AD or the )-ear of his conversion. He
was probably born not far from 1 AD. But if
we locate Paul at Antioch wdth Barnabas in 44 AD,
we can make some headw-ay. Here Paul spent a
year (Acts 11 26). The visit to Jerusalem in 11,
the first missionary tour in 13 and 14, the conference
at Jerusalem in 15, the second missionary tour in
16-18, the third missionary tour and return to
Jerus.alem in 18-21, the arrest in Jerusalem and
two years in Caesarea in 21-26, all come between
44 AD and the recall of Felix and the coming of
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Festus. I t used to be taken for granted that Festus
came in 60 AD. V\ ieseler figured it out so from
Josephus and was followed by Lightfoot. But
Eusebius, in his "Chronicle," placed that event in
the second year ot Nero. That would be 56, unless
Eusebius has a special way of counting those years.
Mr. C. H. Turner (art. "Chronology" in HDB)
finds that Eusebius counts an emperor's regnal
year from the September following. If so, the date
could be moved forward to 57 (cf Rackham on
Acts, Ix-yi). But Ramsay (eh xiv, "Pauline Chronology, in Pauline and Other Studies) cuts the Gordian
knot by showing an error in Eusebius due to his
disregarding an interregnum with the reign of
kings. Ramsay here follows Erbes (Todeslage
Pauli und Petri) in this discovery and is able to fix
upon 59 as the date of the coming of Festus. Probably 59 wdll have to answ er as a compromise date.
Between 44 AD and 59 AD, therefore, we place the
bulk of Paul's active missionary work. Luke has
di-vided this period into minor divisions with relative dates. "Thus a year and six months are mentioned at Corinth (Acts 18 11), besides "yet many
days" (18 18). In Ephesus w-e find mention of
"three months" (19 8) and "tw-o years" (19 10),
the whole story summed up as "three years" (20
31). Then we have the "two years" of delay in
Caesarea (24 27). We thus have about seven of
these fifteen years itemized. Much of the remaining eight was spent in the journeys described by
Luke. We are told also the time of year when
the voyage to Rome was under way (27 9), the
length of the voyage (27 27), the duration of the
stay in Melita (28 11), and the time spent in Rome
at the close of the book, "two whole years" (28 30).
Thus it is possible to fix upon a relative schedule
of dates, though not an absolute one. Harnack
(The Acts of the Apostles, ch i, "Chronological
Data") has worked out a very careful scheme for
the whole of Acts. Knowding has a good critical
resume of the present state of our know-ledge of the
chi-onology of Acts in his Commentary, 38 ff; cf
also Clemen, Die Chronologic der •paulinischen Briefe
(1893), It is clear, then, that a rational scheme for
events of Paul's career so far as recorded in the Acts
can be found. If 57 AD, for instance, should be
taken as the year of Festus' coming rather than 59
or 60 AD, the other dates back to 44 AD would, of
course, be affected on a shding scale. Back of 44
AD the dates are largely conjectural.
XI. Historical
Worth of Acts.—It
was Once
fashionable to discredit Acts as a book of no
real value as history. The Tiibingen schoob regarded Acts as "a late controversial romance, the
only historical value of which w-as to throw light
on the thought of the period which produced it"
(Chase, The Credibility of Ads, 9). There are
not wanting a few WTiters -R'ho stiU regard Acts as
a late eirenicon betw-een the Peter and Paul parties,
or as a party pamphlet in the interest of Paul
Somewhat fanciful parallels are found between
Luke's treatment of both Peter and Paul. "According to Holtzmann, the strongest argument for the
critical position is the correspondence between the
acts of St. P(>ter and the other apostles on the one
side and those of St. Paul on the other" (Headlam
in HDB).
But this matter seems rather far
fetched. Peter is the leading figure in the early
chapters, as Paul is in the latter hah of the book, but
the correspondences are not remarkably striking.
There exists in some minds a prejudice against the
book on the ground of the miracles recorded as
genuine events by Luke. But Paul himself claimed
to have wrought miracles (2 COT 12 12). It is
not scientific t o rule a book out beforehand because
it narrates miracles (Blass, .4cfa Apostolorum 8).
Ramsay (iS(. Paul the Travelh-r, 8) tells his experi-
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ence in regard to the trustworthiness of .Vets: " I
began with a mind unfavorable to it, for the ingenuity and apparent completeness of the Tubingen
theory had at one time quite convinced me." It
was by actual verification of .Vcis in points where it
could be tested by iiis( riptions, Paul's epistles, or
current noii'Christian writers, that "it was gradually
borne in upon me t h a t in various details the narrative showed marvelous truth." He concludes by
"placing this great wiite^r on the high pedestal
that belongs to him" (10). ^IcGiffert (The .l/i„.stolic Age) had been compelled by the geographical
and Ihstorical e\ddence to abandon in part the older
criticism. He also admitted that the .VcIs "is
more trustworthy than previous critics allowed"
(Ramsay, Luke the Physician, 5). Schnuedel (EB)
still argues that the WTiter of .Vcis is inaccurate
because he was not in ixissession of full information.
But on the whole .'^els has had a tridiiiphant
-vindication in modern criticism. Jtihcher (Einl,
355) adimts "a genuine core overgrown w-ith
legendary accretions" (Chase, Crcdibilily, 9). The
moral honest}- of Luke, his fidelit>- to truth (Rackham on Acts, 46), is clearly show-n in both liis Gospel
and the .Vets. This, alter all, is the chief trait in
the true historian (Ramsay, -^7. Paul the Traveller,
4). Luke wTites as a man of serious purpose and
is the one New Testament WTiter w-ho mentions his
careful use of his materials (Lk 1 1—4). His attitude and spirit are those of the historian. He
reveals artistic skill, it is true, but not to the discredit of his record. He does not give a bare
chronicle, but he w-rites a real historj', an interpretation of the events recorded. He had adequate
resources in the w-ay of materials and endowment
and has made gonscientious and skilful use of his
opportunity. It is not necessary here to give in
detail all the points in which Luke has been vindicated (see Knowling on Acts, Ramsay's books and
Harnack's Luke and Acts). The most ob-vious are
the foDow-ing: The use of "proconsul" instead of
"propraetor"' in Acts 13 7 is a striking instance.
Curiously enough Cyprus was not a senatorial
pro-vince very long. An inscription has been found
in Cjqirus "in the proconsulship of Paulus." The
'fhst men' of Antioch in Pisidia is like the (13 50)
"First Ten," a title which "was only given (as here)
to a board of magistrates in Gr cities of the E a s t "
(MacLean in one-vol. HDB).
The "priest of
Jupiter" at Lystra (14 13) is in accord with the
known facts of the worship there. So we have
Perga in Pamphylia (13 IS), Antioch in Pisidia
13 14), Lystra and Derbe in Lycaonia (14 6),
but not Iconium (14 1). In Phihppi Luke notes
that the magistrates are called strategai or praetors
(16 20), and are accompanied by lictors or rhabdohehoi (16 35). In Thessalonica the rulers are
politarehs (17 (3), a title found nowhere else, but
now discovered on an inscription of Thessalonica.
He rightly speaks of the Court of the Areopagus at
Athens (17 19) and the proconsul in Achaia (18
12), Though Athens was a free city, the Court ot
the Areopagus at the time were the real rulers.
Achaia was sometimes associated wdth Macedonia,
though at this time it was a separate senatorial
pro-vince. In Ephesus Luke knows of the Asiarchs
(19 31), ''the presidents of the 'Common Council'
of the pro-vince in cities w-here there w-as a tem|)le of
Rome and the Emperor; they superintended the
worship of the Emperor" (Maclean). Note also
the fact t h a t Ephesus is "temple-kecijer of the great
Diana" (19 35). Then observe the town clerk
(19 35), and the assembly (19 39). Note also
the title of Felix, "governor" or procurator (24 1),
Agrippa the king (25 13), Julius the centurion and
the Augustan band (27 1). Ch 27 is a marvel of
interest and accuracy for all who wish to know
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details of ancient seafaring. The matter has been
worked over in a masterful way by James Smith,
Voyage and Shijiwreck of St. Paid. The title
"First Man of the Island" (28 7) is now found on a
('((in of Melita. These are by no means all the
matters of interest, but they will suflice. In most
of the ilems given above Luke's veracily was once
challenged, but now he has been triiiiiipliantly
vindicaled. d'he force of this vindication is b(:?st
apiireciated when one recalls the incidental nature
(if the items mentioned. They come from widely
scallered districts and are just the points where in
strange regions it is so easy to make slips. If
space allowed, the malt ir could be set forth in more
(lelail and with more jiislice to Luke's worth as a historian. It is true that in the earlier portions of the
.-Vets we are not able to find so many K''Ottiaphical
and historical corroborations. But the nature of
the material did not call for the iiieiition of so many
places and persons. In the kilter part Luke does
not hesitate to record miraculous events also.
His character as a historian is firmly established
by the passages where outside contact has been
found. We cannot refuse him a good name in the
rest of the book, though the value of the sources used
certainly cuts a figure. It has been urged that Luke
breaks down as a historian in the double mention
of Quirinius in Lk 2 2 and Acts 5 37. But Ramsay
(Was Christ Born ai Bethlehein '.') has shown how
the new kiio\vledge of the census sj^stem of Augustus
derived from the Egyp jiapyri is about to clear
up this difficulty. Luke's general accuracy at
least calls for suspense of judgment, and in the
matter of Theudas and Judas the (iaiilean (Acts 5)
Luke as compared with Josephus outclasses his rival.
Harnack (The Acts of the Aposlles, 203-2:1) gives in
his usual painstaking way a number of examples
of "inaccuracy and discrepancy." But the great
bulk of them are merely examples of independence
in narration (cf Acts 9 with 22 and 26, where we
have three reports of Paul's conversion). Harnack
did not, indeed, once place as high a value on Luke
as a historian as he now does. It is all the more
significant, therefore, to read the follow-ing in
Harnack's The Acts of the Apostles (298 f): "The
book has now been restored to the position of credit
which is its rightful due. It is not only, taken as a
whole, a genuinely historical work, but even in the
majority of its details it is trustworthy. . . .
Judged from almost everj' passible standpoint
of historical criticism it is a solid, respectable, and
in many respects an extraordinary work." That
is, in my opinion, an understatement of the facts
(see Ramsay), but it is a remarkable conclusion
concerning the trustworthiness of Luke wlien one
considers the distance that Harnack has come. At
any rate the prejudice against Luke is rapidly
disappearing. The judgment of the future is
forecast by Ramsay, who ranks Luke as a historian
of the first order.
XII. Purpose of the Book.—A gi'eat deal of discussion has been given to Luke's aim in the Acts.
Baur's theory w-as that this book was written to
give a conciliatory view of the conflict between Peter
and Paul, and that a minute paraUelism exists in
the Acts between these two heroes. This tendency
theory once held the critical field, but it does not
take into view all the facts, and fails to explain the
book as a whole. Peter and Paul are the heroes of
the book as they undoubtedly were the two chief
personalities in apost((hc history (cf Wendt, Aposielgeschlehte, 17). TlieK.^ is some parallelism between
the careers of the two men (cf the worship offered
Peter at Caesarea in Acts 10 25, and that to Paul
in 14 11; see also the punishment of Ananias and
Sapphira and that of Elymas). But Knowling (Acts,
16) well replies that curiously no use is made of the
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death of both Peter and Paul in Rome, possibly
at the same time. If the .Acts was written late, this
matter would be open to the knowdedge of the writer.
There is in truth no real effort on Luke's part to
paint Paul hke Peter or Peter like Paul. The
few similarities in incident are merely natural historical parallels. Others have seen in the Acts
a strong purpose to conoUiate gentile (pagan)
opinion in the fact that the Rom governors and
mihtary officers are so uniformly presented as
favoralde to Paul, w-hile the Jews are represented
as the real aggressors against Christianity (cf
Josephus' attitude tow-ard Rome). Here again the
fact is beyond dispute. ' But the other explanation
is the more natural, viz. that Luke brings out this
aspect of the matter because it was the truth. Cf
B. Weiss, Einl, 569. Luke does have an eye on the
world relations of Christianity and rightly reflects
Paul's ambition to w-in the Roman Empire to Christ
(see Rom 15), but that is not to say that he has given
the book a political bias or colored it so as to deprive it of its historical w o r t h ^ I t is probably true
(cf Knowling, Aels, 15; J. Weiss, Ueber die Absichi
und den Itlerarischen ('harakler der Apostelgeschichte)
that Luke felt, as did Paul, that Judaism realized
its world destiny in Christianity, that Christianity
was the true Judaism, the spiritual and real Israel.
If Luke wrote Acts in Rome, while Paul's case was
still before Nero, it is easy to understand the somewhat long and minute account of the arrest and
trials of Paul in Jerusalem, Caesarea and Rome.
The point would be that the legal aspect of Christianity before Rom laws was involved. Hitherto
Christianity had found shelter as a sect of Judaism,
and so w-as passed by Gallio in Corinth as a religio
licita. If Paul was condemned as a Christian, the
whole aspect of the matter would be altered. Christianity would at once become religio illicita. The
last word in the Acts comments on the fact that
Paul, though still a prisoner, was permitted to
preach unhindered. The importance of this point
is clearly seen as one pushes on to the Neronian
persecution in 01. After that date Christianity
stood apart from Judaism in the eye of Rome. I
have already stated my belief that Luke closed the
.Vets when he did and as he did because the events
with Paul had only gone thus far. Numerous
scholars hold that Luke had in mind a third book
(Acts 1 1), a possible though by no means necessary
inference from "first treatise." It was a climax
to carry the narrative on to Rome w-ith Paul, but it
is rather straining the point to find all this in .Vets
1 8. Rome was not "the nethermost part of the
earth," Spain more nearly being that. Nor did
Paul take the gospel to Rome. Besides, to make
the arrival of Paul in Rome the goal in the mind of
Christ is too narrowing a purpose. The purpose
to go to Rome did dominate Paul's mind for several
years (19 21), but Paul cuts no figure in the early
part of t he book. And Paul wished to push on from
Rome to Spain (Rom 15 24). It is probably true
that Luke means to announce his purpose in Acts
1 1-8. One needs to keep in mind also Lk 1 1-4.
There are various ways of writing history. Luke
chooses the biographical method in Acts. Thus
he conceives that he can best set forth the tremendous task of interpreting the first thirty years
of the apostohc histoiv-. It is around persons (cf
Harnack, The Aels of 'the Apostles, 117), tw-o great
figures (Peter and Paul), that the narrati\-e is focused.
Peter is most prominent in 1-12, Paul in 13-28.
Still Paul's conversion is told in .4cts 9 and Peter
reappears in 15. But these great personages do
not stand alone. John the Apostle is certainly
with Peter in the opening chapters. The other
apostles are mentioned also by name (1 13) and a
number of times in the first tw-elve chapters (and
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in 15). But after 15 they drop out of the narrative, for Luke follows the fortunes of Paul. The
other chief secondary figures in Acts are Stephen,
Philip, Barnabas, James, Apollos, all Hellenists save
James (Harnack, 120). I'he minor characters are
numerous (John, Mark, Silas, Timothy, Aquila and
Priscilla, Aristarchus, etc). In most eases Luke
gives a distinct picture of these incidental personages. In particular he brings out sharply such
men as GaUio, Claudius, Lysias, Felix, Festus,
Herod, Agrippa I and II, Julius. Luke's conception of the apostolic history is that it is the work of
Jesus still carried on by the Holy Spirit (1 I f ) .
Christ chose the apostles, commanded them to
wait for power from on high, filled them with the
Holy Spirit and then sent them on the mission
of world conquest. In the Acts Luke records the
waiting, the coming of the Holy (Spirit, the planting
of a powerful church in Jerus and the expansion
of the gospel to Samaria and all over the Roman
Empire. He addresses the book to Theophilus
as his patron, a Gentile Christian plainly, as he had
done with his gospel. The book is designed for the
enlightenment of Christians generally concerning
the historic origins of Christianity. I t is in truth
the first church history. It is in reality the Acts
of the Holy Spirit as wrought through these men.
It is an inspiring narration. Luke had no doubt
whatever of the future of a gospel with such a
history and with such heroes of faith as Peter an '
Paul.
XIII.
Analysis.—
1. The connection between the work of the apostleJ
and that of Jesus (1 1-11).
2. The equipment of the early disciples for their
task (1 12—2 47).
^
(a) The disciples obeying Christ's parting command (1 12-14).
(b) The place of Judas fifled (1 1.5-20).
(c) Miraculous manifestations of the presence of
the Holy Sphit (2 1-13).
(d) Peter's interpretation of the situation (2
14-36).
(e) The immediate effect of the sermon (2
37-41).
(/) The new spirit in the Christian community
(2 42-47).
3. The development of the work in Jerusalem
(3 1—8 la).
(a) An incident in the work of Peter and John
wdth Peter's apologetic (3).
(b) Opposition of the Sadducees aroused by the
preaching of the resurrection of Jesus (4
1-31).
(c) An internal difficulty, the problem of poverty (4 3'2—5 11).
(d) Great progress of the cause in t h e ' city (5
12-16).
(e) Renewed hostility of the Sadducees and
Gamaliel's retort to the Pharisees (5 1742),
_
(/) A crisis in church life and the choice of the
seven Hellenists (6 1-7).
(g) Stephen's spiritual interpretation of Christianity stirs the antagonism of the Pharisees
and leads to his violent death (6 8—8 l a ) .
4. The compulsory extension of the gospel to Judaea,
Samaria and the neighboring regions (8 16-40).
(a) The great persecution, with (Saul as leader
(8 16-4).
(6) Philip's work as a notable example of the
work of the scattered disciples (8 5-40).
5. The conversion of Saul chauRcs the whole situation for Christianity (9 1-31).
(a) Saul's mission to Damascus (9 1-3).
(6) Saul stopped in his hostile course and turns
Christian himself (9 4-18).
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(c) Saul becomes a powerful exponent of the
gospel in Damascus and Jerusalem (9 19-30).
(d) The church has |)eace (9 31).
6. The door oiiein-d to the Gentiles, both Roman
and Greek (9 32—11 30).
(a) Peter's activity in this time of peace (9 3243).
(b) The appeal from Cornelius in Caesarea and
Peter's response (10).
(c) Peter's arraignnient before the Pharisaic
element in the church in Jerusalem (11
1-lS). ^
(d) Greeks in .\nliocli are con\'erted and Barnabas brings Saul to this work (11 19-20).
(e) The Creek Christians send relief to (he
Jewdsh Christians in Jerusalem (11 27 30).
7. Persecution from the civil government (12).
(a) Herod Agrippa 1 kills James and imprisons
Peter (12 1-19).
(6) Herod pavs the penalty for his crimes (12
20-23).
((') Cliristianity prospers (12 24 f).
8. The gentile propaganda from Antioch under the
leadership of Barnalcis and Saul (13, 141.
(a) The specific call of the Hoh- Spirit to this
w-ork (.13 1-3).
(6) The province of C\-prus and the lea(.lersliip
of Paul (13 4 - 1 2 ) . '
(c) The pro\dnce of Pamphyha and the desertion
of JohnJNIark (13 13).
(d) The pro-vince of Cialatia (Pisidia and Lycaonia) and the stronghold of the gospel upon
the native population (13 14—14 24).
(e) The return and report to Antioch (14 2 5 2S).
9. The gentUe campaign challenged by the Judaizers (15 1-35).
(a) They meet Paul and Barnabas at Antioch
who decide to appeal to Jerusalem (15 1-3).
(6) The first pubhc meeting in Jerusalem (15 4f).
(c) The second and more extended discussion
with the decision of the conference (15 6-20).
(d) The jojdul reception (in Antioch) of the
-victory of Paul and Barnabas (15 30-35).
10. The second great campaign extending to
Europe (15 36—18 22),
(a) TThe breach betw-een Paul and Barnabas
over John :\Iark (15 36-39).
(6) From .Intioch to Troas w-ith t'ne Macedonian Cry (15 40—16 10).
(c) In Philippi in Macedonia the gospel gains
a foothold in Europe, but mee-ts opposition
(16 11-40).
(d) Paul is driven also from Thessalonica and
Berea (cf Philippi), cities of Macedonia
also (17 1-15).
(e) Paul's experience in Athens (17 16-34).
(/> In Corinth Paul spends nearly two years
and the cause of Ctrrist wins legal recognition from the Itonian governor (18 1-17).
(g) The return to Antioch by way of Ephesus,
Caesarea and probably Jerusalem (18
18-22).
11. The third great tour, with Ephesus as headquarters (18 2.3-20 3).
(a) Paul in Galatia and Phrygia aRain (18
23).
(6) Apollos in Ephesus before Paul c(ancs
(18 24-2SJ.
(c) Paul's three years in Ephesus (19 1—20
la).
(d) The brief visit to Corinth because of the
troubles there (20 Ib-d).
12. Paul turns to Jerusalem again with plans for
Rome (20 4—21 16).
(a) His companions (20 4).
(b) Rejoined by Luke at Phflippi (20 5 f).
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(c) The story of Troas (20 7-12).
((/) GjastiuR along Asia (20 13-16).
(c) With the Ei(hesian elders at Miletus (20
17-:;;-;).
(/) IVoia Miletus to Tyi-e (21 1-0).
(g) From 4'yre to Caesarea (21 7-14).
(h) Fi-((ni (Jaesarea to .lerusalein (21 15 f).
13. The oiilcoiiie in Jerusalem (21 15—23 .30).
(a) Paul's i-ece|it,ion by the brethren (21 1.5-17).
(6) Tlieir pi-((|iosal of a plan by whicli Paul
could undo the work of the .iudaizeis concerning him in Jerusalem (21 18-20).
(e) The uiiroar in the temple courts raised by
the Jews from Asia as Paul was carrying
out the plan to disarm the Judaizers (21
(d) Paul's rescue by the Roman captain and
Paul's defence to the Jewish mob (21 3 1 —
22 2:i).
(e) Examination of the chief captain (22 2 4 2'.l).
(/) Brought before the Sanhedrin (22 30—
23 111).
(g) Cheered by the Lord Jesus (23 11).
(/() Paul's escape from the plot of Jewish con.spirators (23 12-30).
14. Paul a prisoner in Caesarea (23 31—26).
(a) The flight to Caesarea and presentation to
Felix (23 31-35).
(6) Paul's appearance before Fehx (24).
(e) Paul before Festus (25 1-12).
(d) Paul, as a matter of cm-iosity and courtesy,
brought before Herod Agrippa I I (25 13—
26 32).
15. Paul going to Rome (27 1—28 15).
(a) From Caesarea to Mvra (27 1-5).
(/-) From Mvra to Fair Havens (27 6-8).
(c) From Fair Havens to Malta (27 9—28 10).
((/) From Malta to Rome (28 11-15).
16. Paul in Rome at last (28 16-31).
((/) His quarters (28 16).
(6) His first interview-with the .lew-s (28 17-22).
(c) His second interview with the Jew-s (28
23-2S).
(d) Two years afterward still a prisoner, but
wdth freedom to preach the gospel (28 30 f).
I.iT(-RATeRF.. — B e s i d e s t l i o -^vorlvs r e f e r r e d t o a b o v e
see W C I K U ' S e i l i t i o n of rvfcyer's Kom mentor
(l.siiai;
JTc.idUun in Hl}B;
J\\\o^\Viiv.A o n . \ c t s in E x p ( ( s i t o r ' s
(n-c(ti T e s t a m e n t (ItlOll); Kno-wling, iVilne-.s
of the
Eiie-'lles (l.Sdin, TiiUimotii/
of St. Paul to Chrnt
(1005);
S l o l f a t t , H,>.lorl,;il NT ( I ' l D I ) .

Hero is a seleci.cd list of i((i](ortant works;
1. Introduction; Bacon, Intro to the NT (1900);
Bennett and Adcncv, Biblical Intro (1,S99); Bleek, Einl
1,1 ,l,is NT (4 .A((ll, 1900); S. Davidson. C'.d ed. Isiil);
e\ K. G r e s o r v . Conon and Text of the NT ( 1 9 0 7 1 ; I£. .1.
I l o l t z d i a n i i , 'End 111 do:: NT (?, Alltl, 1 S 9 2 ) ; J;(C(|(lies,
Ilisloire de:< llrre.^ dii NT (1 all.l-.S) ; J(llicl(er. Intro lo the

NT (tr. 1904); P(3a.ke. Cntuol Intro m He- NT (1909);

P.euss. Canon of the Holy Srnplur,^
(tr, l s s | - . i ; .Sahiion,
llist Intro to the Study of the Books of Ike .XT (71 h ed,
I.SIMli; \-on Sod((n, The Histonl of Early C'hristian Lit. I t r ,
IIIOC); 73. Wei.s.s, .1 Mnniiol uf Intro to the NT {tr. 1 S,S9);

Westcott, IleUoiy of the Ciiion of the NT (1.869); Zatin,
Iiiln, lo III,. .\T (tr, 1909); Moffatt, Intro to the Lit. of
the XT 11911).
2. Text: Sec general w'((rK-s on textual criticism of the
NT (Grei^ory. ]\en\-eii, Nestle, Tlschenderf, 8ci-h-ener,
\iii\ S(((lcn, *B. Weiss. V(-cslc(((|.. etc), (if special treal ) s e s ((((to Blu-ss. Philolo.iu
of the Compel.: (1.S9S).
Acta
•\ liie'lolornm
(ls9a},
He[-noma.nn, .\cta
Apostolorum
(l.St.S); r i l a s e , ()/./ Syr,lie Element in the Text of Codex
Bezae ft.s'lS): Cei-ssen. D.-r cypriaiiii-che
Text der Aria
Apiel"l:,r:, m. ( P s a - i ; K l o s l e r m a r m . Pmhleme
im
.\po:lel

Texte (lss:i); Klostermann. Vindirine Imonac (l.sco);
Ncslle, Fhilologei (1896); J. Kendel Hairis, Slmly of
C'udcx Pczae II.S9I).
3. ,\|)Ostolic Historv: For literature on the hfe of
Paul se(3 Eold-'rtsen. £',)..,/;,. in the Lljc of Paul (1909),
liLIl -2/, and art, PA( L in this encyclopaedia. Important
general works ai-(( the foltouing: Bartlet. The Apostolic
.Igc I1S99); Baimmarten, The Apo.^l.ihc HiUoru (tr,

l.s.M); B l u n t , .sin,In-:
ul the Apostolic
Age
(1909)P . d r t o d , Reiords nil.I Leilirs of the Apostolic
Age (l.su.--));
DdelililKer, The I-'irst .\ge of the IJhiirrh
( t r . l,si;7):

ll((l(scl(Utz. Cliristian Life in the Primitive Clmreh (tr.
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1904), Ewald, History of the Apostolic Times (tr, Vol VI
in History of Israel); Farrar, Early Days of Christianity
(ISSTj; Fisher, The Beginnings of Christianity
(1877);
Gilbert, Christianity in the Apo.stoUc Age (1908); Harnack, The Expansion of ChrisUaaiiy in the Fir,'it Three
Centuries (tr. 1904-5); Hausrath. Neut.
Zttlyeschtchte
(Bd. 2, 1872); Hoinrici. Das Urchristentum
(1902j;
Holtzmann, N'uf. Zeitgeschichte (1895); Hort, Judaistic
Chri.'il tint ill/ (1898); Organization of the Early
Christian
ChuTchfi (1895); LCCMLT, The Apostolic ami
PostApoi^tflic Ttme.^ (tr, 1S8G); Lightfoot, Dissertations on
th'' Apostohc Age (1892j; Lindsay, The Church and the
Ministry
in the Earh/ Centuries (1902); McGiffert. .4
f! I story of Christian it if in the Apostolic Age (1897);
NeandcT, Hist or ij of the Planting and Training of the
Chrii^'ttan Church (l8S9j; Pfleiderer, Christian
Origins
(I'.tOG); Pressenae, Thr Early Years of Chri.ilianity (IS70);
Purvtis, Christianity in the Apostolic Age (1901); Ramsay,
Tlie Church in the Roman Empire (1893); Ritschl, Die
Etilf:trhung der althath, Kirche (1857); Ropes, The Apostohc Age in the Light of Modern Criticism (1906); Weizsufker, The Apostohc Age of the Christian Church (tr, 189495); Ptrtures of the Apostohc Church (1910).
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adopt the change of text, and identify t h e site with
Ararah, about seven miles S.E. of Beer-sheba.
Others identify it with Adadah, eight or nine miles
S.E. of Arad.
ADADRIMMON, a-dad-rim'on: Shorter and
less accurate name ot a place in t h e Valley of
Megiddo, which tradition connected with the death
of King Josiah (Zee 12 11; 2 Ch 35 22). See
HADADRIMMON.

ADAH, a'da (IT^^, 'ddhdh, "adornment"):
(1) One of the two wives of Lamech the descendant
of Cain (Gen 4 19.20.23). T h e narrative in Gen
assigns to her two sons, Jabal the "father" of tentdwelling people, and Jubal the "father of all such
as handle the harp and pipe." Jos says that
Lamech had 77 sons by Ada and Zillah (Ant, I,
4. Sprcial TreatisL's on T h e Acts: Belser, Beitrdge zur
Eridartut-g der A pu-tdijc-.chichte (1897); Benson, Adii, 2).
dre.-ii^t.^ un the Acts of the Apostles (1901); Bethge, Die
(2) According to Gen 36 2.4.10.12.16, the Hittite
pii nlinischen Rrden der Apostelgeschichte (1887); Blass,
Acta Apostolorum. secundum Formam, quae videtur Roma~
wife of Esau, daughter of Elon, and mother of
nam (1896); Chase, The Credibility of the Book of the
Ehphaz. In this chapter Esau's other wives are
Acts of the Apostles (1902);
Clemen, Die ApostelgeOholibamah, a Hivite, and Basemath the daughter
schichte, im Lichle der neueren Forschungen (1905); Fiene,
Fine vurkiinoni-<che NebcnUeferung des Lukas in Evanof Ishmael. The names are differently given elsegihum untl Apo.dd'/eschichte (1891); Harnack,
Luke,
where (Gen 26 34; 28 9). Basemath is said to
the Phi/,^ician (tr, 1907); The Acts of the Apo.'itles (1909);
be the daughter of Elon. T h e daughter of Ishmael
Hilgfiifi-'ld, Acta Apostolorum Graece et Latine (1899);
Jungst, Oie Qucllrn der Aitostdgearhichte (1S95); Krenkel.
is called Mahalath. In place of Oholibamah the
Josii/,h us uiid Lucas (l8'.Mj; Luckok, Footprints of the
AiJ'j.-^tlrs as Traced by 8t. Luke in the Acts (1897); J . Hivite we find Judith t h e daughter of Beeri the
Li!j;lltfuot, Hebrew and Talmudical Exercitation.•} on the
Hittite. Data are lacking for the solution of the
Aett^ of the Apostles (1708); Palev, Horae Paidintie (Birks
ed, is'.-.O); Ram.sav, St. P<inl the Traveller (I89ii); Pauline ami Other ."itudies (l906r. Cities of St. Paul (1908),
Luke the Physician, and Other Studies (1908i; J. Smith,
Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul (4th ed, l880j; Sorof,
Die Enistrhung der Apostelgeschichte (1S90); Spitta, Die
A postdiit '•chichte, ihre Quellen und drrcn geschichtlicher
Werth (1891); StlfltT. An Intro to the Book of Acts (1892);
Vogel. Zur Ch'iracteristik des Lukas nach Sprache und
Slhl (1897); J. Wei.ss, Ueber die Ab^nrht und die httran.-^chen Charaktcr der Apostdgetichieitte (1897); Zrllt.T,
The Contents an,I Oriijin of the Acti of the Apodles (tr,
l(S-5j; jMaurice Jones, St. Paul the Orator (1910).

5. Commentaries: There are the great standard works.
like Bcdc. Bengel, C a h i n , Chrysostom, Grotius. T h e
chief inodorn commentaries are the following: Alexander (1857), ALford (6th ed, 1868), Bartlet (1901),
Blass {Acta Apostolorum, 1895), Ewald (Apostelgeschichte,
1871). Fc-ltoii (Apostelgeschichte, 1892), Hackett (1882).
Holtzmann (Hand-Commentar,
3 Aufl, 1901). Knabcnbauer (Actus Apostol. 1899), Knowling
(Expositor's Or Text, 1900), Luthardt u n d Zoeckler (Apostel•i'^chichtc. 2d ed. 1894), McGarvey (1892), Meyer (tr by
(.iioag and Dickson. 1.885), Ale ver-Wendt (ApostelU'schichte. 1888). NoesKen i A postdge^rhichte, 1882), 01shausen (l.s:ii2), Page (l8'j7). Rackham (1901), RendaU,
{1.S97). 8t(.»kL'S (1892), li. Weiss {Apo.delgeschichte, 1892,
2d ed).
A T T? ORPR'r'^OT'j

ACTS OF PILATE, pi'lat, pi'lat.

See APOCRY-

PH.\L G O S P E L S .

ACTS OF SOLOMON: " T h e book of the acts
of .Solomon" (1 K 11 41), probably a history
baseii on the state documents kept by the official
reconier. See 14 19.29; 15 23.31; 16 5.14.20.27;
22 39.45, etc.

problem.

ADAIAH, a-da'ya, a-di'a (H;'"!!? , ^ddhd-ydh, "Jeho-

vah hath adorned"):
(1) Apparently the seventh of the nine sons of
Shimei, who is apparently t h e same with Shema,
who is the fifth of the sons of Elpaal, who is the
second of the two sons of (Shaharaim and Hushim
(1 Ch 8 21). Shaharaim and his descendants are
listed with the descendants of Benjamin, though
his relations to Benjamin are not stated.
(2) A Levite; ancestor to David's singer Asaph,
and a descendant of the fifth generation from
Gershom (1 Ch 6 41).
(3) The father of Maaseiah, who was one of the
captains of hundreds associated with Jehoiada the
priest in making Joash king (2 Ch 23 1).
(4) A resident of Bozkath, and father of Jedidah
the mother of King Josiah (2 K 22 1).
(5) A descendant of Judah through Perez. His
great-great-grandson Maaseiah resided in Jerus .after
Nehemiah had rehabilitated the city (Neh 11 5).
(6) One of the men of Israel, not a priest or Levite,
but "of the sons of Bani," who promised Ezra
that he would part 'with his foreign wife (Ezr 10
29).
(7) The same man or another, in a different group
of the sons of Bani (Ezr 10 39).
(S) One of the priests of the latest Bible times,
mentioned with a partial genealogy (Neh 11 12;
1 Ch 9 12).

ACUA, ak'u-a.

See ACUD.

ACUB, a'kub (B, 'AKOV<{>, Akouph;

A, 'AKOVH,

Akouiu) = Bakbuk (Ezr 2 51; Neh 7 53): The
descendants of A. (temple-.servants) returned 'with
Zerubbabel to Jerus (1 Esd 5 31).

W I L L I S J. BEECHER

W I L L I S J . BEECHER

ADALLA, a-da-li'a (iXl)l^,
'ddhalya', probably
a Pers name, meaning unknown): One of the ten
sons of Haman who were p u t to death by the Jews
(Est 9 8).

ADAM, ad'am, IN OT AND APOC (D'lS,
'adham; L X X 'ASdji, Addai):
The Heb word
occurs some 560 times in the OT with
The descendants of .\. (teiuple-servants) returned
1. Usage
the meaning "man," "mankind." <'utwith Zerubbabel to Jerus (1 Esd 5 30).
and Etyside Gen 1-5 the only case where it is
mology
unquestionably a proper name is 1 Ch
ADADAH, a-d.Vda (nny-j?, 'adh'adhah):
A
1 1. Ambiguous are D t 32 8, AV
city in the southern part of Judah (Josh 15 22). "sons of Adam," RV "children of men"; Job 31
The older copies of the Gr text have Arouel, b u t
33 AV " a s " RV "like Adam," b u t margin "after
that is not a sufficient reason tor identifying the the manner of m e n " ; Hos 6 7 AV "like men,"
name -s\'ith the .4roer of 1 S 30 28. Some scholars RV "like Adam," and vice versa in the margin. In
ACUD, a'kud CAKOVS, Akoud;
AV Acua) =
AKKUB (Ezr 2 45) -which see; omitted in Neh 7:
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Gen 1 the word occurs only twice, vs 26.27. In Gen
2-4 it is found 'Jli times, and in 5 l..'3.4.5. In the
last four cases and in 4 25 it is obviously intended as a proper name; but the \'S.S show considerable uncertainty,' as to the rendering in the
other cases. Most modern interpreleis w-ould
restore a vowel point to the Heb text in 2 20; 3
17.21, thus introdueing the definite article, and
read uniformly "the m a n " up to 4 25, «here tlie
absence of the art. m a y b e taken as an indication
that "the man" of the prcs-ious narrative is to be
identified with "Adam." the head of the genealogy
found in 5 1 IT. Several conjectures have been put
forth as to the root-meaning of the Heb word: (1)
creature; (21 ruddy one; (3) earthborn. Less probable are (4) pleasant—to sight—and (5) social,
greuarious.
Many argue from the context that the language ((f
Gen 1 26.27 is iieneral, that it is the creation of the
human epecies, not of any particular
2. Adam
individual or individuals, that is
in the
described. But (1) the context does
Narrative
not even descend to a species, but
of Genesis arranges created things according to
the most general possible classification:
Hght and darkness; firmament and w-aters; land
and seas; plants; sun, moon, stars; swimming
and flying creatures; land animals. No possible
parallel to this classification remains in the case of
mankind. (2) In the narrative of Gen 1 the recurrence of identical expressions is almost rigidly uniform, but in the case of man the unique statement
occurs (ver 27), " i l a l e and female created he them."
Although Dillmann is here in the minority among
interpreters, it would be difficult to show that he
is wrong in interpreting this as referring to one
male and one female, the first pair. In this case
we have a point of contact and of agreement with
the narrative of ch 2. Man, created in God's image,
is given dominion over every animal, is allowed
every herb and fruit tree for his sustenance, and is
bidden multiplj- and fill the earth. In Gen 2 4—
5 5 the first man is made of the dust, becomes a
hving creature by the breath of God, is placed in
the garden of Eden to till it, gives names to the
animals, receives as his counterpart and helper a
woman formed from part of his own bod}', and at
the woman's behest eats of the forbidden fruit of
"the tree of the knowledge of good and evil." With
her he is then driven from the garden, under the
curse of brief hfe and heavy labor, since should he
eat—or continue to eat'.'—of the fruit of the "tree
of life," not previously forbidden, he might go cin
li\'ing forever. He becomes the father of Cain
and of Abel, and of Seth at a time after the murder
of .Vbel. According to 5 3 5 Adam is aged 130
years at the birth of Seth and lives to the age of
930 years.
That man was meant by the Creator to be in a
pecuhar sen.se His own "image"; that he is the
di-vinely appointed ruler over all his
3. Teachfellow-creatures on earth; and that
ings of the he enjoys, together with them, God's
Narrative
blessing upon a creature fit to serve the
ends for v-hich it was ei-eated—these
things Ue upon the surface of 1 26-.'Jl. In like
manner 2-4 tell us that the gift of a blessed immortality was within man's reach; that his Creator
ordained that his moral development should come
through an inward trial, not as a mere gift; and
that the presence of suffering in the -world is due
to sin, the presence of sin to the machinations of a
subtle tempter. The development of the doctrine
of the fall belongs to the N T (see ADA.M IN N T ;
FALL, T H E ) .

.

,
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Allusions to the narrative of the creation and the
fall of man, covering most points of the narrative
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of Gen 1-4, are found in 2 Esd 3 4-7.10.21.26;
4 30; 6 .54-5(i; 7 11.46-48; Tob 8 6; Wisd 2 23f;
9 2f; 10 If; Ecclus 15 14; 17 1-4;
4. Adam in 25 24; 40 1; 49 16. In both 2 Esd
Apocrypha and Wisd we read that death came upon
allmen through Adam's sin, while 2 l'],sd
4 30 declares that "a grain of evil seed was sown
in the heart of Adam from the beginning." Aside
from this doetriiKd develoiiiueiit the Apoc offers no
additions to the OT narrative.
F. K. FAKR
ADAM IN OT (Evolutionary! Interpretati(m):
D"1X, 'adham, "man," Gen 1 26, or "a man," Gen
2 5; Wl^ri, hd-'ailliaiii, "the man"; mostly w-ith the
article as a generi(( term, and ii((t used as the jaoper
name of a patriarch until 5 3, after which the name
first given to both man and woman [5 2] is used of
the man alone): The being in whom is embodied the
Scripture idea of the first created man and ancestor
of mankind. Tlie account, which belongs mostly
to the oldest stratum of the Genesis story (J)
merits careful attention, because evolutionary
science, history, and new theology have all quarreled
with or rejected it on various grounds, without
pro"viding the smallest approach to a satisfactory
substitute.
/. What the Writer Meant to Describe. — It is
important first of all, if we can, to get at what the
author meant to describe, and how it
1. Deriva- is related, if at all, to literal and
tion and
factual statement.
Use of the
(1) Scholars have exercised themName
selves much, but with little arrival at
certainty, over the derivation of ,,the
name; a matter which, as it is concerned with one
of the commonest words of the language, is of no
great moment as compared with the writer's own
understanding of it. The most plausible conjecture, perhaps, is that which connects it with the
Assyr adclmu, "to make," or "produce," hence,
"the produced one," "the creature." The author
of Gen 2 7 seems to associate it, rather by wordplay than derivation, with hci-'ddhdnul.h, "the
ground" or "soil," as the source from which man's
body was taken (cf 3 19.23). The name 'ddhamah
itself seems to be closely connected with the name
Edom ( D n X , 'edhom, Gen 26 30), meaning "red";
but whether from the re(iness of the soil, or the
ruddiness of the man, or merely the incident
recorded in Gen 25 30, is uncertain, \ \ i t h o u t
doubt the writer of Gen 2, 3 had in mind man's
earthly origin, and understood the n-.one accordingly.
(2) The account of the creation is twice given,
and from two very different points of view. In the
first account. Gen 1 26-31, man is
2. Outline reiiresented as created on the sixth
of the
day along with the animals; a species
Genesis
in the animal world; but differing
Narrative
from them in bearing the image and
likeness of God, in having dominion
over all created things, and in ha\iiig grains and
fruits for food, while they have lierlis. The writer's
object in all this seems to be as much to identify
man with the aninial creation as to differentiate
him from it. In the second account, 2 4—3 24,
man's identity with the anim;d is ignored or at
least minimized (cf 2 20), while the object is to
determine his status in a spiritual individuahzed
realm wherein he has the companionship of God.
Jeh God "forms" or "shapes" him out of the dust
of the ground, brcatlies into his nostrils the breath
• Tt ought to be superfluous to say that the unlokling or
d( \(lopinent of the human personahty here identirKxl
with evolution is soaicthiiig far higher, (ieeper, and other
than anything that can be fathered upon Darwin or
Herbert Spencer. Evolution (unfolding) is the gre;(t
processor movement; natural selection and survival of
the fittest name only guesses at some ot its methods.
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of life, and with such special distinction he becomes,
like other created things, a "living soul" (nephesh
hayydh; el 2 7 with 1 30). He is placed in a
garden situated somewhere among the rivers of
Babylonia, his primitive occupation being to dress
and keep it. In the midst of the garden are two
mysterious trees, the tree of hfe, whose fruit seems
to have the potency of conferring immortality
(cf 3 22), and the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil, whose fruit is not to be eaten under penalty
of cleath. Meanwhile, as in naming the animals
the man finds no real companion, Jeh God "builds"
one of the man's ribs into a woman, and the man
recognizes her spiritual unity with him, naming her
accordingly. The story goes on to relate, -without
note of time, how the serpent, the subtlest of beasts,
urged on the woman the desirable qualities of the
fruit of the forbidden tree, intimating that God had
made the prohibition from envy, and roundly
denying that death would be the consequence of
eating. .Vecordingly the woman took and ate, and
gave to her husband, who also ate; and the immediate consequence was a sense of shame, which caused
them to cover their nakedness w-ith girdles of fig
leaves, and a sense of guilt (not differentiated by
Adam from shame, 3 10), which made the pair
reluctant to meet Jeh God. He obtains the confession of their disobedience, however; and passes
prophetic sentence; on the serpent, of perpetual
antipath>- between its species and the human;
on the woman, of sorrows and pains and subser-^dence to the man; and on the man, of hardship and
severe labors, until he returns to the dust from which
he was taken. As the pair have chosen to eat of
the tree of knowledge, lest now they should eat
of the tree of life they are expelled from the garden,
and the gate is guarded by flaming sword and
Ch(3rubim.
(3) I t is impossible to read this story with the
entire detachment that we accord to an ancient
myth, or even to a time- and space3. History conditioned historical talc. It Conor Exposi- tinually suggests intimate relations
tion?
with the permanent truths of human
nature, as if there were a fiber in it
truer than fact. And this provokes the inquiry
whether the author himself intended the account
of the E(ienic state and the Fall to be taken as
literal history or as exposition. He uniformly
makes the name generic by the article (the adam or
man), the only exceptions, which are not real
exceptions in meaning, being 1 26 and 2 5, already
noted. It is not until 5 3, where the proper name
Adam is as it w-ere officially given, that such history as is con(.litioned by chronology and genealogy
begins. What comes before this, except the somewhat vague location of the Eden region, 2 10-14,
reads rather like a description of the primordial
manhood nature, not in philosophical but in narrative language. It is not fable; it is not a workedover myth; it is not -a didactic parable; it is (to
speak technically) exposition by narration. By a
descriptive story it traces the elemental movement of
manhood in its first spiritual impact on this earthly
life. In other words, instead of being concerned
to relate a factual series of events from the remote
past, the writer's penetrative intuition ^oes downward and inward to those spiritual movements of
being which are germinal in all manhood. It is
a spiritual analj'sis of man's intrinsic nature, and as
such must be spiritually discerned. An analogous
manner of exjiosition may be seen in the account of
Our Lord's temptation in the wilderness, i l l 4 1-11,
which account, if authentic, must have come ultimately from Our Lord Himself.
//. How the Story Looks Today.—Scarcely any
other Scripture story has so suffered from the
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changes wrought by modern thinking as has this
story of Adam. On the one hand it is felt that to
refer the fall and inherited guilt of mankind to this
experience of Adam as a cause is to impose too great
a burden, dogmatic and historic, on this primitive
story. Yet on the other hand tlie story, including
this implication of the primal fall, refuses to be
dismissed as an outworn or fantastic myth. It
lays hold so 'vitally on the roots of human nature
that our only course is not to reject it but to re-read
it with the best light our age affords. And whether
best or not, the evolutionary light in which all
modern thought is colored cannot be ignored.
(1) The divergent assumptions of the traditional
and the evolutionary -view may be roughly stated
thus: of the traditional, that in oon1. In the
sequence of this Eden lapse man ia
Light of
a ruined nature, needing redemption
Evolution
and reinstatement, and that therefore
the subsequent spiritual dealing with
him must be essentially pathological and remedial;
of the evolutionary, that by the very terms of his
creation, which the lapse from obedience did not
annul, man is spiritually a child needing growth and
education, and that therefore the subsequent dealing with him must foster the development within
him of a nature essentially normal and true. It
is evident that these two -views, thus stated, merely
regard two Unes of potency in one nature. Without rejecting the traditional, or stopping to inquire
how it and the evolutionary may coexist, we may
here consider how the story before u£ responds to
the evolutionary -view. Only—it must be premised
—the evolution whose beginning it describes is
not the evolution of the human species; we can
leave natural science and history to take care of
that; but, beginning where this leaves off, the
evolution of the individual, from the first forthputting of indi-vidual initiatiive and choice toward
the far-off adult and complete personahty. This,
which in -view of its culmination we may call the
evolution of personality, is evolution distinctively
spiritual, that stage and grade of upward moving
being which succeeds to the material and psychical
(cf 1 Cor 15 45.46). On the material stage of
evolution, which the human species shares with
the beast and the plant, Scripture is silent. Nor
is it greatly concerned with the psychical, or cultural development of the human species, except
to reveal in a divinely ordered history and literature its essential inadequacy to the highest manhood
potencies. Rather its field is the evolution of the
spirit, in which alone the highest personal values
are realized. In the delimitation of this field it has
a consistent origin, course and culmination of its
own, as it traces the fine of spiritual uprise and
growth from the first Adam, who as a "living
soul" was subject to the determinism of the species,
to the last Adam, who as a "life-giving spirit"
is identified with the supreme Personality in whom
Di-vine and human met and blended. Of this
tremendous evolution the story of Adam, with d
clearness which the quaint narrative style of exposition does not impair, reveals the primal and directive factors.
(2) Just as the habitat and the nature of created
things answer to each other, so the environment in
whicli man is placed when he comes
2. The Gar- from his Creator's hand connotes the
den Habitat kind of life he is fitted to five. He
is placed not in wild and refractory
Nature but in a garden w-atered and planted with a
view to his receiving care and nurture from above.
Nature is kindly and responsive, furnishing fruits
ready to his hand, and requiring only that he "dress
and keep" the garden. Of all the trees he may
freely eat, including the tree of life; save only the
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most centrall}' located of all, the tree of "knowledge of good and evil." The being fitted to this
habitat is a man adult in stature and intelligence,
but still like a child; not yet individualized t(( determinate character, not yet exerting a wUl of his own
apart from the will of his Creator; in other words,
as spiritually considen-d, not yet detached from the
spirit of his personal Source. .Ml this reads like
the description of a hie essentially negali\'c, or
rather neutral, with free eommunical ion both
downward and upward, but neither that of a domesticated animal nor of a captive god; a being balanced, as it were, between the earthly anil the
Divine, but not >-et a«'are of the pe(ssessioii of that
indi'vidual will and choice which alone e:(ii give
spiritual significance to a committal to either.
(3) In the first story of man's creation, 1 26-31,
describing his creation as a species, the (hstinction
of male and female is explieitlv included
3. The Or- (1 27), In the second story (2, 3),
ganic Factor wherein man is contemplated rather
as an individual, the description ot his
nature begins before any distinction of sex exists.
If the writer meant this latter to portray a condition
of man in time or in natural fact, there is thus a
discrepancy in accounts. If we regard it, however,
as giving a factor in spiritual evolution, it not
only becomes full of meaning b u t lays hold profoundl_y on the ultimate teleol((gy of creation. The
naive story relates that the woman was "builded"
out of the already shaped material of the man's
body, in order to supply a fellowship which the
animals could not; a help "answering t o " him
(k'neghdo; cf 2 IS margin). Then it makes the man
recognize this conjugal relation, not at all 'with
reference to sexual passion or the propagation of
species but as furnishing man occasion, so to say,
for lo\dng and being loved, and making this capacity
essential to the integrity of his nature. The
value of this for the ultimate creative purpose
and revelation is as marvelous as it is profound;
it is the organic factor in realizing the far-reaching
design of Him who is evolving a being bearing His
imase and deriving from Him the breath of life.
That God is Spirit (Jn 4 24), that God is love
(1 Jn 4 S.16) and love "creation's final law,''may as
an idea be later revelation; but meanwhile from the
beginning, in the commonest relation of life, a
pulsation of mutual love is implanted, by making
man a dual nature, wherein love, which is the antithesis of self-seeking, has the equal and companionable object neees,sary to its existence. Thus in
the conjugal relation the potency of the highest
and broadest spiritual value is made intrinsic. In
all the dubious course of his subsequent evolution,
this capacity of love, though itself subject to the
corrupUo optiiid pessiina, is like a redeeming
element at the heart alike of the individual and of
society.
(4) Even in this neutral garden existence it is
noteworthy that the man's nature evinces its
superiority to the animal in the
4. The I n - absence of determinism. He is not
vasion of
enslaved to an instinct of bUnd conSubtlety
formity to an external will. In other
words, he c;m cooperate intelligently
in his own spiritual evolution. He has the power of
choice, ministered by the stimulus of an unmotived
prohibition. He can abstain and live, or eat. and
die (2 16.17). No reasons are given, no train of
spiritual consequences, to one whose spirit is not
yet awake; in this pre-spiritual stage r((ther the
beginrungs of law and prescription must be arbitrary. Yet even in so rudimentary a relation we
are aware of the essential contrast betwe(.n animal
and spiritual evolution, in that the latter is not a
blind and instinctive imposition from without, but
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a free course submitted to man's intelligence and
cooperation. And it is a supremely significant feature of the narrative to make the first self-interested
impulse c((iae by the way of subtlety. "The
seriient," the writer premises, "was more subtle
than any beast of the field which Jeh God had
made." It iioints to a trait which he puts on the
boriler-line between the species and the individual,
the disposition, not indeed to rebel against a law
of being, but to submit it to refinement and accommodation or perhaps from sheer curiosity to try
conclusions with it. The suggestion came first
from the lower cre:(li((n, but not from what is
animal in it; and it was eagerly responded to by
the woman, the finer and more spiritually aw-ake of
the pair. Not to press this too far, it is significant
that the first impulse toward indi-\-idual initiative
rises through the free play of intellect and reason.
It seems to promise a subtler way of being "like
God." To differentiate more minutely the respective parts of man and wife in the affair, which
are jiortrayed in the light of sex distinction, would
be beyond our present scope. (See E V E .
(5) Two trees "in the midst of the garden" (2 9)
are mentioned at the outset; but the tree of life,
the permitted one, seems no more to
5. The
have been thought of until it was no
Fateful
longer accessible (3 22); indeed, when
Venture
the woman speaks to the serpent of
"the tree which is in the midst of the
garden'' (3 3) she has only one tree in mind, and
that the prohibited one. The other, as it .was
counted in with their daily fare and opportunity,
seems to have been put by them w ith those pri-vileges
of life which are ignored or postponed; besides, the
life it symbolized was the perpetuation of the garden-life they -svere living, such life as man would
live before his spirit was awake to the alternatives
of living—a life innocent and blissful, but without
the stimulus of spiritual reaction. And it was just
this latter that the alternative of the two trees
afforded; a reaction fateful for good or evil, needing
only the impulse that should set the human spirit
in motion. Consider the case. If manhood were
ever to rise from a state of childhood, wherein everything was done and prescribed for him, into a life
of free choice and self-moved wisdom, it is hard
to see how this could have been brought about
except by something involving inhibition and prohibition; something that he could not do without
incurring -a risk. This is w-hat the "tree of the
know-ledge of good and evil" (2 17) means. The
tree by its very name was alike a test and a lure.
In a sense we may say the temptation began with
God; but it w-as not a temptation to evil. Symbolized in the two trees, but actual in the opportunity of spiritual committal, two -^^ays of hfe
stood open before him. On the one hand, it was
open to him to fortify his spirit in obedience and
against the lure of perilous knowledge, thus deepening and seasoning his negative innocence into positi\-e holiness. 'That such a course was feasible
was shown centuries later in the Divine Son of Man,
-R'ho in perfect loyalty of the child yet in perfect
wisdom of adnltness fulfilled the primal sinless ideal
of the first Adam. (Jn the other hand there was
the lure of the forbidden knonledge, to which the
serpent gave the false glamor of godlikeness, and
which could be had by detaching his indi-vidual
will from that of God, and incurring the experience
of self-seeking, and taking the risk. I t was the
latter that was chosen; this however not in the spirit
of rebellion or temptation, but in the desire for a
good beyond -n-hat the childlike limitations of Eden
afforded (3 6)._ This then was the first motived
uprise of the spirit of manhood, taking the initiative
and acting for itself. So far forth, as the self-
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assertion of the indi-vidual, it was as truly a stage
of spiritual evolution as if the man had maintained
obedience; but there w^as in it the rupture of his
spirit's union with its personal Source; and the
hapless committal to self, which is rightly called
a FaU. So strangely mingled were the spiritual
elements in this primal manhood initiative. See
FALL, T H E .

(6) The Scripture does not; say, or even imply,
that by this forth-putting of initiative the man
was committed to a life of sin and
6. The
depravity. This was the idea of a
Fitted
later time. By the nature of the
Sequel
case, however, he was committed to
the fallibihty and unwisdom of his
own untried nature; in other words, to the perils
of self-reliance. Naturally, too, the gulf of detachment from his spiritual Support would tend to
widen as he trusted himself more exclusively. I t
lay v ith him and his species to perfect the individual personality in the freedom which he had
chosen. And in this the possibilities both upward
toward godUkeness and downward toward the
abysms of self were immensely enlarged. Life
must henceforth be lived on a broader and profounder scale. But to this end Eden with its tender
garden nurture can no longer be its habitat, nor
can man's existence be fitly symbolized by a tree
from which he has only to take and subsist indefinitely (3 22). I t must encounter hardship and
sw-eat and toil; it must labor to subdue a reluctant
soil to its service (3 17-19); it must return at last
to the dust from which man's body w-as formed
(3 19). Yet there is vouchsafed a dim and distant presage of ultimate -victory over the serpentpower, which henceforth is to be man's deadly
enemy (3 15). At this point of the exposition it
is that the inchoate manhood is transplanted from
the garden to the unsubdued world, to work out
its evolution under the conditions of the human
species. The pair becomes the family, -n-ith its
famdy interests and cares; the family becomes the
unit of social and organized hfe; the members
receive individual names (3 20; 5 2); and chronologically measured history begins.
///. How Adam Is Recognized in the OT.—
After the story of Adam is given as far as the birth
of Cain and Abel (4 1.2) and Seth (4 25), the
"book of the generations of Adam" begins at 6 1,
and five verses are taken up with a statistical
outline of his life, his offspring, and his 930 years of
earthly existence.
(1) Here at Gen 5 5, in the canonical books
of the OT almost all allusion to him ceases, and
nothing whatever is made of his
1. In the
fateful relation to the sin and guilt
OT Ca-

nonical
Books

of the race.

(See .ADAM IN THE NT.)

This latter idea seems to have come
to consciousness only when men's sense
of sin and a broken law was more
ingrained than it seems to have been in canonical
times. In the case of the few allusions that occur,
moreover, the fact that the name "Adam" is
identical wdth the word for " m a n " makes the
reference more or less uncertain; one does not
know whether the patriarch or the race is meant.
In the Song of Moses (Dt 32), in the clause ver 8,
"when he separated the children of men" (or
".\dam"), the reference, which is to the distribution
of races as given in Gen 10, may or may not have
.\dam in mind. In like manner Zophar's words
(Job 20 4), "Knowest thou not this of old time,
since man [or .-Idam] was placed upon earth?"
may or may not be recognition by name of the
first created man. Job's words (31 33), "if like
Adam I have covered my transgressions," sound
rather more definite as an allusion to Adam's hiding
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himself after ha-ving taken the fruit.
When
Isaiah says (Isa 43 27), " T h y first father sinned,"
it is uncertain whom he means; for in 61 2 he says,
"Look unto Abraham your father," and Ezelael
has told his people (Ezk 16 3), "The Amorite was
thy father, and thy mother was a Hittite." The
historical consciousness of the prophets seems to
have been confined to the history of the IsraeUtish
race.
(2) The references in the Apocryphal books
(Sir, Tob, 2 Esd) deal with Adam's origin, his
lordship over creation, and in the
2. In the
latest -written book with the legacy
Apocrypha of sin and misery that the race inherits
from him. The passages in Sir (132
BC) where he is mentioned are 33 10; 40 1, and
49 16. Of these the most striking, 40 1, "Great
travail is created for every man, and a heavy yoke
is upon the sons of Adam," is hardly to be construed as a reference to our heritage of his sin. In
Tob (BC 2d cent.) he is mentioned once (8 6),
"Thou madest Adam, and gavest him Eve."
2 Esd, -UT-itten supposedly some time after 70 AD,
is of a somber and desponding tone throughout; and
its references to Adam (2 Esd 3 5.10.21.26; 4 30;
6 54; 7 11.46.48) are almost all in lament over
the evil he has implanted in the race of men by his
transgression. The first reference (3 5) is rather
remarkable for its theory of Adam's nature: "And
[thou] commandedst the dust, and it gave thee
Adam, a body without a soul, yet it was the workmanship of thine hands," etc. His indictment of
Adam culminates (7 48) in the apostrophe: " 0
thou Adam, what hast thou done'? for though it was
thou that sinned, the evil is not fallen on thee alone,
but upon all of us that come of thee."
JoHK FH-^NKLIN GENUNG

[EDITORIAL NOTE.—The promoters of the Encyclopaedia are not to be understood as endorsing all the views
set forth in Dr, Genung's article. It was thought right,
however, that a full and adequate presentation of so
suggestive an interpretation should be given,]
ADAM IN T H E NT ('AS(ift, slddm): The name
of Adam occurs nine times (in five different passages)
in the NT, though several of these are purely
incidental.
/. Gospels.—In Lk 3 38 the ancestry of Jesus
Christ is traced up to Adam, "Adam, the son of
God," thereby testifying to the acceptance of the
OT genealogies of Gen. This is the only place in
the Gospels in which Adam is actually named,
though there is an allusion to him in M t 19 4-6
( = Mk 10 6-8), referring to Gen 1 27 and 2 24,
//. Epistles.—Adam
is used by Paul as the
founder of the race and the cause of the introduction of sin in order to point the
1. Rom
comparison and contrast with Christ
5:12-21
as the Head of the new race and the
cause of righteousness. The passage
is the logical center of the ep,, the central point to
w-hich everything that precedes has converged,
and out of w-hich everything w-hich follows will
flow. The great ideas of Sin, Death, and Judgment
are here shown to be involved in the connection of
the human race with Adam. But over against this
there is the blessed fact of union with Christ, and
in this union righteousness and hfe. The double
headship of mankind in Adam and Christ shows the
significance of the w-ork of redemption for the
entire race. Mankind is ranged under two heads,
Adam and Christ. There are two men, tw-o acts
and^ two results. In this teaching w-e have the
spiritual and theological illustration of the great
modern principle of solidarity. There is a solidarity
of evil and a solidarity of good, but the latter far
surpasses the former in the quality of the ((bedience
of Christ as compared with Adam, and the facts of
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the work of Christ for justification and life. The
section is thus no mere episode, or illustration, but
that which gives organic life to the entire ep.
Although sin and death are ours in .Vdam righteousness and life are ours in Christ, and these latter two
are infinitely the greater (\-er 11); whatever we hav(^
lost in Adam we have more than gained in Christ.
As all the e^-ils of the race sprang from one man, so
all the blessings of redemption come from C)iie Person, and there is such a connection between the
Person and the race that all men can possess what
the One has done. In vs 12-19 Faul institutes ;i
series of comparisons and contrasts between .Vdam
and Christ; the two persons, the two works and the
two consequences. The fulm-ss of the a]iostle's
meaning must be carefully observed. Not only does
he teach that what we ha\-e derived from the first
.\dam is met by what is derived from Christ, but
the transcendence of the work of the latter is
regarded as almost infinite in extent. "The full
meaning of Paul, how-e\-er, is not grasped until we
percei^-e that the benefits received from Christ, the
Second .-Vdam, are in iiwersc ratio to the disaster
entailed by the first .Adam. It is the surplusage ol
this grace that in Paul's presentation is commonly
overlooked" (Mabie, The Dieine Rea.-ion of the Cross,
116).
The contrast instituted here betw-een Adam and
Christ refers to death and life, but great difficulty
turns on the interpretation of the two
2. 1 Cor
"alls." "As in .Aiam all die, so also in
15:22
Christ shall all be made alive." Dods
(Exposilor's Bdile, 366) interprets it of
Adam as the source of ph3fsical life that ends in
death, and of Clnist as the source of spiritual life
that never dies. "Ml who are by phj'sical derivation truly united to .Adam incur the death, which
by sinning he introduced into human experience;
and similarly, all who by spiritual affinity are in
Christ enjoy the new life w-hich triumphs over
death, and which he won," So also Edwards, who
does not consider that there is any real unfairness
in interpreting the former "all" as more extensive
than the latter, "if we bear in mind that the conditions of entrance into the one class and the other
are totally different. They are not stated here.
But we have them in Rom 5 6-11, where the
apostle seems as if he anticipated this objection to
the analogy -n-hich he instituted between Adam and
Christ. Both alike are heads ot humanity, but
they are unlike in this (as also in other things, Rom
5 15;, that men are in Adam by nature, in Christ
by faith" (C'on'/i;/)!(-i((.s, 412). Godet considers that
"perhaps this interpretation is really that which
corresponds best to the apostle's -view," and he
shows that zoopoieisthai, "to be made alive," is a
more limited idea than ege'iresthai, "to be raised,"
the limitation of the subjiict thus naturally proceeding from the special meaning of the verb itself,
"The two pi'iriU'S (all) embrace those only to whom
each of the tw o powers extends." But Godet favors
the view of Meyer and Ellicott that "all" is to be
given the same interpretation in each clause, and
that the reference is to all who are to rise, w-hether
for life or condemnation, and that this is to be "in
Christ": "Christ w-ill quicken all; all will hear His
voice and will come forth from the grave, but not all
to the true 'resurrection of life': see Jn 5 29" (Ellicott, Corinthiaii.% 301), Godet argues that "there
is nothing to prevent the word 'quicken,' taken
alone, from being used to denote restoration to the
fulness of spiritual and bodily existence, with a
-view either to perdition or salvation" (Corinthians,
355), There are two serious difficulties to the latter
interpretation: (1) The invariable meaning of
"in Christ" is that of spiritual union; (2) the question whether the resurrection of the wicked really
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finds any place in the apostle's argument in the
entire chapter.
''The first man Adam became a living soul. The
last Adam became a life-giving spirit." The reference to Adam is from Gen 2 7; the
3. 1 Cor
reference to Christ is due to the fact of
15:45
what He had done and was doing in
His manifestation as Divine Redeemer.
Behind results the apostle jiroeeeds to nature. Adam
was simply a living being; Christ a. life-giving Being.
Thus Christ is called Adam as expressive of His
Headship of a race. In this ver He is called the
"last" .Vdam, while in V(.-r 47 the "second." In
the former ver the apostle deals not so much with
Christ's relation to the first Adam as to the part He
tdkes in relation to humanity, and His work on its
behalf. When precisely Christ became life-giving
is a matter of difference of opinion. Rom 1 4 associates power with the resurrection as the time
when Christ was constituted Son of God for the
purpose of bestowing the force of Divine grace.
This gift of power was only made available for His
church through the Ascension and the gift of the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost. I t is possible that the
word "hfe-giving" may also include a reference to
the resurrection of the body hereafter.
Paul uses the creation of man and woman in his
argument for the subordination of woman (Gen 2
7-25). This is no mere Jewish reason4. 1 Tim
ing, but an inspired statement of the
2:13.14
typical meaning of the passage in Gen.
"The argument is a very similar one to
that in 1 Cor 11 8.9. When the apostle states
that "Adam was not beguiled," we must apparently
understand it as simply based on the text in Gen
to which he refers (Gen 3 13), in which Eve,
not Adam, says, "The serpent beguiled me." In
Gal 3 16 he reasons similarly from "seed" in the
singular number, just as He 7 reasons from the
silence of Gen 14 in regard to the parentage of
Melchizedek. Paul does not deny that Adam was
deceived, but only that he was not directly deceived. His point is that Eve's facility in yielding
warrants the rule as to women keeping silence.
"And Enoch, the seventh from Adam" (Gen 5).
Bigg says that the quotation which follows is a
combination of passages from Enoch,
6. Jude
though the allusion to Enoch himself
ver 14
is evidently based on the story in
Gen.
///. Conclusions.—As we re-view the use of
"Adam" in the NT, we cannot fail to observe that
Paul assumes that Adam was a historical personality, and that the record in Gen was u record of
facts, that sin and death were introduced into the
world and affected the entire race as the penalty
of the disobedience of one ancestor. Paul evidently
takes it for granted that Adam knew and was
responsible for what he was doing. Again, sin and
death are regarded as connected, that death obtains its moral quality from sin. Paul clearly
believed that phj-sical dissolution was due to sin,
and that there is some causal connection between
Adam and the human race in regard to physical
death. While the reference to death in Rom 5 as
coining through sin, is primarily to physical death,
yet physical death is the expression and sign of the
deeper idea of spiritual death; and even though
physical death was in the world before Adam it was
only in connection with sin that its moral meaning
and estimate became clear. Whether we are to
interpret, "for that all sinned," as sinning when
Adam sinned, or sinning as the result of an inherited tendency from .Vdam, the entire passage implies
some causal connection between him and them.
The need of redemption is thus made by the apostle
to rest on facts. We are bound to Adam by birth.
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and it is open to us to become bound to Christ by
faith. If we refuse to exchange our position in
Adam for that which is offered to us in Christ we
become answerable to God; this is the ground of
moral freedom. T h e N T assumption of our common ancestry in Adam is true to the facts of evolutionary science, and the universality of sin
predicated is equally true to the facts of human
experience. Thus redemption is grounded on the
teaching of Scripture, and confirmed by the uncontradicted facts of history and experience. Whether,
therefore, tlie references to Adam in the N T are
purely incidental, or elaborated in theological
discussion, everything is evidently based on the
record in Gen.

W. H . G R I F F I T H THOMAS

ADAM, BOOKS O F : Books pretending to give
the life and deeds of Adam and other OT worthies
existed in abundance among the Jews and the early
Christians. The Talm speaks of a Book of Adam,
which is now lost, b u t which probably furnished
some of the material which appears in early Christian writings. The Vila Adami was tr'' from the
Ethiopic by Dillmann (LS5:j), and into Enghsh by
Malan (The Book of Adam and Ere, London, lS,S2j.
The Testament of Adam is a portion of the Vita
Adami (published by Renan in lrS53) and so probably is t h e Dialht'ke ton friilopliUlon (Fabricius, I I ,
83).

ADAMI-NEKEB, ad'a-ml ne'keb (IRfn "^^'IN,
'ddhdmi ha-neke-bh, ''the ground of the piercing,"
that is of the pass, or defile): A jilace mentioned in
indicating the border of Naphtali (Josh 19 33),
In -VV Adami and Nekeb are given as separate
names, and it is an open question which v'lew of the
matter is correct. Most of the Gr texts give the
names as two. The ^'ulg has "Adami quae est
Neceb," The Jerusalem Talm gives two names,
though instead of Hannekeb or Nekeb it has
Siyai.lathdh (Meg 1 1, or Neubauer's Cjeog du Talm,
225), In the list of places conquered by Thothmes
I I I of I'^gypt occurs the name N K B U (Tomkins,
Rec of Pa.it, new series, V, 47), which seems to be
the same with Nekeb,
The list of names for the border of Naphtali
(Josh 19 33,34) has no name in common with the
list of cities (vs 35-38) unless Adami and Adamah
are the same. The P E Survey maps locate Adamah at Damieh, about seven miles northw est of the
exit of the Jordan from the Lake of Galilee, and
Adami at Khurbet (Vdainah, five or si.x miles south
of the exit. Conder, Tomkins and others place
Adami at Damieh, and identify Nekeb by its
Talmudio name in the neighboring ruin Seigddeh.
Conder says (art. "Nekeb," HDB) that the ''pass"
implied in the name Nekeb "is probably one leading
from the eastern precipices near Tiberias."

See APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE; .VpocnypuA.

M. O. Ev.\NS
ADAM, CITY OF (D'lN, 'adham, "red" or
BDB "made"): A city in the middle of the Jordan
valley near ZARETHAN (Josh 3 16), whicIi see. The
name probably survives at the Damieh Ford, near
the mouth of the Jabbok twenty miles abo\-e
Jericho. An Arabian historian asserts that about
1265 AD the Jordan was here blocked by a land
slide. The inner gorge of the Jordan is here narrow
with high banks whicli would facilitate such an
obstruction as permitted the w-aters to "pile u p "
above to .-Vdam and run out below, permitting
Joshua's host to cross on dry land (SIVP, I I , 15;
Wright, SCOTH, 130-34).
CSEORGE FREDERICK W R I G H T

ADAMAH, ad'a-ma ( n p - S , 'adhamah: 'A8a|j(.i,
Adami): A fortified city in the territory of Naphtali, named betw-een Chinnereth and Ramah (Josh
19 36). I t is probably identiod with the modern
'Ailniah, a ruin on the plateau aliout 10 miles N. of
Beisdn.
ADAMANT, ad'a-mant (T^'Offl, shamlr [Ezk 3
9; Zee 7 12)): I n the jia.ssages cited and in Jer
1'7 1, where it is rendered "diamond," the word
shdmir evidently refers to a hard stone. The word
adamant ("unconquerable") is used in the early
Gr writers for a hard metal, perhaps steel, later for
a metal like gold and later for the diamond. The
Heb shainlr, the Gr adamas (from which word
diamond as well as adamant is derived) and the
Eng, adamant occur regularly in fig, expressions,
.A.11 three are equally indefinite. .Vdaniant mav
therefore be considered a good tr for shdmir,
though the L X X does not use adamas in the passages cited. There is a possible etymologic:(l
identification of shdmir w-ith the Gr singris (smeris
or smiris), emery, .i gKdiular form of corundum
well known to the aneiints and used by them for
polishing and engxa-ving precious stones. Corundum in all its forms, including the sapphire and
ruby, is in the scale of hardness next to the diamond.
In EV Isa 5 (i; 7 2:5-25; 9 18; 10 17: 27 4;
32 13, .s'/((7Hi7r is tr^ tr/cr. See also STONES, PRECIOUS.
ALFRED E L Y D A Y

ADAMI, ad'a-mi; .a-dii'mi: Mimtioned in AVas a
separate name, where RV has -VD \MI-XEKEB, which
see (Josh 19 33).
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ADAN, a'dan.

See ADDAN.

ADAR, a'dar ("I'l^J , 'ddhiir, meaning uncertain):
The Bab name of the twelfth month of the year.
t'sed in the Bible only in Ezr 6 15 and eight times
in Est. At first the author in Est defines Adar as
the twelfth month, but afterward omits t h e numeral. In order to maintain the relation of the year
to the seasons it was customary to add a second
Adar, as often as was needed, as an intercalary
month.
ADAR, a'dar:
which see.

In AV (Josh 15 3) for ADDAE,

ADARSA, a-dar'sa.

See ADASA.

ADASA, ad'a-sa ('ASacrcx, Adasd: AV Adarsa):
.V tow-n less than four miles from Beth-horon (30
furlongs Ant, Xll, x, 5; 1 Mace 7 40) and a day's
joui-ii(-;y from G;(zara (1 Mace 7 45), where Judas
Maccabee defeated and killed Nicanor, a general of
Demetrius (1 Mace 7 40 ff). The ruin of Adaseh
near Gibeon (SWP, III, X V H ) .
ADBEEL, ad'be-el ( b S 3 - N , 'adhh'^'el, "God's
discipline," possibly): The'third of the twelve sons
of Ishmael (Gen 25 13; 1 Ch 1 29). The name
appears in the .Vssyr records as that of a north
.Araliian tribe residing somewhere S.AV. of the
Dead Sea.
ADD:
(1) t'jr(.S(,aT(i(r(ro|j(.ai, epidinldssomai, " t o add to,''
"to arrange in ad.lii ion": Found only in Gal 3 1.5,
which may thus be jiaraphrased: "To t ake a famihar
illustration: even a man's will, when ratified, no
third party may annul or supplement" (Dummelow,
in loc).
(2) c7riTi9Ti[i.(,, epit'ilhemi, " t o p u t upon,'' "If
any man shall add unto them, God shall add
unto him the plagues" (Rev 22 18), The book is
not to be falsified by addition or excision (see
BOOK) by the interpolation of unauthorized doctrines or t h e neglect of essential ones (cf D t 4 2;
12 32),

See also IMPART;

SUPPLY.
M . O. E V A N S

ADDAN, ad'an C'i^, 'aildan; in Neh ')i~X,
'addon; connected in some way with the name of

Adam, Books of
T H E I N T E R N A T I O N A L S T A N D A R D B I B L E E N C Y C L O P A E D I A Adina
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the god .V(.ldu): A name mentioned in the list of the
returning exiles (Ezr 2 59, duplicated in Neli 7 61).
It is one of several names of Bab localities from
which came men who wore unable to declare their
genealogy as Israelites.
ADDAR, ad'ar (TIS?, 'addar,

"glorious."'

See

ARD):

(1) .V grandson of Benjamin, sometiiiu-s counted
as one of his sons (1 Ch 8 3).
(2) .V tow n on the southern bordt^r of Judah (Josh
15 3, .\V ".Vdar"). The same as llazar-aildar (Nu
34 4).
ADDER, ad'C-r ( . ^ I f s r , \il:hshrddi [Ps 140 3];
• r s , pelhen [Ps 58 4J; ' ^ : ^ r 2 : : , giph'oiu [I'rov
23 32]: It^E-ilV sh'^^phlphon [Gen 49 17]; "ES:,
gepha^ [.-VYni; Isa 14 2!!]): This word is used for
several Heb originals. In each case a poisonous
serpent is clearly indicated by the context. It is

ADER, a'dOr: Used in 1 Ch 8 15 .\V for EDEB,
whicli see.
ADIABENE, d-di-a-lK-'nft ('ASiaPiivli, Adiahent):
.V state l}-iiig on the east of the Tigris, on the
greater anil lesser rivers Zab, in the teriitory of
ancient .Vssyria. For the half-century l(!rminating
with the destruction of Jeru.salem by Titus, Adiabene is cspeciafly inten.-sting by rea,son of the
careei-s of its king, Izatos, and his mother Helena,
who became Jews. They had their part in the
.lew isli-i;((i(ian wars, and in various ways were
h'pical of I he e.xisting situalion. (See Ant, X X ,
2-5; BJ, II, xvi, 4; xix. 2; V, iv, 2; vi. 1; xi. 5; VI,
vi, 4.) Sdinewhat later Atlia.bene was ((bsorbcd
into the l;([inaii Empire and became one of the six
jd-oviiiees which lonoed the larger province of
Assyria, though Pliny and .'Xinmianiis sometimes
call the large province by the name Adiabene.
\V iLLis J. B E E C H E R

ADIDA, ad'i-da ('ASiSd, Adidd): A town of the
Benjamin trilie near Lod and Ono located upon a
hill facing the "idain country" of Judaea, reliuilt
and fortified by Simon Maccabee (1 Mace 12 3.S),
who later encamped here to meet the army of Tryphon (1 Maec 13 13; .liil,Xlll,
vi, 5). It was
also here that .\i'etas, king of .4rabia, met Alexander Janneus in battle and defeated him (.Int, X I I I ,
XV, 2). Perhaps the El-Hadllheh of today located
about thi'ee miles east of Lydda or Lod. See
HADID.

Hooded Snake. Length about 4 feet.
impossible to tell in any case just what species is
meant, but it must be remembered that the Eng.
word adder is used very ambiguously. It is from
the Anglo-Saxon netdre, a snake or serpent, and
is the common Eng. name for Vipera berus, L, the
common -viper, which is found throughout Europe
and northern Asia, though not in Bible lands; but
the word adder is also used for various snakes,
both poisonous and non-poisonous, found in different parts of the world. In America, for instance,
both the poi-onous moccasin (Aneislrodon) and the
harmless hoc-nosed snakes (Heterodon) are called
adders.

See SERPKNT.

ALFRED E L Y D A Y

ADDI, ad'i ( ' A 8 8 ( , Addi; 'ASScC, Addd):
An
ancestor of Jaseph, the husband of Mary, niolher of
Jesus; fourth from Zerubbabel in the ascending
genealogical series (Lk 3 2S).
ADDICT, a-dikt': Found only in AV of 1 Cor 16
15, for Gr racrirw, tdsso. The house of Stephanus is
said to be "addicted to the ministry of the saints,"
i.e. they have so "arranged" their aff.airs as to make
of this ser-vice a prime object; RV "set themselves
to minister."
ADDO, ad'o (A, 'ASSii, Adda;
B, 'ESSdv,
Eddein) = lddo (Ezr 5 1; 6 14): The father (Zee
1 1.7 grandfather) of Zechariah the prophet (1 ]':sd
6 1).
ADDON, ad'on.

See ADDAN.

ADDUS, ad'us ('ASSoiis, Arldoii.'s): The descendants of A. (.sons of S()]omon's servants) returned
with Zerubbabel to Jerusalem (1 Esd 5 34). Omitted in Ezr 2 and Neh 7.

ADIEL, ad'i-el (^^^"37, 'ddhl'iA "ornament of
God"):
(1) One of the "princes'' of the tribe of Simeon,
who, in the days of Hezekiah, smote the aborigines
of Gedor and captured the valley (1 Ch 4 36 ff).
(2) Father of Maasai, one of the priests w-ho
dw-elt in Jerusalem after the return from the Exile
(1 Ch 9 12).
(3) Father of .Vzmaveth who w-as over David's
treasures (1 Ch 27 25).
ADIN, a'din (T~^ , 'ddhln, "adorned"): The
name of a family, "the .sons of Adin" (Ezr 2 15; 8 6;
Neh 7 20; 10 16; 1 Esd 5 14; 8 32), mentioned
among the returning exiles. The list in Ezr 2
is placed in the midst of the narrative concerning
Zerubbabel, but its title and its contents show that
it also includes the later Jew ish immigrants into
Pal. The hst in Neh 7 is a duplicate of that in
Ezr, but with variations; most of the variations
are naturally accounted for by supposing that one
copy was made later than the other and w-as
brought up to date. In Ezr and 1 h'sd the number
of the sons of A(iin is said to be 4.54; in Neh it is
655. The 50 males, led by Ebed the son of Jonathan, who came with Ezr, may or may not have
been included in the numbers just mentioned.
Among the names of those w-ho sealed the covenant along with Neh are 44 that are placed under
the caption "the chiefs of the people" (Neh 10
14-20), and nearly half of these are the family
names of the list in Ezr 2 and Neh 7. It is natural to infer that in these cases a family sealed the
covenant coUectivelv through some representative.
In that case the .Vdin here mentioned is the same
that is mentioned in the other places. See also
.'VDIXU.

W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ADINA, ad'i-na, a-dl'na (i?3^"iy, 'ddhij-td',
"adorned"): ".\(lina the son of Shiza the Reubenite, a chief of the Reubenifes, and thirty with
him" (1 Ch 11 42). This is in t h a t part of the
list of David's mighty men in wdiich the Chronicler
supplements the list given in 2 S.

Adino
Adonijah
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ADINO, ad'i-no, a-dl'no O ^ i i y , 'ddhino, "his
adorned one"): The senior of David's "mighty
nien." "Josheb-basshebeth a Tahchemonite, chief
of the captains; the same was Admo the Eznitc,
against eight hundred slain at one time" (2 S
23 8). This very exact rendering makes it evident
even to an English reader that the text is imperfect. Ginsburg offers a corrected form taken
substantially from the parallel passage in 1 Ch 11
11: "Jashobeam a son of a Hachmonite, chief of
the captains; he hfted up his spear." This is
plausible, and is very generally accepted, and ehminates the names Adino and Eznite, which do not
occur elsc\\here in the Bible. Some of the facts
are against this. The Sept has the names Adino
and Eznite. The Lat finds no proper names in the
passage, but so translates the words as to presuppose the Heb text as we have it. It may be a case
for suspended judgment.
The texts concerning David's mighty men are
fragmentary both in S and in Ch. If they were
more complete they would perhaps make it clear
that the three seniors w-ere comrades of David at
Pas-dammim, Ephes-dammim (1 Ch 11 13; 1 S
17 1); and that we have in them additional details
concerning that battle. The record says that on
the death of Tloliath the Phihstines fled and the
Israehtes pursued (1 S 17 52 ff), but it is not
improbable that during the retreat portions of the
Phili force r;dlied, so that there was strenuous
fighting.

W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R

ADINU, ad'i-nu, ADIN ('ASivoi, Adimm, 1 Esd
5 14; 'A8(v, Adin, 1 Esd 8 32): Cf .\din (Ezr 2
15; 8 6; Xeh 7 2(1; 10 16). The descendants of
.\. (leaders of the nation) returned with their
famihes to Jerus: one jiarly being with Zerubbabel
( 154 members 1 Esd 5 14), a second party w-ith
Ezra (250 members 1 Esd 8 32).
ADINUS, ad'i-nus.

See IADINUS (Apoc).

stitutes the guilt and heinousness of perjurj-. The
universality of oath-taking is humanity's tribute,
whether pagan or Christian, to the sacredness of
truth.
(2) Civilized nations administer oaths under three
heads: pohtical, ecclesiastical, legal. The sovereign of England receives the crown only as he or
she responds affirmatively to the solemn adjuration
of the archbishop or bishop: "Will you solemnly
promise and swear to govern," etc, closing with the
affii-mation, "So help me God." A fundamental
conviction of civilized nations was expressed by
Lycurgus: ".Vn oath is the bond that keeps the state
together." It is the most solemn appeal to the inviolability of the human conscience, and the sacredness of a vow as witnessed both by God and men.
See also OATH.

ADLAI, ad'la-I, ad'li (^'?"5', 'adhlay;
LXX
'A8\(, Adll and 'A8a'£, Adu'i', "lax, weary"): The
father of Shaphat, an overseer of David's herds in
the lowlands (1 Ch 27 29).
ADMAH, ad'ma ( n p ' l X , 'adhm.dh): From a root
signifying red; one of the Cilies of the Plain (Ciccar) (Gen 10 19; 14 2.8; Dt 29 23; Hos 11 S)
upon w-hich Abraham and Lot looked from the
heights of Bethel; destroyed with Sodom and
Gomorrah. Conder tentatively identifies it with
the City of Adam referred to in Josh 3 16, and
thinks that perhaps the name may be preserved
in that of Damieh Ford, near the mouth of the
river Jabbok; but that point could not have been
in view from Bethel. See VALE of SIDDIM.
ADMATHA, ad'ma-tha, ad-ma'tha ( X r i p i ^ ,
'adhmdtha'): One of "the seven princes of Persia
and Media, who saw the king's face, and sat first
in the kingdom" (Est 1 14); cf 2 K 25 19; Ezr
7 14. The LXX gives only three names.
ADMIN, ad'min.

ADITHAIM, ad-i-tha'im (D^n^n^, 'ddhlthayiin
"double ornament, passage, or prey"): .V city in
"the lowland" (Shephehrh, not as .VV "valley"') of
Judah (.Josh 15 36). Site unknown, but possibly
same as ADIDA (q.v.).
ADJURATION, ad-ju-ra'shun: The act of requiring or taking a solemn oath. In a time of
military peril Saul adjured the people ((^?^', 'dldh,
"to take oath") and they took oath by saying
".-Vmen" (1 S 14 24). When Joshua pronounced
a ban on Jericho (Josh 6 26) he completed it with
an oath C^^^ , shdbha', "to cause to swear"). Often
used in the sense of a solemn charge w-ithout the
administration of an oath (1 K 22 16; 2 Ch 18 15Cant 2 7; 5 8.9; 1 Thess 5 27). With rek-Tenee
to the wdthholding of testimony, see Lev 5 1 and
I'rnv 29 24. The high priest sought to put Jesus
under oath (iiopKl^oi, exorki:e>, "to force to an
oath,'' M t 26 63). Ad.iure also means to .solemnly
implore (opKl^ia, liork'tzd) as when the man w-ith an
unclean spirit appealed to Jesus: " I adjure thee by
God, torment me not" (Afk 5 7); or seven sons of
Seeva, exorcists, sought in the name of Jesus to expel
demons (Acts 19 13),
(1) The exacting of an oath has, from time immemorial, been a customary procedure in conferring
civil and ecclesiastical office and in taking legal
testimony. Though often allowed to become
painfully trivial and a travesty on its inherent
solemnity, the taking of an official oath or the
swearing of witnesses is still considered essential
to the moral integrity of K((vernment, secular or
spiritual. False swearing, under solemn oath, con-

DWIGHT M . PRATT

See .A.RNI.

A D M I N I S T E R , ad-min'is-ter (8iaKovew, diakoneo), ADMINISTRATION, ad-min-is-tra'.shun
(8iaKov£a, diakonia):
Terms used in AV in
1 Cor 12 5; 2 Cor 8 19.20; 2 Cor 9 12 respectively, and replaced in RV by "minister" and
"ministration." The root idea of both words is
"service," hence to supply, or conduct or attend
to anything; the performance of official duty, the
conduct of affairs, the various forms of spiritual
or social ser'vice. "Minister," used either of an
act or of an office, is the term that best represents
the apostolic thought and i(.leal.
DWIGHT M .

PR.ITT

ADMIRATION, ad-mi-ra'shun (eaC|jia, thai'tma,
"a marvel" or "wonder"; Oavjidjio, thanindzd, "to
wonder''): A term thrice used in AV in the NT,
to express a won(ier that includes approval, high
esteem; replaced in RV by three renderings better
suited to convey the various kinds of surprise,
wonder, admiration, expressed by this fertile
word: \dz. in 2 Thess 1 10, "to be admired,"
reads m RV "to be marvelled a t " ; in Jude ver 16
"havdng men's persons in admiration" is rendered
"showing respect of persons"; in Rev 17 6 "wondered with great admiration" is replaced by "with a
great wonder." The Gr original is used frequently
in the NT, esp. in the Gospels, to (•xf)re-;s marvel
and wonder at the supernatural works of Jesus.
Dw-IGHT M .

PR.4TT

ADNA, ad'na (^^l?,
'adhna', "pleasure"; Aliaivi, Aidaine):
(1) An Israelite in Ezra's time who, having married a foreign w-ife, divorced her. He belonged to
Pahath-moab (Ezr 10 30).
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(2) .\ priest of the family of Harum, during the
high-priesthood of Joiakim son of Jethua (Neh 12
12-15),

Adino
Adonijah

year of David; for Amnon and Absalom were born
alter Da.vid's reign began, and were men with
establishments of their own before Amnon's offence
against Tamar, and after that the record, if we
ADNAH, ad'nd ( H : " ! " , 'adhnuh, "jdeasure";
accept the numeral of Jos, accounts for 2 plus
3 iilus 2 plus 1, that is, for 11 years (2 S 13 23.38;
'E8vd, Ediid):
14 '2S;^ .1;,/, V II, IX, 1). In the year following
(1) A warrior of the tribe of Manasseh, who
I'avid's fortKith year there was ample room for the
deserted Saul and joined David's forces at Ziklag
r(4)clli((n.s of .Vbsalom and of Sheba, the illne-ss of
(1 Ch 12 20.21).
David, (he atlempt of Adonijah, and the beginning
(2) .A.n ottieer of high rank, perhaps the C((nuiiandof the reign of Solomon. All things confirm the
er-in-ehief of Jchoshaphat's ainiy 1,2 Ch 17 14).
number forty as giving the date of (he outbreak.
Here the spelling in Heb is ("I;"!? , 'adhiidh.
•|'he eonjinon assumption thai the forty is to be
reduced to four, on the ba.sis of the number in
ADO, -a-diuii': Found only in ^Ik 5 30 .VV:
Jos, is contrary to the evidence.
"Why make ye this ado and weep'i'" Here "make
ado" is iisi^l to translate the Gr \-erb 6opvl34ofiai,
On I his view of (.he chronology all the events
thorubeomai (cf Mt 9 23 .VV, where it is likefall into line. David's idea of making Solomon
wise rendered "making a noise"). ".Vdo" as a
king was conneeled with his temple-building idea.
subst. is (J)E for "trouble" or "fuss," used only
This is iii]|ilie(l in K, and iiresented somewhat in
in the sing.; and in the early Eng. \'SS it com- full in Ch. The incparations described in Ch
bined well with the verb "make," as here, to trans(1 Ch 22-29) seem to have culminated in David's
late the th' word rendered elsewhere "causing an
fortieth year (1 Ch 26 31). David's pohcy was
uproar," or "tumult," "making a noise," etc not altogether popular with the nation. His
(,^ee -lets 17 5; 20 10). Cf Shakespeare, Romeo
assembly (1 Ch 28 1) is mostly made up of
and Juliet, III, 4, "We'll keep no great ado;—a
sarim and other appointed officials, the hereditary
friend or two."
G E O . B . EAGER
Israelitish "jirinces" and "elders" being conspicuous by their absence. The outbreak under
ADONAI, a-do'ni, ad-o-na'I (^;~5?, 'ddhonay): Absalom was mainly a matter of skilful manipuA Di'vine name, tr"* "Lord," and signifying, from
lation; the hearts of the people were really with
its derivation, "sovereignty," I t s vowels are
David. And yet the party of Absalom was disfound in the ^MT with the unpronounceable tetra- tinctly a legitimist party. I t believed in the
grammaton " " " ^ ; and when the Heb reader came succession of the eldest son, and it objected to
to these letters, he always substituted in pronun- many things in the temple-building policy. Joab
ciation the w-ord "'ddhonay."
Its vowels combined
and Abiathar and others sympathized with this
•n-ith the tetragrammaton form the w-ord "Jehovah."
party, but they remained with David out of perSei- GOD, NAMES OF,
sonal loyalty to him.
The Absalom campaign began early in the calenADONIBEZEK,
a-do-ni-be'zek
(pn^'nx,
dar year. There is no reason to think that it lasted
'adhorixhhezek, ''lord of Bezek"): Lord of a town,
more than a few weeks. Later in the year a few
Bezek, in southern Palestine, whom the tribes of
weeks are enough time to allow for the campaign
Judah and Simeon overthrew. Adonibezek fled
against Sheba. Joab must have been more or less
when his men were defeated, b u t was captured,
alienated from David by David's appointment of
and was punished for his cruelty in cutting off the
Amasa to supersede him. Then came David's
thumbs and great toes of seventy kings by a similar
serious illness. Abishag was brought in, not to
mutilation. Being brought to Jerusalem, he died
"attend upon David during his declining years,"
there (Jgs 1 5-7). This not to be confused with
but to put her vitahty at his disposal during a few
.\donizedek, as in the L X X . This is quite another
weeks. Joab and Abiathar did not believe t h a t
name.
David w-ould ever do business again. Their personal loyalty to him no longer restrained them from
ADONIJAH, ad-o-ni'j:l C.n^:-X or H^D^ij!,
following their own ideas, even though these were
ddhonigdhu or 'ddhdniydh, " m y lord is Jehovah"):
contrary to his wishes.
The narrative does not represent that Nathan
(1) The son of David and Haggith, the fourth of
and Bathsheba influenced David to interfere in
David's sons, born in Hebron after David became
behalf of Solomon; it represents that they sucking of Judah, principally known for his attempt
ceeded in arousing him from his torpor, so that he
to become king imstead of Solomon (2 S 3 4;
1 Ch 3 2; 1 K 1 and 2). The record gives no carried out his own wishes and intentions. Perhaps resting in bed had done something for him.
details concerning Chileab, the son of David and
The treatment by Abishag had not been unsuccessAbigail. Leaving him out, Adonijah w-as the oldest
ful. And now a sii)ireme appeal to his mind proved
hving son of David, after the death ot Amnon and
.sufficient to arouse him. He became himself again,
Absalom.
and acted with his usual vigor and w-isdom.
In treating the record it has been needlessly
Adonijah is described as a handsome and showy
obscured tiy neglecting or distorting the time data.
man, but his conduct does not give us a high opinion
It says t h a t the rebellion of Absalom broke out
"at an end of forty years" (2 S 15 7). The of his capabilities. Fie had no real command of
natural meaning is not forty years after the last- the respect of the gucsis who shouted "Live King
mentioned preceding date, but at the cl([se of the Adonijah." When they heard that Solomon had
been crowned, they "were afraid, and rose up, and
fortieth calendar year of the reign of David. As
went every man his way." .-Vdonijah made his
David reigned 40-2- years (2 S 5 4.5), the clo.se of
his fortieth calendar year was the beginning of his submission, b u t afterw-ai-(.l attempted to engage in
last year. T h a t the date intended was a t the be- intrigues, and w-as put to death.
(2) One of the Levites sent out by Jehoshaphat,
ginning of a vernal year is confirmed liy the refin his third year, with the Book of the Law, to give
erences to the season (2 S 17 19.28). Instead of
instruction in Judah (2 Ch 17 8).
giving this number Jos says that 4 years had
(3) One of the names given, under the heading
elapsed since the last preceding date, which is very
"the chiefs of the people," of those w-ho seided the
hkely correct.
covenant along with Nehemiah (Neh 10 16).
Afany considerations show that the outbreak
W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R
cannot have occurred much earlier than the fortieth

Adonikam
Adoption
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ADONIKAM, ad-o-ni'kam (aiy^:"!??, 'ddhdnlkdm,
"my lord has risen u p " ) : The name of a family
of the returning e.xOes (Ezr 2 13; Neh 7 IS).
"The sons of Adonikam," men and women and
children, numbered 666 according to the list as given
in Ezr, b u t 667 according to the copy in Neh.
Either included among these or in addition to them
was the contingent that came with Ezr, "Eliphalet,
Jeuel, and Shemaiah, and with them 60 males"
(Ezr 8 13).
ADONIRAM, ad-o-nl'ram (3"l^;"iS , 'ddhdnlrdm,
"my lord is e.xalted"): .-Vn official of Solomon
(1 K 4 6; 5 14). Near the close of the reign of
David, and at the opening of the reign of Rehoboam, the same office was held by Adoram (2 S
20 24; 1 K 12 18). The name Adoram seems
to be a contraction of Adoniram, and doubtless
the same person held the office in all the three
reigns. The name also appears as Hadoram
(2 Ch 10 IS). In AV and RV the office is variantly des((ribed as "over the tribute," which is
misleading, and "over the levy," which is correct,
though oliscure. In ARV it is uniformly "over the
men subject to taskwork." .Vdoniram was at the
head of the department of forced labor for the
government. The record is to the effect that
peoples conquered by Israel, excepting the Canaanites, were to be spared, subject to the obligation to
forced labor on the public w-orks (Dt 20 11);
that this law was actually extended to the Cau;(anitcs (Josh 16 10; 17 13; Jgs 1 2,sfl); that David,
in his preparations for the temple, organized and
handed over to Solomon a ser\'ice of forced labor
(1 Ch 22 2.15, etc); that under Solomon this
service was elaborately maintained (1 Iv 5 13 ff;
9 15 ff; 2 Ch 8 7ff). It was not for the temple
only, but for all Solomon's numerous building
enterprises. In theory men of Israelitish blood
were free from this burden, but practically they
found it a burden and a grievance. .\t the accession of Rehoboam they protested again.st it (1 K
12; 2 Ch 10). Nothing in the account is more
indicative of Rehoboam's utter lack of good judgment than his sending his veteran superintendent
of the forced labor dejiartment to confer with the
people. The murder of Adoniram, and the ignominious flight of Rehoboam, were natural consequences.

W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ADONIS, a-do'nis: A name for the Bab god
TAMMUZ, which see. The word occurs only in
E R V m of Isa 17 10, w-here for "pleasant plants"
is read "plantings of Adonis." The ARV rightly
omits this marginal suggestion.
ADONI-ZEDEK, a-do-nl-ze'dek Cpyp-h^, 'ddhdrnccdhek, "lord of righteousness"): King of Jerus
at the time of the conquest of Canaan (Josh 10 1).
When he heard of the fall of Ai and the submission
of the Gibeonites, he entered into a league w-ith
four other kings to resist Joshua and Israel, and
to punish Gibeon (Josh 10 3.4), but -was overthrown by Joshua in a memorable battle (vs 12-14).
.-Vdoni-zedek and lus four allies were shut up in a
cave, while the battle lasted, and afterward were
taken out by Joshua's order, put to death and
hanged on trees (Josh 10 22-27). It is noticeable
that the name is almost the equivalent of Melchizedek, ~~;:^~."0 , •malkii^edhek, "king of righteousness," who WHS ruler of Jerus in the time of Abraham.

ADOPTION, a-dop'shun
"placing as a son"):
I.

T H I : C; liNER \L LF.G.\L I D E . \

1. In the OT
2. Greelc
3. Koman

EDWARD M A C K

(uloeto-ia,

huiothesia,

II.
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P.\UL'S DOCTRINE

1, In Gal as Liberty
2, In Rom as Deliverance from Debt

III.

THE CHRISTI-^N EXPERIENCE

IV.

As GOD'S ACT

1. In Relation to Justification
2. In Relation to .Sanctification
3. In Relation to Regeneration

1. Di-vine Fatherhood
2. Its Cosmic Range
This term appears first in NT, and only in
the epp. of Paul (Gal 4 5; Rom 8 15.23; 9 4;
Eph 1 5) who may have coined it out of a familiar
Gr phrase of identical meaning. I t indicated
generally the legal process by which a man might
bring into his family, and endow with the status
and privileges of a son, one who was not by nature
his son or of his kindred.
/. 77ie General Legal Idea.—The custom prevailed among Greeks, Romans and other ancient
peoples, but it does not appear in Jewish law-.
Three cases of adoption are mentioned: of Moses
(Ex 2 10), Genubath (1 K 11 20) and Esther
(Est 2 7.15), but it is remarkable
1. In the OT that they all occur outside of Pal—
in Egypt and Persia, where the practice of adoption prevailed. Likewise the idea
appears in the N T only in the epistles of Paul,
which were addressed to churches outside Pal.
The motive and initiative of adoption always lay
wdth the adoptive father, w-ho thus supplied his
lack of natural offspring and satisfied the claims of
affection and religion, and the desire to exercise
paternal authority or to perpetuate his family.
The process and conditions of adoption varied with
different peoples. Among oriental nations it was
extended to slaves (as Moses) who thereby gained
their freedom, but in Greece and Rome it was,
with rare exceptions, limited to citizens.
In Greece a man might during his lifetime, or by
will, to take effect after his death, adopt any male
citizen into the privileges of his son,
2. Greek
but -with the invariable condition that
the adopted son accepted the legal
obligations and religious duties of a real son.
In Rome the unique nature of paternal authority
(patria potestas), by which a son was held in his
father's power, almost as a slave was
3. Roman owned by his master, gave a peculiar
character to the process of adoption.
For the adoption of a person free from paternal
authority (sui juris), the process and effect -were
practically the same in Rome as in Greece (adrogatio). In a more specific sense, adoption proper
(adoptio) was the process by which a person was
transferred from his natural father's power into
that of his adoptive father, and it consisted in a
fictitious sale of the son, and his surrender by the
natural to the adoptive father.
//. Paul's Doctrine.—.Vs a Rom citizen the
apostle would naturally know of the Rom custom,
but in the cosmopohtan city of Tarsus, and again
on his travels, he would become equally familiar
with the corresponding customs of other nations.
He employed the idea metaphorically much in the
manner of Christ's parables, and, as in their case,
there is danger of pressing the analogy too far in
its details. It is not clear that he had any specific
form of adoption in mind when illustrating his
teaching by the general idea. Under this figure
he teaches that God, by the manifestation of His
grace in Christ, brings men into the relation of sons
to Himself, and communicates to them the experience of sonship.
In Gal Paul emphasizes especially the liberty
enjoyed by those who live by faith, in contrast
to the bondage under which men are held who
guide their lives by legal ceremonies a n d ' ordinances, as the Galatians were prone to do (5 1).
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The contrast between law and faith is first set
forth on the held of history, as a contrast lietweeii
both the ine-Christian and the Chiis1. In Gal
tian eeonoiuies (3 23.21), although in
as Liberty another passage he carries (he idea of
adoption back into the coveieuit relation of C(od with Israel (Koni 9 I). Hut. here
the historical antithesis is reproduced in the contrast between men who now choose to live under
law and thos(> who li\-e by faith. Three figures
seem to eouimingle in the descriplion oi iicui's
condition under legal b(iii(lag(—I hat of a .slave,
that of a minor under guar(li;(ns appointed by his
father's w-ill, and that of a Rom son under the
patria potestas (Gal 4 1-3). The pi-oce.ss of liberation is first of all one of redemiilion or buying
out (Gr exagordsei) (4 5). This tenii in itself
applies etiually w-ell to the sla\e w-h(( is reeleemed
from bondage, and the Rom son whose aeloptive
father buys him out of the authority of his natural
father. Hat in the latter case the c((iidition of the
son is not materially altered by the pi'((cess: he
only exchanges one paternal autiiorily for another.
If Paul for a moment thought of the jirocess in
terms of ordinary Rom adoption, the resulting
condition of the son he conceives in terms of the
more free and gracious Greek or Jew ish family life.
Or he may have thought of the rarer case of adoption from conditions of sla-^-ery into the status of
sonship. The redemption is only a precondition
of adoption, which follows upon faith, and is
accompanied by the sending of "the Spirit of his
Son into our hearts, crying, .Vbba, Father," and
then all bonda;;e is done awa.v (4 5-7).
In Rom (8 12-17) the idea of oldigtdion or debt
is coupled wdth that of liberty. Man is thought
of as at one time under the authority
2. In Rom and power of the flesh (8 5), but when
as Dehver- the Spirit of Christ comes to dwell
ance from
in him, he is no longer a debtor to the
Debt
flesh but to the Spirit (8 12.13), and
debt or obligation to the Spirit is
itself liberty. .As in Gal, man thus passes from a
state of bondage into a state of sonship which is
also a state of libertj-. "For as many as are led
by the Spirit of God, these [and these only] are
son; of tiod" (8 14). The spirit of adoption or
sonship stands in diametrical opposition to the
spirit of bondage (8 15). .Ind the S)iirit to which
we are debtors and by which w-e are led, at once
aw-akens and confirms the experience of sonship
within us (8 Itj). In both places, Paul conveys
under this figure, the idea of man as passing from a
state of aUenation from God and of bondage under
law and sin, into that relation with God of mutual
confidence and love, of unity of thought and will,
w-hich should characterize the ideal family, and in
which aU restraint, compulsion and fear have passed
awav,
///. The Christian Experience.—.As a fact of
Christian expcTienoe, the adoption is the reeogiiilion
and affirmation by man of his somship toward < lod.
It follow,'S upon faith in Christ, by w-hich man becomes so united with C'hrist that his filial spirit
enters into him, and tak(.'3 possession of his consciousness, so that he knows and greets God as
Chri-t d((es (cf Mk 14 36),
It is an aspect of the same experience that Paul
describes elsewhere, under another legal metaphor,
as justification by failh, .Aceonling
1. In Rela- to the latter, God declares the sinner
tion to Jus- righteous and treats him as such,
tification
admits him to the experience of forgiveness, reconciliation .and peace
(Rom 5 1). In all this the relation of father and
son is undoubledly involved, but in adoption it is
emphatically expressed. It is not only t h a t the

Adonikam
Adoption

prodigal son is welcomed home, glad to confess
that he is not worthy to he c;(lled a son, and w-illing
to be ncele as one of the hired servants, but he is
embraced and restored to be a son as before. The
point of each metajihor is, that justification is the
act of a merciful judge setting the prisoner free,
but a.doplion is the act of a generous father, taking
a son to his bosom and endowing him with liberty,
lax'or and .i heritage.
Hesides, juslilica( ion is the beginning of a process which needs for its completion a progressive
c((iii'S(.' of saiiclification by the aid of
2. In Rela- the Holy Spirit, but adoption is
tion to Sane-coextensive witli Manctification. The
tification
.sons of God are those led by the
Spirit of God (Rom 8 14); and the
same spirit of God gi\-esthe experience of sonship.
Sanctification (|escril(es the |)ro(-essof general cleansing and growth as an abstract process, but adoption
includes it as a concrete relation to God, as loyalty,
obedience, and fellowship with an ever-loving
Father.
Son(e have identified adoption with regeneration,
and therefore many Fathers and Roman Catholic
theologians have identified it with
3. In Rela- baptismal regeneration, thereby extion to
eluding the essential fact of conRegenera- scions sonship. The new birth and
tion
adoption are certainly aspects of the
same totality of experience, but they
belong to dift'erent systems of thought, and to
identify them is to invite confusion. The new
birth defines especially the origin and moral quality
of the Christian experience as an abstract fact,
but adoption expresses a concrete relation of man
to God. Nor does Paul here raise the question of
man's natural and original condition. It is pressing
the analogy too far to infer from this doctrine of
adoption that man is by nature not God's son.
It would contradict Paul's teaching elsewhere
(e.g, (Vets 17 28), and he should not he convicted
of inconsistency on the apphcation of a metaphor.
He conceives man outside Christ as morally an
alien and a stranger from God, and the change
wrought by faith in Christ makes him morally a
son and conscious of his sonship; but naturally he
is always a potential son because God is always a
real father.
IV. As God's Act.—Adoption as God's act is an
eternal process of His gracious love, for He "foreordained us unto adoption as sons through Jesus
Christ unto himself, according to the good pleasure
of his will" (Eph 1 5).
The motive and impulse of Fatherhood which
result in adoption were eternally real and active
in God. In some sense He had be1. Divine
stowed the adoption upon
Israel
Fatherhood (Rom 9 4). "Israel is my son, my
first-born" (Ex 4 22; cf D t 14 1; 32
6; Jer 31 9; Hos 11 1). God could not reveal
Himself at idl without revealing something of His
Fatherhood, but the whole revelation was as yet
partial and prophetic. When "God sent forth his
,Soi(" to "redeem them that w-erc under the law,"
it became possible for men to receive the adoption;
(••or t(( tho.se who are willing to receive it. He senti
the S|(irit of the eternal Son to testify in their hearts
that I hey are sons of God, and to give them confidence and utterance to enalde them to call God
their Father (Gal 4 5.6; Rom 8 15).
Hut this expei'iene(( also is incomplete, and looks
forward to a fuller adoption in the response, not
only of man's spirit, but of the w-hole
2. Its Cos- creation, including man's bodv, to
mic Range tlie Fatherhood of God (Rom 8 23).
E\-ei'y filial spirit now groans, lieeause
it finds itself imprisoned in a body subjected to

Ador
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vanity, but it awaits i redemption of the body,
perhaps in the resurrection, or in some final consummation, when the whole material creation
shall be transformed into a fitting environment
for the sons of God, the creation itself (delivered
from the bondage of corruption into the liberty of
the glory of the children of God (Rom 8 21).
Then will adoption be complete, when man's whole
personality shall be in harmony with the spirit of
sonship, and the whole universe favorable to its
perseverance in a state of blessedness. See CHILDREN OF G O D .

LITERATURE.—Lightfoot, Galatians; Sanday. Romans;

Lidgett, Falherliood of God; Ritschl. Justification
and
Reconciliation.
T. R E E S

ADOR, a'dor, ADORA, a-do'ra ('A8aip(i, Addrd):
In Idumaea, mentioned in Ant, X I I I , ix, 1 as one
of the cities captured by Hyrcanus, and referred
to in 1 JVIacc 13 20.

See ADORAIM.

ADORAIM, ad-o-ra'im ( D ' ^ ' i n S , 'ddhorayim,
"a pair of knolls," perhaps): One of several cities
in Judah that were fortified by Rehoboam (2 Ch
11 9). The name appears in Jos and in 1 Mace as
Adora or Dora or Dor. Its location is indicated in
general by that of the other cities which the record
in Ch groups with it. Common consent identifies
it with Dtlra, about five miles W. by S. of Hebron.
ADORAM, a-do'ram.

See ADONIRAM.

ADORATION, ad-o-ra'shun: Though this word
never occurs in EV, it represents aspects of worship
which are very prominent in the Bible,
/. Etymology.—The
word is derived from Lat
adorare = (l) " t o speak t o , " (2) " t o beseech," "entreat," (3) " t o do homage," " t o w-orship"; from os
(oris), mouth. Some have supposed that the root os
points to the Rom practice of applying the hand to
the mouth, i.e. kissing the hand to (a person or
thing), as a token of homage.
//. Meaning.—Adoration
is intense admiration
culminating in reverence and worship, together
with the outward acts and attitudes which accompany such reverence. I t thus includes both the
subjective sentiments, or feelings of the soul, in
the presence of some superior object or person,
and the appropriate physical expressions of such
sentiments in outward acts of homage or of worship. In its w-idest sense it includes re^-erence
to beings other than God, esp. to monarchs, who
in oriental countries w-ere regarded with feelings
of awe. But it finds its highest expression in
religion. Adoration is perhaps the highest type
of worship, involving the reverent and rapt contemplation of the Divine perfections and prerogatives, the acknowledgment of them in words of
praise, together with the -visible symbols and
postures that express the adoring attitude of the
creature in the presence of his Creator. It is the expression of the soul's mystical realization of God's
presence in His transcendent greatness, holiness
and lovingkindness. .\s a form of prayer, adoration
is to be distinguished from other forms, such as
petition, thanksgiving, confession and intercession.
///. Outward Postures.~ln
the OT and N T ,
these are similar to those which prevailed in all
oriental countries, as amply illustrated by the
monuments of Egypt and Assyria, and by the
customs still in use among the nations of the East.
The chief attitudes referred to in the Bible are the
following:
^ .A.inong the Orientals, esp. Persians, prostration
(i.e. falling upon the knees, then gradually inclining
the body, until the forehead touched the ground)
was common as an e.xpression of profound reverence and humility before a superior or a bene-
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factor. I t was practised in the w-orship of Yahw-eh (Gen 17 3 ; Nu 16 45; M t 26 39, Jesus in
Gethsemane; Rev 1 17), and of idols
1. Prostra- (2 K 5 18; Dnl 3 5.6), but was by
tion
no means confined to religious exercises. I t was the formal method of
supplicating or doing obeisance to a superior (e.g.
1 S 25 23f; 2 K 4 37; Est 8 3 ; M k 5 22; Jn
11 32).
A substitute for prostration was kneeling, a
common attitude in worship, frequently mentioned
in OT and N T (e.g. 1 K 8 54; Ezr
2. Kneeling 9 5; Ps 95 6; Isa 45 23; Lk 22 41,
Christ in Gethsemane; Acts 7 60;
Eph 3 14). The same attitude was sometimes
adopted in paying homage to a fellow-creature, as
in 2 K 1 13. "Sitting" as an attitude of prayer
(only 2 S 7 18 II 1 Ch 17 16) was probably a form
of kneeling, as in Mahometan worship.
This was the most usual posture in prayer, like
that of modern Jews in public worship. Abraham
"stood before J e h " when he interceded
3. Standing for Sodom (Gen 18 22). Cf 1 S 1 26.
The Pharisee in the parable "stood and
prayed" (Lk 18 11), and the hypocrites are said to
"pray standing in the synagogues, and in the corners
of the streets" (Mt 6 5 AV).
The above postures were accompanied by various
attitudes of the hands, which were either lifted
up tow-ard heaven (Ps 63 4; 1 'Tim
4. The
2 8), or outspread (Ex 9 29; Ezr 9 5;
Hands
Isa 1 15), or both (1 K 8 54).
The heathen practice of kissing hands
to the heavenly bodies as a sign of adoration is referred to in Job 31 27, and of kissing the idol in
1 K 19 18; Hos 13 2. The kiss of
5. Kiss of homage is mentioned in Ps 2 12, if the
Adoration
text there be correct. Kissing hands
to the object of adoration was customary among the Romans (Pliny x.xviii.5). The NT
word for "worship" (proskaneo) lit. means to kiss the
hand to (one). (See also ATTITUDES.
IV. Objects of Adoration.—The
only adequate
object of adoration is the Supreme Being. He
only who is the sum of all perfections can fully
satisfy man's instincts of reverence, and elicit the
complete homage ot his soul.
Yet, as already suggested, the crude beginnings
of rehgious adoration are to be found in the respect
paid to created beings regarded as
1. Fellow- possessing superior claims and powers.
Creatures
esp. to kings and rulers. As instances
we may mention the woman of Tekoa
falling on her face to do obeisance to King David
(2 S 14 4), and the king's servants bowing down
to do reverence to Haman (Est 3 2). Cf Ruth
2 10; 1 S 20 41; 2 S 1 2; 14 22.
On a higher plane, as involving some recognition
of di-vinity, is the homage paid to august and mysterious objects in Nature, or to
2. Material phenomena in the physical world
Objects
which were supposed to have some
di'vine significance. To give reverence to material objects themselves is condemned
as idolatry throughout the OT. Such e.g. is the
case with the worship of "the host of heaven" (the
heavenly bodies) sometimes practised by the
Hebrews (2 K 17 16; 21 3.5). So Job protests
that he never proved false to God by kissing hands
to the sun and moon in token of adoration (Job 31
26-28). We have reference in the OT to acts of
homage paid to an idol or an image, such as faUing
down before it (Isa 44 15.17.19; Dnl 3 7), or
kissing it (1 K 19 18; Hos 13 2). AU such practices are condemned in uncompromising terms.
But when material things produce a reverential
attitude, not to themselves, but to the Deity whose
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presence they symbohze, then they are regarded
adoring praise on t h e part of t h e angelic hosts.
as legitimate aids t o devotion; e.g. jire as a
In 4 8-11 the hymn of adoration is addressed to
manifestation of the Divine presence is described
the Lord God Almighty, the Creator; here it is
as causing the spectator to perform acts of
addressed to the Lamb on the ground of His rereverence (e.g. Ex 3 2,5; Lev 9 24; I K 18 38 f).
deeming work. In Rev the adoration of Him "who
In these instances, it was Yahweh Himself that
sitteth on the throne" and that of " t h e L a m b "
w-as worshipped, not the fire which revealed Him, flow together into one stream of ecstatic praise
The sacred writers are mo^'ed to religious adora(cf 7 9-11).
D . MiALL EDWARDS
tion by the contemplation of the glories of Nature.
To them, "the hea\-ens declare the glory of God;
ADORN, a-dorn' (KOO-(I.^M, kosmeu): H a s as its
and the firmament shewcth his handiwork." (Cf
primary meaning " t o arrange," " t o p u t in order,"
esp, the "nature-Pss" 8, 19, 29, 104.)
"to decorate." I t is used with reference to the
On a still higher plane is the adoration prac- manner in which Christian women were urge(.l to
tised in the presence of supernatural agents of t h e dress. This was a vital question in the early
chm-ch, and both Paul and Peter give advice on the
Di\dne will. V\ hen an angel of God
subject (1 Tim 2 9; 1 Pet 3 3). See D R E S S .
3. Angels
appeared, men fell instinctively before
Figurative: In M t 12 44 AV the word is tr'i
him in reverence and awe (.e.g. Gen 18
"garnish" and is used in a fig. sense. I t describes
2; 19 1; Nu 22 31; Jgs 13 20; Lk 24 4.5).
This was not to w orship the creature instead of the accurately the condition of the Jewish nation. Even
Creator, for the angel was regarded, not as a dis- though they have swept out idolatry and have
adorned the life with much ceremony and endless
tinct indi^-idual having an e.xistence and character
religious prescriptions yet the evil sphit can say, " I
of his own, but as a theophany, a self-manifestation
will return to my house." This same thing has reof God.
The highest form of adoration is that which is peatedly been done by indi'viduals and nations when
reforms have been instituted, but Christ was not endirected immediately to God Himself, His kingly
throned and the heart or nation was still dominated
attributes and spiritual excellencies
by e-vil. I t is used also in afig.sense with reference
4. The
being so apprehended by t h e soul
to the graces of the Christian life. When we reDeity
that it is filled w-ith rapture and praise,
member
how very highly Orientals esteem the adornand is moved to do Him reverence.
A classical instance is t h e -vision that initiated ment of the body, its use here becomes very forceful.
Isaiah into the prophetic office, when he was so It is this that makes Ps 45 13 of special signfficance
as to the beauty and glory of t h e church as she is
possessed wdth the sovereignty and sublimity of
God that he w-as filled -with wonder and self-abase- presented to God. See also Prov 1 9 ; 4 9; Isa
61 10; 1 Pet 3 4.5. Consecration to God, the inment (Isa 6 1-5). In the OT, t h e hterature of
adoration reaches its high-water mark in the Pss dw-elling of His Spirit, righteousness, a meek and
(cf esp. the group Pss 95-100), where the ineffable quiet spirit—these are the true adornments of the
majesty, power and holiness of God are set forth life. All these passages carry with them the idea of
in lofty strains. In the NT, adoration of the Deity joy, the satisfaction that should be ours in these
JACOB W . K A P P
finds its most rapturous expression in Rev, where possessions.
the -vision of God calls forth a chorus of praise
ADRA, a'dra. See ARAD (city).
addressed to the thrice-holy God (4 8-11; 7 11.12),
w-ith whom is associated t h e Redeemer-Lamb.
ADRAMMELECH, a-dram'el-ek, and ANAMHow far is Jesus regarded in the N T as an object
of adoration, seeing that adoration is befitting only MELECH, a-nam'el-ek (tybp^lli? and ?fb?5y,
'adhraminelekh and 'dnammelekh, apparently, acto God? During Our Lord's fifetime
6. Jesus
He was often the object of worship cording to Assyrian usage, "Adar is prince," "Anu
Christ
(Mt 2 11; 8 2; 9 18; 14 33; 15 is prince." By Palestinian usage it would be
"Adar is king," "Anu is king"):
25; 20 20; 28 9.17; M k 5 6; J n
(1) The names given by the Israelitish narrator
9 38). Some ambigiuty, however, belongs t o t h e
to the god or gods imported into t h e Samaritan
Gr word proskunein, for while it is t h e usual word
land by the men of Sepharvaim whom t h e king
for "worstupping" God (e.g. J n 4 24), in some
contexts it means no more than paying homage to of Assyria had settled there (2 K 17 31). I n the
a person of superior rank by kneeling or prostra- Bab pantheon Anu, the god of heaven, is one of the
three chief gods, and Adar, otherwise known as
tion, just as the unmerciful servant is said to have
Ninib, is a solar god. Concerning the statements
'fallen down and worshipped' his master the king
(Mt 18 26), and as Jos speaks of the Jewish high in this ver in K, archaeologists differ in some impriests as proskunoumeneii (BJ, IV, v, 2). On the portant points, and it is a case in which a susother hand, it certainly implies a consciousness, on pended judgment may be becoming in one w-ho is
not an expert. But at least a portion of the alleged
the part of those who paid this respect to Jesus, and
difficulties have arisen from failures to get the point
of Jesus Himself, of a very exceptional superiority
of view of t h e Israelitish narrator. He is writing
in His person, for t h e same homage was refused
by Peter, when offered to him by Cornelius, on the from a time considerably later than t h e estabground that he himself also was a man (Acts 10 25 lishment of the institutions of which he speaks—
f), and even by t h e angel before whom John pros- late enough to render the phrase "unto this d a y "
trated himself, on t h e ground that God alone was suitable (2 K 17 34), late enough so that words
and usages may have undergone modification.
to be "worshipped" (Rev 22 8.9). Yet Jesus never
He is describing a mixture of religions which he
repudiated such tokens of respect. B u t whatever
evidently regards as deser-ving of contempt and
about the "days of His flesh," there is no doubt
ridicule, even apart from the falsity of the religions
that after the ascension Christ became to the church
included in it. This mixture he describes as conthe object of adoration as Divine, and the homage
taining ingredients of three kinds—^first, t h e impaid to Him was indistinguishable in character
from t h a t paid t o God. This is proved not only ported religions of t h e imported peoples; second,
the local high-place religions (vs 32, etc), and third,
by isolated passages, but still more by t h e whole
tone of the Acts and epp. in relation to Him. This the Jeh rehgion of Northern Israel (not t h a t of
adoration reaches its highest expression in R e v 5 Jerus). I t is not hkely that he thought t h a t they
9-14, where t h e Redeemer-Lamb who shares t h e practised any cult in its purity. They contaminated the religion of Jeh by introducing Canaanitish
throne of God is t h e subject of an outburst of
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usages into it, and they are likely to have done the
same with the ancestral religions which they brought
with them. The proper names may be correct as
representing Pal usage, even if they differ somewhat from the proper Bab usage. The writer says
that they "burnt their children in the fire to Adrammelech," b u t this does not necessarily prove that
he thought that they brought this practice from
Babylonia; his idea may be that they corrupted
even their own false cult by introducing into it
this horrible Canaanitish rite. I n considering the
bearings of the evidence of the monuments on the
case, considerations of this kind should not be
neglected.
(2) The name of a son of Sennacherib king of
Assyria—one of the two who slew him and escaped,
indirectly leading to the accession of Esar-haddon
(2 K 19 37; Isa 37 38). Mention of the incident is found on the monuments, and traces of the
name appear in the writings of Abydenus and Polyhistor.

W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ADRAMYTTIUM, ad-ra-mit'i-um ('A8pa(j.vTTiov,
Adramutlion; for other forms see Thayer's lexicon):
An ancient city of Mysia in the Rom Pro-vince of
Asia. The only reference in the N T to it is in Acts
27 2 which says that Paul, while being taken a prisoner from Caesarea to Rome, embarked upon a ship
belonging to A.
The city, with a good harbor, stood at the head of
the Gulf of Adramyttiuin facing the island of Lesbos, and at the base of Mt. Ida. Its early history
is obscure. While some authors fancy that it was
the Pedasus of Homer, others suppose that it was
founded by Adramys, the brother of the -wealthy
Croesus; probably a small Athenian colony existed
there long before the time of Adramys. When
Pergamus became the capital of Asia, A. grew to be
a city of considerable importance, and the metropolis
of the N.W. part of the province. There the assizes
were held. T h e coins which the peasants pick up
in the surrounding fields, and which are frequently
aids in determining the location and history of the
cities of Asia iVlinor, w-ere struck at A. as late as the
3d cent. AD, and sometimes in connection with
Ephesus. Upon them the effigies of Castor and
Pollux appear, showing that A. was the seat of
w-orship of these deities.
The ancient city w-ith its harbor has entirely
disappeared, but on a hill, somewhat farther inland,
is a village of about one thousand houses bearing
the name Edremid, a corruption of the ancient
name Adramys. "The miserable wooden huts
occupied by Gr fishermen and by Turks are surrounded by vineyards and olive trees, hence the
chief trade is in olive oil, raisins and timber. In
ancient times A. was noted for a special ointment
which was prepared there (Pliny, NH, xiii.2,5).
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find it employed to denote the Gulf of Tarentum
(Servius Aen xi.540), the Sicihan Sea (Pausanias v.
25), and even the waters between Crete and Malta
(Orosius i.2.90). Procopius considers Malta as
lying at the western extremity of the Adriatic Sea
(i.l4). xAfter leaving Crete the vessel in which
the apostle Paul was sailing under military escort
was "driven to and fro in the sea of Adria" fourteen days (Acts 27 27) before it approached the
shore of Malta. V\'e may compare this with the
shipwreck of Jos in "the middle of the Adria" where
he was picked up by a ship sailing from Cyrene to
Puteoh (Jos, Vita, 3).

GEORGE H . ALLEN

ADRIEL, a'dri-el ( b s i n " ! ? , 'adhri'el,
"my
help is G o d " ) : The son of Barzillai the Meholathite, to whom Merab the daughter of King Saul was
married when she should have been given to Da-vid
(1 S 18 19; 2 S 21 8). "Michal" in 21 8 is a
textual error easUy accounted for. Adriel and Merab
had five sons, whom David handed over to the blood
vengeance of the men of Gibeon. The name Adriel
seems to be Aram., the equivalent of the Heb name
Azriel.
AD'UEL, a-du'el ('A8o«ifi\, Adouel):
of Tobit (Tob 1 1 ) .

An ancestor

ADULLAM, a-dul'am (D^n^ , 'ddhulldm):
(1) A city, 'with dependencies, and anciently
ha'ving a king, mentioned five times in the OT,
each time in a hst with other cities (Josh 12 15; 15
35; 2 Ch 11 7; Mic 1 15; Neh 11 30). In the
list of 31 kings whom Joshua smote, Adullam
follows Hormah, Arad, Libnah, and precedes Makkedah. Among the 14 Judahite cities of the first
group in "the lowland" Adullam is mentioned between Jarmuth and Socoh. In the list of 15 cities
fortified by Rehoboam it appears between Socoh and
Gath. jNIicah gives what may be a hst of cities
concerned in some Assyr approach to Jerus; it
begins with Gath, includes Lachish, and ends with
Mareshah and Adullam. And Adullam is still
in the same company in the list in Neh of the cities
"and their villages" where the men of Judah then
dwelt. I n the time of the patriarchs it was a place
to which men "went down" from the central mountain ridge (Gen 38 1). Judas Maccabaeus found
it still existing as a city (2 Maco 12 38). Common
opinion identifies Adullam with the ruin ''Aid-el-Ma,
13 miles VV.S.W. from Bethlehem (see HGHL,
229 ff). This is in spite of the testimony of the
Onom, which, it is alleged, confuses Adullam wdth
Eglon. Presumably the city gave its name to the
cave of Adullam, the cave being near t h e city.
(2) T h e cave of Adullam, David's headquarters
during a part of the time when he was a fugitive
from Saul (1 S 22 1; 2 S 23 13; 1 Ch 11 15).
Sufficient care has not been exercised in reading the
E. J. BANKS
ADRIA, a'dri-a (t> 'ASpCas, [WH] ho HadHas or Bible statements on this subject. T o begin with,
ho Adrias): In Gr Adrias (Polybios i.2.4), Adriatike Heb syntax permits of the use of the word "cave"
coUectively; it may denote a group or a region of
Thalimna (Strabo iv.204), and Adriatikon Pelagos
oaves; it is not shut up to the meaning that there
(Ptolemy iii.15.2), and in Lat Adriaticum mare
(Livy xl 57.7), Adrianum •mare (Cicero in Pisonem was one immense cave in which Da-vid and his 400
men all found accommodations at once. All reason38), Adriatieus sinus (Livy x.2.4), and Mare
superum (Cicero ad Alt. 9.5.1). The Adriatic ings based on this notion are futile.
Sea is a name derived from the old Etruscan city
Further, by the most natural syntax of 2 S 23
Atria, situate(.l near the mouth of the Po (Livy v.
13-17 (duplicated w-ith unimportant variations in
33.7; Strabo v214). At first the name Adria
1 Ch 11 15-19), t h a t passage describes two difw-as only applied to the most northern part of the ferent events, and does not connect t h e cave of
sea. But after the development of the Syracusan
Adullam with the second of these. "And three of
colonies on the Italian and Illyrian coasts the the thirty chief men went down, and came to David
application of the term was gradually extended
in the harvest time unto the cave of Adullam; and
southward, so as to reach Mons Garganus (the the troop of the Phihstines was encamped in the
.Vbruzzi), and later the Strait of Hvdruntum
valley of Rephaim. And David w-as then in the
(Ptolemy iii.1.1; Polybios vii.19,2). But finally t h e stronghold; and the garrison of the Philistines was
name embraced the Ionian Sea as well, and we then in Beth-lehem. And David longed, and Said,
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Oh that one would give me water," etc. Concerning
these three seniors among David's "mighty men" it
is narrated, first, that they were David's comrades
in a certain battle, a battle which the Chronicler
identifies wdth Pas-dammim, where David slew
Gohath; second, that they joined David at the
cave of .Adullam, presumably during the time when
he w-as in hiding from Saul; third, that at a later
time, w-hen the Philistines were in the valley of
Rephaim (of 2 S 5 IS), and David was "in the
stronghold" (Jos says "at Jerusalem," Ant, VII,
xii, 4), these men broke through the Phili lines and
brought him water from the home well of Bethlehem.
The cave of .VduUani, like the citv, was "down"
from the central ridge (1 S 22 l"; 2 S 23 13).
The city w-as in Judah; and David and his men were
in Judah (1 S 23 3) at a time when, apparently,
the cave w-as their headquarters. Gad's advice to
Da\-id to retm'u to Judah (1 S 22 3.5) was given
at a time when he had left the cave of AduUam.
If the current identification of \iid-el-Ma. as Adullam is correct, the cave of Adullam is probably the
cave region which has been found in that vicinity.
It has been objected that this location is too far
from Bethlehem for David's men to have brought
the water from there. To this it is replied that
thirteen or fourteen miles is not an excessive distance for three exceptionally -vigorous men to go and
return; and a ^-et stronger reply is found in the
consideration just mentioned, that the place from
which the men w-ent for the water was not the cave
of Aduham. The one argument for the tradition
to the effect that St. Chariton's cave, a few miles
S.E. of Bethlehem, is Adullam, is the larger size of
this cave, as compared wdth those near 'Aid-el-Ma
We have already seen that this has no force.
In our current speech "cave of Adullam'' suggests an aggregation of ill-assorted and disreputable
men. This is not justified by the Bible record.
Da-vid's men included his numerous and respectable
kinsmen, and the representative of the priesthood,
and some of Da-vid's military companions, and some
men who afterward held high office in Israel. Even
those w-ho are described as being in distress and
debt and bitter of soul were doubtless, many of
them, persons who had suffered at the hands of
Saul on accormt of their friendship for David.
Doubtless they included mere adventurers in their
number; but the Scriptural details and the circumstances alike indicate that they were mainly homogeneous, and that most of them were worthy citizens.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

ADULLAMITE, a-dul'am-It: The gentiho adj.
of ADULLAM, which see. It is used only of Judah's
friend Hirah (Gen 38 1.12.20).
ADULTERY, a-dul'ter-i: In Scripttire designates sexual intercourse of a man, whether married
or unmarried, with a married woman.
1. Its
It is categorically prohibited in the
Punishment Decalogue (seventh commandment,
Ex 20 14; Dt 5 18): "Thou shalt
not commit adultery." In more specific language
we read: "And thou shalt not lie carnally with
thy neighbor's wife, to defile thyself with her"
(Lev 18 20). The penalty is death for both guilty
parties: "And the man that oommitteth adultery
•with another man's wdfe, even he that committeth
adultery with his neighbor's wife, the adulterer
and the adulteress shall surely be put to death"
(Lev 20 10). The manner of death is not particularized; according to the rabbis (^iphrd' ad
loc; Sanhedhrin 526) it is strangulation. It would
seem that in the days of Jesus the manner of _ death
was interpreted to mean stoning ("Now in the
law Moses commanded us to stone such," Jn 8 5,
said of the woman taken in adultery). Neverthe-
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less, it may be said that in the case in question
the woman may have been a virgin betrothed unto
a husband, the law (in D t 22 23 f) providing that
such a person together with her paramour be stoned
to death (contrast ver 22, where a woman married
to a husband is spoken of and the manner of death
is again left general). Ezk 16 40 (cf 23 47) equally
mentions stoning as the penalty of the aduheress;
but it couples to her sin also that of shedding blood;
hence the rabbinic interpretation is not necessarily
controverted by the prophet. Of course it may
also be assumed that a difference of custom may
have obtained at different times and that the
regress was in the line of leniency, strangulation
eing regarded as a more humane form of execution than stoning.
The guilty persons become amenable to the
death penalty only when taken "in the very act"
(Jn 8 4). The difficulty of obtaining
2. Trial by direct legal evidence is adverted to by
Ordeal
the rabbis (see Alakkoth la).
In the
case of a mere suspicion on the part
of the husband, not substantiated by legal evidence,
the woman is compelled by the law (Nu 5 11-30)
to submit to an ordeal, or God's judgment, which
consists in her drinking the water of bitterness,
t h a t is, water from the holy basin mingled with
dust from the floor of the sanctuary and with the
washed-off ink of a writing containing the oath
which the woman has been made to repeat. The
water is named bitter with reference to its effects
in the case of the woman's guilt; on the other hand,
when no ill effects follow, the woman is proved
innocent and the husband's jealousy unsubstantiated. According to the Mish (Sotdh 9) this ordeal
of the woman suspected of adultery was abolished
by Johanan ben Zaccai (after 70 AD), on the ground
that the men of his generation were not above the
suspicion of impurity. See article BITTER, B I T -

C

TERNESS.

Adultery was regarded as a heinous crime (Job
31 11). "The prophets and teachers in Israel repeatedly upbraid the men and women
3. A Heiof their generations for their loosenous Crime ness in morals which did not shrink
from adulterous connections. Naturally where luxurious habits of life were indulged
in, particularly in the large cities, a tone of le-vity
set m: in the dark of the evening, men, with their
features masked, waited at their neighbors' doors
(Job 24 15; 31 9; cf Prov 7), and women forgetful of their God's covenant broke faith with the
husbands of their youth (Prov 2 17). The prophet
Nathan confronted Da-vid after his sin with Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah, with his stern rebuke
("Thou art the man," 2 S 12 7); the penitential
psalm (51) —"Miserere"—was sung by the royal
bard as a prayer for divine pardon. Promiscuous
intercourse with their neighbors' wives is laid by
Jeremiah at the door of the false prophets of his
day (Jer 23 10.14; 29 23).
While penal law takes only cognizance of adulterous relations, it is needless to say that the moral
law discountenances all manner of
4. Penal
illicit intercourse and all manner of
and Moral unchastity in man and woman. While
Distinctions the phrases "harlotry," "commit harlotry," in Scripture denote the breach
of wedlock (on the part of a woman), in the rabbinic
writings a clear distinction is made on the legal
side between adultery and fornication. The latter
is condemned morally in no uncertain terms; the
seventh commandment is made to include all
manner of fornication. The eye and the heart are
the two intermediaries of sin (Palestinian Talm,
B'rdkhoth 6b). A sinful thought is as wicked as a
sinful act (Nidddh 136 and elsewhere). Job makes
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a covenant with his eyes lest he look upon a virgin
(31 1). .And so Jesus who came "not to destroy,
but t o fulfil" (Mt 5 17), in full agreement with the
ethical and religious teaching of Judaism, makes
the intent of the seventh commandment exphcit
when he declares that "every one that looketh on „
woman to lust after her hath committed adultery
with her aheady in his heart" (Mt 5 2S). And
in the spirit of Hosea (4 15) and Johanan ben
Zaccai (see above) Jesus has but scorn for those
that are ready juiiicially to condemn though they
be themselves not free from sin! " H e that is
without sin among you, let him first cast a stone
at her" (Jn 8 7). Whereas society is in need of
the death penalty to secure the in-violabihty of the
home life, Jesus bids the erring woman go her way
and sin no more. How readily His word might be
taken by the unspiritual to imply the condoning of
woman's peccability is e-videnced by the fact that
the w-hole section (,Jn 7 53—8 11) is omitted by "most
ancient authorities" (see St. Augustine's remark).
Adultery as a ground of divorce.—The meaning
of the expression "some unseemly thing" (Dt 24 1)
being unclear, there was great variety
5. A
of opinion among the rabbis as to the
Ground of grounds upon which a husband may
Divorce
divorce his wife. While the school of
Hillel legally at least allowed any
trivial reason as a ground for divorce, the stricter
interpretation w-hich limited it to adultery alone
obtained in the school of Shammai. Jesus coincided with the stricter -view (see Mt 5 32; 19 9,
and commentaries). From a moral point of \dew-,
divorce was discountenanced by t h e rabbis likewise, save ot course for that one ground which
indeed makes the continued relations between husband and w-ife a moral impossibility. See also
CRIMES; DIVORCE.

M A X L . MARGOLIS

ADUMMIM, a-dum'im (D'^^'lii:, 'ddhummim,
perhaps "red spots"): "The ascent of Adummim"
is one of the numerous landmarks mentioned in
defining the northern border of Judah westward
from the mouth of the Jordan to Jerusalem, and
in defining the southern border of Benjamin eastward from Jerusalem to the mouth of the Jordan
(Josh 15 7; 18 17). I t is identified with the
gorge part of the road from Jericho up to Jerusalem,

ADVANTAGE, ad-van'taj (]DD, sdkhan): I n Job
35 3 is interpreted in succeeding clause as "profit."
In Rom 3 1 -n-epio-ads, perissos, is likewise interpreted by a paraphrase in the next sentence. RV
prefers to render pleonekteo by "take advantage,"
where AV has "defraud" (2 Cor 7 2) or "make
gain of" (2 Cor 12 17; cf 2 Cor 2 11). In Jude
(ver 16), "advantage" (opheleia) means "profit."
AD'VENT, ad'vent.

Its present name is Talii'iil-ed-Dumm,
"ascent
of blood." The stone is marked by "curious red
streaks," a phenomenon which probably accounts
for both the ancient and the modern names, and for
other similar names which have been applied to the
locahty. I t is the scene of our Saviour's story of
the Good Samaritan, and tradition of course locates
the inn to which the Sam brought the wounded man
(see HGHL,

265).

W I L L I S J.
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See INCARNATION; MILLEN-

NIUM; PAROUSIA.

AD'VENTURE, ad-ven'ttir: "To risk," "to
dare," referring always to an undertaking attended
with some peril (Jgs 9 17: " M y father adventured
his hfe"). Cf D t 28 56. So also Eccl 6 14:
"Riches perish by evil adventure." Only once in
N T for 5«MA", dldomi (Acts 19 31), where Paul's
friends beg him "not t o adventure himself [archaic
for "venture"] into t h e theatre."
ADVERSARY, ad'ver-sa-ri, ad'ver-sft-ri: This
word (in the sing, or pi.) is used in the O T to render
different Heb words. In thirty-two cases the word
corresponds to the noun "12 , gdr, or the verb "1"]^,
gdrar. This noun is t h e ordinary word for "foe" or
"adversary." I n twelve passages the Heb word, of
which "adversary" is t h e tr, is ]'u'llJ, sdtdn = novLn or
"i'UTB, Satan —verh. This stem means "to oppose,"
or "thwart" anyone in his purpose or claims.
The angel of Jeh was sdtdn to Balaam (Nu 22 22).
The word often denotes a pohtical adversary
(1 K 11 14.23.25). In four cases ('viz. Prologue to
Job; Zee 3 1,2; 1 Ch 21 1; Ps 109 6) the AV
retains Satan as the rendering. But it is only in
1 Ch that the word is used without the art., that
is, strictly as a proper name. The L X X gives
Si(i(3oXos, dldbolos, as the rendering, and both in Job
and Zee, Satan is portrayed as the "false accuser."
In two cases "adversary" represents two Heb expressions which mean the "opponent in a suit" or
"controversy" (.Job 31 35; Isa 50 8).
In the N T "adversary" represents; (1) inriKetfxemi, antikeiinenoi, the participle of a verb which
means "to be set over against," "to be opposed"
(Lk 13 17; Phil 1 28). ^ (2) duTlStKos, antidikos,
"opponent in a lawsuit," "prosecutor" (Mt 6
25; Lk 12 68; 18 3; 1 Pet 5 8). According to
the last passage the devil is the "accuser" or
"prosecutor" of believers, but according to another
writer they have an "advocate" or "counselor
for the defense" -with the Father (1 Jn 2 1). In
one passage (He 10 27) "adversary" represents a
Gr word, hupenantios, which means "set over
against," "contrary to"—a word used in classical
Gr and in the L X X .

The Inn ot the Good Samaritan,
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THOMAS L E W I S

AD"VERSITY, ad-vAr'si-ti: In RV exclusively
an OT term, expressing the various forms of distress
and evil conveyed by four Heb words: 3 ' ? ? , geW,
" a halting" or "fall"; 'PiyZ , gdrdh, "straits," "distress," "afihction"; "I?, gar, "straitness," "afihction"; Vy, ra', ''bad," "e-vil," "harmful." These
words cover the whole range of misfortunes caused
by enemies, poverty, sorrow and trouble, "Adversity," w-hich occurs once in AV in N T (He 13 3:
KaKovxo'iiiJ.evos, kakouchoumenos, "ill-treated") is displaced in RV by the lit. rendering w-hich illustrates
or interprets a common phase of adversity.
Dw-iGHT M. PRATT

ADVERTISE, ad'ver-tiz: This w-ord is found
twice in the O T : In N u 24 14 (from Heb f ? ; ,
yd'ag, "to advise") Balaam advises Balak of the
future of Israel and its influence upon his kingdom
("I will advertise thee"). In AV Ruth 4 4 (from
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"IfS? n 5 3 , galdh 'u:en, " t o uncover the ear,'' " t o
reveal") Boaz in speaking to the nearer kinsman
of Ruth: " I thought to advertise thee" (RVm
"uncover thine ear").
ADVICE, ADVISE, ADVISEMENT, ad-vis',
ad-'viz', ad-viz'ment:
Asule from their regular
meaning these words are peculiarly employed as
foUows: (1) Adi'icc: In 2 S 19 43 (from I S ' l ,
ddbhdr, "word") the meaning is equal to "request."
(RVm "w(Te w-e not the first to speak of bringing
back"). In 1 S 25 : « AV (fr((ni D?"q, ta'am,
"taste," "reason") "advice" is equal to "sagacity"
(ll\ "blessed be thy discrelion"). In 2 Ch 25 17
(from ']'<'!, yd^ag, " t o give or take counsel") the
meaning seems to be " t o consult with oneself";
cf also Jgs 19 30 .V^' (R^' "take counsel"). (2)
Adeise: In 2 S 24 13 AV (from VT,,
yddha\
"to know") ''to adxdse" means "to advise oneself,"
i.e. ''to consider" ( R \ ' "advi.se tlu-e"). Cf also
1 Ch 21 12 .VV (RV "eonsid(T" from n S T ,
r(7'c7/j, " t o see") and Prov 13 10 where "welladvised" is the same as "considerate" (from f?^>
ya'ag; see 2 Ch 25 17). (3) Adrisemeut
(antiquated): Found once in the O T in 1 Ch 12 19
(from ~ ^ " , 'egdh, "counsel"), w-here "upon advisement " means "upon deliberation." Cf 2 Mace
14 20 ,\^' (RV "when these proposals had been
long considered").
A. L. BRESLICH
AD'VOCATE, ad'vo-kat (irap(XKXTiTos, pardkletos):
Found in 1 J n 2 1, "If any man sin, we have an
Advocate •with the Father, Jesus Christ t h e righteous." The Gr word has several shades of meaning: (1) a legal advocate; (2) an intercessor; (3)
a helper generally. In t h e passage before us t h e
first and second meanings are included. Christ
in heaven intercedes for Christians who sin upon
earth. The next ver declares t h a t H e is the "propitiation for our sins" and it is His propitiatory
work which hes a t t h e basis of His intercession.
The margins of R V and ARV give as alternative
readings Comforter, Helper, Gr Paraclete. Beyond
doubt however, ''advocate" is t h e correct t r in the
passage in the ep. The same Gr word also occurs
m the Gospel of John (14 16.26; 15 26; 16 7)
referring not to Christ b u t to t h e Holy Spirit, to
whom Christ refers as "another comforter" whom
He will send from the Father. In the Gospel
various functions are ascribed to the Spirit in relation to behevers and unbelievers. The word in
the Gospel is inadequately tr-* "Comforter." The
Spirit according to these passages, is more than
Comforter and more than Advocate. See PARACLETE; C((.MF((aTER; H O L Y (SPIRIT.
E. Y

MuLLINS

ADYTUM, ad'i-tum (Lat from Gr a8DTov,
dduton, adj. ddutos, "not to be entered"): Apphed
to the innermost sanctuary or chambers in ancient
temples, and to secret places which were open only
to priests: hence also to the Holy of Holies in the
Jewish temple. See TEMPLE.
AEDIAS, a-B-di'as ('ATi8e(as, Aedeias):
Mentioned in 1 Esd 9 27, being one of those who agreed
to divorce their alien wives. This name is supposed to be a corruption of t h e Gr 'HX(a, Hella,
there being no Heb equivalent for it, and in Ezr 10
26, the name occurs in the correct form as Elijah
((^^'N , 'ellydh= "God is Jehovah").
AELIA, e'li-a.

See JERUSALEM.

AENEAS, (^-ne'as ('Aiv^as, Ainias):
A paralytic at Lydda, who, after he "had kept his bed eight
years," was miraculously healed by Peter (Acts 9
33.34).
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AENON, e'non (Atvdv, Ainon):
The place
where John was baptizing "because there was much
water there" (Jn 3 23). I t was on the west side
of the Jordan, the place where John baptized at
the first being on the east (Jn 1 28; 3 26; 10 40).
We may be sure it was not in Sam territory. Onom
locates it 8 Rom miles S, of Sctythopohs (Beisdn),
this stretch of land on the west of the Jordan being
then, not under Samaria, but under (Seythopolis,
Its ])osition is defined by nearness to Salim, Various
identifications have been suggested, the mo.st probable being the sjirings near Umm el- .Imddn,
which exaclly suit the position indicated by thioin.
See discussion under SALIM.

W . EWING

AEON, ("'on: This word originally meant "duration," "disfiensation." In the philosophy of Plato
and Aristolle the word is aliliv, ai/in, from which this
word is transliterated. In the gnostic philo.sophy
it has a special meaning and is there used to solve
the problem of the world order. In the infinite
sep.aration betw-een God and the world, it was
taught, there must of necessity be mediating powers.
These powers are the aeons and are the successive
emanations from God from eternity. They are
spiritual, existing as distinct entities. They constituted the Divine fulness or the Divine Pleroma.
The name was applied to these beings for t wo reasons:
because they were thought to partake of the eternal
existence of God and because they w-ere supposed
to govern the various ages. The idea of the aeons
in various forms may be found in nearly all oriental
philosophy that attempted to deal with the problem of the world order. I t appears in the writings
of Philo, in Shintoism, in the old Zoroastrian religion.
See GNOSTICISM.

JACOB W . K A P P

AESORA, e'so-ra, AV Esora, 6-so'ra (Ato-mpd,
Aisdrd): A town in the borders of Samaria, mentioned in connection with Beth-horon and Jericho
(Jth 4 4), and from this association we judge that
it was in the eastern part of Samaria.
AFFECT, AFFECTION, a-fekt',
a-fek'shun:
The lit. meaning of "affect" is to act upon (Lat
ad, " t o , " "upon," facto, " t o do"). I t has various
shades of meaning, and occurs in the following
senses in the Eng. I5ible: (1) In its ht. sense: Lam
3 51, "Mine eye affeetel;h my soul." (2) In the sense
of " t o endeavor after"
desire," "court": Gal
4 17, "They zealously affect [RV "seek"] you .
that ye may affect [RV "seek"] them," i.e. they
earnestly court your favor, that you may court
theirs. Paul means that the proselytizing zeal
of the Judaizers was rooted in personal ambition.
•The past part, "affected" (RV "sought") has the
same meaning in ver 18. The same Gr word
(zeUio) is tr* "desire earnestly" in RV (1 Cor 12
31; 14 1.39). "Affect" has a similar meaning in
Ecclus 13 11. (3) In the passive, it occurs in the
sense of " t o be disposed," in a neutral sense, with
an advb, to characterize the nature of the disposition: Acts 14 2, "evil affected against the brethren."
So also 2 Mace 4 2 1 ; 13 26.
"Affection" occurs in the following senses: (1)
In the lit. sense: the state of having one's feehngs
acted upon or affected in some way; bent or disposition of mind, in a neutral sense (the nature of
the affection, whether good or bad, needing further
description in the context). So Col 3 2, "Set
your affection [RV "mind"] on things above";
Col 3 5, "inordin.ate affection" (here "affection"
by itself is neutral; the addition of the adj. makes
it equivalent to "passion" in an evil sense, as in
RV). (2) I n a good sense: tender feeling, warm
attachment, good will; the word in itself carrying
a good meaning apart from t h e context. 1 Ch 29
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First Cause and Author of all things: "Shall evil
befall a city, and Jeh hath not done i t ? " (Am 3 6);
" I form the hght, and create darkness;
1. God
I make peace, and create evil [i.e. calamity]; I am Jeh, that doeth all these
things" (Isa 45 7). Thus all things, including calamity, were referred to the Di-vine operation. The
HelD when afflicted did not doubt the universal sovereignty of God; yet, while assuming this sovereignty,
he was sometimes tempted to accuse Him of indifference, neglect or forgetfulness. Cf Job passim;
Isa 40 27; 49 14; -Ezk 8 12; 9 9.
Yet there are traces of a dualism which assigns a
certain vague Umit to God's absolute sovereignty,
by referring affliction to an evil
AFFINITY, a-fin'i-ti ( i n n , hdthan, "to join oneagency acting in quasi-independence
self"): This term is used three times in the O T : 2. Evil
Agents
of God. There could, however, never
(1) in 1 K 3 1, where we read that "Solomon made
be more than a tendency in this dhecaffinity with Pharaoh king of E g y p t " ; (2) in 2
tion, for a strict dualism was incompatible with the
Ch 18 1, where it is stated that Jehoshaphat
standpoint of Jewish monotheism. Thus Saul's
"joined affinity with Ahab," and (3) in Ezr 9 14,
mental affliction is attributed to an "evil spirit,"
where it is asked: "ShaU we .
join in affinity
with the peoples t h a t do these abominations?" which is yet said to be "from Jeh" (1 S 16 14;
18 10; 19 9); and the fall of Ahab is said by
The Heb word thus rendered in the above three
passages refers in each case to marriage alliances Micaiah to be due to the "lying spirit" which enticed
rather than to family or political relationships. See him to his doom, in obedience to God's command
(1 K 22 20-22). In the prologue of Job, Job's
M A R R I A G E ; FAMILY.
W . W . DAVIES
calamities are ascribed to the Satan, but even
he receives his word of command from God, and is
AFFIRM, AFFIRMATIVES, a-fAr'ma-tivs (8u<rxvpC^o(i.ai, diischurizomai): The verb "affirm" occurs responsible to Him, like the other "sons of God"
w-ho surround the heavenly throne. He is thus
in several passages of the N T in the sense of
"included in the Di-vine will and in the circle of
"assert" (Lk 22 59; Acts 12 15; 25 19 [4><i<rKa>,
phd-skd]; Rom 3 8 [<Pwl-, phemi]; 1 Tim 1 7; Divine providence" (Schultz). After the prologue,
Titus 3 8 [SiapefiatSofiat, didbebaioomai]. The Heb the Satan is left out of account, and Job's misfordoes not employ affirmative particles, but gives tunes are attributed directly to the Di-vine causality.
a positive reply by either repeating the word in In later Judaism, the tendency to trace the origin
question or by substituting the first person in the of evil, physical and moral, to wicked spirits became
more marked, probably because of the influence of
reply for the second person in the question, or
Pers dualism. In N T times, physical and mental
by employing the formula: "Thou hast said' or
"Thou hast rightly said." The Sa-viour used this malaches were thought to be ciue to the agency of
idiom (cri eirras, sii eipas) when answering Judas evil spirits caUed demons, whose prince was Beelzeand Caiaphas (Mt 26 25.64). A pecuhar ele- bub or Satan (Mk 1 23ff; 3 22 f; 5 2ff; Mt 9
32 f, etc). Christ gave His assent to this belief
gance occasionally attaches to the interpretation
(cf the woman under infirmity, "whom Satan hath
of the Scriptures because of their use of an affirmabound," Lk 13 16). Paul attributed his bodily
tive and a negative together, rendering the sense
more emphatic; sometimes the negative occurs affliction to an evil angel sent by Satan (2 Cor
12 7), though he recognized that the evil agent
first, as in Ps 118 17: " I shall not die, but live";
sometimes the affirmative precedes, as in Isa 38 1: was subordinate to God's purpose of grace, and was
"Thou shalt die, and not live." J n 1 20 is made the means of moral discipline (vs 7.9). Thus,
while the e'vil spirits were regarded as malicious
eculiarly emphatic because of the negative placed
authors of physical maladies, they were not, in a
etween two affirmatives: "And he confessed, and
denied not; and he confessed, I am not the Christ." strictly dualistic fashion, thought to act in complete
independence; rather, they had a certain place
FRANK E . H I R S C H
assigned to them in the Di'vine Pro-vidence.
AFFLICTION, a-flik'shun: Represents no fewer
than 11 Heb words in the OT, and 3 Gr words in the
//. Meaning and Purpose of
Affliction.—Why
N T , of which the most common are ""J? ('dni), did God afflict men? How is suffering to be exexiipis (thUpsis).
I t is used (1) actively = that
plained consistently -with the goodness and justice
which causes or tends to cause bodily pain or mental of God? This was an acute problem which weighed
distress, as "the bread of affliction" (Dt 16 3 ; hea-vily upon the Heb mind, especially in the later,
2 Ch 18 26); often in pi., as "Many are the more reflective, period. We can only briefly indiafflictions of the righteous" (Ps 34 19); (2)
cate the chief factors which the Scriptures conpassively = the state of being in pain or trouble, as tribute to the solution of the problem. We begin
' 'to visit the fatherless and widows in their afflictio-n"
with the OT.
(Jas 1 27). The follow-ing are the chief forms of
The traditional 'view in early Heb theology was
affliction referred t o : (1) Indi-vidual affliction, esp.
that afflictions were the result of the Divine law of
sickness, poverty, the oppression of the weak by
retribution, by which sin was invarithe strong and rich, perverted justice. (2) National.
1. Punitive ably followed by adequate punishA great place is given in the OT to affliction as a
or Retrib- ment. Every misfortune was a proof
national experience, due to calamities, such as war,
utive
of sin on the part of the sufferer.
invasion, conquest by foreign peoples, exile. These
Thus Job's "friends" sought to conform the background of much of the prophetic 'vince him that his great sufferings were due to his
WTitings, and largely determine their tone and char- sinfulness. This is generally the standpoint of the
acter. (3) In the N T the chief form of affliction is historians of Israel, who regarded national calamities
that due to the fierce antagonism manifested to the
aa a mark of the Di-vine displeasure on account of
religion of Jesus, resulting in persecution.
the people's sins. But this naive belief, though it
/. 77ie Source of Affliction.—The
Heb mind did
contains an important element of truth, could not
not dwell on secondary causes, but attributed
pass uncontested. The logic of facts would suffice
everv'thing, even afflictions, directly to the great
to prove that it was inadequate to cover all cases;

3, "because I have set my affection on the house of
my God"; Rom 1 3 1 ; 2 Tim 3 3, "without natural affection"; 2 Cor 6 12 "Ye are straitened in
your own affections" (ht. "bowels," regarded as the
seatof kindly feehngs; cf Eng. "heart"). So 2 Cor
7 15. (3) In an e-vil sense in the plur. = passions:
Gal 5 24, "the flesh, with the affections [RV
"passions") and lusts"; Rom 1 26, "God gave them
unto vile affections" (RV "passions").
"Affectioned" occurs once, in a neutral sense:
Rom 12 10, "affectioned [i.e. "disposed"] one to
another." In 1 Thess 2 8, we have "affectionately," in a good sense.
D . MIALL EDWARDS
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e.g. Jeremiah's sufferings were due, not to sin, but
to his faithfulness to his prophetic vocation. So
the "suffering servant" in Isa, Job, too, in spite
of his many w-oes, was firm in the con\-ietion of his
ow-n integrity. To prove the inadequacy of the
penal \'iew- is a main purpose of the Book of J((b.
A common modification of the traditional \-iew w-as,
that the sorrows of the pious and the prosperity of
the wicked w-ere only of brief duration; in the course
of time, things w-ould adjust themselves aright (e.g.
Job 20 5ff; Ps 73 3-20). But even granting time
for the law of retribution to w-ork itself out, experience contradicts the view that a man's fortune or misfortune is an infallible [iroof of his moral (|uality.
The thought is often expressed that alllictions are
meant to test the character or faith of the sufferer.
This idea is especially prominent in
2. Proba- Job. God allowed the Satan to test
tional
the reality of Job's piety by overw-helming him with disease and misfortunes (2). Throughout the poem J((b maintains that he has stood the test (e.g. 23 10-12).
Cf Dt 8 2.16; Ps 66 10 f; 17 3; Isa 48 10; Jer
9 7; Prov 17 3.
For those who are ;xble to stand the test, suffering
has a purificatory or disciphnary value. (1) The
thought of affliction as a discipline or
3. Disciform of Di\-ine teaching is found in
plinary and Job, especially in the speeches of Elihu,
Purificatory who insists that tribulation is intended
as a method of instruction to save man
from the pride and presumption that issue in destruction (Job 33 14-30; 36 S-10.15 RV). The same
conception is found in Ps 94 12; 119 67.71. (2)
The purificatorv function of trials is taught in such
passages as I s a ' l 25; Zee 13 9; Mai 3 2.3, where
the process ef refining metals in fire and smelting out
the dross is the metaphor used.
The above are not fully adequate to explain the
mystery of the afflictions of the godly. The profoundest contribution in the OT to a
4. Vicarious solution of the problem is the idea of
and Rethe vicarious and redemptive sigdemptive
nificancc of pain and sorrow. The
author of Job did not touch this rich
vein of thought in dealing w-ith the afflictions of his
hero. This was done by the author of the SecondIsa. The classical passage is Isa 52 13—53, which
deals with the woes of the oppressed and affficted
Servant of God with profound spiritual insight.
It makes no difference to the meaning of the afflictions whether we understand by the Servant the
whole Heb nation, or the pious section of it, or an
individual member of it, and whether the speakers
in 53 are the Jew-ish nation or the heathen. The
significant point here is the value and meaning
ascribed to the .Servant's sufferings. The speakers
had once beheved (in accordance with the traditional view) that the Servant suffered because God
was angry -with him and had stricken him. Now
they confess that his sorrows were due, not to his
own sin but to theirs (vs 4-6.8). His sufferings
were not only -vicarious (the punishment of their
sin falhng upon him), but redemptive in their
effect (peace and health coming to them as a result
of his chastisement). Moreover, it was not only
redemptive, but expiatory ("his soul guilt-offering,"
ver 10)—a remarkable adumbration of the Christian doctrine of atonement.
So far we have dealt only with OT teaching on
the meaning and purpose of affliction. The N T
makes no new contribution to the
5. The
solution of the problem, but repeats
New Tes- and greatly deepens the points of
tament
view already found in the OT. (1)
There is a recognition throughout
the N T of the law of retribution (Gal 6 7), Yet
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Jesus r(;pudiates the popular view of the invariable
connection between misfortune and moral evil
(Jn 9 2 f). It is clear that He had risen above
the conception of God's relation to man as merely
retributive (.Vlt 5 45, sunshine and rain for evil
men as well as for the good), llis follow-ers would
suffer tribulation even more than unbehevcrs,
owing to the hostile reaction of the evil world,
similar to that which afflicted Christ Himself
(Mt 5 10 f;
10 10-25;
Jn 15 18-21);
16 33).
Similarly the .Vets and the epp. frequently refer to
the sufferings of Christians (e.g. Acts 14 22; 2 Cor
4 ,8-11; Col 1 24; He 10 32; 1 Pet 4 13; Rev
7 14). Hence afflictions must have some other
than a purely punitive purpose. (2) They are
probational, affording a test by which the spurious
may be separated from the genuine- members of the
Christian church (Jas 1 3.12; 1 Pet 1 7; 4 17),
and (3) a means of discipline, calculated to purify
and train the character (Rom 5 3; 2 Cor 12 7.9;
Jas 1 3). (4) The idea of vicarious and redemptive suffering gets a far deeper significance in the
N T than in the (JT, and finds concrete reahzation in
a historical person, Jesus Christ. That which is
foreshadowed in Second-Isa becomes in the N T a
central, pervasive and creati^'e thought. A unique
place in the Divine purpose is given to the passion
of Christ. Yet in a sense. His followers partake of
His vicarious sufferings, and "fill up . . . . that
which is lacking of the afflictions of Christ" (Col
1 24; cf Phd 3 10; 1 Pet 4 13). Here, surely,
is a profound thought which may throw a flood of
hght on the deep mystery of human affliction. The
cross of Christ furnishes the key to the meaning of
sorrow as the greatest redemptive force in the universe.
///. Endurance
of Affliction.—The
Scriptures
abound in words of consolation and exhortation
adapted to encourage the afflicted. Two main
considerations may be mentioned. (1) The thought
of the beneficent sovereignty of God. "Jeh reigneth;
let the earth rejoice," even though "clouds and
darkness are round about him" (Ps 97 1.2); "All
things work together for good to them that love
God" (Rom 8 28 AV). Since love is on the throne
of the universe, we may rest assured that all
things are meant for our good. (2) The thought
that tribulation is of brief duration, in comparison
with the joy that shall follow (Ps 30 5; Isa 54
7f; Jn 16 22); a thought which culminates in
the hope of immortality. This hope is in the OT
only beginning to dawn, and gives but a faint and
ffickering light, except in moments of rare exaltation and insight, when the thought of a perfect
future blessedness seemed to offer a solution of
the enigmas of life (Job 19 2.5-27; Pss 37, 49, 73).
But in the N T it is a postulate of faith, and by it the
Christian is able to fortify himself in affliction, remembering that his affliction is light and momentary compared with the "far more exceeding and
eternal weight of glory" which is to issue out of it
(2 Cor 4 17 AV; cf M t 5 12; Rom 8 18). Akin
1;o this is the comfort derived from the thought of
the near approach of Christ's second coming (Jas
6 7.8). In view of such truths as these, the Bible
encourages the pious in trouble to show the spirit
of patience (Ps 37 7; Lk 21 19; Rom 12 12; Jas
1 3,4; 5 7-11; 1 Pet 2 20), and even the spirit of
positive joy in tribulation (Mt 5 11 f; Rom 5 3;
2 Cor 12 10; Jas 1 2.12; 1 Pet 4 13). In the
N T emphasis is laid on the example of Jesus in
patient endurance in suffering (Jn 16 33; Jas 5
7-11; 1 Pet 2 19-23; 3 17 f). Above all, the
Scriptures recommend the afflicted to take refuge in
the supreme blessedness of fellowship wdth God,
and of trust in His love, by which they may enter
into a deep peace that is undisturbed by the trials
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and problems of life (Ps 73, esp. 23-28;
3.4; J n 14 1.27; Phil 4 7; el passim).
D.

Isa 26

M I A L L EDWARDS

AFFRIGHT, a-frit': Designates a state of terror
occasioned by some unexpected and startling
occurrence; not as strong as "amazed," which
refers more to the stupor resulting from fright.
In the N T most frequently for ep.g>o^os, einphobos
(Lk 24 37; Acts 10 4; Rev 11 13). RV uses it
also for pturdmenoi oi Phil 1 28, a word "properly
used of scared horses" (Elhcott).
AFOOT, a-foot' (vtlda, pezeuo, "to go on foot"):
By walking from Troas to Assos Paul avoided the
tedious voyage round Cape Lectum (Acts 20 13
AV; cf Mk 6 33).
AFORE, a-for': Archaic for "before'' of time, or
"formerly"; frequently occurs as compound, as in
"aforetime," "aforehand," etc; in the N T most
commonly for the Gr prefix rrpb, pr6, in compound
words (Rom 1 2; 15 4); at other times, for Gr
advb. TroT^, pole, " a t some time," "once" (Jn 9 13;
1 P e t 3 5; Col 3 7).
AFRESH, a-fresh': Only in He 6 6, "seeing they
crucify to themselves t h e Son of God afresh,"
where it stands for the prefix of the Gr anastaurountas. I t has been disputed whether in this word
ana has the reiterative force ("again," "anew").
In classical Gr anastaurdo has always the simple
sense of "to crucify," (i.e. "to raise up on a cross,"
atia being merely " u p " ) . So some would render it
here (e.g. Cremer, Lex. of NT Gr). Against this
it is argued (1) that the classical writers had no
occasion for the idea of crucifying anew (cf Winer,
De verb. Comp., etc, F t I I I , 9 ff, Leipzig, 1.843);
(2) that in many compounds ana signifies both " u p "
and "again," as in anablepS. which means "to recover sight" as well as "to look u p " ; (3) that the
rendering "crucify afresh" suits the context; (4)
that the Gr expositors (e.g. Chrys) take it so without questioning. (So also Bleek, Liinemann, AJford, Westcott; cf Vulg rursum crucifigentes.)
D.

M I A L L EDWARDS

AFRICA, af'ri-ka: T h e name of this tract, as a
continent, does not occur in the Bible, and it was only
in later days known as one of t h e
1. Africa as quarters of the world, under the name
Known
of Libya—that portion opposite the
to the
coast of Greece and W. of Egypt.
Ancients
Naturally the most considerable part
of Africa known to the Hebrews
was Egypt itself, b u t Libya is regarded as being
referre( 1 to under the names of Lehabim and Lubim
(Ludim) (Gen 10 13; 2 Ch 12 3 ) ^ w o r d s indicating, as often with the Semites, not the country
itself, b u t its inhabitants. Other portions of
Africa known to the Hebrews were Gush or Ethiopia,
and Put, whose inhabitants they regarded as belonging to the Hamitic stock. Canaan, also Cushite
and therefore Hamitic, naturally did not belong to
the African continent, showing that the divisions
of the then known world into "quarters" (Europe,
Asia, .Africa) had not taken place when the Table
of the Nations (Gen 10 1ff)was drawn up—indeed,
these divisions were not apparently thought of
until many centuries later. The Casluhim and the
Naphtuhim (Gen 10 13.14) were in all probabihty
African peoples, though theh position is in general
regarded as uncertain. For the Hebrews, to all
appearance, the southernmost point of Africa was
Gush or Ethiopia, called by the AssjTians and
Babylonians Kusu and Meluhha (Meroe), which
included the district now known as the Soudan, or
Black region. The sons of Cush, and also those
of his firstborn, Sheba, were all Arabian tribes.
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nominally under t h e domain of Mizraim or Egypt,
and on this accoimt classed with the descendants
of Ham.
It wDl thus be seen that the Negro districts were
practically unknown to t h e ancient Hebrews,
though men and women of Negro race
2. T h e
must have come within their ken. I t
Cushites
seems doubtful, therefore, whether
and the
there be, in the Bible, any reference
Negroes
to that race, either collectively or
individuaUy, t h e word Cushite standing, not for Negro, b u t for Ethiopian. This term
is apphed to Moses' (first) wife (Nu 12 1); and it
will probably be generally admitted, that the great
Hebrew lawgiver is not hkely to have espoused a
Negro woman. T h e Ethiopian eunuch converted
by Philip t h e Evangehst (Acts 8 26 ff) was an official of Meroe, and an educated man, for he could
read the O T in the Gr (Sept) version. Commerce
must have revealed to the Hebrews the whereabouts of the various peoples of Africa with whom
they came into contact, and they acquired a personal
knowledge of Egypt when the 12 tribes were in
bondage there. During this period, it may be
supposed, they saw from time to time -visitors from
the South—people who are not mentioned in the
sacred books of the OT because the Hebrews, as a
nation, never came into contact with them. Apart
from Egypt, t h e history of the portion of Africa
known to the Hebrews was a chequered one, as it
came successively under Egyp, Phoen, Gr and Rom
civilization. That it was not overrun, or even
influenced, by the barbarous tribes of the South,
is due to t h e fact that the Mediterranean tract is
isolated from the central (and southern) portion of
that continent by the Sahara. In the 'Talm it is
related that Alexander penetrated
3. Hebrew Africa on Libyan asses to find a race
Tradition
of women, -with whom he had conversation, and from whom, as he afterward confessed, being a fool, he learned wisdom—a
legend suggesting some possible tradition of the
Amazons of Dahomey. But even in the Talm
it is mainly the nearer (N.E.) portion of Africa which
is referred to, the Africans, who had the reputation
of being flat-footed, being associated with the
Canaanites.

See also C U S H ;

E T H I O P I A ; MIZRAIM.
T . G. P I N C H E S

AFTER, aft'er, AFTERWARD, aft'er-werd: The
fundamental thought, in which all shades of meaning unite, is that of succession either in time or
place. This succession may be immediate or remote.
A very common adaptation of this conception is
the use of "after'' to denote "according t o , " "after
the manner of," or "in the order of," as in Gen
1 26; Eph 4 24; Lk 1 59; Rom 5 14; He 4 11
(RVm "unto"), and in many passages where the Gr
uses the preposition Kard, katd, as M t 23 3 ; Rom
8 4; 1 Cor 1 26, etc. " I n proportion t o " : Ps
28 4; cf 90 15. I t sometimes correctly translates
a peculiar Gr idiom of the prep. Sid, did, with the
gen, indicating time elapsed, as M k 2 1, ht.
"through some days," "after some days had
passed" ;^ cf Acts 24 17. While the Gr is expressed
by a variety of words, the Heb uses 'ahar for both
prep, and advb.
H . E . JACOBS
AFTERNOON, af-ter-n()on' (Di'^n n i u p , nHoth
ha-yom, "the declining of the day"; Jgs 19 8 AV):
The expression OT'T^ 0113, k'hom ha-yom, "in the
heat of the d a y " (Gen 18 1) refers to the early
afternoon when the sun is a little past its zenith, its
rays stiU being very strong. T h e phrase H l l b
D I T I , Z«-ru"/( ha-yom, "in the cool of the day"
(Gen 3 8) is in contrast to the last phrase and points
to the late afternoon; in the Orient a coohng breeze
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arises at this period of the day, and it is then that
much of the day's business is transacted. See DAY.
AGABA, ag'a-ba: A fortress in Judaea, The first
of 22 "strong places" which by its commander
Galestus was given over to .Vristobulus, the son of
Alexander Janneus and Alexandra, when he (his
mother, the queen, being dangerously ill) attempted
to get control of the Judaean government (Ant, X l l l ,
xvi, 5).
AGABUS, ag'a-bus ("A-yaPos, .•l(7a6os); .A Christian prophet of Jerus, twice mentionexl in .Vc(,s,
(1) In Acts 11 27 f, w-e find him at .Viitioch foretelling "a great famine over all the world," "which,"
adds the historian, "came to pass in the days of
Claudius," This visit of .Vgabus to .Vntioeh took
place in the winter of 4.'i-44 .VD, and was the
means of urging the Antiochian Christians to send
relief to the brethren in Judaea by the hands of
Barnabas antl Saul. Two points should be noted,
(o) The gift of prophecy here takes the form of
prediction. The prophet's chief function was to
reveal moral and spiritual truth, to "forth-tell"
rather than to "foretell"; but the interpretation of
God's message sometimes took the form of predicting events, (6) The phrase "over all the
world" (practically synonymous with the Rom
Empire) must be regarded as a rhetorical exaggeration if strictly interpreted as pointing to a general
and simultaneous famine. But there is ample
evidence ot se\-ere periodical famines in various
locahties in the reign of Claudius (e.g. Suet, Claud.
IS; Tac. Ann. xii.43), and of a great dearth in
Judaea under the procurators Cuspius Fadus and
Tiberius .Alexander, 44-48 AD (Ant, X X , ii, 6; v, 2),
which probably reached its climax cir 46 AD.
(2) In Acts 21 10 f we find Agabus at Caesarea
warning Paul, by a vivid symbolic action (after
the manner of OT prophets; cf Jer 13 1 ff; Ezk
3, 4) of the imprisonment and suffering he would
undergo if he proceeded to Jerus. (3) In late
tradition Agabus is included in lists of the seventy
disciples of Christ.

D. M I A L L EDWARDS

AGADE, ag'a-de: Ancient name for Akkad (or
ACCAD, q.v.), one of the chief cities of Babylonia
(Gen 10 10), and the capital city of Sargon, who
lived and ruled in Babylonia cir 3500 BC. Together
with Shunir it formed part of one of the royal titles:
"kings of Shunir [Sumer] and Accad."
AGAG, a'gag (J JS? , 'dghdgh, or 35X, 'dghagh,
meaning unknown, possibly "violent," BDB): A
name, or title, applied to the king of the Amalekites,
hke Abimelech in Philistia and Pharaoh in Egypt.
It is used of two of these kings: (1) A king of Amalek, mentioned by Balaam (Nu 24 7) in his blessing
of Israel; (2) A later king, in the days of King Saul
(1 S 15). Saul was sent with his army to destroy
the Amalekites, who had so -violently opposed
Israel in the Wilderness. He disregarded the
Divine command, sparing the best of the spoil, and
sa-ving Agag the king ahve (1 S 16 8.9). After
rebuking Saul, Samuel had Agag put to death for
all the atrocities committed by himself and his
nation (1 S 15 32.33).

EDWARD M A C K

AGAGITE, a'gag-it, 0 ? J « , 'dghdghi, from 55^?,
'dghagh, "a member of the house of Agag"): A title
of opprobrium given to Haman (Est 3 1.10;
8 3.5; 9 24). Jewish tradition always assigned
the arch-enemies of Israel membership in the house
of Amalek, the hereditary foe of the nation. Cf
Ant, X I , vi, 5. The word Agag has properly been
taken by Delitzsch as related to the Assyr agagu,
"to be powerful," "vehement," "angry." In the

Gr parts of Est, Haman is termed a Macedonian
(12 6; 16 10). The name Haman is probably of
Elamitic origin. Oppert's attempt to connect the
term "Agagite" with ",Vgaz," a IVbjdian (ribe mentioned by Sargon, has found no supporters. See
AGAG.

H . J.

WOLF

AGAIN, a-gen'; yVdvb. denoting re]ietition; in
NT, generally for TrdXic, -piUin, "back," "once
more." Occasionally, it has the force of a connective, synonvniods with "moreover," as in Rom
15 10 ff; I (!or 3 20, etc. The exiiression "born
again" of AV, Jn 3 :',.7; 1 Vet 1 23, translating
the Gr "dndlhi-n" and "ani't" in ((omp, bec((mes in
RV "anew," i.e. "ovci- again," As thes(( particles
mean "from above" and "uji,'' their use as indicating repetition is sometimes dis|)uted, but without
further foundalion than that "again" does not
exhaust the meaning.
AGAIN, BORN.

See REGENERATION.

AGAINST, a-genst' (Kara, L-atd; (vavriov, cnantlon; irpbs, prdu): Prep, expressing contrast. When
used of (iirection, equivalent to " t o w a r d " (Mt
10 35; 12 14, etc); when of position, meaning
"opposite," "facing," "in front of" (1 K 7 5;
Gen 15 10; Rom 8 31); when of action, "opposed
to" (Mt 5 11; 26 59; 1 Cor 4 6); "in resistance
to" (He 12 4); "provision for" (Gr eis, ht. "unto,
toward" (1 Tim 6 19). Sometimes also applied
to what breaks an established order as "customs"
(Acts 28 17), "nature" (Rom 1 2()), Peculiar shades
of meaning may be traced Iiy careful examination
of the variety of preps, in Heli and Gr employed
in the Scriptures, that are translated into English
by this one word.
H. E. JACOBS
AGAPE, ag'a-pe ((i-yairri, agdpe): The name
Agape or "love-feast," as an expression denoting
the brotherly common meals of the
1. The
early church, though of constant use
Name and in the post-canonical lilerature from
the Thing the time of Ignatius onward, is found
in the N T only in Jude ver 12 and
in 2 Pet 2 13 according to a very doubtful reading.
For the existence of the Christian common meal,
however, we have abundant N T evidence. The
"breaking of bread" practised by the primitive
community in Jerusalem according to Acts 2 42.46
must certainly be interpreted in the hght of Pauline usage (1 Cor 10 16; 11 24) as ref(?ri'ing to
the ceremonial act of the Lord's Supper. But the
added clause in ver 46, "they took their food
with gladness and singleness of heart," implies
that a social meal was connected in some way with
this ceremonial act. Paul's references to the abuses
that had sprung up in the Corinthian church at the
meetings for the observance of the Lord's Supper
(1 Cor 11 20-22,33,34) make it evident that in
Corinth as in Jerusalem the celebration of the rite
was associated with participation in a meal of a more
general character. And in one of the "we" sections
of Acts (20 11) where Luke is gi'ving personal testimony as to the manner in which the Lord's Supper
was observed by Paul in a church of his own founding, we find the breaking of bread associated with
and yet distinguished from an eating of food, in a
manner which makes it natural to conclude that in
Troas, as in Jerusalem and Corinth, Christians
when they met together on the first day of the week
were accustomed to partake of u, common meal.
The fact that the name Agape or love-feast used
in Jude ver 12 (RV) is found early in the 2d cent,
and often afterward as a technical exjiression for
the rehgious common meals of the church puts the
meaning of Jude's reference beyond doubt.

Agar
Agony
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So far as the Jerusalem community was concerned, the common meal appears to have sprung
out of the koinonia or communion that
2. Origin of characterized the first days of t h e
the Agape Christian church (cf Acts 1 14; 2 1
etc). The rehgious meals familiar to
Jews—the Passover being the great type-^would
make it natural in Jerusalem to give expression by
means of table fellowship to the sense of brotherhood; and the community of goods practised by
the infant church (2 44; 4 32) would readily take
the particular form of a common table at which the
wants of the poor were supplied out of the abundance
of the rich (6 Iff).
The presence of the Agape
in the Gr church of Corinth was no doubt due to the
initiative of Paul, who would hand on the observances associated with the Lord's Supper just as
he had received them from the earlier disciples;
but participation in a social meal would commend
itself very easily to men familiar with the common
meals that formed a regular part of the procedure
at meetings of those religious clubs and associations which were so numerous a t that time throughout the Gr-Rom world.
In the opinion of the great majority of scholars
the Agape was a meal a t which not only bread and
wine but all kinds of viands were used,
3. Relation a meal which had the double purpose
to the
of satisfying hunger and thirst and
Eucharist
giving expression to t h e sense of Christian brotherhood. At the end of this
feast, bread and wine were taken according to the
Lord's command, and after thanlisgiving to God
were eaten and drunk in remembrance of Cfirist
and as a special means of communion with the
Lord Himself and through Him with one another.
The Agape was thus related to the Eucharist as
Christ's last Passover to the Christian rite which
He grafted upon it. I t preceded and led up to the
Eucharist, and was quite distinct from it. In
opposition to this view it has been strongly urged
by some modern critical scholars that in the apostolic age the Lord's Supper was not distinguished
from the Agape, but that the Agape itself from
beginning to end was the Lord's Supper which was
held in memory of Jesus. I t seems fatal to such
an idea, however, that while Paul makes it quite
e-vident that bread and wine were the only elements
of the memorial rite instituted by Jesus (1 Cor 11
23-29), the abuses which had come to prevafl at the
social gatherings of the Corinthian church would
have been impossible in the case of a meal consisting
only of bread and wdne (cf vs 21.33 f). Moreover, unless the Eucharist in the apostohc age had
been discriminated from the common meal, it
would be difficult to explain how a t a later period
the two could be found diverging from each other
so completely.
In the Did (cir 100 AD) there is no sign as yet
of any separation. The direction t h a t the second
Eucharistic prayer should be offered
4. Separa- "after being filled" (x.l) appears to
tion from
imply that a regular meal had immethe
_
diately preceded the observance of the
Eucharist
sacrament. In the Ignatian Epistles
(cir 110 AD) the Lord's Supper and
the Agape are still found in combination (Ad
Smyrn viii.2). I t has sometimes been assumed that
Pliny's letter to Trajan (cir 112 AD) proves that
the separation had aheady taken place, for he
spealis of two meetings of the Christians in Bithynia, one before the dawn at which they bound themselves by a "sacramentum" or oath to do no kind
of crime, and another at a later hour when they
partook of food of an ordinary and harmless character (Ep x,96). But as the word "sacramentum"
cannot be taken here as necessarily or even prob-

ably referring to the Lord's Supper, the evidence of
this passage is of little weight. \\ hen w-e come to
Justin Martyr (cir 150 AD) we find t h a t _ in hia
account of church worship he does not mention the
Agape at all, but speaks of the Eucharist as following a service which consisted of the reading of
Scripture, prayers and exhortation (Apol, Ixvu);
so that b y his time the separation must have taken
place. 'Tertulhan (cir 200 AD) testifies to the
continued existence of the Agape (Apol, 39), but
shows clearly that in the church of the West the
Eucharist was no longer associated with it (De
Corona, 3). In the East the connection appears
to have been longer maintained (see Bigg, Christian
Platonists of Alexandna,
102 ff), b u t by and by
the severance became universal; and though the
Agape continued for long to maintain itself as a
social function of the church, it gradually passed
out of existence or was preserved only as a feast
of charity for the poor.
Various influences appear to have cooperated
in this direction. Trajan's enforcement of the old
law against clubs may have had some5. Reasons thing to do with it (cf Pliny as above),
for the
b u t a stronger influence probably
Separation came from the rise of a popular suspicion t h a t the evening meals of the
church were scenes of licentious revelry and even
of crime. The actual abuses which already meet
us in the apostolic age (1 Cor 11 20 ff; Jude ver
12), and which would tend to multiply as the church
grew in numbers and came into closer contact with
the heathen world, might suggest the advisability
of separating the two observances. But the
strongest influence of all would come from the
growth of the ceremonial and sacerdotal spirit
by which Christ's simple institution was slowly
turned into a mysterious priestly sacrifice. To
Christ Himself it had seemed natural and fitting
to institute the Supper at the close of a social meal.
But when this memorial Supper had been transformed into a repetition of the sacrifice of Calvary
by the action of the ministering priest, the ascetic
idea became natural that the Eucharist ought to
be received fasting, and t h a t it would be sacrilegious to link it on to the observances of an
ordinary social meal.
L I T E R A T U R E . — Z a h n . art. " A g a p e n " in FTauck-Herzog,
Realencyklopddie;
Keating, Agape and Euctiarist; Schaff,
The Oldest Ctiurch Manual, ch xviii; L a m b e r t . Sacraments in the New Testament. 'Lect viii; "Weizsaidcer, The
Apostolic Age, etc, I , 52 ff.
J . C. LAMBERT

AGAR, a'gar ("A-yap, Agar): Found once in the
Apoc in the Gr (Bar 3 23) probably for the OT
Hagar, mother of Ishmael, whose children are mentioned with the merchants of Meran (Midian) and
Teman. In 1 Ch 5 10 the "Hagarites" AV, are
located E . of Gilead, and in the days of Saul were
at war with the tribe of Reuben. See also vs 19.20
a n d l Ch 27 31. In Ps 83 6 the name of the same
people is Hagarenes.
AGARENES, ag-a-renz': Bar 3 23 AV. In the
OT the word is H A G A R E N E S (q.v.).

See also AGAR

above.
AGATE, ag'St.

See STONES, P R E C I O U S .

AGE, a j : A period of time or a dispensation.
In the above sense the word, occurs only once in
AV, in the sing., as the t r of "111, dor, which means,
properly, a "revolution" or "round of time," "a
period," "an age" or "generation of man's hfe";
almost invariably tr"* "generation," "generations"
(Job 8 8, "Inquire, I pray thee, of the former age");
we have the plur. as the t r of aion, prop, "duration,'
"the course or flow of time," "an age or period ot
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the world," "the world" (Eph 2 7, "in the ages
to come"; Col 1 26, "the mystery which hath been
hid from ages and from generations," ERV, "from
ah ages," etc, ARVm, of genea'i, "generations"
(Eph 3 5 "generations," ver 21, "unto idl generations for ever and ever," Gr m, "all the generations
of the age of the agt^s"). "Ages" is given in m of
AV (Ps 145 13; Isa 26 4, "the rock of ages").
We have "age" in the above sense (2 Esd 3 IS;
Tob 14 5; aion) "ages," aion (1 Ilsd 4 40 [of
Truth] "she is the strength," etc, "of aU ages"),
genea, RV, "generation" (.Wisd 7 27; 1 Mace 2
61); Ecclus 24 33, eis geneds aioiu'in, "generations
of ages"; Wisd 14 6, "generations" (geneseus).
RV has "age" for ''world" (lie 6 5); "ages" for
"worlds" (RVm He 1 2; --VR\m; (-f 1 Tim 1 17)
(m, "unto the ages of the ag(>s"); "ages" for
"world" (1 Cor 10 11; He 9 2(i). ERV has "all
ages" for "the beginning of the world" (l^di 3 9,
ARV "for ag(\s"); "king of the ages" for "king of
saints" (Rev 15 3, corrected text; m, many ancient
authorities read "nations"; Jer 10 7). See E V E R LASTING.

Agar
Agony
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W.

L.

WALKER

AGE, OLD AGE, in individual lives ("ibn, heledh;
t)\iKla, helik'ia): We have scarcely any word in
the OT or NT which denotes "age" in the familiar
modern sense; the nearest in the OT is perhaps
heledh, "hfe," "hfetime," and in the N T helikia,
"full age," "manhood," but which is rendered
"stature" in Mt 6 27, etc. .\V; /le^et/A occurs (Job 11
17, "Thine age shall be clearer than the noonday,"
RV "[thy] life"; Ps 39 5, "Vline age is as nothing
before thee," ARV, "mv life-time"); we have
helikia (Jn 9 21.23, " H e is of age"; He 11 11
"past age," Lk 2 52, "Jesus increased in wisdom
and age," so RVm, AVm, Eph 4 13); yarn, day,
(days), is used in the OT to express "age" (Gen 47
28), ''the 'whole age of Jacob," AV, "the days of the
years of his life"; but it occurs mostly in connection with old age); ben, "son" (Nu 8 25; 1 Ch 23
3.24); kelah, "to be complete," is t r ' "full age"
(Job 5 26); teUios, "complete" (He 5 14, RV,
"fullgrow-n men," m, "perfect"), dor, "a revolution," "a period" is tr"* "age" (Isa 38 12, "Mine
age is departed and removed from me as a shepherd's
tent," ARV, "My dw-elling is removed, and is
carried away from me as a shepherd's tent," ERV,
"mine age," m, "or habitation"; Delitzsch, "my
home"; cf Ps 49 19 [20]; 2 Cor 5 8). In N T
we have etos, "year" (Mk 5 42, RV, "old"; Lk 2
37; 3 23, "Jesus .
. about 30 years of age").
"Old age," "aged," are the tr of various words, zdken
(zdkdn, "the chin," "the beard"), perhaps to have
the chin sharp or hanging down, often tr'' "elders,"
"old man," etc (2 S 19 32; Job 12 20; 32 9; Jer
6 11).
In N T we have presbutes, "aged," "advanced in
days" (Titus 2 2; Philem 9); presbnl'is, "aged
woman" (Titus 2 Z); probebekos en hemerais, "advanced in days" (Lk 2 36); gtras, "old age" (Lk
1 36).
RV has "old" for "the age of" (1 Ch 23 3),
"own age" for "sort" (Dnl 1 10); "aged" for
"ancients" (Ps 119 100); for "ancient" (Isa 47 6);
for"old"(He 8 13); "aged men" for "the ancients"
(Job 12 12); for "aged" (Job 12 20), "elders,"
(1) Among the Hebrews (and Orientals generally)
old age was held in honor, and respect was required
for the aged (Lev 19 32), "Thou shalt
Regard for rise up before the hoary head, and
Old Age
honor the face of the old m a n " ; a
mark of the low estate of the nation
was that " T h e faces of elders were not honored";
"The elders have ceased from the gate" (Lam 5
12,14), Cf Job 29 8 (as showing the exceptionally

high regard for Job), See also Wisd 2 10; Ecclus
8 6,
(2) Old age was greatly desired and its attainment regarded as a Divine blessing (Gen 15 15;
Ex 20 12, " t h a t thy days may be long in the land";
Job 5 2(i; Ps 91 16, "With long life wiU I satisfy
h i m " ; 92 14; cf Isa 65 20; Zee 8 4; 1 S 2 32).
(3) .\ Divine assurance is given, "Hvdn to old
age I am he, and even to hoar hairs wdll I carry y o u "
(Isa 46 4); hence it was looked forward to in faith
and hope (Ps 71 9,18).
(4) Superior wisdom was believed to belong to
the aged (Job 12 20; 15 10; 32 7.9; cf 1 K 12
8); hence positions of guidance and authority were
given to them, as the terms ''elders," "presbyters" and (.Vrab.) "sheik" indicate,
W,

L.

WALKER

AGEE, a'ge (N?X, 'aghe', "fugitive"): AHararite,
father of Shammah, one of David's "three mighty
men" (2 S 23 11). In 1 Ch 11 34 we read of
one "Jonathan the son of Shagee the Hararite."
The parallel in 2 S 23 32,33 reads "Jonathan,
Shammah the Hararite." If we read "Jonathan
[son of] Shammah," then Agee is the grandfather of
Jonathan, Some, however, think 1 Ch 11 34
to be correct, and read "Shagee" for "Agee" in
2 S 23 11, and for "Shammah" in 2 S 23 33,
This makes Jonathan and Shammah brothers.
AGES, ROCK O F : Apphed to Jehovah as an
encouragement for trust (Isa 26 4 RVm; AV
"everlasting strength").
AGGABA, a-ga'ba ('A-yYaP<i, Aggabd, and 'A^paPd, Agrabd; AV Graba) = Hagabah (Ezr 2 45)
and Hagaba (Neh 7 48): The descendants of A.
(temple-servants) returned with Zerubbabel to
.lerus (1 Esd 5 29). See also ACCABA.
A G G A E U S , a-ge'us ('AYYatos, Aggaios; AV
Aggeus): Haggai, one of the Minor Prophets. A.
prophesied in the second year of the reign of Darius
(cf Ezr 4 24; 6 1) with Zacharias in Jerus (1 Esd
6 1; 7 3). In 2 Esd 1 40 he is mentioned as one
who with others shall be given as "leader to the
nation from the east."
AGIA, a'gi-a ('Avia, Agid; AV Hagia) = Hattil
(Ezr 2 57; Neh 7 .59); The descendants of .V., (sons
of the servants of Solomon) returned with Zerubbabel
to Jerus (1 Esd 5 34).
AGONE, a-gon': In AV of 1 S_30 13. Old past
part, of "to go." RV has "ago," viz. "three days
ago," lit. "the third day."
AGONY, ag'o-ni (d-yuvta, agonia; Vulg agonia):
A word occurring only once in the N T (Lk 22 44),
and used to describe the climax of the mysterious
soul-conflict and unspeakable suffering of Our Lord
in the garden at Gethsemane, The term is derived
from the Gr agon "contest" and this in turn from
the Gr dgo "to drive or lead," as in a chariot race.
Its root idea is the struggle and pain of the severest
athletic contest or conflict. The wrestling of the
athlete has its counterpart in the wrestling of the
suffering soul of the Saviour in the garden. At the
beginning of this struggle He speaks of His soul
being exceeding sorrowful even unto death, and
this tumult of emotion culminated in the agony.
All that can be suggested by the exhausting
struggles and sufferings of charioteers, runners,
wrestlers and gladiators, in Grecian and Roman
amphitheaters, is summed up in the pain and deathstruggle of this solitary word "agony." The word
was rendered by Wyclif (1382) "maad in agonye";
Tindale (1534) and foflowing translators use "an

Agrapha
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agony." The record of Jesus' suffering in Gethsemane, in the Synoptic Gospels (Mt 26 36-46; Mk 14
32-42; Lk 22 39-46, and also in He 6 7.8) indicates
that it w-as threefold:
The agony of His soul wrought its pain on His
body, until "his sweat became as it were great
chops of blood falling down upon the
1. Physical ground" (Lk 22 44, omitted by some
ancient authorities). He offered His
prayers and supphcations "w-ith strong crying and
tears" (He 5 7). The intensity of His struggle so
distressed and weakened Him that Luke says "there
appeared unto him an angel from heaven, strengthening him." The threefold record of the evangelists
conveys the idea of the intensest physical pain. .As
the wire carries the electric current, so every nerve
in Jesus' physical being felt the anguish of His sensitive soul as He took upon Himself the burden of
the world's sin and moral evil.
The crisis of Jesus' career as Messiah and Redeemer came in Gethsemane. The moral issue of
His atoning work w-as intelligently
2. Mental and voluntarily met here. The Gospels
exhaust language in attempting to
portray the stress and struggle of this conflict.
"My soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto death."
"Being in an agony he prayed more earnestly,
saying. Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass
away from me." The mental clearness of Christ's
vision of humanity's moral guilt and the energy
of will necessary to meet the issue and take "this
cup" of being the world's sin-bearer, indicate the
awful sorrow and anguish of His supernatural confflct. It is divinely significant that the word
"agony" appears but once in all Scripture. This
solitary wortl records a solitary experience. Only
One ever compassed the whole range of the world's
sorrow and pain, anguish and agony. The shame
of criminal arrest in the garden and of subsequent
condemnation and death as a malefactor had to
His innocent soul the horror of humanity's entire
and ageless guilt. The mental and moral anguish
of Jesus in Gethsemane interprets the meaning of
Paul's description of the atonement, "Him who knew
no sin he made to be sin on our behalf" (2 Cor 5 21).
The agony of Jesus w-as supremely within the
realm of His spirit. The effect of sin in separating
the human soul from God was fath3. Spiritual omed by the suffering Saviour in the
fathomless mystery of His supernatural sorrow. Undoubtedly the anguish of
Gethsemane surpassed the physical torture of
Calvary. The whole conflict was -wrought out here.
Jesus' filial sjiirit, under the burden of the world's
guilt, felt isolated from the Father. This awful,
momentary seclusion from His Father's face constituted the "cup" which He prayed might pass from
Ilim, and the "agony" of soul, experienced again
on the cross, when He felt that God had forsaken
Him.
No theory of the atonement can do justice to
the threefold anguish of Jesus in Gethsemane and
on Calvary, or to the entire trend of Scripture, that
does not include the substitutionary element in
His voluntary sacrifice, as stated by the prophet:
"Jeh hath laid on him the iniquity of us all," Isa
53 6; and by His apostles: "who was delivered up
for our trespasses," Rom 4 25; "who his own self
bare our sins," 1 Pet 2 24.
The w-ord "agony" also occurs in 2 Mace 3
14.16 21 AV ( RV "distress") in describing the distress of the people at the attempt of Heliodorus to
despoil the treasury of the temple in the davs of
Onias.

D W I G H T M . PRATT

AGRAPHA, ag'ra-fa ("A-^pa()>a, dgrapha): The
word dgraphos of which agrapha is the neuter
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plur. is met with in classical Gr and in Gr papyri
in its primary sense of "unwritten," "unrecorded."
In early Christian ht., esp. in the
1. The
writings of Clement of Alexandria, it
Term and was used of oral tradition; and in
Its History this sense it was revived by Koerner
in a Leipzig Program issued in 1776
under the title De sermonibv.s Christi agraphois.
For some time it was restricted to sayings of Christ
not recorded in the Gospels and believed to have
reached the sources in which they are found by means
of oral tradition. As however graphs, the noun
with which agrapha is connected, can have not only
the general meaning "writing," but the special
meaning "Scripture," the adj. could signify not
only "oral" but also "uncanonical" or "noncanonical"; and it was employed by Resch in the ,
latter sense in the 1st ed of his great work on the
subject which appeared in German in 1889 under the
title, Agrapha: Extra-canonical Gospel Fragments.
The term was now also extended so as to include
narratives as well as sayings. In the second ed
(also in German) it is further widened so as to embrace all extra-canonical sayings or passages connected with the Bible. The new title runs: Agrapha: Extra-canonical Fragments of Scripture; and the
volume contains a first collection of OT agrapha.
The term is still however used most frequentl}' of
non-canonical sayings ascribed to Jesus, and to the
consideration of these this art. will mainly be devoted.
Of the 361 agrapha and apocrypha given by Resch
about 160 are directly ascribed to Christ. About 30
others can be added from Christian and
2. Extent of Jewish sources and about 80 sayings
Material
found in Muhammadan literature (Expos T, V, 69, 107, 177 f, 503 f, 661,
etc). The last-mentioned group, although not
entirely without interest, may largely be disregarded as it is highly improbable that it represents
early tradition. The others come from a variety
of sources: the N T outside of the Gospels, Gospel
MSS and VSS, Apocryphal Gospels and an early
collection of sayings of Jesus, hturgical texts,
patristic and mediaeval ht. and the Talm.
Many of these sayings have no claim to be regarded
as independent agrapha. At least five classes come
under this category. (1) Some are
3. Sayings mere parallels or variants, for into Be
stance: "Pray and be not weary,"
Excluded
which is evidently connected with
Lk 18 1; and the saying in the Talm:
"I, the Gospel, did not come to take away from the
law of Moses but to add to the law of Moses have I
come" (Shah 1166) which is clearly a variant of
Mt 5 17. (2) Some sayings are made up of two or
more canonical texts. "I chose you before the
world was," for example, is a combination of
Jn 15 19 and Eph 1 4; and "Abide in my love
and I will give you eternal life" of Jn 8 31 and
10 28. (3) Misquotation or loose quotation accounts for a number of alleged agrapha.
"Sodom
is justified more than thou" seems to be really from
Ezk 16 53 and its context. "Let not the sun go
down upon your -wrath" is of apostolic not evangelic origin (Eph 4 26). "Anger destroys even
the prudent" comes from L X X of Prov 15 1.
(4) Some sayings must be rejected because they
cannot be traced to an early source, for instance,
the fine saying: "Be brave in war, and fight with
the old serpent, and ye shall receive eternal life,"
w-hich is first met wdth in a text of the 12th cent.
(5) Several sayings are suspicious by rea.son of their
source or their character. The reference to "my
mother the Holy Spirit," in one of them, has no
warrant in the acknowledged teaching of Christ
and comes from a source of uncertain value the
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Gospel according to the He. Pantheistic sayings
such as "1 am thou and thou art I, and wherever
thou art I a m " ; "You are I and I am you"; and
perhaps the famous saying: "Raise the stone and
thou wilt find me; cleave the wood and there am
I," as well as the sayings reported by Epiphanius
from the Gospel of the Ebionites seem to breathe
an atmosphere different from that of the canonical
Gospels.
When all the sayings belonging to these five
classes, and a few others of liturgical origin, have
been deducted there remain about
4. Sayings thirty-fi-\-e which are worthy of menin NT
tion .and in some cases of careful consideration. Some are dealt with in
the art. LOGIA tq.v.). The others, which are given
here, are numbered consecutively to facilitate
reference. The best authenticated are of course
those found in the N T outside of the Gospels.
These are (1) the great sa\'ing cited by Paul at
Miletus: "It is more blessed to give than to receive"
(.\ets 20 3.5); (,2) the words used in the institution
of the Eucharist iireserved only in 1 Cor 11 24 f;
(3) the promise of the baptism of the Spirit (Acts
1 5 and 11 16); and (4) the answer to the question:
"Dost thou at this time restore the kingdom to
Israel?" (.Acts 1 7 f). Less certain are (5) the
description of the Second Advent, said to be "by
the word of the Lord" (1 Thess 4 15 ff); and
(6) the promise of the crow-n of life to them that
love God (Jas 1 12).
Of considerable interest are some additions, in MSS
of the Gospels and \'SS, One of the most remarkable (7) is the comment of Jesus on a
6. Sayings man's working on the Sabbath day
in MSS
inserted after Lk 6 4 in Codex D and
and 'V^SS
the Freer MS recently discovered in
Egypt: "If thou knowest what thou
doest, O man, blessed art thou, but if thou knowest
not. thou art accursed and a transgressor of the
law." Another (8) also found in D and in several
other authorities is appended to M t 20 28: "But
ye seek ye from little to increase and from greater
to be less." In the Curetonian Syriac the latter
clause runs: "and not from greater to be less."
The new saying is noteworthy but obscure. A
third passage (9) of less value but still of interest
is an insertion in the longer ending of Mk, between
ver 14 and ver 15, w-hich w-as referred to by Jerome
as present in codices in his day but has now been
met w-ith in Gr for the first time in the abovementioned Freer MS. (For facsimile see Am.
Journal of Archaeology, 1908.) In reply to a complaint of the disciples about the opposition of
Satan and their request: "Therefore reveal thy
righteousness even now," Jesus is reported to have
said: "The limit of the years of the authority of
Satan is fulfilled, but other dreadful things are
approaching, and in behalf of those who had sinned
was I dehvered unto death in order that they might
return to- the truth and might sin no longer, that
they might inherit the spiritual and incorruptible
glory of righteousness in heaven." This alleged
utterance of the risen Lord is most probably of
secondary character (cf Gregory, Das Freer Logion; Sw-ete, Tioo New Gospel Frai/inenls).
Apocryphal and patristic literature supplies some
notable sayings. The first place must be given
(10) to the great saying which in its
6. Sayings shortest form consists of only three
from the
words: "Be ["become," "show yourFathers,
selves to be"] approved moneyetc
changers." Resch (Agrapha^, no. 87)
gives 69 references, a t least 19 of
which date from the 2d and 3d cents., although
they represent only a few authorities, all Egyptian.
The saying seems to have circulated widely in
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the early church and may be genuine. Other
early sayings of interest or value, from these sources,
must be given without comment.
(11) "The
heavenly Father willeth the repentance of the sinner rather than his puntshnient" (Justin Martyr).
(12) "That which is weak shall be saved by that
which is strong" (cir 300 AD). (13) "Come out
from bonds ye who will" (t)lement of Alexandria).
(14) "Be thou .saved and thy soul" (Theodotus in
id). (15) "ISlessed are they who mourn for the
perdition of unbelievers" (jjidaskidia).
(lljj "He
who is near me is near the fire; he who is far from
me is far fndn the kingdom" (Origen). (17) "He
w-ho has not been tempted has not been approved"
(l)idaskidia, e(c), (IS) He who makes sad a
brother's spirit is one of the greatest of criminals"
(Ev Heb). (19) "Never be glad except when ye
have seen your brother in love" (ib). (20) "Let not
him who .seeks cease . . . until he find, and when
he finds he .shall be astonished; astonished he shall
reach the kingdom, and when he has re;(ch(.'d the
kingdom he shall rest" (Clement of Alexandria and
Logia of Oxyrhynchus).
(21) In a fragment of a
Gospel found by GrenfcU and Hunt at Oxyrhynchus
(O Papyri no. 655) is the following non-canonical
passage in a canonical context: "He Himself will
give you clothing. His disciples say unto Him:
When wilt thou be manifest to us and when shall we
see thee? He saith: When ye shall be stripped
and not be ashamed." The saying or apocryphon
exhibits considerable likeness to a saying cited by
Clement of .Vlexandria from the Gospel according
to the Egyptians, but the difference is great enough
to make original identity doubtful. Another fragment found by the same explorers on the same site
(O Papyri no. 840) preserves two agrapha or apocrypha which though clearly secondary are very
curious. The first (22) is the concluding portion of
a saying about the punishment of evil-doers: "Before a m a n does wrong he makes all manner of subtle
excuses. But give heed lest you also suffer thesame
things as they for the evil-doers among men receive
not their due among the living (Gr zois) only
but also await punishment and much t((rment."
Professor Swete (Two New Gospel Fragments),
accents zoois as the plural of zdon and thus finds
a contrast between the fale of animals and that of
human beings. The second saying (23) is a rather
lengthy reply to the complaint of a Pharisaic
stickler for outward purity. The most interesting
part of it as edited by Swete runs as follows: "Woe
to you blind who see not. . .
But I and my
disciples who thou sayest have not been dipped
have dipped in the waters of eternal life which
come down from Ciod out of heaven." All these
texts from Oxyrhynchus probably date from the
2d cent. Other Egypt sources, the so-called Coptic
Apocryphal Gospels (Texts and Studies Camb.
IV, 2, 1S96), contain several sayings which are
of interest as coining from the same religious
environment. The following three are the most
remarkable. (24) "Repent, for it is better that a
man find a cup ((f water in the age that is coming
than aU the riches of this world" (130). (25)
"Better is a single footstep in My Father's house
than all the wealth of this \yorld" (130 f). (26)
"Now therefore have faith in the love of My
Father; for faith is the end of all things" (176).
As in the case of the Lngiu these sayings are found
in ass((cia(ion with canonical sayings and parallels.
Since the Lngia may well have numbered scores,
if not hundreds, it is at least possible that these
Coptic sayings may have been taken from the
missing portions of this collection, or a recension
of it, and therefore they are not unworthy of
notice as conceivably early agrapha. To these
sayings of Christian derivation may be added
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(27) one Muhammadan saying, t h a t inscribed in
Arabic on the chief gateway of the city Futteypore Sikri buUt by Akbar: "The world is but a
bridge, over which you must pass, but must not
linger to build your dwelling" (In the Himalayas
by Miss Gordon Gumming, cited by Griffenhoofe,
The Unwritten Sayings of Christ, 128).
Although the number of agrapha purporting to
be sayings of Jesus which have been collected by
scholars seems at first sight imposing,
7. Result
those which have anything like a
strong claim to acceptance on the
ground of early and reliable source and internal
character are disappointingly few. Of those given
above nos. 1-4, 7, 8, 10 which have mostly early
attestation clearly take precedence of the rest.
Nos. 11-20 are early enough and good enough to
merit respectful consideration. Still the proportion of genuine, or possibly genuine, material is
very small. Ropes is probably not far from the
truth when he remarks that "the writers of the
Synoptic Gospels did their work so well that only
stray bits here and there, and these but of small
value, were left for the gleaners." On the other
hand it is not necessary to follow Wellhausen in
rejecting the agrapha in toto. Recent discoveries
have shown that they are the remains of a considerable body of extra-canonical sayings which
circulated more or less in Christian circles, esp. in
Egypt, in the early cents., and the possible presence
in what we possess of a sentence or two actually
spoken by Jesus fully justifies research.
The second edition of the work of Resch includes
17 agrapha from MSS of Acts and 1 Jn most of
which are from Codex D, 31 apostolic
8. Other
apocrypha, and 66 agrapha and apocAgrapha
rypha connected with the OT. 19 of
the latter are largely taken from pseudepigrapha, a pseudo-Ezekiel for instance. 'These
agrapha some of which are really textual variants
are of inferior interest and value.
LITERATURE.—The 'chief authorities are the German
book of the American scholar J. H. Ropes. Die Spr-uche
Jesu, die in den icanonischcn Evangelien nicht ilbcrliefert
sind, and his art. "Agrapha" in HDB (extra vol); and
the often-mentioned work of Resch. The former has
great critical value, and the latter, especially in the
2d ed. is a veritable thesaurus of material. For a full
survey of the hterature up to 1905 see that work. pp.
14-17. There is much criticism in Bauer's Das Leben
Jesu im Zeitalter der neutestamentlichen Apokryphen, ch
-vii. Among smaller works special mention may be made
of Prebendary Blomtield's Twenty-Five Agrapha (.1900):
and the book of Griffenhoofe, the title of which is given
above. There are recent arts, on the subject in HDB
(1909), "Unwritten Sayings," and DCG, "Sayings (Unwritten)"; Am. Journal of Archaeology, XII (1908), 49—
5.5; H. A. Sanders, New MSS from Egypt; also ib, XIII
(1909), 130.

See LOGIA.

WILLIAM TAYLOR SMITH

AGRARIAN LAWS, a-gra'ri-an loz:
1. The Sabbath Year
2. The Jubilee
3. Its Object
4. The Legal Rules
5. Ideas and Circiimstances of the Legislation
6. Form of the Legislation
7. Its Operation and Extension
8. Other Laws Affecting the Land
The Mosaic provisions on this subject form one
of the most characteristic and interesting portions
of the legislation. The main institutions are two,
'viz., the Sabbath year and the jubilee, and they are
closely linked together.
In every seventh year the land was to lie fallow "that the poor of thy people may eat: and
what they leave the beast of the field
1. The
shall eat" (Ex 23 10 f; cf Lev 25 2-7).
Sabbath
'And the Sabbath of the land shall
Year
be for food for you; for thee, and for
thy servant, and for thy maid, and
for thy hired servant and for thy stranger t h a t
sojourn with thee; but for thy cattle, .and'for the
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beasts that are in thy land, shall all the increase
thereof be for food' (Lev 25 6f). This has been
quoted at length because the rendering of EV is
misleading. "The Sabbath of the land" does not
mean t h a t the natural increase thereof is to be
eaten by the Israelitish peasant. T h a t interpretation is excluded by vs 3-5.20-22. What is
intended is clearly shown by the latter of these two
passages, "I will command my blessing upon you
in the sixth year." The principle on which the
manna had been provided for Sabbaths was to
apply to the harvest of the sixth year, and this is
the import of the phrase.
After "seven sabbaths of years, even forty and
nine years" a trumpet was to be blown throughout
the land on the tenth day of the
2. The
seventh month (i.e. the Day of AtoneJubilee
ment) and the fiftieth year was to be
hallowed and celebrated as a "jubilee."
No agricultural work of any kind was to be
performed, but "ye may [so correct EVV] eat the
increase thereof out of the field" (Lev 26 12).
God would so bless the land in the sixth year that
it would bring forth enough for the Sabbath year,
the ensuing jubilee and the subsequent period to the
harvest of the ninth year (vs 20-22).
In addition to being a period in which the land
was left fallow, the jubilee was intended to meet
the economic evils that befell peasants
3. Its
in ancient societies. Wars or unfaObject
vorable seasons would soon reduce a
farmer to a condition in which he
would have to borrow. But money is rarely to
be had without interest and security, and in early
communities the rates of interest were very high
indeed, while the only security the farmer could
offer would consist of his land and the persons of
himself and his children. Hence we find insolvency giving rise to the alienation of land and to
slavery all over the world—sometimes with the
retention of civil rights (as in Rome and Israel),
at others in a more unalloyed form. The jubilee
aims at both these evils. It is provided that in
that year the peasants who had lost their full
freedom through insolvency should be free (see
SBL, 5 ff) and all lands t h a t had been sold should
return to the original owner or his family. "And
the land shall not be sold in perpetuity; for the
land is mine: for ye are strangers and sojourners
with m e " (ver 23). To this theory there are
parallels elsewhere, e.g. in Togoland (Heinrici,
Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Rechlswissenschaft, XI,
13,8).
Lev 25 containing the land laws gives effect to
this view by enacting t h a t when an Israelite was
compelled to part with his land there
4. The
was to be a "redemption" of land, and
Legal Rules that in default of redemption the land
should return to its original owner in
the jubilee year.
This "redemption" covers two
ideas—a right of preemption by the next of kin
in the first instance, and if that were not exercised,
a right on the part of the original owner to buy
back the land before the jubilee (vs 24-28). The
theory did not apply to houses in walled cities.
Those might be redeemed within a year of sale:
in default the property passed for ever and was unaffected by the jubilee (vs 29 f). Villages were
reckoned as country (ver 31). T h e Levitical
cities were subject to the rules of land, not of
walled cities (vs 32 f; read with the Vulg in ARVm,
"if they have not been redeemed" in vs 32), and
their fields were not to be sold (ver 34). All sales
of lands to which the jubilee applied were to be
made on the basis of the number of crops (vs 14 ff);
in fact, what was sold was not the property itself
but the usufruct (i.e. the right of using, reaping.
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etc) till the year of the jubilee. Similarly with the
laws of Lev 27 16-25, whore the general principle
is that if a field lie sanctified the value shall be estimated according to the number of years to the
jubilee. Unfortunately the text is corrupt and it
is impossible to make out the exact circumstances
in which no further redemption was allowed
(ver '20).
"The land laws are the product of many independent ideas and circumstances. .
. First such
a system as that expounded in the 25th
5. Ideas
chapter of Lev could only be put forand Cirward b\' one who had to work on what
ciunstances is so very rare in hist((i y—a clean slate.
of the
In other words, the system of land
Legislation tenure here laid down coukl only be
introduced in this w-ay by men w ho had
no preexisting system to reckon with. Secondly,
there is (mutatis inutandi.^) a marked resemblance
between the pro\-isi(nis of l.e\- and the system introduced in Egypt by Josi-ph (Gen 47), The land
is the Lord's as it is Pharaoh's; but the towns
which are built on that land are not subject to the
same theory or the s.iine rules. Perhaps the explanation is that Joseph's iiieasiues had affected
only those who gained their living by agriculture,
i,e, the dw-ellers in the country. Thirdly, the
system shows the enormous pow-er that the conception of family sohdarity iiossesseil in the Mosaic age. . . . And fourthly-, the enactment is
inspired and illuminated by the humanitarian and
rehgious convictions to which reference has already
been made" {Journal of Transaelions of the Victoria
Institute, XLI, 160). Undoubtedly the most striking feature of the enactment is to be found in these
rehgious con\-ictions with the absolute reliance on
constant Divine intervention to secure the working
of the law (vs 20 ff).
Lev 26 shows clearly that this legislation was
conceived as the terms of a covenant made between
God and the children of Israel, and it
6. Form
appears from vs 42-45 that this
of the
covenant was regarded as being conLegislation nected with the covenants with the
patriarchs though it is also a covenant
made with the generation that came forth from
Egypt. The land was originally promised to Abraham in a covenant (Gen 17) and it would seem
that these law-s are regarded as attaching to that
covenant which had been renewed with his descendants. Indeed the law s appear to be presented
as terms of the sworn agreement (covenant) under
which God w-as about to give Israel the possession
of Canaan.
As respects the operation of these laws we have
no information as to the observance of any fallow
years before the ExUe: 2 Ch 36 21
7. Its Oper- is rather unfavorable, but so obviously
ation and
echoes Lev 26 43 that it scarcely
Extension seems to be meant as a historical statement. But trae(;s are to be found
of the operation of other parts of the system.
Ruth 4 shows us the law of redemption w-orking,
but with two notable extensions. Widows have
acquired a right of property in their husbands'
estates, and when the next of kin refuses to redeem,
the right passes to the kinsman who is nearest in
succession. Neither of these eases is contemplated
by the Pent: both appear to be fresh apphcations
of the Levitical law w-hich, like all other legislations,
had to be adapted to meet new sets of facts as they
arose. Similarly Jer 32 illustrates the law of preemption, but here a small difficulty arises, for Lev
25 34 forbids the sale of the suburbs of the Levitical
cities. Probably however this refers only to sale
outside the family and nol as here to the nearest
kinsman and heir presumptive. Similarly Ezk
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twice refers to the jubilee (7 12 f and 46 17) in
terms that seem to show t h a t he knew it as an
existing institution (see SBL, 96; Churchman, IVlay,
1906, 292). Historical traces of the Levitical cities
are

mentioned in the

art.

LEVITICAL C I T I E S .

It

should be added that under the monarchy a rule
seems to have been introduced that derelict lands
fell to the king (see 2 S 9 9 f; 1 K 21 16; 2 K 8
3.6).
In later times there are several references to the
fallow of the Sabbatical year (1 Mace 6 49,53; Ant,
X l I I , v i u , 1; XIV, X, 6, etc).
In addition to these laws Moses enacted provisions favoring gleaning, on which see POOR.
He also prohibited sowing a field or
8. Other
vineyard with two kinds of seed (Lev
Laws
19 19; Dt 22 9) and prescribed that
Affecting
for three years the fruit of trees should
the Land
not be eaten, whfle in the fourth it
should be holy, and in the fifth it w-as
to be available for ordinary purposes (Lev 19 23 ff).
HAROLD M .

WIENER

AGREE, a-gre' ((n)|J.4>wv^<o, sumphon&o, "to be
of the same mind," "to come to a mutual understanding"): This is the sense of the word in M t 20
2; Jn 9 22, and other passages. In Mk 14 56
the word is isos and has the thought not only that
their words did not agree, but also that the testimony was not in agreement with or equal to what
the law required in such a case. The thought of
being equal occurs also in 1 Jn 5 8.
The fig. use of the word in M t 18 19 makes it
of special interest. The word there is sumphoned, from which comes our word symphonjr, meaning a harmonious blending. This agreement therefore is complete. Three persons are introduced:
two human beings and the Father. They are in
perfect agreement on the subject or purpose under
consideration. It is therefore an inward unity
produced by the Holy Spirit, leading the two into
such an agreement with the Father. There will
follow then, as a matter of course, what is promised
in vs 19.20. In Acts 5 9 it sets forth the justice
of Peter in dealing in the same manner in both cases.
Ananias and Sapphira were in perfect agreement
and equally guilty (Lk 5 36; Acts 15 15).
JACOB W ,

KAPP

AGRICULTURE, ag'ri-kul-tUr, ag'ri-kul-chur:
I.
II.
III.

DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURE
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS AND FERTILITY
AGRICULTURAL PUR,SUIT3

1, Growing of Grain
(1) Plowing and Sowing
(2) Reaping
(3) Threshing
2, Care ol Vineyards
3, Raising of Flocks
/. Development of Agriculture.—One may witness
in Syria and Pal today the various stages of social
progress through which the people of Bible times
passed in which the development of their agriculture played an important part. To the E. the sons

^:t:

u. Polo or Beam, b. Yokes, c. Share, d. Handle.
e. Points, Ox-goad (below).
of Ishmael still wander in tribes from place to place,
depending upon their animals for food and raiment,
unless by a raid they can secure the fruits of the
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soil from the peoples, mostly of their own blood,
who have given up wandering and are supporting
themselves by tilling the ground. It is only a short
step from this frontier hfe to the more protected
territory toward the Mediterranean, where in
comparatively peaceful surroundings, the wanderers become stationary. If the land which they
have come to possess is baiTen and waterless, they
become impoverished physically and spirituaUy,
but if they have chosen the rarer spots where underground streams burst forth into valleys covered
with alluvial deposits (Ex 3 8), they prosper and
there springs up the more complicated community
life with its servants, hirelings, gardeners, etc. A
division of labor ensues. Some leave the soil for
the crafts and professions but still depend upon
their farmer neighbors for their sustenance. ( I K
5 11.) Such was the variety of hfe of the people
among w-hom Jesus lived, and of their ancestors,
and of the inhabitants of the land long before the
children of Israel came to take possession of it.
Bible history deals with the Hebrews at a period
when a large proportion ot that people were engaged in agrarian pursuits, hence w-e find its pages
filled w-ith references to agricultural occupations.
//. Climatic Conditions and Fertility.—With climatic conditions and fertility so varied, the mode
of cultivation, seedtime and harvest differed even
in closely adjacent territory. On the coastal plains
and in the low Jordan valley the soil was usually
rich and the season was early, w-hereas in the mountainous regions and high interior plains the planting
and reaping times were from two weeks to a month
later. To make use of the soil on the hillsides,
terracing was frequently necessary. Examples
of these old terrac(!S still exist. On the unwatered
plains the crops could be grown only in the winter
and spring, i.e. during the rainy season. These
districts dried up in May or June and remained
f.allow during the rainless summer. The same
was true of the hilly regions and valleys except
where water from a stream could be diverted from
its channel and spread over the fields. In such
districts crops could be grown irrespective of the
seasons.

See IRRIGATION.

///. Agricultural
Pursuits.—To
appreciate the
many references in the Bible to agricultural pursuits and the frequent allusions of Our Lord to the
fields and their products, we must remember how

Primitive Plowing.
different were the surroundings of the farmers of
that day from those among which most of us live
or with which we are acquainted, ^\'hat knowledge we have of these pursuits is drawn from such
references as disclose methods bearing a close
similarity to those of the present day. 'The strong
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tendency to resist change which is everywhere
manifest throughout the country and the survival
of ancient descriptive words in the language of
today further confirm our behef that we now witness in this country the identical operations which
were used two thousand or more years ago. It
would be strange if there were not a variety of
ways by which the same object was accomplished
when we remember that the Heb people benefited
by the experience of the Egyptians, of the Babylonians, of the inhabitants of the land of their
adoption, as well as of its late European conquerors.
For this reason the drawings found on the Egyp
monuments, depicting agricultural scenes, help us to
explain the probable methods used in Pal.
Three branches of agriculture were more prominent than the others; the growing of grain, the
care of vineyards (Nu 18 30), and the raising of
flocks. Most households owned fields and vineyards and the richer added to these a wealth of
flocks. The description of Job's wealth (in Job 1)
shows t h a t he was engaged in all these pursuits.

Threshing Instrument with Sharp Teeth.
Hezekiah's riches as enumerated in 2 Ch 32 27.28
suggest activity in each of these branches.
In this and following descriptions, present-day
methods as far as they correspond to ancient
records will be dealt with.
1. Growing
(1) Plowing and sowing.—On the
of Grain
plains, little or no preparation for
plowing is needed, but in the hilly
regions, the larger stones, which the tilling of the
previous season has loosened and which the winter's
rains have washed bare, are picked out and piled
into heaps on some ledge, or are thrown into the
paths, which thus become elevated above the fields
which they traverse. (See FIELD.) If grain is to
be planted, the seed is scattered broadcast by the
sower. If the land has not been used for some time
the ground is first plowed, and when the seed has
been scattered is plowed again. The sower may
keep his supply of seed in a pocket made by pulhng
up his outer garment through his girdle to a sufficient extent for it to sag down outside his girdle
in the form of a loose pouch. He may, on the
other hand, carry it in a jar or basket as the sowers
are pictured as doing on the Egyp monuments.
As soon as the seed is scattered it is plowed in~I
before the ever-present crows and ravens can
gather it up. The path of the plow in the fieldsJ
of the hilly regions is a tortuous one because of the
boulders jutting out here and there (Mt 13 3 ff)
or because of the ledges which frequently lie hidden
just beneath the surface (the rocky places of
Christ's parable). When the plowman respects
the footpaths whicli the sufferance of the owner
has allowed to be trodden across his fields or which
mark the boundaries between the lands of different
owners, and leaves them unplowed, then the seed
which has fallen on these portions becomes the
food of the birds. Corners of the field where the
plow cannot reach are hoed by hand. Harrowing-in
as we know it is not practised today, except on
some of the larger plains, and probably was not
used in Pal in earlier times. (See HARROW.)
(2) Reaping.—After the plowing is over the
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fields are deserted until after the w inter rains, unless
an unusually severe storm of rain and hail (Ex 9 25)
has destroyed the young shoots. Then i second
sowing is made. In April, if the hot east winds
have not blasted the grain (see BL.^STI.NC) the barley begins to ripen. The wheat r((lloHs from a
week to six weeks latei-, depending upon the altitude. 'Tow-ard the end of .May or the first week
in June, which marks the beginning of the dry
season, reaping begins. \\ Inde families move out
from their village lioines to spend the time in Ihe
fields until the harvest is over. Men and w-oiiien
join in the w-ork of cutting the grain. .\ handful
of grain is gathered together by means of a sickle
held in the right hand. The stalks thus gathered
in a bunch are then grasped by the left hand and
at the same time a pull is givmi which cuts ofi' some
of the stalks i few inches above the ground (see
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a drag, the bottom of which is studded with pieces
(if basaltic stone. This drag, on which the driver,
aiul perhaps his family, sils or stands, is driven in a
circular path over tiie grain. In still other districts an instrument resembling .i wdieel harrow is
used, the aiitujuity of which is contirmed by the
Egyp iccords. The supply of unthreshed grain is
kept in the center of the floor. Some of this is
pulled down from time to time into the (lath of the
animals, .All tli(( while the partly threshed grain
is being turned over with a fork. The stalks
gradually become broken into .short piec(a and the
husks about the grain are torn olT, This mixture
of chalT and grain must now be winnowed. This
is (lone by to.ssiiig it into the air so that the wind
may blow away the chaff (se(( WINNOWINC). When
the chalT is gone then the grain is tossed in a wooden
tray to sejiarate from it the stones and lumps of
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STUBBLE) and pulls the rest up by the roots. These
handfuls are lai'l behind the reapers and are gathert-d
up by the helpers (see GLEANING), usually the children, and made into piles for transporting to the
threshing-floor.
t'.-j) Threshing.—The
thre.shing-floors are constructed in the fields, preferably in an exposed position in order to get the full benefit of the winds.
If there is danger of marauders they are clustered
together close to the village. The floor is a level,
circular area 25 to 40 ft. in diameter, prepared by
first picking out the stones, and then wetting the
ground, tamping or rolling it, and finally sw(;eping
it. A border of stones usually surrounds the floor
to keep in the grain. The sheaves of grain which
have been brought on the backs of men, donkeys,
camels, or oxen, are heaped on this area, and the
process of tramping out begins. In some localities
several animals, commonly oxen or donkeys, are
tied abreast and driven rounrl and round the floor.
In other places two o.xen are yoked together to

soil which clung to the roots when the grain w-as
reajied. The difference in weight between the
stones and grain makes separation by this process
possible (see SIFTED). The grain is now piled in
heaps and in many localities is also sealed. This
process consists in ])i'e.ssing a large wooden seal
against the pile. When the instrument is removed
it leaves an impression w-hi(!h would be destroyed
should any of the grain be taken away. This
allows the government officials to keep account of
the tithes and enables the ow-ner to detect aiiy
theft of grain. Until the wheat is transferred to
b((gs some one sleeps by the piles on the threshingfloor. If the wheat is to be stored for home consumption it is often first w-ashed with water and
spread out on goats' hair mats to drj' before it is
stored in the w-all compartments fountl in exery
house (see ST(iuKnorsE). Formerly the wheat was
ground only as needed. This was then a household
task which was accomplished with the hand-mill or
mortar (see M I L L ) .
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No clearer picture to correspond with presentday practice in vine culture (see V I N E ) in Pal could
be given than that mentioned in Isa
2. Care of 5 1.6. Grapes probably served an
Vineyards important part in the diet of Bible
times as they do at present. In the
season which begins in July and extends for at least
three months, the humblest peasant as well as the
richest landlord considers grapes as a necessary
part of at least one meal each day. The grapes
were not only eaten fresh but were made into wine
(see WINEPRESS). N O parallel however can be
found in the Bible for the molasses which is made
by boding down the fresh grape juice. Some
writers believe that this substance was meant in
some passages tr^ by wine or honey, but it is doubtful. The care of the vineyards fitted well into the
farmer's routine, as most of the attention required
could be given when the other crops demanded no
time.
The leaders of ancient Israel reckoned their
flocks as a necessary part of their wealth (see
SHEEP RAISING) . When a man's flocks
3. Raising were his sole possession he often lived
of Flocks
with them and led them in and out in
search of pasturage (Ps 2 3 ; Mt 18
12), but a man w-ith other interests delegated this
task to his sons (1 S 16 11) or to hirelings. Human nature has not changed since the time when
Christ made the distinction between the true shepherd and the hireling (Jn 10 12). Within a short
time of the w-riting of these words the writer saw a
hireling cursing and abusing the stray members of
a flock which he was driving, not leading as do good
shepherds.
The flock furnished both food and raiment. The
milk of camels, sheep and goats was eaten fresh or
made into curdled milk, butter or cheese. More
rarely w-as the flesh of these animals eaten (see
FOOD). The peasant's outer coat is still made of a
tawed sheepskin or woven of goats' hair or wool
(see WEAVI.VC). The various agricultural operations are treated more fully under their respective
names, (q.v.).

AGRIPPA, a-grip'a.

JAMES A.

PATCH

See HEROD.

AGUE, a'gu (nn'^i?, kaddahalh): In Lev 26 16
.A.V is one of the diseases threatened as a penalty
for disobedience to the_ law. The malady is said
to "consume the eyes, 'and make the soul to pine
away." The word means burning (Vulg "ardor")
and w-as probably intended to denote the malarial
fever so common now both in the Shephelah and in
the Jordan valley. In L X X the word used (tKrepos,
ikteros) means jaundice, which often accompanies
this fever. RV translates it "fever." See FEVER.
AGUR, a'gur ("^^^X, 'dghUr, seeming, from comparison w-ith Arab, roots, to mean either "hireling,"
or "collector," "gatherer"): One of the contributors to Prov; his words being included in 30. He
takes .an agnostic attitude toward God and transcendent things, and in general the range of his
thought, as compared with that of other authors,
is pedestrian. He shows, however, a tender reverence and awe. His most notable utterance, perhaps, is the celebrated Prayer of Agur (Prov 30
7-'.I), which gives expression to a charming golden
mean of practical ideal. His sayings are constructed
on a rather artificial plan; having the form of the
so-called numerical proverb. Sec under PROVERBS,
BOOK OF, II, 0.
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J O H N FRANKLIN G E N U N G

AH, a, AHA, a-ha': Interjections of frequent
occurrence in the OT, representing different Heb
w-ords and different states of feehng. (1) e i n S ,

'dhdh, expressing complaint and found in the phrase
"Ah, Lord J e h " (Jer 1 6 ; 4 10 etc; Ezk 4 14
etc). Elsewhere the w-ord is t r ' "alas!" (Joel 1
15). (2) nX , 'ah, occurs once (Ezk 21 15), expressing grief in contemiilating Israel's destruction.
(3) n X n , he'dh, usually expresses malicious joy over
the reverses of an enemy, and is introduced by the
verb "to say" (BDB);
so in Ps 35 21.25; Ezk
25 3 ; 26 2; 36 2; in the repeated psalm 40 15,
70 3. It expresses satiety in Isa 44 16; and represents the neighing of a horse in Job 39 25. (4)
• ' i n , hoy, expresses grief or pain, (Isa 1 4; Jer 22
18). In 1 K 13 30 it is tr" "alas!" More frequently it is used to indicate that a threat of
judgment is to follow (Isa 10 5; 29 1; or to direct
attention to some important announcement (Isa
65 1), where the Heb word is tr" " H o . " (5)
Gr oud, oud, in Mk 15 29, used by those who
mocked Jesus, as He hung upon the cross. All of
these w-ords are evidently imitative of the natural
sounds, which spontaneously give expression to
these emotions of complaint, grief, pain, exultation,
etc.

AH in proper names.

EDW-ARD

i\lACK

See .IHI.

AHAB, a'hab (Di?nS!, 'ah'dbh; Assyr a-ha-ab-bu;
L X X 'Axadp, Aclladb, but Jer 29 2 1 f , ' ' A x i a p ,
Achiub, which, in analogy with i b ' a i n S , bX^ntS),
etc, indicates an original SXTIX, 'dhi'dbh, meaning
"the father is my brother"): The compound probably signifies t h a t "the father," referring to God,
has been chosen as a brother.
Ahab, son of Omri, the seventh king of Israel,
who reigned for twenty-two years, from 876 to 854
(1 K 16 28 ff), was one of the strongest
1. Ahab's
and at the same time one of the weakest
Reign
kings of Israel. With his kingdom he
inherited also the traditional enemies
of the kingdom, who were no less ready to make
trouble for him than for his predecessors. Occupying a critical position at the best, with foes ever
ready to take advantage of any momentary weakness, the kingdom, during the reign of Ahab, was
compelled to undergo the blighting effects of misfortune, drought and famine. But Ahab, equal to
the occasion, was clever enough to win the admiration and respect of friend and foe, strengthening
the kingdom without and within. Many of the
evils of his reign, which a stronger nature might
have overcome, were incident to the measures that
he took for strengthening the kingdom.
In the days of David and Solomon a beneficial
commercial intercourse existed between the Hebrews and the Phoenicians. Ahab,
2. His
recognizing the advantages that would
Foreign
accrue to his kingdom from an alhance
Policy
with the foremost commercial nation
of his time, renewed the old relations
with the Phoenicians and cemented them by his
marriage with Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal, king of
Tyre (the Ithobalos, priest of .Istarte mentioned by
Meander).
He next turns his attention to the establishment
of peaceful and friendly relations with the kindred
and neighboring kingdom of Judah. For the first
time since the division ot the kingdoms the hereditary internecine quarrels are forgotten, "and
Jehoshaphat," the good king of Judah, "made
peace with the king of Israel." This ahiance, too,
was sealed by a marriage relationship, Jehoram, the
crown-prince of Judah, being united in marriage
with the princess .Vthaliah, daughter of Ahab.
Perhaps some additional light is thrown upon
Ahab's foreign policy by his treatment of Benhadad, king of Damascus. An opportunity was given
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to crush to dust the threatening power of Syria.
But w-hen Benhadad in the garb of a suppliant was
compelled to sue for his life, Ahab received him
kindly as his brother, and although denounced by
the prophets for his leniency, sinired his enemy and
allowed him to depart on the condition that he
would restore the cities captm-ed from Omri, and
concede certain "streets" in Damascus as a quarter
for Israehtish residents. No doubt .Vhab thought
that a king won as a friend by kindness might be of
greater service to Israel than a hostile nation, made
still more hostile by having its king put to death.
Whatever Ahab's moti\-es may lia\-e been, these
hereditary foes really fought side by side against
the common enemy, the king of .Vssyria, in the battle
at Karkar on the Orontes in the year S54, as is
proved by the inscription on the monolith of Shalmaneser II, king of .\ssyria.
.Ahab's far-sighted foreign policy was the antithesis of his short-sighted religious policy. Through
his alliance with Phoenicia he not
3. His
only set in motion the currents of
Rehgious
commerce w-ith Tyre, but invited
Pohcy
Phoen rehgion as well. The worship
of Jeh by means of the golden calves of
Jeroboam appeared antiquated to him. Baal, the
god of Tyre, the proud mistress of the seas and the
possessor of dazzling wealth, was to have an equal
place wdth Jeh, the God of Israel, .\ccordingly he
built in Samaria a temple to Baal and in it erected
an altar to that god, and at the side of the altar a
pole to -isherah (1 K 16 32.33). On the other
hand he tried to serve Jeh by naming his children
in his honor—Ahaziah ("Jeh holds"), Jehoram
("Jeh is high"), and Athaliah ("Jeh is strong").
However, Ahab failed to realize t h a t while a coalition of nations might be advantageous, a syncretism of their religions would be disastrous. He
failed to apprehend the full meaning of the principle, "Jeh alone is the God ot Israel." In Jezebel,
his Phoen wife, Ahab found a champion of the
foreign culture, who was as imperious and able
as she was vindictive and unscrupulous. She was
the patron of the prophets of Baal and of the devotees of Asherah (1 K 18 19.20; 19 1.2). At her
instigation the altars of Jeh were torn down. She
inaugurated the first great religious persecution
of the church, killing off the prophets of Jeh with
the sword. In all this she aimed at more than a
syncretism of the two religions; she planned to
destroy the religion of Jeh root and branch and put
that of Baal in its place. In this Ahab did not
oppose her, but is guilty of conniving at the policy
of his unprincipled wife, if not of heartily concurring in it.
Wrong religious principles have their counterpart
in false ethical ideals and immoral civil acts. Ahab,
as a worshipper of Baal, not only in4. The
troduced a false religion, but false
Murder of social ideals as well. The royal resiNaboth
dence was in Jezreel, which had
probably risen in importance through
his alhance tvith Phoenicia. Close to the royal
palace was a vineyard (1 K 21 1) owned by
Naboth, a native of Jezreel. This piece of ground
was coveted by Ahab for a vegetable garden. He
demanded therefore t h a t Naboth should sell it to
him or exchange it for a better piece of land. Naboth dechned the offer. Ahab, a Heb, knowing
the laws of the land, was stung by the refusal and
went home greatly displeased. Jezebel, however,
had neither religious scruples nor any regard for
the civil laws of the Hebrews. Accordingly she
planned a high-handed crime to gratify the whim
of Ahab. In the name and by the authority of the
king she had Naboth falsely accused of blasphemy
against God and the king, and had him stoned to
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death by the local authorities. The horror created
by this judicial murder probably did as much to
finally overthrow the house of Omri as did the
favor shown to (he Tyrian Baal.
Neither religious rights nor civil liberties caff be
trampled under toot without Divine retribution.
The attempt to do so calls forth an
5. Ahab
awakened and ciuiekened conscience,
and Elijah imperatively demanding that the right
be done. Like an accusing conscience,
Elijah ajipeared befoi-(( Ahab. His very name
("my God is .Ich") inspired aw-e. "As Jeh, the
God of Israid, liveth, before w-hom I stand, there
shall not be dew nor rain these years," was the
conscience-lroubhng message left on the mind of
Ahab for more than three years. On Elijah's
reappearance, Ahab greets him as the troubler of
Israel, Elijah calmly informs him that the king's
religious policy has caused the trouble in Israel.
The proof for it is to be furnished on Mount Carmel.
Ahab does the bidding of Elijah, The people shall
know whom to serve. Baal is silent. Jeh answers
with fire. A torrent of rain ends the drought. The
victory belongs to Jeh.
Once more Elijah's indignation flashes against
the house of Ahab. The judicial murder of Naboth
calls it forth. The civd rights of the nation must
be protected. Ahab has sold himself to do evil
in the sight of Jeh. Therefore Ahab's house shall
fall. Jezebel's carcase shall be eaten by dogs;
the king's posterity shall be cut off; the dogs of
the city or the fowls of the air shall eat their bodies
(1 K 21 20-26). Like thunderbolts the words
of Elijah strike home. Ahab "fasted, and lay in
sackcloth, and went softly." But the die was cast,
Jeh is vindicated. Never again, in the history of
Israel can Baal, the inspirer of injustice, claim a
place at the side of Jeh, the tied of righteousness.
In common with oriental monarchs, Ahab displayed a taste for architecture, stimulated, no
doubt, by Phoen influence. Large
6. Ahab's
building operations w-ere undertaken
Building
in Samaria (1 K 16 32; 2 K 10 21).
Operations Solomon had an ivory throne, but Ahab
built for himself, in Jezreel, a palace
adorned with woodwork and inlaid with ivory
(1 K 21 1; 22 39). Perhaps Amos, one hundred
years later, refers to the work of Ahab when he
says, "The houses of ivory shall perish" (Am 3 15).
In his day Hiel of B(>thel undertook to rebuild
Jericho, notwithstanding the curse of Joshua (1 K
16 33.34). Many cities were built during his reign
(1 K 22 39),
Ahab was not only a splendor-loving monarch,
but a great mditary leader as w-ell. He no doubt
began his militar\- policy by fortifying
7. Ahab's the cities of Israel (1 K 16 34; 22 39).
Mihtary
Benhadad (the Dadidri of the Assyr
Career
annals; Hadadezer and Barhadad
are Heb, Aram, and Arab, forms of
the same name), the king of Syria, whose vassals
the kings of Israel had been (1 K 15 19), promptly
besieges Samaria, and sends Ahab an insulting message. Ahab replies, "Let not him that girdeth
on his armor boast himself as he that putteth it
off." At the advice of a prophet of Jeh, Ahab,
with 7,000 men under 232 leaders, inflicts a crushing defeat upon Benhadad and his 32 feudal kings,
who had resigned themselves to a drunken carousal
(1 K 20-21).
In the following year, the Syrian army, in spite
of its overwhelming superiority, meets another
defeat at the hands of Ahab in the valley, near
Aphek. On condition that Benhadad restore all
Israelitish territory and grant the Hebrews certain
rights in Damascus, Ahab spares his life to the
great indignation of the prophet (1 K 20 22 f).

Ahab
Ahaz
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In the year S54, ,Vhab with 2,000 chariots and
10,000 men, fights shoulder to shoulder with Benhadad agidnst Shalmaneser I I , king of Assyria. At
Karkar, on the Orontes, Benhadad, with his aUied
forces, suffered an overwhelming defeat (COT, I I , i,
183 f).
Perhaps Benhadad blamed Ahab for the defeat.
At any rate he fails to keep his promise to .Ihab
(1 K 22 3; 20 34). Lured by false prophets, b u t
against the dramatic warning of Micaiah, .Ahab
is led to take up the gauntlet against Syria once
more. His friend, Jehoshaphat, Idng of Judah, joins
him in the conflict. For the first time since the
days of David all Israel and Judah stand united
against the common foe.
Possibly the warning of Micaiah gave Ahab a
premonition that this would be his last fight.
He enters the battle in disguise, but in
8. Ahab's
vain. .Vn arrow, shot at random, inthcts
Death
a mortal wound. With the fortitude of
a hero, in order to avoid a iianic, Ahab
remains in his chariot all day and dies at sunset.
His body is taken to Samaria for burial. A great
king had died, and the kingdom dechned rapidly
after his death. He had failed to comprehend the
greatness of Jehovah; he failed to stand for the
highest justice, and his sins are visited upon his
posterity (1 K 22 29 f).
(1) The Moabilc

Stone

(see IVIOABITE STONE)

bears testimony (lines 7, 8) that Omri and his son
(Ahab) ruled over the land of Meh9. Ahab
deba for forty years. V\'hen .Ihab
and
was occupied with the Syr w^ars.
Archaeology Moab rose in insurrection, Mesha
informs us in an exaggerated manner
that "Israel perished with an everlasting destruction," Mesha recognizes Jeh as the God of Israel,
(2) The Mniiolilli of Shalinani-.-n-r II (Brit Mus;
see .VssYuiA) informs us that in 854 Shalmaneser II
came in conflict with the kingdom of Hamath, and
that Benhadad II with Ahab of Israel and others
formed a confederacy to resist the Assyrian advance.
The forces of the coalition were defeated at Karkar.
(3) Recent exeavalioiis.—Under the direction of
Harvard University, excavations have been carried
on in Samaria sini'c I'.IOS. In 1909 remains of a
Heb palace were found. In this palace two grades
of construction have been detected. The explorers
suggest that they have found the palace of Omri,
enlarged and improved by Ahab. This may be
the "ivory house" built by Ahab. In August,
1910, about 75 potsherds were found in a building
adjacent to Ahab's palace containing writing.
The script is the same as that of the Moabite Stone,
the words being divided by ink spots. These
oslraca seem to be labels attached to j.ar3 kept in a
room adjoining Ahab's palace. One of them reads,
"In the ninth year. From Shaphtan. For Ba'alzamar. A jar ot old wine." Another reads,
"VV'ine of the vineyard of the Tell." These readings remind one of Naboth's vineyard. In another
room not tar from where the oslraca were found,
''was found an alabaster vase inscribed with the
name of Ahab's contemporary, Osorkon I I of
Egypt." iVfaiiy proper names are found on the ostriiea, which have their equivalent in the OT.
It ia claimed that the writing is far greater than all
other ancient Hebrew w-riting yet known. Perhaps
with the publication of all these writings we may
expect much light upon Ahab's reign. (See
OsTRAC-v; Harmed Theeiloi/ical Review, January,
1909, April, 1910, January, 1911; Sundag School
Times, January 7, 1911; The Jewish Chronicle,
Janu.ary 27, 1911.)
S. K. MOSIMAN
AHAB, a'h.ab, and ZEDEKIAH, zed-e-ki'a(3SnX,
'ah'dbh, "uncle"; 1n^~";t, gidhkHyahU, "Jeh is my

righteousness"): Ahab, son of Kolaiah, and Zedekiah, son of IVIaaseiah, were two prophets against
w-hom Jeremiah uttered an oracle for prophesying
falsely in the name of Jeh, and for immoral conduct. They should be delivered over to Nebuchadrezzar and be slain, and the captives of Judah
that were in Babylon should take up the curse concerning them. "Jeh make thee like Zedekiah and
like Ahab, whom the King of Babylon roasted in
the fire" (Jer 29 21

ff).

S. F. H U N T E R

AHARAH, a'har-a, a-har'a ( f l ^ n S , 'ahrah;
A, 'Aapd, Aard; B, 'Ia(j)at)\, laphatd, brother of
Rah, or, a brother's follower, though some regard
it as a textual corruption for .Vhiram); .\ son of
Benjamin (1 Ch 8 1).

See AHIHAM.

AHARHEL, a-har'hel (bn-in!!{, ',(/(«,-/«•/, "brother
of Rachel";
L X X (i.SeXij'"'' P'nX'^Pj adelphou
Rechdb, "brother of Recliab"): ,\ son of Harum of
the tribe of Judah (1 Ch 4 S).
AHASAI, a'ha-sl, a-hii':3i.

See AHZAI.

AHASBAI, a-has'bi (i3DnN, 'dha^hay, "blooming") : The father of Ehphelet, a Maacathite, a
soldier in David's army (2 S 23 34). He was
either a native of Abel-beth-maacah (20 14) or,
more probably, of Maaeah in Syria (10 6). The
list in 1 Ch 11 35.36 gives different names entirely. Here we have Ur and Hepher, v/hich simply
show that the text is corrupt in one or both places.
AHASUERUS, a-haz-u-e'rus, or ASSEURUS
(LXX 'Ao-o-oiit)pos, jls.soi'teros, but in Tob 14 15
Asueros; the Lat form of the Heb TBillffinS,
'dhashwerosh, a name better known in its ordinary
Gr form of Xerxes): It w-as the name of two, or
perhaps of three kings mentioned in the canonical,
or apocryphal, books of the OT,
There seems to be little reasonable doubt, that
we should identify t h e .-Vhasuerus of E s t with the
well-known Xerxes, who reigned over
1. In
Persia from 485 to 465 BC, and who
Esther
made the great expedition against
Greece that culminated in the defeat
of the Pers forces at Salamis and Plataea. If
Est be taken as equivalent to Ishtar, it may well
be the same as the Amestris of Herodotus, which
in Bab would be Ammi-Ishtar, or Ummi-Ishtar.
Amestris is said to have been the daughter of Otanes,
a distinguished general of Xerxes, and the granddaughter of Sisamnes, a notorious judge, who was
put to death with great cruelty by the king because
of malfeasance in office. Sisamnes may be in
Bab Shamash-ammanu-[shallim). If he were the
brother and Otanes the nephew of Mordecai, we
can easily account for the ease with which the latter
and his ward Est, were advanced and confirmed
in their positions at the court of Xerxes.
An .Vliasuerus is mentioned in Ezr 4 6, as one
to whom some persons unnamed wrote an accusation against Judah and Jerusalem.
2. In Ezra Ewald and others have suggested
t h a t this Ahasuerus was Cambyses,
the son and stieeessor of Cyrus. I t seems to be
more probable that Xerxes, the son and successor
of Darius Hystaspis, is meant: first, because in
the f(.illowing ver iVrtaxerxes, the son and successor
of Xerxes, is mentioned; and secondly, because
we have no evidence whatever that Cambyses was
ever called Ahasuerus, whereas there is absolute
certainty that the Pers Khshayarsha, the Heb
'dhashwerdnh, the Gr .-^ssoueros or Xerxes, and the
Lat Ahasuerus, are the exact equivalents of one
another.
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In the apocryphal book of Tob (14 15 .VV) it is said
that before Tobias died he heard of the destruclion
of Nineveh, which was taken by Na3. In Tobit buchodono.-^()r and .Vssiierus.
This
Assucrus eaii have been no other than
Cyaxare.s, who according lo Herod. (i.lOli) (dok Xiiie\eh and reduced the .Vssuiaiis into subjection,
w-ith the exception of the Bab district. ,Vs we shall
see below, he w'as proliably tlie same as the .Vleisuerus ot Dnl i9 1). The iihrase "which was taken
by Nabucliodono^dr and .-Vssuerus" is not found in
the Syr version of Tob.
An .Ihasuerus is s:dd in Dnl 9 1 to have !)(>( u the
father of Darius the .Mede, and (o lia\'e been of the
seed of the Medes. It is probable
4. In Daniel that this .Vhasuerus is the same as
the rva.klishat:ira of the I'ers recension of the Bchistun iiiscripiion, which in Ihe Bab
is Umaku'ishtar. in the Sdsian Makishtarra, and
in llcred Cyaxarcs, It will be noted that both the
Gr Cyaxares and the Heb .Vkhashw-ero^h omit the
preforinative uva and the I of the Pers form I'vakhshatara. That thi^ Median king had sons living
in the time of C>-nis is SIKJW-U by the fact that tw-o
rebel aspirants to the throne in the time of Darius
Hystaspis claimed to be his sons, to wit: Fravartish, a ?\Iedian. w-ho lied saying, " I am Khshathrita of the family ot Uvakhshatara" (Rehislun
Inscr, col. II, v ' ; and Citrantakhma, who said,
"I am kin's in S:(gartia of the family of Uvakhshatara" (ill, II, XIV). If we accept the identification of Gubaru with Darius the Mede, then the
latter may w-ell have been another of his sons, at
first a sub-king to .istyages the Scythian, :(S he w-as
later to Cyrus the Persian,
R, D I C K WILSON
AHAVA, a-ha'va (S^nX , 'ahdwd'): The river in
Babylonia on the banks of which Ezra gathered
together the Jews who accompanied him to Jerusalem, At this rendezvous the company encamped
for three days to make preparation for the difficult
and dangerous journey (Ezr 8 15 ff). On review-ing the people and the priests Ezra found no Levites
among them; he therefore sent to Iddo, "the chief
at the place Ca^iphia," a request for ministers for
the temple. A number of Levites with 220 Nethinim returned to the rendezvous w-ith the deputation.
Ezra had expressed to the king his faith in the protection of God; being, therefore, ashamed to ask
for a military escort he proclaimed a f:(st to seek of
God ''a straiglit way." To 12 priests Ezra assigned
the care of the offering for the temple in Jerusalem.
When all was readv the company "departed from
the river .-Vhava," and journeyed in safety to Jerus.
This river, apparently c;(ile(l after a town or
district toward" winch it flowed (8 15), remains
unidentified, though manv conjectures have been
rnade. Rawdinson'thinks it is the " I s " of Herod.
(i.79;, now called " H i t , " w-hich flowed past a town
of the same name in the Euphrates basin, 8 days'
journev from Babvlon. Some identify the district with " I v v a h " ' ( 2 K 18 34, etc). 'Most probably, how-ever, this was one of tlie numerous canals
which intersected Bab>-lonia, flow-ing from tlie
Euphrates toward a tow-n or district "Ahava." If
so, identification is impossible.
S. F. HUNTER
AHAZ, a'haz (TPIX, 'dhdr, "he has grasped,"
2 K 16; 2 Ch 28; Is'a 710 ff; 'Ax^L Aehdz): The
name is the same as Jehoabaz; hence
1. Name
appears on Tiglath-pileser's .'Vss3'r inscription of 732 I'C as Iii-u-ho-^i.
The
sacred historians nia>- have dropped the first jiart
of the name in conseijuence of the eharaeler of the
king.
Ahaz was the son of Jotham, king of Judah. He
succeeded to the throne at the age of 20 years

Ahab
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(according lo another reading 25). The chronol(.(gy of his leign is difficult, as his son Hezekiah
is staled lo have be(m 25 years of age
2. The
when he began to reign Hi years after
Accession
(2 K 18 2). If the accession of Ahaz
lie placed as eail\' as 743 BC, his
grandfather Uzziali, long imalile to perform the
functions of his office on a('C([iint of his leprosy
(2 Cli 26 21), must still ha\'e been alive. (Others
dale Ahaz later, when Uzziah, for whom Jotham
had acted as regeiil, was already dead.)
.Vltliough so yomig, Ahaz seems at once to have
siruck out an independent course wholly opposed
to I he religious I radii ions of his nation.
3. Early
His first steps in this direction were the
Idolatries
causing to lie made and eirculated of
molten images ot the Baalim, and the
revival in the \-alley of lliniiom, south of the city,
of the abominations of the worship of Moloch
(2 Ch 28 2.3), He is declared to have made his
ow-n son "pass through the fire" (2 K 16 3); the
chronicler puts it even more strongly; he "burnt
his chikhen in the hie'' (2 Cli 28 3^. Other acts
of idolatrjf were to follow-.
The kingdom of Judah was at this time in serious
peril, Rezin, king of Damascus, and Pekah, king
of Samaria, liad already, in the days of
4. Peril
Jotham, begun to harass Judah (2 K
from Syria 15 37); now a conspiracy was formed
and Israel to delhrone the young ,\haz, and set
upon the throne a certain "son of
Tabeel" (Isa 7 6), An advance of the tw-o kings
w-as made against Jerus, although without success
(2 K 16 5; Isa 7 1); the Jews w-ere expelled from
Elath (2 K 16 6), and the country was ravaged,
and large numbers taken captive (2 Ch 28 offj.
Coiislernation was universal. The heart of .'\haz
"trembled, and the heart of his peojde. as the trees
of the forest tremble with the wind" (Isa 7 2). In
his e.xtremitv Ahaz a|ipealed to the king of Assvria
for help (2 K 16 7; 2 Ch 28 10).
.\mid the general alarm and perturbation, the one
man untouched by it in Jerus was the proiihet
Isaiah. Undisnia\'ed, Isaiah set him5. Isaiah's self, apparenlly singlehanded, to turn
Messages
the tide of jiublic opinion from the
to the King channel in w-hich it w-as running, the
seeking of aid from .Vssyria. His appeal was to both king and people. By Divine
direction, meeting .Vhaz "at the end of the conduit
of the upper pool, in the highway of the fuller's
field," he bade him have no fear of "these tw-o tails
of smoking firebrands," Rezin and Pekah, for, hke
dving torches, they w-ould speedily be extinguished
(isa 7 3 ff). If he would not believe this he would
not be established (ver 9). Failing to win the young
king's confidence, lsai:(h w-as sent a second time,
with the offer from Jeh of any sign .A.haz chose to
a,sk, "either in the depth, or in the height above,"
in attestation of the truth of the Divine word.
The frivolous monarch refused the arbitrament on
the hypdcrilical ground, " I w-ill not ask, neither
wiU I' tempt Jeh" (vs 10-12). Possibly his ambassadors were already desfiatehed to the Assyr
king. "Wliciiever thev w-ent, they took w-ith them a
large subsidy with which to buy that ruler's favor
(2 K 16 8). It was on this occasion t h a t Isaiah,
in reply to Ahaz,, gave the reassuring prophecy of
Immanuel (Isa 7 13 ft').
,-Vs respects the people, Isaiah was directed to
exhibit on "a great tablet" the words "For Mahershalal-hash-baz" ("sw-ift the spoil,
6. Isaiah's .speedy the prey''). This was attested
Tablet
by two witness(-s, one of whom was
Urijah, the high priest. I t was a
solemn testimony that, without any action on the
I part of Judah, "the riches of Damascus and the
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spoil of Samaria shall be carried away before the
king of Assyria" (Isa 8 1-4).
It w-as as the prophet had foretold. Damascus
tell, Rezin was Idlled (2 K 16 9), and Israel w-as
raided (15 29). The action brought
7. Fall of
temporary relief to Judah, but had
Damascus the effect of placing her under the
and Its
heel of Assyria. Everyone then hving
Results
knew( that there could be no equal
alliance between Judah and Assyria,
and that t h e request for help, accompanied by the
message, " I am thy servant" (2 K 16 7.8) and by
"presents" of gold and silver, meant the submission
of Judah and the annual payment of a heavy tribute.
Had Isaiah's counsel been followed, Tiglath-pileser
would probably, in his own interests, have been compelled to crush the coalition, and Judah would have
retained her freedom.
'The political storm ha-ving blown over for the
present, with the final loss of the important port
of Elath on the Red Sea (2 K 16 6),
8. Sun-Dial Ahaz turned his attention to more
of Ahaz
congenial pursuits. The king was
somewhat of a dilettante in matters
of art, and he set up a sun-dial, w-hich seems to
have consisted of a series of steps arranged round
a short pillar, the time being indicated by the position of the shadow on the steps (cf 2 K 20 9-11;
Isa 38 8). As it is regarded as possible for the
shadow to return 10 steps, it is clear that each step
did not mark an hour of the day, but some smaller
period.
Another act of the king was to remove from the
elaborate ornamental bases on which they had
stood (cf 1 K 7 27-39), the ten lavers
9. The
of Solomon, and also to remove
Lavers and Solomon's molten sea from the 12
Brazen Sea brazen bulls which supported it (cf 1 K
7 23-2(j), the sea being placed upon
a raised platform or pavement (2 K 16 17). From
Jer 52 20, where the prophet sees "the 12 brazen
bulls that were under the bases," it has been
conjectured that the object of the change may have
been to transfer the lavers to the backs of the
buUs.
To this was added a yet more daring act of impiety. In 732 Ahaz was, with other vassal princes,
summoned to Damascus to pay hom10. The
age to Tiglath-pileser (2 K 16 10; his
Damascus name appears in the Assyr inscripAltar
tion). 'There he saw a heathen altar of
fanciful pattern, which greatly pleased
him. A model of this was sent to Urijah the high
priest, with instructions to have an enlarged copy
of it placed in the temple court. On the king's
return to Jerus, he sacrificed at the new altar, but,
not satisfied with its position, gave orders for a
change. The altar had apparently been placed on
the east side of the old altar; directions were now
given for the brazen altar to be moved to the north,
and the Damascus altar to be placed in line w-ith it,
in front of the temple, giving both equal honor.
Orders were further given to Urijah t h a t the customary sacrifices should be offered on the new altar,
now called "the great altar," w-hile the king reserved the brazen altar for himself "to inquire b y "
(2 K 16 15).
Even this did not exh.aust t h e Toyal innovations.
We learn from a later notice that the doors of the
t(.'mple porch were shut, that the golden
11. Further candlestick was not lighted, that the
Impieties
offering of incense w-as not made, and
other solemnities w-ere suspended (2
Ch 29 7), I t is not improbable that it was Ahaz
who set up 'the horses of the sun' mentioned in
2 K 23 11, and gave them accommodation in the
precincts of the temple. He certainly built the
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"altars
on the roof of the upper chamber of
Ahaz," perhaps above the porch of the temple, for
the adoration of the heavenly bodies (ver 12), Many
other idolatries and acts of national apostasy are
related regarding him (2 Ch 28 22 ff).
In the later years of his unhappy reign there was
a recurrence of hostilities with the inhabitants of
Philistia and Edom, this time with
12. Recur- disaster to Judah (see the list of places
rence of
lost in 2 Ch 28 18,19). New appeal
HostiUties was made to Tiglath-pileser, whose
subject Ahaz now was, and costly
presents were sent from the temple, the royal
palace, and even the houses of the princes of Judah,
but without avail (vs 19-21). The Assyr 'distressed' Ahaz, b u t rendered no assistance. In his
trouble the wicked king only "trespassed yet more"
(ver 22).
Ahaz died in 728, after 16 years of misused power.
The exultation with which the event was regarded
is reflected in Isaiah's little prophecy
13. Death w-ritten " in the year t h a t King Ahaz
of Ahaz
died" (Isa 14 28-32). The statement
in 2 K 16 20 that Ahaz "was buried
with his fathers in the city of David" is to be understood in the light of 2 Ch 28 27, that he was buried
in Jerusalem, but that his body was not laid in the
sepulchers of the kings of Israel. His name appears
in the royal genealogies in 1 Ch 3 13 and Mt 1 9.
W. SHAW CALDECOTT

AHAZ, DIAL OF.

See D I A L OF AHAZ.

AHAZIAH, a-ha-zi'a (n^iTJlX and ^nnnSI,
'dhazydh and 'dhazydhu, "Jeh holds, or sustains"):
/. Ahaziah.—Son
of Ahab and Jezebel, eighth
king of Israel (1 K 22 51—2 K 1 18).
Ahaziah became king over Israel in the seventeenth year of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, and
he reigned two years, 854-853 B C
1. His
There is here an incongruity between
Reign
the synchronism and the length of the
reigns of the kings. Jehoshaphat began to reign in the fourth year of Ahab (1 K 22
41), and he reigned 22 years (1 K 16 29). Accordingly Ahaziah's first year, in the twenty-second
year of Ahab, would fall in the nineteenth year of
Jehoshaphat. The chronological statement in 2 K
1 17 is probably taken from the Syr, and both are
in harmony with a method of computation followed
by certain Gr MSS.
A good name does not insure a good character.
Ahaziah, the "God-sustained," served Baal and
worshipped him, and provoked to anger
2. His
Jehovah, the God of Israel, just as
Character his father before him had done. He
appears to have been weak and unfortunate, and calamities in quick succession pursued him.
Ahab had sought the good and became an enemy
to the best. His house and the nation suffered the
consequences. "Moab rebelled against
3. The
Israel after the death of Ahab."
Revolt of
Ahaziah appears to have been too
Moab
weak to offer resistance. The Moabite
Stone dates the revolt in the days of
Ahab. No doubt it began at the time of Ahab's
last campaign against Syria,
According to 1 K 22 48 f Ahaziah attempted
to form an alliance with Jehoshaphat of Judah to
revive t h e ancient maritime traffic, but
4. His
failed. _ According t o 2 Ch 20 35-37
Maritime
the alliance was consummated, in conAUiance
sequence of which the enterprise came
to nothing.

See JEHOSHAPHAT.

Ahaziah suffered a severe accident by falling
through the lattice in his upper apartment iA
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Samaria, and lay sick. .Vs a worthy son of Jezebel
and .Vliab, he si-iit messengers to consult Baalzebub, the god of Ekron, regarding
5. His
llis recovery.
But Israel belonged
Sickness
to Jehovah.
.Vccordiiigl)' the mesand Death sengers were met by the jirophet
Elijah who for the last lime warns
against the corrupting moral influences of the liaal
religion. "Thus saith Jehovah, Is il because there
is no God in Israel, that thou sendest to inquire
of Baal-zebub, the god of Ekron'.' therefore thou
shalt not come down from the bed whither thou
art gone up, but shalt surely die" was the message
w-hich he sent back to the embassy, and tlie death
of the king speedih- followed.
//. Ahaziah.i<ixth king of Judah (2 K 8 2 5 •29; 9 16 f = 2 Ch 22 1-!)); also written Jehoabaz
(2 Ch 21 17; 25 2:-!), which is merely a transposition of the component parts of the compound.
The form ".\zai'iali" ('2 Ch 22 6) is an error,
fifteen Heb MSS and ah the ^•SS reading .Vhaziah.
Ahaziah, joungest son of Jehoram, began to
reign in the twelfth vear (2 K 8 25) of Jehoram of
Israid. I n 2 K 9 2 9 i t is state(l.asthe
1. His
ele\-enth. The former is probably the
Brief
Hell, the latter the Cir method of comReign
putation, the L X X Luc also reading
ekweiith in 8 25, He was 22 years old
when he Ixgan to reign and he reigned one year
(2 K 8 2(ij, The reading "forty two" (2 Ch 22 2)
is a scribal error, since according to 2 Ch 21 5,20
Jehoram the father was only 40 j-ears old at the
time of his death, Svr, Arab, and Luc read 22,
LXX

B 20.

See CHRONOLOGY OF

OT.

(Cf 2 K 8 27; 2 Ch 22 3,4,) In view of the
disaster w-hich befell the royal house (2 Ch 21 16,
17), the inhabitants of Jerusalem
2. His
placed .Vhaziah the youngest son upon
Character
the throne. That "he walked in the
way of the house of .4hab" is exemplified by Ch to the effect that his mother, the daughter of Jezebel, counseled him in the ways of wickedness and that the house of Ahab led him to his
destruction. The influence of Jezebel was at work
in Judah. Ahaziah dedicated "hallowed things"
to Jeh (2 K 12 IS), but he did evil in Jeh's eyes.
(Cf 2 K 8 2,S 29; 2 Ch 22 5.6.) Ahaziah cultivated the relations which had been established
between the two kingdoms by Ahab.
3. His Alh- .Accordingly he joined his uncle Jehoance with
ram of Israel in an expedition against
Jehoram of Hazael, king of S>'i-ia. Ramoth-gilead
Israel
was captured and held for Israel against
the king of Syria (2 K 9 14). However, Jehoram of Israel w-as wounded and returned
to Jezreel to be healed of his wounds. It appears
that the ami}- was left in charge of Jehu at Ramothgilead. Ahaziah appareii( !y went to Jerus and later
wentdown to Jezreel to visit Jehoram. In the meantime Jehu formed a conspiracy against Jehoram.
The death of Ahaziah, as told in 2 K 9 16 f,
differs from the account in 2 Ch 22 7-9. According to the account in K, Ahaziah who
4. His
is visiting Jehoram, joins him in a
Death
separate chariot to meet Jehu. Jehoram suspecting treachery turns to
flee, but an arrow from the bow of Jehu pierces
his heart and he dies in his chariot. Ahaziah tries
to escape, but is overtaken near Ibleam and mortally wounded by one of Jehu's men. He fled to the
fortress of Megiddo, where he died. His servants
con\-eyed his body in a chariot to Jerus, where
he was buried. According to the Chronicler,
this account is very much abbreviated (2 Ch 22
7f). His destruction is of God because of his
alliance with Jehoram. Jehu, who was executing
judgment on the hou?e of Ahab, first slew the kins-
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Ahijah

rnen of Ahaziah. He then sought Ahaziah who was
hiding in Samaria. When he was found, he was
brought to Jehu and put to death. He was buried,
but where and by whom we are not told.
That there w-ere other traditions respecting the
death of Ahaziah, is proved by Jos, who says that
when .Vhaziah w-as wounded he left his chariot and
fled on horseback to Megiddo, where he was well
cared for by his servants until he died (Ant, IX, vi,
3).

S. K.

MOSIMAN

AHBAN, ii'ban ("anX, 'ahhdn, "brother of an
intelhgent one'^.^ 'Axapdp, Arh(d>ur): The son of
Abishur of the tribe of Judah (1 Ch 2 29).
AHER, a'her ("inX, 'oher, "another"; 'A^p, ASr):
A man of Benjamin (1 Ch 7 12), apparently a
contracted form, perhaps the same as Ahiram (.VV)
(Nu 26 38) or Aharah (1 Ch 8 1).
AHI or AH in proper names (^HX or HX , 'dhi or
'ah "brother"): The usage is practically the s(une
with that of 'abh, 'dbhi. See A B I ; NAME.S, PROPER.
AHI, a'hl ("^nS, 'dhl, "my brother,'' or perhaps a
contraction from AHIJAH, which see): (1) A member of the tribe of Gad (1 Ch 5 15).
(2) A
member of the tribe of Asher (1 Ch 7 34).
AHIAH, a-hi'a: A variant in AV (1 S 14 3,18;
I K 4 3; 1 Ch 8 7) for AHIJAH, which see. Also
in the RV (Neh 10 26).
AHIAM, a-hi'am (DXTlX, 'dhl'dm, "mother's
brother"): One of David's thirty heroes. He was
the son of Sharar (2 S 23 33) or according to 1 Ch
I I 35 of Sacar, the Hararite.
AHIAN, a-hi'an (1,"'nN, 'ahydn, "brotherly"): A
son of Shemida of the tribe of M;(nass(>h (1 Ch
7 19).
AHIEZER, a-hi-e'zer (ITyinX , '(i/trezer, "brother
is help"): (1) A son of Ammishaddiu, a Danite
prince, who acted as representative of his tribe on
several occasions. (See Nu 1 12; 2 25; 7 66.71;
10 25.) (2) One of the mighty men or warriors,
who joined David at Ziklag when a fugitive before
Saul (1 Ch 12 3).
AHFEHJD, a-hi'hud (niHTlX, 'dhlhudh, "brother
is inajesty"): (1) One of the chief men of the tribe
of Asher. He was selected by Moses to help divide
the land west of the Jord.an (Nu 34 27). (2) A
son of Ehud of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 6.7).
The text here is obscure and probably corrupt.
AHIJAH, a-hi'ja (H^nX or ^H^nX, 'dhlydh or
'dhftydhd, "brother of Jeh," "my brother is Jeh,"
"Jeh is brother." In AV the name sometimes
appears as Ahiah):
(1) One of the sons of Jerahmeel the great-grandson of Judah (1 Ch 2 25).
(2) A descendant of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 7).
(3) The son of .Vhitub, priest in the time of King
Saul (1 S 14 3.1.S). Either he is the same with
Ahimelech, who is mentioned later, or he is the
father or brother of Ahimelech. He is introduced
to us when Saul has been so long on the throne that
his son Jonathan is a man grown and a warrior.
He is in attendance upon Saul, evidently as an
official priest, "wearing an ephod." When Saul
wishes direction from God he asks the priest to
bring hither the ark; but then, w-ithout waiting for
the message, Saul counts the confusion in the Phili
camp a sufficient indication of the will of Providence,
and hurries off to the attack. Some copies of the Gr
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here read "ephod" in.stead of "ark," but the documentary evidence in favor of that reading is far from
decisive. If the Heb reading is correct, then the
seclusion of the ark, from the time of its return from
Philistia to the time of David, was not so absolute
as many have supposed. See AHIMELECH I.
(4) One of David's mighty men, according to the
list in 1 Ch 11 36. The corresponding name in the
list in 2 S 23 34 is Eliam the son of Ahithophel the
Gilonite.
(5) A Levite of David's time who had charge of
certain treasures connected with the house of God
(1 Ch 26 20). The Gr copies presuppose the
sligh,tly different text w-hich w-ould give in Eng.
"and their, brethren," instead of Ahijah. This is
accepted by many scholars, and it is at least more
plausible than most of the proposed corrections of
the Heb text by the Gr.
(6) Son of Shisha and brother of Elihoreph (1 K
4 3). The two brothers were scribes of Solomon.
Can the scribes Ahijah and Shemaiah (1 Ch 24 6)
be identified with the men of the same names who,
later, were known as distinguished prophets?
Shisha is probably the same with Shavsha (1 Ch
18 16; cf 2 S 8 17; 20 25), who was scribe under
David, the office in this case descending from father
to son.
(7) The distinguished prophet of Shiloh, who was
interested in Jeroboam I. In Solomon's lifetime
Ahijah clothed himself with a new robe, met Jeroboam outside Jerusalem, tore the robe into twelve
pieces, and gave him ten, in token that he should
become king of the ten tribes (1 K 11 29-39).
Later, when Jeroboam had proved unfaithful to
Jeh, he sent his wife to Ahijah to ask in regard to
their sick son. T h e prophet received her harshly,
foretold the death of the son, and threatened the
extermination of the house of Jeroboam (1 K 14).
The narrative makes the impres.sion that Ahijah
was at this time a very old man (ver 4). These
incidents are differently narrated in the long addition at 1 K 12 24 found in some of the Gr copies.
In that addition the account of the sick boy precedes that of the rent garment, and both are placed
between the account of Jeroboam's return from
Egypt and that of the secession of the ten tribes,
an order in which it is impossible to think that the
events occurred. Further, this addition attributes
the incident of the rent garment to Shemaiah and
not to Ahijah, and says that Ahijah was 60 years old.
Other notices speak of the fulfilment of the threatening prophecies spoken by Ahijah (2 Ch 10 15;
1 K 12 15; 15 29). In 2 Ch "the prophecy of
Ahijah the Shilonite" is referred to as a source for
the history of Solomon (9 29).
(8) The father of Baasha king of Israel (1 K 15
27.:a; 21 22; 2 K 9 9).
(9) A Levite of Nehemiah's time, who sealed the
covenant (Neh

10 26 AV).

VA'ILLIS J. B E E C H E R

AHIKAM, a-hi'kam (Cf^^nX, 'dhlkam, "my
brother has risen u p " ) : A prominent man of the
time of King Josiah and the following decades (2 K
22 12.14; 25 22; 2 Ch 34 '20; Jer 26 24; 39 14'
40 5 ff; 41 Iff; 43 6). He was the son of Shaphan, who very likely is t o be identified with
Shaphan the scribe, who was at that time so prominent. .A.hikam was the father of Gedaliah, whom,
on the capture of Jerusalem, Nebuchadnezzar made
governor of the land. Ahikam was a member of
the deputation sent by Josiah t o the prophetess
Huldah to consult her concerning the contents of
the Book of the Law which had been found. Under
Jehoiakim he had suflicient influence to protect
Jeremiah from being put to death. On t h e capl ure
of .Jerusalem Nebuchadnezzar committed Jeremiah
into the care of Gedaliah. I t is clear that both
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Shaphan and his son, like Jeremiah, belonged to the
party which held that the men of Judah were under
obligation to keep the oath which they had sworn
to the king of Bafjylon.

W I L L I S J. BEECHER

A H H U D , a-hi'lud (nibinX, 'dhlludh, "child's
brother," perhaps): The father of Jehoshaphat,
who is mentioned as "recorder" in both the earlier
and the later lists under David, and in the list under
Solomon (2 S 8 16 and 1 Ch 18 15; 2 S 20 24;
1 K 4 3). In the absence of proof we may assume
that the father of Baana, one of Solomon's district
superintendents, was the same Ahilud (1 K 4 12).
AHIMAAZ, a-hi-ma'az, a-him'a-az (f^'ainN,
'dhima'ag, perhaps "my brother is rage," or "brother of rage"):
(1) Father of Ahinoam the wife of King Saul (1 S
14 50).
(2) The son of Zadok the high priest (1 Ch 6
8.9.53). With his father he remained loyal to
David in the rebellions both of Absalom and of
Adonijah. With Jonathan the son of Abiathar he
carried information to David when he fled from
Absalom (2 S 15 27.36; 17 17.20). At his own
urgent request he carried tidings to David after
the death of Absalom (2 S 18 19 ff). He told
the king of the victory, and also, through his reluctance to speak, informed him of Absalom's
death. By his reluctance and his sympathy he
softened a little the message, which the Cushite
presently repeated more harshly.
That Ahimaaz did not succeed his father as high
priest has been inferred from the fact that in the
Solomon list of heads of departments (1 K 4 2)
Azariah the son of Zadok is mentioned as priest.
It is assumed that this Azariah is the one who appears in the genealogy as the son of Ahimaaz, and
that for some reason Ahimaaz was left out of the
succession. These inferences are not justified
by the record, though possibly the record does not
absolutely disprove them. As the list stands it
makes Zadok and Abiathar the high priests. Azariah and Zabud, the son of Nathan (vs 2.5), are
spoken of as holding priestly offices of a different
kind. Ahimaaz may have died early, or may have
followed some other career, but the simple fact is
that w-e do not know.
(3) Ahimaaz, in Naphtali, was one of Solomon's twelve commissary officers (1 K 4 15), who
married Basemath the daughter of Solomon. I t is
not impossible that he was Ahimaaz the son of Zadok,
though there is no proof to that effect.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

AHIMAN, a-hi'man (Ta^nX, 'ahlman,
perhaps, "brother of fortune," or, "my brother is
fortune"):
(1) One of the names given as those of the three
"children of the Anak" (Nu 13 22; Josh 15 14;
cf Nu 13 28; 2 S 21 16,18), or the three "sons
of the Anak" (Josh 15 14; Jgs 1 20), The three
names (Ahiman, Sheshai, Talmai) also occur together in Jgs 1 10, The word Anak in the Heb
Bible has the definite article except in N u 13 33
and D t 9 2. Its use is that of a common noun
denoting a certain type of man, rather than as the
proper name of a person or a clan, though this need
not prevent our thinking of t h e Anakim as a clan
or group of clans, w-ho regarded Arba as their
founder. The question is raised whether Ahiman
and Sheshai and Talmai are to be thought of as
persons or as elans. T h e most natural understanding of the Bible statements is certainly t o the effect
that they were personal leaders among the Anakim
of Kiriath-arba (Hebron). They were smitten and
dispossessed by the tribe of judah, with Caleb
for leader.
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(2) ,V Levite, one of the gatekeeiiers of the latest
Bible times (1 Ch 9 17). He is associated with
Akkub and Talinon and their brethren; cf N(4i
11 19.

W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

AHIMELECH, a-him'e-lek ^ b p ^ n X , 'dhlmelekh,
"brother of a king," or, "my brother is king," or,
"king is brother"):
(1) The father ot David's high piiesl .Vliialhar;
son of .Vhitub, the son of rimi(4ias, the son of Eli
(1 S 21 1.2.S; 22 9 20; 23 6; 30 7). .\hijah
the son of .Vhitub (1 S 14 3.18) Wds either the
same person under another name, or w:is .Vhiiiiclech's father ((r biolhiT. See .-VHIJ\II, 3. ,\himeleeh is an iiiteicslmg person, espeeedly because
he stands for whatever informal ion w-e have concerning the prieslly otfice in Israel during the ](eri((d
betw-een Eh and David. Whether the neiilcionomic law for a central sanctuary originated w-ith
Mo.-ics or not, its pro\-isioiis were very imperfeclly
carried out during the times of the .liidges. This
was particularly the ease after the capture of the
ark liy the Phihstines, and the (le((lhs of Eh and
his sons. From that time to the middle of the reign
of David the ark was in the custody of the men of
Kiriath-jearim "in the lidl," or "m Gibeah" (1 S
7 1; 2 S 6 2 3 ) . .Vs a general iiropcsitiori Israel
"sought not unto it" (1 Ch 13 3i, though there
is nothine to forbid the idea that it iiia\, on occasion,
have been brought out from its seclusion (1 S 14
IS). Before anil after the aeeessKm of Saul some
of the functions of the national sand uar\- w-ere transacted, of course verv incom]-ilelelv, at Gilgal (1 S
10 .s; 11 14,15; 13 7ff; 15 12.-21.33). Whether
there w as a priesthood, w-ith Ahitub the grand.son of
Eli a* high priest, is a, matter on w-hich we have no
information; but we may remind ourselves that the
common assumption that such men as Samuel and
Saul performed priestly offices is nothing but an
a.-^iiiiiption

--Vfter Saul has been king for a good many years
w-e find Ahijah in his retinue, acting as priest and
wearing priestly vestments. .\ few _\'ears later
Ahimelech is at the head of the very considerable
prie-(tly establishment at Nob. The scale on which
it existed is indicated by the fad. that 85 robed
priests perished in the massacre' (1 S 22 IS).
They had famihes resi(hng at Nob (ver 19). They
were thought of as priests of .lehovah, and were
held in reverence (ver 17j. It w-as a heredit.ary
priesthood (vs 11.15). Men deposited votive
offerings there, the sword of Goliath, for example
(21 9j. There seems to have been some kind of
police authority, whereby a person might be "detained" (21 7). It w-as customary to inquire of
Jeh there (22 10.15). A distinction was made between the common and the holy (21 4-6). The
custom of the shew-bread was maintained (21 (i).
In fine, Jesus is criticallv correct in calling the place
"the house of tlod" " (Mk 2 26). The account
does not say tliat the ark was there, or that the
burnt-offering of IIK' morning and evening was
offered, or that Ihe great festivals were held. The
priestly head of the esLiblishment at Nob is represented to have been the man who had the right to
the office through his descent from .Varon. It is
gr.atuitous to assume that there were other similar
sanctuaries in Israel, though the proi'iosition that
there were none might be, hke other negative propositions, hard to establish bv posi(i\'e proof.
(2) A son of AbialJiar (2 S 8 17; 1 Ch 18 IC;
24 li), and grandson of the abo\-e. In a list ol'
the heads of departments under David, a list
belonging later than the imddle of David's 40 years,
and in which David's sons appe:(i', this Ahimek-ch,
the son of D a i i d ' s friend, is mentioned .as sharing
with Zadok a high po.sition in the priesthood. In

Ahikam
Ahio

thiscapaeily, later, he shared with David and Zadok
in Ihe appoilioiiment of Ihe piiesls into 24 anceslral
clas.ses, 16 of Ihc house of 1-deazar, and 8 of the house
of Ithamar (I Ch 24). In this account Ahimelech
is menti((ned three times, and with some detail. It
is alleged as ,i difficulty that .Vbiathar was then
living, and was high prie-st along w-ith Zadok (1 Ch
15 11; 2 S 15 '29; 19 11; 20 '25; 1 K 2 27.35;
4 4, etc). But surely there ia no improbability in
the alliiiieilion that Aliialhar had a son named
.Vhimelecli, or- that this son iierformed prominent
priestly fuiidioiis in his fallier's lifelime.
iMaii\- regard ".-Vhimelet^h the son of iVbiathar"
(M( ni\-es ,\/(imeleeh) as an inadvertent transposition for ".Vliialhar the son of Ahimelech." This is
radier plausible in the passage in 2 S 8 and the
dii|)licale of it in I Ch 18 16, bill it has no apidicatidii in the delailed account in 1 Ch 24. ()ne
must aecepi .Vhimelech the son of .V.bi:(thar as
historical unless, indeed, one regards the testimony
of Ch to a fact as evidence in disproof of that fact.
See

.VBIATHAR,

(3) .V Hittite, a companion .and friend of David,
when he was hiding from S:(iil in the wilderness
(1 S 26

6).

W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

AHIMOTH, a-hi'moth (T'l^ini!:,
'ahlinoth,
"brother of death," or, "my brolher is death"), A
descendant of Kohath the son of Levi (1 Ch 6
25); ancestor of Elkanah the father of .Samuel.
dlie name Mahath holds a similar place in the list
that follows (6 35).
AHINADAB, a-hin'a-dab ( ^ I p r i S , 'dhinddhdtih,
"brother of willingness," or, "my brother is willing"): Decidedly the ordinary use of the stem
nadhabh is to denote willingness rather than liberality or nobleness. One of Solomon's twelve commissary officers (1 K 4 14). He was the son of
Iddo, and his district was iVlahanaim.
AHINOAM, a-hi-no'am, a-hin'n-am ( C " : T I X
'dhind'ain, "my brother is pleasantness"):
(1) Daughter of Ahimaaz, and w-ife of King Saul
(1 S 14 .50).
(2) The woman from .Jezreel whom David married after (Saul gave Michal to another husband.
She and .-Vbigail, the wddow of Nabal, seem to have
been David's only wives prior to the beginning of
his reign in Hebron. His marriage to Abigail is
mentioned first, w-ith some details, follow-ed by the
statement, easily to be understood in the pluperfect, that he had previously married Ahinoam (1 S
25 39-44). Three times they are mentioned together, Ahinoam idways first (1 S 27 3; 30 5; 2 S
2 2), and Ahiiioam is the mother of David's fir-st
son, and Abigail of his second ('2 S 3 2; 1 Ch 3 1).
.Vhinoam's son was Amnon. The record really represents r)a\i(l's polygamy as a .series of bids for
political influence: filenames of Amnon, ,\bsalom,
Adonijah suggest that the method was not finally a
success.
WiM.is J. BEECHER
AHIO, a-hi'("i (ITIX, 'ahyd, variously explained
as "his brolher," "brotherly," "lirolher of Jeh,"
"my tirother is J e h " ) : Proper names containing
a similar form of the name of Jeh are found on
the ostrara recently exhumed at Samaria. The
w-ord is ahvays treated as a common noun in the
(ii-dinary Gr c((|(ies, being rendered either "brother"
or "brothers," or "his brother" or "his brothers";
but this is pc((b;(lily to be laken as an instance of
the relative iiitci-Knil v of the Gr text as compared
with the MT. ,S,.e ()sTia\(-.\.
(1) One of (he sons of Beriah, the son of Elpaal, the
son of Shaharaim and Hushim, reckoned among
the families of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 14). Beriah

Ahiia
Ai
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and Shema are described as 'ancestral heads' ''of the
inhabitants of Aijalon, who p u t to flight t h e inhabitants of Gath."
(2) A descendant of Jeiel ("the father of Gibeon")
and his wife Maaeah (1 Ch 8 3 1 ; 9 37). King
Saul apparently came from the same family (8 30.
33; 9 39).
(3) One of the men who drove t h e new cart
when David first attempted to bring the ark from
the house of Abinadab to Jerus (2 S 6 3.4; 1 Ch
13 7). In Samuel Uzza and Ahio are caUed sons
of Abinadab. By the most natural understanding
of the Bibhcal data about 100 years had elapsed
since the ark was brought to the house; they were
sons of that Abinadab in the sense of being his
descendants. Whether he had a successor of the
same name living in David's time is a matter of
conjecture.

W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R

AHIRA, a-hl'ra (yi"^nX, 'dhira\ "brother of
evil," or, "my brother is evil"): A man of Naphtali, contemporary wdth Moses. He is five times
mentioned as the son of Enan. He was the representative of his tribe who assisted Moses in the
census (Nu 1 15). He was the hereditary "prince"
of the tribe; he made the tribal offering (Nu 2 29;
7 78; cf ver 83), and was commander of the
tribal host when on the march (Nu 10 27).
AHIRAM, a-hi'ram (D^TlX, 'dhirdm, "exalted
brother," or "my brother is exalted"): A son of
Benjamin. Mentioned third of the five in Nu 26
38.39. In 1 Ch 8 1 five sons are likew-ise mentioned, being exphcitly numbered; the third name,
Aharah ('ahrah), is conjectured to be either a
corruption of Ahiram or a different name for the
same person. In 1 Ch 7 6 ff is a fuller list of
Benjamite names, b u t it is fragmentary and not
clear. In it occurs Aher ('aher), which may be
either Ahiram or Aharah with the end of the word
lost. In Gen 46 21 ten sons of Benjamin are mentioned, some being there counted as sons who, in the
other lists, are spoken of as more remote descendants. In this list Ehi ('ehl) is perhaps Ahiram
apocopated.

See AHARAH; A H E R ; E H I .
W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R

AHIRAMITE, a-hi'ram-it C')3^''nX, 'dhlrdm.i, "of
the family of Ahiram"; Nu 26 38). See AHIRAM.
AHISAMACH, a-his'a-mak (TipOTIX,
'dhmmakh, "my brother supports"): A man of the tribe
of Dan, father of Ohofiab, who was the assistant
of Bezalel in the building of the tent of meeting and
preparing its furniture (Ex 31 6; 35 34; 38 23).

men, not among the older veterans with whom the
list begins, appears "Eliam the son of Ahithophel
the Gilonite" (2 S 23 34), t h e corresponding name
in the other copy of the hst being "Ahijah the Pelonite" (1 Ch 11 36). I t is assumed that this is the
same Eham who was father to Bath-sheba (2 S 11 3).
Apparently the Chronicler testifies (1 Ch 3 5) that
.the mother of Solomon was "Bath-shua the daughter
of Ammiel." Bathshua may easily be a variant
of Bathsheba, and t h e names Eliam and Ammiel
are made up of the same parts, only in reversed
order. I t is not strange that men have inferred
that the son of Ahithophel was the father of Bathsheba. But the inference is really not a probable
one. T h e record does not make t h e impression
that Ahithophel was an older man than David.
The recorded events of David's life after his misconduct with Bathsheba cannot have occupied
less than about twenty years; that is, he cannot have
been at the time older than about fifty years. That
Ahithophel had then a married granddaughter is
less probable than that there were in Israel two
Eliams. Further, Ahithophel was not t h e sort of
man to conspire against the interests of his granddaughter and her son, however he may, earlier,
have resented t h e conduct of David toward her.
Ahithophel's motive in t h e rebellion w^as doubtless
ambition for personal power, though he very likely
shared with many of his countrymen in the conviction that it was unjust to push aside an older son
by elevating a younger son to the throne.
Ahithophel has a reputation for marvelous
practical sagacity (2 S 16 23). H e did not show
this in joining t h e conspiracy b u t it is in evidence
in his management of the affair. According to the
record the hearts of the people, in spite of the much
fault they had to find, were all the time with David.
Absalom's only chance of success was by the method
of surprise and stampede. There must be a crisis
in which everybody would join Absalom because
everybody thought t h a t everybody else had done
so. Such a state of pubhc sentiment could last only
a very few days; b u t if, in those few days, David
could be p u t out of the way, Absalom might hold
the throne in virtue of his personal popularity and
in default of a rival. The first part of the program
was carried out with wonderful success; when it
came to the second part, Ahithophel's practical
wisdom was blocked by Hushai's adroit appeal
to Absalom's personal vanity. Ahithophel saw with
absolute clearness that Absalom had sacrificed his
one opportunity, and he committed suicide to avoid
participation in the shameful defeat which he saw
could not be averted.

W I L L I S J. BEECHER

AHISHAHAR, a-hish'a-har (nnilJ^nt!!, 'dhlshahar,
AHITOB, a-hl'tob ('AxiriSp, Achitob; AVAchitob):
"brother of d a w n " ) : One of the sons of Bilhan,
One of the ancestors of Ezra (1 Esd 8 2; 2 Esd
the son of Jediael, the son of Benjamin (1 Ch 7 10). 1 1). Cf A H I T U B , 3 (Ezr 7 2 et al.).
AHITUB, a-hi'tub (nltJinX, 'dhltubh, "brother
of goodness," i.e. "good brother," or, " m y brother
is goodness"):
(1) The brother of Ichabod and son of Phinehas
the son of E h (1 S 14 3 ; 22 9.11.12.20), AccordAHITHOPHEL, a-hith'o-fel ( b s h T l X , 'dhitho- ing to 1 Ch 24 he and his line were descended from
phel, "brother of foohshness," perhaps): The real
Aaron through Ithamar. T h e record implies that
leader of the Absalom rebellion against David.
he was born while his father and grandfather were
He is described as "the king's counsellor," in a priests at Shiloh, and it says t h a t he was the father
context connected with events some of which are and grandfather of priests; b u t it is silent as to his
dated in the fortieth year of Da-vid (1 Ch 27 33. own exercise of the priestly office. We have no
34; cf 26 31). Concerning him and his part in the information concerning t h e office from the time
rebellion we have rather full information (2 S when t h e Philis captured t h e ark till Saul became
15 12 ff).
king. See A H I J A H ; AHIMELECH; ABIATHAR.
Some hold that he w-as the grandfather of Bath(2) A descendant of Aaron through Eleazar:
sheba, and make much of this in forming their
by this fact distinguished from Ahitub, the descendestimates of him. Does the evidence sustain this ant of Ithamar, though nearly contemporaneous
-view? In the latter half of the list of David's mighty
with him. Esp. known as t h e father of Zadok

AHISHAR, a-hish'iir ("IfflTIX, 'ahlshdr, " m y
brother has sung"): Mentioned in Solomon's list
of heads of departments as "over t h e household"
(1 K 4 6).
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who, at Solomon's accession, became sole high
coinniander of the army, accompanied their sovpriest (2 S 8 17; 1 Ch 6 8; 18 16). His genea- ereign to kx'crsheba to make a covenant with Isaac
logical fine, from Levi to the E.xile, is given in 1 Ch (Gen 26 26). The termination -ath reminds us of
6 1-15 (5 27-41). T h e three successive names, Phih proper names, such as Gath, Gohath, etc. Cf
Ahitub and Zadok and Ahimaaz, appear in 2 S
Genubath (1 K 11 20),
(8 17; 15 27, etc). The hue is paralleled by selected names in Ezr 7 1-5, and relatively late parts of
AHZAI, a'-M (^TnX, 'ahzay, "my protector"): A
it are paralleled in 1 Ch 9 11 and Neh 11 11. priest w ho resided in Jerus (Neh 11 13). The AV
The best explanation of certain phenomena in Ch has Ahasai w hich is probably the same as Jahzevah
is that the record was copied from originals that
of 1 Ch 9 12,
were more or less fragmentary. In some eases,
also, a writer gives only such jiarts of a genealogy
AI, a'i ("'", 'ay, written always with the def.
as are needed for his purpose. I t is due to these
art., ^i;'n, hd-'ay, probably meaning ' ( h e ruin,"
causes that there are many omissions in the geneakindred root, Hl^", 'dwdh):
logical lists, and that they supplement one another.
(1) A town of central Palestine, in the tribe of
Allowing for these fads there is no reason why we
Benjamin, near and just east of Bethel (< len 12
should not i'egar(.l the genealogies of .Vhitub as having
8). It is identified w-ilh the modern Ilaiydn, just
distinct historical value.
south of the village Der Diirdn (Conder in HDB;
(3) In the genealogies, in the seventh generation
Delitzsch in t'oinm. on Gen 12 8) or with a mound,
from Ahitub, the descendant of Eleazar, apjiears
El-Tell, to the north of the modern village (Davis,
another Ahitub, the son of another Ain.ariah and the
father (or grandfather) of another Zadok (1 Ch 6 Diet. Bd).). The name first appears in the earliest
11 [5 37]; 9 11; Neh 11 11), The list in Ezr 7 journey of Abraham through Pal (Gen 12 8),
where its location is given as east of Bethel, and
omits a block of names, and t he .Vhitub there named
may be either 2 or 3. He is mentioned in 1 Esd near the ah;ir which Abraham built between t h e
8 2 and 2 Esd 1 1, and the name occurs in J t h
8 1. I n these places it appears in the Eng, versions in the various forms Ahitub, .Vhitob, .\chitob,
Acitho.

W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R

AHLAB, a'lab ( n b n S , 'ahldbh, "fat or fruitful"):
.\ town of .\slier. I t is clear, however, that the
Israelites failed to drive aw iiy the original inh.abitants (Jgs 1 31). Some have identified Ahlab with
Gush Halah or Geschila, N.W. of the Sea of Galilee.
AHLAI, a'h (^bnX, 'ahlay "O would t h a t ! " ) :
(1) -V. Sou of Sheshan (1 Ch 2 31) or according to
ver 34 a daughter of Sheshan, for here we read:
"Now- Sheshan had no sons, but daughters," (2)
The father of Zabad, a soldier in David's army
(1 Ch 11 41).
AHOAH, a-ho'a ( n i n X , 'dho'^h, "brotherly"[?]):
A son of Bela of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 4).
AHOHITE, a-ho'hit C m n X , 'dhohl): A patronymic employed in connection with the descendants
of .A.H0AH (q.v.) such as Dodai (2 S 23 9) or Dodo
1 Ch 11 12;, Ilai (29) or Zalmon (2 S 23 28),
and also Eleazar, son of Dodo (1 Ch 11 12). T h e
family must have been fond of military affairs, for
all the above w-ere officers in David and Solomon's
armies.
AHOLAH, a-ho'la.

See OHOLAH.

AHOLIAB, a-ho-ll'ab.
AHOLIAH, a-ho-ll'a.

See OHOLIAB.
See OHOLIAH.

AHOLIBAH, a-ho'li-ba.

See OHOLIBAH.

AHOLIBAMAH, a-ho-li-ba'ma. See OHOLIBAMAH.
AHUMAI, a-hu'ma-i, a-hu'ml (^'CTnX, 'dhuinay,
"brother of w-ater"['?]): A descendant of Shobal of
the tribe of Judah (1 Ch 4 2),
AHUZZAM, a-huz'am, AHUZAM, a-hu'zam
(D-iriX, 'dhuzzdin, "possessor"): A son of Ashahur
of the tribe of Judah; his mother's name was Naarah
(1 Ch 4 6); written Ahuzam in AV.
AHUZZATH, a-huz'ath f r - m x , 'dhuzzath, "possession"): A "friend" perhaps a minister, of Abimelech, king of Gerar. He together with Phicol,
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Ascent to Ai: Path to Elijah's Translation.
two places. I t is given similar mention as he returns from his sojourn in Egypt (Gen 13 3).
In both of these occurrences the AV has the form
Hai, including the article in transliterating. The
most conspicuous mention of Ai is in the narrative
of the Conquest. As a conse(iuence of the sin of
Achan in appropriating articles from the devoted
spoil of Jericho, the IsracliU-s w-ere routed in the
attack upon the tow-n; but after confession and
expiation, a second assault w.as successful, the city
was taken and burned, and left a heap of ruins, the
inhabitants, in number t\\elve thousand, w-ere p u t
to death, the king captured, hanged and buried under
a heap of stones at the gate of the ruined city, only
the cattle being kept as spoil by the people (Josh
7, 8), The tow-n had not been rebuilt when Josh
was written (Josh 8 2.S), The fall of Ai gave the
Israehtes entrance to the heart of Canaan, where
at once they became established. Bethel and other
towns in the vicinity seeming to have yielded without a striigi;le. Ai w.as rebuilt a t some later period,
and is mentioned by Isa (10 2S) in his vivid description of the approach of the .Vssyr army, the feminine
form ( n ^ ? , 'aygdlli) being used. I t s place in the
order of march, as just beyond Michmash from
Jerusalem, corresponds with the identification given
above. I t is mentioned also in post-exilic times by
Ezr (2 28) and Neh (7 32, and in 11 31 as X^?,
'ayyd'), identified in each ease by the grouping w-ith
Bethel.
(2) The .Vi of Jer 49 3 is an Ammonite town, the
text probably being a corruption of ~\^ , 'dr; or
l ^ y n , /ia-"ir, "the city" (BDB).
EDWARD MACI?

Aiah
Alema
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AIAH, a'ya (n]^X, 'ayyah, "falcon"; once in AV
Ajah, Gen 36 24): (1) A Horite, son of Zibeon,
and brother of Anah, who was father of one of
Esau's wives (Gen 36 24; 1 Ch 1 40). (2) Father
of Rizpah, a concubine of Saul, about whom Ishbosheth falsely accused .Vbner (2 S 3 7), and whose
sons were hanged to appease the Gibeonites, whom
Saul had wronged (2 S 21 8-11).

AIM, a m : I n Wisd 13 9. Lit. tr by AV of
Gr o-TOxao-ao-9ai, stochdsasthai, w-hich commonly
means " t o shoot a t . " This is interpreted and
explained by RV as "explore," with a hint as to
the nature of the process, and may be paraphrased:
"If they be able to conjecture the mysteries of the
universe."

AIATH, a'yath (P-^^, 'ayydth): Found in Isa 10
28; feminine form of the city Ai (q.v.).

AIN, a'in (]'!'?, 'ayin, ''eye or spring [of water]"):
(1) A town in the extreme N.W, corner of Canaan,
so named, most probably, from a noted spring
in the vicinity (Nu 34 11). Thomson and after
him Robinson make .\in the same as 'Ain el-'Asy,
the chief source of the Orontes, some fifteen miles
S.W. of Riblah, which, in turn, is about twenty
miles S.W. of Emesa (Hums). As Ain is named in
connection with Lake Gennesaret, some claim that
Riblah of Nu 34 11 must be another place farther
S. and closer to t h a t lake.
(2) A Levitical city (Josh 21 16) in t h e Negeb
or southern part of Judah. I t was first allotted to
the tribe of Judah (15 32) b u t later to Simeon (19
7). T h e fact that i t is several times named in
immediate connection with Rimmon has lent
plausibility t o the view that w-e have here a compound word, and that we should read En-Rimmon,
i.e. Ain-Rimmon (see Josh 15 32; 19 7; 1 Ch

AID, ad (pTH) hdzak, "to strengthen," "to aid"):
A military term used only once in O T in AV (Jgs
9 24) and displaced in RV by t h e lit. rendering,
"who strengthened his hands." T h e men of Shechem supported Abimelech in his fratricidal crime,
with money, enabling him to hire men t o murder
his brethren. The fundamental idea in the word,
as used in the OT, is abounding strength.
AIJA, a-I'ja (X^y, "ayya'): A form of name for
city Ai, found in Neh 11 31. See Ai; AIATH.
AIJALON, a'ja-lon (''D'^^,'ayydldn, "deerplace'';
AV Ajalon [Josh 10 1 2 ] ) : '
(1) The name of a town allotted to the tribe of Dan
(Josh 19 42), which was also designated a Levitical
city (Josh 21 24), which fell to the Sons of Kohath
(1 Ch 6 69). T h e first mention of .\ijalon is in
the narrative of Joshua's defeat of the five Amorite
kings: "thou. Moon, in the vafley of Aijalon" (Josh
10 12). T h e Danites failed to take it from the

Valley ot Aijalon.
Amorites (,lgs 1 35), although the men of Ephraim held it in vassalage. Here Saul and Jonathan
w o n a g r e a t victory over the Philistines (1 S 14 31).
,-Vt one time it was held by the tribe of Benjamin
(1 Ch 8 13). Rehoboam fortified it against the
kingdom of Israel (2 Ch 11 10). I n the days of
King Ahaz it was captured by the PhiUs (2 Ch
28 18). I t has been ielentified with the modern
Yalo; its antiquity goes back to .\m Tab, in which
it has mention. I t is situated N.W. of Jerus in a
valley of the same name, which leads dowm from the
mountains to the sea.
(2) A town in the tribe of Zebulun, site unknown,
where Elon the judge was buried (Jgs 12 12).
EDW^ARD M A C K

AIJELETH
sha'har.

HASH-SHAHAR,

,See PSAL.MM; SONG.

a'je-leth

hash-

AIN.

4 32).

See A Y I N .

See also A Y I N .

W . W . DAVIES

AIR, ar (6^-f\p, air): I n the OT "air" is used (with
one exception) in t h e phrase "fowl" or "fowls
(birds) of the air." The Heb word is usually rendered
''heaven" or "heavens." According t o ancient
Heb cosmogony the sky was a solid dome (firmament)
stretching over the earth as a covering. I n the
above phrase t h e air means the space between the
earth and the firmament. I n Job (41 16) "air"
renders U ' l , rii"h, "breath,'' "wind," "spirit."
The scales of t h e leviathan are so closely joined
together that no air can penetrate. I n the N T the
phrase "birds [or fowls] of the air," occurs ten times.
This simply reproduces the Hebraism noticed above.
Apart from this expression "air" in t h e AV represents aer, which denotes the atmosphere which surrounds us. Theexpres.sion"beating the air" (1 Cor
9 26) means to "deal blows t h a t do not get h o m e " ^
that miss the mark. I n his conflict with the lower
life represented by t h e body, Paul compares himself to a boxer who aims with unerring accuracy
at his opponent. No stroke is lost. Paul also
uses the phrase "speaking into the air" (1 Cor 14 9)
in reference t o the unintelhgible utterances of those
who "spake with tongues." I n the expression,
"prince of the powers of the air" (Eph 2 2 AV) we
find an echo of the current belief t h a t the air was the
dwelling place of spirits, especially of evil spirits.
THOMAS L E W I S

AIRUS, a-I'rus, 4r'us ('latpos, lairos): AV, one of
the heads of a family of temple servants (1 Esd 5
31 RV JAIRUS), which returned from Babylon with
Zerubbabel; in the O T called Reaiah (Ezr 2 47;
Neh 7 50), and classed among the Nethinim.

AJAH, a'ja. An Edomite tribe (Gen 36 24 AV).
See AIAH.
AIL, al (.VS eglan, "to pain"): .Vs a verb trans, is
"to trouble," "afflict" (obs); intrans, " t o feel pain,
AJALON, aj'a-lon. See AIJALON.
trouble, uneasiness," etc; it represents Heb mah
I'khd "what to thee" (Gen 21 17, "What aileth
AKAN, a'kan ("Ji^y, 'dkdn, "twdsted"): A son
thee, Hagar'?"; Jgs 18 23; 1 S 11 5; 2 S 14 5; of Ezer, a descendant of Esau of Seir (Gen 36 27).
2 K 6 2,s, Isa 22 1); in Ps 114 5, it is figuraHe is called Jaakan in 1 Ch 1 42. The AVm has
tively or poetically applied lo the se;(, the river Jakan.
Jordan, etc: "What ailed thee, O thou sea, t h a t
thou fleddest ? " etc; RV, "What aUeth thee, O thou
AKATAN, ak'a-tan ('AKardv, Akotdn; AV Acasea t h a t thou fleest?" etc; in 2 Esd 9 42; 10 31,
tan = H a k k a t a n ; Ezr 8 12;: The father of .loannes
•'What aileth thee?"
who returned with Ezra to Jerus (1 Esd 8 38).
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AKELDAMA, a-kel'da-ma ('AKtXSanii, Akeldann't, or, in many MSS, 'AKe\8a|idx, Akeldaindch;
AV Aceldama): A field said in .Vets 1 19 to have
been bought by Judas with the "thirty pieces of
silver." In M t 27 6.7 it is narrated that the
priests took the sih-er pieces which Judas had
"east down .
into the sanctuary" and "bought
with them the potter's fiedd, to bur\' si rangers in.
Wherefore that field was called. The field of bkiod,
unto this day." Doubtless it was a supposed connection between this potter's field and the jiotter's
house (Jer 18 2) and the Valley of the Son of Hiiinom (Jer 19 2) which influenced the selection of the
present site which, like the .Vram. X ^ " ! - p n (Dalman), is today know-n as hatfk-ed-duinm, "held of
blood."
Tradition, which ajipears to go back to the Ith
cent., points lo a level ]ilatforni on, and some distance up, the southern slope of the ir(i(/(/ er Rababi
(Yahey of Hiiinom) just before it joins the Kielron
Valley. Upon this spot there is a vei',\' remarkable
ruin (7,'s f t . \ 5 7 ft.) which for many centuries
was used as a charnel house. The earth here w-as
reputed to ha\-e the property of quickly consuming
dead bodies. So great w-as its reputation that vast
quantities of it are said to have been transported
in 1215 .-VD to the Canipo Santo at Pisa. \Wien this
building was standing entire, the bodies were lowered into it through five openings in the roof and
then left to disintegrate, so that a few years ago
there w-ere ^-ery many feet of bones all over the
floor. These have now been removed. A little S.E.
of this ruin is a new Greek monastery erected in
recent jears over the remains of a large number of
cave tom'os; many of the bones from ".Akeldama"
are now buried here.
E . W. G. MASTERMAN
AKKAD, ak'ad, AKKADIANS, a-ka'di-ans.

See

ACCAD; ACCADIAXS.

AKKOS, ak'os ('AK^I^S, Akbos in 1 Esd 5 38;
.V.V Accos, which see); The OT equivalent (1 Ch
24 10; Ezr 2 61; Neh 3 4.21) is HAKKOZ ( ^ i p n ,

hakkog), which also see.
AKKUB, ak'ub C : " ^ ? , 'akkubh,
"pursuer"):
(1) A son of Elioenai, a descendant of Zerubbabel
(1 Ch 3 24). (2) .\ Levite porter on duty at the
east gate of the second Temple (1 Ch 9 17).
AKRABATTINE, ak-ra-ba-ti'ne ('AKpa(3aTT(vTi,
Akrahall'ine; AV Arabattine): .V place in Idumaea
where Judas Maccabee defeated the chfldren of
Esau (1 Mace 5 3).
AKRABBIM, ak-rab'im (once in AV Acrabbim
[Josh 15 3]; n ^ 3 ~ ~ ^ , 'akrabblm,
"scorpions"):
Three times found (Nu 34 4 ; Josh 15 3; Jgs
1 36), and always with n b ^ ' Q , ma'dleh, ''ascent"
or "pass"; and so ".Vscent of the Scorpions," an
ascent at the S.W point of the Dead Sea and a part
of the boundary line Iietween Judah and Edom.
At this pass Judas Maccabaeus won a victory
over the Edomites (1 .Mace 5 3), called in the AV
Arabattine.
ALABASTER, al'a-bas-ter (dXiipacrTpov, ald.hitstron [Mt 26 7; Mk 14 3; Lk 7 37]): In modern
mineralogy alabaster is crystalline gypsum or sulphate of lime. The Gr word alabastron or ahdmslos meant a stone casket or vase, and alabastites
was used for the stone ot which the casket was
made. This stone w-as usually crystalline stalagmitic rock or carbonate of lime, now often called
oriental alabaster, to distinguish it from gypsum.
The word occurs in the Bible only in the three
passages of the Synoptic Gospels cited above. See
Box.

Aiah
Alema

A L A M E T H , al'a-meth ( n p b y , 'dldrneth, "eoneealment"; 1 Ch 7 8 A'V): The name of a son of
Be(.'lier and grandson of Benjamin. His name was
preserved as the name of a town near Anathoth
(.VLLEMETH, 1 Ch 6 60 RV). Except for the
slidiig pausal acei^nt in Ihe Heb I lie form of the word
would be the .same as .VLE.METH (ipv.).
A L A M M E L E C H , adam'e-lek: AV (Josh 19 26)
for ,VLL.\!MMELECII (q.v.).

A L A M O T H , al'a-niOth.

See M u s i c .

ALARM, a - ! ; i r m ' ( n y ^ i r i , fru'dh): This expression is found six times in the (JT. The Heb
word ,s() rendered is (leiived from a V(-rb meaning
"(o shout" or "blow a hoin," as a signal for breaking up camp, starting on a journey or into battle, or
in triumphant sh((Ut over the defeat of enemies.
In a few instances it is employed of a cry of despair
or (listress. The noun t'ru.'dh Iraiislaled "alarm"
in Nu 10 5 f refers to the signal given the people
of Israel to start on their journey in the Wilderness.
The passages in Jer (4 19; 49 2) both refer to the
summons for war. The same is true of Zeph 1 16,
The law concerning the sounding of the alarm
is fully stated in Nu 10 1-10. Here we read that
two silver trumpets of beaten work were sounded
by the sons of Aaron in case of war and also "in
the day of . . gladness" to gather the people
together for the various feasts, new moons, sacrifices and offerings.
W. W. D . W I E S
ALBEIT, 61-be'it (Iva. ^t.r\, hina me; lit. ''lest"):
Occurs in a paraplirase rather than as a tr of a
clause in PhUem li) AV. The thought is: "although"
or "albeit" (synonym of "although") "I might say,''
etc. • This RV translates with intense literalness:
"that I say not."
ALCIMUS, al'.si-mus (Dlp^bx, 'elydkum, "God
will rise"; "AXKI(J.OS, Alkimns, "valiant"): A high
priest for three years, 163-161 BC, the record
of whose career may be found in 1 Mace 7 4-50;
9 1-57; 2 Ma(-c 14; see also Ant, X I I , 9-11;
X X , 10. He w:is a descendant of Aaron, but not
in the high-priestly line (1 Mace 7 14; also Ant,
X X , 10); and being ambitious for the ofl5ce of
high priest, he hastened to Antioch to secure the
favor and help of the new king, Demetrius, w-ho had
just overthrown .Vntiochus Eupator and made himself king. Alcimus was of the Grecianizing party,
and therefore bitterly opposed by the iVIaceabees.
Demetrius sent a strong army under Bacchides to
establish him in the high-priesthood at Jerus.
The favor with which Alcimus was received by the
Jews at Jerus on account of his .Varoiiic descent
was soon turned to hate by his cruelties. '\V hen
Bacchides and his army returned to .Vntioeh, Simon
Maccabaeus attacked and overcame Alcimus, and
drove him also to Syria. There he secured from
Demetrius another army, led by Nie;(n()r, who,
fading to secure Simon by treachery, joined battle
with him, but was defealed and killed. A third
and greater army, under Bacchides again, w-as dispatched to save the falling fortunes of .Alcimus.
Now Simon was overwdielmed and slain, Alcimus
established as high priest and a strong force left
in Jerus to uphold him. But he did not long enjoy
his triumph, as he died soon after from a paralytic
stroke.

EDWARD

MACK

ALCO"VE, al'kdv ( n 3 p , kubbdh; AV tent; .ARV
pa-vihon; .A.RVm alcove): Perhaps a large tent
occupied by a prince (Nu 25 8).
ALEMA, al'g-ma ('A\^|ioi.s, .llemois): .\ town
in GOead, mentioned once only (1 Mace 5 26),

Alemeth
Alexander
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besieged by the nations under Timotheus, together
with Bosor ami other cities; and probably relieved
along with these cities by Judas Maccabaeus,
although no mention is made of Alema's rehef. The
name occurs the one time as dative pi.
ALEMETH, al'e-meth ( f l ^ b y , 'alemeth, "concealment"): (1) RV for Alameth of the AV m 1 Ch
7 8. (2) Descendant of Saul and Jonathan, and son
of Jehoaddah, 1 Ch 8 36, or of Jarah, 1 Ch 9 42.
The genealogies in the two chapters are identical,
and he is the fifth generation after Jonathan. (3)
In some Heb texts, Ginsburg and Baer, for A L LE.METH (q.v.); so in AV.

ALEPH, alef (X, ' ) : The first letter of the Heb
alphabet.
I t is nearly soundless itself and best
represented, as in this Enc, by the smooth breathing ('), but it is the direct ancestor of the Gr, Lat
and Eng. a as in "father." In either case this
beginning of the alphabet happens to be near the
very basis of all speech—in one case the simple
expiration of breath, in the other the simplest
possible vocal action—the actual basis from which
all other vowels are evolved. It became also the
symbol for the number one (1) and, with the dieresis, 1,000. It is the symbol also for one of the most
famous of Gr Bibhcal MSS, the Codex Sinaiticus.
For name, written form, etc, see ALPHABET.
E.

ALEPPO, a-lep'o.

C.

RICHARDSON

See BEREA.

ALEXANDER, al-eg-zan'der ('AXe|av8pos, Alexandras, lit. meaning "defender of men," This word
occurs five times in the NT, Mk 15 2 1 ; Acts 4 6;
19 33; 1 Tim 1 19.20; 2 Tim 4 14): It is not
certain whether the third, fom-th and fifth of these
passages refer to the same man.
(1) The first of these .Vlexanders is referred to in
the passage in Mk, where he is said to have been
one of the sons of Simon of Cjrrene,
1. A Son
the man who carried the cross of
of Simon
Christ. Alexander therefore may have
of Cyrene been a North African by birth. Mt,
Mk and Lk all record the fact, with
varying detail, t h a t Simon happened to be passing
at the time when Christ w-as being led out of the
city, to be crucified on Calvary. Mk alone tells
that Simon was the father of Alexander and Rufus.
From this statement of the evangelist, it is apparent that at the time the Second Gospel was -written,
Alexander and Rufus were Christians, and that
they were well known in the Christian community.
Mk takes it for granted that the first readers of lus
Gospel will at once understand whom he means.
There is no other mention of Alexander in the
NT, but it is usually thought that his brother
Rufus is the person mentioned by Paul in Rom
16 13, "Salute Rufus the chosen in the Lord, and
his mother and mine." If this identification is
correct, then it follows, not only that the sons of
Simon were Christians, hut t h a t his wife also was
a Christian, and that thej- had all continued faithful to Christ for many years. It would also follow
that the households were among the intimate friends
of Paul, so much so that the mother of the family is
affectionately addressed by him as "Rufus' mother
and mine." The meaning of this is, that in time
past this lady had treated Paul wdth the tender care
which a mother feels and shows to her own son.
This mention of Rufus and his mother is in the
list of names of Christians resident in Rome.
Lightfoot (Comm. on Phil, 176) writes: "There
seems no reason to doubt the tradition that Mk
wrote especially for the Romans; and if so, it is
worth remarking that he alone of the evangelists
describes Simon of Cyrene, as 'the father of Alex-
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ander and Rufus.' A person of this name therefore (Rufus) seems to have held a prominent place
among the Rom Christians; and thus there is at
least fair ground for identifying the Rufus of St.
Paul with the Rufus of St. JVlark. The inscriptions
exhibit several members of the household (of the
emperor) bearing the names Rufus and Alexander,
but this fact is of no value where both names are
so common."
To sum up, Alexander was probably by birth a
North African Jew; he became a Christian, and
was a well-known member of the church, probably
the church in Rome. His chief claim to recollection is that he was a son of the man who carried
the cross of the Saviour of the world.
(2) The second Alexander, referred to in Acts 4 6,
was a relative of Annas the Jewish high priest.
He is mentioned by Lk, as having
2. A Rela- been present as a member of the Santive of
hedrin, before which Peter and Jn were
Annas
brought to be examined, for what they
had done in the cure of the lame man
at the gate of the temple. Nothing more is known
of this Alexander than is here given by Lk. It has
been conjectured that he may have been the Alexander who was a brother of Philo, and who was also
the alabarch or magistrate of the city of Alexandria. But this conjecture is unsupported by any
evidence at all.
(3) The third Alexander is mentioned in Acts
19 33: "And some of the multitude instructed
Alexander, the Jews putting him
3. Alexan- forward. And Alexander beckoned
der and the with the hand, and would have made a
Riot at
defence unto the people. But when
Ephesus
they perceived that he was a Jew, all
with one voice," etc, RVm. In the
matter of the riot in Ephesus the whole responsibility rested w-ith Demetrius the silversmith. In
his anger against the Christians generally, but
specially against Paul, because of his successful
preaching of the gospel, he called together a meeting of the craftsmen; the trade of the manufacture
of idols was in jeopardy. From this meeting there
arose the riot, in which the whole city was in commotion. The Jews were wholly innocent in the
matter: they had done nothing to cause any disturbance. But the riot had taken place, and no
one could tell what would happen. Modern antiSemitism, in Russia and other European countries,
gives an idea of an excited mob stirred on by hatred
of the Jews. Instantly recognizing that the fury
of the Ephesian people might expend itself in
'violence and bloodshed, and that in that fury they
would be the sufferers, the Jews "put forward"
Alexander, so that by his skiU as a speaker he might
clear them, either of having instigated the riot, or
of being in comphcity with Paul. "A certain
Alexander was put forward by the Jews to address
the mob; but this merely increased the clamor
and confusion. There was no clear idea among
the rioters what they wanted: an anti-Jewish and an
anti-Christian demonstration were mixed up, and
probably Alexander's intention was to turn the
general feeling away from the Jews. I t is possible
that he was the worker in bronze, who afterward did
Paul much h a r m " (Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller,
etc. 279).
(4) The fourth of the N T Alexanders is one of
two heretical teachers at Ephesus—the other being
Hymenaeus: see art. s.v. — against
4. Alexan- whom Paul warns Timothy in 1 'Tim 1
der an
19.20. The teaching of Hymenaeus
Ephesian
and Alexander was to the effect that
Heretic
Christian morality was not required
—antinomianism. They put away—
"thrust from them," RV—faith and a good eon-
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science; they wilfully abandoned the great central
facts regarding Christ, and so they made shipwreck concerning the faith.
In 2 Tim 2 17.18. Hymenaeus is associated with
Philetus, and further details ai-e there given regarding their false teaching. What
5. His
they taught is described by Paul as
Heresy
"profane babblings," as leadingtomore
Incipient
ungodliness, and as eating "as doth
Gnosticism a gangrene," Their heresy consisted
in saying that the resuneetion was
past already, and it had been so far successful,
that it had overthrown the faith of some The
doctrine of these three heretical te^ichers, Hymenaeus, .Alexander aii(.l Philetus, was accordingly
one of the early forms of Gnosticism. It held that
matter was originall>- and essentially evil; that for
this reason the bod\- w-as not an essential part of
human nature; that the only resurrection w-as that
of each man a^ he aw-oke from the death of sin to
a righteous life; that thus in the case of everyone
who has repented of sin, "the resurrection was past
already," and that the body did not participate
in the blessedness of the future life, but that salvation consisted in the soul's complete deliverance
from all contact with a material world and a material body.
So pernicious were these teachings of incipient
Gnosticism in the Christian church, t h a t they
quickly spread, eating hke a gangrene. The denial
of the future resurrection of the body involved also
the denial of the bodily resurrection of Christ,
and even the fact of the incarnation. The way in
which therefore the apostle dealt with those w-ho
taught such deadly error, was that he resorted to the
same extreme measures as he had employed in the
case of the immoral person at Corinth; he dehvered
HjTnenaeus and .Alexander to Satan, that they
might learn not to blaspheme. Cf 1 Cor 5 5.
(5) The fifth and last occurrence of the name
.Alexander is in 2 Tim 4 14,15, "x-Vlexander the
coppersmith did me much evil: the
6. Alexan- Lord will render to him according to
der the
his works: of w-hom do thou also beware
Copper[AV "of whom be thou ware also"];
smith
for he greatly "withstood our words."
This Alexander was a worker in copper
or iron, a smith. It is quite uncertain whether
Alexander no. 5 should be identified with A. no. 4,
and even with A. no. 3. In regard to this, it should
be remembered that all three of these Alexanders
were resident in Ephesus; and it is specially to be
not.iced that the fourth and the fifth of that name
resided in that city at much the same time; the
interval between Paul's references to these two being
not more than a year or two, as not more than that
time elapsed between his writing 1 Tim and 2
Tim. It is therefore quite possiile these two
Alexanders may be one and the same person.
In any case, what is said of this last A. is that he
had shown the e-vil which was in him by doing many
evil deeds to the apostle, evidently on the occasion
of a recent visit paid by Paul to Ephesus. These
evil deeds had taken the form of personally opposing the apostle's preaching. The personal antagonism of Alexander manifested itself by his greatly
withstanding the proclamation of the gospel by
Paul. As Timothy was now in Ephesus, in charge
of the church there, he is strongly cautioned by the
apostle to be on his guard against this opponent.
JOHN

RUTHERFURD

_ ALEXANDER BALAS, A. ba'las ("AX^^avSpos
o BdX,as \e76iievos, Alexandras ho Bdlas legdmenos): He contended against Demetrius I of Syria
for the throne and succeeded in obtaining it. He
Was a youth of mean origin, but he was put forth
by the enemies of Demetrius as being Alexander,

the son and heir of Antiochus Epiphanes. He
received the support of the Itom Senate and of
Ptolemy \ ' I of l^gypt, and on account of the
tyranny of Demetrius, was favored by many of the
(Syrians. The country was thrown into civil w(ir
and Demetrius was defeated by Alexander in 1.50
BC and was killed in battle. Demetrius II took
up the ((ause of his father and in 147 BC, Alexander
fled from his kingdom and was soon after assassinated.
Our chief interest in Alexander is his connection
with the Maccabees. Jonathan was the leader of
the Pdaecabean forces and both Alexander and

Tetradrachm (Ptolemaic talent) of Alexan(ier Balas.
Demetrius sought his aid. Demetrius granted
Jonathan the right to raise and maintain an army.
Alexander, not to be outdone, appointed Jonathan
high priest, and as a token of his new office sent
him a purple robe and a diadem (Ant, X I I I , ii, 2).
This was an important step in the rise of the Maccabean house, tor it insured them the support of
the Chasidim. In 153 BC, Jonathan officiated as
high priest at the altar (1 iVlacc 10 1-14;
Ant,
X I I I , ii, 1). This made him the legal head of
Judaea and thus the movement of the Maccabees
becameclosely identified with Jiid:(ism. In 1 Mace
10 1, he is called Alexander Epiphanes.
A.

W.

FORTUNE

A L E X A N D E R , T H E G R E A T ('AXe^avSpos,
AUxandros):
Alexander, of Macedon, commonly
called "the Great" (b. 3.56 BC), was
1. Parent- the son of Philip, king of Macedon,
age and
and of Olympias, daughter of NeopEarly Life tolemos, an Epeirote king. Although
Alexander is not mentioned by name
in the canonical Scriptures, in Did he is designated
by a transparent symbol (8 5.21). In 1 Mace 1 1
he is expressly named as the overthrower of the
Pers empire, and the founder of that of the Greeks.
As with Frederick the Great, the career of Alexander would have been impossible had his father
been other than he was. Phflip had been for some
years a hostage in Thebes: w-hile there he had
learned to appreciate the changes introduced into
military discipline and tactics by Epaminondas.
Partly no doubt from the family claim to Heraeleid descent, deepened by contact in earlier days with
Athenians like Iphicrates, and the personal influence of Epaminondas, Philip seems to have united
to his admiration for Gr tactics .^ tincture of Hel
culture, and something like a reverence for Athens,
the great center of this culture. In military matters
his admiration led him to introduce the Theban
discipline to the rough peasant levies of Macedon,
and the Macedonian phalanx proved the most
formidable military weapon that had yet been devised. The veneer of Gr culture w-hich he had
taken on led him, on the one hand, laying stress
on his Hel descent, to claim admission to the comity
of Hellas, and ou the other, to appoint Aristotle to
be a tutor to his son. By a combination of force
and fraud, favored by circumstances, Phihp got
himself appointed generalissimo of the Hel states;
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and further induced them to proclaim war against
the "Great King." In aU this he w-as preparing
the w-a>- for his son, so soon to be his successor.
He w-as also iireparing his son for his <-areer.
Alexander was, partlj- no doubt from being the
pupil of Aristotle, yet more imbued
2. His
with Gr feehngs and ideas than w-as
Preparation his father. He was early introduced
for His
into the cares of government and the
Career
practice of war. 'While Philip was
engaged in the siege of Byzantium he
sent his son to rejilace .\ntipater in the regency;
during his occupancy of this post, Alexander, then
only a youth of sixteen, had to undertake a campaign against the lUyrians, probably a punitive
expedition. Two years later, at the decisive battle
of Chaeroneia, which fixed the doom of the Gr
autonomous city, Alexander commanded the feudal
cavalry of Macedon, the "Companions." He not
only saved his father's life, but by his timely and
vehement charge materially contributed to the
victor J'.
When all his plans for the invasion of Persia
w-ere complete, and a portion of his troops was
already across the Hellespont, Philip
3. His
was assassinated. Ha-ving secured his
Accession
succession, Alexander proceeded to
to the
Corinth, where he was confirmed in
Hegemony his father's position of leader of Hellas
of Greece
against Darius. Before he could cross
into .A.sia he had to secure his northern
frontier against possible raids of barbarian tribes.
He invaded Thrace with his army and overthrew
the Triballi, then crossed the Danube and inflicted
a defeat on the Getae, During his absence in these
but slightly known regions, the rumor spread that
he had been killed, and Thebes began a movement
to throw off the Macedonian yoke. On his return
to Greece he wreaked terrible vengeance on Thebes,
not only as promoter of this revolt, but also as the
most pow-erful of the Gr states.
Having thus secured his rear, Alexander collected
his army at Bella to cross the Hellespont, that he
might exact the vengeance of Greece
4. Camon Persia for indignities suffered at
paign in
the hands of Xerxes, who "by his
Asia Minor strength through his riches" had stirred
up "all against the realm of Grecia"
(Dnl 1 1 2 A V). Steeped as he w-as in the romance of
the Iliad, Alexander, when he came to the site of
Troy, honored .Vchilles, w-hom he claimed as his
ancestor, with games and sacrifices. This may
have been the outflow of his ow-n romantic nature,
but there w-as also wise policy in it; the Greeks were
more readily reconciled to the loss of their freedom
when it w-as yielded up to one who revived in his
own person the heroes of the Iliad. It may be
noted how exactly the point of Alexander's invasion is indieatixl in Daniel's prophecy (8 5).
From Troy he advanced southward, and encountered the Pers forces at the Granicus. While
in the conflict Alexander exhibited all the reckless
l(ra\-ery of a Homeric hero. He at the same time
showed the skill of u, consummate general. The
Pers army was dispersed with great slaughter.
Before proceeding farther into Persia, by rapid
marches and vigorously pressed sieges, he completed the conquest of Asia Minor. Here, too, he
showed his knowledge of the sensitiveness of
.-Vsiatic peoples to omens, by visiting Gordium, and
cutting the knot on which, according to legend,
depended the empire of Asia.
What he had done in symbol he had to make a
reality; he had to settle the question of supremacy
m .Vsia by the sword. He learned that Darius
had collected an immense army and was coming
to meet him. Although the Pers host w-as esti-
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mated at a half-million men, Alexander hastened
to encounter it. Rapidity of motion, as symbolized
in Dnl by the "he-goat" that "came
5. Battle of from the west . . . . and touched
Issus and
not the ground" (Dnl 8 5), was AlexMarch
ander's great characteristic. The two
through
armies met in the relatively narrow
Syria to
' plain of Issus, wdiere the Persians lost,
Egypt
to a great extent, the advantage of
their numbers; they were defeateil wdth
tremendous slaughter, Darius himself setting the
example of flight. Alexander only pursued the defeated army far enough to break it up utterly. He
began his march southward along the seacoast of
Syria toward Egypt, a country that had always impressed the Gr imagination. Though most of the
cities, on his march, opened their gates to the conqueror. Tyre and Gaza only yielded after a prolonged
siege. In the ease of the latter of these, enraged
at the delay occasioned by the resistance, and emulous of his ancestor, Alexander dragged its gallant
defender Batis alive behind his ch.ariot as Achilles
had dragged the dead Hector. It ought to be noted
that this episode does not appear in Arrian, usually
regarded as the most authentic historian of Alexander. Josephus relates that after he had taken
Gaza, Alexander went up to Jerus, and saw Jaddua the high priest, who showed him the prophecy
of Daniel concerning him. The fact that none of
the classic historians take any notice of such a
di^tour renders the narrative doubtful: stiU it contains no element of improbability that the pupil
of Aristotle, in the pursuit of knowledge, might,
during the prosecution of the siege of Gaza, with
a small company ]iress into the hill country of
Judaea, at once to secure the submission of Jerusalem which occupied a threatening position in
regard to his communications, and to see something
of that mysterious nation who worshipped one God
and had no idols.
When he entered Egypt, the whole country submitted without a struggle. Moved at once by the
fact that Pharos is mentioned in the
6. Found- Odyssey, and that he could best rule
ing of Alex- Eg>-pt from the seacoast, he founded
andria and .Alexandria on the strip of land oppoVisit to the site Pharos, which separated Lake
Shrine of
iVlareotis from the Mediterranean.
Jupiter
The island Pharos formed a natural
Ammon
breakwater which made possible a
spacious double harbor; the lake,
communicating with the Nile, opened the way for
inland navigation, ,\s usual with Alexander,
romance and policy went hand in hand. The city
thus founded became the capital of the Ptolemies,
and the largest city of the Hel world. He spent
his time visiting shrines, in the intervals of arranging for the goverimient of the country. The most
memorable event of his stay in Egypt was his
expedition to the oracle of Jupiter Ammon (AmenRa) where he w-as declared the son of the god. To
the Egyptians this meant no more than that he was
regarded a lawful monarch, but he pretended to
take this declaration as assigning to him a Divine
origin like so many Homeric heroes. Henceforward there appeared on coins Alexander's head
adorned with the ram's horn of Amen-Ra. This
impressed the eastern imagination so deeply that
iVIohammed, a thousand >'ears after, calls liim in
the Quran Iskander dhu al-qarnain, ".Alexander
the lord of the two horns." It is impossible to
believe that the writer of Dnl could, in the face
of the universal attribution of the two ram's
horns to Alexander, represent Persia, the power
he overthrew-, as a tw-o-horned r;(ni (Dnl 8 3,20),
unless he had w-ritten before the exjiedition into
Egypt.
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Having arranged the affairs of Egypt, .Vlexander
set out for his last encounter with Darius. In vain
had Darius sent to Alexander offering
7. The Last to share the empire with him; the
Battle with "king of J a v a n " (RVm) "was moved
Darius
with anger against h i m " (Dnl 8 7) and
would have nothing but absolute
submission. There was nothing left for Darius but
to prepare for the final conflict. He collected a yet
huger host than t h a t he had had under him at
Issus, and assembk^d it on the plain cast of the
Tigris. Alexander hastened to meet him. Although the plain around Gaugamela was much more
suitable for the movements of the Pers troojis, which
consisted lai'gely of ca^-alry, and gave them better
opportunity of making use of their great numerical
superiority to outflank the small Gr ariin-, the result
was the same as at Issus—overw-helming defiant
and immense slaughter. The consequence of this
'victory was the submission of the greater portion
of the Pers empire.
.\fter making some arrangements for the government of the new provdnces, Alexander set out in the
pursuit of Darius, who had fled in the care or custody of Bessus, satrap of Bactria. Bessus, a t last,
to gain the favor of Alexander, or, fading that, to
maintain a more successful resistance, murdered
Darius. Alexander hurried on to the conquest
of Bactria and Sogiliana, in the course of his expedition capturing Bessus and putting him to death.
In imitation of Bacchus, he proceeded now to invade
India. He conquered all before him till he reached
the Sutlej; at this point his Macedonian veterans
refused to follow him farther.
Thus compelled t o give up hopes of conquests
in the farther East, he returned to Babylon, which
he purposed t o make the supreme
8. Close of capital of his empire, and set himself.
His Life
with all his superabundant energy, to
organize his dominions, and fit Babylon for its new destiny. While engaged in this
work he was seized with malaria, which, aggravated
by his recklessness in eating and drinking, carried
him off in his 33d year.
Alexander is not to be estimated merely as a
mditary conqueror. If he had been only this, he
w-ould have left no deeper impress on
9. His
the world than Tamerlane or Attila.
Influence
While he conquered Asia, he endeavored also to Hellenize her. He everywhere founded Gr cities t h a t enjoyed a t all events
a municipal autonomy. With these, Hel thought
and the Hel language were spread all over southwestern Asia, so t h a t philosophers from the banks
of the Euphrates taught in the schools of Athens.
It was through the conquests of Alexander t h a t Gr
became the language of literature and commerce
from the shores of the Mediterranean to the banks
of the Tigris. I t is impossible to estimate the
effect of this spread of Gr on the promulgation of
the gospel.

J. E. H. THOMSON

ALEXANDRIA, al-eg-zan'dri-a (r\ 'AXe^dvSptia,
he Alexdndreia): In 331 BC, Alexander the Great,
on his way t o visit the Oracle of
1. History Amon seeking divine honors, stopped
at the W. extremity of the Delta at the
isle of Pharos the landing-place of Odysseus (Od.
iv.35) His keen eye noted the strategic possibilities of the site occupied by the httle Egyptian
-village of Rhacotis, and his decision was immediate
to erect here, where it would command the gateway
to the richest domain of his empire, a glorious city
to be called by his own name. Deinocrates, greatest h'ving architect, already famous as builder of
the Temple of Diana, was given free hand and
like a dream the most beautiful city of the ancient
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or modern world (with the single exception of Rome)
arose with straight, parallel streets—one at least
200 feet wide—with fortrc's.ses, monuments, palaces,
government buildings and parks all erected according to a perfect artistic plan. The city was about
fifteen miles in circumference (Phny), and when
looked- at from above represented a Macedonian
cloak, such as was worn by Alexander's heroic
ancestors. A colossal mole joined the island to
the main land and made a double harbor, the best
in aU Egypt. Before Alexamler died (323 BC)
the future of the city as the commercial metropolis
of the world was assured and here the golden casket
of the conqueror was placed in a fitting mausoleum.
Under the protection of the first two Ptolemies and
Euergetes ,4. reached its highest prosperity, receiving
through Lake Mareotis the products of Upper
Egypt, reaching by the Great Sea all the wealth
of the West, w-hile I lirough the Red Sea its merchant
vessels brought all the treasures of India and
Arabia into the A. docks without once being unladen. The manufael ories of A. were extensive, the
greatest industry however being shipbuilding, the
largest merchant ships of the world and battleships capable of carrying 1,000 men, which could
hurl fire with fearful effect, being constructed here.
This position of supremacy was maintained during
the Rom domination up to the 5th cent, during
which A. began to decline. Yet even w-hen A.
was captured bj' the Arabs (641) under the caliph
Omar, the general could report: " I have taken a
city containing 4,000 palaces and 4,000 baths and
400 theaters." 'They called it a "city of marble"
and believed the colossal obelisks, standing on
crabs of crystal, and the Pharos, t h a t white stone
tower 400 ft. high, "wonder of the world," to be the
creation of jinn, not of men. With oriental exaggeration they declared t h a t one amphitheater
could easily hold a million spectators and that
it was positively painful to go upon the streets at
night because of the glare of light reflected from the
white palaces. But with the coming of the Arabs
A. began to decline. It sank lower when Cairo
became the capital (cir 1000 AD), and received
its death blow when a sea route to Inelia was
discovered by w-ay of the Cape of Good Hope
(cir 1500). Today the ancient A. lies entirely
under the sea or beneath some later construction.
Only one important relie remains visible, the
so-called Pompey's Pillar which dates from the
reign of Diocletian. Excavations by the English
(1895) and Germans (1S9S-99) have yielded few
results, though Dr. G. Botti discovered the Serapeum and some immense catacombs, and only
recently (1907) some fine sphinxes. In its most
flourishing period the population numbered from
600,000 to 800,000, half of whom w-ere perhaps
slaves. At the close of the 18th cent, it numbered no more than 7,000. Under the khedives
it has recently gained something of its old importance and numbers now 320,000, of whom 46,000
are Europeans, chiefly Greeks (Baedeker, Handbook,
1902; Murray, Handhook, 1907).
Among the private papers of Alexander it is
said a sketch w-as found outlining his vast plan of
making a Greek empire which should
2. The
include all races as harmonious units.
Jews in
In accordance with this, Europeans,
Alexandria Asiatics and Africans found in A. a
common citizenship. Indeed in several cities, under the Ptolemies, who accepted this
pohcy, foreigners were even given superiority
to natives. Egyptians and Greeks were conciliated by the introduction of a syncretic religion
in which the greatest Gr god was worshipped as
Osiris, Egyp god of the underworld, whose soul
appeared visibly in the form of the Apis bull. This
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was the most popular and human form of the Egyp
worship. This new religion obtained phenomenal
success. I t was in furtherance of this general
pohcy t h a t the Jews in A. were given special
privileges, and though probably not possessing fuU
civic rights, yet they "occupied in A. a more^ influential position t h a n anywhere else in the ancient
world" (Jew Enc). To avoid unnecessary friction
a separate district; was given to the Jews, another to
the Greeks and another to the native Egyptians.
In the Gr section were situated the palaces of the
Ptolemies, the Library and Museum. In the
Egyp district was the temple dedicated to Serapis
(Osiris-Apis) which was only exceUed in grandeur
by the capitol at Rome. The Jews possessed many
synagogues in their o-wn district and in Philo's
day these were not confined to any one section of
the city. Some synagogues seem to have exercised
the right of asylum, the same as heathen temples.
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nate the first week in Lent as the "Fast of Heraclius." Wisd and many other influential writings
of the Jews originated in A. Doubtless numbers
of the recently discovered documents from the
Cairo g'^nlzdh came originally from A. But the
epochal importance of A. is found in the teaching
which prepared the Heb people for the reception of
a gospel for the whole world, which was soon to be
preached by Hebrews from Hellenized Galilee.
(1) In Dnl 11 the Ptolemies of A. and their
-wives are made a theme of prophecy. Apollos,
the "orator," was born in A, (Acts 18
3. Alexan- 24). Luke twice speaks of hunself and
dria's Influ- Paul saihng in "a ship of A." (Acts
ence on the 27 6; 28 11). Stephen 'disputed' in
Bible
Jerusalem in the synagogue of the
Alexandrians (Acts 6 9). These direct
references are few, but the influence of A. on the
Bible was inestimable.
ANCIENT

ALEXANDRIA
Stadia

One of these was so large that the hazan signaled by
a flag w-hen the congregation should give the Amen!
Each district had a practically independent political government. The Jews were at first ruled by a
Heb ethnarch. By the days of Augustus a Council
of Elders (gerusia) had control, presided over by
71 archons. Because of their wealth, education
and social position they reached high public otfice.
Under Ptol. VI and Cleopatra the two generalsin-ehief of the royal army were Jews. Ptol. I
had 30,000 Jewish soldiers in his army, whose
barracks have only recently been discovered. I t
may have been a good thing that the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes (2d cent. BC) checked
Jewish Hellenization. During the Rom supremacy
the rights of the Jews were maintained, except
during their persecution for a brief period by the
insane Caligula, and the control of the most important industries, including the corn trade, came
into their hands. When Christianity became the
state religion of Egypt the Jews at once began to
be persecuted. The victory of Heraclius over the
Persians ((i29 AD) was followed by such a massacre
of the Jews that the Copts of Egypt still denomi-

(2) The Sept, tr" in A. (3d to 2d cent. BC),
preserves a Heb text 1,000 years older than any
now known. This tr if not used by Jesus was
certainly used by Paul and other N T writers, as
shown by their quotations. It is Egyp even in
trifles. "This Gr Bible not only opened for the
first time the "Divine Oracles" to the Gentiles and
thus gave to the OT an international influence, but
it affected most vitally the Heb and Christian development.
(3) The Alex Codex (4th to 5th cent.) was
the first of all the great uncials to come into the
hands of modern scholars.
I t was obtained in
A. and sent as a present to the king of England
(1628) by Cyrellus Lucaris, the Patriarch of Constantinople. The Sin and Vatican uncials with
many other most important Bible MSS—Heb, Gr,
Coptic and Syr—came from A.
(4) Jn and se^-eral other N T writings have justly
been regarded as show-ing the influence of this
philosophic city. Neither the phraseology nor
conceptions of the Fourth Gospel could have been
grasped in a world which A. had not taught. Pfleiderer's statement that He "may be termed the most
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finished treatise of the A. philosophy'' may be
doubted, but no one can doubt the fact of Alex infiuence on the N T .
With the founding of the University of A. began
the "thu'd great epoch in the history of eixilization" (.Max MUller). It wiis modeled
4. Influence after the great school of .Vtheiis, but
of Alexan- excelled, being preeminently the "unidria on
versity of jirogress" (Malia.l'f>'). Hi-re
Culture
for the first time is .seen a sch((ol of
science and lilerature. ade(iuately
endow-ed and offering large facilities for definite
original research. The famous library- which al
different eras was reported as possessing from
400,000 to 900,000 books and rolls—the rolls being
as precious as the books—wiis a magnificent edifice
connected by marble colonnades with the Museum,
the "Temple of the Muses.''
Vn obser\ iiioiy, an
anatomical laboratory and large botanical and
zoological gardens wi'-re a\-ailable. Celebrated
scholars, members of the various faeullies, were
domiciled w-ithin the hafls of the Museum and
received stipends or salaries from the g(i\-eriiment.
The study of mathematics, astronomy, poetry
and medicine w-as especially favored (e\-en vi\iseetion upon criminals being eonimon); Alex architects w-ere sought the w-orld o\-er; ,\lex inventors
w-ere almost equally famous; the infiuence of .\lex
art can stiU be marked in Pompeu and an Alex
painter w-as a hateil rival of .Vpelles. Here Euclid
WTOte his Elements of Geometry; here Archimedes,
"that greatest mathematical and inventn-e genius
of antiquity." made his spectacular discoveries
in hydrostatics and hyeiraulies; here Eratosthenes
calciilated the size of the earth and made his other
memorable discoveries; while Ptolemy studied here
for 40 }-ears and published an explanation of the
steUar universe w-hich was accepted by scientists
for 14 cents., and established mathematical theories
which are yet the basis of trigonometry. "Ever
since this epoch the conceptions of the sphericity
of the earth, its poles, axis, the equator, the arctic
and antarctic cheles, the equinoctial points, the solstices, the inequality of climate on the earth's
surface, lia\'e been current notions among scientists.
The mechanism of the lunar phases was perfectly
understood, and careful though not wholly successful calculations were made of inter-sidereal
distances. On the other hand literature and art
flourished under the careful protection of the court.
Literature and its history, philology and criticism
became sciences" (.-V. Weber). It may be claimed
that in literature no special originality was displayed though the earliest "love stories" and pastoral poetry date from this period (Mahaffy);
yet the literature of the Augustan Age cannot be
understood "without due appreciation of Ihe character of the Alex school" (EB, 11th ed), w-hile in
editing texts and in copying and translating MS(S
inconceivable patience and erudition were displayed. Our authorized texts of Homer and
other classic w-riters come from A. not from Athens.
All famous books brought into Eg\-pt w-ere sent
to the library to be copied. The statement of J((S
that Ptolemy Philadelphus (28.5-247) requested
the Jews to translate the OT into Gr is not incredible. It w-as in accordance with the custom of
that era. Ptol. Euergetes is said to have sent to
Athens for the works of Aeschylus, Sophocles,
Euripides, etc, and when these were transcribed,
sent back beautiful copies to Greece and kept the
originals! No library in the world excejiting the
prophetic library in Jerusalem was ever as valuable
as the two Alex libraries. The story that the
Arabs burned it in the 7th cent, is discredited
and seemingly disproved (Butler). At any rate
after this period we hear of great private libraries
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111 .v., but the greatest literal'}' wonder of the world
has (lisajipcared.
Though no depart ment of philo.sophy was established in the Museum, iieverlhek-ss from the 3d
cent, l i e to the 6th cent. AD it was
5. Influence the ceiiler of gid\'ily in the philoon Philos- .sojihic world. Here iNeo-Fyihagoreanophy
ism arose. Ileic Neo-Plal(im.sm, that
(•(iiit.einplativc and myslical reaction
against (he matcriidism of the Stoics, reached its
full llowcr. It is diffieiilt to o\-erestiniale the influence of Ihe latter upon religious thought. In it
the pKirdimdesI .Vryan sijcciilations were blended
with the sublimest Sem c()iice|((s. Vhdo was
numbered anion;; the prophets, Greece here acknowledged the Divine I'uily to which the <)T w-as
Jiledged, Here Ihe Jew acknowledged that Athens
as truly as Jerusalem had taught a vision of God,
This was the first atlempt to form -.i universal
religion. The Alex philosophy was the Elijah to
jirepare the w-ay lor a Saviour of the world. The
thought of both Sadducee and Pharisee w-as affected
by it and nmch late pre-Chrisliau Je(\is)i lit, is
saturated with it, Neo-Pla(oiiism drew attention
to the true relation between matter and spirit,
good and evil, finite and ii-ifinite; it showed the
depth of antagonism between the natural and
spiritual, the real and ideal; it proclaimed the
necessity of some mj-stic union between the human
and the Divine, It stated but could not solve the
problem. Its last word w-as escape, not reconciliation (Ed. C;(ir(lj, Neo-Platonism w-as the
"germ out of which Christian theology sprang"
(Caird) though later it became an adver.se force.
Notwithstanding its dangerous teaching concerning evil, it w-as on the w-hoIe favorable to piety,
being the forerunner of mysticism and .synipathet'ie
with the deepest, jiurest elements of a spiritual
religion.
According to all tradition St, Mark, the evangelist, carried the gospel to .-V,, and his tiddy rested
here until removed to ^'enice, <s2s AD.
6. Christian From this city Christianity K-ached
Church in all Egypt and entered Nubia, Ethiopia
Alexandria and .Vbyssinia. During the 4lli cent.
ten councils were held in A., it
being the theological and ecclesiastical center of
Christendom. The first serious persecution of
Christians by heathen occurred here under Decius
(251) and was foflowed by many others, the one
under Diocletian (3()3-ll) being so savage that
the native Coptic church still dates its era from it.
When the Christians reached pohtical jiower they
used the same methods of coiilroversy, w-recking
the Caesaiion in 3lili and the Serapeum twentyfive years la)(T. Serapis (Osiris-.Vpis) w-as the best
beloved of all the native deities. His temjile w-as
built of most precious marbles and filled with priceless sculptures, while in its cloisters w-as a library
second only to the Great Library of the Museum.
When Christianity became the state religion of
Egypt the native philo,sophers, moved by patriotism,
rallied to the support of Sera|iis. But Theodosius
(391) prohibited idolatry, and led by the bishop, the
Serapeum was seized, and smitten by a soldier's
battle-axe, the image—which |)i-obably represented
the old heathen religion at its best—w-as broken
to pieces, and dragged through the streets. That
day, as Steindorff well puts it, "Egyp paganism
received its death blow; the Egj'p religion fell to
pieces" (History of Egypt). Thereafter heathen
worship hid itself in the (lens and ca\-es of the
earth. Even secret allegiance to Serapis brought
persecution and sometimes death. The most
appalling tragedy of this kind occurred in 415 when
Hypatia, the virgin philosopher, celebrated equaUy
for beauty, virtue and learning, w-as dragged by
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a mob to the cathedral, stripped, and torn to pieces
before the altar. Some of the greatest Christian
leaders use(.l all their influence against such atrocities, but the Egyp Christians were always noted for
their excitability. They killed heretics easily,
but they would themselves be killed rather than
renounce the very slightest and most intangible
theological tenet. It only needed the change of
a word e.g, in the customary version to raise a riot
(Expos, \ II, 75), Some curious rehcs of the early
h^gyp church have very recently come to hght.
The oldest autographic Christian letter known
(3d cent.) proves that at that time the church
was used as a bank, and its ecclesiastics (w-ho,
whether priests or bishops, were called "popes")
were expected to help the country merchants in
their dealings with the Rom markets. Some sixty
letters of the 4th cent, written to a Christian cavalry
officer in the Egyp army are also preserved, while
papyri and ostraca from cir 600 AD show that
at this time no deacon could be ordained without ha-ving first learned by heart as much as an
entire Gospel or 25 Pss and two epistles of Paul,
while a letter from a bishop of this period is filled
with Scripture, as he anathematizes the "oppressor
of the poor," who is likened unto him who spat
in the face of Our Lord on the cross and smote
Him on the head (.Adolph Deissmann, Light from
the Ancient East, etc, 1910). Oppression of Jews
and heretics w^as not, how-ever, forbidden and during
the 5th and 6th cents. Egyjit w-as a battle-field in
which each sect persecuted every other. Even
when the Arabs under the caliph Omar captured
the city on Good Friday (641), Easter Day was
spent by the orthodox in torturing supposed heretics! The next morning the city was evacuated
and Jew-s and Copts received better treatment from
the Arabs than they had from the Rom or Gr
ecclesiastics. After the Arab conquest the Coptic
church, being released from persecution, prospered and gained many converts even from the
Mohammedans, But the Saracenic civihzation
and religion steadily displaced the old, and the
native learning and native religion soon disappeared
into the desert. By the 8th cent. Arab, had taken
the place of Gr and Coptic, not only in pubhc
documents but in common speech. Then for
1,000 years the Egyp church remained without
perceptible influence on culture or theology. But
its early influence was immeasurable and can stiU
be marked in Christian art, architecture and ritual
as well as in philosophy and theology. Perhaps
its most visible influence was in the encouragement of image-reverence and asceticism. It is
suggest i\'e that the first hermit (Anthony) was a
native Egyp, and the first founder of a convent
(Pachomius) was a converted Egyp (heathen) monk.
Today A. has again become a Christian metropolis
containing Copts, Romans, Greeks, Armenians,
Maronites, Syrians, Chaldaeans and Protestants,
The Protestants are represented by the Anglican
church, the Scotch Free church, the evangelical
church of Germany and the United Presbyterian
church of the U.S, (For minute di-visions see
Catholic Enc.)
The first theological school of Christendom was
founded in A. It was probably modeled after
earlier Gnostic schools established for
7. Catechet- the study of religious philosophy,
ical School I t offered a three years' course. There
in Alexan- w-ere no fees, the lecturers being supdria
ported by gifts from rich students,
Pantaenus, a converted Stoic philosopher, was its first head (180). He was followed by
Clement (202) and by Origen (232) under whom the
school reached its zenith. It always stood for the
philosophical vindication of Christianity. Among
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its greatest writers were Julius Africanus (215),
Dionysius (265), Gregory (270), Eusebius (315),
Athanasius (373) and Didymus (347), but Origen
(185-254) was its chief glory; to him belongs the
honor of defeating paganism and Gnosticism -with
their own weapons; he gave to the church a "scientific consciousness," his threefold interpretation
of Scripture affected Biblical exegesis clear down
to the last century. Arius was a catechist in this
institution, and Athanasius, the "father of orthodoxy" and "theological center of the Nicene age"
(Schaff), though not officially connected with the
catechetical school was greatly affected by it, having
been bred and trained in A. The school was closed
toward the end of the 4th cent, because of theological
disturbances in Egypt, but its work was continued
from Caesarea and other centers, affecting profoundly
Western teachers like Jerome and Ambrose, and completely dominating Eastern thought. From the first
there was a mystical and Docetic tendency visible,
while its views of inspiration and methods of interpretation, including its constant assumption of a
secret doctrine for the qualified initiate, came legitimately from Neo-Platonism. For several centuries
after the school disbanded its tenets were combated
by the "school of Antioch," but by the 8th cent, the
Alex theology was accepted by the whole Christian
world, east and west.
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CAMDEN M . COBERN

ALEXANDRIANS, al-eg-zan'dri-ans ('AXc^avSpeis, Alexandreis): Jews of Alexandria, who had,
w-ith the Libertines and Cyrenians, a synagogue in
Jerusalem. They were among those who disputed
with Stephen (Acts 6 9).
ALGUM, al'gum (Di'^-J^N, 'algummlm [2 Ch 2
8; 9 lOf]; or ALMUG [D^JTobx, 'almugglm,
1 K 10 11 f]): It is generally supposed thatthe.se

Algum Tree—Sanlalum album.

two names refer to one kind of tree, the consonants
being transposed as is not uncommon in Sem words.
Solomon sent to Hiram, king of Tjrre, saying,
"Send me also cedar-trees, fir-trees, and algum-trees.
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out of Lebanon" (2 Ch 2 8). In 1 K 10 I I it
is said that the navy of Hiram "that brought gold
from Opliir, brought in from Ophh- great plenty of
almug-trees and precious stones." In the parallel
passage in 2 Ch 9 lOit issaid that''alguni-trees and
precious stones" were brought. P'roni this w-ood
"the king made .
. pillai-s for the house of Job,
and for the l-dng's house, harps also and psalteries
for the singers: there came no such almug-trees,
nor were seen, unto this (,la,\' ' (1 K 10 12). The
wood was c\-idently vei-\- precious anil apparentl>came from E. .\sia—unless we suppose from 2 Ch
2 8 that it actuall>- grew on Lebanon, which is
highly improbable; it was e\-identl>- a fine, closegrained wood, suitable for car\-ing. Tradition
says that this w-as the famous sandal wood, which
w-as in ancient times put to similar uses in India
and w-as all through the ages highly prized for its
color, fragrance, durability and texture. It is
the wood of a tree, Pteroear pussantalinus (N.D.
Santalaccae), whicli grows to a height of 25 to 30
feet; it is a native of the mountains of Malabar.
E.

W.
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ALIAH, a-ll'a (H^'p?', 'alyah): One of the dukes,
or heads of thousands of Edom (1 Ch 1 51).
In Gen 36 40 the name is Alvah (Hlb:?, 'alwdh),
the only difference being the change of the weaker
1, e, of Gen to the somewhat stronger, "', y, of
the later Ch, a change which is not infrequent in
Heb. He is not to be confused, as in HDB, -with
the Ahan of the same chapter.
ALIAN, a-h'an ('^br, ''alydn): A descendant of
Esau, and son of Shobal (1 Ch 1 40). In the corresponding earher genealogy (Gen 36 23) the same
person is given as Alvan ( " " ? , 'alwdn), the change
of the third consonant being a simple one, common
to Heb, occurring similarly in Aliah (q.v.), Ahan
is not to be identified w-ith Aliah, since the groups
of names in which these occur are quite different,
and the context in each case is not the same.
ALIEN, al'yen: Found in the .AV for "13, ger,
(Ex 18 3j = "guest," hence: "foreigner," "sojourner" RV; also for 1 3 3 , nekhdr (Isa 61 5) =
"foreign," "a foreigner" RV (concrete), "heathendom" (ab.stract), "ahen," "strange" (-er); and for
• " i : : , nokhrl (Dt 14 21 RV "foreigner"; cf Job
19 15; Ps 69 8; Lam 5 2)—"strange, " i n a variety
of degrees and meanings: "foreign," "non-relative,"
"adulterous," "different," "wonderful," "alien,"
"outlandish," ''strange." In the N T we find dirij\XoTpujifMhos, apelloinonienos (Eph 4 18; Col 1 21)
= "being ahenated," and allotrios (He 11 34) =
"another's," "not one's own," hence: "foreign,"
"not akin," "hostile." In the OT the expression
was taken in its ht. sense, referring to those who were
not Israelites—the heathen; in the N T it is given „
fig. meaning, as indicating those who have not become naturalized in the kingdom of God, hence are
outside of Christ and the blessing of the gospel.
FRANK E .

HIRSCH

ALIENATE, al'yen-at ("15?', 'dhhar; dTraWoTpidm,
apallotriod, "to estrange from"): In OT, for the
break between husband and wife caused by unfaithfulness to the marriage vow (Jer 6 8; Ezk 23 17);
also applied to the diversion of property (Ezk 48
14). In NT, spiritually, for the turning of the soul
from God (Eph 2 12; Col 1 21). The Gr alldtrios,
which is the root of the verb, is the opposite of idi-os, "one's own." The word implies a former state,
w-hence the person or thing has departed, and that,
generally, by deterioration.
ALIVE, a-liv' (^n, hai, "hving"; td«, zdd, "to
live," dvajdo), anazdd, "to live again"); These

Alexandrians
AUegory

Heb and (Ir originals are the chief terms for life in
both Testaments. They cover all life, including
soul and spirit, although primarily referring to
physical vitality. Striking examples may be cited:
"Is your father yet a.?" (Gen 43 7); "To whom
he also showed himseff a." (.Vets 1 3). Often used
of God: "the timng God" (J(j.sh 3 10); also of the
resurrection life; "In Christ shaU aU be made a."
(1 Cor 15 22); of the soul's reg(aierate life:
"Reckon
yourselves . . . a. unto God," "as
those that are a. from the dead" (Rom 6 11.13 AV).
The term is vital with the creative energy of God;
the heahng, redemptive, resurrection hfe of Christ;
the renewing and recreative power of the Holy
Spirit.

DWIGHT M .

PRATT

ALL, 61: I 'sed in various combinations, and with
different meanings.
(1) All along, "Weeping all along as he went"
(Jer 41 6), i.e. throughout the whole way he went,
feigning equal concern with the men from Shiloh,
etc, for the destruction of the Temple, so as to put
them off their guard.
(2) All in all, "That God may be all in all"
(1 Cor 15 28, Gr pdnta en pdsin, "all things in all
[persons and] things"). "The universe, with all it
comprises, will wholly answer to God's will and reflect His mind" (Dummelow).
(3) All one, " I t is all one" (Job 9 22), "it makes
no difference whether I five or die."
(4) At all, "If thy father miss me at all" (1 S
20 6), "in any way," "in the least."
(5) AZZ to, "AU to brake his skull" (Jgs 9 53 AV)
an obsolete form signifying "altogether"; "broke
his skull in pieces."
(6) Often used indefinitely of a large number or a
great part, "All the cattle of Egypt died" (Ex 9
6; cf vs 19.25); "all Judaea, and all the region
r o u n d a b o u t " (Mt 3 5); "that all the world should
be enrolled" (Lk 2 1); "all Asia and the world"
(Acts 19 27); "All [people] verdy held John to be a
prophet" (xMk 11 32).

M. O. EVANS

ALLAMMELECH, a-lam'g-lek ( ^ ^ ^ ^ N , 'allammelekh, "oak of a king"): A town in the tribe
of Asher, the location of which is not known
(Josh 19 26; AV Alammelech).
ALLAR, al'ar (AV Aalar; 'AaXdp, Aaldr): Occurring once (1 Esd 5 36) and used apparently to
indicate a place from whicli certain Jews came on
the return from captivity, who could not prove their
lineage, and were excluded for this reason from the
privileges of the priesthood. HDB identifies with
Immer of Ezr 2 59 and N(;h 7 61 (q.v,), but this
is not at all certain.
ALLAY, ,a-la' (n''?n, heriT'h, "to cause to rest,''
"soothe": "Gentleness afiayeth [ht., "pacifieth"]
great offences" [Eccl 10 4]): The word is applied
to what "excites, disturbs and makes uneasy"
(Smith, Synonyms Discriminated, 106).
ALLEGE, a-lej' (irapaTCeT]|xi, "paratithemi," " t o
set forth," Acts 17 3): It is not used in the Eng.
Bible in its more modern and usual sense, "to assert,"
but is about equivalent to "to prove."
ALLEGIANCE, a-le'jans (rTipipri, mishmereth,
" a charge," from shumar, "to keep," 1 Ch 12 29):
RVm gives as lit. meaning, "kept the charge of the
house of Saul," which revisers consider fig. for
"maintaining their loyalty and fidehty," i.e.
"ahegiance."
ALLEGORY, al'g-go-ri: The term allegory, being
derived from dWo d-yopeietv, dllo agoreueiii, signifying to say something different from what the

Allegory
Allure
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words themselves imply, can etymologically be
applied to any fig. form of expression of thought.
In actual usage in theologj-, the term is employed
in a restricted sense, being used how-ever in three
ways, viz. rhetorically, hermeneutically and homiletieally. In the first-mentioned sense it is the
ordinary allegory of rhetoric, which is usually defined
as an extended or continued metaphor, this extension expanding from tw-o or more statements to a
whole volume, like Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress.
Allegories of this character abound in the (Scriptures, both in OT and in NT. Instructive examples of this kind are found in Ps 80 8-19; Eccl 12
3-7; J n 10 1-16; Eph 6 11-17. According to
traditional interpretation of both the Jewish exegesis and of the Catholic and Protestant churches
the entire book of Cant is such an allegory. The
subject is discussed in full in Terry's Biblical
Herm.eneutics, etc, ch vii, 214-38.
In the history of Biblical exegesis allegory represents a distinct type of interpretation, dating
back to pre-Christian times, practised particularly
by the Alex Jews, and adopted by the early Church
Fathers and still practised and defended by the
Roman Catholic church. This method insists that
the literal sense, particularly of historical passages,
does not exhaust the divinely purposed meaning
of such passages, but that these latter also include
a deeper and higher spiritual and mystical sense.
The fourfold sense ascribed to the Scriptures finds
its expression in the well-known saying: Littera
gesta docet; quid credos, allegorica; mnralis, quid
agas; quid speres, anagogica ("Theleltershow-sthings
done; what you are to b(;lieve, the ahegoric; what
you are to do, the moral; what you are to hope,
the anagngic"), according to which the allegorical
is the hidden (.logniatical meaning to be found in
every passage. Cremer, in his Bihlico-Theological
New Tesliiment Lexicon,shows that this method
of finding a hidden thought behind the simple
statement of a passage, although practised so extensively on the Je\\-ish side by Aristobulus and
especially Philo, is not of Jewish origin, but was,
p.articularly by the latter, taken from the Ale.x
Greeks (who before this had interpreted Gr mythology as the expression of higher religious conceptions) and. applied to a deeper explanation of OT
historical data, together with its theophanies,
anthropomorphisms, anihropopathies, and the like,
which in their plain meaning were regarded as
unw-orthy of a place in the Divine revelation of the
Scriptures. Such allegorizing became the common
custom of the early Christian church, although not
practised to the same extent in all sections, the
Syrian church exhibiting the greatest degree of
sobriety in this respect. In this only .Jewish precedent w-as followed; the paraplirases commonly
known as the Tg, the Midr, and later in its e.xtremest form in the Kabbalah, all showed this mark
of eisegesis instead of exegesis. This whole false
hermeneulie:d principle and its application originated doubtless in an unhistorical conception of
what the Scriptures are and how they originated.
It is characteristic of the NT, and one of the evidences of its inspiration, that in the entire Biblical
literature of that age, both Jew-ish and Christian,
it is the onl\' book that does not practise allegorizing but abides by the principle of the lit. interpretation. Nor is Paul's exegesis in Gal 4 21-31
an application of false allegorical methods. Here
in ver 24 the term alUgoroumena need not be
taken in the" techiueal sense as expressive of a
method of interpretation, but mereh- as a paraphrase of the preceding thought; or, if taken technically, the whole can be regarded as an nrquinentum
ad hominem, a way of demonstration foun(i also elsewhere in Paul's wTitings. The Protestant church.

beginning with Luther, has at all times rejected
this allegorizing and adhered to the safe and sane
principle, practised by Christ and the entire NT,
-viz. Sen.sum ne inferos, sed efferas ("Do not carry a
meaning into [the Scriptures] but draw it out of [the
Scriptures]"). It is true that the older Protestant
theology still adheres to a sensus mysticus in the
Scriptures, but by this it means those passages in
which the sense is conveyed not per verba (through
words), but per res verbis descriptas ("through things
described by means of words"), as e.g. in the parable
and the type.
In homiletics allegorizing is applied to the method
which draws spiritual truths from common historical statements, as e.g. when the healing of a
leper by Christ is made the basis of an exposition
of the healing of the soul by the Saviour. Naturally
this is not interpretation in the exegetical sense.
G.

ALLELUIA, al-5-lob'ya.

H.

SCHODDE

See HALLELUJAH.

ALLEMETH, al'e-meth ( n p S ? , 'allemeth, "concealment"; AV Alemeth, 1 Ch 6 60): Name of
a town in tribe of Benjamin, near Anathoth, one
of the cities given to the sons of Aaron, the same as
Almon of Josh 21 18. The AV ALEMETH (q.v.)
is based upon the Heb reading ^ i p b ^ , 'alemeth.
Its site is the modern Almlt, a village a short distance N.E. of Anathoth.
ALLIANCE, a-ll'ans: Frequent references are
made to alliances between the patriarchs and foreigners. Abraham is reported to have
1. In the
had "confederates" among the chiefs
Patriarchal of the Canaanites (Gen 14 13). He
Stories
also allied with Abimelech, king of
Gerar (21 22-34). Isaac's ahiance wdth
Abimelech (26 26-34), which is offered as an explanation of the name Beer-sheba (ver 33), appears
to be a variant of the record of alliance between
Abraham and Abimelech. Jacob formed an alliance with Laban, the (Syrian (31 44-54), by which
Gilead w-as established as a boundary line between
Israel anrj Aram. These treaties refer, in all
probability, to the early period of Israel's history,
and throw a good deal of light upon the relation
betw-een Israel and the Philis and the Syrians immediately after the conquest of Canaan.
The only reference to an alliance between Israel
and foreign people prior to the conquest of Canaan,
that might be regarded as historical,
2. In Pre- is that made between Israel and the
Canaanitic Kenite tribes at the foot of Sinai, the
History '
precise nature of w-hich, how-ever, is
not very clearly indicated. Such alliances led to intermarriages between the members
of the allied tribes. Thus Moses married a Kenite
woman (Jgs 1 16; 4 11). The patriarchal marriages refer to the existing conditions after the conquest. Possibly one more alliance belonging to
t h a t period is that betw-een Israel and Moab (Nu
25 1-3). According to the narrative, Israel became attached to the daughters of Moab, at Shittim,
and was led astray after Baal-peor. Its historicity
is proven from the prophetic allusions to this event
(cf Hos 9 10; Mic 6 5).
The invading hordes of Israel met with strong
opposition on the part of the natives of Pal (Jgs 1
21.27-36). In time, alliances were
3. During
formed with some of them, which
the Congenerally led, as might be expected,
quest
to considerable trouble. One concrete
illustration is preserved in the story of
the Gibeonites (Josh 9). Intermarriages were frequent. The tribe of Judah thus became consolidated
through the alliance and the amal,i!:;(mation with
the Kenites and Calebites (.Jgs 1 1(J-16). These
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relations between Israel and the Canaanites threatened the preservation of 'V'ahw-ism.
Prohibitory measures were adopted in the legal
codes with a view-to Jew-ish separatciiess and iniritv
(Ex 23 32; 34 12.15; Dt 7 2; cf Jgs
4. The
2 2.3; Lev 18 3.4; 20 22 f).
Monarchy
But at n very early date in the liistory of the .fewish kingdom the oflScial
heads of the people formed such alliances and intermarried. David became an ally to .Vchish of Gath
(1 S 27 2-12) and later on w-ith".Vbiitn-, which led (d
the consolidation of Judah and Israel into one kingdom (2 S 3 17-21; 5 1-:'.). It ajipears likew-i.se
that Toi, king of llamath, formed an alliance with
Da\dd (2 S 9 10) and that Hiram of T>re was his
ally (1 K 5 \'2ii). .Vlliaiiees w-ith foreign nalions
became essential to the progress of trade and commerce during the reign of .Sulomon. Two of his
treaties are recorded; one with Hiram of d'vr(- (1 K
5 12-lS; 9 11-14) and one w-ith Pharaoh', king of
Egj-pt (1 K 9 16).
.\fter the disruption, Shishak of Egypt invaded
Judaea, and probably also Israel. This meant an
abrogation of the treaty existing be5. The
tween Israel and Kg>-pt during the
Divided
reign of Sdlomon. In consequence of
Kingdom
the war between the two kingdoms,
.Vsa formed an alliance with Benhadad of Syria (1 K 15 18-20). Later on Ahab
sought an alhanee wdth Ben-hadad (1 K 20 3 1 34). Friendly relations ensued between Israel and
Judah, during the reign of Jehoshaphat, which
continued to the close of the dynastv of Omri
(1 K 22 2-4.51); 2 K 3 7). With the accession
of Jehu, hostilities were resumed. In the SyroEphraimitic war, Israel w-as allied with Syria, and
Judah with Assyria (2 K 16 6-9; Isa 7). This
opened the way to the .Assyr pow-er into both kingdoms. Relief against .4ss}-ria was sought in Egypt;
Hoshea rebelled against Shalmaneser, and alhed
with So (Sevechus, the Shabaka of the 25th Dynasty)
and thus brought about the fall of Samaria.
Hezekiah likew-ise sought an alliance w-ith So,
but derived no assistance from him. He is recorded to have formed friendly rela6. The
tions with Berodaeh-baladan of BabyKmgdom
Ion (2 K 20 12-18). These aUiances
of Judah
resulted in the introduction of foreign
cultsinto Jerus (2 K 16 10.11). During the reign of Manasseh, Yahw-ism w-as seriously
threatened by foreign religious practices (2 K 21
2-9). The protesting spirit against the prevailing
conditions found expression in the D t code, which
emphasizes the national policy. .Josiah fought
against Pliaraoh-necoh as an ally of .-Vssyria (2 K
23 20). Jehoabaz continued the .-Vssyr alliance and
was dethroned in eonse(| iience by Pharaoh-necoh (ver
33). Jehoiakin w-as disposed to be friendly with
Egj-pt, and even after his subjection to Nebuchadnezzar, he remained loyal to the Pharaoh (ver 35).
Zedekiah came to the throne as an ally of l'>af(>'lon.
When he broke this alliance, the (le.-,truction of .lerus
resulted (25)
Judas Maccabaeus sought an alhance with the
Romans (1 Mace 8; Jos, . 1 " ' , XII, x, 6) which was
renewed by Jonathan (1 Mace 12 1;
7. In
Ant, Xlll,
v, S) and by Simon (1
Post-exilic .Mace 15 17; Ant,
X I I I , vii, 3).
Times
Treaties were concluded with the
Spartans (1 .Mace 12 2; 14 20; Ant,
XII, iv, 10; X I I I , V, 8). The Rom aUiance was
again renewed bv Ilyreanus about 12,S BC (Ant,
XIII, ix, 2). This alliance proved to be of fatal
consequence to the independence of the Jews
(Ant, XIV, iv, 4; and xiv, 5), For the rites connected w-ith the formation of the earlier alliances,
see COVENANT.

SAMUEL COHON

Allegory
Allure

ALLIED, a-lid' (^"IfJ , harohh, "near," as in Gen
45 10; Ex 13 17, etc)': Neh 13 4 refers either to
family ties, as in Ruth 2 20, or to intimate association.
ALLOM, al'om ( ' A U i v , Alldn): RV ALLON
(q.v.): One of the families of the "servants of
Solomon," whose (leseeiidants returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon in the First Return, 537 BC
(1 Esd 5 34). The name is not found in the parallel
lists of Ezra and Nehemiah, although some have
tried to identify with the last name of each list,
Ami of Ezr 2 57, and Amon of Neh 7 59. This is
not probable.
ALLON, al'on (libi*!, 'alldn, "oak");
(1) .-\ town in the tribe of Naphtali in northern
Palestine (Josh 19 33), according to AV, which
follows some Heb texts. It is better however to
read with the RV, "oak" Cjl'^?, 'eloii), rather than
as proper noun.
(2) A prominent descendant of the tribe of
Simeon (1 Ch 4 37).
(3) RV for AUom of the AY in 1 Esd 5 34 (q.v.).
ALLON-BACUTH, al'on-bil'kuth (r,-33 'jibS,
'alldn bdkhuth; .\V transliterates Allon-bachuth,
al-on-bak'uth, "oak of w-eeping"); The burial place
of Deborah, the nurse of Rebekah ((!en 35 8);
it appears from the narrative that she made her
-home with Jacob, who had returned from Paddanaram, and was sojourning .at the time at Bethel,
in the vicinity of which was the "oak of w-eeping,"
under which she was buried.
ALLOW, a-lou', ALLOWANCE, adou'ans: The
vb. "to allow" is used in AV to tr four different
Gr words: (1) suneudokeo, "to approve together"
(with others) (RV "consent unto"), Lk 11 48.
(2) prosdechomai, "to receive to oneself," "admit"
(RV "look for," m "accept"); Acts 24 15. (3) ginosko, "to know," "recognize": "That which I do, 1
allow not" (RV " I know not"), i,e, " I do not understand what I am doing, my conduct is inexplicable
to me" (Grimm-Thayer); Rom 7 15. (4) dohiindzo,
"to prove," "approve," "Happy is he that condemneth not himself in the thing which he afloweth"
(RV "approveth," i,e. in practice), i,e, w-ho is not
troubled with scruples; Rom 14 22, Thus RV has
removed the vb. "allow" in each case in w-hich it
occurs in AY, it being somewhat ambiguous in
meaning (its original sense, as derived from Lat
allocore, "to place," "assign,'' "grant," being influenced by another word, Lat allaudnre, "to jiraise").
•The noun "allowance" occurs in the sense of quantitv of food allowed, in 2 K 25 30 (.V\', RV) and
the |] passage Jer 52 34 (RV; "diet" in AV)
D.

MIALL EDWARDS

ALLOY, a-loi' (bi-13, hulhil): In Isa 1 25 RVm;
tr"* "tin" in the text. Elsew-here in both VSS
b'dhil is tr"" T I N (q.v.).
ALLURE, a-lur' (rillS, pdlhdli, "to persuade,"
"woo," "entice"; StXed^io, deledzd, "to entrap," "lay
a bait"):
(1) "I wifl allure her, and bring her into the
wilderness" (Hos 2 14), with evident reference to
the .V.ssyr invasion and the devastation of the land,
followed up by the Exile. Thus would Jeh entice
Israel to repent by gentle punishment; then would
follow her restoration and the outpouring of His
love (vs 14 ff).
(2) "They aflure through the lusts of the flesh"
(2 Pet 2 18, RV "entice"). Wicked men allure
to destruction; God (.as above) aUures to punishment, repentance and restoration. M. O. EVANS

Almighty
Alms
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ALMIGHTY, 61-mIt'i: (1) C'^IP, shaddai [Gen
17 1]): Found in the OT forty-eight times, most
of these in the Book of Job; it occurs either alone
or in combination with bX, 'el, "God"). The root
meaning is uncertain. (2) (rravTOKpdTup, pantokrdior), the exclusive tr of this Gr word in the NT, found
principally in Rev (nine times); once besides (2 Cor
6 18). Its occurrence in the .Apoc is frequent. See
GOD,

N A M E S OP.

ALMODAD, al-mo'dad ( T l i ' a b s , 'almodhddh,
"the beloved," or, "God is beloved"): The first
mentioned of the thirteen sons of Joktan (Gen 10
25-29; 1 Ch 1 19-23). A south Arabian name,
and pointing to a south Arabian tribe. See ABIMABL.
ALMON, al'mon (lils"??, 'almon, "hidden"):
A Le-vitical city in the tribe of Benjamin (Josh 21
18), the same as ".Allemeth" RV, "Alemeth" AV,
of 1 Ch 6 60 (q.v.).
ALMON-DIBLATHAIM,
al'mon-dib-la-tha'im
(D^nbl"! 1^2??, 'almdn dibhldthayim, "Almon of
the double cake of figs"): A station in the wilderness journejdngs of the Israehtes, located in Moab
between Diban-gad and the mountains of Abarim
(Nu 33 46.47). I t was near the end of the forty
years' wanderings. The name was probably given
because the location was like two lumps of pressed
figs. In both occurrences the word has the accusative ending of direction, and should properly be read:
"Almon toward Diblathaim." It was probably the
same place as Beth-diblathaim of Jer 48 22, mentioned in the prophet's oracle against Moab.
ALMOND, a'mund:
(1) ~ p l | j , shdkedh. Gen 43 11; Nu 17 8, etc.
The word shaked comes from a Heb root meaning
to "watch" or "wait." In Jer 1 11.12 there is a
play on the word, "And I said, I see a rod of an

Almond—.imygdalus

communis.

ahnond-tree [shakedh]. Then said Jehovah unto me.
Thou hast weU seen; for I w-iU watch [shdkedh] over
my word to perform i t . "
(2) rb, luz; AV hazel. Gen 30 37; lauz is the
mod Arab, name for "aknond"—Luz was the old
name of BETHEL (q.v.).
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The almond tree is mentioned in Eccl 12 5,
where in the description of old age it says "the
almond-tree shall blossom."
The
1. Almond reference is probably to the white hair
Tree
of age. An almond tree in full bloom
upon a distant hillside has a certain
likeness to a head of white hair.
A rod of almond is referred to Gen 30 37, where
"Jacob took him rods of fresh poplar, and of the
almond [luz] and of the plane-tree; and
2. A Rod
peeled white streaks in them" as a
of Almond means of securing' 'ring-streaked, speckled, and spotted" lambs and goats—a
proceeding founded doubtless upon some ancient
foUdore. Aaron's rod that budded (Nu 17 2.3)
was an almond rod. Also see Jer 1 1 1 referred to
above.
The blossoms of the almond are mentioned Ex 25
33 f; 37 19 f, etc. "Cups made like almondblossoms in one branch, a knop (i.e.
3. The
knob) and a flower," is the description
Blossoms
given of parts of the sacred candlesticks . It is doubtful exactly what was
intended—the most probable is, as Dillmann has
suggested, that the cup was modeled after the calyx
of the almond flower. See CANDLESTICK.
Israel directed his sons (Gen 43 11) to carry
almonds as part of their present to Joseph in Egypt.
Palestine is a land where the almond
4. The
flourishes,
whereas in Egypt it would
Fruit
appear to have been uncommon.
Almonds are today esteemed a delicacy; they are eaten salted or beaten into a pulp
with sugar like the familiar German Marzipan.
The almond is Amygdalus
communis (N.O.
Rosaceae), a tree very similar to the peach. The
common variety grows to the height of 25 feet
and produces an abundant blossom which appears
before the leaves; in Pal this is fully out at the
end of January or beginning of February; it is the
harbinger of spring. This early blossoming is
supposed to be the origin of the name shdkedh which
contains the idea of "early." The masses of almond
trees in full bloom in some parts of Pal make a
very beautiful and striking sight. The bloom of
some varieties is almost pure white, from a little
distance, in other parts the delicate pink, always
present at the inner part of the petals, is diffused
enough to give a pink blush to the whole blossom.
The fruit is a drupe with a dry fibrous or woody
husk which splits into two halves as the fruit
ripens. The common wild variety grows a kernel
which is bitter from the presence of a substance
called amygdalon, which yields in its turn prussio
(hydrocyanic) acid. Young trees are grafted with
cuttings from the sweet variety or are budded with
apricot, peach or plum. E . W. G. MASTERMAN
ALMOST, 61'most (Iv bU-^tf): In Acts 26 28 the
Gr en oligo does not mean "almost," although
scholars have for centuries tr"^ the clause "Almost
thou persuadest me to become a Christian." The
revisers saw clearly the errors of their predecessors, so far as the signification of the first two words
is concerned; but their explanation of the sentence
is also erroneous; for the Gr cannot mean "With
but little persuasion thou wouldst fain make me a
Christian.' Paul's reply proves t h a t en oligo must
be taken 'with the last word poitsai, not with pdtheis,^ since he takes up Agrippa's en oligo, couples
it with en megdlo and continues 'with genesthai
w-hich is the regular passive of poiesai (cf Lysias
xu,71 with 72). And the idea of "Christian" is
also taken up and repeated in hopolos kai ego
eimi.
An investigation of the usage of en oligo shows
that it was never used in the sense of "almost."
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The phrase occurs first in the Hymn to Hermes,
240, and here it is evidently an abbreviated expression for the Homeric i\lyv ifl x'^PV, oligo eni
chdro (M 423). Cf K 161, P 394. But it was
used for both time and place, with the substantive
expressed or miderstood (Thuc. i,93.1; iii,66,3; iv.
26.3; iv..55.3; n.S4,3; ii,86,5; iv,96,3; v,112; vii.
67.3; vii,S7,l; Find. P v t h . vih.131; Eur. Suppl.
1126; Hel. 771; Isoc. iv.83; Dem. lvui.60; iu.l8).
These uses persist from Homer far down into the
post-classical literature (Plut. Per. 159 F ; Coriol.
217 F ; Mar. 427 A; Crass, 547 C; Polyb. x,18;
Appian, Mithrad. 330; Themistius x i . l 4 3 C ; Eustath. II.B, p.339,18). In the N T the phrase occurs
also in Eph 3 3. Here too the common versions
are incorrect. The clause in which the phrase
occurs means simply, "as I said a little while ago"—
the addition of en oligo merely indicates that the
interval indicated by pro is short, an idea which
would have been expressed in classical Gr by the
simple dative, oligo and the adverb proleron (.Vr.
Thesm. 578; -leschin. i. 2, 26, 72, 165; h. 77, 147).
Only a short while before Paul had expressed
practically the same thought (Eph 3 3) and in
almost identical language.
Consequently, en oligo, in the N T , means "a
httle," and is equivalent to oligos w-hich occurs
in 2 Pet 2 IS. In classical w-riters the idea would
have been expressed by oligon, or kat' oligon.
So en oligo, which originally signified "in a little
space" (or time), comes to mean simply "a little"
(bit), ein bischen, but is never equivalent to oligou
("w-ithin a. httle") in any period of the language.
The King James translators disregarded the real
significance of pmcsai, or adopted the reading of
the inferior MSS (genesthai), so as to make the
rest of the sentence harmonize with their tr of
the first two words; and the revisers force the
last two words into an impossible service, since
the object of poiesai of w-hich christiandn is the
factitive predicate, must be a third person, but
certainly not Agrippa. Some scholars are of the
opinion that the thought is: "You are trying to
persuade me so as to make me a Christian." This
is, indeed, the Spanish version; but examples show
that the infinitive after irelBetv was used in a
different sense. The best MS reads TTIGEIC.
This might, of course, stand for rrelBei^. But
lie-irideis may point to an original ixeimrodeii. Cf
Jas 4 5 and 2 Cor 5 2, Plato Leg. 855 E. If
these contentions be correct, the verb means simply
"earnestly desire," and not "persuade." Cf
Herod, v.93; Plato Protag. 329 D ; Aesch. Pers. 542;
Soph, Phil 534; Eur. H.F. 1408; I.T. 542; Cycl.
68; Ion 1432; Ar. Lys. 605, ton dei; li pothets;
Agrippa is asking, "\Vhat do you want, Paul ?
What are you trying to do? Make me a Christian?"
The imphcation in Paul's reply is that he is very
desirous indeed of making him a Christian. And
this interpretation harmonizes -with the scene.
The apostle's business at this juncture is not to
convert heathen to Christianity; for he is in chains
before Agrippa, Berenice, Festus and prominent
men of Caesarea, metd pollts phantasias (ver 23),
to answer the charges brought against him by
the Jews. But he holds forth at length and with
such ardor that the Roman king says (though not
necessarily in irony): "You seem to be anxious to
make me a Christian in small measure." And
Paul responds: "both small and great." All the
MSS, except Sinaiticus, have rrddeis (Alexandr.
TTEI0H-). Several read genesthai (instead of poiesai). Wetstenius (Amsterdam 1752) and Knapp
(Halle 1829) follow these MSS, So most of the
old tr": Coverdale (1535), "Thou persuadest me
in a parte to become a Christen"; Biblia Sacra
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(Paris 1745) "In modico suades me C. fieri"; a
Latin MS, 14th cent., now in Lane Sem., Cincinnati; Rosenmuener s Scholia (1829), "Parum
abest quin mihi persuadeas ut fiam"; Stier und
ThoUe's Polyglotten Btbel (1849); Tregelles (185779, with Jerome's version); Edouard Reuss, Histoire iipostiilique (Paris 1876), " T u vas me persuader
bientot de (.levenir Chr(5tien." Th(! tr of Queen
Elizabeth's Bible is "Somewhat thou biyngeste
me in miiide for to become Chryste." W yclitle
renders "In litil thing thou couneeiist me for to be
inaad a Christen man." Erasmus takes en oligd
in the .sense of "a little." Calvin's rendering,
"Thou wilt make me a Christian in a moment,"
has been adopted in various countries (Wetstenius,
Kuinoel, Neander, de Wette, Lange, Robinson,
Ha((ketl, Conybeare). The older scholars generally
hokl to "almost" (Vafla, Luther, Beza, Grotius,
Castalio, Du V(il, Bengel, Stier). Some interpret
the phrase "with httle labor" (Oecumenius, 01shausen, Baumgarten, Meyer, Lechler). Neander
maintains that if we adopt the readings en megald
in Paul's answer, Agrippa's words must be explained
"with a few reasons" ("which will not cost you
much trouble"). Meyer-Wendt (Kritisch-exegetisches
Handbuch fiber die Apostelgeschichte) translates "mit
Wenigem ueberredest du mich Christ zu werden."
Meyer himself conceives the words to have been
spoken sarcastically. See Classical Review, X X I I ,
238-41.

J. E. HARRY

ALMS, ams, ALMSGIVING, iims-giv'ing; The
Eng. word "alms" is an abridged form of the Gr
word, i'Kerip.oa-tjvT], eleemosune (cf "eleemosynary"),
appearing in gradually reduced forms in German
Almosen, Wyclif's Almesse, Scotch Aw'mons, and
our alms.
The later Jew-s often used "righteousness"
g'dhakdh as meaning alms, that being in their
-view the foremost righteousness. (Cf our modern
use of "ch.arity" to denote almsgiving.) This use
is seen in the Talm and in the frequent translations
of the Hebrew word for "righteousness" (g'-dhdkdh)
by "alms" (eleemosune) in the LXX, though
nothing warranting this is found in the Heb OT,
or in the true text of the N T . This notion of righteousness as alms being well-nigh universal among
Jews in Jesus' day, and spreading even among
Christians, accounts for "alms" in Alt 6 1, where
the true text has "righteousness": "Take heed that
ye do not your righteousness before men, to be
seen of them" (RV with iJXD, the Lat versions,
etc). The oriental versions w-hich generally read
"alms'' may be accounted for on the supposition that
"alms" was first w-ritten on the margin as explaining
the supposed meaning of "righteousness," and then,
as according with this accepted oriental id(.'a, was
substituted for it in the text by the copyists.
Dil:aiosune and eleemosune are both used in
the L X X to tr hesedh, "kindness," and are also
both used to tr g^dhdkdh, "justice." Almsgiving
was regarded not merely as a plain evidence of
righteousness in general but also as an act of justice,
a just debt owing to the needy. "No one refuses
directly," Mackic says, hence, possibly, Christ's
teaching in Lk 11 41, "Let your righteousness
[charity] be from within," "Give your hearts to
almsgiving."
In the course of time the impulse and command to
give alms in a true human way, out of pity, such
as is found expressed in Dt 15 11 AV, "Thou shall
open thine hand wide unto thy brother, to thy
poor, and to thy needy, in thy land," gave place to
a formal, "meritorious" practice, possessing, like
sacrifice, as men came to think, the power of atoning
for man's sins, and redeeming him from calamity
and death. For instance, Prov 11 4 (cf 16 6:
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21 3) was expounded: ""Water will quench blazing
fire; so doth almsgiving make atonement for sins"
(Ecclus 3 30). "Lay up alms in thy storehouse;
it shah dehver thee from affliction" (Ecclus 29 12).
The story of Tob is especially in point: it is simply
a lesson on almsgiving and its redeeming powers:
"Alms delivers from death and will purge awa^- aU
sin" (Tob 1 3.16; 2 14; 4 7-11; 12 8.9. Cf Sh
29 11 ff). Kinched teaching abounds in the Talm:
"Alms-giving is more exceUent than all offerings," is
"equal to the whole law-," w-ill "dehver from the
condemnation of hell," will "make one perfectly
righteous," etc. According to Rabbi .(Vssi, "Almsgiving is a powerful paraclete between the Israelites
and their Father in heaven; it brings the time of redemption nigh" (Bdbhd' Balhrd' Talm 10a).
The Roman Catholics, holding the books of Tob
and Sir to be canonical, find in them proof-texts
for their doctrine of almsgiving, and hkewise attach
great value to the gifts to the poor as atoning for
sins, Protestants, by a natural reaction, have failed
to hold always at its true value what was and is an
important Cliristian duty (see Lk 12 33 AV, and
cf Mt 6 19-24; "Sell that ye have and give alms,"
etc). It seems to have been so regarded and kept
up in the Christian communities until the beginning
of the 4th .cent. (iVpos Const I I 36; Cyprian, De
Opera and Elcemos. xiv).
The teaching of Jesus on the subject is important,
first, as bearing upon Jewish ideas and practices,
and second, as bearing upon present-day Christian
ideas and practices.
This teaching appears most conspicuously in the
Sermon on the Mount, While showing what is
required of the subjects of the Pdessiaiiic reign. He
avowedly sets forth a higher and more spiritual
morality than that which was taught and practised
by the scribes and Pharisees: "Except your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes
and Pharisees, j-e shall in no w-ise enter into the
kingdom of heaven" (Mt 6 20). There, too. He
la)-s down tlie general principle embodied in the
words of Mt 6 1: "Take heed that ye do not your
righteousness before men, to be seen of them,"
and illustrates it by applying it to the three exercises
most valued among the Jews (commended together
in Tob 12 8), viz. almsgiving (Mt 6 2.4), praj^er
(vs 5-15), and fasting (vs 16-18), Jew-ish writers
claim that these are "the three cardinal disciplines
which the synagogue transmitted to the Christian
church and the Mohammedan mosque" (cf Koran,
Sura 2 40, 104; 9 54),
Clearly what Jesus here forbids in general is not
publicity in performing good deeds, w-hich is often
necessary and proper, but ostentatious publicity,
for the purpose of attracting attention. (The Gr
conveys distinctly this idea of purpose, and the
verb for "to be seen" is the one from which comes
our word "tlieater.")
Jewish w-riters, as also Gr and Rom philosophers,
have many notable maxims upon the beauty and
importance of l(eing unostentatious in virtue,
especially in deeds of benevolence. The Essenes
had their treasury in a chamber of their own in the
temple that both the giving and the taking should
be unobserved (^Vlish, Sh'k, v.6). Rabbi Eleazer
said, ".V.lms-giving should be done in secret and not
before men, for he who gives before men is a sinner,
and God shall bring also the good deed before his
judgment" (B.B.9a; cf Eccl 12 14).
In applying this principle to almsgiving Jesus
teaches His disciple: "When
thou doest alms,
sound not a trumpet before thee, as tlie hypocrites
do" (Mt 6 2). The conjecture of Calvin, followed
by Stier and others, and mentioned as early as Euthymius, that it was a practice among Jews for an
ostentatious almsgiver literally to sound a trumpet.
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or cause a trumpet to be sounded before him, in
pubhc places to summon the needy, is without
foundation (Lightfoot); as is also the notion, made
current by the rabbis and accepted by Edersheim
(The Temple, etc, 26), that by "sounding a trumpet"
Jesus was alluding to the trumpet-like receptacles
of brass in the temple treasury. There is no proof
that these were found "in the synagogues," or "in
the streets." "Sound a trumpet," according to
the Gr commentators, and the best modern authorities, is merely a fig. expression common to many
languages, for self-parade—efforts to attract notice
and wdn applause (cf our vulgar Eng. saying about
"blowing your own horn"). The contrast with
the common practice instituted by Jesus is the
significant thing: "But when thou doest alms"
—"thou" is emphatic by position in the Gr—"let
not thy left hand know what thy right hand
doeth," etc, i.e. "So far from trumpeting 3'our almsgiving before the public, do not even let it be
known to yourself." Jesus here, Calvin well says,
"silently glances at a kind of folly which prevails
everywhere among men, that they think they have
lost their pains if there have not been many spectators of their virtues." (The traditional saying
of Mohammed, "In almsgiving, the left hand
should not know w-hat the right has given," is
e-vidently borrowed from this saying of Jesus.) It
is worthy of note that, despite popular practice, to
give alms with right motives, and only to those who
were worthy to receive, was a matter of special
solicitude and instruction with the best among
Jews as w-ell as among Christians. The words
of the Psalmist, "Blessed is he that considereth
the poor," are construed to be an admonition to
"take personal interest in him and not simply give
him alms" (Lev. R. xxxiv). "When thou wilt
do good, know to whom thou doest it. Give unto
the good and help not the sinner" (Ecclus 12 1-6;
cf Did 1 5.6). "He that gives a free offering should
give with a well-meaning eye" ( Yer. B.D. 4 11).
Jesus' words concerning the "single" and the "evil"
eye (cf Lk 11 34-36), and Paul's teaching, "God
loveth a cheerful giver" (2 Cor 9 7-9) have their
counterparts in Jewish teaching. Rabbi Eleazer,
referring to Hos 10 12, taught this high doctrine:
"The kindness displayed in the giving of alms
decides the final reward" (Suk. 496). Other kindred teaching in a way anticipated Jesus' supreme
lesson, "that thine alms may be in secret: and thy
Father who seeth in secret shall recompense thee"
(Mt 6 4).
LITERATURE.—Commentaries ad loc. Rabbinical hterature in point. D. Cassel, Die .Armenverwaltung des
alien Israel, 1887.
Q^^. B . E A G E R

ALMUG, al'mug.

See ALGUM.

ALNATHAN, al'na-than ('AXvaOdv, Alnathdn,
"God has given," RV ELN.VFHAN): Apocryphal
name of i person (1 Esd 8 44) corresponding to
Elnathan of Ezr 8 16. He was one of the learned
men summoned by Ezra, as he was beginning his
journey to Jerus, and sent to Iddo to ask for ministers for the house of Jeh.
ALOES, al'oz, LIGNALOES, lin-al'oz, hg-nal'Sz
(D^ibriS, 'dhdlim, Nu 24 6, tr "lign-aloes" [ = lignum
aloes, "wood of aloes"], Prov 7 17; n i b n i ? , 'dhdloth,
Ps 45 8; Cant 4 14; a.\6r], aide, Jn 19 39): Mentioned as a substance for perfuming garments (Ps
45 8) and beds (Prov 7 17). In Cant 4 14, it
occurs in a list of the most precious spices. 'The
most memorable use of aloes as a spice is in Jn 19
39: "There came also Nicodemus, he who at the
first came to him at night, bringing a mixture of
myrrh and aloes, about a hundred pounds." This
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was an immense quantity and if the aloes bore any
large proportion to the myrrh the mixture must
have been purchased at a very high cost. The most
difficult mention of aloes is llu- earlie^l where (Nu
24 5,6) Balaam in his blessuig on Israel exclaims—
" Ho-w goodh- are (In- teals, O Jacoti.
Thy U(hci-nacles, o Israel'
.\.s vallc.Ns are thoy spi(((((i forth,
.\s gardens hy I lie ri\ ei'-sido,
.As tigii-aloes wliiell Jcli((\'a)i hath plaiil.e(l,
.-Vs cedai'-trees Ixisido Ihe \\aters."
As the aloes in question grow- in E. VM.-I it is diflicult
to see how Balaam could have conie losjieak ot llx-m
.as living trees. Post (HDB, 1, 69) siicc.-sts that
they m.ay jiossibly ha\-e been growing at that time
in the Jordan \-allc>'; this is b((lh improbable
and unnecessary. Balaam need h a \ c had no actual
tree in his mind's eye but may have mentioned the
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al((e" {.[gave ainerieiina) w'hich tod.a.y is cultivated
in mail)' parts of Palestine, is also"(|uite distinct
from the Biblical jilant. E. V\ . G. :\1,\STERMAN
ALOFT, adoft' (4-n-dvw, epiind): Only in 1 Esd
8 ',)2. .Meaning obscure. The staIement following
a confe.ssidii ot sin means probably that Israel in
penilence returning (o th(( Lord, is exultant in the
assurance o{ llis forgiveness, and encouraged in
eir((rts al reloimalion,
ALONG, adong': Corresponding lo two difi'erent
Heb words, ,lgs 9 25; 1 S 6 12; .hr 41 6, joined
w-ith "come" and "go," vividly describes a course
that is taken—it eni]ihasizes its directness and immedlaleiicss In ,Igs 7 12, "lay (//((«(/in the vafley,"
probably means "all the length" or "at length."
ALOTH, a'loth ( m b y ^ ',7/,)(/,j: So found in AV
and KVm in 1 K 4 lb', where the RV has BE.VL(!)TH ( r r i - " I l , l/'dldlh). A town, or district in
northern Pal, together with Asher under Baana,
one of Solomon's twelve civil officers, Conder
identifies w-ith the ruin '.Vila, near Achzib. There
was another I'.ealoi.h in southern Pal (Josh 15 24).
The difference in the form of the word in .VV and
RV is due to interpretation of the initial b as preposition "in" in the former, and as part of the word
itself in the latter.

-A.10CS—,1 quilaria

agallocha.

aloe as a tree famous over the Orient for its preciousness. That the reference is poetical rather than
literal may be supposed by the expression in the
next ver "cedar-trees beside the w-aters"—a situation
very unnatural for the high-mountain-loving cedar.
Yet another explanation is that the Heb has been
altered and that ""'b^X, 'ellm, "terebinths" instead
of ^ ' " " 5 ^ , 'dhdlim, "aloes" stood in the original
text.
The aloe wood of the Bible is eaglewood—so
misnamed by the Portuguese who confused the
Malay name for it (agila) with the Lat m/uila,
"easle"—a product of certain trees of the N.O.
Acjiuloriiieroe. growing in S E. Asia. The tw-o most
valued \-arieties are Aquilaria malaeeensis and . 1 ,
agallocha—both fine spreading trees. The resin,
which gives the fragrant quality to the wood, is
formed almost entirely in the heart wood; lofis are
buried, the outer part decays while the inner part,
saturated with the resin, forms the "eagle wo(((l" or
'aloe wood" of commerce; "aloes" being the same
W(3od in a finely powdered condition. To the .Vrabs
this wood is known as 'iid. It show-s a beautiful
graining and takes a high polish.
These aloes must be cleaih- distingukshed from
the well-know-n merJicinal aloes, of aneient fame
This is a resin from Aloes sorol nun, and allied sjiecies,
of the N.O. Liliiieene, originally from the island of
Socotra, but now from Barbadoes, the Cape of
Good Hope and other places. The "American

ALPHA, al'fa, AND OMEGA, o'me-ga, o-me'ga,
o-meg'a (A and n = A and O): The first and Last
letters of the Gr alphabd, hence symbolically,
"beumniiig and end"; in Rev "The Eternal One''
in 1 .s of the Father, in 21 6 and 22 13 of the Son.
Cf Theodoret, HE, iv.8:^ "We used alpha down to
omega, i.e. all." A similar expression is found in
Lat (Martial, v.26). Cf Aretas (Ci-amer's Calcnae
Graecae ill A T ) on Rev 1 >^ and Tertulhan (Monog,
5): "So also two Gr letters, the first and last, did
the Lord put on Himself, symbols of the beginning
and the end meeting in Him, in order thcat just as A
rolls on to fi and 0 returns again to A, so He
might show that both the evolution of the beginning
to the end is in Him and again the return of the
end to the beginning." Cyi'irian, Testim, h , l ; vi,
22; iii,100, Paulinus of Nola Carm. xix 645; xxx,
89; Prudentius, Cnllicm., ix,10-12, In Patristic
and later lilerature the phrase is regularly applied
to the Son. God blesses Israel from 'dlcjih to taw
(Lev 26 3-131, but curses from u-aw to mem (Lev
26 14- 13). So .\braham observed the whole law
from 'aleph to taw Consequently, ".VI]iha and
Omega" may be a Gr rendering of the Heb phrase,
which expressed among the later Jews the w-hole
ext(ait of a thing.
J. E. HARRY
ALPHABET, al'fa-liel: An alphabet is a hst of
the elementary sounds used in any language. More
strictly siieaking it is that particular
1. Defini- S(?ries, (((imnonly known as the Phoen
tion
or Can alphabet, which was in use in
Ihe region of Pal about 1000 BC,
and which is the ancestor of nearly all modern
wrilleii alphabets whether Sem or European. It is
the alphal.iet therefore of OT Heb and Aram, and
N T ( Ir, of the supei-scripti((ii of Caesar and the Lat
inscription on the cross, as well as of Eng. through
the Gr and Lat. It is an intel-c^ling fad, w-ith
many practical bearings on text and exegesis, that
three sets of letters so very unlike in appearance
as Heb, Gr aivl modern Eng. should be the same in
origin and alike in nature. Although the earliest
survi\-iiig inscriptions must be a good deal later
than the .separatKdi betwa-en the Gr and Heb, the
records in each are more like one another than
either is like its own modern printed form.
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The characteristics of an alphabet are (1) the
analysis of sounds into single letters rather than
syllables or images, (2) the fixed order of succession
in the letters, (3) the signs for the sounds, whether
names or written symbols.
Of these the analysis into single letters, instead
of whole words or syllables, is the characteristic
element. The order of the letters may vary, as
that of the Sanskrit does from the European, and
yet the list remain not only alphabetic but the
"same" alphabet, i.e. each sound represented by a
similar name or written character. On the face
of it, therefore, it might be imagined that the Egyp
and Bab, the Cypriote, the Minoan and other
forms earlier than the Can which are known or
suspected to have had phonetic systems, may have
had lists of these forms arranged in a fixed order,
but these lists were not alphabetic until the final
analysis into individual letters.
The name alphabet comes from the first two letters
of the Gr, alpha beta, just as the old Eng. name for
the alphabet, abc or abece, is simply
2. Name
the first three letters of the Eng.
alphabet, and thus is merely an abbreviation for the whole alphabet. It appears that the
Greeks also used the first and last letters of the
alphabet (alpha and omega) as the Jews did the
first and last, or the first, middle and last letters
of their alphabet, as abbreviation for the whole and
in the same sense that in Eng. one says "a to izzard."
Alpha and beta are themselves derived from the
Sem names for the same letters ('aleph, beth) and
have no meaning in the Gr.
The question of the invention of this alphabet
differs from the question of the origin of the -written
forms of the letters with which it is
3. Invenoften confused, and relates to the
tion
recognition of the individual letters.
Alphabetical language whether -written
or spoken, inward or outward, is distinguished from
the pictographic, hieroglyphic, and syllabic stages
by this analysis into individual sounds or letters.
It begins with the picture, passes to the ideogram
and syllable, and from the syllable to the letter.
This is best seen in wTiting, but it is equally true
in speech. At the letter stage the alphabet begins.
It is alleged by some that another stage, a consonantal writing, between syllabic and alphabetic
writing, should be recognized. This would deny
to the Phoen the character of a true alphabet since,
as in all Sem languages, the vow-els were anciently
not w-ritten at all. Some go so far as to speak
of it as syllabic in character, but on the other
hand it may be said w-ith equal pertinence that
various syllabaries are nearly alphabetic. When a
Phoenician, Cretan Linear Cretan Hiel
etc
A+B
glyphs

6: =

'5..0

it [AA Yi^

AA

u y

Reindeer
Period

Mesha
Inscr.

^

Primitive Signs like A. (Chiefly from Evans,
Scripta minoa.)

syllabic writing is reduced, as was the case with the
Egyp, the Cypriote and others, to a point where a
character represents uniformly a certain consonant
and a certain vowel, the vocal analysis has been
made and the essential alphabet begun, although
it was only later that men discovered that the consonant common to several syllables might be expressed to ad\-antage in w-riting b^- one unvarying
sign, and later still that the vowels too might be
distinguished to advantage.
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Few modern questions are changing shape so
rapidly as that of the historical predecessor of the
Can or Phoen alphabet. For a long
4. Origin
time it was thought that De Rouge
of the
had solved the problem by tracing the
Letters
letters to the Egyp hieratic. This is the
-view of most of the popular literature
of the present time, but is w-hoUy surrendered by
most workers in the field now, in spite of the fact
that the latest studies in hieratic show a still greater
resemblance in forms (M oiler, Hierat. Paldographie, 1909). Winckler and others have claimed
derivation from the Cuneiform, Praetorius from the
Cypriote, Sayce gets at least three letters from the
Hittite, while Evans and others incline to believe
that the Minoan w-as the direct source of the alphabet, introduced from Crete into Pal by the Philis
who were Cretans, or at least that the two are
from a common ancestor, which is also the ancestor
of many other of the Mediterranean alphabets.

i-m-

The Paestos Disk, Face A.
Some, like Evans and Mosso, even suggest that,
perhaps through the IVfinoan, the letter forms may
be traced to the pictographs of the neohthic era
in the caves of Europe. There is, in fact, an extraordinary resemblance between some of the letters
of the Phoen alphabet and some of the convcntionahzed signs of the neolithic age, and it may
not be too fantastic to imagine that these early signs
are the historic ancestors of the -written alphabetical
characters, but that they were in any sense alphabetical themselves is impossible if the invention of the
alphabet was historical as here supposed, and is
unlikely from any point of view.
If in fact the Paestos disk dates from before
1600 BC, and if Dr. Hempl's resolution of it into
Ionic Gr is sound, we have another possible source
or stock of characters from which the inventor of
the alphabet may have chosen (Harper's Magazine,
January, 1911).
The ideal -written alphabet contains a separate
character for each sound used in any or every language. Practically in most languages
5. Number the alphabet falls a good de.al short of
of Letters the number of recognized sounds to be
expressed in t h a t language and in pronouncing dictionaries they have to be analyzed into
say a broad, a short, a open, etc, by adding diacritical marks. " I n educated English without regarding finer distinctions" (Edmonds, Comparative
Philology, 45) about 50 sounds are commonly used,
but Murray distinguishes at least 96, and the number
sometimes used or which may be used is much greater,
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the possible number of vowel sounds alone being as
many as 72.
Moreover the individual letters differ in sound in
different individuals, and even in the same individual
in successive utterances of what would be called the
same letter or the same sound. It is alleged that
the a\-erage sound of the a for example, is never
the same in any two langu:(ges; the a in "father,"
even, is never the same in any two individuals,
and that the same indi\-idual, exen, iievin- jironounces it twice so exactly in the same fashion
that the difference may not be detected by sound
photography.
The written alphabet is always thus less than the
number of sounds used. The Phoen and the Sem
alphabets generally had '22 letters, but they omitted
the vow-els. English has 26, of which many have
two or more sounds.
The names of the Gr alphabet are derived from
the ('•^em names and are meaningless in the Gr,
while in the Sem it has been pretty
6. Names clearly show-n that the)- signify for
of the
the most part some object or idea of
Letters
w-hich the earliest form of the written
letter was a picture, as e.g. 'aleph, the
ox. The forms of the letters are apparently derived
from pictures of the ox, house, etc, made linear
and finally reduced to a purely conventional sign
w-hich w-as itself reduced to the simplest writing
motion. .\11 this has been boldly denied by Mr.
Richer (P.s'S.d, X X V I [1904], 168-73;
XXXll
[l'.)0.51, 6.5-68), and the original forms declared to
he geometric; but he does not seem to have made
many converts, although he has started up rival
claimants to his invention.
The names of the letters at least seem to indicate
the Sem origin of the alphabet, since the majority
of them are the Sem names for the objects which
g;(ve name to the letter, and the picture of which
gives form to the written letter.
Following is Siyee's list (P.S'B.l, X X X I I [1910],
21.5-22) w-ith some variants: (1) 'dleph = ox; (2) beth
= house (tent); (.3) gimel = camel; (4) ddleth = door;
(5) he = house; (f5) i('au> = nail (Evans, tent peg); (7)
2(}!/i/i = w-eapon; (S) heth = fence; (9) teth = cak.e of
bread (Lidzbarski, a package'); (10) yddh = hand;
(11) kaph = palai of hand; (12) lamedh = ox-goad;
(13) mein = w-ater flow-ing; (14) ntlii=fish; (15)
Sainekh = V, (16) 'ayin = e-ye; (17) pe = mouth; (18)
tadAe = trap (others, hook or nose or steps); (19)
koph = eage (Evans says picture is an outline head
and Lidzbarski, a helmet); (20) resh = head; (21)
shin^tooth (not teeth); (22) tou) = mark. Not all
of these meanings are, how-ever, generally accepted
(cf also Noldeke, Beitrdge Strassb. [1904], 124-36;
Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, ll, 125-39).
The order of the letters differs more or less in
different languages, but it is in the main the same in
all the Sem and Western alphabets
7. Order
derived from the Phoen alphabet and
of Letters this is roughly the order of the Eng.
alphabet. This order is, however,
full of minor variations even among the Western
alphabets and in the Indian kdiguages the letters
are entirely regrouped on a different principle.
The conventional order of the Semitic alphabet
may be traced w-ith some certainty in the Biblical
books to as early as the 6th cent. BC, even accepting the dates ot a radieid higher criticism, for there
are more than a dozen passages in the OT composed
on the principle of the alphabetical acrostic (Pss
111, 112, 1 1 9 ; P r o v 3 1 10-31; Lam 1, 2, 3, 4, etc)
and the oldest of these are of this period (see
ACROSTIC). The Formello abecedarium, if it is in
fact from the 7th cent. BC, carries the known order
back a century farther still and shows it prevailing in
Italy as well as Pal. ^loreover there are those who

Alphabet

still roiisider some of the alphabetical psalms older
e\-en than this.
It must be noted, however, that while the order is
in general fixed, there are local and temporary
differences. In sev(-r:d ca.ses e.g. the order of the
sixteenth and seventeenth letters of the alphabet
is inverted in the alphabetical acrostics, and this
would seem to point to a time or place where pe,
'ayin, was the .accepted order. It happens that the
inversion occurs in both the jiassages which are
counted earliest by the modern erilics (G. B. Gray
in HDIP, 8). Mr. (Sayce too has recently altered
or restored the order by relegating the original
samelih to a place after shin, while Mr. Pilcher has
quite re(((nslru('ted the original order on a geometri(':d liasis, to his own taste at least, as hrd;
hvg; mnl; szl.

Hebrew Inscribed Tablet from Gezer.
A certain grouping together of signs according to
the relationship of the objects which they represent has often been noticed, and Savee
(PSBA,
X X X I I [1910], 215-22) thinks that he has (after
having put ^ainekh in its right place) reduced the
whole matter to a sequence of pairs of things
which belong together: o.x-house, camel-tent door,
house-nad, weapon-fence (city wall), bread-hand,
open hand-arm with goad, water-fish, eye-mouth,
trap-cage, head-tooth, ^amekh, taw. This arranging
he thinks was done by someone who knew that
'aWtph was the West Sera for "leader" and taw was
the Cretan sign for ending—an Amorite therefore
in touch with the Phili. The final word on order
seems not yet to have been spoken.
The chief North Sem texts are (1) Moabite
stone (cir 8.50 BC); (2) inscriptions of Zkr, Zenjirli, etc (cir 800); (3) Baal-Lebanon
8. The
inscription (cir 750); (4) SUoam inEarUest
scription (cir 700 BC); (5) Harvard
Texts
Samaritan ostraca (time of Ahab'?);
(6) Gezer tablet; (7) various weights
and seals before 600 BC. The striking fact
about the earliest inscriptions is that however remote geographically, there is on the whole so
httle difference in the forms of the letters. This

Aiphaeus
Altar
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is particularly true of the North Sem inscriptions
and tends to the inference that the invention was
after all not SO long before the surviving inscriptions.
While the total amount of the earliest P:d inscriptions is not even yet very large, the recent discovery of the Sam ostraca, the G(.'zer tablet, and
various minor inscriptions, is at least pointing to a
general use of Sem writing in Pal at least as early
as the 9th cent. BC.
The tendency of letters to change form in consequence of changed environment is not peculiar
to alphabetical writing b u t is char9. Changes acteristic of t h e transmission of all
in Letter
sorts of waiting. T h e morphology
Forms
of alphabetical w-riting has however its
own history. The best source for
studying this on the Sem side is Lidzbarski's
Handbuch (see below-), and on the Gr side the best
first source is E. S. lioberts, Intro to Gr Epigraphy
(Cambr.). The best synoptical statement of the
Sem is found in t h e admirable tables in the Jew
Enc, V, i, 44'.)-53.
For the later evolution of both Gr and Lat alphabets, E . M. Thompson's Introduction to Gnek and
Latin Palaeography, Oxford, 1912, is far the best
introduction. In this he takes account of the great
finds of papyri which ha\-e so revolutionized t he study
of the forms of (ireek letters around the beginning
of the Christian era, since his first Handbook w-us
published. (See arts, on the text of t.lT and XT.)
In the Heb, the old Phoen alphabet of the early
inscriptions had in the N T times given wdv to the
square .\r:ini. characters of the ni((dern Heb which
po.ssiblv c.ame into use as early as the time of Ezra.
The most comprehensive modern brief conspectus
covering both Heb and Gr is that reproduced in this
art. from the little manuid of Speelit. See also
WRITIN(.i.
LiTER.^TURE.—Isaac Taylor's .Alphabet (2(1 cil, isoO)
is still useful for oriontatiod, and his article in (he IIDH
likowiso, but E(Jward Otodd's littld Story of the .{lpliai',i
(Now York. I'.iOi), taken with t-aulmann's n,.., In, I,eider Sclirift a[((t Bucli der Schrift, is bolter ior geiiorat
purpos(^5. ]••(((- .sc((:(nilic- pKi-jHiscs SCO t h e bibtiograpl[y
prcliXdd t o l.i(t/,l(a(-,slil's llan,ll'ii,li
,1, r nonl,,,
inileirhrn
Eiiiucitiliil:
(1S'(S, e viils) a m i liis E i,l,e„i, n.-. p(t.-(si(]l t o

dat(j. l'-.vii(is' ,s,,ii,in 1111,111,-1. 0\r , mo'.i, aiKt the lit. of
art. A\'KI-I-ING in this l-]n(-\(-l((f(;(c(lia. ,S(!u atso C. ((
BaU, "Origin of the Pli((cn ..Vlphdlint," PSBA XV
.392-40.S; E. J. Pilcli((r. "The Origin of the ,\tpli((l(c( "
PSBA. XXVI fl904). lGS-73: FraHZ P[-;(i-l ori((S. "Tl(e
Origin of th(( Canaanite .(Vlpliatt(t," ,^,,iiili..,,i,,,i,i R, i,
(19071, .59.'->-(;04; S .\. Cook. "Th(! Old Hcl((-ew .Vtplrdiet
and tlio i\i-/.er Talilet," I'EI-'.i (I'.loOi, i:,s4_so:,. p,,,.
Bible class wort.:, H. N_ Skinner's .si,,,-,/ .,/ il,,- f.,iters and
Figures (Chicago, 190.)) is V((i-y admiral)t>- adapled to
the purpose.
E. C. RlCIIARDSON
ALPHAEUS, al-fr-'us ('A\<(>atos, Alpha'ios; WII,
A\(t>atos, Halpliaiiis]:
(1) The father of the .second James in the list of
the aiiostles (iMt 10 3 ; M k 3 IS; Lk 6 15; .lets
1 13).
(2) The father of Levi, tlie iniblican (Mk 2 14)
Levi is designated as Matthew in the Gospel of
Mt (9 9). There is no other reference to this
-Mphaeus.
Some writers, notably "\^'eiss, identify the father
of Levi with (he father of the second J:(ines. He
siiys that James and Levi w-ere undoubtedly
brothers; but that seems improbable. If they were
brothers they would quite likely be associated as
are .lames and John, .Indrew and Peter. Chryso.stom says James and Levi had both been taxgatherers before they liee:(nie f((llo\vers of J(^sus.
This tra(liti((n w-ould not lend much weight as proof
that they w-ere brothers, for it might arise through
identifying the two names, and the w-estern MSS
do identify them and read James instead of Levi
in ?(lk 2 14. This, however, is undoubtedly a
corniptidii of the text. If it had been the original
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it would be difficult to explain the substitution of
an unknown Levi for James who is well known.
Many writers identify Aiphaeus, the father of the
second James, with Clopas of J n 19 25. This had
early become a tradition, and Chrysostom believed
they were the same person. This identity rests on
four suppositions, all of which are doubtful:
(a) 'That the Mary of Clopas w-as the same as the
Mary w-ho was t h e mother of t h e second James.
There is a difference of opinion as to whether "Mary
of Clopas" should be understood to be the wife of
Clopas or the daughter of Clopas, but the former is
more probable. We know from ]\It 27 56 and
Mk 15 40 that there was a James who was the son
of JNlary, and that this Mary belonged to that little
group of women t h a t was near Jesus at the time
of the crucifixion. I t is quite likely that this Mary
is the one referred to in J n 19 25. That would
make James, the son of Mary of M t 27 56, the
son of Mary of Clopas. B u t Mary w-as such a
common name in t h e N T that this supposition
cannot be proven.
(h) That t h e James, who w-as the son of Mary,
was the same person as the James, the son of
Aiphaeus. Granting the supposition under (a),
this would not prove t h e identity of Clopas and
Aiphaeus unless this supposition can also be proven,
but it seems impossible to either prove it or disprove
it.
(c) That Aiphaeus and Clopas are different
variations of a common original, and that the
variation has arisen from different pronunciations
of the first letter H (h) of the Aram, original. There
are good scholars w-ho both support and deny this
theory.
((/) That Clop;is had two names as was common
at that time; liut, there is nothing to either substantiate or disprove this theory. See CLOPAS.
It seems impossible to determine absolutely
w-liether or not Aiphaeus, the father of the second
James, and Clopas of J n 19 25 are the same person,
but it is quite probable that they are.
A. \ \ ' . FORTUNE

ALSO, (M'so: In the Gr Ka£, l.-ai, when it is equivathe
lent to "also" or "even," is always placed before
the word or ]ihrase which it is intended to emphasize
(e.g. Acts 12 3; 1 J n 4 21). M t 6 14 should
therefore rea 1, "Your heavenly Father will forgive
ynii .also"; Lk 6 13, "\\'hom also he named apostles"; He 8 0, "The mediator of a better covenant
also"; and 1 Thess 4 14, 'If we believe that Jesus
died and rose again, so also [we believe that] those
w-ho are fallen asleep in Jesus, God will bring with
Him.'
ALTANEUS,
(Apoc).

al-ta-ne'us.

S(-e

^IALTANNEI'S

ALTAR, 61'ter (n3T73, 7nid,c"h, ht. "place of
slaughter or sacrifice," from nST, zdbhah, w-hich is
found in both senses; (3u(|j.6s, bdmeis [only in Acts
17 23], 9\jo-(,ao-T-r|p(.ov, Ihiisiiislerion).
I.

II.

CnssiFir\TioN or HEBRE-W ALTAHS

Importance of the Distinction
L.vY .VLT \R3
1. Pr((-?il(-),saic

2. In the Mosaic A-n
3. DangiTs of the ('uslom
4. Tile .Mosaic l*(-((\-isio(is
III.

TV.

HORNED ALTIHS OP B( RNT OFFERINQ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
i!^40.

The Tabernacle .Vllar
Tll6 x\ltar of .losh 22
The Altar till S(>lo(non
Tlie Horned .Vltar in Use
The, T('mple of .Solomon
The .\ltai- of Ahaz
Ezekiel
The I\,s<-exilir Altar
y,"lall'""^ ""^ I'nlaivful Altars
The Hor((s

ALTARS OF I-^PEN.SE
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RECENT .\RCHAEOLOGIC-^L ISI.^TERI.VLS

1. .A Gezer .Altar
2. The Taanach .Altar of Incense

LITERATURE
.\.

CRITICAL

/. Classification of Hebrew Altars.—Before considering the Bibhcal texts .attention must be drawn
to the fact that these texts know of at least two

FIG. 1.—Cairn Altar.
kinds of altars wdiich w-ere so different in appearance
that no contemporary could p(>.-,sibly confuse them.
The first was an (dtnr consisting of earth or unhewn
stones. It had no fi.xed shape, but v;u'ie(l wdth the

Aiphaeus
Ahar

to note this distinction, and the reader can hope
to make sense of the Biblical laws and narratives
only if he be very careful to picture to himself in
every ease the exact object to which his text refers.
For the sake of clearness different terms will be
adopted in this article to denote the two kinds of
altars. The first will be termed "lay altars"
since, as will be .seen, I be Law permitted any layman to offer cert Id n saerifie(>s at an altar of earth
or unhewn stone without the assistance of a priest,
while the second will be .styled "horned altars,"
ow ing to their p((ssession of horns which, as already
pointed out, could not exist, in a lay altar that conformed with the |ii'ovisions of the law.
//. Lay Altars.—In Gen we often read of the
erection of altars, e.g. 8 21); 12 7; 13 4. Though
no details are given we are able to
1. Preinfer their general character with
Mosaic
considerable precision. In reading the
accounts it is sometimes evident that
we are dealing with some rough improvised structure.
For example, when Abraham builds the altar for

F I G . 2.—ALTAR OF B U R N T O F F E R I N G AND ALTAR OF I N C E N S E .

materials. It might consist of a rock (Jgs 13 19)
or a single large stone (1 S 14 33-35) or again a
number of stones (1 K 18 31 f). It could have
no horns, for it would be impossible to give the stone
horns without hewing it, nor would a heap of earth
lend itself to the formation of horns. It could have
no regular pattern for the same reason. On the
other hand we meet with a group of passages that
refer to altars of quite a different type. \\C read
of horns, of fixed measurements, of a particular
pattern, of bronze as the material. To bring home
the difference more rapidly illustrations of the two
types are given side by side. The first figure
represents a cairn altar such as w-as in use in some
other ancient religions. The second is a conjectural
restoration of Heb altars of burnt offering and
incense of the second kind.
Both these might be and were called altars, but
it is so evident that this common designation could
not have caused any eye-witness to conImportance fuse the tw-o t h a t in reading the Bible
of the
we must carefully examine each text
Distinction in turn and see to which kind the
author is referring. Endless confusion
has been caused, even in our own time, by the failure

the sacrifice of Isaac in Gen 22 it cannot be supposed
that he used me(:d or wrought stone. When Jacob
makes a, covenant with Laban a heap of stones is
thrown up "and they did eat there by the heap"
(31 40). This heap is not expressly termed an
altar, but if this covenant be compared with later
covenants it will be seen that in these its place is
taken by an altar of the lay type (SBL, ch 2),
and it is reasonable to suppose that this heap was
in fact used as an altar (cf ver 54). A further consideration is provided by the fact that the Arabs
had a custom of using any stone as an altar for the
nonce, and certainly such altars are found in the
Mosaic and jiost-iMosaic history. We may therefore feel sure that the altars of Gen were of the
general type represented by Fig. 1 and w-ere totally
unlike the altars of Fig. 2.
Thus Moses found a custom by which the Israelite
threw up rude altars of the materials most easily
obtained in the field and offered sacri2. In the ficial worship to God on sundry oeMosaic
easions. That the custom was not
Age
peculiar to the lsr:(elites is shown by
such instances as that of Balaam (Nu
23 1, etc). Probably we may take the narrative

Altar
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of Jethro's sacrifice as a fair example of the occasions
on which such altars were used, for it cannot be
supposed that .-Varon and all the elders of Israel
were openly committing an unlaw-ful act when they
ate bread with Moses' father-in-law before God (Ex
18 12). .\gain, the narrative in which we see Moses
building an altar for the purposes of a covenant
probably exemplifies a custom that was in use for
other covenants that did not fall to be narrated
(Ex 24 4ff).
But a custom of erecting altars might easily
lend itself to abuses. Thus archaeology has shown
us one altar—though of a much later
3. Dangers date—which is adorned with faces
of the
(Fig. 4), a practice that was quite conCustom
trary to the Mosaic ideas of preserving a perfectly imageless worship.
Other possible abuses w-ere suggested by the current
practices of the Canaanites or are explained by the
terms of the laws.

See H I G H P L A C E .

stone Altar of Gezer.
.•^Lccordingly Moses regulated these lay altars.
Leaving the occasion of theu- erection and use to
be determined by custom he promul4. The
gated the following laws: "An altar
Mosaic
of earth mayest thou make unto me,
Provisions and mayest sacrifice thereon thy
burnt offerings and thy peace offerings,
thy sheep, and thine oxen; in all the place where I
record my name I will come unto thee and I will
bless thee. And if thou make me an altar of
stone, thou shalt not build it of hewn stones; for
if thou hft thy tool upon it, thou hast polluted it.
Neither mayest thou go up by steps unto mine
altar," etc (Ex 20 24-26; so correct EV). Several
remarks must be made on this law. I t is a law for
laymen, not priests. This is proved by the second
person singular and also by the reason given for
the prohibition of steps—since the priests were
differently garbed. I t applies "in all the place
where I record my name," not, as the ordinary
rendering has it, "in every place." This latter is
quite unintelhgible: it is usually explained as meaning places hallowed by theophanies, but there are
plenty of instances in the history of lay sacrifices
w-here no theophany can be postulated; see e.g.
Gen 31 54; 1 S 20 6 2<) (EPC, 185 f). "All the
laee" refers to the territory of Israel for the time
eing. A\'Tien Naaman desired to cease sacrificing
to .any deity save the God of Israel he was confronted by the problem of deciding how- he could
sacrifice to Him outside this "place." He solved

C
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it by asking for two mules' burden of the earth
of the "place" (2 K 5 17). Lastly, as alrea,dy
noticed, this law excludes the possibility of giving
the altars horns or causing them to conform to any
given pattern, since the stone could not be wrought.
One other law must be noticed in this connection:
Dt 16 21 f: 'Thou shalt not plant thee an 'dsherdh
of any kind of tree beside the altar of the Lord thy
God, which thou shalt make thee. Neither shalt
thou set thee up a pillar, which the Lord thy God
hateth.' Here again the reference is probably to
the lay altars, not to the religious capital which
was under the control of the priests.
///. Horned Altars of Burnt Offering.—In Ex
27 1-8 (cf 38 1-7) a command is given to construct
for the Tabernacle an altar of shittim
1. The
wood covered with bronze. I t was
Tabernacle to be five cubits long by five broad
Altar
and three high. The four corners
were to have horns of one piece with
it. A network of bronze was to reach halfway up
the altar to a ledge. In some way that is defined
only by reference to what was shown to Moses in
the Mount the altar was to be hollow wdth planks,
and it was to be equipped with rings and staves for
facility of transport. The precise construction
cannot be determined, and it is useless to speculate where the instructions are so plainly governed
by w-hat was seen by Moses in the Mount; but
certain features that are important for the elucidation of the Bible texts emerge clearly. The altar
is rectangular, presenting at the top a square surface with horns at the four corners. 'The more
important material used is bronze, and the whole
construction was as unlike that of the ordinary lay
altar as possible. The use of this altar in the ritual
of the 'Tabernacle falls under the heading SACRIFICES. Here-we must notice t h a t it was served
by priests. Whenever we find references to the
horns of an altar or to its pattern we see that the
writer is speaking of an altar of this general type.
Thus a criminal seeking asylum fled to an altar of
this type, as appears from the horns which are
mentioned in the two historical instances and also
from such expressions as coming down or going up.
See

ASYLUM.

We read in Josh 22 9 ff t h a t the children of
Reuben and the children of Gad built an altar.
In ver 28 we find them saying, "Be2. The
hold the pattern of the altar," etc.
Altar of
This is decisive as to the meaning.
Josh 22
for the lay altar had no pattern. Accordingly in its general shape this
altar must have conformed to the type of the Tabernacle altar. It was probably not made of the same
materials, for the word "build" is continually used
in connection with it, and this word would scarcely
be appropriate for working metal: nor again was
it necessarily of the same size, but it was of the
same pattern: and it was designed to serve as a
witness that the descendants of the men who built
it had a portion in the Lord. I t seems to follow
that the pattern of the Tabernacle altar was distinctive and unhke the heathen altars in general
use in Palestine and this appears to be confirmed
by modern excavations which have revealed high
places with altars quite unhke those contemplated
iDy the Pent.

See H I G H P L A C E .

In the subsequent history till the erection of
Solomon's Temple attention need only be directed
to the fact that a horned altar existed
3. The
while the Ark was still housed in a
Altar till
tent. This is important for two
Solomon
reasons. I t shows a historical period
in w-hich a horned altar existed at the
religious capital side by side with a number of lay
altars all over the country, and it negatives the
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suggestion of G. A. Smith (Jerusalem, ll, 64) that
the bare rock es-Sakhra was used by Solomon as
the altar, since the unhewn rock ob4- The
viously could not provide a horned
Horned Al- altar such as we find as early as
tar in Use 1 K 1 50-53. Note too that we read
here of bringing down from the altar,
and this expression implies elevation. Further in
9 25 we hear that Solomon was in the habit of

FIG. 4 —Rock Altar from Taanach.
offering on the altar which he had built, and this
again proves that he had built an altar and did not
merelv use the temple rock. (See also Watson in
PEFS [January, 1910], 15 ff, in reply to Smith.)
For the reasons just given it is certain that Solomon used an altar of the horned type, b u t we have
no account of the construction in K.
6. The
.According t o a note preserved in the
Temple of L X X but not in the Heb, Solomon
Solomon
enlarged the altar erected by David
on Araunah's threshing-floor (2 S
24 25), but this notice is of very doubtful historical
value and may be merely a glossator's guess.
According to 2 Ch 4 1 the altar was made of
bronze and was tw-enty cubits by twenty by ten.
The Chronicler's dimensions are doubted by many,
but the statement of the material is confirmed
by 1 K 8 64; 2 K 16 10-15. From the latter
.passage it appears t h a t an altar of bronze had been
in use tiU the time of Ahaz. This king saw an
altar in Damascus of a different pat6. The Al- tern and had a great altar made for
tar of Ahaz the temple on its model. As the text
contrasts the great altar w-ith the altar
of bronze, we may infer that the altar of Ahaz was
not made of bronze. Whether either or both of
these altars had steps (cf Ezk 43 17) or were
approached by a slope as in Fig. 2 cannot be determined with certainty. I t may be noted that in
Isa 27 9 we read of the stones of the altar in a
passage the reference of which is uncertain.
Ezekiel also gives a description of an altar (43
13-17), but there is nothing to show whether it

Altar

is purely ideal or represents the altar of Solomon
or that of Ahaz, and modern writers take different
views. In the vLsion it stood before
7. Ezekiel the house (40 47). I n addition he
describes an altar or table of wood
(41 22). This of course could only be a table, not
in any sense an altar. See TABLE.
Ezr 3 2 f tells of the setting up of the altar by
Zerubbabel and his contemporaries. No information as to its shape, etc, can be ex8. The
traeted from this notice. We read
Post-exilic of a defilement of the temple altar
Altar
in 1 Maec 1 54. This was made of
stones (Ex 20 24-26 having at this
date been applied to the temple altar contrary to
its original intent) and a fresh altar of whole stones
was c(3nstructe(l (1 Mace 4 44-49). Presumably
this altar had no horns.
It is clear from the historical and prophetical
books that in both kingdoms a number of unlawful
altars were in use. The distinction
9. Idolawhich has been drawn between lay
trous
altars and horned altars helps to
Altars
make these passages easy to understand. Thus when Amos in speaking
of Bethel writes, " T h e horns of the altar shall be
cut off," we see that he is not thinking of lay altars
which could have no horns (3 14). Again Ho.sea's
"Because Ephraim hath multiplied altars 'to sin,'
altars have been to him'for s i n ' " (8 11; cf 10 1-8;
12 11 [12]), is not in contradiction to Ex 20 24-26
because the prophet is not speaking of lay altars.
The high places of Jeroboam (1 K 12 28-33) were
clearly unlawful and their altars were unlawful
altars of the horned type. Such cases must be
clearly distinguished from the lay altars of Saul and
others.
The origin of the horns is unknown, though there
are many theories. Fugitives caught
10. The
hold of them (1 K 1 50.51), and vicHoms
tims could be tied to them (Ps 118
27).
IV. Altars of Incense.—Ex 30 1-10 contains
the commands for the construction and use of an
altar of incense. The material was shittim wood,
the dimensions one cubit by one by two, and it
also had horns. Its top and sides were overlaid
with gold and it was surrounded by a crown or
rim of gold. For facility of transport it had golden
rings and staves. I t stood before the veil in front
of the ark.
Solomon also constructed an altar of incense (1 K
6 20; 7 48; 1 Ch 28 18), cedar replacing shittim
wood. The altar of incense reappears in 1 Mace 1
21; 4 49.

FIG. 5.—Incense Altars of Sandstone Found in the
Kocli Shrine at Sinai.
V. Recent Archaeological
Materials.—Recently
several altars have been revealed by excavations.
They throw light on the Bible chiefly by showing
•what is forbidden.

See esp. H I G H PLACE.

Fig. 3

Altar
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/. In Worship: Tabernacle and Temples.—In
the hterature of t h e Bible, sacrifices are prior
to altars, and altars prior to sacred
1. Patribuildings. Their first mention is in
archal
the case of t h e altar built by Noah
Altars
after t h e Flood (Gen 8 20). The
next is t h e altar built a t t h e place of
Shechem, by which Abraham formally took possession, on behalf of his descendants, of the; whole
land of Canaan (Gen 12 7). A second altar was
built between Bethel and Ai (ver 8). T o this the
patriarch returned on his way from Egypt (Gen
13 4). His next place of sacrifice was Hebron
(ver 18); and tradition still professes to show the
place where his altar stood. A subsequent altar
was built on t h e t o p of a mountain in the land of
Moriah for the sacrifice of Isaac (Gen 22 9).
Each of these four spots was t h e scene of some
special revelation of Jehovah; possibly to the third
of them (Hebron) we may attribute
2. Sacred
t h e memorable vision and covenant
Sites
of Gen 15. These sites became, in
after years, t h e most venerated and
coveted per(3uisites of t h e nation, and fights for
their possession largely determined its history. To
them Isaac added an altar a t Beersheba (Gen 26
25), probably a reerection, on t h e same site, of an
altar built by Abraham, whose home for many
years w-as a t Beersheba. Jacob built no new altars,
JDUt again and again repaired those at Shechem and
Bethel. On one occasion he offered a sacrifice
on one of t h e mountains of Gilead, b u t without
mention of an altar (Gen 31 54). There were
thus four or five spots in Canaan associated at
once with t h e worship of Jehovah, and the name of
their great ancestor, which to Hebrews did not lose
their sanctity by the passage of time, viz. Shechem,
Bethel, Hebron, Moriah and Beersheba.
The earliest provision for an altar as a portion of
a fixed estabhshment of religion is found in Ex 20
24-26, immediately after the pro3. P r e mulgation of the Decalogue. Altars are
Tabernacle commanded to be made of earth or
Altars
of unhewn stone, yet so as to have,
not steps, b u t only slopes for ascent
to the same—the injunction implying that they
stood on some elevation (see ALTAR, A, above).
Before t h e arrival at Sinai, during t h e war wdth
Amalek, Moses had built an emergency altar, to
which he gave the name Jehovah-Nissi (Ex 17 15).
This w-as probably only a memorial altar (cf the
altar E d in Josh 22 21 ff). At Sinai took place the
great crisis in Israel's national history. I t w-as
On altar furniture see P O T S ; SHOVELS; B A S I N S ;
required that t h e covenant about to be made with
FLESH-HOOKS; F I R E P A N S . On the site, TE.MPLB,
Jehovah should be ratified wdth sacrificial blood; but
and generaUy, A R I E L ; SACRIFICE; S.ANCTTJARY;
before Moses could sprinkle the Book of the CoveTABERNACLE; H I G H PLACE.
nant and the people who covenanted (Ex 24 6.7;
LITER.ATURE.—R. Kittel, .Sludien zur hebrdischen Ar- cf He 9 19), it was necessary that an altar should
ehdologie und Rehgions-Gesrhichte, I and II: Hastings, be built for t h e sacrificial act. This was done
Encyclopedia of Religion- and Ethics; Murray, Illustrated
"under the mount," where, beside t h e altar, were
Bible Dictionarij: EB, sv.-.Wfar"-, EPC, ch 6. Thediscussions in the ordinary woilcs of reference must be used reared twelve pillars, emblematic of the twelve
with caution for the reason given in / above.
tribes of Israel (ver 4).
HAROLD iSl. W I E N E R
In connection -with the tabernacle and the sucB.
I N WORSHIP
cessive temples there were two altars—the Altar of
I. IN "WORSHIP: TABERNACLE AND TEMPLES
Burnt Offering (the altar by preeminence, Ezk 43
1. Patriarchal Altars
13), and the Altar of Incense. Of these it is now
2. Sacced Sites
necessary to speak more particularly.
3. Pre-Tabernacle .Altars
II. THE ALTAK OF BURNT OFFERING (BRAZEN ALT4R)
//. The Altar of Burnt Offering (rb'-iyri nSfH,
1. Altar before the Tabernacle
2. Its History
mizbah hd-'oldh),
The Brazen
Altar
(HST?
3. Attar of Solomon's Temple
nWnsn,
mizbah
ha-W^hosheth) .—
4. .Altar of Ezekiel's Temple
1. Altar be- (By "brass" throughout understand
5. Altar of Second 'Temple
6. .Altar of Herod's Temide
fore the
"bronze.") The altar which stood
HI. THE ALTAR OF INCENSE (GOLDEN ALTAR)
Tabernacle before the tabernacle was a portable
1. In the Tabernacle
2. Modo of Burning Incense
box constructed of acacia wood and
3. In Solomon's Temple and Later
covered on the outside with plates of brass (Ex 27
4. In Herod's Temple
5. Symbohsm of Incense Burning
1 ff). "Hohow with planks," is its definition

represents an altar found a t Gezer built into the
foundation of a wall dating about 600 BC. Mr.
Macahster describes it in the follow-ing
1. A Gezer words: " I t is a four-sided block of
Altar
limestone, 1 ft. 3 in. high. The top and
bottom are approximately lOJ and 9
in. square respectively; but these are only the average dimensions of the sides, which are not regularly
cut. The angles are prolonged upw ard for an additional I J in. as rounded knobs—no doubt the 'horns'
of the altar. The top is very shghtly concave so
as to hold perhaps an eighth of a pint of hquid"
(PEFS [July, 1907], 196f). The size suggests an
altar of incense rather than an altar of burnt offering,
but in -view of the general resemblance between the
Tabernacle altars of burnt offering and incense, this
is a fact of minor importance. On the other hand,
the shape, pattern and material are of great interest.
That the altar violates in principle t h e law of Ex
20 25 forbidding the chessing of the stones is obvious,
though that passage does not apply in terms to
altars of incense, b u t certainly t h e appearance of
the block does recall in a general way t h e altars of
the other type—the horned altars. Like them it
is four-sided with a square top, and like them it has
knobs or horns a t each corner. Possibly it was
formed in general imitation of the Temple altars.
Other altars in Can high places exemplify by thenappearance t h e practices prohibited by the Pent.
See for illustrations H. 'Vincent, Canaan d'aprcs
I'exploration recente; R. Kittel, Sludien zur hebrriischen Arehdologie und Religions-Geschichte; S. R.
Driver, Alodern Research as Illustrating the Bible.
Importance attaches to a terra cotta altar of
incense found by Sellin a t Taanach, because its
height and dimensions at the base
2. The
recall the altar of Ex. " I t was just
Taanach
3 ft. high, and in shajie roughly like a
Altar of
truncated pyramid, t h e four sides at
Incense
the bottom being each 18 in. long, and
the whole ending a t the top in a bowl
a foot in diameter.
. The altar is hollow-. . . .
Professor Sellin places the date of the altar at about
700 BC.
An incense-altar of exactly the
same shape
.
b u t of much smaller size . .
has been found quite recently a t Gezer in debris of
about 1000-600 B C " (Driver, Modern Research, etc,
85). These discoveries supply a grim comment on
the theories of those critics who maintain that
incense was not used by t h e Hebrews before the
time of Jer. The form of t h e altar itself is as
contrary to the principles of the Pent law as any
thing could be.

Ill
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(ver 8). It was five cubits long, five cubits broad,
and three cubits high; on the ordinary reckoning,
about 7J ft. on the horizontal square, and 4i ft.
in height (possibly less; see CUBIT). On the "grating of network of |-(mss" described as aroiiiul and
half-way up the altar (vs 4.5), see GRATING. Into
the corners of this grating, on two sides, rings were
riveted, into which the staves w-ere inserted by
which the .Vrk w-as borne (see S'r.v\'Es). For its
corner projections, see HORNS or THE ALT.\R.

The

prohibition of steps in E.x 2(^ 2l'( and the analogy
of later altars suggest that this small allar before the
tabernacle was made to stand on a base or platl'(n-in,
led up to by a slope of earth. The right of saiict nary
is mentioned in k'.x 21 14. For the utensils connected with the altar, .se^e P A N S ; SHOVELS; BASI.N'S;

FLESH-HOOKS; CENSERS. All these utensils were
made of brass.
The historj' of the altar before the tabernacle was
that of the tabernacle itself, as the tWK were not
parted during its continuance (see
2. Its
T.ABERNACLB). Their abolition did
History
not take place till Solomon's temple
w-as ready for use, when the great
high place at Gibeon (1 K 3 4) w-as dismantled,
and the tabernacle and its holy vessels were brought
to the new temple (8 4). Another altar had meanwhile been raised by Da-vid before the tabernacle
he had made on Zion, into w-hich the Ark of the
Covenant was moved (1 Ch 15 1; 16 1). This
would be a duphcate of that at Gibeon, and would
share its supersession at the erection of the first
temple.
In Solomon's temple the altar was considerably
enlarged, as w-as to be expected from the greater
size of the building before w-hich it
3. Altar of stood. We are indebted to the
Solomon's Chronicler for its exact dimensions
Temple
(2 Ch 4 1). I t formed a square of
twenty cubits, with an ele\-:ition of
ten cubits ( 3 0 x 3 0 x 1 5 ft.; or somewhat l(\ss).
It is described as "an altar of brass" (2 Ch 4 1),
or "brazen altar" (1 K 8 64; 2 Ch 7 7; cf 2 K
16 14), either as being, like its predecessors, encased
in brass, or, as others think, made wholly of brass.
It was not meant to be portable, but that the altar
itself was movable is shown by the fact of Ahaz
ha\dng it removed (2 K 16 14). Further details
of its structure are not given. The altar stood in
"the middle of the court that was before the house,"
but proved too small to receive the gifts on the day
of the temple's dedication (1 K 8 64; 2 Ch 7 7).
It remained, however, the center of Israelitish worship for 21 centuries, till Ahaz removed it from the
forefront of the house, and placed it on the northern
side of his Damascene altar (2 K 16 14). This
indignity was repaired by Hezekiah (cf 2 K 18
22), and the altar assumed its old place in the
temple service till its destruction by Nebuchadnezzar in 58() BC.
The altar of Ezekiel's ideal temple w-as, as
planned, a most elaborate structure, the cubit used
for this purpose being that of "a
4. Altar of cubit and an handbreadth" (Ezk 43
Ezekiel's
13), or t h e large cubit of history (see
Temple
C U B I T ) . T h e paragraph describing
it (43 13-17) is very specific, though
uncertaintA- rests on the meaning of some of tlie
details. The altar consisted of four stages lying
one above another, gi-adually diminishing in size
till the hearth was reached upon which the fire was
Ut. This was a square of twelve cubits (IS ft.),
from the corners of which 4 horns projected upward (ver 15). T h e base or lowest stage was one
cubit in height, and had a border round about,
half a cubit high (ver 13); the remaining stages
were two, four, and four cubits high respectively

Altar

(vs 14.15); the horns may have measured another
cubit (thus L X X ) . Each stage was marked by the
inlet of one cubit (vs 13.14). The basement was
thus, apparently, a square of eighteen cubits or 27 ft.
The word "bottom" (ht. "bosom") in Ezekiel's description is variously interpreted, some regarding it
as a "drain" for carrying off the sacrificial blood,
((thers identifying it with the "basement." On its
eastern f.a('e the altar had steps looking toward the
east (ver 17)—a depnrliirc from the earlier practice
(for the re;(soii of this, cf Perowne's art. "Altar"
in DB).
Of the altar of the second temple no measurements are given. I t is told only that it
5. Altar
was built prior to the temple, and was
of Second set upon its liase (Ezr 3 3), presumTemple
ably on the Sakhra stone—the ancient
site.
In Herod's temple a difficulty is found in harmonizing the accounts of the Mish and Jos as t o the
size of the altar. The latter gives
6. Altar of it as a squhre of fifty cubits (BJ,
Herod's
V, v, 6). The key to the solution
Temple
probably lies in distinguishing between the structure of the altar proper
(thirty-two cubits square), and a platform of larger
area (fifty cubits square = 75 ft.) on which it stood.
When it is remembered that the Sakhra stone is
56 ft. in length and 42 ft. in width, it is easy to see
that it might form a portion of a platform built
up above and around it to a level of this size. The
altar, like that of Ezekiel's plan, was built in diminishing stages; in the Mish, one of one cubit,
and three of five cubits in height, the topmost
stage measuring twenty-six cubits square, or, with
deduction of a cubit for the officiating priests,
twenty-four cubits. Jos, on the other hand, gives
the height at fifteen cubits. The altar, as before,
had 4 horns. Both Jos and the Mish state that the
altar was built of unhewn stones. The ascent,
thirty-two cubits long and sixteen broad, likewise
of unhewn stone, w-as on the south side. See further.
TEMPLE, HEROD'S. It is of this altar that the
words were spoken, "Leave there thy gift before
the altar, and go thy way, first be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come and offer thy gift" (Mt
5 24).
///. The Altar of Incense (nnbiJH nS'TTp , mizbah
ha-k'tdreth). Golden Altar (3n-J(T n a j i g , mizbah
ha-zdhdbh).—This w-as a diminutive
1. In the
table of acacia overlaid with gold, the
Tabernacle upper surface of which was a square of
one cubit, and its height two cubits,
with an elevated cornice or crown around its top
(Ex 30 2ff). Like the great altar of burnt offering,
it was in the category of "most holy" things (Ex
30 10); a distinction w-hich gave it a right to a
place in the inner room of the cella or holy of hohes.
Hence, in 1 K 6 22, it is said to "belong to the
oracle," and in He 9 I that chamber is said to
have the "altar of incense." I t did not, however,
actually stand there, but in the outer chamber,
"before the veil" (Ex 40 26). The reason for this
departure from the strict rule of temple ritual was
that sweet incense was to be burnt daUy upon it
at the offering of every daily sacrifice, t h e lamps
being then ht and e.xringuished (cf N u 28 3f;
Ex 30 7.8), so that a cloud of smoke might fill the
inner chamber at the moment when the sacrificial
blood was sprinkled (see MERCY-SEAT). T O have
burnt this incense within the veil would have
required repeated entries into the holy of holies,
which entries were forbidden (Lev 16 2). The
altar thus stood immediately without the veil,
and the smoke of the incense burnt upon it entered
the inner chamber by the openings above the veil.

Al-tashheth
Amasa
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For t h e material construction which admitted of
this, see H O L Y P L A C E .

For other uses of the altar of incense see HORNS
OF THE ALTAR, where it is shown that a t the time of
the offerings of special sin offerings and on the day
of t h e annual fast its horns were sprinkled with
blood. This, with the offering of incense upon it,
were its only uses, as neither meal offerings might
be laid upon it, nor hbations of drink offerings poured
thereon (Ex 30 9). The Tamid, or standing sacrifice for Israel, was a whole burnt offering of a lamb
offered twice daily with its meal offering, accompanied with a service of incense.
It is probable that the censers in use a t the time of
the construction of this altar and after w-ere in shape
like a spoon or ladle (see T.ABLE OF
2. Mode of SHEWBKEAD), which, when filled wdth
Burning
live coals from t h e great altar, were
Incense
carried within t h e sanctuary and laid
upon the altar of incense (Lev 16 12).
The incense-sticks, broken small, were then placed
upon the coals. The narrative of t h e deaths of
Aaron's sons, Nadab and Abihu, is thus made intelligible, the fire in their censers not having been
taken from the great altar.
The original small altar made by j\Ioses was superseded by one made by Solomon. This was made of
cedar wood, overlaid with gold (1 K
3. In
6 20.22; 7 48; 9 25; 2 Ch 4 19);
Solomon's hence was caUed the "golden altar."
Temple and This was among "all the vessels of
Later
the house of God, great and small,"
which Nebuchadnezzar took to Babylon
(2 Ch 36 18). As a consequence, when Ezekiel
drew plans for a new temple, he gave it an incense
altar made wholly of wood and of larger dimensions
than before (Ezk 41 22). I t had a height of three
cubits and a top of two cubits' square. There was
an incense altar likewise in t h e second temple. I t
was this altar, probably plated wdth gold, w-hich
Antiochus Epiphanes removed (1 Mace 1 21), and
which was restored by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mace
4 49). (On critical doubts as to the existence of
the golden altar in the first and second temples, cf
POT, .323.)
That the Herodian temple also had its altar of
incense we know from the incident of Zacharias
having a vision there of "an angel . . . .
4. In
standing on the right side of the altar of
Herod's
incense" when h e went into the temple
Temple
of the Lord to burn incense (Lk 1 11).
No representation of such an altar appears on the arch of Titus, though it is mentioned
by Jos (BJ, V, V, 5). I t w-as probably melted down
by John during the course of the siege (N, xiii, 6).
In the apocalypse of John, no temple was in the
restored heaven and earth (Rev 21 22), b u t in the
earlier part of the vision was a temple
5. Symbol- (Rev 14 17; 15 6) with an altar and
ism of
a censer (8 3). I t is described as
Incense
"the golden altar which was before the
Burning
throne," and, with t h e smoke of its
incense, there w-ent up before God t h e
prayers of the saints. This imagery is in harmony
with the statement of Lk that as the priests burnt
incense, "the whole multitude of t h e people were
prajing without a t the hour of incense" (1 10).
Both history and prophecy thus attest t h e abiding
truth that salvation is by sacrificial blood, and is
made a\-ailable to men through the prayers of
saints and sinners offered by a great High Priest.
W. SHAW CALDECOTT

AL-TASHHETH, al-tash'heth, AL-TASCHITH,
al-tas'kith.

See PS.ALMS; SONG.

ALTOGETHER, fiUoo-geth'er: Representing five
Heb and three Gr originals, which variously sig-
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nify (1) "together''; i.e. all, e.g. 'all men, high
and low, weighed together in God's balance are
lighter than vanity' (Ps 62 9 ) ; so also 53 3;
Jer 10 8. (2) " a h " : so RV, Isa 10 8: "Are not
my princes all of them kings?" (3) "vnlh one
accord have broken t h e yoke"; so RV, Jer 6 5.
(4) "completely," "entirely," "fully": " s o a s n o t t o
destroy him altogether" (2 Ch 12 12; cf Gen 18
21; E x 11 1; P s 39 5; Jer 30 11 AV; cf RV).
(5) "wholly": "altogether born in sins," J n 9 34.
(6) I n 1 Cor 5 10 ^.V rendered " a t all"; 1 Cor 9
10 "assuredly." (7) A passage of classic difficulty
to translators is Acts 26 29, where "altogether"
in RV is rendered "with much," Gr en megdlo
(en polio). See ALMOST. Many of the instances
where "altogether" occurs in AV become "together"
in RV. Used as an adj. in Ps 39 5 ("altogether
vanity").

D W I G H T M . PRATT

ALUSH, a'lush (UJlbx, 'al-ush): A desert camp of
the Israehtes between Dophkah and Rephidim (Nu
33 13.14). T h e situation is not certainly known.
See \A'ANDERINGS OF ISRAEL.

ALVAH, al'va (rich's, 'alwdh): A chief (AV duke)
of Edom (Gen 36 40), called "Ahah" in 1 Ch 1
51. Probably the same as Alvan, or Alian, son of
Shobal son of Seh' (Gen 36 23; 1 Ch 1 40).
ALVAN, al'van CC)?, 'alwdn, "tall"?): A son of
Shobal, the Horite (Gen 36 23). I n 1 Ch 1 40 the
name is written Alian, L X X 'il^dp.. I t is probably
the same as Alvah of Gen 36 23, which appears in
1 Ch 1 51 as Aliah.
ALWAY, ol'wa (archaic and poetic); ALWAYS,
61'waz: Properly applied to acts or states perpetually occurring, b u t not necessarily continuous.
In Heb, most frequently, T'TQri, tdmldh. In Gr
Sid iravTos, did pantds, ordinarily expresses contmuity. I n M t 28 20 "alway" AV, RV "always,"
tr Gr pdsas tds hemiras, "all t h e days," corresponding to the Heb idiom similarly rendered in
Dt 6 29; 6 24; 11 1; 28 33; 1 K 11 36, etc.
Gr aei in Acts 7 51; 2 Cor 6 10; 1 Pet 3 15,
means " a t every and any time."
AMAD, a'mad ( H ^ p ? , 'am'ddh): A town in
northern Pal, which fell to the tribe of Asher in the
di"vision of t h e land (Josh 19 26). The modern
ruin 'Amiid near Accho may be the site.
AMADATHA, a-mad'a-tha, AMADATHUS, ar
mad'a-thus (.Vd Est 12 6). See A M A N ; HAMMEDATHA.

AMAIN, a-man' (tr'^ from t h e Gr els 4>vyT]v
wp(iT]o-ov, eis phugen hormesan, "they rushed to
flight"): The word is composed of the prefix "a"
and the word "main," meaning "force." The
expression is used by Milton, Parker, et al., but in
Bib. lit. found only in 2 Mace 12 22 where it is
used to describe the flight of Timotheus and his
army after he suffered defeat a t the hands of Judas
Maccabee ("They fled amain," i.e. violently and
suddenly).
AMAL, a'mal ( ' ' P ? , 'dmdl, "toiler"): A son of
Helem of the tribe of'Asher (1 Ch 7 35).
AMALEK, am'adek (p^'Q?,, 'dmdlek): The son,
by his concubine Timna, of Eliphaz, the eldest son
of Esau. He was one of the chiefs (AV dukes) of
Edom (Gen 36 12.16). See AMALEKITE.
AMALEK, am'a-lek, AMALEKITE, a-mal'e-kit,
am'a-lek-It ( p b p y , 'dmdlek, ^p'?'!?^, 'dmdlekl)'A tribe dwelling originally in t h e region south of
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Judah, the wilderness of et-Tih where the Israelites
came into conflict with them. They wi-re nomads
as a people dwelling in that tract w-ould naturally
be. When they joined the Midianites to invade
Israel they came "with their cattle and their tents"
(Jgs 6 3-5). They are not to be identified with
the descendants of Esau (Gen 36 12,16) because
they are mentioned earlier, in the account of the
invasion of Chedorlaomer (Gen 14 7) and in
B.alaam's prophecy (Xu 24 20) .\. is called "the
first of the nations," which seems to refer t(( an
early existence. \\'e are uncertain of their origin,
for they do not appear in the list of nations found
in Gen 10. They do not seem to have had any
relationship with the trilies of Israel, sa^•e as, wi^
ma)- surmise, some of the descendants of lOsau were
incorporated into the tribe. It is probable that they
w-ere of Sem stock though we have no proof of it.
The first contact with Israel w-as at Rephidim,
in the wilderness of Sinai, w-here they made an unprovoked attack and w-ere defeated after a desperate conflict (Ex 17 8-13; Dt 25 17.18). On account of this they were placed under the ban and
Israel was commanded to exterminate them (Dt
25 19; 1 S 15 2 3). The next encounter of the
two peoples w-as when the Israelites attempted to
enter Canaan from the west of the Dead Sea. The
spies had reported that the .-Vmalekites w-ere to be
found in the south, in connection with the Hittites,
Jebusites and Amorites (X'u 13 29). The Israelites at first refused to ach-anee, but later determined to do so contrary to the will of God and the
command of Moses. They were met by A. and
the Canaanites and completely defeated (Nu 14
39-45,1. A. is next found among the allies of Moab
in their attack upon Israel in the days of Eglon
(Jgs 3 13). They were also associated wdth the
;\Iiilianites in their raids upon Israel (Jgs 6 3),
and they seemed to have gained a foothold in
Ephraim, or at least a branch of them, in the hill
country (Jgs 5 14; 12 15), but it is evident that
the great body of them still remained in their old
habitat, for when .Saul made war upon them he drove
them toward Shur in the wdlderness toward Egypt
(1 S 15 1-9). Da-vid also found them in the same
region (1 S 27 8; 30 1). After this they seem
to have dechned, and we find, in the days of Hezekiah, only a remnant of them who were smitten by
the Simeonites at Mount Seir (1 Ch 4 41-43).
They are once mentioned in Pss in connection with
other inveterate enemies of Israel (Ps 83 7). The
hatred inspired by the Amalekites is reflected in the
passages already mentioned which required their
utter destruction. Their attack upon them when
they w-ere just escaped from Egypt and while they
were struggling through the w-ilderness made a
deep impression upon the Israelites which they
never forgot, and tlie -wrath of David upon the
messenger who brought him npws of the death of
Saul and Jonathan, declaring himself to be the
slayer of Saul, w-as no doubt accentuated by his
being an Amalekite (2 S 1 1-16).
H. PORTER
AMAM, a'mam (-'CS, 'dmdm): An unidentified
town in southern Pal, which fell to Judah in the
allotment of the land;- occurs only in Josh 15 26.
AMAN, a'man ('Aiidv, Amdn; B reads 'A8(i(i,
Addm): Tob 14 10; Ad Est 12 6; 16 10.17, probably in each case for Haman, the-arch-enemy of the
Jews in the canonical Book of Est (cf Est 3 1 with
Ad E,st 12 6). In Ad Est (16 10) Aman is represented as a Macedonian, in all other points corresponding to the Haman of Est.
AMANA, a-ma'na, a-ma'na (HrpS, 'dmdndh):
A mountain mentioned in Cant 4 8 along with

Al-tashheth
Amasa

Lebanon, Senir and Hermon. The name probably
means the "firm," or "constant." "From the top
of .Aniana" is mi.str'^' by the L X X d-rrd dpxrjs irlaTeus,
apd arches pisleds. The .'\m:ina is most naturally
sought in the Anti-Lelj;uion. near the course of the
ri\-er ,\b,'ina, or .Amana (see ABANAII). Another
possible identifieali((n is with Mt, Amanus in the
extreme north of Syria.
AMARIAH, am-a-ri'a (rTiTCX, 'dinarydh, and
in^-liaS, 'dmiirydhn, "the Lo'rd has said"; cf HPN,
ISO, 285): (1) A Levite in the line of AaronEl(-;(z;ir; a son of Mer,aioth and grandfather of
Zad((k (1 Ch 6 7,52) who lived in David's time.
Cf Zadok (2 S 15 27, etc) also Ant, Vlll, I, 3 and
X, viii, 6, (2) A l.evile in the hue of KohathHebron referred to in 1 Ch 23 19 and 24 23 at the
time wdien David divided the Levites into courses.
(3) .V Levite in the line of Aaron-Eleazar; a son of
Azdriali who "executed the priest's office in the
house tli((t Solomon built" (1 Ch 6 10 f). Cf
Ezr 7 3 where in the abbreviated list this Am. is
mentioned as an ancestor of Ezra. See AMARIAS
(1 k;sd 8 2; 2 Esd 1 2) and no. (4) of this art.
(4) Chief priest and judge "in all matters of Jehovah"
appointed by Jehoshaphat (2 Ch 19 11). Po.ssibly identical with Am. no. (3). (5) A descendant
of Judah in the line of Perez and an ancestor
of Ataiah who lived in Jerus after the Bab exile
(Neh 11 4). Cf Imri (1 Ch 9 4) and no. (7) of
this art., which Am. seems to be of the same family,
(6) A Levite and an assistant of Kore w-ho w-as appointed by Hezekiah to distribute the "oblations of
Jehovah" to then- brethren (2 Ch 31 15). (7) A
son of Bani w-ho had married a foreign w-oman
(Ezr 10 42). See no. (5) of this art. (8) A priest
who wdth Nehemiah sealed the covenant (Neh 10
3); he had returned to Jerusalem with Zerubbabel
(Neh 12 2) and was the father of Jehohanan (cf
Hanani, Ezr 10 20), priest at the time of Joiakim
(Neh 12 13). Cf Immer (Ezr 2 37; 10 20; Neh
7 40) and also Emmeruth (AV "M.-ruth," 1 Esd 5
24). (9) An ancestor of Zephaniah, the prophet
(Zeph 1 1).

A. L. BRESLICH

AMARIAS, am-a-ri'as (A, 'A|i.apias, Amarias; B,
'AfiapeeCas, ^77?(7r;/(('i(-/.s) = .\.mariah no. 3: An ancestor of Ezra (1 Esd 8 2; 2 Esd 1 2).
AMARNA, TELL EL-, tel-el-ii-mar'na. See TELL
EL-AAI.AHNA TABLETS.

AMASA, a-ma'sa (Sl?'ay, 'dmdsd', or read "iiPB?,
'ammishai, i.e. "'llJ") D ? , 'am yishai, "people of
Jesse"); 'The form N f C " , is Ixised upon a mistaken etymoloRv (from = C''a:P ['(7(/!a.^| "to burden").
(1) Acc((i-ding to 2 S 17 25, Amasa is the son of
Abigail, the sister of Zeruiah and David, and
Ithra, an Israelite; but another source, 1 Ch 2 17,
calls his father Jetlier the Ishmaelite. He was a
nephew of David and a cousin of Absalom, who
made him commander of the army of rebeUion.
When the uprising had been quelled, Davicl, in
order to conciliate Amasa, promised him the position
held by Joab; the latter had fallen from favor (2
S 19 13 ff). Wlien a new revolt broke out under
Sheba, the son of Bichri (2 S 20), Amasa was
intrusted with the task of assembling the men of
Judah. But Joab was eager for revenge upon the
man w-ho had obtained the office of command that
he coveted. \A'hen .Amasa met Joab at Gibeon, the
latter murdered him while pretending to salute
him (2 S 20 S-10; 1 K 2 5),
(2j Son of Hadlai, of the B'lie- 'Ephrayim (''Children of pjphraim"), who, obeying the words of the
prophet Oded, refused to consider as captives the
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The young king's plan for the rehabilitation of
his people was the restoration of the kingdom's
military prestige, so severely lowered
1. The
in his father's reign. A militia army,
composed of all the young men above
AMASAI, a-ma'sl (^?5p^, 'dmdsay, perhaps Edomite
War
20 years of age, was first organized
rather to be read "illJa?, 'ammishay; so Wellhausen,
and placed upon a war footing (2 Ch
/ J G , I I , 24, n.2):
26 5; the number given, 300,000, is not a reliable
(1) A name in the genealogy of Kohath, son of
one).
Even this not being considered'a large
Elkanah, a Levite of the Kohathite family (cf 1 Ch
enough force to effect the project, 100 talents of
6 25; 2 Ch 29 12).
(2) Chief of the captains w-ho met David at Zik- silver were sent to engage mercenary troops for the
expedition from Israel. When these came, a man of
lag and tendered him then- allegiance. Some have
God strongly dissuaded the king from relying on
identified him with .\masa and others with Abishai,
who is called Abshai in 1 Ch 11 20m (cf 1 Ch 18 them (2 Ch 25 7 ff). When this was communicated
to the soldiers, and they were sent back unemployed,
12). The difficulty is that neither Amasa nor
.A.bishai occupied the rank of the chief of t h h t y it roused them to "fierce anger" (ver 10).
Amaziah's purpose in making these extensive
according to the lists in 2 S 23 and 1 Ch 11, the
preparations for war, in a time of profound peace,
rank to which David is supposed to have appointed
is clear. To the S.E. of Judah lay
him (cf 1 Ch 12 18).
the Edomite state, with its capital
(3) One of the trumpet-blowing priests who 2. Its
Occasion
at Petra. For many years Edom had
greeted David when he brought back the Ark of
been subject to Jehoshaphat, and a
the Covenant (cf 1 Ch 15 24).
Heb "deputy" had governed it (1 K 22 47). In
AMASHSAI, a-mash'si ("^ClB'a?, 'dmash^ay, prob- the reign of his son and successor, Jehoram, a confederacy of Philistines, Arabians and Edomites took
ably a textual error for ^iS'p!^ , 'dmdshay; the 0 [s] Libnah and made a raid on Jerusalem. A band of
implies a reading ^ 0 2 7 , based on a mistaken deri- these penetrated the palace, which they plundered,
vation from CC^'
The original reading may have
abducted some women, and murdered all the young
been '^C'E? , 'ammishay; cf AMASAI) : Amashsai is a princes but the youngest (2 Ch 21 17; 22 1). The
public commotion and distress caused by such an
priestly name in the post-exilic list of inhabitants of
Jerus (Neh 11 13; Maasai, 1 Ch 9 12); the read- event may be seen reflected in the short oracle of
ing in Ch is '^'tO^'Q, ma'dsay, AV ":Maasiai," RV the prophet Obadiah, uttered against Edom, if, with
some, Obadiah's date is put thus early.
"Maasai."
From that time "Edom . . . made a king over
themselves" (2 Ch 21 8), and for fifty years folAMASIAH, am-a-sl'a (H^Cp:?, 'dma^ydh, "Yahwe
lowdng were practically independent.
bears"): One of the captains of Jehoshaphat (cf
3. The Vic- It was this blot on Jerusalem and the
2 Ch 17 16).
tory in the good name of Judah that Amaziah
determined to wdpe out. The army
AMATH, a'math, AMATHIS, am'a-this (1 Mace Valley of
Salt
of retafiation went forward, and after
12 25).
See HAMATH.
a battle in the Valley of Salt, south of
the Dead Sea, in which they were the victors, moved
AMATHEIS, am-a-the'is. See EMATHEIS.
on to Petra. This city lies in a hollow-, shut in by
AMAZED, a-mazd': A term which illustrates mountains, and approached only by a narrow ravine,
the difficulty of expressing in one Eng. w-ord the through which a stream of water flows. Amaziah
wide range of startled emotion, wonder, astonish- took it "by storm" (such is Ewald's rendering of
ment, awe, covered, in the OT, by four Heb words
"by w-ar," in 2 K 14 7). Great execution w-as
and in the N T by as many Gr w-ords. Its Scripture
done, many of the captives being thrown from the
originals r.ange in meaning from amazement ac- rock, the face of which is now covered with rockcompanied with terror and trembling to an astonish- cut tombs of the Gr-Rom age.
ment full of perplexity, wonder, awe and joyous
The campaign was thus entirely successful, but
surprise. It is the w-ord esp. used to show- the effect
had evil results. Flushed with victory, Amaziah
of Christ's miracles, teaching, character and Divine
brought back the gods of Edom, and
personality on those who saw- and heard Him, and
4. Apostasy paid them worship. For this act of
were made conscious of His supernatural power (Mt
and Its
apostasy, he was warned of approach12 23: "All the multitudes were amazed").
The
Punishment ing destruction (2 Ch 25 14-17).
miracles of Pentecost and the Holy Spirit's bestowal
Disquieting news soon came relating
of the gift of tongues produced the same universal
to the conduct of the troops sent back to Samaria,
wonder (Acts 2 7: "They were afl amazed and mar- From Beth-horon in the south to the border of the
velled").
D W I G H T M . PRATT
northern state they had looted the villages and
killed some of the country people who had attempted
AMAZIAH, am-a-zi'a ( n ^ y ^ S ; , i n ^ 2 « X , 'dmag- to defend their property (2 Ch 25 13). To Amaydh, 'dinagydhu, "Jehovah is mighty"; 2 K 14
ziah's demand for reparation, Jehoash's answer w-as
1-20; 2 Ch 25): Son of Jehoash, and tenth king the contemptuous one of the well-known parable of
of Judah. Ainaziah had a peaceable accession at
the Thistle and the Cedar.
the age of 25. A depleted treasury, a despoiled
V\'aT w-as now inevitable. The kings "looked
palace and temple, and a discouraged people were
one another in the face," in the valley of Bethamong the consequences of his father's war w-ith
shemesh, where there is a level space,
Hazael, king of Syria. When settled on the throne,
6. Battle
suitable to the movements of infantry
Amaziah brought to justice the men who had
of BethJudah - was utterly routed, and the
assassinated his father. A verbal citation of D t
shemesh
king himself taken prisoner. There
24 16 in 2 K 14 6, forbidding the punishment of
being no treasures in the lately dechildren for a father's offence, shows that the laws spoiled capital, Jehoash contented himself with
of this book were then known, and were recog- taking hostages for future good beha'vior, and with
nized as authoritative, and, in theory, as govern- breaking down 400 cubits of the wall of Jerus at the
ing the nation. His accession may be dated cir
N.W. corner of the defence ('2 K 14 13.14; 2 Ch
812 (some put later),
26 22-24).

Judaeans who had been taken from Ahaz, king of
Judah, by the victorious Israehtes under the leadership of Pekah (2 Ch 28 12).
H. J. WOLF
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Amaziah's career as a soldier was now closed.
He outhved Jehoash of Israel "fifteen years"
(2 K 14 17). His later years were
6. Closing spent in seclusion and dread, and had
Years and a tragical ending. The reason for his
Tragical
unpopularity is not far to seek. The
End
responsibility for the, war with Jehoash is by the insphed writer placed
upon the shoulders of .Vmaziah (2 K 14 9-11),
It w-as he who "would not hear." The quarrel
betw-een the kings was one w hich it w-as not beyond
the power of diplomacy t o remedy, b u t no brotherljattempt to heal the breach was made b) either king.
When the results of the w-ar apjieared, it could not
be but that the author of the w-ar should be called
upon to answ-er for them. So deep was his disgrace and so profound the sense of national humiliation, that a party in the state determined on
.imaziah's removal, so soon as there was another
to take his ]il;iee. The age of majority among the
Heb kings was 16, and w-hen .Vmaziah's son was of
this age, the conspiracy against his life grew so
strong and open that he fled to Lachish. Flere he
n-as foUowed and killed; his body being insultingly
carried to Jerusalem on horses, and not conve\'e(.l
in a htter or coffin (2 K 14 19,20; 2 Ch 25 27.2S).
He was 54 years old and had reigned for 29 years.
The Chronicler (2 Ch 26 1) hardly conceals the
popular rejoicings at the exchange of sovereigns,
when I'zziah became king.
In the last ver of 2 Ch 25 is a copyist's error
by which we read "in the citj' of Judah," instead
of "in the city ot David," as in t h e corresponding
p.issage in Kings. The singular postscript; to the
record of .\maziah in 2 K 14 22 is intended to
mark the fact that while the port of Elath on the
Red Sea fell before the arms, in turn, of Amaziah
and of his son Uzziah, it was the latter who restored
it to Judah, as a part of its territory. Amaziah
is mentioned in the royal genealogy of 1 Ch 3 12,
but not in that of I\It 1. 'There is a leap here from
Jehoram to l^zziah, Ahaziah. Jehoash and Amaziah
being omitted.

W. SH.AW CALDECOTT

AMBASSADOR, am-bas'a-dor ( ^ X b p , mal'dkh,
"messenger"; J'^, lur, "interpreter"; "1"'?, fir, "to
go"; hence a messenger; irpecrpciiiio, presbeuo, "to
act as an ambassador, " lit. to be older): An ambassador is an official representative of a king
or government, as of Pharaoh (Isa 30 4); of the
princes of Babylon (2 Ch 32 31); of Neco, king
of Egypt (2 Ch 36 21); of t h e messengers of
peace sent by Hezekiah, king of Judah, to Sennacherib, king of Assyria (Isa 33 7). The same
Heb term is used of the messengers sent by Jacob to
Esau (Gen 32 3); by Moses to the king of Edom
(Nu 20 14). For abundant Dlustration consult
"Messenger'' (^XblO , mal'dkh) in any concordance.
(See CONCORD,ANCE. The inhabitants of Gibeon
made themselves pretended ambassadors to Joshua
in order to secure by deceit the protection of a treaty
("covenant"') (Josh 9 4).
In the N T the term is used in a fig. sense. As
the imprisoned representative of Christ at Rome
Paul calls himself "an ambassador in chains"
(Eph 6 2U); and in 2 Cor 5 20 includes, with
himself, all ministers of the gospel, as "ambassadors
. . on behalf of Christ," commissioned by Him,
as their sovereign Lord, wdth the ministry of reconciling the world to God. The Bible contains no
finer characterization of the exalted and spiritual
nature of the minister's vocation as the representative of Jesus Christ, t h e King of kings, and
Saviour of the world.

D W I G H T JNI. PRATT

AMBASSAGE, am'ba-saj (irpco-jBeta, presbeia, "an
embassy," a body of ambassadors on the message

Amasai
Amerce

entrusted to them): Twice used by Christ (1) in
the parable of the Pounds, of the citizens who hated
the nobleman and sent an ambassage, refusing
to have him reign over them, thus illustrating those
who wdlfuUy rejected His own spiritual sovereignty
and kingdom (Lk 19 14); (2) of a weak king who
sends to a stronger an ambassage to ask conditions
of peace (Lk 14 32). Not used elsewhere in the
Bible.
AMBER, am'ber.

See ST(J.NES, PRECIOUS.

AMBITIOUS, am-bish'us ((j>(.\oTi|i^o|jiai, philotimeomai, "t(( be strongly desirous," "strive earnestly," "make it one's aim"): Given as a marginal
reading in lioni 15 20 ("being ambitious to bring
g((od tidings"), 2 Cor 5 9 ("Wc are ambitious,
whether ;(t home or absent, to be well-pleasing
unto him"), and 1 Thess 4 11 ("that ye be ambitious to be quiet").
AMBUSH, am'b(5osh (3"1S;, 'drabh, "to set an
ambush"; 3 ' I N p , md'drdbh, "an ambush"): A
military stratagem in which a body of men are placed
in concealment to surprise an enemy unawares, or to
attack a point when temporarily undefended. This
stratagem was employed successfully by Joshua at
Ai (Josh 8). Jeremiah calls upon the Medes to "set
up a standard against the walls of Babylon, make
the watch strong, set the watchmen, prepare the
ambushes" (Jer 51 12).
AMBUSHMENT, am'bobsh-ment (as above) has
now disappeared in 2 Ch 20 22, where RV gives
for "ambushment" "liers-in-wait." It still remains
in 2 Ch 13 13 where both AV and RV render the
Hebrew- noun "ambushment."
AMEN, .a-nien' (in ritual speech and in singing
a-men', a'men) (yO'lA ,'d.meii; ap,if|v,a«/(''H, = "truly,"
"verily"): Is derived from the reflexive form of a
vb. meaning "to be firm," or "to prop." I t occurs
twice as i noun in Isa 65 16, where we have
(,\V, RV) "God of truth." This rendering implies
the pointing 'omen or 'emiin i.e. "truth," or "faithfulness," a reading actually suggested by Cheyne
and adopted by others. Amen is generally used as
an advb. of assent or confirmation—fiat, "so let it
be." In Jer 28 6 the prophet indorses with it
the words of Hananiah. Amen is employed when
an indi-vidual or the whole nation confii-ms a coven.ant or oath recited in their presence (Nu 5 22;
Dt 27 15 ff; Neh 5 13, etc). I t also occurs at the
close of a ps or book of pss, or of a prayer.
That Amen was appended to the doxology in the
early church is evident both from St. Paul and Rev,
and here again it took the form of a response by the
hearers, ddie ritual of the installation of the Lamb
(Rev 5 6-14) concludes with the Amen of the four
beasts, and the four and twenty elders. I t is also
spoken after "Yea: I come quickly" (22 20). And
that Rev reflects the practice of the church on earth,
dnd not merely of an ideal, ascended community
in heaven, may be concluded from 1 Cor 14 16,
wlience we gather that the lay brethren w-ere expected to say Amen to the address. (See Weizsiicker's The .1 postolic Age of the Chrislian Church,
Eng. tr, II, 289.)

J.4MES MILLAR

AMERCE, a-m<lrs': Found in AV only in D t
22 19, '-•A.nd th(^y shall amerce him in an hundred
shekels of silver." Amerce is c^ legal term derived
from the French (d = " a t " ; merct = "mercy," i.e. lit.
"at the mercy" [of the court]). Here it is used of
the imposing of a fine, according to the Law of Moses,
upon the man who has been proven by the Elders
to have brought a false charge against the -virginity
of the maid he has married by saying to the father,
" I found not thy daughter a maid,"

American RV
Ammon
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AMERICAN REVISED 'VERSION, a-mer'i-kan
r§-vlzd' vilr'shun: On July 7, 1870, it was moved
in the Lower House of the Convoca1. History tion of Canterbury t h a t in the work
of revision the cooperation of American divines be invited. This resolution was assented
to, and on December 7, 1871, the arrangements
were completed.
Under the general presidency
of Dr. Philip Schaff, an OT Company of fiifteen
scholars was formed, with Dr. W. H. Green as
chairman, and a N T Company of sixteen members
(including Dr. Schaff), with Dr. T. D. Woolsey as
chairman. \\'ork was begun on October 4, 1872,
and took the form of offering criticisms on the successive portions of the English revision as they were
received. These criticisms of the American Companies were duly considered by the English Companies during the second revision and the decisions
w'ere again sent to America for criticism. The
replies received were once more given consideration
and, finally, the unadopted readings for which the
American Companies professed deliberate preference were printed as appendices t o the tw-o Testaments as pulilished in 1881 and 1885. These lists,
however, were not regarded by the American
Companies as satisfactory. I n t h e first place, it
became evident t h a t the English Companies, on
account of their instructions and for other reasons,
were not wdlling to make changes of a certain class.
Consequently the American Companies insisted
on only such readings as seemed to have a real
chance of being accepted. And, in the second place,
the English presses hurried the last part of the work
and were unw-illing to allow enough time for adequate thoroughness in the preparation of the fists.
But it was hoped that the first published edition of
the E R V would not be considered definitive and
t h a t in the future such American proposals as had
stood the test of public discussion might be incorporated into the text. This hope was disappointed
—the English Companies disbanded as soon as
their revision w-as finished and their work stood
as final. As a result the American Companies
resolved t o continue their organization. They
were pledged not to issue or indorse any new revision w-ithin fourteen years after the publication of
the ERV, and so it was not until 1900 that the
ARV N T was published. T h e whole Bible was
issued in the following year.
As the complete editions of the ARV give a full
list of the changes made, only t h e more prominent
need be mentioned here. A few of the
2. Differreadings printed in the appendices t o
ences from the E R V were abandoned, but many
ERV
new ones were introduced, including
some that had been adopted while the
English work was in progress b u t w-hich had not
been pressed. (See above.) Still, in general appearance, the .ARV differs but slightly from the Enghsh.
The most important addition is found in the pageheadings. (Some changes have been made in shortening the titles of the N T books. The printing of
poetical passages in poetical form has been carried
through more consistently. T h e paragraphs have
been altered in some cases and (especially in the OT)
shortened. The punctuation has been simplified,
especially by the more frequent use of the semicolon. "The removal of obsolete words ("magnifical,"
"neesings," etc) h.as been effected fairly thoroughly,
obsolete constructions ("jealous over," etc) have
been modernized, particularly by t h e use of " w h o "
or " t h a t " (instead of "w-hich") for persons and " i t s "
(instead of "his") for things. In the O T "Jehovah"
has been introduced systematically for t h e proper
Heb word, as has "Sheol" ("Hades" in the N T ) .
Certain passages too literally rendered in t h e E R V
("reins,'*^ "by the hand of," etc) are given in modern

terms. I n t h e N T , the substitution of "Holy
Spirit" for "Holy Ghost" was completed throughout (in the E R V it is made in some tw-enty places),
"demons" substituted for "devils," "Teacher" for
"Master,'' and " t r y " for " t e m p t " when there is no
direct reference to -wrongdoing. And so on.
I t may be questioned whether t h e differences
between the tw6 Revisions are great enough to
counterbalance the annoyance and
3. Criticism confusion resulting from t h e existence
of two standard versions in t h e same
language. But, accepting t h e ARV as an accomplished fact, and acknowledging a few demerits
that it has or may be thought to have in comparison with t h e ER'V (a bit of pedantry in Ps 148 12
or renderings of disputed passages such as Ps 24 6),
these demerits are altogether outweighed by the
superiorities—with one, exception. I n t h e Psalter,
when used liturgicaUy, t h e repetition of t h e word
"Jehovah" becomes wearisome and the E R V which
retains "The Lord" is much preferable. Most to
be regretted in the ARV is its extreme conservatism
in the readings of the original texts. I n the OT
the number of marginal variants was actually
red-uced. In t h e N T , only trivial changes are made
from the so-called Re-visers' Greek Text, although
this text did not represent t h e best scholarly opinion even in 1881, while in 1900 it was almost universally abandoned. (Today—in 1914—it is obsolete.) I t is very unfortunate t h a t the American
Revisers did not improve on t h e example of their
English brethren and continue their sessions after
the publication of their version, for it is only by the
successive revisions of published work that a really
satisfactory result can be attained.
No ARV Apoc was attempted, a particularly
unfortunate fact, as t h e necessity for the study of
the Apoc has become imperative and
4. Apocry- the E R V Apoc is not a particularly good
pha
piece of work. However, copies of the
ARV can now be obtained with the
E R V Apoc included.

See ENGLISH VERSIONS.
BURTON SCOTT EASTON

AMETHYST, am'e-thist.

See STONES, PRECIOUS.

AMI, a'mi, ii'me C P i J , 'ami): Ancestor of a
family among "Solomon's servants" in the Return
(Ezr 2 57); the same as Amon in Neh 7 59.
AMIABLE, a'mi-a-b'l (T^"!'^, y'dhldh, "beloved"):
Applied t o the tabernacle or tent of meeting.
"How a. ["lovely" RVm] are t h y tabernacles"
(Ps 84 1), the pi. having reference t o t h e subdi•visions and appurtenances of t h e sanctuary (cf
68 35). The adj. is rendered "amiable" in the
sense of the French aimable, lovely; but the usage
of the Heb word requires it t o be understood as
meaning "dear," "beloved." Cf "so amiable a
prospect" (Sir T. Herbert), "They keep their
churches so cleanly and amiable" (Howell, 1644).
"What made t h e tabernacle of Moses lovely was not
the outside, which was very mean, but what was
within" (John Gill). See TABERNACLE.
M . 0 . EVANS

AMINADAB, a-min'a-dab ('AfiivoSip, Aminaddb): AV: Gr form of Amminadab (q.v.). Thus
RV (Mt 1 4 ; Lk 3 3 3 ) .
AMISS, a-mis': There are two words tr^ "amiss''
in the NT, Ara-n-os, dtopos, referring to that which
is improper or harmful (Lk 23 4 1 ; Acts 28 6),
while /coKfis, kakds, refers to that which is evil
in the sense of a disaster, then to t h a t which is
wi(3ked, morally •wrong. This latter is the use ot
it in Jas 4 3. The purpose of the prayer is evil,
it is therefore amiss and cannot be granted (cf
2 Ch 6 37 ff).
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AMITTAI, a-mit'i (ippX,'(5/H///ay, "faithful"):
The father of the prophet Jonah. He was from
Gath-hepher in Zebtdun [2 K 14 25; Jon 1 1).
AMMAH, ain'a (HpX, 'ainmah, "mother" or
"beginning"): .V hill in the territory of Benjamin
(2 S 2 24), where Joab and .Abishai halted at
nightfall in their pursuit of Abner and his forces
after their victory over him in the battle of Gibeon.
It "lieth before Giah 1\\- the w-ay of the wilderness
of Gibeon"; but the exact location has not been
identified. The same Heb word aiipears as the
second part of Metheg-ammah in 2 S 8 1 .AA', but
rendered ''mother city" in RA', probably howi-ver
not the same place as in 2 S 2 24.
AMMI, am'I (^"2" 'ainnu, "my people"): ,V
symbohc name given to Israel by Ho.sea (2 1; 2
3 in Heb text), descriptive of Israel in (he stale of
restoration, and in contr:(st to sinful and rejected
Israel, represented by He(sea's son, who w-as eidled
Lo-ammi, "not my people," when born to the
prophet (Hos 1 9.10). This restoration to the
Divine favor is more fully described in Ilos 2 21.
23 in words quoted by Paul (Rom 9 25.26). The
use of such fig. and descriptive names is frequent
in the t)T; cf L a 62 4.12.
AMMIDIOI, a-mid'i-oi (.AA' -Ammidoi, am'i-doi;
'A|ii[iC8ioi, Amnndioi
[also with aspirate]; ((Ccurring only in 1 Esd 5 20): One of the families
returning from the Bab Capti\-ity in the First
Return, under Zerubbabel, in 537 BC. This name
is not found in the correspon(.ling lists of the canonical books, Ezr 2 and Xeh 7. Their identity is
uncertain.

American RV
Ammon

(5) .A descendant of Judah through the line of
Perez (1 Ch

9 4).

EDWARD M A C K

AMMIHUR, a-mi'hur (.AV and RVm; l i n i ' B y ,
'ammihur, "my kinsman is noble": 'E|i.ioiiS, Emiouil). See .'A.M.MiHUD (4).
AMMINADAB, a-min'a-dab ( l ^ r B ? ,
'amminddhdbli = "my people [or my kinsman] is generous or noble''): Three persons bearing this name
are mentioned in the OT.
(1) In Ruth 4 19.20 and 1 Ch 2 10 Amminadab
is referred to as one of David's ancestors. He was
the greal-gi-aiidson of Perez, a son of Judah (Gen
38 29; 46 12) and the great-grandfather of Boaz,
who ag;dn was the great-grandfather of David.
.Aaron's wife, ElLsheba, was a daughter of Amminadab (Ex 6 23), while one of the sons, viz.
Nahshon, occupied an important po.sition in the
Judah-clan (Nu 1 7; 2 3; 7 12; 10 14).
(2) In the first Book of Ch (6 22) Amminadab is
mentioned as a son of Kohath (and therefore a
gi'andson of Levi) and the father of Korah. But in
other genealogical jiassages (Ex 6 18; Nu 3 19;
1 Ch 6 2) the sons of Kohath are Amram, Izhar,
Hebron and Uzziel, and in two places (Ex 6 21;
1 Ch 6 38) Izhar is mentioned as the father of
Korah.
(3) According to 1 Ch (15 10.11) Amminadab
was the name of a priest who took part in the
removal of the ark to Jerusalem. He was the son
of Uzziel, and therefore a nephew of Amminadab,
son of Kohath ( = Izhar).

THOMAS LEWIS

AMMINADIB, a-min'a-dib (3^~3 ^ D ? , 'ammi
nddhlbh): The name occurs in AV and RA'm only
in one passage (Cant 6 12. ''the chariots of Amminadib"). In AA'm and RV text, however, it is
AMMIEL, am'i-el ( " X " ^ " , 'ammi'el, "my kinsnot regarded as -a proper name, and the clause is
man is Cod"; 'A\i.ii.-f\K, Ameiel]): A name borne by rendered, "among the chariots of my princely
four men in the OT.
people." Inteipretations widely vary (see CO.M(1) One of the twelve spies sent into Canaan by
MENTARIES).
Moses; son of Gemalli, of the tribe of Dan (Nu 13
A M M I S H A D D A I , am-i-shad'i, am-i-shad-a'I
V2).
(iTjipi'Qp ^ 'amrivtshadday, "Shaddai is my kins(2) A Benjamite, the father of Machir, a friend
m a n " ) : 'The father of Ahiezer, a Danite captain or
of David, hving at Lodebar in Gilead (2 S 9 4.5;
17 27j.
"head of his fathers' house," during the Wilderness
(3) Father of Bathshua (or Bathsheba), one of
journey (Nu 1 12; 2 25, etc).
Da-vid's wives, w-ho was mother of Solomon (1 Ch 3
AMMIZABAD, a-miz'a-bad ( " S P ' E ; ' , 'amml5). In the n pa.-sage, 2 8 11 3, by transposition
zdbhddh, "my kinsman has made a present"): The
of the tw-o parts of the name, he is called Eliam,
son of Benaiah, one of David's captains for the third
meaning "my (iiod is a kinsman."
(4) The sixth son of Obed-edom, a Levite, one
month (1 Ch 27 6).
of the doorkeepers of the tabernacle of God in
AMMON, am'on; AMMONITES, am'on-its
David's fife-time (1 Ch 26 5). EDWARD M A C K
(•jIB?, 'ammon; n^:TE", 'ammonlm): The Heb
tradition
makes this tribe descendants of Lot and
A M M m U D , a-ml'hud ( ~ ' n ^ - £ " ,
'amnuhudh,
hence related to the Israehtes (Cien 19 38). This
"my kinsman is glorious"; variously in L X X ,
is reflected in the name usu^dly employed in < )T to
'E|j.io{(8, Emien'iit or 2€(i.(.ov8, Semioud or 'AjiiovS,
designate them, Ben 'Ammi, B'ne '/Unman, "son of
Amioild): The name of several OT persons.
n(y people," "children of my people," i.e. relatives.
(1) Father of Elishama, w-ho in the Wilderness
Hence we find that the Israehtes are commanded
was head of the tribe of Ephrahn (Nu 1 10; 2 18;
to avoid conflict with them on their march to the
7 48.53; 10 22; 1 Ch 7 26).
Promised Land (Dt 2 19). Their dwefling-place
(2) Father of Shemuel, w-ho was appointed by
was on the east of (he Dead Sea and the Jordan,
Moses from the tribe of Simeon to divide the land
between the Arnon and the Jabbok, but, before
among the tribes after they should have entered
the advance of the Hebrews, they had been disCanaan (Nu 34 20).
possessed of a portion of their land by the Amorites,
(3) Father of Pedahel, who was appointed from
who founded, along the east side of the Jordan
the tribe of N.aphtali for the same purpose as the
and the Dead Sea, the kingdom of Sihon (Nu 21
Ammihud of (2) (Nu 34 28).
21-31). AA'e know from the records of Egypt, esp.
(4) In the AV and RA^m for the Ammihur
.A.m Tab, the approximate date of the Amorite
(^.'n^'Ei', 'ammihur, "my kinsman is noble"), who
invasion (14th and 13th cents,, BC). They were
was father of Talmai of Geshur, a little Aram, kingpressed on the north by the Hittites who forced
dom E. of the Lebanon mountains, to whom Absathem upon the tribes of the south, and some of
lom fled after the murder of his brother Amnon. them settled east of the Jordan. Thus Israel
The weight of evidence seems to favor the reading
helped A. by destroying their old enemies, and this
Ammihur (2 S 13 37).

Ammonitess
Amorites
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makes their conduct at a later period the more
reprehensible. In the days of Jephthah the\oppressed the Israelites east of the Jordan, claiming that the latter had deprived them of their territory ^N'hen they came from Egypt, whereas it was
the possessions of the Amorites they took (Jgs 11
1-28). They were defeated, but their hostility
did not cease, and their conduct tow-ard the Israelites was particularly shameful, as in the days
of Saul (1 S 11) and of "David (2 S 10). This may
account for the cruel treatment meted out to them
m the war that foUowed (2 S 12 26-31). They
seem to have been completely subdued by Da-vid
and their eajdtal was taken, and we find a better
spirit manifested afterward, for Nahash of Rabbah
show-ed kindness to him when a fugitive (2 S 17
27-29). Their country came into the possession of
Jeroboam, on the division of the kingdom, and
when the Syrians of Damascus deprived the kingdom of Israel of their possessions east of the Jordan,
the A. became subjects of Benhadad, and we find
a contingent of 1,000 of them serving as allies of
that king in the great battle of the Syrians w-ith
the Assyrians at Qarqar (854 BC) in the reign of
Shalmaneser I I . They may have regained their
old territory w-hen Tiglath-pileser carried off the
Israelites E. of the Jordan into captivity (2 K 15 29;
1 Ch 5 26). Their hostility to both kingdoms,
Judah and Israel, w-as often manifested. In the
days of Jehoshaphat they joined with the Moabites
in an attack upon him, but met with disaster
(2 Ch 20). They paid tribute to Jotham ( 2 C h
27 5). After submitting to Tiglath-pileser they
were generally tributary to Assyria, but we have
mention of their joining in the general uprising
that took place under Sennacherib; but they submitted and we find them tributary in the reign of
Esarhaddon. Their hostility to Judah is shown
in their joining the Chaldaeans to destroy it (2 K 24
2). Their cruelty is denounced by the prophet
Amos (1 13), and their destruction by Jer (49 1-6),
Ezk (21 2.S-32), Zeph (2 8.9). Their murder of
Gedaliah (2 K 25 22-26; Jer 40 14) w-as a dastardly act. Tobiah the A. united wdth Sanballat to
oppose Neh (Neh 4), and their opposition to the
Jew-s did not cease with the establishment of the
latter in Judaea.
They joined the Syrians in their w-ars with the
Maccabees and w-ere defeated by Judas (1 JNlac 5
<5).
. .
Their religion was a degrading and cruel superstition. Their chief god was Alolech, or Moloch,
to w-hom they offered human sacrifices (1 K 11 7)
against w-hich Israel w-as especially w-arned (Lev 20
2-.'). This worship w-as common to other tribes for
we find it mentioned among the Phoenicians.
H.

PORTER

A M M O N I T E S S , am-on-i'tes, a-mon'i-tes
(ST'ITE?, 'ammoiiith): A w-oman of the Ammonites, Naamah, the mother of Rehoboam (1 K 14
21.31; 2 Ch 12 13; 24 26).
AMNON, am'non ('^Vl^t^, 'amnon, "faithful";
cf 'il:'^pN, 'dmlnon, 2 S 13 20, w-hich is probably a
diminutive. WeUhausen [IJG, I I , 24, n.2] resolves
l'iD"'rX into "''Ei:?, 'imml, and l^:, nun, "my
mother is the serpent"; cf N U N ) :
(1) The eldest son of David and Ahinoam, the
Jezreelites (cf 2 S 3 2). As the crown prince and
heir presumptive to the throne, he was intensely
hated by Absalom, w-ho was, therefore, doubly
eager to revenge the outrage committed by Amnon
upon his sister Tamar (2 S 3 2; 13 1 if; 1 Ch
3 1).
(2) A name in the genealogy of Judah (1 Ch
4 20).
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AMOK, a'mok (pTCJ', 'amok, "deep"): A chief
priest who came to Jerus with Zerubbabel (Neh
12 7) and the forefather of Eber, w-ho was priest
in the days of Joiakim (Neh 12 20).
AMON, a'nion ("il^S, 'amon): A name identical
with that of the Egyp local deity of Thebes (No);
cf Jer 46 25. The foreign name given to a Heb
prince is remarkable, as is also the fact that it is
one of the two or three royal names of Judah not
compounded w-ith the name of Jehovah. See
MANASSEH.
It seems to reflect the sentiment
which his fanatical father sought to make prevail
that Jeh had no longer any more claim to identification with the realm than had other deities.
(1) A king of Judah, son and successor of Manasseh; reigned two years and was assassinated
in his owr( palace by the officials of his household.
The story of his reign is told briefly in 2 K 21
19-26, and still more briefly, though in identical
terms, so far as they go, in 2 Ch 33 21-25. His
short reign was merely incidental in the history of
Judah; just long enough to reveal the traits and
tendencies which directly or indirectly led to his
death. It was merely a weaker continuation of the
regime of his idolatrous father, though without the
fanaticism which gave the father positive character,
and without the touch of piety which, if the Chronicler's account is correct, tempered the father's
later years.
If the assassination was the initial act of a revolution, the latter was immediately suppressed by
"the people of the land," who put to death the
conspirators and placed Amon's eight-year-old
son Josiah on the throne. In the view of the
present w-riter the motive of the affair was probably connected with the perpetuity of the Davidic
dynasty, which, having sur'vived so long according
to prophetic prediction (cf 2 S 7 16; Ps 89 36.37),
was an essential guarantee of Jeh's favor. Manasseh's foreign sympathies, however, had loosened
the hold of Jeh on the officials of his court; so that,
instead of being the loyal center of devotion to
Israel's religious and national idea, the royal household was but a hotbed of worldly ambitions, and
all the more for Manasseh's prosperous reign, so
long immune from any stroke of Divine judgment.
It is natural that, seeing the insignificance of
Amon's administration, some ambitious clique,
imitating the poUcy that had .frequently succeeded
in the Northern Kingdom, should strike for the
throne. They had reckoned, however, without
estimating the inbred Davidic loyalty of the body
of the people. It was a blow at one of their most
cherished tenets, committing the nation both
politically and religiously to utter uncertainty.
"That this impulsive act of the people was in the
line of the purer religious movement which was ripening in Israel does not prove that the spirituallyminded "remnant" w-as minded to violence and
conspiracy; it merely shows what a stern and
sterling fiber of loyalty still existed, seasoned and
confirmed by trial, below the corrupting cults and
fashions of the ruling classes. In the tragedy of
Amon's reign, in short, we get a glimpse of the
basis of sound principle that lay at the common
heart of Israel.
(2) A governor of Samaria (I K 22 26); the one
to w-hom the prophet Micaiah was committed as
a prisoner by King Ahab, after the prophet had
disputed the predictions of the court prophets and
foretold the king's death in battle.
(3) The head of the "children of Solomon's servants" (Neh 7 59) who returned from captivity;
reckoned along with the Nethinim, or temple slaves.
Called also Ami (Ezr 2 57),
J O H N FRANKLIN GENTTNO
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AMORITES, am'o-rits ; Amorites ("^Itlij!, 'i-mdri,
ahvavs in the singular hke the Bab Aiiiuiru from
whieii it is taken; 'Anoppaioi, Amorraioi):
1. Varying: Use of tlio Name Explained
2. Tllo".\((iorile Kmgdoni
3. Sihon's Continesi
4. Uisappearance of the .Aiiioi-ite Kingdom
5 Pli>sical CharacLeristics of the .Vin((rik(s
The name Amorite is used in the ( ' l ' to denote
(1) the inhabitants of Pal generally, (2) the p((pulation of the hills as opposed to the plain, and
(3) a specific people under a king of their own.
Thus (1) w-e hear of them on the west shore of the
Dead Sea ((^Jen 14 7), at Hebron (Gen 14 Ll),
and Shechem (Gen 48 22). in tiileiid and liashai.
(Dt 3 10) and under Hermon (Ht 3 8; 4 4S).
'They are named instead of the Canaanites as the
inhabitants of Pal whom the Israelii es w ei-e re(iuii-e'l
to exterminate (Gen 15 16; Dt 20 17; Jus 6 10;
1 S 7 14; 1 K 21 26; 2 K 21 11); the older
population of Judah is called .AiiKdite in Josh 10
5.6, in conformity with which Ezk (16 3) states that
Jerus had an Amorite father; and the Gibeonites are
s:iid to have been "of the remnant of the .Amorites"
(2 S 21 2). On the other hand (2), in Nu 13 29
the Amorites are described as dw (41iiig in the mountains hke the Hittites and Jebusites of Jerus, while
the Amalekites or Bedouins lived in the south an( I
the Canaanites on the seacoast and in the vallcAof the Jordan. Lastl\- (3j we hear of Sihon, "king
of the Amorites," w-ho had conquered the northern
half of Moab (Nu 21 21-31; D t 2 26-35).
Assyriological discovery has explained the varying
use of the name. The Heb form of it is a transliteration of the Bab Amurru, w-hich was
1. Varying both sing, and pi. In the age of AbraUse of the ham the Amurru were the dominant
Name Ex- people in western Asia; hence Syria
plained
and Pal were called by the Babylonians "the land of the Amorites."
In the Assyr period this was replaced by "land of
the Hittites." the Hittites in the Mosaic age ha-ving
ma'.le themselves masters of (Sjrria and Canaan.
The use of the name "Amorite" in its general
sense belongs to the Bab period of oriental history.
The Amorite kingdom was of great antiquity.
About 2500 BC it embraced the larger part of
Mesopotdiiiia and Syria, with its capi2. The
tal probably at Harran, and a few
Amorite
centuries later northern Babylonia
Kingdom
was occupied by an "Amorite" dynasty of kings w-ho traced their descent
from Sarnu or Sumu (the Biblical Sliein), and made
Babylon their capital. To this dynasty belonged
Khammu-rabi, the Amraphel of Gen 14 1, In the
astrological documents of the period frecjuent
reference is made to "the king of the Amorites,"
This king of the .Amorites was subject to Babylonia in the age of the dynasty of Ur, tw-o or three
centuries before the birtli of Abrah^do, He claimed
suzerainty over a number of ''.\iji()rit(" kinglets,
among whom those of Khana on IIK; Euphrates,
near the mouth of the Khabur, may be named, sinc((
in the Abrahamic age one of t.heiii was called
Khammu-rapikh and another Isinlini or Isr.'.(el.
A payment of a cadastral survey luude at this time
by a Bab go\-ernor with the Can name of I'rimelech is now in the Louvre. Numerous Amorites
were settled in LTr and other Bab ch ies, chiefly for the
purpose of trade. They seem to have enjoyed the
same rights and privileges as the native B;(l(>'lonians. Some of them were commercial travelers,
but we hear also of the heads of the great firms
making journeys to the Mediterranean coast.
In an inscription found near Diarbekir and dedicated to Khammu-rabi by Ibirum ( = Eber), the
governor of the district, the only title given to the
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Ball monarch is "king of the Aniorit(.-s,''where instead of Amur rd the iSnincrian Mnrln. (ll(^:t indreh)
is used. The great-grandson of Khammu-rabi still
calls hims(4f "Idng of the wides|iread land of the
.Aiiioiiles," but two gener:(lioiis later Babylonia w-as
invaded by the Hittites, the (Amorite dynasty came
1(1 an end, and there was once more a "king of the
,Anior(tes" w ho was not also king of Babylonia.
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He (Is 1 ,(111011 tes, akin t i No( tl( .\r(i(..(n ,.
The Amorite kingdom continued to exist down
to the time of the Israelitish iiiv:(sion of Pal, and
mention is made of it in the h^gyp records as w-ell
as in the cuneiform Am Tab, and the Hittite archives recently discovered at Boghaz-keui, the site
of the Hittite capital in Cappadocia. The Egyji
conquest of Canaan by the kings of the X V I l I t h
Dynasty had put an end to the effective government of t h a t country by the Amorite princes,
but their rule still extended eastw-ard to the borders
of Babylonia, w-hile its southern limits coincided
approximately with what was afterw-ard the northern frontier of Naphtali. The Amorite kings,
however, becaine, at all events in name, the vassals
of the Egyp Pharaoh. When the Egyp empire
began to break up, under the "heretic king" Amenhotep IV, at the end of the XVIIIth Dynasty
(1400 BC), the Amorite princes naturally turned
to then- more powerful neighbors in the north. One
of the letters in the Tell el-Amarna correspondence
is from the Ph.araoh to his .Amorite vassal Aziru
the son of Ebed-.Aslierah, aecnsing him of rebellion
and threatening him with punishment. Eventually
Aziru found it advisable to go over openly to the
Hittites, and pay the Hittite g((\'ernment an annual
tribute of 300 shekels of gold. From that time
forw-ard the .Amorite kingdom w-as a dependency
of the Hiftile empire, which, on the strength of
this, claimed dominion over Pal as far as the Egyp
frontier.
The second successor of Aziru was Abi-Amurru
(or Abi-Hadad), whose successor bore, in addition
to a Sem name, the Mitannian name of Bentesinas. Bente-sinas w-as dethroned by the Hittite
King Alullallis and imprisoned in Cappadocia,
w-liere he seems to have met the Ilittile prince
Kliattu-sil, who on the death of his brother Mutlallis seized the crown and restored Bente-sinas to
his kingdom. Bente-sinas iiiai-ried the daughter
of Kliattu-sil, while his own (l.-uighter was w-edded
to the son of his Hittite suzerain, and an agreement
w-iis made that the succession to the Amorite throne
should be confined to her descendants. Tw-o or
three generations later the Hittite empire w-as
destroyed by an invasion of "nortliern barbarians,"
the Phrygians, probably, of Gr history, who marched
southward, through Pal, against Egypt, carrying
with them "the king of the iAnioriLes." The invaders, how-ever, were defeated and practically
exterminated by Ramses I I I of the X X t h Eg-,-"p
Dynasty (1200 BC). The Amorite king, captured
on this occasion by the Egyptians, was probably
the immediate predecessor of the Sihon of the OT.
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Egyp influence in Canaan had finally ceased with
the invasion of Egypt by the Libyans and peoples
of the .Aegean in the fifth year of
3. Sihon's Meneptah, the successor of Ramses
Conquest
II, at the time of the Israehtish E.xodus. Though the invaders were repulsed, the Egyp garrisons had to be withdrawn
from the cities of southern Pal, where their place
was taken b}- the Philis who thus blocked the wa}'
from E g y p t ' t o the north. The Amorites, in the
name of their distant Hittite suzerains, were accordingly able to overrun the old Egyp provinces
on the east side of the Jordan; the Amorite chieftain Og possessed himself of Bashan (Dt 3 8), and
Sihon, "king of the Amorites," conquered the northern part of Moab.
The conquest must have been recent at the time
of the Israelitish invasion, as the Amorite song of
triumph is quoted in Nu 21 27-29, and adapted
to the overtlirow- of Sihon himself by the Israelites.
'Woe unto thee,' it reads, 'O Moab; thou art
undone, O people of Chemosh! [Chemosh] hath
given thy sons who escaped [the battle] and thy
daughters into captivity to Sihon king of the
Amorites.' The flame t h a t had thus consumed
Heshbon, it is further declared, shall spread southward through ]\lo:d(, while Heshbon itself is rebuilt
and made the capital of the conqueror: "Come to
Heshbon, t h a t the city of Sihon [like the city of
Da\-id, 2 S 5 9] may be rebuilt and restored. For
the fire has sjiread from Heshbon, the flame from the
capital of Silion, devouring as far as Moab [reading
'adh wdth the L X X instead of 'dr], and swallowing
up [reading bdl''dh with the LXX] the high places
of Arnon." The Israelitish invasion, however, prevented the expected conquest of southern Moab from
taking place.
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(1) Knowledge of God
(2) Acquaintance with History of His People
(3) Personal Travel
(4) Scenery of His Home
5. His Mission
6. Date
II.

THE BOOK

1. Its Divisions
2. Its Outlook
3. A'aluo of the Book
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LITERATURE

/. The Prophet.—Amos
is the prophet whose
book stands third among the "Twelve" in the
Hebrew canon. No other person
1. Name
bearing the same name is mentioned
in the OT, the name of the father of
the prophet Isaiah being written differently ('dmog).
There is an Amos mentioned in the genealogical
series Lk 3 25, but he is otherwise unlaiown, and
w-e do not know how his name would have been
written in Hebrew. Of the signification of the
prophet's name all that can be said is that a verb
with the same stem letters, in the sense of to load or
to carry a load, is not uncommon in the language.
Tekoa, the native place of Amos, was situated
at a distance of 5 miles S. from Bethlehem, from
which it is visible, and 10 miles from
2. Native
Jerusalem, on a hill 2,700 ft. high.
Place
overlooking the w-ilderness of Judah.
I t was made a "city for defence" by
Rehoboam (2 Ch 11 6), and may have in fact
received its name from its remote and exposed
position; for the stem of which the word is a derivaAfter IIK- fall of Silion the Amorite kingdom dis- tive is of frequent occurrence in the sense of soundappears. The Syrians of Zobah, of Hamath and
ing an alarm wdth the trumpet: e.g. "Blow the
of Damascus take its place, while
trumpet in Tekoa, and set up a sign of fire in
4. Disapwdth the rise of Assyria the "Amor- Beth-haccerem" (Jer 6 1 AV). The same word is
pearance of ites" cease to be the representatives also used to signify the setting up of a tent by
the Amorite in contemporarj- lit, of the inhabitants striking in the tent-pegs; and Jerome states that
Kingdom
of western Asia. .At one time their
there was no village beyond Tekoa in his tune.
The name has survived, and the neighborhood is
power had extended to the Bab
frontier, and Bente-sinas was summoned to Cap- at the present day the pasture-ground for large
padocia by his Hittite overlord to answer a charge flocks of sheep and goats. From the high ground
made by the Bab ambassadors of his having raided
on which the modern village stands one looks down
northern Babylonia. The Amorite king urged,
on the bare undulating hills of one of the bleakest
how-ever, that the raid was merely an attempt to districts of Palestine, "the w-aste howling wilderrecover a debt of 30 talents of silver.
ness," which must have suggested some of the
In Nu 13 29 the Amorites are described as moun- startling imagery of the prophet's addresses. The
taineers, and in harmony with this, according to place may have had—as is not seldom the case wdth
Professor Petrie's notes, the Egyp towns or villages—a reputation for a special quality
5. Physical artists represent them wdth fair com- of its inhabitants: for it was from Tekoa that
Joab fetched the wise woman" who by a feigned
Characteris- plexions, blue eyes and light hair. It
story effected the reconciliation of David with his
tics of the would, therefore, seem that they
Amorites
belonged to the Libyan race of north- banished son Absalom (2 S 14). There are traces
ern Africa rather than to the Sem in the Book of Am of a shrewdness and mother-wit
which are not so conspicuous in other prophetical
stock. In w-estern .Asia, howe^-er, they w-ere mixed
with other racial elements derived from the sub- books.
ject populations, and as they spoke a Sem language
The particulars of a personal kind which are
one of the most important of these elements would
noted in the book are few but suggestive. Amos
have been the Semites. In its general sense, morewas not a prophet or the son of a
over, the name "Amorite" included in the Bab
3. Personal prophet, he tells us (7 14), i.e. he did
period all the settled and civilized peoples west of
History
not belong to the professional class
the Euphrates to whatever race they might belong.
which frequented the so-called schools
LITERATURE.—Hugo 'Winckler, Mitteilungen der deutof the prophets. He was "among the herdmen of
schen Orient-Gesellschaft (1907), No, 35, Berhn; Sayce, Tekoa' (1 1), the word here used being found
The Races of the OT, Religious Tract See, 1890.
only once in another place (2 K 3 4) and applied
A. H. SAYCE
to Mesha, king of Moab. I t seems to refer to a
AMOS, a'mos (C'^^cy, 'dind.^, "burdensome" or
special breed of sheep, somewhat ungainly in ap"burden-bearer"; 'Anus, Amos):
pearance but producing an abundant fleece. In
7 14 the word rendered "herdman" is different, and
I.
T n c PROPHET
1. Name
denotes an owner ot cattle, though some, from the
2. Native Place
L X X rendering, think t h a t the word should be
3. Personal History
the same as in 1 1. He was also "a dresser of
4. His Preparation
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syconiore-trees" (7 14). The word rendered "dresser" (lv\") or "gatherer • (AN) occurs only here,
and from the rendering of the LXX (ki'lt;ui>) it
is conjeetm-ed that there is reference to a squeezing or nipping of the sycamore fig to make it nioiipalatable or to accelerate its ripening, tlioiigli such
a usage is not known in Pal at the present day.
Nothing is sai(-l as to any special preparation of
the prophet for his work: "The Lord took me from
foUowdng the flock, and the Loid said
4. His
unto me. Go, prophesy unto my pcoiile
Preparation Lsraid" (7 15 ERA). In these words
he puts himself in line with all the
prophets who, in various modes of expression,
claim a direct revelation from God, But the mention of the prophetic call in association with the
mention of his worldly ealhng is significant, ddiere
w-as no period interposed between the one and tin?
other, no cessation of husbandry to prepare for the
work of prophesying. The husbandman was prepared for this task, and when God's time came he
took it up. AA'hat w-as that preparation'.' Even if
we suppose that the call w-as a momentary event, the
man must ha\'e been ready to receive it, equipped
for its performance. And, looking at the way in
which he accomplished it, as exhibited in his book,
we can see that there w-as a preparation, both
internal and external, of a very thorough and effective character.
(1) Knoicledge of God.—First of all, he has no
doubt or uncertainty as to the character of the God
in whose name he is called to speak. The God of
Amos is one w-hose sway is boundless (9 2 ff), whose
pow-er is infinite (8 9 t), not only controlling the
forces of Nature (4; 5 8 f) but guiding the movements and destinies of nations (6 1 ff. 14; 9 7ff).
Moreo-^-er, He is righteous in all His ways, dealing
wdth nations on moral principles (1 3 ff; 2 Iff);
and, though particularly favorable to Israel, yet
making that very choice of them as a people a
ground for \dsiting them with sterner retribution for
their sins (3 2). In common with all the prophets,
Amos gi\es no explanation of how he came to know
God and to form this conception of His character.
It was not by searching that they found out God.
It is assumed t h a t God is and that He is such a
Being; and this know-ledge, as it could come only
from God, is regarded as undisputed and undisputable. The call to speak in God's name may
have come suddenly, but the prophet's conception
of the character of the God who called him is no
new or sudden revelation but a firm and wellestablished con-viction.
(2) Acquaintance with history of his people.—
Then his book shows not only that he was well
acquainted with the history and traditions of his
nation, w-hieh he takes for granted as well known
to his hearers, but that he had reflected upon these
things and realized their significance. We infer that
he had breathed an atmosphere of rehgion, as there
is nothing to indicate that, in his acquaintance
with the religious facts of his nation, he differed
from those among whom he dwelt, although the
call to go forth and enforce them came to him in a
special way.
(3) Personal travel.—It has been conjectured
that Amos had acquired by personal travel the
accurate acquaintance which he shows in his graphic
delineations of contemporary life and conditions;
and it may have been the case that, as a woolmerchant or flock-master, he had visited the towns
mentioned and frequented the various markets to
which the people were attracted.
(4) Scenery of his home.—Nor must we overlook
another factor in his preparation: the scenery in
which he had his home and the occupations of his
daily life. The landscape was one to make a
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solemn impr(>ssion on a reflective mind: the widespreading desert, the shimmering waters of the
Dead Sea, the high w :ill of the distant hdls of Moab,
over all which were thrown the varying light and
shade. The silent lite of the desert, as with such
scenes ever beioK! him, he tende(.l his flock or
defended them from th(! i-avag(.-s of wdd beasts,
would to one whos(( thoughts \vere full of Go(i
nourish that exalted view of the Divine Majesty
which we find in his book, and furnish the imagery
in which his thoughts are set ( 1 2 ; 3 4f; 4 13;
5 cS; 9 5 f ) . As he is taken from following the
flock, he comes before us using the language and
figures of his daily life (3 12), but there runs tlirough
all the note of one who has seen God's working in
all Nature and His presence in every phenomenon.
Rustic he may be, but there is no rudeness or
rusticity in his style, which is one of natural and
impa.ssioned eloquem^e, ordered and regular as
coming from a mind which was responsive to the
orderly working of God in Nature around him.
There is an aroma of the free air of the desert ahout
his words; but the pro|(het lives in an ampler ether
and breathes a purer air; all things in Nature and
on the field of history are seen in a Divine light and
measured by a Divine standard.
Thus prepared in the solitudes of the extreme
south of Judah, he was called to go and prophesy
unto the people of Israel, and appears
5. His
at Bethel the capital of the Northern
Mission
Kingdom. I t may be that, in the
prosecution of his worldly calling, he
had seen and been impressed by the conditions of
life and religion in those parts. No reason is given
for his mission to the n(jithern capital, but the
reason is not far to seek. It is the manner of the
prophets to appear where they are most needed;
and the Northern Kingdom about that time had
come victorious out of war, and had reached its
culmination of wealth and power, with the attendant results of luxury and excess, W'hile the Southern
K n g d o m had been eiijo>ing a period of outward
tranquillity and doniestie content.
The date of the prophet Amos can approximately
be fixed from the statement in the first ver that his
activity fell "in the days of Uzziah
6. Date
king of Judah, and in the days of
Jeroboam the son of Joash king of
Israel, two years before the earthquake." Both
these monarchs had long reigns, that of Uzziah
extending from 779 to 740 BC and that of Jeroboam II from 783 to 743 BC. If we look at the
years when they were concurrently reigning, and
bear in mind that, toward the end of Uzziah's reign,
Jotham acted as co-regent, we may safely place
the date of Amos at about the year 760 BC. In a
country in which earthquakes are not uncommon
the one here mentioned must have been of unusual
severity, for the inemory of it was long preserved
(Zee 14 5). Hew long he exercised his ministry
we are not told. In all probabilily the book is the
deposit of a series of addresses delivered from time
to time till his plain speaking drew upon him the
resentment of the authorities, and he was ordered
to leave the country (Am 7 10 ff). We can only
conjecture that, some time afterward, he withdrew
to his native place and put down in writing a condensed record of the discourses he had dehvered.
//. The Book.—We can distinguish with more
than ordinary certainty the outlines of the individual
addresses, and the arrangement of the book is
clear and simple. The text, also, has been on the
whole faithfully preserved: and though in a few
places critics profess to find the traces of later
editorial hands, these conclusions rest mainly on
subjective grounds, and will be estimated differently by different minds.
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The book falls naturally into three parts, recogAmaziah, the priest of Bethel, is recorded, with the
nizable by certain recurring formulas and general
prophet's noble reply as to his Divine call, and his
hterary features.
rebuke and denunciation of the priest, ending with
1. Its
(1) The first section, which is clearly
a prophetic announcement of the downfall and
captivity of Israel (7 14-17).
Divisions
recognizable, embraces chs 1 and 2.
Here, after the title and designation
If the discourses are put down in chronological
of the prophet in ver 1, there is a solemn proclaorder of their delivery, it would appear that Amos
mation of Di-vine authority for the prophet's words:
did not immediately take his departure,
"Jeh will roar from Zion, and utter his voice
2. Its
since more visions follow this episode;
from Jerusalem" (ver 2). This is notable in one
Outlook
and there is a special appropriateness
who throughout the book recognizes God's power
in the intervention of Amaziah just
as world-wide and His operation as extensive as at the point where it is recorded. As to the closing
creation; and it should be a caution in view, on
passage of this section (9 11-15) which gives a
the one hand, of the assertion that the temple at
bright prospect of the future, there is a class of
Jerusalem was not more sacred than any of the
critics who are inclined to reject it just on this
numerous "high places" thi-oughout the land, 'and,
account as inconsistent with the severe denunciatory
on the other hand, the superficial manner in which
tone of the rest of the book. I t is quite possible,
some writers speak of the Heb notion of a Deity
however, that the prophet himself (and no succeedwhose dwelling-place was restricted to one locality
ing later editor) may have added the passage when
beyond which His influence was not felt. For this he came to wTite down his addresses. There is no
God, who has His dw-elling-place in Zion, now
reason to believe t h a t any of the prophets—harsh
through the mouth of the prophet denounces in
though their words w-ere—believed that the God
succession the surrounding nations, and this mainly
of Israel would make a full end of His people in
not for offences committed against the chosen people
captivity: on the contrary, their assurance of
but for moral offences against one another and for
God's faithfulness to His promise, and the deepbreaches of a law binding on humanity. It will
seated con-viction that right would ultimately prebe observed that the nations denounced are not
vail, lead us to expect even in the sternest or earliest
named in geographical order, and the prophet
of the prophets the hope of a future glory—that
exhibits remarkable rhetorical skill in the order of
hope which grew brighter and brighter as the naselection. The interest and sympathy of the
tion's outlook grew darker, and attained intensity
hearers is secured by the fixing of the attention on
and clearness in the Messianic hope which susthe enormities of guilt in their neighbors, and curios- tained them in the darkest days of exile. It is
ity is kept awake by the uncertainty as to where difficult to believe t h a t any of the prophets were
the next stroke of the prophetic whip will fall.
prophets of despair, or to conceive how they could
Beginning with the more distant and alien peoples have prophesied at all unless they had a firm faith
of Damascus, Gaza and TjTe, he wheels round to in the ultimate triumph of the good.
the nearer and kindred peoples of Edom, Ammon
The Book of Am is particularly valuable from
and Moab, till he rests for a moment on the brother
the fact t h a t he is certainly one of the earliest
tribe of Judah, and thus, having relentlessly drawn
prophets whose writings have come
the net around Israel by the enumeration of seven
3. Value
down to us. It is, like the Book of
peoples, he swoops down upon the Northern Kingof the Book Hosea wliich belongs to about the
dom to which his message is to be particularly
same time, a contemporaneous docuaddressed.
ment of a period of great significance in the history
(2) The second section embraces chs 3 to 6,
of Israel; and not only gives graphic sketches or
and consists apparently of a series of discourses,
illuminating hints of the life and religious condition
each introduced by the formula: "Hear this of the people, but furnishes a trustworthy standard
word" (3 1; 4 1; 5 1), and another introduced
for estimating the value of some other books whose
by a comprehensive: "Woe to them that are at
dates are not so precisely determined, a definite
ease in Zion, and to them that are secure in the
starting-point for tracing the course of Israel's
mountain of Samaria" (6 1). The divisions here
history.
are not so clearly marked. I t will be observed
(1) As a picture of the social condition.—The book
e.g. t h a t there is another "Woe" at 5 18; and in is valuable as embodying a contemporary picture
ch 4, though the address at the outset is dh-ected
of society and the condition of religion. From the
to the luxurious women of Samaria, from ver 4 abuses w-hich the prophet denounces and the hfeonw-ard the words have a w-ider reference. Accord- like sketches he draws of the scenes amid which he
ingly some would divide this section into a larger
moved, taken along with what we l-aiow otherwise
number of subsections; and some, indeed, have
of the historical movements of the period, we are
described the whole book as a collection of Hi- able to form a fairly adequate estimate of the conarranged fragments. But, while it is not necessary
dition of the age and the country. During the
to suppose that the wTitten book is an exact repro- reign of Jeroboam I I the kingdom of Israel, after
duction of the spoken addresses, and while the
having been greatly reduced during preceding
division into chs has no authority, yet we must
reigns, rose to a degree of extent and influence
allow for some latitule in the details which an unexamplel since the days of Solomon (2 K 14 25);
impassioned speaker w-ould introduce into his dis- and we are not astonished to read in the Book of Am
courses, and for transitions and connections of
the haughty words which he puts into the mouth
thought w-hich may not be apparent on the surface.
of the people of his time w-hen they spoke of Israel
(3) The third section has some well-marked char- as the "chief of the nations," a first-class power in
modern language, and boasted of the "horns" by
acteristics, although it is even less uniform than the
which they had attained t h a t eminence (6 1.13).
preceding. The outstanding feature is the phrase,
"Thus the Lord Jeh showed m e " (7 1.4.7; 8 1) - But success in war, if it encouraged this boastful
varied at 9 1 by the words, " I saw the Lord stand- spirit, brought also inevitable e-vils in its train.
Victory, -as we know from the Assyr monuments,
ing beside the_ altar." AA'e have thus a series of
"visions" bearing upon, and interpreted as apply- meant plunder; for king after king recounts how
much spoil he had taken, how many prisoners he had
ing to, the condition of Israel. I t is in the course
carried away; and we must assume that wars
of one of these, when the prophet comes to the
among smaller states would be conducted on the
words, " I wdU rise against the house of Jeroljoam
same methods. In such wars, success meant an
with the sword" (7 9) that the interposition of
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extension of territory and increase of wealth, while
defeat entailed the reverse. But it is to be remembered that, in an agricultural country and in a
society constituted as that of Israel was, tlie result
of war to one class of the population was to a great
extent disastrous, whatever was the issue, and
success, when it was achieved, brought evils in its
train which even aggravated their condition. The
peasant, required to take up arms for otTenec or
defence, was taken aw-a>' from the labors of the
field which, in the best event, were for a time neglected, and, in the w-orst, w-ere w-asted and rendered
unproductive. And then, when victory w-as secured, the spoils were liable to fall into the hands
of the nobles and leaders, those "called ^vith a
name" (6 1), while the peasant returned to his
wasted or neglected fields without much substantial
resource with which to begin life again. The wealth
secured by the men of strong hand led to the increase of luxury in its possessors, and be(.'ame
actually the means of still further adding to the
embarrassment of the poor, who were dependent
on the rich for the means of earning their livelihood.
The situation would be aggravated under a feeble
or corrupt government, such as was certainly that
of Jeroboam's successors. The condition prevails
in modern eastern countries, even under comparatively wise and just administration; and t h a t
it was the state of matters prevailing in the time of
Amos is abundantly clear from his book.
The
opening denunciation of Israel for oppression ot the
poor and for earth-hunger (2 6,7) is reechoed and
amplified in the succeeding chs (3 9,10; 4 1; 5
11,12; 8 4-6); and the luxury of the rich, who
battened on the misfortune of their poorer brethren,
is castigated in biting irony in such passages as
6 3-6. Specially noticeable in this connection
is the contemptuous reference to the luxurious
women, the "kine of Bashan" (4 1), whose extravagances are maintained by the oppression of
the poor. The situation, in short, was one that
has found striking parallels in modern despotic
countries in the East, where the people are di-vided
into two classes, the powerful rich, rich because
powerful and powerful because rich, and the poor
oppressed, men who have no. helper, no "back" in
the common eastern phrase, dependent on the rich
and influential and tenchng to greater poverty under
greedy patrons.
(2) As a picture of the religious condition.—In
such a social atmosphere, which poisoned the elementary -virtues, rehgion of a -vital kind could
not flourish; and there are plain indications in the
words of Ainos of the low condition to which it had
sunk. There was, indeed, as we gather from his
addresses, no lack of outward attention to the forms
of worship; but these forms w-ere of so corrupted
a character and associated with so much practical
godlessness and even immorality, that instead of
raising the national character it tended to its greater
degradation. The people prided themselves in
what they regarded the worship of the national
God, thinking that so long as they honored Him
with costly offerings and a gorgeous ritual, they
were pleasing Him and secure in His protection.
Bethel, Dan, Gilgal, Beersheba, an'l we know not
how many other places were resorted to in pilgrimage by crowds of worshippers. With all the
accompaniments of ceremonious ritual which the
newly found wealth p u t in their power, -with offerings more t h a n the legally prescribed or customary
(4_ 4.5) the ser-vice of these sanctuaries was maintained; but even these offerings were made a t the
expense of t h e poor (6 11), the prevailing luxury
forced its way even to the precincts of the altars
(2 8), and justice and mercy were conspicuously
absent from the religious life. The people seemed
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to have settled dow-n to a complaeeiit ojitimism,
nourished no doubt by national prosperity, and,
though there had not been wanting reminders of
the sovereignty of a righteous God, in convulsions
of Nature—drought, famine, pestilence and earthquake (4 0-11)—tlK.'se had been of no avail to
nw-akeii the sleeping eoiiseienee. They put the
evil day far from theui (6 3), for Jeh was their
national God and "the day of the Lord," the good
lime coming (6 18), w-hen God would come to their
help, w-as inore in tlieir mind than the imperative
duty of returning to Dim (4 6..'^, etc).
(•'!) Testimunii to history.—The book is valuable
for the confirmation it gives of the historical stntcinents of other books, particularly for the references it contains to the earlier history contained
in the Peutateu(;h. .And here we must distinguish
lietwe(;n refeicnces to, or quotations from, books,
and statements or hints or indications of historical
((vents which may or may not have been written
in books or accessible to the prophet and his hearers. Opinions differ as to the date of comp((^ition
of the books which record the earli( r history, and
the oldest Biblical writers are not in the habit of
saying from what sources they drew their information or whether they are quoting from books. A\e
can hardly believe that in the time of .Amos copies
of existing books or WTitings would be in the hands
of the mass of the people, even if the power to
read them was general. In such circumstances, if
we find a prophet like Amos in the eonijiass of a
small book referring to outstanding events and
stages of the ]iast history as matters known to all
his hearers and unquestionable, our confidence in
the veracity of the books in which these facts are
recorded is greatly increased, and it becomes a
matter of comparatively less importance at what
date these books were composed. Now it is remarkable how many allusions, more or less precise,
to antecedent history are found in the compass of
this small book; and the significance of them lies
not in the actual number of references, but in the
kind of reference and the implications involved in
the individual references. That is to say, each
reference is not to be taken as an isolated testimony
to some single event in question, but involves a
great deal more than is expressed, and is intelligible
only when other facts or incidents are taken into
consideration. Thus e.g. the reference to the overthrow of (Sodom and Gomorrah (4 11) is only
intelligible on the supposition that the story of that
catastrophe w-as a matter of common knowledge;
and it would be a carping criticism to argue that
the destruction of other cities of the plain at the
same time and the whole story of Lot were unknown
in the days of Amos because they are not mentioned here in detail. So, when we have in one
passage a reference to the house of Isaac (7 16),
in another to the house of Jacob (3 13), in another
to the house of Joseph (6 6) and in another to the
enmity between Jacob and Esau (1 11), we cannot
take these as detached notices, but must supply
the links which the prophet's words would suggest
to his hearers. In other words, such slight notices,
just lieeause they are incidental and brief, imply a
familiarity with a connected patriarchal history
such as is found in the Book of Gen. Again, the
prophet's references to the "whole family" of the
"children of Israel" whom the Lord "brought up
out of the land of Egypt" (3 1), to the Divine
leading of the people "forty years in the wilderness,
to possess the land of the Amorite" (2 10) are not
odds and ends of popular story but links in a chain
of national history. It seems to be on the strength
of these and si-nilar references in the books of Am
and Hos, whose dates are known, t h a t critics have
agreed to fix the date of the earliest historical por-
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we know what we worship" (Jn 4 22 AV). A regutions of the Pent as they understand them, viz.
lation of the form was of no avail vchile the whole
the parts designated as J and E, in the 8th and 9th
spirit of the observance was corrupt; the soul of
cents. BC, i.e. at or shortly before the time of these
religion was dead, and the prophet had a higher
prophets. I t may be left to the unbiased judgment
duty than to dress out the carcase.
of the reader to say whether the references look
At the root of the corruption of the religion lay
hke references to a newly composed document, or
a rottenness of moral sense; and from beginning to
whether it is not more probable that, in an age
end Amos insists on the necessity of a pure and
when written documents were necessarily few and
righteous life. In this connection his appeals are
not accessible to the multitude, these references are
in striking agreement with the specially ethical
appeals to things well fixed in the national memory,
a memory extending back to the things themselves. demands of the law books, and in phraseology so
Or, if the prophet's words are to be taken as suffi- much resemble them as to warrant the conclusion
that the requirements of the law on these subjects
cient proof of the existence of written sources, the fact
were known and acknowledged. Thus his denunt h a t the matters are assumed as w-ell known would
rather encourage the conclusion that the written ciations of those who oppress the poor (2 7; 4 1;
8 4) are quite in the spirit and style of Ex 22 21.22;
sources in question go back to a much earher perio(l,
since the matters contained in them had by this 23 9; his references to the perversion of justice
and taking bribes (2 6; 5 7.10 ff; 6 12) are rhetortime become matters of universal knowledge.
ical enforcements of the prohibitions of the law
(4) Testimony to the Law.—And what about
in Ex 23 6-8; when he reproves those that "lay
those other elements of the Pent of a legal and ritual
character w-hich bulk so prominently in those books? themselves down beside every altar upon clothes
The question whether the Book of Am indicates an taken in pledge" (2 8) w-e hear an echo of the
command: "If thou at all take thy neighbor's
acquaintance with these or not is important
garment to pledge, thou shalt restore it unto him
because it is to a great extent on the silence of
prophetical and historical writers that critics of a before the sun goeth down" (Ex 22 26); and
when he denounces those making "the ephah small,
certain school relegate these legalistic portions of
the Pent to a late date. Now at the outset it is and the shekel great, and deahng falsely with balob-vious to ask what we have a reasonable right to ances of deceit" (8 5) his words are in close agreeexpect. AA'e have to bear in mind what was the ment with the law, "Ye shall do no unrighteousness
in judgment, in mete-yard, in weights, or in measure.
condition of the people whom Amos addressed,
Just balances, just weight, a just ephah, and a just
and the purpose and aim of his mission to the
bin, shall ye have" (Lev 19 35.36 AV).
Northern Kingdom.
I t is to be remembered
Ethical teiiching. As a preacher of righteousthat, as we are told in the Book of K (1 K 12
25 ff): Jeroboam I deliberately sought to make a ness, Amos affirms and insists upon those ethical
breach between the worship of Jerusalem and that .parts of the law which are its vital elements, and
of his own kingdom, while persuading his people which lie at the foundation of all prophecy; and
that the worship of Jeh was being maintained. The it is remarkable how even in phraseology he agrees
with the most ethical book of the Pent, Dt. He
schism occurred some 170 years before the time of
does not, indeed, like his contemporary Hosea, dwell
Amos and it is not probable that the worship and
on the love of God as Dt does; but, of sterner
ritual of the Northern Kingdom tended in that
mould, in almost the very words of Dt, emphasizes
interval to greater purity or greater conformity
the keeping of God's commandments, and denounces
to what had been the authoritative practice of the
those who despise the law (cf 2 4 with Dt 17 19).
undivided kingdom at the temple of Jerus. When,
Among verbal coincidences have been noticed the
therefore, Amos, in face of the corrupt worship
combinations "oppress" and "crush" (4 1; Dt 28
combined with elaborate ritual which prevailed
around him, declares t h a t God hates and despises 33), "blasting" and "mildew" (4 9; D t 28 22), and
"gaU" and "wormwood" (6 12; D t 29 18). Of
their feasts and takes no delight in their solemn
also 9 8 with D t 6 15, and note the predilection
assemblies (5 21), we are not justified in pressing
his words, as is sometimes done, into a sweeping for the same word to "destroy" common to both
books (cf 2 9 with D t 2 22). In view of all of which
condemnation of all ritual. On the contrary,
seeing that, in the very same connection (5 22), it seems an extraordinary statement to make that
"the silence of Amos with reference to the cenhe specifies burnt offerings and meal offerings and
tralization of worship, on which Dt is so explicit,,
peace offerings, and, in another passage (4 4.5),
alone seems sufficient to outweigh any linguistic
daily sacrifices and tithes, sacrifices of thanksgi-ving
simdarity t h a t can be discovered" (H. G. Mitchell,
and free-will offerings, it is natural to infer that
Amos, an Essay in Exegesis, 185).
by these terms which are familiar in the Pent he
(5) The prophetic order.—As Amos is without
is referring to those statutory observances which
doubt one of the earliest writing prophets, his
were part of the national worship of united Israel,
but had been overlaid with corruption and become book is invaluable as an example of what prophecy
destitute of spiritual value as practised in the was in ancient Israel. And one thing cannot fail
Northern Kingdom. So we may take his allu- to impress the reader at the very outset: viz. that
sions to the new moon and the Sabbath (8 5) as he makes no claim to be the first or among the first
seasons of special sacredness and universally sanc- of the line, or that he is exercising some new and
hitherto unheard-of function. He begins by boldly
tioned. Having condemned in such scornful and
sweeping terms the worship t h a t he saw going on speaking in God's name, assuming that even the
around him, what w-as Amos to gain by entering into people of the Northern Kingdom were familiar
with that kind of address. Nay, he goes farther
minute ritual prescriptions or defining the precise
and states in unequivocal terms that "the Lord
duties and perquisites of priests and Levites; and
having condemried~tKe pilgrimages to the shrines God wiU do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto
his servants the prophets" (3 7 A\'). AA'e need not
of Bethel, Gilgal, Beersheba, Samaria and Dan
(4 4; 5 5; 8 14), what was he to gain by quoting search farther for a definition of the prophet as
understood by him and other OT -writers: the
the law of Deut as to a central sanctuary? And
had one of his hearers, like the woman of iSamaria -prophet is one to whom God reveals His will, and
of a later day, attempted to draw him into a dis- who comes forward to declare that -will and purpose to man. A great deal has been made ot the
cussion of the relative merits of the two temples,
words ot Amaziah the priest of Bethel (7 12), as
we can conceive him answering in the spirit of
the great Teacher: "Ye worship ye know not what: if they proved that the prophet in those times was
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regarded as a wandering rhetorician, earning his
bread by reciting his speeches; and it has been
inferred from the w-ords of Amos himself that the
prophets of his dhy were so disreputable a class
that he disdained to be named along with them
(7 14). But all this is fanciful. Even if wc admit
that there were men calling themsehcs prophets
who prophesied for hue (Alic 3 5.11), il eaiuiot be
assumed that the expression here to "eat bread"
has that meaning; for in other passages it seems
simply to signify to lead a quiet or oidinai'N- life,
to go about one's daily business (see Ex 24 11;
Jer 22 15). In any case we are not to take the
estimate of a man like Amaziah or a g((dless populace in pre^ference to the conception of Amos himself
and his account of his call.
It w-;is not bj- man or
by any college of prophets but by Jeh Himself
that he w-as appointed, and by w-hate\-er name he
might be called, the summoiis w:is "Go, prophesy
unto my people Israel" (7 15). There is no trace
here of the "prophets becoming conscious of a distinction between themselves and the professional
n"bhl'im, who were apt simply to echo the patriotic
and nationalistic sentiments of the people, and in
reahty differed but little from the soothsayers and
diviners of Sem heathenism" (Ottley, The Religion
of Israel, 90). AATioever the "professional n^bhl'im"
may have been in his day, or whatever he thought
of them if they existed, Amos tells us nothing; but
he ranges himself with men to whom Jeh has
spoken in truth (3 7 8), and indicates that there
had been a succession of such men (2 11), faithful
amid the prevaihng corruption though tempted to
be unfaithful (2 12); in short he gives us to understand that the "prophetic order" goes back to a
period long before his day and has its roots in the
true and original religion of Israel,
(6) The prophetic religion.—FinaUy, from the
Book of Amoiwe may learn what the prophetic
rehgion was. Here again there is no indication
of rudimentary crudeness of conception, or of painful struggling upward from the plane of naturalism
or behef in a merely tribal God. The God in w-hose
name Amos speaks has control over all the forces
of Nature (4 6ff; 5 8.9), rules the destinies of
nations (6 2,14; 9 2-6), searches the thoughts of
the heart (4 13), is inflexible in righteousness and
deals with nations and with men on equal justice
(1 and 2; 9 7), and is most severe to the people
who have received the highest privileges (3 2).
And this is the God by whose name his hearers 6all
themselves, w-hose claims they cannot deny, whose
dealings with them from old time are well known
and acknowdedged (2 11), whose laws they have
broken (2 4; 3 10) and for whose just judgment
they are w-amed to prepare (4 12). All this the
prophet enforces faithfully and sternly; not a voice
is raised in the circle of his hearers to controvert
his words; all that Amaziah the priest can do is to
urge the prophet to abstain from unwelcome words
in Bethel, because it is the king's sanctuary and a
royal house; the only inference is that the people
felt the truth and justice of the prophet's words.
The "prophetic religion" does not begin with Amos.
LITERATURE.—'W. R. Harper, "Amos and Hosea,"
in the ICC: S. R. Driver, "Joel and Amos" in Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges; H. G. Mitchell,
Amos, an Essay in Exegesis (Boston); A. B. Davidson,
two arts, in Expt,.,, 3d ser, V, \1 (1887); "W. R, Smith,
The Prophets of Israel; G. A, Smith, "The Book of the
Twelve Prophets," in Ej-pn-'dor's Bible; J, J, P. Valeton, Amos und Hosea ( 1 8 9 4 ) ; C . v o n O r e l h , Du- zwnlf
kleinen Propheten, 3 Aufl. (1908) and ET; Nowack, " Die
Ideinen Propheten," in Hand-Commenlar zum .iT; Marti,
"Das Dodekapropheton erkliirt," in Kurzer Hand-Commentar zum AT.
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AMOS, a'mos ('A(I,MS, Amos): An ancestor of
Jesus in Lk's genealogy, the eighth before Joseph,
the husband of Mary (Lk 3 25).

Amos
Amram

AMOZ, a'moz (1'1)3S, 'diiidg, "strong"): The
father of Isa the prophet (2 K 19 2,20; 20 1;
2 Ch 26 '22; 32 20.32; Lsa 1 1; 2 1; 13 1; 20 2;
37 2,21; 38 I),
AMPHIPOLIS, am-lip'o-lis ('AiKJiC'TroXis, Amphipiilis): A town in Macedonia, situated on the
eastern bank of the Stryinon (mod. Struma or
Karasu) some three miles from its mouth, near the
point where it flows out of Lake Prasias or Cereinitis. It kiy on a terraced hill, protected on the
N,, W , and (S, by the river, on the E. by a wall
(Thuc. iv.l02), whfle its harbor-town of Eion
lay on the coast close to the river's mouth. The
name is derived either from its being nearly surrounded by the stream or from its being conspicuous
on every side, a fact to which Thucydides draws
attention (I.e.). It was at first called Ennea Hmloi,
Nine Ways, a name which suggests its importance
both strategically and commercially. It guarded
the main route from Thrace into ftlacedonia and
later became an important station on the A'ia
Egnatia, the great Rom road from Dyrrhachium
on the Adriatic to the Hebrus (Maritza), and it
was the center of a fertile district producing wine,
oil, figs and timber in abundance and enriched by
gold and silver mines and considerable manufactures, especially of woolen stuffs. In 497 BC
Aristagoras, ex-despot of Miletus, tried to settle
there, and a second vain attempt was made in 465464 by the Athenians, who succeeded in founding
a colony there in 437 under the leadership of Hagnon. 'The population, how-ever, was too mixed
to allow ot strong Athenian sympathies, and in
424 the town fell away to the Spartan leader Brasidas and defied all the subsequent attempts of the
Athenians to recover it. It passed under the protectorate of Perdiccas and Philip of Macedon, and
the latter finally made himself master of it in 358.
On the Rom partition of Macedonia after the battle
of Pydna (168 BC) Amphipolis was made a free
city and capital of Macedonia Prima. Paul and
Silas passed through it on their way from Philippi
to Thessalonica, but the narrative seems to preclude
a long stay (Acts 17 1). The place was c;dled
Popolia in the Middle Ages, while in modern times
the village of Neoehori (Turkish, Yenikeui) marks the
site (Leake, Northern Greece, III, 181 ff; Cousin(;i'v,
Macedoine, I, 100 ff, 122 ff; Heuzey et Daumet,
Mission archiol. de Macedoine, 165 ff).
MARCUS N .

TOD

AMPLIAS, am'pli-as (TR 'A|iirXias, Amplids).
AV form: a contraction of AMPLIATDS (thus RV;
q.v.).
AMPLIATUS, am-pli-a'tus ('AnirXiaros, X ABF,
Amplidtos; 'A|x-n-X(,as, D E E P , RV form; AV AmpUas): The name of a member of the Christian
community at Rome, to whom Paul sent greetings
(Rom 16 8). He is designated "my beloved in the
Lord." It is a common name and is found in
inscriptions connected with the imperial household.
The name is found twice in the cemetery of Domitilla. 'The earlier inscription is over a cell which
Iselongs to the end of the 1st or the beginning of the
2d cent. The bearer of this name was probably
a member of her household and conspicuous in the
early Christian church in Rome.
AMRAM, am'ram (D"jpy, 'amram, "people
exalted"):
(1) Father of .Aaron, M(jses and Miriam (Ex 6
20; Nu 26 59; 1 Ch 6 3; 23 13); and a son of
Kohath, the son of Levi (Ex 6 18; Nu 3 19, etc).
It is not certain that he was literally the son of
Kohath, but rather his descendant, since there
were ten generations from Joseph to Joshua
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(1 Ch 7 20-27), while only four are actually mentioned from Levi to Moses for the corresponding
period. Moreover the Kohathites at the time of
the Exodus numbered 8,600 (Nu 3 28), which
would therefore have been an impossibility if only
two generations had lived. It seems best to regard
Amram as a descendant of Kohath, and his wife
Jochebed as a "daughter of Levi in a general
sense.
(2) One of the Bani, who in the days of Ezra
had taken a foreign wdfe (Ezr 10 34).
(3) In 1 Ch 1 41 (AV) for the properiy read
HAMRAN of the RV (iniOll, hamran), a Horite,
who in Gen 36 26 is called HBMDAN (q.v.).
EDWARD MACK

AMRAMITES, am'ram-Its C^'O'TO'?, 'amrami):
The descendants of Amram, one of the Levitical
families mentioned in Nu 3 27 and 1 Ch 26 23,
who had the charge of the tabernacle proper,
guarding the ark, table, candlestick, etc, called in
1 Ch 26 22 "the treasures of the house of Jeh."
AMRAPHEL, am'ra-fel, am-ra'fel (bsn')aS, 'amraphel, or, perhaps better, 'am'rdphel): This name,
which is identified with that of the re1. The
nowned Bab king Hammurabi (q.v.), is
Expedition only found in Gen 14 1.9, where he is
Against
mentioned as the king of Shinar (BabySodom and Ionia), w-ho fought against the cities of
Gomorrah the plain, in alliance with Arioch king
of Ellasar, Chedorlaomer king of Elam,
and 'Tidal king of Nations (RV GOIIM). The
narrative which follows is very circumstantial.
From it we learn, that Bera king of Sodom, Birsha
king of Gomorrah, Shinab king of Admah, Shemeber king of Zeboiini, and the king of Bela or
Zoar, had served Chedorlaomer for 12 years,
rebelled in the 13th, and in the 14th year Chedorlaomer, with the kings enumerated, fought with and
defeated them in the vale of Siddim, which is
described as being the Salt Sea. Previous to this
engagement, however, the Elamites and their
alhes had attacked the Rephaim (Onkelos: "giants")
in Ashtaroth-karnaim, the Zuzira (O: "mighty
ones," "heroes") in Ham (O: Hamta'), the Emim
( 0 : "terrible ones") in Shaveh-kiriathaim, and
the Horites in their Mount Seir, by the Desert.
These having been rendered powerless to aid the
revolted vassals, they returned and came to Enmishpat, or Kadesh, attacked the country of the
Amalekites, and the Amorites dwelling in Hazazorrtamar (vs 2-7).
At this juncture the kings of the cities of the
plain came out against them, and opposed them
with their battle-array in the vale of
2. The
Siddim. The result of the fight was.
Preparation that the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah,
and the
with their allies, fled, and fell among
Attack
the bitumen-pits of which the place
was full, whilst those who got away
took refuge in the mountain. All the goods and
food (the camp-equipment and supplies) of the
kings of the plain were captured by Chedorlaomer
and his allies, who then continued their march
(to their own lands) (vs 8-11).
Among the captives, however, was Lot, Abram's
nephew, who dwelt in Sodom. A fugitive, having
escaped, went and announced the re3. Abrasuit of the engagement to .Abram, who
ham's Res- was at that time living by Mamre's
cue of Lot oak plantation. The patriarch immediately marched forth with his trained
men, and pursued them to Dan, where he di-vdded
his forces, attacked the Elamite-Bab army by night,
and ha-ving put them to flight, pursued them again
to Hobah, on the left (or N.) of Damascus. 'The
result of this sudden onslaught was that he rescued
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Lot, with the women and people, and recaptured
Lot's goods, which the allies of Amraphel had carried
off (vs 12-16).
There is no doubt that the identification of Amraphel with the Hammurabi of the Bab inscriptions is
the best that has yet been proposed,
4. DilBcul- and though there are certain difficulties
ties of the therein, these may turn out to be apIdentifica- parent rather than real, when we know
tion of
more of Bab history. The I at the end
Amraphel
of Amraphel (which has also ph instead
of p or b) as w-eU as the fact that the
expedition itself has not yet been recognized among
the campaigns of Hammurabi, must be acknowledged
as two points hard to explain, though they may
ultimately be solved by further research.
It is noteworthy, however, that in the first ver of
Gen 14 Amraphel is mentioned first, which, if he be
really the Bab Hammurabi, is easily
5. Histori- comprehensible, for his renown to all
cal Agree- appearance exceeded that of Chedorments
laomer, his suzerain. In vs 4 and 5,
however, it is Chedorlaomer alone who
is referred to, and he heads the hst of eastern kings
in ver 9, where Tidal comes next (a quite natural
order, if Goiim be the Bab Gute, i.e. the Medes).
Next in order comes Amraphel, king of Babylonia
and suzerain of Arioch of Ellasar (Eri-Aku of Larsa),
whose name closes the hst. It may also be suggested, that Amraphel led a Bab force against Sodom,
as the ally of Chedorlaomer, before he became king,
and was simply crown prince. In that case, like
Belshazzar, he was called "king" by anticipation.
For further details see ARIO CH and CHEDORLAOMER,
and cf E R I - A K U and HAMMURABI; for the history

of Babylonia during Hammurabi's period, see that
article.

T. G. PINCHES

AMULET, am'fl-let (?'^^U, i-'ml"", C^Cnb, I'hashlm, nj-.Tp, m'zUzdh, 'y?'^'^, t'phillin, T"2^:i, glQith;
(jiuXaKT^piov, phulakterion): Modern scholars are
of opinion that our Eng. word amulet comes from
the Lat amuletum, used by PUny (Naturalis Historia, xx'viii, 28; xxx, 2, etc), and other Lat writers;
but no etymology for the Lat word has been discovered. The present -m-iter thinks the root exists
in the .A.rab. himlat, "something carried" (see Dozy,
SupplementauxDictionnaires Arabes, I, 327), though
there is no known example of the use of the Arab,
word in a magical sense. Originally "amulet" denoted any object supposed to have the power of
removing or warding noxious influences beheved to
be due to evil spirits, etc, such as the e'vil eye, etc.
But in the common usage it stands for an object
worn on the body, generally hung from the neck,
as a remedy or preservative against e%'il influences
of a mystic kind. The word "amulet" occurs once
in the RV (Isa 3 20) but not at all in the AV.
The substances out of which amulets have been
made and the forms which they have taken have
been various.
1. Classes
(1) The commonest have consisted
of Amulets of pieces of stone or metal, strips of
parchment w-ith or wdthout inscriptions
from sacred w-ritings (Bible, Koran, etc). The
earliest Egyp amulets known are pieces of green
schist of various shapes—animal, etc. These were
placed on the breast of a deceased person in order
to secm-e a safe passage to the under-world. When
a piece of stone is selected as an amulet it is alw-avs
portable and generally of some striking fig, or shape
(the human face, etc). The use of such a stone for
this purpose is really a sm-vival of animism.
(2) Gems, rings, etc. It has been largely held
that all ornaments worn on the person were originally amulets. (3) Certain herbs and animal prepa-
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rations; the roots ot certain plants have been considered very potent as remedies and preservatives.
The practice of wearing amulets existed in the
ancient world among all peoples, but esp. among
Orientals; and it can be tracetJ among most modern
nations, esp. among peoples ot backward civilization. Nor is it wholly absent from peoples of the
most advanced civilization of today, the English,
Americans, etc. Though the word charm (see
CHARIVI) has a distinct meaning, it is often inseparably connected with amulets, for it is in many
cases the incantation or charm inscribed on the
amulet t h a t gives the latter its significance. As distinguished from talisman (see TALISMAN) an amulet
is believed to have negative results, as a means of
protection: a talisman is thought to be the means ot
securing for the wearer some positive boon.

E g y p t i a n Amulets and Ear-rings.

Though there is no word in the Heb or Gr Scriptures denoting "amulet," the thing itself is manifestly implied in many parts of the
2. Amulets Bible. But it is remarkable t h a t the
in the Bible general teaching of the Bible and esp.
t h a t of the O'F prophets and of the
N T writers is wholly and strongly opposed to such
things.
(1) The Old Testament.—The golden ear-rings,
worn by the wives and sons and daughters of the
Israehtes, out of which the molten calf was made
(Ex 32 2 f ) , were undoubtedly amulets. What
other function could they be made to serve in the
simple life of the desert? T h a t the women's ornaments condemned in Isa 3 16-26 were ot the same
character is made exceedingly likely by an examination of some ot the terms employed. We read of
moonlets and sunlets (ver 18), i.e. moon and sunshaped amulets. The former in the shape ot crescents are worn by Arab girls ot our own time. The
"ear-drops," "nose-rings," "arm chains" and "foot
chains" were all used as a protection to the part of
the body implied, and the strong words with which
their employment is condemned are only intefligible
if their function as counter charms is borne in mind.
I n l s a 3 20 we read of ^/Kjs/iim rendered "ear-rings"
(AV) and "amulets" (RV). The Heb word seems
tobecognate with the word tor "serpent" (n'hdshlm;
I and r often interchange), and meant probably
in the first instance an amulet against a serpent
bite (see Magic, Divination, and Demonology among
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the Hebrews and Their Neighbours, by the present
writer, 50 f, 8 1 ; cf Jer 8 7; Eccl 10 11; Ps 58 5).
Crescent-shaped amulets were worn by animals as
well as human beings, as Jgs 8 21.26 shows.
At Bethel, Jacob burned not only the idols
("strange gods") but also the ear-rings, the latter
being as much opposed to Yahwism as the former,
on account of their heathen origin and import.
In Prov 17 8 the Heb words rendered "a precious
stone" (Heb "a stone conferring favor") mean
without question a stone amulet treasured on account ot its supposed magical efficacy. It is said in
Prov 1 9 that wisdom wdll be such a defence to the
one who has it as the head amulet is to the head and
that of the neck to the neck. The words rendered
in the RV "a chaplet of grace unto t h y head" mean
lit. "something bound to the head conferring favor,"
the one word for the latter clause being identical
wdth that so rendered above (hen). The Talm
word for an amulet (k'mi"') denotes something tied
or bound (to the person).
We have reference to the custom of wearing
amulets in Prov 6 21 where the reader is urged
to "bind them [i.e. the admonitions of father and
mother] . . . . upon t h y heart" and to "tie them
about thy neck"—words implying a condemnation
ot the practice of trusting to the defence of mere
material objects.
Underneath the garments of warriors slain in
the Maccabean wars amulets were found in the
shape apparentljr of idols worshipped by their neighbors (2 Mace 12 40). It is strange but true that
like other nations of antiquity the Jews attached
more importance to amulets obtained from other
nations than to those of native growth. It is
probable that the signet ring referred to in Cant
8 6; Jer 22 24; Hag 2 23 was an amulet. It was
worn on the heart or on the arm.
(2) The phylacteries and the m'zuzah.—There is
no distinct reference to these in the OT. The Heb
technical term for the former (t'phillin) does not
occur in Bib. Heb, and although the Heb word
nVzUzdh does occur over a dozen times its sense is
invariably "door-[or "gate-"] post" and not the
amulet put on the door-post which in later Heb
the word denotes.
It is quite certain t h a t the practice of wearing
phylacteries has no Bib. support, for a correct exegesis and a proper understanding of the context put it
beyond dispute that ' t h e words in Ex 13 9.16;
D t 6 8f; 11 18-20 have reference to the exhortations in the foregoing verses: "Thou shalt bind
them [the commands previously mentioned] for a
sign upon t h y hand, and they shall be for frontlets
between thy eyes. And thou shalt write them upon
the door-posts of t h y house, and upon thy gates"
(Dt 6 81). The only possible sense of these words
is that they were to hold the precepts referred to
before their minds constantly as if they were inscribed on their arms, held in front of their eyes,
and written on the door- or gate-posts which they
daily passed. T h a t the language in Ex 13 9.16
does not command the use of phylacteries is obvious;
and t h a t the same is true of Prov 3 3 ; 6 2 1 ; 7 3
where similar words are used is stiU more certain.
Yet, though none ot the passages enjoin the use
of phylacteries or of the m^jMza/i, they may all contain allusions to both practices as if the sense were,
"Thou shalt keep constantly before thee my words
and look to them for safety and not to the phylacteries worn on head and arm by the heathen." It,
however, phylacteries were in use among the Jews
thus early, it is strange t h a t there is not in the O T
a single instance in which t h e practice ot w-earing
phylacteries is mentioned. Jos, however, seems
to refer to this practice (Ant, IV, -viii, 13), and it is
frequently spoken ot in the Mish (B'rdkhdlh, i, etc].
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I t is a striking a n d significant fact t h a t t h e Apoc
is wholly silent as t o t h e t h r e e signs of J u d a i s m ,
phylacteries, t h e m'ziizdh a n d t h e glgith (or tassel
a t t a c h e d t o t h e corner of (he p r a y e r g a r m e n t called
tallilh; cf M t 9 2 0 ; 14 36 AV where " h e m of t h e
g a r m e n t " is i n a c c u r a t e a n d misleading).
I t is q u i t e e v i d e n t t h a t phylacteries h a v e a
magical origin. T h i s is suggested b y t h e G r n a m e
phulakterion
(whence t h e E n g . n a m e ) which in t h e
1st cent, of our era denoted a counter c h a r m or
defence (phulasso, " t o p r o t e c t " ) against evil influences. N o scholar now explains t h e G r word as den o t i n g a m e a n s of leading people t o k e e p (phulasso)
t h e law. T h e H e b n a m e t'phillin
( = "prayers")
meets us first in post-Bib. H e b , a n d carries with it
t h e later view t h a t phylacteries a r e used d u r i n g
p r a y e r in h a r m o n y w i t h t h e p r a y e r s or o t h e r formulae over t h e a m u l e t t o m a k e it effective (see Budge,
Egyptian Magic, 27). See m o r e fully u n d e r C H A R M .
LITERATURE.—In addition to the lit. given in the course
of the foregoing art., the following may be mentioned.
On the general subject si-e the great works of Tyler {Early
History of Mankind. Primitive Culture) and Frazer. Golden
Bough; also the series of arts, under "Charrosand Amulets"
in Hastings' Enc of Religion and Ethics and the excellent
article "Amulet" in the corresponding German work, Die
Religion m Geschichte und Gegenwart. See further the
art. " Amulet" in Jew Enc, and on Egyp amulets, Budge,
Egyptian Magic, 25 fl.
T.

WiTTON D A V I E S

A M Z I , a m ' z l ('^¥'0?, 'amgi, " m y s t r e n g t h " ) : (1)
A Levite ot t h e family of M e r a r i (1 C h 6 46). (2)
A priest of t h e family of Adaiah in t h e second temple.
His f a t h e r ' s n a m e was Zechariah (Neh 11 12).
A N A B , a ' n a b ( 3 ? ? , 'dnabh, "grapes'"; B, 'Aviov,
Anon or 'Avdp, Anob): M e n t i o n e d in t h e list of
cities which fell t o J u d a h (Josh 15 SO). I n t h e
list it follows Debir, from which it was a short dist a n c e t o t h e S.AA'. I t lay a b o u t twelve miles t o
t h e S.W. of H e b r o n . I t was a city of t h e Anakim,
from w h o m J o s h u a t o o k it (Josh 11 21). I t s site
is now k n o w n as t h e ruin 'Anab.
A N A E L , an'a-el ('Ava-riX,, Anatl):
A brother of
T o b i t m e n t i o n e d once only (Tob 1 21) as t h e father
of Achiacharus, who was a n official in Nineveh
under Esar-haddon.
A N A H , a ' n a ( H J ? , 'dndh, meaning uncertain;
a H o r i t e clan-name [Gen 36]):
(1) M o t h e r of Aholibamah, one of the waves of
E s a u and d a u g h t e r of Zibeon (cf Gen 36 2.14.18.
25),
T h e L X X , t h e S a m P e n t , and t h e Pesh read
" s o n , " identifying this A n a h with no, 3 (see below);
Gen 36 2, read " ' i h n (ha-hori),
for ^ W H (hahiwiri.
(2) Son of iSeir, the H o r i t e , and brother of Zibeon;
one of t h e chiefs of t h e land of E d o m (cf Gen 36
20,21 = 1 C h 1 3Sj
Seir is elsewhere t h e n a m e
of t h e land (cf Gen 14 6; Isa 21 11); b u t here
t h e c o u n t r y is personified and becomes t h e mythical
ancestor of t h e tribes inhabiting it,
(3) Son of Zibeon,"This is Anah who found t h e hot
springs in t h e wilderness" (cf Gen 36 24 = 1 C h 1
40,41). T h e word D"'')p?n , ha-yemlm, occurs only
in this passage a n d is probably corrupt. Ball
(SBOT, Gen, crit. note 93) suggests t h a t it is a
corruption of DB'^n'l, w'-hemdm
(cf Gen 36 22)
in an earlier ver. Jerome, in his c o m m e n t a r y on
Gen 3 6 24, assembles t h e following definitions of
t h e word gathered from Jewish souices: (1) " s e a s "
as t h o u g h C l ? ^ , yammiiii;
(2) " h o t springs" as
t h o u g h D " ' P n , haiuiniin; (3) a species of ass, 'j"''3'J,
y'-miii;
(4) " m u l e s . "
T h i s last explanation was
t h e one m o s t frequently m e t with in Jewish lit.;
t h e t r a d i t i o n r a n t h a t A n a h was t h e first t o breed
t h e mule, t h u s bringing into existence an u n n a t u r a l
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species. As a p u n i s h m e n t , God created t h e deadly
water-snake, t h r o u g h t h e union of t h e common viper
with t h e L i b y a n lizard (cf Gen R a b b a h 82 15Yei. Ber 1 126; B a b Pes 54a; Ginzberg, Monatschrift, X L I I , 538-39;,
T h e descent of A n a h is t h u s represented in the
three waj-s pointed o u t a b o v e as t h e text stands.
If, however, we accept t h e reading ' ( 3 , ben, for
n 3 , bath, in t h e first case, A h o h b a m a h wdl t h e n be
a n u n n a m e d d a u g h t e r of t h e A n a h of ver 24, not
the Aholibamah, d a u g h t e r of A n a h of ver 25 (for
t h e A n a h of this verse is evidently t h e one of ver
20, not t h e A n a h of ver 24). A n o t h e r •view is t h a t
t h e words, " t h e d a u g h t e r of Zibeon," are a gloss,
inserted b y one who m i s t a k e n l y identified t h e Anah
of ver 25 with the A n a h of ver 24; in this event,
Aholibamah, t h e d a u g h t e r of A n a h , will be t h e one
mentioned in v e r 25.
T h e difference between (2) a n d (3) is t o be explained on t h e basis of a twofold tradition. Anah
was originally a sub-clan of t h e clan known aa
Zibeon, and b o t h were "sons of Seir"—i.e. Horites.
H.

J.

WOLF

ANAHARATH,
a-na'ha-rath ( n n n i X ,
'dnah&rdth, m e a n i n g u n k n o w n ) : A place which fell to
t h e tribe of Issachar in t h e di-vision of t h e land
(Josh 19 19). L o c a t e d in t h e valley of Jezreel
t o w a r d t h e E . , t h e n a m e a n d site being preserved
as t h e m o d e r n en-Na'Ura.
BDB is wrong in assigning it t o t h e tribe of N a p h t a l i .
A N A I A H , an-a-i'a, a-nl'a ( H ' : " , 'dnayah, " J a h
h a s a n s w e r e d " ) : (1) a Le\-ite w-ho assisted Ezr in
reading t h e law t o t h e people ( X e h 8 4), perhaps
t h e person called Ananias in E s d 9 4 3 . (2) One of
those who sealed t h e c o v e n a n t (Neh 10 22). H e
m a y have been t h e s a m e as A n a i a h (1).
ANAK, a'nak.

See A N A K I M .

ANAKIM, an'a-kim ( 3 ^ p : ? , 'aniijim;'EvaKtu,
Enak'im, or 'EvaKtCn, Enakc'im; also caUed "sons
of A n a k " [Nu 13 33], and " s o n s of t h e Anakim"
[Dt 1 28]): T h e spies (Nu 13 33) compared them
to t h e Nephilim or " g i a n t s " of Gen 6 4, and
according t o D t 2 11 t h e y w-ere reckoned among
t h e R E P H A I M (q.v.).
I n N u 13 22 t h e chiefs of
Hebron are said t o b e descendants of Anak, w-hile
" t h e father of A n a k " is s t a t e d in J o s h (15 13; 21
11) t o be A r b a after w h o m H e b r o n was called "the
city of A r b a . " Josh " c u t off t h e A n a k i m . . . . from
Hebron, from Debir, from .Anab, . . . . a n d from all
t h e hill-country of Israel," r e m n a n t s of t h e m being
left in t h e Phih cities of Gaza, G a t h a n d .Ashdod
(Josh 11 21.22). As compared wdth t h e Israehtes,
t h e y were tall lilie giants (Nu 13 33), and it w-ould
therefore seem t h a t t h e " g i a n t " G o h a t h and his
family were of their race. At H e b r o n , a t t h e time
of t h e Israehtish conquest, we m a v g a t h e r t h a t they
formed t h e body-guard of t h e Amorite king (see
Josh 10 5) under then- t h r e e leaders Sheshai, Ahim a n and T a l m a i (Nu 13 22; Josh 15 14; Jgs 1
20).
Am T a b show t h a t t h e C a n princes were
accustomed t o surround themselves with bodyguards of foreign mercenaries. I t a p p e a r s probable
t h a t t h e Anakim came from t h e ^ g e a n hke the
Philistines, t o w h o m t h e y m a y h a v e been related,
t h e n a m e Anak is a masculine corresponding wdth
a leminme which we meet with in t h e n a m e of the
goddess Onka, who according t o t h e G r writers,
S t e p h a n u s of B y z a n t i u m and Hesychius, was t h e
Phoen, I.e. Syrian equivalent of Athena. .Anketor
Anukit^was also the n a m e of t h e goddess worshipped
b y t h e E g y p t i a n s a t t h e First C a t a r a c t . I n t h e n a m e
Ahi-man it is possible t h a t -man d e n o t e s a non-Sem
df'ityA. H . S..VCE
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ANAMIM, an'a-mim (Q113D:7, 'dnamlm):
Descendants of Mizraim (Gen 10 13; 1 Ch 1 11). See
T A B L E OF N A T I O N S .

ANAMMELECH, a-nam'e-lek (^"^.B?^, 'dnammelekh = AssyT Anu-malik, "Anu is the prince"):
A Bab (?) deity worshipped by the Sephar-vites in
Samaria, after being transported there by Sargon.
The worship of Adrammelech (who is mentioned
with Anammelech) and Anammelech is accompanied by the sacrifice of children by fire: "The
Sephar-vites burnt their children in the fire to
Adrammelech and Anammelech, the gods ot
Sepharvaim" (2 K 17 31). This passage presents
two grave difficulties. First, there is no e-vidence
in cuneiform ht. t h a t would point to the presence
of human sacrifice, by fire or otherwise, as part ot
the ritual; nor has it been shown t h a t the sculptures or bas-reliefs deny this thesis. Much depends
upon the identification of "Sepharvaim"; if, as
some scholars hold, Sepharvaim and Sippar are
one and the same cities, the two deities referred to
are Bab; But there are several strong objections
to this theory. I t has been suggested t h a t Sepharvaim (LXX, seppharin, sepphareimi) is rather
identical with "Shabara'in," a city mentioned in
the Bab Chronicle as having been destroyed by
Shalmaneser IV. As Sepharvaim and Arpad and
Hamath are grouped together (2 K 17 24; 18 34)
in two passages, it is probable t h a t Sepharvaim is
a Syr city. Sepharvaim may then be another form
of "Shabara'in," which, in turn, is the Assyr form
ot Sibraim (Ezk 47 16), a city in the neighborhood
ot Damascus (ot Hale-vy, ZA, I I , 401 ff). One
objection to this last is the necessity for representing
D (5) by sh; this is not necessarily insurmountable,
however. Then, the attempt to find an Assyr
etymology for the two god-names falls to the ground.
Besides, the custom of sacrifice by fire was prevalent in Syria. Secondly, the god that was worshipped at Sippar was neither Adrammelech nor
Anammelech b u t Samas. I t is improbable, as some
would urge, t h a t Adrammelech is a secondary title
of the tutelary god ot Sippar; then it would have to
besbo-svn t h a t Anu enjoyed special reverence in this
city which was especially consecrated to the worship
ot the Sun-god.

(For "Anu" see ASSYRIA.)

I t may

be that the text is corrupt.

See also ADRAIVIMBLECH.
H . J. WoLP
A N A N , a'nan ( I J ? , 'anan, "cloud"): (1) One
of those who, with Neh, sealed the covenant (Neh
10 26). (2) A returned exile (1 Esd 6 30). He is
called Hanan in Ezr 2 46 and Neh 7 49.
ANANI, a-na'ni C'Sjy, 'dndni, perhaps a shortened form of Ananiah, "Jehovah has covered"):
A son of Elioenai of the house of Da'vid, who lived
after the captivity (1 Ch 3 24).
ANANIAH, an-a-ni'a (H;!:?:?, 'dnanydh, ''Jehovah has covered"): (1) Grandfather of Azariah.
He assisted in repairing the waUs ot Jerus after
his return from the exOe (Neh 3 23). (2)^ A town
ot Benjamin mentioned in connection with Nob
and Hazor (Neh 11 32). It is commonly identified
wdth Beit Hanina, between three and four mUes
N.N.W. from Jerus.
ANANIAS, an-a-nl'as ('AvavCas; WH, 'Avavlas,
Hanahias; n^SDH, hdnanyah, "Jeh has been gracious"): 'The name was common among the Jews.
In its Heb form it is frequently found in the
OT (e.g. 1 Ch 26 4; Jer 28 1; Dnl 1 6). See
HANANIAH.

Husband of Sapphira (Acts 5 1-10). He and
hia wife sold their property, and gave to the com-

Amzi
Ananias

mon fund of the church part of the purchase
money, pretending it was the whole. When his
hypocrisy was denounced by Peter,
1. A DisAnanias fell down dead; and three
ciple at
hours later his 'wife met the same doom.
Jerusalem The following points are of interest.
(1) The narrative immediately follows
the account of the intense brotherliness of the
believers resulting in a common fund, to which
Barnabas had made a generous contribution (Acts
4 32-37). The sincerity and spontaneity of the
gifts of Barnabas and the others set forth in dark
relief the calculated deceit ot Ananias. The
brighter the light, the darker the shadow. (2) The
crime of Ananias consisted, not in his retaining a
part, but in his pretending to give the whole. He
was under no compulsion to give all, for the communism of the early church was not absolute, but
purely voluntary (see esp. 5 4). Falsehood and
hypocrisy ("lie to the Holy Spirit" ver 3), rather
than greed, were the sins for which he was so severely
"punished. (3) The severity ot the judgment can
be justified by the consideration that the act was
"the first open venture ot deliberate wickedness"
(Meyer) 'within the church. The punishment was
an "awe-inspiring act ot Di'vine church-discipline."
The narrative does not, however, imply that Peter
consciously willed their death. His words were
the occasion ot it, but he was not the deliberate
agent. Even the words in ver 9b are a prediction
rather than a judicial sentence.
A disciple in Damascus, to whom the conversion
ot Saul ot Tarsus was made known in a -vision, and
who was the instrument of his physical
2. A Dis- and spiritual restoration, and ' t h e
ciple at
means of introducing him to the other
Damascus Christians in Damascus (Acts 9 1019).
Paul makes honorable mention
ot him in his account of his conversion spoken at
Jerus (Acts 22 12-16), where we are told that
Ananias was held in high respect by all the Jews
in Damascus, on account of his strict legal piety.
No mention is made of him in Paul's address before
Agrippa in Caesarea (Acts 26). In late tradition,
he is placed in the list of the seventy disciples of
Jesus, and represented as bishop of Damascus, and
as having died a martyr's death.
A high priest in Jerus from 47-59 AD. From
Jos (Ant, X X , V, 2; vi, 2; ix, 2; BJ, ll, xvii, 9)
we glean the following facts: He was
3. A High the son of Nedebaeus (or Nebedaeus)
Priest at
and was nominated to the highJerusalem priestly office by Herod ot Chalcis.
In 52 AD he was sent to Rome by
Quadratus, legate of SjTia, to answer a charge of
oppression brought by the Samaritans, but the
emperor Claudius acquitted him. On his return
to Jerus, he resumed the office of high priest. He
was deposed shortly before Felix left the province,
but continued to -wield great influence, which he
used in a lawless and -violent way. He was a
typical Sadducee, wealthy, haughty, unscrupulous,
filling his sacred office for purely selfish and political ends, anti-nationalist in his relation to the
Jews, friendly to the Romans. He died an ignominious death, being assassinated by the popular
zealots (sicarii) at the beginning of the last Jewish
war. In the N T he figures in two passages. (1)
Acts 23 1-5, where Paul defends himself before the
Sanhedrin. The overbearing conduct of Ananias
in commanding Paul to be struck on the mouth
was characteristic of the man. Paul's ire was for
the moment aroused, and he hurled back the
scornful epithet of "whited wall." On being called
to account for "re-vihng God's high priest," he
quickly recovered the control ot his feelings, and
said "I knew not, brethren, that he was high priest:

Ananias
Andrew
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ANATHOTH, an'a-thoth ( n i D J ^ ,
'andlhoth;
'AvaBie, Anathoth): A town which day between
Michmash and Jerus (Isa 10 30), in the territory
of Benjamin, assigned to the Levites (Josh 21 18).
It w-as the native place of Abiathar (1 I'^ 2 26),
and of the prophet Jer (Jer 1 1 ; 11 21 ft, etc).
Here lay the field which, under remarkable circumstances, the prophet purchased (Jer 32 7ff). Two
of David's distinguished soldiers, Abiezer (2 S 23 27)
and Jehu (1 Ch 12 3), also hailed from Anathoth.
It was again occupied by the Benjamites after the
return from the Exile (Neh 11 32, etc). I t is identified with 'Anatd, two and a quarter miles N . E . of
Jerus, a small village of some fifteen houses with remains ot ancient walls. There are quarries in the
neighborhood from which stones are still carried to
Jerus. It commands a spacious outlook over the
uplands to the N., and especially to the S.E., o-ver
the Jordan valley toward the Dead Sea and the
mountains ot Moab. There is nothing to shelter it
from the withering power of the w-inds from the
ANANIAS (Apoc), an-a-nl'as: (1) 'Avavtas, RA" eastern deserts (Jer 4 11; 18 17, etc).
AV. E W I N G
ANNIS, RVm Annias (1 Esd 6 16). See ANXLS.
(2) A son of Emmer (1 Esd 9 21) = Hanani, son of
ANATHOTHITE, an'a-thoth-it ( ^ h s y n , hdImmer in Ezr 10 20. (3) A son of Bebai (1 Esd
'ann'thothl): RV form of AV Anethothite, Ane9 29) = Hananiah in Ezr 10 28. The two last are tothite, Antothite. An inhabitant of Anathoth, a
mentioned in the list ot priests who were found to town of Benjamin assigned to the Levites. The Anahave strange wives. (4) One ot those who stood by thothites are (1) Abiezer, one of Da-vid's thirty
Esdras while he read the law to the people (1 Esd 9 heroes (2 S 23 27; 1 Ch 11 28; 27 12), and (2)
43) = Anaiah in Neh 8 4. (5) One ot the Levites Jehu who came to David at Ziklag (1 Ch 12 3).
who explained the law to the people (1 Esd 9 48)
= Hanan in Neh 8 7. (6) .Ananias the Great, son
ANCESTORS, an'ses-ters (D"'3T1JN"!, ri'shonlm,
ot Shemaiah the Great; a kinsman ot Tobit, whom
"first ones"): The word ancestor appears in the
Raphael the angel, disguised as a man, gave out to Eng. Bible only once (Lev 26 45). The Heb word,
be his father (Tob 6 12 f). (7) Son of Gideon, men- the ordinary adj. "first," occurs more than 20()
tioned as an ancestor of Judith (Jth 8 1). (8) An- times, and in a few places might fairly be rendered
other Ananias is mentioned in Three (ver 66).
ancestors (e.g. Dt 19 14; Jer 11 10). In speaking
D. MIALL EDW.IHDS
of ancestors the OT ordinarily uses the word for
ANANIEL, a-nan'i-el ('Avavi-f^K, Ananitl, "God "fathers" ('abhdth).
is gracious"): An ancestor of Tobit (Tob 1 1),
ANCHOR, an'ker. See SHIPS.
ANATH, a'nath {fi'.V , 'dndth): Father of ShamANCIENT, an'shent: This word renders several
gar (Jgs 3 31; 5 6). This name is connected with
the Phoen and Can goddess '.Aiuit, which w-as also Heb words: (1) D-fS, kedhem, which denotes
worshipped in Egypt, She is mentioned in monu- "beforetime," "yore"; generally the remote past
(cf Dt 33 15, "ancient mountains"; Jgs 5 21,
ments of the 18th Dvnasty, coupled with the wargoddess Astart (Moore,/iwi^cs, 105-896; DB; EB). Kishon, the "ancient river"; Isa 19 11 "ancient
kings"). (2) IpT, zdken, "old" in years. AA'hereas
the AV generally renders the word by "old" (or
ANATHEMA, a-nath'e-ma (dvafleiiia, andthema):
"elders" when the pi. form is found) in six cases
This word occurs only once in the AV, -viz. in the
"ancient" is used and "ancients" in nine cases.
phrase "Let him be anathema. Maranatha" (1 Cor
See ANCIENTS. (3) Ob'iy, 'dldm, which denotes
16 22); elsewhere the .AV renders anathema by "ac"long duration"—past or future. In regard to the
cursed" (Rom 9 3; 1 Cor 12 3; Gal 1 8.9), once by
past it suggests remote antiquity. The connotation
"curse" (.Acts 23 12). Both woTds—analhema and
anathema—were originally dialectical variations and may be discovered in such expressions as: "the
had the same connotation, viz. offering t'o the gods. years of a. times" (Ps 77 5); "a. land-mark" or
The non-.Attic form—anatheinn—was adopted in ^^paths (Prov 22 28; Jer 18 15); "a. people" or
the L.XX as a rendering of the Heb herem (see
,?.^i'°^. J-J"^^,^^ ''! •^^r 5 1-5'; "a- hish places"
.ACCURSED), and gradually came to ha-ve the sig(Ezk 36 2), (4) p - ' n y , 'attlk. This word--really
nificance of the Heb word—"anvthing devoted to Aram.—comes from a stem which means "to addestruction." A\'hereas in the Gr Fathers anathe- vance, ; I.e. m age; hence old, aged (1 Ch 3 22)
ma—as herein in rabbinic Heb — came to denote
(5)1Dy;, ydshlsh, ht. "weak," "impotent," hence
excommunication from society, in the N T the
word has its full force. In common speech it evi- decrepit aged; a rare and poetical word, and found
dently became a strong e.xpression of execration, only in Job It is rendered "ancient" only in one
THO.MAS L E W I S
and the term connoted more than ph\-sieal destruc- instance (Job 12 12 AV)_.
tion; it invariably implied moral worthlessness. In
ANCIENT OF DAYS ( r ^ a r p ^ n ? , -attlk ydmln,
Rom 9 3 Paul does not simply mean that, for the
= Aram.): On p^flj', 'attlk, see ANCIENT (1)
The
sake of his fellow-countrymen, he is prepared to
face death, but to endure the moral degradation
In'^l^'if'^e^. ''^ l'?'"^ ' ° reference to God in Dnl
of an outcast from the kingdom of Christ. In
(I 9,13^22) and IS not intended to suggest the exis1 Cor 12 3 the expression, "Jesus is anathema"— tence ot God from eternity. It was the venerable
with Its suggestion of moral unfitness—reaches the appearance of old age that was uppermost in the
lowest depths of depreciation, as the e.xpression
writer s mmd. "What Daniel sees is not the eternal
Jesus is Lord," reaches the summit of appreciation!
<jod Himself, but an aged man, in whose dignified
and impressive form God reveals Himself (cf Ezk
THOMAS LEWIS
1 26)" (Ked).
^
for it is written. Thou shalt not speak e-vil of a ruler
of thy people.'' This remark has greatly puzzled
the commentators. The high priest could have
been easily identified by his position and official
seat as president of the Sanhedrin. .Some have
wrongly supposed that Ananias had lost his office
during his trial at Rome, but had afterward usurped
it during a vacancy (John Lightfootj Michaelis,
etc). Others take the words as ironical, "How
could I know as high priest one who acts so unworthily ot his sacred office'?" (so Calvin). Others
(e.g. Altord, Plumptre) take it that owing to defective eyesight Paul knew not from whom the
insolent words had come. Perhaps the simplest
explanation is that Paul meant, "I did not for the
moment bear in mind that I was addressing the
high priest" (so Bengel, Neander, etc). (2) In Acts
24 1 we find Ananias coming down to Caesarea in
person, with a deputation from the Sanhedrin, to
accuse Paul before Felix.
D. MIALL EDWARDS
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ANCIENTS, an-shents: This word (except in
one instance) renders the Heb word D'^-"'^, z'kenim,
(pi. ot IpT, zdken), which should ahvays be tr""
"old men" or -"elders." The Heb w-ord never has
the connotation which "ancients" has in modern
Eng. The words "I understand more than the
ancients" (Ps 119 100 AA') do not mean that the
Psalmist claims greater wisdom than his distant
forbears but than his contemporaries with all their
age and experience. In the parallel clause "teachers" is the corresponding word. In such phrases
as "ancients ot the people" (Jer 19 1 .AV), "ancients of the house of Israel" (Ezk 8 12), "elders"
would ob\nously be the correct rendering, as in RV.
Even in Isa 24 23 (''before his ancients gloriously"
ERV) "elders" is the right tr (AUA'). The wTiter
probably alludes to the Sin. theophany witnessed by
the "seventy .
elders" (Ex 24 9-18). Generally speaking the word suggests the experience, insight and practical acquaintance with hfe which age
ought to bring with it (Ps 119 100; Ezk 7 26).
In one instance (1 S 24 13) "ancients" is the right
rendering for the Heb word D^rTD'ip , kadhmonlm,
which means ''men of former times."
THOMAS L E W I S

ANCLE, an'k 1.

Siv ANKLE.

A N D R E W , an'drt'io ('AvSp^as, Andreas, I.e.
"manly." The name has also been interpreted as
"the mighty one, or conqueror"): Andrew was
the first called of the Twelve Apostles.
/. In New Testament.—Andrew
belonged to
Bethsaida ot Gahlee (cf Jn 1 44). He was the
brother ot Simon Peter and his father's
1. Early
name was John (cf Jn 1 42; 21
History and 15,16.17). He occupies a more promiFirst Call
nent place in the Gospel of Jn than
in the synoptical w-ritings, and this
is exphcable at least in part from the fact that
Andrew was Gr both in language and sympathies
(cf infra), and that his subsequent labors were intiihately connected w-ith the people for whom Jn
was immediately -writing. There are three stages
in the call of Andrew to the apostleship. The first
is described in Jn 1 35-40. Andrew had spent his
earlier years as a fisherman on the Sea ot Galilee,
but on learning of the fame ot John the Baptist, he
departed along wdth a band of his countrymen to
Bethabara (RV "Bethany") beyond Jordan, where
John was baptizing (Jn 1 28). Possibly Jesus
was of their number, or had preceded them in their
pilgrimage. There Andrew learned for the first
time of the greatness of the "Lamb of God" and
"followed him" (Jn 1 40). He was the means at
this time ot bringing his brother Simon Peter also
to Christ (Jn 1 41). Andrew w-as probably a
companion of Jesus on his return journey to Galilee,
and was thus present at the marriage in Cana ot
Gahlee (Jn 2 2), in Capernaum (Jn 2 12), at the
Passover in Jerus (Jn 2 13), at the baptizing in
.Judaea (Jn 3 22), where he himself may have taken
part (cf Jn 4 2;, and in Samaria (Jn 4 5).
On his return to Galilee, Andrew resumed for \
time his old vocation as fi.sherman, till he received
his second call. This happened after
2. Second John the Baptist was cast into prison
Call and
(cf Mk 1 14; M t 4 12) .and is deFinal
scribed in Mk 1 16-18; M t 4 18,19.
Ordination The two accounts are practically
identical, and tell how Andrew and his
brother were now called on definitely to forsake
their mundane occupations and become fishers ot
men (Mk 1 17). The corresponding narrative of
Lk varies in part; it does not mention /Andrew by
risme, and gives the additional detail of the miraculous draught of fishes. By some it has been regarded as an amalgamation of Mk's account with

Jn

21 1-8 (see

JAMBS, SON OF ZEBEDEE) .
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period of companionship with Jesus, during which,
in the house of Simon and Andrew, Simon's wife's
mother was healed ot a fever (Mk 1 29-31; cf
Mt 8 14.15; Lk 4 38.39), the call of Andrew was
finally consecrated by his election as one ot the
Twelve .Apostles (Mt 10 2; Mk 3 18; Lk 6 14;
.A.ets 1 13).
Further incidents recorded of Andrew are: At
the feeding of the five thousand by the Sea ot
Galilee, the attention of Jesus was
3. Subdrawn by Andrew to the lad with five
sequent
barley loaves and two fishes (Jn 6
History
8.'.)). At the feast of the Passover,
the Greeks who wished to "see Jesus"
inquiroil of Philip, who turned for advice to Andrew, and the two then told Jesus (Jn 12 20-36).
On the Mount of Olives, Andrew along with Peter,
James and John, questioned Jesus regarding the
destruction of Jerus and the end of the world
iMk 13 3-23; cf also Mt 24 3-2,S; Lk 21 5-24).
//. In Apocryphal
Literature.—The
name of
Andrew's mother was traditionally Joanna, and
according to the "Genealogies of the Twelve Apostles" (Budge, Coiitendings of the Aposlles, II, 49)
he belonged to the tribe of Reuben, the tribe of his
father. A fragment of a Coptic gospel of the 4th
or 5th cent, tells how not only Thomas (Jn 20 27),
but also Andrew was compelled, b}' touching the
feet of the risen Saviour, to believe in the bodily
resurrection (Hennecke, Neutestamentlichen Apokryphen, etc, 38, 39). Various places were assigned as
the scene of his subsequent missionary labors. The
Syr Teaching of ihe Apostles (ed Cureton, 34) mentions Bithynia, Eusebius gives Siythia (HE, III,
i, 1), and others Greece (Lijsius,
Apokryphen
Apostelgeschiehten, I, 63). The Muratorian Fragment relates that John WTOte his gospel in consequence of a revelation given to Andrew, and this
would point to Ephesus (cf Hennecke id, 459).
The Conlendings of the Ttnlve Apostles (for historicity, authorship, etc, of this work, cf Budge,
Conlendings of the Apostles, Intro; Hennecke,
Handbuch zu den nenlestainentliehen
Apokryphen,
351-58; RE, 664-66) contains se-i-eral parts dealing
with Andrew: (1) "The Preaching of St. Andrew and
St. Philemon among the Kurds" (Budge, II, 163 ff)
narrates the appearance of the risen Christ to His
disciples, the sending of St. Andrew to Lydia and his
conversion of the people there. (2) The "Preaching
of St. Matthias in the City of the Cannibals" (Budge,
II, 267 ff; REH, 666) tells of how St. Matthias, on
being imprisoned and blinded by the Cannibals,
was released by St. Andrew, who had been brought
to his assistance in a ship by Christ, but the two
were afterward again imprisoned. St. Matthias
then caused the city to be inundated, the disciples
w-ere set free, and the people converted. (3) "The
Acts of St. Andrew and St. Bartholomew" (Budge,
II, 183 ff) gives an account of tlndr mission among
the Partliians. (4) .According to the "Martyrdom
of St Andrew" (Budge, II, 215) he was stoned and
crucified in Scythia.
According to the sur-vi\dng fragments of "The
Acts of St. Andrew," a heretical work dating
probably from the 2d cent., and referred to by
Eusebius (HE, III, ii, 5), the scene of St. Andrew's
death was laid in Achaia. There he was imprisoned
and crucified by order of the proconsul Eges (or
Aegeates), w-hose w-ife had been estranged from him
by the preaching of St. Andrew (cf Hennecke, 45973; Pick, Apocryphal Acts, 201-21; Lipsius, I,
543-622). A so-called "Gospel of St. Andrew" is
mentioned by Innocent I (Ep, I, iii, 7) and Augustine (Contra Advers.Leg. et Prophet., I, 20), but this
is probably due to a confusion with the abovementioned ".Acts of St. Andrew."
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The rehcs of St. Andrew were discovered in
Constantinople in the time of Justinian, and part of
his cross is now- in St. Peter's, Rome. St. Andrew
is the patron saint of Scotland, whither his arm is
said to have been transferred by St. Regulus. 'The
ascription to him of the decussate cross is of late
origin.
///. C/iaracfer.—There is something significant
in Andrew-'s being the first called of the apostles.
The choice was an important one; tor upon the
lead given bv Andrew depended the action ot the
others. Christ perceived that the soul's unrest,
the straining after higher things and a deeper
knowledge of God, which had induced Andrew to
make the pilgrimage to Bethany, gave promise of
a rich spiritual growth, which no doubt influenced
Him in His decision. His w-isdom and insight
were justified of the after event. Along with a keenness of perception regarding spiritual truths was
coupled in Andrew a strong sense of personal conviction which enabled him not only to accept Jesus
as the Alessiuh, but to win Peter also as a disciple
of Christ. The incident of the Feeding of the Five
Thousand displayed .Andrew in a fresh aspect:
there the practical part which he played formed a
striking contrast to the teeble-mindedness of Philip.
Both these traits—his missionary spirit, and his
decision of character which made others appeal to
him when in difficulties—were e'vinced at the time
when the Greeks sought to interview Jesus. Andrew
w-as not one of the greatest of the apostles, yet he
is typical of those men of broad sympathies and
sound common sense, w-i1 bout w-hom the success of
any great movement cannot be assured.
C.

M,

KERR

ANDRONICUS, an-dro-ni'kus ('AvSpiviKos, Andrdnikos):
(1) A deputy of Antiochus E]iiphanes, who,
while ruling at Antioch, excited the Jew-s by the
murder of Onias, and, upon their formal complaint,
w-as executed by his superior (2 Mace 4 32-38);
generally distinguished from another officer of the
same name, also under Antiochus (2 jNlacc 6 23),
(2) A kinsman of Paul, residing at Rome (Rom
16 7), He had been converted to Christianity
before Paul, and, like Paul, had suffered imprisonment, although when and where can only be surmised, AVhen he and Junias, another kinsman of
Paul, are referred to as ''of note among the apostles,"
this may be interpreted as either designating the
high esteem in which they were held by the Twelve,
or as reckoning them in the number of apostles. The
latter is the sense, it "apostle" be understood here
in the more general meaning, used in Acts 14 14
of Barnabas, in 2 Cor 8 23 of Titus, in Phil 2 25
of Epaphroditus, and in the Did of "the traveling
evangelists or missionaries who preached the gospel
from place to place" (Schaff, The Teaching of the
Twelve Apostles, 67; see also Lightfoot on Philippians, 191)). On this assumption, Andronicus was
one of the most prominent and successful ot the
traveling missionaries of the early church.
H.

E.

JACOBS

ANEM, a'nem (U'.V, 'dnein, "two springs";
'Avi.iL, Andm): Anem is mentioned with Ramoth
.among the cities of Issachar assigned to the priests
the sons of Gershom (1 Ch 6 73). In the parallel
list (Josh 21 29), there are mentioned Jarmuth
and En-g:„inim, correspon(hng to Ramoth and
Anim, therefore Amm and En-g.annim (Jenin) are
Identical. As the name denotes (Anem = "two
springs ; En-gannim = "the spring of g.ardens").
It was w^dl watered. Anem is identified by Eus(3" A'nini' ' nn"/)!' wu Sr"*^^'" l^^gests the village of
Anmi, on the hills W , of the plain of Esdraelon
which represents the Anea of the 4th cent AD

(Onom s.v. "Aniel" and " B e t h a r a " ) , a city lying 15
Rom miles from Caesarea, which had good baths.
M,

O.

EVANS

ANER, a'ner ("l??', 'dncr: L X X Avvav, Aundn;
Sam, Q"1??, "arar(jm,'"spi-out," "waterfall"): One of
the three "confederates" of Abraham in his pursuit
after the four kings (Gen 14 13,14). Judging from
the meanings ot the two other names, Mamre being
the name of the sacred grove or tree (J) and synonymous wdth Hebron (P); and Eschol—a name of a
valley (ht. "grape cluster") from which the personal
names are derived—it may be expected to explain
the name Aner in a similar way. Dillmann suggested
the name of a range of mountains in that vicinity
(Comm. ad loc. and Rosen in ZDMG, X I I , 479;
Skinner, Genesis, 365).
S. CoHON
ANER, a'ner ("13?, 'aner, meaning doubtful):
A Le'vitical town in Manasseh, AA'. of the Jordan
(1 Ch 6 70). Gesenius and others identified it
with Taanach of Josh 21 25. There is, however,
no agreement as to its location.
ANETHOTHITE, an'e-thoth-it:
Anathothite (thus RV 2 S 23 27).

AV form of

ANETOTHITE, an'e-toth-it: AV form of Anathothite (thus RV 1 Ch 27 12).
ANGEL, an'jel (Tjsba, mal'dkh; L X X and NT,
a-yyeXos, dggelos):
I.
II.

III.

DEFINITION AND SCRIPTURE TERMS
ANGELS IN OT

1. Nature. Appearances and Functions
2. The Angelic Host
3. The Angel of the Theophany
ANGELS IN NT
1. Appearances
2. The Teaching of Jesus about Angels
3. Other NT References

IV.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE DOCTRINE
V. THE REALITY OF ANGELS
LITERATURE

/. Definition and Scripture Terms.—The word
angel is apphed in Scripture to an order of supernatural or heavenly beings whose business it is
to act as God's messengers to men, and as agents
who carry out His will. Both in Heb and Gr the
word is apphed to human messengers (1 K 19 2;
Lk 7 24); in Heb it is used in the singular to
denote a Divine messenger, and in the plural for
human messengers, although there are exceptions
to both usages. It is applied to the prophet
Haggai (Hag 1 13), to the priest (.Alal 2 7), and
to the messenger who is to prepare the way of the
Lord (Mai 3 1). Other Heb words and phrases
applied to angels are b'ne hd-'eldhim (Gen 6 2.4;
Job 1 6 ; 2 1) and b'ne 'ellm (Ps 29 1; 89 6),
i.e. sons ot the 'elohlm or 'i-lim; this means, according to a common Heh usage, members ot the class
called 'mhlm or 'ellm, the heavenly powers. It
seems doubtful whether the word 'elohlm, standing
by itself, is ever used to describe angels, although
LXX so translates it in a few passages. The most
notable instance is Ps 8 5; where RV gives.
Thou hast made him but httle lower than God,"
with ERVm reading of "the angels" tor "God"
(cf He 2 7.9); k'dhoshlm "holy ones" (Ps 89 5.7),
a name suggesting the fact that they belong to God;
ir, mm, "watcher," "watchers" (Dnl 4 13.17,23).
Other expressions are used to designate angels
collectively: i^odh, "councd" (Ps 89 7), where
the reference may be to an inner group of exalted
angels; edhah and lcd.hdl, "congregation" (Ps 82 1;
89 5); and finally gdb.hid', gdjhd'dlh, "host," "hosts,"
as m the familiar phrase "the God of hosts."
In N T the word dggelos, when it refers to a
Divine messenger, is frequently accompanied by
some phrase which makes this meaning clear,
e.g. the angels of heaven" (Mt 24 36). Angels
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belong to the "heavenly host" (Lk 2 13). In
reference to their nature they are called ''spirits"
(He 1 14). Paul evidentlj- referred to the ordered
ranks of supra-mundane beings in a group of W(.(rds
that are found in various combinations, viz, archai, "principahties," exousiai, "powers," thrdnoi,
"thi'ones," kuridteles, "dominions," and dandmeis,
also translated "powers." The first four are apparently used in a good sense in Col 1 16, where it
is said that all these beings were created through
Christ and unto Him; in most of the other passages in which words from this groiqi occur, they
seem to represent eeU powers, \\ (.^ are told that
our wTesthng is against them (Eph 6 12), and
that Christ triumphs over the iirincipalities and
powers (Col 2 15; ef Rom 8 38; 1 Cor 15 24).
In two passages the word archdggelos, "archangel"
or clfief angel, occm-s: "the ^•oice of the archangel"
(1 Thess 4 16), and ''Michael the archangel"
(Jude ver 9).
//. Angels in OT.—E\-eryw-licre in the O T the
existence of angels is assumed. The creation of
angels is referred to in Ps 148 2,5 (cf
1. Nature, Col 1 16). They were present at the
Appearcreation of the w-orld, and were so filled
ances and wdth wonder and gladness that they
Functions
"shoutedfor joy" (Job 38 7). Ot thennature w-e are told nothing. In general
they are simply regarded as embodiments of their
mission. Though presumably the holiest of created
beings, they are charged by God with folly (Job
4 ISi, and we are told t h a t "he putteth no trust
in his holy ones" (Job 15 15). References to the
fall of the angels are onty found in the obscure and
probabh' corrupt passage Gen 6 1-4, and in the
interdependent passages 2 Pet 2 4 and Jude ver 6,
which draw their inspiration from the Apocryphal
book of Enoch. Demons are mentioned (see D E MONS) ; and although Satan appears among the sons
of God (Job 1 6; 2 1), there is a growing tendency
in later wTiters to attriljute to him a malignity that
is all his ow-n (see S.VTAN).

As to their outward appearance, it is evident
that they bore the human form, and could at times
be mistaken for men (Ezk 9 2; Gen 18 2.16).
There is no hint that they ever appeared in female
form. T h e conception of angels as winged beings,
so famihar in Christian art, finds no support in
Scripture (except, perhaps Dnl 9 2 1 ; Rev 14 6,
where angels are represented as "flying"). T h e
cherubim and seraphim

(see C H E R U B ;

SERAPH)

are represented as winged (Ex 25 20; Isa 6 2);
-winged also are t h e symbohc h'ving creatures of
Ezk (Ezk 1 6; cf Rev 4 8).
As above stated, angels are messengers and instruments of the Divine -will. As a rule they exercise
no influence in the phy.sical sphere. In several
instances, however, they are represented as destroying angels: two angels are commissioned to
destroy Sodom (Gen 19 13); when Da-vid numbers the people, an angel destroys them by pestilence (2 S 24 16); it is by an angel that the Assyr
army is destroyed (2 K 19 35); and Ezekiel
hears- gix angels recei'ving the command to destroy
those who were sinful in .Jerus (Ezk 9 1.5.7). In
this connection should be noted the expression
"angels of evil," i.e. angels that bring e'vil upon men
from God and execute His judgments (Ps 78 49;
cf I S 16 14). Angels appear to Jacob in dreams
(Gen 28 12; 31 11). The angel who meets Balaam
is 'visible first t o the ass, and not to the rider (Nu 22
22 ff). Angels interpret God's wiU, showing man
what is right for him (Job 33 23). The idea of
angels as caring tor men also appears (Ps 91 l i t ) ,
although t h e modern conception of the possession
by each man of a special guardian angel is not found
inOT.
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The phrase "the host of heaven" is apphed to
the stars, which were sometimes worshipped by
idolatrous Jews (Jer 33 22; 2 K 21
2. The
3; Zeph 1 5); the name is apphed
Angelic
to the company of angels because of
Host
their countless numbers (cf Dnl 7 10)
and their glory. They are represented
as standing on the right; and left hand of Jeh (1 K
22 19). Hence God, who is over them all, is continually called throughout OT "the God of hosts,"
"Jeh of hosts," "Jeh God of hosts"; and once "the
princeof t h e h o s t " (Dnl 8 11). One of the principal
functions of the heavenly host is to be ever praising
the name of the Lord (Ps 103 2 1 ; 148 I f ) . In
this host there are certain figures that stand out
prominently, and some of them are named. The
angel who appears to Joshua calls himself "prince
of the host of J e h " (Josh 5 14 t). The glorious
angel who interprets to Daniel the -vision which he
saw in the third year of Cyrus (Dnl 10 5), like the
angel who interprets the vision in the first year of
Belshazzar (Dnl 7 16), is not named; but other
'visions of the same prophet were explained to him
by the angel Gabriel, who is called "the man
Gabriel," and is described as speaking with "a
man's voice" (Dnl 9 2 1 ; 8 15f). In Daniel we
find occasional reference made t o "princes": "the
prince of Persia," "the prince of Greece" (10 20).
These are angels to whom is intrusted the charge
of, and possibly the rule over, certain peoples.
Most notable among them is Michael, described
as "one ot the chief princes," "the great prince who
standeth for the children of thy people," and, more
briefly, "your prince" (Dnl 10 13; 12 1; 10 21);
Michael is therefore regarded as the patron-angel
of the Jews. In Apoc Raphael, Uriel and Jeremiel
are also named. Of Raphael it is said (Tob 12 15)
that he is "one of the seven holy angels who present the prayers ot the saints" to God (cf Rev 8 2,
"the seven angels t h a t stand before God"). I t
is possible that this group of seven is referred to in
the above-quoted phrase, "one of the chief princes."
Some (notably Kosters) have maintained that the
expressions "the sons of the 'Sldhlm," God's "council" and "congregation," refer to the ancient gods
ot the heathen, now degraded and wholly subordinated to Jeh. This rather daring speculation has
little support in Scripture; but we find traces ot a
belief that the patron-angels of the nations have
failed in estabhshing righteousness within their allotted sphere on earth, and that they will accordingly
be punished by Jeh their over-Lord (Isa 24 21 f;
Ps 82; cf Ps 68 1 1 RVm; cf Jude ver 6).
This angel is spoken of as "the angel of J e h , "
and "the angel ot the presence (or face) of Jeh."
The following passages contain refer3. The
ences to this angel: Gen 16 7ff—
Angel of the the angel and Hagar;
Gen 18—
Theophany Abraham intercedes wdth the angel for
Sodom; Gen 22 11 ff—the angel interposes t o prevent the sacrifice ot Isaac; Gen 24
7.40—Abraham sends Ehezer and promises him
the angel's protection; Gen 31 11 ff—the angel
who appears to Jacob says " I am the God of
Beth-el"; Gen 32 24 ff—Jacob wrestles with the
angel and says, " I have seen God face t o face";
Gen 48 15 f—Jacob speaks of God and t h e angel
as identical; Ex 3 (cf Acts 7 30 ff)—the angel
appears to Moses in the burning bush; E x 13 2 1 ;
14 19 (cf Nu 20 16)—God or the angel leads Israel
out of Egypt; E x 23 20 ff—the people are commanded to'obey the angel; Ex 32 34—33 17 (cf Isa
63 9)—Moses pleads tor t h e presence of God with
His people; Josh 6 13—6 2—the angel appears to
Joshua; Jgs 2 1-5—the angel speaks to the people;
Jgs 6 11 ff—the angel appears to Gideon.
A study ot these passages shows that while t h e
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angel and Jeh are at times distinguished from each
other, they are with equal frequency, and in the
same passages, merged into each other. How is
this to be explained? I t is obvious that^ these
apparitions cannot be the Almighty Himself,
whom no man hath seen, or can see. I n seeking
the explanation, special attention should be paid
to two of the passages above cited. I n Ex 23 20 ff
God promises to send an angel before His people
to lead them to the prgmised land; they are commanded to obey him and not to provoke him "tor
he will not pardon your transgression: for m y
name is in him." Thus the angel can forgive sin,
which only God can do, because God's name, i.e.
His character and thus His authority, are in t h e
angel. Further, in the passage Ex 32 34—33 17
Moses intercedes for the people after their first
breach of the covenant; God responds by promising,
"Behold, mine angel shaU go before thee"; and
immediately after God says, " I wOl not go up in
the midst of thee." In answer to further pleading,
God says, "My presence shall go with thee, and I
•will give thee rest." Here a clear distinction is
made between an ordinary angel, and the angel who
carries with him God's presence. The conclusion
may be summed up in the words of Davidson in
his OT 'i'heology: " I n particular pro-vidences one
may trace the presence ot Jeh in infiuence and
operation; in ordinary angehc appearances one
may chscover Jeh present on some side ot His
being, in some attribute of His character; in t h e
angel of the Lord He is fully present as the covenant
God of His people, to redeem them." The question still remains. Who is the theophanic angel?
To this many answers have been given, of which
the foUowing may be mentioned: (1) 'This angel
is simply an angel with a special commission;
(2) He may be a momentary descent of God into
visibihty; (3) He may be the Logos, a kind of
temporary preincarnation ot the second person of
the Trinity. Each has its difficulties, but the last
is certainly the most tempting to the mind. Yet
it must be remembered that at best these are only
conjectures that touch on a great mystery. I t is
certain that from the beginning God used angels
in human form, with human voices, in order to
communicate with man; and the appearances of
the angel of the Lord, with his special redemptive
relation to God's people, show the working of that
Divine mode of self-revelation which culminated
in the coming of the Sa-viour, and are thus a foreshadowing of, and a, preparation for, the full revelation of God in Jesus Christ. Further than this it
is not safe to go.
///. A^ngels in TVr.-Nothing is related ot angels
in N T which is inconsistent 'with the teaching of
OT on the subject. Just as they are
1. Appear- specially active in the beginning of
ances
OT history, when God's people is being
born, so they appear frequently in connection with the birth of Jesus, and again when a
new order of things begins with the resurrection
.An angel appears three times in dreams to Joseoli
(Mt^ 1,20; 2 13.19). The angel Gabriel appears to
/iachanas, and then to Mary in the annunciation
u- L^'K T'^° ^°^*^' announces to the shepherds the
bu-th of Jesus, and is joined by a "multitude of the
heavenly host
praising God in celestial song
(Lk 2 8ff). AAhen Jesus is tempted, and agaiS
during the agony at Gethsemane, angels appear to
llim to strengthen His soul (Mt 4 11- Lk 22 43)
I . ^ ' K W K ^'li'^h tells how an angel came down to
trouble the pool (Jn 5 4) is now omitted from the
rnn „wo°°.K T ^ ^f"'''''*'; ^"^ '^'igel descends to
roll away the stone from the tomb of Jesus (Mt 28
2); angels are seen there by certain women (Lk 24
23) and (two) by Mary Magdalene (Jn 20 12)
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An angel releases the apostles from prison, directs
Philip, appears to Peter i n a dream, frees him
from prison, smites Herod with sickness, appears
to Paul in a dream (Acts 5 19; 8 26; 10 3 ; 12
7ff; 12 23; 27 23). Once they appear clothed
in white; they are so dazzhng in appearance as
to terrify beholders; hence they begin their message
with the words "Fear n o t " ( M t 28 2-5).
I t is quite certain that Our Lord accepted the
main teachings of OT about angels, as well as the
later Jewish behef in good and bad
2. The
angels. H e speaks of t h e "angels
Teaching of in heaven" ( M t 22 30), a n d of "the
Jesus about devil and his angels" ( M t 26 41).
Angels
According to Our Lord t h e angels ot
God are holy (lAlk 8 38); they have
no sex or sensuous desires ( M t 22 30); they have
high intelligence, but they know not the time ot the
Second Coming (Mt 24 36); they carry (in a
parable) the soul of Lazarus t o Abraham's bosom
(Lk 16 22); they could have been summoned to
the aid of Our Lord, had He so desired (Mt 26 53);
they 'will accompany Him a t t h e Second Coming
(Mt 26 31) and separate t h e righteous from the
wdcked (Mt 13 41.49). They watch 'with sympathetic eyes the fortunes ot men, rejoicing in the
repentance of a sinner (Lk 16 10; cf 1 P e t 1 12;
Eph 3 10; 1 Cor 4 9); a n d they will hear the
Son ot Man confessing or denying those who have
confessed or denied Him before men (Lk 12 8 f).
The angels ot the presence of God, who do not
appear to correspond to our conception ot guardian
angels, are specially interested in God's little ones
(Mt 18 10). Finally, t h e existence of angels is
imphed in the Lord's Prayer in the petition, "Thy
will be done, as in heaven, so on earth" (Mt 6 10).
Paul refers to the ranks ot angels ("principalities,
powers," etc) only in order to emphasize the complete supremacy ot Jesus Christ. He
3. Other
teaches that angels 'will be judged by
NT Refer- the saints (1 Cor 6 3). H e attacks
ences
the incipient Gnosticism of Asia Minor
by forbidding t h e worship of angels
(Col 2 18). He speaks of God's angels as "elect,"
because they are included in the counsels of Divine
love (1 Tim 6 21). 'When Paul commands the
women to keep theu- heads covered in church because ot the angels (1 Cor 11 10) h e probably
means that the angels, who watch all human
affairs with deep interest, would be pained to see
any infraction of the laws of modesty. In He (1 14)
angels are described as ministering spirits engaged
m the service ot the saints. Peter also emphasizes
the supremacy ot Our Lord over all angelic beings
J T ? ^^''' "^^^ references t o angels in 2 Pet
and Jude are colored by contact with Apoc lit.
In Rev where t h e references are ob-viously symb(3hc, there is very frequent mention of angels.
I h e angels of the seven churches (1 20) are the
guardian angels or t h e personifications of these
™<i"^S t f • c"^^^ worship ot angels is also forbidden
(22 8 t ) . Specially interesting is t h e mention of
elemental angels—"the angel of t h e waters"
Id 18;^
IS cff 7^^^1;'*°^'^'
"^^^^ Reference
^^^^ P°^'^''
°^^'^made
^^'^"
(14
19 17).
is also
to the angel ot t h e bottomless pit," who is called
ABADDON or APOLLYON (q.v.), evidently an evil
f"eel (9 11 AV, R V "abyss"). I n 12 7ff w-e are
told that there was war between Michael with his
angels and the dragon with his angels.
JXi ^^"^'"P'ne/if of the Doctrine.—In
the
childhood of t h e race i t was easy t o beheve
m God, and H e was very near t o t h e soul. I r
Paradise there is no thought ot angels; it is God
Himself who walks in t h e garden. A little later
the thought ot angels appears, b u t God has not
gone away, and as "the angel of J e h " H e appears
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to His people and redeems them. In these early
times the Jews believed that there were multitudes
ot angels, not yet divided in thought into good
and bad; these liad no names or jiersonal characteristics, but were simply embodied messages. Till
the time of the ((apti\-ity the .lewisli angelology
shows httle developinent. During that darlv
period they came into close contact with a p(-ilytheistic people, only to be more deeply confirmed
in their monotheism thereby'. They also became
acquainted with the purer faith of the Persians,
and in all probabihty viewed the tenets of Zoroastrianism wdth a more favorable ey(-, because of the
great kindness of Cyrus to their nation. There
are few direct traces of Zoroasirianisni in the later
angelology of the OT. It is not e\'eii certain that
the numiier seven as applied to the highest group
of angels is Pers in its origin; the number seven
was not wliohy disregardexl by the Jews. One
result of the contact w-as that the idea ot a hierarchy
of the angels was more fully developed. The conception in Dnl of angels as "w-atclieis," and the
idea of patron-princes or angel-guardians of nations
may be set down to Pers iiifluence. It is probable
that contact wdth the Persians helped the Jews to
develop ideas already latent in their minds. According to Jewish trndition, the names of the
angels came from Babylon. By this time the
consciousness ot sin had grown more intense in the
Jewdsh mind, and God had receded to an immeasurable distance; the angels helped to fiU the gap
betw-een God and man.
The more elaborate conceptions ot Daniel and
Zechariah are further developed in .Apoc, especially
in 2 Esd, Tob and 2 Mace.
In the N T w-e find that there is httle further
development; and by the Spirit of God its writers
were saved from the absurdly puerile teachings of
contemporary Rabbinism. AA'e find that the Sadducees, as contrasted wdth the Pharisees, did not
beheve in angels or spirits (.Acts 23 8). AA'e may
conclude that the Sadducees, w-ith their materialistic standpoint, and (l(jnial of the resurrection,
regarded angels merely as symbolical expressions
of God's actions. It is noteworthy in this connection that the great priestly document P makes
no mention ot angels. The Book of Revelation
naturally shows a close kinship to the books of
Ezk and Dnl.
Regarding the rabbinical developments of angelology, some beautiful, some extravagant, some
grotesque, but all fanciful, it is not necessary here
to speak. The Essenes held an esoteric doctrine of
angels, in which most scholars find the germ of the
gnostic aeons,
V. The Reality of Angels.--.'^ belief in angels,
it not indi.-jieinable to the faith of a Christian,
has its place there.
In .such a belief there is
nothing unnatural or contrary to reason. Indeed,
the warm w-eleorne w-hich liiiman nature has
always given to this thought, is an argument
in its favor, AA'hy should there not be such an
order cjf fieings, if God so willed it'.'' For the
Christian the whole question turns on the weight
to be attached to the words of Our Lord. AH are
agreed that He teaches the existence, reality, and
acti\dty of angelic beings, \\ as Fie in error because of His human limitations? T h a t is a conclusion which it is very hard for the Christian to
draw, and we may set it aside. Did He then adjust
His teaching to popular belief, knowing that what
He said was not true? This explanation would
seem to impute deliberate untruth to Our Lord, and
must equally be set aside. So we find ourselves
restricted to the conclusion that we have the guaranty ot Christ's word for the existence of angels;
for mo.st Christians that will settle the question.

The 'visible activity of angels has come to an
end, because their mediating work is done; Christ
ha,s founded the kingdom of the Spirit, and God's
Spirit sjieaks directly to the spirit ot man. This
new- and hving way has been opened up to us by
Jesus Christ, upon whom faith can yet behold the
angels of God ;iseen(fing and descending. Still
they watch l.hi; lot of man, and r((joice in his salvation; still they join in the praise and adoration
of God, the Lord of hosts; still can they be regarded
as "ministering spirits sent forth to do ser-vice for
the sake of them that shall inherit salvation."
LITERATURE.—All OT and NT theologies contain discussions. Among the older iioolis Oehler's OT Theology
and lleiigstenbei-g's ('liri.iiuloii.ij of uT (for "angel of
Jeh") and among modern ones Davidson's OT Theology
are speciall.v valuable. The ablest supporter of the
theory that Uie "sons of the Elohim" are degraded gods
is KostjTS, " Het onstaan der Angelologie ondor Israel,"
TT 1.x, (i. Soo also arts, on "Angel" in UDB (by Davidson;, EB. DCG. Jew Enc, RE (by Cremer). Cremer's
Biblico-Tlici.liitjieiil
NT Lexicon sllould b e c o n s u l t e d s.v.
"aggclos." Per .lowish tietiefs see also Edersheim's I^ife
and 2'imes of Jesus. II. Appendix xiii. On the Pauline
a n g e l o l o g y soo E v e r t i n g . Du paul,ni-.ehe
Angelologie.
On
the g(ineral subject sec (iodi^t, Bihlual Studies; Mozley,
The Word, eh lix, and Lidhain, .1 Service of Aniiel,,.
JOHN IMACARTNEY A\'ILSON

ANGEL OF GOD.

See A.N-GEL.

ANGEL OF JEHOVAH.

See ANGEL (II, 3).

ANGELS OF THE SE'VEN CHURCHES: I t
is evident from the contexts ot the various Biblical
passages in which the word "angel" appears, that
the word does not ahvays represent the same idea.
In such passages as Dnl 12 1 and Acts 12 15 it
would seem that the angel w-as generally regarded
as a superhuman being whose duty it w-as to guard
a nation or an individual, not unlike the jcnei of
the Arabs. However, in Mai 2 7 and 3 1 (Heb) the
word is clearly used to represent men. In the N T
also, there are passages, such as Jas 2 25 (Gr), in
which the word seems to be applied to rnen. The
seven angels of the seven churches (Rev 1 20)
received seven letters, fig. letters, and therefore it
would seem that the seven angels are also fig. and
may refer to the seven bisbojis who presided over
the seven churches of A,sia. Or the angels may be
regarded as the personifications of the churches.
E.

J.

BANKS

ANGER, an'ger: In the OT, the tr ot several
Heb words, esp. ot 5 S , 'aph (ht. "nostril," "countenance"), which is used some 45 times of human, 177
times ot Di-vine, anger (OHL). The w-ord occurs
rarely in the N T (Mk 3 5; Eph 4 3 1 ; Col 3 8;
Rev 14 10), its place being taken by the word
"wrath" (see AA'RATH). A S a tr of words denoting
God's "anger," the Eng. word is unfortunate so far as
it may seem to imply selfish, malicious or vindictive
personal feehng. The anger of God is the response
of His h((liness to outbrc;(kiiig sin. Particularly
when it eulniinaies in action is it rightly called His
"wrath." The OT doctrine of God's anger is contained in many passages in the Pent, Pss and the
prophets. In Prov men are dissuaded from anger
(15 1; 27 4), and the "slow-to anger" is commended
(16 18; 16 32; 19 11), Christians are enjoined to
put away the feeling of self-regarding, vindictive
anger (Eph 4 3 1 ; Col 3 8), and to cherish no desire
of personal revenge (Eph 4 26),
F . K. FARR
ANGLE, .an'g'l: Used in Isa 19 8 for a Heb noun
that is rendered "hook" in Job 41 1: "The fishers
shall lament, and .all they that cast angle [hook] into
the Nile shall mourn." For a striking fig. use of it
see Hab 1 15 where, speaking of the wicked devouring the righteous, "making men as the fishes of the
sea," the prophet says: "They take up all ot them
with the angle, they catch them in their net" (RV
uses singular).

Angling
Annus
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but in Isa 3 20 another word from t h e same root
ANGLING, an'gling: Angling, i.e. fishing with
a hook or angle, was little known among the an- "ankle chains" (AV "ornaments of ' h e legs"). Cf
cients. Thefishwere chiefly taken by casting nets, ANKLET (Isa 3 18).
.-5etc (see .Alt 13 47). Cf e.g. "Then did Deucalion
first the art invent of angling" (Davors, Secret of
Angling, I). See NET.
ANGLO-SAXON 'VERSIONS, an-glo-sax'on vilr'shtms.

See E.NGLISH VERSIONS.

ANGUISH, an'gwish: Extreme distress of body,
mind or spirit; excruciating pain or suffering of
soul, e.g. excessive grief, remorse, despair. Chiefly
expressed in OT, by four derivatives of p ^ S , gilk,
"straitened," "pressed," and "l^, gar, and two derivatives signifying "straitness,'' "narrowness," hence
distress; alsoyy^, .shdbhdg, "gidchness," "confusion
of mind"; b i n , hiil, "to twist" -with pain, "-writhe."
So in the NT, d^i'pis, thltpsis, "a pressing together,''
hence affliction, tribulation; a-Tevoxupla., stenochoria, "narrowness of place," hence extreme affliction;
avvoxft, sunocht', "a holding together," hence distress. The fundamental idea in these various terms
is pressure—being str:(itened, compressed into a
narrow place, or pain through physical or mental
torture. Used of the pli\',^ie;il agony of child-birth
(Jer 4 31; 6 24; 49 21; 50 43; Jn 16 21); of
distress of soul as the result of sin and -wickedness
(.lob 15 24; Prov 1 27; Rom 2 9); of anguish of
spirit through the cruel bondage of slavery (Ex 6 9)
and Ass3-r oppression (Isa 8 22); of the anxiety and
pain of Christian love because of the sins of fellowdisciples (2 Cor 2 4).

DWIGHT M . PRATT

ANIAM, a-ni'am (D"''?^, 'dni'dm, "lament of
the people"): A son of Shemidah ot lAIanasseh
(1 Ch 7 19).
ANIM, a'nim (3^??, 'dnlm, "springs"): One of
the cities of the hill country of Judah mentioned
immediately after Eshtemoa (Josh 15 .50). I t is
probably represented by the double ruin of el
Ghuwein situated S. of es Semn'a. The surface
remains are Byzantine—a Christian town called
Anem was here in the 4th cent., but it is clearly an
ancient site of importance (PEF, III, 408; Sh
ANIMAL, an'i-mal: See under the various names
and also general art, on ZOOLOGY.

Anise—.\nethum graveolens.
ANKLET, ANKLE-CHAIN, an'klet, an'k'1-ohan:
"Anklets" is rightly found in I s a 3 18 RV, and
"ankle-chains" in N u 31 50 R V . A cognate word
of essentially t h e same meaning is used in Isa 3
20, and is rendered by AV "ornaments of the legs."
It was these "anklets" that Isaiah represented the
ladies of Jerusalem as "rattling" as they walked
(Isa^3 16 to end), "making a tinkling with their
feet ; and a part of t h e punishment threatened
IS, "The Lord will take away t h e bravery of their
tinkling ornaments about their feet" (Isa 3 16 AV).

ANISE, an'is, or DILL, dil; (RVm, avr,eov,
dnethon): Not the true anise, Pimpinella anisum
as was supposed by AV translators, but Dill'
AniHhii-in graveoletis. This is an annual or biennial
herb of .\ O I nibelhferae, growing from one to
three feet high, with small yellow flowers and
brownish, flattened, oval fruits ^ in long I t
grows w-ild in lands bordering on the i\Iediterranean
I h e seeds have an aromatic flavor and are used as
cimiliment in cijoking, as carminative in medicine
Je^ii ssai(l
I i d ' ((Alt
M t ' 23
23%
3 r ° ( ' AAoe
w '^°T^*''=
Jesus
23).
unto you^'^™'='iy'
scribes
and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye tithe mint and
anise and cummin, and have left undone the
weightier matters of the law," etc. In the tract!
J/.'««'n,,^ (4 5) It IS mentioned that this plant

Egyptian Anklets. l - i . Ancient; 5, Modern.

ANNA, an'a ("Awa, Anna [AVH, Hdnna; see
Intro, 408]; H e b equivalent n a n , hanndh, signifying "grace" 1 S 1 2 ) :
(1) The wife of Tobit (Tob 1 9).
, .(2) A "prophetess," daughter of Phanuel, otthe
i u t j ' e c t S ' h ' i ' ' l e f c T t ' ) ''-"'
^^^ - ^ '
- ^
tribe of Asher, and thus a Galilean, living in Jeru,9
at the tinie ot Jesus' birth (Lk 2 36-38). "Ot a
SJ-eat age," she must have been considerably over
Iankle
M " M • : ",-'^, - ' '"^ '^•Ph'mim, lit. "water ot
o
100 years, having been a widow 84 years after a
ff- f " " ° 7 ™ter (Ezk 47 3)'; "anklebones
short married life of seven (see RV). Exceptionally
'ankle chains" I J) -'1°^ „.^<t>fp'>v, sphxdrdn; devout and gifted in spirit, she worshipped so conaiiKie cnains (A\ "chains"), from a Heb rcr^i stantly with fastings and supplications night and
meamng "to walk about proudly^ ( N u 3 1 50)
oay, that she is said to have "departed not from
The same Heb word is tr'i "bracelet" (2 S i lO),' the temple." Some have mistakenly supposed

FiTf^^^'.^" "Mer^d^-oT^?^)
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that tills signified permanent residence in the
temple. The fact that her lineage is recorded
indicates the distinction of her family. Tradition
says that the tribe of Asher wtis noted for the beauty
and talent of its women, who, for these gifts, were
qualified tor royal and higli-priest ly marriage.
While the tiibi' of Asher was not among the tribes
that retm-ned from the Bab e.xile to Pal, many of
its chief famihes must havi- done so as in the ease
of the prophetess. The period of war and national
oppression, through which .Anna's early life was
pa.ssed, created in her, as in the aged Simeon, an
intense longin.g for the "redempti((n" iironiised
thi'ough the Alessiah. See SI.MEON. This hope
of national deliverance sustained her through more
than four decades of patient waiting. In the birth
of Jesus her faith was abundantly rew-arded, and
she became a grateful and ceaseless wdtness ''to
all them that were looking for the redemption of
Jerusalem," that the day of tlieir spiritual deliverance had come.
LiTERATt-Ri: —See Ederslieini, Life and Ttmei of Jesus,
I, 200-201; Geilde, Life and ]V,,rils of Christ, 1, i:j:j-34.
Dw-iGUT M . P R A T T

ANNAAS, an'a-as (Savdas, .Sandas, 1 Esd 5 23,
RV S.\NAAS>: The Senaah ot Ezr 2 35,
ANNAS, an'as ("Av-vas, Annas; AA'H Hannas; Jos
Ananas, the Gr form of Heb l^H, hdndn; "merciful," ''gracious''; cf Neh 8 7, etc):
(1) A high priest of the Jews, the 'virtual head
of the priestly party in Jerus in the time of Christ,
a man of commanding influence. He was the son
of Seth (Jos,Sethi', and was elevated to the highpriesthood by Quirinius, governor of Syria, 7
AD. At this period the office was filled and vacated at the caprice ot the Rom procurators, and
Annas was deposed by A'alerius Gratus, 15 AD.
But though deprived of official status, he continued
to wdeld great power as the dominant member of
the hierarchy, using members of his family as his
•wiUing instruments. That he was an adroit
diplomatist is showm by the fact that five of his
sons (.In/, XX, ix, 1) and his son-in-law Caiaphas
(Jn 18 13) held the high-priesthood in almost
unbroken succession, though he did not survive
to see the office filled by his fifth son Annas or
Ananus II, who caused jfas the Lord's brother to
be stoned to death (cir 62 ,AD). Another mark of
his continued influence is, t h a t long after he had
lost his office he was still called "high priest," and
his name appears first wherever the names of the
chief members of the sacerdotal faction are given.
Acts 4 6, ".And Annas the high priest was there,
and Caiaphas, and John, and Alexander, and as
many as w-ere of the kindred of the high priest."
Annas is almost certainly called high priest in
Jn 18 19.22, though in vs 13.24 Caiaphas is
mentioned as the high priest. Note especially the
remarkable phrase in Lk 3 2, "in the high-priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas," as if they were
joint holders of the office. 'The cases in which
Jos gives the title "high-priest" to persons who no
longer held the office afford no real parallel to this.
The explanation S(;eins to be t h a t owing to age,
abihty and force of character Annas was the virtual,
though Caiaphas the titular, high priest. He
belonged to the Sadducean aristocracy, and, like
others of that class, he seems to have been arrogant, astute, ambitious and enormously wealthy.
He and his family were proverbial for their raiiacity
and greed. The chief source of their wealth seems
to have been the sale of requisites for the temple
sacrifices, such as sheep, doves, wine and oil, which
they carried on in the tour famous "booths ot the
sons ot Annas" on the Mount of Ohves, with a
branch within the precincts of the temple itself.

Angling
Annus

During the great feasts, they were able to extort
high monopoly prices for their goods. Hence our
L(5i-d's strong denunciation of those who made the
house of prayer "a den of robbers" (Mk 11 15-19),
and the eiu-sc in the Talm, "Woe to the family of
.Annas! woe td the serpent-hke lii.sses" (Pes 57(0.
.As to the jiart he played in the trial and death of
our Lord, although he does not figure very prominently in the gosjiel narratives, he seems to have
been mainly responsible for the course of events,
luman's emphatic statement is substantially C((rreet, "Annas was the principal actor in the terrible
drama, and far more than Caiaphas, far more
than Pilate, ought to bear the weight of the maledictions of mankind" (Life of Jesus).
Caiaphas,
indeed, as actual high priest, was the nominal
head of the Sanhedrin which condemned Jesus, but
the aged Annas was the ruling spirit. According
to Jn 18 12.13, it was to him that the officers who
arrested Jesus led Him first. "The reason given
for that proceeding ["for he was father-in-law of
Caiaphas"] lays open alike the character of the
man and the character of the trial" (Westcott, in
loc). Annas (if he is the high priest of Jn 18 19-23,
as seems most likely) questioned Him concerning
His disciples and teaching. This trial is not
mentioned by the synoptists, probably because
it was merely informal and preliminary and of a
private nature, meant to gather material for the
subsequent trial. Failing to elicit anything to his
purpose from Jesus, "Annas therefore sent him
bound unto Caiaphas the high priest" (Jn 18 24
AV is incorrect and misleading) for formal trial
before the Sanhedrin, "but as one already stamped
wdth a sign of condemnation" (A\ estcott). Doubtless Annas was present at the subsequent proceedings, but no further mention is made ot him
in NT, except that he was present at the meeting
of the (Sanhedrin after Pentecost when Peter and
John defended themselves for preaching the gospel
of the resurrection (Acts 4 6).
(2) Head of a family who returned with Ezra
(1 Esd 9 32), called "Harim" in Ezr 10 31.
D. M I A L L EDWARDS

ANNIS, an'is (.AA'Ananias; RVni .Annias; 'AweCs,
Anneis B, 'Awids, Annias A): The name of a
family in the list of the returning exiles (1 Esd 5
16). The name is not given in the |j list in Ezr
and Neh.
ANNUL, DISANNUL, a-nul', dis-a-nul': God,
as the Supreme Ruler, can disannul His covenant
for cause (Isa 28 IS); man, through wilfulness
and transgression, as party of the second part, may
break the contract and thus release Jeh, as party
of the first part (Job 40 8; lsa 14 '27), though
there are some purposes and laws w-hich the Almighty will carry out in spite of ungodly rage and
ra-vings (Gal 3 15 AV); or an old law or covenant
might be conceived as disannulled by a new one
(Gal 3 17), or because of its becoming obsolete
and ineffective (He 7 18). For the first idea, the
Heb employs "l?3, kdphar = "to cover," "to expiate," "condone," "placate," ''cancel," "cleanse,"
"disannul," "purge," "put off" (Isa 28 18); and
the Gr (Gal 3 15), alheleo = "to set aside," "disesteem," "neutralize," "violate," "frustrate." One
covenant disannulling another by "conflict of laws"
is expressed by akurdd, "to invalidate," "disannul,"
"make of no effect." Atheteo is employed to express also the disannulling through age and disuse
(He 7 18).

FRANK E . H I R S C H

ANNUS, an'us (A, "Awous, Annous, B, Anniouth; AV Anus = Bani, Neh 8 7): One of the
Levites who interpreted the law- to the people
(1 Esd 9 48).

Annuus
Antediluvian
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ANNUUS, an'u-us ("Awovvos, Announos): Returned with Ezra from Babylon to perform^ the
functions of a priest in Jerus (1 Esd 8 48). Omitted
in Ezr 8 19.
ANOINT, a-noint', ANOINTED, a-noint'ed
(a.\d^u, alidpho, XP'"> chrid): Refers to a very
general practice in the East. It originated from the
relief from the effect of the sun that was experienced in rubbing the body with oil or grease.
Among rude people the common vegetable or animal
fat w-;is used. As society advanced and refinement became a part of civilization, delicately perfumed ointments were used for this purpose.
(Ither reasons soon obtained for this practice than
that stated above. Persons were anointed for
health (Mk 6 13), because of the widespread behef
in the healing power of oil. It was often employed
as a mark of hospitality (Lk 7 46); as a mark of
special honor (Jn 11 2); in preparation for social
occasions (Ruth 3 3; 2 Sam 14 2; Isa 61 3). The
fig. use of this word (chrid) has reference strictly to
the coming ot the Holy Spirit upon the individual
(Lk 4 18; Acts 4 27; 10 38). In this sense it is
God who anoints (He 1 9; 2 Cor 1 21). The
thought is to appoint, or qualify tor a special dignity,
function or privilege. It is in this sense that the
word is applied to Christ (Jn 1 41m; .Acts 4 27;
10 : « ; He 1 9; cf Ps 2 2; Dnl 9 25). See also
.ANOI.\TING.

JACOB AV. K A P P

ANOINTING, a-noint'ing: A distinction was
made by the ancient Hebrew-s between anointing
with oil in private use, as in making one's toilet
(if 10, .j(7/>-/(), and anointing as a rehgious rite ( n i p p ,
nidshah 1.
(1) .'As regards its secular or ordinary use, the
native olive oil, alone or mixed with perfumes, was
commonly used for toilet purposes, the
1. Ordinary very poor naturally reser-ving it for
Use
special occasions only (Ruth 3 3). The
fierce protracted heat and biting hme
dust of Palestine made the od very soothing to the
skin, and it was applied freely to exposed parts of
the body, especially to the face (Ps 104 15).
(2) The practice w-as in vogue before Da-vid's
time, and traces of it may be found throughout the
OT (see Dt 28 40; Ruth 3 3; 2 S 12 20; 14 22 Chron 28 15; Ezk 16 9; Mic 6 15; Dnl 10 3)
and in the NT (Mt 6 17, etc). Indeed it seems to
have been a part of the daily toilet throughout the
East,.
(3) To abstain from it was one token of mourning
(2 S 14 2; cf Mt 6 17), and to resume it a sign
that the mourning was ended (2 S 12 20; 14 2Dnl 10 3; Jth 10 3). It often accompanied tht;
bath (Ruth 3 3; 2 S 12 20; Ezk 16 9; Sus 17)
and wiis a customary part of the preparation for a
feast (Eccl 9 8; Ps 23 5). One way of showdng
honor to a guest was to anoint his head with oil
(Ps 23 5; Lk 7 46); a rarer and more striking
way was to anoint his feet (Lk 7 38). In Jas 5
14, w-e have an instance of anointing with oil for
medicinal purposes, for which see OIL.
Anointing as a religious rite was practised throughout the ancient East in apphcation both to persons
and to things.
2 Rehgious (1) It was observed in Canaan long
Use
before the Heb conquest, and, acX'A'IIII,
TT 50
^ n ff)
m lholds
i^^^l^u'.^^'"'"^^
Zeitschrift,
X\
that, as the ('^*^'^«'«
use of oil for
generb o ^ r i Z l''^"}.^^
^ " agricultural custom
w d t T s i c r e H ^ *''' Canaanites, so the anointing
^ P f . ? 1 'f f'' ^^^ ""'' outgrowth from its regula?
use for toilet purposes. It seems more in accordused i:^V}'
' r ° ^ f^^*^ °f *he case and the terms
used in description to accept the view set forth by
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Robertson Smith (Religion of the Semites, 2d ed,
233, 383 ff; cf Wellhausen, Reste des arabischen
Heidenthums, 2d ed, 125 fl) and to believe that the
sdkh or use of oil for toilet pm-poses, was of agricultm'al and secular origin, and that the use of oil tor
sacred purposes, mdshah, was in origin nomadic and
sacrificial. Robertsoji Smith finds the origin of the
sacred anointing in the very ancient custom of
smearing the sacred fat on the altar (maggebhdh),
and claims, rightly it would seem, t h a t from the first
there was a distinct and consistent usage, distinguishing the two terms as above.
(2) I h e primary meaning of mdshah in Heb,
which is borne out by the Arab., seems to have
been "to d a u b " or "smear." I t is used ot painting
a ceihng in Jer (22 14), of anointing a shield in Isa
(21 5), and is, accordingly, consistently applied to
sacred furniture, hke the altar, in Ex 29 36 and
Dnl 9 24, and to the sacred pillar in Gen 31 13:
"where thou anointedst a pihar."
(3) The most significant uses ot mdshah, however,
are found in its application, not to sacred things,
but to certain sacred persons. The oldest and most
sacred of these, it would seem, was the anointing
of the king, by pouring oil upon his head at his
coronation, a ceremony regarded as sacred from the
earhest times, and observed rehgiously, not in
Lsrael only, but in Egypt and elsewhere (see Jgs
9 8.15; 1 S 9 16; 10 1; 2 S 19 10; 1 K 1 39.
45; 2 K 9 3.6; 11 12). Indeed such anointing
appears to have been reserved exclusively for the
king in the earliest times, which accounts for the
fact that "the Lord's anointed" became a synonym
for "king" (see 1 S 12 3.5; 26 11; 2 S 1 14;
Ps 20 6). I t is thought by some t h a t the practice
originated in Egypt,' and it is know-n to have been
observed as a rite in Canaan at a very early day.
Am Tab 37 records the anointing of a king.
(4) Among the Hebrews it was believed not only
that it effected a transference t o the anointed one
of something of the holiness and virtue of the deity
in w-hose name and by w-hose representative the
rite w-as performed, but also t h a t it imparted a
special endow-ment of the spirit of Jeh (cf 1 S 16
13; Isa 61 1). Hence the profound reverence for
the king as a snered personage, "the anointed"
(Heb, m'shV'h YHWH), which passed over into
our language through the Gr Ciirislos, and appears
as "Christ."
(5) In what is known today as the PC, the high
priest is spoken of as "anointed" (Ex 29 7; Lev
4 3; 8 12), and, in passages regarded by some as
later additions to the PC, other priests also are thus
spoken ot (Ex 30 30; 40 13-15). Elijah was told
to anoint Elisha as a prophet (1 K 19 16), but
seems never to have done so. 1 K 19 16 gives us
the only recorded instance of such a thing as the
anointing of a prophet. Isa 61 1 is purely metaphorical (cf Dillmann on Lev 8 12-14 with 7CCon
Nu 3 3; see also Nowack, Lehrbuch der hebrdischen
Arehdologie, II, 124).
i^'^'(?''nM^''^'Tr'{"°. •^'"'- art. "Anointins"; BJ, IT,
IX, 10; DB, art, "Anointing," etc.
G E O . B . EAGER

ANON, a-non' (iiBiu^, eviheos, ciivs, euthiis): In
AV of Mk 1 31); M t 13 20, for "straightway" of
RV, I.e. 'without delay," "immediately."
ANOS, a'nos ("Avws, i/((j,s = Vaniah (Ezr 10 36):
A son of Bam who put awav his "strange wife"
(1 Esd 9 34).
'
_^ ANSAVER, an'ser: In our Eng. Bible the word
answer does not always mean a simple reply to
a question.
Six different words are tr'' by an .Ner (1) It
is frequently used where no question has been
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105
90
70
65
162
65
187
182
500

son 9.30

912
9(15
911)
895
62
aoo 9:<65
:«)(!
782 969
.«i95 777

807
815
840
8:«)

100

.,. Male.

use, but among the ants of Pal there are several
species that do so, and their well-marked paths are
often seen about Palestinian threshing-floors and
in other places where seeds are to be obtained. T h e
path sometimes extends for a great distance from
ALFRED E L Y D A Y

ANTEDILUVIAN PATRIARCHS, an-t("-di-lu'vian pa'tri-arks: Ten patriarchs who lived before the
Flood are listed in the genealogical table
1. The
of Gen 5, together with a statement of
Ten Ante- the age of each a t the birth ot his son,
diluvian
the number of years that remained to
Patriarchs him till death, and t h e sum of b(pth
periods or the entire length of his lite.
The first half ot t h e list, from Adam to Mahalalel inclusive, together w-ith Enoch and Noah is
the same in t h e three texts, except that t h e Sept
has 100 years more in the first column in each case
save that of Noah, and 100 years less in the second
See CHRONOLOGY OP O T .

Divergence exists in the case of Jared, Methuselah
and Lamech only. Even here t h e longe-vity ot
Jared and Methuselah is given similarly in t h e
Heb and t h e Sept; and probably represents t h e
reading ot t h e source, especially since the chfferent

o
K

J

<

130 8 0 0 9 3 0
105 807 912
90 815 9 0 5
70.S40 9 1 0
6 5 , 8 3 0 .S95
62,785 847
65 300 305
(37 6 5 3 7 2 0
5 3 6 0 0 6.')3
500
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190
170
165
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165
167t
188
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100 . . .

100

1,307 y e a r s

.K
700
70/
716
740
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800
200
802t
665
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HEBREW
TEXT

fa a

malniag Ye

a

ANT (nb'pj, n'mdldh = Aiah. namalah): T h e
word occurs only twice in the Bible, in the familiar
passages in Prov (6 6; 30 25) in both of which
this insect is made an example ot t h e wisdom of
pro^•iding in the summer for t h e wants of t h e
winter. Not all ants store up seeds tor w-inter

c at Son's B irt
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ANSWERABLE, an'ser-a-b'l: This word is found
in the OT only. Moses and Ezekiel alone use it
(Ex 38 IS; Ezk 40 18; 45 7; 48 13.IS). I t is
used in the OE sense ot "corresponding t o , " "in
harmony with." Bunyan uses it in the same sense
(Holy War, Clar. Press ed, 92).

igth of Life

(.\cts 5 8).

data in the Sam text bear evidence of adjustment
to a theory. The customary excess ot 100 years
in the Sept over t h e other texts for
2. Diverthe age ot the patriarch at t h e birth
gences be- of the son, and the variously divergent
tween the data for the total age of Jared, MeThree Texts thuselah and Lamech are, therefore,
the matters that await explanation.
The general superiority of t h e Heb text of the
Pent as a whole to the Sam text and the Sept is no
longer questioned by Bib. scholars. But whether
the superiority obtains in this particular passage
has given rise to long and earnest discussion. Keil
and Delitzsch in their commentaries on Genesis,
Preuss (Zeitreehnung der Septuaginta, 1S59, 30ff),
Noldeke (U-ntersuchimg zur Kritik des AT, 1869,
112), and Eduard Konig (ZKW, 1883, 281 ff),
hold to the originality ot the Heb data. Bertheau
(Jahrbiicher fiir deutsche Theologie, X X I I I , 657 ff)
and Dillmann ascribe prior authority to the Sam
numbers in Gen 5, b u t to the Heb numbers in
Gen 11. Klostermann argues tor the originahty of
the Sept (Pentateuch, Neue Folge, 1907, 37-39).

matoing Ye

asked and in such cases it means a word, a statement. (2) I t also means a response (Job 21 34;
34 36). (3) I t often means a declara1. In the
tion or proclamation from God where
OT
no question has been asked. Sec the
inany passages that read: " T h e Lord
answered and said." (4) T h e other W((i'(is ti"'
"answer" or "answered" in the O T are unimportant
shadings and variations.
The words tr'' "answer'' arc not so varied.
(1) I t sometimes nieitns a n allol((,L;^', a defence
(1 P e t 3 15; Ac(s 24 10.'25). (2) I t
2. In the
may mean simply " t o say" (Mk 9 6).
NT
(3) I t m a y mean a re\'elation trom
God (Rom 11 4). (4) I t is also used
to apply to unspoken thoughts of t h e heart, esp.
in the sayings of Jesus; also In' Peter to Sapphira
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A
930
912
906
910
895
962
366
969
763

2.242 years

• J 0 3 ( 4 ( l l 1 1(1,41 stales only (he age a t son's birth a n d t h e tcital length
of life- a n d in texts'o a n d E (see Niese) agrees with t h e Sept as tahulated,
except'that the longevily ol Jared is given as 969 (but texts S, P a n d L as 9621
and of Lamech as 707, a n d t h e age of Methuselah a t sou s birth as 187 (texts
^^'l So L u c i a n ; b u t A reads 187 a n d 782, a n d compare Jos.

It is agreed by all that t h e divergences between
the texts are mainly due, not to accidental corruption, but to systematic alteration.
3. DiverAccordingly two tasks devolve upon
gences not the investigator, namely (1) the reAccidental moval of accidental corruptions from
the numerical data in t h e several
texts and (2) the discovery of a principle that
underlies and explains the peculiarities in each one
or in two of the three sets ot data.
On the interpretation that the names denote
individuals and that no links have been omitted
in the genealogy, readers of t h e Sept
4. Differnoticed that according to its data
eiit ExMethuselah sur'vived t h e flood, and
planations in order to avoid this incongruity
a scribe changed t h e 167 years, ascribed to his age at t h e birth of his son, to 187
years. This reading was early in existence, and
was followed by Jos. Holding t h e same theory
regarding the genealogy, t h e Samaritans noticed
that by theh data three men, Jared, Methuselah,
and Lamech, survived the Flood. T o correct t h e
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apparent mistake, without tampering with the age
of these three men at parenthood, therr longevity
was reduced sufficiently to enable them to die in
the year of the Deluge. If the Heb text in its
present form is not original, and is to be emended
from the Sam and Sept, the same difficulty inhered
in it. To overcome this difficulty, perhaps, 100
years were borrowed from the years that elapsed
between parenthood and death and were ad(ied
to the age ot the three men at the time of begetting
a son. This reheved the matter as tar as Jared
was concerned and perhaps in the case ot Lamech
also, and the borrowing of an additional 20 years
set Methuselah right also. It the original number
for Lamech was 53 in the Heb, as in the Sam, then
it was necessary to increase the time between
Methuselah's birth and the Flood not 20, but 49
years. These 49 years could not be added directly
to either Methuselah's or Lamech's age at begetting
a, son wdthout making this age exceed 200 years,
and thus be out of proportion; and accordingly the
49 years were distributed.
The difference of a cent, in the age assigned to
the patriarchs at the son's birth which distinguishes the data ot the Heb in most cases from the
Sept, and hkewise from the Sam in several instances,
in Gen 5 and K.-gularly until Nahor in 11 10-26,
is commonly explained in the foUowing manner or
in a similar way: namely, when any of these longlived patriarchs was found recorded as ha'ving
begotten a son at a more youthful age than 150
years, the translators of the Sept added 100 years;
on the other hand the Sam struck off 100 years
when necessary in order that no one save Noah
might be recorded as reaching 150 years of age
before entering upon parenthood, and added 100
years when the record made a patriarch become
father of a son before attaining even 50 years. A
different explanation is, however, attempted, and
the reason for the constant variant is sought in the
purpose to construct an artificial chronology; for
on interpreting the names as denoting individual
persons and the genealogy as proceeding from
father to son without break, a method employed
as eail\' as the 1st cent, of the Christian era
{.4((/, 1, iii, 3), the time that elapsed between the
creation of man and the Deluge was 1,656 years
according to the Heb text, 1,307 according to the
Sam text, and 2,242 according to the Sept; and
numerous attempts have been made to bring one
or other of these totals into arithmetical relation
with some conceivable larger chronological scheme.
.\ conspectus of these studies is furnisheil by Delitzsch (Neuer Cominentar fiber die Genesis, 13639), Dillmann (Genesis, 6te Aufl, 111-13), and
most recently by Skinner (Critical and Exegetical
Comm. on Genesis, 135, 136, 234). The different explanations that are offered naturally vary in plausibility; but all possess the common fault of lacking
cipgency at critical points and somewhere doing
violence to the data.
In Gen 4 there are two distinct genealogies, one
proceeding through Cain and the other through
^^^^' ^'"°® Hupfeld, the representa5. The
five critics who partition Genesis have
Relation of generally reached the conclusion that
the Caimte both ot these genealogies were found in
and Sethite the primary document of J or in an
Genealogies ancient recension of it (Wellhausen,
Composition des Hexaleuchs\ 8-I4'
Delitzsch, Aeiter Cominentar, etc, 126; Kautzsch
und Socm; Dillmann, Genesis'; 104, 116; Budde
Urgeschichte, 1X2, 527-31; Driver, Introduction^o,
14,21; Strack, Genesis-, 23; Gunkel, Genesis, 49
Skimier, Genesis, 2, 14, 99 [4]; Stade on the othe^
hand regards 4 25.26; 5 29 as the compilation of

a redactor, ZATW. X I V , 281). In Gen 6 there is
also a genealogy through Seth to Noah.
P o r t i o n s assigned to J (see above)
Gen 4 17-24

4 25.26; 5 29; 9
20-27
Adam
Cain and Seth
Enosh

Mehujael
Methushael
Jabal and Jubal,
Tubal-Cain and
Noah
Shem, H a m
and J a p h e t h

P
5 3-32 (except
28C.29)
Adam
Seth
Enosh
Kenan
Mahalalel
Jared
Enoch
Methuselah
Lamech
Noah
Shem, H a m
a n d Japheth

By removing vs 25 and 26 of ch 4 from their
present position and placing them before ver 1 or,
as Guthe does, before ver 17; and by
6. Resem- exscinding the word " E v e " from ver 1
blances and and understanding "the m a n " (hdDifferences 'ddhdm) to be Enosh; and by exscindin the Two ing from ver 25 the words "again,"
Lists
"another," and "instead of Abel, for
Cain slew h i m " ; and by introducing
the words "and Lamech begat" before "a son" in
6 28.29 and inserting this material in ch 4 between
vs 18 and 19 or after ver 24: then the two genealogies ot ch 4 are reduced to one and, so far as the
names are concerned, have become almost identical
with the Sethite genealogy contained in ch 5. In
fact the resemblances between the six names in
4 17.18 with six in ch 5 have trom the first been
the basis of every attempt to identify the two
genealogies (Buttmann, Mythologus, 170-72). The
procedure is violent (see strictures. Skinner, Genesis, 99). It is a serious objection also that the
work of reconstruction has been conducted w-ithout
thought of the possible bearing of the tribal theory
of the genealogies on this problem.
It is important to note that the number ot links
in the two genealogies may indicate t h a t Jabal,
Jubal, and Tubal-Cain, who mark stages of developing culture, lived several generations before Noah.
It was ancient Sem belief that civilization was far
advanced before the Flood, and was continued in
its various forms by the survivors (Berosus; and
inscription 13, col. i. 18 in Lehmann's Shamashshumukin).
However, for the sake ot comparison,
the six links in the genealogical chain of the Cainites
are placed side by side with those of the Sethitea
s(5 as the better to reveal the resemblances and
differences.
CAINITES

Kain
Enoch
'Irad
Mehujael [smitten of God]
Methushael
Lamech
Jabal and Jubal, TubalCain and Naamah

SETHITES

Kenan [ =Kainanl
jiahalalel [praise of God]
Jared
Enoch
Methuselah
[correctly,
Methush'elah]
Lamech
Shem, Ham and Japheth

Of these names two, Enoch and Lamech, occur
in each genealogy, though Enoch does not occupy
the same place in both lists. Kenan is readily
derived from the same root as Kain. Instead of
Trad the original Hebrew text may have been
Tdad, as was read by the L X X , A and Lucian.
But, accepting Trad as original, Trad and Jared
may conceivably have been distorted in the oral
tradition; yet as they sliind they are radically
different, and one might as well compare Prussia
and Russia, Swede and Swdss, Austria and Australia. Methushael is written in the Sept exactly
as is Methuselah; but both names are fully estab-
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lished by textual evidence and are fine Semitic
names. Methushael jiarticuhirly is of good Bab
form, meamng "man of God"; archaic in Heb or
smacking of the northern dialect, but quite intelligible to the Israelite.
The resemblance between the six consecutive
names in the two lists is indeed striking, but the
differences are also great; and the
7. The
w-isdom ot caution in pronouncing
Need of
judgment is suggested and emphaCaution
sized b,\- a comparison of tw-o hsts
from the later histtir>- of the people
of Israel. The t\N-eh-e kings of Judah eonijiared
with their nineteen contemiioraries in northern
Israel show almost as nian>- resemblances as the
ten Cainites to the tw-ehe Selhites, ,\dain as the
common anct^stor not being reckoned. The two
series begin w-ith Rehoboam and Jeroboam, names
as similar externally as Trad and Jared. Ahaziah
of Israel w-as almost contemporary with Ahaziah of
Judah; Jehoram was on the throne of Judah while
Jehoram ruled over Israel, the reign of Jehoash
of Judah overlapped that of Jehoash of Israel, and
Jehoabaz of Israel preceded about half a century
.\haz, or, as his name appears in .A.ss>r inscriptions,
Jehoabaz of Judah. It there can be two contemporary dynasties wdth these coincidences, surely
there could be tw-o antediluvian races with an equal
similarity in the names. Then, too, the material
differences betw-een the Cainite and Sethite lines are
great, Cain is the son of Adam; whereas Kenan
is the third remove, being descended through Seth
and Enosh. The tw-o Enochs seeem to have
nothing in common save the name (4 17.IS; 5
22 23). The character of the two Lamechs is
quite different, as appears from their speeches
(4 19 23; 5 2s,29). The line of Cain terminated
in Lamech and his four children, of w-hom the three
sons became ot note in the annals of civilization;
whereas the line ot S(3th continued through Noah,
the hero of the Flood, and his three sons who were
known only as the ancestors ot peoples. Moreover, even excluding the section of Genesis assigned
to P, the two lines were distinguished from each
other, and most of the characteristic differences
bet'(\-een them were clearly set forth, in the most
ancient form of the Heb tradition, as it is actually
known iGreen, Unity of Genesis, 43-49; Delitzsch,
Neuer Cominentar, etc, 126, 127, 132, 140; Strack,
Genesis'^, 22, 23, § I I I ) .
The order of narration in the Book of Genesis is
also significant. It indicates the writer's perception of a profound difference between the two races.
The narrative regarding Cain and his descendants
is completed, according to invariable custom in the
Book of Genesis, before the line of Seth, in which
eventually Abraham appeared, is taken up and its
history recorded (Green, I'liity of Genesis, 49;
Delitzsch, Neuer Crjinrnentar, etc, 126). Thus at
each stage of the history th(( story of the branch
line is told before the fortunes are recited of the
direct hne of promise.
Berosus, a priest of Marduk's temjile at Babylon about 300 BC, in the second book of his history
tells of the ten kings of the Chaldaeans
8. The
who reigned before the Deluge. He
Register of says' t h a t
Gen 5 and The first king was ALOROS of [the city of-]
Bali,\-lon, a Chaldaean. [He gave out
Berosus'
a report about himself that Clod had
List of Anappointed him to be shepherd (if the
tediluvian
people,'] He reigned ten sars, [.\ sar
is thiirty-six hundred years,d]
Kings
And afterwards .ALAPAROS [his son reigned
throe sarsc, 6].
And [after him3]AMELON [a Chaldaean']. who was ot [the
city ot'. 5) Pautibibla [rei,i;ned thirteen sars'].
Then AM.MENON the Chaldaean [of Pautibibla reigned
twelve sars3,'].
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Thon MEGVLAROS of the city of Pautibibla, and ha
rcignod eiglitoen sars.
And after lilm DAONOS the shepherd of Pautibibla
roigiied ten sars.
Then EuEDORACHcs of Pautibibla reigned eighteen sars.
Thon -XMEMI'SINOS, a Chaldaciin of Laraucha, reigned;
ancl lio. tlid eighth, was king ten sars. Next OTIARTES
a Chaldaean uf Laraucha, reigned; and he [the niuthi]
was king eiglit sars.
And [last i,t all"], upon the death of Otiartes, his son
Xis(i((llii-i)s roignod eighteen sars. In his time the
groat dohigd occurred. Thus, when summed up, the
kings are ten; and the sars are one hundred and
twKuty lor four hundred and thirty-two thousand
y( ai-s, roacliing to the Floodi].
The original Bab form of seven of these ten names
has been determined with a fair degi-ee of certainty.
Alaparos is in all luobability a misreading by a
copyist of the Gr Adaparos (Hommtd,
PSBA,,XV,
243 ff; Zimniern, KAT^, 530ff), and accordingly
represents .Adapa, followed perhaps by another element beginning with the letter r; Ainelon and
Ammenon are equivalent to the Bab nouns omclu
(Dehtzsoh, IFo lag das Parodies? ,S'149; Hfjmmel, PSBA, XV, 243ff; Zimmern, A',AT', 530 ff),
man, and uminanu (Hommel, PSBA, XV, 243 ff;
Zimmern, KAT^, 530 ff), workman; Eiiedorachos
is Enme(luranki (pronounced Evve(luranki) (Zimmern, A".4 7"', 530 ff); Amempsinos is jirobably
Amelu-Sin (Delitzsch, TT'o lag das Parodies? 149;
Hommel, PSBA,
XV, 213 ff; Zimmern,
KAT',
530 ff), servant of the moon-god; Otiartes, a misreading of the Greek Opartes, is Ubara-Tutu
(Dehtzseh, ll'o lag das Parodies? 149; Hommel,
PSBA,
XV, 243 ff; Zimmern, KAT\
530 ff),
meaning servant of Marduk; and Xisouthros is
Hasfs-atra (Haupt, A ' . r P , .503; Zimmern,
KAT\
530 ff), equivalent to Atra-hasis, an ei:iithet given
to the hero of the Flood.
Several of these names are well known in Babylonian literature: Adapa was a human being, a
wise man, a wizard, who tailed to obtain immortality. He was an attendant at the temple of
E a in the town ot Eridu, prepared bread and water
for the sanctuary and provided it w ith fish. Perhaps it was his connection with the temple t h a t
led to his being called son ot Ea, and described as
created or built by E a (Schrader,
Keilinsehriflliche Bibliothek, VI, 91-101). Simdarly King
Esarhaddon calls himself the faithful son, child of
Beltis; and Ashurbanipal claims to have been
created or built by the gods Ashur and Sin in the
womb of his mother (cf Adam, the son of God,
Lk 3 3.X). Enmeduranki, who.se name has been
interpreted as possibly meaning chief priest of
Duranki, the meeting place of sky and earth, was
a king ot (Sippar, a city whose patron deitj- w-as the
sun-god Shamash. He was a not aide wise man
who, it seems, w-as reputed to have been taken by
the gods Shamash and Ramman into their fellowship and made acquainted with the secrets of
heaven and earth (A'.IT', 530 f). As among the
Hebrews the priests were descended from Aaron,
so among the Babylonians Enmeduranki was regarded as the ancestor of the wdzards and .soothsayers or the founder of their guild. Amel-Sin is
elsewhere mentioned as the wise one of I ' r (KAT^,
537).
In the Habylonian account of the Flood the
hero is addressed as son of Ubara-Tutu. It is
worth mention that legends grew up about the hero
of the Flood, as they have about other historical
personages since; and he even appears like some
I S y n r e l l u s quoting Alexander Polyhistor.
e Syncellus quoting Apollodorus. d Syncelhis quoting Abydenus. ^Syncellus quoting Abydenus con.
eerning the deluge.
^ Eusebius, Armenian Chronicle, quoting Alexander
Polyhiit'.r, ((Eusebius, Armenian Chronicle, qunting Abydenus
The royal
names have been t r a n s m i t t e d with substantial uniformity, except the third,
fifth, seventh ami n i n t h , Amelnn ('21 is given as Amillaros (3) a n d Alnielon
(:,, 6) ; Megalaros (2, ;i| appears also as Amegalarus (fj. 0) ; Euedorachos (2) as
Eudoresctios (3), Edoranchus (r,), and Edoreschus (61 ; and Ardatos (It aa
Oliartes (2, -.)
Fi.r texts a n d readings see Richter, Berosi
Clialdaeorum
Historiiie,'.,'--',!^-.
Migne, PatrologiaGrirca.
XIX. " E u s e b i i C h r o n i c o r u m , "
Lib. I, cap. 1 et vi, pp 106, I'21; Schoene, Eusebii
Chronicorum
Lib I
pp. 7, 31.
'
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aneient kings, with the determinative tor god
before his name, Adapa also, who was class(3d
with the wizards, early came to have a place m
The first name in the list of Berosus is Aloros.
Professor Hommel would understand the original
Bab form to have been Aruru, a god9. Corredess. The identification is precarious,
spondences to say the least; and evidently it was
not the conception ot the Bab priest,
for it makes his line of kings begin with a goddess. He should have called Aloros a qu(?en.
Professor Hommel regards Adapa also as a deity,
contrary to the statements of the tale itself; thus
holding that the second Bab king hke the first w-as
a Divine being. On such an interpretation the
Bab and Heb lists are not identical, tor the Heb
genealogy commences in Adam, human being.
With the third name, however, certain remarkable
correspondences begin to appear. The third Bab
king is (Viiielu, man, and the third patriarch is
Enosh, also meaning man; the fourth king is
Ummanu, artificer, and the fourth patriarch is
Kenan, a name derived from a root meaning to
form or fabricate. The seventh king is Enmeduranki, who apparently was reputed to have been
summoned liy the gods Shamash and Ramman into
their fellowship and made acquainted with the
secrets of heaven and earth; and the seventh
patriarch was Enoch who walked with God (like
N'oah, Gen 6 '.); see KAT', 540). The tenth king,
like the tenth patriarch, was the hero of the Flood.
These facts are capable of two interpretations:
either the two catalogues are fundamentally different, having been constructed for different purposes, yet as they deal w-ith prominent persons
belonging to the same period of history and to the
same eounlry, cross each other at various points
and culminate in the same individual (as do the
genealogies of Mt 1 and Lk 3); or else when the
unexplained names of both lists shall have been
finally interpreted, the two catalogues w-ill be found
to re|H-esent the same tradition.
DiHVreiices between the catalogues e.xist, which
in some instances may lie more apparent than real.
(1) In the Babylonian list the descent
10. Differ- of the government from father to son
ences
is asserted in tw-o instances only,
namely, from the first king to the
second and from the ninth to the tenth. The Heb
asserts kinship, however remote, between the successive links. Yet the two records are quite compatible wdth each other in this respect on the
theory (sec below) that the Heb genealogy w-as
shortened by omissions in order to name but ten
generations. (2) Each of the ten patriarchs is
((-(sioned a long life; eaeli of the ten kings has a
greatly longer reign. The contrast is twofold:
between the number of years in corresponding
cases, and between length of life and length of
reign. But instead of this difference indicating
non-1 dentity of the two lines, it may be found, when
the Srin tradition is fully known, to afford the
explanalion for the duration of life which is assigned
to tli(^ ixdnarchs. (3) There is no arithmetical
ratio between the years connected w ith the corresponding names of the two lists. And the symmetry
of the numbers in the Bab transmission is open to
the suspicion of being artificial. The number of
kings IS ten; the sum of their united reigns is one
hundred and twenty sars, a multiple of ten and of
the basal number of the Bab duodecimal system
there are three reigns of ten sars each, and three
successive reigns which taken together, 3-^13+12
make ten and eighteen sars. Taking the reigns
m th(3 order in which they occur, we liave as their
Juration the series 10, 18-|-10, 18, 10, 18 10 8
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and 18 (Davis, Genesis and SeiniH'^ Tradition,
96-100; Strack, Genesis'', 24).
Three explanations of the genealogy in Gen 5
may be mentioned. (1) An interpretation, current
at the time ot Jos (Ant, I, iii, 4) and
11. The In- adopted by Archbishop Usher in
terpretation 1650 in his attempt to fix t h e dates of
of the
the events recorded in the Scriptures,
Genealogy assumes an unbroken descent trom
in Gen 5
father to son, during ten generations,
trom Adam to Noah. On this theory
the time trom the creation ot man to the Flood is
measured by the sum of the years assigned to the
patriarchs at the birth of the son and successor,
together with Noah's age when he entered the Ark;
so that all the years from the creation of Adam to
the Flood were 1,656 years. ^ T h e extraordinary
longevity ot these patriarchs is accounted for by
the known physical effects ot sin. Sin works
disease and death. Man was not as yet tar removed from his state of sinlessness. The physical
balance between man sinless and man the sinner
had not been attained (cf Delitzsch, Genesis', 139;
see Ant, I, iii, 9). But after all are we really justified in supposing t h a t the Heb author of these
genealogies designed to construct a chronology
of the period? He never puts them to such a use
himself. He nowhere sums these numbers. No
chronological statement is deduced from them.
There is no computation anywhere in Scripture
of the time t h a t elapsed from the Creation or from
the Deluge, as there is from the descent into
Egypt to the Exodus (Ex 12 40), or from the
Exodus to the building of the temple (1 K 6 1;
Green, Bibliotheca Sacra, 1890, 296). (2) A
second method ot interpretation assumes t h a t links
of the genealogy have been intentionally omitted
in order that exactly ten may be named. It is
based on the phenomena presented by other Heb
genealogical registers. Matthew, tor example,
has outlined the lineage of Christ from Abraham.
The history naturally divides into three sections,
and to give the tabulation symmetry Matthew
names twice seven generations in each division, in
one instance omitting three famous kings of Judah
andsaying "Joram begat Uzziah." As Joram is said
to have begotten Uzziah, his grandson's grandson,
so Enoch may be said to have begotten Methuselah,
although the latter may have been Enoch's greatgrandson or remoter descendant. The book of
Genesis is divided by its author into ten sections,
each introduced by the same formula (2 4; 5 1;
6 9, etc). In the period from the creation ot man
to the birth ot Abraham the crisis of the history was
the Flood. Twice ten generations are named in
the symmetrical register, ten before the Flood,
Adam to Noah, and ten after the Flood, Shem to
Abraham; and the latter period in its turn is divided into t^vo equal parts, and five generations
are named for the time to, and five for the time
after, the birth of Peleg, in whose days 'the earth
was divided' (11 10-26; 10 25; cf perhaps 11
1-9). On this conception ot the tables, which is
fully justified, there is no basis in the genealogy
from Adam to Noah for the calculation of chronology. The table was constructed for a different
purpose, and the years are noted for another reason
than chronology (Green, Bibliotheca Sacra, 1890,285303; Warfield, Princeton Theological Review, 1911,
2-11; cf Dillmann, Genesis^ 106 "dritte Absicht").
The longevity is explained as it is on Usher's interpretation of the data (see above). (3) A third
method ot interpretation understancis the patriarchal name to denote the individual and his
family spoken of collectively. The iierson and
tribe form one conception. This method also
agrees with the phenomena presented by Heb
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genealogical registers. Thus, Keturah bears to
Abraham Jokshan, and Jokshan begat Slieba and
Dedan, tribes and the countries they inhaliited
(Gen 25 1-5). J\lizraiin, as l'ig.\ [)t was called by
the Hebrews, begat the Lydiaus and other ancient
peoples (10 13); and C:(naaii begat the town of
Sidon and such famous tribes as the Jelnisite and
the .\morite (vs 15-lS), Similarly, eountries like
Media, Ionia (Javan), Tubal and Mesheeh, and
peoples named by gentile a(ljeeli\-es in tlie plural
number, like Kittim and Dodanim, are Iksted as
sons of Japheth; and k^tbiopia, l';g.\-|it, Piinl and
Canaan, and districts in .Arabia like Sheba and
Havilah are recorded as descendants oi Ham
(2-7). Moreover, outside of geiie:dogies, in common parlance Israel denotes a man and the tribe
that sprang from him; David, the king of that
name and the dynasty he founded (1 K 12 16;
cf Jer 30 9); Nebaioth, a )ieo|ile and its prince
(Gen 25 13.16; 28 9). Sometimes the family
takes its name from its jirogenitor or later leading
member; sometimes t he name of the tribe or of the
country it inhabits is given to its chief re|(ie.sentative, as today men are constantly addrcs-sed by
their family name, and nobles are called by the
name of their duchy or county. I t is quite in
accordance wdth usa.ue, therefore, t h a t Noah, for
example, should denote t h e hero of the Flood and
the family to w-hich he belonged. T h e longevity
is the period during which the family had prominence and leadership; t h e age a t the son's birth
is the date in the family history at which a new
family originated t h a t ultimately succeeded to the
dominant position. If no links have been omitted
in constructing t h e register, the period from the
creation of man to the Flood is measured by the
sum of the ages ot Adam and his successors to
Xoah and 600 years of the life ot Noah, amounting
to S,225 years. Thus, t h e famUy of Seth originated when Adam was 130 years old (Gen 5 3).
.\dam and his direct line w-ere a t the head of
affairs for 930 years (5), when they were superseded by the fanidy ot Seth. I n Seth, 105 years
after it attained headship, the family of Enosh
took its rise (6). Seth, after being at the head of
affairs for 912 years (8) wtis succeeded by the
family ot Enosh, in the year of the world 1S42.
And so on.

JOHN D . D . W I S

ANTEDILUVIANS, an-te-didu'vi-ans: Accorciing to the ordinary interpretation of the genealogical tables in Gen 5 the lives of the
1. Chronol- antediluvians were prolonged to an
ogy Uncer- extreme old age, Methuselah attaintain
ing that of 969 years.
B u t before
accepting these figures as a basis of
interpretation it is important to observe that the
Heb, the Sam and the Se):it texts differ so radically
in their sums that probably httle confidence can
be placed in any of them. T h e Sept adds 100
years to the age of six of the antediluvian patriarchs
at the birth of their eldest sons. This, taken with
the great uncertainty connected with the transmission of numbers b y the Heb method of notation,
makes it unwise to base important conclusions upon
the data accessible. T h e most probable interpretation ot the genealogical table in Gen 5 is I hat
given by the late Professor Wilham Henry Cii-een,
who maintains that it is not intended to give
chronology, and does not give it, b u t only indiealcs
the line of descent, as where (1 Ch 26 24) we read
that "Shebuel t h e son of Gershom, the son of
Moses, was ruler over the treasures"; whereas,
while Gershom was the immediate son of Moses,
Shebuel was separated from Gershom b y several
generations. According to the interpretation of
Professor Green all that we can certainly infer trom

Antediluvian
Antelope

the statement in lleli that .Vdam was 130 years old
when he liegat Selli, is that at t h a t age the line
branched olf which culminated in Seth, it being permitted, a(-((ording to Heb usage, to interpolate as
many inlei-inediate generations as other evidence
may eoiiqiel, .Vs in the genealogies ot Christ in
tlie Gospels, the object ot the tables in Genesis is
evidently not Id give chronology, but the hne of
descent. This conclusion is saiijiorted
2. Meanby the fact that no use is made aftering of
ward of the ehronologv, whereas the
Genealogies line of descent is re]ieatedly emphasized. This method of inteijiretation
allows all the elasticity to iirehistorie chronology
that any archaeologist nuiy require. Some will get
further relief from the a))i)arent iiieredibihty of the
figures by the interpretation of Professor A. Wineliell, and llev. T. P. Crawford (W incheU, Preailitmites, 449 ff) that the first nuinbei gives the age
of actiud life of the individual while the second
gives that of tlj(( aseen(.liiney of his family, the name
being that of dynast.ie-s, like Caesar or Pharaoh.
The n'plilllin (giants) and the mighty men born
ot "the sons of God" and the "daughters of men"
(Gen 6 4.5) are according to the best
3. The
interpretation "giants in wickedness,"
Nephilim
being the fruit of intermarriage between the descendants of Seth (".sons
of God" who called on the name of Jeh, Gen 4 26),
and the "daughters of men." The idea t h a t "sons
ot God" refers to angels or demigods has no sujiport
in Scripture. On this familiar designation of the
worshippers of the true God see Ex 4 22; D t 14 1;
32, repeatedly; Isa 1 2; 43 6; 45 1 1 ; Hos 1 10;
11 1. Intermarriage with depraved races such as
is here intimated produced the results w-hich w-ere
guarded against in the Mosaic law prohibiting
marriages with the surrounding idolatrous nations.
The word Nephilim in Gen 6 4 occurs again only
in Nu 13 33 (.VV "giants"). But the word is more
probably a descriptive term than the name of a
race. In the older Gr VSS it is tr'' "violent men."
The antediluvians are, with great probability,
identified by some geologists (Sir W'iUiam Daw-son,
e.g.) wdth glacial or paleolithic man,
4. The Ice whose implements and remains are
Age
found buried beneath the deposits of
glacial floods in northern France,
southern England, southern Russia, and in the
valleys of the Delaware, Ohio and Missouri rivers
in America. The remains of "paleohthii.-" men
reveal only conditions of extreme degradation and
savagery, in which violence reigned. The sparse
population which was spread over the northern
hemisphere during the closing fl(i(((ls of the Glacial
period lived in eaves of the earth, and contcncled
with a strange variety of gigantic animals w-hich
became extinct at the same time with their human
contemporaries. See DELUfus.
LITERATURE.—Oreon, " P r i m e v a l Clironology," Bibliotheca Sacra, -\pril, 1890; DawSon, .1/.I-/IT^ Science
in Bible Land,, 1!. B. Win'Iicld, " On t h e Aiili(|uity and
the Unity o£ the Iliinian Kaco," Princeton Tlu-nl. Hesieu.
J a n u a r y . 1911; Winclidl, {•/'-"^•'l'''''''-;., ^'^'""ht, fic .ige
in North 4 mer((-'(, .5th (id; Man and the Olu, lal Period, and
Scientific Confirmatnins of Old Testament
History.
GEORGE FREDERICK W R I G H T

ANTELOPE, an'te-lbp (RV; AV ,"w-Ud ox,''
i S n , t-'d [Dt 14 5], and "wild bull," N ^ n , to' [Lsa
51 201; opv|, drux [LXX in B has ws o-evrXCov
f](i.C£<J>9ov, hos seutlion hemiephlhon, ht. "like a
half-cooked beet-root"): The dorcas gazelle (Gazella dorcas) is widely distributed in Syria, Pal
and Arabia. The recently discovered Merrill's
gazelle (Gazella Merrilli) inhabits the hilly country
near Jerus and is not commonly distinguished trom
the dorcas gazelle. Probably the only other antelope within this range is the Arabian oryx (Oryx
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}ientrir) Tristram cites two African species (the
bubahne antelope, Buhatis inaurelaiiica, and the
•uldax l(/(/(i/ nii.^oinacidatus) as existing in the Sin
peninsula, southern Pal and .Arabia, but he did not
collect, sjieeimens ot either and was probably misled
by statements ot the Arabs which in both cases
r("illy referreil to the oryx. The only naturahst
who has ever penetrated into N.W. .Arabia is Mr.
Douglas Carruthers, who went in 1909 on a collecting e\]3edition for the Syrian Protestant College
at Beirut, his object being to obtain the oryx anc^
any other large antelopes which might be found
there. Through observation and repeated inquu-y
he became convinced that neither the addax nor the
bubaline antelope is found in Arabia. Tristram
says the addax is called nuiha' and the bubahne
antelope hakar-ul-wahsh, both of which names are
in fact used by the Arabs for the oryx, which is
also according to Doughty called wadthah.

animal and its horns may inflict dangerous wounds.
It inhabits the deserts of Arabia and its remarkably
large hoots seem well adapted to traversing the
sands
It feeds upon grasses and upon certain
succulent roots, and the Bedawin declare that it
never drinks. Under its name ot maha' it is celebrated in Arab, poetry for the beauty of its eyes.
Cf the Homeric "ox-eyed goddess Hera (/SOISTTIS
Trirwa "'B.pr)). Bakar-ul-wahsh,
the name most
commonly used by the Bedawin, means "wild cow"
or "wild ox," which is identical with the tr ot f'o
in the AV.

ANTHOTHIJAH, an-tho-thl'ja ( n ^ n h j ? , 'anthothlydh, "belonging to Anathoth" [ ?]): A son ot
Shasak ot Benjamin (1 Ch 8 24), written in AV
Antothijah.
ANTHROPOLOGY, an-thrO-pol'o-ji:
I. TERMS EMPLOYED
II. NATURE OF M A N ; B I B L I C A L C O N C E P T I O N
III. ORIGIN OF JMAN FROM S C R I P T U R E ACCOUNT; N A R RATIVES OF CREATION
IV. UNITY OF THE R A C E ; VARIOUS T H E O R I E S
V. EVOLUTIONARY T H E O R Y AS TO ORIGIN OF M A N
Darwinism
Difflculties
Objections
The New Evolutionism
Evolution and Genesis

VI. PRIMITIVE AND P R E S E N T
ANTIQUITY OF ]MAN
LITERATURE

Antelope—Oryx bcnlnx.

ALFRED E L Y D A Y

ANTHEDON, an-the'don: A city of Pal, rebuilt
along with Samaria, Ashdod, Gaza, and other
cities, at Gabinius' command (Jos, Ant, XIV, v, 3).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C'bhl in the list of clenn animals in Dt 14 5 (.VV
"roebuck"; RV "gazelle") is quite certainly gazelle,
.Vnd), zahl (qv,), so it is quite possible that <"'o may
be the oryx. It is noteworthy that it is rendered
oryx (Spi't) in the LXX, It must be borne in mind
that re'm or r-^'ein, rendered "unicorn" (q,v.) in
.VV and "wild ox" in RV, m.ay perhaps also be the
oryx. That the oryx should be called by two
names in the Bible need not be considered strange,
in \'iew of the indefiniteness of (Sem ideas of natural
history, which is directly evidenced by the three
names now used for this animal by the Arabs.
The slightly different form Id' (AV "wild bull";
1{\' "antelope ) found in Isa 51 20 ("Thy sons have
fainted, the\' lie at the head ot all the streets, as an
antelope in a net") may quite as well refer to the
oryx as to any other animal. .Recording to Gesenius the word is derived from the verb td'dh, "to
outrun," wliich would be appropriate for this or
any antelope.
The accompanying illustration is from a photograph of a well-grown fenude or\-x in the zoological
gardens at tlairo, whicli is 35 in. high at the shoulder
and whose Indus are 21 in. long. .V.n adult male
measures 40 in. at the shoulders, 59 in. from tip ot
no>(( to root of tail, and the longest horns known
measure 27^ in. 'The color is pure white with
dark brow-n or black markings. It is a powerful
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CONDITIONS

OF M A N ;

Under this heading is grouped whatever the Bible
has to say regarding man's origin, nature, destiny
and kindred topics. No systematized doctrine concerning man is found in Scripture; but the great
facts about human nature and its elements are presented in the Bible in popular language and not in
that ot the schools. Delitzsch has well said: ' 'There
is a clearly defined psychology essentially proper
to Holy Scripture, which underlies all the Biblical
\\-riters, and intrinsically differs from t h a t manyformed psychology which lies outside the circle
of revelation
We do not need first of all
to force the Biblical teaching: it is one in itself"
(Biblical Psychology, 17, IS). What is said ot the
psychology of Scripture may with good reason be
apphed to its anthropology.
/. Terms Employed.—Several words are used in
the OT for our word Man.
D'lS, 'ddhdm, either as the name of the first
man, (cf Lk 3 38; Rom 5 14; 1 Cor 15 45); or
as an appellative—the man; or, as the
1. 'Adham generic name of the human race (LXX
dnthropos; Vulg homo).
The origin
ot the name is obscure. In Gen 2 7 Adam is connected with 'ddhdmah, trom the earthly part of
man's nature (dust out of the 'ddhdmah), as the
earth-born one. The derivation of Adam trom
'ddhdmah, however, is disputed—among others
by Dilhnann: "Spraohhch lasst sich die Ableitung
aus Adamah nicht vertheidigen" (Genesis, 53).
Delitzsch refers to Jos (Ant, I, i, 2), who maim
tained that Adam really meant purrhos ("red as
fire"), in reference to the redness of the earth, out
of which man was formed.
"He means," adds
Del., "the wonderfully fruitful and aromatic red
earth of the Hauran chain ot mountains, which is
esteeme(i of marvelously strong and healing power,
and which is believed to be self-rejuvenescent"
(N. Comm. on Gen, 118). The connection with
Edom in Gen 25 30 may perhaps point in the same
direction, .\ connection has also been sought with
the Assyr admu ("child"), especially the young of
the bird, in the sense of making or producing (Dehtzseh; Oxford Dictionary); while Dillmann draws
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attention to an Ethiopic root adina, "pleasant,"
"agreeable," "charming"—a dcriv;ition, how-ever,
w-hich he rejects. Suffice it to say, t h a t no certain
derivation has yet been found for the term (thus
Dillmann, "ein sieheres Etymon fiir Adam isl noeh
nicht gefunden," Gen, 53). Evidently in the word
the earthly side of man's origin is indicated.
The phrase C~i>!~'iil, ben-'ddhdm, "son of m a n "
(Nu 23 19; Job 2 5 ' 6 ; Ezk 2 3) is frequently
found to denote man's frailty anil
2. Son
unworthiness in the sight of God. So
of Man
in the much-disputed pa.ssage in
Gen 6 2, where the "sons of Ciod"
are contrasted with the degenerate "daughters of
men" (b'noth hd-ddhdm).
See also Ps 11 4; 12
I S ; 14 2. ()n the other hand the dignity of man
is sonietiines indicated in the word Adam.
Thus
in E((l 7 2s, "One man ('ddhdm) among a thousand have I found: b u t a woman among all those
have I not foimd."
r i : S , 'enosh (Ps 8 4; 10 IS; 90 3 ; 103 15;
frequently in .lob and Ps), man in his impotence,
„
frailty, mortality (like the Gr braids)
3. 'Enosh
as against 'ish, man in his strength and
vigor. In Gen 4 26 the word becomes a proper name, applied to the son of Seth.
Dehtzseh derives it from a root 'dnash (related to
the Arab, and .\ssyr), signifying "to be or become
frail." To intensify this frailty, we have the
phrase in Ps 10 IS, "'Sndsh [man] who is of the
earth."
u'"X ('Ish), L X X antr; Vulg, vir, male as against
female, even among low-er animals (Gen 7 2); husband as contrasted with wife ('Ishshdh,
4. 'Ish
Gen 2 23.24); man in his dignity and
excellence (Jer 5 1: "seek,
.
it
ye can find a man"); persons ot standing (Prov
8 4, w-here 'Ish is contrasted with b'ne 'ddhdm,
" I ' n t o you, O men, I call; and my voice is to the sons
of men")—"hke the Attic dndres and anthrdpoi,
wisdom turning her discourse to high and low, to
persons of stanchng and to the proletariat" (Delitzsch
on Prejr). Delitzsch maintains, that 'Ish points
to a root 'osh "to be strong," and 'ishshdh to 'dnash,
as designating woman in her weakness (cf 1 Pet
3 7: "the weaker vessel"), "Thus 'ishshdh and
'enosh come from a hke verbal stem and fundamental
notion" (Delitzsch, A New Comm. on Gen, 145).
The term 'Ish is sometimes used generally, as the
Gr til, the French on, to express "anyone," as in
Ex 21 14; 16 29.
"'i~3, gebher, 1133, gibbor, man in his strength.
The term is applied to men as contrasted with
women and children (Job 3 3), "a
5. Gebher male child," in opposition to a female
(LXX drsen); also in contrast to noncombatants (Ex 10 11) and in NT, see M t 8 9;
Jn 1 6, w-here anlhropos is used, 'Thus we read:
''Neither shaU a man [gebher] put on a woman's
garment" (Dt 22 5), Heroes and warriors are
specially indicated by the term in such phrases as
"mighty man of valor" (.Igs 6 12). Sometimes
animals are denoted by the term, as in Prov 30 30
("mightie.st among bea.sts"); sometimes it is apphed to God (Isa 10 21) and to the Messiah (Isa
9 6). In combination with 'Ish it gives intensity
to the meamng, as in 1 S 14 52 "any mighty m a n , "
Of the Gr terms anlhropos stands for man
generally—a human being (Mt 12 12; M k l O 27);
though it is sometimes used to indicate
6. Anthro- man in his imperfection and weakness
pos
(1 Cor 3 3.4), in such expressions as
"to speak as a m a n " (Rom 3 5 AV),
gospel "after m a n " (Gal 1 11), "after the manner
of men" (1 Cor 15 32) etc; or as show-ing the contrast between the perishable and the imperishable
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(2 Cor 4 16, where the "outward m a n ' ' is represented as slowly dying, while the "inward m a n " is
being renewed from day to day). Thus Paul contrasts the "natural m a n " (1 Cor 2 14), the "old
m a n , " \\ith the "new" (Rom 6 6; Col 3 9.10).
.-\ner, Lat vir—man in his vigor as contrasted
with woman in her weakness (1 Cor 11 3; 1 Pet
3 7): sometimes, however, standing
7. Aner
for "men in general" (Mk 6 44:
"They that ate the loaves were five
thousand men"—arulres).
II. The Nature of Man.—The Bibhcal idea
ot man's nature may be summed up in the w-ords ot
St. Paul, "of the earth, e a r t h y " (1 Cor
1. Biblical 15 47), as compared and contrasted
Terms
w-ith the statement in Gen 1 27;
"God created man in his own image."
This act of creation is described as the result of
s])eci:d deliberation on the part of God—the
Divin(- Being taking counsel with Himself in the
matter (ver 26). Man therefore is a creature,
formed, fashioned, shaped out of " e a r t h " and
made after the "image of God." More than one
word is employed in the OT to express His idea:
(1) bdrd', "create," a word of uncertain derivation,
occurring five times in Gen 1, to indicate the origin
of the universe (ver 1), the origin of life in the
w-aters (ver 24), the origin of man (ver 27), and
always in connection with God's creative work,
never where "second causes" are introduced.
(2) ydgar, "fashion," "form," "knead" (Gen 2 7),
"ot the dust ot the ground." (3) bdndh, "build,"
in special reference to the creation of woman, "built
out of the rib" (Gen 2 22).
By God's special interposition man becomes a
nephesh hayydh ("a living soul"), where evidently
there is a reference to the breath of life, which man
shares with the animal world (Gen 1 20,21.24);
yet with this distinction, t h a t "God Himself
breathed into man's nostrils the breath of life"
(lit. "breath of lives," nishmath hayylm).
With a
single exception, t h a t ot Gen 7 22, the word
n'shdmdh, "breath," is confined to man. In Job
reference is made to his creative act, where Elihu
says: "There is a spirit in man, and the breath
[nishmath] of the Almighty [shaddai] giveth them
understanding" (Job 32 8); cf also Isa 42 5: "He
. . . giveth breath (n'shdmdh) unto the people."
Man therefore is a being separated from the rest of
creation and yet one with it.
This distinction becomes more clear in the declaration that man was made in the "image" igehni,
eikon, imago), and after the likeness
2. Image
(d'miith,
homoidsis,
similitudo)
of
and
God. 'The question has been asked
Likeness
whether the two terms differ essentially
in meaning; some maintaining t h a t
"image" refers to the physical, "likeness" to the
ethical side of man's nature; others holding that
"image" is that which is natural to man, was created
with him, was therefore as it were stamped upon
him (concreala), and "likeness" that which w-as
acquired by him (acguisita); while others again
declare that "image" is the concrete and "likeness"
the abstract for the same idea. There is very little
scriptural ground tor these assertions. Nor can
we accept the interpretation of the older Socinians
and some of the Remonstrants, that God's image
consisted in dominion over all creatures, a reference
to which is made in Gen 1 28.
Turning to the narrative itself, it would appear
that the two terms do not denote any real distinction. _ In ver 27 gelem ("image")
3. Meaning alone is used to express all t h a t sepaof Terms
rates man from the brute and links him
to his Creator. Hence the expression
"in our image." In ver 26, however, the word
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This likeness of man with God is not merely a
Scriptural idea. M a n y ancient nations seem to
have grasped this thought. Man's golden age was
placed by them in a far-off past, not in a distant
future. St. Paul quotes a pagan poet in Acts
17 28, "We are also his offspring" (Aratus ot Soli,
in Cilicia, a countryman of the apostle). This
statement also occurs in the beautiful hymn to
Jupiter, ascribed to Cleanthes, a Stoic native of
Assos in the Troad, and contemporary of Aratus.
Psychologically and historically therefore the Bible
•view is justified.
///. The Origin of Man.—The Divine origin
ot man is clearly taught in the early chapters of
Gen, as has just been seen. Two
1. Scriptur- narratives from different sources are
al Account supposed to have been combined by
an unknown R to form a not very
harmonious whole. I t is the purpose ot criticism
to determine the relationship in which they stand
to each other and the dates of their composition.
In both accounts man is the crowning glory of
creation. The first account (Gen 1 1—2 3) is
general, the second particular (Gen 2 4-25); in
the first we have an account of man's appearance
on a prepared platform—a gradual rise in the scale
of organized existence from chaos upward to the
climax, which is reached in man. There is recognized order in the whole procedure, represented by
4. Subsid- Some, like Tertulhan, considered the
iary Ques- " image'' to be that of the coming Christ the writer as a process which occupied six days, or
tions
(Christi futiiri);
others have main- periods, measured by the appearance and dissipatained that Adam was created after tion of darkness. In the first period, chaotic disturbance is succeeded by the separation ot light
the image of the Logos (the Word, the second
person in the Trinity), which was impressed upon trom darkness, w-hich in its turn is followed by the
man at his creation. Of all this Scripture knows separation of water trom dry land, and to this a
nothing. There man is represented as made after second period is assigned. 'Then gradually in the
the image of "Elohim," of the Godhead and not next four periods we have in orderly sequence the
of one person of the Trinity. Paul calls man "the rise of vegetable life, the formation of the creatures
image and glory (eikdn kai doxa) of God" (1 Cor of the deep, ot the air, of the dry land. When all
11 7). We may safely let the matter rest there. is prepared man is called into being by a special
The strange theory, that the image of God indicates fiat of the Almighty. Moreover, while other creathe sphere or element into which man was created, tures were produced "after their kind," man alone
may be menti(-Hie(l without further discussion (on as a unique conception of the Di'vine Intelligence is
this see Bohl, Doginatik, 1.54 and Kuijper, De made to appear upon the scene, called into existence
vlceschii-ording des IVoords).
by direct Divine interposition, after a Divine type,
In what then does this image or likeness consist? and in distinction of sex; for both man and wife,
Certainly in what is inalienably human—a body in a later chapter, are called by the same name:
Adam (Gen 5 2). Such is the scope of the first
as the temple of the Holy Ghost
5. Con(the "earthly house" of 2 Cor 5 1), narrative. No wonder, then, t h a t Scripture
stituents of and the rational, inspiring, inbreathe(i elsew-here calls the first man "the son of God"
Image
spirit. Hence man's personality, link(Lk 3 38). I t need not be determined here, whething him to what is above, separating er the account is strictly chronological, whether the
him from what is beneath, constitutes him a being "days" are interludes between successive periods of
apart—a rational, self-conscious, self-determining darkness and not periods of twenty-four hours
creature, intended by his Creator tor fellowship regulated by the rising and setting ot the sun, or
with Himself, "The animal feels the Cosmos and whether the whole narrative is b u t a prose poem of
adapts hims(df to it. iVIan feels the Cosmos but
creation, not strictly accurate, or strictly scientific.
also thinks it" (G. H, Lewes, Problems of' Life
In the second narrative (Gen 2 2-25) the order
cind Mind).
Light IS thrown on the subject by the of procedure is different. Man here is not the
,';' , '^^P' • ^^^ *""" classical texts: Eph 4 24
climax, but the center. He is a
and Col 3 10, where the "new man" is referred to
2.
The
Two
creature of the dust, but with the
as after Ciod hath been created in righteousne.ss
and holiness of truth" and "renewed unto kuowl- Narratives breath of God in his nostrils (Gen
^
2 7), holding sway over all things, as
e(jge after the image of him that created him "
Knowledge, righteousness and holiness may fitiy God s vice-gerent upon earth, creation circling
be considcTe.! elements in the character of man as around him and submitting to his authority. To
this IS added a description of man's early home and
ori-inall\- designed by God. Likeness to God theretore IS m a n s privileire .above ,ill orr^^r,,,^ K „ : „ _ . of his home-relationships. The second narrative
What was said of the Son of Ciod absolutely, " H e i s therefore seems on the face of it to be supplementhe expres. image [character] of God," is applied to tary to the first, not contradictory ot it: the agree™6°ts indeed are far greater than the differences.
man 1.relatively;_the
created (3U1I
son IS
is not
u„,
o
- m,
-'-.iL^ii
iiui the
rne onlvonlvIhe hrst may be called typical, the second, physiobegotten Son, The created son was "like unto God" logical. The former is the generic account of
(hoinolosis;^ 1 Jn 3 2), and e^-en in his degrada- man s creation—of man the race, the ideal; the
tion there is the promise of renewal after that image; latter IS the production of the actual man, of the
theelanal,onhH,egotten
Son is God's equal (Phil 2
67) hough he became a servant and was made in historic Adam" (Laidlaw).
The differences between the two narratives have
the likeness (homoidmati) of mpn
men.
been magnified by supporters of the various docud'nifdh ("simihtude") is introduced, and we have
the phrase "after om- likeness," as though to mdicate
that the creature bearing the impress of Goils
"imi'-'e" truly corresponded in "hkeness to the
origimd, the ectype resembling the archetypt;.
Luther has translated the clause: "An image which
is like unto as"—ein Bild das wis gleich sei—and
in the new Dutch (Leyden) of the OT by Kuenen,
Hooijkaas and others, it is rendered: "as our
image, hke unto us"—ate ons evenbeeld ons gelijkeiule'. The two words may therefore be taken as
standing to each other in the same relation in which
copy or model stands to the original image. "The
idea in fekm—says Delitzsch—is more rigid, that
of d'miith more fluctuating and so to speak more
spiritual: in the former the notion of the original
image, in the latter that of the ideal predominates."
At any rate we have scriptural warrant (see especially Gen 9 6; Jas 3 9) for the statement, that
the "image is the inalienable property of the race"
(Laidlaw), so that offence against a fellow-man is a
desecration of the Divine image impressed upon
man. Cal'vin has put it very clearly: Imago Dei
eel Integra naturae humanae praestanlia("The'vea-age
of God is the complete excellence of human nature").
Other questions have been asked by early Church
Fathers and by Schoolmen of later days, which
may here be left out ot the discussion.
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mentary h>-potheses. They are supposed to differ
in style—the first "displaying clear marks of study
and dehberation," the second being
3. Con"fresh, spontaneous, primitive" (Diitrasts
ver, Genesi.-i). They diff'er also in
represcntalion, i.e. in detail and order
of events—the earth, in the second narrative not
emerging from the w;iters as in the liist, but dry
and not fitted tor the supjiort of vegetation, and
man appearing not last but first on the scene,
followed by beasts and birds and lastly by winiian.
The documents are further suppo.sed to dilTcr in
their conception of Divine interposition and .i eonsequent choice ot words, the tirst employing words,
hke "creatini;," "di\-iding," "making," "selling,"
which imply nothing local, or sensible in the 1 iivine
nature, the second being sti(iiigl\- anthropomoriiliie
—Jeh represented as "moulding," "placing,"
"taking," "building," eti—and nioreoxcr locally
determined wdthin limits, confined apparently to
a garden as His aeeustoiued abode. Without
foreclosing the critical question, it may be replied
that the first narrative is as anthropomorphic as the
second, for God is there reiiresented as "spealdiig,"
"setting" (1 17; 2 17), "delighting in" the work
of His hands ^1 31), "addressing" the living creatures (ver 22), and "resting" at the close (2 2),
As to the home of Jeh in a limited garden, we are
expressly tcdd, not t h a t man w-as admitted to the
home of his ^ilaker, but t h a t Jeh specially "planted
a garden" for the abode of man. The order of
events may be chfferent; but certainly the scope and
the aim are not,
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of a constructive Creator,' and the non-miraculous
theory ot development, iiiiismuch as "the idea of
seixiration and differentiation of the originally
simple m.atter and of a progressive development '
is t(( be I'ound in "the Jewish lawgiver's" record.
Lattei'ly it has been maintained that Isr.-iel was
de])eii(leiit upon Babylon tor its creation-narrative;
but even the most serious sujiiiorters
5. Babyof this view have had to coiieede that
Ionian
the first iiilroduction of Bab niylli into
Origin
the sacred iiiirralive "must, remain a
niatlcr of eonjeetuie," and that "it
is incredible, that the monotheistic author of Gen
1, at wdiatever date he lived, could have borrowed
any detail, however slight, from the ])olylheistie
epic of .Marduk and Tiainat" (Driver, Gin, 31).
The statenieiil, (if Bauer in his Heliniisclie M-ythologie,
1802; "Es ist, lieut zu I'age aiisser alien Zw-eifel
geselzt, dass die gauze Erziihhmg ein Mytlius ist"
(It is beyond all doubt, that the w-holo narrative is
a myth), can no longer be satisfaet(3rily maintained;
much less the assertion that we have here an introduction of post-e.xilic Bab or Pcis m y t h into the
Heb narrative (ef \-.\n Leeuw'en, Anlhropologie).
Whether the division of the narrati\'e into Elohistic and Jehovistic documents will stand the test
of time is a question which exercises
6. Later
a great many minds. Professor EerdCritical
mans of Lej'den, the present occupant
Views
of Kuenen's chair, has lately maintained that a "thorough ;ip])lieation
of the critical theories of the school of Cirid-l-^iienenWellhausen leads to highly improbalile results,"
and that "the present OT criticism has to reform itMore serious have been the objections raised on
scientific grounds. The cosmogony of Gen has self" (HJ, July, 1909). His own theory is worked
been disputed, and elaborate compari- out in his Alllestamentliche Sludien, to w-hieh the
4. Objecsons have been made between geo- reader is referred.
/ v . The Unity of the Race.—The solidarity of
tions
logical theories as to the origin ot the
the race may be said to be as distinctly a doctrine
world and the Mosaic account. The
of science as it is of Seri](ture. It is
points at issue are supposed to be the following:
1. Its
implied in the account of the Creation
geol(:(gy knows of no "periods" corresponding to the
Sohdarity
and of the Deluge, It is str(mgly
"day,^" of Gen; "vegetation" in Gen appears
affirmed by St, Paul in his ad(.lress to
before animal lite, geology- maintains that they
the Athenians (.Vets 17 26), and is the foundation
appear simultaneously; "fi,^hes and birds" in Gen
of the Bib. scheme of redemption (Jn 3 16), The
preceded aU land animals; in the geological record
"birds" succeed "fishes" and are preceded by nu- human race in the OT is described as "sons of .Vdam"
(Dt 32 8 AV), as derived from one pair (Gen 1 27;
merous species of land animals (so Driver, Geii3 20), as having its origin in one individual (Gen
e.s-is). To this a twofold reply has been given: (1)
The account in Gen is not scientific, or intended to 2 IS; cf 1 Cor 11 8, where woman is desciibed as
derived 'fnmi man'). Hence the term ".Vdam" is
be so; it is a prelude to the history of human sin
ajiplied to the race as well as to the individual (Gen
and of Divine redemption, and gives a sketch of the
world's origin and the earth's preparation for man as i 1 26; 2 .5.7; 3 22,24; 5 2); while in the N T this
doctrine is applied to the history of redemption—
his a.bode, wdth t h a t one object in view-. The
Christ as the "second Adam" res((-iring w-hat w-as
starting-point of the narrative is the creation of the
universe by God; the culminating point is the crea- lost in the "first Adam" (1 Cor 15 21.22,47-4<,l),
tion of man in the image of God, Belween these
Outside of Holy Scripture various theories have
two great events certain other acts of creation in
been held as to the origin, antiquity and primeval
orderly sequence are presented to our view-, in so
cdiidition of the huiiuin race. T h a t
far as they bear upon the great theme of sin and
2. Various of polygenism (plurality of origin)
redemption discussed in the record. The aim is Theories
has found special favor, parth- as
practical, not speculative; theological, not scientific.
ca-oilamitism, or des(;(;nt of different
The whole creation-narrative must be judged from
races from different progenitors (Paracelsus and
that point of ^-lew-. See CJ(.)s.\iO(-;o.\v. (2) What has others), partly as pre-adainitisin, or descent of darkstruck many scientists is not so much the difference
colored races trom an ancestor who lived before
or disharmony betw-een the Mosaic and the geologi- Adam—the progenitor of the Jews and the hghtcal record, as the wonderful agreements in general
colored races (Zanini and esp. de la Pej-rere).
outline apart from discrepancies in detail, Cieolo- But no serious attempts have yet been made to
gists like D a n a and Dawson have expressed this divide the human race among a number of separately
as clearly as Ilaeckel. The latter, e.g., has openly
originated ancestors.
given utterance to his "just and sincere admiration
The Bib. account, however, has been brought
of the Jew-ish lawgiver's grand insight into nature into discredit by modern theories of evolution.
and his simple and natural hypothesis of creation
Darwinism in itself does not favor
. . . . which contrasts favorably with the confused
3. Evolupolygenism; though many interpretmythology ot creation current among most of the
tionary
era of the evolutionary hypotlit-sis
ancient nations" (History of Creation, 1, 37, 38).
View
ha\'c given it that application. DarHe draws attention to the agreement between the
win distinctly repudiates polygenism.
Mosaic accormt, which accepts "the direct action
He says: "Those naturahsts who admit the principle
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of evolution will feel no doubt, that all the races his primeval, anthropoid ancestor into close correof man are descended from a single primitive spondence. Latterly Friedenthal's experiments, in
stock" [Vi-.-u-ent of Man, 2d ed, 176); and on a regard to blood-transfusion between man and the
ape, have been introduced into the argument by
previous page we read: "INIan has been studied
more carefully than any other animal, and yet there evolutionists.
The difficulties which beset the theory are so
is the greatest possible diversity amongst capable
judges, whether he should be classed as a single great that naturalists of repute have subjected it
to very severe criticism, which cannot
species, or race, or as two (Verey), as three (Jacbe disregarded. Some, like Du Boisquinot), as four (Kant), five (Blumenbach), six 2. Difficulties
Reymond, have openly declared that
(Buffon), seven (Hunter), eight (Agassiz), eleven
supernaturalism has gained the day
(Pickering), fifteen (Bory St. Vincent), sixteen
("es scheint keine andere Ausnahme librig zu sein,
(Desmoulins), twenty-two (Morton), sixty (Crawford), or as sixty-three, according to Burke" (p. als sich dem Supranaturalismus in die Arme zu werten" (cf Bavinck, Gereformeerde Dogmatik, II, 548).
174).
Others, like Virchow, have to the last pronounced
V. Evolutionary Theory as to the Origin of Man.
against Darwinism as an established hypothesis,
—Modern science generally accepts the theory of
evolution. Darwin gave to the hypothesis a char- and a simian ancestry as an accepted fact ("auf dem
acter it never had before; but since his day its Wege der Speculation ist man zu der Affen-Theorie
apidication has been unlimited. "From the organic gekommen: man h a t t e eben so gut zu anderen
it is extended to the inorganic world; from our theromorphischen Theorien kommen konnen, z. B.
planet and the solar system to the cosmos, from zu einer Elefanten-Theorie, oder zu einer Schafnature to the creations of man's mind—arts, laws, Theorie"—i.e. one might aa well speak ot an eleinstitutions, religion. We speak in the same breath phant- or a sheep- or any other animal-theory as
of the evolution of organic beings and of the steam ot an ape-theory). This was in 1892. When two
engine, of the printing-press, of the newspaper, years later the discovery ot the so-called •pithenow even of the atom" (fjrr, God's Image in Man, canthropus erectus, supposed to be the "missing
84), And yet, in spite of this very wdde and far- link" between man and the lower animals, came unreaching application of the theory, the factors that der discussion, Virchow held as strongly, that
enter into the process, the method or methods by
"neither the pithecanthropus nor any other anthrowhich the great results in this process are obtained, poid ape showed any of the characteristics of
may still be considered as under debate. Its appli- primeval man." This was in 1896.
("ition to the Bible doctrine of man presents serious
The difference of opinion among scientists on
difficulties,
this point seems to be great. While Darwin himDarwdn's argument may be presented in the self uncompromisingly held to the simian ancestry
followdng form. In Nature around us there is to of man, several of his followers reject that line of
be observed a struggle for exislenee, descent altogether. This may be seen in the
1. Darwin- to which every organism is exposed, Cambridge volume, dedicated to the memory of
ism
whereby the weaker ones are elimi- the British naturalist. Schwalbe, while instancing
nated and the stronger or best-fitted Cope, Adloff, Klaatsch and others as advocating a
ones made to sur'vive. Those so surviving may different ancestry tor man, acknowledges, though
be said inet;ipli(irically to be chosen by Nature for reluctantly, t h a t "the line of descent disappears
that, purpose—hence the term "natural selection," in the darkness of the ancestry of the mammals,"
:i,ssist(.'d in the higher forms of hfe by "sexual and is inclined to admit that "man has arisen indeselection," under the influence of which the best- pendently" (Darwinism and Modern Science, 134).
organized males are preferred bj- the females, and
Two things therefore are clear, viz. that modern
thus as it were selected for propagation of the science does not indorse the favorite maxim of
species. The properties or characteristics of the Darwin, Natura non facit solium, " N a t u r e does not
organisms so chosen are transmitted to their de- make a jmnp," with which according to Huxley he
scendants, so that-ndth indefinite variability "from a "has unnecessarily hampered himself" (Lay Serfew forms or from one, into which hfe has been mons, 342), and that "man probably arose by a
originaUy breathed, endless forms most beautiful mutation, that is, by a discontinuous variation of
and most w-onderful have been, or are being evolved" considerable magnitude" (J. A. Thomson, Darwin(Origin of Species, 6th ed, 429). Applying this
mode of procedure to the origin of man, the strength ism and Human Life, 123). Granted therefore
of the argument is found to he in the analogies an ascent in the scale of evolution Ijy "leaps" or
"lifts," the words of Otto (Naturalism and Ribetween man and the brute, which may be summed
up as follows; (1) morphological pecuharities in ligioii, 133) receive a new meamng for those who
the structure of the bodily organs, in their hability accept as historic the tradition recorded in the early
to the same diseases, in their close similarity as chapters of Gen: "There is nothing against the
regards tissues, blood, etc; (2) embryological char- assumption, and there is much to be said in its
favor, that the last step, or leap, was such an imacteiisties, in the develoiiment of the human being
tnense one, that it brought with it a freedom and
like the brute, from an ovule, which does not differ
from and passes through the same evolutionary richness of psychical life incomparable with anyprocess as that of any other animal; (3) the exist- thing that had gone before."
f"'if °.f '•"'''""'''^--i/ organs, which are considered
The objections raised against the Darwinian
1. ( be either absolutely useless, in some cases harmful theory are in the main threefold: (1) its denial of
o ten productive of disease, or in any case of ver^
teleology, for which it substitutes
shght_ sen-ice t(j the human being, pointing back
3. Objecnatural selection; (2) its assumption,
therefore-so it is m a i n t a i n e d - t o an Inimal tions Sum- that the evolutionary process is by
ancestry, m which these organs mav have been marized
slow and insensible gradations; (3)
necessary; (4) mental peeulianties of the same
its assertion, that organic advance h;i3
character, but perhaps not of the same range in
been absolutely continuous from the lowest form
he brute as in man though the differences between
to the highest (Orr, Gejd's Image in Man, 108),
tiie two may be as great as between "a terrier and a This may be illustrated a little more fully:
Hegel a Sir Wilham Hamilton, or n K a n t " ; (5)
(1) Chance versus creation .—The denial of teleolpalcontological agreeinents, to show that a comparison of fossil remains brings modern civihzed man and ogy IS clear and distinct, though Professor Huxley
has spoken ot a "wider teleology," by which however he simply meant (Critiques and Addresses, 305)
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that the teleologist can defy his opponent to prove
that certain changes in structure were not intended
to be produced. In Darwinism the choice seems to
lie betw-een chance and crealioii. Mind, purpose,
forethought, intention, Divine guidance and superintendtmee are banished fidiii the e\-(ilut lonary jirocess, Dai«iii himself, thou,gh originally inclined to
call in the aid of a creator [.ih-igm of Species, 6lh ed,
42;i), regretted afterward, that he "had truckled l((
public opinion and used the pentateuehal term, liy
which he really meant appearance by some wtiotly
unknown process' (Life and Letters, 111, IS).
.VdmittetUy Darwin attributed too great a p((wer
to natural selection He himself in the Deseenl
of Man considered it "one of the greatest o\-crsiglits"
in his w-ork, that "he had not suthcienlly considered
the existence of many structures which are neither
beneficial nor injurious," and thai he had "probably
attributed too much to the action of natural selection on the sm-vival of the fittest" (l)e.^cenl of Man
[2(1 ed], 61). Dr. .V, R, Wallace, though hke 1 larwin
acknow-ledging the potency of natural selection,
considers its operations to be largely negative.
Writing to his friend he s:i\s; "Nature does not so
much select special varieties, as exterminate unfavorable ones" (Darwdn's Life and Leiters, III, 46).
It is this very insistence on a method of advance
by slow and imperceptible gradations that has met
with strong opposition from the very beginning.
"Natural selection'' Darwin writes, "acts solely
by accumulating slight, successive, favorable
variations; it can produce no great or sudden
modifications; it can only act by short and slow
st(^-is" {Origin of .Species [6th ed], ch 15). The process therefore according to Darwin is wholly fortuitous. This non-teleological aspect ot Darwinism
is characteristic of many treatises on evolution.
Weismann states wdth great clearness and force, that
the phdosopbical significance of the theory lies in
the tact t h a t "mechanical forces" are substituted
for "directive force" to ex-plain the origin of useful
structures. Otto speaks of its radical opposition to
teleologv. And vet an ardent supporter of Darwinism, Professor J." A. Thomson, admits that "there
is no logical proof ot the doctrine of descent"
(Darwinism and Human Life, 22)—a statement
which finds its counterpart in Darwin's letters:
"We cannot prove t h a t a single species has
changed" (Li.fe and Letters,_ III, 25). Still more
clearly, almo-t epigrammatically this is indorsed
bv Professor J. A. Thomson: "The fact of evolution
forces itself upon us: the faetrjrs elude us" (Bible
of Nature, 153), and again: "Natural selection
explains the survival of the fittest, not the arrival
of the fit" (ib 162). StiU more extraordinary is
the view- expres-ed by Korchinsky that struggle
"prevents the establishment of new variations and
in reahty stands in the way of new (^levelopment.
It is rather an unfavorahile than advantageous
factor" (C)tto, Naln-re ami Rel, 1S2). We are in fact
being slow-ly led back to the teleology wliieh by
Darwin was considered fatal to his theory. Scientists of some repute are fond of speaking of directive purpose. "Whiirever we tap organic nature,"
says Professor J. A. Thomson, "it seems to flow
with purpose" (Bible of Nature, 25); and again,
"It there is Logos at the end [of the long evolutionary process ending in man] we may be sure it was
also at the beginning" (ib SO). Where there is
purpose there must be mind w (dking with purpose
and for a definite end; wlirTc there is mind there may
be creation at the beginning; where creation is
granted, an overruling Providence may be aeeei(te(l.
If natural selection "prunes the growing tree"; if
it be "a directive, not an originative factor" (J. A.
Thomson, Darwinism and Human Life, 193); if
it produces nothing, and the evolutionary process
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is dependent upon forces which w-ork from within
and not from without, then sm-ely the Duke of
Argyll w-as right in maintaining (Unity of Nature,
272) that "creation and evolution, when these
terms have been cleared from intelle(;lual confusion,
are not antagonistic eoiiceptions mutually exclusive.
They are haniionious and c(.iiiipleiiieiitary," The
aneienl, narrative, therefore, which jiosils God at
the beginning, and ascribes the universe to His
creal i\-e act, is after all not so unscientific as some
evolutionists are inclined to make out.
(2) Viirtaljilily indejiiiilc.—Indefinite
variability,
a.ssumed tiy the theory, is not supported by tact.
Development there doubtless is, but always wdthin
carefully defined limits: at every stage the animal
or plant is a complete and symmetrical organism,
without any indication of an everlasting progression
from the less to the luore complex. Reversion to
typo seems ever to have a development proceeding
indefiiiilely, and the sterility of hybrids seems to be
Nature's protest against raising variability into a
law of progression. It has be( n repeatedly pointed
out, that variations as they arise in any organ are
not of advantage to its possessor: "A very slight
enlarged sebaceous follicle, a minute pimple on the
nose of a fish, a microscopic point of ossification or
consohdation amongst the muscles of any animal
could (hardly) give its possessor any superiority
over its fellow-s" (Elam, 'Winds of Doctrine, 128).
(3) Existing gaps.—Nor can it be denied that no
theory of evolution has been able to bridge the
chasms which seem to exist lietwfen the various
kingdoms in Nature. A gradual transition from
the inorganic to the organic, from the vegetable to
the animal kingdom, from one species of plant or
animal to another species, trom the animal to man,
is not found in Nature. This is acknowledged by
scientists of repute. Du Bois-Reymond has maintained that there are seven great enigmas, indicating
a sevenfold limit to investigation, viz. (a) the existence ot matter and force; (b) the origin of motion;
(c) the origin of life; (d) the appearance of design
in Nature; (e) the existence of consciousness; (J)
intelligent thought and the origin of speech; (g) the
question of freewdll. Others have found equally
serious difficulties in a theory of descent w-hich
ignores the existence of such gaps. Thus Dr. A. R.
Wallace—a strong upholder of the theory of natural
selection—allows that "there are at least three
stages in the development of the organic w-orld,
when some new cause or pow-er must necessarily
have come into action," viz. at the introduction ot
life, at the introduction of sensation and consciousness and at the introduction of m a n " (Dartvinism.
474-75).
(4) .-Ipplied to man.—When the theory is apphed
to the hunian species the difficulties are enormously
increased, Psychicall,\ man is akin to, yet vastly
different from, the brute. Consciousness, thought,
language (called by Max Muller "the Rubicon"
between the human and the animal world), moralit\-, religion cannot easily be explained under any
theory of evolution. The recognition of moral
obligations, the freedom ot choice between moral
alternatives, the categorical imperative ot conscience, the feeling of responsibihty and the pain of
remorse are unaccounted for by the doctrine ot descent, Man stands apart, forming psychologically
a kingdom by himself, "infinitely divergent from
the simian stirps" (Huxley, Man's Place in Nature,
j()3)—Ihe riddle ot the universe, apart from the
Biblical narrat ive. In the very nature of things the
conscious and the unconscious he far apart. "The
assertion of the difference between them does not
rest on our ignorance, but on our knowledge ot the
perceived distinction between material particles
in motion and internal consciousness related to a
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self" (OiT, Homiletic Review, August, 1907). There
can be no transition trom the one to the other.
The "gulf" remains in spite of all attempts to bridge
it Sdong supporters of Darwinism have acknowledged this. Thus Dr. A. R. Wallace, though vigorously maintaining the "essential identity ot man's
bodily structure with that of the higher mammals
and his descent from some ancestral form common to man and the anthropoid apes," discarcls
the theory that "man's entire nature and all his
faculties, moral, intellectual, spiritual, have been
derived from their rudiments in lower animals"—•
a theory which he considers unsupported by adequate evidence and directly opposed to many wellascertained tacts (Darwinism, 461; Natural Selection,'.i'22 ff).
(5) Transitional forms absent.—The absence of
transitional forms is another difficulty which strikes
at the very root of Darwdnism. Zittel, a paleontologist of repute, indorsed the general opinion,
when in lsil5 at Zurich he declared, that the extinct
transitional links are slowly not forthcoming, except
in "a small and ever-diminishing number." The
derivation of the modern horse from the "Eohippus," on which great stress is sometimes laid, can
harilly be accepted as proved, when it is maintained
by scientists of equal repute, that no "Eohippus,"
but "Palaeotherium" was the progenitor of the animal w-hose ancestry is in dispute. And as for man,
the discovery by Dr. E. Du Bois, in the island of
Java, of the top of a skull, the head of a leg bone, a
few teeth of an animal supposed to be a man-like
mammal, does not convey the absolute proof demanded. From the very first, opinion w-as strangely
divided among naturalists. Virchow doubted
whether the parts lielonged to the same individual,
and consiilered Du Bois' drawings of the curves of a
skull-outline to prove the gradual transition from the
skull of a monkey to tfiat of a man as imaginary.
Of twent\'-four scientists, who examined the remains when originally presented, ten thought they
belonged to an ape, seven to a man, seven to some
intermediate form (i.Hto, Naturalism and Religion,
111)). At the .Vnthropological Congress held at
Lindau in Septeniber, 1899, "Dr. Bumiller read a
paper in whieli IK- declared that the supposed 'pithecanthropus erectus' is nothing but a gibbon, as
Virchow- surmised from the first" (Orr, in Expos
Julv, I'.ilO).
'
Evolutionism apiiarently is undergoing a great
change. .Vmong others Fleischmann, and Dennert
in Germany have submitted Dar4. The
winism to a keen and searching
New Evolu- criticism. The latter especially, as a
tionism
scientist, raises a strong protest
aKa,inst the acceptance of the Darwinian theory. He closes his researches with the
remarkable words; "The theorv of descent is
accepted by nearh- all naturalists. But in spite
of assertioits to the contrary, the theory has not
yet been fully [ganz unzweifelhaft] proved
Darwinism on the other hand, i.e, the doctrine of
natural sek('tion through struggle for existence has
been forced back all along the hne" (vom Sterhelaaer
des Diirwinismus, 12(), W ith equal vigor Professor
Hugo de \ ries, of Amsterdam, has recenth- ?augh
a theory of mutation, a term applied by him to
express the proi-css of origination of a new species
or (Df a new specific character, when this takes PUKVb> the discontinuous method at a single step" (Lock
Recent Progress in Ihe Study of Varia.tL 113)
\ew ,species, according to De Vries, may arise
from old ones by leaps, and this not in long-past
geological times, but in the course of a hunian hfe
and under our verv e>-es. This t h e o r y ™ "haimatogenesis, ' or evolution by leaps and not bv
insensible gradations, was not unknown to scientists
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Lyell, w-ho was a slow convert to Darwinism, in his
Aidiquity of Man, admitted the possibihty of "occasional strides, breaks in an otherwise continuous
series ot psychical changes, mankind clearing at
one bound the space which separated the highest
stage of the unprogressive intelhgenoe ot inferior
animals trom the first and lowest form of improvable reason of man," Even Professor Huxley, one
of the staunchest supporters ot Darwinism, acknowledged that "Nature does make jumps now and then,"
and that "a recognition of the fact is of no small
importance in disposing of many minor objections to
the doctrine of transmutation" (Orr, God's Imagein
Man, 116). Less concihatory than either De Vries
or Huxley is Elmer, who, while repudiating the
"chance" theory ot Darwinism, sets against it "definitely directed evolution," and holds that "natural
selection is insufficient in the formation ot species"
(Otto, Naturalism and Religion, 174). Evidently
the evolution theory is undergoing modifications,
w-hich may have important bearing on the interpretation of the Mosaic narrative ot creation and
especially on the descent of man. Man may therefore, from a purely scientific point ot view, be an
entirely new being, not brought about by slow
and gradual ascent from a simian ancestry. He
may have been introduced at a bound, not as
a semi-animal wdth brute impulses, but as a rational and moral being, "internally harmonious,
with possibilities ot sinless development, which
only his free act annulled." If the new theory
of "mutational" evolution be accepted, the scriptural view ot man's origin will certainly not be
discredited.
This much may fairly be granted, that within
certain limits Scripture accepts an evolutionary
process. In regard to the lower
5. Evoluanimals the creating (Gen 1 21), or
tion and
making (ver 2S), is not described as
Genesis
an immediate act of Almighty Power,
but as a creative impulse given to
water and earth, w-hich does not exclude, but rather
calls into operation the powers t h a t are in the sea
and dry land (vs 11.20.24 AV): ".Vnd God said. Let
the earth bring forth grass
Let the waters
bring forth abundantly the moving creature,"
It is only in the creation ot man that God works
immediately: "And God said. Let us make man in
our image . . . . And God created m a n " (vs 26,27),
The stride or jump of Lyell and Huxley, the "halmatogenesis" ot De Vries are names wdiich in the
sinijile narrative disajipear before the pregnant
sentence: "And God said," Theologians of repute
have given a theistic coloring to the evolution
theory (cf Flint, Theism, 195 ff), inasmuch as development cannot be purposeless or causeless, and
because "Nature is but effect w-hose cause is God."
The deathlilow- which, according to Professor Huxley,
the teleological argument has received from Darwdn,
may after all not be so serious. .Vt anv rate Lord
Kelvm (Sir William Thomson) in 1871 before the
British .Vssociation openly pleaded for "the sohd
and irrefragable argument so well put forward by
Paley . . . teaching us, that all living things
depended upon an overacting Creator and" Ruler."
See EVOLUTION.

^f- Primitive and Present Conditions of Man.—
I h e newer anthropology has carried the human
race, back to a, remote antiquity.
1. The
Ordinary estimates range between
Time-Dis- 100,000 and 500,000 years, Extratence of
ordinary computations go far beyond
Mans
these numbers, Ilaeckel, e,g. speaks
Urigin
of "Sirius distances" for the whole
evolutionary process; and what this
I?7^-oon^^y •*i^'"'y ^'^ conjectured. The sun is
-'-,'00,000 miles away from the earth, and Sirius
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is a million times as far from us as we are trom the
sun, so that the time-distanee ot man from Ihe
very lowest orgaiiisuis, from the first germ ((r seed
or ovule, is according to Haeek(d almost incalculable.
The human race is thus carried back by evolulioiiists into an immeasm'ablc distance trom the iiresent
inhabitants of the earth. Several primeval races
are bv some declared to have existed, and fossil
remains ot man ;ire supposed to ha\'e been found,
bringing him into touch with extinct animals. The
time-coinputations of e\-olutiomsts, h((we\('r, are
not shared by scientists in general, "ddiese
mUlionaires in time have reeei\'ed -a rude blow,
when another Darw-in, Sir G. H. Darwin of Cambridge, demonstrated that the physical conditions
w-ere such that .geology must limit itself to a
period of time inside oi 100,000 years" (Orr, God's
Image, etc, 176). rrofe>s(ir Tait of Edinburgh
limited the range to no nidi-e than 10,000,000 years
and he strongly advised geologists to "hurry up
their calculations." " I dare say," he says, "many
of you are acquainted with the speculations of Lyell
and otliera, especially of Darw in, w-ho tells us, t h a t
even for a comparatively brief portion of recent
geological histor_\-, thrive hundred millions ot years
w-ill not suffice! We say, so much the w-orse for
geology as at present understood by its chief authorities" (Recent Advances in Phys. Science, 168).
Recently, however, attention has been drawn to
new som-ces of energy in the uni\-erse as the result
of radio-acti\dty. Duncan, in The Ncio Knowledge,
contrasts the old conception, according to which
God made the universe and .started it at a definite
time to run its course, wdth the need, which though
it does not distinctly- teach, at least is inclined to
maintain, that the universe is immortal or eternal,
both in the future and the jiast (p. 245). If this -view
be correct the Darw-inian "eons" of time may be
considered restored to the evolutionist. On the
other hand it ajipears that Lord Kelvin seriously
doubted the validity of these speculations. Professor Orr WTites: "In a personal communication
Lord Kehdn states to me that he thinks it 'almost
infinitel.\' improbable' that radium had any appreciable effijcts on the heat and light of the earth or sun,
and suggeits it as 'more probable that the energy
of radium may have come originally in connection
-with the excessively high temperatures' produced
by gravitational action" (Homiletic Review, Aug.,
1906),
In regard to primeval man there is no agreement
among scientists. Some, hke Delaunay, de Mortillet, Ciuatrefages, believed that man
2. Antiquity existed in the Tertiary; while others,
of Primeval such as Virchow, Zittel, Prestwich,
Man
Dawson, maintain that man appeared
on the scene only in the (Quaternary.
As the limits between these periods are not weU
defined a decision is by no means easy. Even if
man be found to have been a contemporary of
extinct animals, such as the mammoth, the inference from this fact would be equally just, not
that man is as old as the extinct animal, but t h a t
the animal is as young as man and that the period
assigned to these fossil remains must be brought
considerably nearer to present-day life.
CaleuI;(tioiis based on the gravels of the Somme,
on the cone of the Tiniere, on the peat-bogs of
France and Denmark, on fo.ssil bones
3. Various discovered in caves of Germany and
Calculations France, on delta-formations of great
rivers like the Nile and the Mississippi,
on the "kitchen middings" of Denmark, and the
lake-dwellings of Switzerland, must be carefully
scrutinized. Sir J. W. Dawson, a geologist of great
repute, has made the deliberate statement, t h a t
"pos.sibl-- none of these reach farther back than six
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or seven thousand years, which according to Dr.
.Vndrews lia,\'e elap.sed since the close of the boulderclay in .\nieriea," and that "the scientific pendulum
must swing baekwartl in this direction" (Story of
the Earth and Man, 2'.)3). The "ice-age," formerly
hypothelieally calculated, has latterly been brought
within cideulable (listance. Ci. I". Wright, Winchell
and otliers have arrived at the conclusion t h a t the
glacial period in America, and consequently in
Europe, does nol. he more than some eight or ten
thousand years behind us. If such be the case,
the antiquity of man is brought within reasonable
limits, and may e(inse(iueiitly not be in contradiction to the I'liljlical statements on this point.
If the careful and precise calculations of Dr. Andrews
on the raised beaches of Lake Michigan are accepted,
then N. America must have risen out of the w-aters
of the ( Uacial JK riod some 5,500 or 7,500 years ago;
and if so, the duration of the human jieriod in that
continent is fixeil and must be con.siderably reduced
(Dawson, Story, etc, 295). One of the latest
deliver:(iices on this subject is that of Professor
Russell ot the University of Michigan (1904),
who maintains that "we find no authentic and wellattested evidence of the presence of man in America
either previous to or during the Glacial period."
He is confident, that "all the geological evidence
thus far gathered bearing on the antiquit}' of man
in America points to the conclusion that he came
after the Glacial epoch." Where all is vague and
experts differ great caution is necessary in the
an-angement of dates and periods of time. If
moreover a comparatively rapid post-glacial submergence and reelevation is accepted, as some
naturalists hold, and man were then on the earth,
the question may fairly be asked, whether this
subsidence did not "constitute the deluge recorded
in that remarkable dog-book' of Noah preserved
to us in Gen" (Dawson, op. cit., 290).
The chronology of ancient nations—China,
Babylon, Egypt—has been considered as subversive
of the scriptural view as to the age of
4. Chrothe human race. But it is a wellnology
known fact, that experts differ very
seriously upon the point. Their calculations range, for Egjrpt—starting from the reign
of King Menes—from 5,S67 (Champollion) to
4,455 (Brugsch), and from 3,S92 (Lepsius) to 2,320
(Wilkinson). As to Babylon Bunsen places the
starting-point for the historic period in 3,784,
Brandis in 2,458, Oppert in 3,540—a difference
of thousands of years (cf Bavinck, Genf. Dogmatik,
II, 557). Perhaps here, too, future research will
bring the scientific and the Biblical view into fuller
harmony. At any rate Hommel's w-ords on all
these calculations require careful study; "The
chronology for the first thousand >-ears before
Christ is fairly fixed; in the second thousand BC
some points seem to be fixed: in the third thousand,
i.e. before 2000 BC, aU is uncertain." In this
connection it may be mentioned, t h a t attempts
have frequently been made to cast discredit on the
chronology of the early chapters of Gen. Suffice
it to say that the calculati((ns are based on the
genealogies of the patriarchs and their descendants,
and that the gener:dly aceeiited dates a,ssigned to
them by .Vrehbishop Ussher and introduced into
the margins of some editions of the Bible are not
to be trusted. The LXX differs in this respect
from the Ileb text by more than 1,500 years: precise chronological data are not and cannot be
given. The basis of calculation is not known.
Perhaps we are not far wrong in saying that, "if
we allow, say, from 12,000 to 15,000 years since the
time of man's first apiiearance on the earth, w-e do
ample justice to all the avadable facts" (Orr,
God's Image, etc, 180). .Sec CHRONOLOGY.
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That all these discussions have a bearing upijn
our view of man's primitive conditions can easily
be understood. According to Scrip5. Man's
ture man's destiny was to 'replenish
Primitive
the earth, and subdue it; and have
Condition
dominion over fish, fowl and every
living thing' (Gen 1 28), as G o d s
steward (oikanomos, Titus 1 7), as feUow-laborer
with God (sunergds, 1 Cor 3 9). Hence he was
placed by God in the garden of Eden (gan b''edhen;
LXX parddeisos its trophts; Vulg paradisus voluptatis, ''paradise of delight"). The situation of
that garden is carefully described, though the
proper site remains unknown (Gen 2 14.15).
Some, like Driver, consider this an ideal locahty
(Genesis, 57); others take a very -wide range in fixing
upon the true site. Every continent^ has been
chosen as the cradle of the race—Africa, among
others, as the home of the gorilla and the chimpanzee—the supposed progenitors of humanity.
In .Vmerica, Greenland and the regions around the
North Pole have had their supporters. Certain
parts ot Europe have found favor in some quarters.
An imaginary island—Lemuria—situated between
the African and Australian continents—has been
accepted by others. All this, however, lies beyond
the scope of science, and beyond the range of
S(;ripture. Somewhere to the east of Pal, and
in or near Babylonia, we must seek for the cradle
of humanity. No trace ot primeval man has been
found, nor has the existence of primeval races been
proved. The skulls which have been found (Neanderthal, Engis, Lansing) are of a high type, even
Professor Huxley declaring of the first, that "it
can in no sense be regarded as the intermediate
between Man and the Apes," ot the second, that
it is "a fair, average skull, which might have belonged
to a phdosopher, or might have contained the
thoughtless brains of a savage" (Man's Place in
Nature, 156, 157). Of the Lansing skeleton found
in Kansas, in 1902, this may at least be said—
apart from the question as to its antiquity—that
the skull bears close resemblance to that of the
modern Indian. Even the skull of the Cro-Magnon
nian, supposed to belong to the paleolithic age
Sir J. W. Dawson considers to have carried a brain
of greater size than that of the average modern man
(Meeting-Place of Geology and History, 54). Primeval man can hardly be compared to the modern
savage; for the savage is a deteriorated representative of a better type, which has slowly degenerated.
History does not know ot an unaided emergence
from barbarism on the part ot any savage tribe'
it does know of degradation from a better type'
Whatever view we take of the original state of man'
the fohoOTng points must be borne in mind' we
need not suppose him to have been a humanized
ape, rising into true manhood by a slow and gradual
process; nor need we picture him either as a savaee
of pronounced type, or as in every sense the equal
of modern man, "the heir ot all the ages " Serin
ture represents him to us as a moral being, "with
possibilities of sinless development, which his own
free act annulled" There the matter may r e ^
and the words of a non-canonical Scripture ma^
fitiy be applied to him: "God created man to be
immortal, and made him to be an image o His
cTLOor'*'''"^ ' ' 2 ^^V)- See flso P s ^ !
Mt:jT,^:'^ZSr^,:^:'^^of
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J. I. MAEAIS

ANTHROPOMORPHISM, an-thro-po-mor'fiz'm:
1. Definition of the Term
2. O'T Anthropomorphisms
3. In -What Senses an Anthropomorphic Element Is
Necessary
4. Anthropomorphism and the Exigencies of Human
Thinking
_,
5. Anthropomorphism and Theism
6. Symbolic Forms of Thought
7. Philosophic Pantheism
8. Anthropomorphism and PersonaUzed or Mediated
Knowledge
9. From Greek Polytheism to Modern Ethical Monotheism
10. Greek Thought
11. Anthropomorphism of Israel
12. Twofold Nature of the Anthropomorphic Difflculty
13. Need of Rising Higher
14. God in Christ the True Solution
By this term is meant, conformably with its etymological signification, i.e. as being in the form or
hkeness of man, the attribution to God
1. Defini- ot human form, parts or passions, and
tion
the taking of Scripture passages which
speak of God as having hands, or eyes,
or ears, in a literal sense. This anthropomorphic
procedure called forth Di'vine rebuke so early as Ps
60 2 1 : "Thou thoughtest t h a t I was altogether
such a one as thyself." Fear ot the charge of anthropomorphism has had a strangely
2. OT An- deterrent effect upon many minds, but
thropomor- very needlessly so. Even that rich
phisms
storehouse of apparently crude anthropomorphisms, the OT, when it ascribes
to Deity physical characters, mental and moral
attributes, like those ot man, merely means to make
the Di'vine nature and operations intelligible, not
to transfer to Him the defects and limitations of
human character and life.
In all really theistic forms of religion, there is an
anthropomorphic element present, for they all
presuppose the psychological truth
3. Anthro- ot a certain essential likeness between
pomorphic God and man. Nor, perfect as we
Element a may our theistic idea or conceptio» of
Necessity
Deity, can we, in the realm ot spirit,
ever wholly eliminate the anthropomorphic element involved in this assumption,
without which religion itself were not. It is of
the essence of the religious consciousness to recognize the analogy subsisting between God's relations
to man, and man's relations t o his fellow. We are
warned off trom speaking ot " t h e Di'vine will" or
"the Di-vine purpose," as too anthropomorphicsavoring too much of simple humanity and human
psyijbobgy—and are bidden speak only ot "the
Divine immanence" or "the Divine ground of our
being." But these speculative objections really
spring from a shallow interpretation of the primary
facts ot human consciousness, which, in the deepest
realm of inner experience, claims the
4. Anthro- indefeasible right to speak ot the Divine
pomorphism nature in human terms, as may best
and Hube possible to our being. The proper
man Think- duty or function ot philosophy is to
"ig
take due account of such direct and
primary facts ot our nature: the basal
tacts of our being cannot be altered to suit her
convenience.
If we were to interpret the impalpable and omnipresent Energy, from which all things proceed,
m terms of force, then, as Fiske said, "there is
scarcely less anthropomorphism lurldng in the
phrase Infinite Power,' than in the phrase Tn-
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finite Person.' " Besides which, the soul of man
could iie\-er be content wdth the former phrase,
tor the soul wants more than dyiiam5. Anthro- ies. But if we have ascribed to Ciod
pomorphism certain attributes in keeping with the
and Theism properties of the one l'i-otean force
behind all natiu-e-manitestaf ions, it has
been to help purge our conception ot Clod ot objectionable anthropomorphic elements. The exigencies of human thinking reeiuire us to symbolize
the nature of Deity in some ]isyehieal way whereby
He shall have for us some real meaning; hence
those quasi-personal or anthropomorphic forms ot
expression, which inhere in the most perfected eoiiceptioiis of Deity, as well as in the crude ideas of
unrefleetive spiritism. .Vnd if all ant bropomorphism
could be dissipated by us, we should in the process
ha^-e demohshed theism—a serious enough issue for
religion.
E\-en speech has been declared to be a sensuous
S}-nibol, which makes know-ledge ot C!od impossible.
To such an extent have the hyper6. Symbohc critical objections to anthropomorThought
phism been pressed. Symbol ot the
Divine, speech nia>-, in this sense, be;
but it is a symbol w-hereby w-e can mark, distinguish
or discern the super-sensible. Thus our abstract
conceptions are by no means sensuous, however the
language may originally have set out trom a sensuous significance. Hence it w-ould be a mistake to
suppose that our knowledge of God must remain
anthropomorphic in content, and cannot think
the .\bsolute Being or Essence save in symbolic
form. I t is a developmental law of religion—as
of spirit in general—that the spiritual grows always
more clearly differentiated from the symbolic
and sensuous. The tact t h a t our knowledge of
God is susceptible of advance does not make the
idea of God a merely relative one. God's likeness
to man, in respect of the attributes and elements
essential to personal spirit, must be presupposed
as a fundamental reality ot the universe. In this
way or sense, therefore, any true idea ot God must
nece-sarily be anthropomorphic.
We cannot prove in any direct manner—-either
psychological or historical—that man was really
made in God's image. But there is
7. In Pan- no manner of doubt that, on the other
theism
hand, man has always made God in
his (man's) own image. Man can
do no otherwise. Because he has purged his conceptions of Deity after human pattern, and no
longer cares much to speak of God as a jealous or
repentant or punitive Deity, as the case may be,
it yet by no means follows t h a t " t h e wih of God"
and "the love of God" have ceased to be of -vital
interest or primary importance for the religious
conseiousne.ss. All man's constructive powers—
intellectual, aesthetie:d, ethical, and spiritual—
combine in evolving such an ideal, and believing
in it as the personal Absolute, the Ideal-Real in
the world of reahty. Even in the forms of philosophic pantheism, t h e factors which play in man's
personal life have not ceased to project themselves
into the pantheistic conceptions of the cosmic processes or the being of the world.
But man's making of God in his (man's) own
image takes place just because Ciod has made man
in His own image. For the God, whom
8. Person- man makes for himself, is, before all
alized or
things, real—no mere construction of
Mediated
his intellect, no figure or figment of
Knowledge his imagination, b u t the prius of all
things, the Primal, Originative Reality.
Thus w-e see that any inadequacy springing out of
the anthiopoiiiorpliic chiirader of our religious
know-ledge or conceptions is not at all so serious as

might at first sight be supposed, since it is due merely
to the necessarily personalized or mediated character of all our knowledge whatsoever. For all
our experience is human experience, and, in that
sense, anthi'opomorphie. Only the most pitiful
timidity will be seared by the word "anthropomorphism," w-hich need not have the least deterrent
effect upon our minds, since, in the territory of
spirit, our conceptions are purged of anthropomorphic taint or hue, the purer our human consciousness becomes.
To say, as we have done, that all knowledge is
anthropomorphic, is but to recognize its partial,
fallible, progressive or developmental
9. Religious character. It is precisely because this
Progress
is true of our knowledge of God that
our improved and perfected conceptions of God are the most significant feature in the
religious progress of humanity. Only in course of
the long religious inarch, wherein thought has shot up
through the superincumbent- weight of Greek polytheism into monotheism, and eme-rged at last into
the severely ethical monotheism of our time, has
religion been gradually stripped of its more crude
anthropomorphic vestments. It cannot too clearly
be understood that the religious ideal, which man
has formed in the conception of the Absolute Personality, is one which is rooted in the realm of actuality. Not otherwise than as a metaphysical unity
can God be known by us—intehigible only in the
light of our own self-conscious experience.
It is a mere modern—and rather unillumined—
abuse ot the term anthropomorphic which tries
to affix it, as a term of reproach, to
10. Greek every hypothetical endeavor to frame
Thought
a conception of God. In the days
of the Greeks, it was only the ascription to the gods of human or bodily form t h a t led
Xenophanes to complain ot anthropomorphism.
This Xenophanes naturally took to be an illegitimate endeavor to raise one particular kind ot being
—one form of the finite—into the place of the
Infinite. Hence he declared, "There is one God,
greatest ot all gods and men, who is like to mortal
creatures neither in form nor in mind."
But the progressive anthropomorphism of Greece
is seen less in the humanizing of the gods than in
the claim that "men are mortal gods,"
11. Anthro- the idea being, as Aristotle said, that
pomorphism men become gods by transcendent
of Israel
merit. In this exaltation of the nature
of man, the anthropomorphism of
Greece is in complete contrast with the anthropomorphism of Israel, which was prone to fashion
its Deity, not after the likeness of anything in the
heavens above, but after something in the earth
beneath. Certain professors of science have been
mainly responsible for the recent and reprehensible
use of the term, so familiar to us, for which we owe
them no particular gratitude.
The anthropomorphic difficulty is a twofold one.
Religion, as we have just BIIOWII, must remain
anthropomorphic in the sense t h a t we
12. Difficul- cannot get rid of imputing to the
ty of Anuniverse the forms of our ow-n mind
thropomor- or life, since religion is rooted in our
phism Two- human experience. As we have alfold
ready hinted, however, religion is in
no worse ease in t h a t respect than
science. For nothing is more idle than the pretension t h a t science is less anthropomorphic than
religion—or philosophy (ither—as if science were
not, equahy with these, an outcome and manifestation of human thinking! It is surely most
obvious t h a t the scientist, in any knowledge of reality he may gain, can, no more than the religionist
—or the metaphysician—jump off his own shadow.
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I. In the OT.—As in t h e O T the doctrine concerning Christ was only suggested, not developed,
so is it with t h e doctrine ot the AntiAntichrist Christ. T h a t t h e Messiah should be
in the OT t h e divine Logos, the only adequate
expression of God, was merely hinted
at, not stated: so Antichrist was exhibited as the
opponent of God rather t h a n of His anointed. In
the historical books ot the OT we find "Behal" used
as if a personal opponent of Jeh; thus the flagitiously
wicked are called in AV "sons ot Behal" (Jgs 19 22;
20 13), "daughter ot Belial" (1 S 1 16), etc. The
RV translates t h e expression in an abstract sense,
''base fellows," "wdcked woman." I n Dnl 7 7.8
there is the description ot a great heathen empire,
represented by a beast with t e n horns: its full anHence arises the second aspect of the anthropomorphic difficulty, which is, the need of freeing tagonism t o God is expressed in a little eleventh
religion trom anthropomorphic tend- horn which had "a mouth speaking great things" and
"made war with the saints" (vs 8.21). Him the 'An13. Need
ency, since it can be no satisfactory
of Rising
revealer ot truth, so long as its more or cient ot Days' was to destroy, and his kingdom was
Higher
less unrefined anthropomorphism con- to be given to a 'Son ot M a n ' (vs 9-14). Similar
tracts or subjugates reality to the con- but yet differing in many points is t h e description
ditions of a particular kind of being. I t is perfectly of Antiochus Epiphanes in 8 9-12.23-25.
//. In the NT.—In t h e Gospels the acti'vity ot
clear that religion, whose every aim is to raise man beyond the hmitations of his natural being, can never Satan is regarded as specially directed against
n.-alize its end, so long as it remains wholly w-ithin
Christ. I n t h e Temptation (Mt 4
the human sphere, instead ot being something uni- 1. Anti1-10; L k 4 1-13) t h e Devil claims
versal, transcendent, and independent. This is Christ in the the right t o dispose ot "all the kingprecisely why religion comes to give man's life the Gospels
doms ot the world,'.' and has his claim
spiritual uplift whereby it rises to a new center of
admitted. The temptation is a struggravity—a true center of immediacy—in the uni- gle between the Clirist and the Antichrist. In the
verse, rises, indeedj beyond time and its ownfinitude parable of the Tares and the Wheat, while He that
to a parti(.'ipation in the universal and transcendent sowed the good seed is t h e Son of Man, he that
life of the Eternal. I t does so without feeling need sowed the tares is t h e Devil, who is thus Antito yield to the anthropomorphic tendency in our christ (Mt 13 37-39). Our Lord felt it the keenest
time to attribute a necessity in God for an object of insults that His miracles should be attributed to
to love, as if His egoistic perfection were not capable Satanic assistance ( M t 12 24-32). I n J n 14 30
of realizing love's infinite ideal in itself, and without there is reference t o the "Prince of the World" who
dependence upon such object.
"hath nothing" in Christ.
\V'e affirm that God in Christ, in revealing the
The Pauline epistles present a more developed
fact of the likeness of man being eternal in God, form of the doctrine. I n the spiritual sphere Paul
disclosed the true anthropomorphism
identifies Antichrist with Belial.
14. God in of our knowledge of God—it is with 2. Anti"What concord hath Christ with
Christ
resjiect to the essential attributes and Christ in the Belial?"
(2 Cor 6 15).
2 Thess,
elements of personal spirit. I t is Pauhne
written early, affords evidence of a
easy to see how the early ascriptions to God of the Epistles
considerably developed doctrine being
form and members of the human body, and other
commonly accepted among believers.
non-essential accompaniments of personality, arose. The exposition of 2 Thess 2 3-9, in which Paul
The scriptural representations as to God's hand, exhibits his teaching on t h e 'Man of Sin,' is very
eye, and ear, were declared by Calvin to be but difficult, as may be seen from t h e number ot conadiqitaticins to the slow spiritual progress ot men— flicting attempts a t its interpretation. See MAN
an infantile mode of talk, as Calvin puts it, like that OF SIN. Here we would only indicate what seems
of nurses to children. But we have got finely clear to us the most plausible view of the Pauline doctrine.
of essential anthropomorphism, if, with Isa 55 8 It had been revealed t o t h e apostle b y t h e Spirit
we fully recognize that God's "thoughts are not''
that the church w-as t o be exposed t o a more treour "thoughts," nor God's "ways" our "ways."
mendous assault than any it had y e t witnessed.
LiTEHATnRK.—E, Ca,iT6.,^Evolution
of Religion,
1893Some twelve years before t h e epistle was penned,
the Rom world had seen in Caligula the portent
of a mad emperor. Caligula had claimed to be
r
DL i
i-.-H.P:-'' -•> Religion, 1 8 9 7 ; Studies worshipped as a god, and had a temple erected to
... Luropean
Philosophy,
1909.
, ^luuies
him in Rome. He went farther, and demanded
. «T-rT/^TmToi<
, . ,
JAMES LINDSAY
ANTICHRIST, an'ti-krist (ivrixp^TTos, antichris- that his own statue should be set u p in the temple
at Jerus to be worshipped. As similar causes
10.1);
might be expected t o produce similar effects, Paul,
I. Ix THE OT
II, I-V THE NT
interpreting "what t h e Spirit t h a t w-as in him did
1. The Oospels
signify," may have thought of a youth, one reared
2. Pauline Epistles
in the purple, who, raised to t h e awful, isolating
3. Johannino Epistles
4. Bk of Revelation
dignity of emperor, might, like Caligula, be struck
T,-'
,
ArocALTPTu W R I T I N G S
with madness, might, like him, demand Divine
T
' ' ; PATRISTIC WRITINGS
honors, and might be possessed with a thirst tor
\
-M t llIAEVAL VlE(V.^
1. Christian
blood as insatiable as his. T h e fury of such an
2. Jewish
enthroned maniac would, with too great probability,
VI POST-REFOKMATION VIEWS
LITERATURE
be directed against those who, like t h e Christians,
wouM refuse as obstinately as t h e Jew-s to give
1 J . o ^ "ord-'aiitiehris^t" occurs only in 1 J n 2 him Divine honor, b u t were not numerous enough
1^—, 4 d, 2 Jn ver ,, but the idea which the to make Rom officials pause before proceeding
word conveys appears frequentiy in S c r i p ™ ^^
to extremities. So long as Claudius lived, the

or make escape from the toils ot his own nature
and powers. For knowledge of any sort—whether
religious or scientific or philosophical-^a certain
true anthropomorphism is necessary, for it is of the
essence of rationahty.
Nature, ot which science
professes a knowledge, is really a man-made imag(3,
like unto its human maker. Say what science will,
this is the objectively real of science—a cognition
w-hieh, critically -viewed, is only subjectively -valid.
There is no other way by which science can know
the being of the world than after the human pattern.
It is, however, a serious issue that this human element or factor has often unduly penetrated the
realm of the Di-vine, subordinating it and dragging
it down to human aims and conceptions.
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manifestation of this "lawless one" was restrained;
w-hen, however, the aged emjieror should pass
aw-ay, or God's time should appoint, tlial "lawless
one" would be revealed, w-hoiii the Lord would
"slay with the breath of his m o u t h " (,\'er 8).
.Vlthough maii>- ot the features of the "Man of
Sin" were exhibited by Nero. ,\'et. the .Messianic
kingdom did not come, nor did Christ
3. Antireturn to Flis people at Nero's dealii.
Christ in the Writing after Xein had fallen, the
Johannine apostle John, w-ho, as above remarked.
Epistles
alone oi the Nl^ writers uses the term,
presents us with another -(icw of .Viitiehrist (1 Jn 2 IS 22; 4 3; 2 Jn \ e r 7j. From the
first of these passages ("as \-e have heard that, auliehrist comeili"), it is evident that the coiiiing of
Antichrist was an event generally antieipaled by
the Christian community, but il, is also clear that
the apostle shared to but a limited extent in this
popular expectation. He thoucht the attention of
behevers needed rather t(,( be directed to the
antichi'istian forces that were at work among and
around them ("even now- ha\-c . . . . arisen many
antichrists"). From 1 Jn 2 22; 4 :>; 2 Jn ver 7
we see that the apostle regards erroneous ^-iew-s of
the person of crhrist as the real Antichrist. To
him the Docetism (i.e. the doctrine that Christ's
body w-as only a seeming one) w-hich portended
Gnosticism, and the elements ot Ebionism (Christ
was only a man), w-ere more seriously to be dreaded
than persecution.
In the Book ot Revelation the doctrine ot Antichrist receives a further de^-elopment. If the traditional date of the .Ipocalypse is
4. Antito be accepted, it was WTitten when
Christ in the the lull which folleiwed the Neronian
Book of
persecution had given place to that
Revelation under Domitian—"the bald Nero."
The apostle now- feels the w-hole imperial system to be an incarnation of the spirit of
Satan; indeed from the identity of the symbols,
seven heads and ten horns, ajiiilied both to the
dragon (12 3) and to the Beast (13 1), he appears
to have regarded the raison d'etre of the Rom
Empire to be found in its incarnation of Satan,
The ten horns are borrowed trom Dnl 7, but the
seven heads point, as seen from Rev 17 9, to the
''seven hdls" on which Rome sat. There is, how-ever, not only the Beast, but also the "image of the
beast" to be considered (13 14,lo). Po-^sibly this
symbohzes the cult of Rome, the city being regarded
as a goddess, and ^vor^llipped with temples and
statues all over the empire. From the fact that
the seer endows the Beast that comes out of the
earth with "two horns like unto a lamb" (13 11),
the apostle must have had in his mind some system
of teaching that resembled Christianity; its relation.ship to Satan is shou-n by its sjieaking "as ^
dragon" (ver 11). The number fiOb given to the
Beast (ver 18), though presumably readily understood by the w-riter's immediate public, has proved
a riddle capable of too many solutions to be now
readily soluble at all. The favorite explanation
Neron A'e.jar (Nero Caesar), which suits numerically, becomes absurd when it implies the attribution ot seven he.ads and ten horns. There is no
necessity to make the calculation in Heb; the
corresponding arithmogram in the Sib Or, 1 32.S30, in w-hich 88S stands for lesous, is interpreted
in Gr. On this hypothesis Lateinos, a suggestion
preserved by Irenaeus (V, 30) would suit. If we
follow the an:(logy of Daniel, which has influenced
the .V.pocalyjitist so much, the Johannine Antichrist must be regarded as not a person but n
kingdom. In this case it must be the Rom Empire
that is meant.

Antichrist

///. In Apocalyptic
Writings.—Although
from
their esehatdlogical bias one would expect that the
Jewish ."Vpoealytic Writings would be
Antichrist
full of the subject, mention of the
in the
Antichrist occurs only in a few of the
Apocalyptic apocalypses. The (-arliest certain noWritings
tiee is found in the (Sibylhne books
(1 107). We are there told that
"Beliar shall cdine and work wonders,'' and "that
he shall sjiriiig from the Sebasteni (Augusti)" a
statenieiil which, taken with other indications,
ineliiK^s one to the belief that the mad demands of
Caligula, were, when this was written, threatening
the Jews. There are references to licliar in the
N i l P, which, if the date ascrib(.'(l to them by Dr.
Charles, i.e. the reign of John IlyrcaJius I, be
assumed as correct, are earlier. Personally v.c
doubt Ihe accuracy of this conclusion. Further,
as Dr. Charles admits the jireseiice of many inter])((lations, even though one might a.ssent to his
opinions as to the nucleus of the X I I P, yet these
Beliar iiassages might be due to the interpolator.
(3nly in one passage is "Beliar" anlirhnslos as distinguished from (//(/('//leos; Dnl 5 10,11 (Charles'tr),
".Vnd there shall rise unto you from the tribe ot
Judah and of Levi the salvation of the Lord, and
he shall make w-ar against Beliar, and execute
e\-erlasting vengeance on our enemies, and the
captivity shall he take from Beliar and turn disobechent hearts unto the Lord," Dr. Charles
thinks he finds an echo of this last clause in Lk 1 17;
but may the case not be the converse?
The fullest exposition of the ideas associated
with the antichrist in the early decades ot Christian
historj- is to be found in the Asc Isa, In this we
are told that "Behar" (Belial) would enter into
"the matricide king" (Nero), who w-ould work great
wonders, and do much evil. After the expiry ot
l,o:;!2 days during which he has persecuted the
plant which the twelvi- apostles of the Beloved
lia\e planted, "the Lord will come with his angels
and with armies of his holy ones from the seventh
heaven, wdth the glory of the seventh heaven, and
he will drag Behar into Gehenna and also his
armies" (4 3,13, Charles' tr). If the date at which
Beliar was supposed to enter into Nero was the
night on which the great fire in Rome began, then
the space of power given to him is too short by 89
days. From the burning of Rome till Nero's
death w-as 1,421 days. It is to be noted that there
are no signs of the wTiter having been influenced
either by Paul or the Apocalypse, .Vs he expected
the coming of the Lord to be the immediate cause
of the death of Nero, w-e date the writing some
months before that event. It seems thus to afford
contemporary and independent evidence of the
views entertained by the Christian community as
to Antichrist.
IV. In Patristic
Writings.—Of
the patristic
writers, Polycarp is the only one of the Apostolic
Fathers who refers directly to AntiPatristic
Christ. He quotes John's words,
References "Whosoever doth not confess that
to AntiJesus Clirist has come in the flesh is
Christ
Antichrist" (7), and regards Docetism
as Antichrist in the only practical
sense. Barnabas, although not using the term,
implies that the fourth empire of Daniel is Antichrist; this he seems to identity with the Rom
Empire (4 5). Irenaeus is the first-known writer
to occupy himself with the number ot the Beast.
While looking with some favor on Lateinos, he
himself prefers Teilan as Ihe name intended (5 30).
His view is interesting as showing the belief t h a t
the arithmogram was to be interpreted by the Gr
values of the letters. More particulars as to the
views prevailing can be gleaned from Hippolytus,
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who has a special work on the subject, in which he
exhibits the points of resemblance between Christ
and Anticln-ist (On Christ and Antichrist, 4.14.15.
19.2."i). In this work we find the assertion that
.Vntichrist springs trom the terms of Jacob's blessing to Dan. .Vmong other references, the idea of
Commodian (250 AD) that Nero risen from the
dead was to be Antichrist has to be noticed. In
the commentary on Revelation attributed to ^ ictorinus of Petau there is, inserted by a later hand,
an identification of Cienseric with the "Beast" of
that book. It is evident that httle light is to be
gained on the subject from patristic sources.
V. Mediaeval Vietvs.—Much time nee(l not be
spent on the inediaeval views of .Vntichrist in either
of the two streams in which it flowed. Christian
and Jewish,
The Christian was mainly occupied in finding
methods of transforming the names ot those whom
monkish writers abhorred into a
1. Christian shape that would admit of their being
Views
reckoned 666. The favorite name for
this species of torture was naturally
Maiimetis (Mohammed). Gregory IX found no
difficulty in accommodating the name ot Frederic
II so as to enable him to identify his great antagonist with "the beast coming up out of the sea"; this
identification the emperor retorted on the pope.
lt;(l(a.niis Maurus gives a tufl account of what Antichrist was to do, but without any attempt to label
any contemporary with the title. He was to work
miracles and to rebuild the temple at Jerusalem.
The view afterward so generally held by Protestants
that the papacy was Antichrist had its representatives among the sects denounced by the hierarchy
as heretical, as the Kalhari. In various periods the
rumor was s|irea(l that .Vntichrist had been alreadv
born. Sometimes his birthplace was said to lie
Babylon, sometimes this distinction was accorded
to the mystical Babylon, Rome.
The Jewish view-s had httle effect on Christian
speculation. With the Talmudists Antichrist was
named Armilus, a variation of Romulus,
1. Jewish Lome is evidently primarily intended.
Views
but .\ntichrist became endowed with
personal attributes. He makes war
on Messiah, son of Joseph, and slays him, but is in
turn destroyed by Mes^iah, Son of David.
VI. Post-Reformation
Views.—In immediately
post-Reformation times the divines of the Romish
church saw in Luther and the Reformed
Postchurches the -Vntichrist and Beast of
Reformation Revelation. On the other hand the
Theories of Protestants identified the papacy and
Antichrist the Roman church with these and
w-ith the Pauline Man of Sin ' The
latter view had a certain plausibility, not only from
the many undenialily antichristian features in the
developed Rom system, but from the relation in
which the Romish church stood to the city of Rome
and to the imperial idea. The fact that the Beast
which came out of the earth (Rev 13 11) had the
K.rns of a lamb points to some relation to the
lamb which had been slain (5 ti). Futurist infer!
preters have sought the Antichrist in historical
pei-son,s, as Napoleon III, These persons, however
tiienf n C ' ° ' ' ' ' ^ " ' * ; '^^P^'Ctations formed of
them.^ The consensus of critical opinion is that
Nero is intended by the Beast of the Apocalypse
but; his, on manj- grounds, as seen before is not

='e?i,.,Xi?s&-s'-a-F
JBCt in Schenkol's Bu Lex m^^r^t^,""^'^^°? =""2d ed (Kiihler), 3d ed (Sleftrrn pR^ b ^'""^^^ « ^ '
Commentaries on 2 Th<S"S^i['iiev^\<'?Sf ^c^c'iiun^'S
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the interpretations of the "Man of Sin" may be seen in
Dr. John Eadie's essay on that subject in his Comm. on
Thess.
J. E, H. THOMSON

ANTILEGOMENA, an-ti-le-gom'e-na.

See B I -

BLE; CANON OP N T ; DEUTEKO-CANONICAL BOOKS.
A N T I - L I B A N U S , an-ti-lib'a-nus.

ANTIMONY, an'ti-ms-ni.

See LEBANON.

See COLOR.

ANTIOCH, an'ti-ok, O F PISIDIA, pi-sid'i-a
('AvTidx«ia •fpos HicriSta, Antidcheia pros Pisidia,
or 'AvTi6x«ia 'i ni.o-i8Ca, Antidcheia he Pisidla=
"Pisidian"):
(1) Antioch of Pisidia was so called to distinguish it from the many other cities ot the same
name founded by Seleucus Nicator
1. History (301-280 BC) and called after his
father Antiochus. I t was situated in
a strong position, on a plateau close to the western bank of the river Anthios, which flow-s down
from the Sultan Dagh to the double lake called
Limnai (Egerdir Gbl). I t w-as planted on the territory of a great estate belonging to the priests of
the native religion; t h e remaining portions of this
estate belonged later to t h e R o m emperors, and
many inscriptions connected w-ith the cult of the
emperors, who succeeded to t h e Divine as well as
to the temporal rights ot t h e god, have survived.
(SeeSirW, JNI, Ramsay's paper on "The Tekmoreian
Guest-Friends" in Studies in the History and Art
of the Easltrn Rom Prnvinces, 1906,) The plateau
on which Antioch stood commands one ot the roads
leading from the East t o t h e Maeander and Ephesus; the Seleucid kings regularly founded their
cities in .Vsia Minor at important strategical points,
to strengthen their hold on the native tribes. There
is no evidence that a Gr city existed on the site of
.V.ntioch before the foundation ot Seleucus. Ramsay must be right in connecting Strabo's statement
that Antioch was colonized by Greeks from Magnesia on the Maeander with the foundation by Seleucus; for it is extremely unlikely that Greeks could
have built and held a city in such a dangerous
position so far inland before t h e conquest of Alexander. Pre-Alexandrian Gr cities are seldom to be
found in the interior of Asia Minor, and then only
in the open river valleys ot t h e west. But there
must have been a Phrygian fortress a t or near
Antioch when the Phrygian kings were at the height
of their power. The natural boundary of Phrygian
territory in this district is the Pisidian Mts., and
the Phrygians could only have held the rich valley
between the Sultan Dagh and Egerdir Lake against
the warlike tribes of the Pisidian mountains on
condition that they had a strong settlement in the
neighborhood. We shall see below that the Phrygians did occupy this side of the Sultan Dagh, controfling the road at a critical point.
The Seleucid colonists were Greeks, Jews and
Phrygians, if w-e may judge by the analogy of
similar Seleucid foundations. T h a t there were
Jews in Antioch is proved by Acts 13 14.50, and
by an inscription of Apollonia, a neighboring city,
mentioning a Jewess Deborah, whose ancestors
had held office in Antioch (if Ramsay's interpretation of the inscription. The Cities of St. Paul, 256, ia
correct). In 189 BC, after t he peai^e with Antiochus
the Great, the Romans made .Intioeh a "free city";
this does not mean that any change was made
m its constitution b u t only that it ceased to pay
tribute to the Seleucid kings, Antony gave Antioch to Amyntas of Galatia in 30 BC, and hence it
was included in the province Galatia (see GALATIA) formed in 25 BC out of Amyntas' kingdom.
Not much before 6 BC, Antioch was made a Rom
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colony, with the title Caesareia .-Intiochcia; it was
now the capital of southern Chdatia and the chief of
a series of military colonies founded by .Vugustus,
.and connect (id by a system ot roads as yet insufficiently explored, to hold down the wild tribes ot
Pisidi;i, Isauria and Pam]iliylia.
Much controversy has raged round the question
w-hether Antioch w-as in Phrygia or in Pisidia at
the time ot St. I'aiil. Slrabo defines
2. Pisidian .-Vntioeh as a city of Plii-\-gia toward
Antioch
Pisidia, and the same deseiipi ion is implied in .Vets 16 0, (did 18 2:;. Other
authorities assign .Vntioeh t o Pisidia, and it admittedly belonged to Pisulia after the province of
that name was formed in 29.") .VD. In the Pauline
period it was a city ot Cialatia, in the district of
Galatia called Phr>-gia (,to distinguish it from other
ethnical divisions of Galatia, e.g. Lycaonia). This
\-iew- is ce^rtain on a study of the historical e((nditions
(.see Ramsay, The Church in the Roman
Empire,
25 f). and is supported by the fact that Phrygian
inscriptions (the surest sign of the presence of a
Phrygian population, for only Phrygians u.sed the
Phrygian language) have been found around Antioch. See PisiDi.\. This corner of l^hrygia owed
its incorporation in the pro-vince Galatia to the
military situation in 39 BC, when Amyntas was
entrusted -with the task ot quelling the disorderly
Pisidian tribes. No scheme of mditary conquest in
the Pisidian mountains could omit this important
strategical point on the N.W.
This fact was
recognized b}' Seleucus when he founded Antioch,
by .\ntony w-hen he gave Antioch to Amyntas, and
by Augustus when he made Antioch the chief of
his mihtary colonies LQ Pisidia. A military road,
built by Augustus, and called the Royal Road, led
from Antioch to the sister colony of Lystra. According to the story preserved in the legend of "Paul
and Thekla," it w-as along this road t h a t Paul and
Barnabas passed on their way from Antioch to
Iconium (.\cts 13 5 1 ; cf 2 Tim 3 11; see Ramsay,
The Church in the Roman Empire, 27-3li).
Latin continued to be the official language ot
Antioch, from its foundation as a Rom colony until
the later part ot the 2d cent. AD. I t
3. Lanwas more thoroughly Romanized than
guage and any other city in the district; but the
Rehgion
Gr spirit re-vived in the 3d cent., and
the inscriptions from t h a t date are in
Gr. The principal pagan deities were Men and
Cybele. Strabo mentions a great temple with large
estates and many liierodouloi devoted to the service
of the god.
Antioch, as has been shown above, was the
mihtary and administrative center for that part of
Galatia which comprised the Isaurian,
4. Paul at Pisidian and Pamphylian mountains,
Antioch
and the southern part of Lycaonia. I t
was hence that Rom soldiers, officials,
and couriers were despatched o\'er the whole area,
and it was hence, according to Acts 13 49, that
Paul's mission radiated over the whole region. (On
the technical meaning of "region" here, see PISIDIA.)
The "devout and honorable women" (;VV) and the
"chief men" ot the city, to whom the Jew s addressed
their complaint, were perhaps the Rom colonists.
The publicity here given to the action ot the women
is in accord wdth all t h a t is kno\\'n ot their social
position in Asia Minor, where they were often priestesses and magistrates. T h e Jews of Antioch continued their persecution ot Paul when he was in
Lystra (Acts 14 10), Paul passed through Antioch
a second time on his way to Perga and Attalia (Acts
14 21). He must have-visited Antioch on his second
journey (Acts 16 0; Ramsay, The Church in the
Roman Empire, 74 ff), and on his third (Acts 18 2 3 ;
ib 96).
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LiTCH.iTCRE,—.Vntioeh u iis identified by Arundel, Dis-

eiiri-rii s i ii .-[..lia ,Uin,fr. 1, 2,s 1 f, witli the riiiiis north of
Val((V(i(tj. A full account ot tlio city in the Cir and Horn
Ilcl'iods is y i \ e i l i n R a m s a y , The Cities

of Si. Paul.

247-

:-itt. The iiisci-iiitions are published in (.'/(/, ;-',ii7;i-,si;
EclSas, i l l , l i s i i i r , isir,--.::-,; CfL,lll,
2,S9ir; Sterrett,
Epigr.ipliical
Joiirneii
-I.If., 21S ir, Ephciii.

-in A.M., 121 If; iNiilfe Expcililiun
in
Epiiir..V,
l-iirr, .\lh,-n.
Millh.,Xl'V,

11-1. .\dil l.o this list (l((((-co\v(((l from I'auly-Wissowa)
the iiisci-ipl.ioiis jKddislicil m Ivaiiisay's article on " T h e
'i'ci, ii((i(-ci;(i[ (idl (Si,-Friends, " ref(i(-i-c(l to above,
For the
l'licygiani()sc(-i[>i,i.,ns(>f the .\ntiochdistrict, soe Ramsay's
p a p e r i n Jahrcsli.

l.)i..-u. .irch.

Lni,l.,

V I I I , ,S,>.
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ANTIOCH, an'li-ok, IN SYRIA ('AvTi6x"a, Antidetieia):
(21 Antioch in Syria.—In .301 BC, shortly after
the bailie of Ipsus, which made him masler of
.^yiia, Seleucus Nicator founded the city of Antioch,
naming it after his father yVntiochus. Guided, it
was said, by the llight of an eagle, he fixed its .site
on the left bank of the ()i-onte3 (the El-'.Vsi) about
15 miles from the sea. He also tounded and fortified Seleucia to be the port ot his new capital. The
city was enlarged and embellished by successive
kings of the Seleucid Dynasty, notably by Seleucus
Cidlinicus (216-22(j BC), and Antiochus Epiphanes
(17.5-164 li(_;). In S3 BC, on the collapse of the
Seleucid monarchy, Antioch fell into the hands of
Tigranes, king of Armenia, who held Syria until his
defeiit by the Romans fourteen years later.
In
64 BC the country was definitely annexed to Rome
by Pompey, who granted considerable privileges
to Antioch, which now became the capital of the
Rom province of Syria. In the civil wars whicli
terminated in the establishment of the Rom
principate, Antioch succeeded in attaching itself
constantly to the winning side, declaring for Caesar
after the fall of Pompey, and for Augustus after the
battle ot Actium. A Rom clement w-as added to
its population, and several ot the emperors contributed to its adornment. Already a splendid city
under the Seleucidae, Antioch was made stdl more
splendid by its Rom patrons and masters. I t w-as
the "queen of the East," the third city, after Rome
and Alexandria, of the Rom world. About five
miles distant from the city was the suburb of
Daphne, a spot sacred to Apollo and Artemis.
This suburb, beautified by groves and fountains,
and embellished by the Seleucidae and the Romans
with temples and baths, was the pleasure resort of
the city, and "Daphnic morals" became a by-word.
From its foundation Antioch was a cosmopolitan
city. Though not a seaport, its situation was
favorable to commercial development, and it
absorbed much ot the trade ot the Levant. Seleucus Nicator had settled numbers of Jews in it,
granting them equal rights with the Greeks (Ant,
X I I , iii, 1). Syrians, Greeks, Jew-s, and in later
days, Romans, constituted the main elements of
the population. The citizens were a vigorous,
turbulent and pushing race, notorious for their
commercial aptitude, the licentiousness of their
pleasures, and the scurrility of their wit. Literature and the arts, however, w-ere not neglected.
In the early history of Christianity, Antioch
occupies a distinguished place. The large and
flourishing Jewish colony offered an immediate
held for Christian teaching, and the e(isrnopohtanism of the city tended to wdden the outlook of the
Christian community, which refused to be confined
wdthin the narrow limits of Judaism. Nicolas,
a jiroselyte of Antioch, was one ot the fir.st deacons
(Acts 6 5). Antioch was the cradle of gentile
Christianity and ot Christian missionary enterprise. It was at the instance of the church at
Antioch that the council at Jerus decided to relieve
gentile Christians of the burden of the Jewish law
(Acts 15). Antioch was Paul's starting-point in
his tliree missionary journeys (Acts 13 1 ff; 16
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oijff; 18 23), and thither he returned from the
first two as to his headquarters (Acts 14 20 ff;
18 22). Here also the term "Christian," doubtless
originally a nickname, was first apphed to the followers of Jesus (.Vets 11 20j, The honorable record
of the church at Antioch as the mother-church of
gentile Christianity gave her a preeminence which
SIK- long enjojed. The most distinguished of her
later sons was St, John Chrysostom. The city
suffered severelj' from earthquakes, but did not lose
its importance until the Arab conquest restored
Damascus to the first place among Syrian cities.
.Vntioeh still bears its ancient name (Antakiyeh), but
is now a jioor town with a few thousand inhabitants.
C. H. THOMSON

ANTIOCHIANS, an-ti-o'ki-ans ('Avxtoxets, Antioeheis, pecuhar to the Apoc, 2 Maec 4 9.19):
Antiochus Epiphanes was on the throne ot Syria
from 17.'i to 164 BC. His determined pohcy
was to Hellenize his entire kingdom. The greatest
obstacle to his ambition was the fidehty of the Jews
to their historic rehgion. Many worldly Hebrews,
however, for material advantage w-ere wilhng to
apostatize, among them, Jason, the brother of the
faithful high priest Onias I I I . With a large sum
of money (2 Mace 4 7-10) he bribed Antiochus
to appoint him high priest in his brother's stead.
This office, being, since Ezra's time, pohtical as well
as religious, made him virtually the head ot the
nation. He promised, on condition the king would
permit him to build a Gr gymnasium at Jerus,
"to train up the youth of his race in the fashions
of the heathen," and to enrol the Hellenized people
as Antiochiaiis, i.e. to give aU Jew-s who would
adopt Gr customs and the Gr rehgion the rights and
privileges of citizens ot Antioch. The granting
of this request made Jason the head of the Gr party
at Jerus. "Such was the height ot Gr fashions,
and the increase ot heathenish manners" under his
perverted high-priesthood, that the priests under
him lost courage to "serve any more at the altar,
but despising the temple and neglecting the sacrifices, hastened" to ally themselves wdth the Grecians.
When the sacrifice of Hercules w-as observed in
connection with the Grecian games a t Tyre "Jason
sent special messengers from Jerus, who were
Antiochians" (2 Maec 4 19) with a large contribution ot money. This Hellenizing program was
supporti?d by a decree of .Vntiochus which enjoined
uniformity of worship throughout his dominions.
He forbade the further oliservance of Jewish festivals. Sabbath, sacrifices in the temple and the
rite ot circumcision. His ambition included the
hke subjugation of Egypt, but being thwarted in
his expedition thither by Rom envoys, he returned
to Jerus to vent his anger on the Jews who refused
to deny the faith of their fathers. The persecutions inflicted by the king upon these devout
Jew-^3 abounded in every atrocitv. All sacred
books of the law that could be found were burned
This attempt to Hellenize the Jews was pushed
to ey(-ry remote rural village of Pal. The universal
peril leel the Samaritans, eager for safety, to repudiate all connection and kinship with the Jews
Ihey sent ambassadors and an epistle asking to
be reeogmzcd as belonging to the Gr party, and to
have their temple on Mt. Gerizim named "The
l e m p l e of Jupiter Hellenius." The request was
granted This was evidently the final breach beween the two races indicated in Jn 4 9, "For Jews
ha\-e no dealings wdth Samaritans "
.Vmong those wdio refused to be enrolled as
Ant,ochians w-as Mattathias, an aged priest of
he order o J o a r i h , Mourning the terrible protiK T ° i *^' ^°'y "*-^ '^°'i temple he retired
^ e m o l l ' - ' ' v^.*•° his ancestral s t a t e s arnong
the mountains N,VV. of Jerus. The emissaries of
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Antiochus followed him thither and commanded
him to offer sacrifices upon a heathen altar. He was
promised special royal favor in case of obedience.
The indignant priest not only "had no ear for the
temptations of an abhorred HeUenism," but in his
fury instantly slew the apostate priest who attempted
to comply with the command. H e killed also the
king's commissioner and tore down the detested
altar.
This act ot heroism became the dawn of a new
era. The people raUied to Mattathias' support.
The rebelhon grew in power. After a year ot
inspiring leadership "the venerable priest-captain"
died, having first committed "the cause ot the law"
to his sons, henceforth called Maccabees, from
Judas Maccabaeus, the son to whom he committed
his work. Their -victorious career brought to an
end the Hellenizing process and the Gr party t o
which the Antiochians belonged. See also ANTIOCHUS IV.

LITERATURE.—Ant, XII, v; Stanley, History of ihe
of the Jewish
People, ch ii, §§ 15-26 (Kent's Hist. Series, I'V).
Jewish Church, I I I , § 48; Riggs. History

DWIGHT M . PRATT

ANTIOCHIS, an-ti'o-kis ('AVTIOX£S, Antiochis):
A concubine ot Antiochus Epiphanes who had
presented her -with the two Cihcian cities. Tarsus
and Mallus. Dissatisfied with this the cities made
insurrection (2 Maco 4 30).
ANTIOCHUS, an-ti'o-kus ('Avrioxos, Antioehos;
A, 'AvT((iaxos, Antlmachos [I Mace 12 16]): The
father of Numenius, who in company with Antipater, son of Jason, was sent by Jonathan on an
embassy to the Romans and Spartans to renew " t h e
friendship" and "former confederacy" made by Judas
(1 Maco 12 16; 14 22; Ant,Xlli,
vi, 8).
ANTIOCHUS I, an-tl'o-kus ('AVTCOXOS 2<OT^P,

Antioehos Soter, "savior"): B. 323 B C ; d. 261,
son of Seleucus Nicator. He fefl in love with his
stepmother, Stratonike, and became very ill. His
father, when he discovered the cause of his son's
illness, gave her to him in 293, and yielded to
him the sovereignty over all the countries beyond
the Euphrates, as well as the title of king. When
Seleucus returned to Macedonia in 281, he was
murdered by Ptolemaeus Ceraunus. Antiochus
thus became ruler of the whole Syrian kingdom.
He waged war on Eumenes of Pergamum, but without success. For the victories of his elephant corps
over the Gauls, who had settled in Asia Minor, he
received the surname ot Soter ("Deliverer"). I t
was in a battle with these inveterate foes ot his
country that he met his death (261 BC). See also
SELEUCIDAE.

J . E . HARKY

„ •'^ifn^^o^^^^ ^^' surnamed Theos (6^65, Theds,
„f°'i ^ir
successor of Antiochus I (261-246
^u-i' , , , ^^'^'^ ^ successful war on Ptolemy
Philadelphus of Egypt, b u t was obliged to buy
peace m 250 by divorcing his wife, Laodioe, and
by marrying Ptolemy's daughter, Berenice. After
11 «^ OHO ' ^ i ' t ? ' e m y , "the king of the south" (Dnl
IJ 1
i^'M'^ recalled Laodice and named her
eldest son (Seleucus Kahinikos) as his successor
to the throne; b u t Laodice (probably because she
i^^A ^/^.'^ond repudiation) had Berenice, her
chilcl,_ and Antiochus all murdered (246 BC) The
Milesians gave him the surname of Theos in gratitude tor his liberating them from the tyranny of
•Timarchus. (See Arrian, I, 17, 10, and 18, 2;
Jos, Ant X I I , iii, 2; Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscr.
Grace, mu-11.)
j ^ jj^jjj^^
ANTIOCHUS HI (Uiyas, Megas, " T h e Great,"
mentioned m 1 Mace 1 10; 8 6-8); Son of Seleucus HaUmikos; succeeded to the throne of Syria in
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222 BC; put to death his general, Hi-rmeas, and
then led an army against Egypt. Thi-odotus surrendered to him Tyre, Ptolemais and his m u a l
fleet. Rhodes and Cyzieus, as well as Byzantium
and Aetolia, desired peace, but Antiochus declined
to accept their terms. He renewed the w:ir, but
was defeated at Raphia in 217, and was obliged to
give up Phoenicia ami Coeles>-ria; Seleucia, however, he retained. He underlo(.ik to bring UIKKT his
sway again all the terrilory of the I'ar East. His
expedition against Bactria and Part hia gained for
him the surname of "ddie C^u-eal." In 20'.) he
carried away the treasiue ot the goddess .Vine in
Ecbatana, defeated the I'aithiaiis, and in 208
marched against the Baetrians. Later he made a
treaty with an Indian rajah, and then returned Id

Tetradrachm (Attic talent) of Antiochus III.
the West by w-ay of .-Vraehosia and Carmania,
forcing the Gerraean Arabs to furnish him wdth
frankincense, myrrh and silver. Then he took
Ephesus, which he made his headquarters. In 196
he had crossed the Hellespont and rebuilt Lysimachia. Hannibal 'visited Antiochus in Ephesus
the nex-t year and became one of the king's advisers.
He sought the friendship also ot Eumenes of Pergamum, but -without success. Rome now requested
the king not to interfere in Europe, or to recognize
the right of the Romans to protect the Greeks in
.Isia. A war broke out in 192, and Antiochus was
persuaded to come to Greece. The Aetolians
elected him their general, who asked the Achaeans
to remain neutral. But the patriotic Philopoemen
decided that an alliance -with Rome was to be
preferred. Antiochus first captured Calchis; then
succeeded in gaining a footing in Boeotia, and later
made an effort to get possession of Thessaly, but
rethed on the approach ot the Macedonian army.
In 191 the Romans made a formal declaration of
war on Antiochus, who, being at t h a t time in Acarnania, returned to Calchis, and finally sailed back
to Ephesus. The Romans regained possession of
Boeotia, Euboea and Sestus; but Polyx(3nidas defeated the Rom fleet near Samos, which island, together -with Cyme and Phocaea, fell into the hands
of Antiochus. T h e -victorious Polyxenidas, however,
soon sustained a crushing defeat at the hands of the
Romans, and Antiochus abandoned Lysimaohia,
leaving an open road to Asia to the Romans. He
was finally defeated a t Magnesia a'rj sent -word to
Scipio, who was at Sardis, t h a t '" was wdling to
makepeace; b u t Scipio c-''- 'P l i m t o s e n d envoys
to Rome. A decision was reached in 189; the
Asiatic monarch was obliged to renounce everything
on the Rom side of the Taurus; give up all his ships
of war but ten and pay 15,000 talents to Rome, and
500 to Eumenes. Antiochus marched against t;he
revolted Armenians in 187. In order to replenish
his exhausted treasury, he attempted to plunder a
temple and both he f.nd his soldiers were slain by
the Elymaeans.
LiTEKATURE.—Polvb. v.40.21; Livy xxxi.l4; xxxiii.
19 fl; Jos, Ant, XII; Heyden, Res ab Ant; Babelon, Rois
de Syrie, 77-86; D n l 11 10-19; Tetzlaff, De Anliochi IIf
Majni refms gesKs (MilASter, 1874).
., .^
„
'f
J. E . HAHRY

Antiochians
Antiochus VI

ANTIOCHUS rV ('E-n-K}>av^s, Epiphants, g-pifa-iiez, "lUnslrious"): Son of Antiochus I I I who
became king after his brother, Seleucus IV, had
been murdered by Heliodorus. As a boy Antiochus hved at Rome as a hostage. The Pergamene
monarchs, Eumenes and Attains, succeeded in
jdacuig upon the throne the brother ot Seleucus,
although Heliodorus had wished to ascend the
throne himself. The young king was even more
enterprising than his father. He was called in to
settle a quarrel between Onias I I I and his brother,
Ja.son, the leader of the Hellenizing faction in Jerus,
and Onias was driven out (2 Mace 4 4-6), Jason
beciune high priest in his stead (2 Mace 4 9-16;
1 Maec 1 10-15; Ant, Xll, v, 1). Antiochus himself afterward visited Jerus and was signally honored
(2 Mace 4 22), (Jn the death of Ptolemy VI in
17",, Antiochus laid claim to Coelesyria, Pal and
Phoenicia; whereupon war broke out between Syria
and Egypt. In this war Antiochus was victorious.
Ptolemy Philometor was taken prisoner, and Antiochus had himself crowned king of Egypt (171-167)
at Memphis; whereupon Alexandria revolted and
chose Ptolemy's brother as their king. The Rom
ambassador, Popilius Laenas, demanded the surrender of Egypt and the immediate withdrawal of
its self-constituted king. Antiochus yielded; gave
up Pelusium and withdrew his fleet from Cyprus,
but retained Coelesyria, Pal and Phoenicia,
While Antiochus was on a second campaign in
Egypt, Ke heard ot the siege of Jerusalem. He
returned immediatelj^, slew many thousands ot the
inhabitants and robbed the temple of its treasures
(1 Maec 1 20-24; 2 Mace 5 11-21). By his prohibition of the Jewish worship and his introduction or substitution of the worship ot the Olympian Zeus (1 Mace 1 54; 2 Mace 6 2; Ant, X I I ,
V, 4) he brought about the insurrection of the
Jews, under the Maccabees, upon whom he made
an unsuccessful war in 167-164 BC. After this
war Antiochus retired to the eastern provinces
and died, after having failed in an attack on the
temple of the Sun in Elymais, in Persia. See also
ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION;

ANTIOCHIANS.
J. E. HARRY

ANTIOCHUS V (EvnraTwp, Eupdtdr, "Nobleborn") : Son and successor to Antiochus Epiphanes,
ascended the throne as a mere boy (163-161 BC)
under the guardianship of Lysias, who led an expedition to the relief of Jerusalem, which had been
besieged by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mace 6 18-30;
Ant, XII, ix, 4), who was defeated (1 Maec 6 42).
Antiochus then besieged Jerusalem. Peace was
finally concluded on the condition t h a t the Jews
should not be compelled to change any of their
national customs (1 Mace 6 55-60; Ant, X I I , ix,
7). Philip, the king's foster-brother (2 Mace 9
29), was defeated at Antioch, but soon afterward
Lysias and Antiochus were themselves defeated by
Demetrius Soter, son of Seleucus Philopator (1
Mace 7 4; 2 Maec 14 2; Ant, X I I , x, 1; Polyb.
xxxi.l9; Livy Epit. 46).
J. E . HARRY
ANTIOCHUS VI (surnamed Theos [9(6i], or,
according to coins, Dionysus Epiphanes); Was the
son of Alexander Balas, who claimed to be the son
of Antiochus Epiphanes. Alexander left the
throne to his son in 146 BC. The young king
retired to Arabia—perhaps through compulsion.
The shrewd diplomatist and skilful general, Tryphon, succeeded first in winning over to his side the
two leaders of the Jew-s, Jonathan and Simon, and
then, by force ot arms, in making the Syrians recognize his proteg^. As soon as the monarchy had
Iseen firmly established, Tryphon unmasked his
projects: he had been ambitious only for himself;
Antiochus had been only an instrument in his hands.

Antiochus VII
Apocalyptic Lit.
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In 143, after a reign of a httle more than three years,
Antiochus was assassinated by Tryphon, who ascended the throne himself (1 Mace 13 31; Ant,
Xlll, vh, 1; Livy Epit. 55).
J. E. HARRY

block ot wood, or into the ground, or into a crack
between two of the stone slabs of the workman's
floor. The only massive anvils seen in the country
today are modern and of foreign make.

ANTIOCHUS VII (surnamed Sidetes, SiS^xiis,
Sdlttes, after Sida in Pamphylia, where he was
educated); Younger son of Demetrius Soter and
brother of Demetrius Nicator, whose wife, Cleopatra, he married when Demetrius was taken
prisoner by the Parthians. Antiochus overthrew
the usurper, Tryphon, and ascended the throne
himself and reigned from 139 to 130 BC. He
defeated John Maccabaeus and besieged Jerus
(Ant, XIII, viii, 2), but concluded a favorable peace
(Ant, Xlll, viii, 3) from tear of Rome. Later he
w-aged w-ar with the Parthkans and was slain in
battle (1 Maec 15 2-9.2.S-31).
J. E. HARRY

APACE, a-pas' ("at a pace"): With "come,"
2 S 18 25; "flee," Jer 46 5, for "rapidly," "hastily," "fast," corresponding to a Heb idiom that
aiids emphasis or intensity to an idea by repetition
of the word or its eqruvalent.

ANTIPAS, an'ti-pas ('Avxliras): The name is an
abbreviation of Antipater: (1) A name of Herod
"the tetrarch" (in Jos), son ot Herod the Great, the
brotherof ArchelausdVIt 14 1; Lk 3 1; 9 7; Acts
13 1). See HEROD. (2) A martyr of the church of
Pergamum, described as "my witness, my faithful
one" (Rev 2 13).
ANTIPATER, an-tip'a-ter ('AvTC-n-arpos, Antipalros): One of two envoys sent by the senate of
the J(.-ws to the Romans and Spartans (1 Mace 12
16; 14 22).
ANTIPATRIS, an-tip'a-tris ('AvrtiraTpis, Antlpatris); Is mentioned in Scripture only once, in
connection with the descent of Paul from Jerus to
Caesarea (.Vets 23 31). References w-ill be found
in Aid, X I I I , XV, 1; XVI, v, 2; BJ, I, x.xi, 9. It
was a town built by Herod the Great, and called
after his father Antipater. It is probably identical
with the modern Rds el-'Ain, "fountain head," a
large mound w-ith ruins at the source of Nahr elM «./(/(, in the plain to the N,E, of Jaffa. There are
remains of a crusading castle which nia>- be the
Mirabel of those times.
W. EWINQ
ANTIQUITY, an-tik'wi-ti (HXl'IfJ , kadhmah, from
Dif), kadhaiii, "to precede in time," "to be old"):
In Ezk 16 5.'>; 36 11, rendered "former"; in Ps
129 6, "before," Tr<' "antiquity" only in Isa 23 7
to indicate the primeval age of Tyre, which Strabo
terms, "after Sidon," the oldest Phoen city. Delitzsch renders it "whose origin is from the days'of
the olden time."
ANTONIA, an-t(j'ni-a.

See JERUSALEM.

ANTOTHIJAH, an-to-thl'ja.

See ANTHOTHIJAH.

ANTOTHITE, an'toth-It: AV form of ANATHOTHITE (q.v.) (thus RV) (1 Ch 11 28; 12 3).
ANUB, a'nub C^T.:^, 'dnubh, "ripe"): A descendant of Judah and son of Hakkoz (AV Coz)
1 Ch 4 8.
ANUS, a'nus.

See ANNUS (Apoc).

ANVIL, an'vii ( c r s , pa'am): The word is used
only once to mean anvil. The passage (Isa 41 7)
refers to the custom still very common of workmen
encouraging each other at their work. See CRAFTS.
Just how pretentious the anvil of the ancients was
w-e do not know. iVlost work requiring striking
or beating, from the finest wrought jewelry to the
largest copper vessels, isnowdoneon an anvUshaped
Uke an inverted letter L which is driven into a

JAMES A.

PATCH

APAME, a-pa'mS, ap'a-me ('A'n-d(i.T), Apdme): A
concubine of Darius and a daughter of Bartacus the
Illustrious, whose behavior to the king is referred to
in a speech of Zerubbabel before the king to prove
to him the great power of women (1 Esd 4 29).
See BARTACUS; ILLUSTRIOUS.

APART, a-part' ( " 3 , badh, "separation," i,e.
alone, by oneself; rTIJ, nidddh, "uncleanness,"
i.e. something put away: "an abomination"):
In Zee 12 12-14 the former word is used eleven
times with powerful effect to indicate the separation
ot families and the isolation of wives through excessive grief in Jerus on account ot the slain Messiah. The latter word signifies removal from ceremonial uncleanness (Lev 15 19; 18 19; Ezk 22
10). In Gr, icar' ISlav, kat' idian, "by themselves,"
of marked significance as expressing Christ's desire
for privacy in prayer, alone or with His disciples;
either in a desert (Mt 14 13); a mountain (ver 23);
or a high mountain, at the time of the transfiguration
(17 1.19), thus suggestive of the secrecy ot prayer
and communion with God. Used w-ith reference
also to Christ's disclosures of His purpose and ot the
purport of His teaching in private to His disciples
(Mt

20

17).

DWIGHT M . PRATT

APE, ap (Clip, kdph): The word occurs only in
the two 11 passages (1 K 10 22; 2 Ch 9 21) in
which the magnificence ot Solomon is illustrated
by the things which are brought to him from foreign
countries. Apes are mentioned with gold, silver,
ivory and peacocks. Peacocks are natives of
India and Ceylon. Apes and ivory may have been
brought trom
......_„..
India or At- KHinSM.
rica. Gold and
silver
may
have
come
from these or
other quarters.
An Indian origin m a y be^
inferred from
the fact that
the Heb koph, , , , ^
, „
the Gi* 'ktbos ^'^^^'^'^ ^''°™ *'ie Pra-nestine (Mosaic.
(K^^OS) and the Eng. ape are akin to the Sanskrit
kapi, which is referred to the rotit kap, kamp, "to
tremble ; but the question of the source of these
unports depends upon what is understood by TARSHISH and OPHIR , '.v.). Canon Cheyne in EB (s.v.
^Peacock ) propos, r -.-; ding which would give
__god, silver, ivory and pre.dous stones" in.stead of
gold, silver, ivory, apes and peacocks," Assuming,
howe-ver, that animals are here referred to, the word
ape should be understood t o mean some kind of
monkey. The word ape is sometimes used for the
taiUess apes or anthropoids such as the gorilla, the
chimpanzee and the orang-out ang, as opposed to the
tailed kinds, but this distinction is not strictly held
to, and the usage seems formerly to have been freer
^^^"^ now.

ALFRED E L Y D A Y

APELLES, a-iiel'ez ('Anij .\fis, Apellts):
A
Christian at Rome to whon , 'aul sends greetings
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(Rom 16 10). H e is d e s c r i b e d b y P a u l a s " t h e
approved in C h r i s t , " i,e, " t h a t a p p n n e d C h r i s t i a n "
(Denney). I n s o m e w a \ ' u n k n o w n t o u s .Vpelles
ha(i been tested a n d h e h a d | i m \ e ( l faithful (ef
Jas 1 12; 2 T i m 2 15), If is a c o i i i m o n n a m e .
Many c o m m e n t a t o r s refer t o H o r a c e
(Satires,
i.5.l60): " C r e d a t J u d a e u s .Vpella, n o n e g o . "
A P H A E R E M A , a-fer'("-ina ('A(t>a(pe(jia,
Aphairema a n d Aphereina:
.VV A p h e r e m a ) .
O n e of
three districts t a k e n from S a m a r i a a n d a d d e d t o
Judaea bv D e m e t r i u s N i c a t o r (1 M a c e 11 3 4 ) .
Cf Ant, X I I I , iv, 9.
APHARSATHCHITES, af-ar-salh'kils, A P H A R S A C H I T E S , a-fiir'sak-its ( N ^ r p p n E S ,
'dphar.^alhkluliii-'): A t r i b e l i v i n g in S a m a r i a t h a t p r o t e s t e d
against t h e r e b u i l d i n g of t h e T e m p l e , a n d b r o u g h t
their c o m p l a i n t t o D a r i u s ( E z r 4 9 ; 5 fi; 6 6 ) .
The tribe h a s n o t y e t b e e n reciignized w i t h a n y ci-rtaiuty in t h e i n s c r i p t i o n s .
K a w l i n s o n identifies
them wdth t h e P e r s i a n s ; o t h e r s c h o l a r s d e n y t h a t
any .Vssyr k i n g w-as e\-er so s i t u a t ed a s t o h a \ - e b e e n
able t o o b t a i n colonists f r o m P e r s i a . S o m e m a i n tain wdth M a r q u a r d t t h a t t h e t e r m is n o t t h e n a m e
of a tribe, b u t t h e t i t l e of c e r t a i n officers u n d e r
Darius. F r e d . D e l i t z s c h s u g g e s t s t h e i n h a b i t a n t s of
one of t h e t w o g r e a t M e d e a u t o w n s " P a r t a k k a "
and " P a r t u k k a " m e n t i o n e d i n E s a r h a d d o n ' s i n s c r i p tions. .-Vndreas p l a u s i b l y c o n n e c t s i t wdth t h e A s s y r
suparsak ( M u s s - A r n o l t , Assyr Diet., 1098), saqu (3)
" g e n e r a l " ; Seheft t a k e s it f r o m a n old I r a n i a n w o r d
aparasarka, "lesser r u l e r . "
H . J. W O L F
A P H A R S I T E S , a-tiir'sits ( N ^ D I S X ,
'dphdr?dye'):
A tribe transferred t o S a m a r i a b y A s n a p p a r ot
Ass_\Tia ( E z r 4 9 ) . R a w l i n s o n
identifies
them
with t h e -VpH.iRS.ACHiTES ( q . v . ) , t a k i n g A p h a r s i t e s
to be a n a c c i d e n t a l r e p e t i t i o n of t h e s a m e w o r d .
He understands " t h e P e r s i a n s " t o be m e a n t in b o t h
cases. O t h e r s i d e n t i f y t h e m w-ith a M e d i a n t r i b e
m e n t i o n e d i n t h e i n s c r i p t i o n s ot S e n n a c h e r i b a s
dw-eUers in t h e d i s t r i c t ot P a r s u a .
A P H E K , a ' t e k ( p t X , 'dphek, " f o r t r e s s " ;
'A^U,
Aphek):
(1) I n J o s h 12 18 w e s h o u l d p r o b a b l y r e a d w i t h
t h e L X X " t h e k i n g of A p h e k in S h a r o n . "
This
m a y c o r r e s p o n d t o .Vphek i n 1 S 4 1. I t w a s a
royal city of t h e C a n a a n i t e s w h o s e k i n g w-as slain
b}- Josh. P r o b a b l y i t is t h e .Vphek m e n t i o n e d b y
Jos as b e i n g n e a r t o A j i t i p a t r i s (BJ, ll, xix, 1),
Kakon, a s t r o n g p o s i t i o n c o m m a n d i n g t h e m a i n
entrance to S a m a r i a m i g h t suit; b u t t h e n a m e has
perished.
(2) (Gr Taphek
or Aphekd):
A c i t y in t h e lot
ot . I s h e r ( J o s h 13 4 ) . T h e i n h a b i t a n t s w e r e n o t
ejected b y A s h e r , n o r is i t s a i d t h a t t h e y b e c a m e
t r i b u t a r y (.Jgs 1 3 1 ) . I n t h i s p a s s a g e i t is w r i t t e n
'dphlk ( H e b ) . I t m a y b e r e p r e s e n t e d b y 'Afka
on
Nahr Ibrahim, a l t h o u g h t h i s is p r o b a b l y f a r t h e r n o r t h
than we should expect.
(3) T o t h i s p l a c e t h e P h i l i s g a t h e r e d t h e i r h o s t s ,
while t h e I s r a e l i t e s p i t c h e d b y t h e f o u n t a i n w h i c h
is in .lezreel (1 S 29 1). I t h a s b e e n g e n e r a l l y
supposed t h a t t h e s e t w o positions were over against
each o t h e r , a n d t h a t t h e r e f o r e A p h e k m u s t b e s o u g h t
in t h e p l a i n of E s d r a e l o n . N o p l a c e answ-ering
t h i s d e s c r i p t i o n h a s lieen f o u n d h e r e .
FulnVah
on M o u n t G i l b o a is p l a i n l y i m p o s s i b l e . I t , h o w e v e r ,
this w a s o n l y t h e r a l l y i n g p o i n t of t h e P h i l i s from
which t h e y w-ent u p t o J e z r e e l (ver 11), i t m a y b e
i d e n t i c a l w-ith t h e A p h e k in t h e p l a i n of S h a r o n
(cf 1 a b o v e ) .
(4) A c i t y o n t h e p l a t e a u e a s t of t h e J o r d a n ,
w h e r e d i s a s t e r befell B e n h a d a d (1 K 2 0 2 0 , 3 0 ) .
T h e s a m e p l a c e m a y b e i n t e n d e d in 2 K 13 17.

A-'tio^us y ? !
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T h e m o d e r n Flk or Aflk (for b o t h f o r m s a r e h e a r d )
o n t h e b r o w ot t h e hill b e y o n d KaVat
el-IInsn,
e a s t ol t h e S e a of Galilee, p r o b a b l y r e p r e s e n t s t h i s
ancient city.
W. EWING
A P H E K A H , a - f e ' k a ( H p B X , 'dphekdh,
"force"
o r " s t r e n g t h " ) : A n u n i d e n t i f i e d c i t y i n t h e hill
c o u n t r y of J u d a h ( J o s h 15 5 3 ) .
A P H E R E M A , a-fer'e-ma. S e e A P H A E R B M A ( A p o c ) .
A P H E R R A , a-fer'a ('A<i>£ppd, Apherrd):
H e a d of
a f a m i l y of c h i l d r e n of S o l o m o n ' s s e r v a n t s in t h e
p o s l - e x i h c h s t , o n e of e i g h t listed in 1 E.sd 5 3 1
a f t e r P o e h e r e t h - h a z z e b a i n i of E z r 2 57 = N e h 7 .09.
A P H I A H , a-fi'a ( n ' ^ S X , 'd-phl"h):
A Benjam i n i t e a n d a n a n c e s t o r ot K i n g S a u l (1 S 9 1).
A P H I K , a'fik: V a r i a n t o t A P H E K ( q . v . ) .
A P H R A H , af'ra: AV form
A P H R A H ( M i c 1 10).

for
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.\ series ot pseudepigraphic works, mainly of
Jewish origin, appeared during the period between
210 BC and 200 .\D. They have many features in
common. The most striking is the resemblance
they all bear to the Book of Daniel. Following
this model, most of them use "vision" as a literary
device by which to introduce their conceptions ot
the remote future. A side product of this same
movement w-as the composition, mainly in Alexandria, of the Sibylline books. The literary device
of "vision" was one used in the Aeneid by Virgil,
the classical contemporary of a large number of
these works. <3ne peculiarity in regard to the
majority of these documents is the fact that while
popular among the Christian writers ot the first
Christian cents., they disappeared with the advent
of the Middle Ages, and remained unknown until
the first half ot the 19th cent, was well on in its
course.
INTRODUCTORY

/. Background of Apocalyptic.—When
the Jews
came back from Babylon to Palestine, though
surrounded by heathen of various
1. Judaism creeds, they were strongly monoand
theistic. The hold the Persians had ot
Hellenism the empire of S.\\'. Asia, and their religion—Zoroastrianism—so closely akin
to monotheism, prevented any violent attempts
at perverting the Jews. With the advent of the
Gr power a new state of things emerged. Certainly
at first there does not seem to have been any direct
attempt to force them to abandon their religion,
but the calm contempt ot the Hellene who looked
down from the superior height of his artistic culture
on all barbarians, and the influence that culture
had in the ruling classes tended to seduce the Jew-s
into idolatry. \\'hile the governing orders, the
priests and the leaders of the Council, those who
came in contact with the generals and governors
of the Lagids of Egypt, or the Seleucids ot Syria,
were thus inclined to be seduced into idolatry,
there was a large class utterly uninfluenced by Hellenic culture, and no small portion of this class hated
fanatically all tampering with idolatry, ^\'hen the
dominion over Pal passed out of the hands of the
Ptolemies into that of the house of Seleucus, this
feeling was intensified, as the Syrian house regarded with less tolerance the religion of Israel.
The opposition to Hellenism and the apprehension
of it naturally tended to draw- together those who
shared the feeling. On the one side was the s( ribist
legal party, who developed into the Pharisaic sect;
on the other were the mystics, who felt the personal
pow-er of Deity. These afterward became first tfie
Chasidim, then later the Essenes. These latter
gradually retired from active participation in
national life. As is natural with mystics their
feelings led them to see visions and to dream
dreams. Others more intellectual, while they welcomed the enlightenment of the Greeks, retained
their faith in the one God. To them it seemed
obvious that as their God was the true God, all
real enlightenment must have proceeded from Him
alone. In such thinkers as Plato and Aristotle
they saw many things in harmony with the Mosaic
law. They were sure that there must have been
links w-hich united these thinkers to the current
of Divine revel.ation, and w-ere led to imagine of
what sort these links necessarily w-ere. The names
of iioets such as Orpheus and Linus, who survived
only m their names, suggested the source of these
links—these resemblances. Hence the wholesale
forgeries, mainly by Jew-s, of Gr poems. On the
other hand, there was the desire to harmonize Moses
and his^law with the philosophical ideas of the
time. Philo the Ale.xan, Irian, the most conspicuous example of this effort, could not have been
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an isolated phenomenon; he must have had many
precursors. This latter movement, a,lthough most
evident in Egypt, and probably in Asia Minor, had
a considerable influence in Judaea also.
Pohtical events aided in the advance ot both
these tendencies. The distinct favor t h a t Antiochus the Great showed to the Greeks
2. Pohtical and to those barbarians who HellenInfluences ized, became with his son Antiochus
Epiphanes a direct religious persecution. This emphasized the protest of the Chasidim on the one hand, and excited the imagination
of the visionaries to greater vivacity on the other.
\\'hile the Maccabees and their followers were
stirred to deeds of valor, the meditative visionaries
saw in God their refuge, and hoped tor deliverance
at the hand of the Messiah. They pictured to
themselves the tyrant smitten down b y the direct
judgment ot Jehovah. After the death of Epiphanes, the Maccabeans had become a power to
be reckoned with, and t h e visionaries had less
excitement trom external events till the Herodian
family found their way into supreme power. At
first the Herodians favored the Pharisaic party as
that which supported John Hyrcanus I I , the friend
of Antipater, the father of Herod the Great, and
the Essenes seem to have taken Herod a t first into
their special favor. However, there was soon a
change. In consequence ot the compliance with
heathen practices, into which their connection with
the Romans forced the Herodians, the more religious among the Jews felt themselves compelled to
withdraw all favor from the Idumean usurper, and
to give up all hope in him. • I ' h i s naturally excited
the visionaries to new expectation ot Divine intervention. Behind the Herodians w-as the terrible
iron power of Rome. The Romans had intervened in the quarrel between John Hyrcanus I I
and his brother Aristobulus. Pompey had desecrated the temple by intruding into t h e Holy of
Holies. The disastrous overthrow t h a t he suffered
at the hands of Caesar and his miserable end on the
shores of Egypt seemed to be a judgment on him for
his impiety. Later, Nero was the especial mark for
the Apocalyptists, who by this time had become
mainly Christian. Later Rom emperors impressed
the imagination of the Apocalyptists, as the Flavians.
//. General Characteristics
of
Apocalyptic.—
Both in matter and form apocalyptic lit. and the
-writings associated with it differ
1. Differfrom the prophetic writings ot the
ences from preceding periods. As already menProphecy in tioned, w-hile the predictive element
Content
is prijsent in Apocalypses, as in Prophecy, it is more prominent and relates
to longer periods and involves a wider grasp of the
state of the world at large. Apocalypse could only
have been possible under the domination ot the
great empires. Alike in Prophecy and in Apocalypse
there is reference to the coming ot the Messiah,
but m the latter not only is the Messianic hope more
dehned, it has a wider reference. In the Prophets
and Psalmists the Messiah had mainlv to do with
Israel "He will save his people"; " H e will die
tor them ; His people shall be all righteous."
.Ml this apphes to Israel; there is no imperial outlook. ^ In the Apocalypses the imperial outlook is
proniment, beginning with Daniel in which we find
the Messianic kingdom represented by a "son of
ma,n over against the bestial empires t h a t had preceded (Dnl 7 13) and reaching the acme of ApocaK^^' orp'i°* '.*^ conclusion, in the Rev of St.
John:
I h e kingdom of the world is become the
kingdom of our Lord, and of his Christ" (Rev 11
15). _ U hde the prophet was primarily a preacher
of righteousness, and used prediction either as a
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guarantee, by its fulfilment, ot his Di\-ine mission,
or as an exhibition ot the natural result of rebellion
against God's righteous laws, to the Apoealyptist
prediction was the thing of most importance, and
in the more typical iVpocalyiise there is no moral
exhortation w-liate\-e>r.
In the hterary form cmjiloyed ther(^ are marked
differences between .Viioealyptic and Prophecy.
Both make u.se of vision, but in Proph2. Differeey, in the more restricted sen.se of
ences from the word, these \-isions are as a rule
Prophecy
iniplicHi, rather than being elescribed,
in Literary Although Isaiah e:dls the greater |iart
Form
of his Prophecy "vision," yet in only
one instance does he describe what he
sees; as a rule he assumes throughout that his
audience knows what is visible to him. The only
instance (eh 6) in which he does describe his
-vision is not at all predicti\-e; the object is exhortation. In the case of the .Vpoealyp.ses the vision
isthe vehicle by which the predielion is conveyed.
In Ezekiel there are visions, but only one of these—
"the valley of dry bones"—is jiredictive.
In it
the symbols used are natural, not, as always in
.Ipocalypses, arbitrary. Cf in Daniel's vision of
the Ram and the He-goat (ch 8). In Ezekiel the
dry bones naturally suggest death, and the process
by which they are revi-vified the reader feels is the
natural course such an event would take did it
come •within the sphere of ordinary experience;
while in w-hat is told of the horns on the head of the
Gr goat there is no natural reason tor the changes
that take place, only a symbolical one. This is still
more marked in the vision of the Eagle in 4 Esd 11.
^Tiat may be regarded as yet more related to the
form is the tact t h a t while the Prophets -wrote in a
style of so elevated prose t h a t it always hovered
on the border of poetry—indeed, frequently passed
into it and employed the form of verse, as Isa 26 1—
the apocal}rptists always ii.sei(l piirf; prose, wdthout
the elaborate parallelism or cadenced diction of Heb
poetry. The weird, the gorgeous, or the terrible
features ot the -vision described are thrown into all
the higher relief by the baldness ot the narrative.
///. Authorship of Jewish Apocalyptic
Works.
—In most cases the question of authorship is one
that has to be discussed in regard to
1. Pseueach work individually. A number of
depigraphic the characteristics of these works render
Authors
such a procedure impossible in regard
not Known to them. If we p u t to the one side the
Individually two Apocalypses t h a t ' form part ot
the canon, they are all pseudonymous,
as En and Bar, or anonymous, as the Book ot
Jub. Many of them in addition show traces ot
interpolation and modification by later hands. If
we had a full and clear history of the period during
wliich they were written, and if its literature ha(l
to a great extent been preserved to us we might
have been in a position to fix on the individual;
but as matters stand, this is impossible. At the
same time, however, from internal evidence, we
may form some idea of the surroundings of those
who have written these works. From the striking
resemblance in general style which they exhibit,
and from the way in which some of them are related
to the others, many of these works seem to have
been the product of similar circumstances. Even
those most removed from the rest in
2. Products type and general attitude are nearer
of One Sect them than they are to any other class
ot work. All affirmative evidence
thus points to these works having been composed
by authors t h a t were closely associated with each
other. The negative e-vidence for this is the very
small traceable influence these works had on later
Jewish thought. Many ot them are quoted by the
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Christian Fathers, some ot them by N T writers.
The whole of these works have been preserved to
us through Christian means. A large number have
been preserved by being adopted into the OT
canon of the Ethiopic church; a considerable number have been un(-arthed from Ambrosian Library
in Milan; most of them have been written in Pal by
J(wvish writers; yet no clear indubitable sign of the
knowledge of tliese books can be found in the Talm.
'Ihc jihenomenon here noted is a striking one.
Works, the majority of which are written in Heb
by Jews, are forgotten by the descend3. Jewish
ants of these Jews, an(J are retained
Sects
by gentile Clu'istians, by nations who
were ignorant of Heb and preserved
them in Gr, Lat or Ethiopic translations. A characteristic of the Judaism during the period in
which these books were appearing was the power
exercised by certain recognized sects. It one takes
the most nearly contemporary historian of the Jews,
Jos, as one's authority, it is found how prominent
the three sects, Pharisees, Sadducees and Essenes,
were. To a certain extent this is confirmed by
the Gospels and the Acts, with this noticeable exception—the Essenes are never mentioned by name.
The scribes, the literary class among
4. Not from the Jews, all belonged to one or other
Sadducees of these ruling sects. Consequently
these works must have proceeded from
members of one of those sects. Their mutual
resemblance precludes their authors from belonging
some to one sect and some to another. We know
pretty exactly from Jos and the N T what the character and tenets ot the Sadducees were. They were
the priestly sacerdotal class, and were above all,
political schemers. They received only the Pent
as authoritative, and had no share in the Messianic hopes ot which the Prophets were full. They
believed neither in angel nor spirit, and had no
hope ot immortality (Acts 23 8). Jos compares
them with the followers of Epicurus among the
Greeks. Nothing could be farther removed from
the spirit an(i doctrines of the Apocalypses than aU
this. The Messianic hopes bulk largely; angels
are prominent, their hierarchies are described and
their names given. The doctrine of immortality
is imphed, and the places of reward and punishment are described. The Apocalypses cannot theretore be attributed to the Sadducees. There is
greater plausibility in attributing them to the
Pharisees. So far as doctrines are concerned, there
is no doubt that the agreement is relatively close.
There are, however, difficulties in accepting this
view of their origin. With the fall of
5. Nor from the Jewdsh state, the Sadducees disthe Phari- appeared when there was no field for
sees
political activity, and when with the
destruction of the temple there were
no more sacrifices to require the services of Aaronic
priests. Nearly contemporaneously the Essenes
disappeared in Christianity. The Pharisees alone
remained to carry on the traditions of Judaism.
We have in the Talm the result ot Pharisaic literary
activity. The Mish is the only part of this miscellaneous conglomeration which is at all nearly
contemporary wdth the works before us. I t has
none of the characteristics of the apocalyptic
writings. The later Hagadic Midr have more
resemblance to some of these, noticeably to the
Book of Jub. Still, the almost total want ot any
references to any of the Apocalypses in the recognized Pharisaic -writings, and the tact t h a t no
Jewish version of any of these books has been preserved, seems conclusive against the idea t h a t the
Apocalypses owed their origin to the Pharisaic
schools. The books t h a t form the ordinary Apoc
are in a different position. The majority, if not
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the whole of them, were received into the Jewish
canon of Alex.aiidria. Some of them are found in
Heb or iVi-am., as ka-clus, Tob and Jth. None of
the Apocalypses have been so found. This lea(is
necessarily to the con(.;lusion that the Pharisees did
not write these books.
By the method of exclusions, we are led thus to
adopt the conclusion of Hilgenfeld, that they are
the work of the Essenes. We have,
6. Probably however, positive evidence, ^^'e know
from
from Jos that the Essenes had many
Essenes
secret sacred books. Those books
before us would suit this description.
Further, in one of these books (4 Esd) we find a
story which affords an explan;(tion ot the existence
of these books. 2 (4) Esd 14 40-4S teUs how to
Ezra there w-as given a cup of w ater as it were fire
to drink, and then he dictated to five men. These
men wrote in characters which the}- did not understand "tor forty days," until they had -written
"four score and fourteen books" (RV). He is commaneled, "The fu-st that thou hast written publish
openly, and let the w orthy and unworthy read it; but
keep the seventy last that thou mayest deliver them
to such as be wise among thy people." While the
twenly-foiir books of the orclinary canon would be
open to aU, these other seventy books would only
be known by the wis(—presumably, the Es.senes.
This story proceeds on the assumption that all
the Biblie;d books had been lost during the Bab
captivity, but that after he had his memory quickened, Ezra was able to dictate the whole of them;
but of these only twenty-four were to be published
to all; there were seventy which were to be kept
by a society of \v-ise men. This would explain how
the Books of En and Noah, and the account of the
Asm M could ajijiear upon the scene at proper
times, and yet not be known before. In the lastnamed book there is another device. Moses tells
Joshua to embalm (hedriare) the writing which
gives an account of what is coming upon Israel.
Books so embalmed would be liable to be found
when Divine providence saw the occasion ripe.
These w-orks are products of a school of associates
which eoiilil guard sacred books and had prepared
hypotheses to explain at once how they had remained unknown, and how at certain crises they
became known. Ah this suits the Es.senes, and
especially that lir:(nch of them that dwelt as Coenobites beside the Dead S(?a. \Ve are thus driven to
adopt Hilgenfeld's hypothesis that the Essenes
were the authors of these books. Those of them
that formed the Community of Engedi by their
very dreamy seclusion would be especially ready
to see visions and dream dreams. To them it
w-ould seem no impossible thing for one of the
brotherhood to be so possessed b>- the spirit of
Enoch or of Noah that what he wi'ote were really
the words of the patriarch. It w-ould not be inconcei^-al;ile, or e\-en imiirobable, that Moses or Josh
might in a dream open to them books written long
before and quicken their memories so that what
they had read in the night they could recite in the
day-time. As all the Essenes w-ere not dwellers
by the shores of the Dead Sea, or "associates with
the palms of Engedi," some of the WTitings of this
cla.ss, as w-e might expect, betray a greater know-ledge of the worid, and show more the influence of
v\-ents than those ^\-hich proceeded from the
C((cnobiti s. As to some extent confirmatory of this
view, there is the slight importance given to sacrifice
in most of these w-orks.

WORKS ENTITLED APOCALYPTIC

In the cla.s.sification of plants and animals in
natural science the various orders and genera present the observer with some classes that have all
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the features that characterize the general class
prominent and easily observable, while in others
these features are so tar from promiClasses of nent that to the casual observer they
Books
are invisible. This may be seen in the
apocalyptic writings: there are some
that present all the marks of Apocalypses, such as
the Book of Enoch, the Asm M and the Apoc
Bar. They all claim to be revelations ot the future
—a future which begins, however, from the days ot
some ancient saint—and then, passing over the
time ot its actual composition, ends with the coming
of the Messiah, the setting up of the Messianic
kingdom and the end of the world. There are
others, hke the Book ot Jub, in which the revelation
avowedly looks back, and which thus contain an
amount ot legendary matter. One of the books
which are usually reckoned in this class, has, unlike
most of the Apocalypses, which are in prose, taken
the Book ot Psalms as its model—the Ps Sol.
A very considerable number ot the works before
us take the form of farewell counsels on the part
ot this or that patriarch. The most famous of
these is the X I I P. Although the great majority
have been written in Heb or Aram by Jews resident
in Pal, the Sibylhne books, composed to a great
extent by Jews ot Alexandria, present an exception
to this.
^A'e shall in the remainder ot the art. consider these
sub-classes in the order now mentioned: (1) Typical
Apocalypses; (2) Legendary Testaments; (3) Psalmic;
(4) Testaments; (.5) Sibylline Oracles.
/. Apocalypses
Proper.—As
above indicated,
all these take the Book ot Daniel as their model,
and imitate it more or less closely. One peculiarity
in this connection must be referred to. While we
have already said these later Apocalypses w-ere
practically unknown by the Jews ot a couple of
cents, after the Christian era, the Book ot Dnl
was universally regarded as authoritative alike by
Jews and Christians. In considering these works,
we shaU restrict ourselves to those Apocalypses
that, whether Jewish or Christian by religion, are
the production of those who were Jews by nation.
The most important ot these is the Book, or
rather. Books of Enoch. After having been quote(l
in Jude and noticed by several of the
1. Books
Fathers, this work disappeared trom
of Enoch
the knowledge ot the Christian church.
(1) History of the books.—Fairly
copious extracts from this collection ot books had
been made by George Syncellus, the 8th cent,
chronographer. With the exception ot those
fragments, all the -writings attributed to Enoch had
disappeared from the ken of European scholars.
In the last quarter of the ISth cent. Bruce, the
Abyssinian traveler, brought to Europe three copies
of the Book ot E n in Ethiopic, which had been
regarded as canonical by the Abyssinian church,
and had consequently been preserved by them.
Ot these three copies, one he retained in Kinnaird
House, another he presented to the Bodleian Library
in Oxford, the third he gave to the Royal Library
in Paris. For more than a quarter ot a cent, these
manuscripts remained as unknown as if they haii
still been in Abyssinia. In the year 1800 Svlvestre
de Sacy published an art. on Enoch in w'hich he
gave a tr ot the first sixteen chs. This was drawn
from the Parisian copy. Twenty-one years after
Archbishop Laurence published a tr ot the whole
work from the MS in the Bodleian. Seventeen
years after he published the text trom the same
MS. The expedition to Magdala under Lord
Napier brought a number of fresh MSS to Europe;
the German missionaries, for whose release the
advance had been undertaken, brought a number
to Germany, while a number came to the British
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Museum. Some other travelers had brought from
the East MSS ot this precious book. Fleinming,
the latest R of the text, claims to have irsed 'Jli
MSS. It needs but a eui'.s(.(ry si udy of the Ethiopic
text to see that it is a tr from a Gr original. The
quotations in George Syncellus confirmed this,
with the exception of a small fragment published by
Mai. Until the last decade of last cent. S\ neellus'
fragments formed the only remains of the Gr text
known. In 18t)2 M, Bodiiant published from MSS
found in Gizeh, Cau-o, the (ir of the first ',i'2 chs.
More of the Gr may be discovered in Egypt. Meantime we have the Gr of chs 1-32, and fi-oiii the
Vatican fragment a portion of eh 89. .\ sl.ud,\- of
the Gr shows it also to have been a tr from a f leb
original. Of this Heb original, however, no part
has come dow-n to us.
.-Vs we have it, it is very much a eongloineration
of fragments of various authorship. It is impossible
to say whether the Gr translator w-as the collector
of these fragments or whether, when the mass of
m.aterial came into his hands, the interpolations
had already taken place. However, the probability,
judging trom the usual practi(-e of translators, is
that as he got the book, so he translated it,
1,2) Summary of the book.—The first chapter gives
an account ot the purpose of the book, chs 2-5
an account of his survey of the heavens, \\itli 6
begins the book proper. Chs 6-19 give an account
of the fallen angels and Enoch's relation to them.
Chs 20-36 narrate Enoch's wanderings through
the universe, and give an account of the place of
punishment, and the secrets of the \ \ e s t and of the
center of the earth. This may be regarded as the
First Book of Enoch, the Book of the Angels.
hVith ch 37 begins the Book of Similitudes. Thei
Tirst Similitude (chs 37-44) represents the future I
kingdom ot God, the dwelling of the righteous a n d \
of the angels; and finally all the secrets ot the j
heavens. This last portion is interesting as revealing the succession of the parts of this conglomeration—the more elaborate the astronomy, the later; |
the simpler, the earher. The second Simihtude
(chs 45-57) brings in the Son of Man as a super-',
human it not also superangelic being, who is t o .
come to earth as the Messiah. The third Simili-e
tude occupies chs 58-71, and gives an account oft
the glory ot the Messiah and of the subjugation!
of the kings ot the earth under Him. 'There i s \
interpolated a long account of Leviathan and
Behemoth. There are also Noachian fragments
inserted. The Book ot the Courses ot the Luminaries occupies the next eleven chs, and subjoined
to these are tw-o -visions (chs 83-90), in the latter
of which is an account of the history of the world
to the ^laecabean Struggle. Fourteen chs which
follow may be called " T h e Exhortations of Enoch."
The exhortations are emphasized by an exjiosition
ot the history ot the world in 10 successive weeks.
It may be noted here t h a t there is a dislocation.
The passage 91 12 contains the 8, 9, and 10 weeks,
while ch 93 gives an account of the previous 7.
After ch 104 there are series ot sections of varying
origin which may be regarded as appendices.
There are throughout these books many interpolations. The most observable of these are what
are known as "Noachian Fragments," portions in
which Noah and not Enoch is the hero and spokesman. There are, besides, a number of univers;Jly
acknowledged interpolations, and some that are
held by some t o be interpolated, are regarded by
others as intimately related to the immediate context. The literary merit ot the different portions
is various: of none of them can it be called high.
The Book of Similitudes, wdth its revelations of
heaven and hell, is probably the finest.
(3) The language.—We have the complete books
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only in Ethiopic. The Ethiopic, how-ever, is not,
as a,li-eady observed, the original language of the
wrilings. The numerous portions of it which still
survive in th-, prove that at all events our Ethiopic
is a tr from Ihe (Ir. The question of how far it is
the original is easily settled. The angels assemble
on Mt, Hermon, we are told (oh 6), and bind themsehcs by an oath or curse: "and they called it
Mount llernion because they had sworn and bound
themselves by mutual imprecation upon it," This
has a meaning only in Heb or Aram., not in Gr. A
very interesting piece ot evidence ot the original
language is got from a blunder. In 90 38 we are
told that 'They all became wlute bullocks, and the
first was the Word" (nagarit). As for the appearance of this tenii, from its connection it is obvious
that some sort ot bullocks is intended. In Heb
the wild ox is called r-'em (Aram. rima). The Gr
tr:mslatoi's, having no Gr equivalent available,
transliterated as rem or reiiia. This the translators
confused with Tama, "a w-ord." It is impossible
to decide with anything hke certainty which of the
two languages, Heb or Aram., was the original,
though from the sacred character ascribed to Enoch
the probability is in favor ot its being Heb.
(4) The dale.—The question ot date is twofold.
Since Enoch is really made up of a collection of
books and fragments of books, the question of the
temporal relation of these to each other is the
primary one. The common •view is t h a t chs 1-36
and 72-91 are by the same author, and form the
nucleus of the whole. Although the weighty
authority of Dr. Charles is against assigning these
portions to one author, the resemblances are
numerous and seem to us by no means so superficial as he would regard them. He, with most
critics, would regard the Book of Similitudes as
later. Nevertheless, we venture to differ from this
-view, tor reasons which we shall assign.
(5) The Book of Noah.—The fragments of the
Book of Noah above alluded to present an intrusive element in the Book of En. These, though
fairly numerous, are not so numerous as Dr. Charles
would claim. Those that show clear traces not
only ot being interpolations, but also of being interpolations from this Book of Noah, are found only
in those portions ot the Book t h a t appear to be
written by the author of chs 37-71. In them and
in the Noachian fragments there are astronomical
portions, as there are also in the portion t h a t seems
to proceed from another hand, chs 1-36, 72-91.
When these are compared, the simplest account of
the phenomena of the heavens is found in the nonNoachian portions, the first _ noted chs 37-71,
92-107; the next in complexity is that found in the
Noachian interpolations; the most complex is
that contained in chs 72-91. .This would seem to
indicate that the earliest -written portion was
chs 37-71, 92-107. Our view of the dale ot this
middle portion ot En, the Book of Simihtudes, is
opposed by Dr. Stanton (Jewish and Christian
Messidi, 60-63, 241-44), who maintains t h a t it is
post-Christian. For this decision he rests mainly
on the use of the title "Son of M a n . " This title,
he says, as applied to the Messiah, is unknown in
rabbinic Ut. Rabbinic lit. is all so late as to be of
no value. The Mish has tew traces of Messianic
belief, and was not committed to -writing tdl the
end of the 2d cent., when the difference between
church and synagogue w-as accentuated. He
further states that it was not understood by the
Jews who heard our Lord, and brings as proof
Jn 12 34, "The Son of Man must be hfted up.
Who is this—the (Son ot M a n ? " Dr. Stanton
(Jewish and Christian Messiah, 241) so translates
the passage. To us, the last clause is a mistr.
The Gr usage in regard to lioulos ho would lead
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us to translate: "Who is this pecuhar kind ot Son
of M a n ? " This is the meaning which suits the
context. Our Lord had not in all the preceding
speech used the title "Son ot M a n " of Himself.
This sentence really proves that the multitude regarded the title as equivalent to Messiah or Christ.
It might be paraphrased, "The Christ abideth ever;
how sayest thou then, the Christ must be lifted up?
Who is this Christ?" In fact. Our Lord's adoption
of the title is unintelhgible unless it were understood by His audience as a claim to being Messiah.
It had the advantage that it could not be reported to
the Romans as treasonable. There are supplementary portions of En which may be neglected. At
first sight 10 1-3 appear to declare themselves aa
Noachian, but close inspection shows this to be a
misapprehension. If we take the Gr text ot Syncellus, Uriel is the angel sent to Noah. The Ethiopic and Gizeh Gr are at this point clearly corrupt.
Then I he introduction of Raphael implies that the
first portion ot this ch and this Raphael section
are by the same author. But the Raphael section
has to do with the binding of Azazel, a person intimately connected with the earlier history of the
Jews. Should it be objected that according to the
Massoretic reckoning, as according to that of the
LXX, Noah and Enoch were not living together,
it may be answered that according to the Sam
they were for bso years contemporaries. In ch
68 Noah speaks of Enoch as his grandfather, and
assumes him to be a contemporary ot himself.
Moreover, we must not expect precise accuracy
from jVpocalyptists.
(Ij) Relation of external chronology.—When the
internal chronology of the book is fixed, the way
is open for considering the relation ot external
chronology. Dr. Charles has proved that the
Book of j u b implies the Noachian portion in the
Enoch Books. There are notices ot the existence
of a Book of Noah (10 13). There is reference
also to a Book ot En (21 10). Dr. Charles would
date the Book of Jub between 135 and 105 BC.
If, then, the Book of Noah was already known,
and, as we have seen, the Book of En was yet older,
it would be impossible to date En earher than 160
BC. Personally we are not quite convinced of the
correctness ot Dr. Charles's reasonings as to the
date of the Book of Jub, as will be shown at more
length later. There appears to us a reference in
En 66 5 to the campaign ot Antiochus the Great
against the Parthians and the Medes. Early in
his reign (220 BC) he had made an expedition to
the East against the revolted pro-vinces of Media
and Persia, which he subdued. This w-as followed
(217 BC) liy a campaign in Pal, which at first successful, ended in the defeat of Raphia. In the year
212 B C he made a second expedition to the East,
in which he invaded India, and subdued into alliance the formidable Parthian and Bactrian kingdoms. The expectation w-as natural that now,
having gained such an access of power and reputation, .Vntiochus would desire to wipe out the
dishonor of Raphia. It was to be anticipated that
along with the nationalities from w-hich ordinarily
the Syr armies were recruited, the Parthians would
be found, and the earher subdued Medes. The
description ot the treading down ot the land of the
Elect is too mild for a description of the desecration w-rought by Epiphanes. It we are right, we
may fix on 205 BC, as the probable date of the
nucleus. The Book of the Luminaries of the
Heavens which we feel inclined to attribute to the
same hand as chs 1-36 contains a history of Israel
that terminates -with the Maccabean Struggle
still proceeding. Dr. Charles w-ould date this portion 11(1 BC. Personally, we should be inclined
to place it a few years earlier. He would place
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chs 1-36 before the Maccabean Struggle. According to our thinking the genuine Noachian fragments
tall between these. The Book ot Noah seems to
have existed as a separate book in the time when
the Book of Jub was w-ritten. I t is dependent on
Enoch, and therefore after it. T h e use of portions
taken from it to interpolate in the E n Books must
have taken place before the Maccabean Struggle.
There are other passages that have every appearance ot being interpolations, the date ot which it is
impossible to fix with any definiteness.
(7) The Slavonic Enoch.—In the year 1892 the
attention of Dr. Charles was directed to the fact
that a Book of E n was extant in Slavonic. Perusal
proved it not to be a version ot the book before us,
but another and later pseudepigraphic book,
taking, as the earher had done, the name of Enoch.
It is totally independent of the Ethiopic E n Book,
as is seen by the most cursory consideration. I t
begins by giving an account of En's instruction to
his descendants how he had been taken up to the
seventh heaven. Another manuscript adds other
three heavens. In the third (?) heaven Enoch is
shown the place of the punishment ot the wicked.
In the description of the fourth heaven there is
an account of the physical conditions ot the universe, in which the year is said to be 365f days;
but the course of the sun is stated as a course of 227
days; which appears to be all that is accounted for.
Here the independence ot the Slavonic E n is clear,
as the Ethiopic E n makes the year 364 days. There
are many points of resemblance which show t h a t
the writer ot the Slavonic E n had before him the
book which has come down to us in Ethiopic, but
the relationship is not by any means so close as
to be called dependence. T h e definite numbering
of the heavens into seven or ten is a proof ot its
later date. It is related to the X I I P, and also to
the Asc Isa. We cannot quite acknowledge the
cogency ot the proofs that any portion ot this Book
has been composed in Gr: hence we cannot agree
with Dr. Charles t h a t it was composed in Alexandria. The resemblances to Philo are too tew and
slight to be convincing. T h a t some ot it was originally Heb Dr. Charles admits. The date Dr. Charles
assigns to it—1-50 AD—seems reasonable, with this
qualification, that it seems nearer the later than
the earlier ot these dates. A double tr, with the
certainty ot some interpolations and the probability
of many more, makes any decided judgment as
to date hazardous, so much has to depend on
resemblances between books in cases where it is
impossible to decide which is dependent on which.
It is at once an interesting and a valuable addition
to our knowledge ot the mind ot the age preceding
the pubhcation of the gospel.
(8) Secrets of Enoch.—In imitation of this Book
and in some sense in dependence on it was w-ritten
a rabbinic Book of the Secrets of E n . I t is attributed to Rabbi Ishmael, who was a prominent figure
in the rebellion ot Barcochba. E n is there noted
as Metatron. It follows to some extent the course
of the Slavonic Book of En. I t is this book t h a t is
referred to in the Talm, not the more important
book quoted by Jude.
Though not without its value in estimating the
trend of pre-Christian speculation, the Apocalypse
of Bar did not influence thought in
2. Apoca- the way t h a t the Books ot E n have
lypse of
done. I t is neither quoted nor reBaruch
ferred to by any of the Christian
Fathers. Irenaeus (V, 33) quotes a
saying which he attributes to Our Lord on the
authority ot Papias, who claims to have in this
attribution the authority of John behind him.
This saying w-e find in the Apocalypse before us,
though considerably expanded. In regard to this.
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in the first place we Inn'e only I he Lat VS ot Irenaeus, not the Gr original. In the next place, even
though the Lat may be a faithful tr of the (ir, still
it is only a quotation from a hist book, w hich itself
records traditions. 'I'he fact t h a t it is in the shortest
form in the book before us would seem to inilicate
that it is the original. If that is so, we may regard
it as having a certain vogue aiiuing the l^.ssenian
school and their sympathizers. In the Syr Apocrypha published by Lagarde there is a snedl book
entitled "The Epistle of Baruch Ihe Scribe." This
occurs at the end ot our .Vp(ical\pse of liar. In
Cyprian's Test, contra J ml.. I l l , 20, we ha\'e a
passage of considerable length attributed to Bar,
a few words of which agree w-ith a passage in this
Apocahpsc, Hippolytus quoles an oath u.sed by
certain (iuosties which he sa>-s is found in the Book of
Bar. There are features in the pass:ige thus quoted
which seem to be echoes of the book before us.
This was all that w-as know-n of the .Vpocalyiise
of Bar until the last half-cent., when Ceriani discovered a S\ r version of it in the .Vinbrosian Library in Milan, nearly complete.
(1) .S'liiiinary of the book.—It begins after the
model of a prophecy: " T h e word of the Lord came
to Baruch, the son ot Neriali, saying." In this he
tollow-s the phraseology of Jeremiah. He and Jeremiah are commanded to leave Jerus as God is about
to pour forth His judgment upon it. Baruch entreats God tor his city, and God show-s him t h a t the
punishment w-ill be t eiiipor ary. Then the Chaldaeans
come to fulfil what God has threatened, b u t Baruch
is shown the angel ministers ot Divine vengeance
ea\dng the sacred vessels by ealhng upon the earth
to swaUow them u p . Then the angels helped the
Chaldaeans to overthrow the walls of Jerus. Notwithstanding that in the canonical Book of Jer (43
6,7) and in 2 K the prophet goes down t o Egypt,
Baruch declares t h a t Jeremiah is sent to comfort the
captives in Babylon, while he, Baruch, is to remain
in Judaea. He mourns over Jerus and denounces
w-oes in Babylon (chs 1-12). While he is standing
upon ^It. Zion he is called into colloquy wdth God as
to the method of Divine dealing with Judah, and a
revelation is promised him (chs 13-20). This revelation is introduced by a prayer ot Baruch followed
by a colloquy with the Almighty. Baruch asks,
"Will that tribulation continue a long time?" He
is answered that there will be twelve successive different forms of judgment which shall come. Then
follows an enigmatic sentence, "Two parts weeks of
seven weeks" are " t h e measure and reckoning of the
time" which probably means t h a t each of the parts
is a jubilee or half a cent. At the expiry ot this
period the ^Messiah is t o appear. Here a descriptiian
is given ot the glories of the Messianic kingdom in
the course of which occurs the passage already referred to as quoted by Papias (chs 21-30). The
writer, forgetting what he has already said of the
desolation ot Jerus, makes Bar assemble t b e E l d e r s
of Jerus and announce t h a t he is going to retire into
soUtude. In his retirement he has a vision of a
wooded hill, and at the foot of it is a vine growing
and beside the' vine a spring ot water. This
fountain swelled and became tempestuous, sweeping away all the forest on the hill but one great
cedar. It, too, falls a t length. The interpretation is given. The forest is the fourth Empire of
Daniel—the Rom—the many magistracies being
symbolized by the numerous trees of the forest. TTie
Messiah is the vine and the fountain. It is probable
that Pompey is the leader referred to (chs 31-40).
Then follows a colloquy of Baruch first with God,
then with his son and the Elders of the people. A
long prayer with God's answer which includes a description ot the punishment ot the wicked and the
reward ot the righteous—the latter is next given
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with greater fulness (chs 41-52). Another vision is
given to Baruch of twelve showers of rain alternately
bright and dark and a final torrent blacker than
anything else and closed liy a bright light. The
angel Raiiiiel comes to Baruch to interpret the vision.
It represents the history ot Israel to the return to
Judaea under the decKje of Cyrus. The last dark
waters represent the Maccabean Struggle. It would
seem as if the vision carried the conflict on to the
fratricidal conflict belween John Hyrcanus I I and
.Vrisldliiilus (chs 53-77). Then follows the epistle
to the nine and a half tribes (chs 78-87).
(2) Structure.—Preliminary
to anything further
is the discussion of the state of the book—how far
it is one, how tar it is composite or interpolated.
That it contains different portions is obvious on
the slightest careful study. The first jiortion that
the reader marks off is the "episi le to the nine tribes
and a half." As has already been mentioned this
portion apjiears indeiiendeiifly and is preserved by
Lagarde in his Lihri ['et. Test. Apoeryplii, in which
collection it [irecedes the ordinary apocryphal
Book of Bar. d'he last section, which relates how
this epistle was sent to the nine tribes and a half by
an eagle, is omitted. The last section (ch 79) has
been added, and has been modified in order to introduce this epistle. It is not at all in the spirit of the
rest of this Ajiocalypse that the tribes carried away
captive by "Salmanasser, king of Assyria" have
any share in the blessings revealed in the vision.
The epistle itself merely narrates the capture ot the
city, and the help ot the angels who hid the sacred
vessels. It is to be noted that in the earher portion
of this Apocalypse it is the earth that opens her
mouth and swaUows down the sacred vessels.
Another division reveals itself on further scrutiny.
From the beginning to the end of ch 30 the course
of the narrative is fairly continuous. A revelation
is promised, and in the end we have a picture ot the
glory and plenty of the times of the Alessiah. The
next section begins with an exhortation which has
httle bearing on what has preceded. Then follows
the vision of the forest and the surviving tree. The
colloquy and the prayers that follow, to ch 52, are
aU connected, though not closely. But close connection is not to be expected from an oriental and
an Apoealyptist. Then follow the sections connected with the vision of the twelve showers of rain,
and its interpretation. There are thus five independent sections exclusive of interpolations which may
be due to different writers.
,
. . ,
,
(3) Language.—In the first plai-e it is clear that
the Svr in which the work has come down to us is
itself "a tr from Gr. The MS of Ceriani states this
in its title. This is confirmed by Graecisms filtering through, as ho Manas.-ieh in 65 1, where ho
represents the Gr article. In some eases the readings that are unintelligible can be explained by tr
back into Gr, as shown by Dr. Charles. The most
convincing is the use made of this book by the
w-riter of the "Rest of the \\'ords ot Bar," who
wrote in Gr. .\llhough not a few scholars have
foflowed Langen in maintaining that Gr was the
original tongue, careful investigation proves t h a t
behind the Gr was Heb. The strongest of these
proofs is that the echoes of Scriptural texts are
almost invariably from the Heb as against the L X X .
Thus in 6 8 Jer three times addresses the earth
and calls upon it to hear the word of the Lord. So
it is in the M T and in the Vulg, but not in the L X X ,
where the word "earth" is only given twice. There
are several other instances. Dr. Charles has carefully compared the idiomatic phrases and sees
proof t h a t usages of the M T have lieen preserved
in the Gr, amk thence conveyed to the Syr. The
most interesting of these is the peculiar Heb idiom
of infinitive with finite verb to emphasize the action
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narrated. This is rendered in LXX scsmetimes by
cognate noun and verli, and sometimes by participle
and verb. The examples chosen by Dr. Charles
have the disadvantage that none of them show the
effect on this idiom of pas.sing through the two
hn.rua.'cs, Gr and Svr. In Paulus Tellensis there
are" examples-e.g. '2 K 18 33. He is scarcely
accurate in saving that this idiom never occurs m
the Pesh unless it is in the Gr. See Lk 12--,
Jn 13 20, etc, as examples to the contrary.
Ihe
proof seems conclusive that Heb was the original
language of this Apocalypse, and that it w-as first
trd into Gr, and from that into Syr. From this
it follows almost necessarily that its place of origin
was Pal, That it has had practically no effect
on Jewish lit., and was potent enough among the
Christians to lead u. Christian about the nuddle of
the 2d Chrislian cent, to compose an addition to it,
proves to our thinking its Essenian origin.
(4) ildie.-Although the writer assumes the
destruction of Jerus by the army of the Chaldaeans,
he evidently has no conception ot what such a
catastrophe would really mean. He has no conception of the length of time occupied by a siege,
the terrors of famine, or the desolation that follows
the capture ot a city. Jos tells us (BJ, VII, i, 1)
that sa\'e a portion of the west wall and three
towers, the city was utterly razed to the ground—
"there was nothing left to make those^ who came
there bdieve that ever it had been inhabited."
Yet, when endeavoring to realize the similar destruction which had befallen the city under Nebuchadnezzar, he speaks of himself sitting ''before
the gates ot the temple" (10 5), when the gates
had wholly disappeared. Again, he assembles the
people and their elders "after these things" "in
the vafley of the Kedion." The Apocalypse must
be dated at all events considerably before 70 AD.
(.)n the other hand, it is subsequent to the first part
of En; it assumes it as known (56 10-13). But a
closer discrimination may be reached. In the vision
of the wood and the one tree that sur'vives we have
Pompey pointed out clearly. The multitude of
trees points to the numerous magistracies ot Rome.
(Cf description of S( nate of Rome in 1 i\Iacc 8 15.)
'The seer in his vision sees all these swept away and
one remaining. I t could not be an emperor, as
that title w-as regarded as equivalent to "king,"
as Nero in the Asc Isa is called "tJie matricide king."
The onl\- other besides Pompey likely to be pointed
to woul( I be Julius Caesar. But the fall ot the great
desecrator of the temple, which the seer foresaw,
would not have tailed to be noted as succeeded by
that of Caesar who had concjuered him. It is difficult for us to reahze the position Pompey occupied
in the eyes especially of the eastern world before
the outbreak of the civil war. Cicero's letters and
his oration Pro lege Manilia show the way Pompey
filled the horizon even in republican Rome, in a
society most ot the prominent members of which
claimed a descent that w-ould have enabled them
to look down on Pompey, But in the East he had
enjoyed dictatorial powers. His intervention in
the contest between the brothers John HjTcanus
II and Aristobulus could not fail to impress the
Jews, and his desecration of the temple would mark
him off for a very special destruction. The date
is so far before the death of Pompey (48 BC)—
though after the desecration ot the temple—that
the possibility of anyone entering into conflict
with him is not dreamed ot. When w-e turn to the
twelve show-ers, we are led to the time ot this struggle
also as that which shall immediately precede the
coming of the Messiah. Another note ot time is to
be found in ch 28—"The measure and reckoning
of the time are tw-o parts, weeks of seven weeks."
This we regard as two jubilees—i.e. approximately
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a cent The point to be fixed is the time trom which
this cent, is to be reckoned. To our idea it must be
from some event connected with the temple. Such
an event was the dedication ot the temple by
Judas Maccabaeus in the 148th year ot the Seleucid
era—that is, 163 BC. A cent, brings us exactly
to the year of Pompey's capture ot Jerus and
desecration of the temple. Thus three different
lines converge in pointing to 60 or 59 BC as the
date at which this book was written.
^
(5) Relation to other books.—The strange mingling
of knowledge of Scripture and ignorance of it is
a phenomenon to be observed. The very first
clause contains a gross anachronism, whatever explanation may be given ot the statement. Taken
with what follows, the statement is t h a t Jerus was
taken by Nebuchadnezzar, "in the 25th year ot
Jeconiah, king of Judah." This naturally ought
to mean the 25th year ot the reign of Jeconiah,
but he only reigned three months. Whether the
date is reckoned from his life or his captivity, it
wdfl not suit the date of the capture ot Jerus by the
Chaldaeans. Another strange blunder appears in
the subjoined "Epistle of Bar"; the number of
northern tribes who rebelled against Rehoboam
is confused, with that of the tribes settled on the
west of Jordan, and that ot the tribes following the
House ot David with t h a t ot those on the east ot
Jordan. Yet the general course of Biblical history
is quite understood. The author seems fairiy
well acquainted with Jer and Ps, as there are frequent echoes ot these books. Most marked is the
connection between this Apocalypse and the other
books of the same class. 'This connection is not so
obvious in quotable sentences as in the general
atmosphere. This is very marked in regard to the
En Isooks, Ethiopic and Slavonic. In the case ot
the latter, of course, the resemblance is not imitation on the part ot the writer ot this Apocalypse.
One marked distinction, one t h a t precludes any
thought ot direct imitation, is the elaborate angelology ot the En books as compared with the one
nanie which appears in the Apocalypse of Bar.
The book with which the present Apocalypse has
closest relation is 2 (4) Esd. Dr. Charles has given
at the end ot his t r ot the work before us (Apoc of
Baruch, 171) a long list ot resemblances, not; always
of equal value. Sometimes the references are
inaccurate. The main thing to be observed is that
w-hile 2 Esd as w-c have it has on the one hand a
markedly Christian coloring, which it seems impossible to attribute to interpolation, and on the
other, to have seen the desolation ot Jerus under
the Romans, there is no Christian element in the
genuine Baruch, and the desolation is more sentimental as proved by the inability to realize the
conditions consequent on the capture of the city by
victorious enemies,
(6) The words of Baruch.—One of the e-vidences
ot the influence our Apocalj'pse had in the Christian
community is the composition by a Christian of "The
Rest ot the Words of Bar" (or Jer). This was found,
like so many other treasures, by Ceriani in t h e Ambrosian Library, MUan. Jer is the principal spokesman in the book. I t is revealed to him t h a t Jerus is
to be given into the hands ot the Chaldaeans, and he
announces this to Baruch. He is desirous to save
Abimelech (Ebedmelech), and prays God for him,
and Abimelech is sent away out of the city while
the angels are overturning it. H e goes to t h e vineyard of Agrippa and falls asleep. His sleep continues sixty years. When, arising from sleep, he
enters Jerus again he does not ree(5gnize it. An
angel leads him to Baruch who had made his abode
in a tank. Baruch "writes to Jeremiah, who has
departed to Babylon. His letter is conveyed by
an eagle. Jer on receipt of this epistle collects all
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the captives and leads them back to Jerus. Certain
of them would not submit to the law in all its
strictness, but, turning aside, founded Samaria,
.•ifter some time Jeremiah dies, rises again on the
third day and preaches Christ as the Son of God,
and is stoned by the Jews, A noticeable thing is
the relatively accurate account of the date of
Christ's appearance after the return trom the
capti'vity, 477 years, only it must be ealcidated
from the reign of Artaxerxes and to the resurrection.
This, however, would make Jeremiah nearly two
hundred years old. Such a thing, however, is not
a matter that would disturb a Jewish chronologer.
"The Rest of the Words of Baruch" SIXTHS to have
been WTitten by a Christian Jew in Pal before the
rebelhon of Barcochba.
In the Epistle ot Jude is a reference to a conflict
between the archangel Michael and Satan, when
they "disputed about the body of
3. The As- Moses." O i g e n (dc Princtp, iii.2)
sumption
attributes this to a book he calls Asof Moses
ctnsio Mosis.
Clement Alexandrinus
gives an account of the burial of
Moses quoted from the same book. There are
several references to the book up to the 6th cent.,
but thereafter it disappeared till Ceriani found
the fragment of it which is pubhshed in the Ada
Sacra et Profana (Vol I). This fragment is in
Lat. It is full of blunders, some due to transcription, pro-ving that the last scribe had but an imperfect knowledge of the tongue in which he
wrote. Some of the blunders go farther back and
seem to have been due to the scribe who tr'' it from
Gr. Even such a common word as thilpsis ("affliction") he did not know, but attempted, by no
means w-ith conspicuous success, to transliterate
it as clipsis.
So with alldphuloi "foreigners,"
the common LXX equivalent of "Phihstine," and
yet commoner skeni ("a tent") and several others.
It probably was dictated, as some of the blunders
of the copyist may be better explained as mistakes
in hearing, as fynicis for Phoenices, and venient
for veniet. Some, however, are due to blunders
of sight on the part ot the translator, as monses
for moyses. From this we may deduce that he
read from a MS in cursive characters, in which
" and V were alike. This Milan MS has been
frequently edited. Dr. Charles has suggested with
great plausibihty that there were two works, a
Testament of Moses, and an Assumption, and that
these have been combined; and, while Jude ver 9
is derived from the Assumption, as also the quotation in Clement ot Alexandria, he thinks that Jude
ver 16 is derived from separate clauses of the
Testament. It may be observed that in the
fragment which has been preserved to us, neither
the passages in Clement nor that referred to in Jude
ver 16 are to be found.
(1) Summary of the book.—Moses, now in the
plain of Moab, caUs Joshua to him and gives him
commands for the people. He had already blessed
them tribe by tribe. Now he calls his successor
to him and urges him to be ot good courage. He
tells him that the world has been created tor Israel,
and that he, Moses, had been ordained from before
the foundation of the world to be the mediator
of this covenant. These commands are to be
written down and preserved in clay jars full of
cedar oil. This sentence is added to explain the
discovery and pubhcation. A rapid summary of
the history of Israel to the fall of the Northern
Kingdom follows. The successive reigns are called
years—eighteen years before the division of the
kingdom, 15 Judges and Saul, Da'vid and Solomon,
and nineteen after, the kings from Jeroboam to
Hoshea. The Southern Kingdom has twenty
years or reigns. The Southern Kingdom was to
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faU before Nebuchadnezzar, the king from the
East who would cover the land with his cavalry.
When they are in captivity one prays for them.
Here follows a prayer modeled on Dnl 9 4-19—
almost a version of it. In this connection it may be
notecl that of the ten tribes it is asserted they will
multiply among the Gentiles. There is a sudden
l(;ap forward to the time of the Gr domination.
Singularly, the period of the Maccabees does not
appear in this sketch of history. The times ot
Judas Maccabaeus are not mentioned, but the Idngs
of his house, the descendants of Simon, are referred
to as "Kings ruling shall rise from them, who shaU
be called priests of the Most High God." To them
toflows Herod, rex pelidans, "who wifl not be of the
race of the priests." He wifl execute judgment
on the people like those ot Egypt. Herod is to
leave children who will reign after him for a short
period. The Rom emperor is to put an end to
their rule and to burn up Jerus. Then comes a
mutilated chapter, which, while following in the
narrative, may yet be only another aspect of the
oppression, 'The Roman officials figure duly> as
the source ot this, and the Sadducean high-priestly
party as their instruments. The resemblance to
the terms in which Our Lord denounces the Pharisees leads one to think that they, too, are meant
by the Essene authors. We have noted above that
the Maccabean period is completely omitted. The
persecution under Antiochus appears in chs 8 and 9.
With Dr. Charles we are inclined to think they
have been displaced. In ch 9 occurs the reference
to the mysterious Taxo with his seven sons. Dr.
Charles is quite sure the reference is to the seven
sons of the widow who suffered before Antiochus
Epiphanes as related in 2 Mace 7 (4 Mace 8-17),
but the "mother" is the prominent person in all
the forms of the story, whfle in no form ot it is their
father mentioned. It is to be noted that if T of
this mj'sterious name, represents fl in the Heb
( = 400), and S represents the letter D ( = 60) which
occupies the same place in the Heb alphabet, and
if the 0 represents 1 ( = 6), adding those numbers
together we have the number 466, which is the
sum ot the letters of Shimeon. But nothing in the
history of the second son of Mattathias resembles
the history of the mysterious Taxo. On this subject
the reader is recommended to study Charles, Assumption of Moses, 32-34. Taxo recommends his sons,
ha-ving fasted to retire into a cave, and rather to
die than to transgress the commands of God. In
this conduct there is a suggestion ot the action ot
several ot the pious in the beginning of the Antiochus persecutions. Taxo then breaks into a
song of praise to God, in the course of which he
describes the final discomfiture of the enemies of
God and of His people. The establishment of
the Messianic kingdom is to be 250 times after
the Assumption of Moses. The interpretation of
this is one of the difficulties in regard to this Apocalypse. Langen takes the times as equivalent to
decades, and Dr. Charles as year-weeks. The
latter seems a more probable meaning of "time,"
as more in the line of Jewish thought. It should
be noted that Dr. Charles thinks illius advenlum
refers not to the Messiah's coming, but to the last
judgment. In answer to the declaration ot Moses
as to his approaching death, Joshua rends his garments and breaks forth into lamentations, wondering who will lead on the people when his master
has departed. There is one phrase that seems to
imply a tincture of classical culture. Joshua says
of Moses, "AU the world is thy Sepulchre," which
seems to be a reminiscence of Pericles' funeral
oration (Thucyd. u.4), "The whole earth is the
monument of men of renown." He then casts himself at the feet of Moses. His master encourages
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phrase is the name given to Moses—arbiter testamenti, "the mediator of the covenant," which we
find repeatedly used in the Epistle to the He:
mesites is the Gr tr ot mdkhl'^h in Job 9 33, but in
translating the Epistle to the He into Heb Delitzsch uses ,5ar.?5r, a purely rabbinic word. Another
rendering is m'nage'^h. There are several echoes
in this book ot passages in the OT, as the address
to Josh (1 1 ff) is parallel with D t 31 7 f. The
prayer in ch 4, as before observed, is modeled on
Dnl 9 4-19. 'There are traces of acquaintance
with the Psalter ot Solomon in ch 5 as compared
with Ps 4. In these there appear to be echoes of
the present work in Our Lord's description of the
Pharisees, when w-e compare M t 23 w-ith ch 6.
'There is a fragment published by Ceriani entitled "History and Life [diegesis kai politeia] of
Adam, ^^dlich Was Revealed by God to Moses,
His Servant." I t is an account ot the life ot our
first parents after the death of Abel to their own
death. It has been composed to all appearance
in Gr, and really belongs not to Mosaic lit., but to
that connected w-ith Adam. I t is to be noted that
to Cain and Abel other names are given besides
those so well known. They are called Adiaphotos
and Amilabc-s, names of no assignable origin. There
are no evidences of Christian influence; trom this
one would be led to regard it as a Jewish writing;
as the middle of it has been lost, any decision is to
be made with caution.
The Ascension of Isaiah was often referred to by
name in the works of early Christian Fathers, especially by Origen. I t is called by him
4. The
"The Apocryphon ot Isaiah." EpiphAscension anes gives it the title by which it is
of Isaiah
more commonly known. Now that
we have the book, we find numerous
echoes of it. Indeed, Origen claims t h a t He 11 37
contains a reference to it in speaking ot saints who
were saw-n asunder. Justin Martyr speaks ot the
death of Isaiah in terms that imply an acquaintance
with this book. It had disappeared till Archbishop
Laurence found a copy of it in Ethiopic on a London
book-stall. The capture of Magdala brought
home more manuscripts. A portion of it had been
printed in Venice from a Lat version.
(6) ,Sum.mary.—ln the 26th year of his reign
Hezekiah calls Isaiah before him to deliver certain
writings into his hand. Isaiah informs him that the
devil Sammael Malkira would take possession of
his son Manasseh, and that he, Isaiah, will be sawn
asunder by his hand. On hearing this, Hezekiah
would order his son to be killed, but Isaiah tells him
•e.g. 8 2, "Those who conceal [their circumcision] that the Chosen One will render his counsel vain.
he icill torture and has deli^-ered up to be led to On the death ot his father, Manasseh turned his
prison." The ignorance ot the scribe may, however
hand to serve Berial Matanbukes. Isaiah retired
be invoked to explain this. On the other hand,'
to Bethlehem, and thence, with certain prophets—
the change of tense is so violent that even an ig- Mic, Joel and Hab—and also Hananiah and his
norant scribe would not be likely to make it by
own son Joab, he removed to a desert mountain.
mistake. Over and above, a narrative attributed
Balkira, a Sam, discovered their hiding-place.
to Joshua and asserted to be written down by him
They are brought before Manasseh, and Isaiah is
at the dictation of Moses, would necessarily be in
accused ot impiety because he has said that he has
Heb. From this we would deduce that Heb rather
seen God, yet God had declared to Moses, "There
than Aram, has been the Sem original.
shafl no flesh see my face." He had also called
• *u^ T?"''"i~'^'^® identification of the rex petulans Jerus, Sodom, and its rulers, those ot Gomorrah.
with Herod and the statement that he should be
For Berial (Belial) had great wrath against Isaiah
succeeded by his sons who should reign a short
because he had revealed the coming ot Christ and
tinie, fix the date of the composition ot the work
the mission of the apostles. At this point there
before us within narrow limits. It must have
appears to be a confusion between the first coming
been ;vritten after the death of Herod and also of Christ and His second. Lawless elders and
after the deposition ot Arehelaus, 6 AD, and before shepherds are referred to as appearing, and it is
It was seen that Antipas and Phihp were secure on
assumed the elders ot the church and the pastors are
7 n / « In^'-T^i,^''-"".'^'' ' ? " " ° * '^^te it l^ter than intended, though this is not necessarily so. There
7 or 8 AD. The mtense hatred of the Herodians certainly was much contention in the churches, as
was a characteristic of this time. Later they came
we know, concerning the question of circumcision.
to be admired by the patriotic party
The reference, however, may be to the rulers and
(5) Relation to other books.—The most striking
elders of Israel who crucified Our Lord. Then
him and promises him success. At this point the
fragment ends. It is to be expected that shortly
after this would occur the passage quoted by
Clement of .Alexandria, and still later that quoted
in Jude.
(2) Slriicture.—It seems to have been united with
one, if not two other books, a "Testament ot
Moses" and our Book of Jub. It would seem that
in the present work we have mostly the "Testament." The insertion of the word receptione after
morte in 10 12 indicates that when this copy w-as
made the two writings were united. As above
remarked, there appears to have been a displacement of chs 8 and 9; they ought to have been
placed between chs 4 and 5.
(3) Language.—As already mentioned, the MS
found by Ceriani in the Ambrosian Library is in
Lat. No one, however, has maintained that this
was the language in which it was originally written.
It is evidently a tr from the Gr. A number of
Gr words are transliterated, some ot them common
enough. So clearly does the Gr shine through, that
Hilgenfeld has reproduced what he imagines the
Gr text to have been. That ha-ving been settled,
a further question rises. Is the Gr the original
tongue, or was it, too, a tr from a Sem original?
The first alternative is that adopted by Hilgenfeld.
His arguments from the alleged impossibility of
certain grammatical constructions being found in
Heb are due to mistake. The presence of such
words as Allofile and Deutcronomion simply prove
that in translating a book which claimed to be
written about Moses, the writer followed the diction
usetl by the LXX, just as Archbishop Laurence
in translating En used the diction of the A\ of the
Bible. These questions have been ably investigated
by Dr. Charles in his edition of the Asm M (42-45).
He shows a number of Sem idioms which have
persisted through the Gr—some cases in which
the meaning can only be got by reconstructing the
Heb text. Again, corruption can only be explained
by means of a Sem text. It might be suggested
that a, falsarius writing in Gr would naturally
employ the diction ot the LXX as has been done
frequently in English; the diction of the AV is
used to cover the imitation of a sacred book. The
fact that style w-as so little regarded as a means of
settling dates and authorship renders this unhkely.
The more delicate question of which of the two
Sem tongues—.Iram. or Heb—is employed, is more
difficult to .settle. There are, however, one or two
eases in which w-e seem to see traces of the vav
(ivaiv) conversive—a construction peculiar to Heb
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follows the account ot the incarnation of Behar in
Nero, "the matricide monarch," and the persecut ion
of the twelve apostles, ot whom one will be delivered
into his hand—the reference here being probably
to the martyrdom of Peter. If it is Paul, then
it is a denial of Peter's martyrdom at Rome altogether; if it is Peter, it means the denial of Paul's
apostleship. The reign of the .Vntichrist is to be
"three years, seven months and tw-ent>--seven
days," (Jiat is, on the Rom reckoning, 1,335 days.
This would seem to be calculated from Nero's
pei-secution of the Christians. He makes a singular statement; "The greater number of those who
have been associated together in order to receive
the Beloved he will turn aside after him"—a statement that implies a \-astl>- greater apostasy under
the stress of persecution than we ha\'e any record
of from other sources. .\ good deal is to be said
for the insertion ot 1,000 in the number 332 in 4 14,
so as to make it read 1,332. .Vt the end of this
period "the Lord will come wdth His angels and will
drag Behar into Gehenna wdth his armies." Then
follows a reference to the descent of the Beloved
into Sheol. The foUo-sving chapter gives an account
of the mart^Tdom of Isaiah, how he w-as "sawn in
sunder w-ith a w-ooden saw," and how Balkira
mocked him, and strove to get Isaiah to recant.
With ch 6 begins the .Iseension proper. This
ch, how-ever. is merely the introduction. It is in
ch 7 that the account is given ot how the prophet
is carried up through the firmament and then
through heaven after heaven to the seventh. A
great angel leads him upward. In the firmament
he found the angels of the de-vil envying one another.
Above this is the first heaven where he found a
throne in the midst, and angels on the right and the
left, the former of whom were the more excellent. So
it w-as in the second, third, fourth and fifth heavens.
Each heaven was more glorious than that beneath.
In the sixth heaven there was no throne in the midst
nor was there any distinction between angels on the
right and left; all were equal. He is then raised
to the seventh heaven—the most glorious of all—
where he sees not only God the Father, but also the
Son and the Holy Spirit. As to the Son we are
told that he should descend, and ha-ving assumed
human form should be crucified through the influence of the Prince ot this World. Having
descended into Sheol, he spoUed it, and ascended
up on high. In ch 10 there is a more detailed account of the descent of the Son through the successive heavens, how in each He assumed the aspect
of the angels that dwelt therein, so that they did
not know Him. In the Firmament, the quarreling
and en-yying appeared at first to hinder Him. In
ch 11 we have a semi-docetic account of the miraculous birth. With the declaration that it was on
account of these revelations that he, Isaiah, was
sawn in sunder, the Apocalypse ends.
(2) Structure.—Dr. Charles has maintained that
three works are incorporated—the Testament of
Hezekiah, the Martyrdom ot Isaiah and the Vision
of Isaiah. The names have been taken from those
given to this work in patristic literature, and are
not strictly descriptive of the contents, at least
of the first. The confused chronology ot the work
as we have it may to some extent be due to transcription and translation. From the opening paragraph, there appears to have been an Apocryphon
attributed to Hezekiah. Manasseh is called
into his father's presence in order that here may be
dehvered to him words of righteousness "which the
king himself had seen" "of eternal judgment, the
torments ot Gehenna and the Prince of this World
and his angels and of his principalities and powers"
—a phrase which implies a knowledge of the Epistle
to the Eph on the part of the writer. The contents
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given thus summarily are not further detailed. The
Vision of Isa does not give any account of the powers
and principalities ot Satan's kingdom. It would
seem better to regard the present work as composed
of two—the Martyrdom of Isaiah and the Vision
or Ascension proper. The references backward and
forward seem to imply a similarity of authorship in
both parts. This would seem to suggest that the
editor and author were one and the same person.
There is a knowledge of Rom affairs at the time of
Nero's faU so much beyond what anyone living in
Pal could attain that Rome would seem to be the
place of composition.
(3) Language.—The
immediate original trom
whi(di the tr, Ethiopic, Lat and Sclavonic were made
appears to have been Gr. It is clear in regard to
the Ethiopic where the proper names which end
in Heb in h and in the Gr transcription end in s, as
Hezekias, Isaias, the latter is followed, but Manasseh is Manassa. An interesting case is to be found
in 2 12; Mikayas is caUed "son of Amida," where
"Amida" stands tor Imlah. In the Ethiopic transliteration 'aleph is generally used for the initial yddh
as a vowel, as it is in "Israel" (Ethiopic Asreal);
hence 'Tmida" might as correctly represent the
name. Then as A (d) and A (I) are like each other
the change is explained. Although certainly as said
above, Gr has been the immediate original, it is
possible if not even probable that behind the Gr
there was Heb. The structure ot the sentences
suggests the same thing (see 2 5 Gr). The mysterious name given to Berial, Mattanbdkus—
which, unfortunately, we have not in Gr—seems to
be intelligible only in the idea that it has a Heb
etymology, mattan bukdh, "the gift of emptiness,"
the latter word being equivalent to "the void,"
"the abyss." The title given to Sammael, Malkira,
seems naturally to mean king of "the watchers"
—'trim, the angels who, as related in En (10 5),
did not continue in their first estate, but defiled
themselves with women. So Belkira is "Lord of
the fort"—ba'al klr. There thus seems to be a
probability that like so many others of this class,
the "Ascension" was originally written in Heb.
(4) Date.—No one reading the "Ascension" can
tafl to feel that he has to do with a Christian document, and one belonging to the very beginning ot
Christian history. There may have been an earlier Jewish Apocalypse behind, though to our thinking that does not seem necessary. It is made up of
two documents, but the Christian element appears
to be woven into the structure ot both portions.
That it is to be dated eariy in the history of the
church may be seen trom the expectation ot Christ's
speedy reappearance in the world in His parousia.
The conflict in the church between elders and
shepherds gives a picture of the struggle between
Judaizers and the Pauhne Christians on the other
side. 'The emphasis laid on the twelve, the omission
of ail reference to Paul, indicates that it was Judaizing. The docetic account of the birth of Jesus,
its independence of the canonical Gospels, all speak
of an early date. The date, however, it seems to
us, can be fixed with great certainty. The reign of
Berial, who has come down upon Nero and incarnated himself in him is to be three years, seven
months and twenty-seven days, in all 1,335 days
(4 12), the number in the end ot Dnl (12 12).
This number, it may be noted, is reached by reckoning the years and months according to the
Julian Calendar, proving this Apocalypse to have
been -written in Rome. But the number is singularly near the actual duration of Nero's reign
after the persecution had begun. From the
burning of Rome (July 19, 64) to the death of
Nero (June 9, 68) was 1,421 days—that is, 86 days
more. It was at least a month after the confla-
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gration that the persecution began, and longer till
the mad orgy ot cruelty when Christians wrapt
in pitch and set on fire Oluminated Nero's gardens.
It a Christian in Rome saw the persecution, he
might hope tor the end of this reign of terror, and
fix on the number he found in Daniel. It would
seem that aheady the 1,290 days had been overpassed, so he hopes that the 1,335 days wUl see the
end of the tyrant. There is a difficulty in the 332
days ot 4 14. The temptation is great to hold
with Liicke, Diflmann and Charles that 1,000 has
dropped out, and that the last figure ought to be 5;
then we have the same number. In that case, this
Apocalypse must have been written after the news
ot the rebellion of Vindex had reached Rome, but
before the death ot Nero. If we may adopt this
—though the fact that the shorter no. is found in
all three Ethiopic MSS makes this method ot adding a figure necessary to an explanation one to be
avoided—this would point to the time immediately
preceding Nero's death. The difficulty is, where
did the. author get the number? If it is correct,
it is probably the arithmogram of some name of
Satan. Berial gives 322 by gematria. It would seem
that another mark of time is given in the martyrdom
ot Peter, which may be dated 64 AD. Another
negative note is the absence of any reference to the
tafl of Jerus. Had it happened, Jew though the
writer was, his love for his crucified IMaster would
have led him to see the vengeance of heaven on
the city which had put Him to death, and exult in
it. It must have been written in the course ot
the year CS,
Unlike the books we have been discussing hitherto
4 Esd has never disappeared from the knowledge
of the church. It has, however, come
5. The 4th down to us primarily in a Lat transBook of
lation of a Gr original. Archbishop
Esdras
Laurence discovered an Ethiopic version of it. Later an Armenian version
with Lat translation was published in Venice.
An Arab, version is als( i in existence. It was received
into the Apocrypha of the Anglican church, though
excluded from that ot Germany; by the Council of
Trent 1 Esd and 2 Esd ot our Apocrypha were
excluded from the Roman Catholic canon, and
placed after Rev, along with Pr Man.
(1) Summary.—The first two chs contain a
prophecy after the model ot Isa. Not a few passa.ges show the influence ot the N T on it Cf
2(4) Esd 1 30 with Mt 23 37, and 2(4) Esd 2
4.5 w-ith Rev 7 13. "\^'ith ch 3 there is a new beginning. This opens with a prayer which occupies
the whole ch. In answer, Uriel is sent from God
and reveals to Ezra by various symbols the plan of
God in regard to Israel. This goes on to the middle
of ch 5, and forms the first vision. After fasting
seven da>-s, a new communication is made by Uriel
to Ezr. It begins as the former did w-ith a prayer
Then foUows a series ot questions intended to bring
out the limited understanding of man. When
these are finished, Uriel gives an account of the history of the worid from the creation. This vision
ends w-ith 6 35, The third vision is very interesting, as a large section of 70 vs had been lost and
w-cre recovered only comparatively recently This
vision (ontains an account of Creation as it is in
Oen, only rhelorieij expansions occur, and a fuU
description is given ot Leviathan and Behemoth
Ezra. IS shown the heavenly Zion in vision as diflicult
ot access. The portion recently discovered contains
an account of the place of punishment, and there
rs mention of Paradise, The end of this is a prayer
tion ? 8 % n r Th 'T'^^^.
independent composition (8 20). The fourth vision begins wdth 9 26
in It Ezra IS shown a -n'oman weeping, w-ho is interpreted to be Zion. She is transformed into a city
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(10 27). The fifth -vision is the most important.
It begins -with an eagle appearing, which has three
heads and twelve wings. This is interpreted as
referring to the Rom empire. I t would seem that
this had been added to, as in addition to the twelve
wings, eight other wings are spoken ot. A lion
appears who rebukes and destroys the eagle with the
twelve wings. This hon is the Messiah and his
Idngdom. The sixth -vision begins with ch 13 and
contains an account of the coming of Christ. In
the seventh we have an account of the re-writing
of the books at the (dictation of Ezra, and the retention of the seventy secret sacred books. In what
has preceded we have followed the scheme of
Fritzsche. The last ch proceeds trom the same
pen as do the opening chs, and is combined with
them by Fritzsche and called the Fifth Book ot
Esd.
(2) Structure.—As has been indicated above,
4 Esd' is marked off into several distinct portions,
preceded by Ezra fasting, and introduced by a
prayer on the part ot the prophet. Kabisch has a
more elaborate scheme than Fritzsche. Like him,
he recognizes seven visions, and like him he separates off the first ch and the last 17, 15, 16, as by a
different hand from the rest ot the book. But in
addition, he recognizes additions made by a R
throughout the book. To us the scheme appears
too elaborate.
(3) Language.—As above mentioned, the immediate source ot the Lat text appears to have been Gr.
'There is very httle to enable us to settle the question whether Gr was the language in which this
book was composed, or whether even the Gr is a
tr trom Heb or Aram. There are many echoes
ot the other Scriptures, but no direct quotations,
so there is nothing to show whether the author used
the Heb text or the LXX, The proper names do
not supply any clue. Although there are so many
versions of the Gr, they are aU so paraphrastic
that the Gr in most cases is not by any means certain.^ The few vs quoted in Gr by Clemens Alexandrinus do not afford space enough to discover
through them if there is any other language behind.
It possibly was written in Heb, as it seems to have
been written in Pal.
(4) Date.—From the tone of the book there is
no doubt that it was written after the capture ot
Jerus by Titus. Had it been due to the later cataclysm, when the rebelhon ot Barcochba was overthrown, a Christian Jew would not have manifested
such sorrow. The break between the church
and the synagogue was complete by t h a t time.
Il urther, had this book been written under Hadrian,
the previous disaster would have been referred to.
Gver and above the distinctiy and avowedly Christian passages, there are numerous echoes of the N T
Scriptures. The fifth vision affords notes of time
which would be more unambiguous if there had
not been additions made. The eagle with the three
heads and twelve wungs is declared to be the fourth
monarchy of Daniel, and by the context this is
shown to be imperial Rome. The question that
has exercised critics is the portion ot the Rom history
referred to. Lucke regarded the reference to be to
rulers prominent in the time ot Sulla, and the three
Heads t(3 be the first triumvirate. This view imphes
a knowledge of Rom politics not possessed by any
Jew oi the pre-Christian period. Fiu-ther, the
echoes c)t N I language which occur (cf 2[4] Esd
5 1 with Lk 18 8- 2[4] Esd 6 5 with Rev 7 3,
etc) determine the decision against any idea that it
was pre-Christian. The realization ot the horrors
01 the overthrow of Jerus is too vivid to be
the result merely ot imagination. Another theory
would see in the three heads the three Septimians
Severus and his sons Caracalla and Geta
This
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would find a place for the eight under-wings, as
that is exactly the number of emperors between
Domitian and Severus, if one neglects the short
reign of Didius Juhanus. The destruction of "the
two under wings that thought to ha\'e reigned"
(2[4] Esd 11 31) would be fulfiUed in the defeat
and death ot Pescennius Niger and Clodius .VIbiiius.
The fact that it is the right-hand head that di-vours
the head to the left fits the murder of Geta the
younger son, by Caracalla, the elder. .Vgaiiist this
view is the fact that the book is quoted by ('leinens
Alexandrinus. Fm'ther, the eight under-wings are
sai(i to be kings "whose times shaU bo small, and
theh years swdtt" (2(41 Esd 12 20). Though this
might be said ot Nerva. it could not be affirmed
of Trajan, Hadrian, .Vntoninus Pius or Marcus
Aurehus. We ai-e thus restricted to the \-iew' which
maintains that the three heads ai-e the three Flavians, The twelve w-ings are the first emperors, beginning with Juhus Caesar, The reign of Augustus
is longer than any ot the monarchs that succeeded
him, and it is noted that the second wdng was to have
that distinction (2(1] Esd 12 15). The date then
may be placed between the death ot Titus and that
of Domitian—that is, from SI to 96. The Lion who
rebukes the Eagle for his imrighteousness is the
Messiah—the Christ—in His second coming, when
He shaU come in the glory of His kingdom. The
Chi-istians had begun to doubt the speedy coming
of the Master; hence He is spoken ot as "kept unto
the end of days" (2 Esd 12 32). Such are the
Apocalj-pses, strictly speaking.
//. Legendary Works.—The Book of Jub is the
only one which sm-\dves of this class of composition.
The portion of Asc Isa which contains
Book of
the account ot his martyrdom has
Jubilees
much of this character. It, however,
has been conjoined to the Apocalyptic
"Ascension." It would seem t h a t in some copies
the Asm 'SI was added to this work as a supplement.
It is frequently cited as lepto Genesis—sometimes
leptogenesis, and again microgenesis, "the httle
Genesis." _This title cannot be meant to refer t o
its actual size, for it is considerably longer than the
canonical book. I t may either mean that this book
IS to be less regarded than the canonical Genesis,
or that it is taken up -with
leptd—"minutiae.'
Another, and possibly more plausible explanation is
to be found in the Heb or Aram. There is a rabbinic book known as B're'shlth Rdbbd', in which the
whole of Gen is expanded by Midrashic additions,
amphfications and explanations, to many times the
size of the work before us, which, in comparison,
would be B're'shlth Ziitd'—"the smaU Genesis."
The main difficulty is that the Jewish work, B.
Rabbah, cannot weU be dated earlier than 300 AD.
We owe the work before us mainly—in its complete
form—^Uke so many others, to its inclusion in the
canon of the Ethiopic church. Portions ot it in
Lat and Syr have been found in the second main
source ot apocalyptic lit. in recent times, the Ambrosian Library of Milan. There have been several
editions of the Ethiopic text.
(1) Summary.—It is difficult to give anything like
a summary of the Book ot Jub in the ordinary sense
of the word. Roughly speaking, the canonical
Book of Gen is the summary. The writer has
omitted many features and incidents, but these have
been more than compensated for by additions and
expansions. Most of these omissions have an
apologetic aim. The acts of deception of which
Abraham was guilty in Egypt and toward Abimelech in regard to Sarah, the similar act of Isaac,
would involve matters diflScult to palliate. The
way Simeon and Le-vi entrapped the Shechemites
into being circumcised and then took advantage
of their condition to murder them, is omitted also.
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Jacob's devices to increase his flocks at Laban's
expense are also passed over in silence. The most
marked omission is the blessing ot Jat'ob in Gen 49.
This is to be explained by the way the writer has
praised Simeon and Levi earlier, which Jacob's
denunciation ot them flatly contradicts. Many ot
the additions have a similar apologetic intention, as
the statement that Dinah was twelve years old at
tli(> time ((f the rape, the presents Jacob gave to his
parents four times a year, etc. When Jacob deceives
his father, he does not say he is Esau, but only " I
am thy son." There are longer additions, chiefly
ceremonial. Two incidents narrated at length are
the warfare of the Amorites against Jacob (34 1-9),
and the war of Esau (37 and 38).
(2) Structure.—The most marked characteristic
of the book is that from which it has its most common name, "The Book of J u b , " the dating of events
by successive Jubilees. The whole history ot the
world is set in a framework of Jubilees and every
event is dated by the Jubilee ot the world's history
in which it had occurred, and the year-week ot that
Jubilee and the year ot that week. The -writer has
carried his septenary principle into the year and
made the days in it, as did the -writer of one of the
E n books, a multiple of seven, 364 = 7X52 days. I t
does not seem to have been interpolated.
(3) Language.—Like so many more ot the pseudepigrapha, the Ethiopic, from which our modern
tr" have been made, has been tr'* from a Gr original,
which in turn has had a Sem source. It is somewhat
difficult to form a decision as to which of the two
Sem languages in use in Pal was that in which it
was composed. Certainly some, as Frankel, have
maintained that it was -written in Gr first of all.
This is contrary to ancient e'vidence, as, Jerome
refers to the use of rissah, "a stadium," as used in
the Book ot Jub. More can be said for an Aram,
original. The use of Mastema for Satan, and the
plurals in in, point in that direction. Dr. Charles's
arguments seem to us to settle the matter in favor
of Heb. Cf the case of 47 9, in which bath, "a
daughter," is confused with bayith, "a house." One
of his arguments is not so conclusive: 2 9 wahaba,
"gave," appears where "appointed" is the meaning
—a confusion ot meanings only possible from the
double meaning of nathan, as the Aram, yahabh has
the same double force: "See I have made thee
[yeh'bhethdkh] a God to Pharaoh" (cf Pesh Ex 7 1).
These indications are few, but they seem sufficient.
(4) Date.—The formidable authority ot Dr.
Charles and that of Littmann are in favor of an
early date—before the quarrel of John Hyrcanus
wdth the Pharisees. Our reading of the history is
different from that of either of these scholars. The
Hassidh party had been lukewarm to the Maccabeans from tiie latter portion of the pontificate of
Judaa Maccabaeus; the insult offered to Hyrcanus
at his own table was the enmity reaching its height.
If with Dr. Charles we assume the author to be a
Pharisee, then the date is impossible. The Pharisaic party were never enthusiastic supporters of
the Maccabeans, except when Alexandra threw herself into their arms. Two charact(>ristics of this
book strike the reader—its apologetic tone, and its
hatred of Edom. During the time ot John Hyrcanus the nation did not assume an apologetic attitude. It had thrown off the Syrian-Gr domination
and repelled the attempt to Hellenize its religion.
It would be only Greeks, or those under Gr influences that would necessitate the apologetic attitude. ' We are driven to the Herodian period when
Romans abounded in the court and Greeks and
Graeculi were frequent, when those who, being
Jews and knowing Heb, yet hacl imbibed HeUenic
culture, and readily saw the points where assault
might be made on their faith and its sacred literature.
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This date would explain the hatred of E(lom. We
therefore would place it about the death of Herod—
trom 5 BC to 6 AD.
Unlike the other books ot this class, mu(!h ot
it has been found in the Tahn; hence, though we
still think the author to have been an Essene, we
think that he had much sympathy with the Pharisaic school in its latest development.
///. Psalmic Pseudepigrapha.—The
Ps Sol is
the one of all the pseudepigrapha which seems to
have hovered most nearly on the
1. Psalter border of deutero-canonicity. Even
of Solomon 4 Esd, as not being found in Gr,
scarcely can be counted an exception,
as it was never admitted into the canon of Alexandria. The famous Codex Alexandrinus, as its
table of contents proves, originally contained the
book before us. In several catalogues ot books
that were acknowledged, by some at least, to be
authoritative, it is named — sometimes to be declared uncanonical. Like so many other books-;Jewish and Christian—during the Middle Ages, it
sank into obfi-vion. A IMS of it was first noticed by
Hoeschel the hbrarian in the Library at Augsburg,
in the beginning ot the 17th cent., and pubhshed
by de la Cerda in 1626. This MS has since been
lost. More recently, four other Gr MSS have been
brought to light. From these, with the assistance
of de la Cerda's text, it has repeatedly been pubhshed. The name given to it, "The Psalter of
Solomon," seems purely gratuitous; the writer
makes no claim, direct or indirect, to be the Son
of David.
(1) Summary.—The present coUection consists
of 18 pss closely modeled as to line ot thought and
diction on the canonical Pss. The first ps announces
the declaration of war, but is occupied with the
denunciation ot hypocrites. The second describes
a siege of Jerus and acknowledges that the distresses
of the siege have been deserved, but ends by the
description of the death ot the besieger on the coast
of Egypt. The third ps is one of thanksgi'ving on
the part of the righteous. In the fourth we have
the description and denunciation ot a hypocrite
in terms which suggest strongly Our Lord's words
against the Pharisees. It is e-vidently directed
against a prominent indi'vidual member ot the Sanhedrin. On the generally received date, Antipater
may be the person denounced. The fifth ps is a
prayer tor mercy from God and an appeal to His
loving-kindness. The sixth is occupied with a
description of the blessedness ot the righteous. 'The
short ps w-hich follows is a prayer of Israel under
chastisement, intreating God not to remove His
tabernacle from their midst. The eighth ps describes the siege of the temple and denounces the
sins of the inhabitants of Jerus, which had brought
the Smiter from afar against them, and a prayer for
restoration to favor. Israel, a captive, prays to
God for forgiveness in the ninth ps. In the tenth
we have the blessedness of the man who submits to
the chastening of the Lord. The theme of the eleventh is the return of the captives. The idea of the
following ps is not unlike the middle stanza ot Ps
120 ot the canonical I'salter. The next has as its
theme the blessedness of the righteous and the evU
estate ot the wicked. The fourteenth has a simUar
subject. The next begins wdth the sentiment so
frequent in the canonical Pss: "Allien I was in
trouble I called upon the Lord." The ps which
follows IS experimental in the sense of the old
Puritans. 'The seventeenth ps is the most important, as It IS Mes.sianic, and exhibits the hopes
pr(?valent among the Jews at the time when it was
written. The eighteenth gives a description ot the
blessedness of the return of the Jews to Divine
lavor. IVlessrs. Ryle and James would divide this
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ps into two, as there seems to be a conclusion at the
tenth ver with the sign diapsalma.
Moreover,
a slightly different theme is introduced at this point,
but there is a reference in the Pistis Sophia to the
19th ps, and this is not the one implied. There seems
to be some probability t h a t a Lat tr once existed
trom references, though tew, in the Lat Fathers;
but no MS ot it has yet been discovered. A Syr
tr has been discovered by Dr. Rendel Harris, along
with a number ot other pss also attributed to Solomon, which he has caUed "Odes." Of these more
will be said below.
(2) Language.—That the Gr of these pss is a
tr from the Heb may be proved by what seem to
have been errors in translation, as tou, eipetn, "to
say," where the sense imphes "to destroy," from
the double meaning ot ddbhar, "to say," and later
"to destroy"; heds enikese, "till he conquered,"
where the meaning must be "forever" or "continuously," equivalent to 'adh, Id-negah, which might be
taken as in Aram., and tr'* as in the Gr. Further,
the general character, the frequent occurrence of
en in senses strained in Gr but suiting thoroughly
the Heb preposition 3 , the omission of the substantive verb, the general simphcity in the structure of
the sentences, serve to confirm this. For fuller
elucidation the reader is directed to Ryle and James
ed of this book (Ixxviii-lxxxiv). Hilgenfeld has
urged some arguments in favor ot Gr being the original language. These really prove t h a t the translator was very much influenced in making his
translation by the L X X version of the canonical
Psalter.
(3) Date.—^While Ewald would place it back in
the time ot Epiphanes, if not even earlier, and
Movers and Delitzsch would place it about the time
of Herod, the description of the siege does not
suit any siege but that of Pompey. Still more the
death ot the proud oppressor who besieged the
Temple suits do'wn to the minutest detail the death
ot Pompey, and suits that of no other. This is the
opinion of Langen, Hilgenfeld, Drummond, Stanton,
Schiirer, Ryle and James. 'The pss, however, were
written at various dates between 64 BC, the year
preceding the Pompeian siege, and the death ot
Pompey 46 BC. The common critical idea is that
it is the Psalter ot the Pharisees. The singular
thing is that though the writer reverences the
Temple, he speaks nothing of t h e sacrifices, and
shows no horror at the dishonor of the high priests—
the attitude one would expect, not from a Pharisee,
but from an Essene.
(4) Christology.—The main interest of this
pseudepigraphon is its Christology, which is principafly to be seen in the 17th ps. The Messiah is to
be of the seed of Da'vid: He is to come on the downfaU of the Asmoneans, to overthrow the Romans in
turn. He is to gather the dispersed of Israel, and is
to subject the Gentiles to His rule. T h e character
of this rule is to be spiritual, holy, wise and just.
All these features indicate a preparation for the
coming of Him who fulfilled the expectation ot the
Jews in a way which they had so httle dreamed of.
The students of Gnosticism in perusing the
Pistis Sophia, one of the few literary remains left
us by those bizarre heresies, found
2. The
repeated quotations from the Ps Sol,
Odes of
not one of which was to be found in the
Solomon
received collection. There was one
numbered reference, but it was to the
19th psalm, whereas only eighteen were known to
exist. Lactantius has a quotation from the Ps Sol
which, like those in Pi.-<tis Sophia, has no place in
the "eighteen." It was ob-vious t h a t there were
more Solomonic -writings t h a t were called Psalms
than those ordinarily known. In the beginning
of 1909 the learned world was startled by the in-
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formation that Dr. Rendel Harris had found on his
shelves the missing Ps Sol in a Syr tr. The MS
was defective both at the beginning and end, but
there was, after aU, httle missing ot the whole book.
•The title and the colophon were ot course wanting.
It begins with the new P,sahiis, or, to give them
Dr, Harris' title, "Odes," which are followed by
those tiU now known,
(1) Relation to "Pistis Sophia."—This
cannot
have been the order ot the time when Pi.slt.s Snphia
was published, as the first, of these odes is qu((ted
as the 19th. There are forty-two of them. Thoy
are the work ot a Christian. The doctrine of the
Trinity is present; very prominent is the miraculous birth ot the Saviour; the descent upon Mai',\' ot
the Holy Ghost in the form ot a dove; the crucifixion, and the descent into Hades; and, though less
clearly, the resurrection. One striking thing is the
resemblance ot the account ot the virgin birth to
that we find in the Asc Isa,
(2) Date.—Dr. Rendel Harris dates these Christian odes in the last quarter of the 1st cent., and
there seems every reason to agree with this. The
relation the 19th ps (C»de 37) bears to the ,Vse Isa
is not discussed by him, but to our thinking, the
.\sc lsa seems the more primitive.
IV. Testaments.—.Vlthough,
strictly speaking,
Jewish law had no place for ''testamentary dispositions" by those about to die—"the portion of goods"
that teU to each being prescribed—yet the dying
exhortations ot Jacob addressed to his sons, the
fareweU song ot Moses, Da\dd's deathbed counsels
to Solomon, were ot the nature ot spiritual legacies.
Under Gr and Rom law testaments were the regularly understood means ot arranging heritages; with
the tiling the name was transferred, as in the Mish,
Babhd' Balhrd' 15 26 f, ^ p ^ p i i l , dayytike, so also
in Sj-r. The idea of these pseudepigrapha is clearly
not dra-wn from the "Last \\'ill and Testament,"
but the dying exhortations above referred to.
Gen 49 in which Jacob adchesses his sons gathered round his dying bed furnished the model for
a number ot pseudepigraphic writings.
1. The
Ot these the longest known is X I I P.
Testament In it the writer imagines each of the
of the
sons ot Jacob followdng his father's
Twelve
example and assembhng his descendPatriarchs ants in order that he might give his
dying charge. While Jacob addressed
each of his sons separately, the sons of none of
his sons, save those of Joseph, became at all prominent; so in the case of the sons of Jacob they
each address their descendants as a whole. These
Testaments are occupied wdth moral ad-vices mainly.
The sin most warned against is incontinence.
(1) Summary.—(a) Reuben: The first Patriarch
whose Testament is given is Reuben. While he
bewails the sin that deprived him of his birthright,
he gives an account ot the various propensities that
tend to sin, and accommodates each of these with
an e'vil spirit—spirits of deceit. He gives details
of his sin, which, resembling those given in the Book
of Jub, differs in an apologetic direction. This
apologetic effort is carried farther in the Targ of the
pseudo-Jonathan. In it Reuben is declare(.l to have
disiirdered the bed of Bilhah because it was put
beside his mother's, and he was accused ot impurity
with her; but the Spirit revealed to Jacob that he
was not guflty.
(b) Simeon: The next Testament is that ot
Simeon. The crime that seems to have most
affected Jacob, if we may judge by Gen 49 5-7,
was the murder of the Shechemites by Simeon and
Levi. That, however, is not touched upon in the
Testament; his en-vy of Joseph is what he most
repents of. A stanza, however, is inserted, warning
against fornication (ver 3).
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(c) Levi: The Testament of Levi follows. It is
mainly apocalyptic. The murder ot the Shechemites is regarded as a wholly estimable action, and is
commended by God. The treachery ot the circumcision is not mentioned at afl. He tells how
he was admitted in dream to the third heaven. In
another vision he is clothed with the garments of
the iiriesl.hood. After a piece of autobiography
followed by general admonitions Levi tells what he
had learned from the writing ot Enoch. He tells
how his descendants wifl tall away and become
corrupt. It is to be noted that fornication becomes
very jirominent in the picture of the future. The
destruction of Jerus is foretold, and the captivity
ot Judah among all nations. 'This cannot refer to
the setting up of the "Abomination of Desolation"
by Epiphanes. The Temple was not laid waste,
although it was desecrated; and there did not
follow on the desecration by Epiphanes the scattering ot the Jews unto all nations. It seems necessary to understand by this wasting the capture of
Jerus by Titus. Consequently, the "new priest" of
ch 18 seems to us the priest "after the order of
iVfelchizedek" according to the N T interpretation.
(d) Judah: Judah is the next whose Testament
is given. He first declares his own great personal
prowess, slaying a lion, a bear, a boar, a leopard and
a wUd bull. When the Canaanite kings assaUed
Jacob as related in the Book of Jub, he showed his
courage. Several warlike exploits, ot which we only
learn here, he relates. The assault made by the
descendants ot Esau upon the sons of Jacob and
Jacob's victory is related in the manner and nearly
in the terms of the account in the Book of Jub.
He mentions with a number ot explanatory and
excusatory details his sin in the matter ot Tamar.
He denounces covetousness, drunkenness and fornication. Then he commands his descendants to look
to Levi and reverence him. Then follows a Messianic passage which seems most naturally to bear a
Christian interpretation.
(e) Issachar; The Testament ot Issachar is much
shorter than either of the two preceding ones.
After telling the story of the mandrakes, he dwells
on husbandry. As is noted by Dr. Charles, this
is at variance with the rabbinic representation of
the characteristics of the tribe. He, too, denounces
impurity and drunkenness.
(J) Zebulun: Zebulun's Testament is little longer
than that of Issachar. This Testament is greatly
occupied with the history of the sale of Joseph in
which Zebulun protests he took only the smallest
share and got none of the price.
(g) Dan: The Testament of Dan also is short.
He confesses his rage against Joseph, and so warns
against anger. Here also are w-arnings against
whoredom. The Messiah is to spring from Judah
and Levi. Dr. Charles thinks the first of these
was not in the original, because it would naturally
have been "tribes," not "tribe," as it is. This is
somewhat hasty, as in 1 K 12 23 (LXX) we have
the precisely similar construction pros pdnta oikon
louda kai Beniamln, a sentence which represents
the construction ot the Heb. In this there is a
Messianic passage which describes the Messiah as
delivering the captives of Beliar.
(h) Naphtali: The Testament that follows, that
of Naphtali, has apocalyptic elements in it. It
opens wdth the genealogy ot Bilhah, his mother,
whose father is said to be Rotheus. His vision
represents Levi seizing the sun and Judah the moon.
The young man with the twelve palm branches
seems to be a reference to the Apostles. Joseph
seizes a bull and rides on it. He has a further
dream in which he sees a storm at sea and the
brethren being separated. Again there is a reference to the r(>('Urrent theme of sexual relation (ch 8).
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(i) Gad: The subject of the Testament of Gad is
hatred. Gad is associated with Simeon as being
most fiUed with wrath against Joseph.
(j) Asher; Asher urges whole-hearted obedience
to righteousness, as the apostle James does in his
epistle.
(k) Joseph: One of the most important of these
Testaments is that of Joseph. The opening is
occupied with a prolonged description of the temptation ot Joseph by Potiphar's wife. There is in
that connection the unhealthy dweUing on sexual
matters which is found in monkish writers. There
are not a few resemblances to the language of the
Gospels (cf 1 6 and Mt 25 36). There is a more
important passage (19 8): "And I saw that from
Judah was born a -virgin wearing a linen garment,
and from her was born a lamb, and on his left hand
there was, as it were, a hon: and all the beasts rushed
against him, and the lamb overcame them, and
destroyed them, and trod them under foot." This
to us is clearly Christian. Dr. Charles, "without
apocalyptic evidence to support him, would amend
it and change the reading.
(1) Benjamin; The Testament of Benjamin is
very much an appendix to that of Joseph. It
opens with the account Joseph gave Benjamin of
how he was sold to the Ishmaehtes. He exhorts his
descendants against deceit, but, as all his brethren,
he warns them against fornication. There is a
long Christian passage which certainly seems an
interpolation, as it is not found in some of the texts,
though others have all vs. The text concerning
Paul (11 1.2) appears in varying forms in all VSS.
(2) Structure.—That these "Testaments" have
been interpolated is proved by the variations in the
different texts. Dr. Charles has, however, gone
much farther, and wherever there is a Christian
clause has declared it an obvious interpolation.
For our part, we would admit as a rule those passages to be genuine that are present in all the forms
of the text. The Gr text was first in, so to say,
recent times edited by Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln'
in the 13th cent. Since then other MSS have been
found, and a Slavonic and an Aram, version. We
are thus able to check the interpolations. In essence the Christian passage in T Jos is found in
all versions.
(3) Language.—Or. Charles makes a very strong
case for Heb being the original language. His
numerous arguments are not all of equal value
While some of the alleged Hebraistic constructions
may be actually so, not a few may be explained by
imitation of the language of the LXX. As an
example ot the first, cf T Jud (7): dchlos bards =
hel kabhedh, " a numerous host." On the other
hand T Reub 3 8: "understanding in the L a w "
IS a turn of expression that might quite well be
common among Gr-speaking Jews. Of passages
that are only exphcable by retranslation, as in T
J(3s 11 7, God
. increased him in gold and
silver and in work," this last turn is evidentiy due
to the translator's rendering 'dbhudddh, "servant "
as it It were 'dbhddhdh, "work." On the whole
we are prepared to amend the decision elsewhere'
and admit that the probabihty is that this book'
hke so many more of the same class, has been translated from Heb.
tt,!^^ ?'^^\'''^
ai/^Aors/iip.-Dr. Charies declares
the author to have been a Pharisee who wrote in the
early part of the reign of John Hyrcanus I. The
mitial difficulty with this, as with the other pseude!
pigrapha in attributing a Pharisaic authorship, is the
presi^rvation of the book among the Christian com!
mumties and the ignorance or the ignoring of it
^^^-^v^ed^'h5TV ' ^ ^ °°'/r^'^''^ "^ ^^e d e l s t h a
Pharisees
t f Sadducees,
^ * ' " " °^ who
^f^^
^""^more
^^^^a "^
th<^
f-harisees. T
The
were
pohti-
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cal than a religious party, disappeared with the
cessation of the Jewish state. 'When Judaism became merely a religion—a church—not a nation,
their function was gone. The third sect, the Essenes,
disappeared, but did so into the Christian church.
It the writer had been an Essene, as we suppose he
was, the preservation of this writing by the Christians is easily explicable. It it were the work of a
Pharisee, its disappearance from the literature ot
the synagogue is as inexplicable as its preservation
by the Christians. The constant harping on the
sin of fornication—in T Naph 8 8 even marital
intercourse is looked a t askance—indicates a state
of mind suitable to the tenets of the Essenes. The
date preferred by Dr. Charles, if the author is a
Pharisee, appears to us impossible. The Pharisees
had, long before the final break, been out of sympathy 'with the Maccabeans. The Chasidim deserted Judas Maccabaeus at Elasa, not improbably
in consequence ot the alliance he had made 'with the
heathen Romans, and perhaps also his assumption
ot the high-priesthood. Further, the temple is
laid waste and the people driven into captivity
unto aU nations (T Le'vi 15 1). This does not
suit the desecration ot the temple under Epiphanes.
During that time the temple was not laid waste.
The orgies of the worship of Bacchus and of Jupiter
Olympius dishonored it, but t h a t is a different
thing from its being laid waste. The scattering
unto all nations did not take place then. Some
were taken captive and enslaved, but this was not
general. The description would only apply to
destruction of the temple by Titus and the ensla'ving
and captivity ot the mass of the inhabitants ot
Jerus. The "New Priest" cannot refer to the
Maccabeans, for they were Aaronites as much as
Alcimus or Onias, though not of the high-priestly
family. _ This change of the priesthood only has
point if it refers to the priesthood of Christ as in He
7 12. If Dr. Charles is right in maintaining that
2 Mace in its account of Menelaus is to be preferred
to Jos, the change ot the priesthood was not unprecedented, for Menelaus was a Benjamite, not
a Levite. Yet 1 Maco takes no notice of this
enormity. Further, there are the numerous passages that are directly and indirectly Christian.
Dr. Charles certainly marks them all as interpolations, but he gives no reason in most ot the cases for
doing so. That the omission of such passages does
not dislocate the narrative arises from the simpler
construction of Sem narrative, and is therefore not
to be regarded as conclusive e-vidence of interpolation. The reference to Paul in T Ben 1 1 , occurring
m all the sources, although with variations, also
points to a post-Christian origin. For these reasons,
we would venture to differ from Dr. Charies and
regard the X I I P as post-Christian, and to be dated
m the first quarter of the 2d cent. A D .
(5) Relation to other books.—From the decision
we have reached in regard to the date ot these
testaments, it follows t h a t all the many resemblances which have been noted between them and
the books of the N T are due to imitation on the
part of the Testaments, not the reverse. A case
o'^^Q°?°oi^- ,
^ ^ ^'^'^'•e the resemblance to Mt
iio 31-36 IS close; only, whereas in the Gospel the
juilge approves ot the righteous on account ot their
visiting the sick and the imprisoned, and condemns
the wicked because they did not do so, in T Jos
(jod ministers to His servants. The Testament is
reaUy an imitation ot the passage in the Gospel.
I h e direct visiting ot the afflicted, whatever the
lorm ot the affhction, was a thing of everyday
occurrence. To think ot the Almighty doing so is
the result of a bold metaphor. One familia? with
n f ^ S ° ' ^ r ' ' " ' ' * • 7 ^ ? ' ' ^ ' ' ^ ° ° ^ unnaturally think
of God s dealings with the saints m terms drawn from
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Our Lord's description of the Last Judgment. In
T Naph 2 2 the figure of the potter^ and the clay
is as in Rom 9 21, applied to God's power over
His creatures. The passage in the T Najih is
expanded, and has not the close intimate connection
with the argument that the Pauline ]iassage has.
While none of the other resemblances give (die any
ground to decide, these instances really carry tluothers with them. We may thus regard the resemblances to the NI" in X I I P as due to the latter's
copying of the former.
The Testament ot Adam survives merely in a
group ot fragments published first by Renan in the
Journal Asiatique (LS.')3) .V Gr frag2. The
ment was published by M. R. James,
Testament A portion of it is apocalyptic, and
of Adam
gives an account of the adoration
offered by all the different classes ot
God's creatures. More strictly ot the nature ot a
Testament is a S,\r fragment entitled "More ot
Adam Our Father," It contains a prophecy of the
incarnation, and ajipears to be of late date. I t
was used by the .Sethites.
The Testament ot .Vbraham is a late document.
It opens wdth representing Abraham at his tentdoor. One recension declares his age
3. The
then to be 995 years. Michael comes
Testament to him.
The purpose for which
of Abraham Michael has been sent is to reveal to
Abraham that he must die. He hesitates to do this. When, however, the fatal message
is revealed, Abr.aham w-ill not yield up his spirit at
first. He is after a w-hile persuaded, and as a
reward, before his death he has a revelation: there
is given to him a -vision of the whole w-orld in the
n-idest sense—the world ot spirits as well. Seeing
a soul, which, w-eighed in the balance, is nearly being
found wanting, by -his intercession the soul is admitted to Parachse. There are several traces of
Christian influence; many ot the thoughts and
phrases are similar to those to be found in the Gospels. At the same time, although to one who had
read John's Gospel the statement of Our Lord that
Abraham had seen His day "and was glad" (Jn 8
55 56) would ine-vitably have led a Christian -writer
to have exhibited Abraham as seeing in vision the
day of Christ. The writer's failure to do so seems
to show that he was not a Christian. The echoes ot
the Gospel in the language and the want of that distinctive Christian mark is to be explained if we
regard the translator as a Christian, while the original Midr was the work of a Jew. The language
was probably Aram. There are two Gr recensions,
one longer than the other. There is an Arab,
version which appears to be a tr direct from Aram.
As there is no reference to the coming of Christ,
this Testament is probably pre-Christian. The
tr may be dated early in the 2d cent,, as Origen
knew it.
In Arab, there is a MS of the Testaments ot Isaac
and Jacob. They are late and Christian. The
latter is founded on the last ch of Gen.
More interesting is the Testament of Job published in Anecdota Apocrypha by M. R. James in
1897. I t purports to be an account
4. Testaof his sufferings related by Job himself,
ment of
It appears to be the work ot a Jew,
Job
tr<* by a Christian. The position of
Satan in the Midr is not so subordinate
as in the drama. Elihu, when not confused with
Eliphaz, is regarded as inspired by Satan.
(1) Summary.—It
begins with Job, "who is
called Jobab," summoning his seven sons and
tliree daughters. The list ot the sons forms a
singular assemblage of names, most probably of
Sem origin. Most of them are certainly Gr words,
though not Gr proper names—Chords and Nike,
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'dance" ^and"victory," Huon, "of pigs," Phdras,
"tribute," The other names are Tersi, Phiphi,
Phroiian. lie tells his descendants how he had
been called in the night and had had it revealed
to him tha,t the sacrifices that had been offered
previously in the great temple near him were not
offer(;d to God, but to Satan. He was ordered to
destnjy the temple thus devoted to false worship.
He did S((, but knew that Satan would seek him,
to take his revenge. Satan came disguised as a
lieggar, and Job, recognizing him, ordered his
porteress to give him a burned cake ot bread, all
ashes. Satan reveals himself and threatens Job.
With oh 9 begins an account of Job's wealth and
lordly beneficence founded on the canonical book.
It continues to ch 16. This portion is an expansion
of the canonical Job. In some portions there are
marked variations. Job is a king, and since this
is_ so, the power of Persia is invoked to overthrow
him. Aft(;r twenty years his friends come to condole with him. 'They also are kings. Sitis his
wife is bemoaning her children. Job declares he
sees them crowned with heavenly beauty. On
learning this, Sitis dies, and so rejoins her children.
The speeches of the friends are much condensed,
and scarcely ot the same character as those in the
canonical book. Lyric passages are introduced.
The most singular difference from the canonical
book is the role assigned to Elihu. Job says,
"Ehhu inspired by Satan addressed to me rash
words" (ch 42). God then speaks to Job in the
w-hirlwind and blames Elihu. Job sacrifices for
the three friends, and Eliphaz in a lyric piece congratulates himself and his friends, and declares
that the lamp and glory of Elihu wdll be quenched
(ch 43). By a, second wife we are told Job had
the seven sons and three daughters who are summoned to his bedside. Closing his narrative
(ch 44) Job exhorts kindness to the poor. In the
end ot the bo(3k his successive daughters speak.
He had divided his property, now double what it
had originally been, among his seven sons and had
left the daughters unprovided for. He, however,
bestows upon them other gifts. Three golden
vessels are brought him and given them, three
cords besides, and each one has a several endowment.
The first daughter, called, as in LXX, Hemera,
(Jemima in the canonical Job), had another heart
given her, and she spoke in the tongue of the angels.
Casia (Keziah), the second daughter, also had a
changed heart, and it was given to her to speak in
the dialect of the principalities (drchon). Then the
third daught er girded herself, and with the changed
heart it w-as given her to speak in the language of
the Cherubim. This daughter is called Amaltheias
Keras, the rather strange tr of Keren Hdphukh
adopted by the LXX. All the names are transferred
trom that source. A brother of Job named Nereus
(or Nereias) is introduced, who records further gifts
to these daughters—a lyre to the first, a censer to
the ,sec(in(l and a drum to the third. This brother
is a relative of whose existence we have no hint
elsewhere. He is introduced to supply the conclusion to the narrative.
(2) Structure.—It would appear that from chs
1 to 45 is the original Testament in which Job is
the speaker. In chs 46-51 a new state ot matters
comes into prominence, in which Nereus is the
speaker. The last two chs seem decidedly to be
additions: the new gifts to the daughters seem unexplained. Of course, oriental authors do not look
so strictly to the unity of parts as do Occidentals.
(3) Language.—The dependence on the L X X
would suggest that Gr was the original tongue.
One or two phenomena point to a Sem tongue being
behind the Gr. The names of Job's daughters
are taken from the L X X ; those of the seven sons
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have been invented. As we have seen, they are
not Gr names, but afe probably reaUy Hellenized
VSS of some Sem appellations. At the same time,
they do not seem to be Heb, but rather Aram.
It would seem to have been tr'' by one famihar
with the NT.
(4) Date and authorship.—It has no direct references to Christian doctrines or the facts of Christian
history. This seems conclusive against its ha'ving
a Christian origin. The reason that would lead a
Christian to compose such a document would be to
give a further prophetic e-vidence for the mission of
his Master. He would have no object in making
Job out to be a connection ot Israel, unless he were
so himself. Dr. James thinks the writer to have
been a Jewish Christian of the 2d cent, resident
in Egypt. By the 2d cent, few Jews passed from
Judaism to the faith of Jesus: the break between
church and synagogue had become complete. That
Job is made king of all Egypt (ch 28) may indicate
some relationship to that country, as it the writer
had identified Job 'with Psammeticus, the Egyp king
overthrown by Cambyses. This, however, may
have been due to the translator. It the original
language were Sem—Aram, or Heb—the probability
is that the author wrote in Pal. There are no direct
signs to indicate the date. There is no appearance
of knowledge of Rome. The fire ot the opposition
to the Seleucids had died down. It may have been
written in the reign of Alexander.
V. 77ie Sibylline Oracles.—The burning ot the
Capitol (83 BC) and the destruction ot the famous
Sibylline books led Sulla to search in Italy and
Greece for any Oracles that might replace the contents ot the vols which had been burnt. About half
a cent, later Augustus re-vived the search for Oracles.
Such a demand would naturally produce a supply.
It would seem that certain Jew-s ot Alexan(lria,
eager to propagate the faith of their fathers, invented vs in the shape in which'these Oracles had
been preserved, as we learn from Herodotus—i.e.
in hexameter lines and in the epic dialect in which
Homer and Hesiod had written. Those in Herodotus are mainly trom the Oracle of Delphi. From
Pausanias, who quotes several ot them, we le.arn that
the Oracles attributed to the various Sibyls were
dehvered in a similar stjde. Hence these Jewdsh
forgeries were written in epic hexameters. Later,
this industry was pursued with even greater zeal
by Christians. These have been collected into
several books—some 15 are named—of which some
have been lost. The books are made up of fragments ot different ages. The first book begins
w-ith the creation, and narrates the history of the
race to the flood and the going out of Noah from the
ark. Then the history of Our Lord is given succinctly, the miracle of the loaves, the crucifixion,
and the destruction ot Jerus. In it Hades is derived from "Adam." Reference is made to the
sin of the watchers, as in En, and an arithmograph
is given which seems to be fulfilled in Theds Sdttr.
The second book is modeled largely on Our Lord's
eschatological discourses, many passages bearing a
distinct echo ot it. It may be noted that the four
archangels of the Book of En—Michael, Gabriel,
Raphael and Uriel—are introduced. "The third
is by much the longest, but it is a contused mass ot
fragments. There is early reference to the conquest of Egypt by Rome; the building ot the tower
of Babel, the siege of Troy, the conquest of Alexander and many other events appear. The fourth
book is Christian throughout. After praise to
the Christians, there is a sketch of the history of
the great empires, beginning w-ith the Assyrians
and ending wdth .\lexander; then an account of
Nero appearing from the East and doing e\\l fills
the end of all things. The fifth book begins wdth
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an account of the successive emperors from Julius
Caesar to the Antonines. Then a new song begins
with Egypt, and wanders off indefinitely, referring
to Xerxes crossing the Hellespont, the impurities
ot Rome, and ending with Egypt and the burning
up of all things. The sixth is short—28 fines in
praise ot the Cross; and the seventh is fragmentary.
In the eighth is the arithmogram and acrostic
IHCOYC X P i C T O C 0 E O Y YIOC CCOTHP
C T A Y P O C , lisous christos theoti huids sdttr staurOs. The remaining books have similar characteristics. The place of composition is e-vidently
Egypt, as, whatever the immediate context may
be, the writer gravitates to Egypt; and the authors
are Jews or Jewish Christians. The dates of the
various fragments of which this collection is composed fall between the first trium-virate and the age
of Diocletian.
VI. Conclusion.—There
are many points in
which the theology of the Apocalyptic prepared
the way for that ot Christianity. These, however,
are more naturally taken up under their special
headings. Angelology is much more developed in
certain apocalyptic writings than it is in Christianity, if we except the writings pubhshed under the
name of Dionysius the Areopagite. Most ot them
are' occupied with the coming Messiah. 'The
Christology ot these writings is decidedly in advance
ot that ot the OT. That question, however, is
discussed under its appropriate heading. Closely
connected with this is the doctrine of God, or
theology proper. In this, too, there is an approximation to the Christian doctrine ot the 'Trinity.
V\'ith these writers the doctrine ot the Last Things
is always brought into close relationship to that of
the Messiah. His coming is the signal for the end
of the world, the last judgment, the punishment of
the wicked and the reward ot the righteous. What
w-e have just said applies mainly to the strictly
Jewish and pre-Christian Apocalypses. In the
Clhristian Jewish Apocalypses the place the incarnation and the miraculous birth hold is worthy of
special note. The representation in regard to the
latter of these subjects is independent of the gospel
narrative. Connected with this independence of
the written Scriptures are the variations these
-writings introduce into history. Many ot these are
due to apologetic reasons, not a few to the desire
to enhance the national glory. The reverence for
the letter ot Scripture, so markedly characteristic
ot the rabbinic teachings found in the Talm, is not
found in the apocalyptic writings. Apocalyptic
thus presents a stage in the doctrine of Scripture.
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/. Definition.—The
word Apocrypha, as usually
understood, d e n o t e s t h e collection of religious
writings w h i c h t h e L X X a n d ^"ulg ( w i t h t r i v i a l
differences) c o n t a i n i n a d d i t i o n t o t h e w r i t i n g s
constituting t h e Jew-ish a n d P r o t e s t a n t c a n o n .
This is n o t t h e o r i g i n a l -or t h e c o r r e c t s e n s e ot t h e
word, as wdU b e s h o w n , b u t i t is t h a t w h i c h i t b e a r s
almost exclusi^-ely i n m o d e r n s p e e c h . I n c r i t i c a l
works of t h e p r e s e n t d a y i t is c u s t o m a r y t o s p e a k
of t h e collection o t w r i t i n g s n o w i n -view a s " t h e
Old T e s t a m e n t A p o c r y p h a , " b e c a u s e m a n y o t t h e
books a t l e a s t w e r e WTitten i n H e b , t h e l a n g u a g e o t
the O T , a n d b e c a u s e all of t h e m a r e m u c h m o r e
closely alhed t o t h e O T t h a n t o t h e N T . B u t t h e r e
is a "New-" a s well as a n " O l d " T e s t a m e n t A p o c
consisting ot gospels, e p i s t l e s , e t c . M o r e o v e r t h e
adj. " A p o c r y p h a l " is a l s o o f t e n a p p l i e d in m o d e r n
times t o w h a t a r e n o w g e n e r a l l y called " P s e u d e p i graphical w r i t i n g s , " s o d e s i g n a t e d b e c a u s e a s c r i b e d
in t h e titles t o a u t h o r s w h o d i d n o t a n d c o u l d n o t
have w r i t t e n t h e m (e.g. E n o c h , A b r a h a m , M o s e s ,
etc).
T h e persons t h u s connected with these books
are a m o n g t h e m o s t d i s t i n g u i s h e d i n t h e t r a d i t i o n s
and h i s t o r y of I s r a e l , a n d t h e r e c a n b e n o d o u b t t h a t
the object for w-hich s u c h n a m e s h a v e b e e n t h u s u s e d
is t o a d d w e i g h t a n d a u t h o r i t y t o t h e s e WTitings.
The late Professor E . Kautzsch of Halle edited a
German tr of t h e Old and New T e s t a m e n t Apocrypha,
and of the Pseudepigraphical "writings, with excellent
introductions and valuable notes b y t h e best German
scholars. Dr. Edgar Hennecke h a s edited a similar
work on the New Testament Apocrypha. Nothing in
the Eng, language can be compared with t h e works
edited by Kautzsch and Hennecke in either scholarship
or usefulness, [A similar Eng, work t o t h a t edited by
Kautzsch is now passing through the (Oxford) press.
Dr. R, H, Charles being t h e editor, the writer of this art.
being one of t h e contributors,]
/ / . The Name
Apocrypha.—The
investigation
which foljows will s h o w t h a t w h e n t h e w o r d " A p o c r y p h a l " (jras first u s e d i n ecclesiastical -writings i t
bore a s e n s e -virtually i d e n t i c a l w i t h " e s o t e r i c " : s o
t h a t " a p o c r y p h a l -writings" w e r e s u c h a s a p p e a l e d
to a n i n n e r circle a n d c o u l d n o t b e u n d e r s t o o d b y
outsiders.''. T h e p r e s e n t c o n n o t a t i o n of t h e t e r m
did n o t - g e t fixed u n t i l t h e P r o t e s t a n t R e f o r m a t i o n
had s e t in, l i m i t i n g t h e B i b . c a n o n t o i t s p r e s e n t
dimensions a m o n g P r o t e s t a n t c h u r c h e s .
(1) Classical.—The
G r a d j e c t i v e d-n-iKpvcpos, ap6kruphos, d e n o t e s s t r i c t l y " h i d d e n , " " c o n c e a l e d , "
o t a m a t e r i a l o b j e c t ( E u r i p . Here. Fur.
L Original 1070). T h e n i t c a m e t o signify w h a t
Meanings
is o b s c u r e , r e c o n d i t e , h a r d t o u n d e r s t a n d ( X e n . Mem. 3,.5, 14). B u t i t
never h a s i n classical G r a n y o t h e r s e n s e .
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(2) Hellenistic.—In
H e l l e n i s t i c G r as r e p r e s e n t e d
b y t h e L X X a n d t h e N T t h e r e is n o e s s e n t i a l
d e p a r t u r e t r o m ela.ssieal u s a g e . I n t h e L X X (or
r a t h e r T h e o d o t i o n ' s v e r s i o n ) of D n l 11 4 3 i t
s t a n d s for " h i d d e n " a s ajiplied t o g o l d a n d silver
s t o r e s . B u t t h e w o r d Inis also i n t h e s a m e t e x t
t h e m e a n i n g " w h a t is h i d d e n a w a y from h u m a n
knowledge and understanding."
So D n l 2 20
( T h e o d . ) w h e r e t h e apokrnpha
or h i d d e n t h i n g s
a r e t h e m e a n i n g s of N e b u c l u i d n e z z a r ' s d r e a m r e v e a l e d t o D a n i e l t h o u g h " h i d d e n " from t h e wise
m e n of B a b y l o n . T h e w o r d h a s t h e s a m e s e n s e
in Sir 14 2 1 ; 39 3 . 7 ; 42 19; 4 8 2 5 ; 4 3 3 2 .
(3) In the NT.—In
the N T t h e word occurs b u t
t h r i c e , v i z . M k 4 22 a n d t h e |) L k 8 17; C o l 2 3 .
In t h e last passage Bishop Lightfoot t h o u g h t we
h a v e in t h e w o r d ripokruphoi
( t r e a s u r e s ot C h r i s t
hidden) a n aUusion t o t h e v a u n t e d e s o t e r i c k n o w l edge of t h e false t e a c h e r s , a s if P a u l m e a n t t o s a y
t h a t it is i n C h r i s t a l o n e we h a v e t r u e w i s d o m a n d
Jvnowledge a n d n o t in t h e s e c r e t b o o k s of t h e s e
teachers.
Assuming this, we have in this verse
t h e first e x a m p l e of apokniphos
in t h e sense "esot e r i c . " B u t t h e e v i d e n c e is a g a i n s t so e a r l y a u s e
ot t h e t e r m in t h i s — s o o n t o b e i t s p r e v a i l i n g —
s e n s e . N o r d o e s exegesis d e m a n d s u c h a m e a n i n g
h e r e , for n o w r i t i n g s of a n y k i n d s e e m i n t e n d e d .
(4) Patristic.—In
p a t r i s t i c WTitings of a n e a r l y
p e r i o d t h e a d j . apokniphos
came to be applied to
J e w i s h a n d C h r i s t i a n w-ritings c o n t a i n i n g s e c r e t
knowledge about the future, etc, intelhgible only
t o t h e s m a l l n u m b e r of disciples w h o r e a d t h e m
a n d t o r w h o m t h e y w e r e b e l i e v e d t o b e specially
p r o v i d e d . T o this" class ot w r i t i n g s b e l o n g in p a r t i c u l a r t h o s e d e s i g n a t e d A p o c a l y p t i c (see A P O C A L Y P T I C L I T E R A T U E E ) , a n d i t wiU b e seen as t h u s
e m p l o y e d t h a t apokruphos
has virtually the meani n g of t h e G r esoterikos.
A brief s t a t e m e n t a s t o t h e d o c t r i n e in e a r l y G r
p h i l o s o p h y will b e f o u n d helpful a t t h i s p o i n t .
E r o m quite early times t h e philoso2 . " E s o t e r - p h e r s ot a n c i e n t G r e e c e d i s t i n g u i s h e d
ic" in Gr
between the doctrines and rites which
Philosophy, could b e t a u g h t t o all t h e i r p u p i l s ,
etc
a n d those which could profitably be
c o m m u n i c a t e d o n l y t o a select circle
called t h e i n i t i a t e d . T h e t w o classes of d o c t r i n e s
a n d rites — t h e y were mainly t h e latter — were
designated respectively "exoteric" a n d "esoteric."
L u c i a n (d. 3 1 2 ; see Vit. Aiict. 26) followed b y m a n y
others referred t h e distinction t o Aristotle, b u t as
m o d e r n s c h o l a r s a g r e e , w r o n g l y , t o r t h e i^oirepiKol 'KSyoi, exdterikoi Idgoi, ot t h a t p h i l o s o p h e r d e n o t e
popular treatises. T h e P y t h a g o r e a n s recognized
a n d o b s e r v e d t h e s e t w o k i n d s of d o c t r i n e s a n d
d u t i e s a n d t h e r e is good r e a s o n t o r b e l i e v i n g t h a t
t h e y c r e a t e d a c o r r e s p o n d i n g d o u b l e lit, t h o u g h
u n f o r t u n a t e l y n o explicit e x a m p l e s of s u c h lit. h a v e
come down t o us. I n t h e G r mysteries (Orphic,
D i o n y s i a c , E l e u s i n i a n , e t c ) t w o classes of h e a r e r s
a n d r e a d e r s a r e i m p l i e d all t h r o u g h , t h o u g h i t is a
p i t y t h a t m o r e of t h e lit. b e a r i n g o n t h e q u e s t i o n
has not been preserved. Among the Buddhists
t h e Samga f o r m s a close s o c i e t y o p e n o r i g i n a l l y t o
m o n k s o r bhikhus a d m i t t e d o n l y after a m o s t rigid
e x a m i n a t i o n ; b u t in l a t e r y e a r s n u n s
(bhikshunis)
also h a v e b e e n a l l o w e d a d m i s s i o n , t h o u g h i n t h e i r
case t o o after careful t e s t i n g . T h e Vinaya
Pitaka
or " B a s k e t of D i s c i p l i n e " c o n t a i n s t h e r u l e s tor e n t r a n c e a n d t h e r e g u l a t i o n s t o b e o b s e r v e d after
e n t r a n c e . B u t t h i s a n d k i n d r e d lit. w a s a n d is
still held t o b e c a v i a r e t o o u t s i d e r s . See t r in t h e
Sacred Books of the East, X I ( R h y s Da-vids a n d
Oldenberg).
/ / / . Usage as to Apocrypha.—It
must be borne
in m i n d t h a t t h e w o r d apocrypha is r e a l l y a G r a d j .
I i n t h e n e u t e r pi., d e n o t i n g s t r i c t l y " t h i n g s h i d d e n . "
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Apocalyptic E8(iras (2 or 4 Esd) ch 14, where it is
said that Ezra aided by five amanuenses produced
under d i ' v i n e inspiration 94 sacred books, the
writings ot Moses and the prophets ha'ving been lost
when Jerus and the temple were destroyed. Of this
large number of sacred books 24 were to be published openly, for t h e unworthy as well as the
worthy, these 24 books representing undoubtedly
the books of the Heb OT. The remaining 70 were
to be kept for the exclusive use of the "wise among
Christian
(see APOCALYPTIC L I T E R A T U R E ) .
In
Usage
this sense i t takes t h e place of t h e the people": i.e. they were of an esoteric character.
classical Gr word esoterika and bears Perhaps it t h e Gr original ot this book had been
preserved t h e word "apocrypha" would have been
the same general meaning, -viz. writings intended tor
found as an epithetic attached t o t h e 70 books.
an inner circle and capable of being understood by
no others. These writings give intimations regard- J Our Eng. VSS are made trom a L a t original (see
2(4) EZRA or t h e APOCALYPTIC E S D . Modern
ing the future, the ultimate triumph of the kingdom
of God, etc, beyond, it was thought, human discovery scholars agree t h a t in its present form this book
arose in the reign of Domitian 81-96 AD. So that
and also beyond the intelligence ot t h e uninitiated.
In this sense Gregory of Nyssa (d. 395; De Ordin., the conception of esoteric lit. existed among the
Jews in the 1st cent, of our era, and probably stiU
I I , 44) and Epiphanius (d. 403; Haeres, 51 3) speak
earlier.
of the Apocalypse of John as "apocryphal."
Christianity itself has nothing corresponding to
It is significant of t h e original character of the
the idea of a doctrine tor the initiated or a lit. for a rehgion of Israel that no one has been able to point
to a Heb word corresponding to esoteric (see below).
select tew. T h e gospel was preached
2. T h e
in its first days to t h e poor and ig- When among t h e Jews there arose a Ut. of oral
tradition it was natural t o apply to this last the
Eastem
norant, and t h e reading and stud}dng
Gr notion of esoteric, esp. as this class ot lit. was
Church
of t h e sacred Scriptures have been
more highly esteemed in many Jewish circles than
urged b y t h e churches (with some
the OT Scriptures themselves.
exceptions) upon the pubhc at large.
(2) Non-canonical religious books.—The next step
(1) Esoteric literature. — The rise ot this conception in the eastern church is easily understood. in the history ot the word "apocrypha" is that by
When devotees ot Gr philosophy accepted t h e which it came to denote religious books inferior in
authority and worth t o t h e Scriptures ot the OT
Christian faith it was natural for them t o look a t
the new religion through t h e medium of t h e old and N T . This change of attitude toward noncanonical -writings took place under t h e influence
philosophy. Many of them read into the canonical
of two principles: , (1) t h a t no -writer could be inwritings mystic meanings, and embodied those
meanings in special books, these last becoming spired who hved subsequent t o t h e apostoUc age;
esoteric lit. in themselves: and as in t h e case of
(2) that no -writing could be recognized as canonical
apocalyptic writings, this esoteric lit. was more unless it was accepted as such by the churches in
revered t h a n the Bible itself. I n a similar way there
general (in L a t t h e principle was—quod ubique,
grew u p among t h e Jews side by side with t h e quod semper, quod ab omnibus). Now it was felt
•written law an oral law containing the teaching ot
that many if not most of t h e rehgious writings
the rabbis and regarded as more sacred and authori- which came in the end of t h e 2d cent, to be called
tative than t h e writings they profess t o expound.
"apocryphal" in a disparaging sense had their
One may find some analogy in the fact t h a t among
origin among heretical sects like t h e Gnostics, and
many Christians the official lit. of the denomination that they had never commanded t h e approval of
to which they belong has more commanding force the great bulk of t h e churches. Origen (d. 253)
than t h e Bible itself. This movement among Gr
held that we ought t o discriminate between books
Christians was greatly aided b y gnostic sects and called "apocryphal," some such having to be firmly
the esoteric ht. t o which they gave rise. These rejected as teaching what is contrary to the ScripGnostics had been themselves influenced deeply tures. More and more from t h e end ot the 2d
by Bab and Pers mysticism and the corresponding
cent., t h e word "apocrypha" came to stand for
lit. Clement of Alexandria (d. 220) distinctly men- what is spurious and untrustworthy, and esp. for
tions esoteric books belonging t o t h e Zoroastrian
•writings ascribed to authors who did not 'write them:
(Mazdean) religion.
i.e. the so-called "Pseudepigraphical books."
Oriental and esp. Gr Christianity tended to give
Irenaeus (d. 202) in opposition t o Clement of
to philosophy the place which the N T and western
Alexandria denies that esoteric writings have any
Christianity assign t h e OT. T h e preparation for
claims to credence or even respect, and he uses the
the rehgion of Jesus was said t o be in philosophy
Gr word for "apocryphal" t o describe all Jewish
much more than in the religion of the O'T. I t will
and Christian canons. To him, as later to Jerome
be remembered t h a t Marcian (d. end of 2d cent.
(d. 420), "canonical" and "apocryphal" were anAD), Thomas Morgan, the Welsh 18th-cent. deist
tithetic terms.
(d. 1743) and Friedrich Schleiermacher (d. 1834)
Tertulhan (d. 230) took the same -yiew: "apocrytaught this very same thing.
phal" to him denoted non-canonical. But both
Clement ot Alexandria (see above) recognized
Irenaeus and Tertulhan meant by apocrypha in
4(2) Esd (to be hereafter called t h e Apocalypse of
particular t h e apocal3q3tic writings. During the
Ezra), t h e Asm M, etc, as fully canonical. I n
Nicene period, and even earlier, sacred books were
addition t o this he upheld the authority and value di-vided by Christian teachers into three classes:
of esoterical books, Jewish, Christian, and even
(1) books that could be read in church; (2) books
heathen. B u t he is of most importance tor our that could be read privately, b u t not in pubhc;
present purpose because he is probably the earhest
(3) books that were not to be read a t aU. This
Gr WTiter t o use the word apocrypha as the equiva- classification is imphed in t h e writings ot Origen,
lent of esoterika, tor he describes the esoteric books
Clement ot Alexandria, Athanasius (d. 373), and in
ot Zoroastrianism as apocryphal.
the Muratorian Fragments (about 200 AD).
But the idea of esoteric religious lit. existed at an
(3) "Spurious" books.—Athanasius, however, reearher time among the Jews, and was borrowed from
stricted the word apocrypha to the third class, thus
them by Christians. I t is clearly taught in t h e making t h e corresponding adj. synonymous with
But almost certainly the noun hihlia is understood,
so that the real imphcation of the word is "apocryphal books" or "writings." I n this article apocrypha wdll be employed in the sense of this last, and
apocryphal as the equivalent ot the Gr apokruphos.
Apocalyptic literature.—The word apocrypha was
first used technically by early Christian -writers
tor the Jewish and Christian -writings
1. Early
usuaUy classed under "Apocalyptic"
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"spurious." Nieephorus, patriarch of Constantinople (S06-15 AD) in his chronography (belonging
essentially to 500 AD according to Zahn) divides
sacred books thus: (1) the canonical books of the
OT and N T ; (2) the Antilegomena of both Testaments; (3) the Apocrypha of both Testaments.
The details of the Apoc of the N T are thus enumerated: (1) Enoch; (2) The 12 Patriarchs; (3) The
Prayer of Joseph; (4) l^he Testament of Moses;
(5) 'The Assumption of Moses; (6) Abram; (7)
Eldad and iNlodad; (8) Ehjah the Prophet; (>.))
Zephaniah the Prophet; (10) Zechariah, father of
John; (11) The Pseudepigrapha of Baruch, Habakkuk, Ezekiel and Daniel.
The books ot the N T Apoc are thus gi\'en:
(1) The Itinerary of Paul; (2) The Itinerary ot
Peter; (3) The Itinerary of John; (4) The Itinerary
of Thomas; (5) The Gospel acctn-ding to Thomas;
(6) The Teaching of the Apostles (the Didache);
(7) and (8) The Two Epistles of Clement; (9)
Epistles of Ignatius, Polyc;u-p and Hernias.
The above hsts are repeated in the so-called
Synopsis of Athanasius.
The authors of these
so-called apocryphal books being unknown, it was
sought to gain respect for these writers by tacking
onto them weU-known names, so that, particularly
in the western church, "apocryphal" came to be
almost synonymous wdth "pseudepigraphical."
Of the OT hsts given above nos. 1, 2, 4, 5 are
extant whoUy or in part. Nos, 3, 7, 8 and 9 are
lost though quoted as genuine by Origen and other
eastern Fathers. They are all of them apocalypses
designated apocr\-phain accordance with early usage.
(4) "List of Sixty."—In the anonymous "List
ot Sixty," which hails from the 7th cent., we
have represented probably the attitude ot the
eastern church. It di^ddes sacred books into three
classes: (1) The sixty canonical books. Since the
Protestant canon consists of but 57 books it will be
seen that in this list books outside our canon are
included. (2) Books excluded from the 60, yet of
superior authority to those mentioned as apocryphal in the next class. (3) Apocryphal books, the
names ot which are as follows: (a) Adam; (b)
Enoch; (c) Lamech; (d) The 12 Patriarchs;
(e) The Prayer of Joseph; (f) Eldad and Modad;
(g) The Testament of Moses; (h) The Assumption
of Moses; (i) The Psalms of Solomon; (j) The
Apocalypse ot Ehjah; (k) The Ascension of Isaiah;
(I) The Apocalypse of Zephaniah (see no. 9 ot the
OT Apoc books mentioned in the Chronograph}^ ot
Nieephorus); (m) The Apocalypse of Zechariah;
(n) The Apocaljqjtic Ezra; (o) The History of
James; (p) 'The Apocalypse of Peter; (g) The Itinerary and Teaching of the Apostles; (nd ,The Epistles of Barnabas; (s) The Acts of P^m; (t) Apocalypse of Paul; (u) Didascalia of Clement; (v)
Didascaha of Ignatius; (w) Didascalia of Polycarp;''
(x) Gospel according to Barnabas; (y) Gospel according to Matthew.
The greater number of these books come undSr
the designation "apocryphal" in the early sefi^e
of "apocal3fptic," but by this time-the"word had
taken on a lower meaning, 'viz. books not good for
even private reading. Yet the tact that these
books are mentioned at all show that they were
more highly esteemed than heathen and than even
heretical Christian writings. The eastern churches
down to the present day reject the meaning of "apocrypha" current among Protestants (see definition
above), and their Bible includes the OT Apoc, making no distinction between it and the rest of the
Bible.
(1) The "Decretum Gelasii."—In t h e western
church the word apocrypha and the corresponding
adj. had a somewhat different history. In general
it may be said t h a t the western church did not
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adopt the triple division ot sacred books prevalent
in the eastern church. Yet the Decretum Gelasii
(6th cent, in its present form) has
3. Western a tripl(( list which is almost certainly
Church
that of the Rom synod of 382 under
Damasus, bishop of Rome, 366 to
384. It is as follows: (1) the canonical books of
both Testaments; (2) writings ot the Fathers approved by the church; (3) apocryphal books rejected by the church. Then there is added a Ust
of miscellaneous books condemned as heretical,
including even the worlra of Clement of Alexandria,
Tertulhan, and Eusebius, these works being all
branded as "apocryphal." On the other hand
Gregory of Nyssa and- Epiphanius, both writing
in the 4th cent., use the word "apocrypha" in the
old sense of apocalyptic, i.e. esoteric.
(2) Non-canonical books.—Jerome (d. 420) in the
Prologus Galeatus (so called because it was a defence and so resembled a helmeted warrior) or
preface to his Lat version ot the Bible uses the
word "Apoc" in the sense of non-canonical books.
His words are: tjuidquid extra hos (i.e. the 22
canonical books) inter Apocrypha ponendum: "Anything outside ot these must be placed wdthin the
Apocrypha'' (when among the Fathers and rabbis the
OT is made to contain 22 [not 24] books, Ruth and
Lam are joined respectively to Jgs and Jer). He
was followed in this by Rufinus (d. cir 410),in turns
Jerome's friend and adversary, as he had been
anticipated by Irenaeus. The western church as
a whole departed from Jerome's theory by including the antilegomena ot both Testaments among
the canonical writings: but the general custom of
western Christians about this time was to make
apocryphal mean non-canonical. Yet Augustine
(d. 430; De Civitale Dei, XV, 23) explained the
"apocrypha" as denoting obscurity ot origin or
authorship, and this sense ot the word became the
prevailing one in the West.
Separation from canonical books.—But it is to the
Reformers that we are indebted tor the habit of
using Apoc tor a collection ot books ap4. The
pended to the OT and generally up to
Reformers 1827 appended to every printed English
Bible. Bodenstein of Carlstadt, usually oaUed Carlstadt (d. 1541), an early Reformer,
though Luther's bitter personal opponent, was the
first modern scholar to define "Apoc" quite clearly
as 'writings excluded from the canon, whether or
not the true authors of the books are known, in
this, going back to Jerome's- position. The adj.
"apocryphal" came to have among Protestants
more and more a disparaging sense. ^ Protestantism was in its very essence the rehgion of a book,
and Protestants would be sure to see to it that the
sacred volume en which tKey based their religion,
including the reforms they introduced, contained
no book but those which in their opinion had the
stijingest claims to be regarded as authoritative.
In the eastern and western churches under the
influence ot the Gr (LXX) and Lat (Vulg) VSS the
books ot the Apoc formed an integral part ot the
canon and were scattered throughout the OT, they
being placed generally near books with which they
have affinity. Even Protestant Bibles up to 1827
included the Apoc, but as one collection ot distinct
writings at the end ot the OT. It wdll be seen
from what has been said that notwithstanding the
favorable attitude toward it of the eastern and
western churches, from the earliest times, our Apoc
was regarded with more or less suspicion, and the
suspicion would be strengthened by the general
antagonism toward it. In the Middle Ages, under
the influence of Rcuchlin (d. 1532)—great scholar
and Reformer—Heb came to be studied and the
OT read in its original language. The tact that
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the Apoc is absent trom the Heb canon must have
had some influence on the minds of the Reformers.
Moreover in the Apoc there are parts inconsistent
with Protestant principles, as for example the doctrines of prayers for the dead, the intercession of the
saints, etc. The Jews in the early Christian cents,
had really two Bibles: (1) There was the Heb
Bible which does not include the Apoc, and which
circulated in Pal and Babylon; (2) there was the
Gr version (LXX) used by Gr-speaking Jews
everywhere. Until in quite early times, instigated
by the use made ot it by Christians against themselves, the Jews condemned this version and made
the Heb canon their Bible, thus rejecting the books
of the Apoc trom their list of canonical 'WTitings,
and departing trom the custom ot Christian churches
which continued with isolated remonstrances to
make the Gr OT canon, with which the Vulg
agrees almost completely, their standard. It is
known that the Reformers were careful students ot
the Bible, and that in OT matters they were the
pupils of Jewish scholars—there were no other
competent teachers of Heb. It might therefore
have been expected that the OT canon of the
Reformers would agree in extent with that of the
Jews and not with t h a t of the Gr and Lat Christians. Notwithstanding the doubt which Ryle
(Canon of the OT', 156) casts on the matter, all the
e'vidence goes to show that the L X X and therefore
the other great Gr VSS included the Apoc from the
first onward.
But how comes it to be t h a t the Gr OT is more
extensive than the Heb OT? Up to the final
destruction of Jerus in 71 AD the temple with its
priesthood and ritual was the center of the rehgious
thought and life ot the nation. But with the
destruction of the sanctuary and the disbanding of
its officials it was needful to find some fresh binding and directing agency and this was found in the
collection ot sacred writings known by us as the
OT. By a national synod held at Jamnia, near
Jaffa, in 90 AD, the OT canon was practically
though not finaUy closed, and from that date one
may say that the limits of the OT were once and
for all fixed, no writings being included except those
•written in Heb, the latest of these being as old as
100 BC. Now the Jews of the Dispersion spoke
and wrote Gr, and they continued to think and
write long after their teUow-countrymen ot the
V,.jmeland had ceased to produce any fresh original
ht. What they did produce was explanatory of
what had been written and practical.
The Gr Bible—the Sept—is that of the Jews in
Egypt and of those found in other Gr-speaking
countries. John Wycliffe (d. 1384) puts the Apoc
together at the end ot the OT and the same course
was taken by Luther (1546) in his great German
and by Miles Coverdale (d. 1568) in his Eng. tr.
Is it quite certain that there is no Heb word or
expression corresponding exactly to the word
"apocrypha" as first used by Chris5. Hebrew tian writers, i.e. in the sense "esoteric"?
Words for One may answer this by a decisive
Apocrypha negative as regards the OT and the
Talm. But in the Middle Ages
kdbbaldh (Ut. "tradition") came to have a closely
alhed meaning (cf our "kabbalistic").
(1) Do such exist?—Is there in Heb a word or
expression denoting "non-canonical," i.e. having
the secondary sense acquired by "apocrypha"?
This question does not allow of so decided an
ans'wer, and us matter of fact it has been answered
in different ways.
(2) Views of Zahn, et al—Zahn (Gesch. des
neatest. Kanons, I, i, 123 ff); Schiirer (RE\ I,
623); Porter (HDB, I) and others maintain that
the Gr word "Apocrypha (Biblia)" is a tr ot the
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Heb S'phdrlm g'nUzim, Ut. "books stored away."
If this 'view is the correct one it follows that the
distinction of canonical and non-canonical books
originated among the Jews, and that the Fathers
in using the word apocrypha in this sense were
simply copying the Jews substituting Gr words for
the Heb equivalent. But there are decisive reasons
for rejecting this 'view.
(3) Reasons for rejection.—(a) The verb gdnaz
of which the passive part, occurs in the above
phrase means "to store away," "to remove from
•view"—of things in themselves sacred or precious.
I t never means to exclude as from the canon.
(6) When employed in reference to sacred books
it is only of those recognized as canonical. Thus
after copies of the Pent or of other parts of the Heb
Bible had, by age and use, become unfit to be read
in the home or in the synagogue they were "buried"
in the ground as being too sacred to be burnt or
cut up; and the verb denoting this burying is
gdnaz. But those buried books are without exception canonical.
(c) The Heb phrase in question does not once
occur in either the Bab or the Jerus Talm, but
only in rabbinical 'writings of a much later date.
The Gr apocrypha cannot therefore be a rendering
ot the Heb expression. The Heb for books definitely excluded from the canon is S'phdrlm hlforei:m= "outside" or "extraneous books." The
Mish (the text of the Gemara, both making up
what we call Talm) or oral law with its additions
came to be di'vided analogously into (1) The Mish
proper; (2) the external (hlgdndh) Mish: in Aram,
called Bdraiythd'.
What has been said may be summarized:
(1) Among the Protestant churches the word
Apoc is used for the books included in the L X X and
Vulg, but absent from the Heb Bible.
6. SumThis restricted sense ot the word canmary
not be traced farther back than the
beginning ot the Reformation.
(2) In classical and HeUenistic Gr the adj.
apokruphos denotes "hidden" of 'visible objects, or
obscure, hard to understand (of certain kinds of
knowledge).
(3) In early patristic Gr this ^dj. came into use
as a synonym of the classical Gr esoterikos.
(4) In later patristic Gr (Irenaeus, etc) and in
Lat works beginning with Jerome, Gr apokruphos
meant non-canonical, implying inferiority in subject-matter to the books in the canon.
(4) By the Protestant Reformers the term "apocrypha" ("apocryphal" "books" being understood)
came to stand for what is now cafled the "O'T
Apoc." But this usage is confined to Protestants,
since in the eastern church and in the Rom branch
ot the western church the OT Apoc is as much an
integral part of the canon as Genesis or Kings or
Psalms or Isaiah.
(5) There are no equivalents in Heb for apokruphos in the sense of either "esoteric" or in that of
"non-canonical."
IV. Contents of the Apocrypha.—The
following
is a Ust ot the books in the Apoc in the order in which
they occur in the Eng. VSS (AV and
1. List of
R V ) : (1) 1 Esdras; (2) 2 Esdras (to
Books
be hereafter called "'The Anpcalyptic
Esdras"); (3) Tobit; (4) Judith; (5)
The Rest of Esther; (6) The Wisdom of Solomon;
(7) Ecclesiasticus (to be hereafter called "Sirach");
(8) Baruch, with the Epistle ot Jeremiah; (9) The
Song of the Three Holy Children; (10) The History
ot Susanna; (11) Bel and the Dragon; (12) The
Prayer of Manasses; (13) 1 Maccabees; (14) 2
Maccabees.
No. 5 in the above, "Addition to Esther," as it
may be caUed, consists ot the surplusage (107 out
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of 270 verses) of t h e B o o k of E s t h e r a s i t o c c u r s i n
T h e whole o t t h e A p o c m a y w i t h m o r e t h a n a v e r a g e
the best M S S o t t h e L X X a n d i n t h e \ ' u l g o v e r t h e c e r t a i n t y b e said t o h a v e b e e n w r i t t e n s o m e t i m e
text in t h e H e b B i b l e .
These additions are in
betwix-n 2 0 0 B C a n d 100 A D . I t wifl b e s e e n t h a t
the L X X s c a t t e r e d t h r o u g h o u t t h e b o o k a n d a r e
it is a n i n a c c u r a t e a s s u m p t i o n t h a t t h e A p o c w a s i n
mtelligible i n t h e c o n t e x t t h u s g i v e n t h e m , b u t n o t all i t s p a r t s of l a t e r d a t e t h a n t h e l a t e s t p a r t s o t t h e
when b r o u g h t t o g e t h e r a s t h e y a r e in t h e collected
OT.
T h e c a n o n i c a l B o o k o t D a n i e l a n d m a n y of
Apoc of o u r E n g . V S S a n d a s t h e y a r e t o s o m e e x t e n t
t h e P s a l m s a r e of lalrcr d a t e t h a n S i r a c h a n d 1
in J e r o m e ' s L a t v e r s i o n a n d t h e \ ' u l g (see Century
E s d r a s , a n d t h e r e a r e c o g e n t r e a s o n s for g i v i n g t h e
Bible, E z r a , N e h a n d E s t h e r , 2>l4f).
N o s . 9 - 1 1 canonical E s t h e r a l a t e r d a t e t h a n a n y o t t h e b o o k s
in t h e a b o v e e n u m e r a t i o n a r e a d d i t i o n s m a d e i n
n a m e d a n d p e r h a p s t h a n J u d i t h a s well (see, h o w the G r L X X a n d \ ' u l g \ S S of D a n i e l t o t h e b o o k
ever, D A N I E L ; E S T H E R ) . B u t i t is q u i t e c e r t a i n t h a t
as found i n t h e M T . I t will b e well t o n a m e t h e m
b y far t h e g r e a t e r p a r t o t t h e A p o c is of l a t e r d a t e
"Additions t o D a n i e l , " T h e b r i n g i n g t o g e t h e r of
t h a n t h e O T ; it is t h e r e f o r e o t t h e u t m o s t i m p o r the WTitings of t h e A p o c i n t o a n a p a r t collection
t a n c e a s reflecting t h e s t a t e o t t h e J e w s a n d t h e
was due in a large m e a s u r e t o J e r o m e , w h o s e p a r a t e d
c h a r a c t e r of t h e i r i n t e l l e c t u a l a n d religious life a t t h e
many of t h e a p o c r y p h a l a d d i t i o n s from t h e i r
v a r i o u s periods r e p r e s e n t e d . A n d in l a t e r y e a r s
original c o n t e x t b e c a u s e h e s u s p e c t e d t h e i r g e n m u c h u s e h a s b e e n m a d e of i t .
uineness. H i s v e r s i o n influenced t h e Vulg, w h i c h
LITEBATUHE.—The Gr text of t h e Apoc is given in t h e
various editions of t h e L X X (except t h e Apocalyptic
foUow-s J e r o m e ' s v e r s i o n closely.
Esdras, not extant in Gr). T h e best editions of the L x X
Though it is g e n e r a l h - t r u e t h a t t h e A p o c is t h e
are those by Tischendorf revised by E . Nestle (1S87);
and Swete (1895-99 and later editions). Critical ediexcess of t h e G r ( L X X ) a n d L a t ( J e r , Vulg)
tions of tlie Apoc have been issued by A. Fabricius (Hamover t h e H e b ( M T ) Bibles, t h e s t a t e m e n t n e e d s
burg, 1722-23); Apel (ib 1804) and a very valuable
qualification. 2 (4) E z r a , i.e. t h e A p o c a l y p t i c E z r a
edition by O. T. Fritzsche (Leipzig, 1871) which includes
t h e L a t version of the Apocalyptic Esdras—without t h e
(Esdras), is a b s e n t from t h e L X X , f r o m J e r o m e ' s
missing fragment. There are several modern translaversion, a n d also from L u t h e r ' s B i b l e , b u t i t o c c u r s
tions, far the best being t h a t in German edited by E .
in t h e Vulg a n d i n t h e E n g , a n d o t h e r m o d e r n A S S
Kautzsch, containing Introductions, general a n d special,
and valuable notes by t h e best German scholars. I n
of t h e Apoc. O n t h e o t h e r h a n d 3 a n d 4 M a e c
Enghsh
besides the R'V there is t h e useful 'Variorum ed,
occur in t h e b e s t M S S of t h e L X X , b u t t h e Vulg,
edited by C. J. Ball. An Eng, critical edition ot t h e
following J e r o m e ' s v e r s i o n , r e j e c t s b o t h a s d o
Apoc edited by R, H. Charles, with introd. notes, is now
being printed a t Oxford and will be very valuable.
modern V S S ( E n g . e t c ) of t h e A p o c .
Moreover
The best commentary is t h a t b y O. F . Fritsche a n d
it has t o b e p o i n t e d o u t t h a t i n t h e V u l g p r o p e r
C. L. "W. Grimm, Kurzgef. Exeg. Handbuch, 18.51-60; b u t
the P r a y e r of M a n a s s e s a n d 1 (3) E s d r a s a n d t h e
the commentary by Bissell in Lange's Series of Commen.Apocalyptic E s d r a s a r e a p p e n d e d t o t h e N T a s
taries and t h a t edited by "Wace, in t h e Speaker's Bible
Series, are meritorious.
apocryphal.
Introductory matter will b e found in t h e various
(1) Historical.—The
b o o k s of t h e A p o c p r o p e r
Bible Dictionaries s.v,: see esp. H. E . Ryle in DB (1893).
Schiirer {RE'), b u t esp. in the valuable Intro to the OT in
m a y b e t h u s classified: (a) 1 a n d 2 (i.e. 3) E s d r a s ;
Gr, b y H, B, Swete (1900). HDB (C, F, Porter), and R, H.
(6) 1 a n d 2 M a c c a b e e s ; (c) A d d i t i o n s
Charles {Enc Brit^^). See also the Einleitungen by Konig,
2. Classifi- t o D a n i e l (nos. 9 - 1 1 i n t h e a b o v e U s t ) ;
Budde (A, Bertholet has written the part dealing with t h e
Apoc), and Schiirer. Geschichte, I I I , 1898 (Eng. tr. II, iii),
cation of
(d) A d d i t i o n s t o E s t h e r ;
(e) T h e
where much ht. is specified. For monographs on the several
Books
E p i s t l e of J e r e m y ( u s u a l l y a p p e n d e d
books ot t h e Apoc or discussing special points, see the
t o B a r u c h ) ; (/) P r a y e r of M a n a s s e s .
special articles.
THOMAS WITTON DAVIES
(2) Legendary.—(a)
B o o k of B a r u c h ( s o m e t i m e s
A P O C R Y P H A L A C T S , a-pok'ri-fal a k t s :
classed w i t h p r o p h e t i c b o o k s , s o m e t i m e s ' w i t h
A. G E N E E A L INTRODUCTIO
Apocalypses); (b) T o b i t ; (c) J u d i t h .
I. The Meaning of "Apocryphal"
(3) Apocalyptic.—The
Apocalyptic Esdras or 2
1. Secret
(4) E s d r a s .
2. False and Heretical
3. Extra-canonical
(4) Didactic.—(a)
T h e W i s d o m of S o l o m o n ; (b)
I I . General Characteristics
Sirach (Ecclesiasticus).
1. Romance
R. H . C h a r l e s , o u r g r e a t e s t l i v i n g a u t h o r i t y o n
2. T h e Supernatural
3. Sexual Asceticism
the Apocalyptic a n d A p o c r y p h a l w r i t i n g s , e m b r a c e s
4. Heretical Teaching
the following u n d e r t h e h e a d i n g " H e l l e n i s t i c J e w 5. Religious Feeling
ish L i t e r a t u r e , " t h e r e s t c o m i n g u n d e r t h e h e a d i n g
Origin
III.
1. Reverence for Apostles
"Palestinian J e w i s h L i t e r a t u r e " (Enc Brit, 1 1 t h
2. Pious Curiosity
ed, I I , 177): (1) T h e A d d i t i o n s t o D a n i e l a n d E s t h e r
3. Apostolic Authority Desired
(2) T h e E p i s t l e of J e r e m y ; (3) 2 M a c e ; (4) T h e
4. Interests of Local Churches
IV. Sources
Wisdom of S o l o m o n ,
1. Canonical Acts
V. Original Languages
of the
Apocrypha.—The
2. Traditions
3. Romances of Travel
bulk of t h e A p o c w a s w r i t t e n o r i g i n a l l y in t h e G r
Testimony
V. Ecclesiastical
language a n d existed a t t h e first i n t h a t l a n g u a g e
1. Eastern
alone. T h e following b o o k s w e r e h o w e v e r w r i t t e n
2. Western
3. Photius
in H e b : T o b i t , J u d i t h , S i r a c h , Baituch ( p a r t p r o b 4. Ecclesiastical Condemnation
ably in G r ) , a n d 1 M a e c . I n t h e s e cases s o m e p r e Authorship
VI.
fer regarding A r a m , a s t h e o r i g i n a l l a n g u a g e i n a t
Relationship of Different Acts
VII.
least p a r t s of t h e a b o v e b o o k s . F o r d e t a U e d inforV I I I . Value
1. As History
mation see u n d e r t h e s e v e r a l b o o k s .
2. As Records of Early Christianity
VI. Date of the Apocryphal
Writings.—
The
I X . Influence
Literature
question of d a t e a s i t a p p l i e s t o t h e s e p a r a t e , b o o k s of
T H E SEPARATE ACTS
the Apoc will b e discussed i n c o n n e c t i o n w i t h t h e
I. Acts of Paul
arts, dealing w i t h t h e s e v e r a l b o o k s . _ B u t a g e n e r a l
II. Acts of Peter
statement r e g a r d i n g t h e e x t r e m e l i m i t s b e t w e e n
I I L Acts of John
IV. Acts of Andrew
which all t h e b o o k s w e r e c o m p l e t e d m a y safely b e
V. Acts of Thomas
made. T h e o l d e s t a p o c r y p h a l b o o k is S i r a c h , w h i c h
A.
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
in its original H e b f o r m b e l o n g s t o b e t w e e n 1 9 0 - 1 7 0
/ . The Meaning
of "Apocryphal."—As
applied
BC. I n i t s G r f o r m t h e b e s t m o d e r n s c h o l a r s a g r e e
t o e a r l y - C h r i s t i a n WTitings t h e t e r m ' ' a p o c r y p h a l "
in fixuig i t a t b e t w e e n 1 3 0 - 1 2 0 B C . N o n e of t h e
h a s t h e s e c o n d a r y a n d c o n v e n t i o n a l sense of " e x t r a books c a n well b e l o n g t o a d a t e l a t e r t h a n 100 A D ,
canonical."
though s o m e (2 E s d , e t c ) m a y b e a s l a t e a s t h a t .

Apocryphal Acts T H E I N T E R N A T I O N A L S T A N D A R D B I B L E ENCYCLOPAEDIA
Originally, as the etymology ot the word shows
(Gr apokrdpto = "hide"), it denoted what was
"hidden" or "secret."- In this sense
1. Secret
"apocryphal" was, to begin with, a
title of honor, being applied to writings
used by the initiated in esoteric circles and highly
valued by them as containing truths miraculously
revealed and kept secret from the outside world.
Just as there were writings of this kind among the
Jews, so there w-ere in Christian circles, among
gnostic sects, apocrypha, which claimed to embody the deeper truths of Christianity, committed
as a secret tradition by the risen Christ to His
apostles.
' w h e n the conception of a cathoUc church began
to"take shape, it was ine'vitable that these secret
writings should have been regarded wdth
2. False
suspicion and have been ultimately forand
bidden, not only because they fostered
Heretical
the spirit of di-vision in the church, but
because they -were favorable to the
spread of heretical teaching. . By a gradual and intelligible transference of iMas "apocryphal," as
applied to secret writings tnus discredited by the
church, came to have the bad sense ot spurious and
heretical. I n this sense the word is used both by
Irenaeus and TertulUan.
Short ot being stigmatized as false and heretical
many books were regarded as unsuitable tor reading
in public worship, although they might
3. Extrabe used tor purposes of private ediCanonical fication. Chiefly under the influence
of Jerome the term "apocryphal"
received an extension of meaning so as to include
writings ot this kind, stress now being laid on their
non-acceptance as authoritative Scriptures by the
church, without any suggestion that the ground of
non-acceptance lay in heretical teaching. It is
in this wide sense that the word is used when we
speak ot "Apocryphal Acts." Although the Acts
which bear this name had their origin tor the most
part in circles of heretical tendency, the description
of them as "apocryphal" involves no judgment as
to the character of their contents, but simply denotes
that they are Acts which were excluded from the
N T canon because their title or claims to recognition
as authoritative and normative -writings were not
admitted by the church. This definition limits the
scope ot our investigation to those Acts which
belong to the 2d cent., the Biblical Acts ha-ving
secured their place as an authoritative scripture by
the end of that cent. See further, APOCRYPHA.
//. General Characteristics.— The Apocryphal
Acts purport to give the history ot the acti-vity ot
the apostles in fuller detail than the
1. Romance canonical Acts. The additions to the
N T narrative found in them are highly
flavored with romance and reveal an extravagant
and unhealthy taste for the miraculous. Wonderful
tales, the product ot an exuberant fancy, often
devoid ot delicacy ot feeling and always out of
touch -with reality, are freely heaped one upon the
other. The apostles are no longer conceived as
hving on the ordinary levels of humanity; their
human traflties, to which the canonical writers are
not blind, have almost entirely disappeared; they
walk through the world as men conversant wdth the
mysteries of heaven and earth and possessed of
pow-ers to which no limit can be set. They have
the pover to heal, to exorcise demons, to raise the
dead; and while marvelous deeds of that nature
constantly recur, there are other miracles WTOught
by the apostles which remind one of the bizarre
and non-moral prodigies of the Childhood Gospel of
Thomas. A smoked fish is made to swim; a broken
statue is made whole by the use of consecrated
water; a child of seven months is enabled to talk
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with a man's voice; animals receive the power of
human speech.
The romantic character of the Apocryphal Acts
is intensified by the frequent introduction of
the supernatural. Angelic messengers
2. The
appearin vision and in dream; heavenSuperly voices are heard; clouds descend
natural
to hide the faithful in the hour of
danger and lightnings smite their
toes; the terrifying forces ot Nature, earthquake,
wind and fire, strike dismay into the hearts ot the
ungodly; and martyrs die transfigured in a blaze
of unearthly glory. EspeciaUy characteristic of
these Acts are the appearances ot Christ in many
forms; now as an old man, now as a comely youth,
now as a child; but most frequently in the likeness
of this or that apostle. (It is interesting to observe
t h a t Origen is famihar with a tradition that Jesus
during His earthly lite could change His appearance when and how He pleased, and gives that as a
reason for the necessity ot the traitor's kiss. Cf
also Mk 16 9.12.)
One must not suppose trom the foregoing that
the Apocryphal .-^cts with their profusion of romantic and supernatural details were de3. Sexual
signed merely to exalt the personality
Asceticism of the apostles and to satisfy the prevalent desire for the marvelous. They
had a definite practical end in view. They were
intended to confirm and popularize a type of Christianity in strong reaction against the world, in
which emphasis was laid on the rigid abstinence
from sexual relations as the chief moral requirement.
This sexual asceticism is the dominant motif in all
the Acts. The "conlendings" of the apostles, their
trials and their eventual martyrdom are in almost
every case due to their preaching the sinfulness of
conjugal life and to their success in persuading
women to reject the society ot their husbands.
The Acts are penetrated throughout by the con'viction that abstinence from marriage is the supreme
condition of entering upon the highest lite and of
winning heaven. The gospel on its practical side
is (to use the succinct expression of the Acts of Paul)
"the word ot God regarding abstinence and the
resurrection."
Besides inculcating an ascetic morality the Apocryphal Acts show traces more or less pronounced ot
dogmatic heresy. All ot them with
4. Heretical the exception ot the Acts of Paul
Teacliing
represent a docetic view of Christ;
that is to say, the earthly life of Jesus
is regarded merely as an appearance, phantasmal
and unreal. This docetic Christology is most
prominent in the Acts of John, where we read that
when Jesus walked no footprints were discernible;
that sometimes when the apostle attempted to lay
hold of the body of Jesus his hand passed through
it without resistance; that when the crowd gathered
round the cross on which to all appearance Jesus
hung, the Master Himself had an interview with His
disciple John on the Mount of Olives. The crucifixion was simply a symbolical spectacle; it was only
in appearance that Christ suffered and died. Alhed
with the docetic Christology is a naive Modalism,
according to which there is no clear distinction
between the Father and the Son.
In spite of the unfavorable impression created by
the flood of miraculous and supernatural details,
the pervading atmosphere ot sexual
5. ReUgious asceticism and the presence of dogFeeling
matic misconception, it is impossible
not to feel in many sections ot the
Apocryphal Acts the rapture of a great spiritual
enthusiasm. Particularly in the Acts of John,
Andrew and Thomas there are passages (songs,
prayers, homiUes), somethnes of genuine poetic
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beauty, which are characterized by religious
warmth, mystic fervor and moral earnestness. The
mystical love to Christ, expressed though it frequently is in the strange language ot gnostic thought,
served to bring the Saviour near to men as the
satisfaction of the deepest yearnings of the soul
for deliverance trom the dark power ot death.
The rank superstition and the traces of uncoiiquered heathenism should not blind us to the fact
that in the Apocryphal Acts wc have an authentic
if greatly distorted expression of the Christian faith,
and that through them great masses ot people were
contirmed in their coiu-ietion of the spiritual presence and power ot Christ the Saviour.
///. Origin.—The Apocryphal .-Vets had their
origin at a time w-hen the canonical .Vets of the
.ipostles were not yet recognized as alone authoritative. Various nioti\'es contributed to the appearance of books deaUng wdth the lite and activity of
the different apostles.
Behind every variety of motive lay the profound
reverence for the apostles as the authoritative depositaries ot Christian truth. In apostolic
L Rever- times the sole authority in Christian
ence for
communities, outside OT Scripture,
Apostles
was "the Lord," But as the creative
period of Christianity faded into the
past, "the apostles" (in the sense of the college ot
the Tw-elve, including Paul) were raised to a preeminent position alongside of Christ -with the object
of securing continuity in the credentials ot the
faith. The commandments ot the Lord had been
received through them (2 Pet 3 2). In the Ignatian epistles they have a place of acknowledged
supremacy by the side ot Christ. Only t h a t which
had apostoUc authority was normative tor the
church. The authority of the apostles was universal. They had gone into all the world to preach
the gospel. They had, according to the legend
referred to at the beginning ot the Acts of Thomas,
di'vided among themselves the different regions ot
the earth as the spheres ot their acti'vity. I t was
an inevitable consequence of the peculiar reverence
m which the apostles were held as the securities
for Christian truth t h a t a hvely interest should
everj-w-here be shown in traditional stories about
theh work and that 'writings should be multiplied
which purported to give their teaching with fulness
of detail.
The canonical .lets were not calculated to satisfy
the prevailing desire tor a knowdedge ot the life
and teaching ot the apostles. For one
2. Pious
thing many of the apostles are there
Curiosity
ignored, and for another the information given about the chief apostles
Peter and Paul is little more than a meager outUne
of the events ot their life. In these circumstances
traditions not preserved in the canonical Acts were
eagerly accepted, and as the actual history ot the
individual apostles was largely shrouded in obscurity, legends were freely invented to gratify
the insatiable curiosity. The marvelous character
of these inventions is a testimony to the supernatural
level to which the apostles had been raised in popular esteem.
As in the case of the apocryphal Gospels, the
chief motive in the multiplication ot apostolic
romances was the desire to set forth
3. ApostoUc wdth the full weight of apostolic
Authority
authority conceptions of Christian life
Desired
and doctrine which prevailed in certain
circles. (1) Alongside the saner and
catholic type of Christianity there existed, especially in Asia Minor, a popular Christianity with
perverted ideals of life. On its practical side the
Christian religion was viewed as an ascetic discipline, invol'ving not only abstinence from animal.
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food and wine but also (and chiefly) abstinence
trom marriage. Virginity was the Christian ideal.
Poverty and fastings were obligatory on all, 'The
iVpocryphal .\cts are iiermeated by this spirit, and
their evident design is to confirm and spread confidence in this ascetic ideal by representing the
a|iostles as the zealous advocates of it. (2) The
Apocryphal Acts were also intended to serve a
dogmatic interest. Heretical sects used them as a
means of propagating their peculiar doctrinal views
and sought to supplement or supplant the tradition
ot the growing catholic church by another tradition
which claimed to be equally apostolic.
A subsidiary cause in the fabrication of apostolic
legends was the desire ot churches to find support
for the claims which they put forward
4. Interests for an apostohc foundation or for
of Local
some connection with apostles. In
Churches
some cases the tradition of the sphere
ot an apostle's activity may have been
well based, but in others there is a probability that
stories of an apostolic connection were freely invented tor the purpose of enhancing the prestige ot
some local church.
IV. Sources.—In general it may be said that the
Apocryphal Acts are full of legendary details. In
the invention of these everything was
1. Canoni- done to inspire confidence in them as
cal Acts
historically true. The narratives accordingly abound in clear reminiscences of the canonical Acts. The apostles are
cast into prison and are marvelously set at liberty.
Converts receive the apostles into their houses.
The description of the Lord's Supper as "the breaking of bread" (Acts 2 42.46) is repeated in the
Apocrjqjhal Acts and is strictly apposite to the
ritual there set forth in which there is frequently
no mention of wine in the celebration of the sacrament. In the Acts ot Paul the author evidently
used the canonical Acts as the framework of his
narrative. This dependence on the canonical Acts
and the variety of allusions to details in them
served to give an appearance ot historical truthfulness to the later inventions and to secure for them
a readier acceptance. The tact that the canonical
Acts were so used clearly shows that they had a
position ot exceptional authority at the time when
the Apocryphal Acts were written.
The legendary character of the Apocryphal Acts
does not preclude the possibility of authentic
details in the additions made to the
2. Tradicanonical history. There must have
tions
been many traditions regarding the
apostles preserved in Christian communities which had a foundation in actual fact.
Some of these would naturally find a place in
•writings which were designed in part at least to satisfy the popular curiosity for a fuller knowledge of
the apostles. It is certain that there is some substratum of historical tact in the episode ot Paul's
association 'with Theela (Acts ot Paul). The description of Paul's appearance given in the same
connection is in all likelihood due to trustworthy
historical reminiscence. But it must be confessed
that the signs of the presence of reliable traditions
are very scanty. The few grains of historical tact
are hidden in an overwhelming mass ot material
whose legendary character is unmistakable.
Although a formal connection with the canonical
Acts is recognizable and reliable traditions are to a
slight extent incorporated in the Apoc3. Roryphal Acts, it is unquestionable that
mances of as a whole they are the creation of
Travel
the Hellenic spirit which reveled in
the miraculous. A noteworthy type
ot popular literature whose influence is apparent on
almost every page ot the Apocryphal Acts was that
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of the travel-romance. The most famous example
of this romantic literature is the Life of the neoPythagorean preacher, the great wonder-worker
ApoUonios ot 'Tyana, who died about the end of the
1st cent. AD. The marvelous deeds reported to
have been wrought by him on his travels were freely
transferred in a somewhat less striking form to
other teachers. It is in the atmosphere ot these
romances t h a t the Apocryphal Acts had their
birth. In particular the Acts ot Thomas recall the
history ot ApoUonios. For just as Thomas was a
missionary in India, so "ApoUonios as a disciple of
Pythagoras had traveled, a peaceful Alexander, to
the Indian wonderland and there preached his
master's wisdom" (Geffcken, Christliche Apokryphen, 36).
V. Ecclesiastical Testimony.—From the nature
of his reference to the canonical Acts it is probable
that the 'writer of the Muratorian Canon (cir 190
AD) had the existence ot other Acts in mind. "The
Acts of all the apostles," he says, "are written in
a single book. Luke relates them admirably to
Theophilus, confining himself to such as teU under
his own notice, as he plainly shows by the omission
of all reference either to the martyrdom ot Peter
or to the journey of Paul from Rome to Spain."
During the 3d cent, there are sUght allusions to
certain of the Apocryphal Acts, but it is only in the
4th cent, that distinct references are frequent in
writers both of the East and ot the West. A few ot
the more important references may be given here.
(For a full account ot the ecclesiastical testimony
see Harnack, Gesch. der altchr. Lit., I, IIG ff.)
Among eastern writers Eusebius (d. 340) is the
first to make any clear reference to Apocryphal
Acts. He speaks of "Acts of An1. Eastern drew, ot John and ot the other aposTestimony ties," which were of such a character
that no ecclesiastical writer thought
it proper to invoke their testimony. Their style
and their teaching showed them to be so plainly
of heretical origin that he would not put them even
among spurious Scriptures, but absolutely rejected
them as absurd and impious (HE, III, 25,6,7).
Ephraem (d. 373) declares that Acts were written
by the Bardesanites to propagate in the name of the
apostles the unbehef which the apostles had destroyed. Epiphanius (cir 375) repeatedly refers to
incU'vidual Acts which were in use among heretical
sects. Amphilochius ot Iconium, a contemporary
ot Epiphanius, declares that certain writings
emanating trom heretical circles were "not Acts of
the apostles but accounts ot demons." The Second
Synod of Nicaea (787 AD), in the records ot which
those words ot Amphilochius are preserved, dealt
with apocryphal hterature and had under special
consideration the Acts ot John to which the Iconoclasts appealed. In the synod's finding these Acts
were characterized as "this abominable book," and
on it the judgment was passed: "Let no one read it;
and not only so, but we judge it worthy of being
committed to the flames."
In the West from the 4th cent, onward references are frequent. PhUastrius of Brescia (cir 387)
testifies to the use ot Apocryphal Acts
2. Western among the Manichaeans, and declares
Testimony that although they are not suitable
for general reading they may be read
with profit by mature Christians (De Haeres, 88).
The reason for this favorable judgment is to be
found in the pronounced ascetic tendency ot the
Acts, which was in hne with the moral ideal prevalent at that time in the West. Augustine refers
repeatedly to apocryphal Acts in use among the
Manichaeans and characterizes them as the work of
"cobblers of tables" (sutoribus fahularum).
The
Manichaeans accepted them as true and genuine; I
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and in respect of this claim Augustine says: "They
would in the time of their authors have been counted
worthy of being welcomed to the authority ot the
Holy Church, if saintly and learned men who were
then ahve and could examine such things had
acknowledged them as speaking the t r u t h " (Contra Faustum, X X I I , 79). The Acts ot John and
the Acts ot Thomas are mentioned by Augustine
by name. He also refers to Leucius as the author
of Apocryphal Acts. Turribius of Astorga (cir
450) speaks of Acts of Andrew, ot John, ot Thomas,
and attributes them to the Manichaeans. Of the
heretical teaching in the Acts of Thomas, Turribius singles out for special condemnation baptism
by oil instead of by water. Leucius is mentioned
as the author of the Acts of John. The Acts ot
Andrew, Thomas, Peter, and Phihp are condemned
as apocryphal in the Gelasian Decree (496 AD)
and in the same condemnation are included "all
books written by Leucius, a disciple of the devil."
The fullest and most important reference to the
Apocryphal Acts is found in Photius, the Patriarch
ot Constantinople in the second half
3. Photius of the 9th cent. In his Bibliotheca,
which contains an account of 280
different books which he had read during his absence on a mission to Bagdad, we learn that among
these was a volume, "the so-called Wanderings of
the Apostles, in which w-ere included Acts ot Peter,
John, Andrew, Thomas, Paul. The author ot these
Acts, as the book itself makes plain, was Leucius
Charinus." The language had none ot the grace
which characterized the evangeUc and apostoUc
WTitings. The book teemed with tolUes and contradictions. Its teaching was heretical. In particular
it was taught that Christ had never really become
man. Not Christ but another in His place had
been crucified. After referring to the ascetic doctrine and the absurd miracles ot the Acts and to
the part which the Acts of John had played in the
Iconoclastic Controversy, Photius concludes: "In
short this book contains ten thousand things which
are childish, incredible, ill-conceived, false, tooUsh,
inconsistent, impious and godless. If anyone were
to call it the fountain and mother of all heresy, he
would not be far from the t r u t h . "
There is thus a consensus of ecclesiastical testimony as to the general character ot the Apocryphal
Acts. They were writings used by a
4. Ecclesi- number of heretical sects but regarded
astical
by the church as unreliable and harmCondemna- ful. I t is probable t h a t the corpus ot
tion
the Acts in five parts referred to by
Photius was formed by the Manichaeans of North Africa, who attempted to have
them accepted by the church in place of the canonical Acts which they had rejected. These Acts in
consequence were stamped,by the church with a
heretical character. The sharpest condemnation is
that pronounced by Leo I (cir 450) who declares
that "they should not only be forbidden but should
be utterly swept away and burned. For although
there are certain things in them which seem to have
the appearance of piety, yet they are never free ot
poison and secretly work through the allurements of
tables so that they involve in the snares of every
possible error those who are seduced by the narration of marvelous things." The Acts of Paul, which
show no trace ot dogmatic heresy, were included in
the ecclesiastical censure owing to the fact that
they had received a place at the end ot the corpus.
Many teachers in the church, however, made a
distinction between the miraculous details and the
heretical doctrines ot the Acts, and whOe they
rejected the latter they retained the former. Witness the words ot an orthodox re-viser in regard to
his heretical predecessor: "Quaedam de -virtutibus
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quidem et miracuUs quae per eos Dominus fecit,
vera dixit; de dootrina vero multa mentitus est."
V7. Authorship.— In the notice of Photius
(Bibliotheca cod. 114) all the five Acts are ascribed
to one author, Leucius Charinus. Earlier writers
had associated the name of Leucius with certain
Acts. In particular he is, on the witness of
several writers, declared to be the author ot the
Acts ot John. As these Acts show, the author
professes to be a follower and companion ot the
apostle, and Epiphanius (Haeres, 61 6) mentions one
named Leucius as being in the entourage ot John.
This notice of Epiphanius, however, is of doubtful
value, as it probably rested on the association in his
mind of the name of Leucius with the .-Vets of John.
Whether or not there is any truth in the ascription
of these Acts to a disciple ot John must be left
undecided, but the probabilities are against there
being any. Be that as it may, when the different
Acts were collected, the name of the reputed author
of the .V.cts ot John was transferred to the whole
collection. This probably happened not later than
the 4th cent. Although all the Acts are certainly
not from one hand (the difference of style is sufficient
proof of this), there are so many striking similarities
between some ot them as to suggest a possible common authorship in those cases or at least a relation
of hterary dependence.
VII. Relationship of Different Acts.—That some
connection existed between the different Acts was
clearly recognized in early times, and it was doubtless due to this recognition that they were gathered
together in a corpus under the name of one author.
It is acknowledged that there is a close relationship
between the Acts ot Peter and the Acts of John,
some holding that they are the work ot the same
author (James, Zahn), others t h a t the former are
dependent on the latter (Schmidt, Hennecke),
while others again believe t h a t their origin in the
same theological school and in the same ecclesiastical
atmosphere suflSciently explains all similarities
(Picker). The Acts of Andrew, too, reveal a near
kinship to the Acts of Peter. But however the
matter may stand in regard to hterary dependence,
the affinity betw-een the (different Acts in a material
sense is manifest. All are pervaded by the ascetic
spirit; in aU Christ appears in the form ot the apostle; tn aU women -visit the apostle in prison. In
respect of theological doctrine the Acts ot Paul
stand by themselves as anti-gnostic in tendency,
but the others agree in their docetic -view of Christ's
person; whfle in the Acts of John, Peter and Thomas,
there is a similar mystical doctrine of the cross.
VIII. Value.—As a source for information about
the life and work ot the apostles the Apocryphal
Acts are almost entirely worthless.
1. As
A possible exception in this respect
History
is the section of the Acts of Paul
deaUng wdth Paul and Theela, although
even there any historical elements are almost lost
in the legendary overgrowdh. The spheres of the
apostles' work, so far as they are mentioned only
in these Acts, cannot be accepted without question,
although they may be derived from reliable tradition. Taken as a whole the picture given in the
Apocryphal Acts ot the missionary labors of the
apostles is a grotesque caricature.
The Apocryphal Acts, however, though worthless
as history, are of extreme value as throwing light
on the period in which they were
2. As
written. They belong to the 2d cent.
Records of and are a rich quarry for information
Early
about the popular Christianity ot that
Cliristianity time. They give us a -vi-vid picture of
the form which Christianity assumed
m contact with the enthusiastic mystery-cults and
gnostic sects which then flourished on the soU ot
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Asia Minor. We see in them the Christian faith
deeply tinged with the spirit of contemporary paganism; the faith in Christ the Saviour-God, which
satisfied the wides|iread yearning for redemption
from the powers ot evil, in association with the as
yet unoonquered elements of its heathen environment. (1) The Acts show us popular Christianity
under the influence of gnostic ideas as contrasted with
the Gnosticism ot the schools which moves in a
region of mj-thologioal conceptions, cold abstractions and speculative subtleties. At the basis ot
Gnosticism lay a contempt for material existence;
and in the Christianity ot the Apocryphal Acts we
see the practical working up of the two chief ideas
whieli followed from this fundamental position, a
docetic conception ot Christ's person and an ascetic
view- of life. In this popular religion Christ had
few of the features of the historic Jesus; He was
the Sa'viour-God, exalted above principalities and
powers, through union with whom the soul was
delivered trom the dread powers of evil and entered
into the true hfe. The manhood of Christ was sublimated into mere appearance; and in particular
the sufferings of Christ were conceived mysticall)'
and symbohcally, "sometimes in the form that in
the story of His sufferings we see only the symbol
of human sufferings in general^ sometimes in the
form that Christ who is present in His church shares
in the martyr-sufferings of Christians; sometimes,
again, in the form that the sin, weakness and unfaithfulness of His people infUct upon Him everrenewed sufferings" (Pfleiderer, Prim. Christianity,
III, 181). The ethical influence ot Gnosticism is
apparent in the spirit ot strict asceticism which is
the most characteristic feature of these Acts. It
is true that the ascetic ideal obtained not only in
gnostic but also in orthodox church circles, as we
gather from the Acts of Paid as well as from other
sources. The prominence of the strict ascetic ideal
in early Christianity is intelligible. The chief battle
which the Christian faith had to fight with Hellenic
heathenism was for sexual purity, and in -view of
the coarseness and laxity which prevailed in sexual
relations it is not surprising that the Christian
protest was exaggerated in many cases into a
demand tor complete continence.
This ascetic
note in primitive Christianity was emphasized by
the spirit ot Gnosticism and finds clear expression
in the Acts which arose either in gnostic circles or
in an en'vironment tinged with gnostic ideas. It
goes without sajdng that the influence of these
romances which are so largely concerned with
sexual morality and occasionally are unspeakably
coarse, was to preoccupy the mind with unhealthy
thoughts and to sully that purity ot spirit which
it was their intention to secure. There are, however, other ethical elements in these Acts which are
in complete harmony with a true Christian morality.
(2) The Apocryphal Acts are an invaluable source
for information about early-Christian forms of
worship. The ritual of the sacraments is fuUy
described in the Acts ot Thomas. Some ot the
prayers found in the Acts are pervaded by a warm
religious spirit and are rich in liturgical expression.
(3) The beginnings ot Christian hymnology may
be traced in the Acts of Thomas, in which occur
gnostic hymns breathing the fantastic oriental
spirit.
(4) Apparent in the Acts throughout is
the excessive love for ihe supernatural and the
religious enthusiasm which flourished in Asia Minor
in the 2d cent, (cf especially the dance ot the disciples round Jesus in the Acts of John: ch 94 ff).
IX. Influence.—The
Apocryphal Acts had a
remarkable influence in the later history of the
church. After the estabhshment ot Christianity
under Constantino men turned their eyes to the
earlier years ot struggle and persecution. A deep
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meant to eliminate heretical elements was not by
interest was awakened in the events of the heroic
any means thorough. Passages which are distinctly
age ot the faith—the age ot martyrs and apostles.
gnostic were preserved probably because the re-viser
Acts of martyrs were eagerly read, and in particular
did not understand their true meaning.
t h e Apocryphal Acts were drawn upon to satisfy
/. Acts of Paul.—Origen in two passages ot his
the desire for a fuller knowledge of the apostles
than was afforded by the canonical books. The
extant -writings quotes the Acts of Paul with
heretical teaching with which the apostolic legends
approval, and it was possibly due to
were associated in these Acts led to their condemna1. Ecclehis influence that these Acts were held
tion by ecclesiastical authority, but the ban of the
slastical
in high regard in the East. In the
church was unavailing to eradicate the taste tor
Testimony Codex Claromontanus (3d cent.), which
the vivid colors of apostoUc romance. In these
is of eastern origin, the Acts ot Paul
circumstances church writers set themselves the task
are treated as a cathoUc writing and take rank with
of rewriting the earlier Acts, omitting what was
the Shepherd of Hermas and the Apocalypse of
clearly heretical and retaining the miraculous and
Peter. Eusebius, who utterly rejects "The Acts of
supernatural elements. And not only so, but the
Andrew, John and the rest of the apostles," puts
material of the Acts was freely used in the fabrica- the Acts of Paul in the lower class of debated
tion of Uves of other apostles, as we find in the 'writings alongside Hermas, Epistle ot Barnabas,
collection of the so-called Abdias in the 6th cent.
Did, the Apocalypse ot John, etc (HE, III, 25.4).
The result was that from the 4th to the 11th cent,
In the West, where Origen was 'viewed 'with susliterature of this kind, deaUng with the apostles, grew picion, the Acts ot Paul were apparently discredited,
apace and "formed the favorite reading ot Chris- the only use of them as a reliable source being found
tians, from Ireland to the Abyssinian mountains in Hippolytus, the friend ot Origen, who however
and from Persia to Spain" (Harnack). Apostolic does not mention them by name. (The reference
legends were reproduced in religious poems; they
by Hippolytus is found in his commentary on
appeared in martyrologies and calendars; they
Daiuel. He argues from Paul's conflict 'with the
formed the subject of homilies on the feast-days of
wild beasts to the credibiUty ot the story of Daniel
the apostles, and incidents from them were depicted
in the hons' den.)
in Christian art. New cycles ot legends arose in
Of the Acts of Paul only fragments remain.
the Syrian and Coptic churches; and the Coptic
Little was known ot them until in 1904 a translegends were translated into Arab, and from Arab,
lation from a badly preserved Coptic
into Ethiopic (Gadla Haw^ry&t—The Conlendings 2. Contents version was published by C. Schmidt,
of the Apostles). Literature of this kind was
and the discovery was made that the
the fruitful mother of every kind ot superstition. well-known Acts of Paul and 'Theela were in reahty
"Wliole generations of Christians [as Harnack says],
a part of the Acts of Paul. From the notes regardyes, whole Christian nations were intellectually
ing the extent ot the Acts given in the Cod. Claroblinded by the dazzling appearance of these tales.
montanus and in the Stichometry ot Nieephorus
They lost the eye not only for the true light of his- we gather t h a t the fragments amount to about onetory but also for the light ot truth itself" (Gesch. fourth of the whole.
der altchr. Lit., I, .xxvi). It is noteworthy that the
(1) Of these fragments the longest and the most
apocryphal correspondence with the Corinthians in important is the section which came to have a
the Acts ot Paul was received as canonical in the separate existence under the name The Acts of
Syrian and Armenian churches.
Paul and Theela. When these were separated
LITERATURE.—The Apocryphal Acts form the sub- trom the Acts of Paul we cannot tell, but this had
ject of a voluminous hterature. The earUer editions of
happened before the time of the Gelasian Decree
the available texts by Fabricius (1703) and Tischendorf
(1851) have been completely superseded by Lipsius- (496 AD), which -without making mention of the
Bonnet, Acta Apostolorum apocrypha (1891—1903), which Acts ot Paul condemns as apocryphal the Acts of
contains texts not only of the earher but also of many
Paul and Theela. (a) An outline of the narrative
of the later Acts. Translations of earher Acts with
valuable introductions are to be found in Hennecke, is as foUows: At Iconium, Theela, a betrothed
NT Apokryphen (1904), while critical discussions and
maiden, listened to the preaching ot Paul on virelucidation of the text are given in Hennecke, Handbuch ginity and was so fascinated that she refused to have
zu den NT Apokryphen (1904). These two works are
anything further to do with her lover. On account
indispensable to the student. Enghsh tr' of earher
Acts with short introductions in Pick, Apocryphal Acts
ot his influence over her, Paul was brought before
(1909). The critical work of Lipsius ou these Acts was the proconsul and was cast into prison. There
epoch-making: Die apokryphen Apostelgeschiehten
und
Apostellegenden (1883-90). Full hsts of hterature may
Theela •visited him with the result that both were
be found in Hennecke and Pick. The following may be brought to judgment. Paul was banished from the
mentioned here: Zahn, Geschichte des NT Kanons, II,
832 ff (1892); Forschungen zur Gesch. des NT Kanons, city and 'Theela was condemned to be burned.
VI. 14 ff, 194 fl (1900); Harnack, Geschichte der alt- Having been miraculously delivered at the pile,
christlichen Literalur, I, 116 fl (1893); II, 493 fl, 541 fl
Theela went in search of Paul and when she had
(1897); James, Apocrypha Anecdota (Texts and Studies,
"V", 1, 1897); Ehrhard, Die allchristliche Litieratur u. i. found him she accompanied him to Antioch. (There
Erforsch. (1900); C. Schmidt, "Die Alten Petrusakten" is confusion in the narrative ot Antioch of Pisidia
(T U, IX. 1. 1903). Useful as setting forth the rehgious
significance of the Acts are Pfleiderer. Primitive Chris- and SjTian Antioch.) In Antioch an influential
tianity. Ill, 170 fl (tr 1910); Liechtenhahn, Die Offen- citizen, Alexander by name, became enamored of her
barung im Gnosticismus {19()l). The chapter in Salmon's and openly embraced her on the street. Theela,
Intro lo the NT (325 fl) may be consulted. A short
account of the Acts written with full knowledge is given resenting the tamiUarity, pulled off the crown
in Geffcken, Christliche Apokryphen (ReUgionsgeschicht- which Alexander wore and in consequence was
Uche Volksbiicher, 1908).
condemned to fight with the 'wild beasts at the
games. Until the day ot the games Theela was
B. T H E SEPARATE ACTS
placed under the care of Queen Tryphaena, then
The Apocryphal Acts dealt with in this article
h'ving in Antioch. When Theela was exposed in
are the Leucian Acts mentioned by Photius in his the amphitheater a lioness died in defending
Bibliotheca. As we now have them they have her against attack. In her peril Theela cast
undergone re'vision in the interest of ecclesiastical herself into a tank containing seals and declared:
"In the name of Jesus Christ I baptize myself on
orthodoxy, but in their original form they belonged
my last day." (It was with reference partly to
to the 2d cent. I t is impossible to say how much
the Acts in their present form differ from that in this act of self-baptism t h a t TertulUan gave the
information about the authorship of these Acts:
which they originally appeared, but it is e-vident at
many points that the orthodox re-vision which was infra 3.) When it was proposed to have Theela
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torn asunder by maddened buUs Queen Tryphaena
fainted, and through fear of what might happen
the authorities released Theela and handed her
over to Tryphaena. Theela once again sough I
Paul and having found him was comniissioiied by
him to preach the Word of God. This she did
fii-st at Iconium and then in Seleucia where she died.
Various later additions described Thecla's end, luiil
in one ot them it is narrated that she went undergroimd trom Seleucia to Rome that she might be
near Paul. Finding that Paul was deail she remained in Rome until her death, (b) .Vllhough
the Theela story is a romance designed to seeiue
apostoUc authority for the ideal ot virginity, it is
probable that it had at least a slight touiidalidn in
actual fact. The existence of an influential Theclacult at Seleucia fa\'ors the view t h a t Theela was a
historical person. Traditions regarding her association wdth Paul which clustered round the temple
in Seleucia built in her honor may have provuh-d
the materials for the romance. In the st(.(ry there
are clear historical reminiscences. Tryphaena is
a historical character whose existence is established
by coins. She was the mother ot King Polemon I I
of Pontus and a relative of the emperor Claudius.
There are no grounds for doubting the information
given us in the Acts t h a t she w-as living at Antioch
at the time of Paul's hrst visit. T h e Acts further
reveal striking geographical accuracy in the mention of "the royal road" by which Paul is stated to
have traveled from Lystra on his w-ay to Iconium
—a statement which is all the more remarkable
because, w-hile the road w-as in use in Paul's time
for mihtary reasons, it was given up as a regular
route in the last quarter of the 1st cent. In the
.\cts Paul is described as "a man small in stature,
bald-headed, bow-legged, ot noble demeanor, with
meeting eyebrows and a somewhat prominent
nose, full of grace. He appeared sometimes like
a man, and at other times he had the face ot an
angel." This description may quite well rest on
reliable tradition. On the ground of the historical
features in the story, Ramsay (The Church in the
Ruiiian Empire, 375 ff) argued for the existence of
a shorter version going back to the 1st cent., but
this -view has not been generaUy accepted, (c) The
.lets ot Paul and Theela were very widely read and
had a remarkable influence owing to the widespread reverence for Theela, who had a high place
among the saints as " t h e first female martyr."
References to the Acts in the Church Fathers are
comparatively few, but the romance had an extraordinary vogue among Christians both ot the
East and ot the West. In particular, veneration
for Theela reached its highest point in Gaul, and in
a poem entitled "The Banquet" (Caena) written
by Cyprian, a poet of South-Gaul in the 5th cent.,
Theela stands on the same level as the great characters of Biblical history. The later Acts ot Xanthippe and Polyxena are entirely derived from the
.lets of Paul and Theela.
(2) Another important fragment of the .-Vets of
Paul is that containing the so-called Third Epistle
to the Corinthians. Paul is rein'e.sented as being
in prison at Philippi (not at the time ot Acts 16
23 ff, but at some later timej. His incarceration
was due to his influence over Stratonice, the wife
of ApoUophanes. The Corinthians who had been
disturbed by two teachers ot heresy sent a letter
to Paul describing their pernicious doctrines, which
were to the effect that the prophets had no authority, that God was not almighty, that there was no
resurrection of the body, that man had not been
made by God, t h a t Christ had not come in the
flesh or been born of Mary, and t h a t the world
was not the work of God but ot angels. Paul was
sorely distressed on receipt ot this epistle and.

"under much aflBiction," wrote an answer in which
the pojiular gnostic views ot the false teachers are
vehemently opposed. This letter which abounds
in (dlusions to several of the Pauline epistles is
ehieUy remarkable from the fael, that it found a
place, along with the letle-r which called it forth,
anidiig eaiionical writings in the Syrian and Arineiiian chui-ches after the 2(1 cent. The corresiiondence was strangely enough believed to be
genuine by Riiick who edited it in l<S2:i, The original
(Ir version has not been pre.served, but it exists in
Coptic (not quite complete), in y'irmenian and in
two Lat tr" (l)ol,h mutilaled), besides being incorporated in Ephiacin's comnienlary (in Armenian
tr). The (Syr version has IK-CII lost.
('.',} Besides Ihe two portions of the Acts of Paul
mentioned above tlier(( are others of less value, the
Healing of a Dropsical Man at Myra by the apostle
(a continu;(tion of the Theeda-narrative), Paul's
conflict with wild beasts at Ephesus (based on
the misunderstanding of 1 Cor 15 32), two short
citations by (irigen, and a concluding .section
describing the ajiostle's martyrdom under Nero, to
whom Paul appeared after his death. Clement
of Alexandria quotes a passage (Strom., Yl, 5, 42 f)
—a fragment trom the mission-preaching of Paul—
which may have belonged to the Acts ot Paul; and
the same origin is possible tor the account of
Paul's speech in Athens given by John ot Salisbury
(cir 11.56) in the Pulteruticus, IV, 3.
From a passage in Tertulhan (De Baptismo, ch
17) we learn that the author of the Acts of Paul
was "a presbyter of .Asia, who -wrote
3. Author- the book with the intention of increasship and
ing the dignity of Paul by additions
Date
of his own," and that " he was removed
from office when, having been convict(.'(l, he confessed that he had done it out ot love
to Paul," This testimony ot Tertulhan is supported by the e\-idence of the WTiting itself w-hich,
as we have seen, shows in several details exact
knowledge of the topography and local history of
Asia Minor. A large number of the names occurring in these Acts are found in inscriptions of
Smyrna, although it would be precarious on that
ground to infer that the author belonged to that
city. I t is possible that he w-as a native of a tow-n
where Tliecla eiijo>'ed peculiar reverence and that
the tracUtion of her association with Paul, the
preacher of virginity, was the chief motive for his
writing the book. AJong with this was linked the
motive to oppose the views of some Gnostics (the
Bardesanites). The date of the Acts of Paul is the
latter half of the 2d cent., probably between 160
and ISO AD.
The Acts of Paul, though written to enhance the
dignity of the apostle, clearly show that both in
respect of inteUectual equipment and
4. Charac- in breadth of moral vision the author,
ter and
with all his love for Paul, was no
Tendency
kindred spirit. The intellectual level
of the .Vets is low. There is throughout great jioverty in conception; the same motif
occurs w-illiout variation; and the defects of the
author's imagination have their counterpart in a,
bare and inartistic diction. N T passages are
frequently and freely quoted. The view which the
author iirescuts of Christianity is narrow and onesided. Within its hmits it is orthodox in sentiment;
lliere is nothing to support the opinion of Lipsius
that the wdi-k is a revision of a gnostic -writing,
'The frequent occurrence of supernatural _ events
and the strict asceticism which characterize the
Acts are no proof of gnostic influence. The dogmatic is indeed anti-gnostic, as we see in the correspondence with the Corinthians, "The Lord
Jesus Christ was born of Mary, of the Seed of David,
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the Father having sent the Spirit from heaven
into her." The resurrection of the body is assured
by Christ's resurrection from the dead. ^ Resurrection, however, is only for those who beheve in i t ^
in this we have the one thought which betrays any
originality on the part of the author: "they who
say that there is no resurrection shall have no
resurrection." With faith in the resurrection is
associated the demand for strict sexual abstinence.
Only they who are pure (i.e. who live in chastity)
shall see God: "Ye have no part in the resurrection
unless ye remain chaste and defile not the flesh."
The gospel which the apostle preached was "the
word regarding self-control and the resurrection."
In the author's desire to secure authority for a
prevalent form ot Christianity, which demanded
sexual abstinence as a condition ot eternal life, we
recognize the chief aim ot the book. Paul is
represented as the apostle of this popular conception, and his teaching is rendered attractive by the
miraculous and supernatural elements which satisfied the crude taste ot the time.
LITERATUEE.—Books mentioned under "Literature"
(p. 188); C, Schmidt, "Die Paulusakten" {Neue Jahrbucher, 217 fl, 1S97J, Acta Pauli (1904); deahng with
Acts of Paul and Theela: Ramsay. The Church in the

Roman Empire (4th ed, 1895); Conybeare, The Apology
and Acts of Apollonius .
. . (1894); C^hrol. La legende
de saiiite Ttiecle (1895); Orr, The NT Apoc
Writings

(introd. tr, and notes, 1903). For further Ut. see Henneclce. Handbuch, etc, 35S 3 ; Pick, Apoc Acts, 1, 8 f.
//. Acts of Peter.—A large portion (almost twothirds) of the Acts ot Peter is preserved in a Lat
translation—the Actus Vercellenses, so
1. Contents named trom the town of Vercelli in
Piedmont, where the MS containing
them hes in the chapter-library. A Coptic fragment discovered and published (1903) by C.
Schmidt contains a narrative with the subscription
Praxis Petrou (Act of Peter). Schmidt is ot opinion
that this fragment formed part of the work to which
the Actus Vercellenses also belonged, but this is somewhat doubtful. The fragment deals with an incident
in Peter's ministry at Jerus, while the Act. Vercell.,
which probably were meant to be a continuation ot
the canonical Acts, give an account of Peter's conflict wdth Simon Magus and ot his martyrdom at
Rome. References in ecclesiastical writers (PhUastrius of Brescia, Isidore ot Pelusium and Photius)
make it practically certain that the Act. Vercell.
belong to the 'writing known as the Acts of Peter,
which was condemned in the rescript ot Innocent I
(405 AD) and in the Gelasian Decree (496 AD).
(1) The Coptic Fragment contains the story ot
Peter's paralytic daughter. One Sunday while
Peter was engaged in healing the sick a bystander
asked him why he did not make his own daughter
whole. To show that God was able to effect the
cure through him, Peter made his daughter sound
for a short time and then bade her return to her
place and become as before. He explained that the
affliction had been laid upon her to save her from
defilement, as a rich man Ptolemy had been enamored ot her and had desired to make her his wife.
Ptolemy's grief at not receiving her had been such
that he became blind. As the result of a -vision he
had come to Peter, had received his sight and had
been converted, and when he died he had left a piece
ot land to Peter's daughter. This land Peter had
sold and had given the proceeds to the poor. Augustine (Contra Adimantum, 17,5) makes a reference to
this story but does not mention Acts of Peter. There
are also two references to the incident in the Acts
of Philip, In the later Acts of Nereus and Achilleus the story is given with considerable changes,
the name of Peter's daughter, which is not mentieined in the fragment, being given as Petronilla.
(2) The contents of the Actus Vercellenses fall
into three parts: (a) The first three chapters which
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clearly are a continuation of some other narrative
and would fitly join on to the canonical Acts tell ot
Paul's departure to Spain. (6) The longest section of the Acts (4-32) gives an account ot the conflict between Peter and Simon Magus at Rome.
Paul had not been gone many days when Simon,
who "claimed to be the great power ot God," came
to Rome and perverted many ot the Christians.
Christ appeared in a vision to Peter at Jerus and
bade him sail at once for Italy. Arrived at Rome
Peter confirmed the congregation, declaring that
he came to establish faith in Christ not by words
merely but by miraculous deeds and powers (allusion to 1 Cor 4 20; 1 Thess 1 5 ) . On the entreaty of the brethren -Peter went to seek out Simon
in the house of one named Marcellus, whom the
magician had seduced; and when Simon refused to
see him, Peter unloosed a dog and bade it go and
deUver his challenge. The result of this marvel
was the repentance of Marcellus. A section follows
describing the mending of a broken statue by
sprinkhng the pieces with water in the name of
Jesus. Meantime the dog had given Simon a
lecture and had pronounced on him the doom of
unquenchable fire. After reporting on its errand
and speaking words of encouragement to Peter, the
dog expired at the apostle's feet. A smoked fish
is next made to swim. The faith ot Marcellus
waxed strong at the sight of the wonders which
Peter 'wrought, and Simon was driven out of his
house with every mark of contempt. Simon,
enraged at this treatment, came to challenge Peter.
An infant of seven months speaking in a manly
voice denounced Simon and made him speechless
until the next Sabbath day. Christ appeared in a
vision ot the night encouraging Peter, who when
morning was come narrated to the congregation
his triumph over Simon, "the angel ot Satan," in
Judaea. Shortly afterward, in the house of Marcellus which had been "cleansed from every vestige of
Simon," Peter unfolded the true understanding of
the gospel. The adequacy of Christ to meet every
kind ot need is shown in a characteristic passage
which reveals docetic traits: " H e will comfort you
that you may love Him, this Great and Small One,
this Beautiful and Ugly One, this Youth and Old
Man, appearing in time yet utterly in'visible in
eternity, whom a human hand has not grasped,
who yet is now grasped by His servants, whom
flesh had not seen and now sees," etc. Next in a
wonderful blaze of heavenly light blind widows
received their sight and declared the different forms
in which Christ had appeared to them. A 'vision ot
MarceUus is described in which the Lord appearing
in the likeness of Peter struck down with a sword
"the whole power of Simon," which had come in
the form ot an ugly Ethiopian woman, very black
and clad in filthy rags. 'Then follows the conflict
wdth Simon in the forum in presence ot the senators
and prefects. Words were first exchanged between
the combatants; then from words it came to deeds,
in which the power ot Peter was signally exhibited
as greater than Simon's in the raising ot the dead.
Simon was now discredited in Rome, and in a last
attempt to recover his influence he declared that
he would ascend to God. Before the assembled
crowd he flew up over the city, but in answer to
Peter's prayer to Christ he fell do'wn and broke
his leg in three places. He was removed from Rome
and after ha'ving his Umb amputated died, (c) The
Actus Vercellenses close with an account of Peter's
martyrdom (33-41). Peter had incurred the
enmity ot several influential citizens by persuading
their 'wives to separate from them. Then toflows
the weU-known "Quo vadis?" story. Peter being
warned of the danger he was in fled from Rome;
but meeting Christ and learning that He was
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going to the city to be crucified again, Peter returned and was condemned to death. .Vt the place
of execution Peter expounded the mystery of the
cross. He asked to be crucified head downward,
and when this was done he explained in words
betraying gnostic influence why he had so desired
it. After a prayer ot a mystical nature Peter gave
up the ghost. Nero was enraged that Peter should
have been put to death w-ithout his knowledge, because he had meant to heap punishments upon him.
Omng to a •vision he was deterreil from a rigorous
persecution ot the Christians. (The account of
Peter's martyrdom is also found in the Gr original.)
It is plain from the account given ot these .Vets
that they are entirely legendai^ in character. They
ha\'e not tlie slightest value as records
2. Histori- of the acti\dty of Peter. They are
cal Value
in reality the creation ot the ancient
spu'it which delighted in the marvelous
and which conceived t h a t the authority ot Christianity rested on the ability- of its representatives to
surpass all others in their possessirai of supernatural
power. The tra(.htion t h a t Simon Magus exercised
a great influence in Rome and that a, statue was
erected to him (10) may have had some basis in tact.
Justin AfartjT {Apol, I, 26, 56) states t h a t Simon
on account ot the wonderf ul deeds which he wrought
in Rome was regarded as a god and had a statue
set up in his honor. But grave doubts are thrown
on the whole storv by the inscription S E M O N I
S.-VNCO DEO F I D I O "SACRUM which was found
on a stone pedestal at Rome in 1574. This refers
to a Sabine deity Semo Sancus, and the misunderstanding ot it may have led to Justin's statement
and possibly was the origin of the whole legend ot
Simon's acti-idty at Rome. The tradition that Peter
died a martjT's death at Rome is early, but no reliance can be placed on the account ot it given in the
Acts of Peter.
Nothing can b e said with any certainty as to the
authorship ot the Acts ot Peter. James (Apocrypha
Anecdota, II) believes them to be
3. Author- trom the same hand as the Acts of
ship and
John, and in this he is supported by
Bate
Zahn (Gesch. des NT Kanons, II, 861).
But all t h a t can definitely be said is
that both these Acts had their origin in the same
rehgious atmosphere. Both are a t home on the
soil of Asia Minor. Opinion is not unanimous on
the question where the Acts of Peter were written,
but a number ot small details as well as the general
character ot the book point to an origin in Asia
Minor rather than at Rome. There is no knowledge of Rom conditions, whfle on the other hand
there are probable reminiscences ot historical persons who lived in Asia Alinor. The date is about
the close of the 2d cent.
The Acts of Peter were used by heretical sects
and were subjected to ecclesiastical censure. That
however does not necessarily imply a,
i. General heretical origin. There are traces
Character in them of a spirit which in later
times was regarded as heretical, but
they probably originated within the church in an
en-vironment strongly tinged by gnostic ideas. W'e
find the principle of gnosticism in the stress that is
laid on understanding the Lord (22). The gnostic
view that the Scripture required to be supplemented
by a secret tradition committed to the apostles is
reflected in several passages (20 in particular).
At the time of their earthly fellowship with Christ
the apostles were not able to understand the full
revelation of God. Each saw only so far as he
was able to sec. Peter professes to communicate
what he had received from the Lord "in a mystery."
There are slight traces of the docetic heresy. "The
mystical words of Peter as he hung on the cross are
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suggestive ot gnostic influence (33 f). In these
Acts we find the same negative attitude to creation
and the same pronounced ascetic spirit as in the
others. "The virgins of the Lord" are held in
special honor (22). Water is used instead ot wine
at the Eucharist. Very characteristic ot the Acts
of Peter is the emphasis laid on the boundless mercy
of God in Christ toward the backsliding (especially 7).
'This note frequently recurring is a welcome revelation ot the presence ot the true gospel-message in
communities whose faith was allied with the grossest
superstition.
LITERATURE.—Books mentioned under "Literature"
(p. ISSI. In addition, Ficker. Die Petrusakten, Beitrdge
zu ihremVerstiiiidiiis (1903); Harnack, "Patristische Miscelled" {TU, V, 3, 1900).
///. Acts of John.—According to the Stichometry of Nieephorus the Acts of John in their complete state formed a book about the
1. Contents same length as the Gospel of Matthew.
A number ot sections which show links
of connection with one another are extant—about
two-thirds of the whole. The beginning ot the Acts
is wanting, the e.xisting narrative commencing at 18.
What the contents of the earlier chapters were we
cannot surmise. In Bonnet's reconstruction the first
fourteen chapters deal with John's journey from
Ephesus to Rome and his banishment to Patmos,
while 15-17 describe John's return to Ephesus trom
Patmos. The sections given by Bonnet may contain
material which belonged to the original Acts, but it
is improbable that they stood at the beginning of
the work, as it seems clear t h a t the narrative commencing at 18 describes John's first -visit to Ephesus.
The first extant portion ot the Acts (18-25) narrates
that Lycomedes ''the commander-in-chief of the
Ephesians" met John as he drew near the city and
besought him on behalf of his beautiful wife Cleopatra, who had become paralyzed. When they
came to the house the grief of Lycomedes was so
great that he fell do'wn lifeless. After prayer to
Christ John made Cleopatra whole and afterward
raised Lycomedes to life again. Prevailed upon
by their entreaties John took up his abode with
them. In 26-29 we have the incident of the picture of John which played so prominent a part
in the discussion at the Second Council of Nicaea.
Lycomedes commissioned a friend to paint a picture
of John and when it was completed he put it in his
bedroom with an altar before it and candlesticks
beside it. John discovering why Lycomedes repaired so frequently to his room, taxed him wdth
worshipping i heathen god and learned that the
picture was one of himself. This he beheved only
when a mirror was brought that he might see himself. John charged Lycomedes to paint a picture of
his soul and to use as colors faith in God, meekness,
love, chastity, etc. As tor the picture of his body it
was the dead picture of a dead man. Chs 30-36
narrate the healing of infirm old women, and in the
theater where the miracles were wrought John gave
an address on the vanity of all earthly things and
on the destroying nature ot fleshly passion. In
37-45 we read that in answer to the prayer of John
the temple of Artemis fell to the ground, with the
result that many people were won to the worship
ot Christ. The priest ot Artemis who had been
killed through the fall ot the temple was raised to
life again and became a Christian (46 f). After
the narration ot further wonders (one of them the
dri'ving of bugs out of a house) foUows the longest
incident ot the Acts, the inexpressibly repulsive
story ot Drusiana (62-86), which was used as the
theme of a poem by the nun Hroswitha of Gandersheim (10th cent.). The foflowing section gives
a discourse of John on the life, death and ascension
ot Jesus (87-105) which is characterized by distinct
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docetic traits, a long passage dealing with Christ's
appearance in many forms and with the peculiar
nature ot His body. In this section occurs the
strange hymn used by the Priscillianists, which
purports to be that which Jesus sang after supper
in the upper room (Mt 26 30), the disciples dancing
round Him in a ring and responding with Amen.
Here too we find the mystic doctrine of the Cross
revealed to John by Christ. Chs 106-15 narrate
the end ot John. After addressing the brethren
and dispensing the sacrament ot the Lord's Supper
with bread alone, John ordered a grave to be dug;
and when this was done, he prayed, giving thanks
that he had been delivered from "the filthy madness of the flesh" and asking a sate passage through
the darkness and dangers of death. Whereupon
he lay do'wn quietly in the grave and gave up the
ghost.
The Acts of John, it need hardly be said, have not
the slightest historical value. They are a tissue of
legendary incidents which by their
2. Histori- miraculous character served to insincal Value
uate into the popular mind the dogmatic conceptions and the ideal ot life
which the author entertained. The Acts however
are in harmony wdth the well-founded tradition t h a t
Ephesus was the scene of John's later acti'vity.
Very remarkable is the account ot the destruction
ot the Artemis-temple by John—a clear proof t h a t
the Acts were not written in Ephesus. 'The Ephesian temple of Artemis was destroyed by the Goths
in 2G2 AD.
The Acts of John are the most clearly heretical of
all the Acts. The docetic traits have aheady been
referred to. The unreality ot Christ's
3. General bodily existence is shown by the
Character
changing forms in which He appeared
(88-90), by His abihty to do without
food (93) and -without sleep ("I never at any time
saw His eyes closing but only open," 89), by His
leaving no footprint when He walked (93), by the
varying character of His body when touched, now
hard, now soft, now completely immaterial (89,
93). The crucifixion ot Jesus, too, was entirely
phantasmal (97, 99). The ascension followed
immediately on the apparent crucifixion; there was
no place for the resurrection of One who had never
actually died. Gnostic features are further discernible in the disparagement of the Jewdsh Law
(94), in the view which lays emphasis on a secret
tradition committed by Christ to the apostles (96)
and in the contempt for those who were not enlightened ("Care not tor the many, and them that
are (lutside the mystery despise," 100). T h e
historical incidents ot Christ's sufferings are sublimated into something altogether mystical (101);
they are simply a symbol of human suffering, and
the object of Christ's coming is represented as being
to enable men to understand the true meaning ot
suffering and thus to be deUvered from it (96).
The real sufferings of Christ are those caused by
His grief at the sins ot His toUowers (1061). He is
also a partaker in the sufferings ot His faithful
people, and indeed is present with them to be their
support in every trial (103). The Acts of John
also reveid a strong encratite tendency, although
that is not so pronounced as in the Acts of Andrew
and ot Thomas. Nowhere however do we get a
more horrifying glimpse into the depths ot corrupt
sexualism than in these Acts. The writing and
circulation of the story of Drusiana cast a lurid
light on the gross sensual elements which survi-ved m eariy Hellenic Christianity. Apart trom
this there are passages which reveal a warm and
true rehgious feeling and some of the pra^-ers are
marked by glow and unction (112 ff). The Acts
show that the author was a man of considerable
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literary ability; in this respect they form a striking
contrast to the Acts of Paul.
The author of the Acts ot John represents himself as a companion of the apostle. He has participated in the events which he
4. Author- describes, and in consequence the
ship and
narrative possesses a certain lively
Date
quaUty which gives it the appearance
of actual history. The author according to testimony which goes back t o the 4th
cent, was Leucius, but nothing can with any certainty be said of him (see above A, VI). It is
possible t h a t in some part of the Acts which is lost
the author mentioned his name. T h e early date
ot the Acts is proved by a reference in Clement ot
Alexandria (cir 200) to the immaterial natm-e ot
Christ's body, the passage plainly indicating that
Clement was acquainted with the Acts or had heard
another speak of them (Hypotyposeis on 1 Jn 1 1).
The probable date is between 150 and 180 and
Asia Minor is the place of origin.
The Acts of John exerted a -wide influence. They
are in all probability the earhest of the Apocryphal
Acts and those -written later owe much
5. Influence to them. The Acts of Peter and of
Andrew show so close affinities -with
the Acts of John t h a t some have regarded them as
being from the same hand; b u t if that be not so,
there is much to be said tor the literary dependence
of the former on the latter. We are probably right
in stating that the author of the Acts ot John was
the pioneer in this sphere of apostoUc romance and
that others eagerly followed in the way which he
had opened up. "That the Acts of John were read
in orthodox circles is clear from the reference in
Clement ot Alexandria. In later days however
they were regarded with suspicion. Augustine
quotes part of the hymn (95) which he read in a
Priscillianist work sent him by a bishop Ceretius
and makes severe animadversions on it and on the
claim advanced regarding it t h a t it had been
revealed in secret to the apostles. The second
Sjmod of Nicaea (787 AD) passed judgment on the
Acts of John in words ot great severity (see
above A, V, 1). The stories found in the Acts had,
how-ever, before this time passed into orthodox
tradition and had been used by Prochorus (5th
cent.), a supposed disciple ot John, in the composition of his travel-romance dealing -with the apostle,
as w-ell as by Abdias (6th cent.) whose work contains material from the older Acts which is not otherwise preserved.
LITERATURE.—See under "Literature" (p. 188); also
Zahn, Acta Joannis (1880).
IV. Acts of Andrew.—The first mention of these
Acts which are referred to frequently by ecclesiastical -writers is in Eusebius (HE, III, 25, 6). They
are there, along wdth other Acts, rejected as absurd
and impious. Epiphanius refers to them in several
passages (Haeres, 47, 6 1 , 68) as being in use among
various heretical sects which practised a strict ascetic
morality. Early -writers attribute them to Leucius,
t h e author of the Acts ot John.
Ot the Acts ot Andrew only small portions remain.
Afragment ispreserved by Euodius ot Uzala (d. 424),
a contemporary ot Augustine, and a
1. Contents longer piece, found in a MS of the 10th
or 11th cent., containing lives ot saints
for November, was identified by Bonnet as belonging to the Acts of Andrew. The account of the
death ot Andrew is preserved in many forms; that
which has the most appearance of retaining the form
of the original Acts being found in a letter of the
presbyters and deacons of the churches of Achaia.
(1) The fragment of Euodius gives two short passages describing the relations ot Maximilla with her
husband Egetes, whose claims she resisted. (2) The
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longest section of the Acts deals with Andrew's imprisonment because he had induced Ma.ximilla to
separate from her husband "Aegeates" and to live a
hfe of chastity. (''Aegeates," which occurs as the
name of MaximUla's husband, denotes in reality "a
native of Aegae," Aegae being a town in the vicinity
of Patrae, where Andrew was described as carrying
on his work.) The section opens in the middle ot
an address spoken to the brethren by Andrew in
prison, in which they w-ere enjoined to glory in their
fellowship wdth Christ and in their (h-h^-erance from
the baser things of earth. Maximilla with her companions frequently \'isitcd the apostle in prison.
Aegeates expostulated with her and declared that
if she did not resume relations wilh him he would
subject Andrew to tortiue. Andrew counseled her
to resist the importunity ot Aegeates, and delivered
an address on the true natm-e of man and stated
that torture had no terrors for him. It Maximilla
should >ield, the apostle w-ould suffer on her account. Through her fellowship wdth his sufferings
she would know her true natm-e and thus escape
from afihction. Andrew next comforted Stratocles,
the brother of Aegeates, who declared his need ot
Andrew, the sow-er in him of the ''seed of the word
of salvation." Andrew thereafter announced his
crucifixion on the followdng day. Maximilla again
visited the apostle in prison, "the Lord going before
her in the form ot .V.ndrew-." To a company ot the
brethren the apostle delivered an address, in which
he discoursed on the deceitfulness of the de'vil, who
first had dealt wdth men as a friend but now was
manifest as an enemy. (3) When brought to the
place ot crucifixion Andrew addressed the cross
which he joyfully welcomed. After being bound
to the cross he hung smihng at the miscarriage ot
the vengeance ot Aegeates, for (as he explained)
"a man who belongs to Jesus because he is known
of Him is armed against every vengeance." For
three days and nights Andrew addressed the people
from the cross, and they, moved by his nobility
and eloquence, went to Aegeates, demanding that
he should be dehvered from death. Aegeates,
fearing the 'wrath of the people, went t o take Andrew down from the cross, but the apostle refused
deliverance and prayed to Christ to prevent his
release. After this he gave up the ghost. He was
buried by Ma.ximilla, and Aegeates soon afterward
cast himself do'wn from a great height and died.
The encratite ideal in its most pronounced form
is exhibited in the Acts ot Andrew. (In -view ot
this, and of Andrew's association else2. General where in ecclesiastical tradition -with a
Character strict asceticism, there is a curious
irony in the tact t h a t in some parts of
Germany Andrew is the patron saint of maidens
seeking husbands. In the Harz and in Thiiringen
St. Andrew's Night [November 30] is considered by
maidens the most favorable time for the -vision of
their future husbands.) The gnostic spirit is revealed in the feehng for the preeminent worth of
the spiritual man (6). The true nature of man is
pure; the weakness and sin are the work of the
"e-ril enemy who is averse to peace." In seducing
men he did not come out openly as an enemy but
pretended friendship. When the hght ot the world
appeared the adversary of man was seen in his
true colors. Deliverance from sin comes through
enlightenment. The mystical view of sufferings
(9) reminds us of the similar -view in the Acts ot
John. The addresses of the apostle are characterized by religious earnestness and warmth (words
flow from his lips "hke a stream of fire" 12), and
by a profound sense of the Di-vine pity for sinful
and tempted men.
The only detail in the Acts ot Andrew which has
a claim to be considered historical is his acti'vity a t
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Patrae on the Corinthian Gulf. (Patrae is not
actually mentioned in the fragmentary Acts, but
that the scene of the imprisonment and
3. Histori- martyrdom ot Andrew is laid in that
cal Value
city may be inferred from the name
"Aegeates"—see above 1 [2],) Ecclesiastical tradition speaks with great uncertainty ot
the sphere of Andrew's missionary labors, Scythia,
Bithynia and Greece- lieing all mentioned. It may
be regarded as probable that Andrew came to
Greece and suffered martyrdom at Patrae, although
one must reckon with the possibility that the
account of his work and crucifixion there was invented for the purjiose of representing the church
at Patrae as an apostolic foundation. The crucifixion ot the apostle on the so-called St. Andrew's
cross is a later tradition.
V. Acts of Thomas.—These
Acts exist in a
complete state and their great popularity in church
circles is shown by the large number of MSS which
contain them. It is probable that they were written
originally in Syr and that they were later freely
translated into Gr and worked over from the CathoUc
point of view.
In the Stichometry of Nieephorus the Acts of
Thomas are mentioned as containing 1,600 stichoi
(lines of about sixteen syllables), one1. Contents fifth fewer than the Gospel of Mark.
If this notice is correct, the form in
which we have the Acts is very much more extended.
In the Gr versions the Acts are divided into thirteen
"deeds" followed by the martyrdom of Thomas.
Some idea of the contents may be given as follows:
(1) At a meeting ot the apostles in Jerus, Thomas
had India allotted to him as his sphere ot service.
He w-as unw-illing to go, but at last consented when
the Lord sold him to a messenger from King Gundaforus in India. On the journey to India, Thomas
came to the city ot Andrapolis where the nuptials
of the king's daughter were being celebrated. In
these the apostle took part and sang a hymn in
praise ot the heavenly wedding. The king asked
Thomas to pray for his daughter and after he had
done so the Lord appeared in the form ot Thomas
and won the newly married pair to a life of sexual
abstinence. The king incensed at this sought
Thomas, but the apostle had departed. (2) Arrived in India Thomas undertook to build a palace
for King Gundaforus.
He received money for
this purpose but gave it away in alms. The king
discovering this cast Thomas into prison, but
afterward released him when he learned from his
brother who came back trom the dead t h a t Thomas
had built a heavenly palace tor him. Gundaforus
and his brother became Christians. (3) Traveling
farther east Thomas found a youth who had been
slain by a dragon because of a woman whom both
desired. The dragon at the command ot Thomas
sucked the poison from the youth's body and itself
died. The young man, restored to hfe, embraced
the ideal ot sexual abstinence and was counseled
to set his affections on Christ. (4) The story of a
speaking colt. (5) Thomas delivered a woman
from the power of a filthy demon. An account is
given of the celebration of the Eucharist (with
bread alone) which includes a gnostic prayer. (6)
A youth iiartaking of the Eucharist was con-victed
ot sin and confessed that he had kUleci a maiden
who refused to live with him in unchaste intercourse.
'The maiden was raised to life and gave an account
of her experience in hefl. (7) Thomas was besought
by a commander named Sifor to deliver his wife
and daughter from a demon ot uncleanness, (8)
While they were on their way to the commander's
house the beast which drew the carriage became
exhausted and four wild asses allowed themselves
to be quietly yoked. One of the wUd asses was
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instructed by Thomas to exorcise the demons which
dwelt in the women. (9) A woman, Mygdonia,
married to Charis, a near relative of I-ung Misdai,
hstened to a discom-se of the apostle and was
led to reject the society of her husband. Charis
complained to the king about the magician who had
put a spell upon his wife and Thomas was cast
into prison. At the request of his tellow--prisoners
Thomas prayed tor them and recited a hymn
(known as "the hymn of the soul") which is entirely
gnostic in character. (10) Mygdonia received
the seal of Jesus Christ, being first anointed with
oil, then being baptized, then recei-ving the Eucharist in bread and water. Thomas was released
trom prison, and Sifor, his wife and his daughter all
received the seal. (11) Tertia the queen was sent
by Misdai to reason with Mygdonia and as a result
she herself was won to the new hfe. Thomas was
then brought to the place ot judgment. (12) There
Vazan, the king's son, talked with the apostle and
was converted. The king gave orders that Thomas
should be tortured with hot plates ot iron, but when
these were brought water gushed forth from the
earth and submerged them. Then follow an address and prayer of Thomas in prison. (13) The
apostle was visited in prison by the women and
by Vazan and thereafter Vazan along wdth others
was baptized and received the Eucharist, Thomas
coming from prison to Vazan's house for this purpose. (14) Thomas was put to death by the command ot the king, being pierced with lances, but
afterward he showed himself to his followers. Later
a son ot Misdai was cured of an unclean spirit by
dust taken from the apostle's grave and Misdai himself became a Christian.
The Acts ot Thomas are in reality a treatise in
the form of a travel-romance whose main design
was to set forth abstinence from sexual
2. Charac- intercourse as the indispensable confer and
dition ot salvation. In the addresses
Tendency
of Thomas, however, positive Christian
-virtues are emphasized; and in particular the duty and the recompense ot compassion
are strikingly exhibited in the story of the buUding
of the heavenly palace. The Acts clearly had their
origin in gnostic circles and were held in high
estimation by various encratite sects. The original
Acts underwent revision in the interest of orthodoxy. The hynans and dedication-prayers which
showed marked gnostic • features were probably
retained because their meaning was not understood.
As Lipsius says, speaking of "the hymn ot the soul":
"The preservation of this precious relic of gnostic
poetry we owe to the happy ignorance ot the
Catholic reviser, who had no idea what heretical
serpent lurked beneath the beautiful flowers of this
poem." The hymn, probably written by Bardesanes, the founder ot a gnostic sect, narrates in the
form of an allegory the descent ot the soul into the
world ot sense, its forgetfulness ot its heavenly
origin, its deliverance by the Di-vine revelation
which awoke it to a consciousness of its true dignity, and its return to the heavenly home from
which it came. In the opinion ot some, however,
the hymn is falsely called "the hymn ot the soul."
.\s Preuschen says: " I t describes rather the descent
ot the Saviour to the earth. His deliverance of the
soul which languishes there in the bondage ot
e-vil, and His return to the heavenly kingdom ot
light. One may characterize the whole as a gnostic embelhshment and extension ot PhU 2 5 - 1 1 "
(Hennecke, Handbuch, etc, 587). In w-hichever way
the hymn is to be interpreted, it is a poem of great
beauty and rich in oriental imagery. The ascriptions of praise to Christ in the addresses of the apostle
are sometimes couched in noble language and always
suffused by great warmth of feeling. Throughout
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the Acts we have miraculous and supernatural
elements in abundance. Christ frequently appears
in the likeness of Thomas who is represented as his
twin-brother. The full name ot the apostle is Judas
Thomas—Judas the Twdn.
In 55 ff there is a
graphic account of the tortures ot the damned, which
remind one ot the Apocalypse of Peter.
I t goes without saying t h a t the Acts of Thomas,
which are a romance with a purpose, are in no
sense a historical source for intorma3. Histori- tion about the apostle. The author
cal Value
however has made use ot the names of
historical persons. King Gundaforus
(Vindatra) is known from other sources as an IndoParthian ruler in the 1st cent. AD. It is very
doubtful whether the tradition preserved in the
Acts as to the activity of Thomas in India is trustworthy. The earliest tradition with which we are
acquainted places the sphere ot his missionary
labors in Parthia. Syrian tradition states that he
died at Edessa, where in the 4th cent, there was
a church dedicated to him. Thomas is also indirectly associated with Edessa in the Abgar Legend,
in which we read t h a t Thaddaeus who founded the
church at Edessa was sent by Thomas. In the
existing form ot the Acts ot Thomas we have a
combination of the traditions regarding India and
Edessa; we read (170) that some time after the
apostle's death his bones were carried "into the
regions ot the West." Early tradition knows
nothing ot Thomas as a martyr; according to a
statement ot the Valentinian fieracleon (cir 170)
quoted by Clement of Alexandria (Strom, IV, 9)
the apostle died quietly in his bed. The name ot
the apostle is given in the Acts as Judas Thomas,
and this ive also find in the Doctrine of Addai and
elsewhere. The statement in the Acts that the
apostle was a twin-brother ot Jesus was no doubt
suggested by the meaning of the name Thomas
( = " t w i n " ) and by the desire to enhance the dignity ot the apostle. In 110 (in the Hymn of the
Soul) there is a reference to the still existing Parthian kingdom, and as that kingdom came to an
end in 227 AD, the poem must have been written
before t h a t date. The hymn, however, does not
seem to have belonged to the original Acts, which
probably were in e.xistence before the end of the
2d cent.
LITERATURE.—Besides books mentioned under "Literature" (p. 188) Thilo. Acta Sancti Thomae apostoli (1823);
Hoflman, ZATPy (1903,273-309); Preuschen, Zweignostische Hymnen (1904); Hilgenfeld, ZWT (1904, 229-41).
The Syrian Acts of Thomas were ed and trd by "W. 'Wright,
Apocryphal Acts of the Aposlles (1871); also Bevan, in
Texts and Studies, 'V. 3 (1897). The later Ethiopic version is found in Malan. The Conflicts of the Holy Apostles
(1871). and in Budge. The Conlendings of the Apostles (2
vols containing Ethiopic text and tr, 1899-1901).
A. E. FiNDLAT
APOCRYPHAL EPISTLES, a-pok'ri-fal g-pis'1's:
A few epistles have been attributed to the Virgin
Mary, but these are very late and without value.
The following epistles tall to be noted as apocryphal:
The letter attributed to Our Lord is given in
Eusebius (HE, I, 13) who records that in his day a
copy of the letter was to be found
1. Letter
among the archives ot Edessa. AbAttributed garus, king of Osroene, which was a
to Our Lord small country in Mesopotamia, writes
trom Edessa, the capital, to Our Lord,
asking for healing and offering Him protection.
Our Lord sends back a short letter saying that
He cannot leave Palestine, but that, after His ascension, a messenger will come and heal Abgarus.
The letters are ob-viously spurious. Osroene was
actually Christianized about the beginning ot the
3d cent., and the legend took shape and received
official sanction in order to show that the country
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had received the Gospel a t a much earUer date.

The apocryphal gospels form a branch ot the
apocryphal literature that attended the formation
of the N T canon of Scripture, Apocryphal here
means non-canonical. Besides gospels, this hterature included acts, epistles and apocalypses.
/. Introductory.—'ihe
introduction to the third
canonical Gospel shows that in the days of the
writer, when the apostles of the Lord
1. Early
were still living, it was a common
Gospels
practice to write and pubUsh accounts
of the acts and words of Jesus. I t has
even been maintained (S. Baring-Gould, Lost and
Hostile Gospels, xxiii, London, 1874) that at the
close of the 1st cent.^ almost every church had its
own gospel with which alone it was acquainted.
These were probably derived, or professed to be
derived, from the oral reports ot those who had
seen, heard, and, it may be, convcTsed with Our
Lord. I t was dissatisfaction with these compositions that moved Luke to write his Gospel.
Whether any ot these ante-Lukan documents are
among those stifl known to us is hardly longer
doubtful. Scholars of repute—Grotius, Grabe,
spurious.
See CoLossi.iNs; E P H E S I A N S ; E P I S T L E
Mill—were in earlier times disposed to place the
TO LAODICEANS.
Gospel of the Hebrews, the Gospel of the Ebionites,
(2) Lost Epi-sde to the Corinthians.-—In 1 Cor and the Gospel of the Egyptians among those
6 9 a letter to the Corinthians is mentioned which
alluded to by Luke, some holding the Gospel
appears to have been lost. In a 5th cent. Armenian
ot the Hebrews to be as early as just after the
Vs of the Scriptures there is inserted after 2 Cor middle of the 1st cent.
More recent criticism
a short letter from the Corinthians to Paul, and one
does not allow so early an appearance for those
from Paul to the Corinthians.
These are also
gospels, though a fairly early date is still postufound in S>T, and were evidently accepted in
lated for the Gospel of the Hebrews. The Protmany quarters as genuine at t h e end of the 4th
evangehum of James (noticed below) is still held
cent. 'They formed a part of the Apocryphal
by some as possibly falling within the 1st cent.
.lets of St. Paul, and date from about 200 A D . (EB, I, 259). ^
See .-VBGAR.

The Clementine Homilies is a work of fiction
attributed to Clement of Rome; it was actually
written about the end of the 2d cent.
2. Letter
or the beginning ot the 3d. At the
Attributed" beginning of it there is set a letter of
to Peter
Peter to James. In it Peter counsels
James not to show the book containing
Peter's preaching except to a hmited circle, and
makes a violent attack upon the apostle Paul. I t
is thus evidently Ebionitic in tendency, and is, lilie
the homiUes to whiih it is prefixed, spm-ious.
(1) The Epistle from Laodicea.—The mention of
such an ep in Col 4 16 evidently tempted someone to forge a letter. I t is written
3. Letters in Latin, and consists of 20 vs; it is a
Attributed mere cento ot Pauline phrases strung
to Paul
together. I t is mentioned in the
Muratorian Fragment (170 .-VD); and
by the end ot the 4th cent, it had a wide circulation. It is now almost universally rejected as

See CoRiNTHi.AXS.

However this may be, there can be no doubt that
by the close of the 1st cent, and the early part of
2d, opinion was practically unani2. Canoni- mous in recognition of the authority
cal Gospels of the four Gospels ot the canonical
Scriptures. Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons
(180 AD), recognizes four, and only tour Gospels, as
"piUars" of the church. 'The Harmonies of Theophilus, bishop of Antioch (168-80 AD), and ot Tatian,
and the Apology ot Justin Martyr carry back the
tradition to a much earlier period of the cent,, and,
as Liddon proves a t considerable length (Bampton
LITERATURE.—See art. "Apocrypha" in BB and RE.
Lectures, 2d ed, 210-19), "it is scarcely too much
For text of Peter's letter to James, see Roberts' and
to assert that every decade of the 2d cent, furDonaldson's Anle-Nicene Christian Library, XVll.
For
the Pauline letters consult Zahn, Geschichte des NT Ka- nishes its share ot proof that the four Gospels as a
nons, II. For Paul's Laodicean letter, see Lightfoot's whole, and St. John's in particular, were to the
Comm. on Col (where the text of the letter is given); and
for the letters to Seneca, Lightfoot's Comm. on Phil, Dis- church ot that age what they are to the church of
the present." The recent attempt ot Professor
sertation II, -n-ith Appendix.
Bacon ot Yale to get rid of the important authority
J O H N MACARTNEY W I L S O N
Irenaeus (The Fourth Gospel in Research and
APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS, a-pok'ri-fal gos'pels: of
Debate, New York, 1910) will not succeed; it has
I. INTRODUCTORY
been shown to be merely assertive where there
1. Early Gospels
is no evidence and agnostic where evidence is ap2. Canonical Gospels
3. Apocryphal (>ospels
parently demonstrative. During the last cent, the
4. Gospel according to the Hebrews
Gospels, as regards their composition, credibility
II. HERETICAL G O S P E L S
and historicity, were subjected to the most searching
1. Gospel of the Ebionites
2. Gospel of the Egyptians
and unsparing criticism which, though intimations
3. Gospel of Marcion
of it w-ere previously not wanting, may be said to
4. Gospel of Peter
have begun when Strauss, to use Liddon's w-ords,
5. Gospel of the Twelve Apostles
"shocked the conscience of all that was Christian
6. Gospels of Barnabas and Bartholomew
Ill, SUPPLEMENTARY OR LEGENDARY GoepELs
in Europe" by the publication of his first Life of
1. Gospels of the Nati-vity
Jesu^. The niethods pursued in this work consisted
(a) Protevangehum of James
largely in the application to the sacred books, and
(I)) Pseudo-Matthew
(c) The Nativity of Mary
especiaUy to the Gospels, of the principles of criti(d) Gospel of Joseph the Carpenter
cism that had for forty years pre-viously been used
(e) The Passing of^Mary
in estimating the structure and composition of
2. Gospels of the Infancy or Childhood
some of the literary products of antiquity; and the
(a) Gospel of Thomas
(6) Arabic Gospel of the Childhood
controversy excited by this criticism can hardly
3. Gospels of the Passion and Resurrection
yet be said to have subsided. This is not the place
(a) Gospel of Peter (as above)
for entering upon an account of the controversy;
(6) Gospel of Nicodemus, containing
(1) Acts of Pilate
it may be sufficient here to say that the traditional
(2) Descent of Jesus into the Lower -World
positions of the church have been ably defended.
,
(c) Other Fabrications
(3) An Epistle to the Alexandrines.—This is mentioned only in the Muratorian Fragment, and has
not come dow-n to us.
(4) Letters of Paul to Seneca.—This is a correspondence in Latin, six of the letters being attributed
to Paul and eight to Seneca. Regarding this
correspondence Lightfoot says: "This correspondence was probably forged in the 4th cent., either to
recommend Seneca to Christian readers, or to recommend Cliristianity to students ot Seneca." I t
had a wide circulation in the Middle Ages.
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and in particular, t h a t the claims ot the canonical
Gospels have been abundantly maintained.
Whatever was the fate of the ante-Lukan and
other possible Ist-cent. gospels, it is 'with the 2d
cent, and the formation of an author3. Apocry- itative canon that the apocryphal
phal Gosgospels, such as we now have, tor the
pels
most part begin to appear. In the
days ot the reproduction of documents
by manuscript, of restricted communications between different localities, and when the church was
only as yet forming and completing its organization, the formation and spread of such gospels
would be much easier than now. The number ot
such gospels is very considerable, amounting to
about fifty. These exist mainly in fragments and
scattered notices; though some, as pointed out
below, are either entire or nearly so. The apparent
number has probably been increased by the use of
different names tor the same document. Thirty
are named by Hotmann wdth more or less explanation in RE, I, 511; a complete Ust is given in
Fabricius (Cod. Apoc NT, I, 35.5 ff). Ebionistic and gnostic circles were specially prolific of
such gospels. " I t would be easy," says Salmon
(Intro, 1st ed, 239) "to make a long list of names
of gospels said to have been in use in different
gnostic sects; but very little is known as to their
contents, and that httle is not such as to lead us
to attribute to them the very slightest historical
value." Of many indeed no more is known than
the names of the authors, such as the gospels of
Basilides, of Cerinthus, of Apelles, of Matthias,
of Barnabas, ot Bartholomew, of Eve, of Philemon
and many others. The scholars and authorities
of the early church were quite well aware ot the
e.xistence and aims of these productions. It is
noteworthy also that they had no hesitation in
charaot(3rizing them as they deserved. The Marcosians, according to Irenaeus, adduced "an unspeakable number of apocryphal and spurious
-writings, which they themselves had forged, to
bewilder the minds of the foolish"; and Eusebius
(HE, III, 25) gives the following list of spurious
and disputed books: "That we have it in our
power to know both these books [the canonical] and
those that are adduced by the heretics under the
name ot the apostles such, -viz., as compose the
gospels of Peter, of Thomas, and of Matthew, and
certain others beside these or such as contain the
.(^.cts ot Andrew and John, and ot the other apostles,
of which no one of those writers in the ecclesiastical
succession has condescended to make any mention
in his works: and, indeed, the character of the style
itself is very different from that of the apostles,
and the sentiments, and the purport ot these things
that are advanced in them, deviating as tar as
possible from sound orthodoxy, e-vidently prove
they are the fictions ot heretical men: whence they
are not only to be ranked among the spurious
writings but are to be rejected as altogether absurd and impious." In the appendix to Westcott's
Intro to the Study of the Gospels w-ill be found, with
the exception of those recently discovered in Egypt,
a complete list of the non-canonical sayings and
deeds ascribed to Our Lord as recorded in the patristic WTitings; and also a list of the quotations
from t h e non-canonical gospels where these are only
known by quotations.
The aim of the apocryphal gospels may be regarded as (1) heretical or (2) supplemental or
legendary: that is to say, such as either w-ere
framed in support of some heresy or such as assume
the canonical gospels and try to make additions—
largely legendary—to them. Before considering
these it may be well to take separate account of
the Gospel according to the Hebrews.
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The undoubted early date ot this gospel, the
character of most ot its not very numerous quotations, the respect with which it is
4. The
uniformly mentioned by early writers.
Gospel Ac- and the esteem in which it is at present
cording to held by scholars in general, entitle
the H e the Gospel according to the Hebrews
brews
to special notice. Apart trom the
tradition, to which it is not necessary
to attach too great importance, that represented
Our Lord as commanding His disciples to remain for
twelve years in Jerus, it is reasonable to suppose
that for the Christian communities resident in
Jerus and Pal a -written gospel in their own language
(Western Aram.) would soon be a necessity, and
such a gospel would naturally be used by Jewish
Christians of the Diaspora. Jewish Christians,
for example, settled in Alexandria, might use this
gospel, while native Christians, as suggested by
Harnack, might use the Gospel ot the Egyptians,
tUl of course both were superseded by the four
Gospels sanctioned by the church. There is no
proof however t h a t the gospel was earlier than the
Synoptics, much less that it was among the anteLukan gospels. Harnack, indeed, by a fiUation ot
documents for which there seems hardly suificient
warrant, placed it as early as between 65 and 100
AD. Salmon, on the other hand (Intro, Lect X)
concludes t h a t "the Nazarene gospel, so far trom
being the mother, or even the sister of one ot our
canonical four, can only claim to be a granddaughter or grand-niece." Jerome (400 AD) knew
ot the existence of this gospel and says that he
translated it into Gr and Lat; quotations from it are
found in his works and in those of Clement of Alexandria. Its relation to the Gospel of Matthew,
which by almost universal consent is declared to
have been originally written in Heb (i.e. Aram.),
has given rise to much controversy. The prevalent •view among scholars is that it was not the
original ot which Matthew's Gospel was a Gr tr,
but still that it was a fairly early composition.
Some, like Salmon and Harnack, are disposed to
regard Jerome's Heb Gospel as to all intents 'a
fifth gospel originally composed for Palestinian
Christians, but which became of comparatively
insignificant value with the development ot Christianity into a world-religion. Besides two references to the baptism of Jesus and a few ot his
sayings, such as—"Never be joyful except when ye
shall look upon your brother in love"; "Just now
my Mother, the Holy Spirit, took me by one of my
hairs and bore me away to the great mountain
Thabor"—it records the appearance ot Our Lord
to James after the resurrection, adduced by Paul
(1 Cor 15 7) as one of the proofs of that event;
but of course Paul might have learned this from the
lips of James himself as well as from ordinary
tradition, and not necessarily from this gospel.
This indeed is the principal detail ot importance
which the quotations from this gospel add to what
we know from the Synoptios. In other divergences
from the Synoptics where the same tacts are recorded, it is possible t h a t the Gospel according
to the Hebrews may relate an earlier and more
reUable tradition. On the other hand, the longest
quotation, which gives a version of Christ's inter-view with the Rich Young Ruler, would seem
to show, as Westcott suggests, t h a t the Synoptics
give the simpler and therefore the earlier form
of the common narrative. Many scholars, however, allow that the few survi-ving quotations of
this gospel should be taken into account in constructing the lite of Christ. The Ebionites gave
the name of Gospel of the Hebrews to a mutflated
gospel of Matthew. This brings us to the heretical
gospels.
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//. Heretical Gospels.—The
Ebionites may be
described generally as Jewish Christians who
aimed at maintaining as far as possible
1. Gospel the doctrines and practices of the (>T
otthe
and may be taken as representing
Ebionites
originally the extreme coiiser\'ative
section ot the Council ot .lerusalein
mentioned in .Vets 15 1-29. They are frequi-ntly
mentioned in patristic Uteratui-e from the 2(1 to
the 4th cents., and the prolonged gnostic controversies of those times may well have founded
among them different sects or at least parlies,
.Accordingly Jerome, a writer of the ttli cent,,
states (Ep ad August. 122 13) that he found in
Pal Jewish Christians knowm as Nazan^ies and
Ebionites, Whether these were separate sects
or simply supporters ot more liberal or narrower
views of the same sect cannot well be delerniined.
Some, such as Harnack and Uhlhorn, have held thai
the two names are general designations tor Jewdsh
Christians; oth(-rs regard the Ebionites as the most
retrogi-ade and the narrowest of Jewish Christians,
while the Xazai-enes w-ere more tolerant ot difference
of belief and practice. The Gospel ot the Ebionites
or the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles, as it was also
called, represented along wdth the G((spel ot the
Hebrews (noticed above) this Judaeo-Christian
sphit. Some fragments of the Gospel of the
Ebionites are preserved in Epiphanius (d. :)7li).
He speaks of the Nazarenes as "having the Gospel
accor(hng to Matthew in a most complete form,
in Heb" (i.e. .Aram.), though he immediately adds
that he does not know whether "they removed the
genealogies from Abraham to Christ," that is to
say, whether they accepted or rejected the -virgin
birth of Clirist. In contrast with this statement he
says that the Ebionites had a gospel "called the
Gospel accoriUng to Matthew, not entire and perfectly complete, but falsified and mutilated, which
they call the Hebrew gospel." The extant fragments from the gospel are given in Westcott (Intro,
437 f). They' 'show that its value is (juite secondary
and that the author has simply compiled it trom the
canonical, and especially trom the Synoptic Gospels,
adapting it at the same time to the -views and practices of gnostic Ebionism" (DCG, I, .505).
Three short and somewhat mystic verses are all
that are left of what is known as the Gospel of the
Egyptians, They occur in Book I I I
2. Gospel of the ,Stromateis ot Clement ot Ale.xof the
anchia, who devoted that book to a
Egyptians refutation of Encratism, that is, the
rejection, as absolutely unlawful, ot
the use of marriage, of flesh meat and of wine.
Already in the Pauline Epistles are met parties -with
the cry (Col 2 21) "Handle not, nor taste, nor
touch," and (1 Tim 4 3) "forbidding to marry, and
commanding to abstain from meats," The vs
in Clement read as follows: "When Salome asked
how long will death prevail? The Lord said.
As long as ye women bear children: for I have come
to' destroy the function ot women. And Salome
said to him: Did I not well then in not bearing
children? And the Lord answered and said. E a t
of every herb, but do not eat of t h a t which is bitter.
And when Salome asked when the things would be
known about which she had enquired, the Lord
said, When ye trample on the garment ot shame,
and when the two shall be one, and the male with
the female neither male nor female." The words
assuredly vary much trom the usual character of
those of Our Lord. Modern -writers vary as to
dieir encratite tendency and as to how tar the
Gospel ot the Egyptians was practical. With so
little to go upon, it is not easy to form a conclusion.
It may have contained other passages on account of
which Origen deemed it heretical. It was used by

the Naassenes and Sabellians. The date ot the
G([.si)el is between 130 and 150,
The Gospel ol Marcion would seem to have been
intended as u, dire((t, counteractive to the Aram.
gospels. A native ot Pontus and the
3. Gospel
son of a bishoj), Marcion settled at
of Marcion Rome in the first half of the 2d cent.
and bec(une the founder of the antiJewish se(;t that acknowledged no authoritative
writings but those of Paul. I'his work forms a
striking example of what Uberties, in days before
the final forniati([n of the canon, could be taken
with the most authoritative and the most revered
d((cuments ot the faith, and also as showing the
tree and practically unlimited nature of the controversy, of which the canon as finally adopted was
the result. He rejected the OT enthely, and of the
N T retained only the Gospel of Lk, as being ot
Pauhne origin, with the omission of sections depending on the OT and ten epistles ot Paul, the
pastoral epistles being omitted. The principal
Church Fathers agree upon this corruption of
Lk's Gospel by Marcion; and the main importance
of his gospel is that in modern controversy it was
for some time assimied to be the original gospel of
which Lk's Gospel was regarded as merely an
expansion. The theory was shown first in Germany
and afterward independently in England to be quite
untenable. It was lately revived by the author of
Supernatural Religion; but Dr. Sanday's work on
The Gospels in the Second Century (ch -viu) may be
said to have closed the controversy. (Cf also Salmon's Iniro, Lect XI.)
Until about a quarter of a cent, ago no more
was known ot the Gospel of Peter than of the
crowd of heretical gospels referred to
4. Gospel
above. From Eusebius (HE, VI,
of Peter
12, 2) it was known that a Gospel of
Peter was in use in the church of
Rhossus, a town in the diocese of Antioch at the
end of the 2d cent., that controversy had arisen as
to its character, and that after a careful examination of it Serapion, bishop ot Antioch (190-203),
had condemned it as docetic. Origen (d. 253 AD),
in his commentary on Mt 10 17, refers to the
gospel as saying that "there are certain brothers
ot Jesus, the sons ot Joseph by a former w-ife, who
lived with him before Mary." Eusebius further
in HE, III, 3, 2 knows nothing ot the Gospel
according to Peter being handed down as a catholic
writing, and in HE, III, 25, 6 he includes the
Gospel of Peter among the forged heretical gospels.
Theodoret, one of the Gr ecclesiastical historians
(390-459), says that the Nazarenes used a gospel
called "according to Peter," The gospel is also
referred to in Jerome (De Viris Illustr., ch 1) and
it is condemned by the Decretum Gelasianum
(496?). Salmon (Inlro, 231) remarks: "Of the
book no extracts have been preserved, and apparently it never had a wide range of circulation."
These words were wTitten in 18S5, In the following year the French Archaeological Mission, working in upper Egypt, found in a tomb, supposed to be
a monk's, at Akhmim (Panopohs), a parchment containing portions ot no less than three lost Christian
works, the Book of Enoch, the Gospel of Peter and
the Apocalypse ot Peter. These were published
in 1892 and have given rise to much discussion.
The gospel has been carefully reproduced in facsimile and edited by competent scholars. The
fragment is estimalcd to contain about half of the
original gospel. It begins in the middle of the
history of the Passion, just after Pilate has washed
his hands from all responsibility and ends in the
middle of a sentence when the disciples at the end
ot the Feast ot ITnleavened Bread were betaking
themselves to their homes. "But I [Simon Peter,
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the ostensible 'writer] and Andrew my brother took
our nets and went to the sea; and there was wdth us
Levi the son of Aiphaeus whom the Lord
"
Harnack (Texte und Untersuehungen, I X , 2, 2d ed,
76) exhibits about thirty new traits contained in the
Petrine account ot the Passion and burial. These
are given in detail in an additional volume of the
.A.nte-Nicene Library: Recently Discovered MSS, etc,
Edinburgh, 1897. But Dr. Swete (Gospel of Peter,
XV, London, 1893) shows that "even details which
seem to be entirely new or which directly contradict
the canonical narrative, may have been suggested by
it"; and he concludes that notwithstanding the large
amount of new matter which it contains, "there is
nothing in this portion of the Petrine Gospel which
compels us to assume the use ot sources other than
the canonical gospels." To Professor Orr (NT
Apocryphal Writings, xix f) the gnostic origin ot the
gospel seems clear in the story given of the Resurrection; and its docetic character—that is, that it
proceeded from those who held that Christ had
only the semblance of a body—from the statement
that on the cross Jesus was silent as one who felt
no pain, and trom the djdng cry from the cross,
" M y power, my power, thou hast forsaken me,"
the really Di'vine Christ ha'ving departed before
the crucifixion. The date ot the gospel has been
placed by some in the first quarter, and by others
in the third quarter, of the 2d cent. For the other
newly discovered "Sayings ot Jesus," see LOGIA.
A Gospel ot the Twelve is mentioned by Origen
(Hom. I, in Luc), and a tew fragments ot it are
preserved by Epiphanius (Haeres, 30 13-16, 22).
It commenced with the baptism, and was used by
the Ebionites. It was -written, Zahn thinks, about
170 AD. A Gospel ot Barnabas and Gospel of
Bartholomew are condemned in the decree of Pope
Gelasius. The latter is mentioned by Jerome
(Prooem ad Matt).
III. Supplemental
or Legendary
Gospels.—In
all ot the gospels ot this class it is noteworthy that
considering the desire ot the writers of non-canonical
gospels to multiply miracles, no notice is taken of
the period in the life ot Christ that intervened between his twelfth year and his thirtieth. The
main reason for the omission probably is that no
special dogmatic end was to be served by the narrative of this period of the Sa-viour's lite. Where
access cannot be had to these documents in their
original languages, it may be useful to point out that
a good and full translation of them may be found
in Vol X V I of Clark's Ante-Nicene Library, Edinburgh, 1870.
1. Gospels ot the Nativity: (a) The earliest of
these documents is the Protevangehum of James.
James is supposed to be the Lord's
1. The
brother. The title "Protevangehum"
Protevanor First Gospel—a catching title which
geUum of
assumes much and suggests more—•
James
was given to this document by Postellus, a Frenchman, who first published it in Latin in the year 1552. In the Gr
and Syr MSS, it is known by various other titles,
such as. The History of James concerning the Birth
of the All-Holy and Ever-Virgin
Mother of God
and of Her Son Jesus Christ. Tischendorf in the
notes to ch i ot his Evang. Apoc gives a long Ust
of the names descriptive of it in the various MSS.
In the Gelasian Decree depri'ving it ot canonical
authority it is simply styled Evangelium nomine
Jacobi minoris apocryphum.
In this document the
birth of Mary is foretold by angelic announcement
to her parents, Joachim and Anna, as was that ot
Jesus to Mary. It contains in twenty-five chs the
period from this announcement to the Massacre
ot the Innocents, including accounts ot the early
training of Mary in the temple, the Lukan narra-
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tive of the birth ot Christ 'with some legendary
additions, and the death of Zacharias by order ot
Herod tor refusing to give information regarding
the place of concealment of EUsabeth and the
child John who, in their flight during the massacre,
are miraculously saved by the opening of a mountain. At ch 18 a change takes place in the narrative from the third to the first person, which has
been taken (NT Apoc Writings by Professor Orr,
D,D,, London, 1903) to suggest an EssenianEbionitic origin for the document, and at least to
argue for it a composite character, which again
may account for the great variety ot 'view taken of
its date. It has been assigned (EB, I, 259) to the
1st cent. Zahn and Krilger place it in the first
decade, many scholars in the second halt of the
2d cent.; while others (e.g. Harnack) place it in
its present form as late as the middle ot the 4th
cent. Good scholars (Sanday, The Gospels in the
Second Cent.) admit references to it in Justin Martyr which would imply t h a t possibly in some older
form it was known in the first half of the 2d cent.
In its latest forms the document indicates the obvious aim ot the writer to promote the sanctity and
veneration ot the Virgin. It has been shown to
contain a number of unhistorical statements. It
was condemned in the western church by Popes
Damasus (382), Innocent I (405) and by the Decretum Gelasianum (496?). It would seem as it
the age thus deprived ot the Protevangehum demanded some document of the same character to
take its place.
(b) A forged correspondence between Jerome and
two Itahan bishops supphed a substitute in the
Gospel of the Pseudo-Matthew, which
2. Gospel
Jerome was falsely represented to have
of Pseudo- rendered in Lat from the original Heb
Matthew
ot Mt. The gospel is known only
in Latin and, as already indicated,
is not earlier than the 5th cent. The Protevangelium is freely used and supplemented trom some
unknown (probably gnostic) source, and further
miracles especially connected with the sojourn in
Egypt have been -wrought irito it with others added
from the Childhood Gospel ot Thomas. Some of the
miracles recorded of Egypt are represented as
fulfilments of OT prophecy, as when (ch 18) the
adoration ot the infant Jesus by dragons recalls the
fulfilment ot what was said by David the prophet:
"Praise the Lord from the earth, ye dragons: ye
dragons and all ye deeps"; or as when (ch 19)
lions and panthers adored them, showing the company the way in the desert, "bowing their heads
and wagging their tails and adoring Him with great
reverence," which was regarded as a fulfilment of
the prophecy: "Wolves shall feed -with lambs and
the Uons and the ox shall eat straw together."
In this gospel, too, appears for the first time the
notice ot the ox and the ass adoring the child Jesus
in the manger, ot which much was made in Christian
art. The gospel is further eked out by the relation
of several ot the miracles connected with the Gospel
ot the Childhood.
(c) The Gospel of the Nati-vity ot Mary was
•written in Lat. It goes over much the same ground
as the earlier portion of the Pseudo3. Nativity Matthew, but so differs from it as to
of Mary
indicate a later date and a different
author. It includes more of the miraculous element and daily angelic -visits to Mary
during her residence in the temple. This gospel
makes Mary leave the temple in her 14th year;
according to the gospel next described, where the
narrator is represented as the Son ot Mary Himself,
she left the temple in her 12th year, ha-ving Uved
in it nine years. It was tor long held to be the
work of Jerome, and from this gospel was almost
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entirely formed the "Golden Legend" which largely
took the place of the Scriptures in the 13th cent,
throughout Europe before the invention of printmg. It was among the books early printed in some
countries where (as in England) it might not be safe
to print the Scriptui'cs. Its services to mediaeval
literature and art should not blind us to the fact
that it was a forgery dehberately introduced into
the ser'vice ot the chm'ch about the 6th cent,, when
the worship of INliuy was specially promoted in the
church.
(d) To the same class of compositions belongs
the Gospel of Joseph the Car[)enter. thiginally
WTitten in Coptic, it w-as translated
4. The
into Arab., in which language with a
Gospel of
Lat VS it w-as pubhshed in 1722.
Joseph the The composition is devoted to the
Carpenter glorification of Joseph, a cult which
was specially favored by the monophysite Copts. It dates from the 4th cent. It
contains in 22 chs the w-hole history of Joseph and
relates in the last part the circumstances ot his
death at the age ot 111 years. These are of some
importance tor the history of dogma.
(e) Transitu^ Mariae: although not strictly a
gospel of the Nati\-ity notice may here be taken ot
the account of St, John the Theologian
6. The
of the Falling Asleep (koimesis) ot the
Passing of Holy Mother ot God or as it is more
Mary
commonly called "the Passing of
Marj-" (transitus Mariae).
It w-as
originally written in Gr, but appears also in Lat
and several other languages. Two years, it seems,
after the ascension of Jesus, Mary, who paid frequent -visits to the "Holy tomb of our Lord to burn
incense and pray" was persecuted by the Jews and
prayed her Son that He would take her trom the
earth. The archangel Gabriel brings an answer
to her prayers and announces that after three days
she shall go to the heavenly places to her Son, into
true and everlasting hfe. Apostles from their
graves or from their cUoceses are summoned to her
bedside at Bethlehem and relate how they were
occupied when the summons reached them. Miracles
ot healing are wrought round the dying bed; and
after the instantaneous transportation of Mary and
the attendant apostles to Jerus, on the Lord's
Day, amidst visions of angels Christ Himseff
appears and receives her soul to Himself. Her
body is buried in Gethsemane and thereafter translated to Paradise. Judged by its contents which
reveal an advanced stage of the worship of the
Virgin and also ot church ritual, the document
cannot have been produced earlier than the end
of the 4th or the beginning of the 5th cent,, and it
has a place among the apocryphal documents
condemned by the Gelasian Decree. By this time
indeed it appears as if the writers of such documents
assumed the most unrestricted license in imagining
and embelhshing the facts and situations regarding
the gospel narrative.
2. The Gospels of the Childhood: (a) Next to
the Protevangehum the oldest and the most wddely
spread of the apocryphal gospels is the
1. The
Gospel ot Thomas. It is mentioned
Gospel of
by Origen and Irenaeus and seems to
Thomas
have been used by a gnostic sect ot the
Nachashenes in the middle ot the 2d
cent. It was docetic as regards the miracles recorded in it and on this account was also acceptable
to the Manichees. "The author was one of the Marcosians referred to by Irenaeus. Great variations
exist in the text, ot which there are only late cathohc
recasts, two in Gr, one in Lat and one in Syr. One
of the Gr versions is considerably longer than the
ottier, while the Lat is somewhat larger than either.
They are very largely concerned with a record ot

miracles 'wrought by Jesus before He was 12 years of
age. They depict Jesus as an extraordinary but by
no means a lovable child. Unhke the miracles ot the
canonical Gospels those recorded in this gospel are
mainly of a destructive nature and are whimsical
and puerile in character. It rather shocks one to
read them as recorded of the Lord Jesus Christ. The
wonder-worker is described by Renan as "un gamin
omnipotent et omniscient," wielding the power
ot the Godhead with a child's waywardness and
petulance. Instead of being subject to His parents
He is a serious trouble to them; and iastead of
gi'owingin wisdom He is represented as forward and
eager to teach His instructors, and to be omniscient
from the beginning. Idie parents of one of the
children whose death He had caused entreat Joseph,
"T;(ke aw-ay that Jesus of thine trom this place for
he cannot dwell with us in this town; or at least
teach him to bless and not to curse." Three or
four mu-acles of a beneficent nature are mentioned;
and in the Lat gospel when Jesus w-as in Egypt and
in his third year, it is written (ch 1), ".4nd seeing
boys playing he began to play with them, and he
took a dried fish and put it into a basin and ordered
it to move about. And it began to move about.
And he said again to the fish: 'Throw out the salt
which thou hast, and walk into the water.' And
it so came to pass, and the neighbors seeing what
had been done, told it to the widowed woman in
whose house Mary his mother Uved. And as soon
as she heard it she thrust them out ot her house
with great haste." As Westcott points out in his
7/((ro to the Stiuiy of the Gospels, 444, "In the
apocryphal miracles we find no worthy conception
of the laws of pro-vidential interference; they are
wTought to supply present wants or to gratify
present feelings, and often are positively immoral;
they are arbitrary displays ot power, and without
any spontaneity on our Lord's part or on that of
the recipient." Possibly the compilers ot the Istcent. narratives above mentioned had in many
cases deemed it expedient to make the miraculous
an essential—even a too prominent—part ot_ their
story; and this may be the reason why John in the
opening ot the Fourth Gospel declared all the reported miracles of the Childhood to be unauthorized
by the statement that the first miracle was that
performed, after the beginning ot the pubhc ministry, at the marriage at Cana of GaUlee. "'This
beginning of his signs did Jesus in Cana of Galilee,
and manifested his glory; and his disciples beUeved
on him" (Jn 2 11).
(b) The Ai-ab. Gospel ot the Childhood is a composite production. Though first published in
Arab, with a Latin translation in 1697,
2. Arabic
its Syr origin may be inferred trom the
Gospel of
use of the era of Alexander the Great
the Child- in ch 2, from the acquaintance ot the
hood
-writer with oriental learning, and from
that ot the child Jesus, when in Egypt,
with astronomy and physics. The popularity of
the book among the Arabs and Copts in Egypt
may also be explained by the fact that the most
important of its miracles take place during the
Sojourn in Egypt. It is noteworthy also that
according to this gospel (ch 7) it was on the ground
of a prophecy of Zoroaster regarding the birth of the
Messiah that the Magi undertook their journey to
Bethlehem. Some ot its stories alsc) appear in the
Koran and in other Mohammedan writings. Chs 19 are based on the canonical Gospels of Matthew
and Luke and on the Protevangehum ot James,
while chs 26 to the end are derived from the Gospel
of 'Thomas. 'The intermediate portion of the work
is thoroughly oriental in character and reads Uke
extracts from the Arabian Nights. I t is not easy
to treat seriously the proposal to set productions
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Uke these on anything approaching equaUty -with
the canonical Gospels. The gospel also has much to
do with the growth of the veneration of the Virgin.
3. Gospels of the Passion and Resurrection: The
principal documents in this connection are the
Gospel of Nicodemus and to some
1. Gospel
extent, as above shown, the Gospel of
of NicoPeter. The Gospel of Nicodemus is a
demus
name given not earher than the 13th
cent, to a duphcate composition the
two parts ot which were (1) the Acta Pilati or
Acts of Pilate and (2) the Descent of Christ to
the Lower World. 'The document professes to be
a translation into Gr from the Heb, and to have
been made in the 17th year ot the emperor Theodosius and the 6th of Valentinian. I t exists in six
forms, two Gr and one Lat of the Acts of Pilate, and
two Lat and one Gr of the Descent to the Lower
\\'orld. The general consensus of scholars places
the composition in the 5th cent., though Tischendorf,
relying upon references in Justin and Tertulhan,
places it in the 2d, a date by which it is quite
possible tor the legend to have arisen. Possibly
there has been some contusion between the report
on the proceedings connected with the trial and
crucifixion of Jesus that had to be furnished to the
emperor, as required by the rules of the Rom ci-vil
ser-vice, and the extended record ot the proceedings
contained in the Gospel of Nicodemus. The 'writer
w-as ob-viously a Jewish Christian. He wrote for
this class and was anxious to establish his record
by evidence from the mouths of the enemies ot
Jesus and especially ot the officials connected -with
the events before and after the death of Jesus.
Pilate in particular is shown to be favorable to
Jesus and—a gap that must have struck many
readers of the canonical narratives—several of those
on whom miracles of heahng had been wTOUght
come forward to give e-vidence in favor of Jesus—a
most natural step for a late narrator to suppose as
ha-ving taken place in a regular and formal trial,
but one which, as may be gathered from the silence
of the canonical 'writers, was omitted in the turbulent proceedings of the priestly conspiracy t h a t
ended with the crucifixion. With all the WTiter's
acquaintance "with Jewish institutions "he shows
himself in many points ignorant of the topography
of Pal; thinks, e.g. that Jesus w-as crucified in the
garden in w-hich he was seized (ch 9) ami places Mt.
Mamflch or Malek (S. ot Jerus) in Galilee, and
confounds it with the Mount of Ascension" (Orr,
op. cit., xix). The second part of the gospel—The
Descent of Christ to the Lower \A'orld—is an account ot an early and widely accepted tracUtion not
mentioned in any canonical Gospel but based upon
1 Pet 3 19: "He went and preached unto the spirits
in prison." Two saints who were raised at His
resurrection relate how they had been confined in
Hades when the Conqueror appeared at its entrance,
how the gates of brass were broken and the prisoners
released, Jesus taking with Him to Parachse the
souls of Adam, Is;dah, John the Baptist and other
holy men who had died before Him. The document is purely imaginary; its only importance is in
showing how this article ot the creed w-as regarded
in the 4th cent.
Of even less importance are some late fabrications
referring to PUate sometimes in the MSS attached
to the Gospel ot Nicodemus, such as Pilate's Letter
to the emperor Tiberius; Pilate's Official Report,
above referred t o ; the Paradoses of Pflate and the
Death of Pilate, who, after condemnation to the
most disgraceful death, is represented as djdng
by his own hand. In the Narrative of Joseph of
Arimathea the w-riter gives a loose rein to his imagination.
The study of the documents above described
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fully justifies the observation of the editors of the
Ante-Nicene Library t h a t while they afford us
"curious glimpses ot the state ot the Christian conscience, and of modes ot thought in the first centuries
ot our era, the predominant impression which they
leave on our minds is a profound sense of the immeasurable superiority, the unapproachable simphcity and majesty, of the Canonical Writings."
LITERATURE.—In adchtion to the books quoted above
may be mentioned the following: Fabricius, Codex
Apocryphus, 1719; the collections and prolegomena of
Thilo (1832); Tischendorf, Gospels, 1853; EUicott,
"On the Apocryphal Gospels" in Cambridge Essays,
1856; Lipsius, art. "Gospels (Apoc)" in Diet, of Christ.
Biog.; Dr. "VV. "Wright in Journal of Sacred Lit. (January
and April, 1865) on the Syr "VSS of the Protevangehum,
The Gospel of Thomas, and the Transitus Mariae:
Studla Sinaitica (No. XI. 1902) giving new Syr texts
of the Protevangehum and Transitus Mariae. A. P.
Findlay. art. "Acts (Apoc)," where will be found a very
copious body of references to works, British and foreign,
deahng with all branches of the subject.
J. HUTCHISON

APOLLONIA, ap-o-lo'ni-a ('AiroXXwvia, Apollonia): A town in ^lygdonia, a district in Macedonia. It was situated a little to the south of Lake
Bolbe, on the \'ia Egnatia, the great Rom road
leading from the coast of the Adriatic to the river
Hebrus (Maritza), one ot the main mihtary and
commercial highwaj-s of the empire: it lay between
Amphipohs and Thessalonica, a day's journey (Livy
xlv.28) or about 30 Rom mfles from the former and
38 trom the latter. The f oemdation ot the town may
perhaps be attributed to about 432 BC; in any case,
coins are extant which attest its e.xistence in the 4th
cent. BC (Head, Historia Numorum, 181). Paul and
Silas passed through the town on their journey from
Philippi to Thessalonica, but do not appear to have
stayed there (Acts 17 1). The name seems to have
survived in the modern Pollina (Leake, Northern
Greece, III, 458; Cousin^ry, Voyage dans la Macedoine, I, 115).

MABCUS N . TOD

A P O L L O N I U S , ap-o-15'ni-us ('AiroXUvios,
ApoUonios): A common name among the SyroMacedonians. Prideaux (Connexion)
interrupts
his narrative ot the year 148 BC to give an account
ot the different persons who bore this name. (1)
Son of Thrasaeus (2 Mace 3 5) who was governor
of Coele-Syria (Pal and Phoenicia) under Seleucus
Philopator, when HeUodorus came to Jerus to
rob the temple, and afterward, by his authority
in that province, supported Simon the governor of
the temple at Jerus against Onias the high priest.
He was also chief minister of state to King Seleucus.
But on the accession ot Antiochus Epiphanes, Apollonius, in some way becoming obnoxious to the new
king, left Syria and retired to Miletus. (2) A
son of (1) who, while his father resided at Miletus,
was brought up at Rome along with Demetrius,
son of Seleucus Philopator, and at that time held
as a hostage by the Romans. This ApoUonius
Uved in great intimacy with Demetrius, who, on
recovering the crown of Syria, made him governor
of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia, the same government
which his father held under Seleucus Philopator.
He seems to have been continued in the same
government by Alexander (1 Mace 10 69) but he
revolted from him to embrace t h e interest of Demetrius. (3) Son of Menestheus, and favorite and
chief minister of Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Mace 4
21). He went_ as ambassador from Antiochus,
first to Rome (Li-yy xlibli) and afterward to Ptolemy
Philometor, king of Egy-pt (2 Maec 4 21), This
is generaUy held to be the same who is said to have
been over the tribute (1 Mace 1 29; 2 Mace 5
24) and who, on the return of Antiochus from his
last expedition into Egypt, was sent with a detachment of 22,000 men to destroy Jerusalem. He
attacked the Jews while keeping the Sabbath day
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holy and slew great multitudes ot them (2 Mace 5
21-27). (4) Governor ot Samaria in the time of
\ntiochus Epiphanes. He w-as slain in battle by
Judas Maccabaeus (1 Maec 3 10.11; Ant, X l l ,
vii, 10). (5) Son ot Gennaeus (2 Alaee 12 2); as
go-S'ernor ot a toparehy in Pal under Antiochus
Eupator he proved a bitter enem>- ot the Jews.
J.

HUTCHISON

APOLLOPHANES, ap-o-lot'a-nez, a-pol-("(-fa'nez
('Airo\\o<t>(iviis, Apolloiilii'tnes): A S>-rian killed 1)\'
Judas Maccabaeus (2 Maec 10 37).
APOLLOS, a-pol'os ('AiroWws, Apollos, the short
form of Apollonius): .VpoUos was a Jew- ot /Vlexandrian race (,.\ets 18 24) w-ho reached Ephesus in
the summer of 54 . \ D . while St, Paul w-as on his
third missionary journey, and there he "spake
and taught accurately the things eoncerning Jesus"
(.A.cts 18 2.')), That he was eminently fitted for the
task is indicated by the fact of his lieing a "le:(rned
man," "mighty in the scriptm'es," ''fervent in
spirit," "instructed in the way of the Lord" (vs
24,25). His teaching was however incomplete in
that he knew "only the baptism of John" (ver 25),
and this has given rise to some controversy. According to Blass, his information was derived from
a WTitten gospel which reached .Alexandria, but it
was more probably the fruits of what Apollos had
heai'd, either directly or from others, of the preaching ot John the Baptist at Bethany beyond Jordan
(of Jn 1 28). Upon receiving further instruction
from Priscilla and Aquila (.Vets 18 26), Apollos
extended his mission to Achaia, being encouraged
thereto by the brethren of Ephesus (xer 27). In
Achaia "he helped them much that bail believed
through grace; for he powerfully confuted the Jews,
and that pubh('.ly, showing by the scriptm'es that;
Jesus was the Christ" (vs 27,28). During Apollos'
absences in Achaia, St. Paul had reached Ephesus
and learned ot what had been taught by Apollos
there (19 1). As St, Paul w-as informed that the
Ephesians still knew nothing of the baptism of the
Spuit (vs 2-4), it is probable t h a t A])ollos had not
imparted to his hearers the further instruction he
had received from Priscilla and Aquila, but had
departed tor Achaia shortly after recei-ving it. St.
Paul remained upward of tw-o years among the
Ephesians (vs 8.10j, and in the spring of 57 AD he
wrote the First Epistle to the Corinthians. By this
time Apollos w-as once more in Ephesus (cf 1 Cor
16 12). It is incredible that this epistle of St. Paul
could have been prompted by any feelings of jealousy
or animosity on his part against Apollos. It was
rather the outcome of discu.ssion between the two
regarchng the critical situation then existing in Corinth. The mission ot .\pollos had met with a certain
success, but the breeding of faction, which that
very success, through the slight discrepancies in his
teaching (cf 1 Cor 1 12; 3 4) with that of Paul or
of Cephas, had engendered, was utterly alien to his
intentions. The party spirit was as distasteful to
.^polios as it was to St, Paul, and made him reluctant to return to the scene of his former labors
even at the desire of St, Paul himself (16 12), The
epistle voiced the indignation of both, St, Paul
welcomed the coiiperation ot Apollos (3 6: " I
planted, ApoUos w-atered"). It was not against
his fellow-evangeUst that he fulminated, but ag;dnst
tbe petty spirit of those who loved faction more than
truth, who saw not that both he and Apollos came
among them as "God's fellow-w-orkers" (3 9), the
common servants of the one Lord and Sa\iour Jesus
Christ, This view is also borne out by the tenor of
Clement's Ep. to the Cor (cf Hennecke, Neuteslameiilliehe Apokrgphen, 84-112, esp, 105); nor does
It conflict with the passages 1 Cor 12 1-7; 2 Cor
3 1; U 16, where St. Paul seems to allude to
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Apollos' eloquence, wisdom, and letter of commendation. St, Paul WTOte thus not in order to
disparage Apollos, but to affirm that, even without
these incident ;d advantages, he would yield to none
in the preaching of Christ crucified.
The last ineiition of .VpoUos is in the Ep.to Titus,
where he is recommended along with Zenas to
Titus (Titus 3 13). He was then on a journey
through Crete (1 5), and was probably the bearer
ot till- epistle. The time ot this is uncertain, as the
writing of the lOp. to Titus, though generally admitt('(l to have been after the release of St. Paul
from imprisonment at Rome, has been variously
placed at 64-67 AD. See TITUS, E P , TO.
C.

M.

KEHR

APOLLYON, a-pol'i-on ('AiroXX.vwv, Apolluon;
•jTlDS?, 'dbhadddn, "destroyer"): Present ]iart. of
the vb. i.iroWuw, "to destroy."
/. Definition.—A proper name, original with the
author ot the Apocalypse and used by him once
(Rev 9 11) as a tr ot the Heb word "Abaddon"
(see ABADDON) to designate an angel or prince of
the low er world.
//. OT" Background.—The
term Abaddon ("destruction") appears solely in the Wisd lit. of the OT
and in the following narrow range of
1. Funda- instances: Job 26 6; 28 22; 31 12; Ps
mental
88 11; Prov 15 11. In all these pasMeaning
sages save one (Job 31 V2) the word is
combined either with Sheol, "death,"
or "the grave," in such a way as to indicate a purely
eschatological term based upon the advanced idea
ot moral distinctions in the realm of the dead. In
the one exceptional passage (Est 8 (i is incorrectly
referred to—the word here is different, viz. " 3 ^ ,
'dbh'^dhdn) where the combination does not occur,
the emphasis upon the moral element in the "destruction" mentioned is so definite as practically
to preclude the possibility of interpreting the term
in any general sense (as Charles, HDB, art,
"Abaddon"; per con., Briggs, ICC, "Psalms"
in loc.; BDB, sub loc). The meaning ot the w-ord,
therefore, is: the place or condition ot utter ruin
reserved for the w icked in the realm of the dead.
One other feature of OT usage is wort hy of consideration as throwing light upon Rev 9 11,
Abaddon and the
accompanying
2. Personi- terms " D e a t h " and Sheol are personification
fied
(as in Job 28 22) and represented
as li-ving beings who speak and act
(cf Rev 6 8).
///. NT Usage.—The
starting-point of the
Apocalyptist's use of "Apollyon" is to he found
in the fundamental meaning of
1. The
"Abaddon" as moral destruction in
Startingthe underworld, together with the
Point
occasional personification of kindred
terms in the OT. The imag(3ry was
in general terms familiar while the N T w-riter felt
perfectly free to vary the usage to suit his own
particular purposes.
(1) Since Apollyon is a personification he is not
to be identified with Satiin (cf Rev 9 1 where
Satan seems to be clearly inihcated)
2. Apollyon or with any other being to whom
not Satan
historical existence and definite charbut Part of acteristics are ascribed. He is th(3
an Ideal
central figure in an ideal picture of
Description e-vil forces represented as originating
in the world of lost spirits and aUowed
to operate destructively in human hfe. They are
pictured as locusts, but on an enlarged scale and
with the addition of many features inconsistent
with the strict application of thefigure (see vs 7-10),
The intention is, by the multiplication of in;((g(-s
which the author does not attempt to harmonise.
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to convey the impression of great power and farreaching destructiveness. (2) This interpretation
finds additional support in the writer's significant
departure trom the familiar usage. In the OT the
place of destruction is personified—in Rev 9 11,
personal forces issue from the Abyss, ot which the
presiding genius is Destruction in person. The
seer's picture is equally independent ot the tradition represented by the Talm (Shab t. 55) where
Abaddon is personified as jointly -with Death president over six destroying angels. These modifications are e-vidently due to the exigencies of the
pictorial form. It is clearly impossible to portray
forces proceeding from the place of ruin
3. ApoUyon in the charge ot the place itself.
Necessary
The importance of the conception of
to the
ApoUyon to the completeness ot the
Picture
picture should not be o^-erlboked. I t
is intended to represent these forces as
having a certain principle ot internal unity and as
possessors ot the power of effective leadership.
As to the specific significance of the vision of the
locusts as a whole it is not easy to reach a conclusion.
Professor Swete suggests (Comm. on
4. General Apocalypse in loc.) that "ihe locusts
Significance ot the abyss may be the memories of
of the
the past brought home at times of
Description divine "visitation; they hurt by recalling forgotten sins." It seems to
us more probable t h a t it represents an actual historical movement, past or to come, demoniacal in
origin and character, hunian in the mode ot its
operation and the sphere of its influence, used by
God for a scourge upon mankind and kept in restraint by His grace and power. See ABADDON.
LOUIS MATTHEWS S W E E T

APOSTASY, a-pos'ta-si, APOSTATE, a-pos'tat (T] d-iroiTTacrta, he apostasla, "a standing away
from"): I.e, a taUing away, a withdrawal, a defection. Not found in the EV, but used twice in
the NT, in the Gr original, to express abandonment ot the faith. Paul was falsely accused of
teaching the Jews apostasy trom Moses (.lets 21
21); he predicted the great apostasy from Christianity, foretold by Jesus (Mt 24 10-12) which would
precede "the day of the Lord" (2 Thess 2 2).
Apostasy, not in name but in tact, meets scathing
rebuke in the Epistle ot Jude, e.g. the apostasy ot
angels (ver 6). Foretold, with warnings, as sure to
abound in the latter days (1 Tim 4 1-3; 2 Thess
2 3; 2 Pet 3 17). Causes of: persecution (Mt
24 9.10); false teachers (Mt 24 11); temptation
(Lk 8 13); woridliness (2 Tim 4 4); defective
knowledge of Christ (1 Jn 2 19); moral lapse (He
6 4-6); forsaking worship and spiritual li-ving (10
2.5-31); unbehef (3 12). Biblical examples: Saul
(1 S 15 11); Amaziah (2 Ch 25 14.27); many disciples (Jn 6 66); Hymenaeus and Alexander (1 Tim
1 19.20); Demas (2 Tim 4 10). For further illustration see D t 13 13; Zeph 1 4-6; Gal 5 4; 2 Pet
2 20.21.
"Forsaking Jehovah" was the characteristic and
oft-recurring sin of the chosen people, esp. in their
contact with idolatrous nations. It constituted
their supreme national peril. The tendency appeared in their earUest history, as abundantly seen
in the warnings and prohibitions of the laws of
Moses (Ex 20 3.4,23; Dt 6 14; 11 16). The
fearful consequences of rehgious and moral apostasy
appear in the curses pronounced against this sin,
on Mount Ebal, by the representatives of six ot the
tribes of Israel, elected by Moses (Dt 27 13-26;
28 15-liS;). So wayward was the heart of Israel,
even in th(3 years immediately following the national
emancipation, in the wilderness, that Joshua found
it necessary to re-pledge the entire nation to a
new fidelity to Jeh and to their original covenant
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before they were permitted to enter the Promised
Land (Josh 24 1-28). Infidelity to this covenant
blighted the nation's prospects and growd,h during
the time of the Judges (Jgs 2 11-15; 10 6.10.13;
1 S 12 10). It was the cause of prolific and everincreasing e-vil, ci-vio and moral, from Solomon's
day to the Assyr and Bab capti-vities. Many of the
kings of the divided kingdom apostatized, leading
the people, as in the case ot Rehoboam, into the
grossest forms of idolatry and immoraUty (1 K 14
22-24; 2 Ch 12 1). Conspicuous examples of such
royal apostasy are Jeroboam (1 K 12 28-32); Ahab
(1 K 16 30-33); Ahaziah (1 K 22 51-53); Jehoram
(2 Ch 21 6.10.12-15); Ahaz (2 Ch 28 1-4); Manasseh (2 Ch 33 1-9); Amon (2 Ch 33 22). See
IDOLATRY. Prophecy originated as a Di-vine and
imperative protest against this historic tendency to
defection from the rehgion of Jeh.
In classical Gr, apostasy signified revolt from a
military commander. In the Roman Catholic
church it denotes abandonment of religious orders;
renunciation of ecclesiastical authority; detection
from the faith. The persecutions of the early
Christian cents, forced many to deny Christian
discipleship and to signify their apostasy by offering incense to a heathen deity or blaspheming the
name of Christ. The emperor Julian, who probably
never -vitally embraced the Christian faith, is known
in history as " t h e Apostate," having renounced
Christianity for paganism soon after his accession to
the throne.
An apostate's defection from the faith may be
intellectual, as in the case of Ernst Haeckel, who,
because of his materialistic philosophy, publicly and
formally renounced Christianity and the church;
or it may be moral and spiritual, as with Judas, who
for filthy lucre's sake basely betrayed his Lord.
See exhaustive art. on "Apostasy" in Jew Enc.
DWIGHT M .

PRATT

APOSTLE, a-pos"l (dir6o-ToXos, apdslolos, lit.
"one sent forth," an envoy, missionary): For
the meaning ot this name as it meets us in the NT,
reference is sometimes made to classical and Jewish
parallels. In earUer classical Gr there was a distinction between an dggelos or messenger and an
apo'stolos, who was not a mere messenger, but a
delegate or representative of the person who sent
him. In the later Judaism, again, apostoloi were
envoys sent out by the patriarchate in Jerus to
collect the sacred tribute from the Jews of the
Dispersion. It seems unlikely, however, that either
of these uses bears upon the Christian origin of a
term which, in any case, came to have its own distinctive Christian meaning. To understand the word
as we find it in the N T it is not necessary to go beyond the N T itself. To discover the source of its
Christian use it is sufficient to refer to its immediate
and natural signification. The term used by Jesus,
it must be remembered, would be Aram., not Gr,
and apostolos would be its literal equivalent.
In the N T history we first hear ot the term as
apphed by Jesus to the Twelve in connection -with
that evangelical mission among the
1. The
villages on which He dispatched them
Twelve
at an early stage of His pubhc ministry
(Mt 10 Iff; Mk 3 14; 6 30; Lk 6
13; 9 Iff). From a comparison ot the Synoptics
it would seem that the name as thus used was not
a general designation for the Twelve, but had
reference only to this particular mission, which was
typical and prophetic, however, of the wider mission
that was to come (cf Hort, Christian Ecclesia,
23-29). Luke, it is true, uses the word as a title
for the Twelve apart from reference to the mission
among the viflages. But the explanation probably
IS, OS Dr. Hort suggests, that since the Third Gospel
and the Book of Acts formed two sections of what
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was really one work, the author in the Gospel
employs the term in that wider sense which it came
to have after the Ascension.
When we pass to Acts, "apostles" has bcc((nie an
ordinary name for the Eleven (.Vets 1 2 26), and
after the election ot INIatthias in place ot Judas, for
the Twelve (2 37.42,43, etc). But even so it does
not denote a particular and rest rid (\l office, but
rather that function of a world-wide missionary
service to which the Tw-elve were especially C(dle(l.
In His last charge, just before He ascended, Jesus
had commissioned them to go forth into all the
world and preach the gospel to e\'ery creature
(Mt 28 19.20; Mk 16 15). He had said that they
were to be His w-itnesses not onl>- in Jerus and
Judaea, but in Samaria (contrast Mt 10 5), and
unto the uttermost part of the earth (.Vets 1 8).
They w-ere apostles, therefore, qua missionaries—•
not merely because they w-ere the T w e h e , but because they were now- sent forth by their Lord on a
universal mission for the propagation ot the gospel.
The very fact that the name "apostle" means
what it does would point to the impossibility of
confining it wdthin the limits ot the
2. Paul
Twelve. (The "twelve apostles'' of
Rev 21 14 is evidently symbolic;
cf in 7 3 ff the restriction of God's sealed servants
to the twelve tribes.) Yet there might be a tendency at first to do so, and to restrict it as a badge of
honor and privilege pecuhar to that inner circle
(cf Acts 1 25). If any such tendency existed,
Paul effectuaUy broke it down by vindicating for
himself the right to the name. His claim appears
in his assumption of the apostolic title in the opening words of most of his epistles. And when his
right to it was challenged, he defended that right
with passion, and especially on these grounds: that
he had seen Jesus, and so was qualified to bear
witness to His resurrection (1 Cor 9 1; cf Acts 22
6ff); that he had received a call to the work of
an apostle (Rom 1 1 ; 1 Cor 1 1, etc; Gal 2 7;
cf Acts 13 2ff; 22 21); but, above aU, that he
could point to the signs and seals of his apostleship
furnished by his missionary labors and their fruits
(1 Cor 9 2; 2 Cor 12 12; Gal 2 8). It was by
this last ground of appeal that Paul convinced
the original apostles of the justice of his claim. He
had not been a disciple of Jesus in the days of His
flesh; his claim to have seen the risen Lord and
from Him to have received a personal commission
was not one that could be proved to others; but
there could be no possibility of doubt as to the seals
of his apostleship. It was abundantly clear that
he that WTOught for Peter unto the apostleship of
the (ju-cumcision -wrought for [Paul] also unto the
Gentiles" (Gal 2 8). And so percei-ving the grace
that was given unto him, Peter and John, together
with James of Jerus, recognized Paul as apostle to
the Gentiles and gave him the right hand of fellowship (yer 9).
It is sometimes said by those who recognize
that there were other apostles besides the Twelve
and Paul that the latter (to whom
3. The
some, on the ground of 1 Cor 15 7;
^ider
Gal 1 19, would add James the Lord's
Circle
brother) were the apostles par excellence, while the other apostles mentioned in the N T were apostles in some inferior
sense. It is hardly possible, however, to make out
such a distinction on the ground ot N T usage. There
''^f^ great differences, no doubt, among the apostles
of the primitive church, as there were among the
Iwelve themselves—differences due to natural
. , to personal acquirements and experience,
to ^iritual gifts. Paul was greater than Barnabas
or Silvanus, just as Peter and John were greater
than Thaddaeus or Simon the Cananaean. But
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Thaddaeus and Simon were disciples of Jesus in the
very same sense as Peter and John; and the Twelve
and Paul were not more truly apostles than others
who are mentioned in the N T . If apostleship
denotes missionary service, and if its reality, as
Paul suggests, is to be measured by its seals it
would be diflicult to maintain that Matthias was
an apostle par excellence, while Barnabas was not.
Paul sets Barnabas as an apostle side by side with
himseff (1 Cor 9 5f; Gal 2 9; cf Acts 13 2 f;
14 4 . U ) ; he speaks of Andronicus and Junias as
'of note among the apostles" (Rom 16 7); he
aiipears to include Apollos along with himseff among
the apostles w-ho are made a siiectacle unto the
worid and to angels and to men (1 Cor 4 6,9); the
natural inference from a comparison of 1 Thess 1 1
with 2 6 is that he describes Silvanus and Timothy
as "apostles of Christ"; to the Philippians he mentions Epaphroditus as "your apostle" (Phil 2 25
RVm), and to the Corinthians commends certain
unknown brethren as "the apostles of the churches"
and "the glory of Christ" (2 Cor 8 23 RVm). And
the very fact that he found it necessary to denounce
certain persons as "false apostles, deceitful workers,
fashioning themselves into apostles of Christ"
(11 13) shows that there was no thought in the
primitive church of restricting the apostleship to a
body ot 12 or 13 men. "Had the number been
definitely restricted, the claims of these interlopers
would have been self-condemned" (Lightfoot, Galatians, 97).
When we come to the Did, which probably lies
beyond the boundary-line of N T history, we find
the name "apostles" applied to a
4. Apostles whole class ot nameless missionaries—
in Didache men who settled in no church, but
moved about from place to place as
messengers ot the gospel (ch 11). This makes it
difficult to accept the view, urged by Lightfoot
(op. cit., 98) and Gwatkin (HDB, I, 126) on the
ground of Lk 24 48; Acts 1 8,22; 1 Cor 9 1,
that to have seen the Lord was always the primary
qualification ot an apostle—a view on the strength
of which they reject the apostleship of Apollos and
Timothy, as being late converts to Christianity who
lived far from the scenes of Our Lord's ministry.
Gwatkin remarks that w-e have no reason to suppose
that this condition was ever waived unless we throw
forward the Did into the 2d cent. But it seems
very unlikely that even tow-ard the end of the
1st cent, there w-ould be a whole class of men, not
only still alive, but still braving in the exercise of
their missionary functions all the hardships of a
wandering and homeless existence (cf Did 11 4-6),
w-ho w ere yet able to bear the personal testimony of
eje-witnesses to the ministry and resurrection of
Jesus. In Lk 24 48 and Acts 1 8,22 it is the
chosen company of the Twelve who are in view.
In 1 Cor 9 1 Paul is meeting his Judaizing opponents on their ow-n ground, and answering their
insistence upon personal intercourse w-ith Jesus by a
claim to have seen the Lord. But apart from these
passages there is no evidence that the apostles of
the early church w-ere necessarily men who had
known Jesus in the flesh or had been witnesses of
His resurrection — much less that this was the
primary qualification on which their apostleship was
made to rest.
We are led then to the conclusion that the true
differentia of the N T apostleship lay in the missionary calling implied in the name, and
5. The
that all whose lives were devoted to
Apostleship this vocation, and who could prove
by the issues of their labors that God's
Spirit was working through them for the conversion
of Jew or Gentile, were regarded and described as
apostles. The apostolate was not a limited circle
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ot officials holding a well-defined position of authority in the church, but a large class of men w-ho
discharged one—and that the highest—of the functions of the prophetic ministry (1 Cor 12 28;
Eph 4 11). It w-as on the foundation of the apostles
and prophets that the Christian church was built,
with Jesus Christ Himself as the chief corner-stone
(Eph 2 20). The distinction between the tw-o classes
was that while the prophet w-as God's spokesman to
the believing church (1 Cor 14 4,22,25,30.31), the
apostle was His envoy to the unbelieving world
(Gal 2 7.9).
The call of the apostle to his task might come in a
variety of ways. 'I'he Twelve were caUed personaUy
by Jesus to an apostolic task at the commencement
of His earthly ministry (Mt 10 Iff II ), and after
His resurrection this call was repeated, made permanent, and given a universal scope (Mt 28 19.20;
Acts 1 8). Matthias was called first by the voice
of the general body ot the brethren and thereafter
by the decision of the lot (Acts 1 15.23.26). Paul's
call came to him in a heavenly vision (Acts 26
17-19); and though this call w-as subsequently
ratified by the church at Antioch, which sent him
forth at the bidding of the Holy Ghost (13 1 ff),
he firmly maintained that he w-as an apostle not
from men neither through man, but through Jesus
Christ and God the Father who raised Him from
the dead (Gal 1 1). Barnabas was sent forth
(exaposlello is the vb. used) by the church at Jerus
(Acts 11 22) and later, along with Paul, by the
church at Antioch (13 1); and soon after this
we find the two men descrilied as apostles (14 4).
It was the mission on which they were sent that
explains the title. And when this particular mission was completed and they returned to Antioch
to rehearse before the assembled church "all things
that God had done with them, and that he had
opened a door ot faith unto the Gentiles" (ver 27),
they thereby justified their claim to be the apostles
not only of the church, but ot the Holy Spirit.
The authority of the apostolate was of a spiritual,
ethical and personal kind. It was not official, and
in the nature of the case could not be transmitted to
others. Paul claimed for himself complete independence of the opinion of the whole body of the
earlier apostles (Gal 2 6.11), and in seeking to
influence his owm converts endeavored by manifestation of the truth to commend himself to every
man's conscience in the sight ot God (2 Cor 4 2).
There is no sign that the apostles collectively exercised a separate and autocratic authority. When
the question of the observance of the Mosaic ritual
by gentile Christians arose a t Antioch and was
referred to Jerus, it was "the apostles and elders"
who met to discuss it (Acts 15 2,0,22), and the
letter returned to Antioch was -written in the name
of "the apostles and the elders, brethren" (ver 23),
In founding a church Paul naturally appointed the
first local officials (.Vets 14 23), but he does not
seem to have interfered with the ordinary administration of affairs in the churches he had planted.
In those cases in which he was appealed to or was
compelled by some grave scandal to interpose, he
rested an authoritative command on some express
word of the Lord (1 Cor 7 10), and when he had
no such word to rest on, was careful to distinguish
his own judgment and counsel from a Di-vine commandment (vs 12,25,40). His appeals in the latter
case are grounded upon fundamental principles ot
morality common to heathen and Christian alike
(1 Cor 6 1), or are addressed to the spiritual
judgment (10 15), or are reinforced by the weight
of a personal influence gained by unselfish ser-vice
and by the fact that he was the spiritual father of
his converts as having begotten them in Christ
Jesus through the gospel (4 15 f).
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It may be added here t h a t the expressly missionary character of the apostleship seems to debar
James, the Lord's brother, from any claim to the
title. James was a prophet and teacher, but not an
apostle. As the head of the church at Jerus, he
exercised a ministry of a purely local nature. The
passages on which it has been sought to establish his
right to be included in the apostolate do not furnish
any satisfactory evidence. In 1 Cor 15 7 James is
contrasted with "all the apostles" rather than included in their number (cf 9 5). And in Gal 1 19
the meaning may quite well be t h a t with the exception of Peter, none of the apostles was seen by Paul in
Jerus, but only James the Lord's brother (cf RVm).
LITERATURE. — Lightfoot, Galatians, 92-101; Hort,
Christian Ecclesia, Lect I I ; AVeizsacker, The Apostolic Age,
I I , 291-99; Lindsay, The Church and the Ministry, 73-90.
J. C. LAMBERT

APOSTLES' CREED, kred, T H E : The Apostles'
Creed is the oldest creed, and lies at the basis of
most others. Though not, as the longThe Oldest current legend of its origin affirmed.
Creed
the direct work of the Apostles, it has
its roots in apostolic times, and embodies, with much fidelity, apostolic teaching. It
will be seen immediately that it had an important
place in the early church, when as yet no creed but
itself existed. The oldest usage of the term "Rule
ot Faith" (regulafidei), now commonly given to the
Scriptures, has reference to this creed. It was the
creed t h a t could be appealed to as held by the
church in all its great branches, and so as forming
the test of catholicity. It was as resting on this
creed that the church could be called "cathohc
and apostolic." Of late the creed has been the
subject of great controversy, and -violent attempts
have been made to thrust out some of its chief
articles from the Christian faith. This is a special
reason for considering the foundations on which
these articles ot faith rest.
/. Form of the Creed.—In the first place, what
is the creed? Here, first of all, it is to be pointed
out that the received form of the creed is not its
oldest or original form. The creed exists in two
forms—a shorter and a longer; the former, known
as the Old Rom Form, going back certainly as
early as the middle ot the 2d cent, (about 140 AD),
the latter, the enlarged form, in its present shape, ot
much later date. Its final form was probably given
to it in S. Gaul not before the middle of the 5th
cent, (in one or two clauses, as late as the 7th). It
is desirable, at the outset, to put these two forms
of the creed (in translation) clearly before the reader.
First, the Old Rom Form is given from the Gr
of Marcellus, of Ancyra, 341 AD. I t runs thus:
" I believe in God the Father Almighty. And in
Jesus Christ His only (begotten) Son our Lord,
who was born of the Holy Ghost and
1. Old
the Virgin Mary; crucified under PonRoman
tins PUate, and buried; the third day
Form
He rose from the dead; He ascended
into heaven, and sitteth at the right
hand of the Father, from thence He shall come to
judge the quick and the dead. And in the Holy
Ghost; the holy Church; the forgiveness ot sins;
the resurrection of the body; (the life everlasting).'
The last clause is omitted in the Latin form preserved by Rufinus, 390 AD.
The Received Form of the creed reads thus:
" I beheve in God the Father Almighty; Makisr
of Heaven and Earth; and in Jesus Christ His
only (begotten) Son our Lord; who
2. The
was conceived by the Holy Ghost,
Received
born of the Virgin Mary; suffered
Form
under Pontius Pilate, was crucified,
dead, and buried; He descended into
heU; the third day He rose from the dead; He
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ascended into heaven; and sitteth at the right hand
of God the Father Almighty; from thence He shall
come to judge the quick and the dead. I believe
in the Holy Ghost; the holy cathoUc Church; the
communion of saints; the forgiveness of sins; the
resurrection of the body; and the life everlasting.
Amen."
Such is the form of the creed. Something must
now be said of its origin and history.
//. Origin of the Creed.—The legend was that
the creed took shape at the dictation of the Twelve
Apostles, each of whom contributed a special article.
Thus Peter, it was alleged, under the inspiration
of the Holy Ghost, commenced, " I believe in God
the Father .Vlmighty"; Andrew- (or according to
others, John) continued, "And in Jesus Christ,
His only Son, our Lord"; James the elder went on,
"Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost," etc.
This legend is not older than the 5th or 6th cent.,
and is absurd on the face of it.
The real origin of the creed has now been traced
with great exactness. The original germ of it is to
be sought for in the baptismal con1. Baptis- fession made by converts in the remal Conception of t h a t rite. The primitive
fession
confession may have contained no
more than " I believe t h a t Jesus is the
Son of God," but we have e'vidence within the
NT itself that it soon became enlarged. Paul
speaks of the "form of teaching" delivered to converts (Rom 6 17), and reminds Timothy of "the
good [beautiful] confession" he had made in sight
of many'witnesses (1 Tim 6 12). Similar language
is used of Christ's confession before Pilate (ver 13).
We may perhaps conjecture from the epistles that
Tunothy's confession contained references t o God
as the author of life, to Jesus Christ and His descent
from David, to His witness before Pontius Pilate,
to His being raised from the dead, t o His coming
again to judge the quick and the dead (1 Tim 6
13; 2 Tim 2 8; 4 1). Early Christian writers, as
Ignatius (110 AD), and Aristides the apologist (cir
12.5 .V-D), show traces ot other clauses.
In any case, the fact ia certain t h a t before the
middle of the 2d cent, the confession a t baptism
had crystaUized into tolerably settled
2. "Rule
shape in all the greater churches. We
of Faith"
have accounts given us of its contents
(besides the Old Rom Form) in Irenaeus, Tertulhan, Novatian, Origen, etc; and they
show substantial unity with a certain freedom of
form in expression. But the form in the Rom
church came gradually to be the recognized type.
After the middle of the cent., the confession rose
to new importance as the result ot the gnostic
controversies, and assumed more ot the character
of a formal creed. It came to be known as the "Rule
of Truth," or "Rule of Faith," and was employed
to check the hcense of interpretation of Scripture
of these fantastic heretical speculators. The creed
had originated independently of Scripture—in the
eariy ciral teaching and preaching of the apostles;
hence its value as a witness to the common faith.
But it was not used to supersede Scripture; it was
held t() corroborate Scripture, where men by their
allegorical and other perversions sought to wrest
(Scripture from its real sense. It w-as employed as
a check on those who sought to allegorize away the
Christian f.aith.
III. History of the Creed.—The
Old Rom
form of the creed was, as said above, certainly in
use by the middle of the 2d cent.,
!• The
in Rome; probably a considerable
Roman
time before. We. have it in both its
Creed
Gr and Lat forms (the Gr being probably the original). The Lat form is
given by Rufinus about 390 AD who compares it
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with the creed of his own church of Aquileia—a
very old chm-ch. The Gr form is preserved by
Marcellus, of Ancyra, in the 4th cent. The old
shorter form of the creed long maintained itself.
We find it in England, e.g. up to nearly the time ot
the Norman Conquest (in Sth or 9th cent. MSS
in British Museum).
The Received Form of the creed has a much more
obscure history. The additional clauses came in at
different times, though in themselves
2. The
some of them are very old. The
Received
addition to the first art., e.g. "Maker
Creed
of heaven and earth," first appears in
in this form in Gaul about 650 AD,
though similar forms are found in much older creeds.
Another addition, "He descended into hefl," meets
us first in Rufinus as part of the creed of Aquileia,
but is probably also old in that church. It is known
that the creed had assumed nearly its present shape
(perhaps without the above clauses, and that on the
communion of saints) by the time of Faustus of
Reiz, about 460 AD. Thence it spread, and had
reached Ireland apparently before the end of the
7th cent. In England it appears a cent, later,
about 850 AD (from the court of Charlemagne?),
and from the beginning of the 10th cent, it largely
superseded the older form. The same applies to
other countries, so that the Galilean form is now the
one in common use. Two significant changes may
be noted in the form given to it. In England,
whose form we follow, the Reformers substituted
for "the resurrection of the flesh" the words, "the
resurrection of the body," and in Germany the
Lutherans change the word "catholic" to "Christian," in "the holy cathoUc Church."
IV. Structure
of the Creed.— The Apostles'
Creed, it wfll be perceived, has no theological or
metaphysical character. It is not
1. Its
only the oldest, but the simplest and
Trinitarian least developed of all_ creeds. It is a
Form
simple enumeration, in order, ot the
great verities which the church was
known to have held, and to have handed down from
the beginning—which Scripture also taught. Originating from the baptismal confession, it naturally
follows the Trinitarian order suggested by the customary formula for baptism. The first art. declares
laeUet in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven
and earth. The second to the seventh arts, declare
belief in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lor(I, and
in the great facts embraced in the gospel testimony
regarding Him. The eighth art. affirms behef in
the Holy Ghost, to which are appended the additional clauses, declaring belief in the holy catholic
church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness
of sins, the resurrection of the flesh (body), and the
hfe everlasting.
I t wUl help to show the kind of heresies the church
of that age had to contend with, and what the
earnest struggles of the Fathers of the time (using
the Apostles' Creed as a bulwark), if we append
here the Creed of Apelles, a 2d-cent. Gnostic, as
reconstructed by Principal Lindsay (The Church
and the Ministry, 222) from Hippolytus:
"We believe, that Christ descended from the
Power above, from the Good, and that He is the
Son of the Good; that He w-as not
2. Creed
born of a virgin, and that when He
of ApeUes did appear He was not devoid of flesh.
That He formed His Body by taking
portions of it from the substance of the universe,
i.e. hot and cold, moist and dry; That He received
cosmical powers in the Body, and hved for the time
He did in the world; That He was crucified by the
Jews and died; That being raised again after three
days He appeared to His disciples; That He showed
them the prints of the naUs and (the wound) in Hia
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side, being desirous of persuading them t h a t H e
was no phantom, but was present in the flesh; T h a t
after H e had shown them His flesh H e restored
it to the earth; T h a t after He had once more loosed
the chains of His Body He gave back heat t o w-hat
is hot, cold t o what is cold, moisture t o what is
moist, and dryness t o what is dry; T h a t in this
condition He departed t o the Good Father, lea'ving
the Seed of Lffe in the world for those who through
His disciples should believe in Him."
V. Modern Controversies.— I t was mentioned
that of late t h e Apostles' Creed has been t h e subject of many attacks and of keen controversies.
In Germany, particularly, quite a fierce controversy
broke out in 1892 over t h e refusal of a Lutheran
pastor, named Schrempf, t o use t h e creed in t h e
administration ot baptism. He did not believe
in its arts, about the virgin-birth ot Christ, the resurrection of the flesh, etc. The offender was deposed,
but a great battle ensued, giving rise t o an enormous
literature. T h e conflict has been overruled for
good in leading t o a more thorough examination
than ever before of the history and meaning of the
creed, but it has given precision also to the attacks
made upon it. A leading part in this controversy
w-as taken by Professor Harnack, of Berlin, whose
objections may be regarded as representative.
Professor Harnack, and those who think w-ith him,
criticize t h e creed from a twofold point of -view:
(1) They deny that in all respects it represents
true apostolical doctrine—this not only in its later
arts., b u t even in such an art. as t h a t affirming the
virgin-birth of Christ:, (2) They deny t h a t t h e
meaning we now put on many of the clauses of the
creed is its true original meaning, i.e. we use t h e
words, b u t "with a chfferent sense from t h e original
framers.
In considering these objections, it is always to be
remembered that those who urge them do so from
the standpoint of rejection of most
Harnack's t h a t is usually considered essential
Criticism
to Christianity. There is in their
view- no incarnation, no real Godhead
of Christ, no real miracle in His life (only faithcures), no resurrection from Joseph's tomb. This
no doubt takes t h e bottom from t h e Apostles'
Creed, but it takes the bottom also out of apostolic
Christianity. Where Harnack, for instance, objects t h a t "Father" and "Son" in thefirst and second
arts, of t h e creed have no Trinitarian reference,
but relate only, t h e former to God's relation to
creation, the latter, to Christ's historical appearance,
the reply can only be the whole e-vidence in the N T
for a Trinitarian distinction and for t h e essential
Di-vinity of Christ. When it is declared t h a t t h e
virgin-birth is no part of t h e early Christian tradition, one can only appeal to t h e evidence of t h e
fact in the Gospels, and recall that no section of the
Christian church, except a heretical branch of t h e
Ebionites, and some of t h e gnostic sects, is known
to have rejected it. (See VIRGIN-BIRTH.) For detailed replies to Harnack's criticisms. Dr. Swete's
book on the Apostles' Creed may be consulted.
LITERATURE.—A list of the voliiininous pamphlet
literature produced by the German controversy on the
.\postles' Creed may be seen in Nippold's Die theologische Einzelschule, II, 232-33. Tlie most important
contributions are those of Harnaclt {Das apostolische
Glaubensbehenntniss, also ET): Kattenbusch, and
Cremer. Cf also Schafl. Creeds of Christendom, I, 14-23;
II. 45-55. Special w-orlfs are; Pearson, Exposition of
the Creed (1659); Kattenbusch, Das apostolische Smnbolum, 2 vols (1894-1900); Zalrn, Das •apostolische
Symbolum{189Z)-, £r(I.S99); H. B. Swete, The Apu.^tles'
Creed and Primitive Christianity (1894); A. C. McGittert,
The Apostles' Creed, Its Origin, Its Purpose, and Its
Historical Interpretation (I(J02).
TAIVTITQ O R R

APOSTLES, GOSPEL OF THE TWELVE.
APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS.

See
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APOSTOLIC AGE, ap-os-tol'ik aj: (1) When the
disciples realized that they h a d seen the risen
Christ for t h e last time and that
1. The
it had now become their duty to
Mission
spread His message, they gathered
themselves together and restored the
number of "witnesses" t o t h e appointed Twelve.
Immediately afterward the outpouring of the Holy
Spirit gave them the signal to begin work. At first
this work was rigidly centered in Jerus, and the
first journeyings were t h e result of forcible dispersion and not of planned effort (.\cts 11 19). But
pilgrims t o t h e feasts had carried away t h e gospel
with them, and in this way Christianity had been
spread a t least as far as Damascus (9 2.19). The
dispersion itself widened t h e circle to Cyprus and
to Antioch and marked the beginning of the gentUe
work (11 19-20). Here t h e extreme prominence
of St. Paul's ministry in the N T should not obscure
the success of t h e other missionaries. When the
apostles began their journeys we do not know but
at the time of Gal 1 19 only St. Peter represented
the Twelve in Jerus. St. Paul mentions their
extended work in 1 Cor 9 5.6 and it seems certain
t h a t St. Peter was in Rome shortly before his death.
The troubles caused St. Paul by t h e Judaizers at
least give e'vidence ot t h e missionary zeal of the
latter. Barnabas and Mark worked after their
separation trom St. Paul (Acts 15 39) and gentile
Christianity existed in Rome long before the latter'a
arrival there (Rom 1 13). By the year 100 it appears t h a t Christianity extended around the Mediterranean from Alexandria to Rome (and doubtless
farther, although d a t a are scanty), while Asia
Minor was especially pervaded by it. (2) Many
factors cooperated t o help t h e work: Peace was
universal and communication was easy. Gr was
spoken everywhere. The protection given Judaism
sheltered from civil interference. The presence of
Judaism insured hospitality and hearers for at least
thefirst efforts to convert. The Jews' own proselytizing zeal (Mt 23 15) had prepared GentUes to receive
Christianity. And not t h e least element was the
break-up of the old religions and the general looking
to t h e East for religious satisfaction. (3) For the
methods, St. Paul's procedure is probably typical.
Avoiding t h e smaller places, he devoted himself
to t h e cities as t h e strategic points and traveled
in a direct route, without side-journeys. In this
way a "line of fire" (Harnack) was traced, and the
flame could be trusted t o spread ot its own accord
to each side of the road. So as fruits of St. Paul's
work a t Ephesus there appear churches a t Colossae
and Laodicea some hundred and twenty miles away
(Col 2 1; 4 16). T h e churches founded needed
revisiting and confirming, b u t when t h e apostle
felt t h a t they could shift for themselves, he felt
also that his work in the East was over (Rom 15 23).
The members of the earliest Jerus church thought
of themselves simply as Jews who had a true understanding of t h e Messiah and so con2. Jerusa- stituting a new " w a y " or "party"
lem Church (hardly "sect") in Judaism (Acts 22
4, esp.). At first they were suffered
to grow unmolested and their right to exist was
apparently unquestioned, for the Sadducean acticina
of Acts 4 1; 5 17 were in t h e nature of police
precautions. And it is significant that the first
attack w-as made on a foreigner, St. Stephen. He
seems to have angered t h e crowds by preaching
the impending destruction of the Temple, although
he was martyred for ascribing (practically) Di'vine
honors to Jesus (7 56). Yet the apostles were not
driven from the city (8 1) and the church was able
to continue its development. I n 41, the Rom representatives gave way t o t h e PharisaicaUy inchned
Agrippa I and (for reasons t h a t are not clear)
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persecution broke out in which St. James was
martyred and St. Peter delivered only by a miracle
(Acts 12). With the resumption of Rom rule in
44 the persecution ceased. Some peaceable modiof h'ving was devised, as appears from the absence
of further allusions to troubles (cf Acts 21 17-26)
and from the accounts of Josephus and Hegesippus
of the esteem in which James the Lord's brother
was held. His martyrdom (in 62?) was due to the
tension that preceded the final revolt against Rome,
in which the Christians of Jerus took no part.
Instead, they retired across t h e Jordan to Pella
(Rev 12 13-17), where they formed a close,
intensely Jewish body under t h e rule of the descendants ot Christ's brethren according to t h e
flesh. Some mission work was done farther to the
ea^t but in the 2d cent, they either were absorbed
in normal Christianity or became one of the factors
that produced Ebionism.
Many members of this body (and, doubtless,
other Jewish Cliristians outside it) showed various
degrees of inability to understand t h e
3. Judaists gentile work. The acceptance of an
uncircumcised Christian as ''saved"
offered fau'ly slight difficulty (Gal 2 3; Acts 15),
But to eat with him was another thing and one that
was an offence to many who accepted his salvation
(Gal 2 12,13). The rigorous conclusion that t h e
Law bound no Christian w-as still another thing
and one that even St. James could not accept
(Acts 21 21). At t h e time of Gal 2 9, t h e "pillars" were as yet not thinking of doing gentile
work, St, Paul's controversies are familiar and
probably the last friction did not end until the fall
of Jerus. But the cUflficulties grew gradually less
and 1 Pet is e-vidence that St. Peter himself finally
accepted the full status of Gentiles.
From the Rom power Christianity was safe at
first, as the distinctions from Judaism were thought
too sUght t o notice (Acts 18 14-16;
4. Relations 25 19). (Troubles such as those of
with Rome Acts 17 9 w-ere due t o cUsturbance
of the peace.) So the government was
thought of as a protector (2 Thess 2 7) and spoken
of in the highest terms (Rom 13 1; 1 P e t 2 13.14).
But, while absolute isolation was not observed (1
Cor 10 27), yet t h e Christians tended more and
more to clraw themselves into bodies with little
contact -with the world around them (1 Pet 4 3-5),
BO provoking suspicion and hostility trom their
neighbors. Hence they were a convenient scapegoat for Nero after t h e burning of Rome. I t is
uncertain how far his persecution spread or how
far persecutions occurred from his time until t h e
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ful), Purves (very conservative), Ropes, McGiffert, and
vyeizsacker. The last three are for critical study.
BURTON SooT-r EASTON

^ APOSTOLICAL

CHURCH

ORDINANCES.

See DIDACHE.

APOSTOLICAL CONSTITUTIONS.

See Di-

D.VCHE.

APOSTOLICAL COUNCIL, ap-os-tol'i-kalkoun'sil; The assembly of the apostles and elders held
in Jerus (19 AD), an account of which is given in
Acts 15.
APOSTOLIC FATHERS: An appeUation usually given to the writers of the 1st cent, who employed their pens in the cause of Christianity. See
SUB-APOSTOLIC LITERATURE.

APOSTOLIC FATHERS, EPISTLES OF. See
SUB-APOSTOLIC LITEHATUBE.

APOTHECARY, a-poth'e-ka-ri: Found in EV
eight times in the OT and Apoc for Lleb word
rendered more accurately "perfumer" by RV in
Ex 30 25.35; 37 29; Eccl 10 1; though inconsistently retained elsewhere (2 Ch 16 14 ERV; Neh
3 8 E R V [ c f m]); Sir 38 8; 49 1). See PERFUMER.

APPAIM, ap'a-im, ap'-a-im (D'^ES, 'appayim,
"nostrils"); A son of Nadab of the house of Jerahmeel, of Judah (1 Ch 2 30 f).
APPAREL, a-par'el: The Eng. equivalent of six
Heb and three Gr words, variously signifying all
kinds of raiment, chiefly garments costly and beautiful: ornamental (2 S 1 24); royal, as of Ahasuerus
(Est 6 8), of Herod (Acts 12 21, iaOfis, esthts); of
kings' daughters (2 S 13 IS); priestly (Ezr 3 10);
also mourning (2 S 14 2). In 1 S 17 38.39 " a p parel" replaces "armor" of AV: "Saul clad David
with his apparel," probably some close-fitting garment worn under the armor, or sometimes without
it. Severe judgment was pronounced on Jewish
princes who clothed themselves with "strange"
(AV), i.e. "with foreign apparel" (Zeph 1 8; cf Isa
2 6-8). "Modest apparel" as against "costly raiment" is commended as suited to Christians (1 Tim
2 9; lp.aTi<rp6s, himatismds, and Karatrro'K^, katastoU).
Angels are robed in white apparel (,4cts 1 10; cf Lk
24 4, "dazzling"). Fig. ot the glorious and red (suggestive of the wine-press) apparel of the Messiah
(Isa 63 1.2), and of "a meek and quiet spirit"
(1 Pet 3 4).

D W I G H T M . PRATT

APPARENTLY, a-p^r'entdi (HS'l'a, mar'eh, RV
"manifestly," signifying in the only place so tr"*
[Nu 12 8] "in the form of seeing" [Keil and Deend of the reign of Domitian (see P E T E R , F I R S T
EPISTLE OF), but in R e v Rome has become t h e htzseh], i.e, "an appearance," "a similitude," a
manifestation of the invisible God in human form):
symbol for aU that is hostfle to Christ.
Influence of t h e "pagan" religions on Christian- This is the OT manner of Di'vine revelation "in the
person and form of the angel of Jeh": "In the bush
ity is not very perceptible in t h e 1st cent. But
did manifestly reveal myself, and talked with
syncretism was t h e fa,shion of t h e day IMoses"
(2 Esd 14 3), God talked with Moses
6. "HeUen- and many converts must have attempt- openly, without figure, in a direct manner revealism"
ed to combine t h e new religion with ing to him His will in the clear distinctness of a
views that they held already (or that
spiritual communication: "With him will I speak
they learned still later). Apparently Uttle attention mouth to mouth, even manifestly, and not in dark
was paid to this attempt, if restricted to entirely speeches; and the form ot Jeh shall he behold,"
mmor details (1 Cor 15 29?), b u t in Col 2 8-23 a
'•
M. O. EVANS
vital matter is touched. T h e danger is more acute
APPARITION, ap-a-rish'un ('(.'vSaXjia, indalma,,
in the Pastorals (1 Tim 1 4 ; 4 3 ; Titus 3 9) and imt^aveia, epiphdneia; i^avTaa-fia, phdntasma): This
M Rev 2 great harm is being done. And Jude, 2 word is not found in the OT or N T canon, AV or
Pet, and 1 J n contain direct polemics against the ARV, but occurs twice in RV and thrice in Apoc
systems so arising, t h e beginnings of what in t h e AV as follows: ^\'isd 17 3, Gr indalma, RV
2d cent, appeared as Gnosticism.
"spectral form"; 2 Maec 3 24, Gr epiphaneia,
For further details see t h e separate articles,
RV "apparition," RVm "manifestation"; 2 Maec
esp. MINISTRY; N E W TESTAMENT CANON; and (for
5 4 Gr epiphaneia, RV "vision," RVm "maniufe in the Apostolic Age) SPIRITUAL G I F T S .
festation." N T , R V : M t 14 26; M k 6 49; Gr
LITERATURE.—See the separate articles. "Works with
phantasma, ARV "ghost," AV "Spirit."
'uetitle 4pos(oiic Age are by Gilbert (brief). Bartlet (use-
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Apple of the Eye
APPEAL, a-pel': If an appeal be, as it properly
is, a petition for the removal of a case that has been
decided for rehearing and re-view and final decision
by a higher court, we find no such instance either
in the OT or the N T .
In the institution of judges by Moses (Ex 18 26),
the reference: "The hard cases they brought
unto Moses, but every small matter they judged
themselves," indicates simply a distribution of
cases between two courts, but gives no, trace of
any provision for the rehearing of any case, by a
higher court, that has already been decided by a
lower. In D t 17 8-13, directions are given that a
lower court, under certain conditions, shall ask a
lugher for instructions as to procedure, and shall
strictly follow the order prescribed: nevertheless,
the decision itself belongs to the lower court. When
its sentence was once given, there was no appeal.
In the NT, the pro'vision of the Rom law, for an
appeal from a lower to a higher court, is clearly
recognized, although the case of Paul in Acts 25
does not strictly fall within its scope. The Rom
law originally gave -a citizen the right of appeal to
the tribune of the people, but, with the estabhshment of the Empire, the emperor himself assumed
this function of the tribune, and became the court
of last resort. The case of Paul, however, had not
been tried before Festus, nor any vercUct rendered,
when (Acts 25 10.11) he utters the proper legal
formula: " I appeal unto Caesar" {Kataapa imKaXoupai, Kalsara epikaloumai).
That Rom citizens could insist upon such procedure, as right, is
not perfectly certain (HJP, II, 2:279). Paul evidently acted upon the suggestion of the governor
himself (ver 9), who seems to have been desirous
of avoiding the responsibility ot a case invol'ving
questions most remote from his ordinary attention.
At first sight, Paul's decision to appeal seems premature. He throws away his chance of acquittal by
Festus, and acts upon the assumption that he has
been already condemned. Acts 26 32 shows that
the possibility of his acquittal had amounted almost
to a certainty. His course is explicable only by
regarding his appeal the master stroke of a great
leader, who was ready to take risks. In the proposition of Festus, he grasps at what had been an
object of hope long deferred. For many years,
he had been desiring and praying to get to Rome
(Acts 19 2 1 ; Rom 1 11.15; 15 23.24). The Lord
had just assured him (Acts 23 11), that as he had
testified at Jerus, "so must thou bear -witness also
at Rome." With this promise and direction in view,
he hastens toward the world's capital and the
center of the world's influence, in the seemingly
precipitate words, " I appeal," which a lower order
of prudence w-ould have deferred until he had first
been condemned.
H. E . JACOBS
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resplendent, luminous revelation, as of the Bethlehem star (Mt 2 7); the bringing to light of
sin (Rom 7 13 AV). Also cf>avep6oi, phanerdd, "to
make manifest," used exclusively of the postresurrection appearances and second coming ot
Christ and of the disclosures of the great judgment
day. See Col 3 4; 2 Cor 5 10; Rev 3 18 and
seven other passages AV.
DWIGHT M . PRATT
APPEARANCE, a-per'ans ( n S n U , mar'eh; chiefly
used of the mystic and supernatural visions of
Ezekiel and Daniel): A semblance, as of lightning,
wheels, sapphire stone (Ezk 1 14.16.26); Gabriel's
overpowering revelation (Dnl 8 15; see also 10
6.18). In the N T refers exclusively, through three
Gr words, irpbdi^irov, prosdpon, "sight," "countenance," to "outward appearance" (2 Cor 10 7 AV);
and its possibly deceptive nature: i-^ts, dpsis, "Judge
not according to a." (Jn 7 24); "them that glory in
a." (2 Cor 5 12; cf 1 S 16 7). See also 1 Thess
5 22 ERVm (eidos = "sight").
APPEARING, a-per'ing (airoKaXvil/is, apokdlupsis,
"an unveiling"; «iri<j>dve(.a, epipMneia, "a manifestation"); Exclusively technical, referring in the six
passages where found to the return, the millennial
advent ot Christ (e.g. 1 Pet 1 7 AV; 2 Tim 1 10;
Titus 2 13).
APPEASE, a-pez': "To make one at peace.'' Esau
is appeased, i.e. placated, won over by means of
presents (Gen 32 20). One "slow to anger appea.seth strife," i.e. puts an end to it (Prov 15 18).
RV changes "appeased" of AV in Acts 19 35 into
"quieted" (Gr katastello, "put down," "suppress,"
"restrain," referring to a popular commotion).
APPERTAIN, ap-er-tan': Only once in EV, viz.
in Jer 10 7, for HS^, yd'dh, "it becometh," "it is
seemly," Vulg "Tuum est enim deeus," "it is Thy
honor." Generally in the sense of "to belong to"
(Lev 6 5, "to whom it appertaineth"); Neh 2 8,
"the castle which appertained to the house" (Tob
6 12; 1 Esd 8 95; 1 Mace 10 42).

APPETITE, ap'5-tit C^n, hai, 1CS3, nephesh):
This word occurs four times in OT text and once
in AVm. Once (Job 38 39) it is a tr of hai, "life";
"Canst thou
. . satisfy the appetite (life) of the
young lions?" Twice (Prov 23 2; Eccl 6 7; also
Isa 56 11, AVm) it is a tr ot nephesh: Prov 23 2,
ba'al nephesh " a man given to appetite"; Eccl 6 7,
"the nephesh is not filled," In Isa 56 11, "strong
of nephesh" is tr"* "greedy.'' Nephesh means originally "breath," hence "the soul," psuche, "the vital
principle," "hfe"; therefore in certain expressions
referring to the sustaining of life the nephesh
hungers (Prov 10 3), thirsts (Prov 25 25), fasts
(Ps 69 10). Nephesh then comes to mean the seat
APPEAR, a-per': Of eight Heb originals the
of the senses, affections, emotions, and to it is
chief is HXT , rd'dh, "to be seen." Used mainly of
ascribed love, joy, desire (cf Dt 12 20; Prov 6
God's seff-revelations in person and in dreams and
30 RVm; Mic 7 1, where the nephesh "desires").
visions: "Jehovah appeared unto Abram" (Gen
The
idea ot desire or appetite of the nephesh may
12 7); to Mo.ses (Ex 3 2); to Solomon (1 K 3 5).
All originals used of Nature's processes, of the include all forms of longing; e.g, lust (Jer 2 24;
"her desire" is lit. "the desire of her nephesh"),
appearing, i.e. coming of the morning (Ex 14 27);
the appetite for revenge (Ps 41 2, "the will of his
stars (Neh 4 21); flowers, flocks of goats, tender
grapes (Cant 2 12; 4 I m ; 7 12m). Qo'^T &4>er)v, enemies" is lit. "the nephesh," etc). The next step
ophthen, passive of horiid, "I see," "to be seen" is to identify the nephesh with its desire, hence in
the cases above nephesh is tr^ "appetite." In the 4th
used esp, of angelic revelations and visions: as on
the Mount of Transfiguration (Mt 17 3); an angel case (Isa 29 8) "His soul hath appetite" is a free
(Lk 1 11); the risen Lord (Lk 24 34); cloven tr of naphshd shdkekdh, lit. "His soul runneth to
S. F . H U N T E R
tongues at Pentecost (.\ets 2 3); -vision to Paul and fro."
(Acts 16 9); a great wonder in heaven (Rev 12 1
AV).
APPHIA, af'i-a, ap'fi-a ('Air<j)(q., Apphia, dative
d-n-Tam, opldnd, in Acts 1 3, of Christ appearcase of AppJi'ia: in Philem 2, though Apphia, Aming after his suffering; cpahopai, phainomai, "to
phia, and .Appia, also occur): A Christian of Colosshine," like the above with the added thought of a
sae, probably the wife of Philemon; certainly a
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member of his household, greeted as "the sister''
RVm. In the Greek church, November 22 is
sacred to her memory. It has been supposed,
since this epistle concerns one household exclusively,
that Apphia was Philemon's wife and the mother
or sister of Arcliippus (q.v.). She was stoned to
death with Philemon, Onesimus, and Ai-ehippus in
the reign of Nero. (See Lightfoot, Col., 372.)

^

Apple 01 the Eye

malm, suits the conditions satisfactorily.
The
apple tree affords good shade, the fruit is sweet, the
perfume is a very special favorite with the people of
the East. Sick persons in Pal delight to hold an
apple in theu- hands, simply for the smell. (Cf
Arahian Nights, "Prince Hassan and the Paribaiiou. ') Further the Arab, for apple tuffdh is
without doubt identical with the Heb tappW'h.
The apple was well known, too, in ancient times; it
APPHUS, af'us, ap'tus: A name borne by Jonawas, for example, extensively cultivated by the
than, the fifth son of Mattathias ('A-trcfioOf, Apphous, Romans.
1 Maco 2 5). All the brothers, according to this
The one serious objection is that apples do
passage, had double names; John is said to have
not easily reach perfection in Pal; the climate is too
been called Gaddis; Simon, Thassi; Judas, Maccadry and hot; farther north in the Lebanon they
baeus; Eleazar, .\varan; Jonathan, .-Vppbus (1 iNIacc
flourish. At the same time it is possible to exagger2 2-5). The latter were probably the names which
ate this objection, for with (;areful grafting and
Mattathias gave his sons, while the former were
cultivation exceedingly good apples may be proreceived later when they became "leaders of the
duced in the mountain regions. Apple trees there
people." The common explanation of the word
need special care and renewal of the grafts, but there
".\pphus" relates it to the Syr 'C"'Sn , hoppus, "the is no impossibility that at the time ot the writing
dissembler"; but Torrey (art. "Maccabees," EB)
of Cant skilled gardeners should have been able
points out that we have no means of ascertaining
to produce sweet and perfumed appks in Pal.
with what guttural consonant the word began, or
Small but very sweet and fragrant apples are nowwhat Sem consonant the Gr s (s) represents. Both
grown at Gaza. Good apples are now plentiful
in the market at Jerus, but they are chiefly importhe form and meaning of the name are, therefore,
tations trom the North.
still to be explained.
H. J. W O L F
On account of the above difficulty three other
APPn FORUM, ap'i-I fo'rum, transUteration of
fruits have been suggested by various WTiters. Two
Lat; .\PPIUS, ap'i-us, M A R K E T OF (RV) ('Airir£ov doubtless have been brought forward with a view
(j)6pov, /Ipplou phoron): .Vppi Forum (Cicero ad
to Prov 25 11: "A word fitly spoken is hke apples
Alt. 2,10; Suetonius Tib. 2: AppU Forum; Vulg of gold in netw-ork of silver," but the reference
RV: Forum Appi; Horace Satires i,5; Pliny, Nat. would certainly seem to be to some silver filigree
work ornamented with gold modeled to look hke
Hist., m.64; xiv.Gl; CIL, X, 6824), or Market
fruit rather than to any actual fruit. The citron
of Appius, was a town situated a t the forty-third
milestone on the Appian Road (391 English miles and the apricot (Tristram) have both been suggested
The former, which is a native
from Rome, a single day's journey for energetic as the true tappifh.
travelers) according to the imperial itineraries (Ant, of Persia, does not appear to have been introduced
iriS; Hierosol. all; Geog. Rav. 4:.3A). Its existence into Pal until well into the Christian era and the
probably dates from the time of Appius Claudius apricot, though an attractive substitute for the
apple and today one of the most beautiful and proCaerus (Suet. Tib. 2; cf Mommsen, Rom. Forsch., I,
oOS), who laid out the famous highway from Rome to ductive of fruit trees, can hardly have been established in Pal at the time of the scriptural references.
Capua in 312 BC. In the 1st cent, it had the rank
It is a native of China and is said to have first begun
of a municipaUty (PUny, ui.64). Its importance as
a highway station is due chiefly to the canal which to find its way westward at the time of Alexander
the Great.
ran by the side of the road from there to within a
short (hstance of Tarracina (at the sixty-second
The third of the fruits is the quince, Cijdania
vulgaris (N,<), Rosaceae), and this had more serious
milestone), affording an alternative means of
conveyance (Strabo v.3,6). I t was customary to claims. It flourishes in Pal and has been long
cover this section of the journey, passing through indigenous there. Indeed it is probable that even
the Pontine iMarshes, by night in canal boats if tappU'^h was a name for apple, it originally included also the closely alhed quince. The greatest
drawn by mules. Horace (Sal. i.5) offers -a lively
difficulty is its harsh and bitter taste. Further the
picture of the discomforts of the trip, mentioning the
Mish distinguishes the tappW^h from the quince,
importunate inn-keepers and intolerable drinking
which is called pdrlsh, and from the crab apple or
water at Appii Forum, the gnats and frogs which
were enemies to repose, and the exasperating pro- hdzor (Kohler in Jnv Enc, II, 23). The quince along
with the apple was sacred to Aphrodite, the goddess
crastination of the muleteer.
of love.
The Christian brethren in Rome went out along
On the whole there does not appear to be any
the Appian Road to welcome the apostle Paul upon
sufficient reason for rejecting the tr of the AV and
hearing of his arrival at Puteoli. One party awaited
RV; the Bibhcal references suit it; the identity of
him at Three Taverns while another proceeded as
the Heb and Arab, words favor it and there is no
far as Apph Forum (Acts 28 15),
insuperable objection on scientific grounds.
GEORGE H . A L L E N
The word tappu."-h appears in two place names,
APPLE, ap"l, APPLE-TREE (n^EPl, lapp-u'^h):
BETH-TAPPUAH and 'TAPPUAH (q.v.).
A fruit tree and fruit mentioned chiefly in Cant,
E. W. G. MASTERMAN
concerning the true nature of which there has been
APPLE, ap"l, OF THE EYE: The eyeball, or
much dispute.
globe of the eye, with pupU in center, called "apple"
Cant 2 3 says: "As the apple-tree among the
trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons, from its round shape. Its great value and careful
f sat down under his shadow with great dehght"; protection by the eyehds automatically closing
Cant 8 5; "Under the apple-tree I awakened thee: when there is the least possibflity of danger made
there thy mother was in travail with thee, there it the emblem of that w-hich was most precious and
jealously protected. The Heb terms for it were,
was she in travail that brought thee forth." Of
'ishon, dimin. of 'Ish, "man," little man. or man-nithe fruit it is said. Cant 2 3; "His fruit was sweet
kin, r('-ferring perhaps specially to the pupd, probto my taste"; Cant 2 5: "Stay ye me with raisins,
ably trom "the little image one sees of himseff when
refresh me with apples"; Cant 7 8: "the smell of
looking into another's pupd" (Davies' Lexicon)
% breath [Heb "nose"] like apples."
"He kept him (Israel) as the apple of his eye'
In aU the above references the true apple, Pyrus
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(Dt 32 10); "Keep me as the apple of the eye," lit.,
"as the apple, the daughter of the eye" (Ps 17 8).
"Keep my law [RVm "teaching"] as the apple of
thine eye" (Prov 7 2). Cf Prov 7 9 where it is
used to denote what is the center (.ARV, ' i n the
middle of the night"; ERV "in the blackness ot
night"; m "Hebpupfl [of theeye]"); 6(S6M/iperhajis
an"opening," "gate"; others regard it as a mimetic
word akin to Lat pupa, pupilla ("He that toucheth
you toucheth the apple of his eye," i.e. Jeh's; Zee
2 S); 6a</i-'ai/m, "daughter of the eye"; "Give thyself no respite, let not the apple of thine eye cease"
(Lam 2 18), which means, either "sleep not," or
"cease not to weep," Kipi, kdre, "young girl,"
"pupd of the eye": "He (the Lord) will keep the
good deeds [RV "bounty"] of a man as the apple of
the eye" (Ecclus 17 22); the L X X also has kore in
all instances except Lam 2 lii,wheve'\thas Suy6.Tr}p,
thugdter, "daughter."
W. L. W A L K E R
APPLES OF S O D O M , sod'um: Jos (BJ, IV,
viii, 4) says that "the traces [or shadows] of the
five cities [of the plain] are still to be seen, as well
as tha ashes growing in their fruits, which fruits
have a color as it they w-ere fit to be eaten; but if
you pluck them with your hands they dissolve
into smoke and ashes." \^Tiat this "Dead Sea
fruit" is, is uncertain. The name "Dead Sea apples"
is often given to the fruit of the Solanum Sodomaean, "a prickly shrub w-ith fruit not unlike a
smaU yeUow tomato." Cheyne thinlcs that the
fruits referred to by Jos (cf Tacitus Hist. v.37)
may be either (1) those ot the 'osher-tree ('iisar,
Calol-ropis procera, described by Hasselquist [Troreis,
1766]), found in abundance about Jericho and near
the Dead Sea, which are fillet with dust when they
have been attacked by an insect, leaving the skin
only entire, and of a beautiful color. Tristram
describes the fruit as being "as large as an apple
of average size, of a bright yellow colour, hanging
three or four together close to the stem"; or as suggested by Tristram (2) those of the wild colocynth;
the fruit is fair of aspect with a pulp which dries
up into a bitter powder (EB, art. "Sodom," col.
4669, n. 2). This colocynth is supposed to be the
"wild vine" mentioned 2 K 4 39. The "vine of
Sodom" of D t 32 32 has been supposed to bear the
"Dead Sea fruit"; but most modern writers regard
the passage as
figurative.
W. L. WALKER
APPLY, a-pli': Purely an OT term representing
five Heb originals which signify respectively, " t o
enter," "to incline," "to give," "to go about," " t o
put or place," in each instance spoken of the heart
in its attitude to wisdom (Ps 90 12 AV); instruction (Prov 23 12); understanding (2 2); knowledge (22 17).
APPOINT, a-point': This word is used for the
expression of a large variety of ideas and the tr of
almost as many w-ords.
3p.5, Ji(5/,-a6;i = "stipulate" (Gen 30 28). ^i5^ ,
pakarlh="put into office" (Gen 41 34; Nu 1 50;
Est 2 3); "select" (Jer 51 27); "put in charge"
(.Jer 49 19: 50 41); "assign" (Nu 4 27; Jer 15
3); "send*' (Lev 26 16); "designate," "select"
(Ex 21 13; Nu 4 10; 2 S 7 10; Isa 61 3);
"single o u t " (1 S 8 11.12;
Hos 1 11). l O J ,
TOj«;!a/i = "designate," "select" (Nu 35 6 AV; Jos'h
20 2 AV; Ezk 45 6); "set aside" (Ex 30 16).
n^lC, s/iii^i = "designate," "select" (Job 14 13;
Lsa 26 1). So also ~'QV, 'amadh (1 Ch 15 16;
Neh 7 3); so nbiB, Ihdlah (1 K 5 9); H i p ,
kdeah (Nu 35 11). " S , gdwdh = "choose" (2'S
6 21). i n s , 6(3/iar = "select" (2 S 15 15 AV).
"I^N, 'amar = "command" (1 K 5 6 .A.V). Tie-np.i,

tUhemi = "deslgnate,''
"select" (Mt 24 51; Lk 12
46). A careful reading of the above passages will
bring to mind the doctrine t h a t with reference to
the world's work, God Himself calls men into office,
selecting them from among the multitude and setting them aside for His special purposes; and that
He calls to His assistance not only men but also
events and forces of Nature (Lev 26 16).
FRANK E .

HIRSCH

APPREHEND, ap-rS-hend': Occurs in the NT
in two meanings: "to arrest" (7ridf(u), pidzd; Acts
12 4; 2 Cor 11 32 RV, " t a k e " ) ; and "to seize,"
"grasp," "take into one's possession," "attain,"
"inquire eagerly" (KaTaKap^dvio, katalambdnd, ARV
"laid hold on," "laid fast hold of," PhU 3 12,13;
Eph 3 18). I n J n 1 5, "The darkness apprehended
it not," RVm gives "overcame not." See COMPREHEND.

APPROVE, a-pr(5ov': This word, as ordinarily
used, means "to entertain a favorable opinion
concerning" (Ps 49 13; Lam 3 36). Its Bibhcal
and archaic use conveys a much stronger meaning
and is equivalent to its use in legal formaUties of
today, "to approve a bill," i.e. by some act, generally a signature, to express approval. In NT, a
number of times, for Gr dokimdzo, "to test, try,
make proof of, " a n d its derivative, ddkimos, "tested,"
"tried." The word will, in almost every case,
imply that the proof is victoriously demonstrated,
the proved is also approved, just as in English we
speak of "tried men" (Trench, Gr Synonyms of NT).
It is the word most frequently used for the testing
of ores. T h a t which does not stand the test is
addkimos, "reprobate." Cf Jer 6 30 AV: "reprobate silver." T h a t which stands the test is dokimos,
"approved." "Salute Apelles the approved in
Christ" (Rom 16 10); "they t h a t are approved"
(1 Cor 11 19); "Present thyself approved unto
God" (2 Tim 2 15); when he hath been "approved" (Jas 1 12). See also Rom 14 18,22; 1
Thess 2 4.

H. E. JACOBS

APRON, a'prun: Appears only in Gen 3 7 and
Acts 19 12 EV. (Eng. na-prun, N. of England
nap-peon, from Low Lat, through Fr. nape, nappe,
"napkin." The n was dropped owing to false
division of the art. a from the noun; thus "a napron" became "an apron:" In Gen 3 7 it is used
to translate a Heb word rendered "girdles" in RVm:
"And they sewed fig-leaves together and made themselves aprons." In Acts 19 12 atixiKlvBia, simikinthia, stands for semicinctia, which is really a Lat
word meaning "half-girdle," i.e. girdles going only
half round the body and covering the front of the
person: "Unto the sick were carried away from
his [Paul's] body handkerchiefs [souddria, rendered
"napkins" Lk 19 20; Jn 11 44; 20 7] or aprons."
The word denotes here, probably, a workman's apron,
perhaps those of Paul himself; though it seems
more natural to suppose t h a t the people brought
their own "handkerchiefs" or "aprons" to Paul to
secure the miraculous effect desired. The garments,
at any rate, were such as could be easily removed
and carried back and forth. (See Rich, Diet, of
Rom and Gr Ant, s.v., for iUust.; also Pope's
Lexicon, s.v.).
G E O . B . EAGER
APT (lit. "fitted"): Apphed to one distinguished
for readiness in meeting demands of some special
situation, or emergency. For this, there is no
specific Biblical word in either OT or NT. It
occurs always in the English t r ' in paraphrases, as
"apt for war" (2 K 24 16), " a p t to teach," Gi
"didaktikds" (1 Tim 3 2; 2 Tim 2 24).
AQUEDUCT, ak'wi-^-dukt,

See CISTERN.
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AQUILA, ak'wi-la ('AKvXas, Aki'das, "an eagle"): identical with "Ar of M o a b " (ver 28; Isa 15 1).
Aquila and his wife Priscilla, the diminutive form
This IS pi-obal dy the place called the City of Moab in
of Prisoa, are introduced into the narrat i-v-e of the
Nu 22 30, where the Heb is 'Ir mo'dbh. It is
Acts by their relation to Paul, lie meets them first
probably also intended by "the city that is in the
in Corinth (Acts 18 2), Aquila was a nati\'e of
middle of the valley" (Dt 2 36; Josh 13 9,16;
Pontus, doubtless one of the colony of Jews men2 S 24 5). It lay "on the border of the Arnon,
tioned in Acts 2 9; 1 Pet 1 1. They were refugees
which is in the utmost part ot the border" (Nu 22
from the cruel and unjust edict ot Claudius which
36). A possible identification might be the ruin
expelled afl Jews from Rome in 52 .\D. The decree,
noted by Burckhardt, in the floor of the valley, on
it is said by Suetonius, was issued on account e(f
a piece of pasture-land below the confluence of the
tumults raised by the Jews, and he especiallj- menLejjuii and the .lldjd). Buhl however thinks that
tions one direst us (Suetonius Claud. 25). Since
n((t a city but a Moabite district somewhere in the
the word Christus coukl easily be (((ufounded by
region south of the Arnon may be intended (GAP,
him to refer to some individual w-li((se name w-as
-''•')•
W. E W I N Q
Chrestus and w'ho w:is an agitat((i-, resulting in
these disorders, it has been ('((iieludcd that the
ARA, a'ra C ' l N , 'ard', meaning unknown): A
fanatical Jews were then persecuting their Chris- son ot Jether of the tribe of Asher (1 Ch 7 38).
tian brethren and distiu-bances resulted. The
cause of the trouble did not concern Claudius, and
ARAB, a'rab (^nX, 'drdbh, "ambush"): A city
so without making inquiry, all Jews were expelled.
in the hiU country of Judah, probably the .site of
The conjecture that .\(iuila w-as a freedman and
the ruins Er-Rabiych S. of Hebron (Josh 15 52j.
that his master had been Aquila PonI ins, the Rom
senator, and that from him he received his name
ARAB, ar'ab, ARABIANS, a-ra'bi-ans. See
is without foundation. He doubtless had a Heb
ARABIA.
name, but it is not known. It was a common custom for Jews outside of Pal to take Rom names, and
ARABAH, ar'a-ba, a-ra'ba ( n ^ n r n , hd-'drdbhdh,
it is just that that this man does, and it is by that
"the Arabah"): This word indicates in general a
name we know him. Driven from Rome, Aquila
barren district, but is specifically applied in whole
sought refuge in Corinth, where Paul, on his second
or in part to the depression of the Jordan valley,
missionai-y join-ney, meets "him because they have
extending from Mount Hermon to the Gulf of
the same trade: that ot making tents of Cilician
Akabah, In the AV it is transliterated only once
cloth (.\cts 18 3). The account givim of him does
(Josh 18 18) describing the border of Benjamin.
not justify the conclusion that he and his wife were
Elsewhere it is rendered "plain." But in the RV
aheady Christians when Paul met them. Had that
it is everywhere transhterated. South ot the Dead
Sea the name is still retained in Wady el-.Arabah,
been the case Lk would almost certainly have said
In Dt 1 1; 2 8 (AV "plain") the southern portion
so, esp. if it was true that Paul sought them out on
that account. Judging from their w-ell-known ac- is referred to; in Dt 3 17; 4 49; Josh 3 16; 11 2;
12 3 and 2 K 14 25 the name is closely connected
tivity in Christian w-ork they would have gathered
with the Dead Sea and the Sea of Chinnereth (Gena httle band of inquirers or possibly converts, even
nesaret).
The aUusions to the Arabah in Dt 11 30;
th(3ugh they had been there for but a short time.
Josh 8 14; 12 1; 18 18; 2 S 2 29; 4 7; 2 K 25
It is more in harmony with the account to conclude
4; Jer 39 4; 52 7 indicate that the word was generthat Paul met them as fellow-tradespeople, and
ally used in its most extended sense, while in Josh
that he took the opportunity of preaching Christ
11 16, and 12 8 it is represented as one of the great
to them as they toiled. There can be no doubt that
natural di-visions of the country.
Paul would use these da3'S to lead them into the
kingdom and instruct them therein, so that afterThe southern portion, which still retains the name
ward they would be capable of being teachers of Arabah, is included in the wilderness of Zin
themselves (Acts 18 26). Not only did they
(Nu 34 3). According to the survey of Lord
become Christians, but they also became fast and
Kitchener and George Armstrong made in 1883,
devoted friends of Paul, and he fully reciprocated
under the auspices of the Pal Exploration Fund,
then- affection for him (Rom 16 3.4). They ac- its length trom the head of the Gulf of Akabah to
companied him when he left Corinth to go to Ephe- the Dead Sea is 112 miles. The lowest point of
sus and remained there while he went on his journey the watershed is 45 miles from Akabah, and 660
into Syria. When he wrote the first letter to the
feet above tide (1,952 above the Dead Sea). The
church at Corinth they were stifl at Ephesus, and
average -width of the valley up to this point is about
theu' house there was used as a Christian assembly- 6 miles, but here a series of low Umestone ridges
P'ace (1 Cor 16 19). The decree ot Claudius ex(called Er Risheh) rising 150 feet above the plain
cluded the .Jews from Rome only temporarily, and so runs obhquely across it for a distance of 10 miles,
narrowing it up to a breadth of about one-half
^™rward Paul is found there, and his need of friends
mile. North of this point, opposite Mount Hor,
and their affection for him doubtless led them also
the valley widens out to 13 miles and then gradually
to go to that city (Rom 16 3). At the time of the
narrows to 6 miles at the south end of the Dead
writing of Paul's second letter to Tim they have
again removed to Ephesus, possibly sent there by Sea. At Ain Abu Werideh, 29 miles north of the
watershed, the valley is at the sea-level^l,292 feet
<*"'to give aid to, and further the work in that
above that of the Dead Sea. North of the waterfL
^ ^^)- While nothing more is known
shed, the main line of drainage is the Wady el-Jeib,
01 them there can be no doubt that they remained which ever3rwhere keeps pretty close to the west
side of the valley. At Ain Abu Werideh it is joined
'^''5,aevoted friends of Paul to the end.
Ihefact that Priscilla's name is mentioned several by numerous wadies descending from the Edomite
times before that of her husband has called forth mountains on the east, which altogether water an
ot considerable extent, covered with a thicket
a number of conjectures. The best explanation oasis
of young palms, tamarisks, willows and reeds.
seems to be that she was the stronger character.
Twenty-four miles farther north the Arabah breaks
J.icoB W. K A P P
down suddenly into the vaUey of the Dead Sea.
,_AR, ar, AR OF MOAB, mo'ab (nxi'O—ly, 1 7 ,
or the Ghor, as it is technically caUed. Lord
OJ,, 'ar-mo'dbh; "Hp, E'r; 'Apo-fip, Aroer or' 2T)e£'p, Kitchener's report is here so vivid aa to be worthy
t^enr): The city of Ar is named in a snatch of an- of literal reproduction. "The descent to the Ghdr
cient song (Nu 21 15), lit. "the site of Ar." It is

Arabah
Arabia
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was down a sandy slope of 300 feet, and the change
of climate was most marked, from the sandy desert
to masses of tangled vegetation with streams of
water running in all directions, birds fluttering from
every tree, the whole country ahve wdth Ufe;
nowhere have I seen so great and sudden a contrast" (Mount Seir, 214). T h e descent here
described was on the eastern side of the semicircular Une of cliffs formed of sand, gravel, and
marl which inclose the Ghor at the south end, and
which are probably what are referred t o in Josh
15 3 as the "ascent of Akrabbim." The ordinary
route, however, leading t o t h e plain of the Arabah
from t h e Dead Sea is u p t h e trough worn by the
Wady el-Jeib along the west side of the valley.
But this route would be impracticable during the
rainy season after the cloudbursts which occasionally visit this region, when torrents of water pour
down it, sufficient to roll bowlders of considerable
size and to transport an immense amount of coarse
sediment.

iiil
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the watershed, 45 miles from Akabah, the western
side of the Arabah is bordered by strata of Cretaceous (chalk) limestone rising pretty continuously to a height of from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above
sea-level, no older rocks appearing upon that side.
But upon t h e eastern side older sandstones (Nubian
and lower Carboniferous) and granitic rocks border
the plain, supporting, however, at a height of 2,000
or 3,000 feet Cretaceous Umestones corresponding
to those which descend to the level of the gorge on
the western side (Fig. 1). Throughout this entire
distance, therefore, the strata have either sUpped
down upon the western side or risen upon the eastern side, or there has been a movement in both
directions. T h e origin of this crevasse dates from
the latter part of the Cretaceous or the early part
of the Tertiary period.
But in post-Tertiary times an expanded lake filled
the region, extending from t h e Waters of Merom
to Ain Abu Werideh, a distance of about 200 miles,
rising to an elevation of about 1,400 feet above the
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South of the Dead Sea a muddy plain, known as
the Sebkah, extends 6 miles, fifling about one-half
of the width of the Ghor. During most of the year
the mud over this area is so thin and deep that it
is impossible to cross it near its northern end. This
whole area between the "ascent of Akrabbim" and
the Dead Sea has evidently been greatly transformed
by the sedimentary deposits which have been
brought in by the numerous tributary wadies during
the last 4,000 years, the coarser material ha-ving
encroached upon it from either side, and t h e fine
material having been deposited over t h e middle
portion, furnishing the clay which is so embarrassmg t o travelers. (For further considerations upon
this point see D E A D SEA; C I T I E S OF THE PLAIN.)

The Arabah in its whole extent occupies a portion
of the great geological fault or crevasse in the
earth's crust which extends from An1. Geology tioch near the mouth of t h e Orontes
of the
southward between the Lebanon and
Region
the Anti-Lebanon Mountains t o the
valley of the Jordan and the Dead
Sea, and onward to the Gulf of Akabah, whence it
can be traced with considerable probability through
the Red Sea and the interior lakes of Africa. The
m((st remarkable portion of this phenomenal crevasse
is that which extends from the Waters of Merom
to the springs of Ain Abu Werideh; for through
this entire distance the Arabah is below sea-level,
the depression at the Dead Sea being approximately 1,292 feet. See DEAD SEA. Throughout
the entire distance from the Waters of Merom t o
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present leyel of the Dead Sea, b u t not sufficiently
high to secure connection with the ocean either
through the Arabah proper or across the valley of
Esdraelon. This body of water was, on the average, 30 miles wide and over the northern part of
the Dead Sea had an extreme depth of 2,700 feet.
The most distinct e'vidence of the existence of this
enlargement of the lake is t o be found at Ain Abu
Werideh, where Hull reports "banks of horizontally
stratified materials .
sometimes of coarse
material, such as gravel; at other times consisting
of fine sand, loam, or white marl, 'with very even
stratification, and containing blanched semi-fossil
shells of at least two kinds of univalves, which
Professor Haddon has determined to be Melania
tuberculata Miill, and Melanopsis Saulcyi, Bourg"
(Mount Seir, 99, 100). These are shells which are
now found, according to Tristram, in great numbers
in semi-fossil condition in the marl deposits of the
Dead Sea, and both of these genera are found in the
flu-vio-marine beds formed in the brackish or salt
water of the Isle of Wight. T h e e.xistence of the
shells indicates the extent to which the saline waters
of the Dead Sea were diluted at t h a t time (Figs, 2,3).
I t should be added, however, t h a t species somewhat
simUar still exist around t h e borders of the Dead
Sea in lagoons where fresh water is mingled in
large quantities with t h a t of t h e Dead Sea. This
is especially true in eddies near t h e mouth of the
Jordan. (See Merrill, East of the Jordan.) Huntington in 1909 confirms the fact t h a t these highlevel shore Unes are found on both sides of the Dead
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Sea, though for some reason they have not been
traced farther north.
At lower levels, especiall>- at that which is 650
feet above the Dead Sea, there is, however, a very
persistent terrace of gravel, sand and clay marking
a shore line all the way from the south end of the
Dead Sea to Lake Gahlee. This can be seen running up into aU the wadies on either side, being
very prominent opposite their mouths, but much
eroded since its deposition. On the shores of the
lake between the w-adies the line is marked by a
sUght accumulation of coarse material. Below the
650-foot Une there are several other minor strands
marking periods when the subsiding w-aters were
for a short time stationary.
This period of enlargement of the waters in the
Arabah is now, w-ith abundant reason, correlated
with the Glacial epoch whose influence was so generaUy distributed over the northern hemisphere in
early post-Tertiary times. There were, however,
no h'ving glaciers within the limits of the Arabah
\'alley — Mount Hermon not being sufficiently
large to support any extensive ice-sheet. The
nearest glacier of any extent was on the w-est side
of the Lebanon Mountains, 40 to 50 miles north of
Beiriit, where according to my ow-n observations
one descended from the summit of the mountains
(10,000 feet high) 12 miles down the valley of the
Kadesha River to a level 5,500 feet above the sea,
where it buflt up an immense terminal moraine
several miles across the valley, and 5 miles up it
from its front, upon which is now growing the celebrated grove of the Cedars of Lebanon. (See
Records of the PaM, Am. ser., V, 195-204.) The
existence of the moraine, however, had been noted
by Sir Joseph Hooker forty years before. (See
Nat. Hist. Rev., January, 1862,)

FIG. 2.—Shells from Ancient Bed of the Salt Sea.
But whUe there were no glaciers in the Arabah
V aUey itself, there, as elsewhere, semi-glacial conditions extended beyond the glacial Umits a considerable distance into the lower latitudes, securing the
increased precipitation and the cUminished evaporation which would account for the enlargement of the
bodies of water occupying inclosed basins within
reach of these influences. The basin of Great
Salt Lake in Utah presents conditions almost precisely like those of the Arabah, as do the Caspian
and Aral seas, and lakes Urumiah, Van, and various
others in central Asia. During the Glacial epoch
the water level of Great Salt Lake rose more than
1,000 feet higher than now and covered ten times
Its present area. At the same time the Aral Sea
discharged into the Caspian Sea through an outlet
as large as Niagara. When the conditions of the
Clacial epoch passed away the evaporation again
prevailed, until the water areas of these inclosed
basins were reduced to the existing dimensions
and the present equilibrium was established between
the precipitation and the evaporation.

Arabah
Arabia

While it is susceptible of proof that the close of
this epoch was geologically recent, probably not
more than 10,000 years ago (see Wright, Ice Age
in North America, 5th ed, ch xx),the present conditions had become established approximately long
before the time ot Abraham and the development
of civilization in Babylonia and Egypt.
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FIG, 3.—-Wliite Marl and Silt near the Dead Sea.
East of the Arabah between the Dead Sea and
Akabah numerous mountain peaks rise to the
height of more than 4,000 feet above tide level,
the highest being Mount Hor, though back of it
there is a Umestone range reaching 5,000 feet.
This mountainous region contains numerous fertUe areas and furnishes through its numerous wadies
a considerable amount of water to favor vegetation.
The Umestone floor of the Arabah south of the Dead
Sea is deeply covered with sand and gravel, washed
in from the granitic areas from the east. This greatly
favors the accumulation of sediment at the mouths of
the wadies emptying into the south end of the Ghor.
At present the Egyp government maintains a
fort and harbor at Akabah, but its authority does
not extend into the interior. The
2. History Arabah has, however, from time immemorial furnished a caravan route
between northern Arabia and the Sinaitic Peninsula. It was this which supported the great emporium of Petra. The Israelites traversed its
southern portion both on their way from Horeb to
Kadesh-barnea and on their return, when the
king of Edom refused passage through his land
(Nu 20 21; Dt 2 3). This opposition compelled
them to turn up the forbidding Wady el-lthem,
which opens into the Arabah a few miles north of
Akabah and leads to the Pilgrim route between
Damascus and Mecca, The terrors of this passage
are referred to in Nu 21 4, where it is said "the
soul of the people was much discouraged because of
the way." Around Akabah itself there are still
groves of palms, the existence of which, at the time
of the Exodus, is indicated by the name Elath (Dt 2
8), "a grove ot trees."
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LITERATLKE

/. Name and Situation.—The
Heb word 'drdbh
always denotes, strictly speaking, not the country,
but the people of Arabia taken col1. Name
lecti-s-ely, and especially the nomadic
Arabs. The name of the country does
not occur in the OT, but in the N T it is used to
denote the Syrian desert or the peninsula of Sinai.
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100 miles from the sea, w-ith a subsidiary watershed
running along the south; and the principal outlets
for the drainage run in a N.E. direction. The
whole ot Arabia stretches from about 13° to about
36° north of the equator, and it lies between 33°
and 60° east of Greenwich. Its area is about eight
times that of the British Isles, or nearly 1,000,000
square miles.
//. Physical Features.—Although
Arabia is considered by geographers as part of the continent of
Asia, it belongs in almost every respect
1. The
to Africa. The great bulk of the country
Desert
is desert, of fine sand in the southern
part, but consisting of coarse sand (the
nefUd), gravel and flints in the northern. It is in
fact an offshoot from the great African Sahara. Of
the southern half little is known, and it has never
been crossed by the foot of European. The northern has been traversed in many directions; it has
numerous caravan routes, and some important
towns are situated in the heart of it. Arabian fancy
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INIoDERN A R A B S E N C A M P E D IN THE "VALLEY O F ACHOR

Surrounded as it is on three sides by the sea—
by the Indian Ocean on the south, and its two
branches, the Red Sea on the west
2. Situation and the Persian Gulf on the east—
and Confiig- and on the fourth side by the desert
uration
of Syria, the country of Arabia is to
all intents and purposes an island; and
it is named by its inhabitants and by those who
speak their language "the Island of the Arabs."
In configuration the country is roughly of the form
of a parallelogram, about 1,000 miles in length by
500 or 600 miles broad. This parallelogram is not
of uniform altitude, but the generally even surface
is tilted to one corner in such a w-ay t h a t the most
southerly point contains mountains rising to 10,000
feet in height, wdiilst the N.E. corner is almost on
a level with the sea. The altitudes of the intervening portions are in proportion to their situation,
•with respect to these extremes. Thus the mountains
of the S.E. corner have an altitude of from 5,000 to
6,000 feet, those of the N.W. of 4,000 or 5,000,
whereas those which are situated near the middle
of the W. coast rise to 8,000 feet, and the plateau
which forms the northern half of the interior of the
peninsula is between 3,000 and 4,000 feet above
sea-level. In consequence of this configuration
the main watershed of the country runs parallel
to the W. coast at a cUstance of between 50 and

has peopled the desert with strange creatures not
of human kind (cf Isa 13 21; 34 14), and fancy
has been justified by the common phenomena of
the mirage and the F a t a Morgana (Isa 35 7; 49
10). To the keen sight of the nomad the glowing
desert heat is -visible as a fine gossamer (Isa 18 4).
Perhaps this is the meaning of shardbh in 35 '7;
49 10 also. I t is quite certain, however, that the
whole of Arabia and especially the northern borders
in the neighborhood of the Sinai peninsula and
eastward to the south of Pal and the country of
Edom, were a t one time very much better watered
than they are a t the present day. For centuries
a constant process of desiccation has been going on.
Indeed, persons now living can remember the existence of w-ells one or two generations ago, where
now there are none. I t follows t h a t this district
must formerly have supported a very much larger
population that it does at present.
It will be obvious t h a t the climate of Arabia must
vary greatly in its different parts, the temperature
and rainfall depending not so much
2. CUmate upon latitude as upon altitude, so that
within a few miles the greatest extremes co-exist. In the southern angle where
the mountains are highest there are two rainy
seasons, one in spring the other in autumn, so that
this province well deserves its Grecian name of
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Arabia Fehx. In the higher reaches of this province,
for example, at its capital San'a, snow falls in
December; while on the coast of the Red Sea at
Loheia, scarcely 100 miles distant, the thermometer
rarely falls below 80° In the Ited Sea 'j:>° is a
common reading in the shade in summer, while the
heat of the Persian Gulf, owing to its steep shores
and great evaporation, is hardh- enduralde by a
European. In the N.W, province, in which ai'e
situated the two sacred cities of Mecca and i\Iedina,
the rainfaU is unreliable and takes the form of
hea'vy thunder showers which occasion frccjuent
floods in the former tow-n, and are, ow-ing to the
arborial denudation of the country, of little use
for the pm'pose of agriculture or irrigation. These
winter rains may commence as early as September,
and by December at late^st the new- pasture will have
covered the ground. Hence the true spring in
northern ,Ai-abia, or in Syria, falls in our autumn,
but there is not the distiiKdion of former and latter
rain (cf Hos 6 3) which obtains in Pal. The climate
of the northern central plateau is described by Palgrave as one of the most salubrious in the w-orld.
.Is has been indicated above, the backbone of
the peninsula is the mountain range which runs
do'wn its western side. In its north3. Moun- ern parts this is said to be an extentains
sion of the limestone ranges of the
Lebanon and Anti-Libanus. In its
midmost reaches it attains an elevation of between 8,000 and 9,000 feet, and at its southern
extremity it spreads out into the plateau of Arabia
Fehx, where its highest peaks have an altitude of
as much as 11,000 feet. In the S.E. corner ot the
peninsula the range of Jebel Akhdar runs paraUel
to that on the W., and is connected w-ith it along
the S. coast by a range of less elevation. In the
interior the northern plateau is intersectetl by
numerous irregular mountain ranges of moderate
length, of which the most frequently mentioned are
Jebel Aja and Jebel Selma, w-hich face one another
in the Shammar country.
The course of the rivers is determined by the
direction of the mountain ranges. As has been
said the drainage is mainly from W. to
4. Rivers
E,, but the fact is that Arabia is a
land almost without rivers. The only
quarter in which perennial streams are found is
Arabia Fehx, and to some extent they occur along
the S. coast. The rest of the peninsula is destitute
of rivers and lakes. The scour (seyl) from the
winter thunder showers outs out for itself a
torrent bed (wddl), whuch, however, may be filled
only once or t'wice in a generation, and even so
dries up as soon as the rain ceases. The most
important of these wadis is the W. Sirhan, which
runs from the Hauran in a S.E. direction to the
Jauf (see DUMAH), the W. el-Kora to the N. of
Medina, the W, el-Hamth between Medina and
Mecca, and the W, Duweisir to the S, of Mecca.
Larger than any of these however is the W. erRumma, which extends from the neighborhood of
Medina to the head of the Persian Gulf. I t has
never been explored, and is filled with water only
at long intervals.
In these circumstances the Arabs have to seek
their water supply elsewhere than in their rivers.
In many places the surface of the
6- Oases
country sinks into u, depression down
and WeUs to the level of permanent water, thus
forming an oasis, which word is probably none other than the Arab. wddl. The best
known of these occur at Kheibar and Teima (see
TEMA) to the N. of Medina, and also at Tabuk to
the N.W. The W, Duweisir is itself practically
an oasis of a length of three days' journey. In
addition to these natural depressions there are also
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dotted over all the inhabited parts of Arabia and
along the caravan routes numerous wells, these
routes following naturally the course of the wddls.
These wells are plentiful in the W. Shhan, and a
number were sunk by command of Zubeida the
wife ot Harun al-Rashid, along the Pilgrim way
from Persia to Mecca; but the most famous of all
is the well of Zemzem in the Holy City itself. It is
said that the water in it flows, so that it is probably
one of those subterranean rivers which are not
uncommou in Arabia. Its water, however, is
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heavy and brackish and causes indigestion, and the
sweetest water obtainable in Mecca for drinking
purposes was originally brought by Zubeida from
a source some 15 miles distant. The purest water
of all is that which coUects after rain in the hollows
of the numerous outcrops of lava which occur at
frequent intervals and in great masses along the
western mountain ranges. A spot where lava predominates is called a harrah (from the Arabic verb
"to be hot"), and several of these volcanic regions
still show signs of activity.
///. Political Divisions.—The peninsula of Arabia
was divided by the ancient geographers into
three parts; A. Petraea, A. Deserta
1. Ancient and A. Felix.
The first of these
Divisions
names, which is found in Ptolemy,
means, not A. the Rocky, but that
part of A. in which is situated the city of Petra
(see SBLA), and it also includes the peninsula of
Sinai. It is identical with the desert of the Wanderings. A. Deserta is a translation from the Gr
A. eremos of Strabo (cir 24 AD). It denotes the
extreme north of the continent of A. which is
thrust in hke a wedge between the fertile lands
which drain into the Euphrates on the E. and into
the Jordan valley on the W. It is thus equivalent
to the Syrian Desert. The third term, A. Felix,
is also a tr from the Gr—A. eudaimdn—which is
again a tr, or rather a mistranslation of the Arab.
El-Yemen. This last name denotes the country
to the right hand, i.e. the S, just as the Arab.
Es-Shem, (Syria) means the country to the left
hand, or to the N. El-Yemen, however, was interpreted as eqmvalent to El-Eyman, the Fortunate
or Happy, a name w-hich the district truly deserves.
Since before the time of Mohammed (6th cent.)
A. has been divided into seven or eight tribal or
political states, the boundaries of
2. Modern which are for the most part clearly
Divisions
defined by intervening deserts or
uninhabited tracts. The most important of these from a religious point of -view is
the Hijdz, which may be described as the northern
halt of the western coast, stretching from the Red
Sea to a distance of between 100 and 200 miles
inland. The w-hole of the coast line, indeed, where
the land ia low l}-ing is called the Tihama.
This
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may, how-ever, be considered as belonging to the
adjacetit high land beneath which it lies. Hijaz
means "Barrier," and the cUstrict is so called
because it consists mainly of the mountain ranges
which separate the great northern central plateau
from the Tihama. This last name is connected with
a root meaning "to be unwholesome." Whether
the district gave its origin to the verb, or the verb
gave its denomination to the district, the name is
equally appropriate. The chief importance of the
Hijaz arises trom the fact that in it are situated the
two holy cities ot Mecca and MecUna—the cradle
and the grave of the Prophet. It is thus the
religious center of the Islamic world. The Yemen
forms the southern corner of the peninsula. It is
identical with A. Felix, and its physical characteristics have been described above. The Hijaz often
fell to the sovereign of Egypt, but for the last four
centuries it has, hke Egypt, been, subject to the
Turk. It is only within the last fifty years, on the
other hand, that the sultan has attempted to enforce his sovereign rights in the Yemen. The
southern 'coast of A. is generally designated as
Hadramaul, although in strictness that appellation
is properly applicable to a section of it only. The
eastern corner of A. is taken up by Omdn, a state
which has generaUy claimed and secured a position
of independence. Both it and the southern states
are now under the protection of the Indian government. The country adjacent to Oman toward the
N, formed the province of El-Bahrein ("the Two
Seas"), but this name is now restricted to a large
island at the western end of it and some smaller
islands famous for their pearl fishery. The remaining province of El- Hasa is occupied by practically
independent tribes. From many points of view
the most interesting province of A. is the great
northern central plateau called Nejd, that is,
"high land." From its situation it is least susceptible to foreign influence. It contains some fairly
large towns, but the bulk of its population live, as
their fathers ha\'e done from time immemorial, the
life of the Bedawi. Two small pro"vinces remain
to be noticed. Between the Yemen and the Hijaz
lies the district ot ' Asir, which largely resembles the
first-named province in its phj'sical features. To
the E. of Nejd lies the district of Yemdma, which
used to be the territory of an important tribe.
On the whole the political situation in A. today
bears a considerable resemblance to that which
obtained immediately before the mis3. Political sion of Mohammad. At that time
Situation
(about 600 AD) the N.W. parts of the
peninsula were more or less subject to
the Byzantine emperor, while the whole E. and S.
coasts were under the sway of Persia. Today the
W. coast of A. is again subject to Constantinople,
and the E. and S, coasts are under the protection
of an eastern power—in this case the government of
India.
The principal towns of A. and the other centers of
population owe their existence to the natural features of the country and have probably
4. Chief
remained the same in all ages, just
Towns
as those of Pal have, and even their
population does not seem to have
altered much. Thus Mecca owes its existence to
the presence of the famous well Zemzem; Teima,
Kheibar and Tabuk to their oases; Mascat, the
capital of Oman, to its natural harbor; and so on.
An exception is the ancient town ot Saba (see
SHEBA) or Marib, w-hich proliably sprang up as the
result of the building in prehistoric times of a
gigantic dam for the purposes of irrigation. When
the dam burst in the 2d or 3d Christian cent., the
population dispersed. Ow-ing to the absence of a
census it is not possible to make accurate state-
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ments regarding the population of an eastern town,
and estimates by European travelers always vary
greatly. Speaking generally, the cities of A. of the
first magnitude appear to have some 35,000 inhabitants, though Mascat is said to have as many as
60,000.
IV. Flora and Fauna.—The
peninsula of A.
belongs, as has been said, in its physical features
to .-ifrica, and its flora and fauna are
1. Flora
those of that continent. Of all the
products of the soil by far the most
important is the date palm. It flourishes in every
oasis. In the Wadi Duweisir alone it is said one
may ride straight on for three days without lea-ving
the shelter of the palm groves. The dates, which
are the staff of life of the Arab, differ in quality in
each locality, each district producing a variety of
its own. In the Yemen, -with its varied altitudes,
almost every kind of fruit and vegetable known in
temperate latitudes is cultivated on the terraced
mountain sides. Vines are grown, as Ibn Khaldtin
remarks, for the sake of the berry, not for the
purposes of wine making. The 'vine is common
to Arabia and Pal, whereas the date palm has
almost gone out of cultivation in the latter
country. On the other land the olive, which is so
important in the northern country is almost unknown in the southern. The olive is constantly
referred to in the Bible (Jgs 9 8 and often), the
date never. Erom the S. coast especiaUy are exported frankincense, balsam, myrrh and other
aromatic plants; and cotton is cultivated in the
province of Oman. Cereals flourish in the Yemen
and tobacco is gro'wn wherever possible in A. The
coffee of the Yemen is famous; it is exported to
Constantinople and named from the port of export
Mokha coffee; but the bulk of it is consumed within
A. itself. Coffee and tobacco are the only two articles of consumption which are used in A. today,
and which have not been used from time immemorial. Coffee was probably introduced into A. from
Gallaland on the African mainland two or three
cents, ago. The Arabs are most inveterate coffee
drinkers. Tobacco was probably first brought
from English ships at Constantinople in the reign
of James I. I t is cultivated in every oasis, unless
in the interior in Nejd, where its use is discouraged
on religious grounds. There is only one other
point in regard to which the Arabs of today differ
from the Arabs of Mohammed's time—the use of
gunpowder. Except in respect of the three commodities just mentioned,everyday life in the desert
today goes on exactly as it did 1,600 years ago.
Forest trees are extremely rare in A., but a species
ot tamr.risk called ghada which grows in the northern
nefUd '3 proverbial for the quahty of charcoal it
affords and is a favorite food of the camel. An
acacia called katdd is likewise a by-word on account
of its long spines. The wood is used for making
camels' saddles; it grows in the Tihama. As in
Pal and in most countries which have been inhabited for many thousands of years, the larger
trees have long been cut down for fuel or for building purposes.
Among beasts of prey panthers, wolves, hyaenas,
jackals and (it is said) even lions are found in A.
Many of the tribes are named after
2. Fauna
these and other animals. The wfld
ox or oryx (see UNICORN) is rarely
seen, but gazelles are plentiful. Apes abound in
the Yemen, as they do all along the N. of Africa,
and are kept as pets (cf 1 K 10 22). By far the
most important domestic animal is the camel.
Without it many parts of the country would be
uninhabited. It is commonly supposed that the
best breed of horses comes from Nejd, but this
appears to be an error. In Nejd the camel is
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the indispensable beast of burden and mount;
Abraham, Joseph and Moses are represented to
horses are comparatively useless there. The best
have been Amalekites. Finally, broken up by
Ai-abian horses are reared in Mes((potaiiiia. Studs
Josh, they fled into northern Africa, where they
are, indeed, kept by the emhs of Nejd, but the
are said to have grown into the Berber races. The
horses are small and ot little use. The pedigrees rest of the tribes which became extinct hke the
of the best horses go back, according to tradition,
Amalekites are ot less interest for the present purto the time of Solomon (1 K 10 2.S). Dogs are
pose, being unconnected with the Bible narrative.
trained to hunt the wild ox, to tend sheep and td
They arc mentioned in the Koran, in which book
watch the camp. All domestic animals—dogs,
their (l(.-st ruction is attributed to theu: idolatrous
horses, mules, asses—recci-se names as with us.
proclivities and to then- rejection of the monoThe ostrich is rarely met w-ith, but is found as far
theistic prophets. The best known and most imnorth as the Jauf; it no doubt found its way into portant are 'Ad and Thaniud. 'Ad is variously
A. from Ali-iea. A eommedi l.drd is the kata or
inuned the .son of .Vinalek and the son of Uz (Gen
sand grouse. It is noted for going straight to its
10 23). 'Hie tribe (l\\(dt in the deserts behind the
n-atering place. "Belter guided than a kata" is a
V(^nien, They became polytheists; the prophet
common proverb. Hawks and falcons are found,
HQd was .sent to tliein; they rejected him, and were
and falconry among the .Vrabs was a favorite sport.
destroyed by a hurricane. The remnant grew into
In .V the locust, so far from being a scourge whera new tribe, w-hose chief, Lokman, budt the great
ever it appears, is a valuable article of food. It is dam at Marib, In the end they were conquered
eaten not only li\' human beings (Mt 3 4), but also by a tribe of Kahtan, ThamUd was closely related
by dogs, horses and even beasts of prey. .4s might
to "Ad, being a son of Aram the father of Uz,
be expected in a rockj- and sun-seorelied land like
They were driven out of the Yemen and settled in
.\., scorpions and various sorts of serpents abound.
the northern Hijaz; they rejected their prophet
The chameleon (Lev 11 30) is common here. It is Salih and were destroyed by an earthquake accomused as a simile for fickle people and those who do panied by a loud noise. The rock-cut sepulchral
not fulfil their promises. It maj' be regarded as a monuments of Medain Salih in the Wadi el-Kora
substitute for the thermometer, as on very hot days are stiU pointed out as their dwellings. They
it ascends trees or an\' high places. .•\.nother sign of
•were, therefore, considered to have been troglodites
ex-freme heat is that the \ipers writhe on the ground. hke the Horites of the Bible. A second pair were
The Persian Gulf, especiaUy the Bahrein archi- the brother tribes of Tasm and Jadls, grandsons
pelago, is famous for its pearls, while the Red Sea of Aram. Tasm oppressing Jadis, the latter rose
and almost exterminated the former, only to be in
is noted for its coral reefs, which have caused many
turn destroyed by a king of the Yemen. 'Their
a shipwreck. It is believed that in the interior of
Hadramaut there are many mineral deposits in- home was Yemama.
cluding gold.
The southern Arabs claim to be descended from
V. Inhabitants.—The inhabitants of A. are di- an ancestor called Kahtan son of 'Abir, son of
'vided into tliree classes. There are in the first place
Shalikh, son of Artakhshad, son ot
a number of tribes which became 3. South
Shem, son of Noah. Kahtan is un1. Classifi- extinct, and which are not connected
Arabian
doubtedly the Biblical Joktan (Gen
cation
genealogicaUy with those which sur- Tribes
10 26), and the names of his descendvived. The latter are divided into
ants reappear as Arab, place names.
two great stems, the south Aiabian and indigenous Indeed the tenth chapter of Gen throws much light
branch descended from Kahtan, and the north
on the earliest history of A. and the movements
.Arabian or immigrant tribes descended from Ish- of the tribes. Thus the fact that Sheba and
mael, the son of Abraham. 'There is naturally a
Dedan appear as grandsons of Cush, that is, as
good deal ot inconsistency in the various traditions
Abyssinian tribes descended from Ham, in Gen 10
of the origins of these tribes and their subsequent
7 and again as descendants of Keturah and Abrahistor)-.
ham in 25 3 points to the fact that parts of these
Of the extinct tribes the most familiar name is tribes migrated from the one country to the other.
that of Amlak or AmUk (Amalek).
By the Ara- Havilah in Gen 10 7 may similarly be connected
bian genealogists he is variously
•with Havilah in 10 29, the intercourse between
2. Extinct described as a grandson of Shem and
S.W. Arabia and the opposite coast of Africa being
Tribes
as a son of Ham. In Gen 36 12 he
always very close. Among the sons of Joktan are
is a son ot Esau's son, Eliphaz, by
mentioned Almodad, Hazarmaveth, Uzal (Izal),
Tmina. They are said to be first met with in
Sheba, Ophir, Havilah, In Almodad we have
Chaldaea, from which they were expelled on the rise probably the Arab. El-Mudad, a name which occurs
of the Assyr power under Nimrod. They migrated
among the descendants of Jurhum, son of Yaktan
mto ,A.r, occupying in turn the Bahrein, Oman, the
(.loktan). Hazarmaveth is ob'viously Hadramaut.
lemen, and finally the Hijaz, where they are said
Lzal is the ancient name of San'a, the capital of the
to have been the first settlers at Yathrib (Medina)
"i'emen. Sheba is the Arab. Saba or INlarib. Ophuand also to have occupied land round Mecca and
and Ha-vilah were probably in S. or E. Arabia. In
Rheibar. In the time of Abraham they were ex- Gen 10 30 it is said that the camping grounds of
pelled from Mecca on the arrival of two new tribes
these tribes stretched from Mesha as you go toward
from the S,, those of Jurhum and Katura (Gen
Sephar, the mountain of the East, that is, probably
"5 1). Later, it is said, Da'vid, during the rebellion
from the N. of the Persian Gult to the center of
of .Absalom, took up his quarters in Kheibar and
S, Arabia, Sephar being Zafar, the capital of the
ruled over the surrounding districts. According
S. Ai-ab kingdom near to the present, Mirbat.
to another tradition Moses sent an expedition
Many of the most illustrious tribes are descended
against the Amalekites in the Hijiiz, on which from Kahtan, and some of them stiU survive. A
occasion the Israelit(^'S, disobeying his orders,
constant stream of migration went on
spared their king Arkam (cf Rekem, Nu 31 8; 4. Migra- toward the N. Thus the tribe of
Josh 13 21)—a reminiscence of the incident in the tion of
Jurhum left the Yemen on account of
life of Saul (1 S 15). In any ease the Amalekites Tribes
drought and settled in the Hijaz and
were supplanted in the northern Hijaz by Jewish
the 'Tihama, from which they drove
tribes, who continued there until the time of Mo- out the Amalekites, and were in turn driven out by
hammad, The Amalekites migrated into E^\pt
Koda'a, another Kahtanite tribe. After that they
and southern Pal. The Pharaohs of the time of
disappear from history and are reckoned among the
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extinct tribes. Koda'a was a descendant of Himyar. The Himyarites founded, about the 1st cent.
BC, a kingdom which lasted for five centuries.
The king bore the title of Tubba", and the capital
was successively Marib (Saba), Zafar and San'a.
One of their monarchs was the queen Bilkls whom
the Arabian historians identify with the queen of
Sheba w-ho "visited Solomon, though she must have
hved much later. The story of the meeting is
given in the Koran, ch 38. A chief occasion on
which many of the tribes left the district N.E. of
the Yemen was the bursting of the great dam, built
by Lokman at Marib, about the 2d cent. AD.
A section of these grew into the Arabian kingdom of
Ghassan, whose capital was Damascus and many
of whose kings bore the name Al-Harith (Aretas,
2 Cor 11 32). This kingdom lasted till the time of
Mohammad (7th cent.) and was in alliance with the
Rom and Gr empires. On the opposite side of the
Syrian desert the Lakhmid kingdom ot Al-Hira on
the Euphrates (also of Kahtanite origin) was allied
to Persia. The two Arabian "buffer-states" were
almost constantly at war with one another.
Among the Arabs Ishmael holds the place occupied by Isaac in the Heb tradition. It was to the
vaUey, afterward the site of the town
5. North
of Mecca, that Abraham conducted
Arabian
Hagar and her son, and that Ishmael
Tribes
grew up and became the father of a
great nation. The locality is full of
spots connected by tradition 'with his Ufe history,
the ground where Hagar searched for water, the
well Zemzem of which Gabriel showed her the
place, the mount Thablr where Abraham would
have sacrificed his son (Ishmael), and the graves
of Hagar and Ishmael. The Jurhum, among
whom Ishmael grew up, gave him seven goats:
these were the capital with which he began hfe.
He married a woman of Jurhum. He ha(J twelve
sons (Gen 25 16) of whom Kaidar and Nabat are
the best kno-wn, perhaps the Cedrei and Nabataei
of PUny; other sons were Dumah and Tema (q.v.).
The subsequent history ot the Ishmaehtes is lost
for several generations until we come to 'Adnan,
who is said to have been defeated by Nebuchadnezzar, when the latter invaded Arabia. All the
IshmaeUte tribes are descended from 'Adnan.
They are the north Arabian tribes, as opposed to the
Kahtanite or south Arabian. One of them, Koreish,
under their chief, Kosay, became master of Mecca,
dri-ving out Koda'a. Later, as the tribe of the
Prophet, they became the rulers of Arabia and
the aristocracy of the Muslim empire; and the
descendants of Mohammad remain to this day the
only hierarchy known to Islam.
There are one or two other branches which are
not included in the above classification: such are
the Nabatcans (see NEBAIOTH),

6. Other
Tribes

and

the descendants of Esau and Keturah.
The Nabateans are not generally
reckoned among the Arabian tribes.
They were an Aramaean stock, the indigenous inhabitants of Mesopotamia, and spoke not Arabic
but Aramaic. They founded a kingdom in A. of
which the capital was Petra (see SELA). This
was the most famous of their colonies, and it
endured, at first in alUance with the Romans and
later in subjection to them, for 500 years—from
the _2d cent. BC to the 3d cent. AD. Petra was
an important trading emporium, but, when the
trade left the overland routes and was carried by
way of the Red Sea, it quickly feU into poverty and
obUvion. The descendants of Esau are named in
Gen 36 Iff; they were alhed to the Hittites and
Ishm,aelites. Among the tribes descended from
Keturah are Jokshan and Midian, Sheba and Dedan
(Gen 25 2ff).
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In Arabia there was and stiU, in spite of religious
disabiUties, is a large Jewish population. Before
the age of Mohammad they lived
7. Foreign chiefly in the N.W., the two best
Elements
known tribes—.\n-NadIr and Koreiza
—occupying Yathrib (MecUna). After
the rise of Islam they were expelled from A.; but
at the present time there are probably some 60,000
Jews in the Yemen alone. There has always been
a close connection between the S. and W. of A. and
the opposite African coast. Especially in the 6th
cent, there was a large influx of Abyssinians into the
Yemen, as there still is into the western districts.
A hke intermixture of population went on between
Zanzibar and Oman.
VI. Religion.—The rehgion of the greater part
of the Arabs before the time of Mohammad consisted of a vague deism combined with
1. Monoa primitive form of stone-worship.
theism
This is chiefly true of the Ishmaelite
tribes descended from Modan, a greatgrandson of 'Adnan, and among them it is especially true of Koreish. The origin of this stone
worship may have been that as each family was
forced to hive off from the main stock and quit
the sacred territory around Mecca, it carried with
it a stone as a monument of the homeland. This
stone soon became a fetich. It was worshipped by
stroking it with the hand. Before setting out on a
journey a, man would perform this religious duty,
and also immediately on his return, before even
-visiting his -wife and family. The best known
idols of the pagan Arabs, from the mention of them
in the Koran, are Al-Lat, Al-Ozza and Al-Manat
(Ivor 53 19.20), worshipped by the Thakif at Tait,
by the two tribes of Medina, the Aus and the
Khazraj, and by Koreish, in a shrine near Mecca,
respectively. Koreish had also a great idol named
Hubal in the "house of God" at Mecca, which contained other idols besides. The deity in each case
was probably at first a large bowlder of stone, then
a portable image was made, apparently in human
form. They were regarded as feminine and called
the daughters of God. Indeed, Al-Lat is apparently merely the feminine of Allah (God). The
deities mentioned in the Koran (71 23), Yaghiith,
Ya'iik and Nesr, were worshipped in the Yemen.
It is certain, however, that the idolatry of the Arabs
of "the Ignorance" (Jahillyah, "roughness," "ignorance"; cf Acts 17 30)—so native writers name
the ages before Mohammad (Koran 3 148, etc)—
has been greatly exaggerated by Mohammadan
historians. It is remarkable that the words denoting an idol, sanam and wethen, are not Arab, roots,
and the practice of idolatry seems also to have been
an importation from without. Even the idolatrous
Arabs believed in a supreme deity, whose daughters
the idol deities were, and -with whom they had
powers of intercession. They therefore were rather
images of saints than of gods. As Renan has said,
the desert is monotheistic; it is too empty to give
birth to a pantheon, as the fruitful plains of India
could do. At the present day the desert Arabs are
more strictly monotheistic than the Kf usUms themselves. Their religion consists in nothing save a
vague beUet in God.
Though there were many houses of God in the
country, the chief religious resort even before the
time of Mohammad was Mecca. The
2. The
House of God (see BETHEL) here was
Ka'ba,
called the Ka'ba, which is the English
Pilgrimages word "cube," the building being so
and Fau-s
called from its shape. It was beUeved
to have been built by Abraham and
Ishmael. The honor of acting as guardians of the
House was a subject of rivalry among the tribes.
The office was held consecutively by the tribes of
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Jurhum, Koda'a and Koreish, and last by the grandfather and uncles of Mohammad. These, therefore, correspond to the tribe of Levi in Israel. I t
is said to have contained a large number of images,
but it is remarkable that the nearer our authorities
get to the time of Mohammad the smaller is the
number of images mentioned. The chief of these,
Hubal, is not named in the Koriin. The worship
took the form of eircumambulation (tawdf), running
or marching round the sanctuary (cf Ps 26 6).
An annual visitation was and still is made by those
hving at a cUstance, and sacrifices are offered. This
is the hajj or pilgrimage; the same name is used
for the corresponding rite among the Hebrews
(Ex 10 9 and often). These religious assemblies
were combined w-ith fairs, at which markets were
held and a considerable trade carried on. Before
the time of Mohammad the great annual fair was
held at Okaz, a place still pointed out about three
days' journey E. of Mecca and one day W. of Taif.
Here were not only all kinds of commercial transactions carried on—auctions, sales, settling of
accounts and payment of blood-wit, but an academy
was held at w-hich poets recited their odes, and
received judgment upon their merits. These fairs
were generally held in the sacred months, that is,
the first, seventh, eleventh and tweUth months, in
which fighting was forbidden. They had therefore
a great ci'vihzing and pacifying influence.
Before the time of Mohammad Judaism prevailed extensively in .-Arabia, especially in the
Hijaz. I t began no doubt with the
3. Judaism migration of famihes due to disturbed
pohtical conditions at home. The conquest of Pal by Nebuchadnezzar, by the Seleucids,
by the Romans under Pompey, Vespasian and
finally Hadrian, drove many Jew^s to seek peace
and safety in the deserts out of which their forefathers had come. Thither St. Paul also withdrew
after his conversion (Gal 1 17). Two of these
emigrant tribes, the Nadir and Koreiza, settled at
Medina, first in independence, then as clients of the
.lus and Khazraj. In the end they were harried
and destroyed by Mohammad. The Jew-ish colony
at Kheibar met the same fate. Several free Arab
tribes also professed the Jewish faith, especially
certain branches of Himyar and Kinda, both
descendants of Kahtan, the former in southern, the
latter in central Arabia. Judaism was introduced
into the Yemen by one of the Tubbas, probably in
the 3d cent. AD, but it was not until the beginning of the 6th cent, that it made much headway.
At that epoch the Tubba D h u Nuwas became a
fierce protagonist of this creed. He seems to have
attacked the Aus and Khazraj to whom the Jews
of Yathrib (MecUna) were subject. He instituted
against the Christians of Nejran, a territory lying
to the N.E. of the Yemen, a persecution which
brought upon him the vengeance of the Byzantine
emperor and of the Negus of Abyssinia and involved his kingdom and dynasty in ruin,
Judaism did not hold such a large place in Arabia
as did Christianity. The apostle Bartholomew is
said to have carried the gospel thither.
i. ChrisOne of the Jurhum kings who may have
tianity
Uved about the beginning of the 2d
cent. AD is named Abd el-MasTh
("Christ's slave"). There is said to have been a
representation of the Virgin Mary and her Son in
the Ka'ba. The Christian emperor Constans
(337-50) sent the Bishop Theophilus into S. Arabia
in order to obtain toleration for the Christians.
The mission was successful. Churches were built
at Zafar, at Aden, and on the shore of the Persian
Gulf. The emperor's real object was doubtless
pohtical—to counteract the influence of Persia in
these regions. Most of the Yemenite tribes were
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at this time pagan: they worshipped the idols mentioned above (Koran 71 23). Some time after we
find the Abyssinian sovereign describing himself in
the inscriptions at Axum as king of the Himyarites.
'i'his supremacy would be favorable to the spread
of Christianity. One of the chief seats, however,
e(f the Christian religion, was at the above-mentioned
Nejran, the tcrjitory of the tribe Harith ibn Ka'b,
whom ecclesiastical writers seem to denote by Arethas son of Caleb. It was this tribe that Dhu Nuwiis,
Tubba of the Yemen, on his conversion to Judaism,
attacked. He threw all the Christians who held by
their faith into a trench of fire in which they were
burned (Koran 85 4). News of this atrocity was
either carried by those who escaped or sent by
the Lakhmid, king of Al-Hira, to the emperor Justin
1, who, in turn, either directly or through the
patriarch of Alexandria, invoked the cooperation
of the Axumite king. The result was that the
Abyssinians invaded the Yemen and overthrew the
Himyarite d,\-nasty. Christianity then became the
prevailing religion of S. Arabia. The Abyssinians
were in their turn, however, expelled by the Persians, under whom all religions—Christianity, Judaism and paganism—were tolerated, until they
all disappeared before Isliim. Several of the
Lakhmid kings of Al-Hira, although they were
from circumstances under the influence of the
Persian Zoroastrianism, professed Christianity.
Nu'man I who reigned at the end of the 4th and
beginning of the Sth cent., perhaps under the
influence of Simon Styhtes, retired from the world
and became an ascetic. Mundhir II, in the middle
of the 6th cent., seems to have come temporarily
under the influence of the Eutychian heresy.
Nu'man V, one of his successors, was also converted to Christianity. But the kingdom in which
Christianity flourished most was naturally that in
closest contact with the Byzantine empire—the
kingdom of the Ghassanids, although it seems not
to have been until after the conversion of Constantine that this was the case. From his reign
date the monasteries of which the ruins are still
'visible in the Ghassanid country. The powerful
Ishmaehte tribe of Taghlib, whose settlements
were in Mesopotamia was also converted to Christianity through similar influences, but not until
the end of the 6th cent. Some members of the
K.ahtanite Koda'a professed the same religion, as
did the Kelb in the Jauf.
In the Koran a third creed is bracketed with
those of the Jews and Christians as entitled to
toleration—that of the Sabians. These
5. The
are inonotheists who also worshipped
Sabians
the stars or the angels. The name
Sabian has no connection with Sabaean
which is derived from the name of the town of
Saba. An account of their religion, taken from
Abu'l Faraj (Bar Hebraeus), the Jacobite bishop,
who wrote about the middle of the 13th cent.,
will be found in Sale's Koran, Preliminary Discourse, sec. I. Sale, however, identified Sabianism
with the primitive religion of the Arabs, which
Mohammad sought to supplant. This is impossible,
however, in -view of the fact that Mohammad
tolerated the one and proscribed the other. Since
the publication of Chwolson's Ssabicr und Ssabismus it has been recognized that under the term
Sabians are included two very different groups of
people. I n the first place the devotees of the old
Sem idolatry which flourished at Harran assumed the
name Sabian to enable them to claim the protection afforded by the Koran. It is the tenets of
these Harranians of which Chwolson's work contains an exposition. The true Sabians, however,
were a sur-vival of primitive Christian Gnosticism;
whence they were also called Mandaeans. From
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their frequent ablutions they received their name
derived from the Aram, g'bha', to "baptize," the
'ayin being softened to 'aleph, and connected with
St. John the Baptist.
The Jews, Christians and Sabians are called in
the Koran " t h e people of the book," that is, those
to whom a revelation had been vouchsafed, and
who were in consequence of this tolerated. In one
passage of the Koran (22 17) a fourth rehgion is
added to these—the Magian, or Zoroastrian, introduced from Persia.
Shortly before the appearance of Mohammad a
number of thinking persons had become dissatisfied
with the old Arabian religion of their
6. Seekers ancestors, and yet had not joined the
after Truth Christian or Jewish faith. They gave
up the worship of idols, studied the
various sacred books, and sought to find out the
true way. They are considered in the Koran as
ha'ving been of the true faith even before Mohammad had appeared. About a dozen are mentioned by the historians, of whom the most important are four—Waraka the cousin of Mohammad's
wife Khadija; Othman who became a Christian;
ObeidaUah who became a Christian and then a
Muslim; Zeid who traveled in pursuit of Truth,
but did not attach himself to any one faith.
The Heb prophets and those who accepted their
doctrines are regarded as belonging to the same
class. A person who is a monotheist, and who yet
does not attach himself to any particular creed is
called in the Koran a Hanlf. This pure rehgion
is called the religion of Abraham. Mohammad
claimed to restore this primeval religion in Islam.
By John of Damascus Mohammad was regarded
as the founder of a Christian sect. I t is probable
that but for his appearance Christianity would have
spread over the whole of Arabia.
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THOMAS H U N T E R W E I B
ARABIAN. See ARABIA.

ARABIC GOSPEL OF T H E INFANCY. See
APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS.

ARABIC HISTORY OF J O S E P H T H E CARPENTER.

See APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS.

ARABIC LANGUAGE, ar'a-bik lan'gwSj: For
the student of the Bible the Arab, language is of
interest, first, as one of the members of the Sem
group of languages, to which belong the Heb and
Aram, tongues of the Bible; secondly, as one of the
languages into which the Bible and other church
literature were early tr'i and in which a Christian
Ut. was produced; and thirdly, as the vernacular
of Mohammed and his followers, the classical tongue
of that religious system which is the offspring of a
degenerate Judaism and Christianity.
Scholars are generally agreed in grouping the
Arabic and Ethiopic together as a South-Sem
branch of the Sem stock. For the
1. PhUogeographical and ethnological backlogical
ground of the Arab, language, see
Character- ARABIA. A general characteristic of
ization
this tongue of the desert is its remarkable retention into a late historical
period, of grammatical features obliterated or in
process of obUteration in the other Sem tongues a t
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their earUest emergence in Ut.; so that in the period
since the golden age of its Ut., the Arab, has been
undergoing changes in some respects analogous to
those which its sister-dialects underwent in their
pre-Uterary or earUest Uterary stage. Thus, for
example, the case-endings of nouns, lost in Aram,
and Canaanitish (including Heb), aU but lost in the
Abyssinian dialects, beginning to be disregarded in
even the early (popular) Bab, lost also in the dialects
of modern Arab, are in full vitality throughout the
classical period of Arab, hterature.
The Arab, language itself, ancient and modern, di-vides into a vast number of dialects, many of which
have attained the distinction of producing a lit.
greater or less. B u t the dialect of the tribe of
Koreish, to which Mohammed belonged, is the one
that, naturafly, by the circumstance of the Koran's
composition and diffusion, has become the norm of
pure Arabic. Old Arab, poems, some of them produced in " t h e Ignorance," that is, before the days of
Mohammed, are in substantially the same dialect
as that of the Koran, for it appears that Bedouin
tribes ranging within the Umits of the Arabian desert
spoke an Arabic Uttle differentiated by tribal or
geographical pecuharities. On the other hand the
inhabitants of the coast of the Indian Ocean from
Yemen to Oman, and of the island of Socotra off
that coast, spoke an Arabic differing widely from
that of the northern tribes. The various dialects
of this "South-Arabic," known partly through their
daughter-dialects of today (Mehri, Socotri, etc),
partly from the numerous and important inscriptions ("Minaean" and "Sabaean") found in Yemen
by recent travelers, notably Hal^vy and Glaser,
show a closer affinity than do the "North-Arabic"
with the Abyssinian dialects (Ge'ez, i.e. "Ethiopic,"
Tigre, Tigrifia, Amharic, etc), as might indeed be
expected from the admitted S. Arabian origin of
the Habesh-tribes or Abyssinians.
For the interpretation of the OT the Arab, language has been of service in a variety of ways. In
the department of lexicography it has thrown light
not only on many a word used but once in the Bible
or too seldom for usage alone to determine its
meaning, but also on words which had seemed clear
enough in their Biblical setting, but which have
received illustration or correction from their usage
in the immense bulk and range of Arab. Ut. with
its enormous vocabulary. For the modern scientific study of Heb grammar, with its genetic method,
Arab, has been of the greatest value, through the
comparison of its cognate forms, where, in the
main, the Arab, has the simpler, fuller and more
regular morphology, and through the comparison of
similar constructions, for which the highly developed
Arab, syntax furnishes useful rubrics. In addition
to this the Arab, language plays a prominent part,
perhaps the foremost part, in the determination ot
those laws of the mutation of sounds, which once
governed the development and now reveal the mutual
relationships of the various Sem languages.
The script which we know as Arab, script, with
its numerous varieties, developed out of the 'vulgar
Aram, alphabet in N . Arabia; diacritical points
were added to many of those letters, either to distinguish Arab, sounds for which no letter existed,
or to differentiate letters the forms of which had
become so similar as to create confusion. In Yemen
another script arose early, that of the inscriptions
above mentioned, admirably clear and adapted to
express probably all the chief varieties of consonantal
sounds in actual use, though quite 'without vowels.
For Arab. VSS of the Bible, see ARABIC VER-

SIONS. Outside of the Scriptures themselves there
was most felt by Christian communities Uving in
the Arab .-speaking world (primarUy, though not
exclusively, in Egypt and Syria) t h e need of a
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Christian Ut. suited to t h e tastes of the time and
region. Apocryphal and legend;iry material makes
up a large part, therefore, of t h e Ust
2. Christian of Christian Ai'ab. lit. See APOCArabic
RYPHAL GOSPELS, But this material
Literature was not original. \\ ith t h e small
degree of intellectual activity in those
circles it is not surjirising that most, of such material, and indeed of the entire Uterary output,
consists of translations from Syr, Gr or Coptic,
and that original productions are few in number.
Of these last the most noteworthy are the following: theological and apologetic tracts by Theodore,
bishop ot Haran, the same who held the famous
disputation with Mohammedan sehokirs at the
court of CaUph .\1-Mamun early in the Otli cent.;
apologetic and polemic writings of Vah\-a ibn .\di
of Tekrit, and of his pupil .Abu ,\li lsa ibn Ishaq,
both in the 10th cent,; the Arab, w-orks of Bar
Hebraeus, better known for his numerous Syr compositions, but productive also of both historical
and theological works in Arab. (13th cent.); in
Egypt, but belonging to the same Jacobite or Monophysite communion as t h e above, the polemic
and homiletic productions of Bishop Severus of
Eshmunain (10th cent.), and, a generation earUer
than Severus and belonging to t h e opposing or
Melkite Egyp church, the chronicle of Eutychius,
patriarch of Alexandria, continued a cent, later by
Yahya ibn Said of Antioch; large compilations of
church history, church law and theological miscellany by the Coptic Christians Al-Makin, Abu
Ishaq ibn .Al-Assal, .Abu'l-Barakat and others, the
leaders in a general re-vival of Egyp Christianity
in the 13th cent.; on t h e soil of Nestorianism,
finaUy, the ecclesiastical, dogmatic and exegetical
writings of Abulfaraj AbdaUah ibn At-Tayyib,
(11 cent.), the apologetic compositions of his contemporary, Ehas ben Shinaya, the historian, and the
Nestorian church chronicle begun in the 12th cent,
by ]Mari ibn Suleiman and continued two cents,
later by Amr ibn Mattai and Saliba bar Johannan.
After this date there is no original hterature produced
by Arab .-speaking Christians until the modern inteUectual re-vival brought about by contact with
European Christianity,
A\'hat .Aram,, Gr and Lat have been successively
' in the history of Christianity, all this, and more,
Arab, has been in the history of Islam.
3. The
The language of its founder and his
Literary
"helpers," t h e language of the Koran
Vehicle
"sent down" from God to Mohamof Islam
med by t h e angel Gabriel, the language therefore in which it has always
been preserved by t h e faithful, untranslated,
whithersoever it has spread in the wide world of
Islam, Arab, is identified with Islam in its origin, its
history, its ht. and its propaganda. All the points
of contact between the reUgion of the Bible and the
reUgion of the Koran, literary, historical, apologetic
and missionary, are alike in this, that they demand
of the intelhgent student of Christianity a sympathetic acquaintance 'with the genius and the masterpieces of the great Arab, tongue.
J. OSCAR BOYD

Arabian
Arah

Franks, Chinese, for the Heb names. Saadiah's
Pent was first printed at Constantinople in 1546
and was incorporated into the Paris (1629-45) and
London (1657) Polyglots. Whon, after the rise
of Islam, Arab, became the common language of
Syiiii, Egypt and N. Africa, tr" were made from the
LX.X:, from the Pesh and from Coptic. In the
Polygl((ts the tr ot Joshua is, like the Pent, made
Ironi the MT, as also portions of Kings and Nehemiah, w-ith interpolations from the Pesh. Judges,
Ruth, 1 and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings (in parts),
1 and 2 Chronicles {','), Nehemiah (in parts) and Job
have been tr'i into Ar;d). from Syr. The remaining
books (Prophets, Psalms, Proverbs, etc) are from
the L X . \ , and that according to Codex A. I n the
N T the Gospels have been tr'i f^gj^ ^j^g "Vulg, and
the remaining books, although from the Gr, are
late. A revised edition of the versions in Walton's
Polyglot was publisheil by J. D. Carl\l(.-, professor
of Arab, m Cambridge, and printed at Newcastle
by Sarah Hodgson in 1811. A very fine t r of the
entire Bible in classical Arab, has been issued by
the Jesuit Fathers in Beinlt, and a simpler version
in Arab, which can be understood by the common
people, educated and uneducated aUke, was made
by the late Dr. Cornelius Van Dyck of the SjTian
Protestant College and published by the American
Press in Beirtlt. Dr. Van Dyck had the benefit
of the help and ad'vice of the Sheikh Niisif alYaziji.
A large number of MSS of the Bible in Arab., in
whole or in part, are to be found in the British
Museum, the Bibliotheque Nationale and the great
hbraries ot the Continent, but none of them are of
sufficient age to make them of value for the criticism
of the text.

ARABOTH, ar'a-both.

THOUAS H U N T E R W E I R

See ARUBBOTH.

ARAD, a'rad (-i1?,'drddh;
'Ap6.S, Ardd):
(1) A city mentioned four times in the C)T. In
AV it is twice mistakenly rendered as the name of
a king (Nu 21 1; 33 40). Three times it is
spoken of as in the South Country, one mention
using the phrase 'the wilderness of Judah which
is in t h e South Country of Arad' (Jgs 1 16), that
is, the part of the wilderness of Judah which is in
the South Country near Arad. I t was situated
near the frontier of Judah and Simeon, being
grouped with Debir, Hormah, Makkedah, etc
(Josh 12 14). Arad and other cities joined in
attacking Israel in the fortieth year of the sojourn
in the wilderness (Nu 21 1-3), and Israel vowed
to "make their cities a devoted thing." In the
case of Zephath, one of the cities, this vow was
fuUilled after the death of Joshua (Jgs 1 17). The
Kenite relatives of Moses had their inheritance near
Arad (Jgs 1 16). In the form a-ru-dd the city is
mentioned by Shishak of Egypt as among the places
which he conquered in Pal. The identification of
the site with Tel Arad, about 17 miles S. of Hebron,
seems to be generally accepted.
(2) One of the descendants of Elpaal the son of
Shaharaim, mentioned among the descendants of
Benjamin (1 Ch 8 15).

W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R

ARADUS, ar'a-dus ("ApaSos, Arados, 1 Mace 15
ARABIC VERSIONS, ar'a-bik -vilr'shuns: Arab,
23): Gr name of the OT ABVAD (q.v.), a city on the
tr" of the Bible must have lieen made at a very early
date, tor Christiaiuty and Judaism had penetrated
coast of Phoenicia.
far into Arabia by the 6th cent, of our era, b u t the
ARAH, a'ra (H'lX, 'drah, "traveler"?): (1) The
oldest of which a copy has come down to our time
son of UUa, an Asherite (1 Ch 7 39). (2) The
is that of Saadiah the Gaon (942 AD). This verhead of a family that returned from the exile with
sion was made directly from the M T and is said
Zerubbabel (Ezr 2 5; Neh 7 10), He is someto have covered the whole of t h e OT, b u t much of
times identified with Arah of Neh 6 18 whose
it is no longer extant. I t is characterized by an
granddaughter became the wife of Tobiah, the Amavoidance of anthropomorphisms (e.g. Gen 6 2,
monite who tried to thwart Nehemiah in rebuilding
"sons of nobles" and "daughters of common people")
Jerus.
and by giving modern equivalents, e.g. Turks,

Aram
Aramaic Lang.
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ARAM, a'ram (D^i?, 'dram):
(Gen

10 22;

1 Ch

1 17).

(1) A son of Shem

See ARAMEANS; SYRIA.

(2) A grandson of Nahor (Gen 22 21). (3) A
descendant of Asher (1 Ch 7 34). (4) 'Apdp,
Ardm, AV: Gr form of Ram (thus RV M t 1 3.4;
Ami Lk 3 33), grandson of Perez.
ARAMAEANS, ARAMEANS, ar-a-me'ans: Often
in AV and RV Syrians.

See SYRIA.

ARAMAIC LANGUAGE, ar-a-ma'ik lan'gwaj
( n i a n s , 'dramith; AV Syrian, Syriac; SYRIAN
in RV)?
1. Early Notices in Scripture
2. Extra-BibUcal Evidences of Aramaic
3. The Script of Aramaic
4. Dialects of Aramaic
5. Grammatical Peculiarities
6. Comparison of Aramaic of Sinjirli with That of Bible
7. Comparison of Aramaic of Assouan with That of
Daniel
8. Elephantine Papyri
9. Comparison with Aramaic of Targums
10. Chief Differences in Latter

LITERATURE

The name is given to a form of Sem speech, most
nearly related to Heb and Phoen, but exhibiting
marked peculiarities, and subsisting in different dialects. Its original home may have been in MesoEotamia (Aram), but it spread N. and W., and, as
elow shown, became the principal tongue throughout extensive regions. After the return from the
Capti'vity, it displaced Heb as the spoken language
of the Jews in Pal. In its eastern form it is known
as Syr. In its occurrence in the OT, it formerly,
though incorrectly, generally bore the name Chaldee.
The present article deals with it chiefly in its OT
relations.
If we neglect two words which occur in Gen 31 47,
the earUest notice of the use of this language in
Scripture is in the request which the
1. Early
representatives of Hezekiah make
Notices of to Rabshakeh: "Speak, I pray thee,
Aramaic in to t h y servants in the Syr language"
Scripture
('drdmlth,
2 K 18 26; Isa 36 11).
The narrative from which we have
made this excerpt, even if it stood alone, would
prove that Aram., "the Syr language," was so different from Heb, "the Jews' language," that it
w-as not understood by the inhabitants of Jerus.
Further, it shows that Aram, was the ordinary
language of .Assyr diplomacy. We next meet with
Aram, in a ver in Jer 10 11 which appears to be an
answer put into the mouths of the Jews as a reply
to any attempt to seduce them to the worship of
idols. If we assume the traditional date of Daniel
to be correct, the six chs in that book (Dnl 2
4—7 28), forming the greater part of the whole,
are the next and most important occurrence of
Aram, in Scripture. There are, further, passages
in Ezr 4 8—6 18; 7 12-26, amounting approximately to three chs, in which Aram, is used. In the
NT several Aram, words and phrases occur, modified
by ha'ving passed through Gr.
Formerly our knowledge ot Aram. earUer than the
Tgs and t h e Pesh was restricted t o the abovenoticed passages of Scripture. Now,
2. Extrahowever, discoveries, stUl comparaBibUcal
lively recent, have put us in a differEvidences ent position. In the closing decade
of Aramaic of last cent, extensive inscriptions were
discovered in Sinjirli, in the neighborhood of Aleppo, dated in the reigns of Tiglathpileser and the Sargonid monarchs, and one that
seems earUer. More recent has been the discovery
of the Assouan papyri; these bear dates which
synchronize with Ezra and Nehemiah. Earher
than these in discovery, but bet-ween them in date
of origin, are weights of the reign of Sargon, with
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two inscriptions, one, official, in cuneiform, which
not only gives the designation of the weight, but
relates the name and titles of the king; the other,
popular, in Aram., which only tells the w-eight.
More striking is the fact t h a t frequently, in regard
to contract tablets, while the bincUng document is
in cuneiform character and the Assyr language,
the inscription on the clay envelope which served
as a docquet is in Aram., language and letter. This
affords proof that at all events before the reign of
Tiglath-pUeser Aram, was the general speech for
commerce and diplomacy all over S.A\'. Asia.
When we come in contact with it, Aram, is a fully
formed alphabetical language, and has attained a
further stage of development than the
3. The
Assyr with its cumbrous cuneiform.
Script of
To the end, ASSJT was largely ideoAramaic
graphic and hieroglyphic. The same
Inscriptions group of symbols represented very
different sounds according to circumstances, and widely differing meanings were connected -with the same sound, with the consequent
necessity for determinatives. The alphabet employed in Aram, is practically that found on the
Moabite Stone. I t e-vidently stands at the end of
a long process of evolution. I t is probable that a
hieroglyphic stood behind it; whether it is derived
from the Hittite (Conder), or from Egyp (Roug^),
or Assyr (Dehtzseh), or is of independent origin
(Gesenius), cannot be determined. Aram, is, like
Heb and Assyr, a North Sem tongue, standing in a
manner between them. I t is more regular in its
formation than either of the others, a character that
may to some extent be due to its use as a lingua
franca over so wide a territory. Aram, was the
official language of the extensive Pers empire, as it
had been to some extent that of its predecessor, the
empire of Assyria. I t may be regarded as ha-ving
been generally understood from Asia Minor on the
N., to the Cataracts of the Nile on the S., and from
the mountains of Media on the E., to the Mediterranean on the W. Its history has been long; spoken,
as we learn by inscriptions, from before the days of
Tiglath-pileser, it is still spoken on the banks of the
Tigris and the Euphrates.
These extensive Umits, geographical and chronological, imply dialectic differences. Means of
communication were so ineffective
4. Dialects that the distance between the eastern
of Aramaic and western Umits would require
greater time to traverse, than does that
which separates America from Europe, or New York
from Brazil. The primary dialectic distinction was
between eastern Aram. (Syx) and western (formerly
called Chaldee). The peculiarity which most prominently distinguishes these is the preformative of the
imperfect; in the western, as in Heb and Arab., it is
yodh, while in the eastern it is nun or Idmedh. Each
of these has sub-dialects. In Pal, besides the Chaldee
of the Jewish Tgs, there was Sam; in it, besides
many foreign elements in the vocabulary, the use
of 'ayin instead of vav in the preterite of 'ayin.^av
verbs is the most striking feature. The sub-dialect
of eastern Aram, is Mandaean; it is characterized
by the use of the matres lectionis instead of vowel
signs. From the inscriptions and the papyri it
would seem to follow that the eastern peculiarities
are the more recent—changes introduced through
passage of time. In eastern Aram, the script
became more cursive than in western, which retained the square character we associate 'with Heb:
except the Sam, which used a still earUer script,
less removed from the angular style of the,inscriptions. The script of the Assouan papyri indicated
a tendency toward the later square character.
Although an article like the present is not the
place to give a full grammar of Aram., yet we may
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advert to some of the more prominent peculiarities,
common to aU branches of the language, which distinguish it from Hel.(, the best-known
6. Gramof north Seiii tongues. The peculiarity
matical Pe- that most strikes the beginner in .Aram,
culiarities is the want of the article, and the
of Aramaic presence instead of the status ein•phaticus, which follows the syntactic
rules of the Heb article. The next thing likely to
attract attention is the use ot the r e l a t n e pronoun
Zl or dl as it it were a preposition meaning "of."
\\'hfle in Heb the passive voice is generally indicated in the derived conjug;itioii3 by internal
vocaUo changes, as the pu'al from the pi'el; in
Aram, the syUable 'elh (E) or 'tlh (AA') is prefixi'd
(ewhec hith). Instead of the Heb causative hiph'il
there is the 'aph'el (earlier haph'it with its passive
'elhtaph'al OT 'ittaph'al (earher hapli'al). The causati^•e had also shaph'il and taph'el forms, which oecasionaUy are found. AA'hile in the I'gs and the OT
Pesh the syllable yath is the sign of the accusative
(earlier ra(/i, as in the SinjirU inscriptions), the letter
Umedh serves that purpose in .Aram, which is not a
tr from Heb. .A. charaeteristic of later Aram, prominent in the Pesh of the N T is the facilit>' with which
it adopted words and phrases from Gr which had
akead\ largely displaced it as the common language.
New S}-r show-s a similar facUity in regard to Arab,
and Pers.
A question of very considerable importance to
the Bibhcal student is the relation in which the
.Aram, of Daniel and Ezra stands to that
6. Compari- of the SinjirU inscriptions and that of
son of the the more nearly contemporary Assouan
Aramaic
papjTi. In making the comparison we
of SinjirU
must bear in mind that the Heb M T is
with That of the result of transcriptions extending
the Bible
over 1,500 or 1,200 years, according as
we take the traditional or the critical
dates tor the books in question. This implies
probabl}' a score or more of transcriptions each with
its quota of variations from the original. AA'hile
the variations introduced by any one transcription
might be few and unimportant, they w-ould all be
in t;he direction of lateness, and cumulatively might
easily become very great. The late Heb of Ecelesiastes, notwithstanding its ascri])tion to Solomon, shows how httle the idea of the chronology
of style entered into the thoughts of the scribes of
those days, to check this tendency to modernization. ^ It foUows that whUe the presence of late
peculiarities proves nothing but the inaccuracy
of the copyist, early grammatical forms and modes
of spelUng are nearly indisputable e-vidences of
antiquity.
The SinjirU inscriptions, if we neglect the less
important, are three, the Panammu inscription, the
Hadad inscription and the Barrekab inscription
(Bauenschrift, Sachau). The first and last of
these are dated in the reign of Tiglath-pileser, the
middle one is placed by Sachau in the preceding
cent. It ought to be noted that, when first discovered, it was a matter of doubt whether the
inscriptions should not be reckoned as Heb, rather
than Aram. The close affinity between them and
Heb is shown in various w-aj-s. B\- a relation among
the north Sem tongues similar to that among the
Aryan languages expressed by Grimm's law, where
letters with the s-sound appear in Heb, in later
Aram, we find corresponding letters with the tsound. But in the SinjirU inscriptions we do not
find this mark of the later language; thus we have
ih'kel, not th'kel, sh'ldthln instead of
fldlhln,
2'hahh for dh'hdbh, etc. That this is not due to the
Pr(Dximity of Heb is proved by the fact that on the
weights in Sargon's palace wefind shekel. Thus the
SinjirU inscriptions date from a period when Heb
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and Aram. h;ul not been completely differentiated.
There are other points of likeness. Instead of the
'aph'el and 'elhlapli'al or 'ittaph'al of later Aramaic,
there is haph'el and hoph'al; instead of the 'elh or
'ith as the sign of the i^issive, there is hith. The
vocabularies also are nearly identic:d. In both, the
syllable yath or ('(((/(,, sign of the accusative, is
present, us if a survival, only as the support of the
oblique^ ease of a pronoun (Dnl 3 12; SinjirU,
Had 2S). The pronouns exhibit a similar resemblance to Heb and also to Biblical Aramaic. The
Isl ])er. pronoun is 'andkh (once 'andkhl in Pan.
I. 19), as in the Phoen and Moabite dialects of Heb;
'dinih oecuis ((ccasionally as in Daniel. The most
marked differences from later Aram, is z instead of
dh in the deinonstrative pronoun; here there is
relation to the Heb zeh. Another case in frequent
e'vidence is 'urkd' instead of 'ar'd.
More nearly contemporary with the Aram, of
Daniel and Ezra is that of the Assouan papyri.
lliese are carefully dated, and extend
7. Compari- from 471 BC to 411 BC; these two
son of Ara- dates include the whole reign of Armaic of
taxerxes I, the king whose cupbearer
Assouan
Nehemiah was, and who sent him as
with That governor to Jerus, and a few years
of Daniel
of his predecessor's and successor's
reigns. These documents, as written
with a reed pen on papyi-us, and not cut with a
chisel on stone, manifest a very different style of
letter; as already said, there is some approximation
to the later square character. The resemblance
between the grammar and vocabulary of these
papjTi and those of Bibhcal Aram, is closer than
that of the latter to the Sinjirh grammar and
diction. AA'here, in the more ancient Aram., w-e
have z, in these papjui we occasionally find the later
dh. It is not improbable that, as in Spain, a lisping pronunciation became prevalent; the dh pronounced as th in "then" would in that case represent more accurately the sound actually uttered
th.an would z. The word aheady noticed, 'arkd'
which generally appears in Biblical Aram, as 'ar'd,
is a similar case. In northern Palestine the Arab.
kaf is pronounced much as if it were 'ain, if not
even the related sound hemzeh; instances of this
spelling also are found in the Assouan papju-i.
Both of these differences are due to frequent
transcription assimilating the spelling to the pronunciation. Another pecuharity is probably due to
a different cause. In BibUcal Aram, the preformative of the 3d per. sing, and plur. of the impf.
of the substantive verb is lamedh. Of this peculiarity Dr. Bevan gives an ingenious explanation.
If the yodh preformative were used, the resulting
word would have a resemblance to the sacred
name: to avoid this, he thinks, the -yodh was
changed into a Idmedh. ITnfortunately this explains too much, therefore explains nothing. Had
this been the explanation, the name "Jehu," which
consonantally is nearly the same as the 3d per.
sing, and plur. of the substantive verb, would never
have been written as it is. Further, if Jewish reverence for the Di'vine name expressed itself in this
way, we should expect to find this preformative
in the Tgs, which, however, we do not. Hundreds
of cases in proof may be found in Onkelos alone.
The truth is, it is a Mandaean form, which proves
that the Aram, of Daniel and Ezra is eastern. A
further peculiarity is the nun compensative; as
linila' (Dnl 4 '2'.',), which regularly would be Hilda'.
This also is found in the Mandaean; it is, however,
also found in papyri of Assouan, an e'vidence that
the Mandaean characteristic was a sur-vival from
an earlier time.
Another interesting point of contact between the
Aram, of this period and that of Daniel is exhibited
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in the Elephantine papyri pubhshed by Sachau.
These papyri, discovered in the island of Elephantine (opposite Assouan) in 1907, are
8. Elephan- three in number, and are dated in the
tine
14th year of Darius II (407 BC). In
Papyri
the first, U. 2, 27, 2.s, the second, I. 26,
and the third 11. 3, 4, we have God
called " t h e God of heaven," the title given to God
throughout Dnl 2. This is also the appellation used
in the Aram, of Ezra (5 11.12; 6 9 etc.) From the
passages where it occurs it would seem that during
the Bab and Pers rule this was the recognized
governmental title of the God of the Hebrews.
As it is frequently asserted that the Aram, of
Daniel and Ezra is that of the Tgs, it is necessary
to examine the truth of this state9. Compari- ment. In considering this question
son with
we must have regard to the history
Aramaic
of these paraphrases, as only in this
of the
way can we estimate truly the chronoTargums
logical value of this "great" resemblance, should it be found to exist.
According to Talmudio tradition the Tgs were
dehvered orally, and were not committed to -writing
till late in the 2d cent, of our era. A tracUtional
rendering was handed on from m'turg'mdn
(interpreter) to m'turg'mdn.
In such circumstances
archaic forms, words and idioms, are perpetuated.
The sacred always tends to preserve the antique;
in illustration we need only refer to the song of the
Fratres Arvales, a college of priests dating from
primitive. Lat times and continuing to the days of
the Gordians. This sacred song of theirs preserves
to us the most ancient form of the Lat tongue,
though the inscriptions, from which we learn of it,
date from the classic period. Hence the Aram, ot
the Tgs may represent the form of the language a
couple of cents, before the Christian era.
We cannot attempt to give an exhaustive summary of the differences betw-een Biblical and
Targumio Aram., but indicate only
10. Chief
some of the more ob-vious. Account
Differences need not be taken of yath, the sign
of the accusative, as it appears only
as representing the Heb 'elh. In verbs, reference
has already been made to the I preformative in the
substantive verb, a peculiarity which Biblical
Aram, shares with Mandaean in cUstinction from
other forms of the language: also to the fact that
the hilh of the earlier verbal forms is replaced by
'ith in the more recent 'ithp''el and 'ithpa'al.
This
also is the case with 'aph'el (in earlier and Biblical
Aram, haph'el), the passive of which is hoph'al, not
'ittaph'al, as in Targumio. The importance of
verbal forms in determining age is readily recognized; thus in Enghsh, if the 3d per. sing, of the
verbs in an English -writing is in eth we decide that
writing to belong, in fact or feigning, to a period
not later than the 17th cent. In regard to pronouns, while in Biblical Aram., as in SinjirU and
Assouan, the 1st per. sing, is 'an'd, in Targumic it
is 'anah: the plur. in BibUcal Aram, is 'dnahnd'
akin to 'dnahndh in Assouan, whereas in the Tgs
it is usuaUy 'dndn, though sometimes the BibUcal
form appears. The 2d per. sing, in BibUcal Aram,
is 'ant as in Assouan, with the plur. 'antUm (Assouan, 'antem): in Targumic it is 'alt and 'attHn.
To compare our own language, when we find
"thou" and ''ye" in a -writing, we date it as not
later than the 17th cent. The ordinary vocabulary, though not without value in this respect,
is ncit very important chronologicaUy. Connective
particles, however, are. Everyone accjuainted with
Heb knows how frequently yesh, ^''is," occurs;
as frequent is 'Ith in Targumic. In the Bible, as
in the papyri, the form found is 'Ithi. In the Tgs
'I stands for "if"; in the Bible and papjTi it is
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hen. Cognate with this, the Bible and the papyri
have Idhen, "therefore": this is not found in the
Tgs, which have instead 'al-ken. In our own language the presence of "eke" in serious prose or
poetry as a conjunction would prove the antiquity
of the composition. The fact that the distinction
between D and 115 has disappeared in the Tgs, but is
stiU preserved in the Bible, is a note of age that
cannot be passed over. Other examples might be
given, but these will suffice. Professor Bevan
Ughtly cUsmisses many of these differences as mere
matters of orthography; yet in French the presence
of I for M or as strengthening the u in such words
as alx, eulx, aultres is regarded as a note of old as
distinct from modern French; yet probably the
pronunciation was not different.
In pursuing this part of the subject the latter
portion of Pusey's first Lecture (Daniel the Prophet)
is worthy of study. PUsey had not the advantage
of contemporary documents with which to compare
Bibhcal Aram.; he could only emphasize the nature
and amount of the differences which separated the
language of Daniel from that of the Tgs. The
argument can now be supplemented by a yet
stronger argument from the resemblance betw-een
the former and the contemporary papyri of Assouan,
and yet the earUer Sinjirh inscriptions.
See

further, SYHIAC;

LANGUAGES OF THE

OT;

and cf art. "Aramaic" in EB.
LITERATURE.—Numerous grammars and dictionaries
of the two principal dialects of Aram., eastern (Syr) and
western (Chaldee) may be seen in any catalogues. There
is an excellent compendium of the grammar of Biblical
Aram, in Delitzsch's Intro to Baer's 'Text of Dnl and Ezr.
For Sam there is a smaU grammar by NichoUs. also one
in the series " Porta Linguarura Orientahum." Noldeke
has published grammars for Mandaean and New Syr,
J. E .

ARAMAIC VERSIONS.

H. THOMSON

See TARGUMS.

ARAM-DAMMESEK, a-ram-dam'es-ek: Syria of
Damascus, conquered by David (2 S 8 5.6). See
SYRIA.

ARAMITESS, ar-am-It'es, ar'am-It-es, ar'amit-es (n^'SnX , 'drammlydh): The term applied to
the concubine-mother of Machir, the father of Gilead
(1 Ch 7 14); the inhabitants of Gilead'were thus in
part Aramaeans (Syrians) by descent.
ARAM-MAACAH, a-ram-ma'a-ka.
ARAM-NAHARAIM,

See SYRIA.

a-ram-na-ha-ra'im.

See

SYRIA.

ARAM-REHOB, a-ram-re'hob.
ARAM-ZOBAH, a-ram-zo'ba.

See SYRIA.
See SYRIA.

ARAN, a'ran (T^S, 'drdn, "wild goat"): A son of
Dishan, the Horite'(Gen 36 28; 1 Ch 1 42). R
may possibly be connected with the Yerahmelite
Oren (]nS) (1 Ch 2 25; cf Curtis, Chron. ad loc;
DUlmann, Gen ad loc.; ZDMG, L, 168); Robertson
Smith claims t h a t this name is equivalent to the
Sam TlX, "wild goat" (Jour. Phil., IX, 90), J.
Jacobs translates it by "ass" (Stud. Bib. Arch., 71).
This is one of the many totem names in the Bible.
More than one-third of the Horites, the descendants
of Seir, bear animal names, and those clans of the
Edomites connected 'with the Horites also have
animal names. The very name "Seir" means a
"he-goat," and Dishan, "a gazelle" (Stud. Bib. Arch.,
70-72). Gray, however, remarks t h a t "the instance
[Aran] is most uncertain" (HPN, 108).
SAMUEL COHON

ARARAH.

Same as ARARAT (Tob 1 21).

ARARAT, ar'a-rat (TJ^nX, 'drardt): A mountainous plateau in western Asia from which flow in
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different directions the Euphrates, the Tigris, the
Aras and the Choruk rivers. Its general elevation
is 6,000 feet above the sea. Lake A'an, which
Uke the Dead Sea has no outlet, is nearly in its
center. The Bab name w-as Urartu, the e((nsonants being the same in both words. In 2 K 19
37 and lsa 37 38 the word is tr'i j ^ AA' Armenia, which corieetly represents thi- region designated. It was to .Armenia that the sons of Sennacherib fled. In Jer 51 27 Ararat is associated
with Minni and .\shkenaz, which according to the
.Assyr monuments lay just to the east of Armenia.
In Oen 8 4 the ark is said to have rested "upon
the mountains of Ararat," i.e, in the mountainous
region of Armenia, the plur. showing that, the
mountain peak know-n as .Ararat w-as not referred
to. This peak is of volcanic origin and hes outside
the general region, rising from the lowdands ot the
Araxes (.Ai-as) River to a height of 17,000 feet,
supported by another peak se\-en miles distant,
13,000 feet high. It is only in comparatively
modern times that the present name has been given
to it. The Arnw^nians still call it i\lassis,but believe,
however, that Noah w-as buried at Nachitchevan
near its base.
The original name of the kingdom occupying
Armenia was Bianias, which Ptolemy transliterated
Byana, Later the B w-as modified into N and we
have the modern A'an, the present capital of the
province. The "mountains of Ararat" on which
the ark rested were probably those of the Kurdish
range which separates Armenia from Mesopotamia
and Kurdistan. In the Bab account the place is
caUed "the mountain ot Nizir" which is east of
.Ass}-ria. Likewise Berosus locates the place "in
the mountain of the Kordyaeans" or Kurds (Ant,
I, in, 6), while the (Syr version has Hardu in Gen
8 i instead of Ararat. The Km-ds still regard Jebel
Judi, a mountain on the boimdary between Armenia
and Kurdistan, as the place where the ark rested.
This elevated plateau of Armenia has still many
attractions, and is eminently suited to have been
the center from which the human race spread in
aU directions. Notwithstanding its high elevation the region is fertile, furnishing abundant
pasture, and producing good crops of wheat and
barley, w-hUe the -vine is indigenous. Moreover
there are unmistakable indications that in early
historic times there was a much more abundant
rainfaU in all that region than there is now, so t h a t
the cUmate was then better adapted to the wants of
primitive man. This is shown by the elevated
beaches surrounding lakes Van, Urumiah, and,
indeed, all the lakes of central Asia. Great quantities of mammoth bones have been found in these
bordering lacustrine deposits corresponding to
those found in the glacial and postglacial deposits
of Europe and America. It should, also, be remembered that the drying up of the w-;iters of the flood
is^represented to have been very gradual—it being
170 days from the time the waters began to subside before Noah could disembark. It may have
been many cents, before the present conditions
were estabUshed, the climate, meanwhile, being
modified to a corresponding degree by the proximity
of vast surrounding bodies of water.
Armenia abounds in inscriptions carved on the
fecks, altar stones and columns, but they have
been only imperfectly translate(l. The script is
cuneiform and each letter has only a single phonetic
character attached to it. But there are introduced a good many borrowed ideographs which
have assisted in the decipherment. According to
Sayce this cuneiform syllabary was introduced
from Assyria after the "conquest of Shalmaneser
II in the 9th cent. BC.
GEORGE FREDERICK W R I G H T

Aramaic Lang.
Arbela

ARARATH, ar'a-rath: Same as ARARAT (q.v.).
ARATHES, a-ra'thez (.VV Araiarthes; 'Ap(iei,s,
Ardthes; 'ApiapdBiis, Ariardthes):
King of Cappadocia, lt):')-130 PC. Educated in Rome, he imbibed lioin ideas and became a faithful ally of
the Romans, in conformity with whose wishes he
declined a pr((p(isal of marriage with the sister of
Demetrius S((ter. The latter declared war, drove
Arathes from his kingdom and set up Holophernes in
his stead. He fled to Rome about 158, and through
the good offices of the Romans succeeded in obtaining for himself a participation in the government of Cappadocia. Later he again became sole
king. In 139 BC, as a result of an embassy sent
by Simon Maccabaeus, the Romans wrote letters
to Arathes (1 Maec 15 22) and other eastern kings
in behalf of the Jews, (See Diodor. X X X I , 19, 28,
32; Justin, XXXV, 1; Polyb. I l l , 5; X X X I I , 20-30;
X X X l l I , 12),

J. E . HARRY

ARAUNAH, a-r6'na (HJinX, 'draivndh, 2 S 24
16.20 ff; r r i j i i ? , 'di-aiiyah,'2''S 24 18, and "iJIX,
'ornu-n, 1 Ch 21 15 ff; 2 Ch 3 1, aU from a ' l l e b
root meaning "to be strong"): A Jebusite from
whom David at the request of the prophet Gad
bought a threshing-floor located upon Mt. Moriah,
as a site for an altar of the Lord at the time of the
great plague (2 S 24 15 ff; 1 Ch 21 15 ff), upon
which Solomon later erected the temple (2 Ch 3 1).
ARBA, CITY OF.

See KIRIATH-ARBA.

ARBA, ar'ba (3'5'nN, 'arba', "four"): Variously
described as "the greatest man among the Anakim"
(Josh 14 15), "the father of Anak" (15 13), "the
father of Anok" (21 11m). Thus he seems to
have been regarded as the ancestor of the Anakim,
and as the most famous hero of that race. He was
the reputed founder of the city called after him, on
the site of winch Hebron was built (21 11).
ARBATHITE, ar'bath-itC^r?")?^, hd-'arbhdthl):
Perhaps "a native of the Arabah." Klostermann
suggests ' 'a native of Beth-arabah,'' The Arbathite
is Abi-albon (2 S 23 31), also named Abiel (1 Ch
11 32), one of David's heroes.
ARBATTA, ar-bat'a, AV Arbattis, ar-bat'is («v
'ApPdTTois [plur.], en Arbditois): Apparently a
district in the neighborhood of Galilee, from which
the Jews who were in danger of attack by the
heathen were carried by Simon Maccabaeus to
Jerus (1 Mace 5 21 ff). It cannot be identified
with certainty. Ewald (Hist, V, 314, Eng. tr)
favors el-Bateiha, the plain through which the
Jordan flows into the Lake of Gahlee. EB (s.v.)
suggests "the Arabah, or Araboth of Jordan.
Possibly however we should look for it in the
toparehy of Akrabattis, to the S.E. of Shechem
( i / . I l l , iii, 4 f).

W.

EWING

ARBELA, iir-be'la (iv 'ApP^Xois, en Arbtlois):
This place is mentioned in 1 Maec 9 1 ff, and m
Ant X I I xi 1, describing the march and encampment of liaechides. The former says that ''Demetrius sent Bacchides and Alcimus into the land of
Jud'iea
who went forth bv the way that
leidVt'h to Giilgala, and piteh(;d their tents before
M;(S((l((th, which is in Arbela, and after they had
won it they slew much people." Jos says that
Bacchides "marched out of Antioch and came into
Judaea and pitched his camp at Arbela, a city of
Gahlee, and having besieged and taken those that
were there in eaves (for many people fled into such
places) he removed and made aU the haste he
could to Jerusalem," It was from the caves near
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the village of Arbela in Galilee that Herod dislodged the robbers (Ant, XIV, xv, 4 f; BJ, I, .xvi,
2 ff). Jos fortified the caves ot Arbela in lower
Galilee (Vita, 37), "near the lake of Gennesar"
(BJ, ll, XX, 6).
The references in Jos point plainly to the caves
in the cliff forming t h e south wall of the tremendous
gorge of Wady el-Hamdm which opens on the
plain of Gennesaret, west of the village el-Mejdel.
A series of these caves, skilfully adapted to purposes
of refuge and defence, is still known as Qal'at ibn
Ma'dn, "fortress of t h e son of Ma'an." On the
height above stand the ruins of Irbid or Irbil (both
forms are heard today), which unquestionably
represent the Arbela of Jos. The army from Antioch may quite well have come this way. No
name however in the least resembling Masaloth
has been recovered in this district. AA'e may mention Robinson's suggestion (BR, I I , 398, n,), that
it may stand for the Heb m'^illdth, "steps, stories,
terraces," and may apply to the fortress in the rocks.
On t h e other hand t h e 'writer of 1 Mace is an
earlier authority than Jos. If we accept his
guidance, Bacchides must have crossed the plain of
Esdraelon and followed the main highway southward through Samaria. Galgala may then be
identified with Jiljilia, about 8 miles N . of Bethel,
and Masaloth with Meselieh, about 3 miles S.E.
of Dothan. Onom mentions an Arbela in the great
plain, 9 mUes from Legio (LejjUn), b u t it is now
unknown. The phrase en arbtlois might mean that
Masaloth was in the district of Arbela; b u t there is
no trace of this name as attaching to any tract in
this neighborhood.
One or other of these routes must have been
taken. AA^hile no certain decision can be reached,
special weight attaches to the statement of Jos, on
account of his acquaintance w-ith the localities in
the region, and his unquestionable familiarity with
the history.

See also BETH-ARBEL.

W . EWING

ARBITE, ar'bit CSI.Xn, hd-'arhl): The Arbite
or perhaps an inhabitant of Arabia in southern
Judah (Josh 15 52). The epithet is used in connection w-ith one of David's mighty men in 2 S
23 35; where Paarai the Arbite occurs. In the ' list
(1 Ch 11 37) we have Naarai the son of Ezbai.
A R B O N A I , ar-bo'nai, ar-bo'na-i ('APpuvd, Abrdnd): A torrent mentioned in J t h 2 24. Beyond
what is indicated in this passage, it is not possible
to determine the location; but from this it appears
to have been near Cilicia. Identification with the
modern Nahr Ibrahim is rejected on the ground
(1) that the ancient name of this river was Adonis,
and (2) that this does not answer to the term "torrent" applied by Judith. A possible misreading
of " t h e high cities that were "inbn " I S y ^ , " b''ebher
ha-ndhdr ("beyond the river"; EB s.v.).
ARCH, arch (b^S, 'ayil; L X X r a al\<i|i, td aiIdm, in sense of "posts" or "colonnade"): Referred
to repeatedly in Ezk 40 16 ff, b u t tr is an error
for "porch" or "portico." RA' gives in marg, "or,
colonnade. The meaning of the Heb w-ord is uncertain." T h e principle of arch construction was
kno-wn to the Jews and examples of early Jewish
rude arches have been found in Pal. An arched
form need not necessarily be constructed with radiating joints; it can be corbelled as at Mycenae
(Treasury of Atreus). This type of construction
has been found also in Pal.
ARCHAEOLOGY, iir-ke-ol'o-ji, AND CRITICISM, krit'i-siz'm: Arehae((logy, the science of
antiquities, is in this article limited to the Biblical
field, a, field which has been variously delimited
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(De Wette, 1814, Gesenius), b u t which properly includes not only all aneient facts bearing upon the
Bible w-hich had been lost and have been recovered,
but all Uterary remains of antiquity bearing upon
the Bible and, also, as of the first importance, the
Bible itself (Hogarth, Authority and Archaeology, vi).
Criticism, the art of scrutiny, is here limited
mainly, though not exclusively, t o the literary
criticism of the Bible, now, following
Scope of
Eichhorn, commonly called the Higher
Article
Criticism. Thus "Archaeology and
Criticism,'' the title of this art., is
meant to designate the bearing of the archaeology
of Bible lands upon the criticism, esp. the Higher
Criticism, of the Bible. The subject as thus defined
calls for the discussion of, I. AA'hat archaeology can
do in the case—the powers, rights and authority,
that is to say, the Function of archaeology in criticism; and I I . AA'hat archaeology has done in the
case, the resulting effects of such archaeological
e-vidence, that is to say, the History of the bearing
of archaeology upon the criticism of the Bible.
/. Function.—The
function of archaeology in
criticism has only recently been given much attention and the opinions thereon have
1. Ignored varied greatly, (a) Biblical encycloby Encyclo- paedists generally, until the most repaedists
cent, have not given this subject a
place at all (HDB, EB, DB, Kitto,
Enc Bib. Lit., Hamburger, RE, Eadie, Bib. Enc).
McClintoek and Strong's Enc Bib. and Eccles Lit.
has an art. on " B i b . Arch." consisting entirely of
bibliography, also an art. of a general character
under "Sac. Ant." T h e Sch-Herz Enc has an art.,
The Catholic Enc, 1907, has an art. under the title
"BibUcal Antiquities," and the Jeio Enc, 1902, has
an art. of five pages on " B i b . Arch." But on the
function of archaeology in criticism there is almost
nothing anywhere.
(b) Critics have varied much in their estimate
of the value of archaeology in criticism, according
to their individual predilections and
2. Variously their critical theories, but until very
Estimated
recently archaeology has not generally
by Critics
been given a commanding, or even a
prominent, place in criticism. AA'ellhausen seems to declare for the dominancy of archaeology in criticism in the beginning of his History of
Israel, though he very much ignores it in the pages
t h a t follow (Hist of Israel, 12). Driver (Authority
and Archaeology, 143-50), thinks "testimony of
archaeology sometimes determines the question
decisively," b u t is "often strangely misunderstood,"
and the defeats of criticism at the hands of archaeology are often "purely imaginary" (LOT, 1897,
4). Orr thinks "archaeology bids fair before long
to control both criticism and history" (POT, 305435). Eerdmans, successor to Kuenen at Leyden,
definitely and absolutely breaks w-ith the AA'ellhausen school of criticism, chiefly on the ground
t h a t archaeology has discredited their viewpoint
and the historical atmosphere with which they have
surrounded the OT. Wiener, the most prominent
of recent Jewish critics, also believes that a proper
apprehension of the nature of ancient institutions,
customs, documents and codes, i.e. archaeology,
and esp. the archaeology of the Bible itself, is clearly
decisive in its influence on the issue raised by the
AA'ellhausen school (BS, 1908-10).
(c) Archaeologists generally for a long time have
been putting forw-ard the superior claims of their
sci(.-nce in the critical controversy
3. Urged
(Brugsch, Egypt under the Pharaohs;
by Archae- Naville, Reeued de Trnraux, IV, N,S,;
ologists
Petrie, Hyk.sos and Israelite Cilies, chs
i-iv; Researches in Sinai, 188-223;
Spiegelberg, Aufenthalt Israels in Aegypten; Stein-
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dorf, Explorations in Bible Lands [Hflprecht], 6 2 3 90' Sayce, Higher Criticism and the Monuments:
HomuRd, Ancient Heb Tradition, xi; Jeremias, Das
alte Testament im Liclite des alien Orient.^).
The function of archaeology in criticism, as
fully brought to hght by recent discussion, is as
follows:
1. Historical setting.—Archaeology furnishes the
true historical setting of Scripture. In the criticism
of a painting, it is of the utmost import;uiee to hang
the picture aright before criticism begins. It is
not greatly different in the criticism of lit., and
esp. Bib. ht. The patriarchs and prophets and
psalmists are the "old masters" of spirituality and
of rehgious lit.; their productions w-erc brought
forth under certain social, politie:d, moral and
rehgious conditions, and within certain surroundings
of influences, enemies, opportunities, temptations
and spiritual privileges. It is onl\- archaeology
that can hang their pictures aright, and it is oiil>w'hen thus hung that true criticism is ready to
begin. The critic is only then a critic when he has
seen how archaeology- has hung the picture (BST,
1906, 366).
2. Guidance to methods.—.A.rchaeology gives guidance to the methods of criticism. This it does; (a)
AA'ith regard to presupposilions.
Pre4. Presup- suppositions are iiie\-itable from our
positions
mental constitutions, and necessary
to the consideration of any subject,
since all subjects cannot be considered at once.
But our presuppositions are naturally, to a large
extent, those induced by our own experience and
environment, until we are otherwise instructed.
-As it is only archaeology that is able to instruct
us concerning the exact circumstances of certain
portions of the Bible it is evident that, in those
portions, without the instruction which archaeology
can give, w-e cannot be assured of correct presuppositions in the critic.
(b) .Archaeology gives guidance concerning the
canons of criticism. It is of the utmost importance
that a literature shoidd be judged only
6. Canons by the canons followed by its ow-n
Uterati. The innumerable literary remains of Egypt and Babylonia reveal methods and
standards very different from each other, and still
more different from those of modern western lit.,
but exhibiting to a marked degree the literary
peculiarities of the OT. In Bab lit., much attention
is paid to epochal chronology. In Egyp Ut., comparatively little attention is given to chronology,
and what chronology there is, is seldom epochal,
but either synchronistic or merely annalistic. In
the OT there is a mixture of all these kinds of
chronology. Again, in Bab lit., there is carefulness
and some degree of accuracy; in Egyp lit., carelessness, slovenliness and inaccuracy are provokingly
frequent. The Scriptures of the OT are, in this
respect, in striking contrast to these other literatures,
yet nowhere in ancient oriental lit. is there the
mathematical rigidity of statement demanded in
occidental lit. today; on the other hanrl there is frequently a brevity and abruptness of literary method
which, to western minds, appears to be fragmentariness ot documents. The attempt to elucidate oriental
lit. in the Bible and out of it by applying thereto the
tests and standards of w-estern lit, is not less disastrous
than would be the attempt to judge western lit. by
these oriental peculiarities.
ic) Archaeology gives guidance concerning litertfy form. Much of the definiteness and unity of
modern lit. is due to the arts of print6. Literary ing and book-binding. All archaeFonn
ological lit. of Bible lands, lacking, as it
does, the influence of these arts, is, in
form, indefinite, or fragmentary, or both. These
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peculiarities in form and the causes of the same,
archaeology makes very plain by abundant illustration. It makes clear, also, that fragmentariness
and indefiniteness in oriental lit,, in so far as it arises
Irom the literary form and not from partial destruction of documents, in no wise mihtates against
hitegrity.
(d) -Archaeology gives guidance concerning interpretation. Archaeology admonishes us of the
truism, too often overlooked, that a
7. Interpre- language or lit. means only what it is
tation
understood to mean by those from
whom it comes, so that the etymological, syntactical and speculative methods of interpretation enqiloyed in criticism, in order to be
rehable, must have the support of the historical
method. In the absence of this support, more
especiaUy if (Contemporary history as revealed by
archaeology be antagonistic, interpretation, though
supported by all the other methods of criticism, is
\'ery precarious. The interpretation of a rubric
by the etymological and analytical methods may be
partly or complet((ly overthrown by a single picture
or a brief description of the priest at the altar.
For instance, it is very disquieting to compare the
remarks of commentators on Bible references to the
worship at high places with the facts revealed by the
recent discovery of high places and the worship
there conducted (Macahster, PEFS, 1903, 23-31;
Robinson, BW, January, 1901; January, 1908,
219-25, 317-18; Vincent, C«K(/(/rt, 144). Archaeology must guide in the interpretation of ancient
lit., whether that which has just been dug up, as the
recent finds of MSS and monuments, or that which
has never been lost, as in the Bible itself.
3. Facts to test theories.—.Archaeology supplies
facts wherewith to test theories. There can be no
real antagonism between the facts of
8. Facts
archaeology and a correct literary
and Correct criticism of trustworthy documents.
Criticism
But who or what is to determine w-hen
Agree
the criticism is correct'? If there is
conflict between the facts of archaeology and the conclusions of criticism, which must
give way? To ask the question is to answer it.
Theory must always give way to facts. "AA^hcre
the testimony of archaeology is direct, it is of the
highest possible value, and, as a rul(3, determines a
question decisively; even where it is indirect, if it is
sufficiently circumstantial and precise, it may make
a settlement highly probable" (Driver, Autliority and
Archaeology, 143).
.
,.
.
,
This prerogative of archaeological facts in the
testing of critical theories must, then, of necessity
be given wide and positive recognition.
(a) No theory is to be finally accepted and made
iplicable to faith and life until tested and altesled
appli(
by facts; if it be a theory in the field
9. Theories of Nature, by the facts of Nature; if
Need
in the field of experience, by facts of
Attestation ex])erience; if in the field of history, by
facts of history. The Master brings
even revelation to this test when He says, "If any
man willeth to do his will, he shall know of the
teaching, whether it is of God, or whether I speak
from myself" (Jn 7 17), Anything in the Bible
may be'discredited by theory; as everything m
heaven and eailh may be—indeed, has been—discredited by theory. One might as safely abandon
the beaten track for the most alluring but unconfirmed appearance of an eastern desert, as turn
one's life aside to a theory unattested by fact.
However perfc(;t the apiiearance, it may, after all,
be only the mirage, and the disappointed pilgrim
may never get back to the safe road. Let theory
first be confirmed by fact; then it may be received
into the life.

Archaeology
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(b) Even a theory which meets all the known
conditions of the case in hand is not by t h a t fact
pro\-ed to be true, and therefore to be
10. Success received into the life. The most allurnot Attes- ing danger to which criticism is subtation
ject is the contrary assumption that a
theory which meets all the known conditions of the case in hand is thereby proved to be
true. This is not the case. Such a theory must, in
addition, be corroborated by facts independently
brought to hght, or by mysteries unlocked; and even
if mysteries be unlocked, the theory is not necessarily an entirely correct theory—the key that turns
the lock must be something like the key that belongs
to it, but may after all, be a false key. There
must, in any case, whether ot mysteries unlocked or
of facts otherwise brought to Ught, be independent,
genuine e-vidence in addition to the adaptability of
the theory to all the known conditions of the case in
hand. And furthermore, a theory must not only
be able to meet the test of some additional facts,
but the test of all the conditions imposed by any
additional facts brought to Ught, and be able, also,
to incorporate these new facts as naturally as those
upon which the theory was originally constructed.
The -problem is not to determine one or several of
the ways in which an event might have taken place,
but the one way in which it did take
11. Theory place. A theory which meets all the
in Life
conditions of the case in hand may be
one of the several ways in which the
event might have taken place, but only by independent, genuine, corroborative e-vidence is any
theory to be attested as the way in which the event
actually did take place. T h a t this statement of
the case is correct in the experiences of life, we have
abundant e-vidence in the proceedings of courts
of law. The most careful procedure does not
wholly prevent false con\iotions. The prosecutor
presents a theory of the commission ot a crime which
meets all the conditions of the case as made out by
the evidence, convinces twelve jurymen, and secures
a conviction. Yet sometimes afterward it is found
out t h a t another person committed the crime in an
entirely different way. That the dictum under discussion is inappUcable to literature is equally well
established.
Sir Peter LePage Renouf argued with great acuteness and force t h a t it is possible to assign significations to an unknown script, give meanings to the
words thus formed, construct a grammar and translate inscriptions as historical statements and make
good sense, though not a single sign, or word, or construction, or thought be correct (Life-work, I, 6, 7).
He says of such a method: " It is not difficult to make
out the Ten Commandments, the Psalms of Da-vid,
the Homeric Poems, or the Irish Melodies, on any
ancient or modern monument whatever, and in any
language you please."
Actual examples in fulfilment of Renouf's warning thesis are not wanting. The grotesque, yet
confident, efforts at the decipherment
12. Theory of the Egyp hieroglyphs before the
in Literature disco^-ery of the Rosetta Stone are
not forgotten. Dr. Budge says (The
Mummy, 124): " I n more modern times the first
w-riter at any length on hieroglyphics was Athanasiu.s Kircher, the author of some ponderous w-orks
in which he pretended to have found the key to the
hieroglyphic inscriptions, and to translate them.
Though a man of great learning, it must be plainly
said that, judged by scholars of today, he would
be considered an impostor." Joseph de Guignes
(1770) maintained that China was settled by Egyptians, and the Chinese characters only degenerate
Egyp hieroglyphs. Simflar failures in' the attempt
to decipher the Hittite hieroglyphs and translate
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the Hittite inscriptions must form painful recollections to distinguished scholars yet living, w-hose
efforts, extending in some cases not only to lists
of signs but to syllabaries, vocabularies, grammars
and translations, are now, in part, and in some
cases, in toto, rejected by the whole learned world.
However successful present or future efforts of
these scholars may prove to be, they have, in part
at least, themselves repudiated their former work.
The most plausible theory of a Ut., though it seem
to embrace every detaU, may, after all, be found
to be, as in one or two of the instances referred to
above, wholly false when tested by the principles
of philology and the facts of contemporary history.
'The dangers of unconfirmed theory in hfe and
hterature are even greater in history, which, in its
present-day form, is but Ufe -written
13. Theory down, human experiences given over
in History to all the accidents and conventionalities of lit. The warnings here from
Egyp and classical history and Ut. are not to be disregarded. Menes and other early kings of Egypt
were declared by critics to be mere mythological
characters; hkewise Minos of Crete; and the
stories of 'Troy and her heroes were said to belong
to " cloudland." But the spades of Petrie at Abydos
(Royal Tombs), of Evans at Knossos (Quarterly
Review, October, 1904, 374-95), and of Schliemann
at Troy (Ilios: City and Countr'y of the Trojans),
have shown the "cloucUand" as solid earth, and the
ghostly heroes to be substantial men of flesh and
blood. If we are to learn anything from experience, certainly no theory of either sacred or profane
history is to be accepted as final until tested and
attested by facts.
(c) Only archaeology is bringing forth any new
facts on the questions raised by criticism. Criticism produces only theories; it com14. Source bines facts, but produces none. Exof the
egetes and commentators rarely, if
Needed
ever, now bring to Ught new facts any
Facts
more than present-day phflosophers
give the world new thoughts. A
flood of light is, indeed, pouring across the page of
the exegete and the commentator in these latter
days which makes their work inestimably more
helpful for interpretation, but the source of that
light is neither criticism nor exegesis, but archaeology. Archaeology it is which sets alongside the
Bible history the facts of contemporary life and thus
iUustrates Biblical Ut. and Uterary methods by
contemporary lit. and the methods of contemporary
literati, and which makes the purity, sanctity and
di'vinity of the things of revelation stand out in their
o-wn glorious light by setting round about them the
shadows of contemporary ritual and morality and
superstition.
Hence no critical theory of the Bible is to be
finally accepted and made a part of our faith until
tested and attested by archaeological
16. Scope facts. Even AA'ellhausen, however far
of Function he departs from this principle in the
course of his criticism, seems to lay
it down as fundamental in the beginning of his
History of Lsrael, when he says: "From the place
where the conflagration was first kindled the firemen keep away; I mean the domain of religious
antiquities and dominant religious ideas—that
whole region as Vatke in his Biblical Theology has
marked it out. But only here, where the conflict
was kindled, can it be brought to a definite conclusion" (Hist of Israel, 12). G. A. Smith quotes also
with approval these words from Napoleon (Campagnes d'Egypte et de Syrie dictees par Na-poleon
lui-meme, I I ) : "AA'hen camping upon the ruins of
the ancient cities, someone read the Bible aloud
every evening in the tent of the General-in-Chief.
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The verisimiUtude and the truthfulness of the
descriptions were striking. Tlie\- are still suited
to the land after all the ages and the vicissitudes."
But Dr. Smith adds, "This is not more than true,
yet it does not carry us \-ery far. .
All that
geography can do is to show whether or not the
situations are possible at the time to which they are
assigned; even this is a task often beyond our resources" (HGHL, lOS). Thus critics, while here
and there acknowledging the proper function of
archaeology in criticism, ha\'e not heretofore allowed it much sc((pe in the exercise of that function.
//. History.—The
history ot archae((logy in
criticism to be set forth here has mainly to do with
the testing ot critical theories by
1. Limita- archaeological facts. The contributions of
tions of archaeology to the furnishing
Discussion of the historical setting of the Bibhcal
narratives make up a large part of this
and every dictionary of the Bible, 'rhe history of
the guidance of critical methods by archaeological
information is in the making. There can hardly as
yet be said to be any to record.
The field opened up for the testing of critical
theories by the results of archaeological research is
so varied and so extended t h a t only
2. A Wide an outline can be given here. ExtravaField
gant claims concerning the outcome
of this testing have been made both
by some critics and by some of their opponents; as
when Dr. Driver says, after excepting the points
upon which the evidence of archaeology is neutral,
"On all other points the facts of archaeology, so
far as they are at present known, harmonize entirely
with the position generaUy adopted by the critics"
(Authority and Archaeology, 145); or as when the
astronomer, C. Piazzi Smyth, thought t h a t the great
pyramid proved the "wisdom of the Egyptians" to
have included some of the abstruse problems of
higher mathematics; and Dr. Seiss, in his Miracle
in Stone, was confident that the same colossal
monument of Egypt definitely portrayed some of
the extreme positions of the premillennial theology.
Some of the instances of the testing of critical
theories concerning the Scriptures by the facts ot
archaeology, tor which unquestionable historical
proofs can be offered, are here presented.
1. Theories not affecting historicity or integrity.—
Many critical theories, notably those not affecting
the historicity or the integrity of the Scriptures,
i.e. accordant with the face value of Scripture, have
been corroborated and others discredited.
(a) Theories corroborated: (1) The theory of
the geographical and topographical trustworthiness
of Scripture, i.e. that the peoples,
3. Geogplaces and events of Scripture are to
raphy and be found just where the Bible places
Topography them. Attempts to belittle the importance of this geographical and
topographical corroboration of the trustworthiness
of the Scriptures ha\'e been made (Driver, Authority and Archaeology, 14S;; also LOT, xi; Smith,
HGHL, 108), but such attempts are not satisf}ing.
The theory of the correctness of the Biblical statements has been of well-nigh universal acceptance;
archaeologists have fitted out expensive expeditions
in accordance with it, exegesis has allowed it to
enter into its conclusions, discussion has proceeded
upon the assumption of its correctness, the whole
body of identifications which make up Biblical
geography and topography attest it, and the wh(3le
list of sacred geographies, uniform in every essential
particular, are in e'vidence in support of this theory,
even the works of those writers who have spoken disparagingly of it.
(2) The theory of the ethnographical correctness
of Scripture. That the relation between peoples
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as indicated in Scripture is correct, has been a
working theory for all general purposes and only departed from for siiecial ends. Kautzsch
4. Story of says (Die bleibende Bedeulung des Altthe Nations testaments, 17): "The so-called Table
of Nations remains, according to all
the results of monumental exploration, an ethnographic original document of the first rank, which
nothing can replace." The progress of archaeological research has confirmed this general working
theory and every year adds new confirmation with
regard to particular items which, for some special
end, have been represented as against the theory.
T h a t the general theory of the correctness of the
tribal relationships in Scripture has been, and is
being, sustained, is indisputable (Hommel, Ancient
Heb Tradition; Gunkel, Israel und Babylomcn, ch vi;
Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine, ch U; \\ inckler, OLZ,
December 15, 1906; Budge, Hist of Egg/il, I; Orr,
POT, 400-401, 529-30).

See TABLE OF NATIONS.

(3) The theory of the accuracy of Scriplure in
both the originals and the copies. Every theory
of inspiration postulates this in greater
6. Accuracy or less degree, and the most prevalent
of
analytical theory put forth by critiScripture
cism, with its lists of words indicating,
as it is asserted, authorship, demands,
for its very Ufe, a degree ot accuracy and invariableness in the use of words in both the writing
of originals and the transmission of them by copyists greater than that demanded by any the most
exacting theory of inspiration. Wherever it has
been possible to' test the statements of Scripture
in its multitudinous historical notices and references, archaeology has found it correct to a remarkable degree, and that in its present form and even
in minute peculiarities of statement (Brugsch,
Broderick ed, Egypt under the Pharaohs, chs v-vi;
Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine; Naville, Recueil de
Travaux, IV, N.S.; Petrie, Tahpanhes; Tompkins,
The Age of Abraham; Clay, Light on the OT from
Babel).
(4) The theory of the correctness of the imagery
of the Bible. This is another of the fundamental
and universal working theories of
6. Bible
criticism which is, however, sometimes
Imagery
forgotten. Whatever the theory of
the authorship and the origin of the
various books of the Bible, there is always, with
only a few special exceptions, the underlying
assumption on the part of the critics of the correctness of the imagery reflecting the topography, the
flora and the fauna, the seasons and the customs.
Indeed, upon the trustworthiness of the imagery,
as upon the exactness in the use of words, criticism
depends. And this underh-ing assumption of
criticism of every hue has been confirmed indisputably in its general features, and is being corroborated year by year in its minutest details, and
even in those very special instances where it has
been disputed. To this end testify the whole company of oriental residents, intelligent travelers and
scientific investigators (Thomson; Van Lennap;
Robinson; Stanley; Palmer, Desert of the Exodus;
Trumbull, Kadesh Biiriiea; Clermont-Ganneau,
Archaeological Researches; Van Dyke, Out of Doors
in the Holy Land).
Besides these theories of a general character,
some concerning particulars may be noticed:
(5) The theory of the location of the Garden of
Eden somewhere in the Euphrates VaUey. This
theory has been all but universally
7. Garden held and, while it is not yet definitely
of Eden
substantiated, is recei-ving cumulative
corroboration along ethnological lines.
•Wherever it is possible to trace back the lines of
emigration of the early nations mentioned in the
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Bible, it is always found that the ultimate direction
is toward a certain comparatively small area in
western Asia.
(6) The geological theory concerning the flood of
Noah as the last great change in land levels is being
most exactly confirmed, not only by in8. The
vestigations into glacial history, but
Flood
by examination of the records of the
cataclysm left upon the mountains and
valleys of central and western Asia (AA'right, The
Ice Age in North America; and Scientific Confirmations of OT History, chs -vii-xi). See DELUGE.
(7) The geological theory of the destruction of
the Cities of the Plain has been exactly confu-med
by the examination of the strata;
9. Sodom
a bituminous region, a great stratum
and
of rock-salt capped by sulphur-bearGomorrah ing marls and conglomerates cemented
by bitumen, an explosion ot pent-up
gases, wiiich collect in such geological formations,
blowing the burning brimstone high in the air, and
the waters of the Jordan coming down to dissolve
the salt of the ruptured rock-salt stratum—all this
provides for exactly what the Bible describes and
tor the conditions found there today; the pillar of
smoke rising up to heaven, the rain of fire and
brimstone falhng back from the blowing-off crater,
the catching of Lot's wife in the edge of the cataclysm and her incrustation with salt (Wright,
Scientific Confirmations of OT History, 144; Blankenkorn, ZDPV, X I X , 1).
(8) It has long been thought that there might be
some relationship between the mysterious Hyksos
kings of Egypt and the Patriarchs to
10. Hyksos account for the favorable reception,
and Paeven royal distinction, given the latter.
triarchs
This theory of relationship has been
very fully established by the discoveries of Petrie at Tell el-Yehudi.yeh (Petrie,
Hyksos and Israelite Cities, 1-16). He has not
shown to what race the Hyksos belonged, but he has
shown their tribal character, that they were, as their
name indicates, "Bedouin princes," leaders of
the nomadic or semi-nomadic tribes of Upper and
Lower Ruthen, i.e. Syria and Pal, and northern
and western Arabia, as were the Patriarchs, so that
the latter were shown by the former the consideration of one "Bedouin prince" tor another.
(b) Theories discredited:
(1) The interesting
picture which was wont to be drawn of Abraham
lea'ving all Ids friends and cf-viUzation
11. UncivU- behind him to become a pioneer in a
ized Canaan barbarous land has become dim and
dimmer and at last faded out completely in the ever-increasing light of contemporary
history revealed by Bab and Palestinian discoveries
(Vincent, Canaan, chs i-ii).
(2) Concerning Melchizedek, "without father and
without mother" (He 7 3), -Am Tab, while not
whofly affording the needed informa12. Contion, have put to fUght a host of imceming
aginings of old commentators, and
Melchize- pointed toward Melchizedek's place
dek
in a line of kings at Jerus of unique
title disclaiming any hereditary rights
in the crown. "It was not my father and it was
not my mother who established me in this position,
but it was the mighty arm of the king himself who
made me master of the lands and possessions of
my father." This title, over the correct translation of which there has been much controversy,
occurs not once only, but seems to have been
required at every formal mention of the sovereignty
of the king (Budge, History of Egypt, IV, 231-35).
(3) The theory of the chronology of the early
portions of the OT, which made it to be so exactly
on the principle of the system of chronology in
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vogue in our western w-orld today, which, indeed,
assumed that there could be no other system of
chronology, and which was universally
13. Oriental held as a working hypothesis by all
Chronology classes of critics and commentators
until very recently, has been greatly
modified, if not utterly discredited, by both archaeological and ethnological research. Whatever may
have been the system and method of chronology
in use in early BibUcal history, it certainly was not
the same as our epochal chronology based upon
exact astronomical time. The early chronologies
of the Orient were usually annaUstic, ofttimes
synchronistic, but very seldom epochal. The first,
and usually the only, intent of present-day chronology is to chi'onicle the flight of time; the ancient
systems of the East often introduced a moral element ; events, rather than time, were chronicled, and
the time in which nothing took place and the man
who aceompUshed nothing were apt to be passed
over in silence. Sometimes chronicles were arranged
symmetricall3', and again the visional conception of
time found in all prophecy seems sometimes to have
prevailed in the writing of history. Certain it is that
ancient oriental thought regarded man's relation to
life as of far greater importance than his relation to
time—a more deeply moral conception of chronology
than our own (Green, BS, April, 1890, 285-303).
2. Theories affecting ihe integrity or historicity of
Scripture.— Many critical theories attacking the integrity or historicity of Scripture, i.e. reconstructive
theories, have been utterly discredited by archaeological evidence, and, in gome cases, abandoned by
those who held them (cf Driver, Genesis, addenda,
7th ed, xx).
(a) The ignorance of the patriarchal age was once
a frontier fortress which threatened away aU literary
pretensions beyond that limit. This
14. Ignoignorance, though never held by all
ranee of Pa- advocates of a reconstructing criticism,
triarchal
was held by some. Von Bohlen
Age
scoffed at the idea of the "undisciplined horde" possessing knowledge
of laws (Gen, 29-41; cf Reuss, Gesch des AT, 96;
Dillmann, Nu and Josh, 594). Dr. Driver says,
indeed, " I t is not denied that the patriarchs possessed the art of wTiting," but thinks the possession of a Ut. by them a mere hypothesis, for the
truth of which no positive ground can be alleged
(Gen, xlU-xUn; also Orr, POT, 375). That this
theory is absolutely abandoned by everyone hardly
needs to be stated, l^he discovery of evidence ot
a postal system in Canaan in the days ot Naram
Sin (Sayce, Archaeology of the Cuneiform Inscriptions,
143; Heuzey, Revue d'Assyriologie, 1897, 1-12),
the strict conformity of many of the patriarchal
customs .and events to written law, as revealed by
DeMorgan's discovery of the CH, Dr. Murch's
discovery of the Am Tab, revealing as they do
the wide diffusion of the art of -writing about one
hundred and thirty years before the Exodus,
together w-ith the gradual pushing back by epigraphic evidence of the date of the origin of the
Hebrew script (Clay, Amurru, 30-32), and the
overw-helming e-sidence, from recent excavations,
of the general culture and refinement of patriarchal
Pal, while not yet making known fully the exact
state of the patriarchal ei-vilization, has made any
theory of the ignorance of that age impossible.
(b) The theory of the nomadic, semi-barbarous
condition of Pal and of the impossibility of high
religious ideas arnong tho patriarchs
15. ReUbefore the Exodus (Kuenen, Rel of
gious Ideas Lsrael, I, 108-9), though most closely
in Canaan connected with the preceding, demands
separate notice. "This theory is essential to the current evolutionar\- view- of Israel's
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history and has been definitely espoused by nearly
aU holding that -view (G. A. Smith, E.rpos, 1908,
254-72; cf POT, 60). This theory, though less
important to other schools of critics, has in fact
been held by nearly all commentators. But the
discovery of the earliest wall- and eist,ern-work at
Taanach (SeUin), and tUe engineering feats on the
defences and the w-ater-works at Gezer (Macahster
and Vincent, PEFS),
and the 40-ft. city waU
pictured in Egyp Ulustration of Can war (Petrie,
Deshasha, pi IV), as well as the hst of richest booty
taken by Thothmes I I I (Sayce, .Archaeology of the
Cuneiform Inscriptions, 156-5/; Birch, RP, 1st ser,
II, 35-52; Lepsius, Denkmalcr, Abth. I l l , bl. 32,
32A, 30A, SOB; Auswahl, 111, L. 42-45), which
could scarcely be duplicated li,\- all the museums of
the w-orld today, testify equally to the luxurious
culture and refinement of the times. All this, in
addition to the mass of e^-idence against the ignorance of the patriarchal age (see [a] above), overw-helmingly sustains the opimon of A\'. Max Muller
that "the ci\ilization of Pal in the patriarchal age
-n-as fufly equal to that of Egypt."
(c) The theory of the evolution of Israel's history
chiefly from a Palestinian origin and environment
(Budde, Hist of Israel before the Exile,
16. Evolu- esp. 77; Kuenen, Hist of Israel, 225;
tionary
AA'eUhausen, Hist of Israel, 462). PalHistory
estinian discoveries show a contrast
between the unique religion of the Hebrews and the religion of the surrouncUng peoples of
Canaan as marked as it may well be. The evidence
is not at aU of a pm-er religion growing up out of the
vile culture ot Pal, but of a purer religion coming
down and overw-helming it (PEFS, 1902-9; G. A.
Smith, Mod. Crit. and the Preaching of theOT, ch iv,
esp. 142; PEFS, 1905, 2S7-SS),
Descending now to a few of the great mass of
particulars, we may mention:
(d) The theory ot the legendary character of the
four kings of Gen 14, and of the Hittites; and the
theory of the generally mythological
17. Mycharacter of the early portions of the
thology and Bible. The four kings have been
the Bible
called "petty sheiks of the desert,"
and their names "etymological inventions." The historical character of the account
of these kings has been utterly discredited by many.
Noldeke in his Untersuehungen arrives at the result
that the history (Gen 14) is throughout a "free
creation," and the person of Melchizedek a "poetical figure," And AVellhausen thinks Noldeke gave
the "death-blow" to the historicity of the story
(WeUhausen, Comp. of the Hex, 311-12). Ed.
Meyer is of the same opinion as Noldeke, but expresses himseff in a still more unfavorable manner
(Gesch, 136), Hitzig, however, goes to the extreme
of depreciation when he sees in the expedition of
Chedorlaomer only an adumbration of the invasion
by Sennacherib (2 K 19 13). Delitzsch gives a
very comprehensive re-view- of those critics who have
regarded this narrative of the kings as legend of
smaU or no historical basis (Gen, I, 396-99; cf
Dillmann, Gen, II, 32-33). In addition, the
mythological character of the early portions of the
Bible generaUy has had ardent advocates (Stade,
Oeseh, 129-30; Schultz, OT Theology, I, 31; AVellhausen, Gesch Israels, 317-20).
But the four kings have appeared in archaeological (Uscoveries. AVhile there is still some dispute
about the identification of certain of
18. Chedor- them, tho confederacy has appeared
laomer and in Babylonia and also the Bab suzeAllies
rainty over Pal in the age called for
by the narrative, and, indeed, the
•whole historical setting into which the narrative
fits with perfect naturalness (Jeremias, Das alte
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Testament im Lichle des alten Orients; Hommel,
Hebrew Tradition, ch v; Clay, Light on the OT
from Babel, ch vi). But myths do not receive
archaeological confirmation such as has not only
been given to the narrative of the confederacy of
the four kings, but which is rapidly bringing out
the features of the whole early OT history (Gunkel,
Gen, 263; Ladd, Doct of Sac Scrip, I, 737).
Then grave doubts in the past have been raised
concerning the Hittites.
Occasionally it has been
boldly said that "no such people ever
19. The
existed" (cf Newman, Heb Monarchy,
Hittites
184-85; Budge, Hist of Egypt, IN,
136). But in addition to the treaty
of Rameses II with the "Kheta," long generally
believed to have been the Hittites (RP, 2d ser,
IA', 25-32), and the references to the " H a t t i " in
the Am Tab, also thought to be the same people,
we now have Winckler's great discovery of the
Hittite capital at Boghaz-Koi, and the Hittite
copy of the treaty with Rameses II in the cuneiform script. The Hittites are seen to be a great
nation, a third with Egypt and Babylonia (OLZ,
December 15, 1906). See HITTITES.
(e) The theory of anachronisms.
Aside from
the general application of this theory by many
critics to the traditional -view of Scripture and
the assertion of the systematic representation of
earlier events in the light of much later times
(Robertson, Early Religion, 30; Frip, Comp. of
Gen), many special instances of anachronisms have
been alleged. Edom has been said to be mentioned
too early in the narrative (De Wette, Int, ll, 71,
Parker's note; also Gunkel, Gen, 61). But an
officer of Seti Meremptah II, about the time of the
Exodus, in an official report, mentions the people
of Edom as desiring to pasture their flocks in
Goshen. They had thus early found their w-ay
clear across the Sinai peninsula (Miiller, Asien
und Euro-pa, 135; cf Papyrus Anastasia). Then
Moab, long unidentified, has had doubt cast on
its existence at so early a time as its first mention;
but it also occurs in an inscription of Rameses II
near the time of the Exodus, and the land of Moab
is placed in "Ruthen," the Egyp name for Syria
and Pal and northern and western Arabia (Kyle,
"Geographical and Ethnic Lists of Rameses I I , "
Recueil de Travaux, X X X ) .
3. Theories now challenged.—Several critical
theories are just now chaUenged in the name of
archaeological discovery; whether or not the
challenges wUl ultimately be sustained remains to
be determined. A few only are mentioned here,
but they are of such a character as, if ultimately
sustained, wiU have a far-reaching effect upon
(a) The theorj', long established and almost
universally held, of the Bab origin and westward
course of early Sem culture, esp. of
20. Semitic religious traditions (Barton, Semitic
Origins
Origins, ch i; also "Tiamat," JAOS,
XVI, 1-27; Paton, Early Hist of
Pal and Syria, chs iii-viii; Driver, Gen, 30-31;
Orr, POT, 397). This theory has been mildly
questioned for some time and is now boldly challenged. A complete "right-about-face" is proposed by reason of many archaeological considerations, which, it is claimed, make Amurru, Syria
and Pal, the home of the northern Semite, to be, it
not the original source of Sem culture, at least an
earlier source than Babylonia, and the course of
rehgious culture among Semites in that early age
to be not westward but eastward, as apparently
in Gen 11 2 RV (Clay, Amurru, the Home of the
Northern Semites).
(b) The theory of the grad-ual invasion of Palestine instead of the conquest is now for the first time
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challenged by evidence other than the record in
Joshua. Such Palestinian researches and the collection of such evidence have but begun
21. Invawithin a few j-ears, and from the very
sion of
breadth of the question the process
Canaan
is necessarily slow. So far, however,
as the excavations have gone, the
evidence is of a decided change in the culture even
a t such towns as Gezer, without, however, the
Can culture coming fully under Israelite influence
and succumbing to it; exacth-, in fact, as is represented in the Bibhcal narrative (PEFS, 1903, 49,
Macahster; ib, 1908, Macahster, 17; Vincent,
22S).
(c) The post-Christian view of the Hermetic
Writings.
'These Egyp documents in the Gr
tongue have been thought to reflect
22. AD
early Christian thought in Egypt,
Date of
chiefly because of a certain "unholy
Hermetic
resemblance" to gospel language found
Writings
in them. A recent critical examination of these writings has established,
it is claime(.l, by archaeological e-vidence gathered
from the writings themselves, that the "unholy
resemblance" to gospel expressions arose not from
the reflection of Christian teaching, but from the
appropriation bj- the evangelists of current e.xpressions of Alex Gr in use in pre-Christian theological language. This view of the Hermetic AA'ritings,
if finally established, cannot but have a far-reaching
effect upon N T study (Petrie, Personal Religion
in Egypt before Christianity).
4. Reconstructive criticism not confirmed.—Not a
single critical theory still maintained, either generally or by prominent individual
23. The
critics, which proposes to take ScripClaims of
ture at other than its face value, has
Some
been sustained by archaeology. The
Critics
assertion that it is otherwise, that "on
all other (controverted) points, the
facts of archaeology, so far as they are at present
knowm, harmonize entirely with the positions generally advocated by the critics" (Driver, Authority
and Archaeology, 145; LOT (1897), Pref, x-viu;
Gen, addenda to 7th ed, XXXIA'-XXXAT), means,
either that such unsustained theories are not advocated by the person making the assertion and not
by him regarded as generally advocated by critics,
or, more commonly, that the theories in question
have not been positively and definitely contradicted
by archaeological evidence. But it is not enough
t h a t theories are not definitely contradicted by
archaeological e-^-idence; we have seen (cf above)
that thej' must be definitely corroborated before
being accepted and allowed to affect one's faith.
An instance of the claims of criticism concerning the
harmony between its theories and the facts of archaeology, a claim w-hose importance merits presentation at length, is found in the Addenda to the 7th
ed of Driver's Introduction to Gen, the latest and
most positive utterance of criticism on this subject.
Driver says (xxxiv):
It is stated by Professor Sayce expressly, and by Dr.
Orr and Professor A. T. Clay, by implication, that
Noldelje's arguments against the historical character
of tho narrative of Gen 14 have been refuted by archaeology. The statement supplies such an object-lesson
of the methods on w-hich the opponents of criticism not
unfreciuently rely, that it may be worth -svhilc to explain
here tho grounds upon whieli it rests. H(Te are Professor Sayee's words (M mi uiiuritul Pacts, 1904, 54; cf,
though without Nol(l((li(('s nadie. Monuments, 161 f):
"In LSO'j the great .Scmilic scholar. Professor Noldeke,
pubU.shod a trealis(( on the Uuhistorical Character of
Gen 14. He deelar((fl that 'criticism' had fore\er disproved its claim to be historical, Tho political situation presupp((,s(.d by it was incredible and impossible;
at so distant a date Bab arnii((s could not have marched
to Canaan, much less could (.;anaan have been a subject
province of Babjlonia, Tlie whole story, in fact, was
a fiction based upon the Ass\-r conquest of Pal in later
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days. The names of the princes commemorated in It
were etymological inventions: eminent Sem scholars
had already explained those of Chedorlaomer and his
allies from Sanskrit, and those of the Can princes were
derived from the events in which they were supposed
to have borne a part." .And then he goes on to declare
triumphantly (55) how the progress of archaeology has
refuted all these statements. .
. .
It wUl probably surprise the reader to. be told that,
of the series of arguments thus attributed to Professor
Noldeke, while the one about the names is attributed
to him with partial correctness (though in so tar as it Is
stated correctly, it has not been refuted by archaeology),
the other arguments were never used by him at all
. . . . (xxxv). The one grain of truth in Professor
Sayee's long indictment is that ot the names of theflve•
Can kings, which are given, Bera and Birsha (suggesting
the idea of "e-vil" and "wickedness"), and perhaps
Shinab and Shemeber as well, are formed artificially;
but this (NB) is not asserted of the name of any of the
four kings from the East. . . .
The fact is, Noldeke's
arguments on Gen 14 have not been refuted, or even
touched, by archaeology
Professor Sayce has
simply not mentioned Noldeke's real arguments at all.
Nor are they mentioned by Dr. Orr or Professor Clay.
. . . . Archaeology has met the arguments which
Noldeke chd not use; it has not met the arguments which
he did use. Noldeke never questioned, as Professor
Sayce declares that he did, the general possibility at this
time of an expedition being sent from the far East into
Palestine; his argument consisted in pointing out
various historical improbabiUties attaching to the details
of a particular expedition; and archaeology can overthrow this argument only by producing evidence that
this expedition, with the details as stated in Gen 14, actually took place. And this up to the present time (June,
1909) archaeology has not done.
Compare with these declarations of Driver, one
by one, though in somewhat different order, Noldeke's own words. He says (Unter24. Nolsuchungen, 157-60):
deke'S
"The chapter begins with an imposing
Assertions enumeration of kings, in whose time the
narrated event is alleged to have occurred.
. . . . Of what use is the dating according to kings, the time of whose reign is perfectly
unknown to us 7 . . . . s o that the dating is wholly
superfluous and tells us nothing.''
Bera and Birsha are said to be
"quite decidedly unhistorical
The alUterative
pairing also of these names speaks more for their fictitious than for their historical origin. It is striking that
for the single historical city of Zoar, no name of the
king is given
Besides, we are bound to no
time, for the event recounted could quite as well have
taken place in the year 4000 as 2000; the artificial
chronology of Gen is for us no rule
A\-hence
the narrator got the names of the hostile kings we cannot
say. They may really have been handed down to him,
perhaps quite in another connection. However that
may be, the utmost we can admit is that he has employed
a few correct names intermingled with false or invented
ones, and the appearance of historicity thus produced
can as little permanently deceive us as the proper names
and dates in the book of Esther
Concede
provisionally the correctness of the names of the kings
and test the narrative further."
Here in a long paragraph, Noldeke follows the
reductio ad absurdum, arguing that, from a historical
standpoint, the provisional supposition is incredible
and impossible, and concludes (163), "Now this
whole expedition is historically improbable to the
same extent that it is adapted to the production of
a striking effect; the usual sign that it is fictitious.
. . . Does not the manifest improbability of the
narrative lie precisely in the details which give it
the appearance of historicity?"
Concerning the story of Abram's pursuit of the
kings and the rescue of Lot, he says (165): "If
t h a t is possible, then is nothing impossible. It
may be rephed that the number of Abram's servants was in reality much greater; but everything
depends upon it, and the number belongs again!
to the very things which spread over the narrative
the deceptive shimmer of historicity."
Of Melchizedek and the Amorite allies of Abram,
he says (168): "So do the proofs pile up, that our
narrative has no historical worth.
Even if
the rest of the chapter were historical we would
still hold Melchizedek a poetical figure." He
sums up the argument in the following words
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(170-71): "In accordance w-ith what has been said,
it is very improbable that the composer in the chief
matters rested upon a real tradition of the people,
but w-e must accept as a fact that it is a free creation
throughout."
, . ^ .
, ^
...
...
On the same subject, in reply to some ot his critics
(Zeitsehriftfur W. Theol, 1870, 218-19), he says;
"I sum up once more the general points: (K OC tho
names mentioned in Gen 14, several are uiihistorieal
(the name ot Sodom and lloraorrah, tlie three -Vniorit((s,
Melchizedek; in my view-, also, .\bram and Lot, and
probahlT the four overwhelmed cities), ('2) The expedition ot the kings cannot ha\ e (iilieii plaeo as narrated
even through tho very clearness of the narrative are we made to know that wo ha\-e hero to (l(( wilh
a romantic e.xpedition, the course of which is doterdiiued
bv aim at sharper effect, and wliich has for its(-Lf no
historical probability, (,'31 The small number of tho
host, in whose complete victory over tlie army of tho
lour kings the story at last comes to a climax, is contrary to sense, while yet it designates atiout tho utmost
number w-hicli. as his own fighting men, a private citizen
could put in the field.
"•Whoever noiv throu(;liiiut all of this w-ill hold to an
historical kernel may (-lo so; he must then admit that
at some peifeett>- uhcertain time in great anti(iuity a
king of Elam ruled over the Jordan land and made a
warlike expedition thither. But that woidd be the utmost concession 1 could make. E\-erything more precise, as numbers, names, etc, and also exactly that which
produces the appearance of careful tradition and trustworthiness is partly false, partly quite unreUable , , , ,
more especially, beyond the conquest itself nothing
whatever could be known. But to me it still seems much
more probable, in xiew of the consistent, and for the
aim of the narrator, exceedingly well ordered, but still,
in reahty, impossible course of the narrative, out from
which there cannot be separated any single things as
bare exaggeration of the tradition, that we have here a
conscious fiction in which only a few historical names
have been used.''
Now, recalUng to mind the facts of archaeology
in this case (cf above) it becomes e-vident that they
are very far trom
"harmonizing
25. The
entirely" with the opinion advanced
Facts of
by X'oldeke and reiterated by Driver,
Archaeology and the method of advocating such
"harmonizing" appears very clearly.
Moreover, w-hat is true of this particular theory
of Xoldeke and Driver is equally true of other
radical critical theories at present held. Ot the
current reconstructive theories of criticism—the
patriarchs not indi-viduals but personifications;
the rude, nomadic, semi-barbarous condition of
Pal in the patriarchal age; the desert; Egypt; the
comparative unimportance of Moses as a lawgiver; the gradual invasion of Pal; the naturalistic
origin of Israel's rehgion from astral myths; and
the late authorship of the Pent—not one is being
sustained. In fact, however much archaeological
evidence there may be that is negative in character
or that is not definitely against the reconstructive
theories of criticism, no one can point to a single
definite particular of archaeological evidence whereby any one of these theories is positively sustained
and corroborated.
5. The present state of the discussion.—The
present stage of progress of the testing of critical
theories by archaeological e'vidence may briefly be
stated. The Bible at its face value is being corroborated wherever archaeology immediately and
definitely touches it. To illustrate this statement
fuUy would be to cite every definite piece of archaeological evidence in the Biblical field of scientific
research during the last one hundred years.
But views of Scripture must finally square with
the results of archaeology, i.e. with contemporaneous history, and, just as archaeological research
makes that contemporaneous history to appear,
critical theories at variance therewith are of necessity giving way; so that, as far as the process has
been carried to the present time, archaeology is
bringing criticism into harmony with the face value
of Scripture, and is not definitely and unequivocally
encouraging attempts at literary reconstruction

of any portion of the Bible, although sometimes
asked to r((nder such service.
L(TER,\-r(iKE.—The bit(li((graphy of th(! discussion has
ap|(eared in tho references fully gixndi throughout this
artield. The bibliography on the subject of this art,.
"-Archaeology and Criticism," is, as iiidicat(((l above,
exceedingly meager, sinco the importance of the subject
has but reeeiitl> come to the fcont and been generally
!•(•(-(((^(uz((d. The ((dlowing ma.\' be cited: Driver, in
AiilliiirUy mill .\ reliiu-iilngy (Hogarth), ch i; Eerdmans,
llililii-rt Journal,
July, 1909; also
Alttcstamentliche
Studi.-ii; Orr. The Problem of the OT, ch xi; Bennett,
Contemporary Renew, 190G, 518.
T\T p Kvi KARCHAEOLOGY OF ASIA MINOR.
MiNOK, .ARC'IIAEOI-OGY OF.
ARCHANGEL, iirk-an'jel.

See ASIA

See ANGEL.

ARCHELAUS, ar-ke-la'us ('Apx^Xaos, Archelaos.
Mt 2 22): Son of Herod the Great by his wife
Malthace. He succeeded on his father's death to
the government of Judaea, Samaria and Idumaea,
but was (lepos(.'(l by the Romans for misgovernment
in 6 AD.

See

HEROD.

ARCHERY, iir'cher-i;
(1) The art of using the arcus, or bow and arrow
for hunting and in battle is of great antiquity. It
is mentioned in Gen 21 20, as well as in the Iliad
and the Odyssey, and depicted on Egyp monuments
and in -VSSJT sculptures. The Philis excelled in the
art, which led David to order that special training
in it be given to the Hebrews (2 S 1 18). It was
an important art throughout the world in Biblical
times (see Gen 27 3; Isa 22 6; 49 2; Ps 127 4).
The Benjamites among the Hebs were noted as
archers (Jgs 20), and archers constituted much of the
fighting strength, and played no mean part in the
-victories, of the world-famed Gr and Rom armies.
(2) The bow was common to ci-vil (Gen 21 20)
and mihtary life (Zee 9 10), and -vies with the
spear in importance and antiquity. It was usuaUy
made of tough, elastic, seasoned wood, and often
mounted with bronze (see Ps 18 34 RV; cf Job
20 24). But horn, too, was used for bows by the
ancients, some -with double curves being evidently
modeled after the horns of oxen. The bow-string
was commonly ox-gut and the arrows were of reed,
or light w-ood tipped with flint, bronze, or iron.
(3) The battle bows, such as are mentioned in
Zee 9 10; 10 4, must have been of great size,
since they required to be strung by pressing the
foot on the lower end, while the upper end was bent
down to receive the string into a notch' hence the
expression "to tread [ = string] the bow,' and "bowtreaders," for archers (Jer 50 14.29 Heb). The
arrows, "the sons of his quiver'' (Lam 3 13m, RV
"shafts"), were ordinarily, of course, carried in the
quiver, which w-as either placed on the back or
slung on the left side, secured by a belt over the
right shoulder (HDB). The day of gunpowder and
firearms, of course, was not yet.
GEO.

B . EAGER

ARCHEVITE, iir'ke-vit (K'thibh, "^131^?, 'arkdwey; K''re, X^"^"lX , 'iirl:'wdye'): One of the tribes
which' (jsnappar 'transplanted to sweU the mixed
multitudes in the cities of Samaria (Ezr 4 9).
The Archevites w-ere the inhabitants of Erech, one
of the four cities originaUy founded by Nimrod in
Babylonia. (For its modern site cf Loftus, Travels
in Chaldea and Siisiana, 162ff). Marcjuardt (Fund,
64 ff) emends the text to read S X n l l S nj'H, di
k-athaye', "who are Cuthaeans" (2 K 17 24).
ARCHI, ar'ki.

See ARCHITES.

ARCHIPPUS, ar-kip'us ('Apxtinros, Archlppos):
Addressed by Paul in his letter to Philem, as "our
fellow-soldier"; probably a member of Philem's
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family circle, holding some official position in the
church (Col 4 17; Phdem 2), See APPHIA. The
tradition that he was one of the seventy disciples,
became bishop of Laodicea and later became a
martyr, seems to have little historical foundation.
ARCHITECTURE, ar'ki-tek-tor:
I.

GENERAL HISTORY

III.

1, Plans, Estimates and Measuring
2, OT References
T E M P L E AND P A L A C E OF SOLOMON
1. Construction and Materials
2. Style
3. Facts
4. Phoenician Designers
CONCLUSIONS FROM ACTUAL R E M A I N S
1. Defence Walls
2. Streets
3. Absence of the "Grand Manner"
4. Solomonic Detail
5. Temple of Onias
6. Comparison with Maccabean Work
7. Painted Tombs at Marissa
8. Characteristic Feature

rv.

HERODIAN WORK
SYNAGOGUES

II.
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line and foot rule can be identified (Ezk 40 3.5;
47 3; Rev 11 1; 21 15).
The Israelites arrived in tents, and the walled
cities, ''great and walled up to heaven" (Dt 1 28
AV) which they took and occupied were well fortified, unlovely shelters, covering areas of anything
from 12 acres, as at Taanach and Megiddo, to about
23 acres as at Gezer (Canaan d'apres I'exploration
recente). The habitations within the walls were
poor structures of mud bricks or rude stone;
in many cases they were rock-cut caves. True,

V. F l N - V L
LVI.
iTER.VTURE

/. Historical. —The words "architect" and "architecture" do n((t occur in the OT or the N T .
As the greatness of a nation and its social elevation are reflected in the course of architectural
development, so is a nation's failure to rise to firm
estabhshment, after victory in w-ar, reflected in the
absence of such development. The latter condition
was that of the .Jews in Pal; they failed so to
establish themselves that their character and aims
could find true expression in architecture. The
country by reason of its geographical position and
its broken territorial character, which exaggerated
the tribal nature of its inhabitants, did not favor
political empire (see HGHL,10).
'The great difficulty of the Jews was the preservation of their own
integrity.- There could be no victorious expeditions
to foreign lands to inspire monumental e-vidence of
achievement in arms, nor had they the inspiration
of various gods or saints, to whose glory great and
separate buildings might be raised. Their dwellings were, by force of circumstances, unpretentious,
and their tombs were of the same character.

Streets of a Jewish City.
-Uthough in the smaller buildings there is very
little evidence of the builder having been governed
by a previously drawn plan, there
1. Plans,
seems no doubt that in larger works
Estunates a plan was prepared. The Tabernacle
and
was made according to a " p a t t e r n "
Measurmg (Ex 25 9) and Solomon's Temple
was also designed and submitted for
approval (1 Ch 28 11). Estimated cost was also
considered (Lk 14 28). The equivalents to a tape

FIG. 2-—Alodern City of Es Salt.
the Jews attempted, at the outset of their full
possession, to build in beauty, and made efforts
toward greater substantiality, using the best available help; the attempt, however, was doomed to
failure. Their most important buildings were their
fortifications. The engineering skill displayed in the
construction of aqueducts and other water systems
was forced out of them by sheer necessity, and
proved the existence of a latent constructive power,
which they never had sustained opportunity to
apply to architecture. In striking contrast is the
architecture of the Crusaders. In a comparatively
short time of less than 200 years, during the half
of which practice in the arts of peace was wellnigh impossible, they stamped their occupation by
the erection of an enormous number of great and
beautiful buildings, the ruins of which are among
the most imposing landmarks in the country.
The often-repeated references to building greatness in the O'T, indicate a pride out of all scale
with actuality. They tell the story
2. OT
of a long desert pilgrimage during
References which the Jews, as dwellers in tents,
were impressed with the walled cities
which, -with extraordinary fortitude, they stormed
and occupied, and which, with pardonable enthusiasm, they consequently exaggerated, to the glory
of God. Although references to buildings in the
OT are frequent, they are seldom sufficiently detailed to convey an idea of their character.
Cain built a city and named it Enoch (Gen 4 17);
his descendant Tubal Cain was "an instructor of
every artificer in brass and iron'' (ver 22 RVm). The
description of the plan of the ark (Gen 6 14 ff)
is the first detailed architectural description in the
OT, Asshur, a descendant of Ham, built Nineveh
and other cities (Gen 10 11). The tower of Babel
was built of "brick for stone and slime for mortar"
(Gen 11 3). In Ex 27 9-21 plan, dimensions and
construction of the Tabernacle are given.
//. Temple and Palace of Solomon.—The most
complete architectural reference is the description
of the Temple and Palace of Solomon (1 K 6, 7)
and (Ezk 40, 41). These buildings are fully dealt
with under TEMPLE, but a, brief note is here
necessary, as they are by far the greatest buildings
of which there is mention in the O'T. It is clear
that Solomon had ambition for architectural greatness, and, following the example of David (2 S 6 11)
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he employed Phoen designers and craftsmen
carry out the work.

to

FiQ. 3.—Doorway with Voluted Slabs at Lachish.
It is known that the buildings w-ere of stone,
that the chambers surrounding the Temple were
three stories high, t h a t the Temple
1. Conwas roofed (presumably flat) with
struction
cedar. Fergusson's restoration shows
and
a sloping roof, foll((wing the precedent
Materials of the sloping r((((f of the Tabernacle
(Temples of the Jetrs, 26). The w-alls
and ceiUngs were Uned with cedar, so t h a t "there
w-as no stone seen" (1 K 6 IX) within the
house. The interior was enriched with
carved fohage and cherubim, and
in the decorative scheme, gold
was freely applied. The
description of the
exterior is less
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prospect" (1 K 7 .'( ERV), i.e. square-headed. In
Ezk 40 21 ff E \ ' arches are i'epeafe(.lly mentioned
but this is an erior of translation. See ARCH,
In the description, there is very little indication
of the style of aichiteeture. The rich nature of the
pillars of brass and their "chapiters"
2. Style
(1 K 7 15 ff EV) point to some hankering after an ornate trabeated style.
There is no indication, however, of such a style in
(•((Kstruetive stone.
No mention is made of a
crowning feature of a distinctive kind, not even
an cave, simply a "e((ping," The use of .» coping
suggests that ihe w-:(lls were topped by parapets,
"battlement" (Dt 22 S E V ) , .according to the law,
Ferguss((n's rest((r:(lion sh((W-s both ('orniee and
battlements (Temples iif the Jews, li'oiitispiece).
One can only
vaguely (-((iijeelure
the sources ((f influence whieli guided
the builders. The
description clearly
shows that the great
columnar architecture of E,(-;\-pt was
n o t t a k e n a s a.
model, a l t h o u g h
certain Egyp characteristics in detail
are evident in cont e m p o r a r y work.
Probably Phoen intercourse with the
M edi t e r r a n e a n ,
generally, show-ed
its influence, in

P I G . 4 . — J E W I S H T E M P L E OF LEONTOPOLIS.

minutely detailed. Stones were large and, as in
the buildings of Egypt, w-ere "sawed with saw-s"
"from foundation tc> coping" (1 K 7 9), "foundation to the top of walls" (3 K 7 9, Douay VS).
The inference therefore is that the masonry was
smooth-faced: "no sign of anv hammer" (Ant,
y n i , iii, 2). Windows w-ere "narrow" (1 K 6 4
AV), repeatedly referred to (h;zk 40 1(;.26). In the
interior of the palace, ee(l:(r beams were carried on
rew'.s of cedar columns, and there were three rows
of windows, one row to each story, directly opposite
each other. Doors and posts were "square in

which case a comparatively poor result might be
inferred.
.
,
There remain these facts, VIZ. that here IS described
a group of buildings, of comparatively great scale;
iiiteriially, at least, richly detailed and
3. Facts
disposed in a way which shows consi(lei';ible appreciation of architectural
fitness, inspired bv ambition for monumental gi-eatness and dedicated, as w.as aU that is great and
spontaneous in architecture, to the glory of God.
The one great flaw lay in the complete lack of a
national constructive ability to respond to the caU.
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The Phoenicians who were employed seem "to have
been indifferent builders. They took 13 years to
build Solomon's house (1 K 7 1) and
4. Phoeni- 7i years to build the Temple (1 K 6 38),
cian D e and they, in all probability, found such
signers
a great work beyond their powers of
adequate conception, more especially
as the housement of a strange God was uninspiring.
"Shalt thou build me an house for me to dwell in? "
(2 S 7 5 EV) was a command which they were only
hired to fulfil.
///. Conclusions from Actual
Remains.—There
are only a very few known examples from which a
know-ledge of Jewish architecture can be obtained.
There are none now standing, and what the spade
has uncovered proves Uttle more than a mere
building craft of an inferior order. Remains of
the period of the monarchy have been uncovered
on several sites, notably Jerus, Lachish, Tel es
Safi (Gath?), Gezer, Taanach, 'Tel es MuteseUim
(Megiddo), Jericho, and these give a general idea
of the building craft of the period, but give no
e'vidence of an architectural style. I t may, with
good reason, be argued t h a t there was no style,
but it is too much to conclude t h a t the Jews had
no architectural instinct. Ideals were not lacking:

L/=\=(^^\=/%=/=\/i

FiQ. 5.—Painted Tombs of Marissa.
"Behold, I will set t h y stones in fair colors, and lay
thy foundations with sapphires. And I will make
thy pinnacles of rubies, and thy gates of carbuncles,
and aU thy border of precious stones" (Isa 54 11.
12). Had history been different, Solomon's great
example might have laid a foundation from which a
national style would have been developed. The arts
of peace, however, did not even bud, and the bane
of internal and external conflict forced building energy to concentrate itseff on fortifications.
Indeed in the great defence waUs lies the building history of the Jews. They were hurriedly
built and frequently destroyed. De1. Defence struction and reparation alternated so
Walls
consistently, that each successive city
within was little more than a temporary housement, at aU times subservient to the
more important work of defence. Under such
conditions nothing flourished, least of all architecture. Building art became a thing of bare temporary
utility.
Streets (Fig. 1) were laid out without method;
narrow, tortuous alleys broken into by projections,
founded at the wUl of each individual
2. Streets builder, served as main thoroughfares
(Bible Sidelights, 95; Excavation of
Gezer, Vol I, p. 167 ff); cf simOarity of conditions
with streets of Mediterranean city of Philakopi
(Journal RIB A, X I , 531). See CITV. Masonry was
usually of rough unhewn stones, unskilfully laid
without mortar, and buildings were rarely on the
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square. Lender these conditions the enthusiasm
displayed in the description of Solomon's work can
be understood.

FIG. 6.—Lintel Stones.
In Jerus the Temple area was the center of
architectural grandeur, and it is possible that it may
have inspired building endeavor of
3. Absence another nature in other cities. Pal
of the
has as yet yielded no such parallel.
"Grand
Free areas, where they are found to
Manner"
have existed, seem to have happened
so, and do not always coincide in
position in successive superincumbent cities. They
lay claim to no particular "lay out" and, in all
probability, they served as space for the dump
heaps of the town refuse or for the penning-up of
cattle and sheep (Isa 58 12, "waste places"). Fig.
2 shows the modern city of Es Salt, and gives a
fairly good idea of the general appearance of an
ancient Jewish city. The use of wooden shafts for
porticos and roofs ot large covered areas appears
to have been prevalent, and these were frequently
set in stone sockets which served as bases. Stone
columns seem to have been sparingly used; in fact,
there is no evidence whatever that a stone columnar

FIG. 7.—Tomb of Zechariah.
style of architecture prevailed in the more important buildings.
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,-U Lachish (Lachish, 23 ff) a number of voluted
low-reUef slabs were discovered which were originally built into the left re\-cals of the
4. Solomon- doorways of a building of considerable
ic Detail
importance. These slabs were found
in conjunction with a mokh^d lintel
of Egyp character. The discovery disclosed the
only authentic examples of the architectural detail
of the Solomonic period, and is particularly interesting as furnishing, perhai-(s, the earliest prototype of the Ionic volute. Fig, 3 is a sk(^t('h reconstruction of the doorway after P(.(t,rie's restoration.
At its best it is a shoddy uncoiistructive adapta-
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and to some extent confirming the inference drawn
trom the description of Solomon's Temple.
Fragments of contemporary architecture of the
iXlaccabean dyiuisty throughout Pal show a Greco''^-^'''•^" '•^^y''^ °^ considerable dignity
b. Macca- and interest, illustrating a readiness to
bean Work respond to the Hellenizing influence
, m the arts, which at that time was
characterized, in architecture, by a decadent Gr
provincialism. The battiemented details, found at
llyk-sos, seem to indicate the use of a style antedating the Maccabean work, preserving, to some
extent, Tiab trielitions.

F I G , 8.—SYNAGOGUE AT K E F R B E R I M .

tiOD of exotic features, and if it is to be taken as a
key to the work ot the period throughout Pal, there
can be nothing great to record.
When Onias fled to Egypt from the persecution
ol Antiochus Epiphanes, cir 154 BC, he gained permission from Ptolemy and Cleopatra
0. Temple to build a temple at Leontopohs like
of Onias
to that at Jerus (Aft(, X I I I , iU, 3). The
temple was built in fulfilment of the
prophecy of Isa and modeled after the temple of
^.^^babel, but "smaller and poorer" and "resemDled a tower." Petrie recovered this temple
fif ^p''"^' !-• ff) on an artificial mound resembling
t^ne Temple hill at Jerus, raised alongside the Hyksos
"T'S' ^^^'•^ 8,n influential Jewish community had
established itself. It is the most complete plan
01 a Jewish building of monumental character yet
Uisc()vered (Fig. 4). A sort of rude Corinthian
Qetail was used, and certain fragments point to a
oattlemented treatment, suggestive of Bab origin,

From the 3d cent. BC up to the Christian era
architecture shows a consistent Gr origin with
local character in detail (see Expl. in
7. Painted Pal, IM, 19) at Tel Sandahannah and
Tombs at
Mareshah (Painted Tombs of Marissa).
Marissa
These Marissa tombs show most interesting decorated elevations, with
painted architectural detail (see Fig. 5). The work
is Phoen (93) and the date probably 194 to 119 BC
(7'.(). Gr Ionic capitals aroused, with -wreath enrichments painted on the architrave over the capital, and
a deep frieze of painted animals, surmounted by a
representation ot a "battlement" "coping" (Dt 22
8; 1 K 7 9) remarkably like the details found by
Petrie at Hyksos. An interesting detail is the pointed head to the intercolumnar opening, a form which
seems to have suggested itself universaUy to t h e
primitive builder, where the handling of large lintel
stones presented a difficulty (see Fig. 6). They call
to mind the heads of Anglo-Sa.xon openings.

Architecture
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A liking for mural decoration existed throughout
the whole Jewish period, as is seen from the small
fragments of painted plaster discovered in the
various excavated cities, but the decoration on the
iMarissa tombs is the most complete example, and
resembles in many ways the mural decoration at
Knossos and Phylakopi.
The tomb of Zechariah in the Kedron vaUey
(Fig. 7) probably belongs to the same date as its
neighbor, the tomb of St. James,
8. A Char- which De Vogii^, from the inscription
acteristic
upon it, ascribes to the time of Herod
Feature
(Le Temple de Jerusalem, 46). The
detail of the crowning part of the
entablature is an often-recurring feature in Pal
architecture, appearing as early as the Solomonic
era at Lachish (see Fig. 3). It is characteristically
Egyp, and is also seen at Persepolis (Gwilt's Enc,
22), and although neither might have been borrowed from the other, they are not many removes
from the common parent. (A curious eastern
tradition mentioned [BD, "Cities," 610] ascribes the
building of Persepolis to Solomon.) It was a feature commonly used by the Phoenicians (Rawlinson, Hist, of Phoen, 142), and was probably
introduced by them from Egypt. It seems to have
been in favor up to the time of Herod and was
abandoned after the wholesale introduction of the
classic entablature w-hich in Hellenistic times was
only partially incorporated into the prevailing style.
The successive variations of the crowning feature of
their design is an important factor in tracing the
development of Jewish architecture.
IV. Herodian
Work.—The
Temple of Slab
(described by De Vogiie in Recover-y of Jerus, 419 ff,
and Temples of the Jews, 140 ff) is an interesting
example of the work of the Herodian period and is
more Gr in character than one would expect. Here,
local character in car\ing is strongly marked,
foliage and figures being freely used with a certain
Assyr manner which, in spite of loose handling, betrays its origin. In fact this chord of architectural
enrichment can be traced through the work of India, AssjTia, Persia and Syria on to the Byzantine
period, when the great cathedral church of St.
Sophia in Constantinople displayed it in the most
perfect harmony of all time.
The great buUding period of Herod need not be
detailed. Herod was an Edomite and his architecture partook of the more robust Rom style
which dominated Jewish art at a time when the
opportunity of national incorporation had passed.
V. Synagogues.—This
Rom influence, however,
remained in Pal as can be seen by the important
remains of synagogues in Galilee of the 3d cent.
AD (see Fig. 8 from Kefr Berim; Studies in Galilee,
ch -vi; SWP, special papers, 294 ff). The many
remains investigated shed light upon the plan of
these post-exiUc places of worship, of which there
is httle or no mention in the OT. See SYN-\GOGUE.
The plans vary considerably in proportion. The
example at Meiron measures 90 ft. X44 ft. 8 in., whUe
that at Irbid measures 57 ft. 3 in.X53 ft. (.s'll'P,
special papers, 299). In general arrangement the
plans vary very little, consisting usually of five
aisles w-ith a triple entrance, most often facing
south. The details are richly carved and "a surprising feature common to all is the use of animal
figures, especially lions, or lambs and eagles. . .
In some examples human figures, usually intentionally mutilated, are found" (Studies in Galilee,
110).
VI. Final.—It is probable t h a t future researches
may add to our knowledge of early Je-nish architecture, but it is doubtful whether there is more
to discover than is constituted in the crude and
unskiUed use of building materials, influenced by

Umited knowledge of exotic features, which the Jews
had neither the time nor the knowledge properly
to apply. See C I T Y ; BUILDING; FORTIFICATIONS;
HOUSE; TEMPLE.

LITERATURE.—Conder, Survey of Western Pal; "Warren,
Recovery of Jerus; BUss and Dickie, Excavations in Jerus,
1894—97; Fergusson, Temple of Jerus: Masterman, Studies
in Galilee: Bliss and Macahster. Excavations in Pat;
Macahster, Excavations at Gezer; Petrie, Excavations at
Hytcsos; Rawhnson, History of Phoen; Petrie, Lachish;
SeUin, Excavations at Taanach: Schumacher, Excavations
at Tell Mutesellim; Macahster, Bible Sidelights; Peters
and Thierch, Painted Tombs of Marissa.
ARCH. C . DICKIE

ARCHITES, iir'kits C S I X H , ha-'arkl; AY Aichi):
A clan mentioned in connection with the marking
of the southern boundary of Joseph (Josh 16 2).
The phrase n i T j y 13-It?n blDS (g'bh-Hl hd-'arkl
'dtdrdth) offers difficulties, and it has been suggested
that the order ot the last two words be changed to
read "the border of Ataroth-of-the-Archites."
See ATAROTH. G . A. Smith identifies Ataroth with
the present Atara on the high road from Jerus to
Bethel, three and one-haU miles S. of Bethel and
sixE. of the upper Beth-horon. Hushai, the "friend"
of Da-vid, was an Archite (2 (S 16 16).
H. J. W O L F

ARCHIVES, ar'kivs (the more correct RV rendition of N^")SD ri"'3, beth siphrayyd', in Ezr 6 1,
"house of the archives" instead of "house of rolls"
as in the -VV): A part of the royal treasure-house
(5 17), in which important state documents were
kept.
ARCTURUS, iirk-tii'rus: The "Plough" or
"Charles's Wain" is intended. See ASTRONOMY,
II, 13.
ARD, ard ('^"IS, 'ard, meaning unknown):
Either directly or more remotely a son of Benjamin.
Nu 26 38-40 mentions five sons of Benjamin,
together w-ith Ard and Naaman, the sons of Bela,
Benjamin's oldest son, counting all seven as ancestors of Benjamite families. In 1 Ch 8 1-3 Addar
and Naaman are mentioned, with others, as sons
of Bela, Addar and Ard being apparently the same
name with the consonants transposed. In Gen 46
21 ten sons of Benjamin are counted, including at
least the three grandsons, Ard and Naaman and
Cera.
ARD AT, ard'at (AV Ardath; Syr and Ethiopic
have .-Vrpbad): A certain field where Ezr communed
w-ith God (2 Esd 9 26).
ARDITES, ar'dits: Patronymic of ARD, which
ARDON, ar'don ( ' T T I S , 'arddn, meaning unknown) : One of the three sons of Caleb and .Azubah,
of the tribe of Judah (1 Ch 2 18).
ARELI, a-re'U ('^bN'lX, 'ar'ell, apparently the
gentiUc form of a compound that would mean
"God's lioness," or "God's h e a r t h " ) : One of the
sons of Gad the son of Jacob (Gen 46 16; Nu 26
17). "AreUtes" (q.v.) is exactly the same word.
ARELITES, a-re'lits: I n N u 26 17.
AREOPAGITE, ar-g-op'a-jlt.

See AEELI.

See DIONYSIUS.

AREOPAGUS, ar-e-op'a-gus ("Apcios ir(i-yos, Areios pdgcjs; Acts 17 19.22. M a r s ' HiU, 17 22 AV):
A sort of spur jutting out from the western
end of the Acropolis and separated from it by a
very short saddle. Traces of old steps cut in the
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rock are still to be seen. Underneath are deep
grottoes, once the home of the Euinenides (Furies).
On the flat surface of the summit are signs still
visible of a smoothing of the stone for seats. Directly below to the N. was the old Athenian agora,
or market-place. To the E., on the descent from
the Acropolis, could be seen in antiquity a smaU
semicircular platform—the orchestra—from which
rose the precipitous rock of the citadel. Here the
booksellers kept their stalls; here the work of
Aiiaxagoras could be bought f((r a drachma; from
here his physical philosophy w-as disseminated, then,
through Euripides, the poetic as.soeiate of S((eratcs
and the sophists, leavened the drama, and tiiially
reached the people ot .Vthens. Then came tho
Stoics and Epicureans who taught philosoidiy and
rehgion as a system, not as a faith, ami spent their
time in searching out some new- thing in creed and
dogma and opinion. Five cents, earlier S(((i-ates
was brought to this very -Vreopagus to face the
charges of Ids aeeusers. To this same spot the

Areopagus at Athens.
Paul came almost five hundred years after
399 BC, w-hen the Attic martyr was executed, with
the same earnestness, the same deep-rooted convictions, and with even greater ardor, to meet
the philosophers of fashion. The Athenian guides
will show you the exact place w-here the apostle
stood, and in what direction he faced when he
addressed his audience. No city has ever seen such
a forest of statues as studded the market-place,
the streets and the sides and summit of the Acropolis
of Athens. A large part, of this wealth of art w-as in
full view of the speaker, and the apostle naturally
made this extraordinary display of votive statues
and offerings the starting-point of his address.
Hefindsthe Athenians ext remely religious. He had
found an altar to a god unknown. Then he develops the theme of the great and only God, not
from the Heb, but from the Gr, the Stoic point of
view. His audiences consisted, on the one hand,
of the advocates of prudence as the meims, and
pleasure as the end (the Epicureans); on the other,
of the advocates of duty, of living in harmony with
the intelligence which rules the w-orld for good.
He frankly expresses his sympathy with the nobler
principles of the Stoic doctrine. But neither Stoic
nor Epicurean could believe the declarations of the
apostle: the latter believed death to be the end of
all things, the former thought that the soul at

Architecture
Ares

death was absoriied again into that from which it
sprang. Both understood Paul as proclaiming to
them in Jesus and Aiuistasis ('i-esurrection") some
new deities. When they liiedly ascertained that
Jesus was ordained by (iod to judge the world, and
that Aiiastasis was merely the resurrection of the
dead, the)- w ere (lisappointed. Some scoffed, others
departed, (loubtiess with the feeling that they had
already given audience too long to such a fanatic.
The .Vr(!opagus, or Hill of Ares, was the ancient
.seat of the eoiirt of the .same name, the establishment of which leads us far back into the mythic^d
period long; before the dawn of history. This
('((uvt exer((ised the right of capital punishment.
In 5",)1 BC the jurisdiction in criminal cases was
given to the archons who had discharged the duties
of their office well and honorably, consecjuently to
the noblest, richest and most distinguished citizens
of -Vthens, The (Vieojcigus saw that the laws in
force were observed and executed by the properly
constituted authorities; it could bring officials to
trial for their acts while in oflice, even raise objections to all resolutions of the Council and of the
General -A-ssembly, if the court perceived a danger
to the state, or subversion of the constitution. The
Areopagus also protected the worship ot the gods,
the sanctuaries and sacred festivals, and the olive
trees of Athens; and it supervised the rehgious
sentiments of the people, the moral conduct of the
citizens, as w-ell as the education of the youth.
W ithout waiting for a formal accusation the Areopagus could summon any citizen to court, examine,
convict and punish him. Under unusual circumstances full powers could be granted by the people
to this body for the conduct of various affairs of
state; when the safety of the city w-as menaced,
the court acted even without waiting for full
power to be conferred upon it. The tenure of
office was for life, and the number of members
w-ithout restriction. The court sat at night at
the end of each month and for three nights in succession. The place of meeting was a simple house,
built of clay, which was still to be seen in the time
of Vitruvius. The Areopagus, hallowed by the
sacred traditions of the past, a dignified and august
body, was independent of and uninfluenced by the
wavering discordant multitude, and was not affected by the ever-changing public opinion. Conservative almost to a fault, it did the state good
service by holding in check the too rash and radical
younger spirits, ^'hen the democratic party came
to power, after Cimon's banishment, one of its
first acts w-as to limit the powers of the Areopagus.
By the law of Ephialtes in 460 the court lost practically aU jurisdiction. The supervision of the
government was transferred to the nomophulakes
(law-guardians). At the end of the Peloponnesian
war, however, in 403 its old rights w-ere restored.
The court remained in existence dowm to the time
of the emperors. From Acts 17 19 and 22 we learn
that it existed in the time of Claudius, _ One of its
members was converted to the Christian faith (17 34).
It was probably abolished by Vespasian.
As to whether Paul was "forcibly apprehended
and formally tried," see Conybeare and Howson,
Tlie Life and Episltcs of St. Paul, ch x, and Expos,
5th ser, II, 209 f, 261 f (Ramsay).
LITERATURE.—P. 'W. Porchhammer. De Areopago (Kiel,
1828)- Phihppi, Der A. und die Epheten (Leipzig, 1874);
Lange, Die Epheten und der A. vor Solon (Leipzig. 1874).
J. E. HARRY

AREOPOLIS, ar-6-op'o-Us. The Gr name of A R
(q.v.).
ARES, a'res, ar'es ("Apes, Ares = Arah [Ezr 2 5;
Neh 7 10]): '756 of the sons of A. returned to
Jerus with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 5 10).

Aretas
AristobiUus
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ARETAS, ar'5-tas ('Aptras, Areta.s): The name
is a common one among Arabian princes and signifies
"virtuous or pleasing." I t is men1. 2 Mace tioned several times in Biblical lit. and
5:8
in Jos, Here it refers to an -Arabian
king, who was a contemporary of Antiochus Epiphanes (cir 170 BC), before whom Jason
the high priest was accused.
Another Arabian prince of this name, surnamed
Obodas (Ant, Xlll, xv, 2; xvi, 2; XVI, ix, 4) defeated Antiochus Dionysius and reigned
2. Obodas over Coele-Syria and Damascus. He
participated with Hyrcanus in the w-ar
for the Jewish throne against his brother Aristobulus,
but the allies were completely defeated at Papyron,
by Aristoljulus and Scaurus, the Rom general. The
latter carried the war into Arabia and forced
Aretas t o make an ignominious peace, at the price
of three hundred talents of silver. Of that event a
memorial denarius still exists, with a Rom chariot
in full charge on the one side and a camel on the
other, by the side of which an -Irab is kneeUng,
who holds out a branch of frankincense.
The successor of Obodas was apparently surnamed
Aeneas and this is the Arabian king who figures
in the N T (2 Cor 11 32; cf Acts
3. Aeneas 9 24). The Aretas, here mentioned,
is the father-in-law of Herod Antipas,
who divorced his wife t o marrj' Herodias, the wife
of his brother PhUip (Mt 14 3; Mk 6 17; Lk 3
19). Jos (Ant, X \ i l l , V, 1.3) gives us a circumstantial narration of the events leading up to and
following the conduct ot Antipas. Coupled with
a boundary dispute, it occasioned a bitter war
between the two princes, in which Antipas was
completely overwhelmed, who thereupon invoked
the aid of the Romans. Tiberius ordered Vitellius,
proconsul of S>-ria, to make war on Aretas and to
deli\-er him dead or ahve into the hands of the
emperor. On the way, at Jerus, Vitellius received
intelligence of the death of Tiberius, March 16,
37 AD, and stopped all warlike proceedings (Ant,
X V n i , v , 1,3), Accor(.ling to 2 Cor 11 32, Damascus, which had formerly belonged to the Arabian
princes, was again in the hands of Aretas, when
Paul escaped from it, not immediately after his
conversion, but on a subsequent visit, after his
Arabian exile (Gal 1 16.17). I t is inconceivable
that Aretas should have taken Damascus by force,
in the face of the almost omnipotent power of
Rome. The picture moreover, which Jos draws
of the Herodian events, points to a passive rather
than an active attitude on the part of Aretas.
The probability is that Cajus Caligula, the new
emperor, wishing to settle the affairs of Syria,
freely gave Damascus to Aretas, inasmuch as it had
formerly belonged t o his territory. As Tiberius
died in 37 AD, and as the Arabian affair was completely settled in 39 AD, it is evident that the date
of Paul's conversion must lie somewhere between
34 and 36 . \ D . This date is further fixed by a
Damascus coin, with the image of King Aretas and
the date 101. If that date points to the Pompeian
era, it equals 37 AD, making the date of Paul's
con^-ersion 34 AD (Mionnet, Descript. des medailles
antiques, V, 284-85).

H E N R Y E . DOSKER

ARGOB, ar'gob ( n i n X , 'argobh, "story"): A
locality or a person mentioned in t h e obscure
passage 2 K 15 25. The context deals with
Pekah's conspiracy against Pekahiah; b u t it is not
clear, owing to the state ot the text, whether Argob
and his associate Arieb (it these are the names of
men) were officers of Pekahiah who were slain with
him, or fellow-conspirators with Pekah. The
Vulg takes them as names of places; they may then
be considered glosses that have crept into the text.

Rashi holds that Argob was t h e royal palace.
Argob is more likely the name of a place than a
person.

See A R I E H .

H . J.

WOLF

ARGOB, ar'gob (25"l,i<in or 35"]tit, 'argobh or
hd-'argdbh; 'Ap-ybp, Argob): A region E. of the
Jordan which in D t 3 4.5 is equivalent to the kingdom of Og in Bashan, and in ver 13 is referred to
as "all the region of Argob, even all Bashan." Ver
14 is e-vidently corrupt. Havvoth-jair lay not in
Bashan but in Gilead (Jgs 10 4; Nu 32 40 f;
1 K 4 13). I t contained threescore cities. "All
these were cities fortified with high walls, gates and
bars; besides the unwalled towns a great many."
D t 3 14 seems to say that it marched with Geshur
and Maaeah; but we cannot lay stress on this.
We may take it that jVrgob lay in the land of Bashan; beyond this, on available data, we cannot
certainly go.
The word hebhel, tr"* "region," means primarily
a Une or cord, then "a measuring line," then "the
portion measured," e.g. "the part of the children of Judah" (Josh 19 9), the "lot" or "portion"
ot an inheritance (Dt 32 9; Josh 17 14, etc).
Hebhel precedes Argob in each of the four cases
where it is named. This has led many to think
that a district with very clearly marked borders
is intended. No region so well meets this condition
as el-Lejd', a volcanic tract lying about 20 miles S.
of Damascus, and 30 miles E. of the (Sea of Gahlee.
It is roughly triangular-in form, w-ith the apex to
the N., and is about 25 miles long, with a base of
some 20 miles. The lava which has hardened into
this confused wilderness of black rock, rent and
torn by countless fissures, flowed from the craters
whose dark forms are seen on the E. I t rises to
an average height of about 20 ft. above the plain,
on w-hich it lies like an island on a sea of emerald,
the edges being sharply defined. At all points it
is difficult of entrance, and might be defended by
a few resolute men against an army. To this fact
doubtless it owes its name el-Lejd', "the refuge,"
There are many traces of considerable cities in the
interior. The present writer collected there the
names of no fewer than seventy-one ruined sites.
See further TRACHONITIS. This identification is
supported by taking 'argobh as the Heb etjuivalent
of the Gr trachdn, "stony." This is possible only
if, as Gesenius assumes, the root rdghabh is cognate
with rdgham, an extremely precarious assumption.
"Clod" is t h e t r of the word reghebh in Job 21 33;
38 38; probably therefore 'argobh should be tendered "a region of clods," i.e, "arable land."
This practically rules out el-Lejd'. ^^'e have seen
above that the term hebhel need have no reference
to the clearly marked rocky boundaries. As
regards the great cities, all Bashan is studded with
the ruins of such. 'The splendid remains that
everywhere meet t h e traveler's eye were thought
by Porter (Giant Cilies of Bashan.) and others, to
be the -wreck ot t h e great cities t h a t struck the
invading Israelites with wonder. I t is now clear
t h a t t h e ruins above ground are not older than the
beginning of our era. The Gr and Rom architecture
is easily recognized. Probably, however, excavation w-ill prove that in very many cases the sites
have been occupied from very ancient times. Cave
dwellings, chambers cut in t h e rock and covered
with stone vaults, and what may be described as
subterranean cities, have been found in different
parts, t h e antiquity of which it is impossible to
estimate. There is nothing which entibles us to
identify t h e region of Argob. The whole country
of Bashan, with the exception of el-Lejd', is "arable
land." The soil is very fertile, composed of lava
detritus. In almost every district might have been
found the threescore cities. Guthe suggests the
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western part of cl-Haurdn, stretching from Edrei
(Der'ah) to .Vawd. Buhl would locate it in the district of e.ySuiveil, to the S.E. of the low range of 62Ziimlch.' This however seems too far to the S, T h e
S \\. slopes of Jebel ed-Dnt~.e seem to meet the conditions as well as aii>-, Tlu-j- form quite a w-cllmarked district; they are very fertile, and the strong
cities in the region must ha\-e been numerous.
W, E W I N Q

ARGUE, ar'gu: Only in RV in Job 40 2. n ? ^ ,
yakhah, which it translates, lit. means " t o be
right," and in the causative form "reason with,"
"answer back," and is found in . W rendered
"reproach."
A R I A R A T H E S , a-ri-a-ra'thez.

See -\RATHES.

ARIDAI, ar'i-di, a-rid'ii-I CT"!,^, 'dridhay: a
son of Haman [Est 9 9]): The name may lie r(iate(l
to the Pers Hari-dayas, "delight of H a r i " ; the text
is very uncertain.
ARIDATHA, ar-i-da'tha, a-rid'a-tha (Sn'li'n.X,
'drldhdtha'): A son of Haman (Est 9 8). I t may
be related to the Pers Hari-ddta, "given by Hari."
The LXX reads Pharaddtha.

Aretas
Aristobulus

names of the allied kings who marched against the
Cities of the l'h(in are given, that of Arioch foUow.s
his more immediate suzerain, AmraTexts Re- phel, and not Chedorlaomer, who, howferring to
ever, aiipears to have been the real
the Reign
overlord (\-er 4), which agrees with the
of Arioch
indicali(ms of tlie Bab records. N o d e tails of the expedition are available
from Bab sources. Besides Larsa, Eri-Aku's inscriptions inform us that I T (Muqayyar, Mugheir)
was in the prineipahty of which Larsa was the
eaiital.
(2) The Arioch of Dnl 2 14,25 was captain of the
boilyguard of King Nebuchadnezzar. Nothing else
is known about him except that it was he who was
eoninianded to slay th(.- "wise m e n " who failed to
repeat to tlie king his dream and its interpretation;
and who eommiinieated to his royal master that
Daniel had undertaken the task. 1", G. PINCHES
ARISAI, ar'i-.sai, a-ris'a-i ("^5^"!^, 'drisai): Probably -a Pers word of unknown meaning. One of
Hainan's sons, slain by the Jews (Est 9 9).

A R I S T A R C H U S , ar-is-tiir'kus ('ApCcrrapxog,
Arislarchos, "best ruler"): He was one of those
faithful companions of the apostle Paul who shared
with him his labors and sufferings. He is sudd(?nly
ARIEH, a'ri-e: "(the) Lion." See ARGOB.
mentioned along with Gaius as having been seized
by t h e excited Ephesians during t h e riot stirred
ARIEL, a'ri-el (-SIX or bxi~lS, 'dri'el, "lioness up by t h e silversmiths (.4cts 19 29). They are
of God"): But the word occurs in Ezk 43 15.16, designated "men of Macedonia, Paul's com-'
and is there tr^ in RV " . \ L T A R H E A R T H . "
panions in travel." ^^'e learn later that he was
(1) -A-Ccording to RV a man of Moab whose two
a native of Thessalonica (20 4; 27 2). They w-ere
sons were slain bv David's warrior Benaiah the son
probably seized to extract from them information
of Jehoiada (2 S 23 2U; 1 Ch 11 22). Here AV
about theu- leader Paul, b u t w hen they could tell
nothing, and since they were Greeks, nothing
translates "two honlike men of Moab."
(2) A name apphed to Jerus (Isa 29 1.2.7). T h e further was done t o them.
many explanations of the name are interesting, but
\ \ h e n Aristarchus attached himself t o Paul we
mamly conjectural.
do not know, but he seems ever after the FJphesian
(3) One of the members of the delegation sent b y uproar t o have remained in Paul's company. He
Ezra to the place Casiphia, t o secure temple min- was one of those \vho accompanied Paul from Greece
isters for his expedition t o Jerus (Ezr 8 16).
via Macedonia (20 4). Having preceded Paul to
W I L L I S J, B E E C H E R
Troas, where they waited for him, tliey tra\-eled
ARIGHT, a-rit': " I n a right way," "correctly," with I'liin to Pal. He is next mentioned as accom"going straight t o t h e point," without error or panying Paul to Rome (27 2). There he attended
deviation. "Set aright" (Job 11 13; ^ Ps 78 8). Paul and shared his imprisonment,. He is menIts use in Ps 50 23 is without authority in the Heb tioned in two of the letters of the Rom captivity,
in the Epistle to the church at Col (4 10), and m
text; hence in italics.
the Epistle to Phdem (ver 24), in both of which
AMMATHAEA, ar-i-ma-the'a ('Aptij.a9ata, Ari- he sends greetings. In the former Paul caUs him
"my fellow-prisoner." According to tradition he
mathaia): "A city of the Jew-s," the home of Joseph
in whose sepulchre the body ot Jesus was laid. I t s was martjT-ed during the persecution of Nero.
identity is the subject of much conjecture. T h e
S, F . H U N T E R
Onoma.slicon of Eusebius and Jerome identifies it
ARISTOBULUS, ar-is-to-bu'his ('Apia-T6Pov\os,
with Ramathaim-Zophim in t h e hill-country of
Aristoboulos, "best counselor"):
Ephraim (1 S 1 1), which is Ramah the birth(1) Son of the Maccabean, John Hyrcanus, wlio
place and burial-place of Samuel (1 S 1 19; 25 1), assumed the power and also the title of king after
and places it near Timnah on the borders of Judah his father's death (105 BC) and as.so('iate(l with
and Dan. G. --\. Smith thinks it may be the modern him as co-regent, his brother Antigonus (Ant,
Beit Rima, a -viUage on an eminence 2 miles N, of X I I I , xi), though by the wiU of his father the
Timnah. Others incline lo Ramallah, 8 miles N . government was intrusted to his mother, I h r e e
of Jerus and :i mUes from Bethel (Mt 27 57; other brothers and his mother he cast into prison,
Mk 15 43; Lk 23 5 1 ; J n 19 38),
where they died of starvation, H('murdei-ed AntigoS, F , H U N T E R
nus, and died conscience-stricken himseU m 104 BO.
Sec M A C C A B E E S .
,
, ,
„
j ,i
A
ARIOCH, ar'i-ok: C^^^-}1X,'aryokh):
(2) 'Vristobulus, nephew of the former, dethroned
(1) The name of the vassal king of Ellasar, under
his niother, Alexandra (69 BC:), and forced his
Che(lorlaomer, king of Elam, and Amraphel, king of
Shinar (Babylonia), who took part in the expedition brother Hyrcanus to renounce the crown and mitre
ill his favor. In 64 Pompey came to Pal and supagainst Sodom, Gomorrah and other states (Gen 14
Korted the cause of Hvrcanus. See HYRCANUS.
1.9). Assyriologist s generally, and probably rightly,
identify A. with Eri-Aku (q.v.), king of Larsa, El- Aristobulus was defeated and taken prisoner, and
lasar being for Al-Larsa (now Sinqara in central Hvrcanus was appointed ethnarch in 63 BL.
Aristobulus and his two daughters were taken t o
Babylonia).
Rome where he graced t h e triumph of Pompey.
For an account of the expecUtion see AMRAPHEL,
The father escaped later (56 BC) and a))pe:ired m
and for the Babylonian texts bearing upon t h e Pal again as a claimant t o the throne. Many
reign, see E R I - A K U .
I n Gen 14 1.9, where t h e
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Ark of Covenant
followers flocked to his standard, but he was finally
defeated, severely wounded and taken prisoner a
second time and with his son, Antigonus, again
taken to Rome. Juhus Caesar not only restored
him to freedom (49 BC), but also gave him two
legions to recover Judaea, and to work in his interest against Pompey. But Quintus Metellus Scipio,
who had just received Syria as a province, had Aristobulus poisoned as he was on his way to Pal.
(3) Grandson of the preceding, and the last of
the Maccabean family. See AS-MONE.\NS.
(4) The Jewish teacher of Ptol. VII (2 Mace 1
10).
(5) An inhabitant of Rome, certain of whose
household are saluted by Paul (Rom 16 10). He
was probably a grandson of Herod and brother of
Herod Agrippa, a man of great wealth, and intimate with the emperor Claudius. Lightfoot
(Philippians, 172) suggests that "the household of
A." were his slaves, and that upon his death they
had kept together and had become the property
of the emperor either by purchase or as a legacy,
in which event, however, they might still retain the
name ot their former master. Among these were
Christians to whom Paul sends greeting.
M.

ARITHMETIC, a-rith'me-tUi.

O.

EVANS

See NUMBER.

ARIUS, a-ri'us, a'ri-us ("Apt)s, Ares): The reading of the Vulg adopted in RV for the former reading Areus and Areios of Jos. A king of Sparta
(309-265 BC) who wrote the letter to Onias, the
high priest, given in 1 Mace 12 7.20-23. There
were two Spartan kings named Arius, and three
high priests named Onias. Chronology requires the
letter mentioned to have been written by Arius I to
Onias I, most probably in the interval between 309
and
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BC.

See LACEDAEMONIANS.

ARK, ark, OF BULRUSHES, b(D61'rush-iz ( n ^ n ,
iebhdh; Egyp tebt; L X X 6lp(.s, thtbis, "a chest,"
"a vessel to float"): The Heb word
1. Defini- here tr"* " a r k " is used in the OT only
tions
of the ark of Noah (Gen 6 14ff) and
of the ark of bulrushes (Ex 2 3), and
always in the secondary meaning, a vessel to float.
The L X X translates it of Noah's ark by KI^UTSS,
kibdtds, "a casket," and of the ark of bulrushes by
thlbis, a lit tie basket made of osiers or flags. For the
Ark of the Covenant, the Heb employed a different
word (I'lN, 'drdn, "a chest"). Bulrushes (N'Oil,
gome', "papyrus"): This species of reed was used
by the Egyptians for many different vessels, some
of which were intended to float or even to be used
as a skiff. Slime (TDFI, heindr, "bitumen"),
pitch (HST, zepheth, "pitch") w-as probably the
sticky mud of the Nile with which to this day so
many things in Eg\-pt are plastered. In this case
it was mixe(l with bitumen.
Flags (»"D, .siiph,
"sedge") were reeds ot every kind and tall grass
growing in the shallow w-ater at the edge of the
river.
Thus the ark of bulrushes w-as a vessel made of
papyrus stalks and rendered fit to float by being
covered with a mixture of bitumen
2. History and mud. Into this floating vessel the
mother of Moses placed the boy w-hen
he w-as three months old, and put the vessel in the
water among the sedge along the banks of the Nile
at the place where the ladies from the palace were
likely to come to bathe. The act was a pathetic
imitation of obedience to the king's command to
throw boy babies into the river, a command which
she had for three months braved and which now she
so obeyed as pirobably to bring the cruelty of the
king to the notice of the royal ladies in such way as
to arouse a womanly sympathy.
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A similar story is related of Sargon I of Babylonia (Records of the Past, 1st ser., V, 1-4; Rogers,
Hist. Bab and Assyr, I, 362).
The one story in no wise discredits the other.
That method of abandoning children, either willingly or by necessity, is as natural along the NUe
and the Euphrates, where the river is the great
artery of the land and where the floating basket
had been used from time immemorial, as is the
custom in our modern cities of placing abandoned
infants in the streets or on door-steps w-here they
are likely to be found, and such events probably
occurred then as often as now.
M. G. KYLE
ARK OF THE COVENANT, kuv'e-nant
(fm
n^")3n, 'drdn ha-b'rith):
/. The Statements of the OT Concerning the Ark
of the Covenant.—In Ex 26 10 ff, Moses receives
the command to build an ark of
1. Pentaacacia wood. Within this ark were to
teuch
be placed the tables of the law which,
God was about to give to Moses.
Upon the top of the ark, probably not as a Ud but
above the lid, the ^ ' ^ S ^ , kapporeth, in the NT
T6 IXaiTTripiov, to hilasttrion (He 9 5), is to be
placed, which was a golden plate upon which two
cherubim, with raised wings and facing each other,
covered the ark. From the place between the two
cherubim God promises to speak to Moses, as often
as He shall give him commands in reference to the
Israehtes.
The portion of the Pent in which this is recorded
is taken from the so-called Priest Codex (P). The
reports of the Elohist (E) and the Jahwist (J) on
this subject are w'anting; but .both of these sources
report concerning the important role which the
ark played in the entrance of Israel into Canaan,
and these documents too must have contained the
information that the people had received this ark.
I t can further with certainty be stated concerning
E, and with some probability concerning J, in what
part of these documents these accounts were to be
found. For E reports in Ex 33 6 that the Israelites, in order to demonstrate their repentance on
account of the golden calf, had at God's command
laid aside their ornaments. In vs 7-10 there follows a statement concerning the erection of the
sacred tent; but this is explained only by the fact
that between vs 6 and 7 a report concerning the
erection of the ark of the covenant must have been
found, w-hich the R of the Pent (since before this
he had already made use of the much more exhaustive account of the Priest Codex) was compelled
to omit. But that at this place E must have
reported not only concerning the erection of the
sacred tent b u t also of the construction of the ark
of the covenant, is in itself probable, and can too
be concluded from this, that according to D, the
composition of which is also conditioned upon that
of E and J, the ark was built on this occasion. We
further conclude that it was not so much the tabernacle which could serve as a consolation to the
people, something that at that time they needed,
but rather the ark, w-hich w-as to symbolize to them
that God w-as on the march with them. In J we
do not indeed find at this place any statement
concerning this sacred structure, but we do find the
statement that the Israelites, out of sorrow because
of the bad news brought by Moses, discarded their
ornaments. For Ex 33 4 is taken from J, since
E contains the command to discard the ornaments
later on, and hence could not have written ver 4.
Now- it is a justifiable surmise that J has also reported w-hat use was made of the ornaments that
had been discarded; and as this author, just as is
the case with E, must have at some place contained
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a report concerning the construction of the ark,
he certainly must have given this just at this place.
The corresponding account in D is found in D t 10
1-5, Accordingly, then, all the four Pent documents reported that Moses had built the ark at
Sinai. D, Uke P, says, that it w-as built of acacia
wood. In the Elohistio narrative the subject is
mentioned again in Nu 10 33 ff, where we read
that the ark had preceded the people as they broke
camp and marched from Sinai. At this place too
the words are found wdiich Moses w-as accustomed
to speak w^hen the ark began to move out and
when it arrived at a halting-place.
According to the narrati^-e in Josh 3 the ark
cooperated at the crossing of the Jordan in such a
way that the waters ot the river
2. Joshua ceased to continue flowing as soon as
the feet of the priests who were earr>-ing the ark entered the water, and that it stood
stiU above until these priests, after the people had
crossed over, again left the bed of the river with
the ark. In the account of the solemn march
around Jericho, w-hich according to ch 6 caused the
waUs of the city to fall, the carrying of the ark
around the city is regarded as an essential feature
in vs 4.7.11. In ch 7 it is narrated that Joshua,
after the defeat of the army before Ai, lamented
and prayed before the ark. In ch 8 this is mentioned in connection with Mount Ebal.
At the time of Eli the ark stood in the sanctuary
at Shiloh (1 S 3 3). From this place it was taken
after Israel had been defeated by
3. Other
the PhiUs at Ebenezer, in order to
Historical assure the help of Jeh to the people;
Books
but, instead of this, the ark fell into
the hands of the PhUis (1 8 4). But
the various misfortunes that now afflicted the
PhiUs induced these to regard the possession of the
ark as a calamity (1 S 5) and they sent it back to
Israel (1 S 6). It was brought first to Bethshemesh in the tribe of Judah, near the borders
of the PhiUs, and soon after to Kiriath-jearim,
about 7.5 mUes N.W. of Jerus. There the ark
remained for years in the house of a man by the
name of Abinadab, whose son was its guardian
(1 S 7 1), untU Da-vid brought it to Mount Zion,
after he had estabUshed his camp and court there.
He there placed it in a tent prepared for it (2 S
6; 1 Ch 13, 15). In Da-vid's time again the ark
was taken along into battle (2 S 11 11). When
Da-rid fled from the presence of Absalom, the
priests wanted to accompany him with the ark,
put he sent it back (2 S 15 24 f). David had also
intended to buUd a temple, in which the ark was to
find its place, since before this it had always found
its resting-place in a tent. But God forbade this
through Nathan, because He was willing to build
a house for Da-vid, but was not willing that David
shiiuld buUd one for Him (2 S 7). Solomon then
bmlt the temple and placed the ark of the covenant,
in the Holy of Holies of this temple, where it was
placed under the wings of two mighty cherubim
images (1 K 8; 2 Ch 5),
Jeremiah in the passage 3 16, which certainly was
written after the destruction of Jerus, states that in
the future new Jerus nobody w-ill any
4. Propheti- more concern himself about the ark
cal and
of the covenant of Jeh, and no one will
Poetical
again build such a one. In the postBooks
exiUc Ps 132 (ver 8), Jeh is petitioned
to occupy together with the ark, the
symbol of His omnipotent presence, also the
sanctuary that has been erected for Him, the poet
describing himself and those who sing
6. The NT this psalm as participants in the homebringing of the ark by David. No
further mention is made of the ark of the covenant

in the Psalter or the prophetical books. In the N T
the ark of the covenant is mentioned only in He
9 4 in the description of the Solomonic temple.
//. 77ie Form of the Ark of the Covenant.—
According to the statements in P, the ark of the covenant was a chest made out of acacia wood, 2 | cubits
(about equal to 4 ft.) long, I J cubits wide and
l i high, l^hat it was made out of acacia wood is
also stated by D in 10 3. According to P it was
covered with gold within and without, and was
ornamented with a moulding of gold running all
around it. At its four fe(.'t rings were added, through
which the gold-covered carrying-staves were put.
These staves are also mentioned in 1 K 8 7.8;
2 Ch 5 8.9, and mention is often made of those
who carried the ark (2 S 6 13; 15 24). The
correctness of these statements cannot be proved,
but j^et there is no reason to doubt them. Rather
wc might have reason to hesitate in clinging to the
view that on the old ark there was really a golden
kapporeth, but only because in olden times the
possession of such valuables and their use for such
a purpose would be doubtful. But on the basis of
such reasons w-e could at most doubt whether the
lid with its cherubim consisted of solid gold. That
the cherubim were attached to or above the ark
is not at aU improbable. That Solomon placed the
ark in the Holy of Holies between two massive
cherubim figures (1 K 6 19.23 ff; 8 6) does not
prove that there were no cherubim figures on the
ark itself, or even that those cherubim figures,
which according to Ex 25 19 were found on the
ark, were nothing else than those of Solomon's
days in imagination transferred back to an earUer
period (Vatke, Biblische Theologie, 1835, 333;
Popper, Der biblische Bericht fiber die Stiftshiitte,
1862). In recent times the view has been maintained that the ark in reaUty was no ark at aU but
an empty throne. It was Reichel, in his work
Vorhellenische Gotterkulte, who first expressed this
-view, and then Meinhold, Die Lade Jahwes, Tiibingen, 1910, and Theologisehe Sludien und Kritiken,
1901, 593-617, who developed this view in the
foUowing manner. It is claimed that in the days
of Moses a throne-Uke rock at Mount Sinai was
regarded as the seat of Jeh, and when the Israelites departed from Sinai they made for themselves
a portable throne, and Jeh wa.s regarded as sitting
-visibly enthroned upon this and accompanying
His people. In the main the same view was maintained by Martin Dibellius (Die Lade Jahwes,
Gottingen, 1906; Hermann Gunkel, Die Lade
Jahwes ein Thronsitz, reprinted from the Zeitschrift fiir Missionskunde
und Rel-igionswissenschaft, Heidelberg, 1906). The occasion for this
view was given by the fact that among the Persians
and other people there w-ere empty thrones of the
gods, w-hich were carried or hauled around in processions. The reasons for finding in the ark of the
covenant such an empty throne are found chiefly
in this, that the passages in the OT, in which it
seems that the presence of God is made conditional
on the presence of the ark (cf Nu 14 42-44), can
be explained ff the ark is regarded as a throne of
Jeh. However, empty thrones of the gods are
found only among the Aryan people, and all of the
passages of the OT which refer to the ark can be
easily explained w-ithout such a supposition. This
view is to be rejected particularly for this reason,
that in the OT the ark is always described as an
ark, and never as a throne or a seat; and because
it is absolutely impossible to see what reason would
have existed at a later period to state that it was
an ark if it had originally been a throne. Dibehus and Gunkel appeal also particularly to this,
that in several passages, of which 1 S 4 4; 2 S
6 2 are the oldest, Jeh is declared to be enthroned
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followers flocked to his standard, but he w-as finaUy
defeated, severely wounded and taken prisoner a
second time and with his son, Antigonus, again
taken to Rome. Julius Caesar not only restored
him to freedom (49 BC), but also gave him two
legions to recover Judaea, and to work in his interest against Pompey. But Quintus Metellus Scipio,
who had just received Syria as a province, had Aristobulus poisoned as he w-as on his way to Pal.
(3) Grandson of the preceding, and the last of
the Maccabean family. See ASMONEANS.
(4) The Jewish teacher of Ptol. VII (2 Mace 1
10).
(5) An inhabitant of Rome, certain of whose
household are saluted by Paul (Rom 16 10). He
was probably a grandson of Herod and brother of
Herod Agrippa, a man of great wealth, and intimate with the emperor Claudius. Lightfoot
(Philippians, 172) suggests that "the household of
A." were his slaves, and that upon his death they
had kept together and had become the property
of the emperor either by purchase or as a legacy,
in which event, how-ever, they might still retain the
name of their former master. Among these were
Christians to whom Paul sends greeting.
M.

ARITHMETIC, a-rith'me-tik.

O.

EVANS

See NUMBER.

ARIUS, a-ri'us, a'ri-us ("Ap-ris, Ares): The reading of the Vulg adopted in RV for the former reading Areus and Aretas of Jos. A king of Sparta
(309-265 BC) who wrote the letter to Onias, the
high priest, given in 1 Maco 12 7.20-23. There
were tw-o Spartan kings named Arius, and three
high priests named Onias. Chronology requires the
letter mentioned to have been written by Arius I to
Onias I, most probably in the interval between 309
and
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BC.

(See LACEDAE-MONIANS.

ARK, ark, OF BULRUSHES, bool'rush-iz ( H n n ,
iebhdh; Egyp tebt; L X X 6tP(,s, thtbis, "a chest,"
"a vessel to float"): The Heb word
1. Defini- here tr'i "ark" is used in the OT only
tions
ot the ark of Noah (Gen 6 14 ff) and
of the ark of bulrushes (Ex 2 3), and
always in the secondary meaning, a vessel to float.
The L X X translates it of Noah's ark by Kijiarbt,
kibdtds, "a casket," and of the ark of bulrushes by
thlbis, a little basket made of osiers or flags. For the
Ark of the Covenant, the Heb employed a different
word CilX, 'drdn, "a chest"). Bulrushes (S?'i3il,
gome', "pap3Tus"): This species of reed was used
by the Egyptians for many different vessels, some
of which were intended to float or even to be used
as a skiff. Slime ("TSn, hemdr, "bitumen"),
pitch (^ST, zepheth, "pitch") was probably the
sticky mud of the Nile with which to this day so
many things in Egypt are plastered. In this case
it w-as mixed with bitumen.
Flags (^^0, ^-d-jili,
"sedge") were reeds of every kind and tall grass
grow-ing in the shallow water at the edge of the
river.
Thus the ark of bulrushes w-as a vessel made of
papyrus stalks and rendered fit to float by being
covered with a mixture of bitumen
2. History and mud. Into this floating vessel the
mother of Moses placed the boy when
he was three months old, and put the vessel in the
water among the sedge along the banks of the Nile
at the place where the ladies from the palace were
likely to come to bathe. The act was a pathetic
imitation of obedience to the king's command to
throw boy babies into the river, a command which
she had for three months braved and which now she
so obeyed as probably to bring the cruelty of the
king to the notice of the royal ladies in such way as
to arouse a womanly sympathy.
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A similar story is related of Sargon I of Babylonia (Records of the Past, 1st ser., V, 1-4; Rogers,
Hist. Bab and Assyr, I, 362).
The one story in no wise discredits the other.
That method of abandoning children, either w-illingly or by necessity-, is as natural along the Nile
and the Euphrates, w-here the river is the great
artery of the land and where the floating basket
had been used from time immemorial, as is the
custom in our modern cities of placing abandoned
infants in the streets or on door-steps where they
are likely to be found, and such events probably
occurred then as often as now.
M. G. KYLE
ARK OF T H E COVENANT, kuv'e-nant ( p n s
n"i"13n, 'drdn ha-b'rith):
I. The Statements of the OT Concerning the Ark
of the Covenant.—In Ex 26 10 ff, Moses receives
the command to build an ark of
1. Pentaacacia wood. Within this ark were to
teuch
be placed the tables of the law which
God was about to give to Moses.
Upon the top of the ark, probably not as a Ud but
above the lid, the rT^S5, kapporeth, in the NT
T6 VKadT-fipiov, td hilasttrion (He 9 5), is to be
placed, which was a golden plate upon which two
cherubim, with raised wings and facing each other,
covered the ark. From the place between the two
cherubim God promises to speak to Moses, as often
as He shall give him commands in reference to the
Israehtes.
The portion of the Pent in which this is recorded
is taken from the so-called Priest Codex (P). The
reports of the Elohist (E) and the Jahwist (J) on
this subject are wanting; but .both of these sources
report concerning the important role which the
ark played in the entrance of Israel into Canaan,
and these documents too must have contained the
information that the people had received this ark.
It can further wlthx certainty be stated concerning
E, and with some probability concerning J, in what
part of these documents these accounts were to be
found. For E reports in Ex 33 6 that the Israelites, in order to demonstrate their repentance on
account of the golden calf, had at God's command
laid aside their ornaments. In vs 7-10 there follows a statement concerning the erection ot the
sacred tent; but this is explained only by the fact
that between vs 6 and 7 a report concerning the
erection of the ark of the covenant must have been
found, which the R of the Pent (since before this
he had already made use of the much more exhaustive account of the Priest Codex) was compelled
to omit. But that at this place E must have
reported not only concerning the erection of the
sacred tent but also of the construction of the ark
of the covenant, is in itself probable, and can too
be concluded from this, that accorcUng to D, the
composition of which is also conditioned upon that
of E and J, the ark w-as built on this occasion. We
further conclude that it was not so much the tabernacle which could serve as a consolation to the
people, something that at that time they needed,
but rather the ark, which w-as to symbolize to them
that God was on the march with them. In J we
do not indeed flnd at this place any statement
concerning this sacred structure, but we do flnd the
statement that the Israelites, out of sorrow because
of the bad news brought by Moses, discarded their
ornaments. For Ex 33 4 is taken from J, since
E contains the command to discard the ornaments
later on, and hence could not have written ver 4.
Now it is a justifiable surmise that J has also reported what use w-as made of the ornaments that
had been discarded; and as this author, just as is
the case with E, must have at some place contained
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a report concerning the construction of the ark,
he certainly must have given this just at this place.
The corresponding account in D is found in D t 10
1-5. -\ccordingly, then, all the four Pent documents reported that Moses had built the ark at
Sinai. D, Uke P, says, that it w-as built of acacia
wood. In the Elohistic narrative the subject is
mentioned again in Nu 10 33 ff, where we read
that the ark had preceded the people as they broke
camp and marched from Sinai. At this i.iiace too
the words are found which Moses was accustomed
to speak when the ark began to nio\'e out and
when it arrived at a halting-place.
According to the narrati-v-c in Josh 3 the ark
cooperated at the crossing of the J((r(l:in in such a
way that the waters of the river
2. Joshua ceased to continue flow-ing as soon as
the feet of the priests w-ho were carrying the ark entered the water, and that it st((0(l
StiU above until these priests, after the people had
crossed over, again left the bed of the ri\-er with
the ark. In the account of the solemn march
around Jericho, w-hich according to ch 6 caused the
w-alls of the city to fall, the carrying of the ark
around the city is regarded as an essential feature
in vs 4.7.11. In ch 7 it is narrated that Joshua,
after the defeat of the army before Ai, lamented
and prayed before the ark. In ch 8 this is mentioned in connection with Mount Ebal.
.\t the time of Eli the ark stood in the sanctuary
at Shiloh (1 S 3 3). From this place it w-as taken
after Israel had been defeated by
3. Other
the Philis at Ebenezer, in order to
Historical assure the help of Jeh to the people;
Books
but, instead of this, the ark fell into
the hands of the PhUis (1 S 4). But
the various misfortunes that now afflicted the
Philis induced these to regard the possession of the
ark as a calamity (1 S 5) and they sent it back to
Israel (1 S 6). It was brought first to Bethshemesh in the tribe of Judah, near the borders
of the PhUis, and soon after to Kiriath-jearim,
about 7,5 mUes N,W. of Jerus. There the ark
remained for years in the house of a man by the
name of Abinadab, whose son was its guardian
(1 S 7 1), until Da-vid brought it to Mount Zion,
after he had established his camp and court there.
He there placed it in a tent prepared for it (2 S
6; 1 Ch 13, 16). In David's time again the ark
was taken along into battie (2 S 11 11). When
David fled from the presence of Absalom, the
priests wanted to accompany him with the ark,
but he sent it back (2 S 15 24 f). David had also
intended to build a temple, in which the ark w-as to
find its place, since before this it had always found
its resting-place in a tent. But God forbade this
through Nathan, because He was willing to build
a house for David, but was not willing that David
should bmld one for Him (2 S 7). (Solomon then
built the temple anri placed the ark of the covenant
in the Holy of Hohes of this temple, where it was
placed under the wings of two mighty cherubim
images (1 K 8; 2 Ch 5),
Jeremiah in the passage 3 16, which certainly was
written after the destruction of Jerus, states that in
the future new Jerus nobody wdl any
4. Propheti- more concern himself about the ark
cal and
of the covenant of Jeh, and no one will
Poetical
again build such a one. In the postBooks
exilic Ps 132 (ver 8), Jeh is petitioned
to occupy together with the ark, the
symbol of His omnipotent presence, also the
sanctuary that has been erected for Him, the poet
describing himself and those who sing
6. The NT this psalm as participants in the homebringing of the ark by David, No
further mention is made of the ark of the covenant

in the Psidtci' or the prophetical books. In the N T
the ark of tlie eovenaiil, is mentioned only in He
9 4 in the description of the Solomonic temple.
//. The Form of the Ark of the Covenant.—
.Veeording to the statements in P, the ark of the covenant was a chest made out of acacia wood, 2J cubits
(dbout equal to 4 ft.) long, IJ cubits wide and
1 ' high. That it was made out of acacia wood is
also stated by D in 10 3. According to P it was
covered with gold within and without, and was
ornamented with a moulding of gold running aU
around it. .Vtits four feet rings were added, through
which the gold-covered e^urying-staves were put.
These strives are also mentioned in 1 K 8 7,8;
2 Ch 5 8,9, and mention is often made of those
who carried the ark (2 S 6 13; 16 24). The
(•((rreetness of these statements cannot be proved,
but yet there is no reason lo doubt them. Rather
we might have reason to hesitate in clinging to the
view that on the old ark there was really a golden
kiiiipureth, but only because in olden times the
pos,sessi(3n of such valuables and their use for such
a purpose would be doubtful. But on the basis of
such reasons we could at most doubt whether the
lid with its cherubim consisted of solid gold. That
the cherubim were attached to or above the ark
is not at all improbable. That Solomon placed the
ark in the Holy of Holies between two massive
cherubim figures (1 K 6 19,23 ff; 8 6) does not
prove that there were no cherubim figures on the
ark itself, or even that those cherubim figures,
which according to Ex 26 19 were found on the
ark, were nothing else than those of Solomon's
days in imagination transferred back to an earlier
period (Vatke, Biblische Theologie, 1835, 333;
Popper, Der biblische Bericht iiber die Stiftshiitte,
1862). In recent times the view has been maintained that the ark in reality was no ark at all but
an empty throne. It was Reichel, in his work
Vorhellenische Gotterkulte, who first expressed this
view, and then Meinhold, Die Lade Jahwes, Tiibingen, 1910, and Theologisehe Sludien und Kritiken,
1901, 593-617, who developed this view in the
following manner. It is chumed that in the days
of Moses a throne-like rock at Mount Sinai was
regarded as the seat of Jeli, and when the Israelites departed from Sinai they made for themselves
a portable throne, and Jeh was regarded as sitting
visibly enthroned upon this and accompanying
His people. In the main the same view was maintained by Martin DibeUius (Die Lade Jahwes,
Gottingen, PlOti; Hermann Gunkel, Die Lade
Jahwes ein Thronsitz, reprinted from the Zeitschrift fiir Mi.s.sion.sknnde und
Religionswissenschaft, Heidelberg, 1906). The occasion for this
view w-as given by the fact that among the Persians
and other peo|)lc there were empty thrones of the
gods, which were carried or hauled around in pro(((•ssions. The reasons for finding in the ark of the
covenant such an empty throne are found chiefly
in this, that the passages in the OT, in which it
seems that the presence of God is made conditional
on the in-esence of the ark (cf Nu 14 42-44), can
be explained if the ark is regarded as a throne of
Jeh. Hc(wever, empty thrones of the gods are
found only aiiKdig the Aryan people, and all of the
passages of the ()T w-hicli refer to the ark can be
eiisdy explained without such a supposition. This
view is to be rejected particularly for this reason,
that in the OT the ark is always described as an
ark, and never as a throne or a seat; and because
it is absolutely impossible to see w-hat reason would
have existed at a later period to state that it was
an ark if it had originally been a throne. Dibelius and Gunkel appeal also particularly to this,
that in several passages, of which 1 S 4 4; 2 S
6 2 are the oldest, Jeh is declared to be enthroned
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on the cherubim. But this proves nothing, because
He is not called "He who is enthroned on the ark,"
and the cherubim and the ark are two different
things, even if there were cherubim on the Ud of the
ark. Cf the refutation of jNleinhold and Dibelius by
Budde (ZATW, 1901, 193-200, and Theol. Sludien
und Kritiken, 1906, 489-507).
///. 77ie Contents of the Ark of the Covenant.—
According to the PC the two tables of the law constituted the contents of the ark. In Ex 25 16;
40 20, as also D t 10 5, and, too, in 1 K 8 9, we
have the same testimony. The majority of the
modern critics regard this as an unhistorical statement first concocted by the so-called "Deuteronomistic school." Their reasons for this are the
following: (1) The critics deny t h a t the existence
of the Mosaic tables of the law is a historical fact;
(2) The critics declare t h a t if these tables had
really been in possession of the Israelites, they
would not have been so foolish as to put them into
a box which it was forbidden to open; (3) The
critics declare t h a t the views entertained in olden
times on the importance of the ark cannot be reconciled with the presence of the tables in the ark.
But we reply: (1) that the actual existence of the
two tables of the law is denied without sufficient
reasons; t h a t the ten principal formulas of the
Decalogue, as these are given in Ex 20 and D t 5,
come from Moses, must be insisted upon, and that
according to E.x 34 other ten commandments had
been written on these tables is incorrect. The
laws in Ex 34 17-26 are not at all declared there
to be the ten words which God intended to write
upon the tables. But if Moses had prepared the
tables for the commandments, then it is (2) only
probable that he caused to be made a suitable
chest for their preservation and their transportation through the desert. Now it might be thought
that the view- that the ark was so holy that it dared
not be opened had originated only after the time
of Moses. However, it is just as easily possible,
that that importance had already been assigned
by JMoses to the tables in the ark which the sealed
and carefuUy preserved copy of a business agreement would have and which is to be opened only
in case of necessity (Jer 32 11-14). Such a case
of necessit}' never afterward materialized, because
the Israelites were never in doubt as to what was
written on these tables. On a verbatim reading no
stress was laid in olden times. (3) With regard
to the importance of the ark according to the estimate placed upon it in the earlier period of Israel,
w-e shall see later t h a t the traditions in reference
to the tables harmonize fully with this importance.
Of the modern critics who have rejected this
tradition, some have thought that the ark was
empty, and t h a t the Israelites thought t h a t Jeh
dwelt in it (Guthe, Geschichte des Volkes Israel,
391, or that the empty chest was a kind of fetish
(Sehw-ally, Scmitischc Kriegsaltertiimer, 1901, I,
10), As a rule they believe that a stone image
of Jeh or tw-o stones had been placed in the ark,
these being possibly meteor stones, in which it was
thought t h a t some divine power was dwelling
(Stade, Geschichte Israels, I, 4.58); or possibly
stones that in some battle or other had been hurled
and through which a victory had been won (Couard,
ZATW, Xll, 76); or possibly they w-ere the
stones which at the alliance of the tribes t h a t
dw-elt about Mount Sinai were first set up as testimonials pf this covenant (Ixraetzschmar, Die
Bundesvorstellung im Allen Testament, 216). Of
these vie\ys only the one w-hich declares that the
ark contained meteor stones deserves any notice,
because it could indeed be thought possible that
Israel would have taken with them on their journey
through the desert such stones which they could
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have regarded as pledges of the Divine Presence
fallen from heaven and could have preserved these
in a sacred ark. But it is impossible to show that
this -view is probable, not to speak of proving it
to be correct. The only extant tradition says that
the ark contained the tables of the law, and this
is the only view t h a t is in harmony -with what we
must thiiik of the whole work of Moses, Finally
we must again remember that it is probable that
E and J, who speak both of the ark and also of the
tables ot the law, in the portions of these documents
which have not been preserved, reported also that
the tables were placed in the ark.
IV. The Names of the Ark of the Covenant.—
The name "ark of the covenant of Jeh" was not
originally found everywhere where it now stands,
but in many places the words "of the covenant"
were added later. However, the expression "ark
of the covenant" is found in the oldest source of
the Book of S (2 S 15 24), and in 1 K 3 15 in
the old source for the history of Solomon, of which
the Deuteronomistic author of the Book of Kings
made use; in 1 K 8 1, a very old account of the
building of the temple; and the genuineness of the
expression "ark of the covenant" in these passages
is not with any good reasons to be called into question. Further the expression is found in the books
of Numbers and Joshua, in a number of passages
(Nu 10 33; 14 44; Josh 3 3.6.8; 4 9,18; 6 6,8),
which in all probability belong to the document
E. It appears t h a t E designates the ark as the
"ark of the covenant of God," or more briefly,
as the "ark of the covenant," unless in a connected
narrative he WTites only "the ark," w-hile in J the
principal appellation w-as "ark of Jeh, the Lord
of the whole earth" (cf Lotz, Die Bundeslade, 1901,
30-36). From this we must conclude that the
appellation "ark of the covenant of Jeh" must
go back to very ancient times, and we must reject
the view that this term took the place of the term
"ark of J e h " in consequence of a change of -views
with reference to the ark, brought a-bout through
Deuteronomy. Indeed, since the name "ark of
the covenant," as is proved by E, was nowhere
more in use than in Ephraim, where they did not
possess the ark and accordingly would have had
the least occasion to introduce a new name for it,
it can be accepted t h a t the name originated in the
oldest times, namely those of Moses. The other
expression "ark of Jeh" may be just as old and
need not be an abbreviation of the other. It was
possible to designate the ark as "ark of Jeh"
because it was a sanctuary belonging to Jeh; and
it was possible to call it also "the ark of the covenant of Jeh," because it was a monument and evidence of the covenant which Jeh had made with
Israel. I t is for this reason not correct to translate
the expression 'ardn b'rlth Yahweh by "the ark of
the law of Jeh," as etjuivalent to "the ark which
served as a place for preser-ving the law of the
covenant.'' For b'rlth does not signify "law,"
even if it was possible under certain circumstances
to call a covenant "law" figuratively and synecdochically the "covenant"; and when 1 K 8 21
speaks ot "the ark wherein is the covenant of Jeh,"
the next words, "which he made with our fathers,"
show that covenant does not here mean "law," but
rather the covenant relationship which in a certain
sense is embodied in the tables.
In P the ark is also called "the ark of the testimony," and this too does not signify "ark of the
law." For not already in P but only in later
documents chd the word 'edhillh receive the meaning of "law" (Lotz, Die Bundeslade, 40). P means
by "testimony" the Ten Words, through the
proclamation of which the true God has given
evidence of His real essence. But where this tes-
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timony is found engraved in the handw riting of God
on the tables of stone, just there also is the place
where He too is to be regarded as locally |iresent.
V. The History of the Ark of the Covenant.—
-Vecording to the tradition contained in the Pent
the saereil ark was built at Mount Sinai and was
taken by the Israelites along with them to Canaan.
This must be accepted as absolutely correct. The
supposition is groundless, that it was a shrine that
the Israelites had taken over from the Canaanites,
This 'iiew- is refuted by the high estimate in which
in EU's time the ark w-as held by all Isi-ael (1 S 1 ff;
2 221; and especially by the fact that the ark was
at that time regarded as the jiroperty of that (1(((1
who had brought Israel out of I'g\ pt, and accordingly had through this ark e;(used the Canaaniti^s
to be conquered (1 S 4 8; 6 6; 2 S 7 6; 1 K
12 2s), The opimon also that the ark was an
ancient palladium ol the tribe of Ephraim or of the
descendants of Joseph and was only at a later
period recognized by all Israed (Stiule, Gesehiehle
des Volkes Israel, I, d.l.S) is not tenable, for we hear
nothing to the etlect that the descendants of
Joseph concerned themselves more for the ark than
the other tribes did. In the time of Eli the ark
stood in the sanctuary at Shiloh. When Israel had
been conquered by the Philis, the ark was taken
from Shiloh in order that Jeh should aid His people.
But notwithstanding this the Philis yet conquered
and captm-ed the ark (1 S 6). But the many
misfortunes that overtook them made them think
that the possession of the ark was destructive to
them and they sent it back (1 S 6).. The ark first
came to Bethshemesh, in the tribe of Judah, and
then to I-uriatb-jearim (or Baale-judah, 2 S 6 2),
about 7.5 miles N,\\'. of Jerus. There the ark remained for many years until David, after he had
taken possession of Mount Zion, took it there (2 S
6) and deposited it in a tent. Solomon brought it
into the Holy of Hohes in the temple (1 K 8 3-81,
where in all probability it remained until the destruction of Jerus by Nebuchadnezzar; for Jer 3 16
proves that the Israelites felt that they were in possession of the ark up to this time.
VI. The Significance of the
Ark.—According
to many investigators the ark was originaUy a war
sanctuary. In fa^or of this it can be urged that
Israel took it into their camp, in order that they
might receive the help of Jeh in the battle with
the Philis (1 S 4j; and further that also in the
time of Da\id the ark w-as again taken along into
battle (2 S 11 11; cf Ps 24); note also the word
of Moses, which he spoke when the ark was taken
up to be cjirried: "Rise up, O Jeh, and let thine
enemies be scattered" (Nu 10 35). However,
nothing of what we know or presuppose concerning
the form and the contents of the ark fioints to an
onginal military purpose of the same; and in the
other statements that are found elsew-here (-oiicerning the ark, a much more general signifieaiiee
is assigned to it. The significance which the ark
had for the Israelites in connection with their wars
IS only the outcome of its signification as the symbol
of the presence of .Jeh, who w-;is not at all a God of
war, but when His people were compelled to fight
was their helper in the struggle.
That the ark was designed to be a symbol of the
presence of God in the midst of His people is the
common teaching of the OT. AeeordA Symbol ing to E the ark was made to serve as
of the
a comfort to the people for this, that
Divine
they were to leave the mountain w-here
Presence
God had caused them to realize His
pre.sence (Ex 30 6). Aeef(r(ling to
P, God purposed to speak with Moses from the
place between the cherubim upon the ark. According to Jgs 2 1 ff, the angel of Jeh spoke in Bethel

(Bochim) in reproof and evhortalion to the pe((ple,
after the ark of the covenant had been brought
to th,at iilace; for the comparison of Nu 10 33 ff
and Ex 23 2()ff shows that Jgs 2 1 is to be understood as sp(aking of the transfer of the ark to
Bethel. \\ hen Israid in the time of Eli was overpow-ered by the Phihs, the Israelites sent for the
ark, in order that Job shoukl come into the camp of
Israel, and this was :dso believed to be the case
by the Philis (1 S 4 3ff), After the ark had
come to Bethshemesh and a pestilence had broken
out thei-e, the people (lid not want to keep the ark,
because no one could live in the pn^senee of Jeh,
this holy G((d (1 S 6 20); and Jeremiah says
(3 16,17) that an ark of the covenant would not
be again maile after the restoration of Lsrael, but
then Jerus w-ould lie called the "throne of .leh,"
i e. it w-ould so manifestly be, the city of God that
it woukl guarantiee the presence of God at least
jusi as much as the ark formerly did.
In olden times these things ap|)e;(red more realistic to the people than they do to us; and w-hen the
ark w-as considered the visible representation of
the presence of Jeh, and as gu:(rante(ing His
presence, a close material conncetion w-as thought
to exist between the ark and Jeh, b}' virtue of
w-hich Divine powers were also thought to be present in the ark. The people at Bethshemesh were
not willing to keep the ark any hdiger in their
midst, because they could not live in its near
presence. D:[vi(rs dancing before the ark is regarded by him anel by the narnit,((r of the event as
a dancing before the Lord (2 S 6 5.14,21), and in
2 S 7 5tf God says, through Nathan, that He had
wandered around in a tent since He had led the
Israelites out of Egypt,
But the view advocated by some of the modern
critics, that the Israelites had thought that the
ark was the dwelling-jilace or the throne-seat of
Jehovah, is neverlhetss not correct. This opinion
cannot be harmonized with this fact, that in the
sources, dating from the same olden times, mention
is made of His dweUing in many places in Canaan
and outside of Canaan, so that the idea that His
presence or even He Himself is confined to the ark
is impos.sible. The statement of i\foses, "Rise up,
O Jeh, and let thine enemies be scattered" (Nu 10
3.5), is not the command addressed to those w-ho
carry the ark to lift it up and thereby to hft Jeh
up for the j((urney, but is a demand made upon
Jeh, in accor(l;(n('(' with His pndiiise, to go ahead
of Israel as the ark does. According to 1 S 4 3
the Israelites did not say "^^'e want to go and get
Jeh," but "We want to go and get the ark of Jeh,
so that He mav come into our midst." They
aeeoKhngly only"wanted to induce Him to come by
getting the ark. This, too, the priests and the
soothsayers of the Philis say: "Do not permit the
ark of the C(((l of the Israelites to depart without
sending a gift along," but they do not speak thus
of Jeh. That Sainuel, who slept near the ark, when
he was addressed by Jeh, did not at all at first
think that, Jeh was addressing him, proves that at
thai, time the view did not prevail that He was in
the ark or had His seat upon it. Ancient Israel
was ace([i-(liiigly e\-idently of the con-viction that
the ark w-((S cl((sely connected with Jeh, that something of His power was inherent in the ark; consequently the feeling previdlcd that w-hen near
the ark they were in a special way in tljc presence
of and near to the Lord, But this is something
altogether different from the opinion that the ark
was the seat or the dw-elling-plaee of Jeh. E\-en
if the old Israelites, on account of the crudeness of
antique methods of thought, w-ere n((t cons(ious
of the greatness of this difference, tho fact that this
difference was felt is not a matter of doubt. That
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the ark was built to embody the presence of God
among His people is just as clear from the statements of E, and probably also of J, as it is from those
of P ; and ff these have accordingly regarded the
tables of the law as constituting the contents of
the ark, then this is in perfect harmony with their
-views of this purpose, and w-e too must cling to these
same -views. For what would have been better
adapted to make the instrument which represents
the presence of God more suitable for this than the
stone tables with the Ten •\'\'ords, through which
Jeh had made known to His people His ethical
character? For this very purpose it had to be an
ark. 'The words on these tables were a kind of a
spiritual portrait of the God of Israel, who could
not be pictured in a bodily form. In this shape nobody in ancient Israel has formulated this thought,
but that this thought was present is certain.
WiLHELM LOTZ

ARK, ark, OF NOAH, no'a: A structure built
by Noah at the command of God to preserve from
the Flood a remnant of the human race and of the
animals associated with man. It was constructed
of "gopher wood" (Gen 6 14)—very likely the
cypress used extensively by the Phoenicians for
ship-building. I t was divided into rooms or nests,
and was three stories high, pitched within and
without with bitumen or "asphalt," of which there
are extensive deposits at Hit, in the Euphrates
valley, a little above Babylon. It w-as 300 cubits
long, 50 cubits broad, 30 cubits high, which according to Petrie's estimate ot a cubit as 22.5
inches would make it to be 562^ ft. long, 93f ft.
wide, 56j ft. deep, which are natural proportions
of a ship of t h a t size. The dimensions of the
"Great Eastern," built in 1858, were 692 ft. long,
83 ft. broad, 58 ft. deep; those of the "Celtic"
built in 1901 are 700 ft. long, 75 ft. wide, 4 9 i ft.
deep. I t is extremely improbable that such reasonable dimensions should have been assigned to the
Ark except they were based on fact. Unrestrained
tradition would have been sure to distort the proportions, as is shown by what actually occurred in
other accounts of the Ark. The cuneiform tablets
represent it as six stories high, with the length,
width, and depth, each as 140 cubits (262 ft.), and
ha'ving a mast on top of all, and a pilot to guide the
impossible craft (see Deluge Tablet, U. 22, 23, 38-41).
Berosus, the Gr historian, represents it to have been
five stadia (3,000 ft.) long and two stadia (1,200 ft.)
broad, while Origen, in order to confound Celsus
(Against Celsus 4.41) gave the figures an interpretation which made the -Ai-k 25 miles long and J of a
mile wide.
It is needless to speculate upon the capacity of the
Ark for holding absolutely all the species of animals
found in the world, together with the food necessary
for them, since we are only required to provide for
such animals as w-ere native to the area to which the
remnants of the human race living at that time were
limited, and which (see DELUGE) may not have been
large. But calculations show that the structm'e described contained a space of about 3,500,000 cubic
feet, and that after storing food enough to support
several thousand pairs of animals, of the average size,
on an ocean vojage of a year, there would remain
more than 50 cubic feet of space for each pair.
No mention is made in the Bible of a pilot for the
Ark, but it seems to have been left to float as a
derelict upon the waters. For t h a t purpose its
form and dimensions were perfect, as was long
ago demonstrated by the celebrated na-vigator. Sir
Walter Raleigh, w-ho notes it had "a flat bottom,
and w-as not raised in form of a ship, w-ith a sharpness forward, to cut the waves for the better speed"
—a construction which secured the maximum of
storage capacity and made a vessel which would

ride steadily upon the water. Numerous vessels
after the pattern of the Ark, but of smaller dimensions, have been made in Holland and Denmark and
proved admirably adapted for freightage where
speed was not of the first importance. They would
hold one-third more lading than other vessels, and
would require no more hands to work them. The
gradual rise and subsidence of the water, each continuing for six months, and their movement inland,
render the sur-vival of such a structure by no means
unreasonable. According to Gen 6 3 ; 1 Pet 3 20;
2 Pet 2 5, warning of the Flood was given 120 years
beforehand, and during t h a t time Noah, while preparing the Ark, became a preacher of righteousness.
For evidence t h a t there was a gradual destruction of
the race previous to the Flood, see DELUGE.
GEORGE F R E D E R I C K W E I G H T

ARK OF TESTIMONY, test'i-mo-ni.

See ARK

OF COVENANT.

A R K I T E , ark'It Cp")?, 'arkl): An inhabitant of
the tow-n of Arka, situated some ten or twelve miles
N.E. of TripoUs, Syria, and about four miles from
the shore of the sea. The Arkites are mentioned
in Gen 10 17 and 1 Ch 1 15 as being the descendants of Canaan, and they were undoubtedly of
Phoen stock. The place was not of much importance, but it is mentioned in the Assyr inscriptions,
under the name Irkatah and taken by Tiglathpileser I I I in 738 BC. Not being on the sea its
trade was small and it probably belonged to Tripoli
or Botrys originally. I t was the birthplace of Alexander Severus, hence its Rom name, Caesarea Libani.
Its site is marked by a high mound near the foothills of Lebanon.
H. PORTER
ARM, arm (?i"lT, z'ro"', ^ I I T ^ , 'ezrd"', 7'!'^,
d'rd'; ppax£uv, brachiOn; ISIl, hogen, Otl3, kdtheph): The usual form is z'rd"' from the root zdra',
"to spread." The arm may be "stretched out."
'Ezrd"' is this form with prosthetic 'dleph (Job 31
22; Jer 32 21), and d''?-(j'is the Aram. form. Hdgen
is really "bosom," thus RV (Isa 49 22); and kdIheph is "shoulder," thus RV (Job 31 22). Cf x^'p,
cheir, also, in Acts 11 21.
Figurative: The arm denotes influence, power,
means of support or conquest. The arms of Moab
(Jer 48 25) and of Pharaoh (Ezk 30 21 ff) are
broken. The arm of Eli and the arm of his father's
house are to be cut off (1 S 2 31). Because the
arm w-ielded the sword it signified "oppression"
(Job 36 9). The arms are the means of support,
therefore to refuse to aid the fatherless is to break
then- arms (Job 22 9).
Applied anthropomorphically to God the arm
denotes also His power, power to deliver, support,
conquer. His "outstretched arm" delivered Israel
from Egypt (Ex 6 6;
D t 4 34, etc). They
support: "Underneath are the everlasting arms"
(Dt 33 27). His arm protects (Isa 40 11), Jeh
is sometimes likened to a warrior and smites with
His arm (Ps 89 10; Isa 63 5; Jer 21 5). The
arm of Jeh is holy (Ps 98 1; Isa 52 10). Many
other passages of Scripture might be quoted showing how the power of God to redeem, judge, protect,
punish is expressed by the idea of "the arm of Jeh,"
S, F,

HUNTER

ARMAGEDDON, iir-ma-ged'on ('Ap(j.aye88iiv,
Armageddon: Rev 16 10; RV "HAR-MAGEDON")
(q.v.).
ARMENIA, ar-me'ni-a:
I,
II.

GEOGH,\PHT
HISTORY (-VN-CIENT)

1. Turanian Armenians
•Their Religion
2, .-Vryan Armenians; History to 114 AD

LITERATURE
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/. Geography.—JTD^'IS, 'drardt (Sunierian Ar,
"region," -f-ar "high," -|-//(, "mountain," = "high
mountainous region"): in-Vssyr, L'rtji, Urarlii, Urastu: in-Egyp, Ermencn ( = "Kegioii of the Aliiiiii")
OP, Armina, .Irmaniya {',\ppevla, Armenia):
in
Hecata'us of Miletus, cir 520 BC, the people are
'Apiiifioi (Gen 8 4; 2 K 19 37; L a 37 o.S; Jer
51 27), Throughout the Bible, this is r eniintry,
not a mountain. -Vrmenia Major w (is bounded on
the N. by the River Cyrus (Kour), Iberia, Colchis,
and the ^loschici Mts.; on the V\ . by -Vsia Minor
and the Euphrates; on the S, by Mesopolamia
and Assyria; on the E. by the Caspian and Media.
(Armenia Minor lay between the Euphrates and
the Halj-s.) .\i-arnt w-as originally the name of the
central district. Most of .A.i-menia is betw-een

8,000 and 3,000 feet above sea-level, and sloiies
tow-ard Euphrates, Cvru^, and the Caspian. Mt,
IHassis (generally called Creuter Ararat) is 16,969
ft. and Lesser Ararat, 12,840 ft. Both are of
igneous origin, as is Aragds (A"la Giiz), 13,4:;6 ft.
Sulphur springs and earthquakes still attest voleioiic
a(;ti'vity. The largest rivers are the Euphidles,
Tigris and -Vra.xes, The latter, swift and famed for
violent floods, joins the Cyrus, which falls into the
Caspian. The lakes Van, Urrni and Sev.di are
veritable inland seas. The many mountain i-hains,
impassable torrents and large streams divide the
country into districts far less accessible from one
another than from foreign lands. Hence invasions
are easy and national union difficult. This has
sadly affected the history of Armenia, Xenophon
(Anab. iv.5) describes the people as living in houses
partly underground, such as arc stiff found. Ijaeli
•"'lage was ruled by its chief according to ancient
customary laws. He well describes the severity of
the winters. In summer the climate in some placets
18 like that of Italy or Spain. Much of Armenia is
extremely fertile, producing large herds of horses
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and cattle, abundant crops of cereals, oUves and
fruit. It is rich in minerals, and is probably the
home of Ihe rose and the vine,
IjiTEinTuKK.—Miiias Gaphamatzean; Garagashean'
I'al.isai,,.;,,!,, /,;„,,,, llutouaihner. I; l{;(wlinson, Sroen
Anc. .]l,,iiarrlilcs: .siraho, Xeiioplion; i'ctcrmann, Mittheiluiigiii

for t,S71, B c y c e , Transcaucasia

and

Ararat.

II. Ancient History.—Tho country is first mentioned in Cleii 8 4 as the land upon (some one of)
the mountains of which Noah's Ai-k
1. Turarested, (.Vecording to Jewish tradinian
ti(.)n this was one of the Kurdish
Armenians mountains.) It is next spoken of by
Sargon 1 of Aga(l(-, cir 3800 BC, as
among his conquests. In early Babylonian legends
-Vi-inenia figures as an almost unknown land far

to the N,, full of high mountains and dense forests,
containing the entrance to the Low-er V\'orl(l
(.Mad. Nn-gii, "Land of No Return"). On its
b(()-(lei-s stood Mt. Nisir where the gods dwelt and
Sit-napi.^ltIll's "ship" stopped. This "Mountain
of Ihe World" was the present Jabal Jiidi, S, of
Luke Van, Next came Egyp influence. Thothmes
III, in his twenty-third year (cir 1458 BC), after
a great \-ictory over the Rutennu or Ludennu
(Mesopotamians and Lydians), received the submission of the "chiefs of Erinenen" and others.
It is remarkable that the name by which the land
is still known to foreigners (Armenians caU it
I/iiidstdn) should occur so early. In his thirtythird year, Thothmes I I I mentions the people of
Ermenen as paying tribute when he held his court
at Nineveh, and says that in their land "heaven
rests upon its four pillars." In Seti I's HaU of
Columns at Karnak we see the people of Ermenen
felling trees in order to open a way through their
forests for that king's armies. Rameses II in his
twenty-first year, in war w-ith Kheta-sira, king of
the Hittites, probably subdued Armenia (cf Taci-
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tus Ann. U.60). Many places conquered by
Rameses I I I , and mentioned in the Meillnet Habu
lists, were probably in Armenia. The Assyr king
Uras-Pal-asur (cir 1190-1170 BC) made a raid into
-Vrmenia, and mentions the central district (Urartu
proper, near Lake Van), the land of the Manna
(Minni, Jer 61 27), Nahri ("the Rivers"), Ashguza (-Ashkenaz, ib), etc. Another invader was
Tiglath-pUeser I (eh 1110-1090 BC). Asshurna§ir-pal in 883 BC advanced to Urartu.
A
little later he mentions as articles of Armenian
tribute chariots, horses, mules, silver, gold, plates
of copper, oxen, sheep, wine, variegated ^ cloths,
Unen garments. Again and again he carried fire
and sword through the country, b u t it constantly
revolted. Under Shalmaneser I I (860-825 BC)
and afterward for centuries wars continued. By
uniting and forming powerful kingdoms (of which
the principal was Biainash around Lake Van) the
Armenians resisted. FinaUy in 606 BC they took
part in the destruction of Nineveh, and in t h a t of
Babylon later. Shalmaneser I I tells of the wickerwork coracles on Lake Van. The Balaw-at bronzes
depict Armenians dressed like the Hittites (to
whom they were sometimes subject) in tunics and
snow-shoes with turned-up and pointed ends,
wearing helmets, swords, spears and small round
shields. Sayce compares their faces in form to the
Negro type. Possibly they were Mongolians.
The founder of the kingdom ot Biainash was
Sardurish I, about 840 BC, w-ho built as his capital
Tushpash, now Van. He ruled most of Armenia,
defending it against the Assyrians, and apparently,
inflicting a check on Shalmaneser I I in 833 B C .
He introduced the cuneiform characters, and his
inscriptions are in Assyr. His son Ishpuinish
adapted the Assyr syllabary to his own tongue,
which bears a slight resemblance to Georgian in
some points. The next king, Menuash, has left
inscriptions almost all over Armenia, telling of his
victories over the Hittites, etc. The kingdom of
Biainash reached its acme under the great monarch
Argishtish I, who succeeded in defending his
country against Shalmaneser I I I (783-772 BC).
But in his son's reign Tiglath-pUeser IV (74,5-727
BC: Pul) crushed the Armenians to the dust in a
great battle near Commagene in 743. Pul failed
to capture Van in 737, but he ravaged the country
far and wide. Rusash I, at the head of an -Armenian confederacy, began a great struggle in
716 with Sargon (722-705), who in 714 captured
Van with Rusash's family. After 5 months'
wandering Rusash committeil suicide. His brother
Argishtish I I to some degree recovered independence. His successor Erimenash gave an asylum
to -\drammelech and Sharezer (Assur-sar-usur)
in 680 (2 K 19 37; Isa 37 38) after the murder
of their father Sennacherib. Invading Assyria in
the same year, they were defeated by Esar-haddon I.
Armenia from the Cyrus River to the S. of Lake
\ ' a n w-as ravaged b>- the Kimmerians (679-677).
Rusash I I (cir 660-645) and his son Sandurish
I I I (the latter cir 640 or soon after) submitted
to Asshur-bani-pal (668-626), Nebuchadnezzar
(604-561) boasts of reaching Van in his conquests,
though the Armenians had probably their share
in the destruction of Nineveh in 606. Jer (61 27)
mentioned the kingdoms of Ararat, Minni and
Ashkenaz about 595, and said they would help in
the overthrow of l';(bylon (in 538). Cyrus h.ad
therefore probably subdued or won them o\-er
after capturing Ekbatana (549). After this the
'Turanians gradually gave place in Armenia to the
-Aryan Armenians of later times.
(a) Their religion.—The supreme god of the
Turanian Armenians was Haldish, who was
father of all the rest. They were styled "children of
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mighty Haldish." He, w-ith Teishbash, god of the
atmosphere, and Axdinish, the (Sun-god, formed
"the company of the mighty gods." Auish, god
of water; Ayasli, god of the earth; Shelardish, the
Moon-god; Sardish, the Year-god; and 42 other
gods are mentioned. Sari was a goddess, probably
corresponding to Ishtar. Adoration was offered to
the spirits of the dead also. Somewhat strangely,
some of the divine jiames w-e have mentioned remind one of certain Aryan (Gr and Old Pers) w-ords,
however this may be accounted for.
LITERATURE.—"Valdemar Schmidt, Assyriens og J^gyptens Gamle Historie; Masp; Rawlinson, West. Asiat. lasers;
KB; Airarat,1SS3: Sayce in JB.-ti', new ser., XIV; KP;
Hastings, Enc of Religion and Ethics, I.
The ancestors of the present Armenians (who call
themselves Haik'h, i.e. Pati-s, "Lords") may have
settled in the country in the Sth
2. Aryan
cent. BC, when Sargon mentions a
Armenians king of part of Armenia w-ho bore the
Aryan name Bagadatti ( = Theodore).
They came from Phrygia (Herod, vu.73), used the
Phrygian dress and armor (Dion, of Halicarnassus;
Eudoxius; Herod.) and spoke the same language
(Herod. i.l71). In the Bible they are called the
"House of Togarmah" (Gen 10 3 ; 1 Ch 1 6;
Ezk 27 14; 38 6) and "-A.shkenaz" (Gen 10 3;
1 Ch 1 6; Jer 61 27; the Assyr Ashguza), as
by their own writers of later times. Xenophon
in the Cyropaedia mentions a Median conquest
of Armenia, Strabo their Median attire; yet
Armenian girls could not understand Xenophon's
Pers interpreter (Anab. iv,5). Three of the four
Armenians mentioned by Darius have Aryan names.
The Ai-menians joined the Median noble Fravartish
in his revolt against Darius I (519 BC). Much
of the consequent flghting took place in Armenia,
which was with difficulty subdued (517). I t formed
part of Darius' thirteenth Nome, and afterward
two satrapies (apparently Armenia Major and
Minor). 'The government (of Armenia Major)
was made hereditary in the famUy of Vidarna
(Hydarnes) for helping to put down Fravartish.
Xenophon's interesting description of the country
and people and the severity of its winters is w-ell
known. Herodotus tells of Armenians in skin and
wicker-work coracles bringing w-ine, etc, to Babylon.
Xenophon says they and the Chaldaeans traded
with India. Strabo mentions their caravan trade
across central Asia. The satrap of Armenia had
to present 20,000 young horses annually to the
king of Persia at the great annual festival of Mithra. A large body of .\rmenian soldiers served
in Xerxes' invasion of Greece. At the battle of
Arbela (331 BC), 40,000 of their infantry and 7,000
cavalry took part. Armenia then became a portion
of Alexander's empire, and later of that of Seleucus
(301 BC), under a native satrap, Artavasdes.
Armenia revolted after Antiochus' defeat at Magnesia (190 BC), and the Romans encouraged the
two satraps to (Icclare themselves kings. Artaxias,
king of -Armenia Major, used Hannibal's aid in
fortifying his capital -Artaxata (189 BC). Artaxias
was overthrown by Antiochus Epiphanes in 165,
but was restored on swearing allegiance. Civil confusion ensued. The nobles called in the Parthians
under Mithridates I (150 BC), who became
master of the w-hole Pers empire. He made his
brother Valarsaces king of Armenia, Thus the
Arsacide dynasty w-as established in that country
and lasted tiU the faU of the Parthian empire
(226 AD), the Armenian kings very generally
recognizing the Parthian monarchs as their suzerains. The greatest Armenian king was Tigranes I
(96-55 BC), a warrior who raised Armenia for a
time to the foremost position in -Vsia. He humbled
the Parthians, joined Mithridates VI in war with
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Rome, ruled Syria for over 14 i,-ears, built near
i\lardm as his "capital Tigranoccrta, and assumed
the .'Vssyrio-rersian title of "King of Kings."
LucuUus defeated Tigranes and destroy(d Tigranooertain 69 BC. Tigranes surrendered to Pompey
near .Vrtaxata (66 lit'), paid 6,000 talents, and
retained ((uly Armenia. Under him Gr art and lit.
flourished in the country. Armenia as a subjectally of Rome became A ''buffer state" between the
Rom and Parthian empires. Tigranes' son and
successor .Vrtevasdes joined in the Parthian iin-asion of S>-ria after Crassus' overthrow at Sinnaea
53 BC. He treacherously caused great loss to
-Antony's army in 36 B C , .\ntoiiy carried him
in chains to Egypt, where Cle((patra put him to
death in 32 BC, .Vfter this, .Vriiieiiia long remained
subject to the Romans w-hene\-er not strong enough
to join the Parthians, suffering much from intrigues
an(l the jealousy of both pow-ers. There is no
proof of the later -\rmeni;in stoi-.\- that -A.rnienia
was subject to -Vbgarus, king of Edessa, in Our
Lord's time, and that the gospel w-;is preached
there by Thaddaeus, though the latter point is
possible. In 66 .-VD, Tiridates, elder brother of
the Parthian king Vologes('s, having defeated the
Romans under Paetus and established himself on
the throne of Armenia, went by land to Rome and
received investiture from N(;ro. Peace betw-een
Rome and Parthia ensued, and -Vrmenia remained
closely united to Parthia till Trajan's expedition
in 114 AD.
LITERATURE,—Spiegel, .lllpers. Keilinsehriften; Herodotus; Xenophon; Arrian; Tacitus. Velioius Patroculus; Livy; Polybius; -Vmmianus Marcellinus.
W.
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ARMENIAN, iir-me'ni-an (ARYAN, ar'i-an, ar'ian) RELIGION. This greatly resembled that of
Persia, though Zoroast rianism and it s dualistic sy st em
were not professed. We are thus enabled to judge
how far the religion of the Avesta is due to
Zoroaster's reformation. Aramazd (.-Vliura Mazda),
creator of heaven and earth, was father of all the
chief deities. _His spouse w-as probably Spandaramet i.Spenta .Armaiti), godd(^'SS of the earth, who
was later held to preside over the underworld (cf
Persephone; Hel). Among her assistants as genii
of fertility were Horot and Morot (Haurvatat and
.4meretatj, tutelary deities of Mt, Massis (now
styled Ararat). Aramazd's w-orship seems to have
fallen very much into the liaekground in favor of
that of inferior deities, among the chief ot w-hom
was his daughter -Vredut (Anahita), who had temples
in niany places. H(^r statues were often of the
precious metals, and among her many names were
''Golden Mother" and "C.io(l(l(.'ss of the Golden
Image," Hence to the present day the word
'G(Dlden'' enters into many Armenian names,
^hite heifers and green boughs were offered her as
goddess of fruitfulness, nor was religious prostitution in her honor uncommon. Next in popularity
came her sister Astghik ("the littie star"), i,e. the
planet Venus, goddess of beauty, wife of the deified
hero Vahagn (Verethraghna). He sprang from
heaven, earth, and sea, and overthrew dragons and
other e-vil beings. Another of Anahit's sLsters was
^(ine (cf .Vssyr Nana, Nannaea), afterward identified with Ath'eni"-, Her brother Mil(r (Mithra) had
the sun as his symbol in the sky and the sacred fire
on earth, both being objects of worship. In his
temples a sacred fire was rekindled once a year,
Aramazd's messenger and scribe was Tiur or Tir,
who entered men's deeds in the "Book of Life,"
Re led men after death to Aramazd for judgment.
Before birth he WTote men's fates on their foreheads. The place of punishment was Dzho?c/?k'h
(=Pers DQzat/(), To the sun and moon sacrifices
Were offered on the mountain-tops. Rivers and
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sacred springs and other natural objects were also
adored. Prayer was offered facing eastward. Omens
were taken In (in the rustling of the leaves of the
sacred Soneaii forest. Armavir was the rehgious
capital.
.Vmong inferior spiritual existences were the Arlezk'h, who licked the wounds of those slain in
bat lie and resl,((re(l them to life. The Parikk'h
were evidently the Pairakas (Peris) of Persia. The
-Vrmenian inytl(((loKy told of huge dragons which
sometimes appeared as men, sometimes as worms,
or basilisks, elves, sea-bulls, dragon-Uons, etc. As
in Persia, the demons made darts out of the parings
of a man's nails to injure him with. Therefore these
Idlings, together with teeth and trimmings of hair,
must be hidden in some siK-ied place.
LITERATURE.—Eznik Goghbatzi; Agathangelos; Moses
ot Ivtiorene; Eghishe; Palasanean; Faustus Byzantinus;
Chhamchhoantz; I'lutarch; Strabo; Tacitus. See my
"Conversion of Armenia," R.T.S.; Expos 7", II, 20211,
W,
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ARMENIAN VERSIONS, ar-ine'ni-an vilr'shuns,
OF THE BIBLE, bi'b'l.
I.

II.
III.

ANCIENT (CLASSICAL) ARMENIAN

1. ('ireamstances under Which Made
2. The Translators
Apocrypha Omitted
3. Revision
4. Results of Circulation
5. Printed Editions
MODERN AR.MENIAN VERSIONS
1. Ararat-Arineniad
2. Constautinopolitan-Armenian

ABMEN-I-AN LANGUAGE

LITER.ATURE

/. Ancient Armenian.—Armenka
w-as in large
measure Christianized by Gregory Lousavorich ("the
Illuminator": consecrated 302 AD;
1. Circum- died 332), but, as Armenian had
stances
not been reduced to w-riting, the Scriptures used to be read in some places
in Gr, in others in S>-r, and tr'i orally to the
people. .V knoivledge of these tongues and the
training of teachers were kejit up by the schools
which Gregory and King Tiridates had estabhshed
at the capital Vagharsbapat and elsewhere. As far
as there was any Christianity in Armenia before
Gregory's time, it had been almost exclusively under
Syrianinfluence, fromEtlessaand Samosata. Gregory
introduced Gr influence and culture, though maintaining bonds of union with S\-ria akso. When
King Sapor of -Persia became master of Armenia
(378 AD), he not only persecuted the Christians
most cruelly, but also, for political reasons, endeavored to prevent Armenia from all contact with the
Byzantine world. Hence his viceroy, the i-eneg.ade
Armenian Merouzhan, closed the schools, proscribed
Gr learning, and burnt aU Gr books, especially the
Scriptures, Svr books w-ere spared, just as in
Persia itself; but in many cases the clergy were
unable to interpret them to their people. Persecution had not crushed out ChrisIianity, but there
w-as danger lest it should perish through w ant of the
Word of God, Hence several attempts were made
to translate the Bible into Armenian. It is said
that Chrvsostom, during his exile at Cucusus
(404-7 AD), invented an Armenian alphabet and
tr"* the Psalter, but this is doubtful. But when
Arcadius ceiled almost all Armenia to Sapor about
396 AD, something had to be done. Hence in 397
the celebrated Mesrob Mashtots and Isaac (Saliak)
the Catholicos resolved to translate the Bible.
Mesr((li had been a court secretary, and as such was
well acquainted w-ith Pahlavi, Syr and Gr, in which
three languages the royal edicts were then published.
Isaac had been born at Constantinople and educated
there and at Caesarea. Hence he too was a good
Gr scholar, besides being versed in Syr and Pahlavi,
whieli latter was then the court language in Armenia. But none of these three alphabets was
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suited to express the sounds of the Armenian tongue,
and hence an alphabet had to be devised for it.
A council of the nobility, bishops and leading
clergy was held at Vagharsbapat in 402, King
Vramshapouh being present, and this
2. The
council requested Isaac to translate
Translators the Scriptures into the vernacular.
By 406, Mesrob had succeeded in
inventing an alphabet—practically the one still in
use—principally by modifj-ing the Gr and the
Pahlavi characters, though some think the Palmyrene alphabet had influence. He and two of his
pupils at Samosata began by translating the Book
of Prov, and then the NT, from the Gr. Meanwhile, being unable to find a single Gr MS in the
country, Isaac tr"* the church lessons from the Pesh
Syr, and published this VS in 411. He sent two
of his pupils to Constantinople for copies of the Gr
Bible. These men were present at the Council of
Ephesus, 431 AD. Probably Theodoret (De Cura
Grace. Affect., I, 5) learned from them w-hat he says
about the existence of the Bible in Armenian.
Isaac's messengers brought him copies of the Gr
Bible from the Imperial Library at Constantinople
—doubtless some of those prepared by Eusebius
at Constantine's command. Mesrob Mashtots
and Isaac, w-ith their assistants, finished and pubhshed the Armenian (ancient) VS of the whole
Bible in 436. La Croze is justified in styUng it
Queen of VSS. Unfortunately the OT was rendered (as we have said) from the LXX, not from
the Heb. But the Apoc was not tr'^, only "the
22 Books" of the OT, as Moses of Khorene informs
us. This was due to the influence of the Pesh OT.
(a) Apocrypha omitted.— Not till the Sth cent,
was the Apoc rendered into Armenian: it was
not read in Armenian churches until the 12th.
Theodotion's VS of Dnl was tr'', instead of the very
inaccurate L X X . The Alexandrine text was generally followed but not always.
In the 6th cent, the Armenian VS is said to
have been revised so as to agree with the Pesh.
Hence probably in Mt 28 18 AV, the
3. Revision passage, "-Vs my Father hath sent
me, even so send I you," is inserted
as in the Pesh, though it occurs also in its proper
place (Jn 20 21). I t reads "Jesus Barabbas"
in M t 27 16.17—a reading which Origen found
"in very ancient MSS," It contains Lk 22 43.44.
As is well known, in the Etschmiadzin MS of 986
AD, over Mk 16 9-20, are inserted the words, "of
Ariston the presbyter"; but Nestle (Text. Criticism
of the Gr NT, Plate IX, etc) and others omit to
notice t h a t these words are by a different and a
later hand, and are merely an unauthorized remark
of no great value.
Mesrob's VS was soon widely circulated and
became the one great national book. Lazarus
Pharpetsi, a contemporary Armenian
4. Results historian, says he is justified in deof Circula- scribing the spiritual results by quoting
tion
Isaiah and saying that the whole land
of Armenia was thereby "filled with
the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the
sea." But for it, both church and nation would
have perished in the terrible persecutions which
have now lasted, with intervals, for more than a
millennium and a haff.
This VS was first printed somewhat late: the
Psalter at Rome in 1565, the Bible by Bishop
Oskan of Erivan at Amsterdam in
6. Printed 1666, from a very defective MS; other
Editions
edd at Constantinople in 1705, Venice
in 1733. Dr. Zohrab's ed of the N T
in 1789 was far better. A critical ed was printed
at V^enice in 1805, another at Serampore in 1817.
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The OT (with the readings of the Heb text at the
foot of the page) appeared at Constantinople in
1892 ff.
//. Modern Armenian Versions.—There are two
great literary dialects of modern Armenian, in
which it was necessary to publish the Bible, since
the ancient Armenian (called Grapar, or "written")
is n(3 longer generally ijnderstood. The American
missionaries have taken the lead in translating
Holy Scripture into both.
The first VS of the N T into Ararat Armenian, by
Dittrich, was published by the British and Foreign
Bible Society at Moscow in 1835; the
1. Ararat- Psalter in 1844; the rest of the OT
Armenian
much later. There is an exceUent ed,
pubUshed at Constantinople in 1896.
A VS of the N T into Constantinopolitan Armenian, by Dr. Zohrab, was pubUshed at Paris in
1825 by the British and Foreign Bible
2. Constan- Society. This VS was made from the
tinopoUtan- Ancient Armenian. A revised ed, by
Armenian
Adger, appeared at Smyrna in 1842.
In 1846 the American missionaries
there pubUshed a VS of the OT. The -American
Bible Society have since published re'vised edd of
this version.
///. Armenian Language.—The
Armenian language is now recognized by philologists to be, not a
dialect or subdi'vision of ancjent Persian or Iranian,
but a distinct branch of the Aryan or Indo-European
family, standing almost midway between the Iranian
and the European groups. In some respects, especially in weakening and ultimately dropping t and
d between vowels, it resembles the Keltic tongues
(cf Gaelic A(th)air, Arm. Hair= Pater, Father). As
early as the 5th cent, it had lost gender in nouns,
though retaining inflections (cf Brugmann, Elements
of Comp. Gr. of Indo-Ger. Languages).
LITERATURE.—Koriun; Agathangelos; Lazarus Pharpetsi; Moses Khorenatsi ( = of Chorene); Faustus
Byzantinus; Chhanicliheants; ijailtakan Hin Dprouthian Patm; IJailcakan Thargraanoutiuunk'li Nak'h-

neants; The Bible of Every Land; Tisdall.. Conversion of
Armenia: Nestle. Textual Criticism of the <jr NT; HDB;
N.Y. Cyclopaedia of Bib. and Theol. Lit.; Hauck, Realencyklopddie fiir protest. Theol. und Kirche.
W. S T . CLAIR TISDALL

ARMHOLE, arm'hol: The Heb word b-'lSS,
'aeell, is used in Jer 38 12 in the sense of armpits.
VV hen the prophet was pulled up out of the pit
by ropes, the armpits were protected with rags
and old garments.' The meaning in Ezk 13 18
AV (RV "elbows," RVm "joints of the hands") is
far from clear. The phrase is used, without doubt,
of some ornament or article of dress worn by the
false prophetesses and priestesses of Ashtaroth in
order to allure the unwary and tempt the simple.
The "pillows" were probably "amulets" supposed
to have magical virtues, and worn on the arms or
•wrists.

W. W.

DAVIES

ARMLET, arm'let: The word tr'i "bracelet"
in 2 S 1 10 AV, probably denotes an "armlet,''
or "arm-band," worn on the upper arm. But it is
the same word which w-ith a different context is
rendered "ankle-chains" (in Nu 31 50 RV). The
"bracelet" of Sir 21 21 AV, worn upon the right
arm, was an "armlet," as is seen from the Ust
given of Judith's ornaments: who "decked herself
bravely -with her armlets [RV 'chains'] and her
bracelets, and her rings, and her ear-rings, and all
her ornaments" (Jth 10 4), The nature of the
ornaments given in RV as "armlets," Ex 35 22;
Nu 31 50, and in the AV as "tablets," is uncertain.
For fuU and distinguishing descriptions of "armlets," "anklets," "bracelets," etc, found in ancient
graves, see PEFS,
1905, 318 ff. See also ORNAMENTS.
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ARMONI, ar-mo'ni C j b ' l N , 'armdnl, "belonging to the palace"): One of the two sons of Saul
by" Rizpah, the daughter of .Viah (2 S 21 8),
Diivid dehvered them over to the blood vengeance
of the Gibeonites.

Armenian VSS
Armor

useful iUiisli-ation is the account given by Polybius (vi.23): "The Roman panoply consists in
the first idaee of a shield [thureos].
Along
with tli(( shield is a sword [mdehaira].
Next

ARMOR, ARMS, iir'mer, arms.
I.

ARMOR IN GENERAL—OT

II. IN THE NT; POLYBIUS
III. OFFENSIVE AVEAPO.N'S
1. Kod
2. SUng
3. Bon- and Arrows
4. Spear—Ja\ehn
5. Sn-ord
IV.

DEFENSIVE "WE-VPONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shield
Helmet
e'oat ((f Mail
(. I ceil \ es
Girdlo

LITERATURE

I. Armor in General—OT.—(3"'T0 , maddim;
1 S 17 oS; 1 S 14 1 RV .VPP.VRKL; p r : , neshek,
1 K 10 25; Job 39 2 1 ; C ^ ' " , kelJm; rd oirXa,
la hopla): Under this head it may be convenient to
notice the weapons of attack and defence in use
among the Hebrew s, mentioned in Scriptm'e. There
are no such descriptions given by the sacred wi'iters
as are to be found in Homer, who sets forth in detail
the various pieces of armor worn by an Achilles or
a Patroclus, and the order of putting them on.
There is an account of the armor offensive and
defensive of the Phih GoUath (1 S 17 5-7); and
from a much later time we read of shields and
spears and hehnets and habergeons, or coats of
maU, and bows and slings with which Uzziah prorided his soldiers (2 Ch 26 14). In Jeremiah's
ode of triumph over the defeat of Pharaoh-neco,
there is mention of the arms of the Egyptians:
"Prepare ye the buckler and shield, and draw near
to battle. Harness the horses, and get up, ye
horsemen, and stand forth with your helmets;
furbish the spears, put on the coats of mail" (Jer
16 3,4). Of the arms of Assyr, Chaldean, Egyp
and Hittite solcUery there have come down to us
sculptured representations from their ancient
monuments, which throw light upon the battlepieces of the Heb annalists and prophets.

Group of -"Vnclent Arms.
IL In the NT; Polybius.—In the N T , St. Paul
describes the panoply of the Christian soldier,
naming the essential pieces of the Rom soldier's
armor—the girdle, the breastplate, the footgear,
the shield, the helmet, the sword—although it is
to be noticed t h a t his most characteristic weapon,
Ihepilum or spear, is omitted (Eph 6 10-17). In
a simUar context the same apostle speaks of "the
armor" of light (Rom 13 12), "of righteousness on
fte right hand and on the left" (2 Cor 6 7). Of
the equipment of the Rom soldier in detail, the most

Heav.\-arined Greek Soldier,
come two javelins [hussoi] and a helmet [perikephalaia], and a greave [kiiemis]. . .
Now
the majority, when they have further put on a
bronze plate, measuring a span every way, which
they wear on their breasts and call a heart-guard
[kardiophula.r], are completely armed, but those
citizens who are assessed at more than 10,000
drachmae wear instead, together with the other
arms, cuirasses made of chain mail [halusidolous
thorakas]."
III. Offensive Weapons.—The commonest weapon
in the hands of the shepherd youth of Pal today
is the rod (shebhel; l>ApSos, rhdbdos),
1. Rod
a stick loaded at one end, which he
carries in his hand, or w-ears attached
to his wrist by a loop of string, ready for use. It is
of c((iisiderable weight and is a formidable w-eapon
whetlicr used in self-defence or in attacking a foe.
\\ ith such a w-eajion David may well have overcome the lion and the bear that invaded the fold.
This shepherd's rod, while used for guidance, or
comfort, or for numbering the flock (Ps 23 4;
I^ev 27 32), was also a weapon w-ith which to strike
and punish (Ps 2 9; Isa 10 5,15). In this sense
it has for a synonym -matleh (Lsa 9 4; Ezk 7 11),
and both came to have the derived meaning ot
spearheads {.-ihcbhet, 2 S 18 14;^ -niattch, 1 S 14
27). They may have been the original ot the maul
or hammer (miiphlc, Prov 25 18; Jer 51 20,
where Cyrus, as Ciod's battle-a.xe, is to shatter
Babylon and its inhabitants for the -wrongs they
have done to His people Israel).
Scarcely less com.mon and equaUy homely is the
sling (kela'; o-tpeMini, spheiidone) (1 S 17 40). It
consists of plaited thongs, or of one
2. SUng
strip of leather, made broad at the
middle to form a hoUow or pocket for
the stone or other contents, the ends being held
firmly in the hand as it is whirled loaded round the
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head, and one of them being at length let go, so
t h a t the stone may take its flight. It is used by the
shepherd still to turn the straying
sheep, and it can also be used with
deadly effect as a weapon of war.
The slingers (ha-kalld'lm, 2 K 3 25)
belonged to the light infantry, like
the archers. The Benjamites were
s]iecially skiUed in the use of the
sling, which thoy could use as well
with their left hand as the right
(Jgs 20 16). The sling was a
weapon in use in the armies of
Egj'pt and Babylonia, and Jeremiah in a powerful figure makes the
Lord say to Jerus in a time of
Egyptian SUnger. ""pending calamity; "Behold, I
w-iU sling out the inhabitants of
the land at this time" (Jer 10 18; cf 1 S 26 29).
-V very important offensive w-eapon in the wars
of Israel was the boiu (kesheth) and arrows (higgiin),
and the archers whether mounted or
3. Bow and on foot formed a powerful element
Arrows
of the fighting forces of the Philis,
Egyptians and Assyrians (s.v. AKOHEH;
Bow

AND ARROW-S).

The spear has various words to represent it.
(1) The hdnlth had a w-ooden staff or shaft of varying size and length with a head, or
4. Spear— blade, of bronze, or, at a later time, of
JaveUn
iron (1 S 17 7). In AV it is sometimes tr'i "javelin," b u t in RV "spear"
(see 1 (S 13 22; 18 l l j . Saul's spear, stuck in the
ground, betokened the abode of the king for the time,
just as today the spear in front of his tent marks
the halting-place of the Bedouin Sheikh (1 S 22 6;
26 7), Nahum, describing the arms of the AssjTians,
joins together the flashing sw-ord and the ghttering
spear (Nah 3 3), The bearers of the hdnlth belonged to the h(.'avy-armed troops. (2) Theroniah,
also tr'^ in AV "javeUn," was of the character of a
lance. It does not appear to have differed much
from the hdnlth—they
appear as synonyms in
Joel 3 10, where rdmah is used, and in Isa 2 4
where hd'iith is used, of spears beaten into pruning
hooks. I t describes the Egyp sjiear in Jer 46 4.

Bow-s, Ar(-oH s and Quiver.
The bearers of the romah also belonged to the hea-vyarmed troops. (3) The kldhdn was lighter than
either of the preceding and more of the nature of a
javehn (gaison in LXX, Josh 8 18 and Polybius
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vi,39, 3 ; Job 41 29; Jer 6 23). (4) In the N T
the word "spear" occm-s only once and is represented by the Gr Idgche, the equivalent no doubt
of hdnlth as above (Jn 19 34).

Battle-Axes and Spears.
The sword (herebh) is by far the most frequently
mentioned weapon in Scripture, whether offensive
or defensive. The blade was of iron
6. Sword
(1 S 13 19; Joel 3 10). It was hung
from the girdle on the left side, and
was used both to cut and to thrust. Ehud's sword
(Jgs 3 16) was double-edged and a cubit in length,
and, as he was left-handed, was worn on his right
thigh under his clothes. The sword was kept in a
sheath (1 S 17 51); to draw the sw-ord was the
signal for w-ar (Ezk 21 3). Soldiers are "men who
draw the sword." I t is the flashing sword (Nah
3 3); the oppressing sword (Jer 46 16); the devouring sword (2 S 18 8; Jer 12 12); the sword which
drinks its fiU of blood (Isa 34 5.6). The sword of
the Lord executes God's judgments (Jer 47 6; Ezk
21 9.10 ff).
Figurative: In the highly metaphorical language
of the prophets it stands for war and its attendant
calamities (Jer 50 35-37; Ezk 21 28).
In the N T machaira is employed
for s w o r d i n i t s
natural meaning (Mt
26 47.51; Acts 12 2;
He 11 .34,37). St.
Paul calls the Word
Egyptian Swords.
of God the sword of
and
in the Epistle to He
the Spirit (Eph 6 17);
the Word ot God is said to be sharper than
any two-edged sword (He 4 12). As a synonym
the word rhomphaia is used in the Apoc alone of
the N T books, save for Lk 2 35. I t was the Thracian sword with large blade, and is classed by the
ancients rather as a spear. The word is used frequently in the L X X like machaira to translate
herebh. In Rev 1 16 the sharp two-edged sword of
judgment, rhomphaia is seen in vision proceeding
out ot the mouth of the glorified Lord (cf Rev 19
15). Xiphos is still another word for sword, but
it is found only in the LXX, and not in the NT.
IV. Defensive Weapons.—The most ancient and
universal weapon of defence is the shield. The two
chief varieties are (1) the ginndh,
1. Shield
Lat senium, the large shield, worn by
hea'vy-armed infantry, adapted to
the form of the human body, being made oval or in
the shape of a door; hence its Gr name, thureos,
from thura, a door; and (2) the mdghen, Lat
clypeus, the Ught, round hand-buckler, to which
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vBe is the Gr equivalent. The two are often
mentioned together (Ezk 23 24; 38 4; Ps 36 2),

Armor

16.17). They were only for show, and when iShishak of Egypt came up against Rehoboam and
earned them off, Rehoboam replaced them with
otliers of bronze (1 K 14 27). On the march, the
shield was strapped over the shoulder and kept in a
covc^r, which was removed before the battle (Isa
22 (i). Both words are used of the mechanical
device known to the Romans as the test ado employed
by the besiegers of a city against the darts and
stones and blazing tordjes thrown out by the
besieged (Lsa 37 33; Ezk 26 8).
Figurative: Job is spoken of as the shield and
protector of His people—of Abraham (Gen 16 1);
of Israel (Dt 33 29); of the P.salnii.st (Ps 18 30;
36 2, and many other iiass;i,ges). In his description
(if the p;(n((ply of the Christian soldier, St. Paul introduces faith as the //(ureos, the large Cr-Rom shield,
a defence by w hich he may quench all the fiery darts
of the evil ((ne.

-'^
Shield, Sword and Girdle.
The ginndh was the shield of the heavy-armed
(1 Ch 12 24); and of Goliath we read t h a t his
shield w-as borne by a man who went before him
(1 S 17 7.41) The mdghen could be borne by
bowmen, for we read of men of Benjamin in Asa's
army that bare shields and drew bow-s (2 Ch 14 8).
The ordinary material of w-hich shields were made
was w-ood, or w-icker-w-ork overlaid with leather.
The wood-w-ork of the shields and other weapons
of Gog's army were to serve Israel for fuel for seven
years (Ezk 39 9), The anointing of the shield
(2 8 1 21; Isa 21 5) was either to protect it from
the weather, or, more probafdy, was part of the
consecration of the warrior and liis weapons for the

Breastplate,

Helmet,
campaign, Solomon in his pride of wealth had 200
shields (ginndth) of beaten gold, and 300 targets
Vtidghinnlm) of bealen gold made for himself, and
nung in the house of the forest of Lebanon (1 K 10

The helmet, kobha' or kobha', seems lo have been
originally in the form of a skuU-cap, and it is thus
figured in representations of Hittites
2. Helmet on the walls of Karnak in Egypt. In
the earliest times it is found w-orn only
by outstanding personages hke kings and conamanders. VV hen King Saul armed David with his
own armor he put a helmet of brass upon his head
(1 S 17 38). Uzziah at a later time pro-vided his
soldiers with helmets, as part of their equipment
(2 Ch 26 14). The men of Pharaoh-neco's army
also wore helmets (Jer 46 4), and the mercenaries
in the armies of Tyre had both shield and helmet
to hang up within her (Ezk 27 10). The materials
of the helmet were at first of wood, linen, felt, or
even of rushes; leather was in use until the Seleucid
period w-hen it was supplanted by bronze (1 Mace
6 35); the Gr and Rom helmets both of leather
and brass were well known in the Herodian period.
Figurative: St. Paul has the helmet, perikephaInla, for his Christian soldier (Eph 6 17; 1 Thess
5 8). In the LXX perikephalaia occurs eleven
times as the equivalent of the Heb term.
Body armor for the protection of the person in
battle is mentioned in the OT and is well known
in representations of Egyp, Pers and
3. Coat of Parthian warriors. The shirydn, tr''
Mail
"habergeon" in AV, rendered in RV
"coat of mail," is part of the armor of
Nehemiah's workers (Neh 4 16), and one of the
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pieces of armor suppUed by King Uzziah to his
soldiers (2 Ch 26 14). Goliath w-as armeil -with
a shiryon, and w-hen Saul clad Da-vid in his own
armor to meet the Phih champion he put on him a
coat of maU, his shiryon (1 S 17 5.38). Such a
piece of body armor Ahab wore in the fatal battle
of Ramoth-gilead (1 K 22 34). In the battle of
Bethsura in the Maccabean struggle the Syrian
war-elephants were protected with breastplates, the
w-ord for which, thorax, represents the shirydn in the
L X X (1 Maec 6 43).
Figurative: Isaiah in a striking figure describes
Jeh as putting on righteousness for a coat of mail
and salvation as a helmet, where thorax and perikephalaia are the Gr w-ords of the L X X to render
shirydn and kobha'. It is from this passage (Isa 69
17) that St. Paul obtains his "breastplate of righteousness" (Eph 6 14).
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Jonathan's armor-bearer was a man of resource and
courage (1 S 14 7). The shield-bearer was a figure
weU known in the chariots of Egypt and Assyria
and the Hittites, his business being to protect his
fighting companion during the engagement.
T. NicoL
ARMORY, ar'mer-i: (1) ("1S:"1S,'ofor; etio-aiipds,
thesaurds): A storehouse (1 K 7 5 1 ; Neh 10 38),
but employed fig. of the stored-up anger of Jeh
which breaks forth in judgments (Jer 50 25).
(2) (pffi?, neshek):
Identical 'with Solomon's
"house of the forest of Lebanon," the arsenal close
to the temple (1 K 10 17; Neh 3 19; Isa 22 8),
in which were stored the shields and targets of
beaten gold.
(3) (tli'Sbri, talplyoth): A puzzhng word rendered "armory" in our VSS (Cant
4 4)—"the tower of Da'vid budded for an armory,
whereon there hang a thousand bucklers, all shields
of mighty men." RVm renders "builded ^vith turrets."
T. NicoL
ARMY, ar'mi (b'^n , haijil, "army," X i ? > gdbhd',
"host," n s n y p , ma'drdkhdh, "army in battle
array," "l^lil, g'dhudh, " t r o o p " ) :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(j.
7.
8.
9.

The First Campaign of History
In the -Wilderness
The Times after the Conquest
In the Early :Monarchy
From the Time of Solomon Onward
Organization ot the Hebrew Army
The Army in tho I'ield
The Supphes of the -\rmy
In the NT
The Israelites w-ere not ^ distinctively warlike
people and t h e h glory has been won on other fields
than those of war. But Canaan, between the Mediterranean and the desert, was the highway of the
East and the battle-ground of nations. The Israelites were, by the necessity of their geographical
position, often involved in wars not of their own
seeldng, and their bravery and endurance even when
worsted in their conflicts won for them the admiration and respect of their conquerors.
The first confiict of armed forces recorded in
Greaves and Sandals.
Holy Scripture is that in Gen 14. The kings of the
Greaves (mighdh; Kvrjiildes, knemides) are menJord.an valley had rebelled against
1. The First Chedorlaomer, king of Elam—not the
tioned once in Scriptm-e as part of the armor
Campaign first of the kings of the East to reach
of Gohath (1 S 17 6). They were of
4. Greaves brass or leather, fastened by thongs of History the Mediterranean 'with his armies—
and joined battle -with him and other
round the leg and above the ankles.
kings in the Vale of Siddim. In this campaign
The girdle (hdghdrdh; Gr zone) was of leather
Abraham distinguished himseff by the rescue of his
studded with nails, and was used for
6. Girdle
supporting the sword (1 S 18 4; 2 S nephew Lot, who had fallen -with all that he
possessed into the hands of the Elamite king. The
20 8).
See GIRDLE.
Figurative: For fig. uses see under the separate force with which Abraham effected the defeat of
Chedorlaomer and the kings that were with him
weapons.
was his own retainers, 318 in number, whom he
LITERATURE.—Nowack, Hebrdische Archaeologie, I,
had armed and led forth in person in his successful
3.59-G7; Benzinger. Herzog. RE, art. " Kriegswesen bei
den H e b r a e r n " ; M c C u r d y , HPM, I, I I ; Woods and
pursuit.
Powell, The Heb Prophets for Eng. Readers, I, I I ; G. M .
When we first make the acquaintance of the IsraelJMackie, Bible Manners and Customs: Browne, Heb Antiquities, 40-46; corresponding arts, in Kitto, Hastings, and
ites as a nation, they are a horde of fugitives who have
other Bible dictionaries.
escaped from the bitter oppression and
T . NiCOL
2. In the
hard bondage of Pharaoh. Although
ARMOR-BEARER, ar'mer-bar'er C b s i?)!)!), nose' WUdemess there could have been but little of the
k'il; Gr uses a phrase, 6 al'pmv r d a-Ktirf, ho a'lron td
martial spirit in a, people so long and
skei'ic, lit. "the one carrying the armor"): One who
grievously oppressed, their journeyings through the
carried the large shield and perhaps other weapons wilderness toward Canaan are from the first defor a king (1 S 31 4), commander-in-chief (2 S 23 scribed as the marching of a great host. It was
37), captain (1 S 14 7) or champion (1 S 17 7).
according to their "armies" ("hosts" RV) that
All warriors ot distinction had such an attendant. Aaron and Moses were to bring the Children of
Rather than perish by the hand of a woman, Abim- Israel from the land of Egypt (Ex 6 26). When
elech called upon his armor-bearer to give him
they had entered upon the 'wilderness they went up
the finishing stroke (Jgs 9 54), and when King
"harnessed" ("armed" RV) for the journeyings that
Saul's armor-bearer refused to do this office for him lay before them—where "harnessed" or "armed
that he might not become the prisoner of the PhiUs,
may point not to the weapons they bore but to the
he tcjok a sword himseff and fell upon it (1 S 31 4). order and arrangements of a body of troops marching
Da'vid became Saul's armor-bearer for a time, and five deep (hdmushshlm) or di'vided into five army
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corps (Ex 13 18). On the w-a>- through the wilderness they encamped (Kx 13 20; and passim) at
their successive halting-places, and the whole army
of 600,000 was, aftt-r Sinai, marked off into (.livisions
or army corps, each with its own camp and tlie
ensigns of their fathers' houses (Nu 2 2). "From
twenty years old and upw-ard, all that are able to go
forth to"w-ar in Israel," the males of the tribes were
numbered and assigned to their place in the camp
(Nu 1 3). Naturally, in the w-ilderii(\ss they are
footmen (Nu 11 21), and it was not till the period
of the monarchy that other arms were added. Bow
and sling and spear and sw-ord for attack, and shield
and helmet for defence, would be the full equipment of the men called upon to fight in the desert.
Although wc hear Uttle of gradations of military
rank, we do read of captains of thousands and captains of hundreds in the wilderiu-ss (Nu 31 14), and
Joshua commands the fighting men in the battle
ag;[in5t the .Vmalekites at l\ephidim (Ex 17 Off).
That the Israehtes acquired in their jouriiejings
in the wilderness the discipUne and martial spirit
which w-ould make them a warlike people, may be
gathered from their successes against the Miilianites, against Og, Idng of Bashan, toward the close
of the forty years, and from the military organization with which they proeeede(.l to the conquest of
Canaan.
In more than one campaign the Israehtes under
Joshua's leadership established themselves in
Canaan. But it was largely through
3. The
the enterprise of the several tribes
Times after that the conquest w-as achieved,
the ConThe progress of the invaders was
quest
stubbornly contested, but Joshua
encouraged his kinsmen of Ephraim
and Manasseh to press on the conquest even against
the in-viucible war-chariots of the Canaanites—•
"for thou shalt drive out the Canaanites, though
they have iron chariots, and though they are strong"
(Josh 17 1&). As it was in the early history of
Rome, where the defence of the state was an obligation resting upon every indi-vidual according to
his stake in the pubhc welfare, so it was at first
in Israel. Tribal jealousies, however, impaired
the sentiment of nationality and hindered united
action when once the people had been settled in
Canaan. The tribes had to defend their own, and
it was only a great emergency that united them
in common act;ion. The first notable approach to
national unity was seen in the army which Barak
assembled to meet the host of Jabin, king of Hazor,
under the command of Sisera (Jgs 4 5). In
Deborah's war-song in commemoration of the
notable -victory achieved by Barak and herself, the
men of the northern tribes, Zebulun, Naphtali,
Is,5a(har, along with warriors of Manasseh, Ephraim
and Benjamin, are praised for the valor with which
they -withstood and routed the host—foot, horse and
chariots—of Sisera. Once again the tribes of Israel
assembled in force from "Dan even to Beersheba,
with the land of Gilead" (Jgs 20 1) to punish t h e
tribe of Benjamin for conrloning a gross outrage.
The single tribe was defeated in the battle that ensued, but they were able to put into the field "26,000
men that drew sword," and they had also "700
chosen men left-handed; every one coul 1 sling stones
at a hair-breadth, and not miss" (Jgs 20 15,16).
Up to this time the fighting forces of the Israelites were more of the character of a militia. The
men of t h e tribes more immediately
i. In the
harassed by enemies were summoned
Early
for action by the leader raised up by
Monarchy God, and disbanded when the emergency was past.
The monarchy
brought changes in miUtary affairs. I t was the
plea of the leaders of Israel, when they desired to

Armor-Bearer
Army

have a king, that he would go out before them and
fight their ba,ttles (1 S 8 20). Samuel had warned
them that with a monarchy a professional soldiery
would be required. "He will take your sons, and
apjioint them unto him, for his chariots, and to be
his horsemen; and they shaU run before his chariots;
and he will appoint them unto him for captains of
thousands, and captains of fifties; and he will set
some to plow his ground, and reap his harvest, and
to make his instruments of war, and the instruments
of his chariots" (1 S 8 11.12). That this was the
course which military reform took in the period
lollowmg the estabhshment of the monarchy may
well be. 11 fell to Saul when he ascended the throne
to withstand the invading Philis and to reheve his
people from the yoke which they had already laid
hwivily upon some parts of the country. 'The
PhiUs were a miUtary jieople, weU disciplined and
armed, with 30,000 chariots and 6,000 horsemen
at their service when they came up to Michmash
(1 S 13 5), What chance had raw levies of vinedressers and herdsmen from Judah and Benjamin
against such a foe? No wonder that the Israelites
hid themselves in caves and thickets, and in rocks,
and in holes, and in pits (1 S 13 6). And it is
quoted by the historian as the lowest depth of
national degradation that the Israelites had to go
down to the PhiUs "to sharpen every man his share,
and his coulter, and his axe, and his mattock" (1 S
13 20) because the Philis had carried off their smiths
to prevent them from making swords or spears.
It was in this desperate condition that King
Saul was called to begin the struggle for freedom
and national unity in Israel. 'The victories at
Michmash and Elah and the hotly contested but
unsuccessful and fatal struggle at Gilboa evince
the growth of the martial spirit and advance alike
in discipline and in strategy. After the relief of
Jabesh-gilead, instead of cUsbanding the whole of
his levies, Saul retained 3,000 men under arms, and
this in all probabUity became the nucleus of the
standing army of Israel (1 S 13 2). From this
time onward "when Saul saw any mighty man, or
any valiant man, he took him unto him" (1 S 14
52). Of the valiant men whom Saul kept round
his person, the most notable were Jonathan and
David. Jonathan had command of one division
of 1,000 men at Gibeah (1 S 13 2), and David
was captain of the king's bodyguard (1 S 18 5;
cf 18 13). When David fell under Saul's jealousy
and betook himself to an outlaw- life in the mountain
fastnesses of Judah, he gathered round him in the
cave of Adullam 400 men (1 S 22 1.2) w'ho were
ere long increased to 600 (1 S 23 13). From the
story of Nabal (1 S 26) we learn how a band like
that of David could be maintained in service, and
we gather that landholders w ho benefited by the
presence of an armed force were expeci;ed to provide
the necessary supplies. On David's accession to
the throne this band of warriors remained attached
to his person and became the backbone of his army.
We can identify them with the gibbonm—the mighty
men of whom Benaiah at a later time became captain (2 S 23 22,23; 1 K 1 8) and who are also
known by the name of Cherethites .and Pelethites
(2 S 8 18). These may have received their name
from their foreign origin, the former, in Heb k'rethl
being originally from Crete but akin to the PhUis;
and the latter, in Heb p'lethi being Philis by birth.
That there were foreign soldiers in David's ser-vice
we know from the examples of Uriah the Hittite
and Ittai of Gath. David's gibbdrlm have been
compared to the Praetorian Cohort of the Rom
emperors, the Janissaries of the sultans, and the
Swiss Guards of the French kings. Of David's
army Joab was the commander-in-chief, and to the
military genius of this rough and unscrupulous
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warrior, the king's near kinsman, the dynasty of
Da-vid was deeply indebted.
In the reign of Solomon, although peace w-as its
prevailing charaeteristic, there can have been no
diminution of the armed forces of the
6. From
kingdom, for we read of military exthe Time
peditions against Edom and Syria and
of Solomon Hamath, and also of fortresses built
Onward
in every part of the land, which w-ould
require troops to garrison them.
Hazor, the old Can capital, at the foot of Lebanon;
Megiddo commanding the rich plain of Jezreel;
Gezer overlooking the Phili plain; the Bethhorons
(Upper and Nether); and Tadmor in the wilderness; not to speak of Jerus with Millo and the fortified wall, were fortresses requiring strong garrisons (1 K 9 15). I t is probable t h a t " t h e levy,"
which w-as such a burden upon the people at large,
included forced military service as well as forced
labor, and helped to create the dissatisfaction which
culminated in the revolt of Jeroboam, and eventually in the disruption of the kingdom. Although
Da'vid had reserved from the spoils of war in his
victorious campaign against Hadadezer, king of
Zobah, horses for 100 chariots (2 S 8 4), cavalry
and chariots were not an effective branch of the
ser'vice in his reign. Solomon, however, disregarding the scruples of the stricter Israelites, and
the ordinances of the ancient law (Dt 17 16),
added horses and chariots on a large scale to the
military equipment of the nation (1 K 10 26-29).
It is believed that it was from Musri, a country of
northern Syria occupied by the Hittites, and Kue
in Cilicia, that Solomon obtained horses for his
cavalry and chariotry (1 K 10 29; 2 Ch 1 16,
where the best text gives Mugrl, and not the Heb
w-ord for Egypt). This branch of the service was
not only looked upon with distrust by the stricter
Israelites, but was expressly denounced in later times
by the prophets (lsa 2 7; Hos 1 7; Mic 6 10).
In the prophets, too, more than in the historical
books, we are made acquainted with the cavalry
and chariotry of Assyria and Babylon which in the
days of Sargon, Sennacherib, and Nebuchadnezzar
had become so formidable. Their lancers and
mounted archers, together with their chariots, gave
them a sure ascendancy in the field of war (Nah 3
2.3; H a b 1 8; Jer 46 4). In comp.arison with
these, the cavalry of the kings of Israel and Judah
w-as insignificant, and to this Rabshakeh contemptuously referred (2 K 18 23) when he promised to
the chiefs of Judah from the king of Ass}Tia
2,000 horses ff Hezekiah could put riders upon
them.
As we have seen, every male in Israel at the age
of twenty, according to the ancient law, became
liable for military ser-vice (Nu 1 3; 26
6. Organi- 2; 2 Ch 26 5), just as at a later time
zation of
every male of that age became liable
the Hebrew for the half-shekel of Temple dues.
Army
Jos is our authority for believing that
no one was called upon to serve after
the age of fifty (Aid, III, xii, 4). From military
service the Le-vites were exempt (Nu 2 33). In
Deuteronomic law exemption was allowed to persons betrothed but not married, to persons who
had built a house but had not dedicated it, or who
had planted a vinej-ard but had not eaten of the
fruit of it, and to persons faint-hearted and fearful
whose timidity might spread throughout the ranks
(Dt 20 1-9). These exemptions no doubt reach
back to a high antiquity and in the Maccabean
period they stiU held good (1 Mace 3 56). The
army was divided into bodies of 1,000, 100, 50, and
in Maccabean times, 10, each under its own captain
(.Sar) (Nu 31 14; 1 S 8 12; 2 K 1 9; 2 Ch 26 5;
1 Mace 3 55). In the army of Uzziah we read of
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"heads of fathers' houses," mighty men of valor
who numbered 2,600 and had under their hand
a, framed army of 307,500 men (2 Ch 26 12.13),
where, however, the figures have an appearance of
exaggeration.
Over the whole host of Israel, according to the
fundamental principle of the theocracy, was Jeh
Himseff, the Supreme Leader of her armies (1 S
8 7ff); it was "the Captain of the Lord's host,"
to whom Joshua and all serving under him owned
aUegiance, that appeared before the walls of Jericho
to help the gallant leader in his enterprise. In the
times of the Judges the chiefs themselves, Barak,
Gideon, Jephthah, led their forces in person to
battle. Under the monarchy the captain of the
host was an office distinct from t h a t of the king,
and we have Joab, Abner, Benaiah, named as
commanders-in-chief. An armor-bearer attended
the captain of the host as well as the king (1 S 14
6; 31 4.5; 2 S 23 37). Mention is made of officers
who had to do the numbering of the people, the
gopher, scribe, attached to the captain of the host
(2 K 25 19; cf 2 S 24 2; 1 Maco 5 42), and the
shoter, muster-master, who kept the register of those
who were in mihtary ser'vice and knew the men who
had received authorized leave of absence (Dt 20 5,
Driver's n.).
Before the army set forth, religious ser'vices were
held (Joel 3 9), and sacrifices were offered at the
opening of a campaign to consecrate
7. The
the war (Mic 3 5; Jer 6 4; 22 7).
Army in
Recourse w-as had in earlier times to
the Fiela
the oracle (Jgs 1 1 ; 20 27; 1 S 14
37; 23 2; 28 6; 30 8), in later times
to a prophet (1 K 22 5 ff; 2 K 3 13; 19 2;
Jer 38 14). Cases are mentioned in which the
Ark accompanied the army to the field (1 S 4 4;
14 18), and before the engagement sacrifices also
were offered (1 S 7 9; 13 9), ordinarily necessitating the presence of a priest (Dt 20 2). Councils of war were held to settle questions of policy
in the course of siege or a campaign (Jer 38 7;
39 3). The signal for the charge or retreat was
given by sound of a trumpet (Nu 10 9; 2 S 2
28; 18 16; 1 Mace 16 8). The order of battle
w-as simple, the heavy-armed spearmen forming the
van, shngers and archers bringing up the rear, supported by horses and chariots, which moved to the
front as need required (1 S 31 3 ; 1 K 22 31; 2 Ch
14 9). Strategy was called into play according to
the disposition of the opposing forces or the nature
of the ground (Josh 8 3 ; 11 7; Jgs 7 16; 1 S 16 5;
2 S 5 23; 2 K 3 11 ff).
Although Da-vid had in his service foreign
soldiers like Uriah the Hittite and Ittai of Gath,
and although later kings hired aliens for their campaigns, it was not till the Maccabean struggle for
independence that mercenaries came to be largely
employed in the Jewish army. Mercenaries are
spoken of in the prophets as a source of weakness
to the nation that employs them (to Egypt, Jer
46 16.21; to Babylon, Jer 60 16). From the
Maccabean time onward the princes of the Hasmonaean family employed them, sometimes to hold
the troublesome Jews in check, and sometimes to
support the arms of Rome. Herod the Great had
in his army mercenaries of various nations. When
Jewish soldiers, however, took service -with Rome,
they were prohibited by their law from performing
duty on the Sabbath. Early in the Maccabean
fight for freedom, a band of Hasidaeans or Jewish
Puritans, allowed themselves to be cut down to the
last man rather than take up the sword on the
Sabbath (1 Mace 2 34 ff). Cases are even on
record where their gentile adversaries took advantage of their scruples to inflict upon them loss and
defeat (Ant, XIII, xu, 4; XIV, iv, 2).
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Before the army had become a profession in
Israel, and while the levies were still volunteers
Uke the sons of Jesse, the soldiers
8. SuppUes not only received no pay, but had to
pro-vide their own supphes, or depend
upon rich landholders Uke Nabal and Barzillai (1 S
25' 2 S 19 31). In that period and still later, the
chief reward of the soldier was his share of the booty
gotten in war (Jgs 5 30f; 1 S 30 22 ff). By the
Maccabean period we learn that an army Uke that of
Simon, consisting of professional soldiers, could only
be maintained at great expense (1 Mace 14 32).
Although the first soldiers that w-e read of in the
NT were Jewish and not Rom (Lk 3 14; Mk 6 27),
and although we read that Herod with
9. In
his "men of w-ar" joined in mocking
the NT
Jesus (Lk 23 11), it is for the most part
the Rom army that comes before us.
The Rom legion, consisting roughly of 6,000 men, was
familiar to the Jewish people, and the word had
become a term to express a large number (Mt 26
53; Vlk 5 9). Centurions figm-e most honorably
alike in the Gospels and the .-Vets (kentur'idn,
Mk 15 39; hekaiontdrches, -os, M t 8 5; Lk 23
47; Acts 10 1; 22 25.27). "The Praetorium" is
the residence of the Rom procurator at Jerus, and
m Caesarea (Sit 27 27; -A.cts 23 35), or the
praetorian guard at Rome (Phil 1 13). The
Augustan band and the Itahan band (-Vets 10 1;
-lets 27 1) are cohorts of Rom soldiers engaged on
military duty at Caesarea. In Jerus there was one
cohort stationed in the time of St. Paul under
the command of a chiliarchos, or miUtary tribune
(Acts 22 24). It was out of this regiment that the
dexioldboi (-Vets 23 23) were selected, who formed
a guard for St. Paul to Caesarea, spearmen, or
rather javeUn-throwers.
Figurative: Among the miUtary metaphors employed by St. Paul, who spent so much of his time
in the later j-ears of his hfe among Rom soldiers,
some are taken from the weapons of the Rom soldier
(see ARMS), and some also from the discipline and
the marching and fighting of an army. Thus,
"campaigning" is referred to (2 Tim 2 3.4; 2 Cor
10 3-6); the "order and sohd formation of soldiers"
drawn up in battle array or on the march (Col 2 5);
the "triumphal procession" to the capitol -with its
train of captives and the smoke of incense (2 Cor
2 14-16); and "the sounding of the trumpet,"
when the faithful Christian warriors shall take their
place every man in his own order or "di-vision" of
the resurrection army of the Lord of Hosts (1 Cor
15 52.53). (See Dean Howson, Metaphors of St.
Paul—"'Roman Soldiers.")
The armies which are in heaven (Rev 19 14.19)
are the angelic hosts who were at the ser-vice ot their
Incarnate Lord in the days of His flesh and in His
exaltation follow Him upon white horses clothed
in fine Unen white and pure (see Swete's n.). See
further ARMOB, ARMS.

T.

NICOL

ARMY, ar'mi, ROMAN, ro'man; The treatment of this subject will be confined to (I) a brief
description of the organization of the army, and
(II) a consideration of the allusions to the Rom
miUtary estabhshment in the N T .
/• Organization.— There were originally no
standing forces, but the citizens performed military
service like any other civic duty when summoned
by the magistrates. The gradual development of
a mUitary profession and standing army culminated
m the admission of the poorest class to the ranks by
Marius (about 107 BC). Henceforth the Rom
army was made up of a body of men whose character was essentially that of mercenaries, and whose
term of continuous ser-vice varied in different divisions from 16 to 26 years.

Army
Army, Roman

The forces which composed the Rom army under
the Empire may be divided into the following five
groups: (1) the imperial guard and garrison of the
capital, (2) the legions, (3) the auxilia, (4) the
nuineri, (5) the fleet. We shall discuss their organization in the order mentioned.
The imperial guard consisted of the cohorles
praeloriae, which together with the cohorles urhanae and vigiles made up the garrison
1. The
of Rome. In the miUtary system as
Imperial
established by Augustus there were
Guard
nine cohorts of the praetorian guard,
three of the urban troops, and seven
of the -vigiles. Each cohort numbered 1,000 men,
and was commanded by a tribune of equestrian
rank. The praetorian prefects (praefeeti praetorii),
of whom there were usually two, were commanders
of the entire garrison of the capital, and stood at the
highest point of distinction and authority in the
equestrian career.
There were 25 legions in 23 AD (Tacitus Annals
ll, 5), which had been increased to 30 at the time of
the reign of Marcus Aurehus, 160-180
2. The
AD (CIL, VL 3492 a-b) and to 33
Legions
under Septimius Severus (Dio Cassius,
iv. 23-24). Each legion was made up,
ordinarily, of 6,000 men, who were divided into 10
cohorts,^each cohort containing 3 maniples, and
each maniple in turn 2 centuries.
The legatus Augustus pro praetore, or governor of
each imperial pro-vince, was chief commander of all
the troops within the province. An officer of
senatorial rank kno-wn as legatus Augusti legionis
was intrusted -with the command of each legion,
together 'with the bodies of auxilia which were
associated with it. Besides, there were six tribuni
militum, officers of equestrian rank (usually sons of
senators who had not yet held the quaestorship)
in each legion. The centurions who commanded
the centuries belonged to the plebeian class. Between the rank of common soldier and centurion
there were a large number of subalterns, called
principales, who correspond roughly to the noncommissioned officers and men detailed from the
ranks for special duties in modern armies.
The auxilia were organized as infantry in cohorles,
as cavahy in alae, or as mixed bodies, cohorles equitatae. Some of these divisions contained
3. The
approximately 1,000 men (cohortes or
"Aiixilia" alae miliariae), but the greater number
about 500 (cohortes or alae quingenariae).
They were commanded by tribuni and praefeeti of
equestrian rank. The importance of the auxilia consisted originally in the diversity of their equipment
and manner of fighting, since each group adhered to
the customs of the nation in whose midst it had been
recruited. But with the gradual Romanization of the
Empire they were assimilated more and more to the
character of the legionaries.
The nuineri developed out of the pro'vincial
miUtia and began to appear in the 2d cent. AD.
They maintained their local manner
4. The
of warfare. Some were bodies of in" N u m e r i " fantry, others of cavalry, and they
varied in strength from 300 to 90
(Mommsen, Hermes, X I X , 219 f, and X X I I , 547f).
'Their commanders were praepositi, praefeeti or tribuni, aU men of equestrian rank.
The fleet was under the command of prefects
(praefeeti elassis), who took rank among the highest
officials of the equestrian class. The
6. The
principal naval stations were at MiseFleet
num and Ravenna.
Augustus established the northern
boundary of the Empire at the Rhine and at the
Danube, throughout the greater part of its course,
and bequeathed to his successors the ad'vice that
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they should not extend their sovereignty beyond
the limi1;s which he had set (Tacitus Annals i . l l ;
Agricola 13); and although this poUcy
6. Defen- was departed from in many instances,
sive Arsuch as the annexation of Thrace,
rangements Cappadocia, Mauretania, Britain, and
Daeia, not to mention the more ephemeral acquisitions of Trajan, yet the mihtary system
of the Empire was arranged primarily with the
•view of pro'viding for the defence of the pro'vinces
and not for oarrjdng on aggressive wai'fare on a
large scale. Nearly, all the forces, with the exception of the imperial guard, were distributed among
the pro-vinces on the border of the Empire, and the
essential feature of the disposition of the troops in
these pro-vinces w-as the permanent fortress in w-hich
each unit was stationed. The combination of
large camps for the legions -with a series of smaller
forts for the alae, cohorts, and numeri is the characteristic arrangement on all the frontiers. The
immediate protection of the frontier was regularly
instrusted to the auxiliary troops, while the legions
were usually stationed some distance to the rear
of the actual boundary. Thus the army as a whole
was so scattered that it was a difficult undertaking
to assemble sufficient forces for carrying out any
considerable project of foreign conquest, or even to
cope at once "with a serious invasion, yet the system
was generally satisfactory in -view of the conditions
which prevailed, and secured for the milUons of
subjects of the Rom Empire the longest period of
undisturbed tranquilUty kno-wn to European history.
In accordance with the arrangements of Augustus,
the cohorles praeloriae and cohortes urbanae were
recrruted from Latium, Etruria, Um7. Recruit- biia, and the older Rom colonies
ing System (Tacitus Annals 4, 5), the legions
from the remaining portions of Italy,
and the auxilia from the subject communities of
the Empire (Seeck, Rheinisches Museum, XLVIII,
616).
But in course of time the natives of Italy disappeared, first from the legions, and later from the
garrison of the capital. Antoninus Pius estabUshed
the rule t h a t each body of troops should draw its
recruits from the district where it was stationed.
Henceforth the previous possession of Rom citizenship w-as no longer required for enlistment in the
legions. The legionary was granted the pri-vilege
of citizenship upon entering the service, the auxiliary soldier upon being discharged (Seeok, Untergang der anliken Well, I, 250).
//. Allusions in the NT to the Rom Military
Establishment.—Such
references relate chiefly to
the bodies of troops which w-ere stationed in Judaea.
Agrippa I left a mihtary establishment of one ala
and five cohorts at his death in 44 AD (Jos, Ant,
X I X , ix, 2; BJ, I I I , iv, 2), which he had doubtless
received ^ from the earlier Rom administration.
These di^-isions were composed of local recruits,
chiefly Samaritans (Hirschfeld, Verwaltungsbeamte,
395; -Mommsen, Hermes, X I X , 217, n. 1).
The Ala I gemina Sebastenorum was stationed at
Caesarea (Jos, Ant, X X , 122; BJ, II, xii, 5; CIL,
VIII, 9359).
Julius, the centurion to whom Paul and other
prisoners were dehvered to be escorted to Rome
(Acts 27 1), belonged to one of the
1. Augustan five cohorts which was stationed at
Band
or near Caesarea. This Speira Sebaste (WH), "Augustus' Band" (RV
"Augustan band"; RVm "cohort"), was probably
the same body of troops which is mentioned in
inscriptions as Cohors I Augusta (CIL, Supp, 6687)
and Speira Augouste (Lebas-VV^addington 2112).
Its official title may have been Cohors Augusta
Sebastenorum (GVN).
I t -will be observed that
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all di-visions of the Rom army were divided into
companies of about 100 men, each of which, in the
infantry, was commanded by a centurion, in the
cavalrj', by a deeurion.
There was another cohort in Caesarea, the
"Itahan band" (Cohors Italica, Vulg) of which
Cornehus w-as centurion (Acts 10 1:
2. Italian
ek speires tis kaloumenes
Italikis).
Band
The cohortes Ilalicae (civium Romanorum) were made up of Rom citizens
(Marquardt, Rdmische Staatsverwaltung, II, 467).
One of the five cohorts was stationed in Jerus
(Mt 27 27; Mk 15 16), the "chief captain" of
wliich was Claudius Lysias. His title,
3. Praeto- chiliarchos in the Gr (Acts 23 10.15.
rian Guard 17.19.22.26; 24 7 -VV), meaning "leader
of a thousand men" (tribunus, Vulg),
indicates th.at this body of soldiers was a cohors
mUiaria. Claudius Lysias sent Paul to Felix at
Caesarea under escort of 200 soldiers, 70 horsemen,
and 200 spearmen (.Vets 23 23). The latter
(dexioldboi, WH) are thought to have been a party
of pro-vincial militia. Several centurions of the
cohort at Jerus appear during the riot and subsequent rescue and arrest of Paul (Acts 21 32; 22
25.26; 23 17.23). The cohortes miliariae (of 1,000
men) contained ten centurions. A centurion, doubtless of the same cohort, was in charge of the execution of the Saviour (Mt 27 54; Mk 15 39.44.45;
Lk 23 47). I t was customary for centurions to be
intrusted -with the execution of capital penalties
(Tacitus Ann. i.6; xvi,9; xvi,15; ffisf. n.85).
The -V-V contains the passage in Acts 28 16: "The
centurion delivered the prisoners to the captain of
the guard" (stratopede'trches), which the RV omits.
I t has commonly been held that the expression
stratopedarehes was equivalent to praetorian prefect (praefectus praetorius), and that the employment of the word in the singular was proof that
Paul arrived in Rome within the period 51-62
AD when Sex. Afranius Burrus was sole praetorian
prefect. Mommsen (Silznngsberichte der Berliner
Akademie [1895], 491-503) believes that the sentence in question embodies an ancient tradition,
but that the term stratopedarehes could not mean
praefectus praetorius, which is never rendered in this
way in Gr. He suggests t h a t it stands for princeps castrorum peregrinorum, who was a centurion
in command of the frumenlarii at Rome. These
were detachments of legionary soldiers who took rank
as principales.
They served as military couriers
between the capital and provinces, political spies,
and an imperial poUce. I t was probably customary,
at least when the tradition under discussion arose,
for the frumentarii to take charge of persons who
were sent to Rome for trial (Marquardt, Rdmische
Staatsverwaltung, I I , 491-94).
LITERATURE.—Comprehensive discussions of the Rom
mihtary system wiU be found in Marquardt. Rdmische
Staatsverwaltung, II. 319-612, and in Pauly-Wissowa,
Realencyclopddie,

art. " E x e r c i t u s . "

GEORGE H . ALLEN

ARNA, ar'na (Lat .V.rna): One of the ancestors
of Ezra given in 2 Esd 1 2, evidently identical
with Zerahiah of Ezr 7 4 and Zaraias of 1 Esd 8 2.
ARNAN, ar'nan ( I p ^ ,
'amdn,
"joyous"):
A descendant of David and founder of a family
(1 Ch 3 21). The L X X has Orna.
ARNI, ar'ni ('Apvet, Arnei, found only in Lk 3
33 RV, following 'WU): The name of an ancestor of
Jesus Christ. But in AV, following TR, and in
the genealogical list of M t 1 3,4 the same person
is caUed Aram (Gr 'Apdp, Ardm) in both AV and
RVm. In M t RV, however, the form is Ram, which
is nearest to the OT name Ram (U~\, ram, "high").
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Ram was great-grandson of Judah and ancestor
of David (Ruth 4 19; 1 Ch 2 9.10)
ARNON, ar'non CjlilX, 'amdn; 'Apviov, .4r;(<5/():
Is first mentioned in Nu 21 24 as the border between Moab and the Amorites. "The valleys of
Arnon" in the next ver undoubtedly indicate the
numerous wadies con tributary to the main stream.
It formed the southern boundary of the land assigned to Reuben (Dt 3 12). 'Idie city of Aroer
stood on the northern edge of the valley (Dt 2 36;
Jgs 12 2, etc). Arnon was claimed by the -Vnimonites as ha-ving marked the southern limit of
then- territory when Israel iiu'aded the land (.Igs
11 13). They, however, had already been driven
out b)- the Amorites, and the region north of .Vrnon
w-as held by ,'-^ihoii. From the inscription of M{\sha
on the Moabite Stone we gather that Moab had
estabUshed herself on the north of the Arnon
before the time of Omri. I i i d e r Omri and .Vhab
she was confined to the south of the river. A
rebelhon under ^leslia was put down by Jeh<(ram
son of Ahab (2 K 3), and the expedition of Hazael
against Israel rciiched the valley of the Arnon
(2 K 10 33). But according to Ai(\sha he regained
for ^loab the lost land; and this agrees w-ith Isa 15,
16, where cities north of Arnon are located in Moab,
e.g. Heshbon.
The modern name of Arnon is ir(7(/// el-Mdjib,
which enters the Dead Sea from the E, about 11
miles N, of el-Lisan.
S((nie 13 miles E. of the
Dead Sea tw-o streams, Scil es-,Sa'uleh from the S.,
and Wady Enkeileh from the E,, unite their waters
and flow w-estward in the bottom of an enormous
trench. The waters of Wady Welch come in from
the N,E, A wide stretch of country thus drains
into the valley by means of a great network of
smaller wadies—the "v;dleys of Arnon," The "fords
of the Arnon" (Isa 16 2) were doubtless crossed
by Mesha's highway which he claims to have built
in Arnon; and may be marked by the traces of the
old Rom road and bridge iinmediately to the W. of
w-here, on the northern edge of the Wady, stands
'Ara'ir, the ancient Aroer.
W, EWING
AROD, a'rod, ar'od ( n ' n X , 'arodh): The sixth
son of Gad (Nu 26 17). His descendants are
called Arodi or Arodites (Cien 46 16; Nu 26 17),
ARODI, ar'o-dl.

See AROD.

ARODITES, a'rod-its.

See AROD.

AROER, a-ro'er (n>'^,^, 'drd'cr; 'ApoTJp, Arotr):
(1) A city of the Amorites which stood on the
northern e(lge of the Arnon (Dt 2 36, etc). Taken
by Israel, it shared the vicissitudes of the country
north of the river, and when last named (Jer 48 19)
is again in the hands of .Moab. I t is one of the
cities which Mesha claims to have built, i.e, fortified. It was within the territory allotted to Reuben, yet its building (fortification) is attributed to
Gad (Nu 32 34). Thus far came the Syrian, Hazael, in his raid upon Israel (2 K 10 33). The
Rom road across the valley lay about an hour to
the W, of Khirbet 'Ara'ir.
(2) A city in Gilead described as "before Rabbah," on the boundary between Gad and the Ammonites (Josh 13 25). No name resembling this
has yet been recovered in the district indicated.
. (3) A city in the territory of Judah named only
m 1 S 30 28. Probably however in Josh 16 22
we should read 'ar'drah instead of 'adh'ddhdh, which
^^y be the same city, and may be identical with
Ar'dra, a site with cisterns and some remains of
ancient builcUngs about 14 mUes S.E. of Beersheba.
W.

EWINQ
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AROERITE, a-r6'er-It C " i y h 7 n ,
ha-'drd'erl):
A native of Aroer. The Aroerite was Hotham,
father of two of David's heroes (1 Ch 11 44).
AROM, a'rom ('Ap6|i., Ardm): The sons of A.
returned to Jerus with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 5 16).
Omitted in Ezr and Neh. Hashum is found in place
of A. in Ezr 2 19.
ARPACHSHAD, iir-pak'shad.

See ABPHAXAD.

ARPAD, iir'pad; ARPHAD, ar'fad (15"!5<:,
arpddh, "support"): A city of Syria, captured
frequently by the -Vssyrians, and finally subjugated
by Tiglath-pUeser III in 740 BC, after a siege of two
years. It is now the ruin Tell Erfad, 13 miles N.W.
of Aleppo. Arp.ad is one of the conquered cities
mentioned by Rabshakeh, the officer of Sennacherib, in his boast before Jerus (2 K 18 34; 19 13;
Isa 36 19; 37 13; .VV Arphad), Isaiah puts a,
boa.st about its capture in the mouth of the Assyr
king (Isa 10 9), and Jeremiah mentions it as "confounded" because of evil tidings, in the oracle concerning Damascus (Jer 49 23), On every occasion
Arpad is mentioned with Hamath.
S, F,

HUNTER

ARPHAXAD, ar-fak'sad: (1) AV form (Gen 10
22,24; 11 12,13; 1 Ch 1 17) of RV ".VRP.VCHSHAD," which see. See also T,VBLE OF NATIONS,
(2) In Apoc (Jth 1) a king of the Medes, who reigned
in Ecbatana. He was defeated and slain by Nebuchadrezzar.
ARRAY, a-ra' ([1] i B i b , Idbhesh, n - J ? , 'dtdh;
irepipdXXo), peribdlld, ^vSilop.aL, eiiduomai, Liiarto-fios,
himatismds. [2] Tfn:? , 'drakh, rT'TlJ, shilh): "Arraj-,"
composed of prefix ar and rai, "order," is u,se(l in
two senses, (1) in reference to clothing and (2) m
reference to the disposition of an army,
(1) (a) Ldbhexh is the most common Heb w-ord
meaning "to clothe," and is used in all eases but
one in the OT for "array" (ef Gen 41 42: Pharaoh
"arrayed him [Joseph] in vestures of fine linen";
see also 2 Ch 28 _15; list 6 9,11; .Job 40 10;
2 Ch 5 12). (b) 'Atah, meaning "to veil," "to
cover," is once used. Nebuchadrezzar "shall arrav
himseff with the land of Kgyiit" (Jer 43 12)".
(c) Periballd, "to throw around," is u.sed 6 times in
•the NT. It is the word used of Herod's "arraying"
Jesus "in gorgeous apparel" (Lk 23 11; the other
references are Mt 6 29; Lk 12 27; Rev 7 13; 17 4;
19 8). (d) Enduomai, mid. or p.ass. of ciidiiu, "to
enter," means, therefore, "to be entered into"
clothing. Once it is used in reference to Herod
(.Vets 12 21), (e) Himatisnios, "clothing," is tr'^
once "array" = raiment (from s.ameroot). This is
the only occurrence of "array" in this sense (1 Tim
2 9),
(2) (a) 'Arakh is the common word in the OT, used
in reference to the disposition of an ai-my, and is
tr'i <(jo put in array," "to set in array," the object
being "the battle'' or the army. The root meaning
is that of orderly arrangement, and the verb is used
in other senses than the military, e.g. arranging
the table of shewbread. In 1 Ch 12 33 RV has
"order the battle array" for AV "keep rank," tr
of Heb 'adhdr. (b) Sltilh, "to set, to place," used
once for battle array: "and the horsemen set themselves in array at the gate" (Isa 22 7).
S. F.

HUNTER

ARREST, a-rest', AND TRIAL OF JESUS.

See

JESUS CHRIST, ARREST AND TRIAL OF.

ARRIVE, a-riv': Originally a nautical term (Lat
adripam) for reaching shore, is used in lit, sense in
Lk 8 26, and, fig. for Gr phthdno, instead of "attain
to," RV in Rom 9 31.

Arrogancy
Asa
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ARROGANCY, ar'o-gan-si: Excessive pride,
leading to boastfulness and insolence (1 S 2 3;
Prov 8 13; Isa 13 11; Jer 48 29).
ARROW, ar'6.

See A B C H E R T ; ARMOR,

ARROWS, DIVINATION BY.
IV, 1.

See ATJGUBT,

ARROWSNAKE, ar'o-snak: In Isa 34 15 the
Heb word T^Bp, Ifippoz, which in AV is rendered
"great owl," is in ERV rendered "arrowsnake,"
and in ARV "dart-snake." Geseinus, who translates "arrowsnake," says, "so called from the spring
with which it propels itseff." Others, from the
mention of "make her nest, lay, and hatch," think
some kind of bird is meant. See O W L ; SERPENT.
ARSACES, iir-sa'sez, ar'sa-sez ('ApcrdKT)s, Arsdkes): The common name assumed by all the
Parthian kings, is mentioned in 1 Mace 14 1-3,
and in 15 22 in connection with the history of Demetrius, one of the Gr, or Seleucid, kings of Syria,
and successor to Antiochus Epiphanes, the oppressor of the Jews, who caused the uprising
against the Syrian domination under the leadership
of the Maccabees. This particular Arsaces was the
sixth of the Une of independent Parthian rulers
which had been founded in 250 BC by Arsaces I,
who revolted from Antiochus Theos, killed the
Syrian satraps, and with his successor Tiridates I
firmly estabhshed the independence of the Parthian
kingdom. About 24:i BC, Tiridates added Hyrcania to his dominions; but it was not till the reign
of Arsaces VI, whose pre-regnal name was Mithridates, that Parthia through the conquest of
Bactria, Media, Persia, Armenia, Elymais and
Babylonia, threatened the very existence of the
kingdom of the Seleucids and became a dangerous
competitor of Rome itself. It was this king who
about 141 BC was attacked by Demetrius Nicator,
king of Syria. According to the account preserved
in 1 Mace 14 1-3, Ai-saces sent one of his captains,
who went and smote the host of Demetrius, and
took him ahve, and brought him to Arsaces, by
whom he w-as put in ward. At first, the captive
king was treated -with great severity, being carried
in triumph from city to city and exhibited to his
enemies. Later, however, .Arsaces gave him his
daughter in marriage and assigned him a residence
in Hyrcania. Some time after the death of Arsaces, Demetrius was sent back to Syria by Phraates,
the son of Mithridates, and reigned from 128 to 12.5
BC. Arsaces VI is mentioned, also, in 1 Mace 15
22, as one of the kings whom the Romans forbade
to make w-ar on their Jewish alUes.
LITERATURE.—See 1 Mace 14 1-3. and 15 22; Ant,
XIII, V, 11; X.IV, vui. 5; Appian. Suria, 67; Strabo, X I .
.(jlS; XV. 702; Justin, X L I , S, 6; XXX'VI, 1; Orosius,
V, 4; RawUnson's Parthia, in the Story of the Nations
ser, and Die Herrschaft der Parther in Justi's Geschichte
des alten Persiens in Onckeu's Allgemeine Geschichte, 1, 4.
R. D I C K WILSON

ARSARETH, ar'sa-reth.

See ARZARETH.

ARSIPHURITH, ar-si-fu'rith ('Ap<ri<|>o«pC9, Arsiphourlth; AV Azephurith): 112 of the sons of A.
returned to Jerus 'with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 6 16).
The name is omitted in Ezra and Nehemiah, but the
number corresponds to those mentioned with Jorah
(Ezr 2 18) and Hariph (Neh 7 24).
ARTAXERXES, ar-taks-irrk'sez ('Apral^p^ris, Artaxerxes) : Is the Gr and Lat form of one, and perhaps of two or three kings of Persia mentioned in
the OT.
(1) AU are agreed that the Artaxerxes at whose
court Ezra and Nehemiah were officials is Artaxerxes
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I, the son of Xerxes, commonly called Longimanus,
who reigned from 465 to 424 BC. This Artaxerxes
was the third son of Xerxes and was raised to the
throne by Artabanus, the murderer of Xerxes.
Shortly after his accession, Artaxerxes put his older
brother Darius to death; and a Uttle later, Artabanus, who perhaps aimed to make himself king, was
kiUed. Hystaspes, the second brother, who seems
to have been satrap of Bactria at the time of his
father's death, rebeUed, and after two battles was
deprived of his power and probably of his Ufe. The
reign of Artaxerxes was further disturbed by the
revolt of Egypt in 460 BC, and by that of Syria
about 448 BC. The Egyptians were assisted by
the -Vthenians, and their rebelhon, led by Inarus
and AmjTtaeus, was suppressed only after five
years of strenuous exertions on the part of the Persians under the command of the great general
Megabyzus. After the re-conquest of Egypt,
Artaxerxes, fearing that the Athenians would make
a permanent subjugation of Cyprus, concluded with
them the peace of CalUas, by which he retained the
island of Cyprus; but agreed to grant freedom to
all Gr cities of Asia Minor. Shortly after this
Megabyzus led a revolt in Syria and compelled his
sovereign to make peace with him on his own terms,
and afterward Uved and died in high favor with his
humiliated king. Zopyrus, the son of Megabyzus,
a t ^ later time, while satrap of Lycia and Carta, led
a rebellion in which he was assisted by the Greeks.
It is thought by some that the destruction of Jerus
which is lamented by Nehemiah occurred during
the rebellion of Syria under Megabyzus. Artaxerxes I died in 424 BC, and was succeeded by his
son Xerxes II, and later by tw-o other sons, SogcUanus and Ochus, the last of whom assumed the
regnal name of Darius, whom the Greeks surnamed
Nothus.
(2) Ewald and others have thought that the
Artaxerxes of Ezr 4 7 was the pseudo-Smerdis.
The principal objection against this 'view is that
we have no e'vidence that either the pseudo-Smerdis, or the real Smerdis, was ever called Artaxerxes.
The real Smerdis is said to have been called Tanyoxares, or according to others Oropastes. Ewald
would change the latter to Ortosastes, which closely
resembles Artaxerxes, and it must be admitted
that many of the Pers kings had two or more names.
It seems more probable, however, that Artaxerxes
I is the king referred to; and there is Uttle doubt
that the identification of the Artaxerxes of Ezr 4 7
with the pseudo-Smerdis would never have been
thought of had it not been for the difficulty of
explaining the reference to him in this place.
(3) The Gr tr of the L X X renders the Ahasuerus
of the Book of Est by Artaxerxes, and is followed
in this rendering by Jos. There is no doubt that
by this Artaxerxes Jos meant the first of that name;
for in the Antiquities, X I , •vi, 1 he says that "after
the death of Xerxes, the kingdom came to be transferred to his son Cyrus, whom the Greeks caUed
Artaxerxes," He then proceeds to show how he
married a Jewish -wife, who was herself of the royal
family and who is related to have saved the nation
of the Jews. In a long chapter, he then gives his
account of the story of Vashti, Esther and Mordecai. In spite of this rendering of the LXX and
Jos, there is no doubt that the Heb dhashwerosh
is the same as the Gr Xerxes; and there is no e-vidence that Artaxerxes I was ever called Xerxes
by any of his contemporaries. The reason of the
confusion of the names by the L X X and Jos will
probably remain forever a mystery.
R, D I C K WILSON

ARTEMAS, ar't6-mas ('ApT€|jias, Artemds): One
of the seventy disciples and bishop of Lystra,
according to Dorotheus (Bibl. Maxima [Lugd.
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1677], III, 429). He is mentioned in Titus 3 12
as one of the faithful companions of Paul. The
name is probably Gr, a masc. form of Artemis, or,
as has been suggested, a short form of Art emidorus,
a common name in -\sia iVlinor. These contracted
forms were by no means rare in the Gr world. The
Athenian orator, Lysias, was doubtless named after
his grandfather, Lysanias, and at first may even have
been caUed Lysanias himself.
ARTEMIS, ar'te-mis.

See DIANA.

ARTIFICER, ar-tff'i-ser.

See CRAFTS.

ARTILLERY, iir-tU'er-i C'b^ ,
40 (--VV) of Jonathan's bow and
in RV by WEAPONS; and in 1
w-here the Gr words are tr"* in RV
casting fire and stones."
ARTISAN, ar'ti-zan.
ARTS.

Arrogancy
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keil): In 1 S 20
arrows, replaced
Maec 6 51 (AV)
"instruments for

See CRAFTS.

See CR.IFTS.

ARUBBOTH, a-rub'oth, ARUBOTH, ar'ft-both
('n'Z'yiir],h-d-arubboth; . W A r u b o t h ) : One of the
12 districts from which victuals for Solomon's
household were obtained (1 K 4 10). With Arubboth are mentioned "Socoh, and all the land of
Hepher," and as Socoh lay in the Shephelah (Josh
16 35), -Arubboth probably lay in the southern part
of the Shephelah.
ARUMAH, a-r(5o'ma (n'O^IN, 'drUmdh, "lofty"):
The towm in which Abimelech, the son of Jerubbaal (Gideon), dwelt w-hen driven from Shechem
(Jgs 9 41). The ruins El-Ormeh, 6 miles S.E. of
Shechem, may be on the site, though its position is
not known 'with certainty.
ARVAD, ar'vad, ARVADITES, ar'vad-its (HIIN,
'arwadh; "ApoSos, Arados; mod. Ruad): An island
city off the coast of Syria some 30 miles N. of
Tripolis, and the race inhabiting it. I t was a barren
rock covered with fortifications and houses several
stories in height. The island was about 800 ft.
long by 500 'wide, surrounded b y a massive wall,
and an artificial harbor was constructed on the
E. toward the main land. I t developed into a
trading city in early times, as cUd most of the
Phoen cities on this coast. It had a powerful navy,
and its ships are mentioned in t h e monuments of
Egypt and Assyria. I t seems t o have had a sort
of hegemony over the northern Phoen cities, from
Mt. Cassius to the northern limits of Lebanon,
something Uke t h a t of Sidon in the S. I t had its
own local dynasty and coinage, and some of the
names of its kings have been recovered. Its
inhabitants are mentioned in the early Usts of
Gen (10 18), and Ezk (27 8.11) refers to its seamen
and soldiers in the service of Tyre. It brought
under its authority some of the neighboring cities
on the main land, such as Marathus and SimjTa,
the former nearly opposite the island and the latter
some miles to the S. Thothmes I I I , of Egypt, took
It in his campaign in north Syria (1472 BC) and it
is noticed in the campaigns of Rameses I I in the
early part of the 13th cent. BC (Breasted, Ancient
Records). It is also mentioned in the Am Tab
as being in league with the Amorites in their attacks
upon the Egyp possessions in Syria (44 and 28,
B.M. Am Tab). About the year 1200, or later.
It was sacked by invaders from Asia Minor or the
islands, as were most of the cities on the coast
(Paton, Syria and Pol, 145) but it recovered when
they were driven back. Its maritime importance
18 indicated by the inscriptions of the Assyr kings.

Tiglath-pileser I (cir 1020) boasts that he sailed
in the ships of Arvad. Asshur-nazir-pal (cir 876)
made it tributary, but it revolted and we find 200
men of Arvad mentioned among the alUes of Benhadad, of Damascus, at the great battle of Quarqar,
when all Syria seems to have been in league
ag:dnst Shalmaneser II (cir 854). At this time
the king of Arvad was Mattan Baal. It was
afterward tributary to Tiglath-pUeser I I I and
Sennacherib, the king who paid it to the latter
being Abd-ihhit (cir 701). Asshur-bani-pal (cir 664)
compelled its king Yakinlu to submit and send one
of his daughters to become a member of the royal
harem (Rawdinson, Phoenicia, 456-57). Under the
Persians Arvad was allowed to unite in a confederation with Sidon and Tyre, with a common council at
TripoUs (ib 484). When Alexander the Great invaded Syria in 332 BC Arvad submitted without a
struggle under her king Strato, who sent his navy to
aid .Alexanderin the reduction of Tyre. It seems to
have received the favor of the Seleucid Idngs of Sj-ria
and enjoyed the right of asylum for political refugees.
It is mentioned in aresoript from Rome about 138 BC,
in connection with other cities and rulers of the
East, to show favor to the Jews. It was after Rome
had begun to interfere in the affairs of Judaea and
Syria, and indicates that A. was of considerable
importance at that time (see 1 iVlacc 16 16-23),
The town is not mentioned in the NT, and in modern
times has sunk to a small village, chiefly inhabited
by

fishermen.

See ARADUS.

H.

PORTER

ARZA, ar'za (X2"lS!, 'argd'): A steward of King
Elah, in whose house at Tirzah Zimri murdered the
king at a drinking debauch. The text is not quite
clear, and -Vrza might have been a servant of Zimri
(1 K 16 9).
ARZARETH, ar'za-reth (AV Arsareth, iir'sareth): This is the land to which the ten tribes
were deported (2 Esd 13 45). It is described as
"another land" lying a year and a half's journey
beyond the river, i.e. the Euphrates. It probably
answers to the Heb rTinX '}''1!SI, 'ereg 'ahereth (Dt
29 28). In Jos' time the people were still believed
to be there in countless numbers (Ant, XI, v, 2).
AS, az: Conj. and adv. (usuaUy Gr cos, hos, uo-n-cp
hdsper, Ko9(Js, kathds), designating: (1) Likeness
(a) between nouns (Gen 3 5; Jgs 6 5; Phil 2 8
He 11 27.29); (5) between verbs (Lk 6 36; Jn 5
30; 1 Cor 10 7); (c) between adjectives (1 Cor 16
48). (2) Limitation (with respect to a particular
aspect or relation) (1 Pet 4 15.16). (3) Time (Lk
8 5; 16 25; Acts 8 36). (4) Cause (1 Cor 4 1).
(5) Concession (Jn 7 10; 2 Cor 11.21).^ (6) Illustration, in numerous pa.ssages, beginning "as it is
written," "as it is said," etc.
ASA, a'sa (SDX, 'd^a', "healer"; 'Atra, Asa):
(1) A king of'Judah, the third one after the
separation of Judah and Israel. He was the son
of Abijah and grandson of Rehoboam. Maaeah,
his mother, or rather grandmother, was daughter
of Abishalom (.Vbsalom) (1 K 16 Iff). The first
ten years of his reign were prosperous and peaceful (2 Ch 14 1). He introduced many reforms,
such as putting away the sodomites or male prostitutes, removing idols from holy places, breaking
down altars, pillars and Asherim. He even deposed
the "queen mother" because of her idolatrous
practices, and of the image which she had made
for Asherah (1 K 15 12 ff; 2 Ch 14 3). Though
the king himself, in the main, was a zealous
reformer, his subjects did not always keep pace
with him (16 17). With an army of 580,000 he
repelleci an attack of Zerah, the Ethiopian, and
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routed him completely at Mareshah in the lowlands of Judah (14 6 ff). Directed and encouraged
by Azariah the prophet, he carried on a great
re-vival. Having restored the great altar of burnt
offering in the temple, he assembled the people
for a renewal of their covenant with Jeh. On
this occasion 700 oxen and 7,000 sheep were offered
in sacrifice. For the next twenty years there was
apparently great prosperity and peace throughout
his kingdom, but in the thu-ty-sixth year of his
reign, Judah was attacked by Baasha, king of
Israel, at aU times hostile to Judah (1 K 15 32).
Baasha continued to encroach and finally fortffied
Ramah as a frontier fortress. Asa, faint-hearted,
instead of putting his entire trust in Jeh, made an
alhance with Ben-hadad, of Damascus. The Syrian
king, in consideration of a large sum of money
and much treasure from the temple at Jerus, consented to attack the northern portion of Baasha's
territory. I t was at this favorable moment t h a t
Asa captured Ramah, and with the vast buUding
material collected there by Baasha, he built Geba
of Benjamin and Mizpah (1 K 15 16-22). This
lack of faith in Jeh was severely criticized by
Hanani the prophet. Asa, instead of listening patiently to this prophet of God, was greatly offended
and enraged and Hanani was put in prison (2 Ch
16 1-10). Three years later, Asa was attacked by
gout or some disease of the feet. Here again he
is accused of lack of faith, for "he sought not to
Jeh, but to the physicians" (2 Ch 16 12). Having
ruled forty-one years, he died and was buried with
great pomp in a tomb erected by himself in the
city of David, i.e. Jerus. On the whole his reign
was very successful, but it is sad to chronicle t h a t
as the years rolled on he became less and less faithful to Jeh and His law.
(2) A son of Elkanah, a Le-vite, who dwelt in one
of the villages of the Netophathites (1 Ch 9 16).
W.

W.

DAVIES

ASADIAS, as-a-dl'as ('A<ra8Cas, Asadias):
ancestor of Baruch (Bar 1 1).
ASAEL, a'sa-el, as'a-el.

An

See ASIEL (Apoc).

ASAHEL, as'a-hel (bXH©:?, 'dsdh'el, "God hath
m a d e " ; 'Aa-ai-^, Asatl):
(1) "The brother of Joab and Abishai. The three
were sons of Zeruiah, one of Da-vid's sisters (1 Ch
2 15,16; 2 S 2 18, etc). The three brothers
seem to have been from the beginning members
of David's troop of strangely respectable brigands.
Asahel was distinguished for his swift running, and
this fact brought misfortune upon him and upon
Israel. VV'hen Abner and the forces of Ish-bosheth
were defeated near Gibeon, Asahel pursued Abner.
Abner knew t h a t he could outfight Asahel, though
he could not outrun him. He also knew t h a t the
time had come for making David king, and that
a blood feud among the leaders would be a calamity.
He expostulated with Asahel, b u t in vain. It
came to a fight, and Abner slew Asahel (2 S 2, 3).
As a result the coming of David to the throne of
all Israel was delayed; and when a t last Abner
brought it about, he himself was treacherously killed
by Joab in alleged blood revenge for Asahel. Asahel is mentioned as sixth in the list of David's
"mighty men" (2 S 23 24; 1 Ch 11 26). The
earlier of the names in this list are evidently arranged in the order of seniority. If it be assumed
that tho list w-as not made till after the death
of Asahel, still there is no difficulty in the idea that
some of the names in the list were placed there
posthumously. Asahel is also mentioned as the
fourth of David's month-by-month captains (1 Ch
27 7). Superficial criticism describes this position
as that ot "commander of a division of David's

army," and regards the statement, "and Zebadiah
his son after him," as a note added to explain the
otherwise increcUble assertion of the text. This
criticism is correct in its implication that the
fourth captain was, as the text stands, the dead
Asahel, in the person of his son Zebadiah. Coming
from an annotator, the criticism regards this
meaning as intelhgible; is it any the less so if we
regard it as coming from the author? In fact,
the statement is both intelligible and credible.
The second of Da'vid's month-by-month captains
is Dodai, the father of the second of David's
"mighty men"; and the fourth is Asahel, with his
son Zebadiah. With these two variations the
twelve month-by-month captains are twelve out of
the nineteen seniors in the list of mighty men, and
are mentioned in practically the same order of
seniority. The 24,000 men each month were not
a fighting army mobilized for war. The position
of general for a month, whatever else it may have
involved, was an honor held by a distinguished
veteran. There is no absurdity in the idea that the
honor may in some cases have been posthumous,
the deceased being represented by his father or his
son or by someone else.
(2) A Levite member of the commission of captains and Le-vites and priests which Jehoshaphat,
in his third year, sent among the cities of Judah,
with the book of the law, to spread information
among the people (2 Ch 17 7-9).
(3) One of the keepers of the storechambers in
the temple in the time of Hezekiah (2 Ch 31 13).
(4) The father of Jonathan who was one of the
two men who "stood upon this," at the time when
Ezra and the people appointed a court to consider
the cases of those who had married foreign wives
(Ezr 10 15). The text of RV translates "stood up
against this," while the margin has "were appointed
over this."

W I L L I S J. BEECHER

ASAHIAH, as-a-hi'a (H^ffly, 'dsdydh, "Jeh hath
made"; AV form; RV ASAIAH): "The king's
servant" sent by Josiah with Hilkiah, the priest,
and others to inquire of Jeh concerning the words of
the book found in the temple (2 K 22 12,14;
2 Ch 34 20).
ASAIAH, a-sa'ya (H^ipy, 'dsdydh, "Jehovah has
made," written Asahiah twice in AV [2 K 22 12.
14]):
(1) A Le-vite of the family of Merari, and one
of those who helped bring the ark from the house
of Obed-edom to Jerus (1 Ch 6 30; 15 6,11).
(2) A leading man of the tribe of Simeon. He
was in the incursion which attacked and dispossessed the MEUNIM (q.v.), or the shepherd people,
in the valley of Gedor (1 Ch 4 36).
(3) An officer of Josiah sent to Huldah the
prophetess for advice regarding the law book
found by Hilkiah (2 K 22 12.14; see ASAHIAH).
(4) A Shilonite resident of Jerus (1 Ch 9 5).
He is called Maaseiah in Neh 11 5.
W.

W.

DAVIES

ASANA, as'a-na ('Ao-avd, Asand, Assand) =
Asnah (Ezr 2 50); omitted in Neh. The sons of
A. (temple-servants) returned with Zerubbabel to
Jerus (1 Esd 5 31).
ASAPH, a'saf ( 3 0 S , 'd^dph): Is the name of
three men in the O'T, of w-hom one is the reputed
author of Pss 50 and 73-83. He was one of
Da-vid's three chief musicians, the other two being
Heman, and E t h a n or Jeduthun, and we first hear
of him when the ark was taken to Jerus (1 Ch 16
16-19). He conducted -with cymbals the music
performed in the tent where the ark was housed
(1 Ch 16 4.5.7.37), whUe his two coadjutors dis-
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charged the same office at Gibeon (16 41.42). In
1 Ch 25 1ffwe are told that four of his sons wore
appointed to conduct under him detachments ((f
the great chorus, the families of Heman and Jeduthun also furnishing leaders, and all took |iai'(, at the
dedication of the temple (2 Ch 5 12). ,V,, II , and
J. were caUed the king's seers (1 Ch 25; 2 Ch 35
15), no doubt an official title of rank or di,giiit y, The
"Sons of Asaph" are mentioned in later times. They
formed a guild, and played a prominent part at each
revivalof thenationalreligion. See M u s i c ; PS.VLMS.

in those under (4) it retains "ascend" with an occasional change in tense; under (1) it retains "ascend"
everyw-hcre in ()T (Ex 19 LS; Josh 8 20,21; Ps
136 7 J Jer 10 13,151 10) except Jgs 20 40, but
sukstitutes "went u p , " "goeth u](," in N T (Rev
8 4; 14 11). The like change in tho OT passages
would make t,li"( usage of RV uniform.
F . K.

FARR

ASCENSION, a-sen'.shun: Most modern Lives
of Christ commence at lielhlehem and end with the
-Vsceiision, but^t'hrist's life began earlier and conJ.\Mi:s .AllLL.AR
tinued later. The Aseeiisi((ii is not only a great
ASARA, as'a-ra ('Atrapci, /ls(!)'((.' .V\' Azara): fact of th(( NT, but a great factor in t h e life of
The sons of -V. (,(,empl(^-ser\-ants) returned to .lerus
Christ and Christians, and no complete view of
with Zerubbabel (1 Ksd 5 31). Omitted in Ezr
.lesus ChrisI, is possible unless the Ascensi(m and its
and Xeh.
('onse(|U(™ces .are included, ft is the consummation of His redemptive work. The Christ of
ASARAMEL, a-sar'a-mcl \JA<rapa\i.i\, Asnraincl
the Gospels is the Christ of history, the Christ of
or Saramel): A name of uncertain origin occurthe imst, but the fuU N T iiieture of Christ is that
ring in 1 Maec 14 28, in the inscription set up of a living Christ, the Christ of heaven, the Christ
in memory of Simon and the Maccalx^in family,
of cxperieuee, the Christ of the present and the
"On the eighteenth day of Elul, in -the hundred
future. The N T passages referring to the Ascenand sevent>- and second year, and this is the third
sion need close study and their teaching careful
year of SinidU the high priest, in -Vsar:(,mel, in a
observation.
great congregation of priests and people and princes
/. In the Gospels.—The Ascension is alluded to
of the nation, and of the eklers of the country,"
in several passages in the Gospels in the course of
etc. The phrase "in -Vsaramel" has been taken
Our Lord's earthly ministry (Lk 9
as referring to a place, and as the name of a title
1. Antici- 31.51; Jn 6 02; 7 33; 12 32; 14
of Simon. Ewald and others take it to be the
pations
12.2,S; 16 5.10.17,28; 20 17). These
equivalent of -X ~ " "'.^nD, ba-hdgar 'am 'el, "in
passages show that the event was conthe court of the people of God," Another reading is "in S:iramel," T h e majority prefer to take stantly in view, and anticipated by Our Lord. The
Ascension is also clearly imphed in the allusions to
the phrase as a title of Simon; the original phrase
His coming to earth on clouds of heaven (Mt 24 30;
is then taken to have been -bx Dy "TlCI, iv'sar
26 64).
'am 'el, ''and prince of the people of God," i.e.
If with most modern scholars we regard Mark's
ethnarch. If the translator mistook 1 (w) for H
Gospel as ending with ver 8 of the last ch, it will be
(bh) and read 'en, he might have left the phrase
seen to stop short at the resurrection,
untr'^ because he supposed it to be t h e name of a
place. Schiirer disposes of the ^K by taking it as 2. Records though the present ending speaks of
being received up into heaven,
a corruption of a-eyei', setjen = '''i'C , seghen, w-hich of His sittingChrist
at the right hand of God, and of His
is equivalent to the Gr a-rparriyis, stralcgijs (GVI, working with the disciples as they went preaching
I, 197, n. 17),
H, J. W O L F
the word (Mk 16 19,20), In any ease this is a
bare summary only. The close of the Third Gospel
includes an evident reference to the fact of the
ASAREEL, a-sa're-el, a-sar'g-el. See ASAREL.
Ascension (Lk 24 28-53), even if the last six
words of ver 51, "and was carried up into heaven"
ASAREL,as'ar-el(-XT(Pii;, 'dsar'el, "God is ruler";
-VV Asareel): A descendant of Judah and a son of are not authentic. No difficulty need be felt at
the omission of the Fourth Crospel t(j refer to the
Jehallelel (1 Ch 4 16).
fact of the Ascension, though it w-as universally
accepted at the time the apostle wrote (Jn 20 17).
ASARELAH, as-a-re'la. See ASHARELAH.
As Dr. Hort has pointed out, "The Ascension did
ASBACAPHATH, as-bak'a-fath.
See ASBA- not he within the proper scope of the Gospels
8AHETH.
its true place was at the head of the Acts of
the Apostles" (quoted, Sw-cte, The Ascended Christ,
ASBASARETH, a.s-bas'a-reth (LXX 'Ao-paKacjxie,
2),
Asbakaphdth, or 'Ao-pa<rap«'9, Ashasaretli): 'I'he t!r
//. In the Acts.—The story in 1 6-12 is clear.
rendering of the As,vr Ar-nhiir-ah-iddiiia ("Esarhaddon") (1 Esd 5 09; cf also Ezr 4 2,10). See Jesus Christ was on the Mount of Olives. There
had been conversation between Him
OSNAPPAR.
1. Record and His disciples, and in the course
of it He was taken up; and a cloud
ASCALON, as'ka-lon ('Ao-icdXcov, .Iskiildn): In
Apoc, both AV and RV (,Jth 2 lis; 1 Mace 10 86; received Him out of their sight (ver 9). His body
was uplifted till it disappeared, and w-hile they con11 60; 12 3 3 ^
See ASHKELO.V.
tinued to gaze up they saw tA\-o men who assured
them that He would come back exactly as He had
ASCEND, a-send': By derivation the Eng. word
implies motion from a lower place to (not merely gone up. The three Gr words rendered "taken
up" (iir-fipBy, eperthe) (ver 9); "went" (-iropevop.ivov,
toward) a higher one; and usage tends to restrict
pnrciioiiieilou) (ver 10); "received u p " (amXrjp.ipeets,
it to cases where t h e beliolder is in the lower, not
the higher, position. -VV uses it 39 times in all: aniileinphlhi-is) (ver 11); deserve careful notice.
This
account must either be attributed to invention,
(1) of the going up of vapor (Ps 135 7), flame
(Jgs 20 40), or smoke (Rev 8 4); (2) of travel or to the testimony of an eye-witness. But Luke's
from one place to another (.Vets 25 1) or of the historicity now seems abundantly proved.
The -Vseension is mentioned or imcourse of a boundary (Josh 16 3); ('.',) of coming
plied in sever.al passages in Acts (2
up from the underworld (1 S 28 13; Rev 11 7; 2 References
33 ff; 3 2 1 ; 7 55 f; 9 . 3 - 5 ; 22 6-8;
17 8); and (4) of the going up (of men, angels. Our
26 1.3-15). All these passages assert
Lord) from earth to t h e skies or t o heaven (Gen 28
the present life and activity of Jesus Christ in
12; Jn 3 13). RV uses t h e appropriate form of
"to go u p " in all cases falUng under (2) and (3); heaven.
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///. In the Pauline Epistles.—In 8 34 the apostle
states four facts connected with Christ Jesus:
His death; His resurrection; His
1. Romans session at God's right hand; His intercession. The last two are clearly the
culminating points of a series of redemptive acts.
While for its purpose Rom necessarily lays stress
on the Resurrection, Eph has as part of its special
aim an emphasis on the Ascension.
2. EpheIn 1 20 God's work wrought in Christ
sians
is shown to have gone much farther
than the Resurrection, and to have
"made him to sit at his right hand in the heavenly
places," thereby constituting Him the supreme
authority over all things, and especially Head of the
church (1 20-23). This idea concerning Christ is
followed in 2 6 by the association of believers 'with
Christ "in the heavenly places," and the teaching
finds its completest expression in 4 8-11, where the
Ascension is connected with the gift of the heavenly
Christ as the crowning feature of His work. Nothing
is more striking than the complementary teaching
of Rom and Eph respectively in their emphasis on
the Resurrection and Ascension.
In 2 6-11 the exaltation of Christ is shown to
follow His deep humiliation. He who humbled
Himself is exalted to the place of
3. PhUip- supreme authority. In 3 20 Chrispians
tians are taught that their commonwealth is in heaven, "whence also we
wait for a Sa'viour."
The emphasis placed, on the second advent of
Clirist in 1 Thess is an assumption of the fact of
the Ascension. Christians are wait4. Thessa- ing for God's Son from heaven (1 10)
lonians
who is to "descend from heaven, with
a shout, 'with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God" (4 16).
The only allusion to the Ascension in the Pastoral Epistles is found in the closing statement of
what seems to be an early Christian
6. Timothy song in 1 Tim 3 16. He who was
"manifested in the flesh . . . received
up in glory."
IV. In Hebrews.—In
this epistle there is more
recorded about the Ascension and its consequences
than in any other part of the N T . The facts of
the Ascension and Session are flrst of all stated
(1 3) with all t h a t this implies of definite position
and authority (1 4-13). Christians are regarded
as contemplating Jesus as the Divine Man in
heaven (2 9), though the meaning of the phrase,
"crowned with glory and honor" is variously interpreted, some thinking t h a t it refers to the result
and outcome of His death, others thinking that He
was "crowmed for death" in the event of the
Transfiguration (Matheson in Bruce, Hebrews, 83).
Jesus Christ is described as "a great High Priest,
who hath passed through the heavens" (4 14), as a
Forerunner who is entered w-ithin the veil for us,
and as a High Priest for ever after the order of
Melchizedek (6 20). As such He "abideth for ever,"
and "ever Uveth to make intercession" (7 24.25).
The chief point of the epistle itself is said to be
"such a high priest, who sat dowm on the right hand
of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens" (8 1),
and His position there imphes t h a t He has obtained
eternal redemption for His people and is appearing
before God on their behalf (9 12.24). This session
at God's right hand is also said to be with a -view
to His return to earth when His enemies -will have
become His footstool (10 12 13), and one of the last
exhortations bids behevers to look unto Jesus as the
Author and Perfecter of faith who has "sat down at
the right hand of the throne of God" (12 2).
V. In the Petrine Epistles.—The only reference
to the Ascension is in 1 Pet 3 22, where Christ's
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exaltation after His sufferings is set forth as the
pattern and guarantee of Christian glorification after
endurance of persecution.
VI. In the Johannine Writings.—Nothing is recorded of the actual -Ascension, but 1 Jn 2 1 says
that "we have an Advocate with the
1. Epistles Father." The word "Advocate" is the
same as "Comforter" in Jn 14 16, where
it is used of the Holy Spirit. Christ is the Comforter "in relation to the Father," and the Holy
Spirit is the Comforter dwelUng in the
2. Apocasoul.
lypse
All the references in the Apocalypse
either teach or imply the living Christ
who is in heaven, as active in His church and as
coming again (Rev 1 7.13; 5 5-13; 6 9-17; 14 1-5).
VIL Summary of NT Teaching.—The N T calls
attention to the fact of Ascension and the fact
of the Session at God's right hand.
1. The Fact Three words are used in the Gr in
connection •with the Ascension: anabainein (ascendere), "to go u p " ; analambdneslhai
(adsumi), "to be taken u p " ; poreuesthai, "to go."
'The Session is connected 'with Ps 110, and this
OT passage finds frequent reference or allusion in
all parts of the N T . But it is used especially
in He in connection wdth Christ's priesthood, and
'with His position of authority and honor at God's
right hand (Swete, The Ascended Christ, 10-15).
But the N T emphasizes t h e fact of Christ's exaltation rather than the mode, the latter being quite
secondary. Yet the acceptance of the fact must
be carefully noticed, for it is impossible to question that this is the belief of all the N T -writers.
They base their teaching on the fact and do not
rest content with the moral or theological aspects
of the Ascension apart from the historic reaUty.
The Ascension is regarded as the point of contact
between the Christ of the gospels and of the epistles.
The gift of the Spirit is said to have come from the
ascended Christ. The Ascension is the culminating
point of Christ's glorification after His Resurrection,
and is regarded as necessary for His heavenly
exaltation. The Ascension was proved and demanded by the Resurrection, though there was
no need to preach it as part of the evangelistic
message. Like the Virgin birth, the .Ascension
involves doctrine for Christians rather than nonChristians. I t is the culmination of the Incarnation, the reward of Christ's redemptive work, and
the entrance upon a 'wider sphere of work in His
glorified condition, as the Lord and Priest of His
church (Jn 7 39; 16 7).
We may summarize what the N T tells us of Our
Lord's present life in heaven by observing carefully what is recorded in the various
2. The
passages ot the N T . He ascended into
Message
heaven (Mk 16 19; Lk 24 51; Acts
1 9); He is seated on the right hand
of God (Col 3 1; He 1 3 ; 8 1; 10 12); He
bestowed the gift of the Holy Spirit on the Day
of Pentecost (Acts 4 9.33); He added disciples to
the church (Acts 2 47); He worked with the
disciples as they went forth preaching the gospel
(Mk 16 20); He healed the impotent man (Acts 3
16); He stood to receive the first martjT (Acts
7 56); He appeared to Saul of Tarsus (Acts 9 5);
He makes intercession for His people (Rom 8 26;
He 7 25); He is able to succor the tempted
(He 2 18); He is able to sympathize (He 4 15);
He is able to save to the uttermost (He 7 25);
He Uves forever (He 7 24; Rev 1 18); He is
our Great High Priest (He 7 26; 8 1; 10 21); He
possesses an intransmissible or inviolable priesthood (He 7 24); He appears in the presence of
God for us (He 9 24); He is our Advocate with the
Father (1 Jn 2 1); He is waiting until aU oppo-
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sition to Him is overcome (He 10 13). This includes all the teaching of the N T concerning our
Lord's present Ufe in heaven.
VIIL Problems.—There are two questions usually
associated with the -V.scension which need our attention.
There is no greater difficulty in connection with
the .Vseension than with the Resurrection, or the
Incarnation. Of Our Lord's resurrec1. Relation tion bod>' 'n'e know nothing. -VII we
to the Laws can say is that it was different from
of Nature the body laid in the tomb and yet
essentially the same; the same and yet
essentiaUy different. The .Vseension was the natural
close of Our Lord's earthl\' hfe, and as such, is inseparable from the Resurrection. Whatever, therefore, may be said of the Resurrection in regarcl to
the laws of nature applies equally to the .Vseension.
The record in Acts is sometimes objected to
because it seeins to imply the localization of heaven
above the earth. But is not this
2. LocaUza- taking the narrative in too absolutely
tion of the bald and literal a sense? Heaven is
Spiritual
at once a place and a state, and as
World
personality necessarily implies locality,
some place for Our Lord's Di-vine,
yet human person is essential. To speak of heaven
as "above" may be only symbohcal, but the ideas
of fact and locahty must be carefully adhered to.
-A.nd yet it is not merely local, and "we have to
think less of a transition from one locality than of
a transition from one condition to another,
the real meaiung of the ascension is t h a t
. .
Our Lord withdrew from a world of hmitations" to
that higher existence where God is (MilUgan, Ascmsion and Heavenly Priesthood, 26). I t matters
not that our conception today of the physical
universe is different from t h a t of N T times. We
StiU speak of the sun setting and rising, though
strictly these are not true. The details of the
Ascension are really unimportant. Christ disappeared from yjew, and no question need be raised
either of distance or direction. We accept the
fact without any scientific explanation. I t was a,
change of conditions and mode of existence; the
essential fact is t h a t He departed and disappeared.
Even Keim admits t h a t " t h e ascension of Jesus
follows from all the facts of His career" (quoted,
MilUgan, 13), and Weiss is equally clear that the
Ascension is as certain as the Resurrection, and
stands and falls therewith (MilUgan, 14).
IX. Its Relation to Christ Himself.—The Ascension was the exaltation and glory of Jesus Christ
after His work was aceompUshed (Phil 2 9). He
had a threefold glory: (1) as the Son of God before
the Incarnation (Jn 1'7 5); (2) as God manifest
in the flesh (Jn 1 14); (3) as the exalted Son of
God after the Pv,esurrection and Ascension (Lk 24
26; 1 Pet 1 21). The Ascension meant very
much to Christ Himself, and no study of the subject must overlook this aspect of N T teaching.
His exaltation to the right hand of God meant (1)
the proof of victory (Eph 4 8); (2) the position
of honor (Ps 110 1); (3) the place of power (Acts
2 33); (4) the place of happiness (Ps 26 11);
(-5) the place of rest ("seated"); (6) the place of
permanence ("forever").
X. Its Teaching for Christians.—The importance
of the Ascension for Christians hes mainly in the
fact that it w-as the introduction to Our Lord's
present lffe in heaven which means so much in the
beUever's life. The spiritual value of the Ascension Ues, not in Christ's physical remoteness, but
in His spiritual nearness. He is free from earthly
limitations, and His life above is the promise and
guarantee of ours. "Because I Uve ye shall Uve
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The Ascension and Session are regarded as the
culminating point of Christ's redemptive work
(He 8 1), and at the same time the
1. Redemp- demonstration of the sufficiency of
tion AcHis righteousness on man's behalf.
complished For sinful humanity to reach heaven
two essential features were necessary:
(a) the removal of sin (negative); and (b) the
presence of righteousness (positive). The Resurrection demonstrated the sufficiency of the atonement for the former, and the Ascension demonstrated the sufficiency of righteousness for the
latter. The Spirit of God was to con-vict the world
of "righteousness" "because I go to the Father"
(Jn 16 10). In accord with this we find that
in the Epistle to the He every reference to Our
Lord's atonement is in the past, implying completeness and perfection, "once for all."
This is the pecuhar and special message of He.
Priesthood finds its essential features in the representation of man to God, involving
2. High
access into the Divine presence (He
Priesthood 6 1). I t means drawing near and
dwelling near to God. In He, Aaron
is used as typical of the work, and Melchizedek as
typical of the person of the priest; and the two acts
mainly emphasized are the offering in death and
the entrance into heaven. Christ is both priest
and priestly -victim. He offered propitiation and
then entered into heaven, not "with," but "through"
His own blood (He 9 12), and as High Priest, at
once human and Di-vine, He is able to sympathize
(He 4 15); able to succor (He 2 18); and able to
save (He

7 25).

See C H R I S T AS P R I E S T .

The Ascension constituted Christ as Head of the
church (Eph 1 22; 4 10.15; Col 2 1 9 ) . This
Headship teaches that He is the Lord
3. Lordship and Life of the church. He is never
spoken of as ffing in relation to His
Body, the Church, only as Head and Lord. The
fact that He is at the right hand of God suggests in
the symbolical statement that He is not yet properly
King on His own throne, as He will be hereafter
as "King of the Jews," and "King of Kings."
In several N T passages this is regarded as the
cro'wning point of Our Lord's work in heaven (Rom
8 33.34). He is the perfect Mediator
4. Interbetween God and man (1 Tim 2 5;
cession
He 8 6); our Advocate with the
Father (1 Jn 2 1). His very presence
at God's right hand pleads on behalf of His people.
There is no presentation, or representation, or
pleading, of Himself, for His intercession is never
associated with any such relation to the sacrifice
of Calvary. Nor is there any hint in the N T of a
relation between the Eucharist and His life and work
in heaven. This view popularized by the late Dr.
William MilUgan (The Ascension, etc, 266), and indorsed from other standpoints in certain aspects
of Anglican teaching (Sw-ete, The Ascended Christ,
46), does not find any support in the N T . As
Westcott says, "The modern conception of Christ
pleading in heaven His passion, 'offering His blood,'
on behalf of man, has no foundation in this epistle"
(Hebrews, 230). And Hort similarly remarks, "The
words, 'Still . .
His prevailing death He pleads'
have no apostoUc warrant, and cannot even be reconciled with apostohc doctrine" (Life and Letters, II,
213). Our Lord's intercession is not so much in what
He says as in what He is. He pleads by His presence on His Father's throne, and he is able to save
to the uttermost through His intercession, because
of His perpetual life and His in-violable, undelegated,
intransmissible priesthood (He 7 24.25).
There is an intimate and essential connection
between the Ascension of Christ and the descent of
the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit was given to Christ
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as the acknowledgment and reward of His work
done, and having received this "Promise of the
Father" He bestowed Him upon His
6. The Gfft people (-Vets 2 33). By means of the
of the
Spirit the twofold work is done, of conSpirit
-vincing sinners (Jn 16 9), and of edifying behevers (Jn 14 12; see also J n 14
25.26; 16 14,15).
It is in connection with the Ascension and Our
Lord's Ufe in heaven t h a t we understand the force
of such a passage as "Lo, I am w-ith
6. Presence you always" (Mt 28 20). " H e ever
Uveth" is the supreme inspiration of
the indi-vidual Christian and of the whole church.
All through the N I ' from the time of the Ascension
onward, the one assurance is t h a t Christ is h-ving;
and in His Ufe we live, hold fellowship with God,
receive grace for daily living and rejoice in victory
over sin, sorrow and death.
Our Lord's life in heaven looks forward to a consummation. He is "expecting till his enemies be
made his footstool" (He 10 13 AV).
7. ExpecHe is described as our Forerunner
tation
(He 6 18 ff), and His presence above
is the assurance that His people will
share His life hereafter. B u t His Ascension is also
associated with His coming again (PMl 3 20.21;
1 Thess 4 16; He 9 28). At this coming there
will be the resurrection of dead saints, and the
transformation of h'ving ones (1 Thess 4 16.17),
to be followed by the Di-vine tribunal with Christ
as Judge (Rom 2 16; 2 Tim 4 1,8). To His own
people this coming will bring joy, satisfaction and
glory (Acts 3 21; Rom 8 19); to His enemies defeat
and condemnation (1 Cor 15 25; He 2 8; 10 13).
Re-viewing all the teaching of Our Lord's present
life in heaven, appearing on our behalf, interceding
by His presence, bestowing the Holy Spirit, governing and guiding the church, sympathizing, helping
and sa-ving His people, we are called upon to "lift
up our hearts," for it is in occupation with t h e
U-ving Christ that we find the secret of peace, t h e
assurance of access, and the guaranty of our permanent relation t o God. Indeed, we are clearly
taught in H e t h a t it is in fellowship with the
present life of Christ in heaven that Christians
reaUze the difference between spiritual immaturity
and maturity (He 6 1; 10 1), and it is the purpose of this epistle to emphasize this truth above
all others. Christianity is " t h e reUgion of free
access to God," and in proportion as we reaUze,
in union with Christ in heaven, this privilege of
drawing near and keeping near, we shall find in the
attitude of "lift up your hearts" the essential features
of a strong, -vigorous, growing, joyous Christian life.
LITERATURE,—Milligan, Ascensionand Heavenly Priesthood of Our Lord; Swete. The Appearances of the Risen
Lord; The Ascended Christ; Lacey. The Historic Clirist;
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LITERATURE.

ASCENT, a-sent':
(1) The rendering in AV twice, R V 14 times correctly, of Heb ma'dleh, "ascent," "pass," as a geographical term (AV Nu 34 4; 2 S 15 30; RV
Josh 10 10; Jgs 8 13, etc).
(2) T h e rendering in AV and RV of 'dldh in
1 K 10 5, "his ascent b y which he went up unto
the house of J e h " ; but 'dldh everywhere else
means "burnt-offering," and all ancient VSS support RVm, "his burnt-offering which he offered"
(caused to go up), etc.
(3) In 2 Ch 9 4 (1| 1 K 10 5) a very sUght
textual correction (supported by L X X ) gives us
the same words as in 1 K instead of the difficult
'dllydh, "upper chamber," not "ascent" as AV and
RV render it against all usage elsewhere.
(4) I n RV Ezk 40 31.34.37; Neh 12 37, of a
flight of steps, stairs.
(5) In RV (Heb 'dllydh), Neh 3 31.32, m "upper
chamber" is to be preferred to text "ascent."
F. K. FARR

ASCHENAZ, ash'6-naz.

See ASHKENAZ.

ASEAS, a-se'as ('Ao-atas, ^soias = Isshijah [Ezr
10 31]): A son of -Vnnas, who put away his "strange
wife" (1 Esd 9 32).
ASEBEBIAS, a-seb-5-bI'as ('Ao-ePuPCas, AsebMas; AV Asebebia, a-seb-e-bl'a): A., his sons and
brethren returned with Ezra to perform the functions
of priesthood in Jerus (1 Esd 8 47). Cf Sherebiah
(Ezr 8 18).
ASEBIAS, as-C-bl'as ('A<r«|3£as, Asebias; AV
Asebia, as-6-bI'a): A. returned with Ezra to perform the function of a priest in Jerus (1 Esd 8 48).
Cf Hashabiah (Ezr 8 19).
ASENATH, as'g-nath ('Ao-cv^B, AsenUh): The
wife of Joseph, daughter of Poti-phera, mother of
Manasseh and Ephraim (Gen 41 45.50; 46 20).
She was evidently an Egyp woman and bore an
Egyp name. nSOS?, pointed by the Massoretes as
n 5 p S , 'dfnath, appears in the L X X as dsenelh or
asenneth. The last two consonants appear to represent the name of the Egyp goddess Neith. The
first part of the name will then represent either
7JS = "belonging t o " (so Brugsch and generally),
or 'w.s-n (note the doubled n in the L X X transcription) = "she belongs t o " (so Spiegelberg). It is
possible that these four letters represent the Egyp
name Sn-t (so Lieblein and others), though the S
must then be explained as 'dleph prostheticum and
the n would be less regular than a H to stand for
the Egyp feminine <.

J. OSCAR BOYD

Lives of Christ, by Neander, B, Weiss, Edersheim, Farrar,
ASER, a'ser ('Acrifip, Asir): AV: Gr form of
Geilde, Gilbert; Fairbairn, Studies in the Life of Christ;
Knowling. Witness of the Epistles; Bernard in Expos T, Asher (thus RV) (Lk 2 36; Rev 7 6).
1900-1901. 152-55; Bruce in Bxpos. Gr Test, I; Swete,
Apostles' Creed: "Westcott, Historic Faith, ch vi; RevelaASERER, as'e-rer. See SERAR.
tion of the Risen Lord, clis x, xi; Ep. to He; art. "Ascension" in HDB: Paget. Studies in tlie Christian Character,
ASH, ash ( T l S , 'oren; RV F I R T R E E ; RVm
sermons xxi, xxii; Findlay, Things Above: art. "Priest"
in HDB (in NT), "Hebrews"; Davidson. Hebrews, special Ash): A maker of idols "planteth a fir-tree [m,
note on "Priesthood of Christ"; Dimoclf, Our One Priest
"ash"], and the rain doth nourish i t " (Isa 44 14).
on High; The Christian Doctrine of Sacerdotium; P e It is a suggestion as old as Luther that the final
ro-wne, Our High Priest in Heaven; Rotherliam, .Studies in
He; Soames. The Priesthood of the New Covenant; H u b e r t
letter •;, n, was originally a f, z, and that the word
Brooke, The Great High Priest; H, W, WilUams, The should be 'erez, "cedar"; the chief objection is that
Priesthood of Christ; J. S. Candlish, The Christian Salvation (1899), 6; G. Milligan, The Theol. of Ep. to He (I,S99),
cedar occurs just before in t h e same ver. The word
111; 'R. C.-hloberly, Ministerial Priesthood {iSlllr, A S.
Peaks, "Hebrews" in Cent. Bible; Beyschlag, NT Th,-,.,l., 'oren seems to be connected with the Assyr irin,
II. 315; art, ".\scension" in DCG; art, "Assumption meaning fir or cedar or allied tree. "Fir" has supand Ascension" in HDRE; art. "Ascension" in JE; port from the L X X and from t h e rabbis. Post
Charles. The Book of En; The Slavonic Secrets of En; The (HDB) suggests as probable the stone pine, Pinus
Book of Jub; The Apocalypse ef Bar; The Ascension of
pinea, which has been extensively planted round
Isaiah; Assumption of Moses; ZSI, R. James. "Testament
ot Abraham" TS, II, 2, 1892; Martensen, Christian Dog- Beirdt and unlike most planted trees flourishes -withmatics.
out artfficial watering—"the rain doth nourish it."
W. H. G R I F F I T H THOMAS
The t r " a s h " was probably suggested by the
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fanciful resemblance of the Heb 'oren and the Lat
omus, the manna ash of Europe. Three varieties
of ash flourish in Syria, Fraxin us omus, F. excelsior
and F. oxycarpa. ' The last mentioned, which is
common in parts of N. Pal, being a large tree some
30 to 40 ft. high, might suit the context were there
anything philological to support the idea.
E. W.

ASH (Bear).
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G.

JNIASTERMAN

See ASTRO.NO.MY.

ASHAMED, a-shamd': -Vlmost cxehisi\-ely moral
in significance; confusion or abashment through
consciousness of guilt or of its exposure. Often
including also i sense of terror or fear because of
the (disgrace connected with the performance of
some action. Capacity for shame indicates that
moralsense (conscience) is not extinct, ".Vsharncd"
occurs 96 out of 118 times in the OT, Heb 11513,
bosh, "to feel shame" l,Lat pu-dere), with derivatives
occurs 80 times; " ? ? , kdlam, "to shame,'' including the thought of "disgrace," "reproach"; "ISH,
hdpher, "to blush": hence shame because of frustrated plans (uniformly in RV "confounded"); Gr
aiirx'ji'opat, aischunomai, "suffused with shame,"
passive only and its compounds. Uses: (1) .\ few
times, of actual einbarrassmenl, as of Hazael before
the steadfast look of Elisha (2 K 8 11; see also
2 S 10 5; 2 K 2 17; Ezr 8 22). (2) Innocence
not capable of shame: "both naked . . . . and . . . .
not a." (Gen 2 25; see SU.AME); the redeemed no

occasion for (Ps 34 5 -VV; 1 Jn 2 2S); Christ not
of "brethren" (He 2 11); nor Christian of gospel
(Rom 1 IHi; nor God of men of faith (He 11 16);
nor they who trust in God (Isa 50 7; 54 4; Joel
2 26). (3) Sense of guilt: "I am a.
. for our
iniquities" (Ezr 9 6); "of thy lewd way" (Ezk 16
27.61); ascribed to idolaters chagrined at worthlessness of idols (Isa 1 29; 44 9.11; 45 16; Jer 2
26); to enemies (Ps 6 10); to wicked (Ps 31 17);
to aU who forsake God (Jer 17 13); to those who
trust in human help, as Israel of Egypt and Assyria,
and Moab of Chemosh (Jer 2 36; 48 13); to a
mother of wicked children (Jer 50 12). (4) Repentance causes shame for sin (Jer 31 19; Rom 6
21). (5) Calamities also, and judgments (Jer 14
3.4; 15 9; 20 11). (6j Capacity for shame may
be lost through long-continued sin (Jer 6 15; 8 12;
cf 3 3), exceptionally striking passages on the deadening power of immoralit}', suggestive of 1 Tim 4
2; Titus 1 lo. f7) The grace of Christ delivers
from the shame of moral timidity (Rom 1 16; 2 Tim
1 8.12.16; 1 Pet 4 16). (8) At Christ's second
coming His followers will "not be a. bfefore him"
(1 Jn 2 2Sj; at the final judgment He wdl be a.
of aU who have been a. of Him (Mk 8 38; Lk 9
26; cf Mt 10 33; He 11 16). (9) The word lends
itself to rich poetic use, e.g. Lebanon, with faded
and falUng foUage, "is a." (RV "confounded") at
the desolations of the land under Sennacherib (Isa
33 9); so great is God's glory in the new .Jerus that
"the sun [is] a." in His presence (Isa 24 23), explaining the glorious fig. in Rev 21 23; 22 5. (The
references in this art. are from AV; RV frec|Uently
replaces 'ashamed' by 'put to shame.') S(.'c SHAME.
DWIGHT M .

PRATT

ASHAN, a'shan (11157, 'rJshdn): An unknown site
in the domain of Judah (.Josh 16 42), possessed by
Simeon (Josh 19 7), and mentioned among the
priests' cities in 1 Ch 6 5 9 . (44)= Josh 21 16
(r.?, 'ayin, is a corruption of l ® ^ , 'dshdn). Chorashan (or Borashan), which was probably the site
of some reservoir in the S.W. part of Judah (1 S
30 30), is the same as Ashan.
^ ASHARELAH, ash-a-re'la, ASARELAH (nbx-]iDi?,
'isar'elah): One of the Asaphites appointed by

David to the temple service (1 Ch 26 2); in ver
14 he is called Jesharelah. The latter element
in both forms may be ('el) "God," but the meaning
of the former part in the first form is doubtful.
Thes. compares "IDS, 'a.sor, "to bind," "whom God
has bound [by a vow]."
ASHBEA, ash'bS-a, ash-be'a (^SlCiJ;, 'ashbe'^'}:
"The house of Ashbea," a family of linen-workers
mentioned in 1 Ch 4 21, We might render belh
'ashbc' as their dweUiiig-pUi((e; nothing is known of
such a place nor is this house of weavers referred to
in any other place.
ASHBEL,a3h'bel,ASHBELITE, ash'bel-it ( b a r x ,
'ashbel): The gentilic name "Ashbehte" is found
in Nu 26 3S, second son of Benjamin (Gen 46 21).
In 1 Ch 7 6-11 (6) "Jediael" ("known to (;od")
is substituted for the heathen-sounding ".Vshliel"
("Ishbaal," "man of Bind"). The chronicler,
in this case, conforms literally to the principle laid
down in Hos 2 17; the title "liiml" ("lord") was
applied in early days (e.g. in the days of Saul) to
the national God of Israel, but in later days the
prophets objected to it because it was freely applied
to heathen gods (cf ISHBOSHETH). In 1 Ch 8 1
the three names Bela, Ashbel, Aharah ( = .Vhiram)
are taken from Nu 26 38, however, without change.
H. J.

WOLF

ASHDOD, ash'dod (li'^lCX, 'ashdddh; 'At<jT6s,
Azdtds; mod. EsdUd): One of the five chief cities of
the PhUis. The name means stronghold or fortress,
and its strength may be inferred by the fact that
Psammetik I, of Egypt, besieged it for many ye.-irs
(Herodotus says 29). Some of the Anakim were
found there in the days of Joshua (Josh 11 22),
and the inhabitants were too strong for the Israelites
at that time. I t was among the towns assigned to
Judah, but was not occupied by her ( Josh 13 3;
15 46.47). It was still independent in the days of
Samuel, when, after the defeat of the Israelites, the
ark w-as taken to the house of Dagon in Ashdod (1 S
6 1.2). We have no account of its being occupied
even by David, although he defeated the Philis
many times, and we have no definite knowledge of
its coming into the hands of Judah until the time of
Uzziah (2 Ch 26 6). Ashdod, like the other
Phili towns, came under the authority of the
Assyr monarchs, and w-e have mention of it in their
records. It revolted against Sargon in 711 BC,
and deposed the Assyr governor, Akhimiti, who had
been appointed by him in 720. Sargon at once
dispatched a force to subdue the rebels and the
city was severely punished. This is referred to by
Isaiah (Isa 20 1). Amos had prophesied such a
calamity some years before (1 8), and Jeremiah
refers to "the remnant of Ashdod" as though it
had continued weak until his day (Jer 25 20).
Zephaniah (Zeph 2 4) r(.'fers to the desolation of
Ashdod and Zechariah to its degraded condition
(Zee 9 6). It continued to be inhabited, however,
for we find the Jews intermarried with them after
the return from Babylon (Neh 13 23.24). In the
Maccabean jieriod we are told that Judas and Jonathan both took it and purified it of idolatry (1 Mace
6 68- 10 84). In these passages it is called Azotus,
as i t ' i s also in the N T (Acts 8 40). In the 4th
cent. AD it became the seat of a bishopric. It had
been restored in the time of Herod, by the Rom
general Gabinius, and was presented to Salome, the
sister of Herod, by the emperor Augustus. It is
now a smaU -viUage about 18 miles N.E, of Gaza.
H.

PORTER

ASHDODITES, ash'dod-Tts: Inhabitants of
ASHDOD (q.v,) (Josh 13 3; AV Ashdothites, ash'doth-Its; Neh 4 7).

Ashdoth Pisgah
Ashkenaz
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ASHDOTH PISGAH, ash'doth piz'ga (Vi^'^m
n j p g n , 'ashdoth ha-pi§gdh): Thus AV for RV
'"The slopes [RVm springs] of Pisgah." The spurs
and ravines, or the "shoulders" of Pisgah are meant.
'Asheddh is "a pouring out," and 'dsheddth are the
slopes of a mountain from which springs gush forth.
In Josh 10 40; 12 8, 'Ashedoth, tr'i "springs" in
AV, is "slopes" in RV (Dt 3 17; Josh 12 3; 13 20).
See PISGAH.

ASHER, ash'er ("I115N, 'asher; 'Ao-Tjp, Asir): According to the Bib. account Asher was the eighth of
Jacob's sons, the second borne to
1. Biblical him by Zilpah the handmaid of Leah.
Account
His uterine brother was Gad (Gen 35
26). V\ ith four sons and one daughter
he went down into Egypt (Gen 46 17). At his
birth Leah exclaimed, "Happy am I ! for the
daughters will call me happy: and she called his
name Asher," i.e. Happy (Gen 30 13). This foreshadowing of good fortune for him is repeated in
the blessing of Jacob: "His bread shall be fat, and
he shaU yield royal dainties" (Gen 49 20); and
again in that of Moses: "Blessed be Asher with
children; let him be acceptable unto his brethren,
and let him dip his foot in oU" (Dt 33 24). His
famUy prospered in Egypt, and at the Exodus the
tribe of Asher is numbered at 41,500 adult males
(Nu 1 41). At the second census the number is
given 53,400 (Nu 26 47). The place of Asher in
the desert march was with the stana ird of the camp
of Dan, on the north of the tabernacle, along with
Dan and Naphtali; the prince of the tribe being
Pagiel the son of Ochran (Nu 2 27 ff). Among
the spies Asher was represented by Sethur (Nu 13
13). ^ The tribe seems to have taken no important
part in the subsequent history. I t raised no hero,
and gave no deliverer to the nation. In the time
of David it w-as of so httle consequence t h a t the
name is not found in the list ot chief rulers (1 Ch
27 16 ff). The rich land assigned to .Asher sloped
to the Phoen seaboard, and brought him into touch
wilh the Phoenicians who were aheady worldfamous in trade and commerce. He probably soon
became a partner in their profitable enterprises, and
lost any desire he may ever have had to eject them
from their cities (Jgs 1 31). He cared not who
ruled over him it he were free to pursue the ends
of commerce. Zebulun might jeopard their Uves
unto the death, and Naphtali upon the high places
of the field, to break the power of the foreign oppressor, but Asher "sat still a t the haven' of the
sea, and abode by his creeks" (Jgs 5 17 ff). He
was probably soon largely absorbed by the people
with whose interests his were so closely identified:
nevertheless "chvers of Asher," moved by the appeal
of Hezekiah, "humbled themselves, and came to
Jerus" (2 Ch 30 11 AV). To this tribe belonged
the prophetess Anna (Lk 2 36 ff).
According to a modern theory, the mention of the
slave girl Zilpah as the mother of Asher is meant
to indicate that the tribe was of mixed
2. Modem blood, and arose through the mingUng
Theory
of Israehtes with the Canaanites. I t
is suggested t h a t the name may have
been taken from that of the Can. clan found in the
Am Tab, Marl abd-Ashirti, "sons of the servant
of Asherah." A similar name occurs in the inscriptions of the Egyp Seti I (14th cent. BC),
'Aseru, a state in w-estern Galilee (W. Max Miiller,
-4s. und Eur., 236-39). This people it is thought
may have associated themselves -with the invaders
from the 'wilderness. But while the speculations
are interesting, it is impossible to establish any
relationship between these ancient tribes and Asher.
The boundaries of the territory are given in considerable detaU in Josh 19 25ff(cfJgs 1 31 f; Josh
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17 10 f). Only a few of the places named can
be identified with certainty. Dor, the modern f a n ttirah, although occupied by Manasseh
3. Territory belonged to Asher. Wady ez-Zerqa,
of Asher
possibly identical with Shihor-Ubnath,
which enters the sea to the S. of
Dor, would form the southern boundary. The
lot of -Asher formed a strip of land from 8 to 10 miles
wide running northward along the shore to the
neighborhood of Sidon, touching Issachar, Zebulun
and NaphtaU on the E. Asher seems to have taken
possession of the territory by a process of peaceful
penetration, not by conquest, and as we have seen,
he never drove out the Phoenicians from their
cities. The rich plain of Acre, and the fertile
flats between the mountain and the sea near Tyre
and Sidon therefore remained in Phoen hands. But
the vaUeys breaking down westward and opening on
the plains have always yielded fine crops of grain.
Remains of an ancient oak forest still stand to the
N . of Carmel. The vine, the fig, the lemon and the
orange flourish. OUve trees abound, and the supplies
of oUve oil which to this day are exported from the
district recall the word of the old-time blessing, "Let
him cUp his foot in oil."

W.

EWINQ

ASHER, ash'er ( I t p S , 'asher):
(1) See preceding article.
(2) A town on the southern border of Manasseh
(Josh 17 7). The site is unknown.
(3) A place of this name is mentioned in Apoc
(Tob 1 2), identified with Hazor, in NaphtaU. See
HAZOE.

ASHERAH, a-she'ra (nnttJX, 'asherah; a\<ros,
discs, mistranslated "grove" in the AV, after the
L X X and Vulg):
1.
2.
3.
4.

References to t h e Goddess
Assyrian Origin of the Goddess
Her Symbol
T h e A t t r i b u t e s of the Goddess

Was the name of a goddess w-hose worship was
widely spread throughout Syria and Canaan; plur.
Asherim, ash'er-im.
Her "image" is mentioned in the OT (1 K 16
13; 2 K 21 7; 2 Ch 15 16), as weU as her
"prophets" (1 K 18 19) and the ves1. Refer- sels used in her ser-vice (2 K 23 4).
ences to the In Assyria the name appears under
Goddess
the two forms of Asratu and Asirtu;
it was to Asratu t h a t a monument
found near Diarbekir was dedicated on behaff of
Khammu-rabi (Amraphel )"king of the Amorites,"
and the Amorite king of whom we hear so much in
Am T a b bears the name indifferently of EbedAsrati and Ebed-Asirti.
Like so much else in Can. religion, the name and
worship of Asherah were borrowed from Assyria.
She was the wife of the war-god Asir
2. Assyrian whose name was identified with that
Origin of
of the city of Assur with the result
the Godthat he became the national god of
dess
AssjT-ia. Since -Asirtu was merely the
feminine form of Asir, "the superintendent" or "leader," it is probable that it was
originally an epithet of Istar (Ashtoreth) of Nineveh. In the W., however, .Asherah and -Ashtoreth
came to be distinguished from one another, -Asherah
being exclusively the goddess of fertiUty, whereas
-Ashtoreth passed into a moon-goddess.
In Assyr asirtu, which appears also under the
forms asratu, csreti (plur.) and asru, had the further
signification of "sanctuary." Origi3. Her
nally Asirtu, the wife of Asir, and
Symbol
asirtu, "sanctuary," seem to have had
no connection -with one another, but
the identity in the pronunciation of the two words
caused them to be identified in signification, and as
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the tree-trunk or cone of stone which symboUzed
Asherah was regarded as u l'(el h-el or "house of the
deity," wherein the goddess was immanent, the w or(.l
.isirtu, -Vsherah, came lo denote the symbol of the
goddess. The trunk e(f the tree was often provided
with branches, and assumed I he form of the tree of
life. It was as a trunk, however, that it w-as
forbidden to be erei^ted by the side of ''the altar
of Jehovah" (Dt 16 2 1 ; see Jgs 6 25,2S.:;i); 2 K
23 6). .Vccordnigly the symbol made for .Vsherah
by his mother was "cut down" by-Vsa (1 K 15 13).
So, too, we hear of Asherim or syinlxds of the goddess being set up on the high pl:(ees under the shade
of a green tree iJer 17 2; see 2 K 17 10), .Manasseh introduced one into the temple at Jerus
(2 K 21 3,7).
-•Vsherah v a s the goddess of fertility', and thus
represented the Bab Istar in her character as goddess of love and not of war. In one
i. The At- of the cuneiform tablets found at
tributes of Taanach by Dr; Sellin, and written
the Godby one Can. sheikh to another shortly
dess
before the Israelitish invasion of Pal,
reference is made to "the finger ((f
.\sherah" from which oracles were derived. T h e
"finger "seems to signify the symbol of the goddess;
at any rate it revealed the future by means of a
"sign and oracle." The practice is probably alluded to in Hos 4 12. The existence of numerous
B)'mbols in each of x-i-hicb the goddess w-as believed
to be immanent led to the creation of numerous
forms of the goddess herself, which, after the analogy
of the .-Vshtaroth, were described collectively as the
Asherim.

A. H. SAYCE

ASHERITES, asbT-r-its (^"!U5Xn, hd-'dsherl):
The descendants of Asher, Jacob's eighth son (Jgs
1 32).
ASHES, ash'iz: Among the ancient Hebrews
and other Orientals, to sprinkle with or sit in ashes
was a mark or token of grief, humiliation, or penitence. Ashes on the head w.-is one of the ordinary
signs of mourning for the (ie;i(.l. as when "Tamar
put allies on her head . . and went on crj-ing"
(2 S 13 19 AV), and of national humiliation, as
when the children of Israel w-ere assembled under
Xehemiah "with fasting, and with sackcloth, and
earth [ashes] upon t h e m " (Neh 9 1), and w-hen the
people of Nineveh repented in sackcloth and ashes
at the preaching of Jonah (.Jon 3 5.6; cf 1 Maec 3
47), The afflicted or penitent often sat in ashes
(cf Job 2 8; 42 6: " I abhor myself, and re|)ent in
dust and aslie^";, or even iratlou-ed in ashe^, as
Jeremiah exhorted .sinning Israel to do: " 0 d;(Ughter
of my people . . wallow thyself in a.shes" ("Jer
6 26), or as Ezekiel in his lament:(lion for Tyre
pictures her mariners as doing, crying bitterly and
casting up dust upon their heads' and 'wallowing themselves in t h e ashes' (in their weeping for
her whose head was lifted up and become coridpted
because of her beautvj, "in bitterness of soul with
bitter mourning" (Ezk 27 30,31).
However, these and various other modes ot
expressing grief, repentance, and humiliation among
the Hebrews, such as rending the gjo-menfs, tearing
the hair and the like, were not of Divine appointment, but were simply the natural outbursts of the
"Dpassioned oriental temperament, and are still
customary among eastern pe((ijles.
, Figurative: The term "aslies" is often used to
signify worthlessness, insignificance or evanescence
,(Gen 18 27; Job 30 19j. "Proverbs of ashes," for
instance, in Job 13 12, is Job's equivalent, says
one writer, for our modern "rot," For the ritual
use of the ashes of t h e Red Heifer by the priests,
see RED H E I F E R .

G E O . B , EAGER
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ASHHUR, ash'ur (-limCS, ashliur, .VV Ashur):
The "father of Tekoa" (1 Ch 2 2-1; 4 5), probably the founder of the villa.ge, TIK- original meaning of the name is the "man of Horus," Ashurites
Cl^fflXn, hd-'asliurl). This name occurs in the list
of Ish-bosheth's subjects (2 S 2 9). The Syr, Arab,
and Vulg versions read "'"iTO^H, ha-g'shiirl, "the
Gesliin-it(;s," designating the small kingdom to the
S, ((r S,E. ((f Dddiascus. This reading, though
ad((plc(lby Ewald, Thenius and WeUhausen, is untenable, for during the reign of Lsh-bosheth Geshur
was ruled by its own king Talmai, whose daughter
w-as married lo Da\'i(l (2 S 3 3; 13 37j, Furthermore Geshur was too far aw'ay from the rest of Ishboshelh's territory, A more consistent reading is
^TCXn, ha-'asherl, as given in the Tg of .lonathan
and accepted by Kohler, Klost, Kirkpatrick and
Budde, "tli((se of tho house of Asher" (ef Jgs 1 32)
The term would, then, denote the country to the
W. of Jordan above Jezreel.
SAMUEL Coiio.v
ASHIMA, a-shl'ma, ash'i-ma (NIOiffiN, 'd^hlinu';
'A(ri|i.(ie, Asimdlh): A deity w-orshipped at Hamath
(2 K 17 30) of whom nothing further is known.
It has been suggested tliat, the name is the same
as that of the goddess Siiiii, the daughter of the
supreme god lludad, w-ho was w-orshipped at Meinbij, but there is nothing to support the suggestion,
ASHKELON, ash'ke-lon (AV Eshkalon, esh'ka-lon [Eshkalonites; Josh 13 3]; Askelon, as'kgdon [Jgs 1 18; 1 S 6 17; 2 S 1 20]; •(^bi^ips,
'ashk'ldn; mod. Askehni): Amaritime town betw-een
Jaffa and Gaza, one of the five chief cities of the
Philis. The Ashkelonites are mentioned by Joshua
(Josh 13 3), and the city w-as taken by the tribe of
Judah (Jgs 1 18). One of the golden tumors (-VV
"emerods") sent back with the ark by the Philis
was from -V. (1 S 6 17). David couples A, with
Gath in his lament over S;(iil and Jonathan (2 S
1 20) indicating its importance, and it is joined ^\ ith
Gaza, Ashdod and Ekron in the denunciations of
-V.mos (1 7,8). I t is referred to in a simUar w-ay
by Jeremiah (Jer 25 21); 47 5,7). Zephaniah
(2 4.7) speaks of the desolation of A. and Zechariah
announces the fear of -V, on the destruction of Tyre
(9 5). The city is mentioned in the Am Tab,
and a certain Yitia is referred to us king. I t revolted against Rameses I I and w-as subdued, and
we have mention of it as being under the rule of
Assyria. Tiglath-pileser I I I names it among his
tributaries, and its king, Mitinti, is said to have
lost his reason w-hen he heard of the fall of Damascus
in 732 BC. It revolted in the reign of Sennacherib
and was punished, and remained tributary to
Assyria until the decay of that power. In Maccabean limes we learn of its capture 1(\- Jonathan (1
M;ic(( 10 SO; 11 (•((), RV ".\sc:a((n"), Herod the
Great, was born there (BJ, III, u. Iff). In the
4th cent. .VO it was the seat of a bishopric.
It became subject to the Moslems in the 7th
cent, and was taken by t-he Crus:i,(lei-s, It was
taken in 11S7 by Saladin, who dismantled it in
1191 to make it useless to Hichard of England, into
w-hos(( hands it was expected to faU, Richard
restored it the next year but it was again destroyed
by Saladin. It was an important fortress because
of its vicinity to the trade route between S\ria and
Egypt.

H. PORTER

ASHKELONITES, ash'kedon-its (Josh 13 3):
The people of Ashkelon, who were Philistines.
ASHKENAZ, ash'kS-naz (T33115X,
'ashk'naz):
The name oe(-urs in Gen 10 3; 1 Ch 1 6, in the list
of the sons of Japheth as a son of Gomer. See

Ashnah
Ashurbanipal
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TABLE OF NATIONS,

I t occurs also in Jer 61 27

(AV "Ashchenaz") in connection with the kingdoms
of Ararat and Minni, which suggests a location
about Armenia.
ASHNAH, ash'na (nrfflS, 'ashnah): Two sites,
(1) Josh 16 33, a site in the lowlands of Judah,
probably near Estaol and Zorah. The small ruin
Aslin between those two places may retain an echo
of the old name; (2) Josh 16 43, an unknown site
farther south.
ASHPENAZ, ash'pg-naz (T3S11JN,
'ashp'naz):
The master of the eunuchs of Nebuchadnezzar was
an officer into whose hands the king intrusted those
of the children of Israel, and of the princes, and of
the seed of the king of Judah, whom he had carried
captive to Babylon, that they might be taught the
learning and tongue of the Chaldaeans in order to
serve in the king's palace. He is mentioned by
name in Dnl 1 3 only. I t used to be supposed that
the name was Pers; but it now seems more probable
that it is Bab. We would suggest Ashipu-Anu-Izzu,
"the Aship-priest of Anu is mighty,", as a possible
form of the original.

ASHRIEL, ash'rS-el.

R. D I C K WILSON

See ASRIEL.

ASHTAROTH, ash'ta-roth (ni-irmj? , 'ashtdrdlh;
AV Astaroth, as'ta-roth; 'A(rTapii9, Aslnrdlh, the city
of Og, king of Bashan [Dt 1 4, etc]; ASHTEROTHKARNAIM iDiDnp m-|P115y, 'asht'roth karnayim],
the scene of the defeat of the Rephaim by Chedorlaomer [Gen 14 5]; BEESHTERAH [niriTpy^, b''eshfrdh] a Levitical city in Manasseh E. of the
Jordan [Josh 21 27]): The name probably means
"house" or "temple of Ashtoreth." I t is identical
with Ashtaroth of 1 Ch 6 71. Ashtaroth is the
plur. of ASHTORETH (q.v.). The name denotes a
place associated with the'worship of this goddess.
-Ashteroth-karnaim is mentioned only once in canonical Scripture unless we accept Gratz's restoration,
when Karnaim appears as a city taken by Israel:
"Have we not taken to us horns [karnayim] by our
own strength?" (Am 6 13). I t is identical with
Carnion or Carnaim of 1 and 2 Maec, a city of
Gilead with a temple of Atar-gatis, The name .Vshtaroth has been identified with Astertu in the Usts of
Tahutmes I I I of the X V I I I t h Egyp Dynasty; and
with Ashtarli of the Am Tab. Its claim to antiquity
is therefore well established.
As far as the Bib. record is concerned, the names
at the head of this art. might stand for one and the
same city, Ashtaroth being a contraction from
Ashteroth-karnaim. But in the days of Eusebius
and Jerome, we learn from the Onom, there were
two forts of this name 9 miles apart, lying between
Adara (Der'ah) and Abila (Abil), while Ashtaroth,
the ancient city of Og, king of Bashan, lay 6 miles
from Adara. Carnaim Ashtaroth, which is evidently identical with Ashteroth-karnaim, they
describe as a large -village in the angle of Bashan
where tradition places the home of Job. This
seems to point to Tell 'Ashtard, a hill which rises
about 80 ft. above the plain, 2 miles S. of el-Merkez,
the seat of the governor of the Hauran.
Threequarters of a mile N. of el-Merkez, at the south
end of a ridge on which the village of Sheikh Sa'ad
is^ buUt, stands the w-eley of the stone of Job,
Weley Sakhret 'AyyUb. By the large stone under
the dome Job was said to have sat to receive his
friends during his affliction. An Egyp inscription,
found by Schumacher, proves the stone to be a
monument of the time of Rameses I I . At the
foot of the hUl is pointed out the bath of Job. In
el-Merkez the building known as Deir 'AyyUb,
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"Monastery of J o b , " is now part of the barracks.
There is also shown the tomb of Job. The stream
which flows southward past Tell 'Ashtard, is called
Moyet en-Neby 'AyyUb, "stream of the prophet
Job," and is said to have risen where the patriarch
stamped his foot on his recovery. I t is to be noted
also that the district lying in the angle formed by
Nahr er-Rakkdd and the Yarmuk is called to this
day ez-Zdmiyet esh-sharklyeh, "the eastern angle"
(i.e. of the Jauldn).
The term may in Jerome's
time have covered the land east of the 'Alldn,
although this is now part of the Haurdn.
At Tell
'Ashtard there are remains pointing to a high antiquity. The site was also occupied during the Middle
-Vges. Perhaps here we should locate Carnaim
.(Vshtaroth of the Onom. It does not, however,
agree with the description of Carnaim in 1 and 2
Mace. The Ashtaroth of the Onom may have
been at el-Mazerlb, on the great pilgrimage road,
about 6 Rom miles from Der'ah—the distance
indicated by Eusebius. The old fortress here was
situated on an island in the middle of the lake,
Baheiret el-Bajjeh. A full description of the place
is given in Schumacher's Across the Jordan, 137 ff.
It must have been a position of great strength in
antiquity; b u t the ancient name has not been
recovered.
Some would place Ashteroth-karnaim, the Carnaim of the Maccabees, at Tell 'Ash'arl, a site
10 Rom miles N . of Der'ah, and 4J Rom mUes S.
of Tell 'Ashtard.
This clearly w-as "a place hard
to besiege, and difficult of access by reason of the
narrowness of the approaches on all sides "(2 Mace
12 21). I t crowns a promontory which stands
out between the deep gorge of the Yarmuk and a
great chasm, at the head of which is a waterfall. It
could be approached only by the neck connecting
it w-ith the mainland; and here it was guarded by a
triple wall, the ruins of which are seen today. "The
remains of a temple close by the bridge over the
YarinUk may mark the scene of the slaughter by
Judas.
The whole question however is obscure. Eusebius
is clearly guilty of confusion, with his two Ashtarothkarnaims and his Carnaim Ashtaroth. All the places
we have named lie considerably N. of a line drawn
from Tell Abil to Der'ah. For light upon the problem of identification we must wait the results of
excavation.

ASHTAROTH, plur, of Ashtoreth,

W, EWINQ
See ASHTO-

RETH.

A S H T E R A T H I T E , ash'te-rath-it, ash-ter'ath-it
C r r i r i i p y n , ha-'ashfrdthl):
A native of Ashtaroth:
Uzzia, one of David's heroes (1 Ch 11 44).
ASHTEROTH-KARNAIM, ash'tS-roth kar-na'im: I.e. "Ashteroth of the two horns," mentioned
in Gen 14 5 as the place of Chedorlaomer's defeat
of the Rephaim. See ASHTAROTH. A Carnaim or
Carnion in Gilead, w-ith a temple of Atar-gatis
attached, was captured by Judas Maccabaeus (1
Maco 5 43.44; 2 Mace 12 26).
ASHTORETH, ash'to-reth, ash-to reth (nn'niCy,
'ashldrelh; plur. r i i n n i p ? , 'ashtdrdlh; 'A<na.pri\, Astarti) :
1. Name and Origin
2. Attributes of the Goddess
3. Ashtoreth as a ISIoon-goddess
4. The Local Ashtaroth
The name of the supreme goddess of Canaan and
the female counterpart of Baal.
The name and cult of the goddess were derived
from Babylonia, where Istar represented the evening and morning stars and was accordingly an-
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ilrogynous in origin. LTnder Sem influence, howc^'el',
she Became solely female, but retained a memory of
her primitive character by standing,
1. Name
alone among tho-Vss\'ro-Bab goddesses,
and Origin on a footing of equahty with the male
divinities. From Babylonia the worship of the goddess was carried to the S(Hiiilesof
the West, and m most iiistaii('(^s the feminine siillix
was attached to her name; where this was not the
case the deity was regarded as a male. (hi the
Moabite Stone, for example, '.Vshtar is identified
with Chemosh, and in the inscriptions of southern
Arabia 'Athtar is a god. On the other hand, in
Atar-gatis or Derketo [2 Maec 12 26), .Vhir, without the feminine suffix, is identified with the g(((l(less
'.Vthah or "-Vthi (Gr tiatis).
The cult (d the Gr
.iphrodlte in Cyprus w;is borr((\\ed from that of
Ashtoreth; whether the Gr name also is a modification of Ashtoreth, as has often been maintained,
is doubtful.
In Babylonia and -Vss\Tia Istar was the goddess
of love and war. .Vn ohl Bab legend related how
the descent of Istar into Hades in
2. Attrisearch of her dead husband, Tammuz,
butes of the was followed by the cessation of marGoddess
riage and birth in both earth and
heaven, while the temples of the goddess
at Xineveh and Arbela, around w-hich the two cities
afterward grew up, w-ere decUcated to her as the
goddess of w-ar. .As
such she appeared to
one of -Assur-bani-pal's
seers and encouraged
the .Assyr king to march
against E l a m . 1 h e
other goddesse•^ of
Babylonia, who w ere
little more than refi( ( tions of the god, tended
to merge into Istar w ho
thus became a type of
the female divinity, a
personification of the
productive principle in
nature, and more especiaUy the mother and
creatress of mankind
The chief seat of
the worship of Istar in
Babylonia was E K h,
where prostitution w-as
practised in her name,
and she was served
Ashtoreth.
with immoral rites by
the
banils of men and w-omen. In .Vssyria, w-h
warUke side of the goddess was predominant, no
such rites seem to have been practised, and, instead,
prophetesses were attached to her temples to whom
•die deUvered oracles.
In Canaan, Ashtoreth, as distinguished from the
male 'Ashtar, dropped her warlike attributes, but in
contradistinction to Asherah, whose
3. Ashto- name and cult had also been imported
reth as a
from As.syria, became, on the one
Moonhand, the ei-dorless consort of Baal,
Goddess
and on the other hand, a moongoddess. In Babylonia the moon was
a-god, but after the rise of the solar theology, when
the larger number of the Bab gods were resolved
into forms of the sun-god, their wives also became
solar, Istar, "the daughter of Sin" the moon-god,
remaining identified with the evening-star. In
Lanaan, however, when t h e solar theology had
absorbed the older behefs, Baal, passing into a
sun-god and the goddess who stood at his side becoming a representative of the moon—the pale
reflection, as it were, of the sun—Ashtoreth came
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to be regarded as the consort of Baal and took the
place of Ihe solar g()d(.lesses of Babylonia.
Iience there were as "many A,shtoreths'' or
Ashtaroth as Baals. They re'presented Ihc various
forms under which the goddess was
4. The
worshipped in different locahties (Jgs
Local
10 6; 1 S 7 4; 12 10, etc). SomeAshtaroth
times she was addressed as Naamah,
"the dehghtful one," Gr Aslro-noe, the
niother of Eshmun and the Cabeiri, I h e Philis
seem to have adopled her under her warlike form
(1 S 31 1(1 AV reading "Ashtoreth," as LXX), but
she was more usually the moon-goddess (Lucian, De
Ilea Syr., 4; Herodian, v,(l, 10), and was accordingly symbolized by the horns of a cow. See
AsiiT-UniTH-KAUNAiM. At Ashkelou, whei(>Herodotiis (i.l05) i>l:iees her most ancient temple, she
was worshipped under the name of Atar-gatis, as a
w-oman with the fail of a fish, and fish were accordingly sacred to her. Elsewhere the dove was her
sacred symbol. The immoral rites with which the
worship of Istar in Babylonia was accompanied
were transferred to Canaan (Dt 23 18) and formed
part of the idolatrous ]iraetices which the Israelites
were called upon to extirpate.
A. H. SAYCE
ASHUR, ash'ur.

See ASHHUR.

ASHURBANIPAL, a-shoor-ba'ne-pal (Ashur-bdniapal, ".Vshur creates a son"): Before setting out
on his last campaign to Egypt, Esarhaddon king of
Assyria doubtless having had some premonition
that his days were numbered, caused his son Ashurbanipal to be acknowledged the crown prince of
.Assyria (668 BC). At the same time he proclaimed
his son Shaniash-shum-ukin as the crown prince
of Babylonia. At the father's death the latter,
however, was only permitted to become viceroy ot
Babylonia.
Ashurbanipal is generally believed to be the great
and noble Osnappar (Ezr 4 10). See OSNAPPAR,
If this identification should not prove correct, the
Icing is not mentioned by name in the OT. In the
annals of Ashurbanipal there is u list of twenty
tributary kings in which Manasseh (written Minse)
of the land of Judah is mentioned. V ith a fewexceptions the Ust is the same as that given by
Esarhaddon, his father. In 2 Ch 33 11 ff we learn
that the captains of the host of the king of Assyria
took Manasseh with hooks and bound him w-ith
fetters, and carried him to Babylon. The king
to w-hom reference is made in this passage was either
Esarhaddon or Ashurbanipal. If the latter, his
restoration of Manasseh w-as paralleled in the instance of Necho, the vassal king of Memphis and
Sais, who also had revolted from Assyria; for he
w-as accorded similar treatment, being sent back
to Egypt with special marks of favor, and reinstated upon his throne.
Another reference in the OT, at least to one of the
acts of Asbm-banipal, is the prophecy of Nahum,
who in jiredicting the downfall of Nineveh, said,
"Art thou [Nineveh] better than No-amon?" This
passage is illustrated by the annals of the king, in
which he recounts the destruction of the city. No
(meaning "city") is the name of Thebes, whUe
Amon (or Amen) was the chief deity of that city.
Esarhaddon died on his way to Egypt, which
he had pre'viously conquered, an insurrection ha\-ing
taken place. Tirhakah, whom Fsarhaddon had
vanquished, and who had fled to Ethiopia, had returned, and had advanced against the rulers appointed by Assyria. He formed a coalition with
Necho and others. Not long after Ashurbanipal
came to the throne, he set out for Egypt and defeated the forces. The leaders of the insurrection
w-ere carried to Nineveh in fetters. Necho, Uke
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Manasseh, as mentioned above, was restored t o
his rule at Sais. Tirhakah died shortly after. His
sister's son Tanut-Amon (Tandami) then took up
the cause, and after the departure of t h e Assyr
army he advanced against the Assyr vassal governors.
The Ass3T army returned and relieved the
besieged. Tanut-Amon returned to Thebes, which
was conquered and which was spoUed by the rapacious Assyrians, 6((3 BC. This is what t h e
prophet Nahum referred to (3 8). A few years
later Psammetik, the son of Necho, who had remained faithful after his restoration, declared his
independence. As t h e Assyr army was required
elsewhere, Egypt was henceforth free from the yoke
of the Assjoian.
Ba'al of Tsrre, after a long siege, finally submitted.
Yakinlu, king of Ai'vad, paid tribute and sent hostages. Other rebellious subjects, who had become
emboldened by the attitude ot Tirhakah, were
brought into submission. Under Urlaki, the old
enemy Elam, which had been a t peace with Assyria
since the preceding reign, now became aggressive
and made inroads into Babylonia. Ashm-banipal
marched through the Zagros mountains, and suddenly appeared before Susa. This move brought
Teumman, who had in the meanwhile succeeded Urlaki, back to his capital. Elam w-as humUiated.
In 652 BC t h e insurrection of Shamash-shumuldn, the king's brother, w-ho had been made viceroy
of Babylon, broke out. He desired to estabUsh his
independence from Assjoia. After Ashurbanipal had
overcome Babylon, Shamash-shum-ukin took refuge
in a palace, set it on fire, and destrojed himseff in
the flames.
There is much obscurity about t h e last years of
Asburbanipal's reign. The decadence of Assyria
had begun, which resulted not only in t h e loss t o
the title of t h e surrounding countries, b u t also in
its complete annihUation before the cent, w-as over.
Nineveh was finally razed t o the ground by t h e
Umman-Manda hordes, and was never rebuilt.
Ashurbanipal is also distinguished for his building
operations, w-hich show remarkable architectural
ingenuity. I n many of t h e cities of Assyria and
Babylonia he restored, enlarged or embellished the
temples or shrines. I n Nineveh he reared a beautiful palace, which excelled all other Assyr structures
in the richness of its ornamentations.
During his reign t h e study of art was greatly
encouraged. Some of his exquisite sculptures represent not only the height of Assyr art, but also belong
to the most important aesthetic treasures of the
ancient world. The themes of many of the chief
sculptures depict t h e hunt, in which the king took
special delight.
Above all else Ashm-banipal is famous for the
Ubrary he created, because of which he is perhaps
to be_ considered the greatest known patron of literature in the pre-Christian centuries.
For Bibliography see ASSYRIA.

A. T . CLAY

ASHURITES, ash'ur-its ("^ITOXn, hd-'dshUri):
According t o the M T of 2 S 2 9, a tribe included in
the short-lived kingdom of Ish-bosheth, Saul's son.
A shght textual correction gives "Asherites," that
is, the tribe of Asher; with this the Tg of Jonathan
agrees. The tribe of Asher lay where it would
naturaUy fall to Ish-bosheth's kingdom. The reading "Geshurites" (Vulg and S>-r) is excluded by
the known independence of Geshur a t this time
(2 S 3 3 ; 13 37). For similar reasons we cannot
think of Assyria (Heb Asshur) nor of t h e Arab.
Asshurim of Gen 25 3.
ASHVATH, a.sh'vath (rnilj^, 'ashwdth): A man
of Asher, of the house of Japhlet (1 Ch 7 33).
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ASIA, a'shi-a ('Ao-Ca, Asia): A Rom province
embracing t h e greater part of western Asia Minor,
including the older countries of Mysia, Lydia,
Carta, and a part of Piirygia, also several ot the
independent coast cities, the Troad, and apparently
the islands of Lesbos, Samos, Patmos, Cos and
others near the Asia Minor coast (-Vets 16 6; 19 10.
27J. I t is exceedingly difficult to determine the
e.xact boundaries of the several countries w-hich
later constituted the Rom province, for they seem
to have been somewhat vague to the ancients themselves, and were constantly shifting; it is therefore
impossible t o trace the exact borders of the pro-vince
of -Asia. I t s history previous to 133 BC coincides
with that of Asia Minor of which it w-as a part.
However, in t h a t year. Attains I I I (Philometer),
king of Pergamos, bequeathed his kingdom to the
Rom Empire. I t w-as not until 129 BC that the
province of Asia was really formed by Rome. Its
first capital was Pergamos, the old capital of Mysia,
but in the time of Augustus, when Asia had become
the most wealthy province of the Empire, the seat
of the government was transferred to Ephesus.
Smyrna was also an important rival of Ephesus.
The governor of Asia was a pro-consul, chosen by
lot by the Rom senate from among the former
consuls who had been out of office for at least five
years, and he seldom continued in office for more
than a single year. The diet of the province, composed of representatives from its various districts,
met each year in the different cities. Over it
presided the asiarch, whose duty it was, among other
things, to offer sacrifices for the weffare of the emperor and his family.
In 285 AD t h e piro-vince was reduced in size, as
Carta, Lydia, IVlysia and Phrygia were separated
from it, and apart from the cities of the coast little
remained. The history of Asia consists almost entirely of t h e history of its important cities, which
were Adramyttium, Assos, Cnidus, Ephesus,
Laodicea, Miletus, Pergamos, Philadelphia, Sardis,
Smyrna, Thyatira, Troas, etc.
E. J. BANKS
ASIA MINOR, a'shi-a mi'ner:
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Technically, it is only on sufferance that an account
of "Asia Minor" can find a place in a Biblical encyclopaedia, for t h e country to which
Introducthis name applies in modern times was
tory
never so called in OT or N T times.
The term first appears in Orosius, a
-writer of t h e 5th cent. AD, and it is now applied
in most European languages t o the peninsula forming t h e western part of Asiatic Turkey.
The justification for t h e inclusion in this work of
a summary account of A.M. as a whole, its geography, history, and the social and political condition
ot its people in N T times, is to be found in the
following sentence of Gibbon: " T h e rich pro-vinces
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that extend from the Euphrates to the Ionian Sea
were the principal theatre on which the -Vjioslle
to the Gentiles disiilayed his zeal and iiiet,>-"; and
no region outside the city o! Home has preserved
to modern times so man>' rec((r(ls of the growth and
character of its primitive Christianity.
/. The Country.—-Vsia Minor l,as the country
was called to distinguish it trom the c((iilinent of
-Asia), or Anatolia, is the name given
1.Position to the peninsula which reaches out
and Bound- between the Black Sea (I'ontiis Euxiaries
nus) on the N. and the Mediterranean
on the S., forniing an ele\'ate(l landbridge between central -Vsia and s((iithcastei'n
Europe. On the N.W. corner, the peninsula is
separated from Europe by the Bosporus, t,he Sea
of Vlarmora and the Hellesp((nl, On the W, the
peninsula borders on the -Vegean Sea, whose numerous islands tempted the timid mariner of ancient
times on toward tireeec. I'he VV. coast, with its
alternation of mountain and river-valley, is deeply
indented: there is a total coast hue of f((Ur times the
length of a hne drawn from N. to S, The numerous
land-locked l.iays and harbors of this coast have
made it the happy hunting-ground of Alediterranean traders in all ages. On the E. it is usual
to deUmit A.M. by a line drawn from -Alexandretta
to Samsun, but for the purp((ses of Nl^ history it
must be remembered that part ((f Cilicia, Cappadocia and Pontus (Galatia) lie to the E. of this line
(Long, 26° to 30° E,; lat, 36° to 42° N,).
There are two distinct countries, implying distinct
historical development, in the -Vnatolian peninsula,
the country of the coast, and the
2. General country of the central plateau. The
Description latter takes its shape from t h a t of the
great mountain ranges which bound it
on the W., E. and N, The high central tableland
is tilted down toward the N, and W.; the mountain
ranges on these sides are not so lofty as the Taurus
chain on the S, and S,E. This chain, except at its
(S,E. corner, rises sharply from the S. coast, w-hose
undulations it determines. On the N,, the mountains of Pontus (no distinctive name), a continuation of the Armenian range, give the coast-line a
similar character. On the inhospitable N. coast,
there is only one good harbor, that of Sinope, and
no plain of any extent. The S, coast can boast of
the plains of Pamphylia and CiUcia, both highly
fertile, the harbors of Makri and Marmariki, and
the sheltered bays of -Adalia and -Vlexandretta. On
the ^V ., the ascent from the littoral to the plateau
is more gradual. A distance of over 100 miles
separates the Phrygian mountains, w-here the oriental plateau begins, from the V , seaboard w-ith its
inlets and trading cities. These hundred miles
are composed of river valleys, divided off by mountain ranges, and forming the channels of communication between the interior and the coast. While
these two regions form part of a single country it
13 ob'vious that—in all that gives iiidividuahty to
a country, their flora, fauna, clinuite, conditions of
life and history—the one region is shiirply marked
off from the other. For the plateau nalurally connects itself with the E. In its vegetation and
cUmat.e, its contrasts of temperature, its dry soil
and air, it forms part of the region extending eastward to central Asia. The coast land recalls the
scenery and general character of the Gr mainland
and islands. It naturally looked to, it influenced
and was influenced by, the populations on the other
side of the Aegean Si'-a, At Smyrna, the traveler in
all ages recognizes the bright, active life of southern
Europe; at Iconium he feels the immobUe and
lethargic calm of the East. A M . in its geographical
structure as well as in its population, has been
throughout history the meeting-place, whether for
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peaceful intermixture or for the clash in war, of the
ete-'i-nally contrasted systems of East and West.
The -Armeiiian mountains reach westward, and
fork, close to the hne we have chosen as the E.
boundary of A.M., into two ranges,
3. Mounthe Taurus Mount.ains on the S., and
tains
the mounl,aiiis ot Pontus on t,li(( N.
M((iiiit Argaeus (over 12,000 ft,)
stands in the angle formed by tliese ranges, nearer
to Taurus than to the northern ,syslcni, Taurus
is jiicreed on the northern side of the Cihcian plain
by the ]-iass, easy to traverse and still more easy to
defend, of the Cilician Gates, while aiKdher natural
route leads from central C;ipp;((l((cia to Aniisus on
the Black Sea, These mountain ranges (average
height of Taurus 7,000 to 10,000 ft ; I he N. range
is much l((wcr) enfold the central <eilalian and
LN'caonian plains, which are bounded on the \V.
by the Sultan Dagh and the Phrygian mountains.
From the latter to the w-est coast extend three
mountain ranges, delimiting the valleys of the
Caicus, Hermus and Maeander, These vallej's
lie E, ;ind \\'., naturally conducting traffic in those
directions.
The great plains of the interior, covering parts of
Galatia, Lycaonia and C:(jipadocia, lie at an altitude
of from 3,1)00 to 4,000 ft. Rivers enter
4. Rivers, them from the adjoining mount ;dns.
Lakes and to be swallowed up in modern times
Plains
in salt lakes and swamps. In aneient
times much ot this w-ater was used for
irrigation. Regions w-hich now support only a few
w-retched villages were covered in the Rom period
by numerous large cities, implying a high dcgi-ee of
cultivation of the naturally fertile soil. The remaining rivers cut their way through rocky gorges in
the fringe of mountains around the pl;il,e:(u; on the
V\', side of the peninsula their courses open into
broad valleys, among which those of the Caicus,
Hermus and Maeander are among the most fertile
in the w-orld, Dow-n those western valleys, and
that of the Sangarius on the N.W., ran the great
highways from the interior to the seaboard. In
those valleys sprang up the greatest and most
prosperous of the Hellenistic .and Gr-Iioin cities,
from which Gr education .and Christianity radiated
over the whole country. The longest river in -V M,
is the Halys, w-hich rises in Pontus, and after an
enormous bend south-westward flows into th(.- Black
Sea, This, and the Iris, E. of Amisus, are t he only
rivers of note on the N. coast. The rivers on the
5. coast, with the exception of the Sarus and the
Pyramus w-hich rise in Cappadocia and w-ater the
Cilician plain, are mere mountain torrents, flowing
immediately into the sea. A remarkable feature
of -A.M. is its dudeii, rivers disappearing umlerground in the limestone rock, to reappear as springs
and heads of rivers many miles away. Mineral and
thermal springs abound aU over the country, and
.,]-e especially numerous in the Maeander valley.
There are se\-eral salt lakes, the largest being Lake
Tatta in Lycaonia. Fresh-water lakes, such as
f\:-iralis and the Limuae, abound in the mountains
in the S,\V.
The road-svstem of A.M, is marked out by
Nature, and 'traffic has followed the same lines
since the dawn of history. The
5. Roads
traveler from the Euphrates or from
S>Tia enters by way of Melitene and
Caesarea, or by the Cilician Gates. From Caesarea
he can reach the Black Sea by Zela and Amisus.
If he continues westward, he must enter the Aegean
area by one of the routes marked out, as indicated
above, by the valleys of the Maeander, Hermus or
Caicus. If his destination is the Bosporus, he
travels down the valley of the Sangarius. ^ Other
roads lead from the bay of Adalia to Antioch in
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Pisidia or to .Apameia, or t o Laodicea on the
Lycus and thence down the Maeander to Ephesus.
The position of the Hittite capital at Pteria fixed
the route N . of the central plain in general usage
for travelers from E. to VV., and this was the route
followed by the Pers Royal Road. Later, traffic
from the E. took the route passing along the S.
side of the Axylon, N . of Iconium, and Pisidian
Antioch to the Lycus, Maeander and Ephesus. This
route coincides with that from the Cihcian Gates,
from a point N.E. of Iconium. T h e need to control
the Pisidian tribes in the reign of Augustus led to
the building of a series of roads in Pisidia, racUating
from Antioch; one of these roads led from Antioch
to Lystra, and it was the one traversed by Paul on
his journey from Antioch to Iconium (Acts 13 51).
The winter on the central plateau is long and
severe, the summer is short and hot: b u t a cool
breeze from the N . (the inbat) tempers
6. Climate the hot afternoons. T h e south coast
and Prod- in summer is hot and malarious; in
ucts
winter its cUmate is rmld. Much
snow falls in the regions adjacent to
the Black Sea. The climate of the west coast
resembles that of southern Europe. The country
contains vast mineral wealth; many of the mines
were worked by the ancients. There are forests of
pine, oak and fir in the mountains of the N. and S.
The central plateau has always been famous for its
vast flocks of sheep. King Amyntas of Galatia
owned enormous flocks wliich pastured on the
LycaoniaQ plain. Carpets and rugs and other
textile products have always been characteristic
of A.M. The wealth of the cities in the pro'vince
of Asia depended largely on textile and dyeing
industries (Rev 1-3).
//. History.—It
tollows from what has been
said above t h a t the clue t o the history of A.M. more
almost than in the case of any other country, lies
in its geographical position and structure. "Planted like a bridge between Asia and Europe," it has
been throughout human history the meeting-place
and t h e battle ground of the peoples of the East
and those of the West. From the earliest period to
which our records reach, we flnd it inhabited by an
amalgam of races, religions and social systems,
none of which has ever quite died out. And throughout history new races, religions and social systems,
alike imperishable in many of their features, have
poured into the peninsula to flnd a home there.
At the dawn of history, A.M. was ruled by a nonAryan people, the Hatti or Hittites about which
knowledge is at present accumulating
1. The
so fast that no final account of them
Hittites

can be given.

See HITTITES.

.A.IM.

is now recognized to have been the
center of their civilization, as against the older 'view
that they were a Mesopotamian people. Sculptures
and hieroglyphs belonging to this people have long
been known over the whole country from Smyrna
to the Euphrates, and it is almost unanimously
assumed that their capital was at Boghaz Keui
(across the Halys from .Ancyra). This site has
been identified with much probability with the
Pteria of Herodotus, which Croesus captured when
he marched against the Persians, the inference
being that the portion of the Hittite land which
lay E. of the Halys was at t h a t time a satrapy of
the Pers Empire. Excavations in the extensive
aneient city at Boghaz Keui have recently been
carried out by Winckler and Puchstein, who have
discovered remains of the royal archives. These
records are WTitten on clay tablets in cunefform
script; they are couched partly in B.ab, partly (presumably) in the still undeciphered native language.
The documents in the Bab tongue prove t h a t close
political relations existed between the Hatti and the
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eastern monarchy. I n the 14th cent. BC the Hittites appear to have conquered a large part of Syria,
and to have estabUshed themselves at Carchemish.
Thenceforth, they were in close touch with Alesopqtamia. From about the beginning of the first
miUennium, the Hittites "were in constant relations,
hostile or neutral, with the Ninevites, and thence^
forward their art shows such marked Assyr characteristics that it hardly retains its indi'viduahty."
The date of the Phrygian and Bithynian immigrations from southeastern Europe cannot be fixed
with certainty, but they had taken
2. Phrygian place by the beginning of the first
and Bithyn- miUennium BC. These immigrations
ian Immi- coincide in time with the decline of the
grations
Hittite power. After many wanderings, the Phrygians found a home at the
western side of the plateau, and no power exercised
such an influence on the early development of A,.M.
as the Phrygian, principally in the sphere of religion.
The kings of Phrygia "bulked more impressively
in the Gr mind than any other non-Gr monarchy;
their language was the original language and the
speech of the goddess herself; their country was
the land of great fortffied cities, and their kings were
the associates of the gods themselves." The
material remains of the "Phrygian country"—the
tomb of Midas with the fortifled acropolis above it,
and the many other rock-tombs around—are the
rnost impressive in -A.M, Inscriptions in a script
like the early Ionian are cut on some of the tombs.
The Phrygian language, an Indo-Germanic speech
with resemblances to both Gr and the Italian languages, is proved by some seventy inscriptions (a
score of them stiU unpubUshed) to have been in
common use well into the Christian period. Two
recently found inscriptions show that it was spoken
even in Iconium, "the furthermost city of Phrygia,"
on the Lycaonian side, until the 3d cent, of our
era. Those inscriptions mention the names of Ma
(Cybele) and Attis, whose cult exercised a profound influence on the religions of Greece and Rome.
The next monarchy to rise in A.M. is that of
Lydia, whose origin is obscure. The Phrygian
empire had fallen before an invasion
3. Lydians, of the Cimmerii in the 9th or 8th cent.
Greeks and BC; Alyattes of Lydia, which lay bePersians
tween Phrygia and the Aegean, repelled
a second invasion of the Cimmerii in
617 BC. Croesus, king of Lydia (both names afterward proverbial for wealth), was lord of aU the
country to the Halys, as well as of the Gr colonies
on the coast. Those colonies—founded from Hellas
—had reached their zenith by the Sth cent., and
studded aU three coasts of A.M. Their inability
to combine in a common cause placed them at the
mercy of Croesus, and later of his conquerors, the
Persians (546 BC). The Persians divided A.M, into
satrapies, but the Gr towns were placed under Gr
dynasts, who owned the suzerainty of Persia, and
several of the inland races continued under the rule
of their native princes. The defeat of Xerxes by
HeUas set the Gr cities in A.M. free, and they continued free during the period of Athenian greatness.
In 386 BC they were restored to the king of Persia
by the selflsh diplomacy of Sparta.
When Alexander the Great crossed the Hellespont in 334 BC, a new era opened for the Asiatic
Greeks. Hitherto the Gr cities in
4. AlexA.AI,, apart from spasmodic efforts at
ander and combination, had been mere trading
His Suecommunities, independent of each
cessors
other, in competition with each other,
and anxious for reasons of self-interest to bring each other to ruin. These colonies
had moreover been confined to the coast, and to the
open river valleys of the west, T h e idea of a Gr
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empire in A.M. was originated by -Vlexander, and
materialized by his succt>ssors. Henceforward the
city rivalries certainly lasted on, and at a later
period excited the scorn of the stolid Romans; but
henceforward the Gr cities were members of a Gr
empire, and were conscious of an imperial mission.
It is to this period that the Hellenization or, as
Mommsen w-ould tr the term, the ci\ilization of the
interior of A.M. belongs, diie foundations of
Alexander's successors, the Attalids and Seleucids,
covered the peninsula; their object was to coiisoUdate the Gr rule over the native races, and,
most important of all, to raise those races to the
Gr level of civilization and education. The experiment succeeded only partially- and temporarily; but such sucet'ss as it and the later Rom
effort in the same direction had, exercised a profound influence on the early growth of Christianity
in the country (.see below).
In their manner of entering and setthng in the
country, in the way in which they b([th came under
the influence of the -Vsiatic en\-iron6. The
ment, and impressed the stamp of
Galatians their \igorous individuality on the
culture and the history of the land,
the Galatae, a Celtic nation who crossed from
Europe in 278-277 BC, to establish themselves
ultimately on the E, of ancient Phrygia and on
both sides ot the Halys, recall the essential features
of the Phrygian immigration of a thousand years
earher, "'Tlie region of Galatia, at a remote period
the chief seat of the oriental rule over anterior
-\sia, and preserving in the famed rock-sculptures
of the modern Boghaz Keui, formerly the royal
town of Pteria, reminiscences of an almost forgotten glory, had in the course of cents, become in
language and manners a Celtic island amidst the
waves of eastern peoples, and remained so in
internal organization even under the [Rom] empire,"
But these Gauls came under strong oriental influence; they modified to some extent the organization of the local religion, which they adopted; but
they adopted it so completely that only one deity
with a Celtic name has so far appeared on the
numerous cult-inscriptions of Galatia (Anderson in
Jour, of Hell. Studies, 1910, 163 ff). Nor has a
single inscription in the Galatian language been
found in the country, although we know that that
language was spoken by the lower classes at least
as late as the 4th cent, AD, The Galatian appears to have superseded the Phrygian tongue in
the part of Galatia which was formerly Phrygian; no
Phrygian inscriptions have been found in Galatia,
alth(3ugh they are common in the district bordering
on its southern and western boundaries. But
Galatian was unable to compete with Gr as the
language of the educated classes, and even such
among the humbler orders as could write, wrote in
Gr, and Gr-Rom city-organization replaced the
Celtic tribal system much earlier and much more
completely in Galatia than Rom municipal organization did in Gaul, Still, the Ga,latians stood out
in strong contrast both to the Greeks and to the
Orientals, Rom diplomacy recognized and encouraged this sense of isolation, and in her struggle
against the Orientals and the Greeks under Mithridates, Rome found trusty allies in the Galatians,
In the Imperial period, the Galatians were considered the best soldiers in A.M.
See GALATIA.
The Romans exercised an effective control over
the affairs of A.M. after their defeat of Antiochus
the Great in 189 BC, but it was only
I The
in 133 BC, when Attains of Pergamus
Romans
bequeathed his kingdom of "Asia"
m A.M.
to the Rom state, that the Rom occupation began. This kingdom formed
the province .V.sia; a, second inheritance which fell
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to Rome at the death of Nieomedes I I I in 74 BC
became the province Bithynia, to which Pontus
was at'ter«-ard a(.l(lod. Cilicia, the province which
ga\-e St, Paul to the empire and the church, was anncjxed in 100 BC, and reorganized by Pompey in
66 BC, These pr((\-inces had already been organized; in otljei w-((rds the Rom form of government
had been definitely established in them at the
foun(la,ti(.(n of the empire, and, in accordance with
the principle that idl territory which had been
thoroughly "pacified" should remain under the
administration of the senate, while the emperor
directly governed regions in which soldiers in
numbers were still re(iuire(l, the above-mentioned
provinces, with the evceiition of Cilicia, fell to the
senate. But all territory subsequently annexed
in ;\ M. remained in the emperor's hands. Several
territories over which Home had exercised a protectorate were now organized into iirovinces, under
direct imperial rule. Such w-ere: Galatia, to which
under its last king Amyntas, part of Phrygia,
Lycaonia, PiMdia and Painphylia had been added,
and which was made a Rom province at his death
in 25 BC (the extension of Gidatia under Amyntas
to include .Vntioeh, Iconium, Lystra and Dcrbe and
the ('onse((uent incorporation of these cities in the
province (ial;(tia, forms the ultimate historical basis
of the "South Galatian Theory"); Paphlagonia,
annexed in 7 BC; Cappadocia, in 17 AD; Lycia,
in 43 -AD, and in 03 AD the part of Pontus lying
between the Iris and Armenia. This formed the
Pioman A.M, of Paul's time. See ASIA; BITHYNIA,
etc,
///. A.M. in the First Century A C — T h e partition of A.M. into Rom provinces did not correspond
to its ethnological divisions, and even
1. The
those divisions were not always clearly
Population marked. As is clear from the brief
historical sketch given above, the
population of A.M. was composed of many overlying strata of races, which tended in part to lose
their individuality and sink into the original Anatolian type. Answering roughly to the abovementioned separation of A.M. into two countries,
and to its characterization as the meeting-place
of East and West, we can detach from among ^
medley of races and institutions two main coexistent soci;d systems, which we may call the native
system, and the Hellenistic system. These systems
(esp. as the result of Rom government) overlap
and blend with each other, but they correspond
in a general way to the distinction (observed in the
country by Strabo) between city-organization and
life on" the village system, -A deep gulf separated
these forms of society,
I'nder the Rom Empire, there was a continuous
tendency to raise and absorb the Anatohan natives
into Gr cities and Rom citizen.sbip.
2. The
But in the Ajioslolic Age, this process
Native So- had not gone far in the interior of the
cial System country, and the native social system
w-as still that under which a large section of the population lived. It combined the
theocratic form of government with institutions
derived from a jireexistent matriarchal society.
The center of the native community was the temple
of the g(((l, with its great corporation of priests
living on the temple revenues, and its people, w-ho
were the servants of tbe god (hieroilouloi; cf St
Paul's e-xprcs.sion, "s(-'rvant of God"), and worked
on the temple estates. The villages in which these
workers lived were an inseparable adjunct of the
temple, and the priests (or a single priest-dynast)
were the absolute rulers of the people. A special
class called hieroi performed special functions
(probably for a period only) in the temple service.
This included, in the case of women, sometimes a
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service of chastity, sometimes one of ceremonial
prostitution. .A woman of Lydia, of good social
position (as implied in her Rom name) boasts in
an inscription that she comes of ancestors who had
served before the god in this manner, and that
she has done so herself. Such women afterward
married in their own rank, and incurred no disgrace. Many inscriptions prove that the god
(through his priests) exercised a close supervision
over the whole moral life and over the whole daily
routine of his people; he was their Ruler, Judge,
Helper and Healer.
Theocratic government received a new direction
and a new meaning from the institution of emperorw-orship; obedience to the god now
3. Emperor coincided with loyalty to the emperor.
Worship
The Seleucid kings and later the Rom
emperors, according to a highly
probable view, became heirs to the property of the
dispossessed priests (a case is attested at Pisidian
-Antioch); and it was out of the territory originally
belonging to the temples that grants of land to the
new Seleucid and Rom foundations were made.
On those portions of an estate not gifted to a polls
or colonia, the theocratic government lasted on;
but alongside of the Anatolian god there now appeared the figure of the god-emperor. In many
places the cult of the emperor was established
in the most important shrine of the neighborhood;
the god-emperor succeeded to or shared the sanctity
of the older god, grecized as Zeus, ApoUo, etc; inscriptions record dedications made to the god and
to the emperor jointly. Elsewhere, and esp. in
the cities, new temples were founded for the worship of the emperor. A.M. was the home of emperor-worship, and nowhere did the new institution fit so well into the existing religious system.
Inscriptions have recently thrown much light on a
society of Xenoi Tekmoreioi (''Guest-Friends of the
Secret Sign") w-ho lived on an estate w-hich had
belonged to Men -Vskaenos beside Antioch of
Pisidia, and was now in the hands of the Rom
emperor. A procurator (who was probably the
chief priest of the local temple) managed the estate
as the emperor's representative. This society is
typical of many others whose existence in inner
A,-Vi, has come to light in recent years; it was those
societies which fostered the cult of the emperor
on its local as distinct from its provincial side (see
.ASIARCH), and it was chiefly those societies that
set the machinery of the Rom law in operation
against the Christians in the great persecutions.
In the course of time the people on the imperial
estates tended to pass into a condition of serfdom;
but occasionally an emperor raised the w-hole or part
of an estate to the rank of a cit}'.
^tuch of inner A.M, must originally have been
governed on the theocratic system, but the Gr citystate gradually encroached on the
4. The
territory and privileges of the ancient
Hellenistic temple. Several of these cities were
System
"founded" by the Seleucids and Attalids; this sometimes meant a new
foundation, more often the establishment of Gr
city-government in an older city, with an addition
of new inhabitants. These inhabitants were often
Jews whom the Seleucids found trusty colonists: the
Jews of .Antioch in Pisidia (.Acts 13 14 ff) probably
belong to this class. The conscious aim of those
foundations was the Hellenization of the country,
and their example influenced the neighboring
cities. With the oriental absolutism of the native
system, the organization of the Gr and Rom cities
was in sharp contrast. In the earlier cents, of the
Rom Empire these cities enjoyed a liberal measure
of self-government. Magistracies were elective;
rich men in the same city vied with each other.
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and city -vied with city, in erecting magnificent
public buildings, in founding schools and promoting
education, in furthering all that western nations
mean by civilization. With the Gr cities came the
Gr Pantheon, but the gods of Hellas did little more
than add their names to those of the gods of the
country. Wherever we have any detailed information concerning a cult in inner Anatolia, we
recognize under a Gr (or Rom) disguise the essential features of the old Anatolian god.
The Greeks had always despised the excesses of
the -Asiatic religion, and the more advanced education of the Anatohan Greeks could not reconcile
itself to a degraded cult, which sought to perpetuate the social institutions under w-hich it had
arisen, only under their ugliest and most degraded
aspects. "In the country generaUy a higher type
of society was maintained; whereas at the great
temples the primitive social system was kept up
as a religious duty incumbent on the class called
Hieroi during their regular periods of service at the
temple, . . . The chasm that divided the religion
from the educated life of the country became
steadily wider and deeper. In this state of things
St, Paul entered the country; and wherever education had already been diffused, he found converts
ready and eager." 'This accounts for "the marvellous and electrical effect that is attributed in
Acts to the preaching of the Apostle in Galatia"
(Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, 96).
Under the Rom Empire, we can trace a gradual
evolution in the organization of the Gr cities toward
the Rom municipal type. One of
5. Roman the main factors in this process w-as
"Coloniae" the foundation over inner A.M. of
Rom colonies, which were "bits of
Rome" set down in the provinces. These coloniae
were organized entirely on the Rom model, and
were usually garrisons of veterans, who kept unruly
parts of the country in order. Such in NT time
were Antioch and Lystra (Iconium, which used to be
regarded as a colonia of Claudius, is now recognized to have been raised to that rank by Hadrian).
In the 1st cent. Lat was the official language in the
coloniae; it never ousted Gr in general usage, and
Gr soon replaced it in official documents. Education was at its highest level in the Gr towns and
in the Rom colonies, and it was to those exclusively that St. Paul addressed the gospel.
IV. Christianity in A.M.—-Already in St. Paul's
lifetime, Christianity had established itself firmly
in many of the greater centers of Gr-Rom culture
in Asia and Galatia. The evangelization of
Ephesus, the capital of the province Asia, and the
terminus of one of the great routes leading along
the peninsula, contributed largely to the spread of
Christianity in the inland parts of the province,
and esp. in Phrygia. Christianity, in accordance
with the program of St, Paul, first took root in the
cities, from which it spread over the country districts.
The Christian inscriptions begin earliest in
Phrygia, where we find many documents dating
from the end of the 2d and beginChristian
ning of the 3d cents. AD. The
Inscriptions, main characteristic of those early
etc
inscriptions — a feature which makes
them difficult to recognize — is their
suppression as a rule of anything that looked
overtly Christian, with the object of avoiding the
notice of persons who might induce the Rom officials to take measures against their dedicators.
The Lycaonian inscriptions begin almost a cent,
later, not, we must suppose, because Christianity
spread less rapidly from Iconium, Lystra, etc, than
it did from the Asian cities, but because Gr education took longer to permeate the sparsely populated
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plains of the central plateau than the rich townships of Asia. The new religion is proved by
PUny's correspondence with Trajan (111^13 AD)
to have been firmly established in Bithynia early
in the 2d cent. Farther east, where the great
temples stiU had much influence, the expansion of
Christianity was slow-er, but in the 4th cent.
Cappadocia produced such men as Basil and tho
Gregories. "The great persecutions, as is proved
by literary e\idence and bj' many inscri])tions,
raged with especial severity in A.M. The influence
of the church on A.M. in the early cents, of tho
Empire may be judged from the fact that scarcely
a trace of the Mithraic rehgion, the principal competitor of Christianity, has been found in the
whole country. From the date of the Nicene
CouncU (325 AD) the history of Christianity in
A.M, was that of the Byzantine Empire. Ruins of
churches belonging to the Byzantine period arc
found aU over the peninsula; the\v are especially
numerous in the central and eastern districts. A
detailed study of a Byzantine Christian tow-n of
Lycaonia, containing an exceptionally large number
of chm-ches, has been pubhshed by Sir W. M.
Eamsay and Miss G. L. BeU: The Tiiousa.nd and
One Churches. Gr-spealdng Christian -viUages in
many parts of A.M. continue an unbroken connection with the Rom Empire till the present day.
LITERATURE,—Ramsay's numerous works on A.M..
especiaUy S/. Paul the Traveller, e t c , The Church in the
Rom Empire,
The Cities of St. Paul, The Letters to the
Seien Churches,
a n d Cities and Bishoprics
of
Phrygia

have been freely drawn upon in this account. Por a
Juher bibUography, see EB (11th ed), art. "Asia Minor"
(Hogarth and "Wilson).
W^. M.

CALDER

ASIA MINOR, a'shi-a mi'ner, THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF, iir'kg-ol'o-ji ov: At the present stage
of our information it is difficult to write with acceptance on the archaeology of Asia Minor. Views
unquestioned only a few years ago are already
passing out of date, while the modern archaeologist,
enthusiasticaUy excavating old sites, laboriously
de(?iphering w-orn inscriptions, and patiently collating documentary e\idence, has by no means
completed his task. But it is now clear that an
archae(plogical field, worthy to be compared with
those^ in^ the valleys of the Euphrates and the
NUe, in-\ites development in Asia Minor.
In the Contemporary Review for August, 1907,
Professor Sayce reminded his readers that the Gr
geographers called Cappadox the son
1. EarUest of Ninyas, thereby tracing the origin
Influences of Cappadocian culture to Nineveh,
from Meso- and similarly they derived the Mermpotamia
nad Dynasty of Lydia from Nines
the son of Belos, or from Babjdonia
through Ass}Tia. Actual history is probably at
the back of these legends, and the Table of Nations
supports this (Gen 10 22), when it calls Lud, or
Lydia, a son of Shem and brother of Asshur. 'This
13 not to assert, how-ever, t h a t any great number
of Sem people ever made A.M. their home. But
Professor Winckler and others have shown us that
the language, script, ideas and institutions characteristic of the Bab ci-vilization were widespread
among the nations of w-estern Asia, and from very
eariy times A.M. came within their sphere of influence. Strabo records the tradition that Zile,
as well as Tyana, was founded upon "the mound
of Semiramis," thus connecting these ancient sites
with the Mesopotamian culture. Dr. David Robinson in his Ancient Sinope (145 ff), argues that
the early foundations of Sinope are probably
ASSJT," though established history cannot describe
in detail what lay back ot the Milesian settlement
of this the northern point and the best harbor of
the peninsula. Neither could (Strabo go back of
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the Milesian colonists for the foundation of Sam6(;)un, the ancient Amisus, an important commercial
city east of Sinope, but the accompanying illustration (Fig. 1) seems clearly to show the influence

FIG. 1.—Head from Old Samsoun (Showing Assyrian
Influence).
of Assyria. The original is a terra cotta flgure of
gray clay found recently in Old Samsoun. Mesopotamian religious and cultm-al influences thus
appear to have tinged A.AL, at least at certain
points, as far as the coast of the Black Sea, and
indeed the great peninsula has been what its shape
suggests, a friendly hand stretching out from the
continent of Asia toward the continent of Europe.

FIG. 2,—Excavating lor Cuneiform Tablets at BoghazIteuy.
Professor Sayee's article referred to above was
based upon the e-vidence furnished by cuneiform
tablets from Kara Eyuk, the "Black
2. Third
Mound," an ancient site just within
Millennium the ox-bows of the Halys River near
BC
Caesarea Mazaca. These tablets, as
deeijihered by himself and Professor
Pinches, were of the period of Abraham, or of
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Hammurabi, about 2250 BC, and were wTitten in
a dialect of Assyrian. The settlers were soldier
colonists from the Assyr section of the Bab empire,
engaged in mining and in trade. Silver, copper
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Fio. 3.—Hittite Lion, Boghaz-keuy; at the "Lion
Gate."
and perhaps iron were the metals sought. "Time
was reckoned as in AssjTia by means of officials
called liinmi, who gave their name to the year."
The colonists had a temple with its priests, where
financial transactions were carried on under the
sanctity of reUgion. There were roads, mail carriers whose pouches were fiUed with cunefform
bricks, and commercial travelers who made a
speciality of flne clothing. This makes quite
natural the flncUng of a goodly Bab mantle by Achan
a t the pillage of Ai (Josh 7 21). Slavery is a
recognized institution; a boy is sent to a barber
for circumcision; a house, wffe and children are
pledged as security for a debt. An oath is taken
"on the top of a staff," an interesting fact that
sheds its Ught on the vs describing the oath and
blessing of dying Jacob (Gen 47 31; He 11 21).
Early A.M. is thus Ughted up at various points by
the culture of Mesopotamia, and transmits some of
the scattered rays to the Gr world.
The earliest native inhabitants to be distinguished
in -A.iVf, are the Hittites (see HITTITES). Ever
since 1872, when Dr. Wright suggested
3. Second that the strange hieroglj-phics on four
MiUennium black basalt stones which he had disBC
covered at H a m a t h w-ere perhaps the
work of Hittite art, there has been an
ever-growing volume of material for scholars to
work upon. There are sculptures of the same
general style, representing figures of men, women,
gods, Uons and other animals, eagles with double
heads, sphinxes, musical instruments, 'winged
discs and other symbols, all of which can be understood only in part. 'These are accompanied lay
hieroglyphic 'writing, undeciphered as yet, and
the inscriptions read "boustrophedon," that is
from_right to left and back again, as the oxen go in
plo'wing an oriental field. 'There have also been
discovered great castles with connecting waUs
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and ramparts, gates, tunnels, moats, palaces,
temples and other sanctuaries and buildings.
More than this, occasional fragments of cuneiform
tablets picked up on the surface of the ground led
to the belief t h a t written documents of value
mig;ht be found buried in the soil. Malatia, Marash,
Sinjirli, Sakje Geuzi, Gurun, Boghaz-keuy, Eyuk,
Karabel, not to mention perhaps a hundred other
sites, have offered important Hittite remains.
Carchemish and Kedesh on the Orontes were capital cities in northern S.yria. The Hittites of the
Holy Land, whether in the days of Abraham or in
those of Da-vid and Solomon, were an offshoot from
the main stem of the nation. A,]M. w-as the true
home of the Hittites.
Boghaz-keuy has become within the last decade
the best known Hittite site in A,i\I., and may
be described as typical. It hes in northern Cappadocia, fifty muleteer hours S. of Sinope. YasiUkaya, the "written" or "sculptured" rooks, is a
suburb, and Eyuk with its sphinx-guarded temple
is but 15 miles to the N . It was the good fortune
of Professor Hugo Winckler of t h e University of
BerUn to secure the funds, obtain permission from
the Turkish government, and, in t h e summer of
1906 to unearth over 3,005 more or less fragmentary
tablets WTitten in the cuneiform character and the
Hittite language. This is the first considerable
store of the yet undeciphered Hittite hterature
for scholars to work upon. These tablets are of
clay, written on both sides, and baked hard and
red. Often the writing is in ruled columns. The
cuneiform character, like the Lat alphabet in
modern times, was used far from its original home,
and that for thousands of years. The language
of a few Boghaz-keuy tablets is Bab, notably a
copy of the treaty between Rameses I I of Egypt
and Khita-sar, king of the Hittites in central A.M.
The scribes adopted not only the Bab characters
but certain ideographs, and it is these ideographs
which have furnished the key to pro-visional vocabularies of several hundred words which have

FIG. 4.—Hittite "Warrior, Boghaz-lieiiy.
been pubhshed by Professors Pinches and Sayce.
When Professor Winckler and his German collaborators pubUsh the tablets they have deposited
in the Constantinople museum, w-e may Usten to
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the voice of some Hittite Homer speaking from
amid the dusty bricks written in the period of Moses.
Beside Boghaz-keuy the beetling towers of lofty
Troy sink to the proportions of a fortified hamlet.
Hittite sculptures show a very marked type of
men, with squat figures, slant eyes, prominent
noses and Mongoloid features. We suppose they
were of Turanian or Mongohan blood; certainly
not Sem and probably not -Vryan, -Vs th(-y occupieJ various important inland centers in -V,M. before,
during and after the whole of the second millennium BC, it is probable that they occupied much or
most of the intervening territory (see Records of
ihe Past for December, 1908). A great capital
hke Boghaz-keuy, with its hea\-Y fortifications,
would require extensive pro-vinces to support it,
and would extend its sway so as to lea^-e no enemy
within striking distance. The "-Amazons" are nowgenerally regarded as the armed Hittite priestesses
of a goddess w-hose cult spread throughout A.M
•The "Amazon Mountains,' still known locally by
the old name, run parallel with the coast of the
Black Sea near the Iris River, and tradition current
there now holds that the women are stronger than
the men, w-ork harder, li\-e longer and are better
at a quarrel! -A comparative study of the decorated pottery, so abundant on the old sites of
the country, makes it more than possible that the
artificial mounds, which are so common a feature
of the Anatohan landscape, and the many rockhewn tombs, of which the most famous are probably those at Amasia, were the work of Hittite
hands.
The Hittite sculptures are strikingly suggestive
of rehgious rather than political or military themes.
The people were pagans w-ith many gods and
goddesses, of w-hom one, or one couple, received
recognition as at the head of the pantheon. Such
titles as Sutekh of Carchemish, Sutekh of Kadesh,
,^iitekh of the land of the Hittites, show that the

Hittite Sculptures, Yasili-kaya.
chief god was localized in various places, perhaps
«'ith varying attributes. A companion goddess
was named Antarata. She was the great Mother
Goddess of A.M., who came to outrank her male
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counterpart. She is represented in the sculptures
w ith a youthful male figure, as a consort, probably
illustrating the legend of Tammuz for whom the
erring Heb women wept (Ezk 8 14). He was caUed

FIG. 6.—Hittite Sculptures, Ya.sih-kaya.
Attys in later days. He stands for Ufe after death,
spring after winter, one generation after another.
The chief god worshipped at Boghaz-keuy was Teshub. Another was named Khiba, and the same
name appears in the Tell el-Amarna correspondence
from Jerus. This affords a remarkable illustration
of the prophet's address to Jerus, "Your mother
w-as a Hittite" (Ezk 16 45).
The worship of the Hittites of the era of the
Exodus is stiU seen pictured on the rocks at YasiUkaya. This spot w-as the sanctuary of the metropolis. There are two hypaethral rock galleries, the
larger of which has a double procession of about
80 figures carved on the natural rock walls, which
have been smoothed for the purpose, and meeting
at the inmost recess of the gaUery. The figures
nearest the entrance are about haff life-size. As
the processions advance the height of the figures
increases, until the two persons at the head, the
chief priest and priestess or the king and queen,
are quite above life-size. These persons advance
curious symbols toward each other, each is followed
by a retinue of his or her own sex, and each is supporte(.l—the priest-king upon the heads of two
subjects or captives, and the priestess-(iueen upon
n liopard. i'he latter figure is foUow-ed by her
consort son.
The ruins at Eyuk are compact, and consist of
a sniaU teinide, its sphinx-guarded door, and a
double procession of approaching worshippers to the
number ot about 40. The main room of the
simctuary is only 7 yds. by 8 in measurement.
This may be compared with the Holy Place in the
labernacle of the Israehtes, which was approximately contemporary. Neither could contain a
worshipping congregation, but only the ministering
[iricsts. The solemn sphinxes at the door suggest
the- cherubim that adorned the Israelite temple,
and winged eagles with double heads decorate the
inner walls of the doorw-ay. Amid the sculptured
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processions moving on the basalt rocks toward the
sanctuary is an altar before which stands a bull
on a pedestal, and behind which is a priest who
wears a large earring. Close behind the priest a
flock of three sheep and a goat approach the sacriflcial altar. Compare the description in Ex 32.
The Israehtes said to Aaron, "Up, make us gods";
he required their golden earrings, made a calf,
''and built an altar before it"; they offered burnt
offerings and brought peace offerings; they sat
down to eat and drink and rose up to play. Israelite worship was in certain forms similar to the
worship of the Hittites, but its spiritual content
was wholly different. For musical instruments
the Eyuk procession exhibits a htuus, a (sUver?)
trumpet and a shapely guitar. The animal kingdom is represented by another bull with a chest or
ark on its back, a well-executed lion and two hares
held in the two talons of an eagle. A spring close
by furnished all the water required by the worshippers and for ritual purposes.
Professor Garstang in The Land of tiie Hittites
shows t h a t the power which had been waning after
about 1200 BC enjoyed a period of recrudescence
in the 10th and 9th cents. He ascribes to this
period the monuments of Sakje Geuzi, which the
professor himseff excavated, together with other
Hittite remains in A.M. The Vannic power known
as Urartu, akin to the Hittites but separate, arose
in the N.E,; the Phrygians began to dominate in
the W.; the AssjT-ians pressed upon the S.E. The
overthrow of the Hittites was completed by the
bursting in of the desolating Cimmerian hordes,
and after 717, when Carchemish w-as taken by the
Ass>-rians, the Hittites fade from the archaeological
records ot their home land. See ASIA MI.NOR, II, 1,
Before the Hittites disappeared from the interior
of A,M., sundrj' Aryan peoples, more or less closely
related to the Ci reeks, w-ere estab4. First
lished at various points around the
MiUennium coast. Schliemann, of Trojan fame,
BC
w-as the pioneer archaeologist in this
held, and his boundless enthusiasm,
optimism and resourcefulness recovered the treasures of Priam's city, and made real again the story
of days when the world was young. Among the
most valuable collections in the wonderful Constantinople Museum is that from Troy, which contains bronze axes and lance heads, implements in
copper, talents of silver, diadems, earrings and
bracelets of gold, bone bodkins and needles, spindle
whorls done in baked clay, numbers of idols or
votive offerings, and other objects found in the
Troad, at the modern HissarUk. Phrygian, Thracian

FIG. 7.—Artificial Mound, Marsovan Plain; Possibly
Hittite.
and subsequently Galatian immigrants from the
N.W. hacl been filtering across the Hellespont,
and^ wedging themselves in among the earlier inhabitants. There were some points in common
between the Cretan or Aegean civihzation and that
of A.IVL, but Professor Hogarth in his Ionia and
the East urges that these resemblances w-ere few.
I t was otherwise with the Greeks proper. Herodo-
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tus gave the names of twelve Aeolian, twelve
Ionian and six Dorian cities on the west coast,
founded by colonists who came across the Aegean
Sea, and who leavened, led and intermarried with
the native population they found settled there.
One of these .Asiatic Gr colonies, Miletus, was
sufficiently populous and -vigorous to send out
from 60 to 80 colonies of its own, the successive
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FIG. 8.—Modem TrafiSc on the Halys River.
swarms of adventurers mo'ving N. and E., up the
coast of the Aegean, through the Bosphorus and
along the south shore of the Black Sea. In due
season Xenophon and the Ten Thousand, and then
Alexander with his Macedonians, scattered yet
more widely the seeds of Hellenic culture upon a
soil already prepared for its reception. The inscriptions, sculptures, temples, tombs, palaces,
castles, theaters, jewelry, figurines in bronze or
terra cotta, coins of silver or copper and other objects remaiiung from this period exhibit a style of
art, culture and religion which may best be named
Anatolian, but which are akin to those of Greece
proper. "The excavations at Ephesus, Pergamus,
Sardis and other important sites show the same
grafting of Gr scions upon the local stock.
One marked feature sur-vived as a legacy from
Hittite days in the worship of a great Mother
Goddess. WTiether known as Ma, or Cybele, or
Anaitis, or Diana, or designated by some other
title, it was the female not the male that headed
the pantheon of gods. With the Gr culture came
also the city-state organization of government.
The ruder and earlier native communities were
organized on the -village plan. Usually each -viUage
had its shrine, in charge of priests or perhaps more
often priestesses; the land belonged to the god, or
goddess; it paid tithes t o the shrine; sacrifices
and gifts were offered at the sacred center; this
w-as often on a high hill, under a sacred tree, and
beside a holy fountain; there was little of education, law or government except as guiding oracles
were proclaimed from the temple.
^ In the early part of this millennium the Phrygians became a power of commanding importance
in the western part of the peninsula, and Professor
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Hogarth says of the region of the Midas T(.(nib,
"There is lio region of ancient monuments which
would be better worth examination" by excavators. Then came Lydia, whose capital, Sardis,
is now in process of excavation by Professor Butler
and his American associates, Sardis was taken and
Croesus dethroned by the Persians about 546 BC,
and for two cents., untU .Vlexander, Pers authority
overshadowed .V,^1,, but permanent iiffluenees were
scanty.
By'about the year 200 BC the Romans began
to become entangled in the iiolities of the f((ur
principal Idn.gdoins that then occupied
5. The
-V.M., namely Bithynia, rei'nanuis,
Romans
Pontus and Cappadocia.
By sl((\v
m A.M.
degrees ihtir iiillnencc and their arms
advanced under such leaders ci\il
and mihtary as Sulla, LucuUus, P((mpe>', Cicero
and JuUus Caesar, wiiilc -Vt talus o( I'eigidnus and
Prusias of Bithyma bequeathed their uneasy do-

PiG. 9.—Cuneiform Tablet from Boghaz-keuy Containing the Name of Ktnbu.
mains to the steady power arising from the W.
In 133 BC the Romans proceeded to organize the
province of Asia, taking the name from a Lydian
district included in the pro-vince. Step by step
the Rom frontiers were pushed farther to the E.
Mithridates VT, king of Pontus, was called ''Ihe
most formidable enemy the republic ever had to
contend -with," but he went down before the conquering arms of Rome. See PONTUS. Caesar
chastised the unfortunate Pharnaces at Zile in
central A.M,, and cooUy announced his success in
the memorable message of three words, "veni,
vidi, vici." Ultimately aU of this fair peninsula
passed under the iron sway, and the Rom rule
lasted more than 500 years, until in 395 AD Theodosius divided the empire between his sons, giving
the E. to Arcadius and the W. to Honorius, and the
Rom Empire was cleft in twain.
True to their customs elsewhere the Romans
built roads well paved with stone between the chief
cities of theu- eastern pro-vinces. The archaeologist
or common traveler often comes upon sections of
these roads, sometimes in the thickest forests, as
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sound and as rough as when Rom chariots rumbled
over them. Milestones were erected to mark the
distances, usually inscribed in both Lat and Gr,
and the decipherment of these milestone records
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FiQ. 10.—Coin of Licinius, Roman Emperor in the
East, 31.3 AD.
contributes to the recovery of the lost history.
Bridges over the important streams have been
rebuilt and repaired by successive generations of
men, but in certain eases the Rom character of the
original stands clearly forth. The Romans were a
building people, and government houses, aqueeluct.s, baths, theaters, tem)iles and other structures
confront the archaeologist or await the labor of
the spade. Epigiaphical studies such as those of
Professor Sterrett indicate what a wealth of inscriptions is j-et to be recovered, in Lat as well as
in Gr.
It was during the Rom period that Christianity
made its advent in tho peninsula. Christian disciples as well as Rom legions and governors used
the roads, bridges and public buildings. Old
church buildings and other religious foundations
have their stories to tell. It is very interesting to
read on Gr ton.bstones of the 1st or 2d cent, AD
such inscriptions as, "Here lies the s(T\'aiit of God,
Daniel," "Here hes the handmaid of Ciod, Maria "
Our great autliority for this period is Sir William M.
Ramsay, whose Ilislnrical Geography of A.M. and
other works must be read by anj'onc w-ho w-ould
familiarize himself with this rich field.
By almost imperceptible degrees the Rom era
was merged into the Byzantine. We are passing
so rapidly now from the sphere of
6. The
archaeology to that of history proper
Byzantine
that we must be brief. For a thouPeriod
sand years after the fall of Rome the
Eastern Empire hved on, a Gr body
pervaded with hngering Rom infiuences and with
Constantinople as the pulsating heart. The
character of the times w-as nothing ff not religious,
yet the prevailing Christianity was a syncretistic
compound including much from the nature worship
of earlier Anatolia. The first great councils of the
Christian church convened upon the soil of A.M.,
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FIG II —Roman Bridge over the Halys.
the fourth being held at Ephesus in 431, and at
this counoU the phrase "Mother of God was
adopted. We have seen that for fifty generarions
or more the people of V.M. had worshipped a great
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mother goddess, often with her consort son. I t
was at Ephesus, the center of the worship of Diana,
that ecclesiastics, many of whom had but a slight
training in Christianity, adopted this article into
their statement of religious faith.
Again the government of the countrj-, the dominant race, the religion, language and culture, all
are changed — this time with the
7. The
invasions, of t h e Seljukian Turks.
Seljukian
This tribe was the precm'sor of the
Tiu'ks
Ottoman Turks and later became
absorbed among them. These Seljukians entered A.M., coming up out of the recesses
of central Asia, about the time that the Normans
were setthng along the coasts of western Europe.
Their place in history is measurably clear, but
they deserve mention in archaeology by reason
of their remarkable architecture. Theirs was a
branch of the Saracenic or Aloorish architecture,
and many examples remain in A.M. Mosques,
schools, government buildings, khans, fortifications,
fountains and other structures remain in great
numbers and in a state of more or less satisfactory
preservation, and they are buildings remarkably
massive, yet ornate in deUcacy and variety of
tracery.
The Ottoman Turks, cousins of t h e Seljuldans,
came up out of t h e central Asian hive later, and
took Constantinople by a memorable siege in 1453.
With this event the archaeology of A,At. may be
said to close, and history to cover the field instead.
GEOHGE E . W H I T E

•ASIARCH, a'shi-ark ('Aerwipx'ns,
Asiurches;
ERV " t h e chief officers of -Asia," A\^ "the chief of
Asia"): The title given to certain men of high
honorary rank in the Rom pro'vince of Asia. What
their exact functions were is not altogether clear.
They derived their appellation from the name of
the province over which they presided (cf BITHYNIARCH; CARIARCH; SYRIARCH). Brandis has shown

that they were not "high priests of Asia," as
some have thought, b u t delegates of individual
cities t o the provincial Council (Commune Asice;
see ASIA M I N O R ) which regulated the worship of

Rome and of the emperor. They were probably
.assembled at Ephesus, among other places, to preside over the public games and the religious rites
at the festival, in honor of the gods and the emperor, when they sent word to Paul and gave him
a bit of friendly advice, not to present himself at
the theater (mi dounai heautdn eis td thealron. Acts
19 31). The title could be held along with any
ci-vil office and with the high-priesthood of a particular city. They served for one year, but reelection was possible (the tenure of office, according
to Ramsay, was four years). The municipahties
must have shown the Asiarchs high honor, as we
find the names of many perpetuated on coins and
inscriptions. The office could only be held by
men of wealth, as t h e expenses of the pro'vincial
games were for t h e greater part defrayed by the
Asiarchs.
LITERATURE.—C/, 2.511, 2912; CIL, 296, 297; Brandis,
Pauly--\yissowa's Real-Encyclopaedia, arts, "Archiereus"
and "Asiarches"; Strabo, XI"V, 649; Eusebius, HE, IV,
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is said to have turned aside when he departs from
the path of rectitude (Ps 14 3 ; Sir 2 7; 1 Tim 1 6).
In a fig. sense it is used to e.xpress the thought of
putting aside, to renounce, every hindrance or impediment to a consecrated earnest Christian life
(He 12 1: d-iroTl8rjy.i, apotithemi).
ASIEL, a'si-el, as'i-el ('Ao-if|\, Asiil; AV Asael
[Tob 1 1]):
(1) Grandfather of Jehu, one of the Simeonite
"princes" mentioned in 1 Ch 4 35 as sharing
Judah's inheritance (see Josh 19 9),
(2) A swfft WTiter engaged by Ezra to transcribe
the law (2 Esd 14 24).
(3) An ancestor of Tobit (Tob 1 1 ) . Cf Jahzeel
or Jahziel (Gen 46 24).
ASIPHA, as'i-fa (A, 'A(r£i<t>ii, Aseiplid; B, Ta.u-ipM) = Hasupha (Ezr 2 43; Neh 7 40). The sons
of A. (temple-servants) returned with Zerubbabel
to Jerus (1 Esd 5 29).
ASK, ask ('¥•!?, shd'al "to inquire,'' "to seek
for counsel," "to demand"): It is the word commonly used in the OT and is equivalent to i-irepoiriu,
eperdtdo, "to request," used in the N T . I t does
not imply any inferiority on the part of the person
asking (Ps 2 8). I t is the Son who is bidden to
ask, and therefore the word expresses the request
of an equal. I t has also the meaning "to inquire":
"W herefore . . . ask after my name?" (Gen 32
29) signifying, "Surely you must know w-ho I am,"
"Ye shall ask me no question" (Jn 16 23), i,e.
"about the true meaiung of My words, for all will
then be clear to y o u " (Dummelow). ah^oi, ailed,
is the word commonly used with reference to prayer.
It means " t o ask," "to implore," and presents the
petitioner as an inferior asking from a superior
(Mt 6 8; 7 7.8; M k 10 35; Jn 14 1.3, and in
many other places). I t is not, however, asking
in the sense of the word beg, but rather that of a
child making request of its father. The petitioner
asks both because of his need and of the assurance
that he is welcome. He is assured before he asks
that the petition will be granted, if he asks in
accordance with God's will (1 Jn 3 22; 5 15).
Moreover the Spirit leads us to such asking in that
He reveals our need and the goodness of God to us.
See -"AMISS; PRAYER.

ASKELON, as'ke-lon:

JACOB W . K A P P

AV form in Jgs 1 18;

1 S 6 17; 2 S 1 20, for ASHKELON (q.v.).

ASLEEP, a-slep' ('til,
ydshen, "s'eeping,"
D^'^, rddham, "deep sleep"; KaScviSu, kathe-udo,
"to fall asleep," a.^virv6ia, aphupnoo, "to faU
asleep"): A state of repose in sleep. Nature's
release from weariness of body and mind, as of
Jonah on shipboard (Jon 1 5 ) ; of Christ in the
tempest-tossed boat (Mt 8 24); of the exhausted
disciples in Gethsemane (Mt 26 43 AV). Used
with beautiful and comforting significance of death
(Kotpdop.at, koimdomai, "to put to sleep"). Sleep
imphes a subsequent waking, and as a symbol
of death implies continued and conscious Ufe
beyond the grave. In the presence of death no
1,5; Hicks, Ancient Gr Infers in the British
Museum;
truth has been so sustaining t o Christian faith as
Ramsay, Classical Review, I I I , 17411; Cilies and Bishoprics of Phrygia, I, ,5,5-,5,8, and I I , ch xi; Guiraud, Les
this. I t is the distinct product of Christ's resurassemblees provinciates de I'Empire Romain;
Lightfoot,
rection. Paul speaks of departed believers as
Si. Ignatius and St. Polycarp, I I , 987 ff,
having "fallen asleep in Christ" (1 Cor 15 6,18);
M. O, E V A N S
as proof of t h e soul's immortahty he terms the
ASIBIAS, as-i-bi'as ('Ao-ipCas, Asibias and Asebi- risen Christ "thefirst-fruits of them that are asleep."
as): A. put away his "strange -wife" (1 Esd 9 26).
Lazarus and Stephen, a t death, are said to have
Cf Malchijah (Ezr 10 25).
"faUen asleep" (Jn 11 11; Acts 7 60); so of
ASIDE, a-sid': "Distinct from others," "pri- Da'vid and t h e ancient patriarchs (Acts 13 36;
vately," such LS the sense of the word in 2 K 4 4; 2 Pet 3 4). T h e most beautiful description of
Mk 7 33. Also "to withdraw" (Lk 9 10 AV; Acts death in human language and lit. is Paul's charac23 19: uiroxi^pi(„>, hupochdr&o, also anachored). Oneterization of the dead as "them also which sleep
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in Jesus'- (1 Thess 4 14 AV). This blessed hope
has wrought itself permanently into the life and
creed and hymnology of the Clu'istian church, as
in the hymn often used with such comforting
effect at the burial service of believers; ''-Vsleep in
Jesus! blessed sleep!"
DWIGHT M , PRATT
ASMODAEUS, az-mo-de'us (^"'ptL'S , 'ashm-'dhai;
'AirnoSaios, Asmodaio.^): An e\ il s|iirit first mentioned in Tob 3 S. Older etymolo.i^ists derived
the name from the Heb verb shdmadli, "destroy";
but it is now generally held to be associated wilh
Zoroastrianism, with which the Jew-s became acquainted during the exile, and by which later Jewish
views on the spirit-w-orld w-cre greatl\- influenced.
It is now- held to be the equivalent of the Pers
Aeshma-Deva, the spirit of etnicupiscence. The
spirit is at times reckoned as the e(iual in pow-er
of "Abaddon" (Job 31 1'2') and of "-VpoUyon"
(Rev 9 11), and in Tobit is re(iresented as loving
Sara, only daughter of Raguil of Ecbatana, and
as causing the death on the bridal night of seven
husbands who had in succession married her. His
power was broken by the young Tobias acting on
the ad-iice of the angel Raphael (Tob 6 15). He
burnt on the "ashes of incense" the heart and liver
of a fish which he caught in the Tigris. "But when
the de^il smelled the smell, he fled into the uppermost parts of Egypt, and the angel bound him"
(Tob 8 3). Milton refers to the incident in Paradise Lost, 4, 168-71, founding on Jewish demonology
and the "loves of the angels" i^Gen 6 2).
J.

HUTCHISON

ASMONEANS, as-mo-ne'ans: -A remarkable
priestly family of Alodin, in Judaea, also called
Hasmonaeans or jNIaccabees. They belonged to
that portion of the Je^\ i-.li nation which under all
trials and temptations remained loyal to Jeh, even
when the national lffe and religion seemed at their
lowest ebb, and they succeeded, for a while at
least, in restoring the name and fame of Israel. All
in aU they were an extremely warlike family. But
the entire Asmonean history affords abundant
proof of the bitter partisanships which, even more
than the persecutions of their enemies, sapped the
national strength and cU-vided the nation into
bitterly hostUe factions. The Asmoneans never,
in aU their history, or at any given period in it,
had a united people behind their backs. They had
to fight disloyalty at home, as well aa deadly
enmity abroad. A considerable portion of tho
people was unable to withstand the paganizing
influence of the Macedonian and Syrian periods,
and in this direction the thousands of Heb soldiers,
who fought under the Gr banners, must have
exerted an inestimable influence. The Asmonean
struggle is therefore, in all its phases, a three-sided
one, and it makes the ascendancy of the family
all the more remarkable. The sources of our
knowledge of this period are mainly found in the
Books of the Mace, in the Ant and BJ of Jos, and
in occasional references of Strabo, Li-yy and other
classic historians. 'The contents of Ant plainly
prove that Jos used the Books of the Mace as far
as possible, but that besides he was possessed of
sources of information now w-boUy lost. The name
"Asmonean" is derived from the Heb Hashman,
"weaUhy." Hashman w-as a priest of the family
Joarib (Ant, X I I , vi, 1; 1 Maec 2 1; 1 Ch 24 7).
The name "Maccabee," from the surname of Judas,
the son of Mattathias, may be derived from the
Heb makkdbhah, "a hammer"; makhbl, "an extinguisher"; or from the first letters of the Heb
sentence,-/Wi Khdmokhdh Bd-'ellm YHWH? "Who
among the gods, O Lord, can be likened unto thee,"
inscribed on the Maccabaean banner in the word
MaKHBiY.
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-Vntiochus Epiphanes retm-ned in 169 BC from
the Egyp wars, the fruits of which had been wrested
from him by the Rom power, which a
1. The
year later, in his fourth war, in the
Asmonean person of Pompilius Laenas, was to
Revolt
order him peremptorily to leave
Egypt once and for all time. 'Thus
his four campaigns against his hereditary foe were
made utterly barren. Grave suspicions had been
aroused in the king's heart against the Jew-s, and
when their wrangling about the high-priesthood
alforded him an opportunity, he resolved forever
to crush the pow-er of Judaism and to wipe out its
detested rehgion. Thus Apollonius (Jos tells us,
the king himself, BJ, V, i.x, 4) in 168 BC appeared
before Jerus, devastated the city, defiled the temple
by the sacrifice of swine on the altar of burnt
offering, destroyed all the holy writings that could
be obtained, sold numberless Jews and their
families into slavery, forbade circumcision on pain
of death and inaugurated the dark period spoken
of by Dnl (9 27; 11 31). Thus Antiochus marked
his name in blood and tears on the pages of Jew-ish
history. Against this cruel tyranny and this
attempt to root out the religion of Israel and their
ancient faith, the Maccabaean family revolted and
thus became the leaders in a desperate struggle
for Jewish independence. How far they succeeded
in these efforts the foUo-wing sketch will show.
Mattathias was a priest of the house of Joarib,
at the time of the breaking out of the revolt most
hkely a refugee from Jerus, living at
2. Matta- Modin, W. of the city, in the highthias
lands of Judaea, where he may have
owned an estate. When compulsion
was tried by the Syrians to make him sacrifice to
idols, he not only refused to obey, but slew a Jew,
who came forward to the altar, as well as -Apelles,
the Syrian commander and a portion of his guard
(Ant, Xll, -vi, 2). Overthrowing heathen aUars
as he went, he was followed into the wilderness by
large bands of loyal Jews. And when the refusal
to fight on the Sabbath day had led to the slaughter
of a thousand of his follow-ers, he gave liberty to the
Jews to give battle on that day. In 167 BC, soon
after the beginning of the conflict, he sank under
the unequal task, leaving the completion of the
work to his five sons, John (Gaddis), Simon (Alatthes), Judas (Maccabaeus), Eleazar (Auran) and
Jonathan (Apphes). On his deathbed he appointed Simon as the counselor and Judas as the
mihtary leader of the movement (Ant, X I I , vi, 1),
These two w-ith Jonathan were to carry the work
to completion.
,. , • j- T ,
Judas proved himseff full worthy of his father s
foresight and trust. His military talent w-as
marvelous, his cunning baffling, his
3 Judas
courage leonine, his swiftness that of
Maccathe eagle. He reminds one strongly
baeus, 166- of Joshua, the ancient mihtary gemus
160 BC
of Israel. Neariy all his battles were
fought against impossible odds and his
victories inspired the Syrians with awe. In sudden
night attacks he surprised the Syrian generals, Apollonius and Seron (1 Maco 3 10.13), and scattered
their armies. Antiochus, ready to chastise the
countries eastward, who appeared on the point of
rebelhon, intrusted the conduct of the Judaean
war to Lysias, his kinsman and favorite, w-ho w-as
charged to wipe Israel and its hated religion off
the face of the earth. The latter intrusted the
actual conduct of hostilities to a great and wellequipped army, under Ptolemaeus, Nicanor and
Gorgias. This army was encamped at Emmaus,
S of Modin, while Judas lay with his small force a
Uttie to the S.E. W^hen Gorgias attempted to
surprise him by night, Judas himself fell Uke an
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avalanche on the rest of the Syrian army and crushed
it, then met and defeated the returning Gorgias
and gained an immense booty. Equally successful
in the campaign of 165 BC Judas captured Jerus
and purified and rededicated the temple, just five
years after its defilement. Thus the Jewish "Festival of Lights" came into existence. The next
year was spent in the reduction of Idumaea, the
Jordan territory, the Ammonites, and several important strongholds of the enemy, whilst Simon
marched northward and brought back the Jewish
captives from Gahlee and the sources of the Jordan.
Meanwhile Antiochus had died in the eastern
campaign and his death inaugurated the collapse of
the Syrian empire. Philip was appointed guardian
of the infant king, while his uncle Demetrius sought
to dethrone him by the aid of the Romans. The
siege of the stronghold of Jerus, still in the hands
of the Syrians, by the Maccabees, led Philip to
make a heroic effort to crush Judas and his growing

Jerus. Judas gave them battle at Elasa, in April,
161 BC. With only 3,000 men he engaged the
Syrian forces. He succeeded in defeating the left
wing of the Syrians under Bacchides, but w-as in
turn surrounded and defeated by the right wing.
All hope of escape being cut off, Judas surrounded
himself with his best warriors and fell at last surrounded by heaps of slain foes. Strange to say
the Syrians surrendered his body to Simon and
Jonathan his brother, who buried him by his
father's side at Modin.
The death of Judas for the moment paralyzed
the revolutionary movement, while it increased
the determination of the Syrians. All
4. Jonathan, pre'vious pri'vileges were revoked, and
160-143
the IVlaccabaean sympathizers were
BC
rigorously persecuted. But all this
served only to bind the party closer
together, and the chief command was conferred on
Jonathan, the youngest brother, as daring as, and
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power, and he swiftly marched upon Judaea with a
large and well-equipped army. "The odds were too
strong for Judas, his band was frightened by the
Sjrian war-elephants and in the battle of Bethzacharias the Maccabees were defeated and Eleazar,
the youngest brother, was killed. Jerus was taken
by the Syrians, the temple waU broken down and
only the threatening danger of an attack from the
king's southern foes saved the Maccabaean cause.
Lysias retreated but left a strong garrison in Jerus.
AU seemed lost. Alcimus, leader of the disloyal
Jew-s and a mortal enemy of Judas, w-as made high
priest and he prayed Demetrius, who had captured
the Syrian throne, to come to his aid against the
Maccabees in 162 BC. Bacchides was sent vfith a
strong force and sought in vain to obtain possession
of the person of Judas by treachery. He made
havoc of the Jew-s, by kilUng friend and foe alike,
and returned to the East to be succeeded by Nicanor, who also failed to dispose of Judas by treachery. In the ensuing battle at Capharsalama he
was defeated and compelled to fall back on Jerus
and thence on Beth-horon, where Judas attacked,
again defeated and killed him. In this hour of
hope and fear Judas was led to seek a Rom alUance
whose consummation he never saw. Erom that day
his fortune changed. A new Syrian army under
Bacchides and the false priest Alcimus approached

perhaps more crafty than, Judas. He plunged into
the wilderness, relieved himself of the burden of
the women and children, and when the latter under
the care of John, his brother, were exterminated
by the Amri, he took bloody vengeance on them.
Surprised by Bacchides, the Syrian general, he inflicted great losses on the latter and escaped across
the Jordan. The death of the traitor Alcimus, in
160 BC, for a while relieved the situation and the
strength of the Maccabaeans rapidly grew. A
second campaign of Bacchides proved fruitless
against the daring and cunning of Jonathan and
Simon, and they succeeded in making peace with
the Syrians (Ant, X I I I , i, 5, 6), but the citadel of
Jerus and other strongholds remained in the hands
of the enemy. The events of the year 153 BC
however changed the entire aspect of affairs.
Demetrius saw his throne menaced by Mexander
Balas, a Rom favorite. Trying to secure the aid
of the Maccabees, he greatly extended the former
concessions, and when Balas outstripped him in
generosity and appointed Jonathan high priest
with practically royal powers, the Maccabees
craftily played out the one against the other. Since
the death of Alcimus the high-priesthood had now
been vacant for seven years (Ant, Xlll, ii, 3); for
which reason the appointment was exceedingly
gratifying to the Jews. I n his extremity, Deme-
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trius offered the practical equivalent of independence, but the Maccabees had learned the
value of these promises by bitter experience. The
shre'wdness of Jonathan led him to turn a cold
shoulder to all the fine promises of Di'iiictjius and
to intrust his fortunes to Balas, and not in vain,
for the former died in battle with the latter (Ant,
XIII, u, 4). Jonathan excelled all Uis brothers in
craft and ever embraced the most pminising side,
as is evident from his relations with Ptolemy Philometer, Balas and Demetrius. When the lalter's
cause was embraced in 148 BC by .Vpolloniiis, governor of Syria, Jonathan revealed the true Maccabaean mihtary gemus, by gaining a signal victory
over him. Balas now gave the Udig-coxeted permission to break dow-n the old Syrian tower at
Jerus, which for so long had been a thorn in the sides
of the iSIaccabaeans. -Vlas, during the siege both
Balas and Philometer died and Demetrius breathed
vengeance against Jonathan. But the latter dexterously won o^-er the king bj- large presents (Ant,
XIII, iv, 9) and accepted the restricted liberties
offered. Profiting however by the endless cabals
of the Syrian com-t, he soon sided with Trj-phon,
the new claimant, and with the aid of his brother
Simon extended the Maccabaean power over nearly
aU Pal. In the next Sj-rian war he gained an almost
miraculous -victory over the enemy (Ant, X I I I , v,
7; 1 Mace 11 67 ff). Tu-ed of the endless struggle
and longing for a strong arm to lean on, like Judas,
he sought a renewal of the Rom alUance, but never
saw its realization. Tryphon, who feared him,
treacherously made him prisoner at Ptolemais; all
his followers were immediately killed and he himself subsequently executed at Basca in Coele-Svria
(Ant, XIII, vi, 2, 6).
^ _
Thus again the Maccabees faced a great crisis.
But Simon, the sole sur'vivor of the sons of Mattathias, now stepped in the breach,
6. Simon, foiled all the treacheroiis plans of
143-135
Tryphon, met strategy with strategy,
BC
renewed the alhance with Demetrius
and obtained from him the highpriesthood. AU the old privileges were renewed,
the alliance with Tryphon was condoned by the
Mng, and the Maccabees resolved to count this era
as the beginning of their true freedom (1 Maec 13
41). The hated stronghold of Gazara fell and last
of aU the citadel of Jerus w-as reduced, and even
the hiU, on which it had stood, was completely
leveled in the foUowing three years (Aid, X I I I , vi,
7). Simon, favored by the decadence of the Syrian
power, brought the rule of the Maccabaeans to the
zenith of its glory. The only considerable architectural work undertaken in the whole period was
the magnificent tomb of the Asmoneans at Modin,
built by Simon, which was 'visible even from the
Mediterranean. He was the first of the -Maccabees to strike his own coinage, maintained himself,
with the aid of his sons, John and Judas, agaimst
the new .Syrian pretender, Antiochus Sidetes, 139
BC, but fell at la^t a -victim to the treachery of his
own 8on-indaw, Ptolemaeus (Ptolemy, 1 Maec 16
11) at a banquet prepared for him (135 BC). His
wife and sons, Mattathias and Judas, were made
captives at the same time (Ant, X I I I , -vii, 4; BJ,
I, u, 3).
John succeeded his father both as prmce and
wgh priest, and his long reign displayed all the
characteristics of the true Maccabees.
Dj John
The older sources here are lost sight
Hyrcanus, of, and nearly all we know is derived
135-106
from Jos. The reign of John Hyr"C
canus started amid great difficulties.
Hardly was Ptolemaeus disposed of
before Antiochus appeared before Jerus w-ith a
strong army and closely invested it. In a truce

Asmoneans

with the king, Hyrcanus obtained as favorable
conditions as pos.sible, paid a ransom and had to
permit the razing of the city wall. To obtain
money h(( opeiud and sjioiled the tomb of Da-vid
(.4i(/, X t l l , vin, 4) and thus obtained a standing
army for the defence of the country. With this
iirmy he aecomijanied the king to the Parthian war,
in winch -Vntiochus was killed. Hyrcanus now
threw off tho S3'rian yoke and began a war of conqiK^sl. In a quick campaign he conquered the
trans-Jordanic territory, destroyed Samaria and its
temple and devastated the land of Idumaea, whose
Iieople were now enib(i(Ued in the Jewish comnion•wealtli by an enforced circumcision (Ant,
Xlll,
ix, 1). By an embassy, the third in the Asmonean
history, he made an aUiance with Rome. Meanwhile a strong partisan spirit had been aroused
against him at home, on account of his leaving the
party ot the Pharisees, to affiliate himself with that
of the Sadducees, their bitter enemies. Thus the
men who had been the very core of the Maccabaean revolt from the beginning now raised a
sedition against him. The hagiocratic view of
Jewish Ufe, from the start, had been the essence of
the Asmonean movement and, as the j-eais rolled
on, the chasm between the two great parties in
Israel grew ever wider. The break with the
Pharisees seemed like a break with all Asmonean
antecedents. The core of the trouble lay in the
double power of Hyrcanus, who, against the
Pharisaic doctrine, combined in one person both
the royal and priestly dignities. And as the Pharisees grew in strength they also grew in reverence
for the traditions of the fathers, whilst the Sadducees paid attention only to the written testimony,
and besides were very liberal in their views in general. Only the immense popularity of Hyrcanus
enabled him to weather this storm. After a reign
of nearly three decades he died in peace, en-vied for
three things—the possession of the supreme power
in Israel, the possession of the high-priesthood and
the gift of prophecy (Ant, X I I I , x, 7).
With John Hyrcanus the glory of the Maccabaean house passed away. What remains is only
the sad tale of outward and inward
7. A Dying decay. The period covered is only
House,
six or seven decades. Knowing his
105-37 BC family, Hyrcanus had nominated his
wife to the supreme power, while
Aristobulus, his oldest son, was to take the highpriesthood. But the latter was no sooner installed
in this office than he threw off the mask, assunie-d
the royal title, imprisoned and starved to death his
mother and incarcerated his three youngest brothers, lea'ving at liberty only Antigonus, whom he
soon after caused to be murdered in a frenzy of
jealousy of power (Ant, Xlll, xi, 1,2,3), Shortly
after this he dn.d of an intestinal disease, httie
lamented by his people. His childless widow ele-vated the oldest of the sur-vi-ving sons of Hyrcanus,
Jannaeus Alexander, to the throne and married
him. This man began his reign -with the murder
of one of his remaining brothers and, following the
example of his father, aifihated himself with the
party of the Sadducees. Involved in bitter wars,
which arose on every hand, he proved that the old
military genius of the Maccabees had not wholly
perished. When the Pharisees aroused a widespread sedition against him, he crushed the movement in a torrent of blood (Ani, X I I I , xiv, 2).
In the internecine war that followed, he kiUed some
50,000 of his own people and was practically an
exile from his own city and government. RuUng
only by brute force, he made the last years of his
reign dark and gloomy. Jos touches but lightly
on the bitter events of this sedition, on both sides
marked with great barbarity (Ant, X I I I , xiv, 2).
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Though suffering from an incurable form of quartan fever, he waged war to the last and died during
the siege of Ragaba. On his deathbed he advised
his queen to cast herseff upon the mercy of the
Pharisees: a wise counsel as the event proved, for
she was permitted to retain the crown and to place
her son Hyrcanus in the high-priestly office.
Thus she ruled for nine years (78-69 BC). On her
death, her son Aristobulus, whom she had kept
from public affairs and who espoused the cause of
the Sadducees, aspired to the crown. Another
internecine war resulted, in which Aristobulus was
-victorious. HjTCanus agreed, for a large financial
consideration, to leave public affairs entirely alone.
The Herodian family, which owed everything to the
Maccabees (Ant, XIV, i, 3), now appears on the
scene. Antipater, a friend of Hyrcanus, induced
him to escape to Aretas, king of Arabia, at Petra,
with whom he made an alliance. In the ensuing
war, Aristobulus was conquered, shut up in Jerus
and compelled to invoke the aid of the Romans,
with whose assistance the Arabs were repelled
(Ant, XIV, ii, 3). In this same year Pompey came
to Damascus, where he found himself betw-een
three fires, for not only the two brothers, but a
large hagiocratic party of Pharisees as well clamored
for a hearing. "This last party refused both -Aristobulus and Hyrcanus as rulers. Through the
machinations of Antipater, Pompey sided with
Hyrcanus, upon which Aristobulus prepared for
war. Pompey promptly marched on Jerus and the
irresolute Aristobulus met him with promises of
subjection and presents. Wdien his followers
however refused • to carry out these promises,
Aristobulus was imprisoned and Pompey at once
invested Jerus, which w-as taken by assault on the
passover of 63 BC, after a siege of tliree months.
Pompey entered the holiest, place of the temple,
thus forever estranging the Pharisaic party from
Rome. But he did not spoil the temple, and appointed Hyrcanus high priest. This event marks
the coUapse of the Maccabaean power. What
follows are only the throes of death. Aristobulus,
and his two sons, Alexander and Antigonus, were
taken to Rome as prisoners. On the way Alexander escaped and renewed the fruitless struggle
in Judaea, only tci be at once crushed by the Rom
general Gabinius. A little later both Aristobulus
and Antigonus also escaped. Returning to the
homeland, the former, like his son, fought a brief
and vahant but fruitless campaign and was returned captive to Rome, where he died by poison,
on the eve of beginning ser-vice under the Rom
standards, 49 BC. Alexander was executed at
Antioch by Pompey. Of all the Maccabaean
princes thus only Antigonus and Hyrcanus remained. The Idumaean power was now about to
supplant the Maccabaean. Herod the son of
Antipater sided, as his father had done, with Hyrcanus against Antigonus. The factional disturbances at Rome and throughout the empire permitted of the enactment of the last stage of the
.Asmonean drama, in the final contest of Hyrcanus and Antigonus. Herod was in Judaea with
Hyrcanus, when Antigonus w-ith the Parthian hordes
overran the country, caused Herod precipitately to
evacuate Pal, and after capturing Jerus in 40 BC,
sent his uncle Hyrcanus as a captive to the East,
after ha-ving cropped off his ears, to incapacitate
him forever for the high-priestly office (Ant, XIV,
xiU, 10). Herod now obtained the aid of the
Romans and permission to reconquer Judaea. In a
furious campaign, marked by the most shocking barbarities, he occupied the greater part of the country,
and finaUy in 37 BC succeeded in taking Jerus.
Antigonus surrendered but was executed at Antioch
by Antony, at the instigation of Herod (Ant, XIV,

xvi, 4). The fate of the remnants of the Maccabaean stem, at the hands of Herod, may be found
by consulting the article under MACCABEES.
HENRY E .

DOSKER

ASNAH, as'na (HjOS, 'a?ndh, "thornbush"):
One of the Nethinim, who returned with Zerubbabel from the exile (Ezr 2 50).
A S N A P P E R , as-nap'er.

See OSNAPPAR.

ASOCHIS, a-so'kis, PLAIN OF.

See CANA OP

GALILEE.

ASOM, a'som ('Acr6(i., H, 4 s d m ) = Hashum (Ezr
10 33): The sons of A. put away their "strange
wives" (1 Esd 9 33).
ASP ( i n s , pelhen [Dt 32 33; Job 20 14.16;
Isa 11 8]; d(rir£s, aspis [Rom 3 13]): Any poisonous snake, or
even poisonous snakes
in general,
would satisfy
the context in
all the passages cited.
Pelhen is also
tr*^

ADDER

(q.v.) in Ps i
58 4; 91 13.
Most authors
havesupposed
the Egyp cofa r a (N aia
haje, L.) to be
Asp.
the snake
meant, b u t while this is widely distributed throughout Africa, its occurrence in Southern Pal seems to
rest solely on the authority of Canon Tristram, who
did not collect it. There are other poisonous snakes
in Pal, any one of which would satisfy the requirements of these passages. See SERPENT. While
the aspis of classical Grlit. may well have been the
Egyp cobra, it is to be noted that Vipera asjns,
L,, is confined to central and western Europe.
ALFRED E L Y DAY

ASPALATHUS, as-pal'a-thus (d<rird\aeos, aspdlathos): An aromatic plant mentioned in Ecclus
24 15 AV, where "wisdom" says, " I gave a sweet
smell like cinnamon and aspalathus," etc. It would
appear, from a reference in Pliny, to have been a
prickly shrub, the wood of which was scented, but
nothing certain is known about it.
ASPATHA, as-pa'tha (SriBCN, 'aspdthd'): One
of the ten sons of Haman (Est 9 7) (Pers aspaddta,
"given by a sacred horse," ace. to Thesaurus, Add.
71, after Pott and Benfey).
ASPHALT, as'falt.

See SLIME.

ASPHAR, as'far, T H E POOL (XAKKOS 'Atr^&p,
Idkkos Asphdr): When Jonathan and Simon fled
from Bacchides they encamped by this pool in the
wilderness of Tekoa (1 Mace 9 33; Ant, XIII,
i, 2). It is probably identical with Ez-Za'feraneh,
a ruined site with an ancient cistern, to the S. of
Tekoa, and E. of Halh-ul. Bir Selhub about 6 miles
S.W. of 'Ain Jidy is favored by some (EB, s.v.),
the hills around it being known as Safrd, in which
there may be a sur-vival of the old name.
ASPHARASUS, as-far'a-sus ('Ao-(t>4pacros, Asp/idrasos = Mispar [Ezr 2 2; Mispereth, Neh 7 7]):
A leader of the captives, who returned with Zerubbabel to Jerus (1 Esd 5 8).
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ASRIEL, as'ri-el (bxi-|.iBX, 'asrl'cl, "\'ow of
God"?): -V man of Manasseh (Nu 26 3 1 ; Josh
17 2) The form -Vsrielites, i.e, family ol -Vsiiel,
occurs in Nu 26 31, According to 1 Ch 7 14,
Asriel was born to Manasseh by an -Vi-amitess concubine. AV has "Ashnel."

Asmoneans
Ass

^From the references to these various names in the
OT it is clear that (1) lidmor was used for riding
pur|)(-j.ses: ((/.) by men (2 S 16 2; 17
3. Uses
'23; 19 20; 1 K 2 40; 13 13,23,24,27);
(b) by women (Ex 4 20; .losh 15 18;
.Igs .1 14; 1 S 25 20,23,12; cf 2 Ch 28 15), "Tai'
D"''11Un, gemedh hdnioriin, "a pair of a.sses" was used
ASS, as (I'I''in or "TSH, hdmor, cf .Vrab. haiiidr, for riding ((s weU as for burdens (Jgs 19 3,10,19,21,
etc). (2) It was also used in tillage (lsa 32 20), In
apparently connected wffh .Vrab. root 'ahmar, "red,"'
but referretl by some to i'((ot haiiial, this connection the law ])rohibits the use of an ass
in iilowing with an ox (Dt 22 10), The she-ass
1. Names "to carry"; also, but less commonly,
('dlhiin) was used as a lieast of burden (tion 45 23)
both in Heb and in .Vrab, ' i ' l r x ,
and I'orii,ling (Jgs 5 10; Nu 22 21.22; 2 K 4 21),
'alhon, Ai-ab. 'atan, used in -Vrab, only of the females; The 'iigir is also referred to as used in riding (Jgs
n^S , gereh, or S"]S , pere', and " i ^ " , 'ierdilh, or "IT^" 10 4), eai'i'yiii,g (lsa 30 6) and tiUiiig (ver 24j,
'drdilli. Arab.'(in/, ''wild ass," and also 1 ^ " , 'ayir,
Besides the use of the ass in agriculture and ridArab, 'air, "a young" or "wild ass"): diic name
ing it was employed in the caravans of commerce,
'drdilli (Job 39 5) is rare; droi, onos (-Mt 21 2),
and sent even upon long expeditions
(1) Hamor is derived from the root which means,
4. As a
through the desert. The ass is and
Domestic
idways has been one of the most comin aU probability, "to carry a burden" (see Fiirst,
mon domestic animals. It is a much
Handworterbuch, T o n ii), or "heap Animal
more iiii))ortant animal in Bible lands
2. Meaning up." While no analogies are conthan in England and -Vmerica, The humblest peastained in the OT this root occurs in
ant owned his own ass. It is associated throughXew- Heb. The .Aram, "I'^H, liamer, means "to
make a ruin-heap" (from which the noun huindr, out the Bible with jicaciiful pursuits (Gen 42 2ti f;
"a heap," used in Jgs 15 16 in a play of words: 22 3; I S 16 '20; 2 S 19 2ii; Neh 13 15), whereas the
horse is referred to in connection with war and
armies. Reference is also made to the use of the
flesh of the a.ss in time of famine (2 K 6 25),
The origin of the ass like that of most domestic
animals is lost in antiquity and it cannot be confidentlj- stated from what species of w-ild ass it was
derived. There are tliree races of wild asses in
Asia, one of which is found in Syria, but they may
all be referred to one species, Eguus hemiontis.
The -Vfrican specii-s is E. asiiius, an I good authorities consider our domestic asses to have descended
from this, and to have been introduced at an earlj'
period into the entire Orient, The Sulnib Arabs of
the .Syrian desert, w-ho have no horses, have a famous
breed of swift and hardy grey asses w-hich they
assert they cross at intervals with the wild asses
I of the desert. It is not unlikely that domestic
asses like dogs are the result of crosses with more
than one w-ild species.
As a domestic animal it preceded the horse, which
w-as first introduced into Egypt by the Hyksos about
Asses at a Mill.
LSOO BC. See HORSE.
(1) C"1J "li"'2n, hdmor gdrem, "an ass of strong
"\V ith the jawbone of an ass, heaps upon heaps,
bones," is used metaphorie:(lly of Issachar (Gen
with the jawbone of an ass have I smitten a thou49 14); n i a n lii)3 , ft^jsar/idmor, "the
sand men"). The root may also mean "to be red."
5. Figura- genit;d organ of an ass," is used in conIn this case the nominal form hdmdr may have been
tive Uses in t(^mpt (Ezk 23 '20); " l i o n nn^lff,
derived from the reddish-brown skin of a certain
the OT
k'-bhdrathhdindr, "the burial of an ass,"
type of the ass.
is apjilied to ignominious treatment of a
(2) 'Alhon, Assyr 'atdnu and Aram. i^J^X,
corpse (Jer 22 19); hdmdr is used as a symbol of
'a(a«a', is derived from SrN;, 'dthrj',"to come," "go,"
peace and humUity (2 S 19 26), Zechariah speaks
etc (Fiirst suggests that it may be derived from
of the future -Messiah as "lowly, and riding upon
1P^5, 'dthan, Aram. 1 " ^ , 'ddhan, "to be slender,"
an ((-•( even upon a colt the foal of an ass" (Zee
"docile,''etc); rrn'iTTl rrZ^V-^ , 'dtlioridth g'hdnlth, 9 9; ef iVIt 21 5,7),
"red-white asses" (Jgs 5 10) designate-s a lietter
(2) Pen-' is used as a symbol of wildness (Hos
breed.
8 ',)), and D~^5 i?"]?, pere' 'adham, 'a wild a,ss of a
man' (Gen '16 12), referring to Ishmael, desig(3) 'Ayir, Aiah. 'airu ("male ass") used of the
young and -vigorous animal, is derived from the nates a free nomad. In ,Iob the name pere' is aproot T ' ? , "to go aw-ay," "escape through swift- plied to the desert dweUers (Job 24 5). Jeremiah
employs this name as a symbol of lust.
He comness'' (Hommel, Namen der Saugedhiere, 121-23).
pares Israel's love of idolatry to the lust of the wUd
This name is used as a paraUel to IDinN "iID, b'nl
ass
(Jer
2
24),
.
,
.
,
„
'ilhorid (Gen 49 11) and as a compound of T??
The ass ('d-lhdn) figures prominently m the Ba^"l^, 'ayir pere' (Job 11 12), "a wild ass's colt."
laam story (Nu 22; 2 Pet 2 16. See Gray, 7CC,
(4) Pere', "wild a,ss,'' is derived from the ro(3t
"Numbers," ad loc). It is interesting
which means "to run," suggestive of the animal's 6. Wider
to note that Apion charged the Jews
swiftness.
Use in Liter- that they "placed an ass's head in their
(5) 'Arodh, is, in all probabUity, an Aram,
ature
holy place," affirming that "this was
discovered when Antiochus Epiphanes
loan-word for the Heb pere'. The Tg uses !S~'TI? ,
spoiled our temple, and found that ass's head there
'irodhd' and ii~-\'J , 'drddiia.

Assalimoth
Assos
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made of gold, and worth a great deal of money." Jos,
refuting this absurdity, states that the Rom conquerors of Judaea found nothing in the temple "but
what was agreeable to the strictest piety." He
goes on to say: "-Apion ought to have had a regard
to these facts.
As for us Jews, we ascribe
no honor or power to asses, as do the Egyptians
to crocodiles and asps
Asses are the same
with us which they are with other wise men; -viz.
creatures that bear the burdens that we lay upon
them" (CAp, I I , 7).
LITER.ATURE.—G. A. Smith. Jerusalem, I, 307 ff;
Gesenius' and Fiirst's Lexicons to the OT; arts, in EB
and HDB.
S-AMTJEL COHON
ASSALIMOTH, a-sal'i-moth. See SALIMOTH
(Apoc).

hiding short daggers in their garments, stabbed
with them those t h a t were their enemies. The
flrst to be assassinated by them was Jonathan the
high priest, and after him many were slain daily"
(see also Ant, X X , viii, 6, ix). The name is derived from Lat sica, "a dagger." The sicarioi
were implacable in their hatred to Rome and to
those Jews who were suspected of leaning toward
Rome. They took a leading part in the Jewish
rebellion and in the disturbance previous to it,
and also in the faction quarrels during the war.
After the war they continued their nefarious practices in Egypt and Cyrene whither they had fled.
Lysias mistook Paul for 'the Egyptian who
. led out into the 'wilderness the 4,000 men of
the sicarioi' (Acts 21 38).
S. F . HUNTER

ASSAMIAS, a-sa-ml'as (B, 'Ao-o-a|xCas, Assamias;
A, 'Ao-a|i£as, Asamias; -AV Assanias; cf Hashabiah
[Ezr 8 24]): -A. (chief priest) returned with Ezra
to Jerus. He was one of twelve who had charge
of the silver, gold and the temple-vessels (1 Esd
8 54).

ASSAULT, a-s61t' (1^2, gilr; opiiifj, hormt): The
Heb verbal form is used of pressing forward a siege
(see SIEGE), but also of a hostile attack upon a
person then tr^ "assault" (Est 8 11). The Gr
w-ord horme used of an attack upon persons in Acts
14 5 (AV) is rendered "onset" in RV. The word
"assault" remains in Acts 17 5, of attacking the
house of Jason in Thessalonica, w-here the verb is
ephistdnai, "to come suddenly upon."

ASSAPHIOTH, a-sa'fi-oth (A, 'Ao-a(|)()>£(oe, Asaphphidth; B, 'Ao-o-a<j>eia)9, Assapheidlh; AV Azaphion):
The head of a family, which returned with Zerubbabel from capti\ity, called also the servants of
Solomon (1 Esd 5 33). Probably the same as Hassophereth of Ezr 2 55 and Sophereth of Neh 7 57.
ASSARION, as-a'ri-on.

See FARTHING.

ASSASSINATION, a-sas-i-na'shun: The language of Scrijiture distinguishes less clearly than
the modern juridical between assas1. Meaning sination and murder. ''Murderer" =
of the Term nx'-l, rdge-^h (Nu 35 16-19.21.130.31;
2 K 6 32; j o b 24 14); ."i-lh, hdregh,
from ll'in, 1iaragh = "to slay," "kill," -AV t r "murderer" in Hos 9 13; b u t "slayer" in Ezk 21 11.
Where the RV renders "slayers," we find HS"!,
rdgah, in Nu 35 ll,'2(i-28; D t 4 42; 19 3.4.6;
Josh 20 3.5.6; 21 13,21,27,32,38,_ irrespective of
whether wilful, deliberate killing is spoken of, or
hasty or merely accidental; and riSD, ndkhdh = "to
strike," "wound," "kiU," "slay,"''in Nu 35 24.
The prohibition against kilUng is all-inclusive, even
to suicide, placing the ban not only on deliberate,
purposeful slaying (Ex 21 12.14,18), but on all
endangering of life through negligence (Dt 22 8)
or recklessness (Lev 19 14) or hatred, anger and
revengefulness (Lev 19 17 ff).
The Alosaic law presupposes t h e punishment of
all kilUng of human beings on the ground of Gen
9 6, and repeatedly reiterates it
2. Punish- (Ex 21 12,14 ff; Lev 24 17,21; Nu
ment of
35 33; D t 19 11 ff), the reason asthe Act
signed being that man is made in the
image of God; hence to slay a man is
paramount to lifting the hand against the Creator.
And while t h e degrees of guilt are not indicated by
the language, they are closely distinguished by the
punishments prescribed. Not only notorious enmity against t h e slain and deUberate lying-in-wait
on the part of the murderer (Ex 21 13; N u 35
20 ff; D t 19 4.11), b u t also the nature of the instrument was taken into account to determine the
nature of the crime (Nu 35 16 ff). See CRI-MES.
FRANK E . H I R S C H

ASSASSINS, a-sas'inz (oriKapioi., sicdrioi; AV
murderers): Jos (BJ, I I , xiu, 3, xvU) relates that
"there sprang up in Jerus a class of robbers called
Sicarii, who slew men in the daytime, and in the
midst of the city. This they did chiefly when they
mingled with the populace at the festivals, and.

ASSAY, a-sa' (^S^, yd'al; f^?5i ^d^dh; ireipd?£iv,
peirdzcin; ireipdo-flai, peirdsthai; iretpav \ap.pdv£(,v,
peiran lambdnein): The Heb and Gr words which
are rendered in AV "assay" are so rendered in RV,
and the use of it is extended in RV in two additional cases. The Heb word yu'al (1 S 17 39) is
used of David clad in Saul's armor, who "assayed,"
that is, "tried unsuccessfully," to go and attack
Goliath in it, for "he had not proved it," where
ndsdh is the vb. In D t 4 34 and Job 4 2 udijdh
is rendered "assay," in the sense of "attempt,"
"venture." In Acts 16 7 St. Paul is said to have
"assayed," that is, "attempted" (but was hindered),
to go into Bithynia, and now in Acts 24 6 St, Paul
is charged with ha-ving "assayed," that is, "having
had the audacity," to profane the temple, where
peirazein is the vb. used in both cases. In Acts 9
26, and now in RV Acts 26 21, "assay," renders
the vb. peirasthai, "to attempt," in both cases unsuccessfully. In He 11 29 it translates two Gr
words peiran lambanein "to make an attempt unsuccessfully."

T. NICOL

ASSEMBLIES, a-sem'bliz, MASTERS OF (^b"a
n'lSOX, ba'dle 'dfuppolh, Eccl 12 11): ARVm
"collectors of sentences," thus Kimhi, Grotius and
others. This has been variously interpreted. Tyler
translates "editors of collections." Kleinert renijcrs
"protectors of t h e treasure-chambers," 'dsuppoth
being considered equivalent to the 'dsnppiin of
1 Ch 26 15.17;

Neh 12 25 (see ASUPPIM).

The

proverbs are like nails guarding the sacred storehouse, the book closing -with this warning against
touching the coUection (cf Rev 22 18.19). Delitzsch translates "like fastened nails which are
put together in collections." "As ba'dle b'rlth
(Gen 14 13) signifies 'the confederates,' ba'dle
sh'bhU'dh (Neh 6 18) 'the sworn,' and the frequently occurring ba'dle hd-'lr 'i'he citizens': so
ba'dle 'dsuppoth means, the possessors of assembUes
and of the assembled themselves, or the possessors
of collections and of things collected. Tlius ba'dle
'dsufrpdth will be a designation of the 'words of
the wise' (as in shdllshlm, "choice m e n " = choice
proverbs, Prov 22 20, in a certain measure personified), as of those which form or constitute collections and which stand together in order and
rank" ("Eccl," ET, 434).
The Jerus Talm takes 'dsuppoth as the Sanhedrin.

T H E I N T E R N A T I O N A L S T A N D A R D B I B L E ENCYCLOPAEDIA
On the whole it is better to interpret the phrase
''persons sldlled in collections" of wise sayings,
grouped in a compact whole (cf W right, Eccl, 102).
S,

F,

HUNTER

ASSEMBLY, a-sem'bU ( ' O R J i'"'"''.' «KK\iio-[a,
ckkles'ia): The common term for a meeting of the
people called together l(>- a crier. It has reference
therefore to any gathering of the people called for
any purpose whatsoever (Ex 12 6; Ps 22 16 .VV;
89 7 - W ; Acts 19 32,11). The solemn ass(-iublies
of the Jews were their feasts or religi((us gatli(n-iiigs
of any Idnd (Isa 1 13). The w-ord jiani-gnris, "a
genei-iil festal assembly" (Heb 12 23), is transferred
from the congregation of the people of Israel to
the Chi'istian chm'ch of whieli the congregation
of Israel was a figure. In the same jiassag,.,
diilesia has the sense of calling, sunuiKdiing, In
rlassieal Gr ekklisia w-as tUe name for the bodj- of
free citizens suminoiwxl by a herald. In this sense
the church calls all the world to become identified
with it. It denotes the w-hole body of believers, all
who are called. Or it may refen- to a particular congi-e,;;:(aon or local church {siinagugp, "synagogue"
Jas 2 2 RVin).

See CALLED; C H U R C H ;

G.iTioN.
ASSEMBLY, SOLEMN.
FE.isTS,

Coxcui;-

J.\coB W. K A P P
Se-e

CONGREG.\TION ;

ASSENT, a-sent': Twice used in -AV as equivalent to 'voice," and to "consent," and displaced
in both instances in the RV by the lit. rendering of
the Heb peh, "mouth" (2 Ch 18 12); and the
Gr suntithemi, "agree t o , " i.e. "affirm" (Acts
24 9).
ASSESSOR, a-ses'er: Lit. one who sits by another, an a~-i-t;irit; among the ancients esp. an
:is,siitant to the king (cf "The assessor of his throne,"
Dryden, AlUton's P.L., Bk vi), or t o the judge (see
Dryden, VirgU's Aeneid, \i,5S3). Later it came to
mean one w-ho assesses people or property for purposes of ta.xation.
(1) Royal officials in Israel have t h e general title
sUnm, "princes," and this general title included
the officer who w-as "over the tribute," who seems
to have had charge of the assessment, as well as
the coUection of taxes. I n t h e days of the later
monarchv "the governor of t h e royal household,"
"the royal stew-ard and high chamberlain," seems
to have held some such important position (lsa
22 1,5; 36 3.22).
. (2) The earlv kings do not seem to have subJ('Cted the peo]ile to heavy taxes, but we find much
in the preidiets about t h e injustice and extortion
practised bv these officials on t h e jioor of the land
(cf Am 2 6,7; Isa 5 8; Jer 5 28; Mic 3 11),
special taxes seem t o have been imposed to meet,
emergencies (cf 2 K 23 35.1, b u t it is not clear that
anything of the nature of a regular land tax, or
property tax, existed in early times; though something of the kind mav be referred to in the reward
promised by Saul to t h e slayer of Goliath (1 S
1" 2,1) and the tenth mentioned in 1 S 8 1.5-17.
j " ^ kings of Judah, it would seem, made free use
of the temple treasures.
(-3) Later the Rom government "farmed o u t "
the taxies of the pro'vinces. The pubUcans, or taxgatherers of the Gospels, seem to have been agents
01 theimperial procurator of Judaea, instead of direct
agents of the great Rom financial companies, who
oramarily let out t h e business of t h e collection of
ine taxes to officers of their own.
IJuring the Empire there was ample imperiid
Machinery provided for the regular collection of
™e taxes, and the emperor appointed a procurator
11 eacli province whose business it was to supervise

Assalimoth
Assos

the c((lleeti()ii of revenue. Some Jews found the
business profitable, but these were objects of detestation to their eountryinen. See PUBLICAN.
.„„„„„

G E O . B , EAGER

ASSHUR, asli'(-nir, ASSUR,

a.s'(jr,r,

.See As-

,SYUI,\,

ASSHURIM, a-shijii'rim (Di-111235<:, 'aslishurlm):
.Mentioned among the sons of Dedan, ,soii of Jokshan, son of .Vl.rahain by Keturah (Gen 25 3).
ASSIDAEANS,
(-Vi.oc).

as-i-de'ans.

See HASIDAEANS

ASSIDUOUS, a-sid'a-us: Occurs only in Wisd
8 18 R\', "In assiduous communing w-ith her is
uiiderstaiidiiig," i.e, "in continued exercise of fellowship," The idea expressed in t h e a d j , is contained
in the prepositional prefix, sun of Ihe original suggiimnas'ia, giving the vb. intensive force.
ASSIGN, a-sin' (105, nathan, "to give," or
"grant," i.e, apportion):'Use(l (Josh 20 8) of Moses
setting apart Bezer :(S one of the three cities of
refuge on tho E. of l,lie Jordan (cf Dt 4 41-43);
also of Joab's stationing Uriah in a place of mortal
peril in battle (2 S 11 Ki).
ASSIR, as'er (T^ES, 'asslr, "captive"):
(1) A Levite of the family of Korah (Ex 6 24;
1 Ch 6 22).
(2) A S((n of Ebiasaph and grandson of Assir.
S;(niuel was descended from him (1 Ch 6 23),
(3) A son of Jeconiah, king of Judah, according
to -AV and RVin and -ARVm. I t is a question
whether the .Assir of this passage (1 Ch 3 17) is
not a common adj. modifying Jeconiah. The ARV
and RV render it "the caidive." It is to be noticed,
however, 1 hat there is no definite art. in the Heb.
ASSOCIATE, a:S('3'shi-.at: Only in Isa 8 9-VV,
where the Heb l " n , rd'-u,\s variousljf interpreted,
according to differences of opinion as to the vb.
whence it comes. RV "make an uproar"; RVm
"break"; Vulg "Congrcgamini"; L X X yvuire, gnote
("knowye"); Luther: se/(/fcoe.b'c ("be wicked").
ASSOS, as'os ("Ao-cros, A.ssos): An ancient city
of Afysia in the Rom province of Asia, at wliich,
according to Acts 20 13, Paul and Luke restei 1 w hile
on theu- way from Troas to Mitylene. Standing
upon a conical-shaped rock on the southern coast of
the Troad, it occupied one of the finest sites in
-Vsia. The rock is about 700 ft. high; its sides are
covered with terraces, both natural and artificial,
and so steep is it that Stniloricus WTOte of it:
"If you w-ish lo hasten your death, try and eUmb
.'Vssos," The view from the summit is extensive and
magnificent.
The city, which is very ancient, is said to have
been founded by the Aeolians, and to have idways
been singularly Gr. -As e;(rl>- as the 5th cent. BC
it struck its ow-n coins, and its coinage system continued until 235 AD. One of its early rulers or
tyrants was Hermeas, a eunuch, once a slave, w-ho
gave his niece in marriage to -Vristotle. There the
great Cir philosopher lived three years, from 348 to
345 BC. During the time of the kings of Pergamus,
the city bore the name of -Viiollidiia. To the Byzantines it was known as Machramion, and at
present the town, which has dwindled in importance under Turkish rule, is called Bekhram, a
Turkish corruption of the Byzantine name. ^
The ruins of Assos are among the most imposing
in Asia Minor, and yet they have long served as a
quarry; from its public buildings the stones for
the Constantinople docks were taken. The Turk-
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ish sultan Murad I I presented the many beautiful
bas-reliefs of the Doric temple of Athene t o t h e
French government, which are now preserved in the
Lou\Te. T h e ruins were carefully e.xplored and
partially excavated in 1SS2-S3 bj- ^Ir. Clarke for
the -Ai'chaenl((gical Institute of America, and t h e
entire plan of tlie ancient city is clear. PTpgn
the very summit of the hill stood t h e temple of
Athene which is said t o have been erected about
470 B C . Among its ruins Clarke found eight
other bas-reliefs which are now in t h e Boston
Museum a n d which possess a special interest
because of their connection between the art of the
Orient and of Greece. Upon t h e several natural
terraces of t h e hill which have been enlarged by
artificial means, stood t h e many public buildings,
as the gymnasium, t h e public treasury, the baths,
the market place and the theater, of which but Uttle
now remains. The city was surrounded b y a
double wall which in places is still well preserved.
The inner wall of dressed stones laid without
mortar, and filled with loose stones, is 8 ft. thick,
and the larger outer wall was protected with towers
at intervals of 60 ft. The ancient road leading to
Troas w-as well paved. The harbor from which
Paul sailed has now- been filled u p and is covered
with gardens, but at its side is the modern harbor
protected by a n artificial mole, about w-hieli are
clustered t h e few houses bearing t h e name of
Bekhram. Upon the summit of the hill, by the ruins
of the temple, are cisterns, a Turkish fortress and
a liyzantine church which has been converted into
a mosque. W ithout the city walls is a necropolis.
Its many sarcophagi of all ages and sizes and shapes
are made of the native trachyte stone which, so the
ancients believed, iiossessecl the quality of consuming t h e bodies buried in it. The stone is t h e
famous "Lapis -Assius," or t h e flesh-eating, hence
the word sarcophagus. I n former times wheat
was raised extensivel}- in the fields about Assos,
but now valonia, or acorn cups, form the chief
article for export.
E . J. BANKS
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urable importance to the life of the church and of
the individual believer, as a Ufe of spiritual doubt
and uncertainty contracUcts t h e ideal of liberty
in Christ Jesus which is the natural and necessary
fruitage of "the washing of regeneration and renewing of t h e Holy Spirit . . shed on us
abundantly, through Jesus Christ our Saviour."
Paul unhesitatingly said, " I know" (2 Tim 1 12)
—a word which, oft-repeated in 1 Jn, furnishes the
groundwork of glad assurance that runs through
the entire epistle. For t h e classic passage on
"full assurance" see Col 2 1-10.
ASSURBANIPAL,
UR-BANI-PAL.

D W I G H T M , PRATT
as-ur-bii'ni-pal.
See ASH-

ASSYRIA, a-sir'i-a:
I.
II.
lit.
1\.
V.

VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX,
X.
XI.

XII,

XIII.
XIV.

GEOGRAPHY
EARLY HISTORY
CLIM.ATE AND PRODUCTIONS
POPULATION
TRADE .\ND LAW
ART
]VIECH-ANIC3
FURNITURE, POTTERY AND EMBROIDERY
LANC.U.VGE. LITERATURE AND SCIENCE
GOVERNMENT AND ARMY
RELIGION

Exc.w.ATiONa
CHRONOLOGY

HISTORY

1.
2.
3.
4.

Early Period
The Older Empire
Tlie Second Empire
Last Period and FaU of Empire

LITERATURE

Assyria, a Gr name formed from Asshur ("fflSS,
'ashshUr; 'Aa-trovp, Assaur; -Assyr Assur): The
primitiA-e capital of the country.
/. Geography.—The
origin of t h e city (now
Kala'at Shergat), w-hich w-as built on the w-estern
bank of the Tigris between the Upper and Lower
Zab, went back to pre-Sem times, and the meaning of the name w-as forgotten (see Gen 2 14,
where t h e Hiddekel or Tigris is said to flow on the
eastern side of Asshur). "To the N. of the junction
of the Tigris and Upper Zab, and opposite the modASSUAGE, a-sw-aj' (-VVAsswage):Lit. "sweeten,"
ern Mossul, was a shrine of the goddess Istar,
"soften down"; then, "mitigate," " a b a t e " ; used
around which grew u p t h e town of Nina, Ninua
of "flood," Gen 8 1 ("subside"); of grief. Job 16 or Nineveh (now Kouyunjik and Nebi
Yunus).
5.6 ("restrain"); also applied to any strong emotion; -Another early sanctuary of Istar was a t Urbillu,
not used in the N T .
-Arbailu or Arbela, E . of t h e Upper Zab. N. of
Nineveh w-as Dur-Sargina (now Khorsabad) where
ASSUMPTION, a-sump'shun, OF MOSES. See
Sargon built his palace (720 BC). All this district
APOC.ILYPTIC LITERATURE.
was embraced in the kingdom of Assyria which
extended from Babylonia northward to the Kurdish
ASSUR, as'ur. See ASUR.
mountains and a t times included the country westward to the Euphrates and the Khabur.
ASSURANCE, a-sh(!ior'ans: -A term exceptionally
//. Early History.—The
whole region w-as
rich in spiritual meaning. I t signifies t h e joyous,
known t o the early Babylonians as Subartu, Its
unwavering confidence of an intelligent faith; possession was disputed between Sem Amurril or
the security ot a fearless trust. The original words AMORITES (q,v.) and a non-Sem people from the N.
have to do w-ith the heart of vital religion. n i ? 3 ,
called Mitannians. T h e earlier high priests of
biVah, "trust"; " S , - , 'dman, " t o prop," "to sup- Assur known to us bear Mitannian names. About
port," hence to confide in, to trust. .Jesus repeat- 2500 BC the country w-as occupied by Bab Semites,
edly used this word "amen" t o express t h e trust- who brought with them the rehgion, law, customs,
worthiness and abiding certainty of his sayings.
script and Sem language of Babylonia (Gen 10
tria-ris, pistis, "faith"; irX-qporpopta, plerophoria,
11.12, where we should read "He went forth to
"full assurance," T h e confidence of faith is Asshur"; see Mic 5 0), The foundation of Ninebased, not on "w-orks of righteousness which we reh, Rehoboth-'Ir (.Vssyr Rebtt-Ali, "the suburbs of
have done" (cf Titus 3 4.5 AV) b u t on t h e high- the city"), Calah and Rosen (As,syr Res-eni, "head
priesthood and atoning sacrifice of Christ (He
of the spring") is ascribed to them. The triangle
10 21,22; cf ver 19, "boldness to enter . . . b y
formed by the Tigris and Zab, which inclosed these
the blood of Jesus," AV). Assurance is the soul s
cities, was in later times included .-within the fortiapprehension of its complete emancipation from fications of the "great city" (Gen 10 12; Jon 3 3).
the power of e^-il and from consequent judgment,
Assyria is always distinguished from Babylonia in
through the atoning grace of Chi-ist. I t is the the OT, and not confounded with it as by Herodoexact opposite of self-confidence, being a joyous tus and other classical writers.
appropriation and experience of t h e fulness of
///. Climate and Productions.—Assyria,
speakChrist—a glad sense of security, freedom and
ing generally, was a limestone plateau with a temeternal hfe in Him. This doctrine is of immeas- perate climate, cold and wet in -winter, but warm
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during the summer months. On tho banks of the
rivers there was abundant cultivation, besides
pasture-land. The apple of the North grew by
the side of the palm-tree of the South. Figs,
ohves, pomegranates, almonds, mulberric^s and
vines were also cultivated as well as all kinds of
grain. Cotton is mentioned b,\- SeiinacUerib (King,
PSBA, December, lOOJ), The forests were tenanted by Uons, and the plains by w-ild bulls (rtini,
Heb r^'emim), wild asses, w-ild goats and gazelles.
Horses were imported from (-'appadoeia; ducks
were kept, and mastiffs were employed in hunting,
IV. Population.—The dominant type was Sem,
with fuU hps, somewhat hooked nose, high forehead,
black hah and eyes, fresh complexion and abundance
of beard. In character the -Vss> rians w-cro cruel
and ferocious in war, keen traders, stern dis(?iplinarians, and where reUgion was concerned, intense
and intolerant. Like the ()tl(nnan Turks thoy
formed a nUlitary state, at the head of which was the
king, w-ho was both leader in war and chief priest,
and which offered a striking contrast to the theocratic state of the Babylonians. It seeins jirobable that
every male was liable to conscription, and un(.ler
the Second Empire, if not earher, there was a large
stanilinu; army, part of which consisted of mercenaries and recruits from the subject races. One
result of this was the necessity for constant w-ar in
order to occupy the soldiery and satisfy their
demands with captured booty; and the result, as
in the Northern Kingdom of Israel, was military
revolution, with the seizure of the throne by the
Buccessful general. -Vs might be expected, e(.lucation was confined to the upper classes, more especially to the priests and scribes.
V. Trade and Law.—-As far back as the age
of Abraham, w-hen .Vssyria w-as still a dependency
of Babylonia, t r a l e w-as carried on with Cappadocia
and an -\33yr colony of merchants settled at Kara
Eyuk near Kaisariyeh. Dow-n the Euphrates came
the sUver, copper and bronze of Asia Minor, together with horses. Cedar w-ood was brought from
Mount -Viuanus, and there was already trade,
through Syria, -with the Meiliterranean. Nineveh
itself was probably founded in the interests of the
trade with the North. In later days commercial
reasons had much to do with the efforts of tho
ASSJT kings to conquer eastern Asia Minor and the
Mediterranean coast of Syria and Pal: under the
•ir,ar<niyHWH|((«B*(iWII(I^^P."

i^^ir/'f^sr^r^mfy^'mr'
Bronze Panel from Palace Gate at Balawat.
Second Empire no pains were spared to obt.ain possession of the Phoen cities and divert their commerce into Assyr hands. Hence the importance
of, the capture of the Hittite stronghold, Carchemish, by Sargon in 717 BC, as it commanded the
road to Syria and the passage across the Euphrates,
i^ineveh had at that time already become a great
resort of merchants, among whom the Sem Aramaeans were the most numerous. Aram., accordmgly, became the language of trade, and then of

diplomacy (cf 2 K 18 20), and commercial documents written in cuneiform were provided with
Aram, dockets. As in Habj-lonia, land and houses
were leased and sold, money was lent at inti-rest,
and Ihe leading firms employed numerous damgari
or cominereial agents,
Assyr law was, in general, derived from Babjdonia
and much of it was connected with trade. The code
of Khanimu-ralii (CH) or .V.MRAPHEL (q.v.) underlaj- il, and Ihc same sj'stem of judicial procedure,
with pleadim;- before judges, the hearing of witnesses,
and an appeal to tho king, prevailed in both countries.
I'
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Impression of a Seal Cylinder.
VI. Art.—Unlike Babylonia, As.syria abounded
in stone; the Imck buildings of Babj'lonia, accordingly, w-ere replaced by stone, and the p;(inted or
tile(l walls by sculptured slabs. In the bas-reliefs
discovered at Nineveh three periods of artistic
progress may be traced. Under Assur-nazir-pal
the sculpture is bold and vigorous, but the w-ork is
immature and the perspeeti\-e faulty. From the
beginning of the Second Empire to the reign of
Esar-haddon the bas-reliefs often remind us ot
embroidery in stone. Attempts are made to imitate the rich detail and delicate finish of the ivory
carvings; the background is filled in w-ith a profusion of subjects, and there is a marked realism
in the delineation of them. The thud period is
that of Assur-bani-pal, when the overcrow-ding
is .avoided by once more leaving the background
bare, w-hile the animal and vegetable forms are
distinguished by a certain .softness, if not eft'eniinacy
of tone. Sc(dpture in the round, how-ever, lagg(?d
far behind that in relief, and the stat uary of Assyria
is very inferior to that of Babylonia
It is only the
human-headed bulls and winged lions that can be
called successful: they w-ere set on either side of a
gate to prevent the entrance of ewd spirits, and their
majestic proportions were calculated to strike the
observer with awe (cf the description of the four
cherubim in Ezk 1).
, r t.
In bronze w-ork the Ass\-rians excelled, much of the
w-ork b(-'ing cast. But in general it was hammered,
and the scenes hammered in relief on the bronze
gales discovered by Mr, Rassam at Balaw-at near
Nineveh are among the best examples of ancient
oriental metallurgy at present known. Gold and
silver were also worked into artistic forms; iron
was reserved for more utilitarian ])uri)Oses. The
beautiful ivory carvings found at Nineveh were
probably the work of foreign artificers, but g(^ms
and seal evUndcrs were engraved by native artists
in imitation of those of Babylonia, and the Bab
art of painting and glazing tiles was also practised.
The terra-colta figures which can be assigned to
the Assyr period are poor. Glass was also manuf 1 Q\ iirGci.

VII. Mechanics.—The
Assyrians were skilled
in the transport of large blocks of stone, whether
sculptured or otherwise. They understood the use
of the lever, the pulley and the roUer, and they
had invented various engines of w-ar for demolishing or undermining the walls of a city or for pro-
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tecting the assailants. A crystal lens, turned on the
lathe, has been found at Kouyunjik: it must have
been useful to t h e scribes, the cuneiform characters
inscribed on the tablets being frequently vcrj- minute.
Water w-as raised from the river by means of a

shaduf.
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male population was liable to conscription is still
uncertain; but tlje fact that the wars of Assurbani-pal so exhausted the fighting strength of the
nation as to render it unable to resist the invaders
from the North shows that the majority of the
males must have been soldiers. Hence the constant wars partly to occupy the army and prevent
revolts, partly for the sake of booty with which
to pay it. Hence too, the mihtary revolutions,
which, as in the kingdom of Israel, resulted in
changes of dynasty and the seizure of the throne by
successful generals. T h e turtannu or commanderin-chief, who took the place of the king when the
latter was unable or unwilling to lead his forces,
ranked next to the sovereign. From the reign of
Tiglath-pileser IV onward, however, the autocracy
was tempered by a centralized bureaucracy, and
in the provinces -a civil governor was appointed
by the side of the miUtary commander. Among the
high officials at court were the rab-saki or "vizier,"
and the rab-sa-risi or "controller," the rabh^drl^

VIII. Furniture,
Pottery
and
Embroidery.—
The furniture even of the palace was scanty, consisting mainly of couches, chairs, stools, tables,
rugs and curtains. The chairs and couches were
frequently of an artist i-c shape, and were pro-vided
with feet in t h e form of the legs of an ox. All
kinds of vases, bowls and dishes were made of
earthenware, b u t they were rarely decorated.
Clothes, curtains and rugs, on the other hand, were
richly dyed and embroidered, and were manufactured from wool and flax, and (in t h e age of the
Second Empire) from cotton. 'The rug, of w-hich
the Pers rug is t h e modern representative, was a
Bab invention.
IX. Language, Literature
and
Science.—The
(RAB-SARIS [q.v.]) of the OT.
Assyr language was Sem, and differed only dialeeThe army consisted of cavalry, infantry, bowmen
tically from Sem Bab. In course of time, however,
and slingers, as well as of a corps of charioteers.
differences grew up between the spoken language and
After the rise of the Second
the language of lit,,
Empire the cavalry were inwhich had incorpocreased at the expense of the
rated many Sunierchariotry, and were provided with
ian words, and resaddles and boots,
tained grammatical
while the unarmed
terminations
that
groom who had run
the vernacular had
by the side of the
lost, though these
horse became a
differences were
m o u n t e d archer.
never very great.
Sennacherib further
Assyr li t., moreover,
clot,hed the horsewas mainly derived
man in a coat of
from
Babylonia.
mail. The infantry
Assur-bani-pal emwere about ten times
ployed agents t o
as numerous as the
ransack thelibraries
cavalry, and under
of Babylonia and
Sargon were divided
send their contents
into bowmen and
to Nineveh, where
spearmen, the bowhis library was filled
men again being
w-ith scribes who
s u b d i v i d e d into
busied themselves
heavy-armed and
in copying and editlight-axmed, the
ing ancient texts.
l a t t e r b e i n g apCommentaries were
parently of foreign
often WTitten upon
origin. Sennacherib
these, and gramAssyrian King in His Ciiariot.
introduced a corps
mars, vocabularies
aiK 1 interlinear translations were compiled to enable of slingers, clad in helmet and cuirass, leather drawers
and boots. He also deprived the heavy-armed bowthe student to understand the extinct Sumerian,
which had long been the Lat of Sem Babylonia. men of the long robes they used to wear, and estabThe writing material w-as clay, upon which the lished a body of pioneers with double-headed axes,
cuneiform characters were impressed with a stylus helmets and buslans. Shields were also worn by all
classes of soldiers, and the army carried with it
while it w-as still moist: the tablet was afterward
baked in the sun or (in Assyria) in a kiln. The standards, tents, battering-rams and baggage-carts.
contents of the library of Nineveh were very various; The royal sleeping-tent was accompanied by tents
religion, mythology, law-, history, geography, zo- for cooking and dining. No pains, in fact, were
spared to make the army both in equipment and
ology, philology, mathematics, astronomy, astrology
discipline an irresistible engine of war. The terror
and the pseudo-science of omens were all represented
in it, as well as poetry and legendary romance. See it excited in western Asia is therefore easily inteUigible (Isa 10 5-14; Nah 2 11-13; 3 1-4).
NiNE-VEH, LIBRARY OF.
X. Government
and Army.— AssjTia was a
XI. Religion.—'The state religion of AssjTia was
military kingdom w-hich, like the Northern Kingdom derived from BABYLONIA (q.v.) and in its main outof Israel, had established itself by a successful re- lines is Bab. But it differed from the reUgion of
volt from Baliylonia. In contradistinction t o Babylonia in two important respects: (1) the
Babylonia, which was a theocratic state, the king king, and not the high priest, was supreme, and (2)
being subordinate to the priest, the ASSJT king w-as
at the head of it was the national god Asur or Assur,
supreme. VVTieroas in Babj^lonia the temple whose high priest and representative was the king.
was the chief pubUc building, in Assyria the royal
Asur was originally Asir, " t h e leader" in war, who
palace dominated everything, the temple being is accordingly depicted as a warrior-god armed with
roerely a royal chapel attached to the palace. T h e a bow and who in the age when solar worship
king, in fact, was the commander of an army, and
became general in Babylonia was identified 'with the
this army was the ASS3T people. How far the whole sun-god. But the similarity of the name caused
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him to be also identUied 'with the city of Asur, where
be was worshipped, a t a time when t h e cities of
northern Babylonia came to be deified, probably
under Hittite influence. Later still, tUe scribes
explained his name as a corruption of that of t h e
primeval cosmogonic deity An-sar, the upper
firmament, which in the neo-Bab age was prtinounced -Assor. T h e combination of t h e attributes of the warrior-god, who was the pecuhar
god of the commander of tho army, with the deified
city to w-hich the army belonged, caused Assur to
become the national deity of a military nation in a
way of which no Bab divinitj- w ;is^ capable. T h e
army were "the troops of -Vssur," the cnemi(\s
w-ere "the enemies of -Vssur" who required that they
should acknowdedge his supremaej- or be dcstroj-cd.
Assur was not only supreme o\-er t h e otlier gods,
he was also, in fact, unlike them, without fallier or
wife. OriginaUy, it is true, Uis feminine counterpart,
Asktu, the .ASHERAH (q,v.) of t h e OT, had stood
at his side, and later Uterarj' pedants cntleavored
to find a wife for him in Belit, " t h e Ladv," or
Istar, or some other Bab goddess, but the attempts
remained purelj- Uterary. When Nineveh took the
place of Assur as the capital of the kingdom, Istar,
around w-hose sanctuarj- Ninc\-eh had grown up,
began to share with him some of t h e honor of
worship, though her position continued to be secondary to the end. TfUs w-as also the case with the
w-ar-god Nin-ip, called Alas in -AssjTia, whose cult
w-;is speciaUj- patronized by t h e Assjr kings. See

Assyria

XIV. History.—Assyrian
history begins with
the high priests (patesis) of Assur. T h e earliest
known to us are Auspia and Kikia,
1. Early
who bear Mitannian names. T h e
Period
early Sera rulers, however, were subject to Babylonia, and under Khammurabi (/VMRAPHEL) Assyria was still a Bab province.
According to Esar-haddon the kingdom was founded
by Bel-bani son of Adasi, who first made himself
independent; Hadad-nirari, however, ascribes its
foundation to Zulili. Assyr merchants and soldiers
had already made their way as far as Cappadocia,
fr((iii whence copper and silver were brought to
Assyria, and an Assyr colony was established a t
Kara Eyuk near Kaisariyeh, where the Assyr
mode of reckoning time by means of limmi was in
use.
In the age of Am T a b (1400 BC) Assuruballid was king of Assyria. He corresponded with
the Egyp Pharaoh and married his daughter to the
Bab king, thereby providing for himself a pretext
for interfering in the affairs of Babylonia. The
result was that his son-in-law was murdered, and
Assur-ubalUd sent troops to Babylonia who put
the murderers to death and placed the grandson of
the Assyr king on the Bab throne. Babylonia had
fallen into decay and been forced to protect herself
from the rising power of .Assyria by forming an
alliance with Mitanni (Mesopotamia) and Egypt,
and subsequently, when Mitanni had been absorbed
by the Hittites, by practically becoming dependent
on t h e Hittite king. Shalmaneser I (1300 BC),
BABYLO-XIA - \ X D -AssYRi-i., R E L I G I O N O P .
accordingly, devoted himself to crippling the Hittite
power and cutting it off from communication with
XII. Excavations.—Rich,
who had first visited
Babylonia. Campaign after campaign was underMossul in I S l l , examined t h e mounds opposite
in 1S20 and concluded that they represented t h e taken against the Sj-rian and more eastern provinces
site of Nineveh. The few antiquities he discovered of t h e Hittite empire, Malatiyeh was destroyed,
were contained in a single case in t h e British Mu- and Carchemish threatened. Shalmaneser's son
and successor Tukulti-Mas entered into the fruits
seum, but the results of his researches were not
pubUshed untU 1S36. I n 1843-45 t h e Frenchman of his father's labors. The Hi,ttites had been
Botta disinterred the palace of Sargon a t Khorsa- rendered powerless by an invasion of the northern
barbarians, and the Assyr king was thus left free
bad, 15 mUes N. of Nineveh, while a t Nimrud
(Culo.li) and Kouj-unjik (Nineveh) Layard (1845- to crush Babylonia. Babylon was taken by storm,
and for seven years Tukulti-Mas was master of all
51) brought to Ught t h e ruins of t h e great Assyr
palaces and the Ubrary of Assur-bani-pal. His the lands watered by the Tigris and Euphrates,
work was continued by Ra,ssam (1851-54). Noth- The image of Merodach was carried to Assur as a
ing more was done until 1873-75 when George sign that the scepter had passed from Babylon to
Siiuth resumed excavations on t h e site of Assur- the parvenu Assyria. A successful revolt, how ever,
bani-pal's Ubrary; this w-as followed in 1877-79 finally drove the Assyr conqueror back to his own
country, and w-hen he was murdered soon afterby the excavations of Rassam, who discovered
among other things t h e bronze gates of Balawat. ward by his own son, the Babylonians saw in the
At present a German expedition under Andrae is deed a punishment inflicted by the god of Babylon.
A few years later the Assyr king Bel-kudur-uzur
working at Kala'at Shergat (Assur) where the English excavators had aheady formd t h e cylinder- lost his life in battle against the Babylonians, and a
new dynasty appears to have mounted
inscription of Tiglath-pUeser I (see (SHERGAT).
2. The
the Assyr throne. About 1120 B C
XIII. Chronology.—The Assyrians reckoned time
Older
the Assyr king was Tiglath-pileser I,
by means of limmi, certain officials appointed
Empire
whose successful wars extended t h e
every New Year's daj-, after whom their year of
ASSJT empire as far westw-ard as
office w-as named. The Usts of limmi or "Eponyms"
Cappadocia. In one of his campaigns he made his
which have come down to us form the basis of
Assyr chronology. Portions of a "synchronous" way to the Mediterranean, and received presents
from the king of Egypt, which included a crocodile.
history of Assyria and Babylonia have also been
At Assur he planted a botanical garden stocked
discovered, as well as fragments of two "Babylonian
Chronicles" wTitten from a Bab point of -view. 'The with trees from the conquered pro-vinces. After
his death the .Vssyr power dechned; Pitru (Pethor,
"Eponym" lists carry back an exact dating of time
Nu 22 5) fell into the hands of the Aramaeans and
to the beginning of t h e 10th cent. BC, Before
the road to the Mediterranean was blocked. A
that period (Sennacherib states that Tiglath-pileser
revival
came under Assur-nazir-pal III (884-860
I reigned 418 years before himself. Tiglath-pileser,
moreover, tells us that Samas-Ramman son of Isme- BC) who rebuilt CALAH (q.v.) and established the
Dagon had buUt a temple at Assur 641 years earlier, seat of the government at Nineveh, where heercctijd
while Shalmaneser I places S.amas-Ramm.an 580years a palace. Various campaigns were carried on in
before his own reign and Erisu 159 years before Samas- the direction of Armenia and Comagene, t h e
Ramman, though Esar-haddon gives the dates differ- brutalities executed upon the enemy being deently. Apart from the native documents, the only scribed in detail by their conqueror. He then
trustworthy sources for t h e chronology (as for the turned westward, and after recei-ving homage from
the Hittite king of Carchemish, laid the Phoenicians
history) of AssjTia are t h e O T records. In return
the "Eponym" Usts have enabled us to correct the under tribute. T h e road to t h e West was thus
again secured for the merchants of Assyria. Assurchronology of t h e BOOKS OF K I N G S (q.v.).
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nazir-pal was succeeded by his son Shalmaneser I I
(859-825 BC), who, instead of contenting himself,
hke his father, with mere raids for the sake of booty,
endeavored to organize and administer the countries which his armies had subdued. The famous
bronze gates of Balawat were erected by him in
commemoration of his victories. In his reign the
Israehtes and Syrians of Damascus first came into
direct relation with the Assyrians. In 854 BC

Assur-bani-pal Hunting.
he attacked Hamath and at Qarqar defeated an
army w-hich included 1,200 chariots, 1,200 cavahy
and 20,000 infantry from Ben-hadad of Damascus,
2,000 chariots, and 10,000 infantry from "Ahab
of Israel," besides considerable contingents from
-Amnion, Arvad, -Arabia and elsewhere. In 842
BC Shalmaneser penetrated to Damascus where
Hazael, the successor of Ben-hadad, who had already
been defeated in the open field, w-as closely besieged.
The surrouncUng country was ravaged, and "Jehu
son of Omri" hastened to offer tribute to the conqueror. The scene is represented on the Black
Obelisk found at Nimrud and now in the British
Museum. Sb'dmaneser's campaigns were not confined to the West. He overran Armenia, where the
Idngdom of Van had just been established, made
his way to Tarsus in Cilicia, took possession of the
mines of silver, salt and alabaster in the Taurus
mountains among the Tabal or Tubal, and obliged
the Bab king to acknowledge his supremacy. In his
later days, when too olrl to take the field himself,
his armies were led by the turtannu- or commanderin-chief, and a rebellion, headed by his son Assurdanin-pal (Sardanapalus) broke out at home, where
Nineveh and Assur were jealous of the preference
shown for Calah. Nineveh, however, was captured
and the revolt suppressed after two years' duration
by another son, Samas-Ramman IV, who shortly
afterward, on his father's death, succeeded to the
throne (824-812 BC). His chief campaigns were
directed against Media. His son Hadad-nirari I I I
(811-783 BC) w-as the next king, w-hose mother was
Sammu-ramat (Semiramis). He claims to have reduced to subjection the whole of Sj-ria, including
Phoenicia, Edom and Phihstia, and to have taken
Mari'a, king of Damascus, prisoner in his capital
city. .After this, how-ever, Assyria once more fell
into a state of decay, from w-hich it was delivered
by the successful revolt of a miUtary officer Pulu
(Pul), who put an end to the old line of kings and
took the name of Tiglath-pileser IV (745-727 BC).
Tiglath-pileser founded the second Assyr empire,
and made Assyria the dominant power in western
Asia. The army was reorganized and
3. The
made irresistible, and a new adminisSecond
tr.ative sj-stem was introduced, the
Empire
empire being centralized at Nineveh
and governed by a bureaucracy at
the head of which was the king. Tiglath-pileser's
policy was twofold: to weld western Asia into a
single empire, held together by military force and
fiscal laws, and to secure the trade of the world
for the merchants of Nineveh. These objects were
steadUy kept in -view throughout the reigns of
Tiglath-pileser and his successors. For the history
of

his

reign, see

TIGLATH-PILESER.

In

738

BC

Tiglath-pileser put an end to the independent
existence of the kingdom of Hamath, Menahem of
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Samaria becoming his tributary, and in 733 BC
he commenced a campaign against Rezin of Damascus which ended in the fall of Damascus, the city
being placed under an .Assyr governor. At the
same time the land of NaphtaU was annexed to
Ass3Tia, and Yahu-khazi (Ahaz) of Judah became
an Assyr vassal, while in 731 BC, after the murder
of Pekah, Hoshea was appointed king of Israel (cf
2 K 15-17). In 728 B C Tiglath-pUeser was solemnly crowned at Babylon and the following year he
died. His successor was another mihtary adventurer, Shahnaneser IV (727-722 BC), whose original
name was Ulula. WMle engaged in the siege of
Samaria Shalmaneser died or -was murdered, and
the throne was seized by another general who took
the name of Sargon (722-705 BC). Sargon, for
whose history see SARGON, captured Samaria in
722 BC, carrying 27,290 of its inhabitants into
captivity. A large part of his reign was spent in
combating a great confederation of the northern
nations (Armenia, Manna, etc) against Assyria.
Carchemish, the Hittite capital, was captured in
717 BC, a revolt of the states in southern Pal was
suppressed in 711 BC and Merodach-Baladan, the
Chaldaean, who had possessed himself of Babylonia
in 722 BC, was driven back to the marshlands at the
head of the Pers Gulf. In 705 BC Sargon was
murdered, and succeeded by his son SENNACHERIB
(q.v.). Sennacherib (705-681 BC) had neither the
military sldll nor the administrati-\-e abilities of his
father. His campaign against Hezekiah of Judah
in 701 BC was a failure; so, also, was his policy
in Babylonia which was in a constant state of revolt
against his rule, and which ended in his razing the
sacred city of Babylon to the ground in 689 BC.
Nine years previously his troops had been called
upon to suppress a revolt in CiUcia, where a battle
was fought with the Greeks.
His son Esar-haddon, who succeeded him (681669 BC) after his murder by two other sons on the
20th Tebet (cf 2 K 19 37), was as
4. Last
distinguished a general and adminisPeriod
trator as his father had been the reand Fall of verse. For his history see ESARthe Empire HADDON. Under him the Second Empire reached the acme of its power and
prosperity. Babylon was rebuilt and made the
second capital of the empire. Pal became an obedient pro-vince, and Egypt was conquered (674 and

Assur-bani-pal's Account of His Restoration of
the Stage-Tower at Nippur.
671 BC), 'while an invasion of the Cimmerians
(Gomer) was repelled, and campaigns were made
into the heart of both Media and Arabia. Esarhaddon died while on his way to repress a revolt
in Egypt, and his son Assur-bani-pal succeeded
him in the empire (669-626 BC), whUe another
son Samas-sum-ukin was appointed 'viceroy of
Babylonia. Assur-bani-pal was a munificent patron
of learning, and the library of Nineveh owed most
of its treasures to him, but extravagant luxury
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had now invaded the court, and the Idng conducted
his wars through his generals, while he himsislf
remained at home. The great palace at Kouyunjik
(Nineveh) was built by him. Egypt demanded his
first attention. Tirhakah the Ethiopian who had
heade(J its revolt was driven back to his owm country, and for a time there w-as peace. Then under
Tandaniane, Th-hakah's successor, Egypt rc\-olted
again. This time the -ASSJT punishment was merciless. Thebes—"No-amon" (Nah 3 8)—was destroyed, its booty carried aw-ay and two obelisks
transported to Nineveh as trophies of victory.
Meanwhile TjTe, which had rebelled, was forced to
sue for peace, and ambassadors arrived from Gjges
of Lydia asking for help against the Cimmerians.
Elam still remained independent and endeax'ored
to stir up disaffection in Babjlonia. -Vgainst his
wiU, therefore, -Vssur-bani-pal w-as oliUged to
interfere in the internal affairs of that country, w-ith
the result that the Elamites w-ere finally overthrown
in a battle on the Eulaeus beneath the walls of Susa,
and the conquered land di\ided between two
vassal Idngs. Then suddenly a revolt broke out
throughout the greater part of the Assj-r empire,
headed by -Assur-bani-pal's brother, the -viceroy
of Babylonia. For a time the issue w-as doubtful.
Egypt recovered its independence under Psammetichus, the founder of the X X V I t h Dynasty (660
BC) w-ho had received help from Lydia, but Babylonia was reconquered and Babylon after a long
siege was starved out, Samas-sum-ukin burning
himseU in the ruins of his palace. Elam remained
to be dealt with, and an Assyr army made its way
to Susa, w-liich w-as leveled to the ground, the shrines
of its gods profaned and the bones of its ancient
kings torn from their graves. Then came the
turn of northern Arabia, where the rebel sheikhs
were compelled to submit. But the struggle had
exhausted Assj-ria; its exchequer was empty, and
its fighting population killed. VV^hen the Cimmerians descended upon the empire shortly afterward,
it w-as no longer in a condition to resist them.
Under -Assm--etil-ilani, the son and successor of
Assur-bani-pal, Calah was taken and sacked, and
two reigns later, Sin-sar-iskun, the last king of AssjTia, fell fighting against the Sej-thians (606 BC).
Nineveh was utterly destroyed, never again to be
mhabited, and northern Babylonia passed into the
hands of Nabopolassar, the viceroy of Babylon, who
had joined the northern invaders. Assur, the old
capital of the count rj-, was still standing in the age
of Cyrus, but it had become a small pro-vincial town;
as for Nineveh and Calah, their very sites were forgotten.
LITERATURE.—See G. Rawlinson, Five Great Monarchies of the Eastern World, 1,862-67; Parrot and Cliipiez.
Histoire de I'art dans I'anliquite, I I , 1884; Maspero,
Struggle of the Nalions, and Passing of tiie Empires,
3 vols, 1894-1900; Rogers, A History of Babylonia and
Assvria, 1900; Johns, .\ssyr Deeds and Documents, 1898;
Schrader, KAT, English tr b y Whitehouse, 188.5; Pinches, The rjT in the Light of the Historical Records of
Assyria and Babylonia, 1902.
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ASTAROTH, as'ta-roth.
ASTARTE,

ASTATH.

as-tiir'te, ASTORETH.

See ASH-

ASTATH, as'tath ('AcrTdO, Asldth): The form
given in 1 Esd 8 38 to the name which in Ezr 8 12
appears as Azgad. See AZGAD.
ASTONISHED, as-ton'isht, ASTONIED, aston'id (D'piB , shdmem, "a.stonished," the root idea
being "silent," i.e. struck dumb with amazement;
€Kir\if|(j-cro|iai, ctipttssomai, "to be struck with astonishment," as if by a blow or a shock; €f£o-T-i](ii,,
c.rislemi, "to amaze," "to throw into wonderment"; ea(ip^o|j:ai, thambeomai, "to astonish" to
the point of fright): The state of being surprised,
startled, stunned by some exceptional wonder,
some overwhelming event or miracle, as e.g. Nebuchadnezzar's amazement at the miracle in the
burning fiery furnace (Dnl 3 24) (("^^ri, fwah,
"astonished'-"); of the passer-by at the desolation
of Babylon (Jer 50 13). The personahty, teaching
and works of Jesus were so wonderful. Divine,
supernatural, as to awaken emotions of surprise
and awe never before known in the presence of
man. The people "were astonished out of measure"
at His doctrine (Mk 10 26 AV); "a.stonished with
a great astonishment" at His raising the dead (Mk 5
42 AV). ^ The gift of the Holy Ghost to the Gentiles
was in like manner a source of astonishment to
those Jews who believed through the power ot Peter's
preaching (Acts 10 45 AV). The miracle of regeneration today, which renews and transforms
debased and fallen men into saints, makes the same
impression on an observing world.
D W I G H T M . PRATT

ASTONISHMENT, as-tonish-ment: Amazement; mental surprise, excitement, wonder; often
the cause of the startled emotion, as in Dt 28 37:
"Thou shalt become an astonishment." The
chosen people, visited with calamities for idolatry
would become a source of amazement to all nations
(Jer 25 9.11.18); Solomon's lofty and beautiful
temple would be "an astonishment" (2 Ch 7 21
AV). For original terms and fuller study see ASTONISHED.

ASTRAY, a-stra' ( H r n , td'dh, "to wander," "to
err"; ir\av(io(i.ai, plandomai, "to go astray," each
carrying the idea of being lost): With one exception
(Ex 23 4 "his ass going astray") used metaphoricaUy of moral wandering, going astray in paths of
error and sin, Uke "sheep going astray" (1 Pet 2 25
AV; Isa 53 6; Ps 119 176). This wandering may
be due (1) to inherent evU (Ps 68 3); (2) to false
shepherds (Jer 50 6); contrast the beautiful and
classic passage, Mt 18 12.13, theSon of man (ver 12)
seeketh that which is gone astray. No word more
vividly portrays sin as a straying, a separation from
God. To be morally "astray" is to be "lost."
DWIGHT M . PRATT

ASTROLOGY, as-trol'o-ji:
I

_ ASSYRIANS, a-sir'i-ans (TllZiX, 'ashshur): The
inhabitants ot Assyria. In Heb the name of the
people is the same as t h a t of the country. See
ASTAD, as'tad: The reading of the Eng. versions of 1 Esd 5 13 for the name which appears as
AzgadinEzr 2 12 and Neh 7 17. In the different
Gr copies of 1 Esd the name varies. See AZGAD;

See ASHTAROTH.

TAROTH.

See NINEVEH, LIBHAHY OF.
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THE DESIRE TO FORECAST THE FUTURE

1.
2.
3.
4
s'
6

Methods of Soothsaying
Di-viiiation
Looking in the Liver
, ,,, „
The Astrologers, or Dividers of the Heavens
The Stargazers. or Seers of the Oonstellationa
The Monthly Prognosticators, or Men V^'ho
Knew the Omens of the New Moon

THE WORSHIP OF THE HEAVENLY BODIES THE FORM
OF IDOLATRY TO WHICH THE ISRAELITES WERE
MOST PRONE

1
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chlun, Certainly the Planet Saturn
Saturn or Moloch Worship
Mazzaloth, or Planet Worship
Gadh and M«ni or Star Worship
Lucifer, the Shining Star
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SYSTEMS OF ASTROLOGY

1. Names of the Week-Days, Due to an Astrological
System
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LITERATURE

/. 77ie Desire to Forecast the Future.—The desire
to penetrate the future and influence its events has
shown itself in all lands and ages. But it is clear
that a knowledge of the future does not lie 'within
the scope of man's natural powers; "divination"
therefore has always been an attempt to gain the
help of beings possessing knowledge and power
transcending those of man. The answer of the
Chaldaeans to King Nebuchadnezzar when he demanded that they should tell his dream was a
reasonable one: "There is not a man upon the
earth that can show the king's matter:
there
is no other that can show it before the king,
except the gods, whose dwelling is not with flesh"
(Dnl 2 10.11). "Divination," therefore, in all its
forms is but an aspect of polytheism.
It was for the twofold reason that the arts of
divination were abominable in themselves, and
gave to their votaries no knowledge of the will of
God, that such arts were forbidden in the Law
(Dt 18 9-15). Israel was to be perfect with God
and He would reveal to them His will perfectly
through t h a t prophet Uke unto Moses whom He
would send. Keil and Dehtzseh in commenting
on this passage well remark: "Moses groups together all the words which the language contained
for the different modes of exploring the future and
discovering the will of God, for the purpose of
forbidding every description of soothsaying, and
places the prohibition of Moloch-worship at the head,
to show the inward connection between soothsaying
and idolatry, possibly because februation, or passing
children through the fire in the worship of Moloch,
was more intimately connected with soothsaying and
magic than any other description of idolatry" (Commentary on the Pentateuch, III, 393).
The forms of soothsaying mentioned in this
catalogue are as follows: "One that practiseth
augury" (m'-'dnen) is of uncertain ety1. Methods mology, but the rabbins connect it
of Soothwith 'ayin, "an eye"; hterally theresaying
fore one who ogles, or who be'witches
with the evil eye. "-An enchanter"
(m'nahesh), sometimes supposed to be a snakecharmer, is probably one who fascinates Uke a
snake; in other words a mesmerist or hypnotist.
The word occurs in connection with Joseph's di-vining-cup, and such cups were employed both in
Babylon and Egypt, and their use was akin to the
more modern crystal-gazing, the hypnotic state
being induced by prolonged staring, as in the fascination ascribed to serpents. On this account, snakes
were sometimes figured upon such cups. 'Thus in
Talm we read: "If one finds vessels with delineations of the sun, the moon, or of a serpent upon
them, let him cast them into the salt sea" ('Abhddhdh-Zdrdh, fol 42, col. 2). "A sorcerer" (nfkhashsheph) is one who mutters incantations or speaks
in ventriloquial whispers, as if under the influence
of the spirits of the dead. "A charmer" (hdbher
hebher), is one who inflicts a spell by weaving magical knots. "A consulter -with a famihar spirit"
('dbh), denotes one who is possessed of a python
or soothsaying demon. Such were the woman of
Endor whom Saul consulted on the eve of the
battle of Gilboa (1 S 28) and the pythoness of
Philippi out of whom St. Paul cast the spirit
(Acts 16 16-18). The word ('dbh) means "bottle"
and either indicates that the medium was the
receptacle of the spirit or is a relic of the old tradition that genii (jinns) might be enslaved and imprisoned in bottles by means of magical incantations.
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"A -wizard" (yidh'onl) means a wise man, "a knowing
one." The word in O T is always used in connection
with 'dbh, and denotes a man who could interpret
the ra-vings of the medium. "A necromancer"
(ddresh 'el ha-methlm) is one who calls up the spirits
of the dead and has intercourse with them. "Consulting the teraphim" (Ezk 21 21) may have been
a form of consulting the dead, if, as is probable, the
teraphim were ancestral images, raised by superstition to the rank of household gods. The manner of consultation we do not know; but as an illustration of the use of the image of a dead person, we
may remember that a modern medium will often ask
for a portrait of a deceased relative for the alleged
purpose of entering into communication with the
departed spirit.
I t will be seen t h a t these forms of soothsaying
are allied to the arts which in modern times bear
the names of hypnotism and mediumship. They
are more briefly referred to in Isa 8 19, "When
they shall say unto you. Seek unto them that have
famihar spirits and unto the wizards, that chirp and
that mutter: should not a people seek unto their
God? on behaff of the li-ving should they seek unto
the dead?" Here again mediumship and spiritism
are connected with the ventriloquial whispers and
mutterings, which are supposed to be characteristic
of the utterances of the dead.
But the first term in the catalogue, "one that
useth di-vination" (kesem) is of wider application.
I t signifies a "divider" and refers to the
2. Divina- practice which men have followed in
tion
an infinite variety of ways for trying
to get light upon the future by resorting to what seems to them the arbitrament of
chance. The results of a battle and of the faU of
dice are alike unkno-wn beforehand. But the second can be tested, and men assume that the result
of the first will correspond to the second. Any
chance wUl serve; the shuffling of a pack of cards;
the flight of birds; the arrangement of dregs in a
cup; nothing is too tri'vial for the purpose. The
allotment of a particular interpretation to a p;irticular sign was of course purely arbitrary, but the
method could be applied in an infinite number of
ways, every one of which could be worked out to
an extent only limited by the limits of the misdirected ingenuity of man. Two such forms of
"divination," t h a t is of "di'viding," are mentioned
by Ezekiel in his description of the king of Babylon: "The king of Babylon stood at the parting
of the way, at the head of the two ways, to use
divination [ke^em]: he shook the arrows to and fro,
he consulted the teraphim, he looked in the liver"
(Ezk 21 21). The arrows were either marked to
represent certain courses of action, and one was
dra-wn out or shaken out, or else they were thrown
promiscuously up into the air, and the augury was
deduced from the way in which they feU.
"Looking in the liver" is one of the most venerable
forms of di-vination. Here again it was a question
of "di-vision." Each of the various
3. "Look- parts of the liver, its lobes, the gall
ing in the
bladder, the ducts and so forth, had a
Liver"
special significance allotted to it, the
theory, apparently, being that the god
to whom the animal was sacrificed revealed his
wfll by the way in which he molded the organ
which was supposed to be the seat of the -victim's
Ufe.
It -will be noted that no explicit mention is made
of astrology in this catalogue of the modes of soothsaying. But astrology was, as -will be shown,
closely connected with Moloch-worship, and was
most directly a form of "divination," that is of
division. Morris Jastrow the Younger indeed considers that astrology rose from hepatoscopy, and
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points out that the common designation for "planet"
amongst the Babylonians is a compound ideograph,
the two elements of which signify "sheep" and
"dead," He considers that the sacrificial slieej)
was offered to the deily specially for the puriiose of
securing an omen. Hence when the planets were
used as omens, this name of "slain sheep" was
naturally appUed to them, even as "augurj-,"
divination by the flight of birds, came to represent
amongst the Romans all kinds of divination. "On
the famous bronze model of a li\-er found near
Piacenza and w-hich dating from about tho od cent.
BCwas used as an object-lesson for instruction in
hepatoscopy, preciselj' as the clay model of a hver
dating from the Hammurabi period was used in a
13ab temple school, we find the i-dge of the liver
di^ided into sixteen regions with names of the
deities inhabiting them corresp((nding to divisions
of the hea\-ens in which the gods luu-e their seats,
whUe on the reverse side there is a line dividing
the fiver into 'day' and 'night.' Professor Korte,
in a study of this remarkable object, summing up
the results of manj' j-ears of research, explains this
by sho-ning that the li%'er was regai-de(.l as a microcosm reflecting the macrocosm, or, in other words,
the liver of the sacrificial aninml from being originally a reflection of the soul or mind of the god to
whom the animal was offered, was brought into
connection with the observation of the heavenly
bodies reveaUng the intention of the gods acting
in concert" (Alorris Jastrow-, Jr., "Hepatoscopy
and -Astrologv in Babylonia and Assyria," in Proc.
Ainer. Phd.''Soc., 60.5-66).
Three well-marked classes of astrology, that is to
say of divination by the heavenly bodies, are mentioned in Isa 47 13, as being practised in Babylon.
"Let now the astrologers, the star-gazers, the
monthly prognosticators, stand up, and save thee."
The astrologers are the "di'viders of the heavens"
(hsbh're shdmaylm); that is to say the significance
of any stellar conjunction was made to
4. Astrolo- depend upon the di'vision of the heavgers
ens in which it occurred. The earhest
of such di'visions appears to have been
into the four quarters, N., S., E,, W,, and astrological tablets of this character have been discovered
in considerable numbers. Thus tablet W.A.I. Ill,
56, 1, gives a table of eclipses for each day of the
month Tammuz up to the middle of the month,
and the significance of the ecUpse is connected with
the quarter in which it was seen. On thefirst day
the ecUpse is associated with the S,, on the second
with the N,, on the third with the E,, and on
the fourth with the W, (Sayce, Astronnniy and
.istrology of the Bnln/lonians, 222), Tablets of this
description are very instructive since they prove
that those w-ho drew up such lists of omens had
not even a rudimentary knowledge of astronomy.
For the Bab months were intended t o be natural
months, yet at this time it was not realized t h a t an
eclipse of the sun could only take place w-hen the
moon was invisible, that is to say about the 2Sth
or 29th day of the month, if the calendar was correct. Further, it was not realized that neither
sun nor moon can ever be in the N. in the latitude
of Babylon. Such tables of omens then were not
derived, as has sometimes been supposed, from a
striking event having occurred near the time of
an observed ecUpse, but they must have been drawn
up on an entirely arbitrary plan.
The same principle of "division" was applied
to the moon itseff for the purpose of drawing omens
from its ecUpses. Thus in R. C. Thompson's
.Reports of the Magicians and Astrologers of Nineveh
and Babylon we read in No, 268, "The omens of
aU lands. The right of the moon is Akkad, the
left Elam, the top Aharru, the bottom Subartu."
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The constellations of the zodiac also had omens
allotted to them in a similar manner.
^ The astrologers mentioned in the Book of Dnl
('ash.-ihaptuiii) were not "dividers of the heavens,"
but mutterers of incantations. The
5. Starstar-gazers or seers of the stars or congazers
stellations (hdzim ba-kdkhabhlm) may
be illustrated from two of Thompson's
Reports. No. 216, "Saturn has appeared in Leo.
\\ hen Leo is obscured, for three years Uons and
jackals . . and kill men"; and No. 239, "When
Mars (apin) approaches Scorpio the prince will die
by a scorpion's sting and his son after him wiU take
the throne." It may be remarked that as the planet
Saturn takes three years to pass through the constellation Li-ii, the ravages of Uons are predicted to
last for that time.
,'\t a later date we find a complete system of
ast I'ology based upon the constellations of the zodiac
which liappeii to be rising at the moment when the
stars were consulted. Examjdes of this form of
divination are found in the works of Zeuchros of
Babylon, who flourished about the beginning of our
i'i-;i. By his day the system had received a considerable development. Twelve signs did not
give much scope for prediction, so each sign had
been di'vided into three equal portions or "decans";
each decan therefore corresponding nearly to the
part of the ecliptic which the sun would pass through
in a decade or "week" of 10 days of the Egyptians,
A yet fm-ther complexity was brought about by
associating each one of the 36 decans with one of the
36 extra-zodiacal constellations, and a further
variety was obtained by associating each zodiacal
constellation with its sunanatellon, or constellation
rising with it; that is, at the same time; or with
its paranatellon, or constellation rising beside it;
that is, a constellation on the same meridian. At
what time these particular forms of augury by the
constellations came into use we do not know, but
the division into the decans is distinctly alluded
to in the 5th tablet of the Bab Creation Epic: "4.
For the twelve months he [Marduk] fixed three
stars."
The monthly prognosticators were the men who
knew the omens of the new moon (mddhl'lm I'-hodhdshlm). At one time the error of the
6. Monthly calendar was made the basis of prePrognosti- diction. This is seen in the great astrocators
logical w-ork based on the omens drawn
up for Sargon of Agadt-, and entitled
from its opening phrase Eniiina ana Bel, "When
the heaven god Bel" (the "Illumination of Bel"),
as, for instance, "The moon as on the 1st day is
seen in its appearance on the 27th day; evil is fixed
for the land of Elam"; and "The moon as on the
1st day is seen on the 2Sth day: evil is fixed for the
land of the Ahurru," Other omens were drav-n
from the position of the horns of the new moon
when first seen; the right horn being assigned to
the king and the left to his enemies, as in Thompson's Reports, No. 25: "When at the moon's appearance its right horn is high [lit. "long"] and its
left horn is low [Ut. "short"] the king's hand wiU
conquer land other thixn this." The "monthly
prognosticators" had not learned that the righthand horn is always the higher and that the amount
of its elevation depends on the time of the year, or
they kept the knowledge to themselves.
//. Worship of the Heavenly Bodies.— As we
should naturally expect, the earliest astrological
tablets relate chiefly to omens dependent upon
the two great Ughts, the sun and moon. There is
no evidence at present available to fix the date
when the planets were first recognized as distinct
from the fixed stars. Probably this discovery was
intimately connected with the formation of the con-
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stellations; it cannot have been long delayed after
it. Certainly planet-worship, and as connected with
it, planetary divination, prevailed in the Euphrates
valley at a very early period.
One planet is certainly mentioned in OT, and
we may safely infer that the other four were known,
since this particular planet is the
1. Chiun
least conspicuous both in brightness
and in motion, and w-as therefore
probably the last to be discovered. The reference
to Saturn occurs in Am 5 25,26: "Did ye bring
unto me sacrifices and offerings in the wilderness
forty years, O house of Israel? Yea, ye have borne
the tabernacle of your king [AV Moloch] and the
shrine of [AV Chiun] your images, the star of your
god, which ye made to yourselves." This passage
was quoted from L X X by St. Stephen in his defence, "And they made a calf in those days, and
brought a sacrifice unto the idol, and rejoiced in the
works of their hands. But God turned, and gave
them up to serve the host of heaven; as it is -written
in the book of the prophets,
"Did ye offer unto me slain beasts and sacrifices
Forty years in the wilderness. O house of Israel ?
And ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch,
And the star of the god Rephan,
The figures which ye made to worship them''
(Acts 7 41-43).
The difference between the names Chiun and
Rephan, is due either to Rephan being a local
Egyp name for the planet Saturn, and therefore
used by the L X X as its equivalent, or to an actual
error of transcription in the text from which they
were translating: the initial of the word being
taken as resh when it should have been kdph, r
instead of k. The word should therefore be transliterated Kaivan, which was the name of the planet
Saturn amongst the ancient Arabs and Syrians,
while kaimanu, "constant" or "regular," was its
name with the Assyrians. The E R V in Am 5 26
adopts the reading of the -AVm, "Siccuth your
king," Moloch meaning king; but the authority
of the L X X and the parallelism of the text and its
general line of thought support the reading given by
some of the ancient versions and followed by the AV.
The difficulty of the passage is t h a t both Amos
and St. Stephen appear to represent the worship of
the golden calf as identical with the
2. Saturn
worship of Moloch and of the planet
or Moloch Saturn; yet though Kaivan is only
Worship
mentioned here, the nature of the
reference would imply that this deity
was one familiar both to speaker and hearers. The
difficulty vanishes at once, if the plain statement of
St. Stephen be accepted, that when God permitted
Israel to "go after the stubbornness of their heart,
that they might walk in their own counsels" (Ps 81
12) He "gave them up to serve the host of heaven."
The worship of the golden calf was star worship; it
w-as the solar bull, the constellation Taurus, in which
the sun was at the time of the spring equinox, that
was thus represented. The golden calf was therefore
analogous to the familiar symbol of the Mithraic
cult, the bull slain by Mithra, Sol Invictus, if indeed
the latter did not take its origin from this apostasy
of Israel.

See C A L F , GOLDEN.

And Moloch the king, the idol of the Ammonites
and Phoenicians, was intimately connected both
with the solar bull and the planet Saturn. According to the rabbins, his statue was of brass, with a
human body but the head of an ox. On the Carthaginian worship of Moloch or Saturn, Diodorus
(book XX, ch i) -writes: "-Among the Carthaginians
there was a brazen statue of Saturn putting forth
the palms of his hands bending in such a manner
toward the earth, as that the boy who was laid upon
them, in order to be sacrificed, should slip off, and so
fall down headlong into a deep fiery furnace. Hence
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it is probable that Euripides took what he fabulously
relates concerning the sacrifice in Taurus, where he
introduces Iphigenia asking Orestes this question:
'But w-hat sepulchre will me dead receive, shall the
gulf of sacred fire me have?' The ancient fable
likewise t h a t is common among all the Grecians,
t h a t Saturn devoured his own children, seems to be
confirmed by this law among the Carthaginians."
The parallelism of the text therefore is very complete.
The Israelites professed to be carrying the tabernacle of Jeh upon which rested the Shekinah glory;
but in spirit they were carrying the tabernacle of the
crudest and most malignant of all the deities of
the heathen, and the light in which they were rejoicing was the star of the planet assigned to that
deity.
Moloch then was the sun as king, and especially
the sun as he entered upon what might be considered his peculiar kingdom, the zodiac from Taurus
to Serpens and Scorpio, the period of the six summer
months. T h e connection of the sun with Saturn
may seem to us somewhat forced, but we have the
most direct testimony that such a connection was
beheved in by the Babylonians. In Thompson's
Reports, obv. of No. 17(i reads : "When the sun
stands in the place of the moon, the king of the land
will be secure on his throne. When the sun stands
above or below the moon, the foundation of the
throne will be secure." The "sun" in this inscription clearly cannot be the actual sun, and it is
explained on the reverse as being "the star of the
sun," the planet Saturn. No. 176 rev. reads:
"Last night Saturn drew near to the moon. Saturn
is the star of the sun. This is the interpretation:
it is lucky for the king. The sun is the king's star."
The connection between the sun and Saturn probably arose from both being taken as symbols of
Time. The return of the sun to the beginning
of the zodiac marked the completion of the year.
Saturn, the slowest moving of all the heavenly
bodies, accomplished its revolution through the
signs of the zodiac in about 30 years, a complete
generation of men. Satm'n therefore was in a
peculiar sense the symbol of Time, and because of
Time, of Destiny.
The connection between the worship of the
golden calves, of the heavenly host and of Moloch,
and of these with di'vination and en3. Mazza- chantments, is brought out very
loth
clearly in the judgment which the
writer of the Book of K pronounces
upon the apostate ten tribes: "They forsook all the
commandments of Jehovah their God, and made
them molten images, even two calves, and made an
Asherah, and worshipped all the host of heaven, and
served Baal. And they caused their sons and their
daughters to pass through the fire, and used divination and enchantments" (2 K 17 16.17). The
sin of apostate Judah was akin to the sin of apostate
Israel. In the reformation of Josiah, he put down
the idolatrous priests that "burned incense unto
Baal, to the sun, and to the moon, and to the planets
[mazzdldlh], and to all the host of heaven" (2 K 23
5). He also destroyed the 'dsherdh and he "defiled
Topheth . . . . that no man might make his son
or his daughter to pass through the fire to Alolech"
(ver 10). "Moreover them t h a t had familiar
spirits, and the 'wizards, and the teraphim, and the
idols, and all the abominations that were seen in the
land of Judah and in Jerus, did Josiah put away"
(ver 24). The idolatries to which the Israelites of
both kingdoms were especiaUy prone were those of
the heavenly bodies, and inextricably woven with
them was the passion for employing those heavenly
bodies as omens, and in consequence for every
kind of divination and witchcraft.
The word tr'' "planets" in 2 K 23 5 is mazzaloth,
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closely akin to the mazzdrdlh of Job 38 32. This
rendering probably reproduces correctly the meaning of the original. R. C. Thompson in his introduction to the Reports writes (x-xvU): "The places
where the gods stood in the zodiac were called
manzalti, a word which means literally 'stations,'
and we are probably right in assuming that it is
the equivalent of the mazzdldlh mentioned in 2 K
23 5. The use of the w oid in late Heb is, however,
somewhat more vague, for rnazzdl, though literally
meaning a constellation of the zodiac, is also applied
to any or every star, and in the B''ri:'shilh Rabbd',
ex it is said 'One mazzdl completeth its circuit in
tliu-ty days, another completeth it in thirtj- j-ears,' "
The two bodies referred to ar(^ evidently the moon
with its lunation of about 30 days, and Saturn with
its revolution of about 30 j-cars; these being the two
planets with the shortest, and longest periods respectively. By a natural metoiij-my, mazzdldlh,
the complete circuit of the zodiac, came also to
mean mazzdl6th,_ the bodies that performed that
circuit, just as in the present day we speak of a
railway, which means literally the "permanent
way," when w-e really mean the trains that travel
upon it.
The references in OT to the planets other than
Saturn are not so clear. In Isa 65 11 two deities
are apparently referred t o : "Ye that
4. Gadh
forsake Jehovah, that forget my holy
and M^ni mountain, that prepare a table for
Fortune [Gad], and that fill up mingled
wine unto Destiny [Aleni]; I will destine you to the
sword, and ye shall all bow down to the slaughter."
It is clear that Gad and INlcni are the titles of two
closely associated deities, and Gesenius identifies
them with Jupiter and \'enus, the Greater and
Lesser Good Fortunes of the astrologers. But as I
have suggested in the Astronomy of the Bible (133,
217), if anj- of the heavenly bodies are here intended
(which cannot as yet be considered certain), it is
more probable that thej' are the two beautiful starclusters that stand on the head and the shoulder
of the BuU at the old commencement of the zodiac,
as if they marked the gatewaj- of the year—the
Hyades and Pleiades. Both groups were considered
traditionally as composed of seven stars; and the
two names Gadh (the Hyades) and M'nl (the
Pleiades) taken together give the meaning of the
"Fortunate Number," i.e. seven. The leclislernia—•
the spreadingthe table and mingling the wine to Gadh
and M'-iii—at the beginning of the year to secure
good fortune throughout its course, were therefore
held about the time of the Passover, as if in parody,
if indeed they were not a desecration of it: heathen
rites added to one of the most solemn ser-vices of
Jeh.
The planet Venus is more distinctly referred to
in Isa 14 12: "How art thou fallen from heaven, O
Lucifer, son of the morning!" (AV).
6. Venus
The word here rendered Lucifer, that
is, "Ught-bearer," is the word helel
corresponcUng to the Assyr mustelil, "the shining
star," an epithet to whicli the planet Venus has a
preemment claim.
Mars and Mercury, the two remaining planets,
are not mentioned as such in OT, but the deities
connected with them, N e r g a l = M a r s (2 Iv 17 30)
and Nebo= Mercury (Isa 46 1), both occur.
///. Systems of Astrology.—In
astrology the
planets were regarded as being 7 in number, but
the idea t h a t the number 7^ deri-ved
L Names its sacredness from this fact is an inofthe
version of the true state of the case.
Week-Days It was t h a t 7 being regarded as a
sacred number, the number of the
planets was artificiaUy made to correspond by including in the same class as the five wandering
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stars, bodies that differed so widely from them in
appearam^e as the sun and moon. So artificial a
classification cannot have been primitive, and it is
significant that in Gen 1 14 the sun and moon are
presented as being (as indeed they appear to be)
of an altogether different order from the rest of the
heavenly bodies. Yet there is one feature that they
have in common with the five planets: all move
among the stars within the band of the zodiac;
each of the seven makes the circuit of the mazzaloth.
We owe the names of the days of the week to this
astrologicid eoiieeption of tho planets as being 7 in
number, and some writers (e.g. R. A. Proctor in his
.Myths and Marvels of Aslronoiny, 43-47) have supposed that the week of 7 days owed its origin to this
astrological conception and that the 7th day—
Saturn's Day—became the Sabbath, the Day of
Rest, because Saturn was the planet of ill-omen and
it was then unlucky to undertake any work. The
way in which the aUotment of the planets to the
days of the week was arrived at was the following.
The Gr astronomers and mathematicians concluded
that the planet Saturn was the most distant from
the earth and that the others followed in the descending order of Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury,
Moon. In the progress of astrology there came a
time when it was found necessary to assign a planet
to every hour so as to increase the number of omens
it could afford. Starting then with Saturn as presiding over the first hour of the first day, each
planet was used three times over on that day, and
three planets were used a fourth time. The sun,
the fourth planet, took therefore the first hour of the
second day, and gave it its name, so that Sunday
foUowed Saturday. In Uke manner the third day
became the moon's day, and so on with the other
planets which foUowed in the order Alars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and again Saturn. This
idea of the relative distances of the planets was that
arrived at by the astronomers of Alexandria, and
was necessarily subsequent to the reduction of the
planetary motions to -a mathematical system by
Eudoxus and his successors. The division of the
day imphed was one of 24 hours, not of 12; the
Egyp division, not the Bab. But the Egyp week
was one of 10 days, the 7-day week was Sem, and
the week implied in the system is the free week,
running on continuously, the Jewish w-eek, not the
Bab. For the Babylonians, though they paid some
attention to the 7th day, began their reckoning
afresh at the beginning of each month. This
particular astrological system therefore owed its
origin to four distinct nationalities. The conception ot the influence of the planets w-as Bab; the
mathematical working out of the order of the planets
was exclusively Gr; the division of the day into 24
hours was Egyp; the free continuous 7-day week
was particularly Jewish. These four influences were
brought together in Alexandria not very long before
the Christian era. Here therefore and at this time,
this particular system of astrology took its origin.
This form of astrology was readily adopted by
the Jews in their degenerate days, as we find from
references in Talm. Thus Rabbi Chanena said to
his disciples, "Go and teU Ben Laive, the planetary
influence does not depend upon days but hours.
He that is Isorn under the influence of the sun (no
matter on what day) wiU have a beaming face";
and so the rabbi went through the whole hst of the
planets (Shabbdth, fol 156, col. 1). The above was
spoken as a criticism of Rabbi Shimon Ben Laive
who had -written, "Whoever is born on the first day
of the week will be either a thoroughly good or a
thoroughly bad man; because light and darkness
was created on that day"; and the rabbi spoke
simUarly for the other days. We get a relic of this
superstition in our nursery rhyme, ".Monday's
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chUd is full of grace; Tuesday's child is fair of face,''
etc; and some present-day astrologers still use the
system for their forecasts. It will of course be
noted that the system takes no account of the actual
positions of the heavenly bodies; the moon does not
shine more or less on Monday than on any other day.
It was from Alexandrian astrology that modern
astrology immediately derived its form; but the
original source of all astrology in the
2. Origin of ancient world lay in the system of
Modem
planetary idolatry prevalent in the
Astrology
Euphrates valley, and in the fact that
this idolatry was practised chiefly for
the purpose of di'vination. At one time it was
supposed that a real astronomy was cultivated at
an early time in Babylonia, but Jastrow, Kugler and
others have shown that this idea is without basis.
'The former writes, "The fact however is significant
that, with perhaps some exceptions, we have in the
Ubrary of -Ashurbanipal representing to a large extent copies from older originals, no text that can
properly be caUed astronomical.
. I t is certahily significant that the astronomical tablets so
far found belong to the latest period, and in fact to
the age foUowing on the fall of the Bab empire.
According to Kugler the oldest dated genuinely
astronomical tablet belongs to the 7th year of Cambyses, i.e. 522 B C " ("Hepatoscopy and .Astrology in
Babylonia and -Assyria," in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soe.,
667).
The conquests ot Alexander the Great brought
into close connection with each other the Bab
and Gr systems of thought, and Bab astrology was
introduced to the Greeks by Berosus the Chaldaean
priest. In Gr hands, astrology was changed from
its character of an oriental rehgion into the appearance of a science. In Babylonia the stars had been
consulted for the benefit of the king as representing
the state; amongst the Greeks, with their strong
individualistic tendency, the fortunes of the indi'vidual became the most frequent subject of inquiry,
and the idea was originated of determining the
character and fortune of a man from the position
of the stars at his birth—genethlialogy—a phase of
astrology which never existed in the Euphrates
valley. This extension rendered it necessary to
increase greatly the complexities of the omens, and
the progress which the Greeks had made in mathematics supplied them with the means of doing so.
Thus came into existence t h a t complex and symmetrical system of divination of which we have
the earliest complete exposition in the -writings of
Claudius Ptolemy about 130 A D ; a system which,
though modified in detaUs, is in effect that in use
today.
Since this mathematical astrology did not come
into existence until about the commencement of
the Christian era, it is clear that there
3. Curious could not be any reference to its
Arts
particular form in the OT. We may
probably see one reference in the N'T
(.Acts 19 19). Of the converts at Ephesus it is
-written, "Not a few of them that practised magical
arts brought their books together and burned them
in the sight of all; and they counted the price of
them, and found it 50,000 pieces of silver." Books
of magical incantations and prescriptions were
certainly included, but it is also hkely that the
almanacs, tables and formulae, essential to the
astrologer for the exercise of his art, were also in
the number. I t was of course impossible then, as
now, for the convert to Christianity to consult
astrologers or to practise astrological di'vination.
Partly because it was an absurdity, for the di'visions
of the heavens upon which the predictions are based,
are purely imaginary; the "signs" of the zodiac,
and the "houses" have nothing whatsoever corre-

sponding to them in Nature; such division is exactly
that denounced by the prophets of old as ke^em,
"di'vination." Next, and of more importance, it
ascribes to mere creatures, the planets or the spirits
supposed to preside over them, the powers that
belong to God alone; it was and is essentially
idolatrous. As one of the chief Uving astrologers
puts it," "The TRUE astrologer believes that the
sun is the body of the Logos of this solar system,
'in Him we Uve and move and have our being.'
The pilanets are his angels, being modifications in the
consciousness of the Logos" (Knowledge, X X I I I ,
228). Astrology is indeed referred to in the OT,
with other forms of divination, and the idolatry
inherent in them, but they are only mentioned in
terms of the most utter reprobation. The Jews
alone of all the nations of antiquity w-ere taught by
their religion neither to resort to such arts nor to
be afraid of the omens deduced from them. Isaiah
knew the Lord to be He that "frustrateth the signs
of the liars, and maketh di-viners mad" (Isa 44 25),
and Jeremiah declared, "Thus saith Jehovah,
Learn not the way of the nations, and be not dismayed at the signs of heaven; for the nations are
dismayed at them" (Jer 10 2). And what held
good for the Jews of old holds good for us today.
Above all, astrology is an attempt to ascertain the
will of God by other means than those which He has
appointed—flis Son, who is the W^ay and the Truth
and the Life, and His Holy Scriptures in which we
learn of Him, and which are able to make us "wise
unto salvation through faith which is in Christ
Jesus" (2 Tim 3 15).
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LiTEH-iTUEE

The keynote of the Heb writers respecting the
heavenly bodies is sounded in Ps 8:
"When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers,
The moon and the stars, which thou hast ordained;
W-liiit is man, that thou art mindful of him -1
And the son of man, that thou visitest him ?
For thou hast made him but little lower than God,
And crownest him -with glory and honor,
Tliou makest him to have dominion over the works of
thy hands;
Thou hast put all things under his feet" (Ps 8 3-6).
The heavenly bodies w-ere inexpressibly glorious,
and the}- were aU the handiwork of Jeh—without
power or -vitahty of their own—and man, not by
any inherent -virtue, but by the will and grace of
Ged, was superior to them in importance. Thus
there was a great gulf fixed betw-een the superstitions of the heathen who worshipped the sun,
moon and stars as gods, and the faith of the pious
Hebrew who regarded them as things made and
moved by the wall of one only God. And it followed
from this difference that the Hebrew, beyond all
nations of like antiquity, was filled w-ith a keen
delight in natural objects and phenomena, and was
attentively observant of them.
/. The Heavenly Bodies.—To the sacred WTiters,
the ordinances of heaven taught the lesson of
Order—great, magnificent and immu1. The
table. Day by day, the sun rose in
Ordinances the east, "as a bridegroom coming out
of Heaven of his chamber" (Ps 19 5), and pursued unswer-vingly his appointed path
across the sky, to his going down. Night by night,
the stars, the "host of heaven," moved in their
"highways" r-ir "courses" (m'^illdh), and the words
of Joel (2 7) respecting the Assyr army might be
appUed to them. "They march every one on his
ways, and they break not their ranks. Neither
doth one thrust another; they niarch every one in
tis path," Some wheeled in northern circuits t h a t
were wholly seen; some swept in long courses from
their rising in the E. to their setting in the W.;
some scarcely lifted themselves above the southern
horizon. Little wonder that this celestial army on
the march, "the host of heaven," suggested to the
Hebrews a comparison with the "angels," the unseen
messengers of God who in their "thousands of thousands ministered unto h i m " (Dnl 7 10).
But, as the year revolved, the dial of stars in the
N. shifted round; whilst of the other stars, those in
the W, disappeared into the light of the setting sun,
and new stars seemed to spring out of the dawning
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light. There was thus a yearly procession of the
stars as weU as a nightly one.
.Vnd to tins "ordinance of the heaven" the Hebrews noted that there was an answ(a' from the
e((itb, for in unfaiUng corres|)ondence came the
succession of seasons, the revival of vegetation,
the ripening of liarvesi and of fruits, the return of
winter's cold. Of them God asked the question:
"Knowest, thou the ordinances ot the heavens?
Canst thou establish the dominion thereof in the
earth?" (,lob 38 '.'j'.-i), and they recognized that to
this (ineslion no answer coukl be given, for these
ordinances of heaven were the .sign and evidence of
.\lniighty wisdom, power and unchangeableness.
"Thus saith Jeliovah, wlio giveth the .sun for a
light by day, and the onUnanees of the moon and
of the stars for a Ught by night
Jehovah of
hosts is his name" (Jer 31 35).
We have no writings of the early Hebrews other
than the books of the OT, and in them there is no
record of any research into the mechanical explanation of the movements of the heavenly bodies.
Nor should we expect to find in them a record of
the research if such were made, since the purpose
of Holy Scripture was, not to work out the relation
of thing to thing—the inquiry to which modern
science is devoted—but to reveal God to man.
Therefore the lesson which is drawn from the
observed ordinances of heaven is, not that the
earth rotates on its axis or revolves round the sun,
but that God is faithful to Llis purpose for mankind. "Thus saith Jehovah: If my covenant of
day and night stand not, if I have not appointed
the ordinances of heaven and earth; then will I
also cast away the seed of Jacob, and of Da\-id my
servant" (Jer 33 25.26). A n d " t h e glory of God"
which "the heavens declare" is not only His almighty power, but the image which the order and
perfection of the heavenly movements supply of
the law which He has revealed unto man. The
"speech" that they "utter," the "knowledge" that
they "show" is: "The law of Jehovah is perfect,
restoring the soul" (Ps 19 7).
(1) The names for the sun.—Four words are tr''
"sun" in the OT:
(a) 'Or simply means "Ught" and is usually
rendered thus, but in one instance (Job 31 26),
being in antithesis to "moon," it is
2. The Sun given as "sun," the great light-giver,
(b) Hainmah means "heat" and is used
for the sun when this is in association with I'hhdndh
or "snow-white" for the moon, as in lsa 24 23,
'Then the snow-white (moon] sbidl be confounded,
and the heat [sun] ashamed,' the antithesis being
drawn bet\vcen the cold light of the silver moon
and the fiery radiance of the glowing sun,
(c) Shemesh, the Samas of the Babylonians, is
-.1 primitive word, probably with the root meamng
of "ministrant," This is the w-ord most frequently
used for the sun, and we find it used topographically as, for instance, in Beth-shemesh, "the house
of the sun.'' Four places of this name are mentioned in the OT: one in Jud;di, a Levitical city,
to which the two milch kine bearing the ark took
their stnaight wav from the country of the Philis;
one on the border of Issachar; one in Naphtali,
a fenced city; and one in Egypt, supposed to be
the same as HeliopoUs or On, the city of Asenath,
wife of Joseph.
.
, ,,
(d) Hei-ef means "blister" or ''burning heat, '
from a'root "to scratch" or "be rough," and is an
unusual term for the sun, and its precise rendering
is sometimes in doubt. Once it is tr"* as "itch,"
when it occurs amongst the evils threatened in
the "cursings" that the six tribes uttered from
Mount Ebal (Dt 28 27), Once it is certainly used
of the sun itself when Job (9 7) said of God, He
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"commandeth the sun [heres or heres], and it riseth
some days they show no change—the "solstice"'
not." Once it is certainly the name of a hill, for
is reached; then from midsummer onward the
JMount Heres w-as near Aijalon, on the borders of
movement " t u r n s " southward until midwinter,
Judah and Dan. In another passage, authorities
when again a "solstice" is reached, after winch the
differ in their rendering, for when Gideon over- places of sunrise and sunset again move northcame Zebah and Zalmunna (Jgs 8 13), he "returned
w-ard. This changing place of sum-ise is also
from the battle," according to AV, "before the sun
referred to when God asked ,Iob (38 12-14):
was up," but according to RA', "from the ascent of
Hast thou "caused the daj'spring to know- its place,"
Heres," In yet another passage (Jgs 14 18), when
and the passage goes on, " I t [the earth] is changed
the Philis answered Samson's riddle, both AV and
as clay under the seal; and all things stand forth as
R \ ' tr heres as sun—"before the sun went down."
a garment." As the sh.apeless clay takes form under
We moreover get slight variants of the same w-ord,
the pressure of the seal, as the garment, shapeless
joined with /.-7/- ("wall" or "fortress"), in Klr- while folded up, takes torm when the wearer puts
Hdreselh (2 K 3 25; lsa 16 7) ancl Kir-Heres (lsa it on, so the earth, shapeless during the darkness,
16 11; Jer 48 31,3ti), These are probably to be takes form and relief and color wdth the impress
identified with the modern Kerak of Afoab.
upon it of the dawning light. In the N T when St.
James (1 17) speaks of "the Father of lights, w-ith
(2) City of the sou.—But the most interesting
reference is found in Isa 19 18; "In that day whom can be no variation [parallagc], neither shadow
that is cast by turning [tropt]" he is using astronomthere shall be five cities in the land of Egypt t h a t
speak the language of Canaan, and swear to Je- ical technical terms for these same apparent movehovah of hosts; one shall be called The city of de- ments of the sun.
(5) The sun, as a type.—But the apparent unstruction." The word here rendered "destruction"
is in Heb heres, which has that meaning, but Gese- changeability of the sun makes it, as it were, a just
measure of eternal dm-ation (Ps 72 5,17). The
nius and other authorities would substitute for the
penetration of its rays renders "under the sun"
initial letter, he. the letter, heth, which it so closely
(Eccl 1 9) a fit expression for universality of place,
resembles, and so read it "The city of the sun."
and on the other hand the fierceness of its heat
Y\ ith this reading it was identified with On, that is,
as experienced in Pal makes it equally suitable as
Heliopolis (the city of the sun), and on this belief
a type of oppression and disaster, so the sun is
Onias, the son of Onias the high priest, persuaded
Ptolemy Philometor to allow him to build a temple said, in Scripture, to "smite" those oppressed by its
heat (Ps 121 6).
^
to .leh in that prefecture, 149 BC (Ant, Xlll, in, 1).
{'.'>) The greater light-giver.—(e) Vet a fitth ex- But it w-as'in its light-gi-ving and ministering
pow-er that the Heb writers used the sun as a type
pression is used to denote the sun, and in one
to set forth the power and beneficence of God.
respect it is the most important and significant of
VV'ords are the symbols of ideas and it was only by
all. In the creation narrative it is called the
this double symboUsm that it was possible to
greater light or rather hghf-giver (ina'dr): 'And
express in intelligible humai- speech, and to make
God made the two great light-givers; the greater
light-giver to rule the day, and the lesser light- men partly apprehend som.o of the- attributes of
God. So w-e find in the Ps of pilgrimage (Ps 84 11)
giver to rule the night: lie made the stars also'
"Jehovah God is a sun and a shield"; Malachi (4 2)
(Gen 1 10). The e.xtreme simplicity of this passage is most significant. In marked contrast to foretells that "the sun of righteousness shall arise
But the old Heb
the Bab creation poem, which by its more com- with healing in its wings."
plex astronomy reveals its later origin (see post, writers were very guarded and careful in the
see, II, 12, ]\Iazziiroth), the sun and moon have no symboUsm they used, whether of word or illustration. Men in those days terribly perverted the
distinctive names assigned to them; there is no
recognition of the grouping of the stars into con- benefits which they received through the sun,-and
stellations, none of any of the planets. The celes- made them the occasion and excuse for plunging
tial bodies could not be referred to in a more simple into all kinds of nature w-orship and of abominable
manner. And this simplicity ,is marred by no idolatries. It w-as not only clear thinking on the
myth; there is not the faintest trace of the deifica- part of the sacred writers that made them refer aU
tion of sun or moon or stars; there is no anthro- the benefits that came to them in the natural w-orld
direct to the action of God; it was a necessity for
pomorphic treatment, no suggestion that they
clean living. There is no bottom to the abyss in
formed the velii('l(\s for spirits. They are described
as they were ()bser\-ed when they w-ere first no- which men plunged when they "worshipped and
served the creature rather than the Creator, who
ticed by men, simply as "light-givers" of different
is blessed for ever" (Rom 1 25).
brightness. It is the expression of man's earliest
observation of the heavenly bodies, but it is real
In N T times, though men w-ere no less prone to
observation, free from any taint of savage ph.an- e-vil, the fashion of that evil was changing. "The
tasies; it marks the \-ery first step in astronomy. pUlars of Beth-shemc^sh" u ere broken down (Jer 43
No record, oral or written, has been preserved to us
13), idolatry was beginning to fall into disrepute and
of a character more markedly primitive than this.
men were led away rather by "the knowledge [gno(4) Purpose ni the sun.—Two purposes for the
sis] which is falsely so called" (1 Tim 6 20). The
great heavenly liodies are indicated in Gen 1 14,
apostles ('ould therefore use s>-mbolism from the
15. The sun and moon are appointed to give light
natural world more freely, and so we find iSt, John
and to measure time. These, from the human and
speaking of Our Lord as "There w-as the true light,
practical point of -view, are the two main ser'vices even the light which Ughteth every man, coming into
w-hieh they render to us.
the world" (Jn 1 9), and again, "God is hght, and
in him is no darkness at aU" (1 Jn 1 5); and again,
Their purpose for measm'ing time by their
movements wUl be taken up under another head- tliat the glory of the New Jerus .sliaU be that "the
city hath no need of the sun, neither of the moon,
ing; but here it may be pointed out that when it
is stated in the Book of Wisd (7 IS) that King to shine upon it: for the glory of God did lighten it,
Solomon knew "the alternations of the solstices and the lamp thereof is the L a m b " (Rev 21 23);
and the changes of seasons," the reference is to while the great modern discever>- that nearly every
the whole cycle of changes from w-inter through form of terrestrial energy is derived ultimately from
summer back to wdnter again. From winter on- the energy of the sun's rays, gives a most striking
ward the places of sunrise and sunset move north- appropriateness to the imagery of St. James that
'Every good gift and perfect boon is from above,
ward along the horizon until midsummer when for
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coming dow-n from the Father of lights, with whom
can be no variation, neither shadow that is cast bjturning' (Jas 1 17 ERV).
(1) 'The names for the moon.—Three words are
tr^ "moon" in the Od', not including eases where
''month" has been rendered "moon"
3. The
for the sake of a more flowing sentence:
Moon
(a) L'bhdndh, "white"; a i)(ieli(( exiiression, used in eoiiiici tion with hainmah, "heat," for the sun.
(6) Ilodhesh, "new moon,'' nu^aning "new-,"'
"fresh," -Vs the Hebrews reckoned their months
from the actual first appearance of the young
crescent, hoithtsh is most frequently ti"' "month,"
Thus "In the si.x hundredth year of Noah's life,
in the second month, on the sevi-ntecntb day of
the month" tGen 7 11), and in the great majority
of cases, the word for month is hddhi sh, "new IIKHUI,"
In Isa 66 23, "from one new- moon to another,"
should be Ut, "from new moon to nei\ moon,"
Once it is rendered "monthly" (Isa 47 13), when
it is used to denote the astrologers who fix(-(l the
omens of the opening month. Hddhcsh, therefore,
when tr^ "new moon" is not a designation of the
actual heavenly body, but denotes the first day of
the month. It is a term directly or indheetlv- connected with the calendai-.
(c) Ydre'h, probably "w-andering," a very appropriate primitive term for the moon, since her
motion among the stars from night to night is
sufficiently rapid to have caught the attention of
very early observers. Its use therefore as the proper
name for the "lesser hght" incUcates that the systematic observation of the heavenly bodies had
commenced, and that the motion of the moon,
relative to the stars, had been recognized,
Ytrnh, "month," is tw-iee tr"* "moon" (Dt 33 14;
Isa 60 20), but without any great reason for the
variation in either case.
(2) The lesser light-giver.—The direct references
in Scripture to the moon as a light-giver are not
numerous, but those that occur are significant
of the great importance of moonUght in ancient
times, when artificial fights were few, expensive and
dim, and the lighting of streets and roads w-as unthought of. To shepherds, the moon was of especial
assistance, and many of the people of Israel maintained the habits of their forefathers and led the
shepherd's Ufe long after the settlement of the
nation in Pal. The return of the moonlit portion
of the month was therefore an occasion for rejoicing
andfor solemn thanks to God, and the "new- moon"
as weU as the Sebbath w-as a day of special offerings. On the other hand one of the judgments
threatened against the enemies of Ceid was that
the light of the moon should be withheld. The
threat made against Pharaoh is "1 will cover
the sun with a cloud, ami the moon shall not give
Its light" (Ezk 32 7); and in the day of the Lord
denounced against Babylon, "The sun shall be
darkened in its going forth, and the moon shall not
cause its Ught to shine" (lsa 13 10). But am<(ng
the glories of the restoration of Israel it is promised
that "the Ught of the moon [I'bhandh] shaU be as
the light of the .sun [hammdh]" (Isa 30 20).
, (3) Phases of the moon.—There is no direct mention of the phases of the moon in S(ii])tui-e; a
remarkable fact, and one that illustrates (he foolishness of attempting to prove the ignorance of the
sacred -writers by the argument from silence, siiie((
|t is not conceivable t h a t men at any time were
Ignorant of the fact t h a t the moon changes her
apparent shape and size. So far from the Hebrews
being plunged in such a depth of more than savage
Ignorance, they based their whole calendar on the
actual observation of the first apix^'aranee of the
young crescent. In two passages m RV we find
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the expres.sion "at the full moon," keseh (Ps 81 3;
Prov 7 20), but though this is what' is intended,
the hteral meaning of the word is doubtful, and
may be that given in AV, "at the day appointed,"
111 another jiassage already (pioted, there is a reference to the dark part of the month. "Thy sun
shall no more g(( (l((wn, neither shaU thy moon
lyeriih,^^ "month") withdraw itseU"—the ''withdrawn" iiarl, of the moiitli being the time near new
moon wlieii the moon is nearly in conjunction with
the sun and therefore invisible.
The periodical changes of the moon are its ordinan(X\s (Jer 31 :;.',). It was also appointed for
"sea.soiis" (Ps 104 1(0, that is, for religious as.semblies ((r feasts (iiniddtilin). Two of these were held
al the full of the moon, the Passover and the
Feast of Talieriuieles; one at the new moon, the
Feast of Trumpets; but the ordinary new mr-ion
did_ not^rank among the great "appointed feasts"
(mo'ailhim).
,\s li,nlit-giver, assisting men in their
labors with the flock and in the field and helping
them on their journeys; as time-measurer, indicating the progress of the months and the seasons
bir the great religious festivals, the moon was to the
pious Hebrew an evidence of the goodness and
wisdom of God.
The "round tires Uke the moon," worn by the
daughters of Zion (Isa 3 18 AV), and those on the
camels of Zeba and Zalmunna (Jgs 8 21 A\'m), were
designated by the same Heb word, sahdrdnlm, tr""
in the Vulg as lunidae, -.lod w-ere little round ornaments, probably round hke crescents, not discs like
the full moon.
Jericho possibly means "the city of the moon,''
and Jerah, "moon," w-as the name of one of the sons
of Joktan.
(1) Solar and lunar eclipses.—The sun and moon
w-ere not only given "for days and years" (Gen 1
14), but also "for .signs," and in no
4. Signs
way do they better fulfil what was in
the old time understood by this word
than in their eclipses. Nothing in Nature is more
impressive than a total eclipse of the sun; the
mysterious darkness, the sudden cold, the shining
forth of the w-eird corona, seen at no other time,

Corona of Minimum Type.
affect even those who know its cause, and strike
unspeakable terror in tli((S(- who cannot foresee
or understand it. In bygone ages an ecUpse of the
sun was counted an omen of dis;(ster, indeed as
it,self the W(-jrst of disasters, by all nations except
that one to whom the word of the prophet came:
"Learn not the w(iy of the nations, and be not dismayed at the signs of heaven; for the nations are
dismayed at them" (.ler 10 2), To the Heb
prophets, ecUpses were "signs" of the power and
authority of God who forbade them to be alarmed
at portents whicli distressed the heathen.
'The phenomena of b(((li s(dar and lunar ecUpses
are briefly but unmistakably described by several
of the prophets. Joel refers to them twdee (2 10
and 31), the second time very definitely: "The sun
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shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into
blood," and this was quoted by St. Peter on the
Day of Pentecost (Acts 2 19.20). St. John also
says that when the sixth seal was opened "the sun
became black as sackcloth of hair, and the whole
moon became as blood" (Rev 6 12). When the
new moon in its revolution or turning comes exactly
between the earth and the sun, and its shadow—
the "shadow that is cast by turning" of Jas 1 17-^
faUs on the earth, the sun is completely hidden and
its glowing disc is replaced by the dark body of the
moon; "the sun is turned into darkness." When
the shadow of the earth faUs upon the full moon,
and the only rays from the sun that reach it have
passed through an immense thickness of our atmosphere and are therefore ot a duU copper-red color
like clotted blood, "the moon is turned into blood."
(2) The wings of the -morning.—But a solar echpse
is not solely darkness and terror. Scarcely has the
dark moon hidden the last thread of sunlight than a
beautiful pearly halo, the corona, is seen surrounding the blackness. 'This corona changes its shape
from one eclipse to another, but the simplest form
is that of a bright ring with outstretched wings.

The Assyrian Ring "with Wings.
and is characteristic of times when the sun has
but few spots upon it. This form appears to
have been the origin of the sacred symbol of the
ring or disc with wings, so frequently figured on
Egyp, Bab and Pers monuments. It is possible
that these coronal "wdngs of the sun" may have
been in the mind of the prophet Malachi when he
wrote, "Unto you that fear my name shall the sun
of righteousness arise w-ith healing in its wings"
(Mai 4 2). The metaphor "wings of the morning"
of Ps 139 9 is however more probably due to the
long streamers, the crepuscular rays, seen at dawn
when the sun rises behind a low bank of clouds.
Total eclipses of the moon must frequently have
been -visible in Pal as in other countries, but only
two or three total eclipses of the sun were visible
there during OT history; that of 831 BC, August
15, was total in Judaea, and that of 824 BC,
April 2, very nearly total. It has been suggesteci
that tw-o ecUpses of the sun were predicted in the
OT—that of Nineveh, 763 BC, June 15, in Am 8 9,
and that of Thales, 585 BC, May 28, in Isa 13 10,
but the suggestion has little to support it.
(1) The meaning of the word.—The sun and moon
were appointed "to give light upon the earth," and
"for signs," and "for days.and years."
6. Seasons They were also appointed "for seasons" (mo'ddhlm), i.e. "appointed assembUes." These seasons were not primarily
such seasons as the progress of the year brings
forth in the form of changes of weather or of the
condition ot vegetation; they were seasons for
worship. The w-ord md'edh occurs some 219 times;
in 149, it is tr"* "congregation," and in about 50
other instances by "solemn assembly" or some
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equivalent expression. Thus before ever man was
created, God had provided for him times to worship
and had appointed two gjreat Ughts of heaven to
serve as signals to call to it.
The appointed sacred seasons of the Jews form a
most complete and symmetrical series, developing
from times indicated by the sun alone to times
indicated by the sun and moon together, and completed in times indicated by luni-solar cycles.
(2) Natural seasons for worship.—The sun alone
indicated the hours for daily worship; at sunrise,
when the day began, there was the morning sacrifice; at sunset, when the day closed, there was the
evening sacrifice.
The moon inchoated the time for monthly worship;
when the slender crescent of the new moon was
first seen in the western sky, special sacrifices were
ordained with the blowing of trumpets over them.
The sun and moon together marked the times
for the two great religious festivals of the year.
At the beginning of the bright part of the year,
when the moon was full in the first month of
spring, the Passover, foUowed by the Feast of
Unleavened Bread, was held. At the end ot the
bright part ot the year, when the moon was full
in the first month of autumn, the Feast of Tabernacles was held. These may all be termed natural
seasons for worship, obviously marked out as appropriate. The beginning and close of the bright
part of the day, and of the bright part of the year,
and the beginning of the bright part of the month,
have been observed by many nations.
(3) Hallowing of the seventh.—But that which was
distinctive in the system of the Jewish festivals
w-as the hallowdng of the seventh: the seventh day,
the seventh week, the seventh month, the seventh
year were all specially marked out. 'The sun alone
indicated the Sabbath by the application of the
sacred number seven to the unit of time given by
the day. For the period of seven days, the week
was not dependent upon any phase of the moon's
relation to the sun; it was not a quarter month,
but a free week, running on independently of the
month. The Jewish Sabbath therefore differed
from the Bab, which was tied to the lunar month.
The same principle was applied also to the year;
every seventh year was set apart as a period of
rest, the Sabbatic year.
Every seventh day, every seventh year, was thus
observed. But for the week and month, the principle of hallowing the seventh came into operation
only once in each year. The Feast of Pentecost,
or as it was also called, the Feast of Weeks, was held
at the close of the seventh week from the moiTow
after the Sabbath of Unleavened Bread; and the
new moon of the seventh month was held as a
special feast, the Feast of Trumpets, "a holy convocation. Ye shall do no ser-vile work" (Lev 23
24.25). The other new moons of the year were not
thus distinguished.
The weekly Sabbath, the Passover, Pentecost,
and the Feasts of Trumpets and of 'Tabernacles,
with one other day of solemnity, were in an especial
sense, the mo'ddhlm of the Lor(i.
The seventh day was especiaUy the day of worship, and to correspond, the seventh month was
especially the month of worship; and this, not only
because it was ushered in with peculiar solemnity,
and included one of the chief great feasts of the
year, but because it furnished the culminating
ceremony of the entire Jewish system, the great
Day of Atonement, held on the tenth day of the
month, and therefore on a day not marked directly
by any phase of the moon. The Day of Atonement purged away the offences of the past year, and
restored Israel to the full enjoyment of the Di'vine
favor.
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(4) The Jubilee a luni-solar cycle.—The Jew-ish
month w-as a natural month, based upon the actual
observation of the j-oung crescent. The Jewish
year was a natural year, that is, a solar tropical
year, based upon actual observation of the ripening of the grain. But there is not, an exact number of days in a lunar month, nor is there an exact
number of months in a solar >'ear; twelve lunar
months faUing short of the year, by eleven days;
so that in three years the error would amount to
more than a complete month, and to restore the
balance a thirteenth month w-ould have to be intercalated. As the months were determined from
actual observation, and as obser\-ation would be
interrupted from time to time b>- unfavorable
weather, it w-aS' necessary to lia\'e some means for
determining when intercalation would fake place,
irrespective of it. And this was iirovided by
carrj-ing the principle of hallowing the seventh,
one stage farther. Not only was the seventh of the
day, week, month and year distinguished, but the
seventh week of years was marked by the blowing
of the trumpet of Jubilee on the Day of Atonement.
The Day of Atonement meant the restitution of
Israel to the Divine favor; the blowing of the
trumpet of Jubilee every forty-ninth year meant
"the restitution of aU things"; every Hebrew in
servitude returned to freedom, all land, mortgaged
or sold, returned to its original owner.
And this period of 49 solar years was astronomically a period of restitution, for the sun and moon
returned nearly to their original positions relative
to each other, since 49 solar years are 606 lunar
months -with an error of only 32 hours. So that
though the Jubilee period is not a perfect lunar
cycle, it was quite exact enough to guide the Jewish
priests in drawing up their calendar in cases where
the faUure of observation had given rise to some
doubt.
The beginning of each month was marked by the
blowing of the two sUver trumpets (hdgdg'rdh:
Xu 10 2.10). The beginning of the civil, that is
to say, of the agricultural year, was marked by a
special blowing of trumpets (t'rU'dh), giving the
name "Feast of Trumpets" to that new moon
(Lev 23 24; Nu 29 1). And the beginning of a
new cycle of 49 years was marked by the Jubilee,
the loud trumpet (shdphdr: Lev 25 9). Thus the
cycle of the Jubilee made symmetrical, completed,
and welded together all the mo'ddhlm of the Lord
—the two great hghts w-ere set "for seasons."
(5) The 19-year luni-solar cycle.— The cycle of
the Jubilee w-as sufficient for the purposes of the
religious calendar so long as the nation inhabited
its own land, since from its small extent there
would be no conflict of time reckoning and it would
be easy to notify the appearance of the new moon
from one end of the country to the other. But
after the capti-vities, when the people were scattiiTed from Gozan of the Medes to Sjene on the
Nile, it was necessary to devise some method by
which the Jew-s, however far they had been dispersed, would be able to reckon for themselves as
to when the moon was new for Jerus, We have
lately learned from the discovery of a number of
Aram, papyri at Sj-ene that there was a colony of
Jews there who used a calendar constructed, not
from observation, but from calculation based upon
a very exact luni-solar cycle (E. B. Knobel, "Ancient Jewish Calendar Dates in Aramaic Papyri,"
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society,
L XVIII, 334). This cycle, known to us by the
name of its supposed discoverer. Melon, is one of
19 years, which is only two hours short of 235 complete months. As this Jewish colony appears to
have been founded after Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of Jerus by some of the refugees who fled
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into Egypt with Johanan the son of Kareali (,Jer
40-44), this a('(|u;iintance with the Metonic cycle
cannot have been due to Bab influence. Nor can
It have been due to Egyp, since the Kgv-ptians did
nol use or i-e(|uire any such cycle, theirVear being
a solar one of 3(15 days. Indeed no other nation'
apiieurs to have been aware of it until, a generation
Idler, l\lel,(jn, the Athenian, won immortal fame
by announcing it. The evidence of these Syene
papyri renders it probable that Melon did not himself discover the cycle but learned it from Jeuish
sources. Many of the Sem nations used, like the
Jews, a natural month in conjunction with the
natural year, but the Jews were the most likely to
have discovi'i'ed this cycle, since they alone had their
worship centralized at a single shrine which became,
in consecjuence, their standard oliservatory for their
observation of the new moon. These observations,
therefore, would all be comparable, and during the
400 years that the Temple stood, it must have been
quite clear to them that the 19-year cycle not only
gave them seven, the sacred number, of intercalated
months, but brought the setting places of the new
moons to the same points of the western horizon
and in the same order.
It is clear from the evidence of these Syene papyri
that the Jews, there, used the 19-year cycle both for
fixing the day of the new moon, and in order to
determine when a thirteenth month had to be intercalated, an illustration of the futility of "the
argument from silence," for so far from there being
any notice in Scripture of the use of a cycle for
determining intercalation, there is no mention of
intercalation at all.
(6) The Jeivish ritual preexilie.—Ever since this
date of the Captivity, the 19-year cycle has been
used by the Jews, and it gives to us the "Golden
Number" which is employed in fixing the date of
Easter in our own ecclesiastical calendar. Since
the 19-year cycle has been in use ever since the
Captivity, the 49-year cycle, the Jubilee, cannot
have been an exilic or post-exUic innovation. In
this fact we find the decision of the controversy
which has so long divided critics as to whether the
ritual legislation of the Jews dated from before or
from after their captivity, ^\'e may take Kuenen
as representing the more recent school: "Even the
later prophets and historians, but more especially
and emphatically those that Uved before the
Exile, were unacquainted w-ith any ritual legislation,
and specifically with that which has come down to
us" (The He-xateuch, 27:3-74), "In determining
its antiquity we must begin by considering its
relation to Deuteronomy, to which it is evidently
subsequent. . .
This comes out most clearly
in the legislation concerning the feasts. Other
indications though less unequivocal, plead for the
same relationship. In the next place the legislation itself gives evidence of the date of its origin,
and those data which justify a positive inference
point to the Babylonian captivity. .
It would
follow that the 'legislation of sanctity' arose in the
second hah of the Bab ea|itivity, presumably
shortly before its close; and there is not a single
valid objection to this date" (ib, 27(i). Kuenen
was evidently unaware of the astronomical relations
concerned in-the ritual legislation, and was unable
to anticipate the striking discoveries made from the
Syene papyri. More recent know ledge has reversed
the verdict which he pronounced so confidently.
The traditional view, that the Heb ritual preceded
the Captivity, w-as correct. For the Jubilee, with
which the Day of -Atonement w-as bound uji, was
both the culmination and the completion of the
entire ritual, and, since the period of the Jubilee,
as a luni-solar cycle, was preexilie, the ritual, as a
system, must have been preexilie likewise.
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(7) Tlie luni-solar cycles of Daniel.—The seasons
for which the sun and moon were appointed are
mentioned in yet another connection. In the last
vision given to Daniel the question was asked,
"How long shall it be to the enil of these wonders?"
and it was answered, " I t shaU be for a time, times
[dual], and a haU; and when they have made an
end of breaking in pieces the power of the holy
people, all these things shaU be finished" (Dnl 12
6.7). From the paraUel passage in Dnl 7 25,
where it is said of the fourth beast, "He shall think
to change the times and the law; and they shall be
given into his hand until a time ['idddn] and times
[dual] and half a time," it is inferred that md'edh
in thefirst instance stands, like 'idddn in the second,
for a year; or the period is equivalent to half a week
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nomical significance is clear: 840,057 days are precisely 2,300 solar years, or 28,447 lunar months, or
30,487 anomalistic months, the anomalistic month
being the period in which the moon travels from
perigee to perigee. I t is the most perfect lunisolar cycle known, and restores the two great
lights exactly to their former relationship. This
fullest "season" indicated by the sun and moon is
given as t h a t for the cleansing of the sanctuary, for
the bringing in, as it were, of the full and perfect
Jubilee.
It is not possible at present to decide as to
whether the Jews had learnt of this cycle and its
significance from their astronomical observations.
If so, they must have been far in advance in mathematical science of all other nations of antiquity.
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of years. T h e parallel passages in Rev 11 2 3; 12
6.14; 13 5 have caused these years to be taken as
conventional years of 360 days, each year being
made up of 12 conventional months of 30 days, and
on the year-day principle of interpretation, the
entire period indicated would be one of 1,260 tropical
years. This again is a luni-solar cycle, since 1,260
years ('ont;un 15,584 months correct to the nearest
day. To the same prophet Daniel a further
chronological vision was givi-n, and a yet more perfect cycle indicated. In answer to the question,
"How long shall be the vision concerning the continual burnt-offering, and the transgression that
maketh desolate, to give both the sanctuary and the
liosi to be trodden under foot?" the answer was
returned, "Unto two thousand and three hundred
evenings and mornings; then shall the sanctuary
be cleansed" (Dnl 8 13,14). Whatever may be
the prophetic significance of the passage its astro-

It not, then it must have been given to them by
Divine revelation, and its astronomical significance
has been left for modern science to reveal.
As with the sun and moon, the stars are regarded
under the two aspects of light-givers and timemeasurers; or, in other words, as
6. The
marking the seasons.
Stars
(1) Th.eier number.—But two other
ideas arc also strongly dwelt upon;
the stars and the heaven of which they form the
"host" are used to express the superlatives of number and of height. "Look now toward heaven, and
number the stars, if thou be able to number them"
(Gen 15 5); "As the host of heaven cannot be
numbered" (Jer 33 22) are a few of the passages in
which the stars are used for limitless number.
Those separately visible to the naked eye at any
one time do not exceed 2,000 in number, but it was
just as evident to the Hebrews ot old, as it was to
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Ptolemy, the astronomer of -Vlexandria, that besid(>
the stars separately \-isible, there is a background,
a patterned curtain of light, whieli indicates h>- its
granular and luoltlcd appearance that it is iiuule up
of countless myriads of stars, loo faint to be individually detected, too close to be indiWdually defined. The most striking featiue of this curtain
is the grand stellar stream that we call the Milky
Way, but the mind easily recognizes that the
minute points of Ught, composing its imttern, are
as really stars as the great leaders of the constellations. Later astronomy has confirmed the testimonv of the prophets that the stars are without
number. The earlu-st star catalogue, that of Hipparchus, contained a little o\-er one thousand stars;
the great International Photographic Chart will
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miles; the brighter stars are on the average quite
ten times iis far; w-hUst of the disl atiees of the untold
milUons of st;irs beyond, we have no gauge. For
us, as for King Solomon, the "heaven" of the stars
is "for height" (Prov 25 ;-',}, for a height tiiat is
l>('\'(iiid ineasure, giving us tlierelore the only fitting
linage for I,lie immeiisitv of God. So Zophar the
Naamatliile asked, "Canst thou find out tho Almighty unto perfection? I t is high as heaven;
what canst, thou do?" And Eliphaz the Temanite
reiterated the same thought, " I s not God in the
height of heaven? And behold the height of the
st.ars, how high they are!" (Job 11 7,8; 22 12),
And the lieiglil, of the heaven, that is to say, the
(list.anee (if the stars, st,an(lM as a symbol, not only
ol God's infinil,U(le, but of llis faithfulness and of

We

East
STAR S-WARMS. SMALL STAR C L O U D I N ,--iuiiill,iriu-,
(Photograph by Prof, K E, Barnard, taken July 31, V.lir, 1

show the images of more than fifty millions, and
there are photograjihs which show more than a
hundred thousand stars on a single plate. The
limit that has been reached is due only t o the
limited power of our telescopes or the hmited time
of exposure of the photographs, not, t o any limitation in the number of stars. T o us today, as to
the Psalmist of old, it is a token of the infinite power
and knowledge of God that "He telleth the number
of the stars; H e giveth them aU their names"
(Ps 147 4 AV),
(2) Their distance.—-Vs regards the height, that
is to say, the distance of the stars, this is immeasurable except in a very few cases. By using as a
base line the enormous diameter of t h e earth's
orbit—186,000,000 miles—astronomers have been
able to get a hint as to the distance of some 40 or
50 stars. Of these the nearest. Alpha Centauri,
is distant about twenty-five millions of milUons of

His .mercy: "Thus saith .Jehovah: If heaven above
can be measured, and the foundations of the earth
searched out beneath, then will I ;dso cast off all
t,he .seed of Israel for all that they have done, saith
.lehovah" (.ler 31 37). And the Psalmist .sings,
"For as the heaven is high above the earth, so
great is his mercy toward them that fear him" (Ps
103 11 AV;.
(3) Their brightness.—The stars are not all of
equal brightness; a fact alluded to by St. Paul
when he wrote that "one star differeth from another
star in glory" (1 Cor 15 41). The ancient Gr
astronomers divided the stars according t o their
brightness into six classes or magnitudes, to use
the modern technical term, the average star in any
particular magnitude giving about two and a half
times as much light as the average star of the next
magnitude.
Just as the number of the stars and their ordered
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movement led them to be considered as a mighty
army, "the host of heaven," and as a type of that
other celestial host, the holy angels, so the indi-vidual stars are taken as fitly setting forth, by their
brightness and exalted position, spiritual powers
and intelligences, whether these are the angels of
God, as in Job 38 7, or rulers of churches, as in
Rev 1 20. The same image is naturaUy appUed
in a yet higher sense to Christ Himself, who is the
"star out of Jacob" (Nu 24 17), and "the bright,
the morning star" (Rev 22 16; 2 Pet 1 19).
In ancient times there were two methods by
which the progress of the year could be learned from
observation of the heavens. The sun
7. Morning w-as "for seasons," and the change in
Stars
its place of rising or of setting supphed
the first method. The second method
was supplied by the stars. For as the Heb shepherds, such as Jacob, Moses, Da-vid and --^mos,
kept w-atch over their flocks by night, they saw the
sUent procession of the stars through the hours of
darkness, and knew without clock or timepiece
how they were progressing. They noticed what
stars were rising in the E., what stars were culminating in the S , what were setting in the W.,
and how the northern stars, always -visible, Uk? a
great dial, were turning. But as the eastern horizon began to brighten tow-ard the dawn, they would
specially note what stars were the last to rise before
their shining w-as drowned in the growing light of
day. These, the last stars to appear in the E.
before sunrise, were the "morning stars," the
heralds of the sun. As morning followed morning,
these morning stars would be seen earUer and earUer,
and therefore for a longer time before they disappeared in the dawn, until some morning, other stars,
unseen before, would shine out for a few moments,
and thus supplant the stars seen earlier as the actual
heralds of the sun. Such afirst appearance of a star
was termed by the Gr astronomers its "heUacal"
rising, and the mention in Scripture of "morning
stars," or "stars of the twUight" (Job 38 7; 3 9),
shows that the Hebrews like the Greeks were f amUiar
-with this feature of the ordinances of heaven, and
noted the progress of the year by observation pf the
apparent changes of the celestial host. One star
would herald the beginning of spring, another the
coming of winter; the time to plow, the time to
sow, the time of the rains would all be indicated by
successive "morning stars" as they appeared.
(1) Meteorites.—Meteors are not stars at all in
the popular sense of the word, but are qrUte small
bodies drawn into our atmosphere,
8. Falling
and rendered luminous for a few moStars
ments by the friction of their rush
through it. But as they have been
showm not to lie mere distempers of the air, as they
were considered at one time, but bodies of a truly
planetary nature, traveling round the sun in orbits
as defined as that of the earth itself, the epithet is
quite appropriate to them. They are astronomical
and not merely terrestrial bodies. Meteors are
most striking either when they are seen as sohtary
aerolites or when they fall in some great shower.
The most celebrated shower which seemed to
radiate from the constellation Leo—and hence
called the Leonid—gave for centuries a magnificent
spectacle every thirty-three years; the last great
occasion ha-ving been on November 14, 1866.
Those who saw that shower could appreciate the
vivid description given by St, John when he wrote,
"The stars of the heaven fell unto the earth, as a
fig tree casteth her unripe figs when she is shaken
ol a great wind" (Rev 6 1,3), for the meteors fell
like autumn leaves, driven by a great storm, as
numerous and as fast. The prophet Isaiah also
used a very simUar figure (Isa 34 4).
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(2) The star "Wormwood."—Such great meteoric
showers are most impressive spectacles, but solitary meteors are sometimes hardly less striking.
Bolides or aerohtes, as such great solitary meteors
are termed, are apparently of great size, and are
sometimes so brilliant as to light up the sky even
in broad dayUght. Such a phenomenon is referred
to by St. John in his description of the star Wormwood: "There fell from heaven a great star, burning
as a torch" (Rev 8 10). Such aerohtes are not
entirely consumed in their passage through our
atmosphere, but portions of them reach the ground,
and in some cases large masses have been found
intact. These are generaUy of a stony nature, but
others are either almost pure iron or contain much
of that metal. Such a meteoric stone was used
as the pedestal of the image of the goddess Diana
at Ephesus, and the "townclerk" of the city referred
to this circumstance w-hen he reminded the Ephesians that their city was "temple-keeper of the
great Diana, and of the image which fell down from
Jupiter" (-\cts 19 35).
It has already been noted that the moon may
perhaps have received its Heb name from the fact
of its being a "w-anderer" among the
9. Wander- stars, but there is no direct ami exing Stars
plicit reference in So'ripture to other
celestial "wanderers" except in Jude
ver 13: "Wandering stars, for whom the blackness
of darkness hath been reserved for ever." These
asteres planttai are not our "planets," but either
meteors or comets, more probably the latter, as
meteors are more appropriately described as "falling
stars."
(1) Comets as a spiritual type.—But as comets
and meteors are intimately connected with each
other—meteors being in many cases the debris of
comets—the simile applies to either. False professors of religion, unstable or apostate teachers,
are utterly unlike the stars which shine forth in
heaven for ever, but are fitly represented by comets,
which are seen only for a few weeks or days, and
then are entirely lost to sight, or by meteors, which
flash out for a few moments, and are then totally
extinguished.
All the great comets, all the comets that have
been conspicuous to the naked eye, with the single
exception ot that named after Halley, have appeared
but once within the period of human records and
Halley's Comet only takes 80 days to traverse that
part of its orbit which lies within the orbit of the
earth; the rest of its period of revolution—76
years—is passed outside that boundary, and for
38 years at a time it remains outside the orbit of
Neptune, more than 2,800,000,000 mUes from the
sun. The other great comets have only visited our
neighborhood once within our experience.
(2) Comets referred to in Scripture?—The question has been raised whether the appearance of
comets is ever referred to in Scripture. Jos, speaking of the signs which preceded the destruction of
Jerus by Titus, says, "Thus there was a star resembling a sword which stood over the city, and a comet
that continued a whole year" (BJ, VI, v, 3). The
"star resembling a sword" was doubtless the return
of Halley's Comet in 66 AD, and the phrase used
by Jos has suggested that it was a stellar phenomenon that is referred to in 1 Ch 21 16: "The
angel of Jehovah
between earth and heaven,
having a drawn sword in his hand stretched out
over Jerus." But this, and the corresponding
suggestion as to the nature of the flaming sword
that kept the way of the tree of life (Gen 3 24), are
unsupported conjectures not worthy of attention.
The astronomer Pingr^ thought that the first -vision
of Jeremiah of the "rod of an almond tree" and of
a "boiling caldron" (Jer 1 11.13) had its physical
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basis in a return of Halley's Comet, .and other
commentators have thought that coiuetary a|ipe;irances were desi-ribed in the "pillars of smoke" of
Joel 2 30; but none of thi-sc suggt^stions appear
to hiive plausibility.
//. The Constellations.—The
principal achievement of the science of astronomy in the eeiils.
dui'ing which the books of the OT were written
was the arrangement and naming of the constellations, and there can be no reasoiiabh- doubt that tho
same system was know-u to the Hebrews as thai
which has been handed dow-n to us through the Gr
astronomers. St, Paul certainly knew the Gr
constellations, f(ir in Uis sermon on Mars' Hill
(.Vets 17 2S1 he quoted from that poetical description of them w-hich Aratus the great poet of Cilicia
had WTitten about 270 BC. But these constellations have a much greater antiquity than this, and
it is probable that they w-ere w-ell know-n to .Vliraham before he left Vr of the Chaldecs. It has
been fre(|iieiitly show-n (The Aslronoiny of the
Bible, 1-1^; Aslronoiny -without a Telescope, 5) that
these constellations themselves su|iply evidence thai
they were designed about 2700 BC
They thus
antedated the time of -Vliraham by some cents,, and
since some of their most characteristic forms are
found upon old Bab "boundary stones," it is clear
that they were known in the country from w-hence
he came out.
The direct references to these old constellationforms in Seri|(ture are not numerous. One of
the clearest is in Job 26 13, where
1. Nahash, "formed the crooked serpent" (AV)
the
is used as the correlative of "garnished
"Crooked the heavens"; the great eonstellaSerpent"
tion of the wTithing Dragon, placed at
the crown of the heavens, being used,
metaphorically, as an expression for all the consteUations of the sky. For by its folds it encircles
both the poles, that of the equator and that of the
ecUptic.
The term bdrl<^h, rendered "crooked" but better
as in RVm as "fleeing," is applied by Isaiah to "Leviathan" (liivydlhdn: Isa 27 1), properly
2. Leviaa "wreathed" or wTithing animal,
than
twisted in folds, and hence also called
by the prophet 'dkalldthdn, "crooked,"
"twisted," or "winding"; a very appropriate designation for Draco, the great polar Dragon. But the
latter was not the only "crooked serpent" in the
consteUations; there were three others, two of which
were placed with an astronomical significance not
less precise than the coiling of Draco round the
poles. Hydra, the Watersnake, marked out the
original cejesiial ef|Uator for about one-third of its
cu-cumferenee, and Serpens, the Adder, lay partly
along the celestial equator and tlien was twisted up
the autumnal colure, and reached the zenith with its
head.
The arrangement of the tw-elve signs of the zodiac
to mark out the apparent >-early path of the sun,
and of these three serpent-forms to hold their
respective and significant iiositions in the heavens,
shows that a real progi'css in astronomy had been
made before the C((nstell(itions were designed, and
that then- places were allotted to these figures on a
definite astronomical plan.
A further purpose is shown by the relation of the
three serpents to the neighboring figures, and it is
clear that the history preserved in
3. The
Gen 3 was know-n to the designers
Seed of the of the eon.stellations, and that they
Woman
w-i,-he(l to perpetuate its memory by
means of the stell:(r frescoes. For
the constellations, Scorpio, Opliiuchus and SerPens, show us a man strangling a snake and standing on a scorpion; the head of the latter he crushes
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with one foot, but his other foot is wounded by
its reverted sting. When these three constellations were due S,, that is to say, at midnight in
spring-time, Hercules and Draeo were due north,
and presented the picture of a man kneeling on one
knee, and pressing down with his other foot the
head ((f Ihe great northern serpent or dragon.
During the winter midnight the zodiacal constellation on the meridian was the Virgin, figured as a
woman holding an ear of corn in her hand, while

Hercules and Draco.

beneath her the immense length of Hydra was
stretched out upon its belly in the attitude of a
snake when fleeing at full speed. ^ These figures
are evidently meant to set forth in picture that
which is expressed in word in Gen 3 14,15, "And
Jehovah God said unto the serpent. Because thou
hast done this, cursed art thou above aU cattle,
and above every beast of the field; upon thy beUy
shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days
of thy hfe: and I wiU put enmity between thee and
the woman, and between thy seed and her seed:
he shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his
heel."
.
. ^
.
,. ^
Nor is this the only narrative m Genesis which
finds ^ parallel in the constellations. Among the
southern groups we find a ship Argo
4. The Bow that has grounded on a rock; and
Set in the close to it stands a figure, Centaurus,
Cloud
who is apparently slaying an animal.
Lupus, beside an Altar. The cloud
of smoke arising from the Altar is represented by
the Milky Way, and in the midst of the cloud there
is set the Bow of the -Vreher, Sagitlariits.
Here
there seems to be pictured the covenant made with
Noah after he offered his sacrifice when he left the
ark: " I do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall
be for a token of a covenant between me and the
earth" (Gen 9 13). Thus the consteUations, designed several cents, before the time of Abraham,
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clearly express a know-ledge, and appear designed
to preserve a remembrance ot the two first promises
made b>' God to mankind as recorded in the early
chapters of Gen.

Hydra and the Neighboring Constellations.
There is no need to assume, as some writers have
done, t h a t all the 48 primitive constellations were
of Di-vine origin, or even that any of them w-ere.
If some of the early astronomers possessed in one
form or another the histories that w-e have in Gen 3,
8 and 9, it would not be unnatural for them to
attempt to preserve a memorial of them in the
heavens by associating these figures with the stars.
It does not follow that all the old consteUations
have an analogous significance, or that if they have,
we should now be able to detect it, and a great deal
of ingenuity has been wasted in the attemjit to
convert the old 48 constellations into a sort of
gospel in hieroglyphic. Interpretations of this
order were current quite early in Christian times,
for they are denounced at considerable length and
in detail by St. Hippolytus in his Refutation of
All the Heresies, cir 210 AD. Their re-vival in
recent" years is chiefly due to Mazzdrdlh, a series of
papers by the late Vliss Frances RoUeston in which
fanciful etymologies w-ere given to the -Vrab. names
by which the principal stars are known. These
names, for the most part, simply indicate the
places which the stars were severally supposed to
hold in the figures to which they were assigned, and
Miss RoUeston's derivations for them are quite misleading and unfounded. Nevertheless her results
ha^-e bei-n blindly accepted by a number of WTitcrs.
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(Jphiuchus and the Xeighboring Constellations.
The peculiar arrangement of the serpent forms in
the constellations, and esiieeiaUy the position
aUotted to Hydra, extended along the
5. The
equator with its head near the spring
Dragon of equhiox and its tail near that of
EcUpse
autumn, appears to have given rise
to the terms "Dragon's Head" fi,
and "Dragon's Tail" W, for the nodes or points of
intersection of the ecliptic (the apparent path of the
sun) -with the celestial equator, and hence for nodes
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in general. As eclipses of the sun and moon can
only occur when those bodies are near the nodes
of the moon's orbit, that is, near the Dragon's
Head or Tail, the myth seems to have arisen that
such eclipses were due to one or other of the two
great hghts being swallowed by a dragon, and a
reference to this myth is found in Job 3 8: "Let
them curse it that curse the day, who are ready
[RVm skilful] to rouse up leviathan." The persons
referred to are the magicians who pretended to be
able by their incantations to cause an ecUpse of the
sun by bringing up the mythical dragon that was
supposed to devour it. Astronomical nomenclature still retains a trace of these old expressions,
for the time taken by the moon to pass from one
node to the same node again is still called a "draconic month," a "month of the dragon."
If we reaUze that the Hebrews were quite
famihar with the same constellation figures that
we have inherited through the Greeks,
6. Joseph's several indirect allusions to them gain
Dream
an added meaning. Thus Joseph
dreamed that "the sun and the moon
and eleven stars made obeisance" to him (Gen 37
9). The twelve constellations of the zodiac are
the twelve among which the sun and moon move,
and thus constitute, as it were, their family. Eleven
of them therefore represented eleven sons of Jacob,
Joseph himself being of course the twelfth. There is
some evidence that the time came when the suggestion of this dream was acted upon to the extent that some of the tribes adopted certain of
the constellation figures by way of crest or armorial
bearing. In Nu 2 it is stated that each of the
four camps into which the host of Israel was di'vided had its o'wn standard: "Neither the Mosaic
law nor the OT generally gives us any intimation
as to the form or character of the
7. The
standard (deghel). According to rabStandards binioal tradition, the standard of
of the
Judah bore the figure of a lion, that
Tribes
ot Reuben the likeness of a man, or of
a man's head, that of Ephraim the
figure of an ox, and that of Dan the figure of an
eagle; so that the four living creatures united in
the cherubic forms described by Ezekiel were
represented upon these four standards" (Keil and
Delitzsch, Commentary on the Pentateuch, III, 17).
A variant of this tradition gives as the standard
of Reuben, "unstable as water" (Gen 49 4 AV),
a Man and a River, and of Dan, "Dan shall
be a serpent in the way" (Gen 49 17), an Eagle
and a Serpent. These four forms are also found
in the constellations in the four quarters of the
heavens. Aquarius, the man with a stream of
water, and Leo were the original zodiacal constellations of the two solstices, Taurus was that of the
spring equinox, and Aquila and Serpens were close
to the autumnal equinox, the latter being actually
upon the colure.
This distribution of the four cherubic forms in the
four quarters of heaven gives a special significance
to the invocation used by Hezekiah
8. The
and the Psalmist, "Thou that dwellest
Cherubim
between the cherubims" (Isa 37 16 AV;
Ps 80 1 AV).
The Shekinah glory
rested indeed between the golden cherubim over
the ark in the Holy of Holies, but "the Most High
dwelleth not in houses made with hands" (Acts 7
48), and the same cherubic forms were pictured on
the curtains of the heavens. "Behold, heaven and
the heaven of heavens cannot contain thee" (1 K
8 27); 'Thou dwellest between the cherubim,' filling the infinite expanse of the stellar universe.
When Balaam saw "Israel dwelling according to
their tribes; and the Spuit of God came upon him"
(Nu 24 2), it was not unnatural that he should
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allude in his prophecy to the great standards which
that the renderings given in RV are substantially
he would see floating above the camps, and three
correct.
of the four ajipear to lie indicated:
The word Kimdli ocv.ms in tlire(( passages, in each
9. Balaam's the bull of .lo.sejih—"lie hath as it were
case in ('(uijunel ion with K-.nl (Am 5 S; Job 9 !);
Prophecy
the strength of Ihe wild-ox"; the lion
38 :il), II, appjireiitly means a "heap"
of Judah—"He lay down as a lion and
10. Pleior "elust.er," and is hence especiaUy
as a great Uon," AV; and Agnariiis, the man
ades
applicable to the bea.uliful Uttle group
pouring out a stream of w-al(n- from a pitcher, t IKof the Pleiades, tho most conspiccognizance of Reuben—"Water shaU flow from Uis
uous star cluster visible to the naked eye. There
buckets" (Nu 24 7,8,9).
IS the less uncertainty about this identification since
In a similar way when thi^ iiropbels refev to the
"kima" is the term generally used in Syr Ut. to deenemies of Israel under the figur(^ of tlragons or
note the Pleiades,
reptiles, there seems occasionally an indirect refer_ Six stars can now easily be seen by any good
ence to the serpents that repres(>iit the powers of
sight, but very keen-sighted persons can detect
evil in the pictures that h.avc been associated with
m((r(-'; thus Maesllin, the tutor of Kepler, mapped
North

»?

South
T H E PLEIADES.

the star groups. Thus in Isa 27 1, ERV, it is
proph(isied that the Lord '-shall punish leviathan
the swift serpent, and leviathan the crooked serjient;
and He shaU slay the dragon that is in the se:i";
the first aUusion being apjiropriate to the attitude
of Hydra, the second to Draeo, the third to Cuius.
V^Tiilst the group of constellations, Andromeda,
tdus and Eridanus, the woman ]iei-seciil,(-(l by a
dragon that casts a river out of its mouth, a river
which flowing down below the horizon aiipears to
be swallowed up by the earth, would seem to have
furnished St. John with some of the material for the
imagery of Rev 12 in his great vision.
Besides references direct or indirect to the familiar
constellation figures, four special astronomical
terms occur in the Heb of the ()T which have given
rise to much discussion. These are Klmdh, K'^ll,
Mazzdrdlh and 'Ayish.
The tradition of their
significance had been lost before the L X X tr was
•Bade, but it may be taken as practically certain

11 before the invention of the telescope, and in
recent times Carrington and Denning have counted
14 with the naked eye. StiU, 0 is the number
visible to most persdiis, though there is a curiously
•wide,spread and uniform Iradititui that, tlitjy once
"were seven who now are six," and s(-ven is the
number almost always assigned to them in literal ure.
Hesiod calls them "the seven sisters, the Virgin
stars," and MUton, "the seven Atlantic sisters,"
as representing the daughters of Alias. Many of the
Gr poets, however, regarded them as Peleiddes,
"rock pigeons," doves, flying from the hunter Orion;
but whether they have been considered as representing doves or maidens, seven has still been their
traditional number. Possibly one of the group has
declined in brightness in the course of the cents.;
Alcyone would seem to have increased in brightness,
for though now the brightest, it is not one of the
four that figure in Ptolemy's Catalogue, and if one
has increased in brightness, others may have di-
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minished. In the telescope many hundreds of stars
are 'visible. The photographic plate has registered
thousands and shows the principal stars as enveloped and threaded together by delicate streams of
nebulous matter, the stars shining on these filamentous Unes of light like pearls upon a string.
This, the appearance of the Pleiades on the best
modern photographs, would be strikingly appropriate to the rendering of Job 38 31, which has
been adopted in the RV, "Canst thou bind the
cluster [m "chain"] of the Pleiades?" and the
question put to Job would be equivalent to asking
him if it were his power that had brought together
the Pleiades and bound them in so compact a
cluster. This rendering which involves the reading "ma'dnadddth" is supported by the L X X , and
all the early versions, and hence by nearly all
Orientalists. The reading in M T , "ma'ddhanndth," that is to say, "dainties" or "delights," and
adopted in AV, where the word is paraphrased as
"sweet influences," is however correct, as will be
shown below.
The designation of the group as t h a t of t h e seven
stars gives a special significance to one of the details of the vision of St. John: " I saw seven golden
candlesticks; and in the midst of the candlesticks
one like unto a son of man.
And He had in
his right hand seven stars: .
T h e seven stars
are the angels of the seven churches: and the seven
candlesticks are seven churches" (Rev 1 12,13.16.20).
The seven stars in a single compact cluster shining
as one, furnish an image of the church in its many
(diversities and its essential unity.
I t may be well to correct here a certain widely
diffused error. When it was discovered that the
sun itself with all its attendant planets was traveling rapidly through space, the German astronomer
Madler hazarded the suggestion that the center
of the sun's motion, the attracting body that governed it, might Ue in the group of the Pleiades,
and this suggestion has been quoted in many
popular writings as if it were a demonstrated fact.
It soon became e-vident that there was no sufficient
ground for the suggestion, and the idea has been
entirely abandoned by astronomers.
The w-ord K'.sil as denominating a constellation occurs in the singular number in three passages,
and in each it is placed in antithesis
11. Orion to Klmdh.
In a fourth passage (Isa
13 10) it occurs by itself and is in the
plural. There is no doubt as to the significance
of the word in its common use. In 70 cases it is
tr'i either "fool" or "foohsh." It does not signify a
weak-minded person, so much as a violent, impious,
self-confident one. As a star name, it is probably,
rightly considered to refer to the glorious constellation of Orion. According to an old tradition,
the name of Nimrod, mentioned in Gen 10 10,
as the founder of Babel, Erech, Accad and Calneh,
was given by his courtiers to this most briUiant of
all the constellations, one that by its form somewhat suggests a gigantic warrior armed for the
fight. LTntil recently it was not found possible to
identify the Nimrod of Scripture with any Bab
monarch until Dr. T. G. Pinches suggested that
"Nimrod" was a deliberate Heb transmutation of
"Marduk," the name of the great Bab national
hero, and chief deity of their pantheon. "The
change was brought about by making the root
triliteral, and the ending uk (ak) in MerodachBaladan disappearing first, Marduk appeared as
Marad. This w-as connected -with the root mdradh,
'to be rebeUious,' and the word was still further
mutilated, or rather deformed, by having a ni
attached, assimilating it to a certain extent to
the niph'al forms of the Heb vbs., and making a
change altogether in conformity with the genius of
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the Heb language'' (The Old Testament in the Light
of the Historical Records of Assyria and Babylonia, 129-30). In the very brief reference to Nimrod in Gen 10 St 9, he is three times overemphaticaUy termed gibbor, "a mighty (one)" and this has
been the name of this constellation among Syrians,
Arabs and Jews for many centuries. Indeed the
brightest star of the constellation, the one in the
left knee, now generally known as Rigel, is still
occasionally caUed Algebar, a corruption of Al
Jabbar, though now one of the fainter stars near
it more generaUy bears that name. The word
K'^ll as appUed to this constellation would paraUel
closely the etymology suggested for the name
"Merodach," by its transformation into "Nimrod"
as if it were derived from mdradh, "to rebel." He
who was to the Babylonians a deified hero, was to
the Hebrews a rebel Titan, bound in chains among
the stars that aU might behold his punishment,
and in this aspect the question, "Canst thou . . .
loose the bands of Orion?" (Job 38 31) would Ije
equivalent to asking "Canst thou bring down out
of theu- places the stars that make up this figure
and so, as it w-ere, set the Titan free?"
In Isa 13 10, k'sll occurs in the plur. k'slllm,
"for the stars of heaven and the constellations
thereof shaU not give their light"; k'fillm being
tr''^ as "constellations" under the impression that
Orion, the brightest of all the constellations, is here
put for the constellations in general. This is no,
doubt correct, but the context shows that the meaning goes farther than this, and that the k'fillm
who were to be darkened were the proud and arrogant t3Tants like Nimrod or Merodach who would,
if possible, climb up into heaven itself, even as
Orion is represented in our star atlases as if trying
to chmb up into the zodiac—the home of the sun.
A further astronomical term which occurs in
Job 38 32 is left untr'^ in both AV and the RV,
viz. the word Mazzdrdlh. It occurs
12. Mazonly once in the OT, but the similar
zaroth
word mazzdldlh, tr"^ "planets" in AV
and RV, occurs in 2 K 23 5. For the
latter see ASTROLOGY. In the fifth tablet of the
Bab Epic of Creation, we read:
1. He [MardukJ made the station for the great gods:
2. The stars, ttieir images, as the stars of the zodiac
he fixed.
3. He ordained the year, and into sections [mizrdta]
he divided it. ,
4. Por the twelve months he fixed three stars.
Here in the third Une, mizrdta, cognate w-ith the
Heb mazzdrdlh, means the sections or divisions of
the year, corresponding to the signs of the zodiac
mentioned in the second line.
Yet aga,in when Job 9 9 is compared with Job
38 31.32, it is seen that the place of the w-ord mazzdrdlh in the latter passage is held by the expression
"the chambers of the south" (liadhre theindn) in
the earlier. Mazzdrdlh therefore is equivalent to
"the chambers of the south," and clearly signifies
the twelve constellations of the zodiac through
which the sun appears to pass in the course of the
year, poetically Ukened to the ' i n n s , " the "chambers" or "tabernacles" in which the sun successively rests during the several monthly stages of
his annual journey. The same idea was employed
by the Arabs in their "mansions of the moon," its
"lodging-houses" (menazil), which are 28 in number,
since the moon takes 28 days to make the circuit
of the heavens, just as the sun takes 12 months.
The word Mazzdrdlh therefore represents the
twelve "signs" or, to speak more correctly, the
twelve "consteUations" of the zodiac. These two
terms are often used indiscriminately, but there is
a real difference between their significations. The
consteUations of the zodiac are the actual groupings
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of the stars, lying along the ecliptic, and are quite
irregular in form and length. The signs have no
connection with the actual stars but are imaginary
divisions of the ecliptic, all exactly equal in length,
and they are reckoned from that point in the
heavens where the sun is at the moment that it is
crossing the celestial equator in its northward
motion in springtime. As this point, known to astronomers as "thefirst point of -Vries," moves slowly
amongst the stars, taldng 25,800 years to complete
a revolution of the heavens, the signs of the zodiac
also move among the stars, and hence, though at
one time each sign biu'e a rough and general correspondence to the C(nistellation of the same name,
the signs have gra(luall>' drawn away from them.
The constellations of the zodiac were designed
about 2700 BC, but the signs—the e(iual divisions
of the zodiac named from them—cannot lia\'e been
adopted earher than 700 BC, and were probably
even later. For since Aries is the first of the
siijns, it is clear that it w-as the first of the constellations at the time when the equal division of the
zodiac was effected, and 700 BC is tb(> very earliest
date that the constellation Aries can have been so
regarded. Incidentally it may be remarked that
the mention in the Bab story of creation of the
allotment of three stars to each of the sections
(Mizrnia) of the year, shows t h a t not only had the
(lirision of the zodiac into 12 equal signs been
effected, but that a further step had been taken,
namely, the di'vision of each sign into 3 equal
parts, later known amongst the Greeks as its
"decans," corresponding roughly to the 36 decades
of the Egj-p calendar. Whatever, therefore, may
have been the antiquity of the traditions embodied
in it, the actual Bab poem quoted above, so far
from being an early document, as it was at one time
supposed to be, is probably almost as late as the
destruction of Jerus by Nebuchadnezzar.
There are three constellations, natural groupings
of the stars, the Pleiades and Orion and "Charles's
Wain," w-hich have ahvays attracted
13. "Arc- men's attention, and we accordingly
turus"
find
them referred to in the earhest
poems C-xtant. Thus they are the
three groups of the stars most frequently mentioned by Homer and Hesiod. The two first
groups, the Pleiades and Orion, are, as we have
seen, indicated by Klmdh and K'.fll. We should
therefore naturally expect that the third constellation which we find associated with these in the
Book ot Job should be none other than the seven
bright stars in the N., the principal part of the
Great Bear. The Heb name for this third constellation appears in two sliglitly different forms.
It is 'ash in Job 9 9, and 'ayish in Job 38 32, and
m the latter ease it is connected with its "sons."
The last star of Charles's Wain or the Plough, as the
group is often cidled among ourselves, stUl bears
the name Benelnasch, derived from the Arab, name
Benet Na'sh, "the daughters of the Bier," by which
the Arabs designated the three stars in the Ploughhandle, while they called the four stars in the body
of the Plough, Na'sh, "the bier" or "Utter,"
Na'sh
and its daughters so closely correspond to "'ayish
and its sons," that there can be no reasonable doubt
that the same seven bright stars are intended; so
that the rendering of RV, "Canst thou guide the
Bear with her train?" correct ly reproduces the original meaning. The Aretnrus of the AV is derived
from Vulg, where it is iirobably a mistake for Arclos,
that is to say, Ursa Meijor, the Great Bear.
The antithesis which is presented in Job 38 32
now reveals itseU. The Mazzdrdlh are the twelve
constellations of the zodiac, and of these each one
mles the night for about a month in its turn;
they are each "led forth" in its "season." Each,
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in its turn, is the "chamber,'' "tabernacle" or
"resting-place" of the sun, and they are appropriately called ''chambers of the south," since it is
especially in the southern sky that each is seen.
In contrast to these are the northern constellations,
those round the pole, of which the Great Bear or
Charles's Wain is the brightest and best known
At the time of the origin of the constellations, this
group was much nearer the pole of the heavens than
at present, but now as then these stars are not "led
forth," for they are visible at all hours and during
every night; but they are "guided"; they move
round the pole of the heavens in an unending circle,
as if the wain or chariot were being guided by a
skUful driver.
(1) The "Seatterers."—There is some probability
that in Job 37 9 the same two regions of the
heavens are alluded to: "Out of the chamber of
the south Cometh the 'storm, and cold out of the
north." It will be observed that the complete
expression, "chamber of the south," is not in the
original, the translators ha'ving supplied "of the
south" from analogy with Job 9 9. The sirocco
comes then from the region held by the mazzdl,
the "chamber," or constellation of the zodiac, then
ou the meridian. But the cold, the bUzzard, comes

Stars of the Plough,,as the 'Wirmo-mng Fan.
from "the seatterers" (APzdrl-m). Who or what
are the seatterers, and why do they represent the
north? The late Professor SchiapareUi suggested
that by a slight difference in the pointing, the word
might be read as mizrayim, "the two winnowing
fans," and that this may well have been a native
term for the stars which we now know as the two
Bears, Ursa Major and Minor, emphatically the
northern consteUations; the names being given
them from the natural grouping of their chief stars,
just as they are known as the two "Dippers" in the
United States, or the two "Ladles" in China
(Astronomy in the Old Testament," 67-72).
(2) The ordinances of heaven.—The astronomical
antithesis between Mazzdrdlh, the consteUations of
the zodiac ("led forth" each ' i n its season"), and
'Ayish, "the Bear with her train" ("guided" in its
unceasing revolution round the pole), is so (Complete
and astronomically appropriate, that there is reason
to expect an antithesis as clear and as astronomically significant between the two clauses of the
preceding verse. But the rendering of RV does
not afford anything of the kind: "Canst thou bind
the cluster of the Pleiades, or loose the bands of
Orion?" is simply equivalent to the question as to
whether Job could fix these stars in their places in
the sky; and for an inquiry so perfectly general, one
constellation would be no more appropriate than
another. The true rendering must certainly bring
out some difference or at least distinction between
the two constellations or the use that was made
of them.
.
, . , „ _ _ ,
J
And in the third passage in which Kimah and
K'-sll are mentioned together an important distinction is hinted at. The order in Am 5 8 suggests that the Pleiades corresponded in some way
to daybreak, Orion to nightfall: "That maketh
the Pleiades and Orion, and turneth the shadow
of death into the morning, and maketh the day
Hfirk with night." Sunrise turns "the shadow of
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death into the morning,'' and in the progress of
the seasons the analogous change on the higher
scale is effected when Nature revives from the
death ot -winter in the morning of the year, that is to
say, at the return of spring. And at the time of the
origin of the constellations the Pleiades w-ere the
harbingers of this change at their "cosmical" rising,
that is to say, w-hen they rose with the sun at daybreak they brought back the "deUghts" of springtime.
Similarly sunset makes " t h e day dark -with
night," and in the progress of the seasons the
analogous change on the higher scale is effected
when the long nights and short days of winter set
in the evening of the year, and all nature is bound
as by iron bands, in cold and frost. And at the
time of the origin of the consteUations, the "acronychal" rising of Orion, i.e. its rising at nightfall, was
the harbinger of this change; the rigor of winter
formed "the bands of Orion."
These regular changes in the appearings and
positions of the constellations constitute the orcUnances of the heavens, ordinances which Job
could neither alter for the worse by holding back
the dehghts of springtime, or for the better by
breaking the bonds of winter cold. But these
ordinances were not confined in their effects to
the heavens; their dominion was estabhshed on the
earth, w-hich answered by the re-vival of vegetation when the Pleiades, then nearly in conjunction
with the sun, appeared for a short time before
sunrise; and by the return of the constraints of
cold and frost when Orion, in opposition to the sun,
rode the sky the whole night long.
The completeness and beauty of the imagery -will
now be apparent.
The Pleiades stood for the East, since by their
rising just before daybreak, they heralded the morning of the year and the "dehghts" of springtime.
Orion stood for the West, since his appearing
just after nightfall heralded the evening of the year,
and the bands of winter cold.
Mazzdrdlh, the twelve constellations of the zodiac,
the ''chambers of the south," each "led forth" from
the underworld in its own "season," stood for the
South.
And the "Bear with her train," "guided" in their
unceasing course round the pole, stood for the circumpolar constellations in the North.
And the movements of them all in a perfect
obedience to the law of God were the ordinances of
heaven; whilst the dominion of them was seen to
be established upon the earth in the constant succession of the seasons there in unfailing answer to
the changes in the stars above.
These three verses give us a •vi^id picture of the
work of primitive a.stronomy. The science was
then in an early stage of development, but it was
a real science, a science of observation, thoroughly
sound so far as it had progressed, and showing
high intelligence on the part of those who pursued
it. We now know that the movement of "the
Bear with her train," that is, the apparent rotation
of the heavens round the pole, is due to the real
rotation of the earth upon its axis; that the bringing out of "the Mazzaroth in their season," apparently due to the revolution of the sun round the
earth, is due to the real revolution of the earth
round the sun. But this knowledge which has
enabled us to see where the actual movements lie
has not brought us any nearer penetrating the
mystery of those movements. What is the ultimate C'-iuse of the rotation of this vast globe, we
know no more than the ancients knew what caused
the heavens to rotate; what causes it to fly through
space 18 miles in every second of time, we know no
more than the ancients knew why the sun appeared
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to move among the stars. To us, as to them, it is
the power of God, and the will of God.
It has been supposed by some scholars that the
Book of Job was written during the Captivity in
Babylon, but this supposition is un14. The
tenable in -view of the statement in
Date of the Job's Apology that the worship of the
Book of Job heavenly bodies was "an iniquity to be
punished by the judges" (Job 31 2628). This could not have been written by Jews in
exile amongst the worshippers of Samas and Sin.
But neither can this book have been written after
the Return. The meaning of the three terms,
'Ayish, Klmdh and K'^ll, had been lost before the
L X X made the rendering of the Heb Scriptures
into Gr, for in Am 5 8 they left Klmdh and K'^ll
untr'', and they rendered 'Ayish and K'fil differently in Job 9 9, and 38 31.32. Before the Capti'vity, Klmdh and K'^ll were plainly in common use,
since Amos uses them as if they were famihar to
his hearers, and as he himself points out, he was not
a man of learning but a simple herdsman. The
ob'vious and sufficient explanation of the later
ignorance respecting these three terms Ues in the
catastrophes of the Assyr and Bab conquests.
Not less sigruficant of their complete loss of the
old Heb astronomy is the alteration w-hich the LXX
made in the Heb text. The "deUghts of the Pleiades" had evidently no more meaning for them than
they have had for the majority of modern Orientalists, and no doubt it seemed a plausible and legitimate emendation to -write ma'dnadddth, "chains,"
instead of ma'ddhanndth, "deUghts," so as to bring
about a fancied parallelism with mdsh'khdth, the
"bands" of Orion. But the alteration transforms
a complete, beautiful and symmetrical figure, an
epitome of the astronomical observation of the
time, into a bald tautology. Those critics are therefore right who assign the Book of Job and the Isa
13 to the period before the Capti-vities, and the
three names come to us as indications, not of a
Bab science of astronomy, learned by the Jews during their exile, but of a Heb astronomy destroyed
by the unspeakable disaster of the conquest.
///. Physiography.—It
has generally been assumed that the Hebrews considered the earth to be
a vast circular plain, arched over by a solid vault—
"the firmament"—above which were stored, as if
in cisterns, the "treasuries" (Job 38 22) of the
rain, snow and hail, and some writers have even
attempted to express this supposed conception in
diagrammatic form. One of the best of these
attempts, reproduced below, is given by SchiapareUi, in his Astronomy in the OT.
But this assumption is in reality based more upon
the ideas prevalent in Europe during the Dark
Ages than upon any actual statements
1. The
i n t h e O T . The same word (/HZJA) used
Circle of
in the OT to express the roundness of
the Earth
the heavens (Job 22 14) is also used
when the circle of the earth is spoken
of (Isa 40 22), and it is likewise appUed to the
deep (Prov 8 27). Now it is ob-vious that the
heavens are spherical in appearance, and to an
attentive observer it is clear that the surface of the
sea is also rounded. There is therefore no sufficient
warrant for the assumption that the Hebrews must
have regarded the earth as flat.
(1) The earth a sphere.—Certain
astronomical
relations were recognized very early. The stars
appear as if attached to a globe rotating round the
earth once in 24 hours, and this appearance was
clearly famUiar to the author of the Book of Job,
and indeed long before the time of Abraham, since
the formation of the constellations could not have
been effected without such recognition. But the
spherical form of the heavens almost involves a
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w-;iters from tho waters'' (Gen 1 (i). To the Hebrews the "firmament" was the apparent void
above, in which clouds float and the
3. The
lights of heaven pursue their appointed
Firmament paths. The word r(7/i-Z"", by its etymolo.gy, suggests an expanse, something
stretched, spread or beaten out, as when l,^;dah
(40 22) says that the Lord "stretcheth out the
heavens as a curtain, :uid spreadeth them out as a
SCHIAPARELLI-S HEBREW WORLD
tent to dwell in," But the Gr w-(3rd steredma, by
whieli the LXX rendered rakl"', gives the meaning
The author's cut representmg the Hebrew
of a firm and sohd structure, and our translators
universe, with his accompanying explanations,
have carried out this same idea in their ling, renderis here reproduced.
ing of "firmnmeiit,"
B
(2) The Ati-.riindrian ciinceplion.—In this however Ihe l-X-'V simply expressed the astronomical
science (d tlieir day as accepted in ;Uex,andri;i,
where the doctrine of a succession of solid cryst;(lline spheres, each carrying a planet, held currency.
But in order to express the Heb idea, rdkl"' should
lie rendered "exiiaiise" or "space"; it corrf^sjionds to
the "empty space" of Job 26 7. This "expanse"
was appointed to divide "the waters which were
under the expanse, from the waters which were
above the expanse"; and it has been argued from
this that the upper waters must have been regarded as being inclosed in a watertight reser\-oir,
furnished with sluices or floodgates, which could
be opened to aUow the rain to fall.
Thus in the account of the Flood, "the w-indows
HEAVEN. THE EARTH. AND THE ABYS.SE3
of heaven" are said to have been opened. But,
AccotdiQE (o (IiB wri,«re of Ihe Old TcalolueDl-—SctuaparalU
'drubbdh, "window," means a network,
Explanatory Key:
ABC — tho upper heaven; ADC — the curve o( tho abyss; AEC = tbe
4. The
or lattice, a form w hich can never have
plane of the earth and seas; SRS — various parte of the sea. EEE =
Windows
been ascribed to a literal floodgate;
various parts of tbe earth; GIIG - the profile o( tho firmament or
lower heaven; KK - the storehouses of tho winds; LL — tbe stor^
of Heaven and in the other passages where "the
houses ol the upper watere, of snow, and o( luul. (d - the epaoe occupied
w-indows of heaven" are mentioned
by the air, within wlucb the clouds move; NN - tho waUre of tho
great abyss; sxx — the fountains of tho great abyss; PP = Sheol or
the expression is obviously metaphorical (2 K 7
Umbo; Q - the lower part ol the same, tho tnlemo properly so callecL
2,19; Isa 24 IS; Mai 3 10),
From "The Earliest <:osmoloeiea." By W, P. WatTcn.
Further the numerous other references to rain
connect it with the clouds, as " I w'lll also command
(2) The north stretched over empty space. — Here
the clouds that they rain no rain"
the "north" signifies the northern circumpolar con5. Rain
(Isa 5 ti), or in the Song of Deborah,
stellations and the writer recognized that they
"The clouds dropped w-ater" (Jgs
stretch out beyond the utmost confines of the
5 4; see also Ps 77 17; 147 8; Prov 16 1.5;
earth; so that he was not under any impression
Eecl 12 2). The fantastic idea of scAiAly built
that the heavens rested upon the earth, or were
borne up by mountains. The celestial sphere sur- cisterns in the sky furnished w ith slui(--es has no
warrant in Scriiiture. So far from any such crude
rounded the earth entirely, but at a distance from
conception, there is a very clear and eomplele
it; between the two there w-as "empty space."
account of the atmospheric circulation, Ehhu
Some commentators have indeed claimed that
describes the process of evaporation, "For he
Job 26 10, "He hath described a boundary upon
draweth up the drops of water, whidi distil in rain
the face of the w-aters, unto the confines of Ught and
darkness," is equivalent to a statement that the from his vapor, which the skies pour down and
circumference of the terrestrial plain extended to drop upon man abundaiilly" (.Job 36 27,2S).
Jeremiah and the Psahnist repeat the descripthe place where sea and sky met. But no man
tion, "He causeth the vapors lo ascend from the
of intelUgence can, at any time, have supposed tliat
ends of the earth; he maketh lightnings
the sea horizon marked the di'viding hne between
6. Clouds
for the rain, and bringeth forth the
day and night, and the meaning of the passage is
wind out of his treasuries" (Jer 10
correctly given in -W, "until the day and night come
13). By the foreshortening that clouds undergo
to an end"; in other words, the watiars of the stsa
in
the
distance
they iniivitably appear to form
will be confined to their appointed place never again
chiefl}- on the horizon, ".at the ends of the earth,
to overflow the earth so long as the succession of
whence they move iqiward toward the ztmith.
day and night shaU continue (cf Gen 8 22; 9 1.5).
(3) The corners of the earth.—"nee EARTH, CORNERS Thus God "caUeth for the w-aters of the sea, and
poureth them out upon the face of the earth'
OF.
'ereg, "the earth," is in general the surface of the (Am 9 6); and thus "(VU the rivers run mto the
earth, the dry land inhabited by man and beast. sea, yet the sea is not fuU; unto the place whither
the'rivers go, thither they go again" (Eccl 1 7b
Hence "the pillars" of the earth
2. The
(Job 9 6) are the rocks that bear up Other references to the clouds in the B(xik of Job
reveal not merely observation but acute reflection,
Pillars ot
that surface, for as has been shown, it
"Dost thou know the bal:incino:s of the clouels,
the Earth
w-as quite clear to the author of the
the wondrous works of him who is perfect in
Book of Job, and to the primitive
astronomers, that our world was unsupported in knowledge?" (Job 37 16) indicates i perception
that the clouds float, each in its own place, at its
space. For "Vault of the E a r t h " see EARTH,
own level, each perfectly balance(l in the thin air.
VAULT or.
(1) Meaning of the ivord.—T'hdm, "the di?ep,"
(1) The Hebrew conception.—Ahove the sphericid
means moving water, and hence tho ocean, which is
earth was stretched out the "firmament" (rdki")
on the second day of creation to "divide the represented as being essentiaUy one, exactly as we

simUar form for the earth, and their apparent
diurnal rotation certainly means t h a t they are not
rigidly connected with the earth, but surround it
on aU sides at some distance from it. The earth
therefore must be freely suspended in space, and
sotheBookof Job describes it: "He stretebetii out
the north over empty space, and hangeth the earth
upon nothing" (Job 26 7).

Astyages
Athaliah
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now know it to be by actual exploration—"Let the
waters under the heavens be gathered together unto
one place" (Gen 1 ll). And the earth
7. The
is stretched out "above the waters"
Deep
(Ps 136 6; Ps 24 2). That is to
say that the water surface lies lower
than the land surface; and not only so, but, within
the substance of the earth itself, there are subterranean waters which form a kind of ocean underground. This also is called in Ezk 31 4 the "deep,"
t'hom; "The waters nourished it, the deep matie
it to grow." But in general t'hdni denotes the sea,
as when Pharaoh's chosen captains were drowned
in the Red Sea, "The deeps cover t h e m " (Ex 15 5).
Indeed the word appears to be onomatopoetio derived from the "moaning" or "humming" of the sea;
whilst 'eref,the "earth," seems'intended to represent
the "rattle" of shingle, "the scream of a madden'd
beach dragged down by the wave."
(2) The Bab dragon of Chaos.—In Gen 1,
t'hdm denotes the primeval waters, and the resemblance of the word to Tiamat, the name of the Bab
she-dragon of Chaos, has led some commentators
to ascribe a Bab origin to this ch. It need hardly
be pointed out that if this resemblance proves any
connection between the Heb and Bab accounts of
creation, it proves the Heb to be the original. The
natural ob,ject, t'hom, the sea, must have preceded
the mythological personification of it.
LITERATURE.—Maunder, Astronomy of the Bible;
Astronomy without a Telescope; Schiaparelli. Astronomy in
the OT; -Warren, The Earliest Cosmologies, 1909.
E. W. MAUNDER

ASTYAGES, as-ti'a-ics ('Ao-TviiyTis, Asludges; or
Astyigas [in Ktesias], or Istuvigu, son of Cyaxares I,
king of the Medes 585-.550 BC, and jiredecessor of
Cyrus [Bel ver Ij): His wdfe was the daughter of
-\lyattes, king of LycUa. The daughter of -Vstyages
(Mandane) married a Persian, Cambyses, and a
son was born to'them who later became CJTUS the
Great. Astyages had given orders to expose the
babe; but Harpagus, on whom the task had been
imposed, gave the child to a herdsman, -with instructions to kill him. When the boy, who had
been brought up as his own by the herdsman, arrived at the age of tw-elve, Ast3-ages discovered that
he was the son of Mandane. The king in wrath
then had the son of Harpagus killed and served to
his father as food. The latter concealed his feelings
of hatred and resentment, and bided his time; and
when the young Cyrus had grown to manhood, he
stirred up the grandson in insurrection against
-Astyages, who was defeated and taken prisoner
(Herodotus i.127-30). \^Tien Astyages marched
against the Persians, the IVIedes, under the command
of Harpagus, deserted their king, and sided wdth
the disappointed Persians; and CJTUS w-as crowned
king. 'This account of Herodotus is confirmed by
the Annalistic Tablet of Cyrus (RP, ser. ii, 159).
The dethroned monarch was treated -with kindness
by his conqueror. According to Ktesias, a home
was pro-vided for him by Cyrus in H\-rcania,
Astyages was the last of the kings of the Manda
(Media). An exceedingly shrewd man, Deioces by
name, had founded the kingdom 150 years before
(699-646). Phraortes was the second in line (646624), and Cyaxares the t h h d (024-584).
J. E . HARRY

ASUNDER, a-sun'dcr: This word occurs 22
times in AV, 13 in OT and 9 in the N T . It is
found in combination -with break (twice), burst,
cleave (t'wice), depart, out (six times), di-vide (three
times), drive, part, pluck, put (twice), rend, saw.
These are the tr of 9 Heb, and 4 Gr words.
Break asunder (1) (nE"lE, parpar): Job, in
repl>- to Eliphaz, complains about God, " I was at
ease, and he brake me asunder" (Job 16 12), (2)
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( p n ? , nillek): In Ps 2 the kings and rulers, meditating rebellion against Jeh and His anointed, say,
"Let us break their bonds asunder" (Ps 2 3).
Burst asunder (XIXO-KU, Idskd): This was the fate
of .ludas (Acts 1 18).
Cleave asunder (1) ( ^ p n i , nibhka'): The same
root as of bik'dh, "a vaUey." "The ground clave
asunder" ami swallowed up Dathan and Abiram
with their households (Nu 16 31). (2) ( n b s ,
pillah): Job complains of God, "He cleaveth my
reins asunder" (Job 16 13).
Cut asunder (1) (")'^p, kiggeg): The Lord "cut
asunder the cords of the wicked" (Ps 129 4). The
Heb word is used of cutting into wires or strips
(Ex 39 3).
(2) ( y i a , gadha'):
"to cut off a
branch or cut down a tree." "How is the hammer
of the whole earth [Babylon] cut asunder!" (Jer
50 23). Zechariah "cut asunder" thestaff "Beauty,"
signifying the breach of the covenant between
Jeh and His people, and also the staff "Bands,"
signifying the breach of the brotherhood between
Judah and Israel (Zee 11 10.14). (3) (8ixoTO|i^w,
dichotomed): The fate of the Unfaithful Steward, lit.
"cut in two"; RVm "severely scourge him" (i\lt
24 51;

Lk 12 46).

See PUNISHMENTS.

Depart asunder (iiiroxwp£5o|iai, apochdrizomai):
Paul and Barnabas "departeil asunder from one
another" (Acts 15 39 AV); RV "parted asunder."
Divide asunder (1) ( b i ^ n n , hibhdll): UsuaUy to
separate, to make a division between. Here the
reference is to the offering of pigeons or turtledoves (Lev 1 17; 5 8). (2) (ixepio-nos, merismds):
From merizo, "to divide." The noun is abstract,
"the act of dividing." The word of God piercec
"even to the dividing of soul and spirit" (He 4 12).
Drive asunder ( n ^ n n , hittlr): Lit. "to cause to
tremble," then "to loosen." God "chove asunder
the nations" (Hab 3 6).
Part asunder ( T i n p n , hiphrldh): With prep.
ben, "between," "to separate." The chariot and
horses of fire "parted asunder'' Ehi ah and EUsha
(2 K 2 11).
Pluck asunder (Siainrdw, diaspdo):
To bear
asunder, to part forcibly. "Chains had been
plucked asunder" b\- the demoniac of the Gerasenes
(-Afk 5 4 AV); RV ''rent asunder."
Put asunder (xmpC^u, chdrlzd): To sever one
from another. See the words of Jesus on divorce
(Mt 19 6; Mk 10 9),
Rend asunder (J^J???, nibhka'): The same Heb
word as "cleave asunder," (1) "And No shaU be
,rent asunder" (Ezk 30 16 AV): RV "broken up."
(2.) RV for AV "plucked a.sunder" (Mk 5 4).
Saw asunder (irpCJo), prlzd or irptu, pr'td): The
fate of some on the roll of faith, "They were sawn
asunder" (He 11 37). See also PUNISHMENTS.
S. F. HUNTER

A_SUPPIM, a-sup'im, HOUSE OF ASUPPIM
(D'^Spxn rT"?, beth ha-d^upplm):
AVm "gatherings"; RV "the storehouses." In Neh 12 25, AV
renders the same word thresholds (AVm "treasuries,
assembUes"). A storehouse most probably at the
southern gate of the temple (1 Ch 26 15.17; Neh
12 25).
ASUR, as'ur ('Ao-oip, Aso-ur): RV for Assur in
1 Esd 5 31. Same as Harhur of Ezr 2 51. ,
ASYLUM, a-sl'lum: The custom of fleeing to
specially sacred places to obtain the protection of a
deity_is found all over the world (Post, Grundriss,
II, 252 ff). In ancient Israel we meet with it in
two forms—the asylum of the altar and the asylum
of the cities of refuge. The altar at the House of
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God was a place to wdiich persons in danger fled
for protection (1 K 1 50; 2 28). It had horns
and must not be confused with the altars of earth
or stone that were used for lay saeriliees. See
,UT.\R;

S,\.NICTU.\RY.

E X 21 14 provides t h a t

a

murderer is to be taken from the altar t o be jiut
to (leath. The law of the cities of refuge proceeds
upon a somewhat diiferent principle. Its olijeets
are (1) to shield a homicide from the a\'enger of
blood untU trial, and (2) to provide a refuge for
the maiiskn-er who has not been guilty of murder.
There is one re-ferenee to the institution in the history of the kingdom (2 S 14 14), I'or the legid and
geographical information, see C I T I E S OF REFUGI;;
HOMICIDE,

HAROLD M . AVIE-N'BR

ASYNCRITUS, a-sin'ki-i-tus ('A<r«vKpiTos, .Isi'iiikritos, "incomparable"): -\n unknown Christian at
Rome to whom St, Paul sent an atfeetionate salutafion (Rom 16 14).
ATAD, a'tad

( T J S , 'atadh, "a thorn").

ATER, a't(-r ("itlX, 'dler, "bound" [?]): (1) The
ancest or of a faniUy of '.18 ; lersons who returned from
Hab captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr 2 Hi; Neh 7
21). AV has ".\l,er of Hezekiah"; JW of 1 Esd
5 15 has "-\ler of Ilzekias," m, ".\ter of Hezekiah."
iVV has ".Vterezias,"
(2) The head of a family of porters who returned
from Babylon to Jerus (Ezr 2 42; Neh 7 15),
ATEREZAIAS, a-t(-'r-e-zi'as ('ATT|P xii "EJeKtij,
Ater to IIezekii{): Usually found in the abbreviated
foiiii ,\ter. Head of a Jewish family, which returned w-ith Zeiulibabel, under the decree of Cyrus.
Menti
•(! (Ezr 2 16) as sprung from Hezekiah.
Their number is given ns its. Mentioned again
as found in the register of the genealogies of the
fir.st returned exiles by Nehemiidi (7 21). Again
among those who seale-d "the sure covenant"
(iNeh 10 17). Also found in 1 Esd 5 15, where
the name is given variously as jVter or .Vterezaias.
The number of the family, given by Esdras, is 92.

See

ABEL-MIZR.\IM.

ATAR, a f a r ^'ATdp, Alar; AX Jatal = -\ter [Ezr
2 42; Neh 7 4.5]): The sons of .V, (porters) returned
with Zerubbabel to Jerus (1 Esd 5 28),
ATARAH, at'a-rii, a-t.a'ra (H"!'^" , 'dtdrdh,
"crown"): One of Jerahmeel's wdves and mother
ofOnam(l Ch 2 26),
ATARGATIS, a-tar'ga-tis ('ArapyiiTis, Atargdtis; RV WTongly -\TERG-\TIS}: Is stated in 2
I\lacc 12 26 to have been worshipped at Karnion,
the--Vshtaroth-Karnaim of the OT (cf Ant, Xll, -viii,
4), The name is found on coins of Membij as
~~" r r , 'atar-'atah, w-here '-\tar (i,e, Ashtoreth)
is identifie(i wdth the goddess '-Itah, w-hose name is
sometimes written "T-", 'AH. 'AXah or 'Ati was
also worshipped at Palmyra, and (according to
Mehto) in Adiabene. T h e compound Atargatis,
often corrupted by the Greeks into Derketo, had
her chief temples at Membij (Hierapolis) and Ashkelon where she was represented with the body
of a woman and the tail of a fish, fish being sacred to
her, Herodotus made her the Aphrodite Urania
of the Greeks. "-\ti may have been originally a
Hittite goddess with whom the Assyr Istar ('Atar)
came afterward to be identified.
A. H . S-WCE
ATAROTH, at'a-roth, a-ta'roth (H^TC^ , 'dtdrdth,
''crowns," or "wreaths"; 'ATapii9, Ataroth):
(1) -\ city E. of the Jordan, apparently in the
territory given to Reuben, but built, or fortified,
by the chUdren of Gad (Nu 32 :134). I t is named
along with Dibon, which is identified with Dhlbdn.
Eight mUes N.E. by N. of Dibon, on the S, of Wady
Zerlfa Ma'lii, .stands Jetu-l 'Altdrus, in which the
ancient name is preserved. The city is doubtless
represented by Khtrbet 'Altdrus, about 4 miles \V.
of the mountain.
(2) A place on the boundurv between Epliraim
and Benjamin, toward t h e \\'. (Josh 16 2). It
seems to be the same as Ataroth-addar of ver .5
and 18 13. It is probably t o be identified wit h the
modern ed-Ddriyeh S. of nether Bethhoron, and
about 121 mUes AV, of Jerus.
(3) A place on the eastern frontier of Ephraim
(Josh 16 7). This town has not been identified,
Conder thinks it ma\' be identified w-ilh cl-Truneh
in the .Jordan valley, or with Khirbet et-Taigereh.
\ \ . I'^W'ING

^_ATAROTH-ADDAR, at'a-roth-ad'ar
(n^ntp?
" ! ? , 'atroth 'addar, "crowns of Addar"). See ATAEOTH ( 2 ) .

Astyages
Athaliah

ATERGATIS, a-ter'ga-tis.

See ATAKG.ITIS.

ATETA, a-te'ta (AV Tela; A, 'ArriTd, Ateld, B,
om.): Head of -a family of Levites; gate keepers
who returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel
(1 Esd 5 2S); called Hatita in Ezr 2 42; Neh 7
15.
ATHACH, a'thak (TTPy, 'dlhdkh, "lodging-place"):
One of the cities of Judah to which David sent
from Ziklag the spoil of the Amalekites (1 S 30 30).
Its site is unknown. Driver, Budde, and Wellhausen identify it with Ether (Josh 15 42).
ATHALA.H, a-tha'ya (H^riy, 'dthdydh = "3eh is
helper"; 'ABtii, .-lliied, or 'AOeat, Atheai): He is
designated (Neh 11 4) as a descendant of Judah and
the son of I'zziah, After the return from Babylon,
he dwelt in Jerus. In 1 Ch 9 4 his name is given
as Uthai.
ATHALIAH, ath-a-li'a (^i^^?,, 'dthalydh; me-aning uncertain, perhaps, "whom Jeh has afiUcted";
2 K 8 26; 1 1 ; 2 Ch 22, 23):
(1) Daughter of Ahab and Jezebel, granddaughter of Omri, 6th king of Israel, In her
childhood the political relations of the
1. Relation- two kingdoms of Judah and Israel had,
ship
after many years of strUe, become
friendly, and she was married to
Jehoram, eldest son of Jehoshaphat, king of Juidah
(2 K 8 18). The marriage was one of political
expediency, and is a blot on the memory of Jehoshawiien Jehoram w-:is ;;2 years of age, he succeed(3d
to the throne, and Athaliah became queen of Judah.
She inherited her mother's strength
2. Athaliah of will, and like her developed a
as Queen
fanatic:a devotion to the cultus of the
Zidonian Baal. Elijah's blow at the
worship of Baal in Samaria shortly before her a(3eession to power did nothing to mitigate her zeal.
It probably intensified it. The first recorded act
of Jehoram's reign is the murder of his six younger
brothers; some princes of the realm, -who were
known to be favorable to the ancient f:uth ot the
nation, were also destroyed (2 Ch 21 4 . There
can be httle doubt that these deeds of b W were
supported, and perhaps instigated, by Athaliah, who
WIS a much stronger character than her husband.
After eight years of roval life, Atbidiah became a
widow, and her son, Ahaziah, then 22 years of age
(2 K 8 26; not 42 as in 2 Ch 22 2), ascended his
f'dher's throne. As queen-mother, Athaliah w-a.s
now supreme in the councUs of the nation, as well
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as in the royal palace. AA'ithin a single year, the
young king'feU (see JEHU), and the only persons
who stood between Athaliah and the
3. Murder throne were her grandchildren. It is
of Her
in such moments that ambition, fired
Grandby fanaticism, sees its opportunitj-, and
chUdren
the massacre of the royal seed was
determined on. This was carried out:
but one of them, Jehoash, a babe, escaped ^by the
intervention of his aunt, Jehosheba (l K 11 2;
2 Ch 22 11).
The palace being cleared of its royal occupants,
-\thaUah had herself proclaimed sovereign. No
other woman, before or since, sat
4. Her
upon the throne of Da-vid, and it is a
Usurpation proof of her energy and abihty that,
in spite of her sex, she was able to keep
it for six years. From 2 Ch 24 7 we gather that
a portion of the temple of Jeh was pulled down, and
the material used in the structure of a temple of
Baal.
The high priest at this time was Jehoiada, who
had married the daughter of AthaUah, Jehosheba
(2 Ch 22 11). His promotion to the
5. The
primacy led to the undoing of the
Counterusurper, as Jehoiada proved staunchly.
Revolution if secretly, true to the religion of Jeh.
For six years he and his wdfe concealed
in their apartments, near the temple, the young
child of Ahaziah. In the seventh year a counterrevolution was planned. The details are given w-ith
unusual fulness in K and Ch, the writings of w-hich
supplement one another. Thus, w-hen the Chronicler w-rote, it had become safe to give the names of
fiveea|)cains who leid the mihtary rising (2 Ch 23 1).
With the Book of K before him, it was not necessary
to do more than extract from the ancient records
such particulars as had not hitherto appeared.
This it is which has chiefly given rise to the charge
of variations in the two narratives. See JEHOASH.
-(Vt the time of her deposition, -VthaUah w-as resident
in the royal palace. When roused to a sense of danger
by the acclamations w-hich greeted the
6. Her
coronation ceremony, she made an atDeath
tempt to stay the revolt by rushing into
the temple court, alone; her guards,
according to Jos, ha-ving been prevented from following her (.int, IX, vii, 3). A glance sufficed. It
showed her the lad standing on a r;dsed platform
before the temple, holding the Book of the Law
in his hand, and with the crown upon his brow.
Rending her robe and shouting, "Treason! Treason!" shelled. Some were for cutting her down as
she did so, b u t this was objected to as defiling the
temple w-ith human blood. She was, therefore,
allo\\-e(.l to reach the door of the palace in fiight.
Here she fell, smitten by the avenging guards.
.Vthaliah's usurpation lasted for six years (2 K
11 3; 12 1; 2 Ch 22 12). Her 1st year synchronizes -with the 1st of Jehu in Israel, and may
be placed 846 BC (some put later). See CHRONOLonv OF OT. The statement of 2 K 12 1 is here
understood in the sense that Jehoash began his
public reign in the 7tli year of Jehu, and t h a t he
reigned 40 years counting from the time of his
father's death. A modern parallel is the dating
of all official records and legal documents of the
time of Charles I I of England from the death of
Charles I.
The only other reference to -Athaliah is that
abo\-e alluded to in 2 Ch 24 7, w-here she is spoken
of as "that wdcked woman,"
(2) A Benjamite who (lw(dt in Jerus (1 Ch 8
26.28).
(3) Father of Jeshaiah, who returned with Ezra
(8 7); caUed Gothohas in Apoc (1 Esd 8 33).
W.

SHAW- CALDECOTT

ATHANASIAN, ath-a-na'zhan,

CREED.

See

CREED.

ATHARIAS, ath-a-rl'as.

See ATTHAEIAS.

ATHARIM, ath'a-rim (•"^"l.nS, 'dthdrlm): RV
"The way of -Vtharim"; -IV "The waj- of the spies,"
RV regards Atharim as a place (so LXX). AV
follows Syr and Tg, rendering Atharim as if Tarim =
spies. DiUmann translates "the caravan path,"
connecting it with Arab, athar, " a track or footprint." Here the king of Arad fought against
Israel, taking some captives (Nu 21 1). See
HORMAH.

ATHEISM, a'the-iz'm (iiOeos, dtheos, "-without
God" [Eph 2 r2]): Ordinarily this word is interpreted to mean a denial of the existence of God,
a disbelief in God, the opposite of theism. But
it seems better that we should consider it under
four heads, in order to obtain a clear idea of the
different meanings in which it has been used.
(1) The classical.—In this sense it does not mean
a denial of the existence of a Divine Being, but the
denial of the existence or reality of the god of a
particular nation. Thus the Christians were repeatedly charged wdth atheism, because of their
disbelief in the gods of heathenism. It was not
charged that they did not beheve in any god, but
that they denied the e.xistence and reaUty of the
gods worshipped, and before whom the nation hitherto had bowed. This w-as considered so great a
crime, so dangerous a thing to the nation, that it
was felt to be a just cause for most cruel and determined persecutions. Socrates' teaching cast a
shadow on the reaUty of the existence of the gods,
and this charge was brought against him by his
contemporaries. Cicero also uses the word in this
sense in his charge against Diagoras of Athens.
Indeed, such use of it is common in all classical
Uterature.
(2) Philosophic.—It
is not meant that the
various philosophic systems to which this term is
apphed actually deny the- e.xistence of a Di-vine
Being or of a First Cause, but that they are atheistic
in their teaching, and tend to unsettle the faith of
mankind in the existence of God. There is indeed
a belief in a first cause, in force, in motion, in a
certain aggregation of materials producing life,
but the Di-vine Being as taught by theism is absolutely denied. This is true of the IdeaUsm of
Fichte, of the Ideal Pantheism of (Spinoza, the
Natural Pantheism of Schelling, and similar forms
of thought. In applying the word atheism to the
teaching here given, theism does not intend to
assail them as wholly without a belief in a Divine
Being; but it affirms that God is a person, a selfconscious Being, not merely a first cause or force.
To deny this fundamental affirmation of theism is
to make the teaching atheistic, a deiual of that which
is essential to theism (He 11 3).
(3) Dogmatic.—It absolutely denies the existence
of God. It has often been held that this is, in fact,
impossible. Cousin has said, " I t is impossible,
because the existence of God is implied in every
assertion." I t is true, however, that in all ages there
have been persons who declared themselves absolute atheists. Esp. is this true of the 18th cent.—
a period of widespread skepticism—when not a few,
particularly in France, professed themselves atheists.
In many cases, however, it resulted from a loose
use of the word, careless definition, and sometimes from the spirit of boastfulness.
(4) Practical atheism.—It has nothing at all to
do w-ith belief. Indeed it accepts the affirmations
of theism. It has reference wholly to the mode of
life. It is to live as though there was no God.
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It takes the form often of complete indifference to
the claims of the Divine Being or again of outbroken and defiant wickedness ^Ps 14 1). T h a t this
form of atheism is widely prevalent is well known.
It is accompanied in many cases w-ith some form of
unbelief or prejudice or false opinion of the church
or Christianity. Dogmatic atheism is no longer a
menace or even a hindrance to the progress of
Christianity, but practical atheism is widespread
in its influence and a dangerous element in our
modern Ufe (cf Isa 31 1; Jer 2 13,17,l.S; 18
13-15). Whatever the form, whether it bo that of
religious agnosticism, denying t h a t we can know
that God exists, or critical atheism, denying that
the evidence to prove llis existence is sullicieiit, or
dogmatic, or practical atheism, it is always a system of negation and as such tears dow-n and destroys. It destroys the faith upon w-lUch all human
relations are buUt. Since there is no God tlien^ is
no right nor w-rong, and human action is neither
good nor bad, but convenient or iiiconvemeut. It

Athanasian
Athens

Being who is responsive to and can satisfy the cry
of th(3 heart (He 11 6). In his Bampton Lectures
RcviUe has said on tUis subject: " I t would be irrational in the last degree to lay down the existence
ot such a need and such a tendency, and yet beheve
that the need corresponds to nothing, that the
tendency has no goal,"
_ (3) I t fails to account for the evidence of design
m the universe.

See COSMOLOGY.

(4) It fails to ae((ount for the existence of man
and the world in general. Here is the universe:
how did it come to be';' Here is man: how-is he to
be account ed for? To these and like questions,
atheism and atheistic philosophy have no adequate
answ-er to give. See also COSMOLOGY; CREATION;
GOD.

JACOB W .

KAPP

ATHENIANS, a-the'ni-ans ('Aetivatoi,, A thenaioi):
Inhabitants of (Vthens. Luke has a remark on their
curiosity and their delight in novelty (Acts 17 21).
See

ATHENS.

ACROPOLIS AND AREOPAGUS, ATHE.-^S,

leaves human society without a basis for order and
human government without foundation (Rom 1
10-32). -\ll is hopeless, all is wretchedness, all is
tending to the grave and the grave ends all.
Arguments against atheism may be summarized
as follows: (1) I t is contrary to reason. History
has shown aga.in and again how impossible it is to
bring the mind to rest in this doctrine. Although
Buddhism is atheistic in its teaching, idolatry is
widespread in the lands where it prevails. While
the Positive Philosophy of Auguste Comte was
based on a denial of the existence of God, his attempt
to found the new rehgion of humanity -with rites
and ceremonies of worship revrals how the longing
for worship cannot be suppressed. I t is a revel;(tion of the fact so often seen in the history of human thought, t h a t the mind cannot rest in the
tenets of atheism.
(2) It is contrary to human experience. All
history testifies that there are deep rehgious instincts -within the human breast. To regard these
as deceptive and unreasonable would itself be utterly
unreasonable and unscientific. But the fact of
such spiritual longing implies also that there is a

ATHENOBIUS, ath-e-no'bi-us ('A9riv6p(,os, Athenitbios): A "friend" of -V,ntiochus \ d l (Sidetes),
w-ho was sent to .lerus by the king to protest against
the occupation of Joppa and Gaz:ira, and the citadel
Jerus. A demand w-as made on Simon Maccabaeus
to give up aU the places he had taken or pay 1,000
talents in silver, Simon dechned to pay more than
100 talents, and Athenobius returned to Antiochus
from his fruitless mission (1 Mace 15 28-36).
ATHENS, uth'enz ('Aefivai, Athf-nai):^ In antiquity the celebrated metropolis of Attica, now
the capital of Greece. Two long walls, 250 ft.
apart, connected the city with the harbor (Feiraeus).
In Acts 17 we are told what Paul did during his
single sojourn in this famous city. He came up
from the sea by the new road (N. of the ancient)
along which were altars of unknown gods, entered
the city from the W., and passed by the Ceramicus
(burial-ground), which can be seen to this day, the
"Theseum," the best jireserved of all Gr temples,
and on to the Agora (Market-Place), just N. of the
AcropoUs, a steep hiU, 200 ft. high, in the center
of the city. Cimon began and Pericles completed
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communities of Attica and made Athens the capital.
After the death of Codrus in 1068 BC, the governing
power was intrusted to an archon who held office
for hfe. In 753 the term of office was limited to
ten 3-ears. In 683 nine archons -js-ere chosen for a
term of one year. Draco's laws, "written in blood,"
were made in 620. Solon was chosen archon in
594 and gave the state a constitution. The tyrant
Pisistratus w-as in control permanently from 541
to 527; his son Hipparchus was assassinated in
514. Clisthenes changed the constitution and introduced the practice of ostracism. In 490 the
Athenians defeated the Persians at JVlarathon,
and again in 480 a t Salamis. In 476 Aristides
organized the great Athenian Confederacy. After
his death Conon became the leader of the conservative party; and when the general Cimon was killed,
Pericles became the leader of the people. In 431
the Peloponnesian War broke out and continued
till 404, w-hen Athens succumbed to Sparta. An
oligarchical government was set up with Critias
and Theramenes at the head. War broke out
again but peace was restored by the pact of Antalcidas (387 BC). In the Sacred V7ar (357-355)
Athens exhausted her strength. When Philip of
Macedon began to interfere in Gr affairs, Athens
could neither resolve on war measures (to which
the oratory of Demosthenes incited her), nor make
terms with Philip. Finally, she joined Thebes
in making armed resistance, but in spite of her
heroic efforts a t Chaeronea, she suffered defeat
(338). Philip was murdered in 336, and Alexander
the Great became master. After the subjugation
of Greece by the Romans, Athens was placed under
the super-vision of the governor of Macedonia,
but was granted local independence in recognition
of her great history. As the seat of Gr art and
science, Athens played an important r61e even
under Rom sway—she became the university city
of the Rom world, and from her radiated spiritual
light and intellectual energy to Tarsus, Antioch
and Alexandria. Philo, the Jew, de(.-lares that
the Athenians were 'EXXIJI'CIJJ' d^vdepK^a-Tarot didvotav
(''keenest in intellect") and adds that Athens was
to Greece what the pupil is to the eye, or reason
to the soul. Although the city had lost her real
Temple ol Jupiter at Athens.
independence, the people retained their old charavenues w-ere called platelai (•n-'kare'iai), whence acteristics : they were still interested in art, UteraEng. "place," Spanish "plaza." The roofs of the ture and philosophy. Paul may possibly have
houses were flat. In and around the Agora were attended the theater of Dionysus (under the S.E.
cliff of the Acropolis) and witnessed a play of the
many porticoes (stoai).
In the Stoa Poecile
Gr poets, such as Euripides or Menander. Many
("Painted Portico"), w-hose w-alls were covered with
historical paintings, Paul met w-ith the successors gifts were received from foreign monarchs by
of Zeno, the Stoics, with whom he cUsputed daily. Athens. Attains I of Pergamum endowed the
Academy, Eumenes added a splendid Stoa to the
In this -vicinity also was the Senate Chamber for
theater and --Antiochus Epiphanes began the Olymthe Council of Five Hundred, and the Court of the
Areopagus, whither Socrates came in 399 BC to peium (15 columns of which are still standing),
the massive sub-basement of which had been ctjnface his accusers, and where Paul, five cents, later,
preached to the Athenians the unknown God. In structed by Pisistratus. Athens became a favorite
this neighborhood also w-ere the Tower of the Winds residence for foreign writers who cultivated history, geography and literature. Horace, Brutus
and the water-clock, which must have attracted
Paul's attention, as they attract our attention today. and Cassius sojourned in the city for some time.
The apostle disputed in the synagogue with the Jos declares that the Athenians were the most
god-fearing of the Greeks (eiKxepea-rdTovs rCiv 'EXX^Jews (.Vets 17 17), and a slab found at the foot of
voiv). Cf Livy xiv,27,
Mount Hymettus (a range to the E. of the city,
LITERATURE,—See "Wordsworth. Athens and Attica:
3,000 ft. high), wdth the inscription alirTi i) -iriXii
Butler. Story of Athens; Ernest Gardner, Ancient Athens;
To5 Kuplov, dlKaioL etaeXeiia-ovTai iv dvry ( P s 1 1 8 2 0 ) ,
Tucker, Life in Ancient Athens; A, Mommsen, Athenae
was once thought to indicate the site, but is now
Christianae; Conybeare and Howson, Life and Epistles
of St. Paul, ch x; Gregoro-vius, Stadt Athen im Mitlelalter;
beUeved to date from the 3d or 4th cent. Slabs
bearing Jewish inscriptions have been found in the Leake, Grots, Thirlwall. Curtius, Wachsmuth, Holm,
and Pausanias' Attica, recently edited by Carroll (Ginn
city itself.
<& Co.), or in the largo work of Frazer.
The jiopulation of Athens was at least a quarter
J. E. HARRY
of a million. The oldest inhabitants were PelasgiATHLAI, ath'la-I C b n ? , 'athlay, "afflicted"[?l):
ans.
Cecrops, the first traditional king, came from
A Jew, the son of Bebai, who w-as influenced by
Egj'pt in 1556 BC, and by marrying the daughter
Ezra to put away his wife (Ezr 10 28).
of Actaeon, obtained the sovereignty. The first
king was Erechtheus. Theseus united the twelve
ATIPHA, at'i-fa. See HATIPHA.
the work of transforming this citadel into a sanctuary for the patron goddess of the city. The magnificent gateway (Propylaea), of which the Athenians
w-ere justly proud, was built by Mnesicles (437432 BC). A monumental bronze statue by Phidias
stood on the left, as one emerged on the plateau,
and t h e mighty Parthenon a Uttle farther on, to the
right. In this temple was the famous gold and ivory
statue of Athena. The eastern pediment contained
sculptures representing the birth of the goddess
(Elgin Marbles, now in the British Museum),
the w-cstern depicting her contest with Poseidon
for supremacy over Attica. This, the most celebrated edifice, architecturally, in all history, was
partially destroyed by the Venetians in 1687, Other
temples on the Acropolis are the Erechtheum and
the "Wingless Victory." In the city the streets
were exceedingly narrow and crooked. The -wider
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AT ONE (els elprjvT)v, eis eirfnen, "at one," " a t
peace"): "Set them at one again" (Acts 7 26), tlie
reconciliation of persons at \'arian('e. F'roni this adv.
we have the w-ords "atone" and ''atonement."

Athlai
Atonement

The history of the explanation of the Atonement
and the terms of iireaeliing utoiK.-meiit, cannot, of
coiu'.se, be ignored. Nor can the
5. Notes
oi'i,giiiiil meaning of the terms employed
on Use of
and the manner of their use be negATONEMENT, a-ton'mcnt: Translates I S p ,
Terms
leelcd. There are significant features
kdphar; i^if H , hdtd': ri2"l, ragdh, the last employed
in the use of terms, and we have to
only of human relations (1 S 29 4); translates the
take account, of the liist(ir\- of inter]3retation. Only
following Gr stems hilu.-i-, simple and compounded wc must nol, bind ourselves nor the word of God in
with various prejis,; allag- in composition onl\,
such forms,
but with numerous preps, and e\-eii two at a time,
(1) The most frequently employed Heb word,
e.g. Mt 5 24; lip- rarely (Dnl 9 24).
kdphar, is found in the Prophets onlyin tlie priestly
/. Terms Employed.—The root meanings of the
seel ion (Dzk 45 15.20; Did 9 'J I) where EV has
Heb words, taking them in the order eili^l above,
"make reeoiicihatioii," m, "purge awa-e," Furtherare, to "cover," hence expiate, coii- more il, is not found in Dl, which isdlie prophetic
1. Heb and done, caneid, phieate; l(( "olTer," or
book (if the I'eiit (Hex), This indicates that it is
an essentiiilly liiiestly conception. The same term
Gr Words "receive a sin offering," hence make
atonement, appease, propitiate; "ef- 15 frequentlytr' by "reconcile," eonstrued as equivafect reconciUation," i.e. by some eonddct, or course
lent to "make atinieiiient" (Lev 6 30; 8 15' 16 20'
of action. Of the Gr words the meanings, in order,
1 S 29 4; Ezk 45 15,20; Dnl 9 24). In this latter
are "to be," or "cause to be, friendly"; "to render
seiis(! it (-((iiiieets ilsdf with hdliT. In 2 Ch 29 2 i
other," hence to restore; "to leave" and wdth prep.
both w-ords are used: the jiriests make a sin offering
(halu') to effect an atonement (kaphar). But the
to leave oft', i.e. enmity, or evil, etc; "to render
holy," "to set apart for"; hence of the Deity, to first word is frequently used by metonymy to include, at least suggestively, the end in view, the
appropriate or accept for Himseff.
reeoiK.'iliation; and, on the other hand, the latter
It is ob\dous that the Eng, word. Atonement,
word is so used as to involve, also, doing that by
does not correspond et\-mol((,ij,ie;illy with any Heb
w-liieh atonement is realized.
or Gr word w-hieli it translates. Fur2. The Eng. thermore, the Gr words in both LX.X
(2) Of the Gr words employed hiUskeslhpi
Word
and X T do not eorrespund exactly to
means "to make propitious" (He 2 17; Lev 6 30;
the Heb words; especially is it true that
16 20; Ezk 45 20); alhitlein, used however only
the root idea of the most frei|iiently eiii]-il()yed Heb in ('((nijiosition with preps,, means ''to render
word, "cover," is not found in any of the Gr words other," "to restore" to another (former?) condition
of harmony (ef M t 5 2 4 = ' ' t o be reconciled" to a
employed, Tliese remarks apply to both vbs. and
substs. The Eng, word is derived from the phrase fellow-man as a condition of making an acceptable
sacrifice to God).
"at one," and signifies, etymologically, harmony
of relationship or unity of life, etc. It is a rare
(3) In the Eng. N T the word ''atonement" is
instance of an -IS theological term; and like all found only at Rom 5 11 and the ARV changes this
purely Eng. terms employed in theology, takes its to "reconcihation." AVhile in strict etymology
meaning, not from its origin, but from the theologi- this word need signify only the active or conscious
exercise of unity of life or harmony of relations, the
cal content of the thinldng of the Continental and
causative idea probably belongs to the original use
Lat-ipe.iking Schoolmen w-ho employed such Eng.
of the term, as it certainly is present in all current
terms as seemed most nearly to convey to the
Christian use of the term. As employed in Chrishearers and readers their ideas. Not only w-as no
tian theology, both practical and technical, the
effort^ made to convey the original Heb and Gr
term includes wdth more or less distinctness: (a)
meanings by means of Eng. words, but no effort
the fact of union wdth God, and this always looked
was made toward uniformity in tr of Heb and Gr
upon as (6) a broken union to lie restored or an
words by their Eng, equivalents.
ideal
union to be realized, (c) the procuring e;(use
It is at once clear that no mere word-study can
of
atonement, variously defined, (el) the crucial
determine the Bible teaching concerning atonement.
Even w-lien first employed for express- act wherein the union is effected, the w-ork of God
and the response of the soul in which the union
3. Not to
ing Heb and Christian thought, these
becomes actual. Inasmuch as the rec((neiliation
Be Settled terms, like all ot her religious terms,
man and ,God is alw-ays conceived of as
by Lexicon aheady had a e((ntent that had grown between
effected through Jesus Christ (2 Cor 5 18-21)
Merely
up w-ith their use, and it is by no
the expression, "the Atonement of Christ," is one
means easy to tell how- far heathen
of the most frequeiil, in Christian theology. G'X'^conceptions might be imported into our theology
tions and contro\-('i-sies lia\-e turned mainly on the
by a rigidly etymological study of terms empl((ye(l.
procuring cause of atonement, (c) above, and at
In any ease such a study C()uld only yield a dic- this point have arisen the various "theories of the
tionary of terms, w-hereas what we seek is a body
Atonement."
of teaching, a circle of ideas, whatever words and
//. Bible Teaching concerning Atonement
in
phrases, or combinations of words and phrases,
General.—The Atonement of Christ must be int erhave been employed to express the teaching.
preted in e(5nnection with the ei inception of atoiie-There is even greater danger of making the study
meiit in general in the Scriptures. This idea of
of the -A-tonement a study in dogmatic theology.
atonement is, moreover, part of the general circle
The frequent employment of the
4 Not
expression "the Atonement" shows of fundamental ideas of the reUgion (.if Jeh and
Jesus. Theories ((f the Atonement root themChiefly a
this tendency. The w-ork of Christ in
Study m
reconcihng the world to God has occii- selves in conceptions of the nature and character
of God, His holiness, love, grace, mercy, etc; of
Theology
pied so central a place in Christian
dogmatics that the very term atone- man, his nature, disposition and cajiacities; of sin
and guilt.
ment has come to have a theological rather than a
The basal conception for the Bible doctrine of
practical atmosfihere, and it is by no means easy
•or the student, or even for the seeker after the atonement is the assumption that, God and man
are
ideally one in life and interests, so far as man's
saving relation with God, to pa.ss beyond the
true life and interest may be conceived as coraccumulated interpretation of the Atonement and
responding with those of God, Hence it is everylearn of atonement.
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where assumed that God and man should be in
all respects in harmonious relations, at-one. Such
is the ideal picture of Adam and Eve
1. Primary in Eden. Such is the assumption in
Assumption the parable of the Prodigal Son; man
of Unity of ought to be at home with God, at
God and
peace in the Father's house (Lk 15).
Man
Such also is the ideal of Jesus as
seen esp. in Jn 14-17; cf particularly
17 21 ff; cf also Eph 2 11-22; 1 Cor 15 28,
This is quite possibly the underlying idea of all
those offerings in w-hich the priests—God's representatives—and the people joined in eating at a
common meal parts of what had been presented to
God. The prohibition of the use of blood in food
or drink is grounded on the statement that the life
is in the blood (Lev 17 10 f) or is the blood (Gen
9 4; D t 12 23). Blood was used in the consecration of tabernacle, temple, vessels, altars,
priests; all things and persons set apart for Jeh.
Then blood was required in offerings made to atone
for sin and uncleanness. The reason for all this
is not easy to see; but if we seek an explanation
that w-ill account for all the facts on a single principle, shall we not find it in the idea that in the Ufeprinciple of the blood God's own life was present?
Through this life from God all li%dng beings shared
God's life. The blood passing out of any Uving
being must therefore return to God and not be
consumed. In sprinkling blood, the life-element,
or certainly the Ufe-syiiibol, over persons and
things set apart for God they were, so to say, ^^sibly
taken up into the hfe of God, and His life extending over them made them essentially of His own
person. Finally the blood of sacriiices was the
returning to God of the life of the man for whom
the beasts stood. And this blood was not burned
with the dead sacrifice but poured out beside the
holy altar. The now dead sin offering was burned,
but the blood, the life, returned to God. In peaceofferings of various sorts there was the common
meal in which the common life was typified.
In the claim of the first-fruits of all crops, of
all flocks and of all increase, God emphasized the
common life in production; asserted His claim to
the total Ufe of His people and their products. God
claimed the lives of all as belonging essentially to
Himself and a man must recognize this by paying
a ransom price (Ex 30 12). This did not purchase
for the man a right to his own Ufe in separation
from God, for it was in no sense an equivalent in
value to the man's time. I t the rather committed
the man to li-ving the common life w-ith God, -without
which recognition the man was not fit to Uve at all.
And the use of this recognition-money by the priests
in the temple was regarded as placing the man who
paid his money in a sort of continuous worshipful
ser-vice in the tabernacle (or temple) itself (Ex 30
11-16).
In both OT and N T the assumption of unity
between God and man stands over against the contrasted fact t h a t there is a radical
2. The
breach in this unity. This breach is
Breach in
recognized in all God's relations to
the Unity
men; and even when healed it is
always subject to new failures which
must be pro-vided for, by the daily oblations in the
OT, by the continuous intercession of the Christ
(He 7 25; 9 24) in the N T . Even when there is
no conscious breach, man is taught to recognize
that it may exist and he must avail himseff of the
appointed means for its healing, e.g. daUy sacrifices.
This breach is universally attributed to some
beha-\dor on man's part. 'This may be moral or
ceremonial uncleanness on man's part. He may
have broken wdth God fundamentaUy in character or
conduct and so by committing sin have incurred
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guilt; or he may have neglected the fitting recognition t h a t his life is in common with God and so
by his disregard have incurred uncleanness. After
the first breach betw-een God and man it is always
necessary that man shall approach God on the
assumption that this breach needs healing, and so
alw-ays come with an offering. In human nature
the sin breach is rooted and universal (Rom 3 9-19;
5 12-14).
Numerous and various means were employed for
expressing this essential unity of Ufe, for restoring
it since it was broken off in sin, and
3. Means
for maintaining it. These means
for Express- were primarily spiritual and ethical
ing, Restor- but made extensive use of material
ing and
substances, physical acts and symMaintaining bolical ceremonials; and these tended
always to obscure and supplant the
spiritual and ethical qualities which it was their
function to exhibit. The prophet came to the
rescue of the spiritual and ethical and reached his
highest insight and function in the doctrine of the
Suffering Servant of Jeh through whom God was
to be united with a redeemed race (cf among many
passages, Isa 49 1-7; 66 18 ff; Ps 22 27 ff).
Atonement is conceived in both OT and NT as
partly personal and partly social, extending to the
universal conception. The acts and attitudes by
which it is procured, restored and maintained are
partly those of the individual alone (Ps 51),
partly those in which the individual secures the
assistance of the priest or the priestly body, and
partly such as the priest performs for the whole
people on his own account. This involves the distinction t h a t in Israel atonement was both personal
and social, as also were both sin and uncleanness.
Atonement was made for the group by the priest
•without specific participation by the people although they were, originally at least, to take cognizance of the fact and at the time. At all the
great feasts, especially upon the D A Y OF ATONEMENT (q.v.) the whole group was receptively to take
conscious part in the work of atonement (Nu 29
7-11).
The various sacrifices and offerings by means of
which atonement was effected in the life and worship of Israel will be found to be discussed under
the proper words and are to be spoken of here only
summarily. The series of offerings, guilt-, burnt-,
sin-, peace-offerings, reveal a sense of the breach
w-ith God, a con-viction of the sin making the
breach and an ethical appreciation of the holiness
of God entirely unique among religions of ancient
or modern times, and this fact must never be overlooked in interpreting the N T Christian doctrine
of the Atonement. In the OT there are sins and
sinful circumstances for which no atonement is
possible. Many passages, indeed, almost seem to
pro-vide against atonement for any voluntary
wrongdoing (e.g. Lev 4 2.13,22,27; 5 14 ff). This
is, no doubt, an extreme interpretation, out of harmony with the general spirit of the OT, but it does
show how seriously sin ought to be taken under
the OT regime. No atonement for murder could
make possible the residence of the murderer again
in t h a t section of the land where the murder was
done (Nu 35 33), although the land was not by
the murder rendered unfit for occupation by others.
When Israel sinned in making t h e golden calf, God
refused to accept any atonement (Ex 32 20 ff)
until there had been a great loss of Ufe from among
the sinners. No repentance could find atonement
for the refusal to foUow Jeh's lead at Kadeshbarnea (Nu 14 20-25), and complete atonement was
effected only when all the unbelieving generation
had died in the wUderness (Nu 26 65; 32 10 ff);
i.e. no atonement was possible, but the people died
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in that sin, outside the Land of Promise, although
the sin was not aUowed to cut off finally from JeU
( X u l 4 29f).
Permanent uncleanness or confirmed disease of
an unclean sort caused permanent separation from
the temple and the people of Jeh (e.g. Lev 7 21) f),
and ever\- uncleanness must be properly removed
(Lev 5 26; 17 15; 22 •2~S; Dt 23 10 f). A house
in which an unclean disease was found must be
cleansed—have atonement made for it (Lev 14
53) and in extreme cases must, be utterly destroyed
(Lev 14 43 ff).
.\fter childbirth (Lev 12 7 f) and in all cases of
hemorrhage (cf Lev 15 30) atonement must be
effected by prescribed offerings, a loss, diminution,
or pollution of blood, wherein is the life, having
been suffered. -VU this eia'oorate application ot the
principle of atonement shows the ('((mincliensiveness with which it was sought b>- the religious
teachers to impress the people with the unity of all
life in the perfectly holy and majestic C( (d wdiom they
were called upon to serve. Not only must the priests
be clean w-ho bear the vessels of the Lord (Isa 52 11),
but all the people must be clean also from all defilement of flesh and spirit, seeking perfect holiness in
the fear of their God (ef 2 Cor 7 1). _
///. 77ie Atonement
of Jesus Christ.—All t h e
symbols, doctrine and examples of atonement in
the OT among the Hebrews find their
1. Prepara- counterpart, fulfilment and complete
tion for NT explanation in the new covenant in
Doctrine
the blood of Jesus Christ (?\lt 26 28;
He 12 24). By interpreting the inner
spirit of the sacrificial system, by insisting on the
unity and hohness of God, by passionate pleas for
purity in the people, and especially by teaching the
principle of -vicarious suffering for sin, the Prophets
laid the foundation in thought-forms and in rehgious
atmosphere for such a doctrine of atonement as is
presented in the hfe and teaching of Jesus and as
is unfolded in the teaching of His apostles.
The personal, parabohc sufferings ot Hosea, the
remarkable elaboration of the redemption of a
spiritual Israel through a Suffering Servant of
Jeh and the extension of that redemption to all
mankind as presented in Isa 40-66, and the same
element in such psalms as Ps 22, constitute a key
to the understamUng of the work of the Christ
that unifies the entire revelation of God's righteousness in passing over human sins (Rom 3 24 f).
Yet it is remarkable that such a conception of the
way of atonement was as far as possible from the
general and average Jewish mind when Jesus came.
In no sense can the N T doctrine of the Atonement
be said to be the product of the thought and spirit
of the times.
However much theologians may disagree as to
the rationale of the Atonement, there is, as there
can be, no question that Jesus and all
2. The One Elis interpreters in the NT represent
Clear Fact the Atonement between God and
men as somehow accomplished through
Jesus Christ. It is also an agreed fact in exegesis
that Jesus and His apostles understood His death
to be racUcally connected with this Atonement.
(1) Jesus Himself teaches that He has come to
reveal the Father (Jn 14 9), to recover the lost
(Lk 19 10), to give life to men (Jn 6 33; 10 10),
to disclose and establish the kingdom of heaven (or
of God), gathering a few faithful followers through
whom His work -will be perpetuated (Jn 17 2ff;
Mt 16 13 ff); that salvation, personal and sociid,
is dependent upon His person (Jn 6 53 ff; 14 6),
He cannot give fuU teaching concerning His death
but He does clearly connect His sufferings with the
salvation He seeks to give. He shows in Lk 4
16 ff and 22 37 that He understands Isa 52-53
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as reaUzed in Himseff; He is giving Himself (and
His blood) a ransom for men (Mt 20 28; 26 26 ff;
ef 1 Cor 11 2:!ff). He was not a mere martyr
but gave Himseff up wUlingly, and voluntarily
(Jn 10 17 f; Gal 2 20), in aecoi-danee with the
purpose of God (Acts 2 23), as the Redeemer of the
world, and expected that by His Ufting up all men
would be drawn to Him (Jn 12 31-33). It is
possible to explain the attention which the Evangelists give to the death of Jesus only by supposing
that they are icllecling the importance which they
recall Jesus Himself to have attached to His death,
(2) All the N'T writers agree in making Jesus the
center of their idea of tlie way of salvation and that
llis death is an essential element in His sa'ving
p((wcr. This they do by combining OT teaching
with the facts of the life and death of the Lord,
confirming their conclusion by appeal to the Resurrection. Paul repn^sents himself as holding the
common doctiiiie of Christianity at the time, and
from the beginning, when in 1 Cor 15 3 f he sums
up his teaching that sah'ation is secured through the
death and resurrection of ,lesus according to the
Scriptm'es. Elsewhere (Eph 2 16,18; 1 Tim 2 5;
cf Acts 4 12) in all his writings he emphasizes his
belief that Jesus Christ is the one Mediator between
God and man, by the blood of His cross (Col 1 20;
1 Cor 2 2), remo\ang the sin barrier betw-een God
and men. Peter, during the life of Jesus so full of
t he current Jewish notion that God accepted the Jews
de facto, in his later ministry makes Jesus in His
death the one way to God (Acts 4 12; 1 Pet 1
2.18,19; 2 21,'24; 3 IS),
John has this element so prominent in his Gospel
that radical critical opinion questions its authorship partly on that account, whUe the epistles of
Jn and the lLe\'elation are, on the same ground,
attributed to later Gr thought (cf 1 Jn 1 7;
2 2; 3 5; 4 10; Rev 1 5; 5 9). The Epistle to
the He finds in Jesus the fulfilment and extension of
all the sacrificial system of Judaism and holds that
the shedding of blood seems essential to the \'('ry
idea of remission of sins (9 22; cf 2 17; 7 26 f;
9 24-'28).
W hen we come to systematize the teaching concerning the .\tonement we find, as in all doctrine,
that definite system is not offered us
3. How
in the NT, but aU system, ff it is to
Shall We
have any value for Christianity, must
Understand find its materials and principles in the
the
NT. Proceeding in this way some
Atonement? features may be stated positively and
finaliv, while others must be presented
interrogatively, recognizing that interpretations may
differ.
(1) An initial con.?iih-i-atioii is that the Atonement
originates with God who "was in Christ reconciling
the world unto himseff" (2 Cor 5 19), and whose
love gave Jesus to redeem -sinful men (Jn 3 16;
Rom 5 S, etc). In all atonement in OT and N T
the initiative is of God who not only devises and
reveals the way to reeoncUiation, but by means of
angels, prophets, priest,s and ultimately His only
begotten Son applies the means of atonement and
persuades men to accept the proffered reconcihation.
Nothing in the sjieculation concerning th(3 Atonement can be more false to its true nature than making
a breach betw-een God and His Christ in their
attitude tow-ard sinful men.
(2) It follows that atonement is fundamental m
the nature of God in His relations to men, and that
redemption is in the heart of God's deahng in history The "Lamb slain from the foundation of the
worid" (Rev 13 8 AV and ERV; cf 5 5-'7) is the
interpreter ot the seven-seeded book of God's providence in history. In Jesus we behold the Lamb of
God taking away the sin of the world (Jn 1 29),
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(3) The question w ill arise in the analysis of the
doctrine:- //oil! does the death of Christ save us?
No specific answer has ever been generally satisfactory. We have numerous theories of the Atonement. We have already intimated t h a t the answer
to this question -will depend upon our idea of the
nature of God, the nature of sin, the content of
salvation, the nature of man, and our idea of Satan
and evil spirits. We ought a t once to dismiss all
merely quantitative and commercial conceptions
of exchange of merit. There is no longer any
question that the doctrines of imputation, both of
Adam's sin and of Christ's righteousness, were
overwrought and ajiplied by the early theologians
wdth a fatal exelusiveness, w-ithout warrant in the
Word of God. On the other hand no theory can hold
much weight t h a t presupposes that sin is a thing of
Ught consequence in the nature of man and in the
economy of God. Unless one is prepared to resist
unto blood stri\dng against sin (He 12 2-4), he cannot
know- the meaning of the Christ. Again, it may be
said t h a t the notion that the death of Christ is to be
considered apart from His Ufe, eternal and incarnate
Ufe, as the atoning work, is far too narrow to express
the teaching of the Bible and far too shallow to meet
the demands of an ethical conscience.
I t would serve clearness if we reminded ourselves
that the question of hotv in the Atonement may
involve various elements. We may inquire: (a)
for t h e ground on which God may righteously
receive the sinner; (b) for the means by which God
places the restoration -within the reach of the sinner;
(c) for the influence by which the sinner is persuaded
to accept the reconciliation; (d) for the attitude or
exercise of the sinner toward God in Christ wherein
he actually enters the state of restored union with
God. The various theories have seemed to be exclusive, or at least mutually antagonistic, largely
because they have taken partial view-s of the whole
subject and have emphasized some one feature of
the whole content. All serious theories partly express the truth and all together are inadequate fully
to declare how the Daystar from on high (loth guide
our feet into the way of peace (Lk 1 79).
(4) Another question over which the theologians
have sorely vexed themselves and each other concerns the extent of the Atonement, whether it is
available for all men or only for certain particular,
elect ones. T h a t controversy may now be passed
by. It is no longer possible to read the Bible
and suppose t h a t God relates himself sympathetically with only a part of the race. All segregated
passages of Scripture formerly employed in support
of such a -view have now taken their place in the
progressive self-interpretation of God to men through
Christ who is the propitiation for the sins of the
whole world (1 Jn 2 2). No man cometh unto the
Father but by Him (Jn 14 6): but whosoever does
thus call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved
(Joel 2 32; Acts 2 21). See also-ITONEMENT, DAY
OF; PROPITI-^TION; RECONCILIATION; SACRIFICE.
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ATONEMENT, a-ton'ment, DAY O F :
I.

THE LEGAL ENACTMENTS

1. Named
2. Lev 16
(1) Contents, Structure and Position
(a) Vs 1-10
(6) Vs 11-24
(c) Vs 25-28
(.d) Vs 29-34
Use of Number Four
Place in Lev
(2) Modern Attempts to Disprove Unity oJ
Chapter
II. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DAY OF ATONEMENT
1. The Significance for Israel
2, The Signliicance from a Christian Standpoint
III. ON THE HISTORY OF THE D.VY OP ATONEME.NT
1. The Long Silence of History
(1) The Pacts and the False Conclusions
(2) The Historicity of the Day of Atonement
2. Further Development
/. 77ie Legal Enactments.—In
addition to the
chief passage. Lev 16, which is treated under a
separate head, we have the foHowdng:
1. Named
In Ex 30 10 it is mentioned in the
directions t h a t are given for the construction of the altar of incense that -\aron, once
a year, is to make an atonement on the horns of the
altar, with the blood of the sin offering, which is
used for the purpose of an atonement for sin.
In Lev 23 26-32 mention is made in the list of
festivals of the Day of -\tonement, on the 10th
day of the 7th month. I t is ordered that for this
day there shall be a holy convocation at the sanctuary, a fast, an offering by fire, and rest from labor
from the 9th day of the 7th month in the evening.
According to Lev 25 9 the year of jubilee begins
wdth the Day of Atonement.
Nu 18 speaks of the duties and the rights of the
priests and the Levites. In contrast with the
latter, according to ver 7, Aaron and his sons are
to perform the duties of the priesthood in all
matters pertaining to the altar and of the service
-within the veil and shall render this ser'vice. ^\'e
have here doubtless a comprehensive law for the
entire priestly order, so t h a t from this alone it
cannot be determined that the service within the
veil, by which reference is made to the ceremony
of the Day of Atonement, has been reserved for the
high priest alone, just as in D t 10 8; 33 8 ff,
everything that pertains to the whole tribe of Levi
is found combined, without thereby the di'vision
into high priest, priests and Levites, being regarded
as excluded (cf EZEKIEL, II, 2, (1), e).

Nu 29 7-11 contains in connection 'with the
laws treating of sacrifices also the enactment, that
on the 10th day of the 7th month there shall take
place a holy convocation at the sanctuary, fasting
and rest from labor. In addition to the sin offering,
which is brought for the purpose of atonement for
sin, and in addition to the regular burnt offerings
and the accompanying meal offerings and drink
offerings, burnt offerings also are to be brought, 'viz.
one young bullock, one young ram, seven lambs of
the first year (all without blemish); then meal offerings, -viz. three-tenths (cf 28 12-14) of fine flour
mingled with oil for e.ach bullock; two-tenths for
each ram; one-tenth for each lamb; then a sin offering, -viz. one he-goat.
Ezekiel in his -vision of the new temple, of the holy
city and the holy country (chs 40-48), in 45 18 ff,
gives a series of enactments for the festivals and the
sacrifices. According to these, on the 1st day of the
1st month and on the 7th day of the 1st month
(on the 1st day of the 7th month according to the
LXX), the sanctuary is to be cleansed through a
young bullock wdthout blemish, the priest taking
some of the blood of the ein offering and putting it
on the posts of the temple, on the four corners of the
altar and on the posts of the gate of the inner court;
and this is to be done for the sake of those who per-
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haps have sinned through error or ignorance.
Further, that sacrifice which is to be brought on the
Passover by the prinei-s for themselves ;uid all the
people of the land (cf 45 22) ai(peai-s to present
a clear analogy to Lev 16. ,Vs for the rest, Ezk
40-48 cannot witlioiu, further consideration be put
on the same levid with the other legal enactments,
but are to be regarded as an ideal scheme, the realization of w-hich is conditioned on tbe entrance of the
wonderful future (cf KZEKIICI.).
(1) Contents, structure and posit ton.—Lev 16 1-2S
contains instructions given 1\\- Jeh to Moses for his
brother --Varon i,vs 1.2). (a) \ s 1 10
2. Lev
contain prcsupiiositions, preparations
Ch 16
and summary st:itements of the ceremonies on the Day of .Vtoneineiit, -Vecording to vs 1.2 Aaron is not allowed to eiitt^r the
holy place at any time whatever, lest he may die as
did" his sons w-ith their unseemly- fire offering (ef
Lev 10 Iff); vs 3-5 tell what is iieeessar>- for tluceremony: For himself four things: a young bullock
as a sin offering (cfvs 6.11,14,15.27); a r a m f o r burnt
offering (cf ver 24); sacred garments, viz. a linen
coat, Unen breeches, linen girille, linen mitre (cf vs
23 32!; abath. For the congregation: two he-goats
as a sin offering [ci vs 7 ff,1:5-22,25,27,28,32,33),
a ram as a burnt offering (cf \-er 24), The passages
in parentheses show how closely the succeeding
parts of this account are connected w-ith this introductory part, vs 1-10. In other parts of Lev also
it is often found that the materials used for the
sacrifices are mentioned first, before anything is
said in detail of w-hat is to be done with this materiak Cf 8 1,2 w-ith vs 6,7 ff.10,14,18.22.26 and
9 2-4 with vs 7.8 ff,12 ff.1.5-18. In ver 6 Aaron's
sin-offering bullock is to be used as an atonement
for himseff; vs 7-10refer to the two goats: they are
to be placed at the door of the tent of meeting (ver
7); lots are to be east upon them for Jeh and Azazel
(ver S); the first to be prepared as a sin offering for
Jeh (ver 9); the second, in accordance with the law,
to be sent into the desert (ver 10).
(b) Vs 11-24 describe the ceremony itseff and
give fuller directions as to how the different sacrificial materials mentioned under (a) are to be used
by Aaron: vs 11-14 speak of the atonement for
Aaron and his house; ver 11, of his sin-offering
bullock to be killed; ver 12, of burning coal from
the altar and two hancffuls of sweet incense beaten
smaU to be placed behind the veil; ver 13, of the
cloud of incense to be made in the Holy of Holies,
so that the top covering is hidden and Aaron is
protected from the danger of death; ver 14, of
some of the blood to be sprinkled once on the front
of the top covering and seven times in front of it,
Vs 15-19 prescribe the ceremony with the first
sin-offering goat for the congregation: in vs 15,16a,
the ceremony described in ver 14 is directed also
to be carried out wdth the goat, as an atonement
for the inner sanctuary, cleansing it from blemishes;
in ver 16b the same thing is directed to be done in
regard to the tabernacle of revelation, i.e. the holy
place; in ver 17, no one is permitted to be present
even in the holy place when these cerenKinies t;ike
place; in vs 18.19, the altar too is directed to be
cleansed by an atonement, some ot the blood of
both sin-offering animals being smeared on the
horns and sprinkled se\-en times on the ground.
Vs 20-22 prescribe the ceremony with the second
sin-offering goat for the congregation: ver 20
directs it to be brought there; in ver 21 there takes
place the transfer of guilt; Aaron shaU lay both his
hands upon the goat; shaU confess aU guilt over
him; shall lay them upon the head of the goat;
shall through a man send him info the desert; in ver
22a, the goat carries the guilt into an uninhabited
land; in ver 226, he is not to be let go until he is in

the desert, Vs 23.24, the concluding act: in ver
23(1, .Varon takes off his linen garments in the tent
of meeting, and in ver 236 puts them down there;
in ver 21(1, he bathes in the holy place and again
puts on his usual clothing; in ver 246 he brings
the burnt offering for himseff and his people.
(The st:ileinent 'for himself and his people' at this
place eoncludes the ritual as such.)
(c) Vs 25-2,S are explanatory, wdth three additidled directions. In ver 25, the fat of the sin
offering is directed to be consumed into smoke on
the altar; ver 26, he who has taken away the second
goat must wash his clothes and bathe himself, and
only then is he permitted to enter the camp; ver
27, the fat, flesh and dung of the ,sin-offering animal,
and then the blood that was brought into the (inner)
sanctuary, are to be burned outside of the camp; ver
28, he who has burned these must wash his clothes,
and must bathe, and only after this can he enter the
camp, (In this ease vs 25 and 27 eorresjiond, and
also vs 26 and 28; and in addition vs 26, 27 and 28
are united by their reference to the camp,)
(d) Vs 29-:i4: Over against these sections (a)(c) (vs 1-28), which contain the instructions for
the high priest, we ha\-e a fourth (vs 29-34), which
already through the address in the second person
plur. and also by its contents is intended for the
congregation. In vs 29-31, the demand is made
of the congregation. As in Lev 23 26 ff; Nu 29
7 ff, a fast and absolute rest are prescribed for the
10th day of the 7th month as the Day of Atonement; in vs 32-34, a number of directions are given
in a summary to the congregation on the basis of
16 1 ff, viz. ver 32, how the atonement is to take
place: the priest who is anointed; he shall be consecrated; that he perform the service in his father's
place; in his linen garments; ver 33 prescribes
w-hen and for whom tfie atonement is to take place:
for the holy of holies; for the holy place; for the
altar; for the order of priests and all the people;
in ver 34, the one Day of Atonement in the year
for aU sins is declared to be an everlasting statute.
The statement that Aaron (ver 2), according to
Jeh's command, did as Moses directed aptly closes
the whole chapter.
The number four appears to occupy a predominating place in tins chapter, as the bird'seye view above already shows, and as this can be
traced stiU further in the details of the accounts.
But even if this significance of the number four
in the division of the chapter is accidentid, although
this number appears almost as a matter of course,
and in Ex 35 4—40 .38, in Gen 12-25, in the story
of Abraham, Lev 11-15, and Dt 12-26 naturally
faU into four pericopes with four subdivisions, yet
this chapter is, as far us contents are concerned, so
closely connected, and so well organized as a whole,
that all attempts to ascribe it to different sources,
concerning which we shall speak immediatel}', must
come tp naught in view of this fact.
At this point we first of all draw attention to the
fact that ch 16 has its well-established place in the
whole'of the Book of Lev (cf LEVITICUS). The
whole book has as its purpose to regulate the dealings of the Israelites with their God, and it does
this in such a way that the first part (chs 1-17)
removes the hindrances that have been caused by
sin. In this the ordinances with reference to the
Day of Atonement (Lev 16), and with reference
to the significance of the blood (Lev 17), constitute
a natural acme and excellent conclusion, while
this prepares for the positive sanctification, which
is discussed in chs 18 ff. In 15 31 we find in addition a clear transition to the thoughts of Lev 16,
for in this passage mention is made of the uncleanness of the Israelites, which contaminates the
dweUing-plaoe of Jeh that is in their midst.
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(2) Modern attempts to disprove unity of chapter.
—A large number of attempts have been made to
destroy the unity of this chapter, which has been
demonstrate(i in division (1) above. Thus Stade
separates vs 3-10 as the original kernel from the
explanatory and changing details that were added
in vs 11-28. But we have already seen that
vs 3-10 are the preparation for all that follows, so
that these verses demand vs 11 ff as a necessary
complement. Again Oort separates vs 1-4, 11614.16.18(7.19.23.24a.25a.29a from the rest, by using
the purification of the sanctuary and the atonement of the people as the measure for this
separation; but above aU it is proved by Ezk 46
18-20 t h a t just these two thoughts are inseparably
united. In recent times it has become the custom,
following the leadership of Benzinger, to divide
the text into three parts. Baentsch divides as
follows: (a) 16 1-4.6.121.346 contain a single pericope, which on the basis of the fate of the sons of
Aaron, described in ch 10, determines under what
circumstances Aaron alone is permitted to enter
the Holy of Hohes; (6) vs 29-34a contain "an
older, relatively simpler law in reference to the
yearly day of penitence and atonement"; (c) vs
5.7-10.11.14-28 are a "later enlargement of this
ritual, with a more complicated blood rite," and
above all w-ith "the rite of the sin goat." Of these
three pieces only (a) is thought to belong to the
original Priest Codex, as proved esp. by its reference back to ch 10; (6) is regarded as belonging
to the secondary parts, because the day of repentance is not yet mentioned in Neh 8 ff; cf I I I , 1; a t
any rate the anointing of all the priests is there not
yet presupposed (cf LEVITICUS); (C), however, is declared to be very late and its separate parts are regarded as ha-ving originated only after the others
(thus recently also Bertholet). It is impossible here
to enter into all the minor parts eliminated by the
exegetes; and in the same way we do not intend
in our examination to enter into all the incorrect
views found in these criticisms. We confine ourselves to the chief matter. The very foundation
of the criticism is wrong. What Aaron's sons
experienced according to Lev 10 could very easily
have furnished a connecting link for that ritual
which is introduced in vs 2 ff, but could never have
furnished the occasion for the composition of the
pericope described above (a); for Nadab and Abihu
had not entered into the Holy of Holies at all.
Just as little justifiable is the conclusion drawn
from ch 10, that ch 16 originally followed immediately on ch 10. For who could possibly have
conceived t h e thought of inserting chs 11-15 in
an altogether unsuitable place between chs 10 and
16 and thus have split asunder a connection so
transparent? In general, the different attempts
to break the unity of this chapter show how subjective and arbitrary these attempts are. They are
a characteristic example of the manner in which the
Priest Codex is now being further di-vided (cf LEVITICUS) . In general, sufficient material for the positive
refutation of such attempts has been given above.
//. 77ie Significance of the Gay of
Atonement.
—The significance of the day is expressed in t h e
name "Day of Atonement" (Yom.
1. The
ha-kippurlm:
Lev 23 27 f; 25 9) in
Significance the same manner as it is in the fast
for Israel
which was enjoined on the congregation as a sign of sorrow for their
sins (this fasting being the only one enjoined by t h e
law: Lev 16 20,31; 23 26ff; Nu 29 7ff), as also
finaUv and chiefiy in the entire ritual (Ex 30 10;
Lev 23 28; Nu 29 11; Lev 16; cf also Ezk 45
18-20,22), Then, too, the atonement takes place
for the sanctuary which has been defiled by t h e
contamination of the Israelites (Ex 30 10; Lev
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16 16-20,33; cf also Ezk 45 18-20). In particular,
mention is made of the Holy of Holies (Lev 16 33,
called Mikdash
ha-kddhesh; otherwise in Lev
regularly ha-kddhesh), then of the holy place (16
166.20.33), and then of the altar (16 18,20,33),
In the last-mentioned case it is a matter of discussion whether the altar of incense is meant, as
is claimed by Jewish tradition, on the basis of Ex
30 10, or the altar of burnt offerings, for which
reference could be made to the additional statements in Lev 16 18, to those of ver 16, and to the
conclusion in ver 17. The altar of incense (Ex
30 10) would then be included in the atonement
of the tent of meeting. The somewhat remarkable
position of ver 176 would then at the same time
find its motive in this, that, while vs 6 and 116
mention an atonement only for Aaron and his
house, the atonement of the Holy of Holies and
of the holy place in ver 17 is for Aaron, his house,
and the whole congregation, w-hile the atonement
of the burnt-offering altar in the forecourt (vs 18)
would be intended only for the sins of the congregation. The atonement, however, takes place for
all the transgressions of the congregation since the
last Day of Atonement (cf vs 21 f.30.34). In reference to the significance of what is done with the
second goat of sin offering, cf vs 8 ff.20 ff, and
AZAZEL, II, 1. In this way Dehtzseh has correctly
called the Day of Atonement "the Good Friday
of the Old Testament." How deeply the consciousness of sin must have been awakened, if the
many otherwise commanded private and congregational sacrifices did not make such an institution
superfluous, and if even the high priest himself
stood before God as a sinner (vs 6.11 ff). On this
day, with the exception of the mitre, he does not
wear the insignia of his high-priestly office, but
wears w-hite garments, which in their simplicity
correspond to the earnestness of the situation.
The repetition of the bath, both in his case and in
that of the other persons engaged in the ceremony
(vs 4.24.26.28), was necessary, because the mere
washing of the hands and feet (Ex 30 19 f) would
not suffice on this occasion (cf Nu 19 7ff.l9,21).
The flesh of the sin-offering animals was not permitted to be eaten but had to be burned (ver 27)
because it was sacrificed also for Aaron's sin, anil
its blood was carried not only into the holy place
b u t also into the Holy of Holies (cf 16 27 with Lev
6 23; 4 l l f . 2 1 ; Ex 29 14; Lev 8 17; 9 11; 10
19). And in comparison with the consciousness
of sin that had been aroused, how great must on
the other hand God's grace appear, when once in
each year a general remission of all the sins that
had been forgiven was guaranteed.
"The Day of Atonement, the good Friday of the
Old Testament"—these words express not only the
highest significance of the day but
2. Signifi- also its limitations. As the tabernacance from cle, the sacrificial system, the entire
a Christian law, thus too the Day of Atonement
Standpoint in particular contained only the shadow
of future good things, but not these
things themselves (He 10 1), and is "like in pattern to the t r u e " (He 9 24). Christ Himself entered
into the holy place, which was not made with
hai d=, J imely, into heaven itself, and has now
appe.ired liefore God, by once for all giving Himself
as a s.acri-Pje for the removal of sin (He 9 23 ff).
By this act the purpose of the OT sacrificial cultus
and its higliest development, viz. the Day of
Atonement, understood in its typical significance,
has been fulfilled, and at the same time surpassed
and thereb\ abrogated (cf LEVITICUS). Accord-ingly,-our hope, too, lUie an anchor (Pie 6 19),
penetrates to the inner part of the veil in the
higher sense of t i.,e term, i.e. to heaven.
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///. On the History of the Day of Atonement.—
(1) The facts and the false eonclusions.—The Day of
Atonement is statexl to have been iiisli1. The
tuted in the times of Moses (Lev 16 1);
Long Sithe cereinony takes place in the tabcrlence of
nacle (tent of meeting); the people are
History
presupposed to be in the camp (-^'s
26 ff); -\ai((n is still the high priest.
Very remarkably there is but little exidenee of the
observance of this prominent day in the lat er hisi (ir>'
of Israel. Down to the time of the lixile there is
found a deep silence on this subject. The (l:(3-s
of atonement in Ezk 45 18 ff (ef under I, 1) differ
m number and observane(- from that in Lev 16.
-\e(«rding to Zee 3 il, teid in the lMessi;uiic future
wiU take away the guilt of the land in a single (l:iy;
but this too presents no more than an analogy
to the results of the Day of -\tonenicnt. tin the
other hand, there is no reference made lo the day
where we could expect it. Not only 2 Ch 7 7-9
in connection w-ith the eonseer:itioii of Solomon's
temple, and Ezr 3 1-6, in the aecdunt of the
reintroduction of the sacrificial ser\'iees after the
return from the Exile, are silent on the subject,
which fact could possibly be explained in an easy
manner; but also Neh 8 f. -VccortUng to 8 2 f,
Ezra begins on the 1st day of the 7th month in the
year 444 BC to read from the law-; on the 2d day
of the 7th month remembrance is made of the
ordinance treating of the feast of tabernacles, and
on the 22d day "of the 7th month (8 13 ff), this
festival is observed; on the 24tli day of the 7th
month a day of penance is observed (9 1); but of
the Day of Atonement coming in belween ch 8 1
and ch 9 1, -viz. on the 10th day of the 7th month,
which would seem to make the day of penance
superfluous, nothing is said. From these facts the
WeUhausen school has drawn the conclusion, in
accordance wdth its principles elsewhere observed,
that all those legal enactments t h a t have not in the
history a sufficient e\ddence of having been observe(i, did not exist until the time w-hen they have
such historical e-vidence; that therefore the Day of
Atonement did not originate until after the year
444 BC. It is claimed th;it the day originated in
the two days of atonement mentioned in Ezk 45
18-20 (cf under I, 1); in the four national fast
da\-s of Zee 7 5, and 8 19, and in the day of penance
of 444 BC, just mentioned, on the 24th day of the
7th month, which is said to have been repeated
on the foUo-wing New Year's day, the 10th day of
the 7th month; and that by the sacred character
of its observance it soon crow-ded the New Year
day upon the 1st day of the 7th month (cf Lev 23
23 tf; Nu 29 Iff; contrary to Lev 25 9 and Ezk
40 1). In this way it is thought that Lev 16 29 ff
first originated, and that at a still later time the
comphcated blood ritual had been added (cf under
Ii 1, 2). But it is to be observerl that in still later
times there is found no more frequent mention of
the Day of Atonement than in the earlier, although
it is the custom of modern criticism to place a
much larger bulk of Bibhcal lit. into this later
period. It i,s only w-hen we come to Jesus Siradi
(Ecclus 50 5ff) that the high priest Simon is
praised, when he came forth from behind the veil;
and this is certainly a reference to the Day of
Atonement, although no further mention is made
at this place of the ceremony as such. Then there
is a further silence on the subject down to Philo
and the Epistle to the He (6 19; 9 7.13 ff; 10 1 ff;
cf under II, 2), It is probable too that the fasting
mentioned in Acts 27 9 is based on the Day of
Atonement. VVe have in this manner a characteristic example to show how carefully we must
handle the argument from silence, if we do not
Want to arrive at uncomfortable results.

^ (2) The historieUy of the Day of Atonement.—
SiiK-'e^ L(_'v 16 constitutes only one part of the
Levitical legislation, the (question as to the original
and historical eharaetcr of the day cannot be fully
discussed at, this place (see LEVITICUS). At so
late a period, naturally .all the daia that would
lead to an explanation of the origin of such a fundamental institution as the Day of Atonement are
lacking. It is all the more impos.sible to separate
Lev 16 from the other priestly ordinanet's, because
the name of the hd of the ark of covenant (hakappdreth: Ex 25 17 ff; 26 34) stands in the
clearest relation to the ceremony that takes place
wdth this ark on the Day of Atonement. The impossibility of splitting up Lev 16 as is the maimer of
Clitics, or ex'eii as much as separating it from Lev
11-15, has been suHieiently demonstrated above
(ef under I), Against the view which forces the
Priest Codex down at least to the Exile and to
claim the tabernacle as the product of imagination
and as a e(i]iy of the temple of Solomon (see E X O DUS), we have still the following to ad(i: If the
ark of the covenant was no longer in e.xistence
after the E.xile and if, according to Jer 3 16, the
Israelites no longer cxjieeled its restoration, then
it would have been ali.solutely impossible in the
ritual of the Day of Atonement to connect the most
important ceremony of this ritual with this ark
and on this to base the atonement. In the second
temple, as is w-ell know-n, the incense pan w-as placed
on the "foundation stone" in the Holy of Hohes,
because there w-as no tabernacle. Against these
facts the counter-arguments mentioned above
cannot stand. Even those who deny the e-xistence
of the Dav of Atonement do not lay much stress on
2 Ch 7 1-9 and Ezr 3 1-6; but Neh 8ff also
does not deserve mention, since in this place the
emphasis lies on the purpose of showdng how the
congregation was to (icclare its adherence to the
law, and how the Day of Repentance, which had
been observed since the beginning of the history
of Israel, was instituted to be observed on the 24th
•d.ay of the 7th month for all sins (9 1ft'), and w-as
not made superfluous by the celebration of the Day
of Atonement on the lOth day of the 7th month,
on which day onljr the sins of the last year were
taken into consideration. But Ezekiel changed or
ignored also other pre('xilic arrangements (cf EZEKIEL), so that he is no authority in deciding the
question as to the earlier existence of the Day of
Atonement. Finally, attention must be drawm to
the fact that the Passover festival is mentioned in
prophetic hterature, in addition to the' mere reference in Isa 30 29, only in Ezk 45 21; the ark of
the covenant only in Jer 3 10; the Feast of Tabernacles onlv in Hos 12 9; Ezk 45 25; and that
in its historical connection the Feast of V\ eeks is
mentioned incidentally only in 2 Ch 8 13, and
possibly in 1 K 9 25, and is not at all found in
Ezk (cf 45 18 ff), although the existence of these
institutions has for a verj- long time bei-n called into
question.
.
The Day of -\tonement, m accordance w-ith its
purpose in later times, came more and more into the
foreground and was caUed "the great
2. Further fast" or "the great day," or merely
Develop"the day." Its ritual was further
ment
enlarged and the speci.al parts mentioned in the law were fully explained,
fixed and speciaUzed. Cf esp. the tract "Yoma"
in the Mish; and for the further elaborations and
stories in poetry and prose on the basis of the Talm,
see, e.g, Delitzsch's translation from Maim, Ha-yddh
ha-hi1:akdh. in the supplement to his Commentary
on the Epistle to the Hebrews, 1857, According to
these accounts, e,g, the high priest had to be a married man. Already seven days before the beginning
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Attitudes
of t h e D a y of Atonement he was ordered to leave
his house and had to subnnt to a series of purifications and had to practise for the performance of
the different purification cerenionies, some of wdiich
w-ere difficult. The last ni^ilit he w-as not allowed
to sleep and had to spend hi^ time in studying t h e
sacred w-ritings. On the L^ay of Atonement he
took five baths and ten washings. Four times h e
enters t h e Holy of Hohes (with t h e incense), -with
the blood of both sin offerings, and when he brings
out t h e utensils used with t h e incense he makes
three confessions of sins (for himseff, for himself
and his house, for Israel); 10 times in all he utters
the name of Jeh; 43 tiiiics he sprinkles; in addition
he niu~,t read certain sections of t h e Scriptures or
repeat them from memory (cf also AZAZEL). When
he returns home he celebrates a festival of rejoicing,
because he has without harm been able to leave
the sanctuary. I n addition, he had performed
severe physical work, and especially difficult was
the manipulation of t h e incense. The modern
estimate put on the Day of At onement appears from
the followdng citation of ^Vellhausen: " T h e rite
and t h e sacrifice through t h e unfavorable circumstances of t h e times have disappeared; b u t it has
retained t h e same sacred character. He who has
not yet entirely broken with Judaism observes this
day, no matter how indifferent he may be otherwise
to old customs and festivals."
WiLHELlI MOLLER

ATROTH-BETH-JOAB,
at-roth-beth-jo'ab
(DSi"' r " ' 3 r ' i T O " , 'atroth belh yd'dbh, "crowns of
the house of Joab"): AV ".Vtaroth," the house of
Joab. Probably a familj- in Judah (1 Ch 2 54).
ATROTH-SHOPHAN, at'roth-slKi'fan t r i i n i : ?
ISIlB, 'atroth shdphun; L X X yr\v <rw(f)iiv, g-in
sdphdn): A town built or fortified by the children
of Gad E, of t h e Jordan (Nu 32 35), named next
to Aroer. I t it had been a t Khirbet 'Altdrus or
Jebel 'Attdrii-s (HDB and EB s.v.) Aroer w-ould
hardly have been named between them. -VV reads
Atroth, Shophan, understanding that tw-o places
are named. No identification is yet possible.
ALTAI, at'ta-I, at'i ("^n" , 'allay, "timely"['?]):
(1) A si^in of Jarha, the Egj'ptian, by a daughter
of Sheshan (1 Ch 2 35 f).
(2) A Gadite soldier wdio joined David's army
at Ziklag (1 Ch 12 11).
(3) A son of Rehoboam and grandson of Solomon
(2 Ch 11 20).
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(159-138 BC), hence its name Attalia, which during t h e )\liddle -Vges was corrupted to Satalia;
its modern name is -Vdalia. -\ttalia stood on ,i
flat terrace of limestone, about 120 ft. high, near the
point w-here the Catarrhaetes Ri\-er flow-ed into the
sea. The ri^-er now-, however, has practically disappeared, for the greater part of its water is turned
into t h e fields for irrigation purposes. The early
city did not enjoy t h e ecclesiastical importance of
the neighboring city of Perga; b u t in 1084 when
Perga declined, -Vttalia became a metropolis. In
1148 t h e troops of Louis IV sailed from there to
Syria; in 1214 t h e Seljuks restored t h e city w-aUs,
and erected several public buildings. The city
continued to be t h e chief port for ships from Syria
and Egypt, and t h e point of entry to t h e interior
until modern times, when t h e harbor at Mersine
was reopened; it has now become a place of little
importance.
The tow-n possesses considerable w-hich is of
archaeological interest. The outer harbor w-as
protected by ancient walls and towers now in ruins;
its entrance w-as closed w-ith a chain. The inner
harbor w-as b u t a recess in the cliff. Tho city was
surrounded by tw-o widls which were constructed
at various times from material taken from the
ruins of t h e ancient city; t h e out(-r waU was protected by a moat. The modern towm, lying partly
within and partly wdthout the walls is thus divided
into quarters. In the southern quarter live the
Christians; in t h e northern t h e Moslems, Among
other objects of archaeological interest still to be
seen may be mentioned t h e inscribed arched gateway of Hadrian and the aqueduct. Rich gardens
now surround the town; the chief exports are grain,
cotton, licorice root anil valonia or acorn-cups.
E . J. BANKS

ATTALUS, at'a-lus: King of Pergamum, mentioned in 1 Mace 15 22 aniong t h e kings to whom
was sent an edict (Ant, XIV, viii, 5) from Rome
forbidding t h e persecution of the Jew'S, See
-VTT.^LI A .

ATTEND, a-tend', ATTENDANCE, a-tend'ans:
(1) "Toincline," ''listen," "regard" C^tp,, kdshabh;
Ps 17 1 etc); then, in AV, "observe," but in RV,
more frequently, "give heed" (rrpoaix^'-^ '"'"'',
prosechein noiiii), as in 1 Tim 4 13. (2) "To
be with," "take care of," "wait upon" (Est 4 5;
He 7 13; Rom 13 6); lit. "give unremitting care
to,'' as in 1 Cor 7 35 (Luther: "serve the Lord
constantly and without hindrance").

ATTENT, a-tent' (archaic; 2 Ch 6 40), ATATTAIN, a-tan': The rendering of ^}p, , kdndh =
"buy," "get" (Prov 1 5); "'I?', ndsagh= "reach," "a TENTIVE, a-tent'iv: Expresses t h e direction of
thought and interest toward some one point.
meal-offering . . according as he is able" (Ezk
46 7m), "not attained unto the days" (Gen 47 9); Same Heb word as "attend," and is used particu- j ^ or ''"'-^, ydkhdl="he
able," "overcome," larly in prayers (Ps 130 2; Neh 1 6). "Very
attentive" (fjk 19 48) is a paraphrase for what is
"attain to innocency" (llos 8 5); N13 , 6o' = "come,"
"follow" (2 S 23 19 23; 1 Ch 11 21,25); Karav- lit. rendered in RV, "the people all hung upon him,
listening" (i^eKpiptro, exekremelo).
rdia, katantdr, = "-arrive a t " (Acts 27 12 -V.V; PhU
3 11); KaraXapfldvoi, katalaml)dnd = "take eagerly,"
ATTHARATES, a-thar'a-tez: A title assigned
"seize," "apprehend," "attained t o righteousness"
(Pvom 9 30;; <t>ddvoi, plilhdnd = "h-.ive arrived a t " to Nehemiah, probably by a later editor (Neh 8 9).
The L X X omits the title; the Vulg gives "Ather(Rom 9 31 AV; PhU 3 16); \ap.l3dvo!, lambdno =
satha"; AV reads "Nehemiah, which is the Tir"take," "get a hold of," "catch," RV "already ob- shatha." Tirshatha is the Pers title for a local or
tained" (Plul 3 12); TTapaKo\ov0ia, parakoloulhed = pro'vincial governor (Xeh 8 9 = 1 Esd 9 49). See
"follow," "tn(ee out," "conform t o " (1 Tim 4 6).
TIRSHATHA.
Here RV corrects -V.V.

FRANK E . H I R S C H

ATTALIA, at-a-h'a ('AxTaXCa, elllal'ia): A city
on t h e southern coast of -Vsia Minor in ancient
Pamphyha which, aeerirdiiig to Acts 14 25, w-as
visited b>' Paul and Barnabas on t h e way t o Antioch during their first missionary journev. The
city was founded by Attains I I Philadelphus

ATTHARLA,S, a-tha-ri'as, ATHARIAS:
5 40 = Ezr 2 63.

1 Esd

See TIRSHATHA.

ATTIRE, a-tir', DYED ATTIRE: "Can a virgin
forget her ornaments, or a bride her attire?" asks
the prophet Jeremiah in hot remonstrance against
Israel's unfaithfulness. "Yet," saith Jeh, "my people
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have forgotten me'' (2 32), "-Vnd I saw that she
was defiled," cries Ezekiel against, Jerus; "she saw
men .
girded with girdles upon their loins, with
flowing turbans [AV exceeding in dyed attire] upon
their heads, . . . . after the likeness of the Babylonians in Chaldea, . . . . and . . . . she doled upon tliein
." (Ezk 23 13-16). "-Vnd, behold, there met
him," says the author of Prov (,7 10) in his deseiiption of the "strange woman," t h a t "lielli in w-ait
at every street corner," "a w-oman with the attire
of a harlot, and w-ily of heart," w-hose "house is the
way to Sheol" (ver 27). These passages show how
diversely and elastieally the term "attire" was
used among the Hebrews, The numerous syiuinyms for "dress," "attire," "apparel," "clothes,"
"raiment," "garment," etc, found in EVV, reflect
a sinular wealth of nomenclature in the original
Heb and Gr; but the lack of cxaeliiess and con.sisteney in the renderings of translators makes the
identification of the various articles ((f ch'ess referred
to very cUtficult, sometimes impossible. iSee DRESS.
Gno.

B.

EAGER

ATTITUDES, at'i-tuds: Customs change slowly
in Bible lands. This becomes clear In- a comparison
of the many references found in the Bible and other
literatures of the Orient with existing circumstances
and conditions. The same fact is attested by the
pictures Ulnstrating daily life upon the monuments
of .-Vssyria, Babylonia and Egypt in the countries
between the Nile and the Tigris. Many of these,
dealing back to the second or third millennium before
our era, prove conclusively that the same practices
and usages as are now common among the inhabitants
of those lands w-ere in vogue in the daj'S of Hammurabi and the early rulers of Eg>-pt. This is esp.
true of matters pertaining to the worship of the gods,
and of the attitudes or positions assumed in homage
and respect to monarchs and those in authority.
The many references found in the Bible to these
same usages pro\-e that the Hebrews too had much
in common 'with the nations around them, not only
in creed, but also in the mode of worship, as well
as in general everyday eti(|uette. This is not
6tr.ange, at least among the S( in peoples, for there
is more or less agreement, even among all nations,
ancient and modern, in the attitude of the worshipper in temple and high place.

Kissing the Hand.
The outward tokens of respect and honor shown
by Orientals to their superiors, above all to monarchs, may seem exaggerated. But when we consider that the king was God's 'vicegerent upon the
earth or over a certain country, and in some sense
Divine, worthy even of adoration, it is not strange
that almost equal hom:(ge should be paid him as the
gods themselves. The higher the person was in
power, the greater the honor and respect sbown him,
R is natural, therefore, that r;(jd, the Lord of Lords,
and the King of Kings should be the recipient of the
highest reverence and adoration.

There are several Heb words used to describe
the vaiious allitudcs assumed by those who worshipped .leh and heathen g(((ls; these same words
arc eoiistaiill\' employed in speaking of the homage
or respect paid to rulers and persons in authority.
'Phe most coiniiion terms are those rendered "to
stand," "to bow," "to kneel" and "prostrate oneself" or "faU on the face," I t is not always easy
to differentiate between them, for often one pa.sses
iiiiperceptibly into the other. No doubt several
alliliides were assumed by the worshipper or suppliant w-liUe offering a prayer or petition. The

j^^g3l4. ^;|ij^rprfiii
Giving a Blessing.
intensity, the ardor or earnestness with which such
a petition or prayer was jiresented would naturaUy
have much to do with the words and posture of the
petitioner, though the same expression might be
employed to designate his posture or attitude.
Thus "to fall on the face" might be done in many
different ways. The INIoslems obser\-e a regular
course of nine or more different postures in their
w-orship. These are more or less faithfuUy observed by the faithful everyw-hcre. It is almost
certain that the Hebrew's in common with other
Orientals observed and w-ent through almost e\-ery
one of the»e attitudes as they presented themselves
in prayer to Jeh. We shall caU attention to just
four piistures: (1) standing, (2) bowdng, (3) kneeling, and (4) falling on the face or prostration.
'This was one of the very common postures in
prayer to God, esp, in public worship. It is still
customary to stand either erect or
1. Standing wilh slightly bowed head while offering the public prayers in the sj'uagogue. This is hkewise the common practice of
a large number of Christians in t,hi3 and other
lands, and no doubt such a posture is sanctioned
by the example of the early church and primitiv(3
Christians, who, in turn, adopted the usages of
the Jewish church. The same iiraclice was in
vogue among the Persians, Egypt iaus and Babylonians and other aneient jieoiile as is evidenced by
their sculptures and p:(intiiigs. The famous stela
of Hammuralii shows this great king in a standing
position as he receives the famous Code from the
sun-god. There are numerous Bab and Assyr seals
on which are pictured a priest in a standing position
before the throne of Sin or Shamash, In this
attitude with uplifted hands, he is sometimes aeeonipaiiied by the person in wh((se behalf prayers
are made. A beautiful rock sculpture at Ilii'iz,
S.E. of lOregli in Lveaduia, shows us a king or satrap
in a standing position, worshipping a local Baal,
Rev. E, J. Davies, the discoverer of this Hittite
monument, in deseribing it, makes this remark,
which wc cannot refrain from inserting, inasmuch
as it gives an((tlier proof of the un('hange:(ble East.
He s:-iys: " H e |the g((dj wears lidots turned up in
front, and bound round the leg above the ankle by
thongs and a iiieee of le:(t,her reaching halt-way
up the shin, e.raclly as il is ivorn to this day by llie
pea.vnits of the plain, of Cilicia round Adana.^
King Solomon, during at least a portion of his
prayer at the dedication of the temple, stood befor(?
the' altar with his hands stretched out toward

Attitudes
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heaven (1 K 8 22), Numerous allusions to prayer
in the N T prove that standing w-as the common
posture (Mt 6 5; Mk 11 25; Lk 18 11).
^Vhat has been said about standing while praying to God is true also of the attitude of the petitioner when paying homage or making an entreaty
to man. The Assyr and Bab monuments are full
of evidence on this point; w-e shall give only one
illustration: One of the sculptures describing the
siege of Lachish by Sennacherib represents the
monarch as seated upon his throne whUe the conquered stand or kneel before Mm. Joseph stood
before Pharaoh (Gen 41 46). Solomon's advisers
stood before him (2 Ch 10 6) and so did those of
Rehoboam (ver 8). The same attitude was assumed by suppliants in the Pers court (Est 5 2;
8 4). T h e same is true of Babylonia (Dnl 1 19;
2
2 ) . ^
Though standing seems to have been the usual
attitude, it is quite certain t h a t kneeling was
common at all times.
2. Kneeling The monuments afford
abundant proof for this
statement; so too the many references in the Bible. Solomon not only
stood before t h e altar on the occasion
of dedicating his famous temple, but
he also knelt (1 K 8 54; 2 Ch 6 13).
Jos, describing this ceremony, says
that the king at the conclusion of
KueeUng.
his prayer prostrated himself on the
ground and in this posture continued worshipping
for a long time. Ezra fell upon his knees as he
addressed Jeh in prayer (Ezr 9 5). Daniel, too,
knelt upon his knees and prayed three times a day
(Dnl 6 10). The same practice was observed by
the apostles and the early church; for we read t h a t
Stephen (Acts 7 60), Peter (9 40), Paul (20 36) and
others (21 5) assumed this posture as they prayed.
As^ already stated, it is not alw-ays easy to determine the exact posture of those described as
kneeling or bowing, for this varied
3. Bowing with flie temperament of the suppliant and the intensity of his prayer
or BuppUcation. Eleazer when sent to select a
wife for his ma.ster, Isaac, bowed before Jeh (Gen
24 26). The Hebrews on leaving Eg^-jd were commanded to bow to Jeh (Ex 11 8; 12 27,28). The
injunction of the Psalmist show-s the prevalence of
this posture in prayer: "O come, let us worship and
bow down" (Ps 95 6). Isaiah refers to tbe same
when he says: "Every knee shaU bow" to God

Bo-wing.
Touching the Forehead; Touching t h e Breast; Folding tho Arms;
Placing Hands on Knecb,

(Isa 45 23). St. Paul too bowed his knees to the
Father (Eph 3 14). The same practice obtained
among the heathen nations as they worshipped
their gipds or idols. Naaman bowed before Rimmon, his god. The numerous prohibitions in the
Heb Scriptures against b((wing down at the shrines
of the nations around Israel prove the prevalence
of this method of adoration. Indeed, one of the
ten commandments is directed explicitly against
bowing to or worshipping idols (Ex 20 5). The
same prohibition was often repeated, as by Jo.shua
(23 7) and the author of 2 K (17 35). Unfortu-
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nately Israel did transgress in this very thing, for
while StiU in the Wilderness they bowed down to
the gods of Moab (Nu 25 2) and again after their
settlement in Canaan (Jgs 2 12). Amaziah boweil
down to the gods of Edom (2 Ch 25 14).
Like deference was also shown to angels or
supernatural beings. Thus Abraham bows to the
three angels as they appear to him a t Mamre

Supplication: "Falling at the Feet."
(Gen 18 2). And so did Lot a t Sodom (19 1).
Joshua fell on his face before the prince of the
host of Jeh (Josh 5 14). This attitude was a
common one to Ezekiel as he saw his wonderful
visions (Ezk 1 28; 3 23, and often). Daniel when
he saw Gabriel in a vision was affrighted and fell
upon his face (Dnl 8 17). The three disciples had
the same experience on the Mount of Transfiguration
(Mt 17 6).
IVIonarchs and persons of superior rank were the
recipients of Uke honors and marks of respect.
Joseph's brothers bowed as they came into his
presence, thinldng t h a t he was an Egyptian of high
rank (Gen 43 28). Bathsheba bowed to King
David when she entered his presence in the interest
of their son Solomon (1 K 1 16,31). But such
deference was not shown to monarchs only, for
Jacob and his household bowed down seven times
to the irate Esau (Gen 33 3ff). AbigaU fell on
her face before David as he was marching to avenge
him.self upon Nabal, her husband (1 S 25 23).
David too when he went to meet Jonathan fell on
his face to the ground and bowed himseff three times
( I S 20 41). The Shunammite woman, as she came
to entreat Elisha for the life of her boy, bowed before the prophet (2 K 4 37). The same custom
prevailed not only among the Persians, as is evident
from the Book of Esther and the monuments at
Persepohs, but also in Babylonia, Assyria and other
countries.
This w-as but an intenser way of showing one's
regard or of emphasizing a petition. It was the
token of abject subjection or the
4. Prostra- deepest reverence. Abraham, when
tion
Jeh appeared to him and promised
him a son, with profoundest gratitude
and greatest joy fell prostrate on his face (Gen 17
3). Moses and Aaron were often found in this
pijsture (Nu 14 5; 16 4,45; 20 6). Elijah, eccentric in many ways, cast himself upon the earth and
placed his face between his knees (cf 1 K 18 42).
Job fell on the ground and worshipped Jeh (Job 1
20). Such homage was often shown to our Saviour
(Mk 5-22; Jn 11 32), not because men realized
that He w-as God in the flesh, but simply as a mark
of respect for a great teacher and miracle-worker.
I t is to be noticed t h a t our Saviour never refused
such homage, but accepted it as pertinent and
proper. Did He not realize t h a t honor and worship Di-vine belonged to Him, He would have refused
them just as Peter did when Cornelius fell down at
his feet and w-orshipped him (Acts 10 25) or as the
angel in Rev 19 10, who said to John, prostrate
at his feet, "See thou do it not: I am a fellow servant,"

etc.

See ADORATION, I I I .
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ATTUS, at'us (1 Esd 8 29 = Ezr 8 2). See H A T -

Attitudes
Augury

divination by lot. Aniong the Romans as among
other nations (Babylonians, etc), a saorffice was
offered before omens were taken, so as,to propitiate
AUDIENCE, 6'di-ens: Tr<i from the Heb H'S,
the gods.
'bzen, "ear." In Gen 23 10 f ''in the audience of"
III. Augury among the Greeks.—Almost the
is equal to "in the presence of," or "whUe they
only kind of divination practised or even known
listened." Cf Ex 24 7; I S 25 24 (RV "in thine
among the Romans was that by signs or omens,
ears"); 1 Ch 28 S; Neh 13 1. In the N T the
though Cicero (de Div. i.lf) notices another kind
which
may be called divining by direct inspiration
expression "to give audience" (--Vets 22 22; 13 16,
from
the gods. It is this higher and more spiritual
RV "hearken"; 15 12, RV "they hearkened") is
tr''from the Gr dKoioi, akoiid, "to hear" or deriva- mode of divining that obtained most largely among
the Greeks, whose chief word for diviner (mdntis)
tives, and means "to listen,'' "to pay attention,"
In -\V Lk 7 1 (RV "in the ears of") and AV 20 45 implies this. Yet the lower kind of di-vination
known as augury was to some extent practised
(RV "in the hearing of") the usage is similar to
among the Greeks.
that of the OT.
IV^. Augury among the Hebrews.—In
general
it may be said that the religion ot Israel set itseff
AUGIA, 6'ji-a(Aii-yta, Augla): The wife of Jaddus,
steadfastly and consistently against augury; a
whose sons « ere reiiio\-ed from priesthood because
their names w-ere not found in the register, their an- very remarkable fact when one remembers how
rife it was among the surrounding peoples—Arabs,
cestors having ''usurped the office of the priesthood"
Assyrians, Babylonians, Egyptians, etc. Surely
(1 Esd 5 oS), Omitted in Ezr 2 and Neh 7.
there is in this evidence of special Di-vine guidance,
AUGURS' OAK, 6'gurs' ok: If we tr the Heb for those ancient Hebrews are not fit to be compared
with the Babylonians or Egyptians or Romans for
vb. 'dnin, "to practise augury" (see AUGURY) we achievements in art and general secular Uterature.
should in Jgs 9 37 for "the oak of Meonenim" For the attitude of the OT toward augury see the
render "the augurs' oak" as in R^'ni, for the last
passages (^numerated in the opening of this article.
word is simply the part, of the same vb. and means Several kinds of augury are mentioned in the OT,
"one who practises augury," though there is some and in some cases without explicit condemnation.
doubt as to the exact connotation of the word. See
Belomancy was a method of divination by arunder Divix-ixiox. Both the EVV make this
noun the name of a place; but no such place is rows, a number of which were marked in certain
ways, then mixed and drawn at
known and the derivation and form of the word are
random. We have a reference to
clear and certain. We have a similar phrase simi- 1. Belothis in Hos 4 12: 'My people ask
larly misunderstood by our translators in Gen 12 6 mancy
counsel from their wood [lit. "tree"]
w-here the "oak of iVIoreh" should be "the oak"
(or "terebinth"!?]) "of the dixdner" or "augur," and their staff [i.e. "arrow"] tells them [their
oracles]'; and also in Ezk 21 2 1 : 'For the king
for moreh is also a part. = "one who teaches" or
of Babylon .
used di-vination, shaking the
"directs," Probably the same tree is meant,
since in each case the neighborhood is t h a t of She- arrows to and fro.' The first passage shows that
chem. The worship of trees, or rather the deity belomancy was practised by Israehtes though the
supposed to make them his home, has prevaUed prophet condemned it. The second is interestvery widely. See W. R. Smith, Rel. Sem.\ 195; ing as showing how the Babylonian used his arrows.
It is to be noticed that the prophet Ezekiel records
cf Jgs 4 5; 2 S 5 24 and "the oak of Zeus at
the incident without making any comment on it,
Dodona,'' In Jgs 9 6 we read of a "maggebhdh, favorable
or otherwise. He would, however, had
oak tree'': the tree with an altar on which sacri- he spoken, almost certainly have condemned it,
fices were offered. The oak trees of Gen 12 6 and Mohammed forbade this use of arrows as "an
of Jgs 9 37, if two distinct trees are meant, would
abomination of Satan's work" (Koran, Sur. 5 92).
be trees which the Canaanites had been in the habit
Hydromancy, or divination by water, was pracof consulting: hence the name.
tised by Joseph (Gen 44 3-5) without any censure
T. W I T T O N D A V I E S
on the part of the writer. There were
AUGURY, 6'gli-ri, 6'gur-i: This word occurs in
2. Hydro- among the Romans and other ancient
the RV in Lev 19 26; D t 18 10.14; 2 K 21 6,
mancy
nations, as among modern Arabs,
and the IJ 2 Ch 33 6. In all these cases the vb.
etc, many modes of divining by means
"practise augury" is in the -VV "to observe times." of water. Generally a piece of silver or gold or a
The vb. thus tx"^ is 'jj'ii', 'dnen, which means prob- precious stone was thrown into a vessel containing
ably to utter a low croaking sound as was done in water: the resulting movements of the water and
divining. See DIVINATION.
the figures formed were interpreted according to
/. Definition.—The
derivation of "augur" is certain fixed signs. See August., de Civ. Dei, vU.31;
doubtful, but that it means strictly to divine from Strabo x-vi.11.39; lambUohus, de Alyst., iU.4.
the flight of birds is suggested by its likehest etyOf sortilege, or di-viijation by lot, we have instances
mology (avis, gur) and esp. from the fact that in in Lev 16 8; Mt 27 35; 1 Ch 25 8; Jon 1 2ff;
Acts 1 2 6 , etc. The Urim and Thumearly Lat the augur was called a.itsjjex ( = avi spex).
But both w-ords came to be applied to all forms of
3. SortUege mim was simply a case of sortilege,
though in this case, as in the cases
divining from omens.
enumerated above, God was supposed to control
//. Augury among the Romans.—The
Rom
the
result.
A
proper tr of 1 S 14 41 f^ based on a
augur was a government official, paid to guide the
councils of the nation in times of peace and of war. text corrected according to the LXX of Lucian,
The principal signs from which these augurs de- is the foUowing: "And Saul said, O Lord the Go(i
of Israel, why hast thou not answered thy servant
duced their omens were these: (1) celestial signs,
chiefly Ughtning and thunder, the direction of the this day? If the iniquity be in me or in Jonatlian
former (right to left a good sign, and vice versa); my son, give Urim; and if thou sayest thus, The
2) signs from the flight, cries and feeding of birds; iniquity is in the people, give Thummim." It
(-5) signs from the movements and audible sounds seems almost certain that these words refer to two
of animals, including serpents; (4) signs from the balls put into the high priest's ephod and drawn
e.xamination of the entrails of animals; (5) belo- by him at random, the one divining one answer,
and the other the contrary.
mancy, or divination by arrows; (6) sortUege, or
TUSH.

Augustan
Authority

We meet with several other signs. The prophet
EUsha directs King Joash to throw two arrows
through the window in order to find
4. Other
out whether the king will be victorious
Methods
or not (2 K 13 14-19). If Gideon^s
fleece were wet and the ground dry this
was to be a sign of coming \dctory over the Midianites. There is nothing in the narrative disapproving of the com-se taken (.Igs 6 36-40). In 1 S
14 S ff Jonathan is represented as deciding whether
or not he is to attack the PhiUs by the words he
will hear them speak. See further Gen 24 12-19;
2 K 20 9.
Dreams are very commonly mentioned in the
Bible as a means of forecasting the future. See
Gen 20 3,6 f (Abimelech); 31 10-13
5. Dreams (Jacob); 37 5; 40 3 ff (Joseph), and
also Jgs 7 13; 1 K 3 5f; M t 1 20;
2 12 ff; 27 19, etc. The part of the Pent ascribed
by Wellhausen, etc, to E abounds with accounts of
such significant dreams.
That omens were taken from the heavenly bodies
by the Babylonians, and other ancient nations is
matter of definite knowdedge, but it is
6. Astrology never countenanced in the OT, Indeed the only explicit reference to it
in the Heb Scriptures occurs in Isa 47 13 where the
Exilic author mockingly urges Babylon to turn to
her astrologers that they may save her from her
threatened doom.
Sev( ral cuneiform inscriptions give lists of celestial omens by which Bab augurs prognosticated
the future. In M t 2 the wdse men received their
first intimation of the birth of the child Jesus from a
bright star which they saw in the East.
V. Higher Character of Heb
Prophecy.—Though
OT prophecy in its lowest forms has features in
common with heathen divination, it stands on an
infinitely higher level. The prophet speaks under
a strong impulse and from a sense of duty. The
heathen diviner plied his calling for money. The
Gr nni litis worked himself into a state of frenzy,
thought to imply inspiration, by music and certain
drugs. The prophet believed himself directly guided
by God.
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(See ASTROLOGY, 1; DIVINATION.

LITERATURE,—T, "Witton Davies, Magic, Divination
and Demonology
among the H.hreii-,-. 1 8 9 8 , 7 2 ff; arts, o n
"Divination" in HDB (Jevons); EB (T, -Witton Davies),
and on ".Vugury" in Jew Enc (Blau), valuable as giving
the rabbinical side as well.
T. W I T T O N

AUGUSTAN, o-gus'tan

DAVIES

(AUGUSTUS') BAND.

(See -VR.MY, ROMAN,

AUGUSTUS, 6-gus'tus (ASyono-Tos, Augoustos):
(1) The first Rom emperor, and noteworthy in
Bible history as the emperor in w-hose reign the Incarnation took place (Lk 2 1). His original name
was Caius Oetavdus Caepias and he was born in 63
BC, the year of Cicero's consulship. He was the
grand-nephew of Julius Caesar, his mother Atia
ha-ving been the daughter of Julia, Caesar's younger
sister. He w-as only 19 jears of age when Caesar
was murdered in the Senate house (44 BC), but
-with a true instinct of statesmanship he steered his
course through the intrigues and dangers of the
closing }-ears of the republic, and after the battle of
Actium was left wdthout ^ rival. Some difficulty
was experienced in finding a name that would exactly
define the position of the new- ruler of the state. He
himself declined the names of rex and dictator, and
in 27 BC he was by the decree of the Senate styled
Augustus. The epithet imphed respect and veneration beyond what is bestowed on human things:
"Sancta vocant augusta patres: augusta vocantur
Templa sacerdotum rite dicata manu,"
—Ovid Fasti i. 609; cf Dion Cass., 5316

The Greeks rendered the word by 2£/3cicrT(5s,
Sebastds, lit. "reverend" (Arts 25 21,25). The
name was connected by the Romans with augur—
"one consecrated by religion"—and also with the
vb. augere. In this w-ay it came to torm one of the
German imperial titles "Mehrer des Reichs" (extender of the empire). The length of the reign
of A., extending as it did over 44 shears from the
battle of Actium (31 BC) to his death (14 AD),
doubtless contributed much to the settlement and
consolidation of the new regime after the troublous
times of the civil w-ars.
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Coin of Augustus.
It is chiefly through the connection of Judaea and
Palestine w-ith the Rom Empire that Augustus
comes in contact with early Christianity, or rather
with the political and religious life of the Jewdsh
people at the time of the birth of Christ: "Now it
came to pass in those days, there w-ent out a decree
from Caesar Augustus, that all the world should
be enrolled" (Lk 2 1). During the reign of Herod
the Great the government of Palestine w-as conducted
practically without interference from Rome e.xcept,
of course, as regarded the exaction of the tribute;
but on the death of that astute and capable ruler
(4 BC) none of his three sons among whom his
kingdom was divided showed the capacity of their
father. In the \-ear 6 AD the intervention of
Augustus w-as invited by the Jews themselves to
provide a remedy for the incapacity of their ruler,
-V.rehelaus, who was deposed by the emperor from
the rule of Judaea; at the same time, while Caesarea
w-as still the center of the Rom administration, a
small Rom garrison w-as stationed permanently in
Jerus. The city, however, was left to the control
of the Jewish Sanhedrin with complete judicial
and executive authority except that the death
sentence required confirmation by the Rom procurator. There is no reason to beheve that Augustus entertained any specially favorable appreciation
of Judaism, but from policy he showed himself
favorable to the Jews in Pal and did everything to
keep them from feeling t h e pressure of the Rom
yoke. To the Jew-s of the eastern Diaspora he
allowed great privileges. I t has even been held
that his aim w-as to render them pro-Rom, as a
counterpoise in some degree to the pronounced
Hellenism of the East; b u t in the West autonomous
bodies of Jews w-ere never allowed (see Mommsen,
Provinces of the Rom Empire, eh 11),
(2) For Augustus in Acts 25 21,25 AV, see
EMPEROR.

AUL, 61. See

J.

HUTCHISON

-VWL.

AUNT, iint (!T11~, dddhdh, "loving"): A father's
sister (Ex 6 20); an uncle's wife (Lev 18 14;
20 20),

See RELATIONSHIPS, FAMILY.

AURANITIS, 6-ran-i'tis: Used by Jos for HAURAN
(q.v.).
AUSTERE, 6s-ter' (avo-T-iipos, austeros, "harsh,"
"rough"): Twdee used by Christ in the parable of
the Pounds (Lk 19 21,22j, and of special sigmfi-
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DWIGHT

M . PRATT

AUTHOR, 6 ' t h e r : T l u s w o r d is u s e d t o t r a n s l a t e
two Gr w o r d s : (1) ainos,- aitios, h t . "caii.se," h e n c e
"author." H e 5 9, H e " b e c a m e t h e a u t h o r of e t e r n a l
salvation.'' (2) ipx-qyds, archcgos —lit. "chief l e a d e r , "
"prince," " c a p t a i n " ; t h e n a u t h o r , o r i g i n a t o r . I t is
rendered " a u t h o r " i n t h e following p a s s a g e s : (a) H e
12 2, "looking u n t o J e s u s , the- a u t h o r [-VV', R V ] a n d
finisher [RV " p e r f e c t e r " ] of o u r f a i t h . "
B u t here i t
seems better t o t a k e archcgos i n i t s p r i m a r y sense,
"leader" (,RVm " c a p t a i n " ) , r a t h e r t h a n i n i t s s e c o n d ary sense " a u t h o r . " T h e m e a n i n g is, n o t t h a t H e is
the originator of f a i t h i n u s , b u t t h a t H e Himself is
the pioneer in t h e life of faith. H e is first in t h e
company of t h e faithful (cf references t o H i s " f a i t h fulness," 2 1 7 ; 3 2.5.6), far s u r p a s s i n g i n H i s fidelity even t h e O T s a i n t s m e n t i o n e d i n c h 1 1 ; a n d
therefore w e a r e t o l o o k t o H i m a s o u r perfect p a t tern of faith. F a i t h h a s n o t o n l y C h r i s t for i t s
object, b u t C h r i s t for i t s s u p r e m e e x a m p l e . S o
Bengel, Bleek, B . W e i s s , Afford, A . B . Da-vidson,
Grimm-Thayer. O t h e r s , h o w e v e r , t a k e t h e w o r d
in the sense of " a u t h o r . "
(6) H e 2 10, " t o m a k e
the author [-VV " c a p t a i n " ] of t h e i r s a l v a t i o n perfect
through sufferings."
H e r e t h e i d e a of C h r i s t a s
originator or a u t h o r of o u r s a l v a t i o n is p r e s e n t (cf
the passage H e 5 9, w h e r e h o w e v e r a different w o r d
is used; see a b o v e ) . B u t h e r e a g a i n t h e original
meaning of " l e a d e r " is n o t t o b e lost s i g h t of. H e ,
being the first possessor of s a l v a t i o n , b e c o m e s t h e
author of i t for o t h e r s . " T h e i d e a t h a t t h e Son goes
before the saved in t h e s a m e p a t h o u g h t p e r h a p s t o
be retained" ( D a v i d s o n ) . Cf H e 6 2 0 , w h e r e J e s u s
issaid to be our " f o r e r u n n e r . "
(c) A c t s 3 15, A V m
and RVm h a v e " a u t h o r , " w h e r e t e x t h a s " p r i n c e . "
Here again i t is p o s s i b l e t h a t t h e t w o i d e a s a r e
present.
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AUTHORITY, 6 - t h o r ' i - t i ( I N G E N E I t A L ) .
AriHOEiTY ( I N R E L I G I O N ) , I .

See

AUTHORITY, 6 - t h o r ' i - t i ( I N R E L I G I O N ) ( H l ' l ,
Tohhah, r p p J tdkeph; i^ova-la, exousia, t^ouo-idju,
exo-iisidzo, Kari^ova-iala, katexou.'iidzo,
liriTayifi, epitapi, iirepox'Ti, huperoche,
aiSivriut,
authenled,
8uv(i(rTi]s, dundsles):
I,

GENERAL IDEA.

1. Of Two Kinds
(1) External
(2) Internal
2. Universal Need of Authority
3. Necessity for Infallible Criterion of T r u t h
4. Ultimate N a t u r e of Authority
5. It Is God
8. Different Ideas of God a n d Different Views of
Authority
7. A Problem of Knowledge for Christians
ll.

-^
UI.

T H E BIBLICAL

REFERENCES

1. In OT
2. In NT
3. Common Elements in their Meaning
BIBLICAL T E A C H I N G

1. OT
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Teaching
Earliest Form Patriarchal
Tribal and Personal Authority
Seers and Priests
Kings and Established Religion
The Great Prophets
The Canon and Rabbinical Tradition

Augustan
Authority

2. N T Teaching
(1) Jesus Christ's Authority
(a) His Teacliing
(6) His WorliS
(c) Forgiving and Judging
id) Life and Salvation
(e) Derived from His Sonship
(/) In His Ascended State
(g) Clirist and tlie Paraclete
(2) The Disciples' Authority
(al Derived from Christ
(f>) Paul's Authority
(c) .\uthority ot All Believers
id-) Authority over tli(( Nations
(3) Church's Authority Moral and Personal
(4) Authority of the Bible

cance a s i U u s t r a t i n g t h e false c o n c e p t i o n of G o d
cherished b y t h e sinful a n d d i s o b e d i e n t . T h e fear
resident in a g u i l t y conscience sees o n l y s t e r n n e s s
anil severity i n G o d ' s p e r f e c t r i g h t e o u s n e s s . T h e
word m a y b e m a d e a n e m i n e n t s t u d y i n t h e p s y chology of a n evil h e a r t . W r o n g d o i n g eclipses t h e
soul's vision of G o d ' s love a n d p i c t u r e s H i s r i g h t e o u s ness as harsh, uiffeeling, p a r t i a l , u n j u s t , f o r b i d d i n g .
The awfulness of s i n m a y t h u s b e seen i n i t s p o w e r
so to pervert t h e soul a s t o m a k e g o o d n e s s s e e m evil,
justice unjust, a n d e v e n love u n l o v e l y , Cf " h a r d "
(iric\-ilp6i,skleros, " d r i e d u p , " " h a r s h " ) in t h e p a r a b l e
of the T a l e n t s ( M t 2 5 2 4 ) .

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

\\.

O U T L I N E HISTORY OF ECCLESIASTICAL
(((*- AUTHOHITY

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

V.

DOCTRINE

-Vppeal to Reason as Logos
OCUKHIOX D(.((,'ina
.^eh()tasti((isiii
Keelesiastical Absolutism
Reformation Principles
Now Scholasticism
The Inner Light
Back to Experience
Distrust of Reason
Christian Skepticism

CLASSLFICATION OF T H E O R I E S

1. External
(1) Incipient Catholicism
(2) General Councils
Ci) Romanism
(4) Papal Infallibility
(.'>) Inerrancy of Scripture
(5) Anglican Appeal to Antiquity
(7) Limitations of External Authority
(a) Not Infallible
(6) Rests on Personal Authority
(c) No Apostolical Tradition E x t a n t
{d) No Con,sensus of Fathers
(e) Bible Needs Interpretation
(/) Authority Necessarily Spiritual
2, Internal Authority
LITERATURE

/ . General Idea.— T h e t e r m is of manifold a n d
a m b i g u o u s m e a n i n g . T h e v a r i o u s ideas of a u t h o r i t y
fall i n t o t w o m a i n classes: a s e x t e r n a l
1. Of T w o or p u b l i c t r i b u n a l o r s t a n d a r d , which
Kinds
t h e r e f o r e i n t h e n a t u r e of t h e case can
o n l y a p p l y t o t h e o u t w a r d expressions
of r e l i g i o n ; a n d a s i m m a n e n t p r i n c i p l e which g o v e r n s
t h e m o s t secret m o v e m e n t s of t h e soul's hfe.
(1) External.—.V
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i n s t a n c e of t h e
former i d e a of a u t h o r i t y is found in A . J . Balfour's
Foundations
of Belief: " A u t h o r i t y a s I h a v e been
u s i n g t h e t e r m is i n all cases c o n t r a s t e d -with reason,
a n d s t a n d s for t h a t g r o u p of n o n - r a t i o n a l causes,
m o r a l , social a n d e d u c a t i o n a l , w h i c h p r o d u c e s i t s
r e s u l t s b y p s y c h i c processes o t h e r t h a n r e a s o n i n g "
(p. 2 3 2 , S t h e d ) . T h e b u l k of m e n ' s i m p o r t a n t
behefs a r e proiluced a n d a u t h o r i z e d b y " c u s t o m ,
e d u c a t i o n , p u b l i c opinion, t h e c o n t a g i o u s convict i o n s of c o u n t r y m e n , family, p a r t y or c h u r c h " t p ,
226),
Authority a n d reason are "rival c l a i m a n t s "
(p, 24.3). " A u t h o r i t y a s such is, from t h e n a t u r e of
t h e case, d u m b in t h e presence of a r g u m e n t " (p, 2:j4).
N e w m a n makes a kindred distinction belween
a u t h o r i t y i n revealed religion a n d conscience in
n a t u r a l religion, a l t h o u g h h e does n o t assign a s wide
a s p h e r e t o a u t h o r i t y , a n d h e allows t o conscience a
k i n d of a u t h o r i t y . ' ' T h e s u p r e m a c y of conscience
is t h e essence of n a t u r a l religion, t h e s u p r e m a c y of
a p o s t l e o r p o p e o r c h u r c h o r bishop is Qie essence
of r e v e a l e d ; a n d w h e n such e x t e r n a l a u t h o r i t y is
t a k e n a w a y , t h e m i n d faUs b a c k a g a i n of necessity
u p o n t h a t i n w a r d g u i d e w h i c h i t possessed even
before r e v e l a t i o n w a s v o u c h s a f e d " (Development of
Doctrine,
8 6 , ed 1878).
F r o m a v e r y different
s t a n d p o i n t t h e s a m e a n t i t h e s i s a p p e a r s in t h e v e r y
t i t l e of S a b a t i e r ' s book. The Religions of Author itg
and the Religion of the Spirit.
H e knows both kinds
of a u t h o r i t y . " T h e a u t h o r i t y of m a t e r i a l force,
of c u s t o m , t r a d i t i o n , t h e code, m o r e a n d m o r e
yields place t o t h e i n w a r d a u t h o r i t y of conscience
a n d reason, a n d in t h e s a m e m e a s u r e b e c o m e s
t r a n s f o r m e d for t h e s u b j e c t i n t o a t r u e a u t o n o m y "
(p. xxxiU, E T ) .
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)2) Internal.—)Martineau distinguishes the two
types of authority to reject the former and accept
the latter. "The mere resort to testimony for information beyond our province does not fill the
meaning of 'authority'; wdiich we never acknowledge
till that w-hich speaks to us from another and a higher
strikes home and wakes the echoes in ourselves, and
is thereby instantly transferred from external attestation to self-evidence. And this response it is which
makes the moral intuitions, started by outward appeal, reflected back by inward veneration, more than
egoistic phenomena, and turning them into correspondency between the universal and the individual
mind, invests them with true authority" (Seal of
Authority, Preface, ed 1890).
Confusion would disappear if the fact were recognized that for different persons, and even for the
same persons at different timejs, authority means
different things. For a child his father's or his
teacher's word is a decree of absolute authority.
He accepts its truth and recognizes his obhgation
to allow it to determine his conduct.. But when
reason awakes in him, he may doubt their knowledge or wisdom, and he w-ill seek other guides or
authorities. So it is in religi((us development.
Some repudiate authorities that others acknowledge.
But no one has a monopoly of the term or concept,
and no one may justly say to Dr. Martineau or anybody else t h a t ' 'he has no right to speak of 'authority'
at all."
All religion involves a certain attitude of thought
and will toward God and the Piniverse. The
feeling element is also present, but that
2. Univer- is ignored in the theories of external
sal Need of authority. All religion then involves
Authority
certain ideas or behefs about God,
and conduct corresponding to them,
but ideas may be true or false, and conduct right or
wrong. iVlen need to know what is true, that they
may do t h a t which is right. They need some test
or standard or court of appeal w-hich distinguishes
and enforces the truth; forbids the -wrong and
commands the right. As in all government there
is a legislative and an executive function, the one
issuing out of the other, so in every kind of religious
authority recognized as such, men require that it
should tell them what ideas they ought to believe
and what deeds to perform.
In this general sense authority is recognized in
every realm of hfe, even beyond that w-hich is usually called religious Ufe. Science builds up its system in conformity w-ith natural phenomena. Art
has its ideals of beauty. Pohtics seeks to realize
some idea ot the state. Metaphysics reconstructs
the universe in conformity with some principle of
truth or reality.
"If we are .
to attach any definite intelligible meaning to the distinction between things as
they really are, and things as they
3. There
merely appear to be, we must clearly
Must Be
have some uni^'ersal criterion or test
an InfalUble by which the distinction may be made.
Criterion of This criterion must be in the first
Truth
place infallible; that is, must be such
that we cannot doubt its validity wdthout falling into a contradiction in our thought
Freedom from contradiction is a characteristic
that belongs to everything that is real . . . and
we may therefore use it as a test or criterion of
reaUty "(Taylor, Elements of Metaphysics, 18-19).
A more skeptical philosopher writes: '"That the truth
itself is one and w-hole and complete, and that all
thinking and all experience moves within its recognition, and subject to its manifest authoritv, this
I have never doubted" (Joachim, The Nature of
Truth, 178), It is only a thoroughgoing skeptic
that could dispense with authority, a "Pyrrho,"

who holds suspense of judgment to be the only
right attitude of mind, and he, to be logical, must
also suspend all action and cease to be. There can
be no question, therefore, except in total nescience,
as to the fact of authority in general; and the problem to decide is, "What is the authority in rehgion ?"
It is a problem involved in the cUtfioulties of all
ultimate problems, and all argument about it is
apt to move in a circle. For the ultimate must bear
witness of its own ultimacy, the ab4. Ultimate solute of its own absoluteness, and
Nature of
authority of its own sovereignty. If
Authority
there were a court of appeal or a standard of reference to which anything
called ultimate, absolute and supreme, could apply
for its credentials, it would therefore become relative
and subordinate to that other criterion. There is a
sense in which Mr. Balfour's saving is true, "that
authority is dumb in the presence of argument."
No process of mediate reasoning can establish it, for
no premise can be found from which it issues as a
conclusion. I t judges all things, but is judged of
none. I t is its own 'witness and judge. All that
reason can say about it is the dictum of Parmenides:
"it is."
In this sense, there can be no question again
among religious people, that the authority is God.
The one idea involves the other. He
5. It Is God alone is seff-existent and supreme,
w-ho is what He is of His own right.
If God exists, He is the ultimate criterion and power
of truth and reality. All truth inheres in Him
and issues from Him. The problem of authority
thus becomes one with the proof and definition of
God. These questions lie beyond the purpose of the
present article (see art. GOD). Their solution is
assumed in this discussion of authority, although
different theories of authority no doubt involve
different ideas of God. External the6. Different ories generally involve what is called a
Ideas of
deistic conception of God. SpiritualGod
istio theories of authority correspond
Involve
to theistic views of God. If He is
Different
immanent as well as transcendent.
Views of
He speaks directly to men, and has
Authority
no need of intermediaries. Pantheism results in a naturalistic theory of
truth. The mind of God is the law of Nature.
But pantheism in practice tends to become polytheism, and then to issue in a crude anarchy which
is the denial of all authority and truth. But
within Christendom the problem of authority lies
between those w-ho agree in believing in one God,
who is personal, transcendent and to some extent
immanent. The differences on these points are
really consequences of differences of -views as to
His mode of seff-communioation. It is, therefore,
a problem of epistemology rather than
7. For
of ontology. The question is, in
Christians what way does God make know-n
a Problem Himself, His mind and His authorit}of Knowl- to men generally? The purpose of
edge
this article is the exposition of the
Biblical teaching of authority, with
some attempt to place it in its true position in the
life of the church.
//. 77ie Biblical References.—Only
for (1)
rdbhdh (Prov 29 2): "to be great" or "many,"
"When the righteous are in authority,
1. In the
the people rejoice." So AV and RVm,
OT
but RV "When the righteous are
increased" (so BDB).
"Toy in loc.
remarks, "The Heb has: 'When the righteous
increase,' the suggestion being that they then have
control of affairs; the change of a letter gives the ,
reading 'rule' w-hich is required by the 'govern'
of the second line." (2) tdkeph (Est 9 29): "Es-
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ther the iiueen . .
wrote \\'ith all authority
to confirm this second letter of P u i i m " (RVm
"slrengtli"[soBDB]).
(1) Most frequently for e.TO!(Sin, e.rousiazd and
katexousiazd: (a) of G()d's authority (-Vets 1 7): as
the potter's over clay (Rom 9 21, "a
2. In the
right"; Jude ver 2(\ "power"; Rev 16
NT
9, "power"); (b) of Christ's t(^uching
audworks(-Mt 7 '29; 21 23.21.27(=iMk
1 22.27; Mk 11 '-8.29 33 = Lk 4 36; 20 2 8; Jn 5
27, authority to (^xeeute judgment. The same Gr
word, tr^ "pow(-r" in -W but generally "aulli(.n'itv"
iu KV or RVm, appears also in Mt 9 l i s , to birgive
sins: 28 IS; Mk 2 10; Lk 4 32; 5 '2-1; Jn 10
IS; 17 2; Rev 12 10); (c) of the disciples, as
Christ's representatives and witnesses (Lk 9 1,
the twelve; 2 Cor 10 S.Paul); also of their rights
and privUeges; (the same Gr w-ord in -Mt 10 1;
.\lk 3 15; 6 7; Lk 10 19 = RV "authoritv"; Jn
1 12; -Vets 8 19; 2 Cor 13 10; 2 Thess 3 9;
He 13 10; Rev 2 26: 22 14 = RV "right"); (</) of
subordinate heavenlv authorities or pow-ers (1 Cor
15 24; 1 Pet 3 22; and the same Gr word in
Eph 1 21; 3 10; 6 12; Col 1 16; 2 10,1.1; Rcv
11 6; 14 IS; 18 1); (c) of ci\il authority, as of
king, magistrate or steward (Lk 7 S = Mt 8 9
[centurion]; ^Ik 13 34: Lk 19 17; 20 20; 22 25
= Mt 20 25 = Mk 10 42: and Acts 9 14; 26 10.
12 [of SauF; and the same Gr w-ord in Lk 12 11;
23 7: Jn 19 10.11; Acts 5 4; Rom 13 1,2,3; Tit
3 1; Eev 17 12,13); (/) of the powers of evU (Rev
13 2, "the beast th.at came out of the sea"; and
the same Gr word in Lk 4 6; 12 5; 22 5:5; Acts
26 IS; Eph 2 2; Col 1 13; Rev 6 8; 9 :i,10,19;
13 4,5,7,12; 20 6). (g) of man's inward power of
self-control (the same Gr word in 1 Cor 7 37; 8 9,
'liberty": 6 12; 7 4; 9 4,5,6,12 18, RV "right";
11 lOi,
(2) For epitage: commandment, authority to
exhort and reprove the church (Tit 2 15),
(3) For huperoche: "for kings and all that are
in high place" (RV 1 Tim 2 2),
(4) For authenled: " I permit not a w-oman
. , , to have dominion over a man" (RV 1 Tim
2 12).
(o) For du-nastes: "A eunuch of great authority" (-\ct3 8 27).
Of the w-(3rds tr* "authority," exousia alone expresses the idea of rehgious authority, whether of
God, of Christ or of man. The other
3. Common uses of this word are here instructive
Elements in as bringing out the common element
Their^
in secular and religious authority.
Meaning
The control of the state over its subjects, whether as supreme in the person
of emperor or king, or as delegated to and exercised
by proconsul, magistrate or soldier, and the control of a householder over his family and servants
and property, exercised directly or indirectly
tnrough stewards, liave some characteristics which
also pertam to religious authority; and the differences, essential thou(,5h they are, must be derived
from the context and the circumstances of llie case.
In one passage indeed the civil type of authority
IS mentioned to be repudiated as something that
should not obtain wdthin the religious community
(Mt 20 2,5-27 =-Mk 10 42-44 = Lk 22 25,'2t;). But
although its principle and po',\-er are so entirely
different in different realms, the fact of authority
as determining religious thought, conduct and relations permeates the whole Bible, and is exjiressed by
fflany terms and phrases besides those tr"* "authority,"
.III. Biblical Teaching.— .V summary of the
iJiblical account of authority is given in He 1 1;
ttod, having of old time spoken unto the f al hers in
'he prophets by divers portions and in divers man-
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ners, hath at I he end of these days spoken unto us in
u Son [RVm]." Behind all persons and institutions
stands (1(1(1, who reveals His mind and exercises
11 IS so\-ereigiity in many ways, through many person,s and insliuitions, piecemeal and progressively,
until His final revelation of His mind and wUl
culminates in ,lesus Christ.
(1) The ('(irliest form of authority is patriarchal.
The father of the family is a t once its prophet,
pric'st and king. The consciousness of
1. OT
individuaUty was as yet weak. The
Teaching
unit ot life Hds the family, and the
fattier sums up the family'in himself
before G((d and stands to it as God, Such is the
earliest picture of religious life found in the Bible.
For whate\'er view may be taken of the historicity
of (ien, there can be little doubt that the stories
ot| the patriarchs represent an early stage of religious
life, betore the national or even the tribal consciousness had developed,
(2) When the tribal consciousness emerges, it is
ei (d in a network of customs and traditions w-hich
had grown with it, and w-hich governed the greater
part of the life of the tribe. The father had now
become the elder and judge who exercised authority
over the larger famUy, the tribe. But also, men
of commanding personality and influence appear,
who change and refashion the tribal customs. 'They
may be men of ])ractical wisdom like Jethro, great
warriors like Joshua, or emergency men like the
judges. Moses stands apart, a prophet and reformer who knew that he bore a message from God to
reform his people's religion, and gave Israel a
knowdedge of God and a covenant with God which
set them forever apart from all other peoples.
Other tribes might have a Jethro, a Joshua and a
Jephtha, but Israel alone had its Moses. His autliority has remained a large factor in the Ufe of
Israel to the present day and should hereafter be
assumed as existing side by side with other authorities mention(.'d,
(:] i In om- earliest glimpses of Heb life in Canaan
we find bands of seers or prophets assoriated w-ith
religion in Isr;u-1, as w-ell as a disorganized priesthood which conducted the public worship of Jeh.
These features were probably common to Israel and
neighboring Sem tribes. Here again the individual
person emerges who rises above custom and tradition, and exercises an individual authority direct
from God over the lives of the people, Samuel, too,
was a prophet, priest and king, but he regarded his
function as so entirely ministerial, that God might
be said to govern His people directly and personally,
though lie made known His will through the prophet.
(4) In the period of the kingship, religious authority became more organized, institutional and
external. The occasional cooperation of the tribes
developed into nationality, and the sporadic leadership of emergency chieftains gave way to the permanent rule of the king. Priests and prophets
be(-:(me organized and recognized guilds which
acted together under the protection and infiuence of
the king, along tli(> lines of traditional morality and
religion. The Hob church in its middle ages was
an estabUshed church and thoroughly "Erastian,"
We know very little of the details ot its organization,
but it is clear that the religious orders as a rule
offered Uttle resistance to the corrupting influences
of the court and of the surrounding heathenism.
(5) Opposition to corruption and advance to
higher levels of religious life invariably originated
outside the recognized religious authorities. God
raised for Himself prophets such as Elijah, Amos,
Isaiah and Jeremiah, who spcike out of the consciousness of an immediate vision or message or
command from God, In turn they influenced the
estaVilished religious authoi-ili(-s, as may be seen
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in the reformations of Hezekiah and Josiah. All
that is distinctive in the religion of Israel, all revelation of God in the OT, proceeded from the inner
experiences of the irregular prophets.
(6) In the Judaism of the post-exihc period, the
disappearance of the kingship, and the cessation of
prophecy produced new conditions which demanded
a readaptation of religious authorities. The relative
position of the priesthood was greatly enhanced.
Its chiefs became princes of Jerus, and exercised all
the pow-ers of the theocracy that remained under
foreign rule. And new developments emerged. The
formation of the canon of the < )T set up a body of
writings which stood as a permanent and external
standard of doctrine and worship. But the necessity w-as felt to interpret the Scriptures and to
apply them to existing conditions. The place of
the old prophetic guilds w-as taken by the new order
of rabbis and scribes. Ciradually they secured a
share with the priests in the administration of the
law. " I n the last two pre-Christian cents, and
throughout the Talmudic times, the scribes (sdph'rlm), also called the wise (hdkhdmlm), who claimed
to have recei\-ed the true interpretation of the Law
as 'the tradition of the Elders and Fathers' in direct
line from Moses, the prophets, and the men of the
great synagogue, . . . included people from all
classes. They formed the court of justice in every
town as well as the high court of justice, the Sanhedrin in Jerus" (Kohler in Jew Enc, II, 337).
In the time of Christ, these courts w-ere the recognized authorities in all matters of religion.
(1) I)f Jesus Christ.—When He began to teach in
Pal, all knowledge of God, and all exercise of His
authority w-ere mediated through the
2. NT
priests and scribes, who however
Teaching
i-laimed the OT as their source.
Christ was neither the destroyer nor
the creator of institutions. He never discussed the
abstract right or capacity of the Jewish orders to
be religious teachers. He enjoined obedience to
their teaching (Mt 23 2.3). StiU less did He
question the authority of the OT. He came not
to destroy, but to fulfil the law and the prophets
(Alt 5 17). But He did two things which involved
the assertion of a new and superior authority in
Himself. He repudiated the scribes' interpretation
of the law (Mt 23 13-16), and He declared that
certain of the provisions of the Mosaic law itself
were temporary and tentative, and to be replaced
or supiilemented by His own more adequate teaching (Mt 6 32,34:19,44; 19 8,9). In doing this.
He was really fulfilling a Une of'thought w-hich permeates the entire OT. All its wa-iters disclaim
finality and look forward to a fuller revelation
of the mind of God in a day of Jeh or a new
covenant or a Messiah. Jesus Christ regarded these
expectations as being reaUzed in Himself, and
claimed to complete and fulfil the development
which had run through the OT. As such. He claims
finality in His teaching of the w-ill of God, and
absolute authority in the realm of religion and
morals, (a) His teaching is with authority. His
hearers contrast it w-ith that of the scribes, who,
with all the prestige of tradition and establishment,
in comparison with Him, entirely lacked authority
(Mt 7 29; Mk 1 22; Lk 4 32; Jn 7 46), (b)
His authority as a teacher is closely associated with
His works, especially as these revealed His authority oyer that world of evil spirits whose influence was
felt in the mentid disorders that afflicted people
(Mk 1 27; Lk 4 36). (c) In His claim to forgive
sins, sanctioned by works of healing. He seemed to
exercise a Divine prerogative (IVIt 9 6,8; Mk 2
10; Lk 5 24). It imphed an infalUble moral judgment, a power to dispense with the recognized laws
of retribution and to remove guilt, which could I
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only inhere in God. All these powers are asserted in
another form in the statement that He is the final
judge (Jn 5 27). (c() He therefore possesses authority over life and salvation. The F'ather gave Him
authority over all flesh, "that whatsoever thou hast
given him, to them he should give eternal hfe" (Jn 17
2 ARVm). This authority begins in His power over
His own Ufe to give it in sacrifice for men (Jn 10 18).
By faith in Him and obedience to Him, men obtain
salvation (Mt 10 32; 11 28-30). Then-relation to
Him determines their relation to God and to the
kingdom of heaven (Mt 10 40; Lk 12 8). (e)When
challenged by the chief priests and elders, the established rehgious authorities, to state by what authority
He taught. He gives no categorical reply, but tells
them the parable of the Vineyard. All the prophets
and teachers that had come from God before Him
w-ere servants, but He is the Son (Mt 21 23-27.37;
Mk 11 28-33; 12 6; Lk 20 2,8.13). The Fourth
Gospel definitely founds His authority upon His
sonship (5 19-27). Paul deduces it from His
self-sacrifice (Phil 2 .5-11). (/) In His ascended
state, all authority in heaven and on earth is given
unto Him (Mt 28 18). I t is not only authority
in the church, and in the moral kingdom, but in the
universe. God has set Him "far above all rule,
and authority, and power, and dominion, and every
name that is named, not only in this world, but also
in that which is to come" (Eph 1 2 1 ; cf Col 2 10;
1 Pet 3 22; 1 Cor 15 24; Rev 12 10). (g) His
authority in the church as. revealer of trutli and
Lord of spirits is not limited or completed wdthin
His earthly life. By His resurrection and exaltation
He lives on in the church. "'Where two or three are
gathered . . . . in my name, there am I in the midst
of them" (Vlt 18 20). "Lo, I am with you always,
even unto the end of the world" (Mt 28 20).
Greater works than He did in the flesh wiU be done
in the church, because of His exaltation: (Jn 14 12);
and by His sending the Paraclete, "Comforter"
(ARV) (Jn 14 16). The Paraclete, which is the
Holy Spirit, w-ill teach the disciples all things, and
bring to their remembrance all that He said unto
them (14 26). He has many things to tell them
which in the days of His flesh they cannot receive, but
the Sjiirit of truth shall guide them into aU truth
(16 12 13). And the Paraclete is neither separated
nor distinct from Him in His exalted and permanent
life (14 18,28). Herein is the authority of Christ
made complete and permanent. His teaching, works
and character, as facts outside of men, even while
He lived, and stiU more when He was dead, could
only partially and imperfectly rule their spirits.
"Have I been so long time with you, and dost thou
not know me, Philip'?" In the day of the Spirit's
revelation "ye shall know that I am in my Father"
(Jn 14 9.20). Nor, again, did or could He define
the truth as it applied to every contingency throughout all time, while He Uved under the hmitations
of time and place. (Such a revelation, if it could
have been given, would have been quite useless,
for men can only apprehend the truth progressively
and in relation to the position they occupy in time
and place. But by His permanent spiritual presence in the church. He enters into, inhabits and
governs its whole life and determines for it what is
true and right at every stage of its development.
(See Forrest, Authority of Christ, 202-3.) To
ask whence Christ derives or how He possesses the
authority above described, is to raise the whole
question of His metaphysical e.xistence. Empirically, we see it issuing from two facts, which are essentially (jne—His filial consciousness and His moral
perfection. These chiefly are the empirical facts
w-hich the church has sought to interpret and express in the metaphysical doctrine of the Incarnation. (See Forrest, op. cit.)
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(2) Of the disciples.—The first disciples acknowledged Clu-ist in all things as their Lord and Master;
not the teaching they had heard, nor the example
they had witnessed, but Christ in His perniaiieiil,
living presence. They pray to Him to fill .Indus'
place among the Tw-elve (.Vets 1 24,25), lleg;i\-e
the Spirit at Pentecost (2 33), In His name they
perform their miracles (3 6; 9 '.ii). With Him
Saul meets on the way to Damascus (9 5; Gal 1
12), From Him they receive the teaching and
commands which they deli\-er to the churches
(1 Cor 11 23),
But they too exercised an authority w-liieh is
der'ivati^'e, secondai'y, and dependent upon Him.
(a) WhUe Jesus Christ yet In'ed He gave the Tweh-e,
and again the Seveiily, authority l(( (-ast out unclean sphits and to heal all manner of diseastxs,
while they went about preaching (.Ml, 10 1; Mk
3 15; 6 7; Lk 9 1; 10 19). .Vfter His resurrection He gave them commission to bear wdtIl(^ss for
Him, to baptize and to teach all nations (Mt 28
18-20; Lk 24 48,49). Paul also traced his authority to preach directly to Jesus Christ (Gal 1 1.
12). From Him they received their en(l((«-ment
with the Holy Spirit for the w-ork (.Vets 1 5; 2
33). (b) Paul claimed for himself, and by inference, for the other apostles, authority to oxercdse
discipUne in the churches, "w-hich the Lord gave
for building you up" (2 C(jr 10 8; 13 10), AU
the church's ministers exercise oversight and admonition over the churches (1 Thess 5 12; 2 Tim
4 2; 2 2), (c) The authority of sonship, and of
participation in the tree of life belongs to all behevers (Jn 1 12; Rev 22 14). (d) And in -virtue
of their faith they have authority over the nations
(Rev 2 213; 20 4). Christ makes them to be kings
(RV a kingdom) and priests (Rev 1 6), a royal
priesthood (1 Pet 2 9).
In aU this we are to see the authority of faith,
of character, of men who are messengers of Christ
because thej- are in li\dng union wdth Him. It pertains to no office or institution, and exists only where
Christ reigns in men, and therefore, through them,
(3) Of the church.—It is moral and personal and
more concerned with Ufe than with doctrine. Paul
was the greatest teacher of the early church, but
he claims no infalhbility, promulgates no dogma,
imposes no standard of orthodoxy beyond faith in
Christ. He reasons, argues and persuades men to
accept the gospel he had received of the Lord, but
he knows no other authority than the truth as it
is a firing fact in Jesus Christ.
In the Pastoral Epistles we certainly read of a
"sound doctrine" which should be taught and beheved, but it has not crystalhzed into a creed, and
the only condition of salvation laid down is li-ving
faith m Jesus Christ. See DOCTKINB.
The authority of the apostolic church, then, is
in the first place that of indi'vidual men in whom
Jesus Christ Uves, a direct personal and individual
authority. It is true that the individual can only
hve the Christian Ufe, and therefore know the
Christian truth, in a society, but that does not
mpair the indi-vidual and personal character of his
Mtness. Yet as the church Uves a coUective life-,
there is a sense in which it may be said to bear a collective witness. Men are naturally more readily
impressed by an idea held by the many. Tliat is
nght in so far as the probabihty of the truth of a
doctrine increases -with the numlaer of minds which
approve it. That is the element of truth in the
CathoUc dictum quod ulu'que, quod semper, quod edj
omnibus creditum est ("what is believed everywhere, always, and by all"). But the assent of the
many does not constitute the truth of an idea or
act, nor enhance its authority. And there are
levels of truth to which only few minds can attain.
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so that, the assent of the many may be a presumption against the truth of an idea. And in the last
resort, men do not accept ideas with mind and heart,
lieeaiis(- many believe them, but because of their
inherent truth, their |>owei' to g(i\'ern their minds.
.Vnd the essential truth of a doctrine is no greater,
whether one or a million accept it.
The apostolic ehiu'ch recognized this principle,
for it ne\-er chumed for itself greater authority than
that of a tutor to bring men to Christ, the one Lord,
Peter, Paul, ,Iohn, each knew Clirist in a degree,
and each spoke of Him as woU as he could, but
none of them claims to say nil, or demands that his
own teaching sliould absolutely rule men's minds;
and tlie e(ille('t,ive ;iii|-,hority of the church can never
ris(> higher than that, of its liest spirils.
(4) tlf the Bible.~.\nd the authority of the Bible
as a «hole is of the same nature as that of the
church. It is a record of the experiences of men
who knew Gotl in various waj's and degrees, but
among them all there is only one Muster. 'No
one kiKiws the I'\itlier save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son w-illeth to re\-e;il Llim,' In varying
degi-ees obedience should be rendered to many men
in the church and outside of it, as they satisfy the
demands ot reason and conscience, but in the last
resort every soul by itself must find, choose and
obey its own Ring, For Cliristimis Christ alone is
King, as He revealed Himsdf in llis human jiersonality, in the experience and history of the church,
and ultimately in the personal experience of e^-ery
believer. (For a different view see J. II. Leckie,
Authority in Religinn.)
IV. Outline History of Ecclesiastical
Doctrine
of Authority.—Different
ideas, drawn from many
sourc(\s, soon replaced N T principles
1. Appeal
of authority in the life and thought
to Reason of the church. The Gr apologists
as Logos
and Fathers were generally dominated
by the Platonic doctrine of the Logos,
and thought of God as dwelling in man and communicating His mind to him by gi-ving him a share
of His own mind and reason. Vi hile they accepted
the Scriptures and the traditions of the church as
Di'vine teaching, they did not regard them as external and sovereign authorities, but rather as copies
of the Di'vine reason which dwelt in every man, but
incomplete and perfect manneronly in Jesus Christ.
Neo-Platonism followed, and it underUes much of
the church teaching from Origen to Augustine.
God as pure being could not make known His
essence to men, and His Logos in all the forms of
its manifestation tended to become a spoken word
which God had sent forth from Himseff, rather than
the living indwelling of God with men. When the
Logos ceased to be U-ving, it tended to become
external and stereotyped, and upon this basis grew
up Gr orthodoxy. Men who knew but little of the
hving personal Word felt the need of defining and
establishing the central truths of Christianity in
fixed and permanent forms which should become
the standard of all thinking. The
2. Devel- inward witness of the Logos disappears,
oped into
and the external authority ot tradition
Orthodox
and dogma as defined by the councils
Dogma
took its place. The bishops preserved the tradition and constituted
the councils and thus became the organs of authority. The Scriptures were stiU venerated in words,
but in fact subordinated to the episcopacy.
Aristotle's phUosophy dominated the Middle
Ages, or rather the pale ghost of Aristotle's system,
the form;d logic only. The forms of
3. Scholas- thought were mistaken for its essence,
tic System Truth consisted in logical consistency
and systematic coherence. The dogmas of earlier ages were assumed as premise's from
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which to deduce, by syUogistio inference, the whole
structure of the church and its organs and sacraments, as the infallible representati\'es of God on
earth.
Nominahsm emptied the forms of thought of
all reaUty and reared the ecclesiastical system upon
negation. All the more necessary
4. Ecclesi- was it to affirm the absolute and unastical Ab- questioned authority of the church,
solutism
since it rested upon no reason or reahty
to which appeal could be made to
justify its position and teaclung. Thus the growth
of absolutism in the church w-ent pari passu with
the disappearance of ideahsm, of any contact of the
mind with reality, truth and God. Another way
of saying this truth is that the doctrine of tlie Holy
Spirit and of the li-ving Christ suffered a total eclipse
during the Middle -Vges, while the authority of the
church as the organ of revelation became absolute.
The Reformation was not consciously based upon
any philosophic principles. It was the product
of practical necessities. Men's spirit5. Reforual needs drove them back to God, and
mation
they found Him in tw-o sources, in
Principles the Bible, which was the record of
His self-revelation through prophet,
psalmist, apostle and preeminently through Jesus
Christ, and in the accordant testimony of the
Holy Spirit in their own hearts. But the underlying principles of this teaching were not articulated
in a philosophy of knowledge and revelation for
two centuries.
Therefore the second and third generations of
Reformers, no longer possessed by the visions and
convictions of Luther and Cal'vin,
6. New
were thrown buck upon the old seholasScholasti- tic philosophy which recognized no
cism
kinship of mind between God and man,
and knew no direct communication
between them. Llence it was necessary to find a
new external authority, and this they discovered
in the Bible which they made into a law- of truth,
as defined anew by ecclesiastical councils.
But the mystical side of the Reformers' teaching
was not altogether lost:, and a few obscure bodies
of Christians continued to hold the
7. Inner
doctrine of the inner Ught. Yet as
Light
the scholastic Protestants took only
half—the objective half of the Reformers' teaching—the mystics only took the subjective
half, and every man's imagination tended to become
a law unto himself.
K a n t did for philosophy what Luther had done
for religion. He rejected its dogmas and e.xternal
authorities in order to come back to
8. Back to its realities. He w-as the first philosExperience opher of the Protestant principle. He
sought to discover a direct relation
between man's mind and reaUty. He did not
fully succeed. The old dogma of the noumenon
as something t h a t lay completely beyond man's
ken clung to him, and -\dtiated his system. But
through man's moral nature, he found a way to the
heart of reahty and to God. His ideaUstic principles
were developed by his successors into the modern
ideahsm, upon which it has been possible to erect
a theory of knowledge that brings man's mind into
direct contact with God, and therefore, a theory
of authority which represents God as cUreotly the
sovereign of the soul.
But the other side of Kant's phUosophy, too,
was developed into a theory of religious skepticism
and external authority. JVlan's reason,
9. Distrust he had taught, could not come into
of Reason contact with reaUty, wdth the thingin-itself, and therefore it could know
nothing of God, This distrust of reason was made
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the basis of two different systems of external authority by Dean IMansel and Cardinal Newman.
'The skeptical element really descended from Locke
and Hume, but men w-ho would have disdained to
learn their theology from Hume accepted Hume's
principles from Kant, and built upon them, as i
house upon sand, one, the authority of Anglicanism,
and the other, the authority of Romanism.
Kant's skepticism also alUed itself wdth elements
of Luther's teaching and traveled a middle course
in the school of Ritschl. While
10. Chris- holding that man may have knowltian
edge and experience of Divine things
Skepticism in Jesus Christ, w-ho is of the practical
value of God for religious experience,
the Ritschlians scruple to affirm that it is a direct
and actual knowledge of God as He is essentially.
This they wdll neither deny nor aflSrm, but the
refusal to affirm has for many minds the effect of
denial, and it leads to a subjectivism which is not
far removed from skepticism and the denial of all
authority.
V. Classification of Theories.—The various theories of authorit}- may be now classed as follows:
(1) Incipient Calholieism in the 2d and Sd centuries.—-VU ideas of a li-ving and present revelation
were suppressed as in t he case of Mon1. External tanism. Three more or less coordinate
Theories
authorities w-ere set up which determined for individual Christians what
was Christian truth and conduct. The canon of the
N T w-as gradually formed to define what writings,
in addition to the OT taken over from the Jewish
church, were inspired bj' the Holy Spirit and of
Di^ine authority. The outline of a common creed
or rule of faith grew up as the standard interjiretation of Scripture. Above all was the episcopacy,
which was supposed to preserve in unbroken tradition the unwritten teaching of the ap(3Stles. As
the only hving factor in this system of authority
the last easily secured the predominant place,
(See Harnack, History of Dogma, II, ch ii, ET.)
(2) General councils. — The authority of the
episcopacy was organized into a permanent and
general form in the councils, to w-hose decision
obedience was demanded on pain of excommunication. The councils professed and beUeved that they
w-ere only defining the teaching that had always
obtained in the church, and therefore invested
themselves and their decisions with the authority
of Christ.
(3) Romanism.—During
the Middle Ages, the
church of Rome concentrated in itself, that is, in
its episcopacy, aU the authority of tradition, bishops,
councils and whatever else had held sway over the
mind of the church. (Scripture was ignored and the
Bishop of Rome exercised the plenary authority of
God over men's minds and lives. "Boniface VIII
accepted in the Bull Unoin sanctam (ecclesUnn) of
November 18, 1302, the Thomist doctrine of the
papacy: 'We declare, say, define and pronounce
that it is essential to salvation that e-^'ery human
creature should subject himself to the Roman
Pontiff'" (Loots, Doginengesrhichte, 307),
(4) Papal infallibdily.—This
theory culminated
in 1870 in the formal declaration of the infallibility
of the pope. "The Roman Pontiff, when he speaks
ex cathedra . . . . has that infaUibility, wdth which
the Divine Redeemer endowed His church, in defining a doctrine of faith or morals" (Vatican Council, 1870, Session 4, cap. 4). ^ This authority of the
pope extends over all questions of know-ledge and
conduct, of discipline and government in the whole
church. The theory is based upon the doctrine of
tradition, as laid dow-n in the Council of Chalcedon,
"The d(3Ctrine of Cathohc teaching is, that the body
of publicly revealed doctrine has received no ob-
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iertive increase since the days of the apostles," and
"it is no change of doctrine when that which has
.ilways been held implicitly becomes the subject
of an exphcit declaration" (Hunter, Outlines of
Dogmatic Theology, 1, 159, 164). Newman and
recent modermsts, however, eoneede a de\'el(ipnient
in the doctrines of the church, but on the basis of
the traditional teaching deri\'ed from the apostles.
But once a development is conceded, questions
(irise as to its principles and condilii^ns, and the
whole authority that rests upon them falls to
the ground by the ni(-rc fact of an appeal from it
to the principles that govern its de\'elopment.
The attempt to evade criticism by positing the
miraculous preservation of the tradition from error
in\-olv("s a further apin^al from the sup|)(i,se(l authority to a hypothetical miracle fin- whieli there is
no tittleof e\-idence. -\ll the evidence is ag;iiiist it.
The history of the church show-s that it has he(,^n as
liable to error, and as readily influenced by natural
conditions, as any other human institution.
(5) Inerrancy of Scripture.—When
Protestants
seiight an external authority, they posited the
merrancy and infalUbility of the Bible, and the
whole Christian faith w-as founded upon that dogma,
"Holy S.ripture is the judge, or rather the voice of
the supreme and infalUble judge, the Holy Spirit,
and the norm to which an inferior judge should
refer in deciding controversies of faith, and according
to which alone he should give sentence" (("Juenstedt,
quoted in Hutterus Redivivus, 119, 10th ed). Protestants found it necessary to interpret Scripture,
and to define doctrines in, sjmods and councils, but
their decisions had authority only because they
were supposed to be expositions of Scripture, and
in that sense, the expression of God's mind. They
differed from the "CathoUc" councils in that they
daimed no authority of their own and repudiated
any authority that might be derived from tradition
or the ministerial office.
(6) Anglican appeal to antiquity.—In the AngUcan
church too, the Scriptures as infallible were the
ultimate authority, but some kind of a coordinate
authority was claimed for the priesthood as standing in the succession ot the apostles, and for.the
church Fathers and councils of the first six cents.
•Vnd the tendency has been to lay increasing
emphasis on the latter factors, as criticism has
uniiermined the Uteral and external authority of
^-cripture,
(7) Limitations of external authority.—-VU the
above-mentioned theories contain an element of
truth, and the authorities they posit have in their
turns ruled the minds and hves of men; but none
of them can be regarded as adequate and final
expressions of the mind of God to man. (a) It is
superfluous to demonstrate t h a t they are not infallible; in spite of that they might stUl be all the
authority tha;t man can have or need, (b) They all
rest on the assumption that God's self-revelation
came to an end with the apostolic age. The Biblical theory admittedly does, and the tradition
theories strictly interpreted are in exactly tlie same
caw. ^ -\n authority resting upon a traditional
teaching handed down faithfully from the apostles
would differ in no essential respect from one resting
upon the WTitten words of the apostles. They
would be equaUy limited, literal, external and
mechanical. But problems of mind and conduct
have arisen, which the apostles never contemplated,
and which their teaching (whether preserved in
written or oral tradition matters nothing) could
not solve, (c) As a matter of fact no traditional
teaching of the apostles supplementing their writwl^ ^^'^ "^^ '^'" ^^^^ discovered or can be disco\-ered.
"^hat has been put forward as such is in manifest
contradiction to their wa-itings, (d.) The idea that
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there is a e((iiseiisus of opinion among church
Fathers is equaUy illusory. If there were, it would
need to be proved that such opinion could have any
binding authority in religion, (e) The Bible is not
one liody of truth all standing at the same level,
and whatever view of its inspiration may be held,
some further authorily will be needed t('i discriminate between the lower and the higher in its teaching.
(/) .VIlove all, an authorily which is merely external
and objective is no authority at aU to tUe mature
religious Ufe, Blind submission to any external
aiilliority, creed, church or book, is the condition of
a .slavi', aii(| in such ease "our spiritual intelligence
is n((l, (|uiekeiied and devel((pe(l liy communion with
the infinite wisdom, but arrested and quelled. Only
then, on the olher hand, are we spiritually enfranchised when we receive a revelation as from God,
not because we are awed or terrified or allured by
our sellish inleresis into reception of it, but because
our own minds and hearts respond to it, because we
sec and know it to be true" (J. Caird, University Sermons (1S9S|, 204-5).
Theories of internal authority are in the nature
of the ease not so easily classified or defined as those
of external; nor have they as yet
2. Internal filled so large a place in the public
Authority
hfe of the church. But it would be a
serious error to suppose that all the
men who gave their adherence to systems of ex-ternal authority Uved in mere subjection to them.
The history of mysticism in the church is the history of independent thought resting in a direct knowledge of God that transcended all external authority,
Montanism and Gnosticism each in its own w-ay
appealed to an inner criterion of truth. All heresies
involved some independent judgment, and appealed
to authorities that w-ere neither objective nor established. The Protestant Reformation w-as an
open revolt against external authority, and although it resulted for a time in the substitution of
another external authority, neither its original motive, nor its permanent force had any kinship with
it. Luther's free criticism of the Bible, and Cal•vin's appeal to the testimony of the Holy Spirit as
the final principle of its interpretation, are well
known. No body of Protestants at present founds
its faith on the mere letter of Scripture or creed.
Inward authority has been conceived in many ways
and expressed by many terms, such as the Logos
(Gr apologists); the Paraclete (Montanus); ecstasy
(Mystics); knowledge as opposed to faith or creed
(Gnostics); the person.al experience of faith (Luther);
the testimony of the Holy Spirit (Calvin); the inner
light (Quakers); individuid experience (Pietists);
practical reason (Kant); religious feeling (Schleiermacher); the historical Christ (Ritschl); conscience
CVIartineau); the living Christ (R, W, Dale);
the consciousness of Christ (A, M, Fairbairn);
the Christ of history and of experience (D, W, Forest) and many more. The variety suggests at
first the denial rather than the affirmation of authority, but it is only in such a variety that the
prineiph-s of an adequate authority can be recognized.
The ultimate authority in religion is God as He
reigns in men's hearts. But both the experience
itself and the expression and interpretation of^ it
vary with each indivi-lual. -V religious authority
to be real and effective must win the response of
the human spirit, and in that personal relation of
Spirit with spirit lie the conditions of variation.
Yet human reason and conscience everywhere tend
to acknowledge one standard, to recognize one ideal
and to obey one Lord. Nothing can force such a
uniformity but the inward fitness of one supreme
re\-elati£in to the common demands of humanity.
No agreement yet exists as to the possibUity or
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reaUty of such a revelation. But wherever men
lend themselves to the spiritual contact of Jesus
Christ with their souls, without the intervention of
human creeds or institutions, their conscience and
reason approve His moral supremacy and their
spirits recognize His intimate knowledge of the
Father.
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ekdiked, "to do Justice," "to protect" (Lk 18 3 ff
et al.) and AV Rev 18 20, Kplpto, krind, "to judge"
(RV "God hath judged your judgment").
Avenger.—I.e. the person who inflicts punishment upon the e-vil-doer for a wrong experienced by
himseff (from Df?5, ndkam, "to avenge"; Ps 8 2
et al.) or by someone else from 5 S 3 , gd'al, "to redeem"; Nu 35 12 ff et al.). In the N T avenger
occurs only once; "the Lord is an avenger in all
things" (1 Thess 4 6). I t was the duty of the
nearest relative to execute vengeance upon the
murderer of his kin: he became the go'el. With
reference to the protective legislation and custom,
see GoEL.

Cf BLOOD; R E V E N G E , REVENGER.

AVERSE, a-vtirs' ( 3 1 0 , shubh, "to turn back,"
" r e t r e a t " ) : Quiet, peaceful wanderers (Mic 2 8).

ENGLISH VEKSIONS.

AVIM, av'im.
AVA, a'va.

See A-yyiM.

See A V V A .

AVAIL, a-val' (HlTlJ, shdwdh, " t o be equal,"
hence "to be enough," "to avail"): Used in the
sense of "satisfy" (Est 5 13). Queen Esther's
exceptional favor availed not to satisfy Haman,
because of his insane jealousy of his rival Mordecai. ' 'Icrxi"^, ischud, "to be strong," tr^ also "prevail" (Rev 12 8); with a negative signifies incompetence, e.g. the impossibility of redemptive
merit or power in an outw-ard ceremony or act
(Gal 5 6; 6 15 AV): "neither circumcision availeth anything," contrasted with the efficacy of faith
"in Christ, Jesus." I'sed also to express the efficacy
of prayer (Jas 5 16).
AVARAN, av'a-ran: A surname of Eleazar, the
third son of Mattathias (1 Mace 2 5). It is
doubtfully conjectured that Eleazar received this
surname from the episode related in 1 Mace 6
43-46; the word may mean "the piercer," referring
to his stabbing of the elephant. Some connect it
with " l i n , hur, "to be white," and connect it with
Eleazar's white complexion. The Syr reads "Chavr a n " and the Vulg "Aharon"; the L X X in 6 43 gives
Sauardn which is an error for Eledzaros aixran; L X X
V corrects to auran.
AYE'S, a'ven ('i'l.X, 'dwen, "emptiness," " v a n i t y " ) :
Used in Ezk 30 1'7 for On or Heliopolis, in Egypt.
See O N . AS a term of contempt Hosea calls Beth-el
"Beth-aven" (4 15; 10 5). So Amos speaks of some
valley near Damascus as "the valley of Aven" (i.e.
of the idol, 1 5), in which Baalbek (HeliopoUs) was
situated. The word is rendered "idol" in Isa 66 3.
A'VENGE, a-venj', AVENGER, a-venj'er:
Avenge.—The general idea connected -with this
word is that of inflicting punishment upon the
wrongdoer. Since emphasis may be placed upon
the deed itseff, the wrongdoer, or the injured party,
the vb. is found an intransitive (only Lev 19 18;
see below), transitive (2 S 4 8 et al.); and also
active (Dt 32 43), passive (Jer 6 9) and reflexive
(Est 8 13). In 1 S 25 26 ff avenge is tr'i ^j.^^
yil)^, ydsha', "to save" (RVm "thine own hand
saving thee"), in Hos 1 4 from H p S , pakadh, "to
visit," and in 2 S 18 19 ff from 'ClSir, shaphat, "to
judge," but the usual Heb word is D]53, ndkam, or
derivatives, "to avenge." The tr in RV differs
in some places from AV: Nu 31 3 (RV "execute
Jeh's vengeance"; cf 2 S 22 48; Ps 18 47; Lev
26 2.5); Lev 19 18 (RV "take vengeance"); Jgs
5 2 (RV "for that the leaders took the lead in
Isra(d" from ^ ^ S , para', "to be free, to lead").
In the N T avenge is tr"* from the Gr ^KSIK^U,

AVIMS, av'imz (Dt 2 23).
A'VITES, a'vits.

See AVVIM.

See AVVIM.

A'VITH, a'vith ( n ^ i y , 'dwith): The royal city of
Hadad king of Edom (Gen 36 35; 1 Ch 1 46).
The L X X reads Terffalp., Getthaim. 'There is no clue
to its identification.
AVOID, a-void': Archaic use in 1 S 18 11 for
"escaped." In RV of N T only in 2 Cor 8 20
((TTfKKbiMvot, stelldmenoi with negative), Ut. "arranging that not," etc, i.e. by anticipation pro'viding
that something should not occur. In AV for "turn
&-wa,j hom," iicKKtvere, ekklinete: Rom 16 17; 1 Tim
6 2(3; "refuse," Trapairou, parailodl, 2 Tim 2 23;
irepdaraao, periislaso, Tit 3 9.
AVOUCH, a-vouch': In EV only in Dt 26 17.
18, in the sense of "to confess," "avow," "pubUcly
and solemnly declare." The Heb form is likewise
unique (Hiph. of 'dmar).
A W A , av'a ( S J ? , 'awwd'; AV Ava, a'va): A
pro'vince, the people of which Shalmaneser king of
Assyria placed in the cities of Samaria in the room
of the children of Israel taken into exile by him
(2 K 17 24). It is probably the same as Ivva
(2 K 18 34; 19 13; Isa 37 13), a province conquered by Assyria.
A W I M , av'im, AVITES, a'vits (Di'^?, 'awmm;
'Evatoi, Heruaioi, also unaspirated; also used to
represent the name of the Hi'vites): The early inhabitants of the southern extremity of Canaan afterward occupied by the PhiUs (Dt 2 23; cf Josh 13
3.4, AV "Avim," a'vim). The A w i m of Josh 18 23
was a town of Benjamin, not a people. Gesenius
supposes the name to mean "dwellers in the desert,"
but it was more probably the name of some pre-Sem
tribe. The A'wim are described as h'ving in Hdgerlm
or "encampments" and extending as far as the outskirts of Gaza.
A'WAIT, a-wat': Only in Acts 9 24 AV, in its
now obsolete sense as a noun, "ambush":_ "their
laying await was known of Saul." RV "their plot."
AWAKE, a-wak' (yp."), ydkag, "to waken";
"liy, 'Ur, "to rouse u p " from sleep; iyeipu,
egelrd, "to arouse from sleep"): The ordinary terms
for awaking from natural slumber: as of Jacob at
Bethel (Gen 28 16); of Solomon at Gibeon (1 K
3 15); of Jesus in the storm-tossed boat (Lk 8 24).
Used fig. with striking effect of awaking from mental,
moral and spiritual sleep: as when Deborah calls
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upon herself to awake to the fervor and eloquence
(2) 'y^?,12, ma'dgdr, is used in Isa 44 12 (.VV renof poetry (Jgs 5 12); of Zion's awaking to moral
ders "tongs") and in Jer 10 3.
vigor and beauty (lsa 52 1); of w^aking from
spiritual death (Eph 5 14); from the grave in
resurrection (Dnl 12 2). Poelieally used of t h e
risingnorth wind (Cant 4 16); of music (Ps 108 2);
of the sword in battle (Zee 13 7); of a l(i\('r's
affection (Cant 2 7); of God Himself responding
to prayer (Ps 59 4). -Vlso used of moral a,\\-aking,
as from drunkenm^ss: iKirf](poi, ekidplid, " t o become
sober" (cf Joel 1 5).

D W I G H T -M. PII.VTT

A'WAY'WITH: (1) "To endure,'' "to bi-ar with"
(Isa 1 13), " I cannot away wdth iniquilj- and the
solemn meeting," i e. endure the ('((inbiiiation of
•• wickedness and worship. In the lleb merely, "1 am
unable iniquity and the solemn meeting," (2) T o
destroy (atpa, aird). Found in such expressi((ns as
.\cts 22 22, "Aw-ay wdth such a_ fellow from the
earth."
A'WE, 6: Fear mingled with reverence and
w-onder, a state of mind inspired by something
terrible or sublime. In --VV and RV it occurs in
PS 4 4: "Stand in awe, and sin n o t " (w-here RVm
has, "Be ye angr>-, " so L X X ; cf E p h 4 26); Ps
33 S; 119 161. In the follow-ing passages RV substUutes "stand in awe of" for -\V "fear": Ps 22 23
(Qrphoboumenoi']; Isa 29 23; 1 S 18 15; Mai 2 5;
and in He 12 2S it substitutes "awe" for AV
"reverence" (Gr d^os, here only in N T ) . In all
these passages, except 1 S 18 15 (Gr eulabeito,
where it describes Saul's feeling toward David), the
word stands for man's attitude of reverential fear
toward God. This is the characteristic attitude of
the pious soul toward God in the Scriptures, esp. in
the OT. I t arises from a consciousness of the infinite power, sublimity and holiness of God, which
fills the mind wdth the "fear of the Lord," and a
dread of -violating His law. (See FEAR.
D . M I A L L EDWARDS

A'WL, 61 f " ^ " ] ^ , marrc."'): "Bore his ear through
with an awl"' (Ex 21 6; D t 15 17). The ear
was pierced as being t h e organ of hearing, thus
signifjdng the servant's promise of obedience. See
BOEE.

Assyrian Ax.
(3) D ^ l p , karddm, is used m Jgs 9 48; I S 13
20,21; Ps 74 5; Jer 46 22. The present Arab,
word, kuddm, which is the name for the native
adze, is from the same origin. Ancient forms of the
adze are shown in Figs, 4 and 7. The adze is the
only chopping instrument of the (Syrian carpenter.
He uses it for many purposes, where <., foreigner
would use a saw or chisel or plaiu;, and with a skill
which the foreigner envies, IVlanj-students of Syrian
life believe that the adze is a tool whicli has survived
from the early Heb times.

Egyptian Ax.
(4) b n ? , harzel (Dt 19 5; 2 K 6 .5): The
interest associated w-ith this word is that it literally
means "iron," although the context indicates that
it means "ax." If the word iron was not used
here to mean "metal," then iron axes were used by
the children of Israel. If iron axes existed, however, they have long since disappeared as the result of corrosion, since the only ones discovered
have been of stone, cojiiier or bronze. See BRONZE.
(5) H'nTM, maglr.erdh (2 S 12 31) is Ut. "a
cutting instrument," and might be rendered, "a
blade" or sickle.

Awls.
AX (AXE), AX-HEAD, aks'hed: Nine different
Heb words have been rendered " a x " :
(1) I J I J , garzen. This unquestionably was one
of the larger chopping instruments, as the uses to
which it was p u t w-ould imply (Dt 19 5; 20 19;
1 K 6 7; Isa 10 15). T h e modern ax used by the
woodchoppers in Syria has a shape much like the
ancient stone and bronze axes, with t h e exception
that it is fastened t o t h e handle by passing the
latter through a hole in t h e ax-head, whereas the
Egyp sculptures show t h a t their ax-heads were held
to the handles by means of thongs. The so-called
battle-ax found at Tell el-Hesy was probably fastened in this way. Syrian peasants are frequently
seen carrying in their belts small hatchets the heads
of which are shaped like a battle-ax and which are
bound to t h e handles by thongs.

Axes.
(6) nn^TS, m'gherdh (1 Ch 20 2), tr'i in this one
passage as axes. but better tr'' "saws,'
(7) D i n , herebh (Ezk 26 9), rendered ax in this
passage only. I t is usually tr'' sworil. I t could
also mean pickax.

Aide
Azazel

(8) "5^125, kaslishll (Ps 74 6 AV), Ut. "a feller,"
hence an ax.
(9) "£'^,mappeg
(Jer 51 20), Ut. "a snUter,"
hence a w-ar club or battle-ax. The Gr word used
in the N T is d^lvri, axine (Mt 3 10; Lk 3 9).
AXLE-TREE, ak's'1-tre.

TAXTV^ A rATOTT
See SEA, TILE MOLTEN.

AYIN, ii'yen ('i"'?, 'ayin, " e y e " or "fountain"):
The 16th letter of the Heb alphabet, so named,
Iirobubly, because the original form resembled the
eye, 'Ayin (J) is usuaUy neglected in pronunciation, and t h e inverted comma (') is t h e sign
most commonly employed to represent it in translit (ration. T h e same sound is found in t h e Arab,
and other Sem languages. T h e Arabs have two
pronunciations, one a very strong guttural formed
at t h e i-iaek of the palate, something like a rattled
r or rg, the other similar in quality, only less harsh
and guttural. The 1-.XX reproduced 'ayin in some
cases by gamma, g. The numerical value of this
letter is 70. '.li/m begins each verse of the 16th
section of Ps 119 in the Heb,

W. W. D A V I E S

AZAEL, az'a-cl ('A?(iT)Xos, Azdelos; cf Asahel
[Ezr 10 15] I: Father of Jonathan, one of tw-o chief
investigators of foreign marriages (1 Esd 9 14).
AZAELUS, az-a-e'lus (B, 'AtaiiXos, Azdelos;
.(V, 'A^a-r|X, Azatd; omitted in Ezr 10): A., son of
Ezora, p u t away his "strange wife" (1 Esd 9 34).
AZAL, a'zal.

Sec -VZEL.

AZALIAH, az-a-li'a Cn"",;;X, 'dgalydhu, "Jeh
has set a.->ide"j: A son of Meshullam and father of
Shaphan t h e scrilje, famous in connection with the
discovery of the law in the reign of King Josiah
(2 K 22 3).
AZANIAH, az-a-nl'a (Ti'^";^, 'dznnydh, "Jehhas
given e a r " ) : A son of Jeshua, a Levite w-ho signed
the covenant (Neh 10 9).
AZAPHION, a-zii'fi-on.
AZARA, az'a-ra.

See -VSSAPHIOTH.

See -VS.VRA.

AZARAEL, a-za'ra-el.

(See -VZAREL,

AZARAIAS, az-a-ra'yas (B, 'A^apaCas, Azara-'ias;
A, SapaCas, Saraias; AV Saraias); cf Seraiah [Ezr
7 1]): An ancestor of Ezra (1 Esd 8 1).
AZAREEL, a-ziir'e-el.

See -V-ZAREL.

AZAREL, az'a-rel (5^«"!i:^, 'dzar'el, "God is
helper"; AV reads Azareel in nos. 1-5, Azarael in
no. 6):
(1) A Korahite who entered the army of David
at Ziklag (1 Ch 12 6),
(2) A musician in the temple appointed by lot;
.son of Heman (1 Ch 25 18; cf Uzziel, ver 4).
(3) A captain of t h e tribe of D a n in t h e service
of David (1 Ch 27 22).
(4) One of those who had "strange w-ives," a
son of Bani (Ezr 10 41).
(5) The father of Amashai, a priest wdio dw-elt
in Jerus after the E-xile (Xeh 11 13).
(6) A priest's son who played the trumpet in the
procession when the wall was dedicated (Neh 12
36).
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A Z A R I A H , az-a-ri'a ( ^ H ^ W and n ^ l ^ ,
'dzarydhfi and 'azargdh, "Jeh has helped"):
(1) Iling of Judah. See UZZIAH.
(2) A Judahite of the house of E t h a n the Wise
(1 Ch 2 8).

(3) The son of Jehu, descended from an Egyp
through the daughter of Sheshan (1 Ch 2 38).
(4) A son of Ahimaaz and grandson of Zadok
(1 Ch 6 9).
(5) A son of Zadok t h e high priest and an official of Solomon (1 K 4 2).
(6) A high priest and son of Johanan (1 Ch 6 10).
(7) A Levite, ancestor of Samuel, and Heman
the singer (1 Ch 6 36).
(8) A son of Nathan and captain of Solomon's
tax collectors (1 K 4 5).
(9) A prophet in t h e reign of King Asa; his
father's name was Oded (2 Ch 15 1-8).
(10 and 11) Two sons of Jehoshaphat, king of
Judah (2 Ch 21 2).
(12) I-ung of Judah (2 Ch 22 6, called Ahaziah
in ver 1).
(13) A son of Jeroham, w-ho helped to overthrow
Athaliah, and place Joash on the throne (2 Ch 23 1).
(14) A son of Johanan and a leading man of
Ephraim, mentioned in connection with the emancipated captives taken by Pekah (2 Ch 28 12).
(15) A Levite of the family of Merari, who took
part in cleansing the temple in the days of Hezekiah (2 Ch 29 12).
(16) A high priest who rebuked King Uzziah
for arrogating to himself priestly functions (2 Ch
26 16-20).
(17) The Lather of Seraiah and son of Hilkiah
(1 Ch 6 13 f).
(IS) A son of Hoshaiah, and a bitter enemy of
Jeremiah (.ler 43 2ff).
(19) One of the royal captives taken to Babylon,
whose name was changed to Abed-nego (Dnl 1 7).
(20) The son of Maaseiah, who helped repair
the waUs of Jerus (Neh 3 23 f).
(21) iV Levite who assisted Ezra to expound the
Law (Neh 8 7).
(22) Apriest who sealed the covenant (Neh 10 2).
(23) A prince of Judah mentioned in connection
w-ith the dedication of the w-alls of Jerus (Neh 12
32 f).

W. W.

DAVIES

AZARIAS, az-a-rl'as ('AJaptas, Azarins, and
'A^apcCas, Azare'ias):
(1) A., who p u t away his "strange wife" (1 Esd
9 21); cf Uzziah (Ezr 10 21).
(2) A., who stood at t h e right side of Ezra when
the law was read t o t h e people (1 Esd 9 43);
omitted in Ezr 8 4.
(3) A., who interpreted t h e law to the people
(1 Esd 9 48); cf Azariah (Neh 8 7).
(4) A., a name assumed by t h e angel Raphael
(Tob

5 12; 6 6.13;

7 8; 9 2). See RAPHAEL.

(5) A., a general in the service of Judas Maccabee
(1 Maco 5 18,58,60).
(6) A., one of the three men thro-wn into the
fiery furnace (Three vs 2,66); cf Azariah (Dnl 1
6ff; 2 17), .A.bed-nego (Dnl 1 7; 2 49; 3 12 ff).
A. L. BRESLICH

AZARU, az'a-rfi (B, 'A?apov, Azarou;
A,
'AJovpoii, Azouro-u; AV Azuran): T h e descendants
of A. returned with Zerubbabel t o Jerus (1 Esd
5 15); omitted in Ezr and Neh; cf however .Vzzur
(Neh 10 17).
AZAZ, a'zaz (";^, 'dzdz, "powerful"):
scendant of Reuben (1 Ch 5 8).

.^ de-

AZAZEL, a-za'zel (bTNT?, 'dzd'zel; diroiro|iiratos,
apopompaios; AV Scapegoat, RVm "removal"):
I.

II.

T H E IVIr-.vNiKG OF THE "WORD

1. The Pass(.[Kcs to Be Considered
2. The Proposed Interpretations
(1) The Etymolo;,'r
(2) Tho Explaiiati('jn
"WHAT I.s DoxE ix CHNVKCTION- WITH VZ.^ZEL
1, The Significance ol Tliis Action
2, The Jewish Liturgy
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I. The Meaning of the Word.—This word is
found in connection with the ceremony of the Day
of -Vtonement (q.v.). .Veeocding to
1. The
Lev 16 8, .V:u-on is lo cast lots upon
Passages
the two goats w-hich on the part of the
to Be Con- congregation are to sei-\-e as a sin
sidered
oft'ering (,ver 5), "one lot for Jeh, and
the otlwr lot for Azazel." In ver 10,
after the first goat has been set apart as a sin
offering for Jeh, we read: " B u t the goat, on which
the lot fell for -Vzazel, shaU be set alive before Job,
to make atonement for him, to send him away
for Azazel into the wilderness." In ver 26 we
read: "-Vnd he that lettetli go the goat for -Vzazel
sliaU wash his clothes, and bathe his flesh in water,"
Before this, in vs 21 f mention had been made of
what should be done with the goat. ;Vfter the
purification of the (inner) sanctuary, of the tent of
meeting, and of the altar, the living goal is to be
brought, "and -V.aron shall lay both his bands upon
the head of the Uve goat, and confess ovt^r him aU
, . . their sins; and he shall p u t them upon the
head of the goat, and shall send him awa>' by the
hand of a man that is in readiness into tlie wilderness: and the goat shall bear upon him all their
iniquities unto a solitary land: and he .shall let go
the goat in the wildenu-ss " But in this last mentioned and most important passage the term under
consideration is not found.
(1) The etymology.—>ome have derived the word
from 'az-{-'azal (fortis abiens, "passing away in his
strength" or from an intentional altera2. The
tion of 'el-{-'azaz, robur Dei, "strength
Proposed
of God"; cf below the angel of the Book
Interpreta- of Enoch); while others have regarded
tions
the word as a broken plur. of a subst. in
the Arab, 'azald, and tr it as "lonesomeness," "desert," Now there is an inclination to regard it as a reduplication from 'dzalzel, derived from
the root 'dzal. If we accept this view, although it
is without certainty and an exact analogue cannot
be found, we could conclude from the way in wliich
this noun has been formed that we have before us
not an abstract term (remotio, "removal," or abitus,
"departure"), but a concrete noun, or an adj., longe
remotus ("far removed") or porro ahiens ("going far
away").
(2) The explanation.—In vs 10,22,20, we would
have an acceptable sense, if we regarded this word
as e;q3res5ive of a distinct locality in the wilderness
(cf .JEWISH TR.IDITION, I I , 2).

But

this

inter-

pretation is impossible, since the law in Lev 16
was given during the wanderings in the wilderness
and accordingly presupposed a constant change in
the encampment, even if this should be regarde 1
only as the historical background. By the use of
the same preposition l" in connection with Jeh
and Azazel, it seems natural to regard the expressions as entirely i| and to think of some personal
being. Some interpret this word as referring to a
demon of the wUderness (cf Ps 106 37; D t 32 17;
Lev 17 7; 2 Ch 11 15; Isa 13 2 1 ; 34 14; M t
12 43 ff; Lk 11 24 ff; Rev 18 2) and e.xplain
the term as "one who has separated himself from
God," or "he who has separated himself," or "ho
who misleads others." But a demon of this kind
could not possibly be placed in contrast to Jeh
in this way; and as in the Book of E n 6 6; 8 1 ff;
9 6; 10 4 ff; 13 Iff; 69 2 one of t h e most prominent of the faUen angels who taught mankind the
arts of war and luxury, revealed secrets to them,
and is now bound in the wUderness, and is there
preserved for the final judgment, because he was
mainly responsiljle for the presence of evil in the
worid, is caUed Azael (also Azazel, or Azalzel), it
is highly probable t h a t this name was taken from
Lev 16. In later times the word Azazel was by

Axle
Azazel

many Jews and also by Christian theologians, such
as Origen, regarded as that Satan himseff who had
iallcn away trom God. In this interpretation the
contrast found in ver 8, in case it is to be regarded
as a full parallelism, would be perfectly correct
But it must be aeknowie: Iged that in Holy Script ure,
Satan is nowhere (-((Ued by the name of -Azazel,
and just as httle is the wUderness regarded as his
lierraanenl place of abode. Against tluAse last two
interpretations wo must, also recall that in the most
significant passage, viz, vs 2l) ff, the term Azazel
is not found at all. Tho same is true in the ease
((f the eeie-niony in connection with the purification
of leprous Iieople and houses (Lev 14 7 ff, 49 ff),
whieli thi-diighout suggests Lev 16. In this jiliK-e
W(( have also the sevenfold sprinkling (cf 14 16 with
Lev 16 14 f); and in addition two animals, in this
ease birds, are used, of which the one is to be slain
for the piir|i((Sc of sprinkhng the blood, but the
other, after il, has been tlipped into the blood of the
one that has been slain, is to be allowed to fly away.
In this way the essential thought in Lev 16 as
also, in Lev 14 seems to be the removal of the
animal in either case, and it is accordingly advisable
to interpret -Azazel adjcetively, i.e. to forego finding a complete parallelism in ver 8, and to regard
the pi-C|iosition in connection with Jeh as used
differently from its use with Azazel, and to translate as follows: "And Aaron shall cast lots OV(-T
both goats, the one lot [i e, for the one goat] for
Jeh, and one lot for the goat that is destined to go
far away," On the lu-cposition /" used wdth the
second -Vz-azd in ver 10 cf Ex 21 2. With this
interpretation a certain hardness yet remains for our
linguistic sense, becausi; we cannot find a good tr
for the adj. But in favor of this interpretation and
against the personal interpretation we can appeal
also to the feeling of the L X X translat ors w-ho translate apopompaios, dieslidinenos, and also to that of
Aquilos, who translates trdgos apnludnirnos, apolelamenos, k.ekrataiomenos, and of S\-iiimachu3 who
translates apcrchomenos, aphiemenos. (The general
idea e.xpressed by all these w-ords is "removal,"
"sending away," "releasing" or "dismissal.") It is
true that the L X X in one place translates eis ten
apopompen, which however could be also an abstract circumlocution for a conception that, though
used elsewhere, is yet awkvi-ard. In the Vulg we
have caper emissarius and Luther says "der ledige
Bock," which are probably based on a wrong etymology, since 'ez signifies only a goat or perhaps
this word "Bock" is here only supphed from the
connection, and that quite correctly, so that Luther
and the Vulg can also be cited in favor of our
interpretation.
//. What Is Done in Connection with Azazel.—
Both goats, according lo ver 5, are to be regarded
as a single sin-sacrifice, even should
1. The
we inter|iret Azazel as demon or
Significance Satan, and we are accordingly not at
of This
all to understand that a sacrifice was
Action
brought to these beings. This too is
made imiiossible by the whole tenor
of the OT in general, as of Lev 16 in particular, so
that in ver 8 the two members introduced by the
preposition I" would not at all be beings of exactly
the same importance. Both goats, so to say,
represent tw-o sides of the same thing. The second
is necessary to make clear w-hat the first one, which
has been slain, can no longer represent, namely, the
removal of the sin, and accordingly has quite often
aptly been called the iiircus redivivus. But what,
is to he represented finds its expression in the
ceremony described in vs 20 f. Whatever may be
the significance of the laying on of hands in other
connections, whether the emphasis is placed more on
the disposal or on the appropriation of the property.

Azaziah
Baal
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at this place it certainly is only a symbol of the
transfer of guilt, which is confessed over the goat
and is then carried into the wUderness by the goat
upon which it has been laid. In order to make
this transfer all the more impressive, both the
hands are here brought into action, while e.g. in
Lev 1 4 only one hand is used. The fact that the
goat is accompanied by somebody and that it is t o
be taken to an uninhabited place is to indicate the
absolute impossibility of its return, i.e. the guilt
has been absolutely forgiven and erased, a deep
•thought rnade objectively evident in a transparent
manner and independently of the explanation of
Azazel, which is even yet not altogether certain.
In the personal interpretation, we could have, in
addition to the idea of the removal of the guilt,
also a second idea, namely, that Azazel can do no
harm to Israel, but must be content with his claim
to a goat which takes Israel's place.
The actions in connection w-ith Azazel, as was
also the case with the Day of Atonement, w-ere
interpreted more fully by the Talm
2. The
and the traditions based on it - (cf
Jewish
ATONEMENT, DAY OP. I I I , 2). The lots
Liturgy
could be made of different materials;
in later times they were made of gold.
The manner of casting the lots was described in
full. The goat that was to be sent into the wilderness was designated by a black mark on the head,
the other by one on the neck. On the way from
Jerus to the wilderness, huts were erected. From
a distance it was possible to see how the goat w-as
hurled backward from a certain cliff, called BethHadudu (Belh-hudeddn, 12 miles E. of Jerus).
By means of signals made with garments, news
was at once sent to Jerus when the wilderness had
been reached.

WILHELM MOLLER

AZAZIAH, az-a-zi'a (^n^fTy, 'dzazydhU, "Yahwe
is strong," or "strengthens"):
(1) A Levite musician who participated in the
services held on the return of the ark to Jerus
(1 Ch 15 21). His name is omitted from the list
in ver 18,
(2) Father of Hoshea, who was the leader of
Ephraim at t h e time t h a t David enumerated the
people (1 Ch 27 20).
(3) A Levite who had charge of the offerings
brought to the temple in the days of Hezekiah
(2 Ch 31 13).
AZBASARETH, az-bas'a-reth: T h e name of an
Assyr king. AV form "Azbasareth" comes from
the Vulg.

See ASBASARBTH.

AZBUK, az'buk ( p l S f ? , 'dzbuk): The father of
a certain Nehemiah—not the great governor of the
same name, though a contemporary (Neh 3 16).
AZEKAH, a-ze'ka (njJty, 'dzekdh): A to'wn of
some importance in t h e Shephelah of Judah mentioned (Josh 15 35) next to Socoh. In Josh 10
10 the defeated kings of the Amorites are described
aa flying before Joshua "by the way of the ascent of
Beth-horon . . . . t o Azekah, and unto Makkedah"
and (ver 11) as the host fled "Jeh cast do-svn great
stones from heaven upon them unto Azekah, and
they died." In 1 S 17 1 it is recorded that before
Da-vid's combat with Gohath, the PhiUs "gathered
together at Socoh, which belongeth t o Judah, and
encamped betw-een Socoh and Azekah, in Ephesdammin." I n 2 Ch 11 9 it is mentioned as one
of the frontier cities w-hich Rehoboam fortified and
in Jer 34 7 it is one of the two fortified cities remaining to Judah in the Shephelah which Nebuchadnezzar was besieging. ''Azekah and the towns
[m, "daughters"] thereof" is mentioned among the
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cities reoccupied by Jews returning after the Exile
(Neh 11 30). I n all t h e three last references the
place is mentioned along with Lachish.
All the data suit Tell Zakareyeh on the N . side
of the Vale of Elah (Wddy ci-Sunt) and some 3 miles
N.W. of Socoh (Kh. Shuweikeh).
This site, which
was partially excavated by the Palestine E.xploration Fund, is one of great natural strength. "The
hill stands almost isolated, rising abruptly for
almost 350 ft. above the Vale of Elah; . . to
the W. the fall is also very great, while to the S.
the tell is joined by a neck of land (about 100 ft.
below the summit) t o a hill behind." The summit
is about 350 yds. by 150 yds., and is much larger
than Tell el-Hesy (Lachish) (Bliss). Excavations
showed that it was a very ancient site which had
been powerfuUy fortified, and the rook under the
city was excavated in a series of very extraordinary
underground chambers which could be used as
places of refuge. T h e site suits the narrative of
Joshua's battle very well, as there is a long-used
high route running N . to S. from the neighborhood
of Ajalon. Its position as i frontier fortress is
comparable with that of Lachish: the name Zakareyeh, seems to be a sur-vival of Azekah.
See PEFS, 1899, 10 ff; PEF, III, 441.
E. W. G.

MASTERMAN

AZEL, a'zel ( b s x , 'agel, "noble"):
(1) A descendant of King Saul, through Jonathan (1 Ch 8 37f; 9 43 f).
(2) Azel, a'zel, AV Azal (^i^iJ, 'dgel; 'Aa-a-tiK,
Asatl; Zee 14 5): A place not far from Jerus.
There may be an echo of the name in that of Wddy
YasUl, to the right of 'Ain el-Ldz, in ll'ddy en-Ndr.
AZEM, a'zem: AV form for Ezem (thus R'V)
(Josh 15 29; 19 3).
AZEPHURITH, az-5-fu'rith.

See ARSIPHURITH.

AZETAS, a-ze'tas ('A^TITIIS, Azetds): The head
of a family accompanying Zerubbabel out of capti'vity (1 Esd 5 15). Neither Ezra nor Nehemiah
gives this name in his U§t.
AZGAD, az'gad Cljf? , 'azgddh, "strong is Gad"):
In the list of those who returned from Babylon
with Zerubbabel are mentioned "the children of
Azgad" (1,222, Ezr 2 12; 2,322, Neh 7 17).
110 males with their chief returned with Ezra
(Ezr 8 12). Azgad was among the leaders who
signed the Covenant after Nehemiah (Neh 10 15).
AZIEI, a-zi'g-i: An ancestor of Ezra (2 Esd 1 2).
Cf Azariah (Ezr 7 3) and Ozias (1 Esd 8 2; AV
Ezias).
AZIEL, a'zi-el ( b s i W , 'dzl'el, "God is power";
cf HPN, 210, 309): A Levite singer who played
the psalteries (1 Ch 15 20); cf Jaaziel (1 Ch 15
18).
AZIZA, a-zi'za (NfiTy, 'dzlzd', " t h e powerful"):
A. had taken a foreign wife (Ezr 10 27): cf Zardeus
(1 Esd 9 28 RV).
AZMA'VETH, az-ma'veth ( ^ I p W , 'azmdweth):
(1) One of David's 30 mighty men (2 S 23 31;
1 Ch 11 33).
(2) A descendant of Jonathan, the son of Saul
(1 Ch 8 36; 9 42),
(3) Father of two warriors who joined David at
Ziklag (1 Ch 12 3).
(4) The name of one set over Da'vid's treasures
(1 Ch 27 25). Some identify him with (1) and
(3).
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AZMAVETH, az-ma'veth (t^l'Qf?',
'azindwcth:
'A(r|i.ii9 or 'At|J.ii6, Asmdth or Azmdlh, ''strong one
of death"; Ezk 2 24): Is pr((bably idcnticid with
d-Hizinu, a village a Uttle to the N, of 'Andld
(Vnathoth), It corresponds to P.eth-azma\-elh
(Xeh 7 2,S!,

(1) A descendant of King David through Zerubbabel (I Ch 3 23),
(2) -V prince of Judah in the time of -\haz. He was
slain by Zieliri, an Ephraimite soldier (2 Ch 28 7).
(3) One of .Vzel's sons, a Benjamite, descended
from King Saul (1 Ch 8 :iS; 9 4 I | .
(4) .V Levite of tlie house of -Merari and a resident of Jerus (1 Ch 9 11; Neh 11 15).

AZMON,. az'mon (•)"•:::;", ucnidii; 'Acr€|jiMva,
IstiHuna, "strong"): On the S,W. Ixuder of
Israel (,Xu 34 4,5; Josh 15 4), TrumbuU identifies it with 'Am el-(,>aseimch, N,W, of Kadesh
Barnea (Kad. Bar., 117, 289 f).

AZUBAH, a-zu'ba (HSIT", 'd::ribhilli, "desolation"):
(1) -V
' wife of Caleb, by whom she had three sons
(1 Ch 2 l.xf).
(2) d'lic daughter ((f Shilhi and mother of I^ing
.h'hoshaphat (I K 22 42; 2 Ch 20 31),

AZNOTH-TABOR, az'noth-ta'bor ( i h r i r,13TX ,
'aznOthtdbhdr, "peaks of T a b o r " ) : -V place in western
NaphtaU, evidently in the vicinity of Mt. Tabor
(Josh 19 34). The exact locality is not known.

AZUR, a'zur.

AZOR, ii'zor ('Atiip, Azor, "help"["]): .Vn ancestor of Jesus Christ (Mt 1 13 f).
AZOTUS, a-zCi'tus.
-lets 8 40).

Se-e -VZ/.IK,

AZURAN, az'Q-ran, a-zu'ra,n.

See -VZARU.

AZZAH, az'a (H-j:?, 'nzzilh, "strong"): -VV form
(Dt 2 23; 1 K 4 24; Jer 25 2U) for RV "Gaza."

See ASHDOD (1 Maec 9 15;

AZZAN, az'.an (1-W , 'azziJii, ''strong''or "thorn"):
Father of Paltiel of the tribe of Issachar. One of
the commissioners st4eeted to divide the land
between the tribes (Nu 34 26).

A Z R I E L , az'ri-el l.'-X"'1Tr', 'azri'cl, "God's
help"):
(1) One of the leading men of the half-tribe of
Manasseh, E. of the Jordan, who with others of
his tribe was carried captive by the king of Assj'ria
(1 Ch 5 24 ff).
(,2) The father of Jerimoth of the tribe of Naphtali in the reign of King David (1 Ch 27 19).
(3) The father of Seraiah, one of the officers sent
bv Jehoiakim to arrest Jeremiah and Baruch
(.Jer 36 26j.
AZRIKAM, az-rl'kam C^-'P,''''^" 'iizrikam,
help has arisen"):

Azaziah
Baal

AZZUR, az'ur ( I I T ? , 'azzur, "helpful"):
(1) The father of Hananiah, a false prophet of
Gibeon in the days of Zedekiah (Jer 28 Iff).
(2) One of those who, wdth Nehemiah, sealed the
covenant on the return from Babylon (Xeh 10 17).
(3) The father of Jaazaniah, "one of" the princes
of the people who gave wicked counsel to the city
of Jerus (Ezk 11 I f ) . AV has "Azur" for (1) and
(3), but the Heb form of (3) is "IT!^, 'azur.

my

B
BAAL, ba'al:
I.
II.
III.
IV,
V.
VI.

X.^ME AND C H A R . V C T E R OF B A A L
-ATTEIECTE,^ OF B A A L
BAIL--\V(-,H,,HIP
TEMPLE,^, ETC
U S E OF THE N A M E
FoEsis OF B A A L

1. Baai-berith
2. Baai-gad
3. Baal-hamon
4. Baal-hermou
5. Baal-peor
6. Baal-zebub
Baal (-"_-, ba'al: BAaX, Beial, or BadX, Baal):
The Bab Belu or Bel, "Lord," was the titie of the
supreme god among the Canaanites.
/. Name and Character of Baal.—In Babylonia
it was the title specially applied to Merodach of
Babylon, which in time came to be used in place of
his actual name. As the word in Heb also means
"po,ss(issor," it has been suppo.sed to have originally
signified, when used in a religious sense, the god of a
particular piece of land or soil. Of this, however,
there is no proof, and the sense of "possessor"
is derived from t h a t of "lord," The Bab BelMerodach was a Sun-god, and so too was the Can
Baal whose fuU title was Baal-Shemaim, "lord of
heaven." The Phoen writer Sanchuniathon (Philo
Byblius, Fragmenta II) accordingly says that the
chUdren of the first generation of mankind "in time
of drought stretched forth their hands to heaven
toward the sun; for they regarded him as the sole
Lord of heaven, and called him Beel-samen, which
means 'Lord of Heaven' in the Phoen language and
is equivalent to Zeus in Gr." Baal-Shemaim had a
temple at Umm el-Awamid between Acre and Tyre,

.and his name is found in inscriptions from the
Phoen colonies of Sardinia and Carthage,
//. Attributes
of Baal.—As the Sun-god, Baal
was worshipped under two aspects, beneficent and
destructive. On the one
hand he gave light and
warmth to his worshippers; on the other hand
the fierce heats of summer destrojed the vegetation he had himself
b r o u g h t into being.
Hence human victims
w-ere sacrificed to him
in order to appease his
anger in time of plague
or other trouble, the victim being usually the
first-born of the sacrificer
and being burnt alive. In
the OT I,I lis is euphemis- \
tically termed "passing"
the \dctim "through the
Baal.
fire" (2 K 16 3; 21 6). The
. „ . forms under which
Baal w-as worshipped w-ere nee(.'ssarily as numerous
as the eommunitics w hich worshipped him. Each
locality had its own Baal or divine "Lord" who
frequently took his name from the city or place to
which he belonged. Hence there was a Baal-Zur,
"Baal of Tyre"; Baal-hermon, "Baal of Hermon"
(Jgs 3 3); Baal-Lebanon, "Baal of Lebanon"; BaalTarz, "Baal of Tarsus." At other times the titie
was attached to the name of an individual god;
thus we have Bel-Merodach, "the Lord Merodach
(or "Bel is Merodach") at Babylon, BaabM(.dkarth

Baal
Baal-shahshah
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at Tyre, Baal-gad (.losh 11 17) in the north of
Palestine. Occasionally the second element w-as a
noun as in Baal-Shemaim, 'Jord of heaven," Baalzebub (2 K 1 2), "Lord of flies," Baal-Hamman,
usuaUy interpreted "Lord of heat," but more probably "Lord of the sunpillar," the tutelary (leity of
L'arthage. All these various forms of the Sun-god
were collectively known as the Baalim or "Baals"
who took their place by the side of the female Ashtaroth and Asherim. At Carthage the female consort of Baal was termed l'ene-Ba.al, "the face" or
"reflection of Baal."
///. Baal-Worship.—
In the earlier days of
Heb history the title Baal, or "Lord," w;xs apphed
to the national God of Israel, a usage w-hich was
revi\-ed in later times, and is familiar to us in the
.W. Hence both Jonathan and David had sons
called Merib-ba;d (1 Ch 8 31; 9 40) and Bcchada
(1 Ch 14 7). After the time of Ahab, however,
the name became associated wdth the worship and
rites of the Phoen deity introduced into Samaria
by Jezebel, and its idolatrous associations accordiiv.ily cau.sed it to faU into disrepute. Hosea (2 16)
deidares that henceforth the God of Israel should
no longer be caUed Baali, "my Baal," a n i personal
names like Esh-baal (1 Ch 8 33; 9 3;i), and
Beeliada into w-hich it entered were changed in
form, Baal being turned into bdsh-tti which in Heb
at any rate convej'ed the sense of "shame,"
/K. Temphs, etc.—Tem;)los of Baal at Samaria
and Jerus are mentioned in 1 K 15 32; 2 K 11
LS; where they had been erected at the time when
the Ahab dynasty endeavored to fuse Israelites
and Jews and Phoenicians into a single people under
the same national Phoen g o i . -VItars on which
incense was burned to Baal were set up in all the
streets of Jerus according to .leieiuiah (11 13),
apparently on the flat roofs of the houses (Jer 32
29;; and the temple of Baal contained an image of
the god in the shape of a pillar or Bethel (2 K 10
26.27). In the reign of Ahab, Ba:d was served in
Israel by 450 priests (1 K 18 19), as well as by
prophets (2 K 19 1,1), a n i his worshippers wore
special vestments when his ritual was performed
(2 K 10 22), The ordinary offering made to the
g o i consisted of incense (Jer 7 9) and burnt sarrifices; on extraordinary occasions the victim was
human (Jer 19 5). At times the priests worked
themselves into a state of ecstasj', airl dancing round
the altar slashed themselvi-s with knives (1 K 18
26,28), Uke certain dervish orders in modern Islam,
V. Use of the Name.—In accordance with its
signification the name of Baal is generaUy used w-ith
the definite art.; in the L X X this often takes the
feminine form, dinxofr} (uischune) "shame" being
intended to be read.
We find the same usage
in Rom 11 4. The feminine counterpart of Baal
was Baalah or Baalath which is found in a good
many of the local names (see Baethgen, Beitrdge
zur simitischen Reliiiionsfeschichte, 1888).
VL Forms of Baa/.—Baal-berith (ni-13 b ? ? ,
ba'al h'rilh; BaaXpEpiO, Bnidberith), "CovenantBaal," was w-orshippe'l at Shechem
1. Baalafter the death of Gideon (Jgs 8 33;
berith
9 4). In Jgs 9 46 the name is replaced by Ei-berith, "Covenant-god."
The covenant w-as that made by the g o i wdth his
w-oi-shippers, less probably between the Israelites
and the native Canaanites.
Baal-gad (~^ b " 3 , ba'al gadh; BaXayiiSa, Balagdda), "Baal [lord] of good luck" (or "Baal is
Gad") was the god of a town called
2. Baalafter his name in the north of Pal,
gad
which has often been identified with
Baalbek. The god is termed simplv
Gad in Isa 65 11 RVm; where he is assoeiateil

with Meni, the Assyr Manu (.\V "troop " and
"number").
Baal-hamon Cii^n 52^5, ba'al hdmdn; BeeXa|j.wv, Beelamon) is known only from the fact that
Solomon had a garden at a place
3. Baalof that name (Cant 8 11). The name
hamon
is usually explained to mean "Baal
of the multitude," but the cuneiform
tablets of the Tell el-Amarna age found in Pal show
that the Egyp god Amon was w-orshipped in Canaan
and identified there with the native Baal. We
are therefore justified in reading the name BaalAmon, a parallel to the Bab Bel-Merodach. The
name has no connection with t h a t of the Carthaginian deity Baal-hamman.
Baal-hermon ('jllS'in P ^ S , ba'al hermon; BaXaep|j.aiv, Balaermdii) is found in the name of "the
mountain of Baal-hermon" (Jgs 3 3; cf
4. Baal1 Ch 5 23), which also bore the names
hermon
of Hermon, Sirion and Shenir (Saniru
in the Assyr inscriptions), the second
name being applied to it by the Phoenicians and
the third by the Amorites (Dt 3 9). Baal-hermon
will consequently be a formation similar to BaalLebanon in an inscrijition from Cyprus; according
to the Phoen w-riter Sanchuniathon (Philo Byblius,
Fragmenta II) the third generation of men "begat
sons of surprising size and stature, whose names
were given to the mountains of which they had
obtained possession."
Baal-peor ( " ' " 3 ' " 3 , ba'al p^'dr; Bc€X(|>e'yMp,
Beelpliegdr) was god of the Moabite mountains,
who took his name from Mount Peor
5. Baal(Xu 23 2,8), the modern Fa'ur, and
peor
was probably a form of Chemosh
(.lerome, Comm,, Isa 15). The .sensual
rites with which he w-as worshipped (Nu 25 1-3)
indicate his connection with the Phoen Baal.
Baal-zebub (3'3T , " 3 , ba'al z'bhUbh; BaaXuvIa
@(6s, Baalmuia Tlieds ("Baal the fly god") was
worshipped at Ekron w-here he had a
6. Baalfamous oracle (2 K 1 2.3.16). The
zebub
name is generally tr^ "the Lord of
flies," the Sun-god being associated
with the flies which swarm in Pal during the earlier
summer months. I t is met with in Assyr inscriptions. In the N T the name assumes the form of
Beelzebul (/SeeXfe/SoiJX), in AV BEELZEBUB (q.v.).
A, H.

SAYCE

BAAL, ba'al (b^S , Im'al, "lord," "master," "possessor") :
(1) A descendant of Reuben, Jacob's first-born
son, and the father of Beerah, prince of the Reubenites, "whom Tiglath-pileser (1 Ch 5 5.6) king of
-V.ssvria carried away captive."
f2) The fourth of ten sons of Jeiel (AV "Jehiel"),
father and founder of Gibeon, His mother w-as
Maaeah; his brother Kish father of Saul (1 Ch
8 29f; 9 35.36.39; cf 1 S 14 50 f). The,se passages identify Jeiel and Abiel as the father of Kish
and thus of Baal. For study of confusions in the
genealogical record, in 1 Ch 9 36.39, see N E R ;
KISH; ABIEL;

JEIEL.

(3) In composition often the name of a man and
not of the heathen god, e.g. Baal-hanan, a king of
Edom (Gen 36 38; 1 Ch 1 49); also a royal
prefect of the same name (1 Ch 27 28). Gesenius
thinks that Baal in compound words rarely refers
to the god by that name. See BAAL (deity),
(4) A city of the tribe of Simeon (1 Ch 4 33).
See BAAL-\TH-BEER.

D W I G H T M . PRATT

BAAL ( b ^ S , bii'al; BdaX, Bdal):
See

BAALATH-BEER.

1 Ch 4 33.
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BAALAH, ba'a-la ( n b ^ ? , ba'uldh; " po,s,scssor,"
"mistress"): Three occurrences of this name:
(1) =KiRi \TU-JEARIIM (q.v,) (Josh 15 9,10; 1 Ch
13 6),
('') -V city in the Negeb of Judah (Jo,sh 16 29).
In Jo,sh 19'3 Balah and in 1 Ch 4 29 BUhah;
perhaps also Bealoth of Josh 15 24, The site is
unknown; but see PEF, III, 26,
(3) Vlount Baalah (.losh 15 11), a mountain
ridge between Sliilvkeron (Elcron) and Jabneel
unless, as sevnis probable, the siigij,es|,ion of M,
Clermont-Ganneau (Rev. Crit, 1897, 9112) is correct
that for i n , har ( = "mount"), \N o should read "in3 ,
iidhCir C'river"). In this ease the border in question would be the Xahr ruhin. Here there is an
annual feast held—attended by all classes and
famous all over Sxria—which appears lo be a real
survival of "Baal worship,"
1), W, G. IVl.VSTERM.VM
BAALATH, b.a'adath ( r b " 3 , ba'dldth; A, Baa\(iv, Baaldn.):
(1) A town on the border of Dan (J((sh 19 44)
associated wdth Eltekeh and Gibbethon—possibljBela'in.
(2) ("J\Iistress-ship"): -V store city of Solomon,
mentioned wdth Beth-horon (1 K 9 IS; 2 Ch 8 6)
and possibly the same as (1).
BAALATH-BEER, ba'adath-be'er (1N3 ! n b y 3 ,
ha'dlath b''er, "lady [mistress] of the well"; Josh 19
8 [in 1 Ch 4 33," Baal]): In Josh this place is
designated "Ramah of the South," i.e. of the Negeb,
whUe in 1 S 30 27 it is described as Ramoth of
the Negeb. It must have been a prominent hill
(ramaft = "height") in the far south of the Negeb
and near a well (tr-'ir). The site is unknown though
Conder suggests that the shrine Kiibbet el Baulnia-y
retain the old name.
BAALBEK, bal'bek, biil-bek'.

See AVBN; O N .

BAAL-BERITH, ba-al-be'rith ( n ^ 1 3 b y ? , ba'al
i)«n(/i ="Baal of the Covenant"): An idol worshipped by the Shechemites after Gideon's death
(Jgs 8 33), as protector and guardian of engagements. His temple is also referred to in Jgs 9 4.
See BAAI (1).

BAALE-JUDAH, ba'al-g-j(5b'da.

See KIRIATH-

Baal
Baal-shalishah

place may be identified with Tell 'A.?u,r, a moimtain
which rises 3,318 ft. above tiie sea, 4 mUes N.E. of
Bethel.
BAAL-HERMON, _b,5'al-htlr'mon d i t t ' i r i b ? ? ,
ba'al hennOn: BoAX 'Ep(j.(iv, Badl Frmon): Baalgad under Mount Hennon is described as ''tow-ard
Ihe sunrising" in Josh 13 5. If Afount Leli,aiion
proper is here intended the reading may be taken as
correct. But in Jgs 3 :> Baal-gad is replaced by
Baal-hei-inon, (»ii(( or the other must be due to a
seiilial error. I h e B.dd-hernion of 1 Ch 5 23
lay .soinewhere E. of the Jordan, near to Mount
I lernioii. It may po.ssU(ly be identical with Bdiiid^.
BAALI, bfi'a-li C b " ? , ba'i-ili, "my master"):
Baal, a cdiniiKui name for all heatlien gods, had in
common practice been used also of Jeh. Hosea (2
16.17) demands that .Jeh be no longer called Ba'dll
("my Baal" = ' ' m y lord") but 'Islil C'lnv husband"),
and we find that later t he lsr:(( litcs abandoned the
use of Ba'al for Jeh.
BAALIM, ba'a-lim (D^bysn, ha-b''dllm):

Plur,

of BAAL (q.v.).

BAALIS, ba'a-li.s (Diby?, ba'll.% perhaps for
Baalim, "gods"; L X X BeXeicrd, Beleisd, BeXio-d,
Belisd, BaaXis, Baul'is; Ant, X, ix, 3, BaiiXinos,
Badlimos): King of the children of Ammon, the
instigator of the murder of Gedaliah (Jer 40 14),
Cf Ant, X, ix, 3.
BAAL-MEON, ba'al-me'on ( " r p b " 3 , ba'al
m'^'dn; BeeXjieiiv, Beeliiieon): A town built by
the children of Reuben along wdth Nebo, "their
names being changed" (Xu 32 38), identical wdth
Boon of ver 3. As Beth-baal-meon it was given
by Moses to the tribe of Reuben (Josh 13 17),
Mesha names it as fortified by him (MS, 1. 9),^ It
appears in Jer 48 23 as Beth-meon, one of the cities
of Moab. Onom speaks of it as a large village near
the hot springs, i.e. CaUirrhoe, in IVddy Zerkd
Ma'in, 9 miles from Heshbon. This points to the
ruined site of Ma'ln, about 4 mUes S.W. of Madeba.
The ruins now visible however are not older than
Rom times.

BAAL-PEOR, ba-al-pe'or.

W. EWING

See BAAL (1).

,IEAEIM.

BAAL-GAD, ba'al-gad (1^ b ? ? , ba'al gadh;
Ea\a-^a8ii, Balagadd, BaXydS, Balgdd.): Joshua in
his conquest reached as far north as Baal-gad in
the vaUey of Lebanon, under ISIount Hermon (Josh
U 17). This definitely locates it in the valley
between the Lebanons, to the W. or N.W, of Hermon. It must not be confused with Baal-hermon.
Conder thinks it may be represented by 'Ain
Jedeideh.
BAAL-HAMON, ba-al-ha'mon.

See BAAL (1).

BAAL-HANAN, ba-al-ha'nan f-jn b ? ? , ba'al
hdndn, "the Lord is gracious"):
(1) A king of Edom (Gen 36 38 f; 1 Ch 1 49 f).
(2) A gardener in the service of David (1 Ch
27 2S).
BAAL-HAZOR, ba-al-ha'zor ( n i S n b ? 3 , ba,'al
hagdr; BaiXao-wp, Bailasor, BeXXao-wp, Bel-la-sor):
A place on the property of -Vbsalom where his
sheep-shearers were gathered, beside Ephraim (2 S
13 23). The sheep-shearing was evidently the 0(jcasion of a festival which was attended by -Vbsalom s
brethren. Here he compassed the death of Amnon
in revenge for the outrage upon his sister. The

BAAL-PERAZIM, ba-al-pe-ra'zim, ba-al-per'azim (D^3?n?"by3, ba'al -p'^rdriin; BaaX'4)apao-ECv,
BiiaVpharaselii, "the lord of breakings through"):
The spot in or near the Valley of Rephaim where
David obtained -a signal victory over the PhUis; it
was higher than .leriis for David asked, "ShaU I
go up against tiie Philis'?" (2 S 5 20; 1 Ch 14 11),
The exact site is unknown, but if the Vale of Rephaim is el Beka'a, the open valley between Jerus and
Mar Ellas, then Baal-perazim would ])robably be
tlie mountains to the E. near what is calletl the
"Mount of EvU Coun.sel" (see JERUSALEM), The
Mount Perazim of Isa 28 21 would appear to be
the same spot.
E. W. G. MASTERM.AN
BAALSAMUS, ba-al'sa-mus (BaiiX(ra|jios, Badlsamos; AV Balasamus): B. stood at the right side
of Ezra, when the law- w-as read to the people (1 Esd
9 43). Cf Maaseiah (Neh 8 7).
BAAL-SHALISHAH, ba-al-shal'i-sha, ba-al-shale'sha (nipbljj b y S , ba'al shdlishah; Bai,e<rapio-ii,
Baithsarisd):
Whence a man came to Gilgal wdth
first-fruits (2 K 4 42) w-as probably not far from the
latter place. Ac(-ording to the 'Talm (Sanh. 12o)
the fruits of the earth nowhere ripened so quickly.

Baal-tamar
Babel, Babylon

I t is called by Eusebius Baithsarith (Jerome
"Bethsalisa"), and located 15 miles N. of Diospolis
(Lyd(la). Khirbet Sirisid almost exactly fits this
description. GUgal (Jiljfdieh) lies in the plain
about 4 | miles to the N.W. Khirbet Kefr Thi.lth,
3 j miles farther north, has also been suggested. The
Arab. Thilth exactly corresponds to the Heb Shdlishah.

W. E W I N G

BAAL-TAMAR, ba-al-ta'mar ( T a n b ? ? , ba'al
tamar; BadX 0a|idp, Badl Thamdr, "Baal of the palm
tree"): Evidently a seat of heathen worship (.Igs
20 33) between Bethel and Gibeah (cf vs 18.31).
The place was known to Eusebius (Onom s.v.), but aU
trace of the name is now lost. Conder suggests
that it may be connected with the palm tree of
Deborah (Jgs 4 5) which w-as between Bethel and
Ramah (HDB, s.v.).

work of the Lord." Cf HPN, 293.
of Asaph, the musician (1 Ch 6 40).

(1).

B A A L - Z E P H O N , ba-al-ze'fon (fXm b 7 3 ,
ba'al f/phdn; BHXO-CITIJJUV, Beelsepphon; Ex 14 2.
9; Nu 33 7): The name means "Lord of the
North," and the place was opposite the Heb camp,
which was between Migdol and the sea. It may
have been the shrine of a Sem deity, but the position is unknown (see EXODUS). Goodwin (see
Brugsch, Hist. Egt., II, 363) found the name
Baali-Zapuna as that of a god mentioned in an
Egyp papyrus in the British Museum.
BAANA, ba'a-na (OT and Apoc; Baavd, Baand;
S j y S , ba'dna', "son of oppression"):
(1, 2) Two commissariat-officers in the service of
Solomon (1 K 4 12; 4 16; AV "Baanah"),
(3) Father of Zadok, the builder (Neh 3 4).
(4) -V leader who returned with Zerubbabel to
Jerus (1 Esd 6 8). Cf Baanah (Ezr 2 2; Neh
7 7; 10 27).
BAANAH, ba'a-na (Hpys, ba'dndh, "son of
oppres.sion"):
(1) Captain in the army of Ish-bosheth (2 S 4
2ff).
(2) Father of Heleb, one of David's mighty men
(2 S 23 29; 1 Ch 11 30).
(3) Returned with Zerubbabel to Jerus; a leader
and one who sealed the covenant (Ezr 2 2; Neh
7 7;

10 27).

See

BAANA

(4).

BAANI, ba'a-ni (.V,, BaavC, Baani;
B, Baav«C,
Baanei; AV Maani = Bani [Ezr 10 .34]): The
descendants of B. put away their "strange -wives"
(1 Esd 9 34).
BAANIAS, ba-a-ni'as.

See BANNEAS (Apoc).

BAARA, b.a'a-ra (^'p^'^, ba'drd', "the burning
one"): A wdfe of the Benjamite Shaharaim (1 Ch
8 8).
B A A S E I A H , ba-a-sl'a, ba-a-se'ya (H^to^?,
ba'dseydh, "the Lord is bold"): Perhaps for n^TByU,
ma'&seydh, after the Gr Macerai, B, Maasai, "the

An ancestor

BAASHA, ba'a-sha (Nffi^S, ba'shd', "boldness"):
King of Israel. B., son of Ahijah, and of common
birth (1 K 16 2), usurped the throne of Nadab,
the son of Jeroboam, killed Nadab and exterminated
the house of Jeroboam. He carried on a long warfare with Asa, the king of Judah (cf Jer 41 9), began
to build Ramah, but was prevented from completing
this work by Ben-hadad, the king of Syria. He is
told by the prophet Jehu that because of his sinful
reign the fate of his house would be like that of
Jeroboam. B. reigned 24 years. His son Elah
who succeeded him and all the members of his
family w-ere murdered by the usurper Zimri (1 K
15 16 ff; 16 Iff; 2 C h " l 6 Iff). The fate of his
house is referred to in 1 K 21 22; 2 K 9 9. Cf
-VSA; E L A H ; ZIMRI.

BAALZEBUB, ba-al-ze'bub (3'3T ':>'?%, ba'al z'b/iM6/i = "Lord of flies"; BdaX-(j.mav, iJda^??iyiara): A
deity worshipped by the PhiUs at Ekron (2 K 1 2.
3.6.16). AU that can be gathered from this one
reference to him in ancient lit. is that he had some
fame as a god that gave oracles. Ahaziah, son of
Ahab, and king of Israel, went to consult him whether
he should recover of his sickness, and was therefore
rebuked by Elijah, who declared that his death would
be the result of this insult to Jeh. Why he was called
"lord of flies," or whether his real name has not been
corrupted and lost are matters of conjecture. See
BAAL
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BRESLICH

BABBLER, bab'ler (]"(l»bn b ^ S , ba'al ha-ldshdn;
AV of Eccl 10 11 Ut. "ma'ster of the tongue"; RV
C H A R M E R ; Xa-mo-T^s, lapistts, AN of Ecclus 20
7; RV BRAGGART; o-irtppioXiyos, spermoldgos; AV
and RV of Acts 17 18): The latter Gr word is used
of birds, such as the crow, that live by picking up
small seeds (sperma, "a seed," legein, "to gather"),
and of men, for "hangers on" and "parasites" who
obtained their living by picking up odds and ends
off merchants' carts in harbors and markets. It
carries the "suggestion of picking up refuse and
scraps, and in lit. of plagiarism without the capacity
to use correctly" (Ramsay). The Athenian philosophers in calling Paul a spermologos, or "ignorant
plagiarist," meant that he retailed odds and ends
of knowledge which he had picked up from others,
without possessing himself any system of thought
or skill of language—without culture. In fact it
was a fairly correct description of the Athenian
philosophers themselves in Paul's day.
Ramsa^-, St. Paul the Traveller and Roman Citizen,
141

ff.

•

T.

REES

BABBLING, bab'Ung (n^lB, sl'^h; RV COMP L A I N I N G ) : The consequence of tarrying long
at the wine (Prov 23 29 AV); XaXi'a, lalia, RV
" t a l k " (Ecclus 19 6; 20 5 AV); Kemipavta, kenophdnia, lit. "making an empty sound" (1 Tim 6
20; 2 Tim 2 16 AV and RV).
BABE, b a b :
(1) ("1?5, na'ar; irats, pais) of a male infant
3 months old (Ex 2 6) tr'' elsewhere "boy" or
"lad."
(2) (bb'iy, 'olel, Q i b l b y r i , ta'alullm) in the
general sense of "child" (Ps's" 2; 17 14; Isa 3 4).
(3) (Pp^4>os, brephos) an unborn or newborn
child (AV and RV of Lk 1 41,44; 2 12,16; 1 Pet
2 2 and RV of Lk 18 15 [AV "infants"]; Acts
7 19 [AV "young children"] and 2 Tim 3 15 [AV
"child"]).
(4) (vif|Tn,os, nipios = Lat infaiis) "a child that
cannot speak." (-^V and RV of M t 11 25; 21 16;
Lk 10 21; Rom 2 20; 1 Cor 3 1; He 5 13) the
same word is tc^ "child," plur. "chUdren" (in
AV and RV of 1 Cor 13 11; Gal 4 1.3; Eph
4 14) the vb. nepidzete is tr'' in,AV "be ye children" and in RV "be ye babes" (1 Cor 14 20).
Nepios is used metaphorically of those who are
like children, of simple and single minds, as opposed
to the "wise and understanding" (Mt 11 25 = Lk
10 2 1 ; cf 1 Cor 14 20), "Babes in Christ" are
men of little spiritual growth, carnal as opposed to
spiritual (1 Cor 3 1; cf He 5 13; Eph 4 14).
Nepios is also used of a child as a minor or infant
in the eye of the law

(Gal

4 1.3).

T.

REB3
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Baal-tamar
Babel, Babylon

Meiddaeh (as written in the OT), the patron deity
BABEL, ba'bel, BABYLON, bab'i-lmi (I'opoof Ihe city, received from Eiilil, as Hammurabi
grapliical): Babylon was the Gr name of tbe city
informs us, after he had driven Ihe Elamites out
written in the cuneiform seriid of the Uabylonians,
hab-ili., w'hich means in Sem, "the gate of god," of Babylonia, the tille liil inaliUe. "lord of lands,"
not the ludiie which Enhl of Nippur had posses.sed.
The Hebrews called the countr), as well as [he city,
In the past there has been a confusion. The ideoBabhel. 'This name thev considered eaiiie from the
gram I'iidil (11 EUil had been incori-ecl h' read Bel.
root, 6(1?"', "to confound" (Gen 11 !)i. The name
This iiee(>ssilalc(l speaking of the old l>el and the
in Sumerian ideographs was written Din-ttr, winch
umiu; Hel, Beyond being called l>el, "lord," as
means "life of the forest," and yet aneienl (Ivall olher gods W(a-e called, Enlil's name was not
mologists explained it, as meaning "iilace of the
Bel. Marduk is Ihe Bel of the OT, as weU as Ihe
god called Bel in the .Vssyr .and Bab inscriptions.
The temple area included an outer, eenlidl and
inner court. The shrine of Ishtiu- and Zamania
occupied the cenlrid c((iu't,, and the ziggiirrat the
iniier ('(mil
In the lemple i)r((|ier, the shrine
Klcua W((s l((Cal,e(l, in which st(i(((l the golden image
of -Marduk. This, the ancient writers say, was 41)
ft. high. On Ihe topmost stage there w-as a, shrine
dediealed to Marduk. It is assumed that it, was
.50 fl. long by 70 It, broad and .50 ft. in height,
X'^idiopolassar r((built the temple and its tower
Xebucliadicz/.ar eiilarned and embellished the
saneliiary. He raised the tower so that "its head
was in the heavens," an expi-essi((n found in the
st((iy of the Tower of Babel in Gen, as well as in
Mound Covering Xippur Tower,
many of the building inscriptions. (Sec LOTB,
121 ff, and the art. on BABEL. T O W E R OF.
scat of life'' ishuliat luddli).
Ka-dtngtrra, whi(-li
also means "gate of god,'' was another form of the
One of the chief works of Nebuchadrezzar was
name in Siiuieiiau
It was also called Sn-anna
the building of .-Vibiir.sbabu, the famous procession
(which is of uncertain meaning) and I'rii-azagga,
street of the city, w-hieh extended from the Ishtar
"the holy city, "
gate to E-sag-ila. It v ;is a great and magnificent
Herodotus, the Gr historian, has given us u
causeway, built higher than the houses. Walk-,
picture of Babylon in his day. He says that the
lined it on eillua- .side, w-hieh were decorated with
city was a great square, 42 miles in circuit, Ctesias
makes it 56 mUes, This, he writes, was surrounded
by a moat or rampart : 100 ft, high, and 75 ft, broad,
The earliest mention of Bab>'lon is in the time of
Sargon I, about 2700 BC, That monarch laid the
foundations of the temple of .Vnunit, and also thoMof the temple of -Vnnd, In the time of Dungi
we learn that the place was sacked. The city
evidently plaj-ed a very unimportant part in the
pohtical history of Babylonia of the early jieiiod, for
besides these references it is almost unknown until
the time of Hammurabi, w-hen its rise brought about
a new epoch in the history of Babylonia, The
Kc-it of pow-er was then transferred permanently from
the southern states. This re-^iilled in the dosing
of the political history of the Sumerians, The
organization of the empire by Huinmuralii, with
Babylon as its eajnl.'d, placed it in a jiosition from
which it w-as never dislodged during the remaining
history of Bab\-lonia.
The mounds covering the ancient cit)- have frequently been explored, but systematic excavations
of the city were not undertaken until l.sdtl, when
Koldewey, the German excavator, began to uncover its ancient ruiiLS in a metbodicid manner. In
spite of w-hat ancient w-rilers say, certain scholar^
maintain that they grossly exaggerated the size
of the city, which was comparatively small, es|((I'ially when considered in (((nneet ion with large cities
of the present era.
In the northern p;(i t of the city th( ic was situated
what is caUed the North P;dace' on the cast side (d
the Euphrates, which iia.ssed through the cilv, A
little distance below this point the .Vrakhtu canal
Building I KM MiUion of Nebuchadrezzar II
left the Euiihrates, and passing thi oiigli the .southein
waU rejoined the river. There was also a Middle
,.|;,/c(l liles, portraying lions, life ^ize in relief. The
and Southern Pidace, Near the lattfT was located
pavement was laid with blocks of stoiu; brought
the Ishtar gate. The temple E-makh was close to
from the mountains. This jiroeession street figured
the east side of the gate. Other canals in the laty
prominenlly on the New Year's festal day, when
were called Merodach and Libilkhegaki, In the
the iirocession of the gods took place,
southern portion of the eit^- was located the famoiis
A knowledge of the w-ork Xebuchadrezzar did
temple E-sag-ila, This fane was called by llie < ir serves
as a fitting comnienlary to the jiassage in
historian, "the temple of Belus," Marduk or

Babel, Babylon
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Dnl 4 30: ''Is not this great Babylon, which I have
builf?" He had made the city one of the wonders
of the w-orld.
The two sieges by Darius Hystasjies and the one
by Xerxes destroyed much of the beauty of the
ciiy, Alexander desired to make it again a great
center and to build an immense fortress in the city;
but in the midst of this undertaking he was murdered, while living in the palace of Nebuchadrezzar.
The temple, though frequently destroyed, was in
existence in the time of the Seleucids, but the city
had long since ceased to be of any importance. See
also B-VBYLO-\IA,

-\, T. CLAY

BABEL, BABYLON ( b 3 3 , bdbhel; Assyro-Bab
Bdh-'tli, Bdli-ildiii, "gate of god," or "of the gods,"
rendered in Sumerian as Ka-dingira, "gate of god,"
regarded as a folk-et ymology): (See BABEL, T O W E R

OF, see, 14.)
1. Names by ^Vllicil tlie City "Was Ivnown

2.
3.
4.
.5.
(j.
7.
s.
9,

Probable Date of Its Foundation
Its Walls and Gates from Herodotus
Its Position.Divisions, .Streets and Temple
The "Works of Serairamis and Nitocris
Ctesias' Description—the Palaces and Their Decorated Walls
The Temple of Belus and the Hanging Gardens
Other Descriptions
Nehuclia(li-((zzar's Account

10, N(-b(iclia(lr(-/-zar's Architectural Work at B:(!(\-l()n
11, Tlie Royal I'alaees

12,
i:-;.
14,
1.5.
16,
17,
l,s.
1<J,
20.

guick Biulding
The Teinpli s tlestored by Nebuchadrezzar
Ttie Extent of Nebuchadrezzar's Architectural AVi-irk
Details Concerning the City from Contract-Tablets
Details Concerning Babylon from Other Sources
Modern Exploration
Description of the Ruins—the Eastern Walls
Tlie Western Walls
The Palaces

21. T h e Site of Babylon's Great Tower
22. T h e Central and Southern Ruins
2.3. A Walk: through Babylon
24, T h e IStar-Gate and t h e Middle Palace
2,5. T h e Festival-Street
2(3, T h e Chamber of t h e Fates
27, T h e Northern Palace and the Gardens
2N Historical References t o Babylonian Buildings
LiTER.VTURE

The name of the great capital of ancient Bafiylonia, the Shinar of Gen 10 10; 14 1, other names
of the city being Tin-dir, "seat of
1. Names life," S (ki), probably an abbreby "Which
viation of Eridu (ki) " the good city "
the City
( = Paradise), Babylonia having seem"Was Known ingly been regarded as the Garden of
Eden (PSBA, June 1911, p . 161); and
Su-nnna, " t h e high-handed" (meaning, apparently,
"high-walled," "hand" and "defense" being interchangeable terms). I t is possible that these various names are due to the incorporation of outlying
districts as Babylon grew ih size.
According to Gen 10 9, the founder of Bab3don
was Nimrod, but among the Babylonians, it was
Merodach who built the city, together
2. Probable with Erech and Niffer (Calneh) and
Date of Its their renowned temples. The date
Foundation of its foundation is unknown, but it
certainly went back to primitive times,
and Babylon may even have equaled Niffer in
antiquity (.the -Vmerican explorers of that site h-avc
(•stimated that its lowest strata of habitations go
back to S.OOO years BC;. Babylon's late assumption of the position of capital of the country would
therefore be due to its rulers not ba^-ing attained
power and infiuence at an earlier period. Having
once acquired that position, howe\-er, it retained
it to the end, and its great god, Merodach, became
the head of the Bab pantheon—partly through the
influence of Babylon as capital, partly because the
city was the center of his w-orship, and the place
of the great Tower of Bab(d, concerning which many
wonderful thin^;s w-ere said. (See BABEL, TOWER OF-;
Co-XFUSION OF TOXGUES.

3.50

According to Herodotus, the city, which lay in a
great plain, was square in its plan and measured
120 furlongs (stadia) each way—4,S0
3. Its "Walls in all. Each side was therefore about
and Gates 14 miles long, making a circuit of
from H e nearly 56 mUes, and an area of nearly
rodotus
196 sq. miles. As t h e space inclosed
is so great, and traces of the walls
would seem to be w-anting, these figures may be
regarded as open to question. Around the city,
Herodotus says, there was a deep and broad moat
full of water, and then came a w-all 50 royal cubits
thick and 200 cubits high, pierced by 100 gateways with brazen gates and lintels. Reckoning the
cubit a t ISf in., this would mean t h a t Babylon's
w-alls were no less than 311 ft. high; and regarding
the royal cubit as being equal to 21 in., their thickness w-ould be something like 87 ft. Notwithstanding that Babylon has been the quarry of the
neighboring builders for two millenniums, it is surprising t h a t such extensive masses of brickwork
should ha^-e disappeared without, leaving at least a
few recogiuzable traces.
The city was built on both sides of the Euphrates,
and a t the point where the wall met the river there
was a return-wall running along its
4. Its Posi- banks, forming a rampart. The houses
tion, Divi- of Babylon were of 3 and 4 stories.
sions.
The roads which ran through the cit>Streets
were straight, and apparently interand Temple sected each other at right angles,
like the great cities of --Vmerica. 'The
river-end of each of the streets leading to the river
was guarded by a brazen gate. Within the great
outer wall was another, not much weaker, but
inclosing a smaller space. Each division of the
city contained a great buUding, the one being the
king's palace, strongly fortified around, and the
other the temple of Zeus Belos—an erection with
brazen gates measuring two furlongs each way.
Within this sacred precinct was a solid tower measuring a furlong each way, and surmounted by other
towers to the number of eight. An ascent ran
around these towers, with a stopping-place about
the middle where the visitor might rest. Upon
the topmost tower a large cell was built, wherein
w-as a couch and a golden table. No image was
placed in the cell, and no one passed the night there,
except a woman of the people, chosen by the god.
In another cell below was a golden image of Zeus
sitting, his seat and footstool being likewise of gold,
with, near by, a large golden table. The total
weight of the precious metal here was 800 talents.
Upon a small golden altar outside the cell young
sucklings only were sacrificed, and upon another
(not of gold) full-grown animals were offered.
The hydraulic works of Babylon are attributed
by Herodotus to two queens, Semiramis and Nitocris. T h e former made banks of
5. The
earth on t h e plain which were w-orth
"Works of
seeing, preventing the river from flooi lSemiramis ing the plain like a sea. The second,
and Nitocris Nitocris, altered the channel of the
river in such a way t h a t it flowed three
times in its course to the village Andericea, and the
traveler by water therefore took three days to pass
this spot. She also raised the banks of the river,
and dug a great lake above Babylon. The place
which was dug out she made into a swamp, the
object being to retard the course of the river. The
many bends and the swamp were on the shortest
route to Media, to prevent t h e Medes from having
dealings wdth her kingdom and learning of her affairs.
Other works were a bridge across the Euphrates,
and a tomb for herself over the most frequented
gate of the city.
Both Herodotus and Ctesias were eyewitnesses
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of the glory of Babjdon, though only at the period
when it had begun to wane. It is exceedingly probable, however, that their accounts wdll be superseded in the end, by those of the people who best
knew the eitj', namely, the inhabitants of Babylon
itself.
According to Ctesias, the circuit of the city w.as
not 480, but 360 fm-longs—the number of the days
in the Bab year—and somew-hat UIKU-I6. Ctesias' 42 miles. The E. and \\ . districts
Description were joined b\- a bridge 5 furlongs or
—the Pal- l.OSO yards long, and I'd) ft. broad,
aces and
At each end of the bridge was a royal
Their Dec- iiaUice, that on tho eastcin bank
orated
being the more niagnificeiil of the two,
WaUs
This palace w-as di^fcnded by three
w-alls, the outermost being 60 furlongs
or 7 miles in circuit: the second, a circular wall,
40 furlongs (4-i miles), and the third 20 furlongs
(^5 miles). "The height of the middle wall was 300
ft, and that of its towers 420 ft., but this was exceeded by the height of the inmost wall. Ctesias
states that the walls of the second and third inclosures w-ere of colored brick, showing huntingscenes—the chase of the leopard and the lion, with
male and female figures, winch he regarded as Ninus
and Semiramis. The other palace (that on the \V,
bank) was smaller and less ornate, and was inclosed
only by a single w-all 30 furlongs (3^ miles) in circuit. This also had representations of huntingscenes and bronze statues of Ninus, Semiramis and
Jupiter-Belus (Bel-Merodach). Besides the bridge,
he states that there was also a tunnel under the
river. He seems to speak of the temple of Belus
(see BABEL, TOWER OF) as being surmounted by

three statues—Bel (Bel-Merodach), 40 ft. high,
his mother Rhea (Daw-kina, the Daukc of Damascius), and Bel-Merodaeh's spouse
7. The
Juno or Beltis (Zer-panitu"). The
Templ_e
celebrated Hanging Gardens he seems
ofBeliis
to describe as a square of which each
and the
side measured 400 ft., rising in terHanging
races, the topmost of which was plantGardens
ed w-ith trees of various kinds. If
this was the case, it must have resembled a temple-tower covered with verdure.
The -Assyr sculptures, however, indicate something
different (see sec. 27).
With regard to the size of the city as given by
other authorities, PUny copies Herodotus, and
makes its circuit 480 furlongs (Nat.
8. OUier
Hist. "vi,26j; Strabo (xvi,i. see. 5), 385;
DescripQ, Curtius (v,i, sec, 20), 3()S; Clittions
archus (apud Diod. Sic. ii,7), 365.
Though the difference between the
highest and the lowest is considerable, it is only
what might be expected from independent estimates, for it is doubtful whether any of them arc
based on actual measurements, Diodorus (u.9,
end) states that but a sm;dl part of the inclosure
was inhabited in his time (he w-as a eontcmiiorarjof Caesar and Augustus), b u t the abandonment of
the city must then have been practically completed,
and the greater part given over, as he states, to
cultivation—even, perhaps, within the space inclosed by the remains of walls today. I t is noteworthy that Q. Curtius says (v.i. sec. 27) that as
much as nine-tenths consisted, even during Babylon's most prosperous period, of gardens, parks,
paradises, fields and orchards; and this the later
contract-tablets confu-m. Though there is no conmmation of the height of the w-alls as given by these
different authorities, the name given to the city,
Su-anna, "the high walled" (see above), indicated
that it was renowned for the height of its defensive
structures.
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Among the nal,ive accounts of the eil,v, that of
Ncjjuchadrezzar is the best and most instructive.
From this record it would seem that
9. Nebuthere were two principal defensive
chadrezstruetures, Iingur-Enlil and Nemittizar's
Eiilil—"hinlil has been gracious" and
Account
"Enid's foundation" resiieetively. The
eoiist,riiction of these, w-hich ]iioteeted
the inner city only, on the easl,(a-n and western sides
of t he Euphrates, ho attributes I o his father Nabonidiis, as w-ell as the digging of the moat, with the
two "strong walls" on its baulks, and the embankiiient of the Araljtu canal. He had also Uned tiie
EupliraI.es with (piays or embankments—probably
the structures to which the < Ir writers refer—but he
bad not finished the work. Within Babylon itself
he made a roadway from Dii-azaga, the jijaee where
the fates were declared, to Aa-ibur-sabtl, I'.abylon's
festiv:d-sti-eel,, which lay by the gate of Beltis or
Mali, for the great New-Year's festival of Merodach and the gods,
Nebuchadrezzar, after his accession, completed
the two great walls, lined the ditches w-ith brick,
and increased the thickness of the
10. Nebu- two walls which his father had built,
chadrezHe also built a wall, traces of which
zar's Archi- are apparently extant, on Ihe W, side
tectural
of Babylon (he apparently refers to
'Work at
what may be called the "city," in
Babylon
contradistinction to "greater Babylon"), and raised the level of Aa-ibur,sabil from the "holy gate" to the gate of Nana;
together with the gateways (in consequence of the
higher level of the pathway) through which it passed.
The gates themselves were constructed of cedar overlaid with copper (bronze), most likely in the same
manner as the gates of Imgur-Bel (Balawat) in
Assyria (reign of Shalmaneser II, cir 850 BC).
Probably none of Babylon's gates were of solid
bronze, notwithstanding the statements of Herodotus; but the thresholds were wholly qf that metal,
stone being very rare, and perhaps less durable.
These gates were guarded by images of bulls and
giant serpents or composite dragons of the same
metal. Nebuchadrezzar also built a wall on the E,
bank of the river, 4,000 cubits distant, "high lil-ce a
mountain," to prevent the approach of an enemy.
This wall also had cedar gates covered with copper.
An additional defense made by him w-as an enormous
lake, "hke unto the broad sea to cross," which was
kept in by embankments.
The royal palaces next claimed the great king's
attention. The palace in which Nabopolassar
had lived, and wherein, in all probabil11. The
ity, Nebuchadrezzar had passed his
Royal
younger davs, had suffered from the
Palaces
floods
when the river was high. The
foundations of this extensive edifice,
which extended from the w-all caUed Imgur-EnUl
to Libil-hegala, the eastern canal, and from the
banks of the Euphrates to Aa-ibur-sabfi, the festival-street, were thoroughly repaired with burnt
brick and bitumen, and the doorways, w-hieh had
become too low in eonse(|uence of the raising of
that street, were raised to a suitable height. He
caused the whole to tower aloft, as he has it, "mountainlike" (suggesting a building more than one
story high). The roof of this palace was built of
cedar, and the doors were of the samei w-ood covered
with bronze. Their thresholds, as in other cases,
were bronze, and the interior of the palace w-as
de(!orated w-ith gold, silver, precious stones and other
costly material.
,,^,,. , .
Four hundred and ninety cubits from NemittiEnlil lay, as the king says, the principal wall,
Imgur-Enlil, and in order to guarantee the former
against attack, he built two strong embankments.
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and an outer wall "Uke a mountain," with a great
building between which served both as a fortress
and -a palace, and attached to the old
12. Quick palace buUt by his father. According
Building
to Nebuchadrezzar's account, which is
confirmed by Berosus (as quoted by Jos
and Eusebius), all this work was completed in 15
days. The decorations were like those of the other
palace, and blocks of alabaster, brought, apparently,
from Assyria, strengthened the battlements. Other
defences surrounded this stronghold.
Among the temples which Nebuchaiirezzar restored or rebuilt may be mentioned E-kua, the
shrine of Merodach within E-sagila
13. The
(the temple of Belus); the sanctuary
Temples
caUed Du-azaga, the place of fate,
Restored
where, on every New-Year's festival,
by Nebuon the Sth and 9th of Nisan, "the king
chadrezzar of the gods of heaven and earth" was
placed, and the future of the Bab
monarch and his people declared. Every whit as
important as E-sagila, however, was the restoration
of E-temen-an-ki, caUed "the Tower of Babylon"
(see BABEL, TOWER OF), within the city; and connected, as will be seen from the plan, wdth that
structure. Among the numerous temples of Babylon
which he rebuilt or restored were E-mah, for the goddess Nin-mah, near the Istar-gate; j;he white limestone temple for Sin, the Moon-god; E-ditur-kalama,
"the house of the judge of the land," for Samas, the
Sun-god; E-sa-tila for Gula, the goddess of healing;
E-hursag-ella, "the house of the holy mountain," etc.
"The amount of work accomplished by this Ifing,
who, when walking on the roof of his palace, lifted
up with pride, exclaimed "Is not this
14. The
great Babylon, which I have built?"
Extent of
(Dnl 4 30), was, according to his own
Nebuchad- records and the Gr writers, enormous,
rezzar's
and the claim he made fully justified.
Architectur- But if he boasts of the work he did, he
al 'Work
' is just in attributing much to his father
Nabopolassar; though in connection
with this it is to be noted that his ascribing the
building of the walls of Babylon to his father is not
to be taken literally—in all probability he only
restored them, though he may have added supplementary defences, as Nebuchadrezzar himself did.
Besides Nebuchadrezzar's inscriptions, various
other texts give details concerning the topography
of Babylon, among them being the
15. Details contract-tablets, which mention variConceming ous districts or quarters of the city,
the City
such as Te which is within Babylon; the city of Sula which is within
Babjdon; the new city which is within Babylon,
upon the new canal. VV'ithin the city w-ere also
several Hussctu—perhaps "f.arms," such as Hussetu
sa Iddina-Marduk,
"iddina-Marduk's farm," etc.
The various gates are also referred to, such as the
gate of Samas, the city-gate of Uras, and the gate of
Zagaga, which seems to have lain in "the province
of Babylon," and had a field in front of it, as had
also the gate of Enlil. According to an Assyr
and a Bab list of gates, the streets
16. Details bore names connected with those of
Concerning the gates to which they led. Thus
Babylon
the street of the gate of Zagaga, one
from Other of the gods of war, was caUed "the
Sources
street of Zagaga, who expels his
enemies"; that of the gate of iVIerodach
was "the street of Merodach, shepherd of his land";
whUe the street of Istar's gate was "the street of
Istar, patron of her people." The city-gates named
after Enhl, Addu (ILadad or Rimmon), Sama§ the
Sun-god, Sin the Moon-god, etc, had streets similarly indicated. Certain of the streets of Babylon
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are also referred to on the contract-tablets, and such
descriptive indications as "the broad street which
is at the southern gate of the temple E-tur-kalama"
seem to show that they were not in all cases systematically named. If the streets of Babylon were
really, as Herodotus states, straight, and arranged
at right angles, this was probably outside the walls
of the ancient (inner) city, and most likely due to
some wise Bab king or ruler. Details of the streets
have been obtained at the point called iVlerkes (sec.
22) and elsewhere, and seem to show that the Babylonians liked the rooms of their houses to be square.
Such streets as slanted were therefore full of rectangles, and must have presented a quite peculiar
appearance.
It is this inner city which has most attracted the
attention of explorers, both English and German,
and it is on its site that the latter have
17. Modcarried on their systematic excavations.
e m Explo- Indeed, it is probable that the houses
ration
of the most numerous class of the people
—artisans, merchants, workmen, etc—
lay outside the walls to which the Bab royal inscriptions refer. It may be supposed that the

Brick Bearing the Name of Nebuchadrezzar.
houses in this district were mainly low buildings
of unbaked clay (of which, indi-ed, portions of the
temples and palaces were built), and these would
naturally disappear more easily than if they had
been built of baked brick. Even when baked,
however, the brick-buUt ruins of Babylonia and
Assyria have a tendency to disappear, owing to the
value which bricks, both baked and unbaked, have
for the erection of new houses in the neighborhood.
Concerning the extent of the exterior city much
doubt naturally exists, but it may well have covered
the tract attributed to it (see sec, 3, above). Nineveh, at the time of its prosperity, also had enormous
suburbs (see N I N E V E H ) .

The ruins of Babylon lie between 80 and 90 kilometers (50 miles or less) from Bagdad. The first
thing seen on approaching them is the
18. D e broad high ridge of Babil, which marks
scription of the site of the ruins of the Northern
the Ruins— Palace. After some time, the ruins of
The East- the ancient walls are reached. They
ern 'Walls
are still several yards high, and slope
down gently to the plain. Starting to
the N. of Babil, the waU stretches for about 875
yds. due E., and then runs southwards for another
930 yds., taking at that point a course to the S,E,
for about 2 miles 160 yds. (3,300 meters). A w-ide
gap occurs here, after which it runs to the S,W.,
and is lost in the open fields at the end of about 1\
miles (2 kilometers). " T h a t this is the old citywall," says VYeissbach, "there can be no doubt,
and the name Sur, 'city-wall,' given it by the
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4rabs, proves that thev hiwe fully recognized its
natui-e," At the northern end it exists in its original extent, the plain out of which it rises being
the old bed of the Euphrates, w-hich, in the couise
of the cents., has become filled up by the desertsand. At the period of l^abx'lon's glory, the river
had a much straight er course than at present, but

Stone Object Containing an Inscription ot
Nebuchadrezzar I.
it reocoupies its old bed about 600 meters (656
yds,) S, of Babil, leaving it afterward to make <.
sharp bend to the W. From the point where the
city waU first becomes recognizable on the N. to its
apparent southernmost extremity is about 3 miles.
On the W. side of the river the traces of the wall
are much less, the two angles, with the parts adjoining them, being aU that is recog19. The
nizable. Be"inning on the N, where
western
the Euphrates has readied its mid™aUs
point in its course through the city,
it runs westw-ard about 547 yds,
(•500 meters) VV,S \Y , and then, bending almost
J,t aright angle S,S,E , turns E. again toward the
Euphrates, but is lost in the plain before reaching
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the river. The distance of the two angles from each
other is about 1 mile, 20.S yds. (1,800 meters), and
its distance from the Euplirates is at most f of
a niUc (1 kilometer). The western portion of the
city therefore formed a reel angle with an area of
about LS miles, and the easiern (fuarler, with the
pi'djeetion on Ihe N,, I'll s(|uai'e miles. According to
Fried, Dehtzseh, the size of Babylon was about the
same as Munich or Dresden. This, of course,
is an estimate froiii the extant, remaims—as has
been indicated alio\'e, there w':[s jirobably a large
suburban exteiisidii beyond the ualls, whicli would
account for the enormous size attributed to the city
by Ihe ancients,
.Viiiong t,lie Arabs, the northern ruin is (-(died
Babil, though it is only the remains of a jialaee. Its
pi-eseiil height is 30 meters (98 fl,,
20. The
5 in,), and its rectangular outline is
Palaces
still easily rec((giiizable. Its sides face
the cardinal points, the longest being
those of the N. and S. This building, which
measuriAs 100 meters (109 yds ), was well protected
by the city wall on the N, and E,, the Euphrates
protecting it on the VV, Continuing to the S., the
path at present leads through orchards and palmgroves, beyond which is a rugged tract evidently
containing the remains of ancient structures, probably of inconsiderable height. After further palmgroves, an enormous ruin is encountered, steep
on the E, and S,, sloping on the N, and V\'. This is
the Gasr (Qasr), also called Emjellil/eh (Mujdiibah), "the overturned," identie:d with the great
palace of Nabopolassar and his son Nebuchadrezzar,
referred to so prominently by the latter king in his
records. Its longest side skirts the old Euphrates
bed, and measures 300 meters (32.S yds,). Its surface is very uneven, projections of 15 meters (over
49 ft.) alternating wdth deep dc;pressioiis On the
N.VY, side enormous walls of exceedingly hard
yellow brick stUl tower to a considerable height,
S, of this the plain, broken only by a few inconsiderable mounds, extends for a distance of half a kdometer (f-^ mUe), and terminates on the S, with
another enormous ruin-mound, called Islian Amran
ibn 'AU. It measures 600 meters (656 yds,) from
N, to S,, and 400 (437 yds,) from E. to VV., its
average height being 25 meters (82 ft.), -Vbout
the middle, and close to each other, are two Vlo^lem
domed tombs, the first called Ibrahim al-Khahl
("Abraham the Friend" [of God]—probably a late
addition to the name of another Abraham than the
Patriarch), and the other Amran ibn 'Ah, from
which the ruin receives its modern name.
Near the S, termination of the plain on w-hich the
village of Jim-jimeh lies, there is a square depressmn
several j-ards deep, measuring nearly
100 meters (over 100 yds,) each way.
21. The
In the middle of this depression, the
Site of
sides of which do not quite face the
Babylon's
cardinal points, there rises, to a height
Great
of about 13 ft., a platform of sun-dried
Tower
brick about 60 meters (197 ft.) each
wav its sides being parallel with the outer boundary
of the depression. This depression, at present called
Sahan "the dish," is partiy fiUed v i t h foundatwnwater Centered in its southern side is a rectangular
hoUowing-out similarly formed, about 50 meters (164
ft ) long extending toward the rum caUed Amran.
" E of the (Jasr and Emjelldnh are several mounds
bearing the name of Ehmereh, so calk'd from th(3
principal mound on the S,E,, named
Lihan al-Oheimar, "the red ruin,"
22. The
from the color of its bricks. Close to
Central
and South- the S E. corner of the C)asr lies the
em Ruins ruin caUed Merkes, "the central-point,"
and to the S. of that again is a long
and irregularly shaped mound bearing the name of
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Ishan al-Aswad, "the black ruin.'' From this
enumeration of the principal remains on the site
of Babylon, it w-ill be easily seen that public buildings in this, the most ancient quarter of the city,
were exceedingly numerous. Indeed, the district
was r( garded as being of such importance that the
surrounding walls were not thought altogether sufficient to protect it, so another seemingly isolated
rampart, on the E,, was built, running N . and S.,
as an additional protection.
The remains on the western side of the river are
insignificant, the changed course of the river being
in all probability responsible for the destruction of
at least some of the buildings.
There is much work to be done before a really
complete reconstruction of the oldest quarter of
Babylon can be attempted; but some23. A 'Walk thing may be said about the sights to
through
be seen when taking a walk through
Babylon
the more interesting portion, which, as
we know from Herodotus' narrative,
could be -visited by strangers, though it is possible
that permission had to be obtained beforehand.
Entering by the Ura§-gate, some distance to the
E. of the Euphrates, one found oneseff in Aa-ibursabU, the Festival-street, which was a continuation
of the royal roadway without the inner wall, coming from the S. This street ran alongside the Arahtu canal, on its western bank. jVfter a time, one
had the small temple of Ninip on the right (on the
other side of the canal), and E-sagila, the great
temple of Belus, on the left. This celebrated shrine
was dedicated to Merodach and other deities associated with him, notably his spouse Zer-panltu" (—
Juno), and Nebo, "the teacher," probably as the
one who inculcated Merodach's faith. The shrine
of IMerodach therein, which w-as called E-kua, is
said by Nebuchadrezzar to have been magnificently
decorated, and into the temple itself that king had
caused to be brought many costly gifts, acquired
by him in the lands over which he had dominion.
Connected with E-sagila on the N,VV, by a causeway
and probably a staircase, was the great templetower 'E-temen-an-ki, which, as is indicated above,
is not now represented by a tower, but by a depression, the bricks having been employed, it is said,
to repair the Hindiyeh canal. This great building was a striking monument of the city, and must
have been visible for a considerable distance, its
height being something over 300 ft. The stages
of which it was composed are thought to have been
colored like those of the similar tower laid bare
by the French excavations at Khorsabad (DilrSarru-ukin)
in Assyria. Causeways or streets
united this building with Aa-ibur-sabfl, the festival-street along w-hich the traveler is supposed to be
proceeding. Continuing to the N., the visitor
crossed a canal at right angles, named Lib'ilhajalli, "may he [the god] bring fertUity," and
found himself immediately opposite the royal
palace—the extensive buUding now known as the
Qii.sr. -Vecording to VVeissbach, its area occupied
no less than 4 | hectares (rather more than 11 acres)
and it was di-vided, as we know from the inscriptions of Nebuchadrezzar, into two parts, connected
by a corridor. The buUding wds richly decorated,
as the Babylonians understood such things, the
interior w-alls being Uned w-ith enameled brick and
other material.
Passing along the eastern side of the palace, the
visitor came to the Istar-gate—a massive doorway
faced with enameled brick in Nebuchadrezzar's
time, and decorated with colored enameled reliefs
of the Uon, the bull and the dragon of Babylon. On
the right of this gateway was to be seen the temple
of the goddess Nin-mah, Merodach's spouse—a
temple of sun-dried brick with traces of white
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coloring. It w-as a celebrated shrine of the Babj-lonians, in the usual architectm-al style with recessed buttresses, but modest from our modern
point of view. Nin-mah was the goddess of reproduction, who, under the name of Aruru, had aided
Merodach to create mankind, hence the honor in
which she was held by the Babylonians.
The Istar-gate w-as apparently a part of the more
ancient fortifications of Babylon, but which portion of the primitive city it enclosed is
24. The
doubtful. In the time of NebuchadIstar-Gate rezzar it pierced the continuation, as
and the
it were, of the w-all on the western
"Middlebank of the river. Passing through
Palace"
this gateway, the -visitor saw, on the
'VV., the "middle-palace," an enormous
structure, built by Nebuchadrezzar, as he boasts,
in 15 days—a statement which seems somewhat of
an exaggeration, when we come to consider the
massiveness of the walls, some of which have a
thickness of several yar(is. He describes this as
ha-ving been "a fortress" (dUru), "mountainUke"
(sadanis), and on its summit he built an abode for
himself—a "great palace," which was joined with
his father's palace on the S. of the intervening waU.
It is possibly tliis latter which was built in 15 days—
not the whole structure, including the fortress. It
was raised "high as the forests," and decorated with
cedar and aU kinds of costly woods, its doors being
of palm, cedar, cypress, ebony(?) and ivory,
framed in silver and gold, and plated with copper.
The thresholds and hinges of its gates were bronze,
and the cornice round its top was in (an imitation
of) lapis-lazuli. It was a house for men to admire;
and it is not improbable that this w-as the palace
upon which he was regarded as having been walking when he referred to "great Babylon," which he
had built.
But the street Aa-ibur-sabti, along which the
'visitor is conceived to be walking, was also a highly
decorated causeway, fitted for the
25. The
pathway of the great gods. Its
Festivalwidth varied from 11 to 22 yds., and
Street
it was paved with regularly hewn
and fitted natural stones—limestone
and a brownish-red stone with white veins—while
its walls were provided with a covering of brick
enameled in various colors with representations of
lions, some of them in rehef. The inscriptions which
it bore were white on a rich dark-blue ground, also
enameled. There were various other streets in
Babylon, but these have stUl to be identified.
At the end of the Procession-street, and at right
angle to it, was the Merodach canal, which communicated directly with the Euphra26. The
tes. At this point also, and forming
Chamber
its end-portion, was the Chamber of
of the
Fates (Parak stmdte), where, yearly,
Fates
the oracles were asked and declared.
In close connection wdth this was the
Temple of Offerings (Bit nike) or festival-house (Bit
dkiti). Concerning these places more information is
needed, but it would seem that, before Nebuchadrezzar's time, the Chamber of Fates was simply
decorated 'with silver—he, however, made it glorious
with pure gold. It is at this point that the Procession-street is at its widest. The position of the
Temple of Offerings is at present uncertain.
What may have lain on the other side of the
Arahtu-canal, w-hich here made a bend to the N.'W.,
and flowed out of the Euphrates some27. The
what higher up, is uncertain; but in
Northern
the extreme N . of the city was the
Palace and palace now represented by the ruin
the Gardens caUed BabU. This was like-wise built
by N(ebiicha(lrezzar, but it may be
doubted whether it was really founded by him.
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The presence of traces of wells here made Hormuzd
Rassam think that this was probably the site of
the Hanging Gardens, but further exploration is
needed to decide the point, though it iiiay be regarded as not unlikely that this identification is
correct. In that case it would rcjiresent the palace
shown in the -Vssyr saloon at the British Museum—
a building apparently protected by three walls,
and adorned with columns resting on the backs of
Uons in an attitude of walking. On the adjoining
slab is a representation of a small building—also
mth columns—on a hiU. .V figure of a king sculptured on a stele is seen on tho left, with an altar in
front of it, showing that di\-ine honors were paid
to llim. The hill is thiekh- wooded with trees which
may be olives, poplars, etc, and on tUe right is a
series of arches on which other trees are planted.
Irrigation channels stretch in a long stream to the
left and in shorter streams to the right. -Vs this
belongs to the time of -Vssur-bani-apli, about 650
BC, and refers to that king's operations against his
brother ,Sanias-,ium-uktn, the king of Babylon, it
is clear that something similar to the Hanging Gardens existed before the time of Nebuchadrezzar,
and therefore, if it w-as his queen who had them
made, before the time of their reputed founder. This
would be the point first reached by the Assyr
army when advancing to the attack. Such a park
as is represented here -with its hills and streams, and
thickly planted trees, must have made the palace
in the -vicinity the pleasantest, in all probability,
in aU Babylonia, and excited the admiration of every
one who -\-isited the sights of the city.
The architectural history of the city of Babylon
has stUl to be written, but something is already
known about it, especially its central
28. Histor- point of interest, the great temple
ical Refer- E-sagila, wherein Merodach was worences to^
shipped. The Sth year of Sumu-la-ila
Babylonian was known as that in which the great
BuUdmgs fortress of Babylon was built; and
his 22d was t h a t in which a throne of
gold and silver w-as completed and made for Merodach's supreme abode (paramaha).
Later on
AbU-Sin, in his 17th year, made "a throne (?) for
Samus of Babylon; and Hammu-rabi, in his 3rd,
12th and 14th years, also made thrones for the gods
—Xaunar of Babylon (the Moon-god), Zer-panttu",
Meroda(ph's consort, and Istar of Babylon. Samsuiluna, his son, in his 6th year, placed a "praying
statue" in E-sagila before Merodach, followed, in
his 8th, by the dedication of some bright-shining
object (mace?) of gold and silver, to the god; anid
on that occasion it is stated that he made E-sagila
to shine like the stars of heaven. Passing over
many other references to kings who adorned the
temples of the city, the work done there by Agukakrime (ch 1480 BC) may be mentioned. This
ruler, who belonged to the Kassite dynasty, not
only brought back the images of Merodach and
Zer-panitu°> to their temple, but also restored the
building and its shrine, and made rich offerings
thereto. Later on, after the destruction of the city
by Sennacherib, his son Esarhaddon, and his grandsons (Samas-sum-ukin, king of Babylon, and Assurbani-apli, king of Assyria, aU took part in the restoration of Babylon's temples and palaces. The work
of Nabopolassar and Nebuchadrezzar has already
Men referred to. In 330 BC (reign of Alexander
the Great), an attempt was made, by the tithes
of the pious, to clear away the rubbish around
E-sangil (E-sagila), but to all appearance no real
restorations were made—or, at least, the stage
at which they could have been put in hand w-as
"Ot reached.
In the year 269 BC Antiochus
ooter claims, like Nebuchadrezzar and other Bab
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kings, to have restored the teinjiles E-sagila and
E-zida (the latter at Borsippa). Though in late
times the temples were more or le-ss dilapidated,
the ser\'ices to all appearance continued to be perforiiK'd,^ and may even have gone on until weU in
the Christian era, Bab religion and philosophy being
still held in honor as late as the 4th cent. The
downfall of Babylon as a city began with the founding of Seleucia on the Tigris, in the reign of Seleucus
Nicator (after 312 BC). The inhabitants of Babylon soon began to migrate to this new site, and the
ruined houses and waUs of the old capital ultimately
became the haunts of robbers and outlaws. It i's
said that the walls were demolished by later (Seleucid) kings on that account, and it is not improbable thai, with the waUs, any houses which may have
remained habit;ible were cleared away. Fortunately, the palaces restored by Nebucliadrezzar \\ere
too firmly built to be easily demolished, hence
their preservation to the present day.
LITERATURE.—Fried. Delitzsch, Babel and Bible. 1903:
P_r. H. Weissbach, D.i.-i .Htadtbild von Bahijlen, 1904: R,
Koldeway, Die Tempel von Babylon und Bor.,i upa, 1911.
T . G . PI-•^1CHE,S

BABEL, TOWER O F : This c-xpression does not
occur in the OT, but is used popularly for the tow-er
(b'lJU, mighddl) built by the inhabitants of the
world who, traveling in the East, built a city on the
Plain of Shinar, with a tower "whose top may
reach unto heaven"—an expression which is regarded as meaning "a very high tower."
There was a great difference, however, betw-een
a Can mighddl or watchtower, and the great Tow-er
at Babylon. The watchtower was
1. General simply a high structure, probably
Form of
without any special shape or form,
Babylonian which depended upon the will of the
Templearchitect and the nature of the ground
Towers
upon which it was erected. The
Tower of Babel or Babylon, however,
was a structure peculiar to Babylonia and .Vssyria.
According to all accounts, and judging from the ruins
of the various erections extant in those countries,
Bab tow-ers were always rectangular, built in stages,
and provided with an inclined ascent continued
along each side to the top. As rehgious ceremonies
were performed thereon, they were generally surmounted by a chapel in which sacred objects or
images were kept.
These erections had, with the Babylonians, a
special name: ziqgurdtu, meaning, apparently,
"peak," or the highest point of a
2. Their
mountain, this word being apphed
Babylonian to the mountain-height upon which
Name
Ut-napistim, the Bab Noah, offered
sacrifices on coming forth from the
ark (or ship) when the waters of the great Flood
had sufficientlv subsi( led. It has also been thought
that they were used as observatories when the
Babylonians studied the starry heavens. This is
probable, but as these structures were of no great
height, it is possible that, in the clear atmosphere
of t h e ' B a b plains, there was no reid necessity to
go above the surface of the earth w-hen making their
observations.
c • ^
There has been much difference of opinion as to
the geographic;d position of the Tower of Babel.
Most writers upon the subject, fob
3. "Where- low-ing the tradition handed down
abouts of
by the Jews and Arabs, have identified
the Tower it with the great 4'emple of Nebo
of Babel
in the city of Borsippa, now called
the Birs-Nimroud
(explained as a
corruption of Birj Nimroud, "Tower of Nimrod"),
This building, however, notwithstanding its importance, was to aU appearance never regarded by the
Babylonians as the Tower of Babel, for the very
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good reason that it was not situated in Babylon,
but in Borsippa, which, though called, in later times,
"the second Babylon," w-as naturally not the original
city of t h a t name. The erection regarded by the
Babyloiii;jns as the great Tower of their ancient
city was E-temeii-ana-ki, "the Temple of the foundation of heaven and earth," called by Nabopolassar
and Nebuchadrezzar ziqqurat Bdbili, "the Tower
of Babylon"—the w-orU-renowned fane dedicated
to Merodach and his consort Zer-panltu", Babylon's chief deities.
This structure was situated in the southern portion of the city, not far from the right bank of the
Euphrates, and according to VVeiss4. Its Posi- bach, is now represented by a deprestion at
sion within which is the original recBabylon
tangular core of unbaked brick. From
its shape, the .Arabs have made this
site Sahan, ''the dish." These remains of the great
temple-tower of Babylon, within the memory of men
not so very old, towered, even in its ruined state,
high above the surrounding plain. The burnt bricks
of the ancient Babylonians, how-ever, who "had
brick for stone, ami slime [bitumen] for mortar"
(11 3 m), are still good and have a commercial
value, so they w-ere all cleared out, with whatever
precious material in the w-ay of antiquities they
may have contained, to repair, it is said, the banks
of the Hindiyeh Canal. Certain records in the shape
of conical "eyUnders," however, came into the market, and w-ere acquired by the museums of Euroiie
and America. As these refer to the restoration of the
building by Nabopolassar, and the part taken by his
sons Nebuchadrezzar and Nabti-sum-U.sir in the ceremonies attending the rebuilding, it is very probable
tbitt they formed part of the spoils acquired,
E-temen-ana-ki, to give the Bab (Sumerian)
name, consisted of six stages built upon a platform,
and provided with a sanctuary ai
5. A Baby- the top. A tablet seemingly giving
Ionian De- a detailed description of this buildscription of ing was for a time in the hands of the
the Tower late George Smith in the year 1876.
Unfortunately he had not time to give
a tr of the document, or to publish the text, but
his detailed account of it (Athenaeum, February 12,
1,S76) is exceedingly interesting.
First there was the outer court called the "grand
court," measuring, according to G. Smith's estimate, 1,156 ft. by 900 ft., and a smaller one, caUed
"the court of Istar and Zagaga," 1,056 ft. by 450 ft.
Round the court were six gates admitting to the
temples: (1) the grand gate; (2) the gate of the
rising sun (east); (3) the great gate; (4) the gate of
the colossi; (5) the gate of the canal; and (6) the
gate of the tower-view.
-Vfter this came a space or platform apparently
walled—a ki-gallu square in form, and measuring
3 ku each way. Its size is doubtful,
6. The
as the value of the ku is unknown. The
Platform
sides of this inclosure faced the cardinal
points. In its walls were four gates,
one on each side, and named from the points towarci
which they looked. Within this inclosure stood a
large buUding measuring lOgar (Smith: 200ft.)each
way. Unfortunately, the name of this erection was
damaged, so t h a t its nature and use are uncertain.
Round the base of the Tower were small temples
or chapels dedicated to the various gods of the
Babylonians. On the E. were 16
7. The
shrines, the principal of them being
Chapels
dedieided to Nebo and Tasmetu, his
and Shrines spouse; on th_e N. w-ere two temples
dedicated to E a (-Ve) and Nusku respectively; on the S, was a single temple to the
two great gods, Anu and Bel (Enhl?). It was on
the VV,, however, that the principal buildings lay—
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a double house with a court between the wings 35
cubits (Smith: 58 ft.) wide. These tw-o wings were
not alike in dimensions, the erection on one side
being 100 cubits by '20 (166 ft. by 34 ft.) and on the
other 100 cubits by 65 (166 ft. by 108 ft.). In
these western chambers stood the couch of the god,
and the golden throne mentioned by Herodotus,
with other objects of great value. The couch was
stated to have measured 9 cubits by 4 (15 ft. by
6 ft. 8 in.).

Building Inscription of Nabopolassar.
(Giving a n account of his restoration of the Tower of Babel,)

In the center of these groups of buildings stood
the great Tower in stages, called by the Babylonians
"the Tower of Babel" (ziqqurat Bdbili).
8. The
The stages decreased from the lowest
Tower in
upward, but each was square in plan.
Its First
The first or foundation-stage was 15
Stage
gar each way by 5 | gar high (300 ft,
by 110 ft. high), and seems to have
been decorated -with the usual double recesses which
are a characteristic of Assyr-Bab architecture.
The second stage was 13 gar square and 3 gar
high (260 ft. by 60 ft.). A term was applied to it
which G. Smith did not understand,
9. The
but he notes t h a t it probably had
Remaining sloping sides. The stages from the
Stages
3d to the 5th were all of equal height,
namely, 1 gar (20 ft.), and were
respectively 10 gar (200 ft.), SJ gar (170 ft.) and 7
gar (140 ft.) square. The dimensions of the 6th
stage were omitted, but may be restored in accordance with the others, namely, SJ gar sq. (110 ft.)
by 1 gar (20 ft.) high.
On this was raised what Smith calls the 7th stage,
namely, the upper temple or sanctuary of the god
Bel-Merodach, 4 gar long, 3 | gur
10. The
broad and 2 J gar high (80, 60 and 50
Chapel at
ft. respectively). He cioes not menthe Top
tion the statue of the god, but it may
be suppose( I that it was set up in this
topmost erection. The total height of the tower
above its foundation was therefore 15 gar (.300 ft ),
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the same as the breadth of its base. It cannot be
said that it was b\' any means a beautiful erection,
but there wais probably some symboUsm in its
measurements, and in appearance it probably
resembled (except the decoration) the temiiletower of Calah as restored in the frontispiece to
Layard's Monuments of .\ineveh, 1st series, in which
a step-pyramid with a similarly high basementstage is shown.
\Vith this detailed description, which is quite
what would be expected in a Bab account of such
a celebrated fane, the deseriidion in
11. Herod- Herodotus (i. 181 fl) agrees. lie states
otus' Dethat it ^ a s a temple siiuare in form,
scription
two furlongs (1,213 ft,) each way, in the
midst of which was built a solid tower
a fm'long square (nearly 607 ft.). This, llo^\•e\'er,
must have been the platform, «hich, with the six
stages and the chapel on the top, would make up
the total of eight stages of which Herodotus speaks.
The ascent by which the top was reached he describes as running "outside round about all the
towers"—wording which suggests, though not
necessarily, that it was spiral—i.e. one had to
walk round the structure 7 times to reach the toji.
Representations on Bab boundary-stones suggest
that this \dew would be correct, though a symmetrical arrangement of inclined paths might have
been constructed which would have greatly improved the design. -Vt the middle of the ascent,
Herodotus says, there was a stopping-place with
seats to rest upon, w-hich rather favors this idea.
.\t the top of the last tow-er there was a large cell,
and in the ceU a large couch was laid, w-ell covered;
and by it a golden table. There was no image there,
nor (Ud any human being spend the night there,
except only a woman of the natives of the place
chosen by the god, "as say the Chaldeans who are
the priests of this god." 'These men told Herodotus
that the god often came to the cell, and rested upon
the couch, "but," he adds, " I do not believe them,"
Alter mentioning parallels to this at Egyp Thebes
and Patara in Lycia, he goes on to speak of another
ceU below (that referre(d to in G. Smith's tablet)
wherein was a great image of Zeus (Bel-Merodach)
sitting, with a footstool and a large table, all of
gold, and weighing no less than 800 talents. Outside of this cell was an altar to the god, made of
gold; and also another altar, whereon full-grown
animals were sacrificed, the golden altar being for
suckUngs only. The Chaldaeans also told him t h a t
there was, in the precincts of the building, a statue
12 (jubits high, and of solid gold. Darius Hystaspis
desired to take possession of this valuable object,
but cUd not venture. His son Xerxes, however,
was not so considerate of the feelings of the people
and the priesthood, for he also killed the priest when
he forbade him to meddle with it.
The Bible record does not state who the people
were who journeyed in the East and buUt the city
and the Tower. The indefinite "they"
12. The
might be taken to mean whatever
Bmlders
people were there at the time the record
of the
was -written, and probably presupposes
Tower
that the reader would certainly know.
As the Tower of Babel bears, in the
native inscriptions, a Sumero-Akkadian name, it
Diay be supposed t h a t the builders referred to belonged to that race. It is noteworthy that nothing
is said in Gen concerning the stoppage of the
erection, though they ceased to build
13. Tradi- the city. Bochart records a Jewish
tions Con- tradition which makes the tower to
cernmg Its have been split through to its foundaDestruction tion by fire which fell from heaven
—suggested probably by the condition
of the tower at "the second Babylon," i.e. the
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Birs Nimroud. Another tradition, recorded by
Eusebius (Prep. Evang., ix; Chronieon, 13; Synccl. Chron., 44) makes it to have been blown down
by the winds; ''but when it appi'oached the heavens,
the winds assisted the gods, and overturned the
work upon its contrivers: and the gods introduced
a diversity of tongues among men, who, until that
time, had aU spoken the same language," The
place where they built the Tower was called Babylon, on account of the confusion of languages.
Here we have again the statement as
14. The
in Gen that the meaning of Babel is
Meaning
"((onfusion." This, as is well known,
of "Babel" is based upon the purely Heb etymological law, which makes bdlal,
"to confuse," or "mingle," assume a reduplicate
form; but as far as the cuneiform inscriptions,
which are now very numerous, give us information,
Baliel, from baldlu, "to mingle" (the root in question), was an iniiio.ssibilily. But on the Bab side,
that the rendering of the name as Bidi-iU (-tldni),
"gate of god" ("of the gods") was a folk-etymology,
is undoubted, notwithstanding that the SumeroAkkadian form Ka-ilingira, with the same meaning,
is far from rare. It is noteworthy, however, that
one of the forms used by Nebuchadrezzar is Babilam, with the mimmation or "emming," which is
a characteristic of the Bab language; moreover, a
place-name Babalam also occurs, which may lie a
still earlier, and perhaps the original, form. Notwithstanding that one would like to see in Babalam,
"the place of bringing together," and in Babilam,
"the bringer together," the termination -am would
seem to be an insurmountable difficulty.
That the building of the city would have been
stopped when the confusion of tongues took place
is natural—the departure of the greater
15. The
part of the inhabitants made this
Ultimate
inevitable. When the population inDestruction creased again, the building of the city
of the
was continued, wdth the result that
Tower
Babylon ultimately became the greatest city of the then known w-orld. The
Tow-er, notwithstanding what had been said as to
its destruction, remained, and when, as happened
from time to time, its condition became ruinous,
some energetic Bab king would restore it. Alexander and Philip of Macedon began clearing away
the rubbish to rebuild the great temple of Belus
(Bel-Merodach) connected with it and there is
hardly any doubt that the Tower would have been
restoreci likewise, but the untimely death of the
former, and the deficient mental caliber of the latter
for the ruUng of a great empire, put an end to the
work. The Tower therefore remained unrepaired—
"The tower was exceedingly taU. The third part
of it sank down into the ground, a second third
was burned down, and the remaining third was
standing until the time of the destruction of Babylon" (Rabbi Yehanan, Sanhedhrin, 109, 1).
Concerning the reputed intention of the builders
of the Tower, to carry it as high as the heavens,
that, notwithstanding the Talm and
16. No
other writings, may be dismissed at
Idea of
once. The intention was to build a
Reaching
very high tower, and that is all that
Heaven
is implied by the words employed.
That the Babylonians would have
liked their tower to reach heaven may be conceded,
and the idea may be taken as symbolical of Babylon's pride, the more especially as they regarded it as
"the house of the foundation of heaven and earth."
Though at present brought lower than the other
tempk^-towers of Babylonia, its renown remains as
one of the great glories of that renowned capital.
Dedicated as it was to the gods whom they worshipped, and chiefly to the glory of Merodach, the
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representative of Bab monotheism, tho Babylonians' descendants, the native Christians, have no
reason to remember this erection of their forefathers
w-ith shame, but rather with pride. The rallyingpoint of nations, Babylon, while it existed, was
always a great commercial center, and many are the
languages which have resounded in the Tower's
-vicinity. The confusion of tongues led to the
Jewish fiction t h a t the air of Babylon and Borsippa
caused forgetfulness, and was therefore injurious
to students of the Law, causing them to forget it as
the brnlders of the Tower had of old forgotten their
speech (Rashi, Sanhedhrin, 109, 1). This, however,
did not prevent the rabbis of Babylon from being
more celebrated than those of the Holy Land, and
even of Jerus itself. See also ASTEONOIIY.
T.

G.

PINCHES

BABI, ba'bi (A, BapC, Babi; B, Ba(.^p, Baitr) =
Bebai (Ezr 8 11). 'The descendants of B. returned wdth Ezra to Jerus (1 Esd 8 37).
BAB'YLON IN THE N T : Babylon (Ba(3«X(iv,
Babuldn), is used in N T in at least two different
senses:
In M t 1 11.12.17; Acts 7 43 the old Mesop city
is plainly meant. 'These all refer to the captivity
in Babylon and do not demand any
1. Mesofurther discussion.
pptamian
All the references to Babylon in
Babylon
Rev are evidently symbolic. Some
of the most important passages are
14 8; 16 19; 17 5; 18 2,10,21. _ In 17 5 Babylon
is designated as niuslt-rion. This undoubtedly indicates that the name is to be under2. SymboUc stood fig. A few interpreters have beSense
lieved that Jerus was the city that was
desigiial,ed as Babylon, but most scholars hold that Rome was the city that was meant.
That interpretation goes back at least to the time of
TertulUan (Adv. Marc., iii.13). This interpretation
was adopted by Jerome and Augustine and has been
commonly accepted by the church. There are some
striking facts which point to Rome as the city that
is designated as Babylon.
(1) The characteristics ascribed to this Babylon
apply to Rome rather than t o any other city of that
age: (a) as ruling over the kings of the earth
(17 18); (b) as sitting on seven mountains (17 9);
(c) as the center of the world's merchandise (18
3.11-13J; (d) as the corrupter of the nations (17
2; 18 3; 19 2); (e) as the persecutor of the saints
(17 6).
_
(2) Rome is designated as Babylon in the Sibylline Oracles (5 1 to), and this is perhaps an early
Jewish portion of the book. The comparison of
Rome to Babylon is common in Jewdsh apocalyptic
Uterature (see 2 Esd and the Apoc Bar).
(3j Rome was regarded by both Jews and Christians as being antagonistic to the kingdom of God,
and its downfall w-as confidently expected. This
conception is in accord with the predicted do-wnfall
of Bab>-lon (Rev 14 8; 18 2,10-21). As Babylon
had been the oppressor of Israel, it was natural that
this new power, which was oppressing the people of
God, should be designated as Babylon.
In 5 13 B.abylon is designated as the place from
which 1 Pet was written. Down to the time of the
l-icforniation this w-as generally under3. In 1 Peter stood to mean Rome, and two cursives
added "en Roma," Since the Reformation, many scholars have followed Erasmus and
Cahdn and have urged that the Mesop Babylon
is meant. Three theories should be noted:
(1) That the Egyp Babylon, or Old Cairo, is
meant. Strabo (X"V^II, 807) who wrote as late as
18 .\D, says the Egj-p Babylon was a strong fortress, founded by certain refugees from the Mesop
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Babylon. But during the 1st cent, this was not
much more than a military station, and it is quite
improbable t h a t Peter would have gone there.
There is no tradition that connects Peter in any
way with Egypt.
(2) T h a t the statement is to be taken lit. and
that the Mesop Babylon is meant.
Many good
scholars hold to this view, and among these are
Weiss and Thayer, but there is no evidence that
Peter was ever in Babylon, or that there was even
a church there during the 1st cent. Mark and
Silvanus are associated w-ith Peter in the letter
and there is no tradition that connects either of
them with Babylon. According to Jos (.Int,
X V I I I , ix, 5-9), the Jews at this time had largely
been driven out of Babylon and were confined to
neighboring towns, and it seems improbable that
Peter would have made t h a t his missionary field.
(3) T h a t Rome was the city t h a t was designated as Babylon. The Apocalypse w-ould indicate t h a t the churches would understand the
symbolic reference, and it seems to have been so
understood until the time of the Reformation.
The denial of this position w-as in line w-ith the
effort to refute Peter's supposed connection with
the Rom church. Aneient tradition, however, makes
it seem quite probable that Peter did make a visit
to Rome (see Lightfoot, Clement, II, 493 ff).
Internal evidence helps to substantiate the
theory that Rome was the place from which the
letter was written. Mark sends greetings (1 Pet
5 13), and we know he had been summoned to
Rome by the apo.stle Paul (2 Tim 4 11). The
whole passage, "She t h a t is in Babylon, elect
together with you, saluteth you," seems to be
fig., and that being true, it is natural that Babylon should have been used instead of Rome. The
character of the letter as a whole would point to
Rome as the place of writing. R,amsay thinks this
book is impregnated with Rom thought beyond any
other book in the Bible (see The t 'hurch in the Rom
Empire, 286).
BABYLON IN OT.

A. W.
See B A B E L ,

FORTUNE

BABYLON.

BAB'yXONIA, bab-i-lo'ni-a:
1. Mounds
22. Shuruppak
2. Explorations
23. Kisurra
3. Names
24, Uinma
4. Semites
2,5. Accad
5. Sumerians
26, Opis
6. Home of the Semites
27. Basime
7. Immigration
2.S. Drchem
8. Language
2'.), Urumma
9. Script
30. FirstDynastyofBabylon
10. Architecture
31, Healand D>-iiasty
11. Art
32, Cassite Dynasty
12. Literature
3;i, Cassite Rule
13. Libraries
34. Isln n,\-nasty
14. Personal Names
35. Neliiichadrezzar I
15. History of Kingdoms
'.W Sealand Dynasty
16. Kish
;i7. Bit-Bazi Dynasty
17. Lagash
:is. Other Rulers
18. Adab
39. Babylonian Dynasty
19. Nippur
40. Neo-Babylonian Rulers
20. Erech
41. Persian Rulers of Bab
21. Larsa

LITERATURE

Babylonia is a plain which is made up of the
alluvial deposits of the mountainous regions in the
North, where the Tigris and Euphrates have their
source. The land is bounded on the N. by Assyria
and Mesopotamia; on the E . by Elam, separated
by the mountains of Elam; on the S. by the sea
marshes, and the country Kaldu (Chaldaea); and
on the 'W. by the Syrian desert. Some of the cities of
the lower country were seaport towns in the early
period, b u t now are far inland. This land-making
process continues even at the present time at the
rate of about 70 ft. a year.
This plain, in the days when Babylonia flourished,
sustained a dense population. It was covered with
a network of canals, skilfully planned and regulated.
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which brought prosperity to the land, because of
the wonderful fertility of the soil. The neglect of
these canals and doubtless, also, the change of
climate, have resulted in altered conditions in the
country. It has become a cheerless waste. During some months of the year, when the inundat ions
take place, large portions of the land arc partially
covered with swamps and marshes. -Vt other
times it looks like a desolate plain.
Throughout the land there are sia-n, at the present
time, ruin-hills or mounds of accumulation of debris,
whicli mark the site of aneient cities,
1, Mounds Stdue of these cities were ilestroyed
in a verj- early era, and were ne\'er
rebuilt. Others were occupied for miUenniunis,
and their history extends far into the Christian era.
The antiquities generaUy found in the uiiper st rat uni
of the mounds which were occupied up to so late
a period, show that thc>- wi^re generally- inhabited
by the Jews, w-ho hved there after the Babylonians
had disappeared.
The excavations conducted at various sites have
resulted in the discovery, besides antiquities of
almost every character, of hundreds
2. Explora- of thousands of inscriptions on clay
and stone, b u t principally on the
tions
former material. --Vt Tello more than
60,000 tablets were found, belonging largely to the
administrative archives of the temple of the 3d
millennium BC. -Vt Nippur about 50,000 inscriptions w-ere found, many of these also belonging to
temple archives. But about 20,000 tablets and
fragments found in that city came from the library
of the school of the priests, w-hich had been written
in the 3d miUennium BC. At Sippar, fuUy 30,000
tablets were found, many being of the same general
character, also representing a library. At Delehem
and Djokha, temple archives of the same period
as those found at Tello ha\-e come to light in great
numbers, through the illicit diggings of Arabs.
Babylon, Borsippa, Kish, Erech and many other
cities have yielded to the explorer and the Arab
diggers inscribed documents of every period of
Bab history, and embracing almost every kind of
Ut., so that the museums and libraries of America
and Europe have stored up unread inscriptions
numbering hundreds of thousands. Many also

Bronze Goat Head from Tello.
are in the possession of private individuals. After
the work of excavating Babylonia has been completed and the inscriptions deciphered, many of the
pre-Christian cents, in Bab history will be better
known than some of those of our Christian era. The
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ancient history of the Babylonians will be reconstructed by tho help of these original sources.
Lengthy family genealogies will be known, as indeed
in some iiislimces is now tho case, as well as thi; Bab
contemporaries of Ezekiel, Abraham and aU the
other Bib. characters.

Silver Vase ot Entemena, 3d MiUennium BC.
The Gr name of Babylonia which is in use at the
present time is derived from the name of the city
of Babylon, the capital and chief city
3. Names
of the land from the time of the First
Dynasty of Babylon, about 2000 BC
(see BABYLON). The name of the land in the very
eariiest period which is represented by antiquiti(?s,
and even inscribed objects, is not known. _ But in
a comparatively early age the northern part is called
Uri, and the southern part, Engi or I-n-gira. The
second part of the latter name is perhaps the same
as in Su-gir, which is thought to be the origin of the
OT Shinar. Su-gir and Su-mer are names of the
same country. And inasmuch as Mer and Gir
were names of the same west Sem deity, who played
an important role in the eariy history of Babylonia,
it is not improbable that the element Su is also to
be identified with the ancient name of Mesopotamia.
Su is also in Su-bartu, the name of the country to
the N. This name is also written iSu-Gir.
Subsequent to 2000 BC the ideograms read in
Sumerian, Uri and Engi, w-ere pronounced in SemBab Accad and Sumer. The former received its
name from the capital of the kingdom Accad, one
of the cities mentioned in Gen 10 10. The title,
"king of --^eead (md Sumer" was used by rulers as
late as the 1st millennium BC.
. .,, „ ,
The name by w-hich the land is kno-svn in the 2d
millennium BC is Kar-Duniash, the exact derivation of which is in doubt. E a r means "garden,
l a n d " in Sem and Sumerian; and Duniash being
preceded by the determinative for deity, has been
regarded as a name of a Cassite god. A more
recently advanced explanation is that Duniash is
equivalent to Bel-matdti, which means "lord of
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lands." The meaning of the name, as stated, must
be regarded as undetermined.
In the time of the late Assyr empire a nation in
the extreme southern part of the land, called by
the Greeks Chaldaea, which is derived from the
name Kaldu, came into existence. In the Assyr
historical inscriptions the land is usually called BitYakin. This people seems to have issued from
Aram. Under Bib. Merodach-baladan they ruled
Babylonia for a time. The Neo-Bab Dynasty,
founded by Nabopolassar, is supposed to be Chaldaean in origin, in consequence of which the whole
land in the Gr period was caUed Chaldaea.
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The home of the Semites has been placed in
different parts of the ancient world. A number
of scholars look to Arabia and others
6. Home of to Africa for their original habitation,
the Semites although their theories generally are
not based upon much archaeological
evidence. Unquestionably, the previous, if not the
original home of the Sem Babylonians, is to be
found in tbe land of the Amorites, t h a t is in Syria.
In the earliest known period of Bab history, which
apparently belongs to the age not very far removed
from the time when the Semites entered Babylonia,
Amurru was an important factor in the affairs of

F R A G M E N T S OF I N S C R I B E D "VASES OF THE E A R L Y SUMERIAN P E R I O D .

Two distinct races are found occupying the land
when we obtain the first glimpses of its history.
The northern part is occupied by the
4. Semites Semites, w-ho are closely allied to t h e
Amorites, Aramaeans and Arabs; and
the southern part by a non-Sem people called
Sumerians. Their cultures had been originally
distinct, but when they first become known to us
there has taken place such an amalgamation t h a t
it is only by the knowledge of other Sem cultures
that it is possible to make even a partial differentiation of what was Sem-Bab and what was Sumerian.
The Semites, it would almost seem, entered the
land after the Sumerians had estabUshed themselves,
but this can only be regarded as a conjecture.
Although the earUest Sumerian settlement belongs
to a remote period, few traces of the pre-historic
Sumerian have been found. The
5. Sumer- archaeological remains indicate that
ians
this non-Sem race is not indigenous
to the land, and t h a t when they came
into the ((ountry they had already attained to a
fair degree of culture. But there is no evidence,
as yet, in what part of the ancient worid the elements of their culture were evolved, although various attempts have been made by scholars to locate
their original home,

the nations, and it was a land which the world conquerors of Babylonia, both Sumerian and Sem,
endeavored to subjugate. This points to the fact
t h a t the culture of Amurru was then already old.
Egyp inscriptions fully substantiate this. We look
to the land of the Amorites as the home of the Sem
Babylonians, because of the important part played
by the chief god of t h a t land Amurru or Uru, in the
Bab reUgion and nomenclature. In fact nearly
all of the original names of the Sem Bab sun-deities
are derived from the names and epithets of the
great Sun-god of the Amorites and Aramaeans (see
Amurru, 108 ff). These and many other considerations point to Amurru, or the land of the Amorites,
as the pre-vious home of the Semites who migrated
into Babylonia and who eventually became masters
of the land.
The original settlements in Babylonia, as stated
above, belong to a prehistoric time, but throughout
the history of the land fresh Sem migra7. Immitions have been recognized. In the
grations
Isin and First Dynasty of Babylonia,
Amorites or Canaanites seem to flood
the country. In the 2d millennium a foreign people
known as Cassites ruled Babylonia for nearly six
centuries. The nomenclature of thepcriod showsthat
many Hittites and IVfittanaeans as weU as Cassites
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Uved in Babylonia. In the 1st millennium the
thousands of names that appear in the contract
lit. indicate a veritable Babel of races: Egyptians,
Elamites, Persians, Medes, TabaUtes, iiiittites,
Cassites, Ammorites, Edonut(.'s, notably Hebrews,
are among the peoples that occupitxl tho land.
The deportation of the Israelites by the .Vssyr
kings and of the Jews b>- the Bab kings, find confirmation besides the historical inscriptions in the
names of Hebrews living in Bab,\-lonia in tlie corresponding periods.
The languages of Babylonia are Sem and Sumerian. The latter is an agglutinative tongue like
the Turkish, and belongs to that great
8. LanunclassiUable group of languages, called
guage
for the sake of eon\-enienee, Turanian.
It has not been shown, as yet, to be
allied to any other known language.
The Sem language know-n as the Bab, with w-hich
the .\ssyr is practically identical, is of the common
Sell! stock. -Vt'ter the Semites entered the land,
their language w-as greatly influenced l)> the Sumerian tongue. The Semites being originally dependent upon the Sumerian scribes, w-ith whom the
script had originated, considered in connection
with the fact that the liighl>- de\-elope(l culture of
the Sumerians greatly influenced that of the Semites,
brought about the peculiar amalgamation known
as Bab. The language is, however, distinctively
Sem, but it has a very large percentage of Sumerian
loan-words. Not knowdng the cognate tongues of
the Smnerian, and ha\-ing a poor understanding
of the pronunckation of that language, it is impossible to ascertain, on the other hand, how much
the Sumerian language w-as influenced by the Sem,
In the late period another Sem tongue w^as used
exti/iisively in the land. It w-as not because of the
position occupied by the -Vramaeans in the political history of western Asia, that their language
became the lingua franca of the 1st mUlennium
BC. It must have been on account of the widespread migrations of the people. In the time of
Sennacherib it seems to have been used as the diplomatic language in Assyria as well as among the
Hebrews, as the episode in 2 K 18 26 would show.
Then we recall the story of Belshazzar, and the
edicts of the late period referred to in the OT,
which were in -Vram. (Ezr 4 7, etc). In Assyria
and Babylonia, many contract tablets have been
founil with -Vram, reference notes written upon them,
show-ing that this was the language of those who
held the documents. The Hebrews after the exile
used Aramaic. This would seem to point to Babylonia as the place where they learned the language.
The Bab language and the cuneiform script continued to be used untU the 3d or 2(1 cent. BC, and
perhaps even later, but it seems that the -Vr.am. had
generaUy supplanted it, except as the literary and
legal language. In short the tongue of the common
people or the spoken language in all probabiUty in
the late period was .Vramaic.
The cuneiform writing upon clay was used both
by the Sumerians and the Semit(;s. Whether this
script had its origin in the land, or
9- Script
in the earUer home of the Sumerians,
remains a question. It is now known
that the Elamites had their own system of writing
as eariy as that of the earliest found in Babylonia;
and perhaps it will be found that other ancient
peoples, who are at the present unknown to us, als((
used the cuneiform script. A writing simUar to
the Bab was in use at an early time in Cappadocia.
The Hittites and other peoples of that region also
employed it. The origin of the use of clay as a
writing material, therefore, is shrouded in mystery,
put as stated above, the system used by the S(3mites
in Babylonia was developed from the Sumerian.
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The script is not alphabetic, but ideographic and
phonetic, m that resjiect simUar to the Chinese
there are over .500 cliaracters, each one of which
has from one to many values. The combination
of two or more characters also has many values
I h e compUalion of the values of the different signs
used in \-a,rious periods by both the Sumerians and
(Vs.synans numbers at the present about 25,000,
and the number wUl probably reach 30,000.
The architecture of Babylonia is influenced by
the fact that the building nialnrial, in this alluvial
plain, had to be of brick, which was
10. Archi- largelj' sun-dried, although in certain
lecture
prosperous eras there is much evidence
ol kiln-dried bricks having been used.
The baked brick used in the earliest period w-as the
smallest ever employed, being about the size of the

Brick Stamp of Sargon I.
ordinary brick used at the present time. The size
of the bricks in the era prior to the 3d millennium
varied from this to about 6 X 1 0 X 3 in. At Nippur,
Sargon and his son Naram-Sin used a brick, the
largest found, about 20 in, square, and about 4 in. in
thickness. FoUowing the operations of these kings
at Nippur is the work of ITr-Fngur, who used a
brick about 14 in. square and nearly 4 in. in thickness.
This size had been used at Tello prior to Sargon's
time, and was thereafter generaUy employed. It
remained the standard size of brick throughout the
succeeding cents, of Bab history, xVdobes, of w-hich
the greater portion of the buikUngs were constructed, were usually double the thickness of kilndried bricks. The pillar made of bricks, as well as
the pilaster constructed of the same materiak seems
to have come into use at a very early age, as is
shown by the excavations at Tello.
,V large number of Bab builders had the brick
makers employ brick stamps which gave their
names and frequently their titles, besides the name
of the temple for w-hich the bricks were intended.
These enable the excavator to determine who the
builders or restorers were of the buildings uncovered.
Naturally, in i buUding like the temple of Enhl
at Nippur, inscribed bricks of many bmlders
covering a period of over 2,000 years were found.
These by the help of building inscriptions, which
have been found, enable scholars to rewrite considerable of the history of certain Bab temples.
The walls of the city were also built of clay bricks.
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principally adobes. The walls usually were of very
great thickness.
Clay was also employed extensively in the manufacture of images, weights, drains, playthings, such
as animals, baby rattles, etc, and of inscriptions of
every kind. Pottery, 'with the exception of the
blue glaze employed in the late period, was usually
plain, although some traces of painted pottery have
been found. Although every particle of stone found
in Babylonia was carried into the country, either
by man or by inundations, still in certain periods it
was used freely for statues, steles, votive objects,
and in all periods for door sockets, weights and seal
cylinders. Building operations in stone are scarcely
known in Babylonia until perhaps the time of the
greatest of all ancient builders, Nebuchadrezzar I I ,
who laid a pavement in the causeway of Babylon,
Aa-ibur-sabu, with blocks of stone from a mountain
quarry.
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been possible. Although much of the craftsman's
work is crude, there is considerable in the sculpture
and engraving that is well worthy of study. And
in studying these remains one is also impressed with
the fact that they were produced in an alluvial
plain.

See BABYLON.

The sculpture of the Sumerians, although in
most instances the hardest of materials was used, is
one of the great achievements of their
11. Art
civilization. Enough examples have
been found to trace the development
of their art from comparatively rude reliefs of the
archaic period to the finished sculpture of Gudea's
time, 3d millennium BC, when it reached a high
degree of excellence. The work of the sculpture
of this age shows spirit and originality in many
respects unique. In the earliest period the Babylonians attempted the round, giving frequently the
main figures in full face. The perfection of detail,
in their efforts to render true to life, makes their
modeling very superior in the history of art. The
Sumerian seems to have been able t o overcome
difficulties of technique which later sculptors systematically avoided.
Practically every Babylonian had his O'wn personal seal. He used it as the signature is used at
the present time or rather as the little stamp upon
which is engraved the name of the individual
at the present time, in the Orient, to make an impression upon the letter which was written for him
by a public scribe. Thousands of these ancient seals
have been found. They were cut out of all kinds
of stone and metal. The style in the early period
was usually cylindrical, with a hole passing lengthwise through them. In the late period the signet
was commonly used. Many of these gems were
exquisitely cut by lapidists of rare ability. Some
of the very best work of this art belongs to the 3d
millennium BC. The boldness in outline, and the
action displayed are often remarkable. 'I'he most
dehcate saws, drills and other tools must have
been employed by the early lapidist. Some of his
early work is scarcely surpassed in the present age.
The gold and silver smiths of the early age have
left us some beautiful examples of their art and
skill. A notable one is the silver vase of Entemena
of Lagash, mounted on a bronze pedestal, which
stands on four feet. There is a votive inscription
engraved about its neck. The bowl is divided into
two compartments. On the upper are engraved
seven heifers, and on the lower four eagles with extended wings, in some respects related to the totem
or the coat of arms of Lagash. While attention to
detail is too pronounced, yet the whole is well
rendered and indicates remarkable skill, no less
striking than the well-known work of their Egyp
contemporaries. Bronze w-as also used extensively
for w-orks of art and utensils. Some remarkable
specimens of this craft have been found at Tello.
In studying the magnificent remains of their art,
one is thoroughly impressed with the skill displayed,
an(l with the fact that there must have been a long
period of development prior to the age to whicli
these works belong, before such creations could have

Statue of Gudea from Tello.
The literature in a narrow sense is almost entirely
confined to the epics, wliich are of a religious character, and the psalms, hymns, incanta12. Litera- tions, omens, etc. These are the
ture
chief remains of their culture. See
BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA, RELIGION OP.

In a general sense almost every kind of Ut. is
found among the hundreds of thousands of clay
tablets unearthed in Babylonia. The inscribed
votive objects are of all kinds and descriptions.
The stone vase taken in booty was dedicated to
the deity of the conqueror. The beautiful piece of
lapis lazuli, agate, cornelian, etc, obtained, was
inscribed and devoted in the same way. Slabs,
tablets and cones of all shapes and sizes, were
inscribed with the king's name and titles, giving
the different cities over which he ruled and referring
esp. to the work that he had accomplished for his
deity. From the decipherment of these votive
objects much valuable data are gathered for the
reconstruction of the ancient history of the land.
The same is true of what are known as building
inscriptions, in which accounts of the operations of
the kings in restoring and enlarging temples, shrines,
walls and other city works are given. Canal digging
and dredging, and such works by which the people
benefited, are frequently mentioned in these inscriptions.
Epistolary literature, for example, the royal
letters of Hammurabi, the diplomatic correspondence found in Egypt (see T E L L EL-AIVIARNA) or the
royal letters from the Library of Ashurbanipal
(see ASHURBANIPAL), as weU as the private correspondence of the people, f uriushes valuable historical
and philological data.
The thousands of tablets found in the school
libraries of Sippar and Nippur, as well as of the
library of Ashurbanipal, among which are all kinds
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of inscriptions used in the lehools of the priests
and scribes, ha\-e furnished , great deal of material
for the -V.s,syr dictionary, and lia\-e thrown much
light upon tiie grammar of the language. The legal
lit, is of the greatest importance for an understanding of the social conditions of the people. It is also
valuable for comparative purposes in studying the
codes of other peoiiles. See CODE UP HAMMCTR.VLII,
The commercial or legal transactions, dated in all
periods, from the earliest times until the latest,
also throw important light upon the s((eial conditions of the people. Slany thousands of t lie.se
documents have been found, b>- the help of which
the very life that pulsated in the streets of Hab
cities is restored.
The administrative documents fnun the temple
archives also have their \ ;ilue, in that they furnish
important data as regards the maintenaiiei- of the
temples and other institutions; and incidentally
much Ught on the nationaUty and religion of tlie
people, whose names appear in great numbers upon
them. The records are receipts of tax(\s or rents
from districts close by the temples, and of commercial transactions conducted with this revenue. A
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Itisher, the architect of the Nippur expedition
(see LOTB, 1.S3). Professor Scheil, in publishing
Ins results, has also given a plan of the school he
(hs('o\'ere(l, and a full description of its arrangements,
as well as the pedagogical methods that had been
employed in that, institution of learning. This
has also beim atteinplt-d bv others, but in a less
scientihe manner. One of 'the striking features of
these hbraries is the use of the large refer(!nce
cylinders, quadrangular, pentagonal and hexagonal
in shape. There was a h((le cut lengthwise through
them for the purpose of mounting tie m hke revolving stands. These libraries, doubtless, contained
all the works the Babylonians possessed on law,
science, hteiiiture and religion. There are lexical
lists, paradigm tablets, hsts of names, of places,
eountries, temples, rivers, officers, stones, gods,
etc. Sufficient tablets have been deciphered to
(k-terraine their general character. Also hundreds
(if exercise tablets have been found, showing the
progress mailc by pupils in writing, in mathematics,
in grammar, and in other branches of learning.
Some tablets appear to have been written after
dictation. Doubtless, the excavators found the

SE.^L CYLINDERS.

brge portion of these archives consists of the salary
payments of storehouse ofiScials and priests. Tlier(;
seems to have been a host of tradesmen and
functionaries in connection with the temple. Besides the priest, elder, seer, seeress, sorcerer, sorceress,
singer, etc, there w-ere the farmer, w-ea\-er, miller,
carpenter, smith, butcher, baker, porter, o\-erseer,
scribe, measurer, watchman, etc. 'These documents
give us an insight into Bab system of bookkeeping,
and show how carefully the administrative aff:urs ot
the temple were conducted. In fact the temple was
provided for and maintained along lines qmte
similar to many of our mr((lern institutions.
The discovery of the Library of Ashurbanipal at
Xineveh speaks -s-olumes for the culture of Assjria,
but that culture was largely borrowed
13. Libraries from the Babylonians. iVIucli that
this librarj- contained had been
secured from Bab Ubrari(;'s by the scribes employed
by A,shurbanipal. In every important cent( r there
doubtless existed schools and libraries in connection
with the temples, -Vt Nippur, in 1N',)0, Dr. J. P,
Peters found such a library, but unfortunately,
although he termed it such, his .Assyriologists did
not recognize that one of the greidest disco\-(.'i-ies
of antiquity had been made. I t remained for Dr.
J. H. Haynes, a decade later, to discover another
portion of this library, which he regarded as such,
because of the large number of tiddets which he
uncovered. Pere Scheil, prior to Dr. Haynes's discovery, had the good fortune while at Sippar to
discover a part of the school and librai'>- of that
important center. Since Professor Sclif-il's excavations, -Vrabs have unearthed many inscriptions of
this library, which have found their way to museums
a-nd into the hands of private individuals.
The plan of the Nippur Library, unearthed by
Dr. Haynes, has been pubhshed by Mr. C. (S.

•,^'aste heaps of the school, where these tablets had
been thrown for the purpose of working them over
again as raw material, for new exercises. The
school libraries must have been large. Considering for instance that the ideographic and phonetic
values of the cuneiform signs in use numbered
perhaps 30,000, even the syllabaries which were
required to contain-these different values must ha\-e
been many in number, and esp. as tablets, unhke
books made of paper, have only two sides to them.
-Vnd when we take into consideration all the different kinds of lit. which have been found, we must
realize that these libraries w-ere immense, and numbered many thousands of tablets.
In modern times the meaning of names given
children is rarely considered; in fact, in many
instances the name has suffered so
14. Personal much through changes that it is diffiNames
cult to ascertain its original meaiung.
"Then also, at present, in order to avoid
confusion the child is given two or more nanies.
It was not so with the ancient Babylonian,^ Originally the giving of a name w-as connected wdth some
speend circumstiuiee, and though this was not always
the case thndiglioul, the history of Babylonia, the
eoi-rect form of the name was always preserved.
The name may have been an expression of their
rehgious fidtii. It may have told of the joy experienced at the birth of an heir. It may even betra>the suffering that w-as involved at the birth of the
child, or the life that the parents had lived. I n
short, the names afford us an intimate glimpse into
the everyday life of the people.
The a'\-era,(ie I5ab name is theophorous, and indicates one of the deities worshipped by the family,
and often the city. For example, it is suggestive
thai persons w-ith names compounded w-ith Enhl and
Ninib hailed from Nippur. Knowing the deities
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of the surrounding people we have also important
evidence in determining the origin of peoples in
Babylonia having foreign names. For example,
if a name is composed of the Hittite deity Teshup,
or the Amorite deity Amuri-u, or the Aramaean god
Dagan, or the Egyp god Esi (Isis), foreign influence
IS iiaturally looked for from the countries repre,-,ented. Quite frequentiy the names of foreign
deities are compounded with Bab elements, often
resulting from mixed marriages

>4l^^M
•^\itr^^^

•- "« *i .-*- ^^'
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Theophorous names are e(^iinpose(l of twd, three,
four and even five elements. Those having tw-o
or three elements predominate. Tw-o-element names
have a diety plus a verbal form or a subst,; or
vice versa: for example, Nabu-iia'ul (Nabonidus),
"Nebo is exalted," or Shulman-asliaredu
(Shalmaneser), "Shalman is foremost," Many different
combinations are found in three-element nanies
which are composed of the name of the deity, .„
subst., (J, verbal form, a pronominal suffix, or .some
other form of sjieeeh, in any of the three ]((isitions,
E.xplanations of a few- of the famUiar Bilj, nanies
follow-: Siii-nkhe-erba (Sennacherib), "Sin has increased the brothers"; Mardnk-apal-iddin
(Merodach-baladan), ''-Marduk has given a son"; Ashurakh-iddin
(Esarhaddon), ''-Vshur has given a
brother"; Ashiir-bani-apal,
",V.shur is creating a
son"; Na.bu-knilnrri-tisur (Nebuchadrezzar), "I)
Nebo, protect the boundary"; Amel-Manluk (EvilMerodacli), "Man of Maniuk"; Bel-shar-usur (Belshazzar), "<) Bel, protect the king." Some Bab
names mentioned in the Bible are really of foreign
origin, for example, Amraphel and Sargon. -Vmraphel originally is w-est Semitic and is written
Hammurain (pronounced Hammu-rabi,
the first
letter being the Seiiiitii- iielh). Sargon was perhaps originally Aramaean, and is composexl of the
elements shar and the god Gan. When written in
cuneiform it w-as written Shargani, and later t-iharrukin, being tr'' "the true king," iMany names in
use w-ere not the((phorous; for example, such personal names as UlnlO, "the month IJlul"; names
of animals, as Kalhu, "dog," gentilic names, as
.Ikkadai, "the Akkadian," names of crafts, as
Pahdru, "potter," etc.
The lit. abounds in hypochoristica. One element
of a name was used for the sake of shortness, to
which usually a hypochoristica suffix was added, like
Mardukd (Mordecai). That is, the ending a or ai
was added to one of the elements of a longer name.
The written history ((f Babylonia at tho present
begins from about 4200 BC. But instead of finding
things crude and aboriginal in this, the earliest
period, the remains discovered show- that the peojile
had attained to a high level of culture. Back
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of that which is know-n there must lie a long
period of development. This is attested in many
ways; for instance, the earliest writing
15. History found is so far removed from the
of Cityoriginal hieroglyphs that it is only
Kingdoms possible to ascertain what the original pictures were by knowing the
values which the signs possessed. The same conclusion is ascertained by a study of the art and
hterature. NaturaUy, as mentioned above, it is
not impossible that this development took place
in a pre-vious home of the inhabitants.
The history of early Babylonia is at present a
confUct of the Idngs and patesis (priest-kings) of
the different city-kingdoms, for supremacy over
each other, as well as over the surrounding peoples.
The principal states that (figure in the early history
are: Kish, Lagash, Nippur, Akkad, Umma, Erech,
Ur and Opis. At the present time more is known
of Lagash, because the excavations conducted at
that site were more extensive than at others. This
makes much of our knowledge of the history of the
hand center about t h a t city. And yet it should
be stated that the hegemony of Lagash lasted for
a long period, and the kingdom will ultimately
occupy a prominent position when the final history
of the land is written. Nippur, where considerable
w-ork w-as also done, was not the seat of rulers, but
the sacred city of the god Enlil, to whom the kings
of other cities generally did obeisance. Following
is a list of known rulers of the different citykingdoms.
Et-Ohemir, identified as the ancient city of
Kish, not far from Babylon, is one of the oldest
Sem centers of the land. No system16. Kish
atic excavations have been conducted
at this site, but besides the inscriptions
which the Arabs have unearthed, several of the
rulers are know-n to us through votive inscriptions
discovered at Nippur and elsewhere. The rulers of
Ki.sh are: Utug p. (patesi), cir 4'200 BC; Mesiliin
k. (king), cir 4000 BC; Lugal-tarsi k,; EnbiIshtar k.; Manishtusu k., cir 26.50 BC; Urumush
k,, cir 2600; Manana k.; Sumu-ditana k. and
Tanium k.
The excavations by the French under De .Sarsez
and Ci-(i,ss at Tello, the ancient city Lagash, have
yielded more inscriptions of ancient
17. Lagash Bab rulers than those at any other site
Lagash was destroyed about 2000 BC,
and only partially rebuilt in the po.st-Bab period.
The known rulers are: Lugal-shag-Engur patesi, cir
4000 BC, contemporary with Mesilim k. of Kish;
"Baduk.; *En-khegal k.; Ur-Ninak.; Akurgalp.;
Eaiinatum p. and k.; Enannatum I p . ; Entemena
p.; Enannatum II p.; Enetarzi p . ; Enlitarzi p.;
Lugal-anda p.; I'ru-kagina k., contemporary with
Lugal-zaggisi, k. of Uruk; Engilsa p., contemporary
with Manishtusu k. of Ki.sh; Lugul-ushumgal p,,
contemporary w-ith Sargon of Accad; Ur-Babbar p,,
contemporary with Naram-Sin of Accad; I'r-B
p . ; Lugal-burp.; Basha-Kama p , ; Ur-Mamap,:
ITg-me p , ; Ur-Bau p . ; Gudea p . ; Nammakhini p.;
U i - g a r p . ; K a - a z a g p . ; Galu-Baup.; Galu-Gulap.;
Ur-Ninsunp.; Ur-Ningirsu p.; contemporary wdth
I'r-Engur k. of Ur-abba p . ; *Galu-kazal p.; '*Galua n d u l p , ; * r t - L a m a I p.; '*.\Ua, 'Ur-Lama II p.;
contemporary wdth Dungi k. of Ur; -Vrad-Nannar
p. LTnfortunately, with the exception of about onethird of these rulers, the exact order is yet to be
ascertained. (Asterisk denotes unidentified forms,)
The mounds of Bismaya which have been identified as Adab were partially excavate(.l by Dr,
Edgar J, Banks, for the University of
18. Adab
Chicago. Its remains indicate that
it IS one of the oldest cities discovered.
,V ruler named Esar, cir 4200 BC, is known from a
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number of inscriptions, as well as a magnificent
statue of the king, discovered by Dr. Banks.
The large group of mounds co\'ering an area, the
cUcumference of whieli is three miles, called in
ancient times Nippur, but now Noufar,
19. Nippur was exea\'ated as mentioned above
by Drs. Peters and Ilayncs for the
University of Pennsyb-ania. While a great numbinof Bab kings and patesis are represented hy inscriptions discovered at Nippur, practically all had their
seats of government at other places, it being the
sacred city.
The mounds at the present called Warka, but
representing ancient Erech (Gen 10 10), covering
an area w-hose circumference is 6 miles,
20. Erech have been tentatively examined by
Loftus and other explorers. iMany
inscriptions have also been unearthed by the Arabs
at this site. The rulers of this city known to us
are: Ilu-(m)a-Uu, Lugal-zaggisi k., contemporary
with Uru-kagina of Lagash; Lugal-kigubnidudu
k.; Lugal-kisalsi k.; Sin-gashid k., cir 2200 BC,
and Sin-gamil k.
Senkereh known in the OT as Ellasar (Gen 14 1),
and in the inscriptions as Larsa, has been explored
by Loftus and others. The known
21. Larsa
rulers of the city arc: Gungunu k.,
contemporary of L'r-Ninib k. of Isin;
Sumu-ilu; Nur-.Vdad; Sin-iddinam; Eri-Aku (Bib.
.\rioch) cir 2000 BC, son of Kudur-Mabug k. of
Elam, and Rim-Sin (or Rim--'Vku), his brother.
The present Fara, which in ancient times was
caUed Shuruppak, was partially excavated by the
Germans under Koldewey, Andraea,
22. Shurup- and Noeldeke. I t is also a very
pak
ancient city. I t yielded little to the
spade of the excavator. It is close by
Abu-Hatab, and known as the place where the scenes
of the Bab Deluge story occurred. Two rulers known
from the inscriptions found there are Dada and Haladda, belonging to a comparatively early period.
The site now know-n as Abu-Hatab is the ancient
Kisurra. It w-as partially excavated by the Germans. It flourished as a city in the
23. Kisurra 3d millennium BC. The two rulers
of this city that are known are Idinilu
p., and Itur-Shamash p. ( ?).
The site now called Jokha lying to the N.W, of
Lagash is an ancient Sumerian city known as Umma.
The site has been explored by Dr.
24. Umma Peters and others, but more recently
surveyed by Andraea and Noeldeke.
It proved to be a city destroyed in the early period.
Arabs have lately found thousands of documents
belonging to the ancient archives of the city. Some
of the rulers known are: Ush p., Enakalli and
Urlumma p., contemporaries of Enannatum I of
Lagash; IU p., appointed by Entemena p., of Lagash;
Kur-Shesh p., time of Manishtusu; *Galu-Babbar
p.; Ur-nesu p., contemporary of Dungi k., of Ur.
The city mentioned in Gen 10 10 as Accad, one
of Nimrod's cities, has not been explored, but is
well known by the inscriptions of Sar26. Accad gon and his son Naram-Sin as well as
omen-texts of later eras. Sargon was
a usurper. He was born in concealment, and sent
adrift in an ark of bulrushes like Moses. He was
rescued and brought up by Akki, a farmer. He
assumed the title "king of the c i t y " (Shar-ali), or
"king of U r i " (Shar Uri). Later he conquered
the entire country, and became the "king of Accad
and Sumer." In his latter years he extended his
conquests to Elam, Amurru and Subartu, and
earned for himself the title "king of the Four
Quarters," which his son Naram-Sin inherited.
The latter followed up the successes of his father
Md marched into Magan, in the Sinaitic peninsula.
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Naram-Sin, as well as his father, was a great builder.
Evidences of their operations are seen in many cities.
Naram-Sin was succeeded by Bingani, who apparently lost the title "king of the Four Quarters,"
being only called "king of the City, or Uri."
The exact site of the city of Opis is stiU in doubt,
but the city is represented by the
26. Opis
ruler Zuzu k., who was defeated by
Eannatum p., of Laga.sh.
The city Basime also remains unidentified, but
is represeiit(-'d by Ibalum ji., a contemporary of
Manishtusu k., of Kish, and son of Ilsu27. Basime rabi, apparently another patesi of that
city.
A site not far from Nippur, called Delehem or
Drehem, which was explored by Dr. Peters, has
recently yielded thousands of tablets
28. Drehem from the Temple archives dated in the
reigns of kings in the Ur Dynasty.
The e.xtensive group of mounds lying on the west
side of the Euphrates, called Mugayyar, and generally known as Ur of the Chaldees, is
29. Urumma the ancient Urumma. It was explored
by Taylor and others, and proved to
have been an important capital from the middle
of the 3d millennium BC. The dynasty which
had made the city its capital is known through
inscriptions discovered there and at Tello, Nippur,
Drehem and Djokha. Thousands of inscriptions
dated in what is commonly called the Ur Dynasty
have been published. The dynasty was founded by
Ur-Engur, who is conspicuous for his buildin.g
operations at Nippur and other cities. A dynastic
tablet of a much later period, the provenience of
which is in doubt, gives the rulers of this dynasty
founded about 24C10 BC, and the number of years
that they reigned.
URUMMA DYNASTY

Ur-Engur, IS years
Dungi (son), 58 years
Bur-Sin (son), 9 years
Gimil-Sin (son), 7 years
Ibi-Sin (son), 25 years
Five kings, 117 years
The same tablet gives also the following list of
the rulers of Isin. Ishbi-Urra, the founder, lived
about 22,S3 BC.
ISIN

DYNASTY

Ishbi-Urra, 32 years
Gimil-iUshu (son), 10 years
Idin-Dagan (son), 21 years
Ishme-Dagan (son), 20 years
Libit-Ishtar
years
IjlolL-iSlliar (son),
^soii;, 11
i i yenia
TT„ X T ( ^ ; U OQ Tr
Ur-Ninib, 28 years
Bur-Sin II (son), 28 years
Iter-iqisha (son), 5 years
Urra-imitti (brother), 7 years
Sin-iqisha, 6 months
Enhl-bani, 24 years
Zambia, 3 years
, 5 years
Ea
, 4 years
Sin-magir, 11 years
Damiq-ilishu (son), 23 years
Sixteen kings, 225 years and 6 months
About the time the Nisin Dynasty came to a
close, and while the Larsa Dynasty was ruling, the
First Dynasty of Babylon was estab30. First
Ushed. Following is a list of 11
Dynasty of rulers of this dynasty who ruled 300
Babylon
years:
I.

F I R S T DYNASTY OP BABYLON

Sumu-abum, 14 years
Sumu-la-el, 36 years
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Sabium (son), 14 years
Abil-Sin (son), IS years
Sin-muballit (son), 20 years
Hammu-rabi (son), 43 years
Samsu-iluna (son), 38 j e a r s
Abi-eshuh (son), 28 years
Ammi-Ditana (son), 37 years
Ammi-Zaduga (son), 21 years
Samsu-Ditana (son), 32 years

The First Dynasty of Babylon came into prominence in the reign of Sin-muballit who captured
Nisin. Eri-Aku of the Larsa Dynasty shortly afterward took the city. When Hammurabi came to the
throne he was subject to Eri-Aku (Bib. Arioch) of
Larsa, the son of the Elamite king, Kudur-Mabug.
The latter informs us that he was suzerain of
.Vmurru (Pal and Syria), w-hich makes intelligible
the statement in Gen 14, that the kings of Canaan
were subject to the king of Elam, whose name was
Chedorlaomer (Kudur-Eagamar). In his 31st year,
Hammurabi, who is the Amraphel of Gen 14 1,
succeeded in throwing off the Elamite yoke, and not
only established his indeiiendencc but also became
the complete master of Babylonia by driving out
the Elamites.
In the region of the Pers Gulf, south of Babylonia, ruled a dynasty partly contemporaneously
with the First Dynasty, extending
31. Sealand over the reigns of about five of the
Dynasty
last kings, and over several of the
Cassite Dynasty, known as the (Sealand Dynasty. The annalist records for the latter
the follow-ing Ust of 11 kings who ruled 36S years:
II.

SEALAND DYNASTY

Ilima-ilu, 60 years
Itti-ili-nibi, 55 years
Damqi-iUshu, 36 j-ears
Ishkibal, 15 years
Shushshi (brother), 27 years
Gulkishar, 55 3-ears
Pesh-gal-daramash (son), 50 years
Adara-kalama (son), 2.S years
Ekur-ul-anna, 26 3-ears
Melamma-kurkura, 7 j-ears
Ea-gamil, 9 years
The First Dynasty of Babylon came to an end
through an invasion of the Hittites. They plundered Bab3-lon and perhaps ruled that
32. Cassite citj- for a number of years. -V. new
Dynasty
d3-nasty was then established about
1750 BC by a foreign people known as
Cassites. There w-cre 30 kings in this dj-nasty
ruling 576 years and 9 months. Unfortunately
the tablet containing the list is fragmentary.
III.

CASSITE DYNASTY

Gandash, 16 years
Agum I (s), 22 years
Kashtiliash I, usurper, 22 years; b. of Ulamburiash and s. of Burna-buriash
Du( ?) shi (s), ^ 3-ears
Abirattash (b'.'; '
Tazzigurmash (s)
-Vgum I I (s)
;
Long gap
*Kara-indash I, contemporary with Ashur-rimnisheshu, k. of A,ssvria
*Kadashman-Enhl 1 '(s ?)
*Kuri-Galzu I
Burna-buriash II, contemporary of Buzur--Vshur,
k. of Assyria
*Kara-Indash II, son-in-law of -Vshur-uballit, k.
of Assyria
''Nazi-Bugash (usurper)
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Kuri-Galzu I I (s. of Burna-buriash), 23 years;
contemporary of Ashur-uballit, and Enlilnirari, kings of Assyria
Nazi-Maruttash (s), 26 years; contemporary of
Adad-nirari I, p. of Assyria.
Kadashman-Turgu (s), 17 years
Kadashman-Enlil I I , 7 years
Kudur-Enlil (s), 9 years
Shagarakti-Shuriash (s), 13 years
KashtiUash I I (s), 8 years
Enlil-nadin-shum, 1-^ years
Kadashman-Kharbe II, 1 | years
Adad-shum-iddin, 6 years
Adad-shum-usur, 30 years
MeU-Shipak (s?), 15 years
Marduk-apil-iddin (s), 13 years
Zamama-shum-iddin, 1 year
Bel-mu—, 3 years
The region from which these Cassites came has
not yet been determined, although it seems to be
the district N.E. of Assyria. Gan33. Cassite dash, the first king, seems to have
Rule
enjoyed the all-embracing title, "King
of the Four Quarters of the World."
Little is known of the other rulers until Agum II,
w-ho claims the rule of the Cassites, Accad, Babel,
Padan, Alman and Guti. In his inscriptions he
records the conquest of Khani in Asia Minor, and
the fact t h a t he brought back to Babylon the statues
of Marduk and Zarpanit, which had been carried
off by the Hittites. The Cassite rule, while extending over many cents., was not very prosperous. At
Nippur the excavations showed active operations
on the part of a few kings in restoring the temple
and doing obeisance to Enlil. The rulers seemed
to have conformed to the religion of the land, for
few foreign elements have been recognized as having
been introduced into it during this era. The many
Cassite names found in the inscriptions would indicate an influx from a Cassite quarter of no small
proportion. And yet it should be noted that, in
the same era, Hittite and Mittanean influence, as is
shown by the nomenclature, is as great as the
Cassite. I t was during this period that Assyria
rose to power and influence, and was soon to become the master of the Mesopotamian region.
IV.

I S I N OR P A S H E DYNASTY

11 Kings; began to rule about 1172 BC
iVlarduk
. . . 17 years
Wanting, 6 years
Nebuchadrezzar I, contemporary of
34. Isin
Ashur-resh-ishi, k. of Assyria
Dynasty
Enlil-nadin-apal
Marduk-nadin-akhi, contemporary of
Tiglath-pileser I, k. of Assyria
Marduk-shapik-zer-mati, contemporary of Ashur-bel-kala, k. of Assyria
Adad-apal-iddin, 22 years
Marduk-akh-erba, 11/2
Marduk-zer . .
. , 12 years
Nabu-shum-Ubur, 8(?) years
The most famous king of this dynasty, in fact of
this era, was Nebuchadrezzar I, who reestablished
firmly the rule of Babylon. He
35. Nebcarried on a successful expedition into
uchadrez- Elam as well as into Amurru where
zar I
he fought against the Hittite. He
also conquered the Lulubites. But in
contest for supremacy with Assyria Ashur-reshishi triumphed, and he was forced to retreat ingloriously to Babylon. His successors failed to withstand the Assyrians, esp. under Tiglath-pileser I,
and were allowed to rule only by sufferance. The
Babylonians had lost their prestige; the Assyrians
had become the dominant people of the land. Few
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rulers of the dynasty which followed are known
except by name. The dynasties with one exception
were of short duration.
V.

SE,\LAND DYNASTY

3 Kings
Simniasli-Shipak, IS 3'ears;
36. Sealand
1042 15C
Dynasty
Ea-mukin-shum, 6 months
Kashshu-nadin-akhi, 3 3'ears
YL

about

BiT-B.\zi DVN.VSTY

3 Kings
Eulmash-shakin-shum, 17 M-ars; about
37. Bit-Bazi
10'20 MC
Dynasty
Ninib-kiuiur-usur, 3 3'ears
.'^liilaiiiiii-Sliu(|aniuiia, 3 months
38. Other
VII, .Vu I'-lamitie King, whose name
Rulers
is not known
VTII, 13(':') kings who rul.id 36 3-ears
IX. -V d3-nasty of 5( '?) kings
X.

B.IBVLONI.VN D Y N - I S T Y

Followdng is ;i partial list of the 22 kings who
ruled mitU the destruction of Babylon by Sennacherib, w-hen the -Vssyr kings as39. Baby- sumed direct control. -Vshurbanipal,
Ionian Dy- how-e\-er, introduced a new- polic3nasty
and \-iceroys were appointed.
Shamash-mudammiq
Xabu-shar-ishkun I
N^abu-apal-iddin
Marduk-nadin-shum
j\larduk-balatsu-iqbi
Bau-akh-iddin
Xabu-shum-ishkun II
Nabonassar
Xabu-nadin-zer; 717-734 BC
Xabu-shum-ishkun I I I ; 733-732 BC
Xabu-mukin-zer; 731-72',J BC
Pul (Tiglath-pih'ser I I I ) ; 729-727 BC
Ulula iShalmanesar V); 727-722 BC
Merodach-baladan I; 722-710 BC
Saraon; 710-705 BC
Sennacherib; 704-702 BC
iVlarduk-zakir-shum (1 month)
Merodach-baladan II (9 months)
Bel-ibni; 702-700 BC
Ashur-nadin-shum; 700-691 BC
Xergal-ushezib; 694-693 BC
Mushezib-Marduk; 692-G.S9 BC
Sennacherib; 689-681 BC
Esarhaddon; 681-66S BC
.Vshurbanipal; 668-626 BC
Shamash-shum-ukin; 668-648 BC
Kandalanu; OdS-CiliO BC
.Vshur-etil-ilani-ukin; 626Xabopolassar; ('(2riDuring the time of Sennach:rib, Merodachbaladan the Chaldaean became a great obstacle to
Assyria's maintaining its sujireinaey^ over liabylonia. Three times he gained possession of Babvlon, and twdee had himself proclaimed king. For
thirty years he plotted against Assyria.^ What
is learned from the inscriptions concerning him
furnishes an interesting commentarv on the sending of the embiiss\-, in 704 BC, to llezekiah (2 K
M 12; Isa 39 1) in order to induce him to revolt
against -Vssyria, which he knew would help his own
cause. Finally Sennacherib, in 690, after he had
experienced much trouble by the repeated uprisings
of the Bab^-lonians, and the aspirations of Merodach-baladan, endeavored to obliterate Babylon
from the map. His son and succes.sor Esarhaddon,
however, tried to make Babylon again happy and
prosperous. One of his first acts was to send back
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to Babylon the statue of Bel-Merodach. He rebuilt the city, and also restored other Bab temples,
for instance, that of Enhl at Nippur. The Babylonians sohniinly declared him king. jVshurbanipal,
his son and su('e(.'ssor, followed his pohcy. The evidence oi his operations at Nippur is everywhere
seen in the shape of stamped, kiln-dried bricks.
Before lisarhaddon died, he had planned that
Balivlonia should become independent and be ruled
bj' Ins .son, Shamash-shum-ukin, while Assyria he
handed down to Ashurbanipal. But when the latter
came to the throne, -Vssyria permitted the former
only lo be appointed viceroy of Babylon. I t seems
also that even some portions of Babylonia were
ruled directly by Ashurbanipal.
Vfler lift ecu years Shamash-shum-ukin rebelled
and atteinpled to establksh his independence,
but Sennaelieiib besieged Babylon and took it,
when Shamash-shum-ukin destroj-ed himself. Kadalanu was then appointed viceroy, and ruled over
part of the country. Naliojiokissar was the last
viceroy appointed 1(3- -Vss3-ria. At last the time had
arrived for the Babylonians to come again unto their
o-wn. Nabopolassar who perhaps was a Chaldaean
by origin, made an alliance wdth the Umman Manda.
This he strengthened by the m.arriage of his son
Nebuchadrezzar to tlie daughter of Astyages, the
king. Nineveh finally fell before the Umman
iVlaiida hordes, and was razed to the ground. This
people took pos.session of Northern --Vssyria. The
Armenian vassal states, and Southern Ass-yria, as
well as the title to Pal, S3-ria and Egypt, fell to
Babylonia,
RULERS OP NEO-BABYLONI-VN E M P I R E

Nabopolassar; 62,5-604 BC
Nebuchadrezzar II (s); 604-5liS BC
Evil-Merodach (s); .561-.560 BC
40. NeoNeriglissar (brother-in-law); 559-556
Babylonian
BC
Rulers
Labosoarchad (s); 556 BC
Nabonidus; 55:5-539 BC
Cyrus conquered Babylonia in 539 BC
Nabopolassar having estabUshed himself king
of Baljylon became the founder of the neo-Babylonian empire. He was succeeded by his son,
Nebuchadrezzar II, w-ho like Hammurabi and
Sargon is among the greatest known characters
in Bab history. He is the Bib. Nebuchadi-ezzar
who carried the Jew-s into captivity. There are a
number of length3- records of Nebuchadrezzar concerning the buildings he ru-ected, as well as of other
public acts, but unfortunately only a fragment of a
historical inscription referring to him has been found.
The building inscriptions portray him as the great
builder he is represented to be in the OT (see
BABYLON). He made Babylon the mistress of the
civilized world.
Evil-Merodach, his son and successor, is also
mentioned in the OT. Two short reigns foUowed
when the ruling (h-nasty w-as overthrown and
Nabonidus w-as |ilaced upon the throne. TThe
king, who delighted in exploring and restoring
ancient temples, placed his son at the head of the
army. Nabonidus desiring to centralize the religion of Babylonia, brought to Babylon many of the
images of deities from other cities. This greatly
displeased the people, and excited a strong feeling
against him. The priesthood was ahenated, and
the military party wiis displeased with him, for in
his antiquarian pursuits he left the defence of the
empire to others. So when Cyrus, king of Anshan
and ruler of Persia, entered the country, he had
little difficulty in defeating the Babylonians in 1
battle at Opis. Sippar immediately surrendered
to the invader, and the gates of Babylon were
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thrown open to his army under Gobryas, his
general.
Nabonidus was imprisoned.
'Three
months later Cyrus entered Babylon; Belshazzar,
w-ho doubtless had set up his throne after his father
had been deposed, was slain a week later on the
night of the eleventh of Marohesvan. This scene
may have occurred in the palace built by Nebuchadrezzar. This event, told by the chronicler, is a
remarkable verification of the interesting story
related of Belshazzar in Dnl. The title used by the
kings who follow the Bab Dynasty is "King of
Babylon and King of Countries."
PERSIAN R U L E R S OP BABYLONIA

Cyrus; 538-529 BC
Cambyses; 529-522 BC
Barzia
41. Persian Nebuchadrezzar I I I
Rulers of
Darius I; 521-485 BC
Babylonia
Xerxes; 485-464 BC
Artaxerxes I; 464-424 BC
Xer.xesII; 424-423 BC
Darius I I ; 423-404 BC
Artaxer.xesII; 405-358 BC
Artaxerxes I I I (Ochos); 358-338 BC
Arses; 338-335 BC
Darius I I I ; 335-331 BC
Alexander the Great conquered Babylonia 331
BC.
Several of the Pers rulers figured prominentlj' in
the OT narratives. Cyrus in a c3-linder inscription,
which is preserved in a fragnienf ar3- form, endeavors
to justify himself in the eyes of the people. He
claims that the god Marduk raised him up to take
the place of Nabonidus, and to defend the religion
of the people. He tries to show how- considerate
he was by returning to their respective cities the
gods that had been removed from their shrines;
and esp. by Uberating foreign peoples held in bondage. While he does not mention what exiles were
allowed to return to their native homes, the OT
informs us that the Jews were among those delivered. And the returning of the images to their
respective places is also an interesting commentary
on Ezr 1 7, in w-hich we are told that the Jews
were allowed to take with them their sacred vessels.
The spirit manifested in the proclamation for the
rebuilding of the temple (Ezr 1 1,4) seems also
to have been in accordance wdth his policy on
ascencUng the Bab throne. A year before his
death he associated with himself Cambyses his
son, another character mentioned in the OT. He
gave him the title "King of Babylon," but retained
for himseff "King of Countries," A usurper
Smerdis, the IMagian, called Barzia in the inscriptions, assumed the throne of Babjdonia, but Darius
Ibvstaspes, who W'as an Aryan and Zoroastrian in
i( ligion, finally killed Smerdis and made himself king
of Bab3-lon. But before he w-as acknowledged king
he had to reconcjuer the Babylonians. By so doing
the ancient tradition that Bel of Babylon conferred
the legitimate right to rule that part of the world
ceased to be acknow-ledged. Under Nidinta-Bel,
who assumed the name Nebuchadrezzar I I I , the
Babylonians regained their independence, but it
was of short duration, lasting less than a year.
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BABYLONIA AND ASSYRU, THE RELIGION
OF:
I.

II.
III.
IV.

DEFINITION

1. First Period
2. Second Period
3. Tliird Period

'THE SOURCES
T H E HISTORY
T H E PANTHEON

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

EnUl, ElUl
Anu
Ba
Sin
Shamash
Ishtar
Marduk (OT Merodach)
Nabu (OT Nebo)
Nergal, the city god of Kutu (OT Guthah)
Ninib
Ramman
Tammuz
Asshur

"V. HYMNS AND PRAYERS
VI. MAGIC

1. Ma(3lu
2. Shiirpu

VII. T H E LAST THINGS
VIII. MYTHS AND EPICS
IX. T H E ASTRAL THEORY OF THE UNIVERSE
X. THE RELATIONS WITH THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL
LITER-^TURE

/. Definition.—The
religion of Babylonia and
Assyria is t h a t system of belief in higher things
with which the peoples of the Tigris and Euphrates
valley strove to put themselves into relations, in
order to live their lives. The discoveries of the
past cent, have supphed us with a mass of information concerning this faith from which we have
been able to secure a greater knowledge of it than
of any other ancient oriental religion, except that
of Israel. Yet the information which is thus come
into our hands is embarrassing because of its very
richness, and it wdll doubtless be a long time before
it is possible to speak with certainty concerning
many of the problems which now confront us.
Progress in the interpretation of the literature is
however so rapid that we may now give a much
more intelligible account of this religion than could
have been secured even so recently as five years
ago.
For purposes of convenience, the reUgion of
Babylonia and Assyria may be grouped into three
great periods.
(1) The first of these periods extends from the
earliest times, about 3500 BC, down to the union
of the Bab states under Hammurabi, about 2000
BC.
(2) The second period extends to the rise of the
Chaldaean empire under Nabopolassar, 625 BC,
and
(3) The third period embraces the brief histoi'y
of this Chaldaean or neo-Bab empire under Cyrus,
538 BC.
The Assyr religion belongs to the second period,
though it extends even into the third period, for
Xineveh did not fall until 607 BC.
//. 77ie Sources.—The primary sources of our
knowledge of this religion are to be found in the
distinctively religious texts, such as hymns, prayers,
priestly rituals and liturgies, and in the vast mass
of magical and incantation literature. The major
part of this religious lit. which has come down to
us dates from the reign of Ashurbarupal (668-625
BC) though much of it is quite clearly either copied
from or based upon much older material. If,
however, we relied for our picture of the Bab and
-•Vssyr religion exclusively upon these religious
texts, we should secure a distorted and in some
places an indefinite view. "We must add to these
in order to perfect the picture practically the whole
of the lit. of these two peoples.
The inscriptions upon which the kings handed
down to posterity an account of their great deeds
contain Usts of gods whom they invoked, and these
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must be taken into consideration. The laws also
have in large measure a religious basis, and the
business inscriptions fre(iueiitly invoke deities
at the end. The records of the astronomers, the
state despatches of kings, the reports of general
officers from the field, the handbooks of medicine,
aU these and nianv other di^isains of a vast lit.
contribute each its share of religious material.
Furthermore, as the religion was not only the faith
of the king, but also the faith of the state itself, the
progress of the commonwealth to greater power
oftentimes carried some local god into a new relationship to other gods, or the decadence of the
commonwealth depri\-ed a god of some of his
powers or attributes, so t h a t even the distinctively
pohtical inscriptions have importance in helping
us to reconstruct the ancient literature.
///. The History.—The origin of the Bab religion
is hid from our e3-es in those ancient da\-s of w liicli
we know little and can never hope to know much.

Babjloniau Idols
In the earliest documents which have come down
to us written in the Sumerian language, there are
found Sem words or constructions or both. It
seems now to be definitely determined that a Sumerian people whose origin is unknown inhabited Babylonia before the coming of the Semites, whose
original home was in Arabia. Of the Sumerian
faith before a union w-as formed with the Semites,
we know very Uttle indeed. But we may perhaps
Bafely say that among t h a t ancient people, beneath
the behef in gods there lay deep in their consciousness the belief in animism. They thought that
every object, animate or inanimate, had a zi or
spirit. The word seems originally to have meant
life. Life manifests itself to us as motion; everything which moves has life. The power of motion
separates the animate from the inanimate. All
that moves possesses life, the motionless is lifeless
or dead.
Besides this belief in animism, the early Sumerians seem to have beUeved in ghosts that were
related to the world of the dead as the zi was related
to the world of the living. The Ul or ghost was a
night demon of baleful influence upon men, and
only to be cast out by many incantations. The
Ul was attended by a serving-maid (ardat lili,
"maid of night") which in the later Sem development was transformed into the feminine lililii-.
It is most curious and interesting that this ghost
demon of the Sumerians lived on through all the
history of the Bab religion, and is mentioned even
in one of the OT prophets (Isa 34 14; Heb Lilllth,
tr'' "night monster"). The origin of the Sem religion brought by the ancient Sem people and united
with this Sumerian faith is also lost in the past.
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It seems to be quite clear that the gods and the
religious ideas which these Semites brought w-ith
them from the d(\sert had very little if any importance for the religion which they afterward professed in Babylonia, Some of the names of their
gods and images of these they very probably brought
with them, but the important thing, it must always
be remembered, about the gods is not the names but
the attributes which were ascribed to them, and
these must have been completely changed during
the long history which follows their first contact
wilh the Sumerians. From the Sumerians there
flowed a great stream of religious ideas, subject
indeed lo modifications from time to time down the
succeeding cents. In our study of the pantheon
we shall see from time to time how the gods changed
their places and how the ideas concerning them
were modified by political and other movements.
In the very earliest times, besides these ideas of
spirits and ghosts, we find also numbers of local
gods. E\'ery center of human habitation had its
special patron deity and this deity is alw-a3-s associated w-ith some great natural phenomenon. It
was natural that the sun and moon should be made
prominent among these gods, but other natural
objects and forces w-(i-e personified and deified,
streams, stones and many others.
Our chief source of information concerning the
gods of the first period of religious development
before the days of Hammurabi is found in the historical inscriptions of the early kings and rulers.
Many of these describe offerings of temples and
treasures made to the gods, and all of them are
religious in tone and filled with ascriptions of praise
to the gods. From these early te.xts Professor
Jastrow has extricated the names of the follow-ing
deities, gods and goddesses, I reproduce his list
as the best yet made, but keep in mind that some
of the readings are doubtful and some were certainly
otherwise read by the Babylonians or Sumerians,
though w-e do not now know how they ought to
be read. The progress of -•\s33-r research is continually providing corrected readings for words
hitherto known to us only in ideograms. It is
quUe to be expected that many of these strange,
not to say grotesque, names will some day prove
to be quite simple, and easy to utter: En-lil (ElUl, Bel) Belit, Nin-khar-sag, Nin-gir-su, w-ho also
appears as Dun-gur, Bau, Ga-tum-dug, Nin-dindug, Ea, Nin-a-gal, Gal-dim-zu-ab, Nin-ki, Damgal-nun-na, Nergal, Shamash, A or Malkatu, the
wife of Shamash, Nannar, or Sin, Nin-Urum,
Innanna, Nana, Anunit, Nina, Ishtar, Anu, Nindar-a, Gal-alim, Nin-shakh, Dun-shagga, Lugalbanda, with a consort Nin-sun, Dumu-zi-zu-ab,
Dumu-zi, Lugal-Erim, Nin-e-gal and Ningal,
Nin-gish-zi-da, Dun-pa-uddu, Nin-mar, Pa-sag,
Nidaba, Ku('?)-anna, Shid, Nin-agid-kha-du, Ninshul-U, En-gubarra, Im-mi-khu(?), Ur-du-zi, Kadi,
Nu-ku-sir-da, Ma-ma, Za-ma-ma, Za-za-ru, Impa-ud-du,
Ur-e-nun-ta-ud-du-a,
Khi-gir-nunna,
Khi-shagga, Gur-mu, Zar-mu, Dagan, Damn, Lama,
Nesu, Nun-gal, An-makh, Nin-si-na, Nin-asu. In
this list great gods and goddesses and all kinds of
minor deities are gathered together, and the hst
looks and sounds hopeless. But these are local
deities, and some of them are mere duphcations.
Nearly every place in early times would have a
sun-god or a moon-god or both, and in the political
development of the country the moon-god of the
conquering city displaced or absorbed the moongod of the conquered. When we have eliminated
these gods, who have practically disappeared, there
remains a comparatively small number of gods who
outrank aU the others.
In the room of some of these gods that disappeared, others, esp, in Assyria, found places. There
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was, however, a strong tendency to diminish the
number of the gods. They are in early days
mentioned by the score, but as time goes on many
of these vanish away and only the few remain.
As Jastrow has pointed out, Shalmaneser I I (859825 BC) had only eleven gods in his pantheon:
Ashur, Anu, Bel, Ea, Sin, Shamash, Ninib, Nergal,

"Worshipping Heavenly Bodies (from a Cylinder of
White Agate).
Nusku, BeUt and Ishtar. Sennacherib (704-681
BC) usually mentions only eight, namely, Ashur,
Sin, Shamash, Bel (that is, Marduk), Nabu, Nergal, Ishtar of Nineveh and Ishtar of Arbela. But
w-e must not lay much emphasis upon the smallness of this number, for in his building inscriptions
at the end he invokes twenty-five deities, and even
though some of these are duplicates of other gods,
as Jastrow correctly explains, nevertheless the
entire list is considerably increased over the eight
above mentioned. In the late Bab period the
worship seems chiefly devoted to Marduk, Nabu,
Sin, Shamash and Ishtar. Often there seem little
faint indications of a further .step forward. Some
of the hymns addressed to Shamash seem almost
upon the verge of exalting him in such a way as to
exclude the other deities, but the step is never
taken. The Babylonians, w-ith all their wonderful gifts, were never able to conceive of one god, of
one god alone, of one god whose very existence
makes logically impossible the existence of any other
deity. iVfonotheism transcends the spiritual grasp
of the Bab mind.
Amid aU this company of gods, amid all these
speculations and combinations, we must keep our
minds clear, and fasten our eves upon the one significant fact that stands out above all others. I t is
that the Babylonians were not able to rise above
pol3dheism; that beyond them, far beyond them,
lay t h a t great series of thoughts about God t h a t
ascribe to him aloneness, to which we may add the
great spiritual ideas which today may roughly be
grouped under ethical monotheism. Here and
there great thinkers in Babylonia grasped after
higher ideas, and were able only to attain to a sort
of pantheism of a speculative kind. A personal
god, righteous and holy, who loved righteousness
and hated sin, this was not given to them to conceive.
The character of the gods changed indeed as the
people who revered them changed. The Babylonians who built vast temples and composed many
inscriptions emphasizing the works of peace rather
than of war, naturally conceived their deities in a
manner different from the Assyrians whose powers
were chiefly devoted to conquests in war, but
neither the Babylonians nor the Assyrians arose
to any such heights as distinguish the Heb book of
Psalms. As the influence of the Babylonians and
Ass3Tians waned, their gods dechned in power,
and none of thein sur-vived the onrush of Gr civilization in the period of Alexander,
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IV. The Pantheon.—The chief gods of the Bab
and Assyr pantheon may now be characterized in
turn.
In the earliest times known to us the greatest
of the gods is the god of Nippur whose name in the
Sumerian texts is Enlil or Ellil. In the
1. Enlil,
Sem pantheon of later times he was
ElUl
identified with the god Bel, and it is as
Bel he has been chiefly known. During
the w-hole of the first epoch of Bab history up to
the period of Hammurabi, he is the Lord of the
World and the King of the Land. He was originally the hero of the Flood story, but in the form
in which it has come down to us iVlarduk of Babylon
has deprived him of these honors. In Nippur was
his chief temple, called E-kur or "mountain house,"
It w-as built and rebuilt by the kings of Babylonia
again and again from the days of Sargon I (3800
BC) onward, and no less than twenty kings are
known to us who pride themselves on their work of
rebuilding this one temple. He is saluted as "the
Great Lord, the command of whose mouth cannot
be altered and w-hose grace is steadfast." He would
seem, judging from the name of his temple and
from some of his attributes, to have been originally
a god of the mountains where he must have had his
original dweUing-place.
The name of the god Ann was interpreted as
meaning heaven, corresponding to the Sumerian
word ana, "heaven," and he came
2. Anu
thus to be regarded as the god of
heaven as over against Enhl who was
the god of earth, and E a who w-as the god of the
w-aters. Anu appears first among the great gods
in an inscription of Lugalsaggi, and in somewhat
later times he made his way to the top of the earliest triad which consists of Anu, Enlil and Ea.
His chief seat of worship was Uruk, b u t in the Assyr
period he was associated with the god Adad in
a temple in the city of Asshur. In the myths and
epics he fills an important role as the disposer of all
events, but he cannot be thought of as quite equal
in rank w-ith Enlil in spite of his position in the
heavens. Antu or Anatu
is mentioned as the wife
of Anu, but hers is a colorless figure, and she may
probably be regarded as
little else than a grammatical invention owing
to the desire of the Semites
to associate the feminine
with the mascuUne in their
languages.
The reaiUng of the name
of the god Ea still remains uncer3. Ea
tain. I t may
perhaps have
been Ae, as the Gr Aos
would seem to indicate.
His chief city of w-orship
was Eridu, which in the
earliest period was situated on the Pers Gulf,
near the mouths of the
Euphrates and the Tigris. His temple was there
called E-absu,
which
means "house of the
deeps," interpreted also
as "house of wisdom."
He must have been a god
of great importance in early times, but was left
behind by the growing influence of Elhl and in
a later period retained honor chiefly because he
was assumed to be the father of the god Marduk,
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and so was reverenced by the people of the city of
Babylon. As the lord of wisdom he filled a great
role in exorcisms down to the very last, and was
believed to be the god who was most ready to n-spond to human need in direful circumstanees.
La's wife is called Diunkina.
Sin was the city god of Uru (Ur of the Chaldaeans
in the OT). lie was originall\- a local god who came
early to a, loft3' position in the canon
i. Sin
because he seems always to have been
identified w-ith the moon, and in Babylon the moon w-as alw-a3-s of more importance than
the sun because of its use in the calendar, llis

"Worshipping tho Lunar Deity.
temple was called E-kishshirgal, i.e, "house of
light." His worship was widespread, for at a very
early date he had a shrine at Harran in Mesopotamia. His wdfe is called Ningal, the Great Ladj',
the Queen, and his name probably appears in
Mt. Sinai. He is addressel ia hj-mns of great beauty
and -n-as regarded as a most kindly god.
The Sun-god, Shamash, ranks next after Sin in
the second or later triad, and there can be no
doubt t h a t he w-as from the beginning
5. Shamash associated w-ith the sun in the heavens.
His seats of w-orship were Larsa in
southern Babylonia and Sippar in northern Babylonia, in botli of w-hich his temple w-as called E-bab-

FrotQ an Engra-ving on a Babylonian Cylinder. Representing the Sun-God and One of His Priests,
bar, "shining house,'' He also is honored in magnificent hymns in which he is saluted as the enemy
and the avenger of evil, but as the benignant
furtherer of all good, esp. of t h a t which concerns
the races of men. AU legislation is ascribed to him
as the supreme judge in heaven. To him the Babylonians also ascribe similar powers in war to those
which the Egyptians accorded to Re. From some of
the texts one might have supposed that he would
have come to the top of the triad, but this appears
not to have been the case, and his influence extended rather in the direction of influencing minor
local deities who were judged to be characterized
by attributes similar to those ascribed to him in the
greater hymns.
The origin and the meaning of the name of the
goddess Ishtar are still disputed, but of her rank there
can be no doubt. In the very earliest
6, Ishtar
inscriptions kno-wn to us she does not
seem to have been associated with the
planet Venus as she is in later times. She seems
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rather to have been a goddess of fruitfulness and
of lo\'e, and in her temple at Uruk temple-prostitution was a feature. In the mythological Ut. she
occupi(_'s a high place as the goddess of war and of
the chase. Because of this later identification
she became the chief goddess of the warlike Assyrians, Little by little she absorbed all the other
goddesses and her name became the general word
for g(i(l(.less, fler chief seats of worhip were Uruk
in siDUthcrn Babylonia, where she was worshipped in
earhest times under the name of Nana, and-Akkad in
nortliern Babylonia, where she was caUed Anunitu,
and Nineveh and Arbela in As,syria. Some of the
hymns iiddressed to her are among the noblest products of Bab and .Vssyr religion and re;ieh a considerable elhieal position. This de-velopment of a
sexual goddess into a goddess who severely judged
the sins of men is one of the strangest phenomena in
the history of this religion.
Marduk (in the OT Merodach) is the city-god
of li-al)} Ion where his temple was called E-sagila
("lort3' house") and its tower E-teme7. Marduk nanld ("house of the foundation of
heaven and earth"). Llis wife is (Sarpanitu, and, as we have already seen, his father was
Ea, and in later days Nabu was considered his son.
The city of Babylon in the earhest period was insignificant in importance compared with Nippur and
Eridu, and this city-god could not therefore lay
claim to a position comparable with the gods of these
cities, but after Hammurabi had made Babylon the
chief city of all Babylonia its god rapidly increased
in importance until he absorbed the attributes of the
earlier gods and displaced them in the great myths.
The speculative philosophers of the neo-Bab period
went so far as to identify all the earlier gods with
him, elevating his w-orship into a sort of henotheism.
His proper name in the later periods was gradually
displaced by the appeUative Belu "lord," so that
finally he was commonly
spoken of as Bel, and his
consort was called Belit.
He shares with Ishtar and
Shamash the honor of
having some of the finest
hymns, which have come
down to us, sung to his
name.
Nabu (in the OT Nebo)
w-as the city-god of Borsippa.
His
8. Nabu
name is clearly Sem, and
means "speaker" or "announcer." In earUer times
he seems to have been -a.
more important god than
Marduk and was worshipped as the god of
vegetation. His temple
in Borsippa bore the
name E-;:tda ("perpetual
house") with the tower
E-uriminanki ('diouse of
the seven rulers of heaven
and earth").
In later
times he was identified
with the planet Mercury.
Nergal, the cit-(--god of
Kutu (in the OT Cuthah),
was the god
Nebo.
9. Nergal
of the underworld and his wife Eresh-kigal was the
sovereign lady of the under-world. He w-as also
the god of plague and of fever, and in later days
was associated wdth the planet Mars, though
scholars who are attached to the astral theory
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(see below) think that he was identified at an earlier
date with Saturn. For this 'view no certain proof
has yet been produced.
Unfortunately the correct pronunciation of the
name of the god Ninib has not yet been secured.
He seems originally to have been a god
10. Ninib
of vegetation, but in the later philosophical period w-as associated with the
planet Saturn, c;dled Kaimanu (Kew-an, Chiun, Am
5 26 AV, ERV). As a god of vegetation he becomes also a god of healing and his wife Gula was
the chief patroness of physicians. He comes also
to be regarded as a mighty hero in war, and, in
this capacity generally, he fiUs a great role in the
-Vssj'r religion.
Ram man is the god of storms and thunder among
the Bab3'lonians and in the Assyr pantheon he is
usually called Adad. This form of the
11. Ramname is doubtless connected -with the
man
-Vi-am. god Hadad. In the Sumerian
period his name seems to have been
Ishkur. His wife is called (Shala.
The name Tammuz is derived from the Sumerian
Dumuzi-zuab ("real child of the water depths").
He is a god of vegetation which is
12. Tarnrevived by the rains of the spring,
muz
Tammuz never became one of the
great gods of the pantheon, but his
popularity far exceeded that of the many gods who
w-ere regarded as greater than he. His worship is
associated with that of Ishtar whose paramour he
w-as, and the beautiful story of the descent of Ishtar to Hades w-as wTitten to describe Ishtar's pursuit of him to the depths of the under-world seeking to bring him up again. His disappearance in
the under-world is associated with the disappearance
of vegetation under the midsummer heat which
re-vives again when the rain comes and the god
appears once more on the earth. The cult of
Tammuz sur-vived the deca3' of Bab and .VSS3T
civilization and made its way into the western
world. It was similar in some respects to that of
Osiris in Egypt, but was not so beautiful or so
humane.
The supreme god of Assyria, Asshur, was originally the local god of the city which bears the same
name. During the whole of .Assyr
•13. Asshur history his chief role is as the god of
war, but the speculative philosophers of
Assjrria absorbed into him many of the characteristics of Ellil and Marduk, going even so far as to
ascribe to him the chief place in the conflict with the
sea monster Tiamat in the creation epoch.
V. Hymns and Prayers.—The
religious lit. of
the Babylonians and Assjrrians culminated in a
great series of hymns to the gods. These have
come down to us from almost all periods of the
religious history of the people. Some of them go
back to the days of the old city-kingdoms and
others were composed during the reign of Nabonidus when the fall of Babylon at the hands of Cyrus
was imminent. The greatest number of those that
have come down to us are dedicated to Shamash,
the Sun-god, but many of the finest, as we have
already seen, w-ere composed in honor of Sin, the
Moon-god. None of these reached monotheism.
.\11 are polytheistic, -with perhaps tendencies in
the cUrection of pantheism or henotheism. This
incapacity to reach monotheism may have been
partially due to the influence of the local city
w-hose tendency was alwa3-s to hold tightly to the
honor of the local god. Babylonia might struggle
never so hard to hft Marduk to high and stiU
higher position, but in spite of all its efforts he
remains to the very end of the days only one god
among many. And even the greatest of the Bab
kings, Nebuchadrezzar and Nabonidus, continued to
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pay honor to Shamash in Sippar, whose temple they
continually rebuilt and adorned with ever greater
magnificence. Better than any description of the
hymns is a specimen adequately to show their
quality. Here are some lines taken from an ancient
Sumerian h3-mn to the Moon-god which had been
copied and preserved with an Assyr tr in the library
of Ashurbanipal:
O Lord, chief of the gods, who alone art exalted on earth
and in heaven,
Father Nannar, Lord, Anshar, chief of the gods.
Father Nannar, Lord, great Anu, chief of the gods.
Father Nannar, Lord, Sin. chief of the gods.
Father Xannar, Lord of Ur, cliief of the gods.
Father Nannar, Lord of E-gish-sliir-gai. chief of the gods.
Father Nannar. Lord of the veil. briUiant one, chief of the
gods,
Father Nannar, whose rule is perfect, chief of the gods,
Father Nannar, who does march in great majesty, chief
of the gods,
O strong, young bull, with strong horns, perfect in
muscles, with beard of lapis lazuli color, full of glory
and perfection,
Self-created, fuU of developed fruit, beautiful to look
upon, in whose being one cannot sufficiently sate
himself;
Mother womb, begetter of aU things, who has taken up
his exalted haliitation aniong living creatures;
O merciful, gracious father, in whose hand rests the Ufe
of the w-hole world,
O Lord, thy divinity is full of awe, like the far-off heaven
and the broad ocean.
O creator of the land, founder of sanctuaries, proclaimer
of their names,
O father, begetter of gods and men, who dost build
dwellings and establish offerings,
"Who dost call to lordship, dost bestow the scepter,
determinest destinies for far-off days.
Much of this is full of fine religious feeling, and
the exaltation of Sin sounds as though the poet
could scarcely acknowledge any other god, but the
proof that other gods were invoked in the same
terms and by the same kings is plentiful.
Some of these hymns are connected with magical
and incantation lit., for they serve to introduce
passages which are intended to drive away evil
demons. A very few of them on the other hand
rise to very lofty conceptions in which the god
is praised as a judge of righteousness. A few lines
from the greatest of all the hymns addressed to
Shamash, the Sun-god, w-ill make this plain:
COLUMN

II

COLUMN

III

"Who plans evil—his horn thou dost destroy.
40 W^hoever in fixing boundaries annuls rights.
The unjust judge thou restrainest with force,
"Whoever accepts a bribe, who does not judge
justly—on film thou imposest sin.
But he who does not accept a bribe, who has a care
for the oppressed.
To him Shamash is gracious, his lite he prolongs.
45 The judge who renders a just decision
Shall end in a palace, the place of princes shall be
his dwelling.
The seed of those who act unjustly shall not flourish.
What their mouth declares in thy presence
Thou Shalt burn it up, what they purpose wilt thou
annul.
15 Thou knowest their transgressions: the declaration of the wicked thou dost cast aside.
Everyone, wherever he may be. is in thy care.
Thou directest their judgments, the imprisoned
dost thou liberate.
Thou hearest, O Shamash, petition, prayer, and
appeal.
Humility, prostration, petitioning, and reverence.
20 With loud voice the uiifortunate one cries to thee.
The weak, the exhausted, the oppressed, the lowly.
Mother, wife, maid appeal to thee.
He who is removed trom ills family, he that dweUeth
far from his city.
There is in this h3-mn no suggestion of magic or
sorcery. We cannot but feel how close this poet
came to an appreciation of the Sun-god as a judge
of men on an ethical basis. How near he was to
passing through the vale into a larger religious Ufe!
The prayers are on the whole upon a lower plane,
though some of them, notably those of Nebuchad-
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rezzar, reach loft3- conceptions. The following may
serve as a suflScient example:
O eternal ruler, lord of all being, grant that the name
of the king that thou lo\-est, whose eanie thou hast proctaimeii, may flourish as seems pleasing te thee Lead
him in tho right w-ay, I am the iiiiiicc tlial obeys tliee,
the creature of tlij- hand. Thou luist created me, and
hast intrusted to me dominion oxer iiiankiiid, -Vecording
to thy mercy, O Lord, whicli thou hestowest upon all,
may thy supreme rule be merciful! Tlie worship of
thy divinity implant in my heart! Grant me what
seems goodto thee, for thou art he that hast fashioned
my life.
VI. Magic.—Next in importance to the gods in
the Bab reUgion are the demons w-ho had the power
to afflict men with maniftdd diseases of b((dy or
mind. A large part of the religion seems to iiav((
been given up to an a,gonized struggle against these
demons, and the gods were e\-er3-u here approac-hed
by prayer to assist men against these demons.
.\n immense mass of incantations, sup]i((sed td have
the power of dri\-ing the demons out, has come
down to us. The use of thi^se incantations lav
chiefly in the hands of the priests who attached
great importance to specific words or sets of words.
The test of time w-as supposed to lia\-e shown that
certain w-ords w-ere eflficaeious in certain instances.
If in any case the result was not secured, it could
only be ascribed to the use of the wTong formula;
hence there grew- up a great desire to preserve
exacth- the words which in some eases had brought
heaUng, Later these incantations w-ere gathered
into groups or rituals classified according to purpose
or use. Of the rituals which ha\-e come down to
us, the foUo-wing are the most important:
Maqlti, i.e. ''burmng," so called because there
are in it man3- s3-inbolic burnings of images or
witches. This series is used in the
1. Maqlu
deUvering of sufferers from witches or
sorcerers.
Shurpu is another word for burning, and this
series also deals much in symbolic burnings and
for the same purposes as the former.
2. Shurpu
In these incantations we make the
acquaintance of a large number of
strange demons such as the rabisn, a demon that
springs unaw-ares on its -victims; the labarlu, which
attacks women and children; and the lilu and the
lilitu, to w-hich reference has been made before,
and the utuku, a strong demon.
These incantations are for the most part a
wretched jargon w-ithout meaning, and a sad commentary on the low position occupied by the
religion which has attained such noble heights as
that represented in the hymns and prayers. It is
strange that the higher forms of religion were not
able to drive out the lower, but these incantations
continued to be carefully copied and used down to
the very end of the Bab commonwealth.
VIL The Last
Things.—In
Babylonia, the
great question of aU the ages—"If a man die shall
he Uve again?"—was asked and an attempt made
to answer it. The answer was usually sad and
depressing. After death the souls of men were
supposed to continue in existence. It can hardly
be caUed Ufe. The place to which they have gone
is called the "land of no return." There they
lived in dark rooms amid the dust and the bats
covered w-ith a garment of feathers, and under the
dominion of Nergal and Ereshkigal. When the
soul arrived among the dead he had to pass judgment before the judges of the dead, the Annunaki,
but little has been preserved for us concerning the
manner of this judgment. There seems to have
been at times an idea that it might be possible for
the dead to return again to Ufe, for in this underworid there was the water of life, which was used
when the god Tammuz returned again to earth.
The Babylonians seem not to have attached so
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much importance to this after-existence as did the
Egyptians, but they did praetieo burial and not
creniation, and placed often with the dead articles
which might be used in his future e.xistence. In
earlier times the dead were buried in their own
houses, and among the rich this custom seems to
have prevaUed until the very latest times. For
others the custom of burying in an acropolis was
adopted, and near the city of Kutha was an acropolis which was especially famous. In the future
world there seem to have been distinctions made
aniong the dead. Those who feU in battle seem to
have had speci;d favor. They received fresh water
to drink, while tho.se who had no posterity to put
offerings at their graves suffered sore and many
deprivations. It is to be hoped that later di.sco\'eries of religious texts may shed more light
upon this phase of tlie rehgion wliich is still obscure.
VIII. Myths and Epics.—In ancient religions the
myth fills a very important place, serving many
of the functions of dogma in iiiodein rehgions.
These myths have come down to us associated
usually with epics, or made a part of ancient
stories which b( long to the library of Ashurbanipal.
Most of them have been copied from earlier Bab
originals, which go back in origin to the wonderful
period of intellectual and political development
which began with Hammurabi. The most interesting of those which have been preserved for us
are the stori/- of Adapa and the story of GUgames.
This same divine being Adapa, son of Ea, was employed in Ea's temple at Eridu supplying the
ritual bread and water. One day, while fishing in
the sea, the south wind swept sharply upon him,
overturned his boat, and he fell into the sea, the
"house of the fishes." Angered by his misfortune,
he broke the wings of the south wind, and for seven
days it w-as unable to bring the comfort of the sea
coolness over the hot land. And Anu said:
"Why has the south wind for seven days not blown
over the land?"
His messenger Ilabrat answered him:
"My Lord,
Adapa, the son of Ea, hath broken the wing of
The south wind."
Then Anu ordered the culprit brought before
him, and before he departed to this ordeal Ea gave
him instructions. He is to go up to the gatekeepers
of heaven, Tammuz and Gish-zida, clad in mourning garb to excite their sympathy. When they
ask why he is thus attired he is to tell them that his
mourning is for two gods of earth who have disappeared (that is, themselves), and then they wiU
intercede for him. Furthermore, he is cautioned
not to eat the food or drink the water that will be
set before him, for E a fears that food and water of
death will be set before him to destroy him. But
exactly the opposite happened. Tammuz and
Gish-zida prevailed in pleading, and Anu said:
"Bring for him food of hfe that he may eat it."
They brought him food of life, but he did not eat.
They brought him water of Ufe, but he did not
drink. They brought him a garment; he put it
on. They brought him oil; he anointed himself
with it.
Adapa had obeyed E a hterally, and by so doing
had missed the priceless boon of immortality.
Some of the motives in this beautfful myth are
similar to those found in Gen. Food of Ufe seems
to belong to the same category as the tree of life in
Gen. The Bab doctrine was that man, though of
Divine origin, did not share in the Divine attribute
of immortahty. In the Gen story Adam lost immortahty because he desired to become Uke God.
Adapa, on the other hand, was already endow-ed
with knowledge and wisdom and failed of immor-
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taUty, not because he was disobedient Uke Adam,
but because he was obedient to E a his creator.
The legend would seem to be the Bab attempt to
explain death.
The greatest of all the Bab epics is the story of
GUgames, for in it the greatest of the myths seem
to pour into one great stream of epic. I t was
•written upon twelve big tablets in the Ubrary of
Ashurbanipal, some of which have been badly
broken. It was, however, copied from earUer
tablets which go back to the First Dynasty of
Babylon. The whole story is interesting and
important, but its greatest significance Ues in the
eleventh tablet which contains a description of the
great flood and is curiously paraUel to the Flood
story in the Book of Gen.

The Deluge Tablet.
IX. The Astral Theory of the
Universe.—We
have now passed in re-view the main features ot
the Bab and Assyr reUgion. We have come all the
way frona a primitive animism to a higher organized
polytheism 'with much theological speculation
ending in a hope for existence after death, and we
must now ask whether there is any great organizing
idea which will bring aU this reUgion and speculation into one great comprehensive system. A
theory has been propounded which owes its exposition generaUy to Professor Hugo Winckler of
the University of Berlin, who in a series of volumes and pamphlets has attempted to prove t h a t
the whole of the serious thinking and writing in the
realm of reUgion among both the Babylonians and
Assyrians rests dowm upon a 'Weltanschauung, a
theory of the universe. This theory of Winckler's
has found acceptance and propagation at the hands
of Dr. Alfred Jeremias, and portions of it have
JDeen accepted by other scholars. T h e doctrine
is extremely complicated and even those who accept
it in part dechne it in other parts and the exposition
of it is difficult. In the form which it takes in
the writings of Winckler and Jeremias, it has been
StiU further comphcated quite recently by sundry
alterations which make it still more difficult. Most
of these can only be regarded as efforts to shield
the theory from criticisms which have been successful in pointing out its weakness.
According to Winckler and Jeremias, the BabylotUans conceived of the cosmos as di-vided primarily
into a heavenly and an earthly world, each of
w-hich is further subdi-vided into three parts. The
heavenly worid consists of (1) the northern ocean;
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(2) the zodiac; (3) the heavenly ocean; while the
earthly world consists of (1) the heaven, i.e. the air
above the earth; (2) the earth itself; (3) the waters
beneath the earth. These great subdivisions were
ruled by the gods Anu in the heaven above, Bel in
the earth and air, and E a in the waters beneath.
More important than these is the zodiac, the
twelve heavenly figures which span the heavens
and through which the moon passes every month,
the sun once a year, and the five great planets
which are 'visible to the naked eye have their
courses. These mo'ving stars serve as the interpreters of the Di'vine will while the fixed stars, so
says Jerennas, are related thereto as the commentary
written on the margin of the Book of Rev. The
rulers of the zodiac are Sin, Shamash and Ishtar,
and according to the law of correspondence, the
Di'vine power marufested in them is identical with
the power of Anu, Bel and Ea. The zocUac represents the world-cycle in the year, and also in the
world-year, one of these gods may represent the
total Di'vine pow-er which reveals itseff in the cycle.
By the side of these three. Sin, Shamash and Ishtar, which represent respectively the moon, sun
and Venus, there are arranged Marduk which is
Jupiter, Nabu which is Mercury, Ninib which is
IMars, and Nergal which is Saturn, these being the
planets known to the ancients. Now upon these
foundations, according to Winckler, and his school,
the ancient priests of Babylonia built a closely knit
and carefuUy thought-out world-system of an
astral character, and this world-system forms the
kernel of the ancient and oriental conception of the
universe. This conception of the universe as a
double-sided principle is of tremendous importance.
First, the heavenly world 'with its three cU'visions
corresponds exactly to t h e earthly world -with its
three di-visions. Everything on earth corresponds
to its counterpart in heaven. The heavens are a
mirror of earth, and in them the gods reveal their
will and purpose. Everything which has happened is only an earthly copy of the heavenly
original. It is still written in the heavens above
and still to be read there. All the myths and aU
the legends, not only of Babylonia, but of all the
rest of the ancient world, are to be interpreted in
accordance with this theory; nothing even in history is to be understood otherwise. "An oriental
history without consideration of the 'world, era is
unthinkable. The stars rule the changes of the
times" (Jeremias). The consequences of this
theory are so overpowering that it is difficult to
deal with it in fairness to its authors and in justice
to the enormous labor and knowledge which they
have put upon it.
It is impossible within the reasonable Umits
which are here imposed to cUscuss the theory in
detail, and for our purpose it will be sufficient to
say that to the great majority of modern scholars
who have carefully considered it in its details it
seems to lack evidence sufficient to support so
enormous a structure. That an astrological structure similar at least to this actuaUy did arise in the
Hellenistic period is not here cUsputed; The sole
dispute is as to the antiquity of it. Now it does
not appear t h a t Winckler and Jeremias have been
able to produce proof, first, that the Babylonians
had enough knowledge of astronomy before the
7th cent. BC to have constructed such a system;
and in the second place, there is no e'vidence
t h a t all the Bab gods had an astral character
in the earUer period. On t h e contrary, there seems,
as we _ have already attempted to show in the
discussion of the pantheon, to be good reason to
beheve that many of the deities had no relation
whatever to the stars in early times, but were rather
gods of vegetation or of water or of other natural
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forces -visible in carthl3' manifest ;itions. The
theory indeed 111:13- be said to have broken down by
its own weight, for Winckler and Jeremias attcmiited
to show- that this the((i3- of the universe spread to
Israel, to the Greeks and to the Romans, and that
it affortis the onlv satisfaclor3- explanalion of the
rehgion and of the history of the entire ancient
world. An attcmpi has been made similar Id jirevious abortive eft'orts to unlock all the doors of the
ancient past with one key (see an iuteresling
example cited in Kogens, Religion, of Babylonia
and As.'iyria, 224-2.")), Instead of gaining adherence in recent times, the theory would appear
to have lost, and e\-eii those w-ho have gi\'en a
tentative adherence to its claims, eauti()usl3- quahty
the extent of their submission,
X. The Relations with the Religion of Israel.—
No question coiieeruing the religion of Babylonia
and .\ssyria is of so great interest and importance
to students of the Bible as the question of the
relation between this religion and the faith of Job,
as professed b3- Isr:iel. It seems now to be clearly
demonstrated that the religion of Israel has borrowed various liten-ary materials from its more
ancient neighbor. The stories of creation and of
the flood, both of them, as far as the literar3- contents are concerned, certainl3- rest upon Bab originals. This dependence has, how-ever, been exaggerated b3' some scholars into an attemiit to ileiiionstrate that Israel took these materials bodih',
whereas the close shifting and comparison to which
they have been sulijeeted in the past few 3-ears
would seem to demonstrate be3-ond peradventure
that Israel stamped whatever she borrowed with
her own genius and wove an entirely new fabric.
Israel used these ancient narratives as a vehicle
for a higher and purer religious faith. T h e material w-as borrow-ed, the sjiirit belonged to Israel,
and the spirit was Divdne. Words and literary
materials were secured from Babylonia, but the
rehgious and spiritual came from Israel and from
Israel's God. The w-ord Sabbath is Bab indeed,
but the great social and religious institution which
it represents in Israel is not Bab b u t distinctively
Heb. The Divdne name Yahw-eh appears among
other peoples, passes over into Babylonia and
afterward is used by Israel, b u t the spiritual God
who bears the name in Israel is no Bab or Kenite
deity. The Babylonians, during all their history
and in all their speculations, never conceived a
god Uke unto Him. He belongs to t h e Hebrews
alone.
The gods of Babylonia are connected, as we have
seen, with primitive animism or they are merely
local deities. The God of Israel, on the other
hand, is a God revealed in history. He brought
Israel out of Egypt. He is continually made
known to His people through the prophets as a
God revealed in history. His rehgion is not developed out of Bab polytheism which existed as P0I3-theism in the earliest periods and endured as polytheism unto the end. The religion of Israel, on
the other hand, though some of its material origins
are humble, moved steadily onward and upward
untU the great nionorheislic idea found universal
acceptance in Isi',a,el. The religions of Philistia
and Phoenicia, Moab, and of Edom, were subject
to the same play of influences from Babylonia and
Egypt, but no larger faith developed out of them.
In Israel alone ethical monotheism arose, and ethical
monotheism has no roots in Babylonia. The study
of the reUgion of Babylonia is indeed of the highest
importance for the understanding of Israel's faith,
but it is of less importance than .some modern
scholars have attempted to demonstrate.
LiTEH.VTURE.—L. W . K i n g , Bab Religion

and

.Mythology,

wndon, 1899; M. Jastrow, Jr., The Religion of Baby-
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lonia and Assyria. Boston, 1898 (completely revised by
the author and tr<i iiilo German under the title Die
hcligion Bebylonicns und Asmirii-ns, Giessen. appearing
in parts, aiid sedn to be rempletcd. This is the standard
b o o k o n t h e s u b j e c t l ; li()<;ei-s, The Religion of
Babylonia
an,I .issyiia.
E„p. in It-, Relation to Israel, NevT Y o r k ,
I'.KIS: l l e n i u i n n S c h e e i d e r , Kullur
und Denken
der

Baiiiiliinii, and Juden, Leipzig, I9I0: R, P. Dhorme,
/ (( nliiiiun
assiino-babylonienne,
Paris. 1910. D e t a i l e d
lit (dl (he separate pluises of the reUgion will be foimd in
these books,
R O B E R T W . ROGEHS

BABYLONIAN CAPTIVITY.

See CAPTIVITY.

BABYLONIANS, bab-i-lo'iii-anz: The inhabitants (d BAIIYLONIA ((|,V.). They were among the
('((loiiists plaiiled in Samaria by tho Assyrians
(Ezr 4 9). "The likeness of the Babylonians in
Chaldea" (Ezk 23 l.'i) refers to the pictures which
W(a'e common on the walls of Bab palaces, and the
reports of them being heard in Jerus, or copies of
llieni seen there, awakened the nation's desire for
these unknou-n lovers, which Judah had ample occasion to rejK ait of (vs 17,2:3; cf2 K 24).
BABYLONISH GARMENT, bab-i-ld'nish gar'ment: In .VV, Josh 7 21, for BABYLO.XISH M A N T L E ,

which see.
BABYLONISH MANTLE, man't'l (AV Babylonish Garment): One of the articles taken by
-Vchan from the spoil of Jericho (Josh 7 21). In
the Heb "a mantle of Shinar." Entirely gratuitous
is the suggested correction of Shinar to se'dr, making "a hairy mantle," The Gr has psilt-n poikilcn,
w-hich Jos apparently understood to mean "a royal
garment all w-oven out of gold" (Ant, V, i, 10).
The Vulg culls it a ''scarlet paUium," and some of
the rabbinical traditions make it a purple robe.
Such classical writers as Pliny and Martial speak
of the weaving of embroidered stuffs as a famous
industry of Babylonia. Many tablets that have
been deciphered indicate that the industry was indeed w-idely extended, that its costly products w-ere
of great variety and that some of them were exported to distant markets; in fine, that the account
in Joshua is characterized by great verisimiUtude.
W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

BACA, ba'ka ( S ? 3 , bdkhd'): In AV in Ps 84 6,
where RV has "the vaUey of Weeping," with a
marginal variant which is best put in the form, "the
valley of the balsam-trees." 'The word is elsewhere
used only in the duphcated account of one of David's
battles (2 S 5 23.24; 1 Ch 14 14.15). There the
tr is "the mulberi-y trees," with "the balsam-trees"
in the margin in RV. Conjecturally the word is,
by variant spelUng, of the stem which denotes
w-eeping; the tree is called "weeper" from some
habit of the trickling of its gum or of the moisture
on it; the valley of weeping is not a geographical
locality, but a. picturesque expression for the experiences of those w-hose strength is in Jeh, and who
through His grace find their sorrows changed into
blessuigs.

W I L L I S J.

BEECHER

BACCHIDES, bak'i-dez (BaKx£8ris, Bakchides):
B., ruler over Mesopotamia and a faithful friend of
both Antiochus Epiphanes and Demetrius Soter,
established at the retjuest of the latter the rulership
over Judaea for Alcimus, who, desiring to become
high priest, had made false accusations against
Judas Maccabee (1 Maco 7 Sff; Ant, X I I , x, 2)
B. is sent the second time to Judaea after the Sjrrian
general Nicanor was killed near Adasa and Judas
AIa((cabee had gained control of the government
(1 Maec 9 1 ff; Ant, X I I , x). B. after an unsuccc:ssful battle near Bethbasi was forced to make
peace with Jonathan, the brother of Judas Maccabee (1 Mace 9 .58 ff; Ant, X I I I , i). In .1 Mace
10 12 and 2 Mace 8 30 reference is made to the
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strongholds B. built during his 2d campaign against
Jerus

(1 Mace 9 50).

Cf

-V.LCI]MUS; BETHBASI;

JONATHAN M A C C A B E E ; J U D A S M A C C A B E E ; -VDASA;
NICANOR.
A. L. BRESLICH

BACCHURUS, ba-ku'rus (BaKxoiJpos, Bakchouros): One of the "holy singers" who p u t away
his "strange wife" (1 Esd 9 24). Omitted in
Ezr 10.
BACCHUS, bak'us (Aiovuo-os, Dionusos; later
BciKxos, the Feast of Bacchus; Aiovvo-ia, Dionusia):
The god of wine. His worship had extended over the whole Gr and Rom world cents,
before the Christian era, and had degenerated into
an orgy of drunkenness and unnamable immoralities,
possibly under the influence of oriental Baal worship, such as the Heb prophets condemned. I t has
been surmised that Dionysus was originally not a
Gr, but an oriental deity. His worship had been
introduced into Egypt, perhaps by the Ptolemies,
and Ptolemy Philopator (222-204 BC) had branded
the Jews there with his emblem, the sign of the ivy.
When Antiochus Epiphanes made his assault upon
Jerus in the 3'ear 168 BC, he determined to extirpate the worship of Jeh, which he recognized as the
st rength of the Jewish resistance, and to replace it by
Gr religion. All worship of Jeh and the observance
of Jewish rites, such as the Sabbath and circumcision, were prohibited. Heathen worship was
set up all over Judaea, and in the temple at Jerus
on the altar of burnt offering an altar to Jupiter
was erected, "the abomination that maketh desolate" (Dnl 11 31), and a swine was sacrificed upon it
(see .VBO.MINATION OF DESOLATIOX).

The immoral

practices associated with heathen worship in those
days established themselves in the temple. When
this feast of Bacchus (Dion3-sus) with all its revelry
came round, the Jews were compelled to go in procession in honor of Bacchus (Dion3'sus), wearing
wreaths of ivy,the emblem of the god (2 Mace 6 7).
Some years later, when the w-orship of Jeh had been
restored, Nicanor the general of Demetrius I, in
conducting the war against Judas Maccabaeus,
threatened the priests that, unless they delivered
Judas up as a prisoner, "he would raze the temple
of God even with the ground, break down the altar,
and erect there a temple unto Bacchus (Dionysus)
for all to see" (2 Mace 14 33).

See DIONYSIA.

LiTEKATURE.—Cheyne, art. "Bacchus," EB; Kent,
Hist of the Jewish People, I, 328-29: Jos, Ant, XII. v, 4.
T.

REES

BACENOR, ba-se'nor (BaKT|vwp, Baktndr): An
officer in the army of Judas Maccabee engaged in
war against Gorgias, governor of Idumaea (2 Maco
12 35). Cf Ant, X I I , viU, 6.
BACHRITE, bak'rit.

See BECHER.

BACK, BACK PARTS:
(1) ( i n s , 'ahar, "back side" as in AV): " H e led
the flock to the back of the wilderness" (Ex 3 1),
i.e. "to t h e pasture-lands on the other side of the
desert from t h e Midianite encampments."
(2) ( " l i n S , 'dhdr, "hinder p a r t , " "the W e s t " ) :
Used of God in an anthropomorphic sense ("Thou
shalt see my back," Ex 33 23) to signify "the afterglow of the Divine radiance," the faint reflection
of God's essential glory. See also Isa 38 17 and
cf 1 K 14 9 and Neh 9 26.
(3) (oma-eev, opislhen, "back side"): "A book
WTitten within and on the back" (Rev 5 1), " b u t
the back of a book is not the same as the reverse
side of a roU. St. John was struck, not only with
the fact that the roll was sealed, but also with the
amount of writing it contained" (HDB, I, 231).
Cf Ezk

2 10.

M. O. E V A N S
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BACKBITE, bak'bit (^J-l, rdghal; 8oX6«, doI6d): To slander the absent, like a dog biting behind
the back, where one cannot see; to go about as a
talebearer. " H e that backbiteth [RV slandereth]
not with his tongue" (Ps 15 3).
Backbiters, bak'bit-erz (Gr KardXaXoi, katdlaloi):
Men who speak against. Vulg "detractors" (Rom
I 30).
Backbiting, bak'bit-ing (IITlD, aether): Adj. "a
backbiting tongue"; Ut. "a tongue of secrecy" (Prov
26 23). KaraXaXtd, katdlalid: subst. " a speaking
against" (2 Cor 12 20; Wisd 1 11); "evU speaking" (1 Pet 2 1).- y'hQicra-a Tplrrj, glossa trite: "a
backbiting tongue" (AV of Ecclus 28 14.15); more
lit. tr'^ in RV "a third person's tongue."
T.

BACKSIDE, bak'sid'.

REES

See BACK.

BACKSLIDE, bak'sUd' (nn^lljn, m'shUbhdh; Hos
I I 7; 14 4,and often in Hos and Jer, 3111t), shdbhdbh; 351115, shdbhebh, in Jer, 4 times: all meaning
"turning back or away," "apostate," "rebeUious."
"TID , sdrar, in Hos 4 16= "stubborn," "rebellious";
RV "stubborn"): In all places the word is used
of Israel forsaking Jeh, and with a reference to the
covenant relation between Jeh and the nation, conceived as a marriage tie which Israel had violated.
Jeh was Israel's husband, and by her idolatries with
other gods she had proved unfaithful (Jer 3 8.14;
14 7; Hos 14 4). I t may be questioned whether
Israel was guilty so much of apostasy and defection,
as of failure to grow with the growing revelation of
God. The prophets saw that their contemporaries
fell far short of their own ideal, but they did not
realize how far their predecessors also had fallen
short of the rising prophetic standard in ideal and
action.

See APOSTASY.

BacksUder, bak'slid'er (3? 510, ^Ugh lebh):
"The backsUder in heart shall be filled with his
own ways" (Prov 14 14). But RV "backslider"
conveys the wrong impression of an apostate. The
Heb expression here implies simply non-adherence
to the right, " T h e bad man reaps the fruits of his
a c t " (Toy, Prov, in l o c ) .

T. R E E S

BADGER, baj'er (ffinn or TlJnPl, tahash or
idhash): The word tahash occurs in the descriptions
of'the tabernacle in Ex 25, 26, 35, 36 and 39, in
the directions for moving the tabernacle as given in
Nu 4, and in only one other passage, Ezk 16 10,
where Jerus is spoken of as a maiden clothed and
adorned by her Lord. In nearly all these passages
the word tahash occurs with'or, "skin," rendered:
AV "badgers' skins," RV "sealskin," RVm "porpoise-skin," L X X dermata huaklnthina.
In all the
passages cited in Ex and N u these skins are mentioned as being used for coverings of the tabernacle;
in Ezk 16 10, for shoes or sandals. The LXX
rendering would mean purple or blue skins, which
however is not favored by Talmudic -writers or by
modern grammarians, who incline to believe that
tahash is the name of an animal. The rendering,
"badger," is favored by the Talmudic writers and
by the possible etymological connection of the word
with the Lat iaxus and the German Dachs. The
main objection seems to be that badgers' skins
would probably not have been easily available to
the Israelites. T h e badger, Aleles Iaxus, while fairly
abundant in Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, does not
seem to occur in Sinai or Eg3'pt.
A seal, Monaehns albiventer (Arab, fukmeh), the
porpoise, Phneonia communis, and the common
dolphin, Delphi nus delphis, are all found in the
Mediterranean. The dugong, Halicore dugong,
inhabits the Indian Ocean and adjoining waters
from the Red Sea to Australia. T h e Arab, tukhas
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or dukhas is near to tahash and is applied to the
dolphin, w-hich is also called delftn. It may be
used also for the porpoise or even the seal, and is
said hj- Tristr;im and others to be applied to the
dugong. The statement of Gesenius (Boston, ISoO,
s,v, "tahash") that the -Vrabs of Sinai wear saiidids
of dugong skin is confirmed by recent travelers,
and is of interest with reference to Ezk 16 10,
"I . . . shod thee with badgers' skin" (AV).
The dugong is a marine animal from 5 to 9 ft, in
length, frequenting the shore and feeding upon seawee(l. It belongs to the order Sirenia.
While
outwardly resembling Celacea (whales and porpoises), the Sirciiia are realh- more allied to the
I'ngulata, or hoofed animals. The dugong of the
Indian Ocean and the manatee of the .Vl lantic and
of certain rivers of -Vfrica and South -Vmerica, are
the only Uving representatives of the Sirenia.
A
third species, the sea-cow- of Bchring Sea, became
extinct in the IStli cent. The seal and porpoise
of the RV, the dolphin, and the dugong are all
of about the same size and all inhabit the seas
bordering on Eg3-pt and Sinai, so t h a t all are possible candidates for identification with the tahash.
Of the four, recent opinion seems most to favor the
dugong,
Mr, S M. Perlmann has suggested (Zoologist,
ser, 4, XII, 2.56, 1908) that the okapi is the animal
mdicated by tahash.
Gesenius (Leipzig, 1005) cites Bondi (Aegyptiaca,
i, ff) who adduces the Egj'p root ths and makes the
expression 'dr tahash mean ''soft-dressed skin."
This suits the context in every passage and is a
very promising explanation. ALFRED E L Y D A Y

Bacchurus

to carry money, or when of silk or cloth, worn in
folds, when the money was carried in the folds.
(3) The smidl "merchant's bag" often knotted
in a handkerchief for cari-N-ing the weiglits, such as
is mentioned in Dt 25 l'.'>: "Thou shalt not have
in thy bag divers weights, a great and a small,"
w-as aiiol,lier variety, I'his too was used as a
"purse," as in the case of the proposed common
purs(( of the wicked mentioned in Prov 1 14:
"We will all have one purse," and sometimes carried in the girdle (cf lsa 46 6),

Bag:

Scrip.

(4) Then there was the "bag" ("ITI^, g'rdr,
rendered "bundle" in Gen 42 '.io) which was the
favorite receptacle for valuables, jeivels, as well
as money, used fig. with fine effect in 1 S 25 29:
"The soul of my lord shall be bound in the bundle
of life" = "life's jewel-case" (see 2 K 12 10 where
the money of the temple was said to be put up
"tied u p " in bags). This was a "bag" that could
be tied with a string: "Behold, every man's bundle
of money was in his sack," and (cf Prov 7 20)
"He hath taken a bag of money with him" (cf Hag
1 6: "earneth wages to put it into a bag with holes").
A seal was sometimes put on the knot, w-hich
BAEAN, be'an (ulol Balav, huioi Baian; AV occasions the figure of speech used in Job (14 16.17),
"Dost thou not watch over my sin? My transBean; 1 IVlacc 5 4): -V tribe mentioned only
gression is sealed up in a bag," i.e. it is securely
because of its malignant hatred of the Jews. Its
kept and reckoned against me (cf also 1 S 9 7; 21
aggressive hostilit3' against their religion and the
rebuil(Ung of their sanctuary duphcated the con- 5 where the Heb "'bs, kill, is rendered by "vessels"
spiracy of Sanballat and his confederates against
and stands for receptacles for carrying food, not
the restoration of Jerus and the temple in the days
necessarily bags).
of Nehemiah (cf Neh 4 7,8), Utterly exterminated
(5) Another Heb word '[3"in, hdrlt; Arab, haritat,
by Judas -Maccabaeus who burned ahve, in towers,
is used, on the one hand, for a "bag" large enough
many of the imprisoned people. See M-iON.
to hold a talent of silver (see 2 K 5 23, "bound
two talents of silver in two bags"), and on the other,
BAG: Bags of various kinds are mentioned in
for a dainty lady's satchel, such as is found in Isa
the Eng. Bible, but often in a way to obscure rather
3 22 (wrongly rendered "crisping pins" in -VV).
than tr the original.
This is the most adequate Heb word for a large
(1) "Bag" is used for a Heb word which means
bag.
a shepherd's "bag," rendered "wallet" in RV.
(6) The " b a g " which Judas carried (see Jn 12
This "bag" of the shepherd or "haversack" of the
6 AV, "He was a thief and had the bag"; cf 13 29)
traveler was of a size sufficient for one or more days'
was in realits^ the small "lio:c" (RVm) originally
provisions. It was made of the skin of animals,
used for holding the mouthpieces of wind instruordinarily undressed, as most of the other "bags"
ments (Kennedy, in l-vol HDB).
The Heb
of ancient times w-ere, and w-as carried slung across
(T3"](S!, 'argdz, found only here) of 1 S 6 8,
the shoulder. This is the "scrip for the journey"
rendered "coffer" in EV and tr'^ yXonabKoyov,
(itripa, ptra) mentioned in Mt 10 10 and || (-VV). gliissi/komon, by Jos, ap]iears to stand for a small
("Scrip" is OE, now obsolete,) A unique word
"ch(-'st," used to hold the gold figures sent by the
appears in 1 S 17 40,49 which had to be explained
Philis as a guilt offering. It is from a word that
even to Heb readers by the gloss, "the shepherd's means "to wag," "to move to and fro"; cf the simibag," but which is Ukewdse rendered "waUet" by the
lar word in Arab, meaning a bag filled with st(3nes
ARV.
hung at the side of the camel to "preserve" equilib(2) "Bag'' translates also a word (^aXKdvTiov, rium (Gesenius). But the same word Jos uses is
ialUntion) which stands for the more finished
found in modern Gr and means "purse" or "bag"
leather pouch, or satchel which served as a "purse"
(Hatch). Later to "carry the bag" came to mean
(see Christ's words, Lk 10 4 A V : "Carry neither
to be treasurer.
GEO. B . EAGER
purse, nor scrip," and 12 33 AV: "Provide yourselves bags which wax not old"). The word renBAGGAGE, bag'aj:
dered^ " p u r s e " in Mt 10 9: " G e t you no gohl,
(1) C^bS , k'li, "the impedimenta of an a r m y " ) :
nor silver, nor brass in your parses"; Mk 6 8:
'^0 money in their purse," is a different weycA "David left his b. in the hand of the keeper of the
entirely Cgilivri, zone), the true rendering of which b " (1 S 17 22); "at Michmash he layeth up his
IS "girdle" (RVm), The oriental "girdle," though b ' (Isa 10 28). ARV gives b, for "stuff" at
1 S 10 22; 25 13; 30 24.
sometimes of crude leather, or woven camel's hair
(2) (dn-oiTKevfi, aposkeut: "Beside the b . " (Jth 7
(see GIRDLE), was often of fine material and elegant
Workmanship, and was either made hoUow so as 2), "a great ado and much b . " (1 Mace 9 35.39),

Bago
Balance
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BAKING, bak'ing. See BREAD.
"the women and the chUdren and also t h e b . ' ' (AV
"and other b . " ; 2 Mace 12 21).
BAKING
PAN. See BBE.^D; P A N .
(3) (dToa-Kevd^opai, aposkeuAzomai, "to make ready
for leaving," "to pack up baggage"): "We took up
BALAAM, ba'lam (Oyb?, bil'dm, "devourer"):
[made ready RVm] our b . " (Acts 21 15, AV "carriages"), i.e. what they could carry = Eng. "lug- The son of Beor, from a city in Mesopotamia
called Pethor, a man possessing the gift of prophec3-,
gage" ; but others understand t h e term of the loading
w-hose remarkable history may be found in Nu 22
of the baggage animals.
M. O. EVANS
2—24 25; cf 31 8,16; D t 23 4; Josh 13 22; 24 9;
Neh 13 2; Mic 6 5; 2 Pet 2 15; Jude ver 11;
BAGO, ba'g5 (A, Bayd, Bagd; B, BavaC, Ba-nal =
Rev 2 14.
Bigvai [Ezr 8 14]): The descendants of B. returned
with Ezra t o Jerus (1 Esd 8 40).
When t h e children of Israel pitched their tents
in t h e plains of Moab, the iVIoabites entered into
BAGOAS, ba-go'as (Ba-yuas, Bagoas):
The
some sort of an alliance w-ith the
eunuch in charge of the household of Holofernes
1. History Midianites. At the instigation of
whom the latter engaged to bring Judith to his
Balak, at that time king of the Mo;d)palace (Jth 12 11 ff; 13 1.3; 14 14). Cf JUDITH.
ites, the elders of the two nations were sent to
Balaam t o induce him, by means of a bribe, to
BAGOI, bag'6-i (A, Bayot, Bagoi; B, Boo-aC,
pronounce a curse on the advancing hosts of the
Bosai = Bigvai [Ezr 2 14; Neh 7 19]): The de- Israehtes. But in compliance with God's comscendants of B. returned wdth Zerubbabel to Jerus mand B. refused to go w-ith the elders. Quite
(1 Esd 5 14).
different w-as the result of a second request enhanced by the higher rank of the messengers and
BAHARUMITE, ba-ha'rum-It, BARHUMITE,
by the more alluring promises on the part of Balak.
biir-hu'mit (1 Ch 11 33; 2 S 23 31): A native
Not only did God permit B. to go with the men,
of BAHDRIM (q.v.).
but he actually commanded him to do so, cautionBAHURIM, ba-hu'rim ( D i n n ? , bahurlm; Ba- ing him, however, to act according to further inot)p£C|i, Baourdm, usually, but there are variants): structions. While on his way to Balak, this injunction was strongly impressed on the min 1 of
A place in t h e territory of Benjamin which lay on
B. by the strange behavior of his ass and by his
an old road from Jerus to Jericho followed by Da\dd
encounter with the Angel of the Lord.
in his flight from Absalom (2 S 15 32—16 Sff).
Accompanied by Balak who had gone out to
It ran over the Mount of Olives and down the
slopes t o the E. The Talm identifies it with Ale- meet the prophet, B. came to Kiriath-huzoth. On
the next morning he w-as brought up "into the
math, the modern Almlt, about a mile l:)e3-ond
'Andld, going from Jerus. If this identification is high places of Baal" commanding a partial view of
the camp of t h e Israelites. But instead of a curse
correct, 'Wddy Fdrah may be the brook of water
(2 S 17 20). Here Paltiel w-as parted from his he pronounced a blessing. From there he was
w-ife Michal by Abner (2 S 3 16). It w-as the taken to the top of Peor, yet this change of places
and external view-s did not alter the tendency of
home of Shimei, who ran along a ridge of the hill
B.'s parables; in fact, his spirit even soared to
cursing and throwing stones at the fugitive king
greater heights and from his lips fell glowing words
(2 S 16 5; 1 K 2 8). I n Bahurim Jonathan and
of praise and admiration, of benediction and glori.Ahimaaz, t h e messengers of David, were concealed
in a well by a loyal woman (2 S 17 18 ff). Az- ous prophecy. This, of course, fully convinced Balak
t h a t all further endeavors to persuade the seer to
maveth, one of David's heroes, w-as a native of
comply wdth his wishes would be in vain, and the
Bahurim. In 2 S 23 31 we should read, as in
two parted.
1 Ch 11 33, Barahumite.
W. EWING
Nothing else is said of B., until w-e reach Nu 31.
BAITERUS, ba-i'ter-us (Baixupois, Bailerous; Here in ver 8 we are told of his violent death at
AV Meterus): The descendants of B. returned with the hands of the Israelites, and in ver 16 we learn
of his shameful counsel which brought disgrace and
Zerubbabel to Jerus (1 Esd 5 17). Omitted in
disaster into the ranks of the chosen people.
Ezr 2 and Neh 7.
Now-, there are a number of interesting problems
connected with this remarkable story. We shall
BAJITH, ba'jith. See B.WITH,
try t o solve at least some of the more
BAKBAKKAR, bak-bak'ar ( n ] S 3 - 3 , bakhakkar, 2. Probimportant ones.
lems
(1) Was B. a prophet of Jeh?
"investigator"): A Levite (1 Ch 9 15).
For an answer we must look to Nu
22-24. Nowhere is he called a prophet. He is
BAKBUK, bak'buk (P^3p5, bakbUk, "bottle"
perhaps onomatopoetical, referring to t h e clucking introduced as the son of Beor and as a man reputed
to be of great personal power (cf Nu 22 &>). The
noise created by the pouring out of t h e contents of
cause of this is t o be found in the fact that he
a bottle = Acub [1 Esd 5 31]): The descendants of
B. returned 'svith Zerubbabel to Jerus (Ezr 2 5 1 ; had intercourse of some kind with God (cf Nu 22
9.20; 22 22-35; 23 4; 23 16). Furthermore, it is
Neh 7 53).
interesting to note how B. was enabled to dehver
BAKBUKIAH, bak-bli-ki'a ( " I ' i ^ S - ? , hakhtikydh, his parables. First it is said: " A n d Jeh put
a w-ord in B.'s mouth" (Nu 23 5; cf ver 16), a
"the Lord pours o u t " ) :
(1) A Levite who "dwelt in Jerus'' after the re- procedure seemingly rather mechanical, while
nothing of t h e kind is mentioned in Nu 24. Inturn from Babylon (Neh 11 17),
stead we meet with the remarkable sentence: "And
(2) A Le-vite w-ho returned with Zerubbabel to
when B. saw that it pleased Jeh to bless Israel,
Jerus (Neh 12 9).
he w-ent not, as at the other times, to meet
(3) A Levite and porter keeping "the watch at
w-ith enchantments
. . " (Nu 24 1), and then:
the store-houses of the gates" (Neh 12 25),
"the Spirit of God came upon him" (ver 2b). AU
BAKEMEATS, bak'mets: Only in Gen 40 17 this is very noteworthy and highly instructive,
esp. if we compare with it vs 3 RVm and 4: "The
AV and ERV. "All manner of baked food for
Pharaoh" ARV. An3' kind of meat baked or
man w-hose eye is opened saith; he saith, who hearcooked. See BREAD; FOOD.
eth the words of God, who seeth the vision of the
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Almighty,'' etc. T h e inference is plain enough:
B. knew the Lord, the Jeh of the Israelites, but his
knowledge w-as dimmed and corrupted by heathen
conceptions. He knew enough of God to obey Him,
yet for a long time he hoped to win Him over to
ids own selfish plan (cf 23 4). Through liberal
sacnlices he expected to influence God's actions.
Bearing this in mind, we see the import of Nu i.4 1.
After fruitless efforts to cajole God into an attitude
favorable to his hidden purpose, he for a time became a prophet of t h e Lord, 3'iekling to tho ennobling influences of His spirit. Here was a chance
for his better natm-e to assert itself permanentl3and to triumph over the dark forces of paganisni.
Did he improve this (Spportunitv? lie did not
(cf Xu 31 8,16).
(2) Is the B. of N u 22-24 identical w-ith t h e
person of the same name mentioned in N u 31?
Quite a number of scholars den3- it, or, to be more
accurate, there are according to their theory two
accounts of B.: the one in Nu 22-24 being favorable to his character, and the other in N u 31 being
quite the reverse. I t is claimed the two accounts
could only be made to agree by modifjdng or
eliminating Nu 24 25. Now-, w-e belie\-e that
Nu 31 16 actually docs modify t h e report of B.'s
return contained in N u 24 25. T h e children of
Israel slew- B. with t h e sw-ord (Nu 31 8). Why?
Because of his counsel of ver 16. We maintain
that the author of 24 25 had this fact in mind when
he wrote the 1st ver of Nu 25: "-Ind
. . the
people began to play the harlot," etc. Thus, he
closely connects t h e report of B.'s return wdth
the narrative contained in N u 25. Therefore we
regard Nu 31 S.16 as supplementary to N u 2 2 24. But here is another question:
(3) Is the narrative in N u 22-24 t h e result of
combining different traditions? I n a general way,
we may answer this question in t h e affirmative,
and only in a general way w-e can distinguish between two main sources of tradition. But we maintain that they are not contradictory to each other,
but supplementary.
(4) What about t h e talking of t h e ass and t h e
marvelous prophecies of B.? We would suggest
the foUowing explanation. By influencing the
soul of B., God caused him t o interpret correctly
the inarticulate sounds of the animal. God's acting on the soul and through it on the inteUect and
on the hearts of men—this truth must be also apphed to B.'s wonderful prophetic words. They are
caUed m'shdllm or sayings of --, prophet, a diviner.
In the 1st of these "parables" (Nu 23 7-10) he
briefly states his reasons for pronouncing a blessing;
in the 2d (vs 18-24) he again emphasizes the fact
that he cannot do otherw-ise than bless the Israelites,
and then he proceeds to pronounce t h e blessing
at some gieacer length. I n t h e 3d (Nu 24 3-9)
he describes the glorious state of t h e people, its
developmen-l; and irresistible power. I n the last
four parables (vs 15-24) he partly reveals the
future of Israel and other nations: they are all
to be destroyed, Israel's fate being included in the
allusion to Eber. Now, at last, B. is back again
in his own sphere denouncing others and predicting
awful disasters. (On the " s t a r out of Jacob," ver

Bago
Balance

of God: such is the character of B., the remarkable
O I type and, in a sense, t h e prototype of Judas
Iscariot.
•f" 2 Pet 2 15 B.'s example is used as a means
to illustrate the pernicious influence of insincere
Christian teachers. The author might
4. B. as a have alluded to B. in the passage
Type
immediately preceding 2 Pet 2 15
because of his abominable counsel.
This is done in Rev 2 14. Here, of course, B. is
the type of a teacher of the church who attempts to
adyaiice the cause of God by advocating an unholy
alliance with the ungodly and worldly, and so conforming till- Ufe of the church to t h e spirit of the
flesh.
I.(TERATunK.—Bishop Butlor's Sermo
Balaam":
ICC, " Numbers,"
BALAC, ba'lak.

See BALAK.

WILLIAM B A U R

B A L A D A N , bal'a-dan (TJiiba, bal'ddhan, " H e
[i.e. Merodach] has given a son"): Baladan is said
in 2 K 20 12 and Isa 39 1 to have been the father
of Berodach (?derodach)-Baladan, king of Babylon.
Some have thought that the Bib. writer was wrong
here, inasmuch as it is said in the inscriptions of
Sargon (Annals, 22S, 315; Pr., 1'22), that MerodachBaladan was the son of Yakin. I t is e-vident,
however, from the analogy of Jehu, who is called
by the Assyr kings the son of Omri, that Yakin is
to be looked upon as the founder of the dynasty
or Idngdom, rather than as the father of MerodachBaladan. _ The Bilh Yakin, over which MerodachBaladan is said to have been king, corresponds
exactly to the phrase Bith Khumria, or House of
Omri, over which Jehu is said to have ruled. There
is no reason, then, for supposing that there is an
error in either case. There is, however, good
reason for belie-ving that the Merodach-Baladan
of the Book of Kings was the son of another king
of the same name. That only the latter part of
the father's name is here mentioned may be compared with the Shalman of Hos 10 14 for the more
fully written Shalmaneser of 2 K 17 3 ; and with
the Jareb of Hos 5 13 and 10 6, probably for
Sennacherib. Such abbre-viation of proper names
was usual among the Ass3Tians and Babylonians.
See Tallquist, Namenbuch, xiv-xix.
R, D I C K WILSON-

BALAH, ba'la (Hba, balah; B u U , BdU):
A
place, unidentified, in the territory of Simeon
(Josh 19 3), called Bilhah in 1 Ch 4 29. I t may
be identical with Baalah in Judah (Josh 15 29).
BALAK, ba'lak ( p b 3 , hdldk, ''devastator" or
"one who lays waste"): Mentioned in connection
with the story of Balaam (Nu 22-24; cf Josh 24 9;
Jgs 11 25; 'Mic 6 5; Rev 2 14), He was the
Idng of Moab who hired Balaam to pronounce a
curse on the Israelites. See BALAAJI.
BALAMON, bal'a-mon (BaXajimv,
BalamSn;
AV Balamo): In the field between Balamon and
Dothaim Manasses, the husband of Judith, was
buried (Jth 8 3). Cf Baal-hamon (Cant 8 11).

17, see As'i-HONOMf, U, 9; STAR OF THE M A G I . )

This may furnish us a clue to his character. It,
indeed, remains "instructively composite." A
soothsayer who might have become
3- B.'s
a prophet of t h e Lord; a man who
Character loved t h e wages of unrighteousness,
and yet a m a n who in one supreme
jnoment of his Ufe surrendered himself to God's
Mly Spirit; a person cumbered with superstition,
covetousness and even wickedness, and yet capable
of performing the highest service in the kingdom

BALANCE, bal'ans: The Eng. word "balance"
is from the Lat bitanx= "having two scales" (bi =
"two" and fa/ix= "plate," or "scale','). I t is used
to render three Heb words: (1) U^'^JiA'a , md'znayim
(Lev 19 36; Job 6 2; Ps 62 9; Prov 11 1; Isa 40
12.15; Jer 32 10, etc); (2) n : ^ , kaneh (Isa 46 6),
and (3) o b s , pele.^ (Prov 16 11). I t is found in the
sing., e.g. " a just balance" (Prov 16 11); " a pair
of balances" (Rev 6 5, etc), as weU as in the plur,.

Balance
Bamoth
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e.g. " j u s t balances" (Lev 19 36), "weighed in the
balances" (Dnl 6 27, etc).

^Ill

^^

Balance (from Egyptian Tomb).
(1) The "balances" of the ancient Hebrews
differed httle, ff at all, from those used by the
Egyptians (Wilkinson, Anc.
Egypt
1. Balances [1878], II, 246 f). They consisted,
among the probably, of a horizontal bar, either
Ancient
pivoted on a perpendicular rod (see
Hebrews;
Erman, Aegypten, I, 615 for similar
the Parts,
Egyp balances), or suspended from
etc
a cord and held in the hand, the
more primitive form. At the ends of
the bar were pans, or hooks, from which the things
to be weighed were suspended, sometimes in bags.
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(2) The weights were of stone at first and are so
named in D t 25 13 AVm. A pair of scales (AV "a
pair of balances") is used in Rev 6 5 by a figure of
speech for the balance as a whole; only once is the
beam so used, in Isa 46 6, lit. "weigh silver in
the beam." Abraham, we are told (Gen 23 16),
"weighed the silver."
The basis and fountain-head of all systems of
weights and measurements is to be traced, it is now
thought, to Bab3'lonia; but ihe primi2. Probably tive instruments and systems were
of Bab
subject to many modifications as they
Origin
entered other regions and passed into
the derivative systems. The Rom
"balance" is the same as our .steelyard (vulgarly
caUed "stillyards"). Cf the Chinese, Danish, etc.
Though the "balances" in ancient times were
rudely constructed, the weighing could be done
quite accurately, as may be seen in
3. The
the use of equally primitive balances
System of in the East today. But the system
Weighing
was liable to fraud. A "false balance"
Liable to
might be lit. one so constructed that
Fraud
the arms were of unequal length, when
the longer arm would be intended, of
course, for the article to be weighed. The system
w-as liable, however, to various other subtle abuses
then as now; hence the importance in God's
sight of "true w-eights" and a "just balance" is
enforced again and again (see Lev 19 36; Prov 11
1; 16 11; 20 23; Am 8 5; Mic 6 11, etc).
"-•V false balance is an abomination to Jehovah"
(Prov 11 1; cf 20 23), and "a just balance and scales
are Jehovah's" (Prov 16 11). Hos(12
4. "Wicked 7) condemns "the balances ot deceit" in
Balances" the hand of the wicked; Am (8 5 AV)
Condenmed cries out upon "falsifying the balances
by deceit," and Mic (6 11) denounces
"wicked balances." Indeed, the righteousness of a
just balance and true weights, and the iniquity of
false ones are everywhere emphasized by the lawmakers, prophets and moral teachers of Israel, and
the preacher or teacher who would expose and
denounce such things in God's name today need be
at no loss for texts and precedents. See WEIGHTS
AND M E A S U R E S .

LITERATURE.—-Wilkinson. Ancient Egypt; Erman,
Egypt; Lepsius, Denfcmdler; and arts, on "Balance,"
etc, in DB, EB, Jew Enc, HDB, EB, etc.
G E O . B . EAGER

BALANCINGS, bal'ans-ins: "The balancings of
the clouds" (Job 37 16), the manner in which they
are poised and supported in the air, alike with their
mysterious spreadings and motions, challenge the
strongest intellect to explain.
BALASAMUS, ba-las'a-mus.
BALD LOCUST, bold lo'kust.

Assyrian Balance (from Sculptures at Khorsabad).
A good description of the more developed and final
form is this: A beam with its fulcrum in the middle
and its arms precisely equal. From the ends of the
arms were suspended two scales, the one to receive
the object to be weighed, the other the counterpoise, or weight.

See BAALSAMUS.
See LOCUST.

BALDNESS, bold'ness ( n n n ] 5 , korhdh): The
reference in the Bible to baldness is not to the
natural loss of hair, but to baldness produced by
sha'ving the head. This was practised as a mark
of mourning for the dead (Lev 21 5; Isa 15 2;
22 12); as the result of any disaster (Am 8 10;
Mic 1 16). The custom arose from the fact that
the hair was regarded as a special ornament.
I t was the custom of the people of the land, and
the Israelites were strictly forbidden to practise it
(Lev 21 5; Deut 14 1). These are striking passages with reference to the knowledge the Israelites
had concerning the future Ufe. This is saying to
them what Paul said to the Thessalonians (1 Thess
4 13). To call one a "bald head" was an epithet
of contempt, and was sometimes applied to persons
who were not naturally bald. I t was the epithet
appUed by certain infidel young men to Elisha
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(2 K 2 23,24). In a fig. sense it is used to express
the barrenness of the country (Jer 47 5), See
HAIR; SHAVE.

JACOB W . K A P P

BALL, bol ("l^T, dur): -V rare lleb word used
in this sense 011I3- in Isa 22 18, and eoi'ieel I3rendered in -VRV " l i e wdll sureh' wdnd thee round
and round, and toss thee like a ball into a large
country." De Or, Biittelier, Jastrow, following
Talm, regard the noun as kuddur, but perhaps incorrectl3', (See also G-\.'UES.
BALM, biim (^"'.S . g-'rl, ''"iX , gdri;

L X X i<r\Ti.vr\,

rhetine): The name of an (idorifeKdis resin said
to be brought from Gilead b3- Ishmaelite ,Vrabs
on their wa3- to E,gypt iGeii 37 25), It is tr''
"balm" in -'i-V and l\V, bill is called "mastic,'"
RVm, In Gen 43 11 it, is one of the gifts sent by
Jacob to Joseph, and in Ezk 27 17 it, is named as
one of the exports from Judaea to Tyre. ddi((
prophet Jeremiah refers fig. to its medicinal properties as an application to wounds and as a sedative (8 '22; 46 11; 51 81. The name is derived
from a root signif3dng "to leak," and is a]-)plied to
it as being an exudation. There is a sticky, honeyhke gum re^in prepared at the present day al^ Jericho,
extracted from the Balanites Aegyptiaca grown in
the Ghor, and sold to travelers in small tin boxes
as "Balm of GUead," but it is improbable that this
is the real gorl and it has no medicinal value. The
material to which the classic authors applied the
name is that known as Mecca balsam, which is
StUl imported into Eg3-pt from -Arabia, as it was in
early times. This is the exudation from the
Balsamodendron opobalsamum, a native of southern
.Vrabia and -Vb3-ssinia. The tree is small, raggedlooking and with a 3'ellowish bark like that of a
plane tree, and the exudation is said to be gathered
from its smaller branches. -Vt the present day it
grows nowhere in Pal. Dr. Post and other botanists
have sought for it on the Ghor and in Gilead, and
have not found it, and there is no trace of it in the
neighborhood of Jericho, which Pliny says is its
only habitat, Strabo describes it as growing by
the 8Ha of GaUlee, as well as at Jericho, but both
these and other ancient -writers give inconsistent
and incorrect descriptions of the tree evidently at
second hand. We learn from Theophrastus that
many of the spices of the farther East reached the
Mediterranean shore through Pal, being brought
by Arab caravans which would traverse the indefinitel\- bounded tract E, of Jordan to which the name
Gilead is given, and it was probably thus that the
balm received its local name. Mecca balsam is an
orange-yellow, treacly fluid, mildly irritating to the
skin, possibly a w-eak local stimulant and antiseptic,
but of very httle remedial value,
.VLEX. MACALISTER

BALM OF GILEAD: The iieople of Jericho
today prepare for the benefit of ijilgiims a "Balm
of Gilead" from the zakkUm {Balanites Aeggptiuca),
but this has no .serious claims to be the balin of
antiquity. If we are to look beyond the borders
of modern Pal we may credit the tradition w-hich
claims that Mecca balsam, a product of Balsamodendron Gileadense and B opobuh-uiiuiiin, was the
true "balm," and Past (HDB, 1, 2:iii) produces
evidence to show t h a t these plants were once
^own in the Jordan vaUey, Yet another suggestion, made by Lagarde, is t h a t the gon =a-Tupa^, and
if so then "balm" would be the inspissated juice of
the Storax-tree (Styrax oljinnnhs), a common inhabitant of Gilead. See also B.^LM,
E, W

C; Mv,STERMAN

BALNUUS, bal-nu'us (-V, BaXvoBos, Balnouos:
B, BoVvoOs, Balnous = li'innul [Ezr 10 30]): B .
put away his "strange wife" (1 Esd 9 31).

Balance
Bamoth

BALSAM, bol'sam (nffln, hdsdm, D W l , besem;
TiSvcrnaTa,

hediisinata;

0v(i,i<inaTa,

thuiiiidniata):

Is usually "spices" but in RVm (Cant 5 I.IM;
6 2) is rendered as "balsam." It was an ingredieiil, in the anointing ((il of the priests (Ex 25 6;
35 28). The Queen of Shelri brought it as a present
to Solomon (1 K 10 2) in lai'-e quantity (ver 10)
and of afiner quidity (2 Cli 9 ',») iJian that brought
as a regular tribute l)\- other visitors (1 K 10 2,5),
In tho later iiioii irohy Hezekiah had a treasure of
this iierfume (2 Ch 32 27) which ho displaved to
his Bab visitors (lsa 39 2); and after the captivity the priests kept a store of it in the temple
(1 Ch 9 :-!0). ,Ve(--ording tii Ezekiel the Syrians
imported it from Sheba (27 22). d'lieie is a tradition jireservcd in J((S (-!/(/, VIII, vi, 6) that the
Queen of Slieba brought roots of the plant to
Solomon, who grew them in a garden of spices at
Jericho, proliably derived from the references t(( such
a garden in Cant 5 LP!; 6 2. This may be the
source of the statements of Strabo, Trogus and Pliny
quoted above (see HALM). It was probably the
same substance as the BALM described above, but
from the reference in Ex 30 7; 35 8, it may have
been used as a generic name for fra'j;raiit resins.
The root from which the word is derived signifies
"to be fragrant," and fragrant balsams or resins
are known in modern -Vrab, as bahasdn. The trees
called in 2 S 5 2:5,24 (RVm) "balsam-trees" were
certainly not those which vielded this substance,
for there are none in the Sicpchldh, but there are
both mulberry trees and terebinths in the district
between Rephaim and Gezer. When used as a perfume the name bdsdni seems to have been adopted,
but as a medicinal remedy it is c;dled gdrl.
(VLEX, M.ICALISTER

BALTASAR, bal-ta'sar (Ba\-ra.a-6.p, Ballnsc'ir;
AV Balthasar):
(1) The Gr of Heb, -ISSlKuba, belt'slia'cgar, or
l^lpSCipba , bait"'shaggar, perhaps corresponding to
Bak'tt-sar-usur, "protect the life of the king," the
Bab cognomen of Daniel. Cf Belteshazzar (Dnl 1
7; 2 26; 4 8 ff, et al.).
(2) B. is also^ the Gr of the Heb I ^ S i p b a , belsha'ggar, or IgffiSba, bel'shaggar, the name of the
last king of Babylon (corresponding to the Bab
Bel-sar-u.Hur; KAT, III, 396; Syi-Bhtshazzar; Vulg
Baltassar). CfBar 1 11 and Belshazzar (Dnl 5 Iff;
7 1; 8 1).
(3) The name of one of the Magi who according
to the legend visited Jesus at Bethlehem: Melchior
from Nubia, Balthasar from Godolia, Caspar from
Tharsis.

A. L. BRESLICH

BAMAH, bii'ma, ba'mii ( ^ ' 0 3 , bnindh, "high
place"): The word appears in Ezk 20 29 where
reference is made to former "high-place w-orship,"
the prophet speaking -with contempt of such manner
of worship. Ewald suggests a play of words,
S 3 , bd', "come," and n p , mdh, "w-hat," "what
[nidh] is the high place [lni-mah\ whereunto ye come
[bd'] 1" It is possible that reference is made to a
prominent high place hke the one at Gibeon (ef 1
K 3 4; 1 Ch 16 39; 21 29; 2 Ch 1 3) tor which
the name "Bamah" was retained after the reform
mentioned by the prophet.
BAMOTH, ba'moth, BAMOTH-BAAL, ba'mothba'al (by? n i a a , tmmdth-ba'al, "high places of
liaal"): Bamoth'is referred to in Nu 21 19.20, a-.
a station in the journeyings of Israel N, of the
Arnon It is probably the same place as the
Bamoth-baal of Nu 22 41 (RVm), whither Balak,
king of Moab, conducted Balaam to view and to
curse Israel. Bamoth-baal is named in Josh 13 17

Ban
Bank, Bunking
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as one ot the cities given to Reuben. Mesha, on
the M S, speaks of ha'ving "rebuilt" Beth-bamoth.
BAN (-V, Biiv, Ban; B, Baivdv, Baindn; 1 Esd
5 37 = Tobiah [Ezr 2 60; Neh 7 62]; some MSS of
the L X X read Bov(i, Baud): The descendants of B.
were not able to trace their ancestry to show "how
they were of Israel."
BANAIAS, ban-&-i'as (BavaCas, Banalas; 1 Esd
9 35 = Benaiah [Ezr 10 43]): B. put away his
"strange w-ife."
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soldiers; the tenth part of a legion, about 600 men:
(Mt 27 27; Mk 15 16; Acts 10 1; 21 3 1 ; 27 1).
A smaller detachment of soldiers (Jn 18 3.12; cf 2
Mace 8 23; J t h 14 11). (h) (rroteiv (rvdrpoip-riv, poieln sustrophtn): " t o make a conspiracy": "'The
Jews banded together" (Acts 23 12). T. R E E S
(3) The Augustan Band (o-ireipa 2€pa(j-TT|, speira
Sebastt) to which JuUus, the Rom centurion
who had charge of St. Paul as a prisoner on his
voyage to Rome, belonged, was a cohort apparently
stationed at Caesarea at t h e time (Acts 27 1).
Schiirer (GJV, I', 461 f) is of opinion that it was
one of five cohorts mentioned by Jos, recruited
in Samaria and called Sebastenes from the Gr name
of the city of Samaria (Sebaste). This particular
cohort had in all likelihood for its full name Cohors
Augusta Sebastenorum, Augusta being an honorific
title of which examples are found in the case of
auxiUary troops. Sir WilUam Ramsay, following
Mommsen (St. Paul the Traveller, 315, 348), thinks
it denotes a body of legionary centurions, selected
from legions ser'ving abroad, who were employed by
the emperor on confidential business between the
pro'vinces and Rome, the title Augustan being
conferred upon them as a mark of favor and distinction. The grounds on which the -views of
Mommsen and Ramsay rest are questioned by
Professor Zahn (Introduction lo the NT, I, 551 ff),
and more evidence is needed to estabUsh them. See

BAND: The Eng. word has two generic meanings, each shading off into several specific meanings:
(1) that which holds together, binds or encircles:
a bond; (2) a company of men. The second sense
may philologically and logically have been derived
from the first, men being held together by social
ties. Both meanings appear in OT and N T representing various Heb and Gr words.
(1) A band (a) ("I^DN, 'eijUr): a flaxen rope (Jgs
15 14); a band of iron and brass (Dnl 4 15.23);
metaphorically of a false woman's hands (Eccl 7 26).
(b) ( b a n , hebhel):"The bands of the wicked have
robbed me''' (AV of Ps 119 61), where "bands" =
"troops" by mistr; RV " T h e cords of the wicked
have w-rapped me round"; plur, /io6Wim = "bands"
= the name of the prophet's symbolic staff repre- ARMY (ROMAN).
senting the brotherhood between Judah and
(4) 'The Italian Band (o-n-ctpa 'IraXiK^], speira
Israel (Zee 11 7.14). (c) ( P h y , 'abhdth):
"I
Italiki)
was a cohort composed of volunteer
drew them with cords of a man, -with bands of
Rom citizens born in Italy and stationed at Caeslove" (Hos 11 4; cf Ezk 3 25; 4 8; Job 39 10). area at this time (Acts 10 1). Schiirer maintains
that there could have been no Rom cohort there
(d) (riBir , sdphdh): the edge of the round opening
at this time, although he accepts the testimony of
in the robe of the ephod with a band (RV "binding")
inscriptions to the presence of an Itahan cohort at
round about the hole of it (only in Ex 39 23).
a later time. H e accordingly rejects the story of
(e) ( n i a ^ n n , hargtXbbdth): bands (RV "bonds")
Cornelius, holding t h a t the author of the Acts has
of wickedness (Isa 58 6); bands ( = pains) in death
given in this narrative conditions belonging to a later
(Ps 73 4); RVm ("pangs," Cheyne, "torments").
time (GJV, l\ 462f). In reply to Schurer, Blass
(J) (7\dV2, mdtdh): the cross bar of oxen's yoke,
holding'them together (Lev 26 13; Ezk 34 27 AV; asks why one of the five cohorts mentioned by Jos
RV "bars"), (g) ("1D''3, nidser): a fetter: "Who may not have been composed of Rom citizens
hath loosed the bonds of the swift ass?" (Job 39 5; living at Caesarea or Sebaste, and bearing this
Ps 2 3; 107 14; Isa 28 22; 52 2; Jer 2 20; aU in name (Blass, Acta Apostolorum, 124). From a
A V a n d R V ) . The same Heb w-ord (in Ps 116 16: recently discovered inscription. Sir W. M. Ramsay
Jer 5 5; 27 2; 30 8; Nah 1 13) is tr^ "bonds'' has ascertained that there was an Italian cohort
stationed in Syria in 69 AD, which heightens the
in AV, and in E R V of Ps 116 16, and Nah 1 13,
probability of one actually being found in Caesarea
but "bands" in E R V of Jer 5 5; 27 2; 30 8; at 41-44 AD, and he shows that even ff his cohort
ARV' has "bonds" throughout.
See BOND. was at the time on duty elsewhere a centurion Uke
(h) (nioffiiia, mosh'kholh): "Canst thou . . .
Cornelius might well have been at Caesarea at the
loose the 'bands of Orion?" (only in Job 38 31). time mentioned (Expositor, 5th ser., IV, V, wdth
(i) (peirpMi, desmos, (rii'Sea-p.os, sundesmos): a fetter:Schiirer's rejoinder). T h e subject of detached
that which binds together: of the chains of a luna- ser'vice in the pro'vinces of the Rom Empire is adtic or prisoner (Lk 8 29; Acts 16 26; 22 30 AV), mittedly obscure, b u t nothing emerges in this dismetaphorically of the mystic union of Christ and
cussion to cast doubt upon the historical character
the church (Col 2 19). These words are often tr"^ of St. Luke's narrative. See ARMY (ROMAN).
h\ "bond" in AV and RV. (j) (^evKTtjpla., zeukteT. NICOL
ria): the rudder's bands (only in Acts 27 40).
BANDS, BEAUTY A N D . See BEAUTY AND
BANDS.
(2) A company of men (a) ( ~ n 3 , g'dhUdh): a band
of soldiers (2 S 4 2; 1 K 11 24 AV; 2 K 6 23; 13
BANDS OF RUDDER. See RUDDER.
20,21; 24 2; 1 Ch 7 4; 12 18.21; 2 Ch 22 1). So
RV (except in 1 K 11 24, "troop"), (b) (IBST,
BANI, ba'ni ( i ] 3 , bani, "posterity"):
rd'sh): "head" = "division": " T h e Chaldeans made
(1) A Gadite, one of David's mighty men (2 S
three bands" (Job 1 17); 1 Ch 12 23 RV translates "heads." (c) ( b T l , hayil): "a band of m e n " 23 36),
(2) A Levite whose son was appointed for service
RV the "host" (only in 1 S 10 26). (d) (DiiJJi?,
in the tabernacle at Da-vid's time (1 Ch 6 46).
'dghapplm): "the wings of an army,'' only in Ezk
(3) A Judahite whose son lived in Jerus after
armies of the King of Judah (12 14; 17 21);
the captivity (1 Ch 9 4).
of Gomer and of Togarmah (38 6); of Gog (RV
(4) The descendants of B. (called Binnui, Neh
"hordes") (38 9.22; 39 4). (e) ( H D ™ , mahdneh):
7 15) returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr 2 10) and
"camp".: only in Gen 32 7,10; RV "companies,"
(/) CfSn, hdgeg): of locusts dividing into com- had taken "strange wives" (Ezr 10 29).
(5) B. who had taken a "strange wife'' (Ezr 10
panies or swarms (Prov 30 27). (g) (a-treipa,
38) mentioned with his brothers, the sons of B.
speira): usuaUy a "cohort" (see RVm) of Rom
who also had taken "strange wives" (Ezr 10 34).
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(ti) Son of B., a Levite and builder (Neh 3 17).
(7) B,, w-ho instructed the people a t lizra's time
(-Neh 8 7),
1^8) Three Levites mentioned in connection with
the temple w-orship at Ezra's time (Neb 9 4,5),
(•1) A Levite who sealed the covenant with -Xeh
(Neh 10 13).
,
.
, ,
(10) -V leader of the people who also signed the
covenant (Neh 10 14).
(11) One whose son I'zzi was o\-ei-.seer of the
Levites at Jerus (Neh 11 '22). See HixNri.
A, L.

BRESLICH

BANIAS, ba-nl'as (B, Bavtas, Baiiias: A, Bavt, ,
Bani; AV Banid [1 bisd 8 36]): .Vn ancestor of
Salimoth. The descendants of B returned with
Ezra to Jerus. The name is omitted (Ezr 8 10),
perhaps due to the oversight of a eoi)3-ist or a
mistaken reading of ^:3 , b'ne, "sons of," for "'ZS ,
bani.
BANIAS.

See GAI;SAREA P H I L I P P I ,

BANID, ba'nid (1 Esd 8 30): In RV IIA-MAS,
which see,
BANISHMENT,

ban'ish-ment.

See PUNISH-

--(lEXTS,

BANK, bank:
^I) (ri£'(r, sdphdh, "Up,'' "edge"): "By t h e b .
of the Jordan" t2 K 2 13); "Upon the b, of the
river were ver3- many trees" (Ezk 47 7,12).
1,2) {"i, gddhdh, "cuttings"): -Vlways of banks
overflowed' (Josh 3 15; 4 18; lsa 8 7), as also
(3) (("i^"?, gidhydh, 1 Ch 12 15).
(-1) ( " " S , sdHdh, "mound," " r a m p a r t " ) : "Cast
upab. against the city" (2 S 20 15, ERV "mount,"
.VRV "mound";
cf 2 K 19 32; Isa 37 33).
"Banks of sweet herbs" (Cant 5 13); " t h e marginal rendering is t h e right one, 'towers of perfumes,' i.e. plants w-ith fragrant leaves and flow-ers
trained on trelhs-work" {Speaker's Comm.'m loc).
(5) (xa/"!!, chdrax, "a stake," "entrenchment"):
"Thine enemies shall cast up a bank about thee"
(Lk 19 43-VV "trench"). It is probably a miUtary term and stands for a "paUsade" (so RVm),
i.e. probably an embankment of stakes strengthened with branches and earth, with a ditch behind
it, used by the besiegers as a protection against
irrjws or attacking parties (Lat vallum), such, no
doubt, as was employed bv Titus in t h e siege of
Jerus, 70 AD (Jos, BJ, V, vi, 2).
(6) BAXK, BA-XKINO (q,v.),

Ban
Bank, Banking

more or less modified and developed forms among
ancient iieojiles and in full dc\-elopinent and 0]>cr:ition in the palmy days of the Rom Empire. I n the
Gi--l\om piriod, without doubl, bankers both
received money on deposit, paying interest, and let
it out at a higher rate, or empkn-ed it in trade, as the
publicani at Rome did, in farming t h e revenues
of a province (Plumptre).
(1) The lleb money-changer, like his modern (Syri;in counterpart, the sardf (see PEFS, 1904, 49 ff,
where the complexity of exchange in
2. Banking Pal today is graphically described),
among the changed the large coins currept into
Ancient
those of smaller denominations, e.g.
Hebrews
giving denurii for tetradrarhms, or
silver for gold, or cojiper for silver.
(2) But no mean jiart of his business was t h e
exchanging of foreign money, and even the money of
the country of i non-Phoen standard, for shekels
and half-shekels on this standard, the latter being
accepted only in pa3-ment of the temple dues (see
iVIoNEY). The "money-changers" of Ml, 21 12,
as the Gr signifies, were men w-ho made small
change. Such men may be seen in Jerus now with
various coins piled in slender pillars on a table
(cf epi- Irdpezaii, Lk 19 23), ready to be used in
changing money for a premium into such forms, or
denominations, as would be more current or more
convenient for immediate use.
(3) " I ' s u r y " in EV is simply OE for what we
today call "interest," i.e, the sum paid for the use of
money, Lat usura; and "interest" should take the
place of it in all passages in the OT and NT, where
it has such significance.
The Gr word rendered (idlcos). "usury" in the NT
(see Lii 19 23 f) means lit, "what is born of money,"
"what money brings forth or produces " "Usury" has
come to mean "exorbitant interest," but did not mean
this at the time of AV, I6I1.
(1) In Christ's time, and immediately following,
there was great need for moncj'-cbangers and
money-changing, esp. on the part of
3. Banking foreign Jews whom custom iforbade
in NT
to put any but Jew ish coins into the
Times
temple treasury (see Mk 12 41), It
was mainly for the convenience of
these Jews of the Dispersion, and because it w-as
in order to a sacred use, that the people thought it
proper to allow the mone3'-changers to set up their
tables in the outer court of the temple (see Ml 21
12 ff).

M, O. E V A N S

BANK, BANKING: "Banking'' in the full
modern sense, of taking money on deposit and
lending it out on interest, is of com1. Introparatively recent origin. A few
ductory
"banks of deposit" were founded in
Italy in the Middle Ages, b u t t h e
earhest "banks of issue," of the modern sort, were
those of Amsterdam (1609) and Hamburg (1619),
beginning in the 17th cent. T h e law of Moses
forbade Israelites to charge each other interest
(EX 22 25; Lev 25 35,:i7; D t 23 19), b u t let
them lend on interest to Gentiles (Dt 23 20),
though this law was often evaded or disregarded
(Neh 5 10.12), Banks and banking, however,
are found in operation in the Gr cities; "moneychangers," sitting at their tables (trdpezai) in the
market place, both changed coins and took money
on deposit, gi'ving high interest; and banking ot a
sort, in its incipient stages, existed among the ancient Hebrews, But t h e Phoenicians are now
thought to have been the inventors of the moneychanging, money-lending system w-hich is found m

Bank: Moneychanger,
(2) The language of frit 25 27, 'Thou oughtest
to have p u t my money to the bankers,' etc,
would seem to indicate the recognition by Christ
of the custom and propriety of lending out money on
interest (cf 19 23). The "exchangers" here are
" b a n k e r s " (cf M t 25 27).
The Gr (trapezltai)
is from a word for " b a n k " or "bench" (trdpeza),
i.e. the "table" or "counter" on which the money
used to be received and paid out. These "bankers"
were clearly of a higher class than t h e "smallchange men" of M t 21 12, etc (cf "changers of

Bannaia
Baptism
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money," Jn 2 14, and "changers,'' J n '2 15 EV).
Christ upbraids the "slothful servant" because
he had not given his pound to "the bank" (or
"banker," epi trapczan, lit. " o n a banker's table"),
who, it is implied, would have kept it safe and paid
interest for it (Lk 19 2.1 f). It is noteworthy
that the "ten minae'' of ver 24 are those acquired
by "the good servant" from the "one" which w-as
first lent him. So these wealthier bankers even
then in a way received money on deposit for investment and paid interest on it, after the fashion
of the Greeks.
(1) I n Christ's parable (Lk 19 23 ff) "the bank"
(lit. "a bank," "table") is taken by some t o mean
"the synagogue," by others to mean
4. Interpre- "the church" (Lange, LJ, II, 1, 414);
tations,
i.e. it is thought that Clnist meant
Figurative to teach that the organized bod5-.
Uses, etc
"synagogue" or "church," might use
the gifts or powers of an adherent or
disciple, when he himself could not exercise them
(cl DCG, art. "Bank").
(2) Then some have thought that Christ was
here pointing to prayer as a substitute for good
works, when the disciple was unable to do such.
Such views seem far-fetched and unnecessary (cf
Bruce, Parabolic Teaching of Christ, 209 f).
(3) The "money-changers," then as now, had
ever to be on guard against false money, which
gives point to the oft-quoted extra-scrijitural sa3-ing (agraphon) of Jesus to His disciples: " B e 3-e
expert money-changers" (Gr ginesthai trnpeziiai
ddktinoi; see Origen, in Joam, X t X ) , w-hieh w-as
taken (Clem , Ham., Ill, 61j to mean, "Be skilful
in distinguishing true doctrine from false" (HDB,
l-vol).

(.IEO. B

BANNAIA, ba-na'ya.

EAGER

See S.^B-ANNEUS.

B A N N A S , ban'as (Bawos, Bdnnos; AV Banuas):
A name occurring in the list of those who returned
from the captivit3' with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 5 20).
Bannas and Sudias are representei.l by Hoodaviah
in the lists of Ezra and Nehemiah.
BANNEAS, ban-e'as (BawaCas, Bannaios: AV
Baanias [1 Esd 9 2G] = Benaiah [Ezr 10 25]): B.
put aw-ay his "strange wife."
BANNER, ban'(~'r (ENSIGN,

STANDARD):

The

Eng. word "banner" is from bandcria, Low Lat,
meaning a banner (cf baiidum, Lat, which meant
first a "band," an organized military troop, and then
a "flag"). I t has come to mean a flag, or standard,
carried at the head of a miUtary band or body, to
indicate the line of march, or the rallying point.

AssjTian Standards and Banners.
and it is now applied, in its more extended significance, to royal, national, or ecclesia.stical "banners"
also. We find it appUed sometimes to a streamer
on the end of a lance, such as is used by the Arab
sheik today. " B . " occurs in the foUowing significant OT passages: (1) in the sing., "Lift ye up a b .
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upon the high mountain" (Isa 13 2 -VV); " a b. to
them that fear thee" (Ps 60 4); and (2) in the plur,,
"In the name of our God we will set up our b . " (Ps
20 5); "terrible as an army with b . " (Cant 6 4).
The Hebrews, it would seem, like the Assyrians,
the Egyptians, and other ancient nations, had
miUtary ensigns. As bearing upon
1. Military this (question, a very significant pasEnsigns
sage is that found in Nu 2 2: "The
among the children of Israel shall encamp every
Hebrews
man by his own standard, with the ensigns of theirfathers' houses." "Standard-bearer"' in Isa 10 18 AV, "They shall be as
when a standard-bearer fainteth," is not a case in
point, b u t is to be rendered as in RVm, "as when ..
sick man pineth aw-a\-,"

Egyptian Standards.
In this noted passage a distinction seems intentionally made (another view is held by some)
between "the ensigns of their fathers'
2. A Dis- houses" (lit. "signs"; cf Ps 74 4, where
tinction
the reference is thought by some today
with a
to be to the standards of Antiochus'
Difference army), and "the standards" of the four
great divisions of the Heb tribes in the
wdlderness (cf the "banner" of Cant 2 4 and 6 4.
10). The relation of these to the "standard" of Nu
21 8 f (Heb ne.?, AV and RV "standard") is by no
means clear. The word nes, here tr"* "standard,"
seems to have meant at first a pole set up on an
eminence as a signal for mustering troops (cf "mast"
Isa 30 17 ERVm). But it occurs frequently in the
prophets both in this lit. and original sense, and in
the fig. or derived sense of a rallying point for God's
people (see Isa 5 26; 11 10; Jer 4 21 and elsew-here). Here the rendering in EV alternates between "ensign"' and "banner" (see HDB, l-vol, art.
"Banner").

G E O . B . EAGER

BANNUS, ban'us (Bavvovs, Bannous [1 Esd 9
34] = Bani or Binnui [Ezr 10 29.30]): The sons of
B. p u t away their "strange wives."'
BANQUET, ban'kwet: (1) "Banquet"'and "banqueting"" in -V.V always include and stand for winedrinking, not simply "feast"" or "feast1. The
ing" in our sense. Thus (Cant 2 4),
Ancient
" H e brought me to the banquetingHebrew
house" is Ut. "the house of wine," and
Customs
E s t 7 2 has in the Heb "a banquet of
wine."" In the N T we see a reflection
of the same fact in 1 Pet 4 3 AV, "We w-alkel in
. . . excess ot wine, ?)are(7(ieii?i(7.s" (Gr "dri ikings";
RV "carousings"). Cf .Vinos 6 7 AV, "The banquet of them that stretched themselves," where the
reference seems to be to reclining at wine-drinkings.
Sec M E A L S ,

The Heb of Job 1 4 (rin'''5^ T!.'"i. AV tr "make a
banquet." may refer to a social feast of a less objectionable sort (cf 41 6 AV). though the Heb n.ltU'O ="'0
drink" "j^^ =" wine," was used as synonymous with "banquet."

See SYMPOSIUM.
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Music, dancing and merriment usually attended
aU such festivities. Certainly the aneient Hebrews,
like other peoples of the aneient East, were ver3fond of social feasting, and in Christ's day had
acquire,!, from contact with tireeks and Romans,
luxurious and bibulous habits, that often carried
them to excess in their social feasts.
Among the Greeks the word for "feast" (diu-he) is
from dechomai "to recei\'e" (cf our Eng, usage, " t o
receive" and "reception"). This word doclie is used
with poiciii "to make," to signify "to make" or
"s;ive a feast." Cf Lk 5 29 where Levi "made a
feast,"
(1) In view- of existing customs and abuses,
Christ taught His followers w hen thev ga\-e a
banquet to invite the i)((or, etc (Lk
2. In
14 V.:,\ rather than, as the fashion
Christ's
of the da3- called for, to bid the rich
Teaching
and influential. -Much in the N T
and Prac- that has to do with baiuiuets and
tice
banquetings will be ((bseure to us of the
West if we do not keep in mind the
many marked dilTerences of custom between the
East' and the 'West.
(2) "Banquets" were usually given in the house
of the host to speciall3' invited guests (Lk 14 15;
Jn 2 2), but much more freedom was accorded
to the uninvited than w-e of the West are accustomed to, as one finds to be true everywhere in
the East todav-. The custom of reclining at meals
(s(;c MEALS;

TRICLIXIUII,

etc)

was everywhere

in Vogue among the w-ell-to-do in Christ's day, even
in the case of the ordinarv meals, the guest leaning
upon the left arm and eating with the aid of the
right (cf Mt 26 20m "reclining," and 1 Cor 11 20,
"the Lord's supper").
(3) "Banquets" were considered normal parts
of weddings as they are now throughout the East.
Jesus and His disciples w-ere bidden to one at Cana
in GaUlee, and accepted the invitation (Jn 2 2 ff),
and wine-drinking w-as a part of the feast. The
"banquet" Levi gave was in Christ's honor (Lk
6 29), There w-ere numbers present and marked
gradations in the iilaces a t table (Mt 23 6; Mk
12 39; Lk 14 7; 20 4t'(), Guests were invited in
adviince, and then, as time-pieces were scarce,
speciaUy notified when the feast was read3-, which
helps to explain Christ's words (Mt 22 4), "All
things are readv, come to the marriage" (cf Lk 14
17; Est 5 ,S: 6 14j.
(4) Matthew- tells us (23 6) t h a t the Pharisees
"love the chief place ["uppermost rooms" AV] at
feasts."'
In Mt 22 3,4 "made a marriage feast," is rendered by
some simply "a feast." because Gr iidm,,.-.. "marriage,"
was used by L-XX to translate the Heb for "feast" in
I'-st 1 5. Bill, as tills is tt(e only knceva ("ixamplo of
such a use ef gamox. it i^ better to lake il here in the
lit, sen,se of "marriage teasl," as would seem to be required by the words "for his son" (.Mes^ali), The
Gr is plur, tgamous) to indicate theseveral jiKi-ts oi-stages
ofthejeast (Button, 2:i: cf Eng, "nuptials").
The "ruler of the feast" (archifriklinos, Jn 2
8.9), was usually one of the guests, and his business
was to see that wine was provided, superintend the
drinking, etc (cf Lk 22 27).
(1) In ^It 22 4, " I have made ready my f/i/(«e'r,""
"dinner"' in Gr is ariston (cf Lk 11 38), "Sujiper"
(Gr deipnon) is found in -Mt 23 0 and
3- A Disoften in the N T , Both words are
tinction Giv-found in Lk 14 12, The question
ing Rise to arises. What was the distinction?
a Question Thus much may be said in answer:
The ariston (EV""dinner") was a meal
usually taken about the middle of the forenoon, with
variations of earlier or later; the deipnon (EV "supPer"), the one taken a t the close of the day, often
after dark. In Ant, V, iv, 2 Jos supposes Eglon's
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guards (Jgs 3 21) were negligent about noon, "both
because of the heat and because their attention was
turned to dinner" (ariston).
So the "dinner"
(anslon) w-as sometimes as late as noon. Yet Jn
(21 12, l;"i) shows, on the other hand, that the ariston
was on soiiK- occasions taken shortly after dawn.
(2) -Vnotlua' (|iiestion raised is this, Were the
aneient Jews accustomed to have two or three meals
a day'? V'ambeiy, quoted by Morison, gives a
saying of the Turks that is in point: "There are
oiil3- l,wo meals a day, the smaller at 10 or 11 o'clock
in llie morning, the second and larger after sunset."
There seems no evidence to sustain the view-,
maintained by (irimm and entertained by others,
that the Jews of Christ"s day were aeeustoiued to
take a separate and slight meal on rising, as the
later Cireel^s aiel .some of the later Romans did.
There is certainly no clear evidence that t,lie Jews
of that dav had more than tw-o meals a day (see
DB, art. ".Meals").
(:>) The marriage fe,-ist of M t 22 3 f was an
ariston, somewhat like an Eng, "wedding-breakfast";
but that in Lk 14 16 f was a deipruin, which was as
usual delayed till after dark (ver f7j. Perhaps
the ariston in this ease was jireliminary, while the
marriage with its accompan3dng deipnon w-as after
dark; such things are not unheard of today (cf M t
26 20 and 1 Cor 11 20, "the Lord's deipnoii").
GEO.

B . EAGER

BANUAS, ban'ti-as (1 Esd 5 26): A misprint
for rj-WXNAs (RV), which see.
BAPTISM, bap'tiz'm ( T H E BAPTIST INTBHPRET.ITIOX) :
I,

M E A N I N G OF B - \ P T I S M

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tci'iilinoloi^v
Pr((,^elvte liaptisin
Cd-eek Usage
X r ^'sa^'(•
T h e Diilailip

6. Baptisinal Regeneration

II.
T H E SeiiiEeTs OFB.-VPTISM
III.
T H E PRESENT OBLIG,\TION
LITERATURE

This art, is not a discussion of the whole subject,
but is merelj' a presentation of the Baptist interpretation of the ordinance. The origin and history of the ordinance, as a whole, do not come within the range of the present treatment,
/. Meaning of Baptism.—The vb, used in the
N T is pa-wrliui (liaplizd).
The siilist. bdptisma
and baptisiiios occur, though the
1. Termi- latter is not used in the N T of the
nology
ordinance of baptism except by implication (He 6 2, "the teaching of
baptisms") where the reference is to the distinction
between the Christian ordinance and the Jewish
ceremonial ablutions. Some documents h.ave it
also in O^l 2 12 (cf He 9 10, "divers wasliiiigs")
for a reference purely to the Jewish purificatioiis
(cf the dispute about purifying in Jn 3 2.5). The
verb baplizd appe;(i's in this sense in Lk 11 3Sm
where the Pharisee marveled that Jesus "had not
first bathed himself before breakfast" (noon-day
meal). The Mosaic regulations required the bath
of the whole body (Lev 15 16) for certain uncleann(>sses, TertulUan (de Baplisino, XV) sa3's that
the Jew required almost daily washing. Herodotus
(ii,47) says that if an Egyptiiin "touches a swine
in passing wilh his clothes, he goes to the river and
dijis himself llnipia] from i t " (quoted by Broadus in
Comm. on Matlhetv, o'-yi',). See also the Jewish
scrupulosity illustrated in Sir 34 2,5 and .Jth 12 7
w-herc bapti.zo occurs. The same thing appears in the
correct text in Mk 7 4, "And when they come from
the market-place, cxee]it, they bathe themselves,
they eat not,"" Here baplizd is the true text. The
use of rhant'izd ("sprinkle") is due to the difficulty
felt by copyists not familiar with Jewish customs.
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See also the omission of "couches'" in the same verse.
The couches were "pallets" and could easily be
dipped into water. It is noteworthy t h a t here
rhantizd is used in contrast with baplizd, showing
that baplizd did not mean sprinkle. 'The term
baptismus occurs in Jos (Ant, X V I I I , v, 2) in connection with John's baptism (cf also Irenaeus 686
B about Christ's baptism). In general, however,
baptisma is the subst. found for the ordinance.
The vb. baplizd is in reaUty a frequentative or intensive of bapld ("dip""). Examples occur where
that idea is StiU appropriate, as in 2 K 5 14 (LXX)
where Naaman is said to have "dipped himself
seven times in the Jordan"" (ebaptisato).
The
notion of repetition may occur also in Jos (Ant, XV,
iii, 3) in connection with the death of Aristobulus,
brother of Mariamne, for Herod's friends "dipped
him as he was swimming, and plunged him under
water, in the dark of the evening." But in general
the term baplizd, as is common with such forms in
the late Gr, is simply equivalent to baptd (cf Lk 16
24) and means "dip," "immerse," just as rhantizd,
like rhaind, means simply "sprinkle."
If baplizd never occurred in connection with a
disputed ordinance, there would be no controversy
on the meaning of the word. There are, indeed, fig.
or metaphorical uses of the word as of other words,
but the fig. is that of immersion, like our "immersed in cares," "plunged in grief,"" etc. It
remains to consider whether the use of the word for a
ceremony or ordinance has changed its significance
in the N T as compared with ancient Gr.
It may be remarked that no Baptist has written
a lexicon of the Gr language, and yet the standard
lexicons, like that of Liddell and Scott, uniformly
give the meaning of baptizo as "dip," "immerse."
They do not give "pour" or "sprinkle," nor has
anyone ever adduced an instance where this verb
means "pour" or "sprinkle." The presumption is
therefore in favor of "dip" in the N T .
Before we turn directly to the discussion of the
ceremonial usage, a word is called for in regard to
Jewish proselyte baptism. It is still
2. Prosea matter of dispute whether this
lyte Bapinitiatory rite was in existence at the
tism
time of John the Baptist or not.
Schiirer argues ably, if not conclusively, for the idea that this proselyte baptism was
in use long before the first mention of it in the 2d
cent, (cf The Jeivish People in the Time of Jesus
Christ, Div ii, II, 319 ff; also Edersheim, Life
and Times of Jesus, Appendix, xii. Baptism of
Proselytes). It matters nothing at all to the Baptist
contention what is true in this regard. It would not
be strange if a bath was required for a Gentile who
became a Jew, w-hen the Jews themselves required
such frequent ceremonial ablutions. But what
w,as the Jewish initiatory rite called proselyte baptism? Lightfoot (Horae Hcbraicae, ^It 3 7) gives
the law for the baptism of proselytes: "-\s soon as he
grows whole of the wound of circumcision, they
bring him to Baptism, and being placed in the water
the3r again instruct him in some weightier and in
some lighter commands of the Law. Which being
heard, he plunges himself and comes up, and,
behoH, he is an Israelite in all things." To this
quotation Marcus Dods (Presbyterian)
HDB
adds: "To use Pauhne language, his old man is
dead and buried in the water, and he rises from this
cleansing grave a new man. The full significance
of the rite w-ould have been lost had immersion
not been practised." Lightfoot says further:
"Every person baptized must dip his whole body,
now stripped and made naked, at one dipping.
And wheresoever in the Law washing of the boiiy or
garments is mentioned, it means nothing else than
the washing of the whole body." Edersheim (op.
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cit.) says: "Women were attended by those of their
own sex, the rabbis standing at the door outside."
Jewish proselyte baptism, an initiatory ceremonial
rite, harmonizes exactly with the current meaning
of baptizo already seen. There was no peculiar
"sacred" sense that changed " d i p " to "sprinkle."
The Gr language has had a continuous history,
and baplizd is used today in Greece for baptism. As
is well known, not only in Greece, but
3. Greek
all over Russia, wherever the Gr church
Usage
prevails, immersion is the unbroken
and universal practice. The Greeks
may surely be credited with knowledge of the
meaning of their own language. The substitution
of pouring or sprinkling for immersion, as the Christian ordinance of baptism, was late and gradual
and finally triumphed in the West because of the
decree of the Council of Trent. But the Baptist
position is that this substitution was unwarranted
and subverts the real significance of the ordinance.
The Gr church does practice trine immersion, one
immersion for each person of the Trinit3-, an old
practice (cf ter mergitamur, TertulUan ii.79 A), but
not the Scriptural usage. A w^ord will be needed
later concerning the method by which pouring crept
in beside immersion in the 2d and later cents. Before we turn directly to the N T use of baplizd it is
well to quote from the Greek- Lexicon of the Roman
and Byzantine Periods by Professor E. A. Sophocles,
himself a native Greek. He says (p. 297): "There
is no evidence that Luke and Paul and the other
writers of the N T put upon this verb meanings not
recognized by the Greeks." We expect therefore to
find in the N T "dip,"" as the meaning of this word
in the ceremonial sense of an initiatory Christian
rite. Thayer's Lexicon likewise defines the word in
this ceremonial Christian use to mean "an immersion in water, performed as a sign of the removal of
sin."
Baptists could very well afford to rest the matter
right here. There is no need to call for the testimony of a single Baptist scholar on this subject.
The world of scholarship has rendered its decision
with impartiality and force on the side of the
Baptists in this matter. A few recent deliverances
will suflfice. Dr. Alfred Plummer (Church ot England) in his new Commentary on Matthew (p. 28)
says t h a t the office of John the Baptist was "to
bind them to a new Ufe, symbolized by immersion
in w-ater."" Swete (Church of England) in his
Commentary on Mark (p. 7) speaks of "the added
thought of immersion, which gives -vividness to
the scene." The early Gr ecclesiastical writers
show that immersion was employed (cf Barnabas,
X I , 11): "We go down into the water full of
sins and filth, and w-e come up bearing fruit in the
heart." For numerous ecclesiastical examples see
Sophocles" Lexicon.
But the N T itself makes the whole matter perfectly plain. The uniform meaning of "dip" for
baplizd and the use of tlie river Jordan
4. NT
as the place for baptizing by John the
Usage
Baptist makes inevitable the notion of
immersion unless there is some direct
contradictory testimony. It is a matter that should
be lifted above verbal quibbling or any effort to
disprove the obvious facts. The simple narrative
in M t 3 6 is t h a t "they were baptized of him in
the river Jordan." In Mk 1 9.10 the baptism is
sharpened a bit in the use of eis and ek. Jesus
"was baptized of John in [eis] the Jordan. And
straightwai^ coming up out of [ek] the water, he
saw.'" So in Acts 8 38 we read: "They both went
down into [eis] the water, both Philip and the
eunuch; ancl he baptized him. An(i when they
came up out of [ek] the water, the Spirit . . .
caught away Phihp."' If one could still be in doubt
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about the matter, Paul sets it at rest by the symbolism used in Rom 6 4, "We were buried therefore
with him through baptism into death: that Uke
as Christ w-as raised from the dead through the
glory of the Father, so we also might w-alk in newness of life." The submergence and emergence
of immersion thus, according to Paul, syiubolize
the death and burial to sin on the one hand and the
resurrection to the new life in Christ, on the other,
San(lay and Headlam (Church of England) put it
thus in their Comm. on Romans (p, 1.5:i); " I t
expresses symbohcally a serii-s of acts corresponding to the redeimiing acts of Christ. Immersion =
Death. Submersion = Burial (the ratifi('ati((n of
death). Emergence = Resurrection." In Col 2 12
Paul again says: "having been buried with him in
baptism, wherein 3-e w-ere also raised with him
through faith in the w-orking of Ciod, who raised
him from the dead." Idie same image is here
presented. Lightfoot (Church of England) on
Colossians (p. 1S2) says: "Baptism is the grave
of the old man, and the birth of the new. .Vs he
sinks beneath the baptismal waters, the believer
buries there all his corrupt affections and past sins;
as he emerges thence, he rises regenerate, quickened
to new hopes and new life."
There is nothing in the N T to offset this obvious
and inevitable interpretation. There are some
things which are brought up. b u t they vanish on
examination. The use of "wdth"' after baptize
in the English tr is appealed to as disproving immersion. It is enough to reply t h a t the Committee
of the American Standard Revision, which had no
Baptist member at the final revision, substituted
"in" for "with,'' Thus: " I indeed baptize you
in water unto repentance" (Mt 3 11; cf also Mk
1 8), The use of both "wdth" and "in" in Lk 3 16
is a needless stickhng for the use of the Gr en with
the locative case. In Mk 1 8 ere is absent in the
best MSS, and yet the Ainerican Revisers correctly
render "in."" In -lets 1 5 they seek to draw the
distinction between the mere locative and en and
the locative. -Vs a matter of fact the locative case
alone is amply sufficient in Gr without en for the
notion of "in." Thus in Jn 21 8 the tr is: "But
the other (disciples came in the little boat." There
is no en in the Gr, but "the boat"" is simply in the
locative case. If it be argued that we have the
instrumental case (cf the instrumental case of en as
in Rev 6 S, "kill with sword"), the answer is that
the way to use water as an instrument in dipping
is to put the subject in the w-ater, as the natural way
to use the boat (Jn 21 8; as an instrument is to get
into it. The presence or absence of en with baptm is wholly immaterial. In either ease "dip"
is the meaning of the vb. The objection that three
thousand people could not have been immersed in
Jerus on the (lay of Pentecost is superficial. Jerus
was abundantly supphed with pools. There were
120 disciples on hand, most of whom were probably
men (cf the 70 sent out before by Jesus), It is
not at all necessary to suppose that the 12 (Matthias
was now one of them) apostles did all the baptizing.
But even so, that would be only 2.50 apiece. I
myself have baptized 42 candidates in a half-hour
in a creek where there would be no delay. It would
at most be only a matter of four or five hours for
each of the twelve. Among the Telugus this record
has been far exceeded. It is sometimes objected
that Paul coulti not have immersed the jailer in the
prison; but the answer is that Luke does not say
so. Indeed Luke implies just the opposite: "And
he took [took along in the Gr, para] them the same
tour of the night, and washed their stripes; and
was baptized." He took Paul and .Silas along with
him and found a place for the baptism, probably,
somewhere on the prison grounds. There is
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absolutely nothing in the N T to controvert the
unvarying significance of baptizo.
-Vjipeal has been made to tho Teaching of the
Tu-elvi- Apostles, which may belong to the first
half of the 2(1 cent. Here for the first
5. "The
time pouring is distinctly admitted as
" D i d a c h e " an ordinance in place of immersion.
Because of this remarkable passage it
is argued by some that, though immersion was the
normal and regular baptism, yet alongside of it,
pouring,was allowed, and that in reality it was a
matter of indifference which was used even in the
1st cent. But that is not the true interpretation
of the facts in the ca,se. The pa.s,sage deserves to
be (|(iolc(l in full and is here given in the tr of Phihp
Schaff (Presbyterian) in his edition of the Did (pp.
181 ff): "Now concerning b.aptism, baptize thus:
Having first taught all these things, baptize ye
into [eis] tho name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost, in Uving water. And if
thou hast not living water, baptize into other water;
and if thou canst not in cold, then in warm [water].
But if thou ha.st neither, pour water thrice upon
the head in [eis] the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost." There is thus no
doubt that early in the 2d cent, some Christians felt
that baptism was so important that, when the real
baptism (immersion) could not be performed because of lack of water, pouring might be used in
its place.
This is absolutely all that can be deduced from this passage. It is to be noted that
for pouring another word (ekcMd) is used, clearly
showing that baptizo does not mean "to pour."
The very exception filed proves the Baptist contention concerning baplizd. Now in the N T baplizd is the word used for baptism. Ekehed is never
so used. Harnack in a letter to Rev. C. E. W.
Dobbs, Madison, Ind. (published in The Independent for February 9, 1885), under date of January
16, 1885 says: "(1) Baptizein undoubtedly signifies immersion (eintauchen). (2) No proof can
be found that it signifies anything else in the N T
and in the most ancient Christian literature. The
suggestion regarding 'a sacred sense' is out of the
question." This is the whole point of the Baptists
admirably stated by Adolph Harnack. There is
no thought of denying that pouring early in the
2d cent, came to be used in place of immersion in
certain extreme cases. The meaning of baptizo is
not affected a particle by this fact. The question
remains as to why this use of pouring in extreme
cases grew up. The answer is that it was due to a
mistaken and exaggerated estimate put upon the
value of baptism as essential to salvation. Those'
who died without baptism were felt by some to be
lost. "Thus arose "chnic'" baptisms.
(For the doctrine of baptismal regeneration see
Justin Mart3-r, First Apology, 61.) Out of this
perversion of the symbolism of bap6. Baptism grew both pouring as an orditismal Re- nance and infant baptism. If bapgeneration tism is necessary to salvation or the
means of regeneration, then the sick,
the dying, infants, must be baptized, or at any
rate something must be done for them if the real
baptism (immersion) cannot be performed because
of extreme illness or want of water. The Baptist
contention is to protest against the perversion of
the significance of baptism as the ruin of the symbol. Baptism, as taught in the NT, is the picture
of death and burial to sin and resurrection to new
life, a picture of what has already taken place in the
heart, not the means by which spiritual change is
wrought. It is a privilege and duty, not a necessity. It is a picture t h a t is lost when something
else is substituted in its place. See BAPTISMAL R E GENERATION.
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//. 77ie Subjects of Baptism.—It
is significant
that even the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles with
its exaggerated notion of the importance of baptism
does not allow-baptism of infants. It sa3's: "Having first taught aU these things." Instruction
precedes baptism. That is a distinct denial of
infant baptism. The uniform practice in the N T is
that baptism follows confession. The people
"confessing their sins" were baptized by John (Mt
3 6). It is frankly admitted by Paedobaptist
scholars that the N T gives no warrant for infant
baptism. Thus Jacobus (CongregationaUst) in
the Standard BD says: "We have no record in the
N'T of the baptism of infants."" Scott (Presbyterian) in the l-v(U HDB says: "The N T contains no explicit reference to the baptism of infants or young children." Plummer (Church of
England), HDB, says: "The recipieiiis of Christian
baptism were required to repent and believe."
Marcus Dods (Presbyterian), DCG, says: "-V. rite
wherein by immersion in water the participant
S3-mbolizes and signalizes his transition from an
impure to a pure life, his death to a past he abandons, and his new birth to a future he desires.""
It would be hard to state the Baptist interpretation
in better terms. Thus no room is found in the NT
for infant baptism which would symbolize what the
infant did not experience or would be understood
to cause the regeneration in the child, a form of
sacramentahsm repugnant to the N T teaching as
understood by Baptists. The dominant Baptist
note is the soul's personal relation to God apart
from ordinance, church or priest. The infant who
dies unbaptized is saved without bajitism. The
baptized individual, child (for chilchen are often
baptized by Baptists, children who show signs of
conversion) or man, is converted before his baptism. The baptism is the symbol of the change
already wrought. So clear is this to the Baptist
that he bears continual protest against that perversion of this beautiful ordinance by those who
treat it as a means of sah-ation or who make it
meaningless when performed before conversion.
Baptism is a preacher of the spiritual Ufe. The
Baptist contention is for a regenerated church membership, placing the kingdom before the local church.
Membership in the kingdom precedes membership
in the church. The passages quoted from the
N T in support of the notion of infant baptism are
wholly irrelevant, as, for instance, in Acts 2 39
where there is no such idea as baptism of infants.
So in 1 Cor 7 14, where note husband and wife.
The point is that the marriage relation is sanctified
and the children are legitimate, though husband
or wife be heathen. The marriage relation is to
be maintained. It is begging the question to assume
the presence of infants in the various household
baptisms in Acts. In the case of the family of
Cornelius the3- all spake w-ith tongues and magnified God (Acts 10 46). The jailer"s household
"rejoiced greatly" (Acts 16 34). We do not even
know that L3-dia was married. Her household may
have been merely her employes in her business.
The N T presents no exceptions in this matter.
///. The Present
Obligation. — The Baptists
make one more point concerning baptism. I t is
that, since Jesus himself submitted to it and enjoined it upon His disciples, the ordinance is of
perpetual obligation. The arguments for the late
ecclesiastical origin of Mt 28 19 are not convincing.
If it seem strange that Jesus should mention the
three persons of the Trinity in connection with
the command to baptize, one should remember
that the Father and the Spirit w-ere both manifested
to Him at His baptism. It was not a mere ceremonial ablution like the Jewish rites. I t was the
public and formal avowal of fealty to God, and the
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names of the Trinity properly occur. The new heart
is wrought by the Holy Spirit. Reconcihation with
the Father is wrought on the basis of the work of
the Son, w-ho has manifested the Father's love in
His Ufe and death for sin. The fact that in the
Acts in the examples of baptism only the name of
Jesus occurs does not show that this was the exact
formula used. It may be a mere historical summary
of the essential fact. The name of Jesus stood for
the other two persons of the Trinity. On the
other hand the command of Jesus may not have
been regarded as a formula for baptism; while in no
sense sacramental or redemptive, it is yet obligatory and of perpetual significance. It is not to be
dropped as one of the Jewish excrescences on Christianity. The form itself is necessary to the significance of the rite. Hence Baptists hold that immersion alone is to be practised, since immersion alone
was commanded by Jesus and practised in the N T
times. Immersion alone sets forth the death to
sin, and burial in the grave the resurrection to new
hfe in Christ. Baptism as taught in the N T is "a
mould of doctrine," a preacher of the heart of the
gospel. Baptists deny the right of disciples of Jesus
to break that mould. The point of a symbol is
the form in which it is cast. To change the form
radically is to destroy the symboUsm. Baptists
insist on the maintenance of primitive N T baptism
because it alone is baptism, it alone proclaims the
death and resurrection of Jesus, the spiritual death
and resurrection of the behever, the ultimate resurrection of the believer from the grave. The disciple
is not above his Lord, and has no right to destroy this
rich and pow-erful picture for the sake of personal convenience, nor because he is -svilUng to (Jo something
else w-hich Jesus did not enjoin and which has no association with Him. The long years of perversion
do not justify this wrong to the memory of Jesus,
but all the more call upon modern disciples to follow
the example of Jesus who himself fulfilled righteousness by going into the waters of the Jordan and receiving immersion at the hands of John the Baptist.
LITERATURE,—The Greek Le.xicons. like Suicer, Liddell and Scott, Sophocles, Thayer, Preuschen; the Bib.
Dictionaries: the Critical Commentaries on the NT; books
of antiquities like Smith's Dictionary of Christian Antiguities; t h e new Sch-Herz; liirLgha,Ta's Antiquities of the
Christian Church; Schaff's Creeds of Christendom; Neale's
History of the Holy Eastern Church; Lives of Christ, like

Edersheim's LTJM, or a survey of the customs of the
Jews hke Schurer's HJP; books on John the Baptist like
Reynolds' John the Baptist, Feather's Last of the Propfiets,
Robertson's John the Loyal; special treatises on Baptism

like -Wall's History of I nf ant Baptism, Stanley's Christian
Institutions,
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Baptizein,
Mozley'S Review of the Baptismal Controversy, Christian's
Immersion, Broadus' Immersion, Frost's The Moral Dignity of Baptism, "Wllitsitt's A Question in Baptist History,
Lofton's 'The Baptist Reformation, Lambert's The Sacraments of the New Testament, Dale's Classic Baptism and
Christian and Patristic Baptism, Kirtley's Design of Baptism, Forester's The Baptist Position, Frost's Baptist Why
and Wtiy Not, Ford's Studies in Baptism.
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times the initiator3- rite signifying the recognition of
entrance into or of presence within the Christian
church. We find the earliest mention of the ceremony in the Epistle to the tial (3 27), written about
20 years after the death of Jesus. There and in 1 Cor
(1 13; 12 13) St. Paul takes for granted that everyone who becomes a Christian (himself included) must
be baptized. The rite seems also to have existed
among the discipleship of Jesus before His death.
We are told (Jn 4 1,2) that, although Jesus Himseff
did not baptize. His disciples did, and that their baptisms were more numerous than those of ,Iohn.
/. Scriptural Names for the Rite.—The w-ords
commonly used in the XT to denote Ihe rite are
the verb bapti:d, and the nouns baplisina and baplismos; but none aie emplo3'e(l in this sense (done.
The vb, is used to denote the ceremonial purification of the Jews before eating, b\- pouring w-ater
on the hands (l.k 11 38; IVlk 7 4); to signify
the sufferings of Christ (.Mk 10 3S :i9; Lk 12 50);
and to indicate the sacrament of baptism. It is
the intensive form of bdptein, "to dip," and takes a
wider meaning. The jiassages Lk 11 .'iS and Mk
7 4 show conclusivel3- that the word docs not invariably signif3- to immerse the whole body. Some
h.ave held that baptismos in\-ariably means ceremonial purification, and t h a t baptisma is reserved
for the Christian rite; but the distinction can hardly
be maintained. The former certainly means ceremonial purification in Mk 7 4, and in 7 8 (-VV);
but it probabl3- means the rite of baptism in He
6 2. Exegetes find other terms applied to Christian baptism. It is caUed 'the Water' in Acts 10
47: "Can any man forbid 'the Water,' that these
should not be baptized'.?"; the laver of the water
in Eph 5 26 RVm (where baptism is compared to
the bridal bath taken by the bride before she was
handed over to the bridegroom); and perhaps the
laver of regeneration in Tit 3 5 RVm (cf 1 Cor
6 11), and iUumination in He 6 4; 10 32.
//. Pre-Christian
Baptism.— Converts in the
early cents., w-hether Jew-s or Gentiles, could not
have found this initiatory rite, in
1. The
which the3- expressed their new-born
Baptism of faith, utterly unfamiliar. Water is
Proselytes the element naturally used for cleansing the body and its symbolical use
entered into almost every cult; and into none more
completel3- than the Jew-ish, whose ceremonial washings were proverbial. Besides those the Jew had
what would seem to the convert a counterpart
of the Christian rite in the baptism of proselytes
by w-hich Gentiles entered the circle of Judaism.
For the Jews required three things of strangers
who declared themselves to be converts to the Lawof Moses: circumcision, baptism, and to offer
sacrifice ff they w-ere men: the two latter if they
were women. It is somewhat singular that no
baptism of proselytes is forthcoming until about
the beginning of the 3d cent.; and yet no competent scholar doubts its existence. Schiirer is full
of contempt for those who insist on the argument
from sUence. Its presence enables us to see both
how Jews accepted readily the baptism of John and
to understand the point of objectors who questioned
his right to insist that all Jews had to be purified
ere they could be ready for the Messianic kingdom,
although he was neither the Messiah nor a special
prophet (Jn 1 19-23).
The baptism of John stood midway between the
Jewish baptism of proselytes and Christian baptism.
It differed "from the former because
2. The
it was more than a symbol of cereBaptism
monial purification; it was a baptism
of John
'of repentance, a confession of sin, and
of the need of moral cleansing, and
^3a a symbol of forgiveness and of moral purity.
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AU men, Jews who were ceremonially pure and
Gentiles who were not, had to submit to this baptism of repentance and pardon. It differed from
the latter because it only symboUzed preparation
to receive the salvation, the kingdom of God which
John heralded, and did not imply entrance into
that kingdom itself. Those who had received it, as
well .as those who had not, had to enter the Christian community by the door of Christian baptism
(jVcts 19 3-6). The Jewish custom of baptizing,
whether disjilayed in their frequent ceremonial
w-ashings, in the baptism of proselytes or in the
li;i|(tisni of John, made Chri,stian bajitism a familiar
and even exiiected rite to Jewish converts in the 1st
cent.
Baptism, as an initiatory rite, was no less familiar to gentile converts wlio had no acquaintance
with the Jewish religion. The cere3. Baptism monial washings of the priests of pagan
in the
religions have been often adduced as
Pagan
something which might familiarize
Mysteries gentile converts with the rite which
introduced them into the Christian
community, but they were not initiations. A
more exact parallel is easily found. It is often forgotten that in the earlier cents, w-hen Christianity
was slowly making its w-ay in the pagan world
pagan piety had deserted tlie official religions and
taken refuge wdthin the M\-steries, and that these
Mysteries represented the popular pagan religions
of the times. They were all private cults into
which men and women were received one by one,
and that by rites of initiation which each had to
pass through personally. When admitted the converts became members of coteries, large or small,
of like-minded persons, who had become initiated
because their souls craved something which they
beUeved they would receive in and through the
rites of the cult. These initiations were secret,
jealously guarded from the knowdedge of all outsiders; still enough is known about them for us to
be sm-e that among them baptism took an important place (Apuleius Metamorphoses xi). The rite
was therefore as familiar to pagan as to Jew-ish
converts, and it was no unexpected requirement
for the convert to know that baptism was the
doorway into the church of Christ. These heathen
baptisms, like the baptism of proselytes, were for
the most part simply ceremonial purifications; for
while it is true that both in the cult of the Mysteries
and beyond it a mode of purifying after great crimes
was baptizing in flowing water (Eurip. Iph. in
Tauri 167) or in the sea, yet it would appear that
only ceremonial purification was thought of. Nor
were ceremonial rites involving the use of water
confined to the paganism of the early cents. Such a
ceremony denoted the reception of the new-ly born
child into pagan Scandinavian households. The
father decided whether the infant w-as to be reared
or exposed to perish. If he resolved to preserve
the balie, water was poured over it and a name
was given to it.
///. Christian Baptism.—In the administration
of the rite of Christian baptism three things have
to be looked at: the act of baptizing;
1. The Ad- those who are entitled to perform it;
ministration and the recipients or those entitled
of the Rite to receive it. A complete act of baptizing involves three things: what has
been called the materia sacramenti; the method of
its use; and the forma sacramenti, the baptismal
formula or form of words accompanying the use
of the water. The materia sacramenli is water and
for this reason baptism is called the Water Sacrament. The oldest ecclesiastical manual of discipline
which has descended to us, the Didaehe, says that
the water to be preferred is "living," i.e. running
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water, water , •, a stream or river, or fresh flowing
from a founti,
"But if thou hast not living water,
baptize in otn^ water; and if thou canst not in
cold, then in warm"' (c. 7). In those directions the
prescriptions of the ceremonial for the Jewish baptism of proselytes are closely followed. The
earUer canons of the church permit any kind of
water, fresh or salt, provided only it be true and
natural water (aqua vera et naturalis).
(1) Immersion.—The use of the water is called
ablutio. According to the rules of by far the largest
portion of the Christian church the
2. The
water may be used in any one of three
Mode of
wa3-s: immersion, where the recipient
Using the
enters bodily into the water, and
Water
where, during the action, the head
is plunged either once or three times
beneath the surface; affusion, where water was
poured upon the head of the recipient who stood
either in water or on dry ground; and aspersion
where water was sprinkled on the head or on the face.
It has frequently been argued that the word baptizein invariably means "to d i p " or immerse, and
that therefore Christian baptism must have been
performed originally by immersion only, and that
the two other forms of affusion and aspersion or
sprinkling are invalid—that there can be no real
baptism unless the method of immersion be used.
But the word which invariably means "to d i p "
is not baptizein but baptein. Baptizein has a
wider signification; and its use to denote the
Jewish ceremonial of pouring water on the hands
(Lk 11 38; Mk 7 4), as has already been said,
proves conclusively that it is impossible to conclude
from the word itself that immersion is the only valid
method of performing the rite. It may be admitted
at once t h a t immersion, where the whole body
including the head is plunged into a pool of pure
water, gives a more vivid picture of the cleansing
of the soul from sin; and that complete surrounding with water suits better the metaphors of burial
in Rom 6 4 and Col 2 12, and of being surrounded
by cloud in 1 Cor 10 2.
(2) Affusion.—On the other hand affusion is certainly a more vivid picture of the bestowal of the
Holy Spirit which is equally symbolized in baptism.
No definite information is given of the mode in
which baptism w-as administered in apostoUc times.
Such phrases as "coming up out of the water,""
"went down into the water" (Mk 1 10; Acts 8 38)
are as applicable to affusion as to immersion.
The
earliest account of the mode of baptizing occurs in
the Didache (c. 7), where it issaid: "Now concerning
Baptism, thus baptize ye: having fir.st uttered all
these things, baptize in the name of the Father, and
of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, in living water.
But if thou hast not living water, baptize in other
water; and if thou canst not in cold, then in warm.
But if thou hast neither, pour water upon the head
thrice in the name of Father, and Son, and Holy
Ghast." This seems to say that to baptize by immersion was the practice recommended for general
use, but t h a t the mode of affusion was also valid and
enjoined on occasions. What is here prescribed in
the Didaehe seems to have been the practice usually
followed in the early cents, of the Christian church.
Immersion was in common use: but affusion was
also wideh' practised: and both were esteemed usual
and valid forms of baptizing. When immersion
was used then the head of the recipient was plunged
thrice beneath the surface at the mention of each
name of the Trinity; when the mode was by affusion the same reference to the Trinity was kept
by pouring water thrice upon the head. The two
usages which were recognized and prescribed by the
beginning of the 2(1 cent, may have been in use
throughout the apostolic period although definite
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information is lacking. When we remember the
various pools in Jerus, and their use for ceremonial
washings it is not impossible to suppose that the
3,000 who were baptized on the day of Pentecost
may have been immersed, but, when the furnishing
and concUtions of Palestinian houses and of oriental
jails are taken into account, it is difficult to conceive t h a t at the baptisms of Cornelius and of the
jailer, the ceremony was performed otherwise
than by affusion. It is a somewhat curious fact
that if the e-vidence from written texts, whether
ancient canons or -writings of the earlier Fathers,
be studied by themselves, the natural conclusion
would seem to be t h a t immersion was the almost
universal form of administering the rite; but if the
witness of the earliest pictorial representation be
collected, then we must infer that affusion was the
usual method and that immersion was exceptional;
for the pictorial representations, almost without
exception, display baptism performed by affusion,
i.e. the recipient is seen standing in water while
the minister pours w-ater on the head. It may
therefore be inferred that evidence for the almost
universal practice of immersion, drawn from the
fact that baptisms took place in river pools (it is
more than probable that when we find the names of
local saints given to pools in rivers, those places
were their favorite places of administering the rite),
or from the large size of almost all early mediaeval
baptisteries, is by no means so conclusive as many
have supposed, such places being equally applicable
to affusion. It is also interesting to remember
that when most of the Anabaptists of the 16th
cent, insisted on adult baptism (re-baptism was their
name for it) immersion was not the method practised by them. During the great baptismal scene
in the market-place of the city of Miinster the
ordinance was performed by the ministers pouring
three cans of water on the heads of the recipients.
They baptized by affusion and not by immersion.
This was also the practice among the Mennonites or
earliest Baptists. This double mode of administering
the sacrament—by immersion or by affusion—prevailed in the churches of the first twelve cents., and
it was not until the 13th that the practice of aspersio
or sprinkling was almost universally employed.
(3) Aspersion.—The third method of administering baptism, viz. by aspersio or sprinkling, has a
different history from the other two. It was in the
early cents, exclusively reserved for sick and infirm
persons too weak to he submitted to immersion or
affusion.
There is evidence to show that those
who received the rite in this form were somewhat
despised; for the nicknames clinici and grabatorii
were, unworthily Cyprian declares, bestowed on
them by neighbors. "The question was even raised
in the middle of the 3d cent., whether baptism
by aspersio was a valid baptism and Cyprian was
asked for his opinion on the matter. His answer
is contained in his Ixx-vth epistle (Ixix Hartel's
ed). There he contends that the ordinance administered this way is perfectly valid, and quotes
in support of his opinion various OT texts which
assert the purifying effects of water sprinkled (Ezk
36 25.26; Nu 8 5-7; 19 8.9.12.13). It is not
the amount of the water or the method of its application which can cleanse from sin: "Whence it appears
that the sprinkling also of water prevails equally
wdth the washing of salvation . . . . and that where
the faith of the giver and receiver is sound, all
things hold and may be consummated and perfected by the majesty of God and by the truth of
faith." His opinion prevailed. Aspersio was recognized as a valid, though exceptional, form of
baptism. But it was long of commending itself
to ministers and people, and did not attain to
almost general use until the 13th cent.
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The idea that baptism is vaUd when practised
w-ho believed on Jesus through t'
preaching of
in the one method only of immersion can scarcely be
Phihp, were admitted to the Chri, ,n community
looked on as anything else than a ritualistic idea.
through baptism; though in this eu.se one of the
The Scripture now-here describes or limits the
baptized, Simon Magus, after his reception, was
qualifications of those who are entitled to perform
found to be still in "the bond of iniiiuity" (-Vets
the rite of baptism. \\ e find apostles,
8 12,23), The jailer ami all his, Lydia ami her
liousehold, at Philippi, were baptized by St. Paul
3. Who
wandering preachers (.Vets 8 .-iX), a
May Perprivate member of a small and per- on his and her profession of faith on Jesus, the
form Bap- secuted community (.Vets 9 l.'s) [ler- (Saviour. There is no c\'idence in any of the actism
forming the rite. So in the sub- counts we have of apostolic baptisms that any
apostolic church we find the same liber- prolonged course of instruction was thought to
ty of practice, Clement of Alexandria tells us be n(.'eessary; nothing of classes for catechumens
such as we find in the early church by the close of
that the services of Christian w-omen were necessary
the 2d cent,, or in modern missionary enterfor the work of Christian missions, for they alone
prise. We find no mention of baptismal creeds,
could have access to the gynaeccum and eari'3- the
declarative or interrogative, in the N T accounts
message of the gospel there {Strom., Ill, 6). Such
of baptisms. The profession of faith in the Lord
women missionaries did not hesitate to baptize.
Jesus, the Saviour, made by the head of the family
Whatever credit ma3- be given to the -Vets of Paul
appears, so far as the N T records afford us informaand Theekla,it is at least historical that Theckla
tion, to have been sufficient to secure the baptism
did exist, that she w-as converted b3- Paul, that
of the ''household"—a word which in these days
she w-orked as a missionary and that she baptized
included liolli servants and children.
her conve^-ts. Speaking generall3- it ma3- be said
that as a sacrament has always been looked upon as
(1) Baptism of infants.—This brings us to the
the recognition of presence within the Christian
much-debated question whether infants are to be
church, it is an act of the church and not of the
recognized as lawful recipients of Christian bapindi\'idual believer; and therefore no one is en- tism. The N T Scriptures do not in so many w-ords
titled to perform the act who is not in some way a
either forbid or command the baptism of children.
representati-i-e of the Christian community—the
The question is in this respect on all fours with the
representative character ought to be maintained
change of the holy day from the seventh to the
somehow. -Vs soon as the community had taken first day of the week. No positive command auregular and organized form the act of baptism was thorizes the universal usage with regard to the Chrissuitably performed b3- those who, as office-bearers,
tian Sabbath day; that the change is authorized
naturaUy represented the community. It was recog- must be settled by a weighing of evidence. So
nized that the pastor or bishop (for these terms it is with the case of infant baptism. It is neither
were S3-non5'mous until the 4th cent, at least)
commanded nor forbidden in so many words;
ought to preside at the administration of the sacra- and the question cannot be decided on such a basis.
ment; but in the early church the power of dele- The strongest argument against the baptizing of
gation was recognized and practised, and elders infants lies in the thought that the conditions of the
and deacons presided at this and even at the
rite are repentance and faith; that these must be
Eucharist, What has been called lay-baptism is exercised by individuals, each one for himself and
not forbidden in the N T and has the sanction
for herself; and that infants are incapable either
of the early church. When superstitious -view-s of
of repentance or of faith of this kind. The argubapti,^m entered largely into the church and it w-as ment seems weak in its second statement; it is more
held that no unbaptized child could be saved, the
dogmatic than historical; and wiU be referred
practice arose of encouraging the baptism of all
to later when the doctrine bung at the basis of the
weakling infants b>' nurses. The Reformed church
rite is examined. On the other hand a great deal
protested against this and w-as at pains to repudiate
of evidence supports the view that the baptism of
the superstitious thought of any mechanical efficacy infants, if not commanded, was at least permitted
in the rite b3- deprecating its exercise by any save
and practised wdthin the apostolic church, St,
approved and ordained ministers of the church.
Paul connects baptism wdth circumcision and implies
Still, w-hile condemning la3--baptism as irregular,
that under the gospel the former takes the place
it may be questioned whether they would assert
of the latter (Col 2 12); and as children were
any administration of the rite to be invalid, pro- circumcised on the Sth day after birth, the inference
virlel only it had been performed with devout faith
follows naturally that children w(^ie also to be
on the part of giver and receiver.
baptized. In the OT, promises to parents included
their children. In his sermon on the Day of PenteThe recipients of Christian baptism are all
cost St. Peter declares to his hearers that the
those who make a presumably sincere professi(Dn
gospel promise is "to you and to your children"
of repentance of sin and of faith in
4. Who
the Lord Jesus Christ, the Sa\dour; and connects this with the invitation to baptism
(Acts 2 38.30). It is .also noteworthy that children
May Retogether with the children of such
ceive Bap- believing parents. The requirements shared in the Jewish baptism of proselytes. Then
we find in the N T narratives of baptisms that
fism
are set forth in the accounts given us of
"househohls" w-ere baptized—of L3'dia (Acts 16
the performance of the rite in the NT,
15), of the jailer at Philippi (-"Vets 16 32), of
in which we see how the apostles obeyed the commands of their Master. Jesus had ordered them to Stephanas (1 Cor 1 16). It is never said that the
children of the household were exempted from the
"make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them
sacred rite. One has only to remember the posiinto the name of the Father and of the Son and of
tion of the head of the household in that ancient
the Holy Spirit" (Mt 28 19)—to "preach the gospel
world, to recollect how the household was thought
to the whole creation. He that believcth and is
to be embodied in its head, to see how the repentbaptized shaU be saved; but he that disbeheveth
ance and faith of the head of the household was
shaU be condemned" (Mk 16 15.16). The apostle
looked upon as including those of all the members,
Peter said to the inquirers on the Day of Pentecost,
not merely chUdren but servants, to feel that had
"Repent ye, and be baptized every one of you in
the chUdren been excluded from sharing in the rite
the name of Jesus Christ unto the remission of your
the exclusion would have seemed such an unusual
sins; and ye shaU receive the gift of the Holy
thing that it would have at least been mentioned
Spirit"; and 3,000 were added to the church through
the initiatory rite of baptism. The Samaritans, I and explained. Our Lord expressly made very
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young children the types of those w-ho entered into
His kingdom (.Mk 10 14-16); and St. Paul so
unites parents with children in t h e faith of Christ
that he does not hesitate t o call t h e children of
the belie-ving husljand or wife "holy," and to imply
that t h e children had passed from a state of "uncleanness"" t o a state of "hoUness" through t h e
faith of a parent. All these things seem to point
to the fact that the rite which was t h e door of entance into t h e visible community of t h e follow-ers
of Jesus was shared in by the chilchen of believing
parents. Besides e-vidence for the baptism of children goes back to the earliest times of t h e subapostolic church. Irenaeus was t h e disciple of
Polycarp, who had been the disciple of St. John,
and it is difficult to draw any other conclusion from
his statements than that he beheved that the baptism of infants had been an established practice
in the church long before his days (Adv. Haer., ll,
22; cf 39). The witness of TertulUan is speciaUy
interesting; for he himself plainly thinks that
adult baptism is to be preferred to t h e baptism of
infants. H e makes it plain that the custom of
baptizing infants existed in his days, and we may
be sure from t h e character and t h e learning of the
man, that had he been able to affirm that infantbaptism had been a recent innovation and had not
been a long-estabhshed usage descending from apostolic times, he would certainly have had no hesitation
in using what would have seemed to him a, very
convincing way of dealing with his opponents.
Tertulhan's testimony comes from the end of the
2d cent, or the beginning of the 3d. Origen,
the most learned Christian writer during t h e first
three cents, and who comes a little later than
TertulUan, in his 14th Homily on St, Luke bears
witness to the fact that the baptism of infants was
usual. He argues that original sin belongs to
children because t h e church baptizes them. At
the same time it is plain from a variety of evidence
too long to cite that the baptism of infants was not
a universal practice in t h e early church. The
church of t h e early cents, was a mission church.
It drew large numbers of its members from heathendom. I n every mission church t h e baptism of
adults wdll naturally take t h e foremost place and
be most in evidence. But is is clear that many
Christians were of t h e opinion of TertulUan and
beUeved that baptism ought not to be administered
to children but should be confined to adults. Nor
was this a theory only; it was a continuous practice
handed down from one generation t o another in
some Christian families. I n the 4th cent, few Christian leaders took a more important place than Basil
the Great and his brother Gregory of Nyssa. They
belonged t o a family who had been Christians for
some generations; yet neither of t h e brothers
w-as baptized until after his personal conversion,
which does not appear to have come until they had
attained t h e years of manhood. T h e whole e-vidence seems to show that in the early church, down
to the end of t h e 4th cent, at least, infant and
adult baptism were open questions and that t h e
two practices existed side b y side wdth each other
wdthout disturbing t h e unity of t h e churches. I n
the later Pelagian controversy it became e-vident
that the theory and practice of infant baptism had
been able to assert itself and that t h e ordinance
was always administered to children of members of
the church.
(2) Baptism for the dead.—St, Paul refers to a
custom of "baptizing for the dead" (1 Cor 15 29).
What this "vicarious baptism" or "baptism for
the dead" was it is impossible to sa3-, even whether
it was practised within the primitive Christian
church. The passage is a very difficult one and
has called forth a very large number of explanations.
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which are mere guesses. Paul neither commends
it nor disapproves of i t ; he simply mentions its
existence and uses the fact as an argument for the
resurrection.

See BAPTISM FOR T H E D E A D .

IV. The Formula of Baptism.— The Formula
of Christian baptism, in the mode w-hich prevailed,
is given in M t 28 19: " I baptize thee in the name
of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost."
But it is curious that the words are not given in any
description of Christian baptism until t h e time of
Justin Martyr: and there they are not repeated
exactly b u t in a slightly extended and explanatory
form. He says t h a t Christians "receive the washing
wdth water in the name of God, the Ruler and Father
of t h e universe, and of our Saviour, Jesus Christ,
and of t h e Holy Spirit" (1 Apol., 61). I n every
account of the performance of the rite in apostolic
times a much shorter formula is in use. The 3,000
believers were baptized on the D a y of Pentecost
"in the name of Jesus'" (Acts 2 38); and the same
formula was used at t h e baptism of Cornelius
and those that were with him (Acts 10 48). Indeed it would appear to have been the usual one,
from St. Paul's question to the Corinthians: "W ere
3'e baptized into the name of Paul?" (1 Cor 1 13).
The Samaritans were baptized " into t h e name of
the Lord Jesus" (Acts 8 16); and the same formula
(a common one in acts of devotion) was used in the
case of the disciples a t Ephesus. I n some instances
it is recorded that before baptism t h e converts
were asked to make some confession ot their faith,
which took the form of declaring that Jesus w-as
the Lord or that Jesus Christ was the Son of God.
It may be inferred from a phrase in 1 Pet 3 21
that a formal interrogation was made, and that the
answer was an acknowledgment that Jesus Christ
was Lord. Scholars have exercised a great deal
of ingenuity in trying to explain how, with what
appear to be t h e very words of Jesus given in the
Gospel of Mt, another and much shorter formula
seems to have been used throughout the apostolic
church. Some have imagined that t h e shorter
formula was that used in baptizing disciples during
the lifetime of Our Lord (Jn 4 1.2), and that the
apostles having become accustomed to it continued to use it during their lives. Others declare
that the phrases "in the name of Jesus Christ" or
"of the Lord Jesus" are not meant to give the
formula of baptism, b u t simply to denote that the
rite w-as Christian. Others think that the full
formula was always used and that t h e narratives
in t h e Book of Acts and in the Pauhne Epistles
are merely brief summaries of what took place—
an idea rather difficult to believe in the absence
of any single reference to the longer formula.
Others, again, insist that baptism in the name of
one of the persons of the Trinity implies baptism in
the name of the Three. While others declare that
St. Matthew does not give the very words of Jesus
but puts in His mouth what was the common formula used a t the date and in the district where the
First Gospel was written. Whatever explanation
be given it is plain that the longer formula became
universal or almost universal in the sub-apostolic
church. Justin Martyr has been already quoted.
TertulUan, nearly half a century later, declares expressly that the "law of baptism has been imposed
and the formula prescribed" in M t 28 19 (De Bapt,
13); and he adds in his Adversus Praxean (c. 26):
"And it is not once only, b u t thrice, that we are
immersed into t h e Three Persons, a t each several
mention of Their names.'" The evidence to show
that the formula given by St. Matthew became the
estabhshed usage is overwhelming; but it is more
than likely that the use of t h e shorter formula
did not altogether die out, or, if it did, that it was
revived. T h e historian Socrates informs us that
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some of the more extreme Arians "corrupted"
baptism by using the name of Christ only in the
formula; while injunctions to use the longer formula
and punishments, including deiiosition, threatened
to those who presumed to employ the shorter which
meet us in collections of ecclesiastical canons (-4pos.
Canons, 43, 50), prove that the practice of using the
shorter formula existed in the 5tli and 6tli cents.,
at all events in the East.
V. The Doctrine of Baptism.—The
sacraments,
and baptism as one of them, are alw-ays described to
be (1) signs representing as in a picture or figure
spiritual benefits (1 Pet 3 21), and also (2) as
seals or personal tokens anel attestations confirmatory of solemn promises of spiritual benefits.
Hence the sacrament is said to have two |iai-ts:
"the one an outward and sensible sign, used according to Christ's appointment; the other an inward
and spiritual grace therob3- signified." It is held,
moreover, that w-hen the rite of baptism has been
duly and de\-outly performed w-ith faith on the part
of both giver and receiver, the spiritual benefits
do follow the performance of the rite. The question therefore arises: What are the spiritual and
evangelical blessings portra3-ed and solemnly
promised in baptism? In the New Testament we
find that baptism is intimately connected with the
foUowing: w-ith remission of sins, as in -Vets 22
16 ("Arise, and be baptized, and w-ash awa3- thy
sins"), and in He 10 22; with regeneration or the
new- birth, as in Tit 3 6 and Jn 3 5 (this idea also
entered into the baptism of proselytes and even
into the thought of baptism in the M3-steries; neophytes were taught t h a t in the water they died
to their old life and began a new one [Apuleius
Meta. xi]); with ingrafting into Christ, with union
with Him, as in Gal 3 27—and union in definite
ways, in His death, His burial and His resurrection,
as in Rom 6 3-6; wdth entering into a new relationship with God, t h a t of sonship, as in Gal 3 26.27;
with the best ow-al of the Holy Spirit, as in 1 Cor 12
13; -with belonging to the church, as in Acts 2 4 1 ;
with the gift of salvation, as in Mk (?) 16 16;
Jn 3 5. From these and similar passages theologians conclude t h a t baptism is a sign and seal of
our ingrafting into Christ and of our union with
Him, of remission of sins, regeneration, adoption and
life eternal; that the water in baptism represents
and signifies both the blood of Christ, which takes
away aU our sins, and also the sanctifying influence
of the Holy Spirit against the dominion of sin and
the corruption of our human nature; and that baptizmg with water signifies the cleansing from sin by
the blood and for the merit of Christ, together with
the mortification of sin and rising from sin to newness
of Ufe by virtue of the death and resurrection of
Christ. Or to put it more simply: Baptism teachi'-s
that aU who are out of Christ are unclean by reason
of sin and need to be cleansed. I t signifies that just
as washing with w-ater cleanses the body so God in
Christ cleanses the soul from sin by the Holy Spirit
and that we are to see in this cleansing not merely
pardon but also an actual freeing of the soul from
the pollution and power of sin and therefore the
beginnings of a new life. The sacrament also
shows us that the cleansing is reached only through
connection with the death of Christ, and further
that through the new lffe begun in us we become
in a special way united to Christ and enter into a
new and filial relationship with God. Probably
all Christians, reformed and unreformed, will
agree in the above statement of the doctrinal meaning in the rite of baptism; and also that when the
sacrament is rightly used the inward and spiritual
grace promised is present along with the outward
and visible signs. But Romanists and Protestants
differ about what is meant by the right use of the
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sacrament. They separate on the question of its
elficacy. The former understand by the right use
simply the correct performance of the rite and the
placing no obstacle in the way of the flow of efficacy.
The latter insist that there can be no right use of the
sacrament unless the recipient exercises faith, t h a t
without faith the sacrament is not efficacious and
the inward and spiritual blessings do not accompany
the external and visible signs. Whatever minor dffferenees divide Protestant evangelical churches on
this sacrament they are all agreed upon this, t h a t
where there is no faith there can be no regeneration.
Here emerges doctrinally the difference between
those w-ho give and who refuse to give the sacrament
to infants.
The lal ter taldng their stand on the fundamental
doctrine of all evangelical Christians that faith
is necessary to make any sacrament
The Docefficacious, and assuming that the
trine of In- effect of an ordinance is always tied
fant Bapto the precise time of its administratism
tion, insist that only adults can perform such a conscious, intelligent, and
individually independent act of faith, as they believe all Protestants insist on scriptural grounds to
be necessary in the right use of a sacrament. Therefore they lefuse to baptize infants and young
children.
The great majority of evangelical Protestants
practise infant baptism and do not think, due explanations being given, that it in any way conflicts
with the idea that faith is necessary to the efficacy
of the sacrament. The Baptist position appears
to them to conflict with much of the teaching of the
NT. It implies that all who are brought up in the
faith of Christ and within the Christian family still
lack, when the3- come to years of discretion, that
great change of heart and life which is symbolized
in baptism, and can only receive it by a conscious,
intelligent and thoroughly independent act of faith.
This seems in accordance neither with (Scripture
nor with human nature. We are told that a child
may be full of the Holy Ghost from his mother's
w-omb (Lk 1 15); that little children are in the
kingdom of Christ (Mt 19 14); that children of
believing parents are holy (1 Cor 7 14). Is there
nothing in the fact that in the N T as in the O'T the
promise is "to j'ou and j'our children"? Besides,
the argument of those w-ho oppose the baptism
of infants, if logically carried out, leads to consequences which few of them would accept. Faith
is as essential to salvation, on all evangeUcal theology, as it is for the right use of the sacrament; and
every one of the arguments brought against the
baptism of infants is equally applicable to the denial
of their salvation. Nor can the Baptist position
be said to be true to the facts of ordinary human
nature. Faith, in its evangehcal sense of fiducia
or trust, is not such an abrupt thing as they make
it. Their demand for such a conscious, intelligent,
strictly individualist act of faith sets aside some
of the deepest facts of human nature. No one,
young or old, is entirely self-dependent; nor are our
thoughts and trust always or even frequently entirely independent and free from the unconscious
influences of others. We are interwoven together
in society; and what is true generally reveals itself
still more strongly in the intimate relations of the
familv. Is it possible in all eases to trace the creative effects of the subtle imperceptible influences
which surround children, or to say when the slowly
dawning intelligence is first able to apprehend
enough to trust in half-conscious ways? It is but
a shallow -view of human nature which sets all such
considerations on the one side and insists on regarding nothing but isolated acts of knowledge or of
faith. With all those thoughts in their minds, the
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great majority of evangeUcal churches admit and
enjoin the baptism of infants. They believe t h a t
the children of beUeving parents are "born within the
church and have interest in the covenant of grace
and a right to its seal." They explain that the efficacy of a sacrament is not rigidly tied to the exact
time of administration, and can be appropriated
whenever faith is kindled and is able to rest on the
external sign, and that the spiritual blessings signUied
in the rite can be appropriated again and again with
each fresh kindling of faith. They declare t h a t no
one can tell how soon the dawning intelligence may
awaken to the act of appropriation. Therefore these
churches instruct their ministers in dispensing the
sacrament to lay vows on parents t h a t they will train
up the infants baptized "in the knowdedge and fear
of the Lord,"" and wiU teach them the great blessings
promised to them in and through the sacrament
and teach them to appropriate these blessings for
themselves. They further enjoin their ministers to
admonish all w-ho may witness a baptismal service
to look back on their own baptism in order that
their faith may be stirred afresh to appropriate for
themselves the blessings which accompany the
proper use of the rite.
LITERATURE.—The literature on the subject of baptism
is very extensive. It may be sufficient to select the following: J. S. Candlish. The Sacraments, lOth thousand, 1900;
J. C. W. Augusti, Denkwurdigkeiten aus d. christ. Arehdologie.Y, I8'20; Hofling, Das Sakrament der Taufe, 1846-48;
J. B. Mozley, Review of the Baptismal Conlroversij, 2d ed.
189.5; AV. Goode, The Doctrine of the Church of England as
to the Effects of Baptism m the Case of Infants, 1849: "W.
Wall, History of Infant Baptism, 170,5; E, B, UnderhiU,
Confessions of Faith . . . of Baptist Churches of England
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/. The Term.—The
word "baptism" is the
Anglicized form of the Gr bdptisma, or baptismds.
These Gr words are verbal nouns de1. The
rived from baplizd, which, again, is
Derivation the intensive form of the vb. bipto.
"Baptismos
denotes the action of
baptizein (the baptizing), baptisma the result of the
action (the baptism)" (Cremer). This distinction
differs from, but is not necessarily contrary to, th.,it
of Plummer, who infers from Mk 7 4 and He 9 10
that baptismos usually means lustrations or ceremonial w-ashings, and from Rom 6 4; Eph 4 5;
1 Pet 3 21 that baptisma denotes baptism proper
(HDB).
The Gr words from which our Eng. "baptism"
has been formed are used by Gr writers, in classical
antiquity, in the L X X and in the
2. The
NT, w-ith a great latitude of meaning.
Meaning
It is not possible to exhaust their
meaning by any single Eng. term.
The action which the Gr w-ords express may be
performed bjr plunging, drenching, staining, dipping, sprinkling. 'The nouns baptisma and baptismos do not occur in the L X X ; the verb baplizd
occurs only in four places, and in two of them in a
fig. sense (2 K 5 14; Jth 12 7; Isa 21 4; Ecclus
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31 (34) 25). Wherever these words occur in the
NT, the context or, in the case of quotations, a
comparison with the OT wiU in many instances
suggest which of the various renderings noted above
should be adopted (cf Mk 7 4; He 9 10 wdth
Nu 19 18.19; 8 7; Ex 24 4-6; Acts 2 16.17,41
with Joel 2 28). But there are passages in which
the particular form of the act of baptizing remains
in doubt. "The assertion t h a t the command to
baptize is a command to immerse is utterly unauthorized" (Hodge).
In the majority of Bib. instances the vbs. and
nouns denoting baptism are used in a Ut, sense, and
signify the application of water to an
3. The Ap- object or a person for a certain purpUcation
pose. The ceremonial washings of
the Jews, the baptism of proselytes to
the Jewish faith, common in the days of Christ,
the baptism of John and of the disciples of Christ
prior to the Day of Pentecost, and the Christian
sacrament of baptism, are literal baptisms (baptismus fluminis, "baptism of the river,"" i.e. water).
But Scripture speaks also of fig. baptisms, without water (Mt 20 22; Mk 10 38; Lk 12 50 = the
sufferings which overwhelmed Christ and His
followers, especially the martyrs—baptismus sanguinis, "baptism of blood""; M t 3 11; Mk 1 8;
Lk 3 16; Acts 1 5; 11 16 = the outpouring of the
miraculous gifts of the Holy Ghost, which was a
characteristic phenomenon of primitive Christianity
—baptismus flaminis, "baptism of wdnd, breeze,'"
i.e. "spirit"'). Some even take M t 21 25; -Mk
11 30; Acts 18 25; 1 Cor 10 2 in a synecdochical
sense, for doctrine of faith, baptism being a prominent feature of that doctrine (baptismus luminis,
"baptism of Ught").
Scripture occasionally alludes to Christian baptism without employing the regular term. Thus
in Tit 3 5, and Eph 5 26 we have
4. Equiva- the term loutron, "washing," instead
lent 'Terms of baptisma. From this term the Lat
church derived its lavaerum (Eng.
"laver"") as a designation of baptism. In He 10
22 we have the verbs rhantizd and loud, "sprinkle"'
and "wash""; in Eph 5 26 the verb katharlzd,
"cleanse""; in 1 Cor 6 11 the verb apolodd,
"wash,"" are e-vidently synonyms of baptizo, and
the act has been so denominated from its prime
effect.
//. The Ordinance.— Christian baptism, as
now practised, is a sacred ordinance of evangelical
grace, solemnly appointed by the risen
1. The
Christ, prior to His entering into the
Teaching of state of glory by His ascension, and
Scripture
designed to be a means, until His
second coming, for admitting men to
discipleship with Him. M t 28 18-20 and its
parallel Mk 16 15.16 are the principal texts of
Scripture on which the church in all ages has based
every essential point of her teaching regarding this
ordinance. The host of other baptismal texts of
Scripture expand and illustrate the contents of
these two texts. We have in these texts:
(1) An authoritative (Mt 28 19) command, issued in plain terms: "Make disciples .
. baptizing." This command declares (a) speciem
actus, i.e. it indicates with sufficient clearness, by
the use of the term "baptize,"" the external element
to be employed, viz. water, and the form of the
action to be performed by means of water, viz.
any dipping, or pouring, or sprinkling, since the
word "baptize"" signifies any of these modes. On
the strength of this command Luther held: "Baptism is not simple water only, but it is the water
comprehended in God"s command'"; and the
Westminster Shorter Catechism (Ques. 94) calls
baptism "a washing with water." Water is dis-
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tinetly mentioned as the baptismal element in
Acts 8 38; 10 47; Eph 5 20; He 10 22, "There
is no mention of any other element" (Plummer).
The phraseology of Eph 5 2li, "the washing of
water with the word," shows that not the external
element alone, nor the pli3'sical action of applying
the water, constitutes baptism; but "the word"
must be added to the element and the action, in
order that there may be a baptism,
(l)etrahe
verbum-, et quid est aqua nisi aqua -' .-Iccedit verbnm
ad elementum, et fit sacramentum, "Remove the
word and what is water but water? The w-ord is
added to the element and it becomes a saeriuiienl"
Augustine), "Without the Word of God the water
is simple water, and no baptisni" (Luther). The
command prescribes (b) cxercitium actus, i.e. it enjoins a continued exercise of this function of the
messengers of Christ for all time.
(2) .4 clear declaration of the object in view.—
The participle "baptizing" qualifies the iniperative "make disciples," and expresses that, what the
imperative states as the end, is to be attained bj'
what the participle names as a means to that end.
The participle "baptizing," again, is qualified by
"teaching" (ver 20). The second participle is not
connected b3- "an.l" wdth the first, hence, is subordinate to the first (Meyer), Di,~cipleship is to be obtained by baptizing-tcaching. There is no rigid law
regar(Ung the order and sequence of these actions
laid down in these words; the\- merely state that
Christ desires His disciples to be both baptized and
fuUy informed as to His teaching.
(3) A definite promise: salvation (Mk 16 16),
i e. complete and final deli\-eranee from all evil,
the securing of "the end of faith" (1 Pet 1 9).
This is a comprehensive statement, as in 1 Pet 3
21, of the blessing of baptism. Scripture also states,
in detail, particular baptismal blessings: (a)
Regeneration, Tit 3 5; Jn 3 3.5. Despite Calvin
and others, the overwhelming consensus of interpreters StiU agrees w-ith the ancient church and
w-ith Luther in explaining both these texts of baptism, (b) Remission of sins, or justification (-Acts
2 .5,S; 22 16; 1 Cor 6 11; Eph 5 26; He 10
22,1. This blessing, no doubt, is also intended in
1 Pet 3 21, where eperolema has been rendered
"answer"" by the AV w-hUe the RV renders "interrogation." The word denotes a legal claim,
which a person has a right to set up (see Cremer
s.v, and Rom 8 1). (c) The establishment of a
spiritual union wilh Christ, and a new relationship with God (Gal 3 20 27; Rom 6 3.4; Col
2 12), In this connection the prepositions with
which baptizein in the N T connects may be noted.
Baptizein eis, "to baptize into," always denotes
the relation into which the party baptized is placed.
The only exception is Mk 1 9. Baptizein en, or
epi,"to baptize in'" (.Acts 10 48; 2 38), denotes the
basis on which the new relation into which the baptized enters, is made to rest (Cremer). (d) The
sanctifying gifts of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor 12 13;
Tit 3 5), All these blessings Scripture declares
to be effects of baptism (Wirkang der Taufe,
Riehm, Handwbrterb.).
"Baptism is called 'washing of regeneration," not merely because it symbolizes it, or pledges a man to it, but also, and
chiefly, because it effects it"" (Holtzmann, Huther,
Pfleiderer, \\'eiss). "Regeneration, or being begotten of God, does not mean merely a new capacity
for change in the direction of goodness, but an
actual change. The legal washings were actual
external purifications. Baptism is actual infernid
purification" (Plummer). To these modern authorities Luther can be added. He says: "Baptism worketh forgiveness of sin, delivers from death
and the devil, and gives eternal salvation to all
'fho beUeve, as the words and promises of God de-
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clare" (Smaller Catech.). In Tit 3 5 AV the force
of the preposition did, "by," deserves to be noted:
it deijlares baptism to be the regenerating, renewing, just^ifying, glorying medium to the heirs of
eternal life. The baptismal promise is supported,
not only in a general way, by the ver;icity and sincerity of the Speaker, who is the Divine Truth
incarnate, but also in a special way, by the Author"s
aiipeal to His sovereign majesty (-\It 28 18), and
by the significant assurance of His personal ("I"
= cgd, is emphatic: Meyer) presence with the disei|(les in Iheir afore-mentioned activity (Mt 28 20;
ef (Mk 16 20).
(4) .4 iilaiii indication of the scope: "all nations,"
"the whole creation" (pdse le ktisei to be understood
as in Col 1 2:5= "aU men"). Baptism is of universal application; it is a cosmopolitan ordinance before which differences such as of nationalitj-, race,
age, sex, social or civil status, are leveled (cf Col 3
11 with 1 Cor 12 13). Accordingly, Christ orders
baptism to be practised "alway" (lit. "aU daj's"),
"even unto the end of the world," i.e. unto the consummation of the present age, until the Second
-Advent of the Lord. For, throughout this period
Christ promises His cooperative presence wdth the
efforts of His discijiles to make disciples.
(5) -4. pri-scntjed formula for administering the
ordinance: "into the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit." The belief in the
Trinit3- is fundamental to Christianity; accordingly,
the sacred rite by which men are initiated into the
Christian religion justly emphasizes this belief.
The three Persons are mentioned as distinct from
one another, but the baptismal command is issued
upon their joint and coequal authority ("in the
name," not "names"), thus indicating the LTnity
in Trinity. This ancient baptismal formula represents "the Father as the Originator, the Son as
the Mediator, the Holy Ghost as the Realization,
and the vital and vitalizing blessing of the promise
and fulfilment," which is e-xtended to men in this
ordinance (Cremer).
After the Lord had entered into His glor3', we
find that in the era of the apastles and in the primitive Christian church baptism is the
2. The
established and universally acknowlBiblical
edged rite by which persons are adHistory
mitted to communion w-ith the church
of the
(Acts 2 38.41; 8 12f.36,.38; 9 18; 10
Ordmance 47 f; 16 15.33; 18 8; 22 16; Rom 6
3; 1 Cor 12 13; Gal 3 27). Even in
cases where an outpouring of the special gifts of the
Holy Spirit had already taken place, baptism is stiU
administered (Acts 10 44ff; 11 15 f). "Thus, baptism occupied among the Gentile converts to Christianity, and later among all Christians, the same
position as circumcision in the Old Covenant (Col
2 U f ; Gal 5 2 ) . It is, essentially, part of the
foundation on which the unity of the Christian
society rested from the beginning (Eph 4 5; 1 Cor
12 13; Gal 3 27 f)" (Riehm, Handworterb.).
In 1 Cor 10 1,2 tho apostle states t h a t the
Israehtes "were aU baptized unto Moses in the
cloud and in the sea,'' Farrar attempts
3. Types
the following solution of this type:
of Baptism "The passing under the cloud (Ex 14
19) and through the sea, constituting
as it did their deliverance from bondage into freedom, their death to Egypt, and their birth to a new
covenant, was a general type or dim shadow of
Christian baptism (compare our collect, 'figuring
thereby Thy holy baptism'). But the typology
is quite incidental; it is the moral lesson w-hich is
paramount. 'Unto Moses'; rather, into. By this
'baptism" they accepted Moses as their Heavensent guide and teacher" (Pulpit Coinm.). In 1 Pet
3 21 the apostle calls baptism the anlitupon ol the
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Deluge. Dehtzseh (on He 9 24) suggests that
tupos and anlitupon in Gr represent the original
figure and a copy made therefrom, or a prophetic
foretype and its later accomplishment. The
point of comparison is the saving power of water
in either instance. Water saved Noah and his
family by floating the ark which sheltered them,
and by removing from them the cUsobedient generation which had sorely tried their faith, as it had
tried God's patience. In Uke manner the water of
baptism bears up the ark of the Christian church
and saves its behoving members, by separating them
from their filthy and doomed fellow-men.
///. Difficulties.—Feme
(PER\ X I X , 396 f) and
Kattenbusch (Sch-Herz, I, 435 f) argue t h a t the
Trinitarian formula in M t 28 19 is
1. Are Mt spurious, and t h a t the text in Mk
28 vs 1 8 belongs to a section which w-as added
20 and Mk to this Gospel at a later time. The
16 vs 15.16 former claim had first been advanced
Genuine?
by Conybeare, but later research by
Riggenbach has estabhshed the genuineness of the Trinitarian formula in M t . Peine
still maintains his doubts, however, on subjective
grounds. As to the concluding section in IMk
(16 9-20), Jerome is the first to call attention to
its omission in most Gr ALSS to which he had access.
But Jerome himself acknowledged ver 14 as genuine. Gregory of Nyssa reports that, while this
section is missing in some MSS, in the more accurate ones many MSS contain it. No doctrinal
scruple can arise on account of this section; for it
contains nothing that is contrary to the doctrine of
Scripture in other places on the same subject; and
it has always been treated as genuine by the Christian church. The question is a purely historical
one (see Bengel, Apparatus Criticus, 170 f).
No record of such use can be discovered in the
Acts or the epistles of the apostles. The baptisms
recorded in the N T after the Day of
2. Was the Pentecost are administered "in the
Trinitarian name of Jesus Christ" (-Acts 2 38),
Formula
"into the name of the Lord Jesus"
Used in
(8 16), "into Christ" (Rom 6 3; Gal
NT Times? 3 27). This difficulty was considered
by the Fathers; Ambrose says: Quod
verba taciturn fuerat, expressum est fide, "What had
not been expressed in word, was expressed by faith."
On close inspection the difficulty is found to rest on
the assumption that the above are records of baptismal formulas used on those occasions. The fact is
that these records contain no baptismal formula at
all, but "merely state that such persons were baptized as acknowledged Jesus to be the Lord and the
Christ"" (Plummer). The same can be said of any
person baptized in our day with the Trinitarian
formula. That this formula was the established
usage in the Christian church is proven by records
of baptisms in Justin (Apol., I, 61) and TertulUan
(Adv. Prax., X X V I ) .
Baptism was practised among the Jews prior
to the solemn inauguration of this ordinance by the
risen Christ. The ceremonial wash3. Was
ings of the Jews are classed with the
Christian
transient forms of the Levitical worBaptism
ship (He 9 9.10), which had not been
ReaUy a
intended to endure except "until a
New Ortime of reformation."" They were
dinance?
removed when Christian baptism was
erected into an abiding ordinance of
the church of God (Col 2 11-13). I t is erroneous
to say that those ancient washings developed into
Christian baptism. A shadow does not develop
into a substance. Nor do we find the origin of
Christian baptism in the baptism of proselytes,
which seems to have been a Jewish church custom
in the days of Christ. Though the rite of bap-
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tism was not unknown to the Jews, still the baptism of John startled them (Jn 1 25). Such passages as Isa 4 4 (1 16); Ezk 36 25; 37 23; Zee
13 1 had, no doubt, led them to expect a rite of
purification in the days of the Messiah, which would
supersede their Levitical purification. The delegation which they sent to John was to determine
the Messianic character of John and his preaching
and baptizing. Johannic baptism has been a
fruitful theme of debate. The question does not
affect the personal faith of any Christian at the
present time; for there is no person h'ving who
has received Johannic baptism (Chemnitz). The
entire subject and certain features of it, as the
incident recorded Acts 19 1-7, will continue to be
debated. It is best to fix in our minds a few essential facts, which will enable us to put the Scriptural
estimate on the baptism of John. John had
received a Di'vine commission to preach and baptize (Lk 3 2; Jn 1 33; Mt 21 25). He baptized
with water (Jn 3 23). His baptism was honored
by a wonderful manifestation of the holy Trinity
(Mt 3 16.17), and by the Redeemer, in His capacity
as the Representative of sinful mankind, the sinbearing Lamb of God, accepting baptisni at John's
hand (Mt 3 13ff; Jn 1 29ff). It was of the
necessity of recei-ving John"s baptism that Christ
spoke to Nicodemus (Jn 3 3 ff). The Pharisees
invited their eternal ruin by refusing John"s baptism
(Lk 7 30); for John"s baptism was to shield them
from the wrath to come (Mt 3 7); it was for the
remission of sin (Mk 1 4 ) ; it was a washing of
regeneration (Jn 3 5). A\'hen Jesus began His
pubhc ministry. He took up the preaching and baptism of John, and His disciples practised it with
such success that John rejoiced (Jn 3 22.25-36;
4 1.2). All this e-vidence fairly compels the belief
that there was no essential difference between the
baptism of John and the baptism instituted by
Christ; that what the risen Clirist did in Mt 28
18-20 was merely to elevate a rite that had pre'viously been adopted by an order "from above" to
a permanent institution of His church, and to proclaim its universal application. The contrast
which John himself declares between his baptism
and that of Christ is not a contrast between two
baptisms tvith water. The baptism of Christ,
which John foretells, is a baptism with the Holy
Ghost and wdth fire, the Pentecostal baptism. But
for the general purpose of begetting men unto a
new lffe, sanctifying and sa'ving them, the Spirit
was also bestowed through John's baptism (Jn 3 5).
The command in Mt 28 19; Mk 16 16 is allembracing; so is the statement concerning the
necessity of baptism in Jn 3 5. After
4. Should
reading these statements, one feels
Infants Be inclined, not to ask. Should infants be
Baptized?
baptized? but Why should they not
be baptized? The onus probandi rests
on those who reject infant baptism. The desire to
have their infants baptized must have been manifested on the day when the first three thousand
were baptized at Jerus, assuming that they were all
adults. The old covenant had pro'vidcd for their
children; was the new to be inferior to the old in
this respect? (See Plummer in HDB.)
The baptism of entire households is presumptive evidenije
that children and infants were baptized in apostolic
times (Acts 16 15.33; 18 8; 1 Cor 1 16). 'The
arguments against infant baptism imply defective
'views on the subject of original sin and the efficacy
of baptism. Infant faith—for, faith is as necessary
to the infant as to the adult—may bafUe our attempts
at explanation and definition; but God who extends
His promises also to children (-Acts 2 39), who established His covenant even with beasts (Gen 9
16.17); Christ who blessed also little children (Mk
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10 13ff),and spoke of them as behevers (Mt 18 6),
certainly does not consider the regeneration of a
chiM or infant a greater task than that of an adult
{ei Mt 18 3.4).
Paul did baptize Crispus, Gains and Ste[ilianas
with his household. These baptisms he perf((riiied
at Corinth alone; we have no recoril
5. Why Did of his baptisms at other places, V\ hat
Paul not
Paul declares in 1 Cor 1 14-17 is.
Baptize?
that by his baptizing he could not ha-^-e
become the cause of the divisions in
the Corinthian congregation, because ho had ba])tizeJ only a few- persons at Corinth, and, moroo\-ei',
he had not baptized in his own name, hence had
attached no one to llis person, l^lie statement,
"Christ sent me not to baptize," is made after the
Sem idiom, and means: "not so much to baptize
as to preach" (Farrar in Pulpit Comm.).
If they
are taken in any other sense, it is impossible to protect Paul against the charge that he did something
that he was not authorized to do, when he bajitized Crispus, etc.
1 Cor 15 29 is sometimes taken to mean that
the earl3' Christians practised baptism by proxy.
After they had been converted to
6. What Is Christianit3', it is held, they desired
the Baptism to convey t h e benefits of their faith
for the
to their departed friends who had died
Dead?
in paganism, by ha'ving themselves
baptized ''in their behalf,"" perhaps
on their graves. We have no evidence from history th:it such a practice prevailed in the early
Christian churches. Nor does t h e text suggest it.
The Gr preposition huper expresses also the motive
that may prompt a person to a certain action. In
this case the motive was suggested by the dead,
riz, by the dead in so far as they shall rise. The
context shows this to be the meaning: If a person
has sought baptism in -view of the fact that the
dead are to rise to be judged, his baptism is valueless, if the dead do not rise. See B-LPTISM FOR THE
DE.U).

W . H . T. D-W

BAPTISMAL REGENERATION, baii-tiz'mal rgjen-er-a'shun: -As indicated in the general arts, on
BAPTIS.M and S-\CRAMENT, the doctrine ordinarily

held by Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Baptists,
-\Iethodists, and also by Low-Church Episcopalians,
differs from that of t h e Roman and Greek churches,
and of High-Church Anglicans, in its rejection of
the idea that baptism is the instrumental cause of
regeneration, and that the grace of regeneration
is effectuaUy convej'ed through the administration
of that rite wherever duly performed. The teaching of Scripture on this subject is held to be that
salvation is immediately dependent on faith, which,
as a fruit of the operation of the Spirit of God in
the soul, aheady, in its reception of Christ, implies
the regenerating action of t h a t Spirit, and is itself
one evidence of it. 'To faith in Christ is attached
the promise of forgiveness, and of all other blessings. Baptism is administered to those who already possess (at least profess) this faith, and symbolizes the dying t o sin and rising to righteousness implicit in the act of faith (Rom 6). I t is
the symbol of a cleansing from sin and renewal by
Cod's Spirit, but not the agency effecting that
renewal, even instrumentally.
Baptism is not,
ladeed, to be regarded as a bare symbol. I t may
be expected t h a t its believing reception wUl be
accompanied by fresh measures of grace, strengthening and fitting for the new life. This, however,
as the life is already there, has nothing to do with
the idea of baptism as an opus operatum, working
a spiritual change in virtue of its mere administration. In Scripture the agency with which regeneration is specially connected is the Divine "word"
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(cf 1 Pet 1 23). Without living faith, in those
capable of its e.xercise, the outward rite can avail
nothing. The supposed "regeneration" may be
received—in multitudes of instances is received—
without Hie least apparent change in heart or hfe.
The alio\'e, iiatui'all3-, apjilies lo adults; the ease
of children, born and growing up within the Christian eominuiiity, is on a different footing. Those
who recognize the right of such to baptism hold
that in the normal Christian development children
of believing parents should be the subjects of Divine grace from the e(iiiimenoeni(ait (Eph 6 4);
they therefore properly receive the initiatory rite
of the Christian church. The faith of the parent,
in presenting his child for baptism, lays hold on
God's promise to be a God to llim and to his chUdren; and he is entitled to hope for that which
baptism pledges to him. But this, again, has no
relation to the idea of regeneration thromjh baptism.
JAMES ORR
ANGLICAN ( H I G H - C H U R C H )

DOCTRINE

Regeneration, the initial gift of life in Christ, is,
in the church's normal S3'steni, associated with the
sacrament of baptism. The basis for this teaching and practice of the church is found primarily
in Our Lord's discourse to Nicodemus (Jn 3 1-8)
wherein the new birth is associated not only with
the quickening Spirit but with the element of water.
The Sa-viour's words, ht. tr"*, are as follows: "Except one be born [out] of water and Spirit (ex hudatos kat pneumatos genndomai), he cannot enter
into the kingdom of God," (That it is the impersonal aspect of the Divine Spirit, i.e. as equivalent to "spiritual hfe"" which is here presented,
is indicated by the absence of the art. in the Gr
of ver 5.) Entrance into the kingdom of God
implies entrance into the church as the outward
and visible embodiment of that kingdom. Our
Lord, in the passage above cited, does not Umit
the possibUity or the need of "new birth"' to those
who have arrived at adult age, or "years of discretion," but uses the general pronoun -ris, lis,
"anyone."" The Anghcan church does not, however, teach that baptism is unconditionally necessary, but only that it is "generally" necessary to
salvation (cf the language of the Church Catechism with the qualification mentioned in the
Prayer-Book "Office for the Baptism of Those of
Riper A'ears," "Whereby ye may perceive the great
necessity of this Sacrament, where it may be had").
It is not taught that the gi'ace of God is absolutely
or unconditionally bouncT to the external means,
but only that these sacramental agencies are the
ordinary and normal channels of Divine grace.
The typical form of baptism is that appropriate
to the initiation of adults into the Christian body.
Justin Mart3T in his First Apology (ch Ixi) no
doubt testifies to what was the general view of
Christians in the 2(1 cent, (cir 150 AD):_ "-As many
as are persuaded and believe that the things taught
and said by us are true, and, moreover, take upon
them to live accordingly, are taught to pray and
ask of God with fasting for forgiveness of their
former sins; . . and then they are brought to
a place of water, and there regenerated after the
same manner wdth ourselves; for they are washed
in the name of God, the Father and Lord of the
universe, and of our Saviour Jesus Christ, and of
the Holy Spirit." For the due administration of
this sacrament, personal faith and repentance on
the part of the candidate are prerequisite conditions.
However, "the baptism of young children" (i.e,
of infants) "is in any wise to be retained in the
Church, as most agreeable to the institution of
Christ" ( X X X I X Articles, Art. X X V I I , sub fin,).
In the service "For the Baptism of Infants," repent-
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ance and faith are promised for the children by
their "sureties'" (ordinarily known as "sponsors" or
"godparents"), "which promise, when they come to
age [the childre-a] themselves are bound to perform."
The person, whether adult or infant, receives in
his baptism a real forgiveness; a washing away of
all sins, whether original or actual. He also receives, at least in germ, the beginnings of new life
in Christ; which life, however, must be developed
and brought to perfection through his personal
cooperation w-ith the grace of God. But regeneration, as such, is not conversion; it is not even
faith or love, strictly speaking. These latter,
w-liile they are conditions, or effects, or evidences of
regeneration, are not regeneration itself, which is
purely the work of God, operating by His creative
power, through the Holy Ghost. The moral test
of the existence of spiritual life is the presence in
heart and conduct of the love of God and of obedience to His commandments (see 1 Jn passim).
It may be added that the bestowment of the gifts
of spiritual strength—of the manifold graces and
of the fulness of the Holy Spirit—is primarily
associated with the laying on of hands (confirmation) rather than with bajitism proper; the rite of
confirmation was, however, originally connected
with the baptismal service, as an adjunct to it.
The newly-made Christian is not to rest content
with the initial gift of life; he is bound to strive
forward unto perfection. Confirmation is, in a
sense, the completion of baptism. "The doctrine of
laying on of hands" is accordingly connected with
''the doctrine of baptisms," and both are reckoned
by the author of the Epistle to the He as among
"thefirst principles of Christ" (He 6 1.2 AV).
LITEH.A.TURE.—For tlic Anglican doctrine on the subject of regeneration in baptism the following authorities may be consulted: Hoolier. Ecclesiastical Polity,
V. lix. Ix: Waterland. The Doct. IJae of Christian Sacraintiits; Regeneration; Vf&ll, Infant Baptism; R, I, Wilberforce, The Doctrine of Holy Baptism;
Darweii Stone,

Holy Baptism, in "The O.xford Library of Practical
Theology": .V. J, ItIa,son. Tlie Faith of the Gospel. For
patristic teaching on tMs subject, cf Tertullian. De
Baptismo.

W I L L I ,vM S.VMUEL BISHOP
LuTHEUAX D O C T R I N E

Regeneration is here taken in its strict meaning
to denote that internal spiritual change, not of the
substance, but of the quahties, of the
1. Defini- intellect and will of natural man, by
tion of
which blindness, darkness in regard to
Terms
spiritual matters, esp. the gospel, is
removed from the former, and spiritual
bondage, impotence-, death from the latter (2 Cor
3 5; Acts 26 18; d'hil 2 13), and the heart of the
sinner is made to savingly know and appropriate
the Lord Jesus Christ and the merits of His atoning
sacrifice, as its. only hope for a God-pleasing life
here in time and a life in glory hereafter. Regeneration in the strict sense signifies the first spiritual movements and impulses in man, the beginning
of his thinking Divine thoughts, cherishing holy
desires and willing God-like volitions. But it does
not signify the radical extinction of sin in man; for
evil concupiscence remains also in the regenerate
as a hostile element to the new life (Rom 7 23-25;
Gal 6 16.17). Peccatum tollitur in baptismo, non
ut non sit, sed ul non obsit—.Vugustine. "Sin is removed in baptism, not that it may- not be, but that
it may not hurt." Reduced to its lowest terms,
regeneration in the strict sense may be defined as
the kindUng of saving faith in the heart of the
sinner; for according to 1 Jn 5 1, "whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is begotten of God."
Such terms as new creation (2 Cor 5 17; Gal 6
15 m), spiritual quickening, or vivification (Eph 2 5;
Rom 6 11), spiritual resurrection (Eph 2 6; Col
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3.1), are true synonyms of regeneration in the strict
sense. In the point of time justification coincides
with regeneration in the strict sense; for it is by
faith, too, that the sinner is justified. But these
tw-o spiritual events must not be confounded; for
justification affects, not the internal conditions of
the sinner"s heart, but his legal standing with God
the righteous Judge. Regeneration is called baptismal regeneration in so far as it occurs in the event
and as an effect of the application of the Christian
baptism.

See BAPTISM (I), I, 6.

'The two leading texts of Scripture which declare
in plain terms that baptism is a means for effecting
regeneration in the strict sense are
2. ScripJn 3 5 and Tit 3 5. But this doctural Basis trine is implied in Acts 2 38; Eph 5
of This
26; Gal 3 27; 1 Pet 3 21. In Jn 3
Doctrine
7 it is immaterial whether dndthen
gennethtnai is rendered "to be born
from above"" or "to be born a second time." For
the second birth is never of the flesh (Jn 1 13;
3 4.5); hence, is always of di-vine origin, "from
above."" It is ascribed to the agency of the entire
Trinity: the Father (Jas 1 18; 1 Pet 1 3); the
Son (Jn 1 12); and the Spirit (Tit 3 5). But
by appropriation it is generaUy attributed to the
Spirit alone, whose particular function is that of
Quickener (see Cremer, Bibl.-lheol. Wdrterb., 9th ed,
s.v. "pneuma," 894f). Baptism is an instrument
by which the Holy Spirit effects regeneration.
"Water and the Spirit" (Jn 3 5) is a paraphrastic
description of baptism: "water," inasmuch as the
man is baptized therewith (1 Jn 5 7.8; Eph 5 26)
for the forgiveness of sin (Acts 2 33; 22 16; 1 Cor
6 11), and "Spirit," inasmuch as the Holy Ghost is
given to the person baptized in order to his spiritual
renewal and sanctification; "both together—the
former as causa medians, the latter as causa efficiens—constitute the objective and causative element out of which (cf 1 13) the birth from above
is produced [ek]" (Meyer). In Tit 3 5 "the expression to loulroii palingenesias, lit. 'bath of regeneration," has been very arbitrarily interpreted
by some expositors, some taking loutron as a fig,
name for the regeneration itself, or for the praedicatio evangelii, 'preaching of the gospel" or for the
Holy Spirit, or for the abundant imparting of
the Spirit. From Eph 5 26 it is clear that it can
mean nothing else than baptism; cf too, He 10 22;
1 Cor 6 11; Acts 22 16."" Of this laver of regeneration Paul says t h a t through it (did), i.e. by
its instrumentality, men aresaved. Meyer is right
when, correcting a former view of his, he states:
"According to the context, Paul calls baptism the
bath of the new birth, not meaning that it pledges
us to the new birth ('to complete the process of
moral purification, of expiation and sanctification,'
Matthies), nor that it is a visible image of the new
birth (De Wette), for neither in the one sense nor in
the other could it be regarded as a means of saving.
Paul uses t h a t name for it as the bath by means of
w-hich God actually brings about the new birth."
The application of baptism and the operation of the
Spirit must be viewed as one undivided action.
Thus the offense of Spurgeon, Weiss and others at
"regeneration by water-baptism" can be removed.
Baptism does not produce salutary effects ex
opere operato. I.e. by the mere external performance
of the baptismal action. No instru3. Faith in ment with which Di-vine grace works
Baptism
does. Even the preaching of the gospel is void of saving results if not
"mixed-with faith" (He 4 2AV). Luther correctly
describes the working of baptism thus: "How can
water do such great things? It is not the water
indeed that does them, but the Word of God which
is in and with the water (God's giving hand), and
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faith which trusts such word of God in the w-ater
(man's recei^dng hand)." But this faith, which is
required for a salutary use of the gospel and baptism, is wrought by these as instruments which the
Holy Spirit employs to produce faith; not by
imparting to them a magical power but by uniting
His Divine power with them (Rom 10 17; 2 Cor
4 6; Eph 5 2()).
The comprehensive statements in Jn 3 (>; Eph
2 3 (''by nature") show that infants are in need
of being regenerated, and Mt 18 3.6,
4. Infants that the3' are capable of faith. It is
and Adults not more dithcult for the Il(il3' Spirit
to work faith in infants I13- baptism,
than in adults by the preaching of ihe gospel,
,Viid infant faitii, though it may baffle our atleinpts
at exact definition, is nevertheless luuiored in Scripture w-ith the word which denotes g(muine faith,
pi.sUuiin, i.e. trustfully relying on Christ (-Mt 18
6: cf 2 Tim 3 15; 1 5). In the ease of adults
who h-ave received faith through hearing and reading the gospel (Jas 1 IS; 1 Pet 1 2:'.; 1 Cor 4
15), baptism is still "the washing of regeneration,"
because it is a seal to them of the righteousness
which these people have pre\douslv obtained by
behering the gospel (Rom 4 11-13; Gal 3 7);
and it reminds them of, and enables them to discharge, their daily dut3- of putting away the old
and putting on the new- man (Eph 4 22,24), just as
the Word is still the regenerating word of truth (Jas
1 IS) though it be preache(.l to persons w-ho are
regenerated a long time ago. -Ae('((rdingly, Luther
rightly extends the regenerating and renewing influences of baptism throughout the life of a Christian,
when he says ''Baptizing with water signifies that
the old -Adam in us should, by dail3- contrition and
repentance, be drowned and die, with all sins and
eril lusts; and, again, a new man should come forth
and arise, who shall hve before God in righteousness
and puritv forever" (Smaller Catech,).
W. H. T. D A U
BAPTISM FOR T H E DEAD (pa-n-TC?o|j.at in-ep
TOV vEKpiiiv, baptizomai huper ton nekrdn): Some of
the Corinthian Christians denied the
1. Paul's
resurrection of the dead, and Paul adArgument vances three arguments to convince
tUem that the dead wdll be raised: (1)
"If there is no resurrection of the dead, neither hath
Christ been raised," but Christ is raised (1 Cor 15
13,20j. (2) If the dead are not raised, why are
men being baptized for the dead (ib 15 29)? (3)
Why should the apostle himself w-age his spiritual
warfare (ib 15 30)? Thefirst argument rests upon
the central fact of Christianit3-, and the other two
are appeals to the consistency of the Corinthians,
and of Paul himself. Whatever "baptism for the
dead" meant, it was, in Paul's opinion, as real, valid
and legitimate a premise from which to conclude
that the dead would rise as his own sufferings. The
natural meaning of the w-ords is obvious. Men in
Corinth, and possibly (Isew-here, were being continually baptized on behalf of others who were at
the time dead, with a view to benefiting t lieni in the
resurrection, but if there be no resurrection, what
shaU they thus aceompUsh, and why do they do
if' "The onl3r legitimate reference is to a practice
.of survivors allowing themselves to be bapUzed on behalf of (believing?) friends who had died
without baptism" (Afford in l o c ) .
TertulUan beUeved that Paul referred to a custom
of vicarious baptism (Res., 48c,- Adr. Marc, 5.10).
There is evidence that the early church
2-Patristic knew such a practice. Epiphanius menEvidence
tions a tradition that the custom
obtained among the Cerinthians (Haer.,
28 6). And Chrysostom states that it prevailed
among the Marcionites.
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But commentators have offered between thirty
and forty other interpretations, more or less
strained, of the passage. (For a sum3. Modern mary of different views see T. C.
Views
Edwards and Stanley, Comms., ad
loc)
Two of the most reasonable
'Views from recent commentators are: "What
shall they do who receive baptism on account of
the di-ad? i.e. with a view to the resurrection of the
d(\id?" and therefore to sharing in it themselves
(Canon Evans, Speaker's Comm., ad l o c ) ; "that
the death of Christians led to the conversion of
survivors, who in the first instance 'for the sake of
the dead' (their belov(;d dead), and in the hope
ol reunion, turn to Christ" (Findlay, Expositor's
Greek Test., ad loc). Both ideas may be true, but
they are simply imported into this passage, and the
latter also is quite irrelevant to the argument and
makes Paul identify eon version with baptism.
But why is all this ingenuity expended to evade
the natural meaning? Because (1) such a custom
would be a superstition involving the
4. The
principle of opus operatum; anti (2)
Difficulty
Paul could not share or even tolerate
a contemporary idea w-hich is now
regarded as superstition. To reply (with Afford)
that Paul does not approve the custom will not
serve the purpose, for he would s(-arcely base so
great an argument, even as an argumentum ad
hoinine-m, on a practice which he regarded as whoUy
false and superstitious. The retort of those who
denied the resurrection would be too obvious. But
why should it be necessary to suppose that Paul
rose above all the limitiitions of his age? The idea
that symbolic acts had a •vicarious significance
had sunk deeply into the Jewish mind, and it
would not be surprising if it took more than twenty
3-ears for the leaven of the gospel to work all the
Jew out of Paul. At least it serves the apostle's
credit ill to make his argument meaningless or
absurd in order to save him from sharing at all in
the inadequate conceptions of his age. He made for
himself no claim of infallibility.
T. R E E S
BAPTISM OF FIRE (ev irvevjiaTi dy(u) Kai wupl,
en pneumali hagid kai puri): This e.xpression is used
in Mt 3 11. The copulative ual requires that the
baptism "in the Holy Ghost and in fire," should
be regarded as one and the same thing. It does
violence to the construction, therefore, to make this
statement refer to the fire of judgment. The difficulty has always been in associating fire with the
person of the Holy Ghost. But in the connection
of fire with the work or influence of the Holy Ghost
the diflSculty disappears. The thought of John is
that the Saviour would give them the Divine Sanctifier as purifying water to wash away their sins and
as a refining fire to consume their dross; to kindle
in their hearts the holy flame of Di'vine love and
zeal; to Uluminate their souls with heavenly wisdom. The statement, therefore, in this verse indicates the manner in which Christ will admit them
to discipleship and prepare them for His service.
See B.iPTisw; F I R E .

JACOB W . K A P P

BAPTISM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT: The expression "baptism of the Holy' Spirit" is based on a
number of predictions found in our
1. The
four Gospels and in connection with
BibUcal
these the record of their fulfilment
Material
in the Book of Acts. The passages
in the Gospels are as follows: M t 3
11: "I indeedbaptizeyouin water unto repentance:
but he that cometh after me is mightier than I,
whose shoes I am not worthy to bear: he shall baptize you in the Holy Spirit and in fire.""_ The last
clause
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Kai vvpl=aul6s humAs baptlsei en pne-umati hagid kai purl. In M k 1 8 and Lk 3 16 we have
the declaration in a slightly modified form; and in
Jn 1 33 John the Baptist declares t h a t the descent of the Spirit upon Jesus at the baptism of the
latter marked out Jesus as "he that baptizeth in
the Holy Spirit."" Again in Jn 7 37.38 we read:
"Now on the last day, the groat day of the feast,
Jesus stood and cried, saying. If any man thirst,
let him come unto me and drink. He t h a t believeth
on me, as the scripture hath said, from within him
shall flow rivers of Uving water."" Then the evangelist adds in ver 39: "But this spake he of the Spirit,
wluch they that beUeved on him were to receive:
for the Spirit was not yet given; because Jesus
was not yet glorified." These are the specific
references in the four Gospels to the baptisms of the
Holy Spirit. In Acts w-e find direct reference by
Luke to the promised baptism in the Holy Spirit.
In 1 5 Jesus, just before the ascension, contrasts
John's baptism in water with the baptism in the
Holy Spirit which the disciples are to receive "not
many da3's hence," and in ver 8 power in witnessing for Jesus is predicted as the result of the baptism
in the Holy Spirit. On the evening of the resurrection day Jesus appeared to the disciples and
"he breathed on them, and saith unto them.
Receive ye the Holy Spirit" (Jn 20 22). This
was probably not a wholly symbolic act but an
actual communication to the disciples, in some
measure, of the gift of the Spirit, preUminary to the
later complete bestowal.
We observe next the fulfilment of these predictions as recorded in Acts. The gift of the Holy
Spirit on the Day of Pentecost and the miraculous
manifestations which followed are clearly the chief
historical fulfilment of the prediction of the baptism
of the Holy Spirit. Among the manifestations of
the coming of the Spirit at Pentecost were first those
which were physical, such as "a sound as of the
rushing of a mighty wind, and it filled all the house
where they were sitting'" (Acts 2 2), and the
appearance of "tongues parting asunder, like as of
fire; and it sat upon each one of them" (Acts 2 3).
Secondly, there were spiritual results: "And they
were all filled with the Holy Spirit, and began to
speak •with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them
utterance" (Acts 2 4). In vs 16 ff Peter declares
that this bestowment of the Holy Spirit is in fulfilment of the prediction made by the prophet Joel
and he cites the words in 2 28 ff of Joel's prophecy.
There is one other important passage in Acts in
which reference is made to the baptism of the Holy
Spirit. While Peter was speaking to CorneUus (Acts
10 44) the Holy Spirit fell on all t h a t heard the
word and they of the circumcision who were -with
Peter "were amazed"' "because that on the Gentiles
also was poured out the gift of the Holy Spirit."
When gi'ving the brethren at Jerus an account of
his visit to Cornelius, Peter declares that this event
which he had witnessed was a baptism of the Holy
Spirit (Acts 11 16): "And I remembered the word
of the Lord, how he said, John indeed baptized 'with
water; but ye shaU be baptized in the Holy Spirit.""
We consider next the significance of the baptism
of the Holy Spirit from various points of -view.
(1) From the •point of view of OT teaching as to
the gift of the Spirit.—The prophecy of Joel quoted
by Peter indicates something extra2. Signifi- ordinary in the gift of the Spirit at
cance of
Pentecost. The Spirit now comes in
Baptism of new forms of manifestation and with
the Holy
new power. T h e various classes menSpirit
tioned as receiving the Spirit indicate
the wide diffusion of the new power.
In the OT usually the Spirit w-as bestowed upon
mdi-viduals; here the gift is to the group of dis-
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ciples, the church. Here the gift is permanently
bestowed, while in the OT it was usually transient
and for a special purpose. Here again the Spirit
comes in fulness as contrasted with the partial
bestowmient in OT times.
(2) From the point of view of the ascended Christ.
—In Lk 24 49 Jesus commands the disciples to
tarry in the city "until ye be clothed with power
from on high,"" and in Jn 15 26 He speaks of the
Comforter "whom I will send unto you from the
Father,"" "he shall bear wdtness of m e " ; and in
Jn 16 13 Jesus declares that the Spirit when He
comes shall guide the disciples into all truth, and
He shall show them things to come. In this verse
the Spirit is called the Spirit of truth. It wasfitting
that the Spirit who w-as to interpret truth and guide
into all truth should come in fulness after, rather
than before, the completion of the life-task of the
Messiah. 'The historical manifestation of Divine
t r u t h as thus completed made necessary the gift
of the Spirit in fulness. Christ Himself w-as the
giver of the Spirit. The Spirit now takes the place
of the ascended Christ, or rather takes the things
of Christ and shows them to the disciples. The
baptism of the Spirit at Pentecost thus becomes
the great historic event signalizing the beginning
of a new era in the kingdom of God in w-hich the
whole movement is lifted to the spiritual plane, and
the task of evangelizing the world is formally begun.
(3) The significance of the baptism of the Spirit
from the point of view of the disciples.—It can scarcely
be said with t r u t h that Pentecost was the birthday of the church. Jesus had spoken of His church
during His earthly ministry. The spiritual relation to Christ which constitutes the basis of the
church existed prior to the baptism of the Holy
Spirit. But that baptism established the church in
several ways. First in unity. The external bond
of unity now gives place to an inner spiritual bond
of profound significance. Secondly, the church
now becomes conscious of a spiritual mission, and
theocratic ideals of the Idngdom disappear. Thirdly, the church is now endued with power for its
work. Among the gifts bestowed were the gift
of prophecy in the large sense of speaking for God,
and the gift of tongues which enabled disciples to
speak in foreign tongues. The account in the second
ch of Acts admits of no other construction. There
was also bestowed power in w-itnessing for Christ.
This was indeed one of the most prominent blessings named in connection with the promise of the
baptism of the Spirit. The pow-er of worldng
miracles was also bestowed (Acts 3 4 ff; 5 12ff).
Later in the epistles of Paul much emphasis is
given to the Spirit as the sanctifying agency in the
hearts of behevers. In Acts the word of the Spirit
is chiefly Messianic, that is, the Spirit's activity
is all seen in relation to the extension of the Messianic kingdom. The occasion for the outpouring
of the Spirit is Pentecost when men from all nations
are assembled in Jerus. The symbohc representation of tongues of fire is suggestive of preaching,
and the glossolalia, or spealdng with tongues which
followed, so that men of various nations heard the
gospel in their own languages, indicates that the
baptism of the Spirit had a very special relation to
the task of world-wide evangelization for the bringing in of the kingdom of God.
The question is often raised wdiether or not the
baptism of the Holy Spirit occurred once for all or is
repeated in subsequent baptisms. The
3. Finality evidence seems to point to the former
of the Bap- -view to the extent at least of being
tism of the limited to outpourings which took place
Holy Spirit in connection wdth events recorded in
the early chapters of the Book of Acts.
The following considerations favor this -view:
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(1) In the first ch of -Vets Jesu5 predicts, according to Luke's account, that the baptism of t he H0I3Spirit w-ould take place, "not man3' da3's hence"
^.\i Is 1 5), This would seem to point to a (l((finite and speeUie event rather than to a oontinmuis
process,
(2) Again, Peter's citation in -Vets 2 17-21 of
Joel's prophec3- shows that in Peter's mind the e\'eiit
winch his hearers were then witnessing w-as the
definite fulfihneiit of the words of Joel,
(3) Notice ill the third place I hat only one other
event in the N T is described as the baptism of the
Holy Sphit, and for special reasons this mav be
regarded as the eoinplction of the Pentecostal
baptism. The pass;ige is that contained in -Vcis
10 1—11 IS in which the record is gi\-(-n of the
following events: (a) miraculous \-isi(in given to
Peter on the li((uset(ip (10 11-16) indicating that the
things about to occur are of unique importance;
(d) the spealdng with tongues (10 4.i,U>); (<-) Peter
declares to the brethren a t Jerus that the Holy
Ghost fell on the Gentiles in this instance of Cornehus and his houselidd "as on us a t the beginning""
(11 15); (d) Peter also declares that this was a fulfilment of the promise of the baptism of the Holy
Spirit (11 16,17); (c) the Jew-ish Christians who
heard Peter"s account of the matter acknowledged
this as proof that God had also extended the privileges of the gospel to the Gentiles (11 IS). The
baptism of the Holy Spirit liestowed upon Cornelius
and his household is thus cUreetly linked with the
first outpouring at Pentecost, and as the event which
signalized the opening of t h e door of the gospel
formally to Gentiles it is in complete harmony with
the missionary signfficanee of the first great Pentecostal ou;])!'m-ing. I t was a turning point or crisis
in the Messianic kingdom and seems designed to
complete the Pentecostal gift by show-ing that Gentiles as w-ell as Jew-s are to be embraced in all the
privileges of the new dispensation.
(4j We observe again that nowhere in the epistles
do we find a repetition of t h e baptism of the Spirit.
This would be remarkable if it had been understood
b}- the -writers of the epistles that the baptism of the
Spii-it w-as frequently to be repeated. There is
no e\ddence outside the Book of Acts that the
baptism of the Spirit ever occurred in the later
XT times. In 1 Cor 12 13 Paul says, "For in
one Spirit were w-e all baptized into one body
. . . and were all made to drink of one Spirit."
But here the reference is not to the baptism of the
Spu-it, but rather to a baptism into the church
wluch is the body of Christ. We conclude, therefore, that the Pentecostal baptism taken in conjunction with t h e baptism of the Spirit in the case
of CorneUus cornpleles t h e baptism of the Holy
Spirit according to t h e N T teaching. The baptisni
of the Spirit as thus bestowed was, liow-eve-r, the
definite gift of the Spirit in His fulness for every
form of spiritual blessing necessary in the progress
of the kingdom and as the permanent and abiding
gift of God to His people. In aU subsequent N T
writings there is the assumption of this presence of
the Spirit and of His avaUabUity for a.U believers.
The various commands and exhortations of the
epistles are based on the assumption that the baptism of the Spirit has already taken place, and that,
according to the prediction of Jesus to the disciples, the Spirit was to abide with them forever
(Jn 14 IGj. We should not therefore confound
other forms of expres.sion found in the 'ST with the
baplism of the Holy Spirit. When Christians are
enjoined to "walk b y t h e Spirit" (Gal 5 16j and
"befiUed with the Spirit"" (Eph 5 18), or when the
Spirit is described as an anointing (xp^<^l^ =
chrisma) as in 1 J n 2 20-27, and as the "earnest of
our inheritance" (a.ppafiifiv= nrrabdn). as in Eph 1

Baptism
Bar

14, and when various other similar expressions are
employed in the epistles of the N T , we are not to
understand the baplism of the Holy Siiirit. These
expressions iiidicale aspects of the Spirit's w(3rk
in believers or of the Ixdiever's ajiproiiriation of the
gifts and blessings of the Spirit rattier tlian the
liisl((rieal baiilism of the Sjiirit,
Three final points re(|uire brief attention, viz,
the relation of the baptism of the Spirit to the baptism in water, and to the bapti.sm in
4. Relation fire, and to the laying on of hands.
of Baptism
(1) We note that the baptism in
of the
fire
is coupled with the baptism in the
Spirit to
Spirit in M t 3 11 and in Lk 3 16.
Other
These passages give the word of John
Baptisms
the Baptist. John speaks of the
coming One who "shall baptize you
in the Holy Spirit and in fire"' (Lk 3 16). This
baptism in fire is often taken as being parallel and
synonymous with the baptism in the Spirit. 'The
context however in both Alt and Lk seems to favor
another meaning. Jesus' Messianic work will be
both cleansing and destructive. The " y o u " addressed by John included the people generally and
might naturally embrace both classes, those whose
attitude to Jesus would be beUeving and those who
would refuse to believe. His action as Messiah
would affect all men. Some He would regenerate
and purify tlirough the Holy Ghost. Others He
would destroy through the fire of punishment.
This view is favored by the context in both gospels.
In both the destructive energy of Christ is coupled
with His sa-ving power in other terms which admit
of no doubt. 'The wheat He gathers into the garner
and the chaff H e burns with unquenchable fire.
(2) The baptism of the Holy Spirit was not
meant to supersede water baptism. This is clear
from the whole of the history in the Book of Acts,
where water baptism is uniformly administered
to converts after the Pentecostal baptism of the
Spirit, as well as from the numerous references to
water baptisms in the epistles. The evidence here
is so abundant that it is unnecessary to develop
i t i n d e t a U . (See Rom 6 3 ; 1 Cor 1 14-17; 10 2;
12 13; 15 29; Gal 3 27; Eph 4 5; Col 2 12;
1 Pet 3 21.
(3) In Acts 8 17 and 19 6 the Holy Spirit is
bestowed in connection with the laying on of the
hands of apostles, but these are not to beregarded
as instances of the baptism of the Spirit in the
strict sense, but rather as instances of the reception
by believers of the Spirit which had already been
bestowed in fulness at Pentecost.
LiTERATnRE,—Atts, OH Holy Spirit in HDB and DCG:
art. on "Spiritual Gifts" in EB; iVIoule. 'i'eni Creator;
Smoaton. The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit; K u j p e r , The
Work of the Holy Spirit.
See also HOLY SPIRIT.
E . Y . MULLINS

BAPTISM, INFANT.
III, :',, v; (III), III, 3.
BAPTIST, bap'tist.

See BAPTISM (I), I I ; (II),
See JOHN THE BAPTIST.

BAR, bar (prefix): Aram, for the Heb 1 3 , ben,
"son." Cf Aram, sections of Ezr and Dnl. In the
OT the word is found three times in Prov 3 1 2 and
once in Syr Ps 2 12 (Hier. translates "pure"). In
the N T "Bar" is frequently employed as prefix to
names of persons. Cf Barabbas; Bar-Jesus; BarJonah; Barnabas; Barsabbas; Bartholomew; Bartimaeus. See B E N .
BAR, bar (subst.):
(1) n i - l 3 , b'rl<'h="a bolt" (Ex 26 20-29; 35 11;
36 31-34; 39 33; 40 18; Nu 3 36; 4 3 1 ; D t
3 5; Jgs 16 3 ; 1 S 23 7; 1 K 4 13; 2 Ch 8 5:
14 7- Neh 3 3,0 13-15; .lob 38 10 "bars and doors'

Barabbas
Barefoot
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for the sea (the bank or shore of the sea); Ps 107
16; 147 13 "the bars of thy gates": the walls of
the city were now rebuilt and its gates only closed
and barred by night [see Neh 7 3); Prov 18 19,
"bars of a castle"; Isa 45 2; Jer 49 3 1 ; 51 30;
Lam 2 9; Ezk 38 11): meaning "a rock in the sea"
(Jon 2 6).
(2) •S'^'a, mdt = "a staff," "stick,"' "pole" (Nu 4
10.l'2m); "strong fortification and great impediment" (Isa 45 2; .Am 1 5, "the bolt of Damascus" :
no need here to render prince, as some do [G. A.
Smith in loc]).
(3) " 3 , badh = "staS," "part of body," "strength"
(Job 17 16, "bars of Sheol": the gates of the world
of the dead; cf Isa 38 10; some read, "Will the
bars of Sheol faU?").
(4) '""tSia, m'tll= "something hammered out, a
(forged)
HOUSE.

bar"

(Job

40

18).

See
DOOR;
GATE;
FRANK E . H I R S C H

BARABBAS, ba-rab'as (Bapappas, Barabbas):
For Aram. Bar-abba = lit. "son of the father,"" i.e.
of the master or teacher. Abba in the time of
Jesus was perhaps a title of honor (Mt 23 9), but
became later a proper name. The variant Barrabban found in the Harclean Syr would mean
"son of the rabbi or teacher." Origen knew and
does not absolutely condemn a reading of Mt 27
16.17, which gave the name "Jesus Barabbas,"
but although it is also found in a few cursives and
in the Aram, and the Jerus S3-r V,SS in this place
only, it is probably due to a scribe's error in transcription (WH, App., 19-20). If the name was
simply Barabbas or Barrabban, it ma3- still have
meant that the man was a rabbi's son, or it ma3'
have been a purely conventional proper name, signifying nothing. He w-as the criminal chosen by
the Jerus mob, at the instigation of the priests, in
preference to Jesus Christ, for Pilate to release on
the feast of Passover (Mk 15 15; M t 27 20.21;
Lk 23 18; Jn 18 40). M t calls him "a notable
[i.e. notorious] prisoner" (27 16). Mk says that he
was "bound with them that had made insurrection,
men who in the insurrection had committed murder"
(15 7). Luke states that he was cast into prison
"for a certain insurrection made in the citv, and for
murder" (23 19; cf Acts 3 14). John calls him a
"robber" or "brigand"" (18 40). Nothing further
is known of him, nor of the insurrection in which he
took part. Luke"s statement that he was a murderer is probably a deduction from Mark"s more
circumstantial statement, that he was only one of
a gang, who in a rising had committed murder.
Whether robbery was the motive of his crime, as
Jn suggests, or whether he w-as "a man who had
raised a revolt against the Rom power" (Gould)
cannot be decided. But it seems equally improbable that the priests (the pro-Rom party) would
urge the release of a political prisoner and that
Pilate would grant it, esp. when the former were
urging, and the latter could not resist, the execution
of Jesus on a pohtical charge (Lk 23 2),
The
insurrection may have been a notorious case of
brigandage. To say that the Jew-s w-ould not be
interested in the release of such a prisoner, is to
forget the history of mobs. The custom referred
to of releasing a prisoner on the Passover is otherwise unknown. "What M t [and Jn] represents as
brought about by Pilate, Mk makes to appear as if
it were suggested by the people themselves. An
unessential variation"" (Aleyer). For a view of the
incident as seini-legendarv growth, see Schmiedel in
EB.
See also Allen, Mnilhew, and Gould, Mark, ad
loc, and art. "Barabbas" hv Plummer in HDB.
T.
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BARACHEL, bar'a-kel ( b s ? ^ ! , bdrakh'el, "God
blesses"): B., the Buzite, of the tamilj' of Ram, was
the father of Elihu, who was the last one to reason
with Job (Job 32 2.6). Cf Buz; RAM,
BARACHIAH, bar-a-kl'a (Bapax'as, Barachias;
AV Barachias; M t 23 35): Father of Zaohariah
who was murdered between the sanctuary and the
altar. It is possible that reference is made to
Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada (2 Ch 24 20 ff),
whom Matthew by mistake calls "Z., the son of
B," Lk 11 51 omits the name of the father of Z.
(cf Zahn's Kommentar, 649, note).
BARACHIAS, bar-a-ki'as.

See BARACHIAH.

BARAK, ba'rak ( p ^ ? , bdrdk, "lightning flash"'):
The name occurs in Sabaean Dp"l3, in Palm5Tene
p n 3 , and in Punic Barcas, as surname of Hamilcar;
and as Divine name in Assyr
Ramman-Birku
and Gibil-Birku (Del. AsS3-r, HWB, 187). Barak
was the son of Abinoam of Kedesh, a refuge city
in Mt. Naphtali. He was summoned by the
prophetess Deborah to lead his countrymen to war
against the Canaanites under the leadership of
Sisera. From the celebrated ode of Deborah w-e
gather that Israel suffered at the hand of the enemy;
the caravan roads w-ere in danger, traffic almost
ceased; the cultivated country was plundered
(Jgs 5 6,7). The fighting men in Israel w-ere disarmed, a shield was not to be seen nor a spear
among forty thousand men (ver 8). The prophetess raised the signal of struggle for independence.
Soon Barak came to her aid. With an army of
10,000 men—according to Jgs 4 10 they were all
drawn from Zebulun and Naphtali, whereas Jgs
6 13-18 adds Benjamin, Machir and Issachar to
the list of faithful tribes—Barak, accompanied
by Deborah, rushed to the summit of Mt. 'Tabor.
This location was very favorable to the rudel>'
armed Israelites in warding off the danger of the
well-armed enemy. The wooded slopes protected
them against the chariots of the Canaanites. In
addition they w-ere within striking distance should
the enemy expose himself on the march. Under
the heavy rainfall the alluvial plain became a
morass, in w-hich the heavy-armed troops found
it impossible to move. Soon the little stream
Kishon was filled with chariots, horses and Canaanites. Sisera abandoned his chariot and fled on
foot. Barak pursued him and found him murdered by Jael in her tent. This completed the
victory. See BEDAN; Moore, "Judges," ad loc.
SAMUEL COHON

BARBARIAN, bar-ba'ri-an, BARBAROUS, biirba-rus (PdpPapos, bdrbaros): A word probably
formed by imitation of the unintelligible sounds
of foreign speech, and hence in the mouth of a
Greek it meant anything t h a t was not Gr, language,
people or customs. With the spread of Gr language and culture, it came to be used generally for
all that was non-Gr. Philo and Jos sometimes
caUed their owm nation "barbarians,"" and so did
Rom writers up to the Augustan age, when they
adopted Gr culture, and reckoned themselves with
the Greeks as the only cultured people in the world.
Therefore Greek and barbarian meant the whole
human race (Rom 1 14).
In Col 3 11, "barbarian, Scythian" is not a
classification or antithesis but a "climax" (Abbott)
= "barbarians, even Scythians, the lowest type of
barbarians."' In Christ, all racial distinctions,
even the most pronounced, disappear.
In 1 Cor 14 11 Paul uses the term in its more
primitive sense of one speaking a foreign, and
therefore, an unintelhgible language: "If then I
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know not the meaning of the -\-oice, I shall be to
him that speaketh a barbarian, and he that speaketh will be a barbarian unto me."" The s|)eaking
with tongues would not be i means of communication. The excited inarticulate ej;iculatioiis of
the Corinthian revivalists were worse than useless
unless someone had the gift of articulating in intelligible language the force of feeling that produced
them (dunamis tis phont-s, lit. "tiie power of Ihe
sound").
In Aels 28 2.4 (in .VV of ver 2 "barbarous
people" = barbarians) the writer, perhaps from the
Gr-Rom standpoint, calls the inhabitants of
Melita barbarians, as being descendants of the
old Phoen settlers, or possibl3' in the more general
sense of "strangers," For the later sense of
"brutal," "cruel," "savage," .see 2 Mace 2 21;
4 25;

15 2.

T.
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BARBER, biir'ber:
(1) The Eng. word "barber'' is from Lat barlia,
"beard" = a man who shaves the beard. Dressing
and trimming the hair came to be added to his work.
"Barber" is found only once EV, in Ezk 5 1,
"Take thee a sharp sword; as a barber's razor shalt
thou take it unto thee, and shalt cause it to pass
upon thy head and upon thj- beard" (cf Ildghigha'
ib,Shab,^&).

Barabbas
Barefoot

done), except that fashion allowed; as an exception
to the rule, a small tuft, or "goatee," under the chin.
(3) We le.arn from various Scriptural allusions,
as well as from other sources (of W. Max Miiller
-l.s'(()( und Eiiropo, 2!Hi ff), that the business of th(3
oriental barber included, besides eerenionial shaving, the trimming and polling of tiie hair and the
I (card. Cf 2 S 19 24 where it appears that the
moustiaehe (Heb supltdm-; AV "beard") received
regular triinming; and 1 S 21 14, where the neglect of the beard is set down as a sign of madness.
That men unre wigs and false beards in ancient
(lays, the latter showing the rank of the wearer,
apiiears from Herod. ii,:i6; iii,12; and Wilkinson,
•'"'•• Egypt, II, ;!24, etc. Jos, Vita, II, gives one
case where false hair appears to have been used as
an intentional disguise. See also Polyb. iii,78,
(4) The business of the barber (see Ezk 5 1,
"as a barber's razor shalt thou take it unto thee,
and shalt cause it to ])ass upon thy head and upon
thy beard"), outside of ceremonial shaving, may
have consisted in trimming and polling the beard
and the hair of the head. Of other nations with
whom Israel of old came in contact, the Hittites
and Elamites, it is now known, shaved the beard
completely, as the earliest Babylonians also seem
to have done,
(5) The prohibition enjoined in the Mosaic law
upon "the priests the Levites, the sons of Zadok"
(Ezk 44 15.20) forbidding either "shaving the
head," or "suffering their locks to grow long," or
shaving off the corners of their beard (Lev 21 5),
w-as clearly, in a sense peculiar to the priests, etc:
"They [the priests] shall only cut off," i,e, trim, not
shave, ''the hair of their heads" (Ezk 44 20i),
But in the Apos Const, I, 3, insistence is laid upon
the Bib. prohibition as applicable to all as regards
the removal of the beard (ef Clement of Alex.,
Plied., Ill, ed Migne, I, 580 f). Jerome on Ezk
44 20 and some of the Jewish sages find the basis of
this prohibition in the fact that God gave a beard
to man to distinguish him from the woman—so,
they rea,soned, it is w-rong thus to go against Nature (cf Hahya, on Lev 19 27),
(6) In the Pal of the Gr period, say in the 3d
cent. BC, w-hen there was a Large infusion of Hellenic population and influence, clipping of the
beard prevailed in some circles, being omitted only
in times of mourning, e t c The common people,
however, seem to have seen little distinction between clipping the beard and shaving. But .see
pictures of captive Jew-s w-ith eli])pe(l beard in the
British Museum.
LITERATURE,—Benzinger, hcli. .irch., IIG; Nowack.
Lehrbuch der Heb. .[rch.,
Europa, l^iKi ff,

I :i4; "W. M a x M i i l l e r , .isien

und

G E O , B , EAGER

BARCHUS, liar'kus (B, Baxois, Bachmis; A,
BapxoW,/A'rr/((i(«',' -VV Charchus, from -VIdine ed,
Charkous; 1 K^'l 5 32 = Barkos [Ezr 2 53; Neh
7 I)')]): The descendants of B, (temple-servants)
returned with Zerubbabel to Jerus.

An Oriental Barber,
(2) In Gen 41 14 we probably have a case of
conformity to Egyp, rather than Palestinian cust()m, where Joseph "shaved himself, and changed
his raiment, and came in unto Pharaoh."" It is
known that Egyptians of the higher classes shaved
the beard regularly and completely (as the Hittites, Elamites and early Babylonians seem to have

BAREFOOT, Uiir'loid: The word is found in the
following passages: EV, "He w-ent barefoot"
(2 S 15 .'ill); "[Isaiah] did so, walking
1. Intro. . . . barefoiil" (lsa 20 2); and like the
ductory
Eg3iitians, "naked and barefoot" (lsa
20 :i,4). It seems that David in his
flight before Absalom "went barefoot," not t o
facilitate his flight, but to show his grief (2 S 15
30), and that Micah (1 S) makes "going barefoot"
a sign of mourning (LXX "to be barefoot"; AV
"stripped""). The n,akedness and bare feet of t h e
prophet Isaiah (20 2) may have been intended to
symbolize and express sympathy for the forlorn
condition of captives (cf Job 12 17.19, where AV

Barhumite
Barnabas
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and RV have "spoiled," b u t some authorities give
as the true tr "barefoot"").
Jastrow. in art. on "Tearing the Garments" (Jour, of
the .im. Oriental Sac, XXI, 23-30) presents a-view worth
considering of going barefoot as a sign of mourning and
then of grief in general (cf also Jew Enc, art. " Barefoot").
Ail these passages seem to imply the discomfort of going
barefoot on long journeys, over stony roads or hot
sands; but then, as now, in the Orient sandals seem to
have been little worn ordinarily in and aroimd the house.
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BARIAH, ba-ri'ah (Tf^'l^, bdn'^h, "fugitive"):
B. was a descendant of Da'vid in the line of Solomon
(1 Ch 3 22).

BAR-JESUS, bar-je'zus (Bapiiio-oCs, Bariesous):
''-A certain sorcerer [Gr mdgos], a false prophet, a
Jew"" whom Paul and Silas found at Paphos in
Cyprus in t h e train of Sergius Paulus, t h e Rom
proconsul (Acts 13 6ff). 'The proconsul was "a
See SHOES.
man of understanding" (Ut. a prudent or sagacious
The "shoes"' of t h e ancients, as we know from
man), of an inquiring mind, interested in the
many sources, were "sandals,"' i.e. simply soles,
thought and magic of his times. This characterfor t h e most part of rawhide, tied to
2. An
t h e feet to protect them against the istic explains the presence of a magos among his
Ancient
gravel, stones or thorns of t h e road. staff and his desire to hear Barnabas and Saul.
Oriental
Shoes of the modern sort, as well as Bar-Jesus was the magician's Jewish name. Elymas
Custom
socks and stockings, were unknown. is said to be the interpretation of his name (ver 8).
It is t h e Gr transUteration of an Aram, or Arab,
In ancient times it was certainly a
word equivalent to Gr magos. From Arab, 'alama,
common custom in Bible lands to go about in
"to know" is derived ^allm, "a wise" or "learned
and around one"s house without sandals. The
peasantry, indeed, like the fellaheen of today, being man." I n Koran, Sur n. 106, Moses is called
hardened to it, often went afield barefoot. But for Sdhir 'allm, "wise magician." Elymas therefore
a king, or a prophet, a priest or a worshipper, to go means "sorcerer" (cf Simon "Magus").
The East was flooding t h e Rom Empire with its
barefoot, was another matter, as it was also for a
mourner, for one in great distress, to be found walk- new and wonderful religious systems, which, culminating in neo-Platonism, were t h e great rivals
ing the streets of a city, or going any distance in
bare feet. Here we come again to customs peculiar of Christianity both in their cruder and in their
more strictly religious forms. Superstition was
to t h e Orient, and of various significance. For
instance, it was considered then, as it is now in extremely prevalent, and wonder-workers of all
the Moslem w-orld, profane and shocking, nothing kinds, whether imposters or honest exponents of
some new faith, found their task easy through the
short of a desecration, to enter a sanctuary, or w-alk
credulity of the pubhc. Babylonia was t h e home
on "holy ground,"" with dust-covered shoes, or
unwashed feet.
Moses and Joshua were com- of magic, for charms are found on the oldest tablets.
"Magos" was originally applied to the priests of
manded to take off their shoes when on "holy
ground"" (Ex 3 5; Josh 5 15). " N o one was the Persians who overran Babylonia, b u t the title
allowed to w-alk on t h e temple ground with shoes degenerated when it was assumed by baser peron, or with dust on his feet" (Ber., IX, 5; cf Jam- sons for baser arts. Juvenal (vi.562, etc), Horace
(Sat. i.2.1) and other L a t authors mention Chalblichus, Pythagoras, § 105). No one in the East
today is aUowed to enter any mosque with shoes daean astrologers and impostors, probably Bab
Jew-s. Many of t h e Magians, however, were the
on, or without first putting slippers furnished for
scientists of their day, t h e heirs of t h e science of
the purpose over his shoes. As a rule, too, the feet
Babylon and the lore of Persia, and not merely
must be cleansed by ablution in every such case,
pretenders or conjurers (see M A G I C ) . I t may have
as well as hands and feet before each meal.
The priests of Israel, as would seem true of t h e been as the representative of some oriental system,
a compound of "science" and reUgion, that Barpriests in general among the ancients, wore no
Jesus was attached to the train of Sergius Paulus.
shoes when ministering (see Silius
Both Sergius and Elymas had heard about the
3. Priests Italicus, III, 28; cf Theodoret on
on Duty
Ex 3 , questio 7; and Yer. Shet., 5, teaching of t h e apostles, and this aroused the
•Went
4S,d). Anciently, certainly the priests curiosity of Sergius and the fear of Elymas. 'When
Barefoot
of Israel, when going upon the plat- the apostles came, obedient to t h e command of
form to serve before the ark, in Taber- the proconsul, their doctrine visibly produced on
nacle or temple, as later in t h e sjmagogue to bless him a considerable impression. Fearing lest his
position of influence and gain would be taken by
the congregation, went barefoot; though today,
strange to say, such ministering priests among t h e the new teachers, Elymas "-withstood them, seeldng
Jews w-ear stockings, and are not supposed to be to turn aside the proconsul from the faith'" (ver 8).
barefoot (Sdtdh, 40a; R H , 316; Shulhdn
'Arukh, Paul, inspired by the Holy Spirit, worked a wonder
'Orah Hayylm, 128, 5; see Jew Enc, art. "Bare- on t h e wonder-worker by striking him blind with
his word, thus revealing to t h e proconsul that
foot").
behind him was Divine power. Sergius Paulus
The reason or reasons for t h e removal of t h e
beUeved, "being astonished at the teaching of the
shoes in such cases as t h e above, we are not at a
Lord"' (ver 12).
S, F. H U N T E R
loss to divine; but when it comes to the
4. Reasons removal of the shoes in times of mournBAR-JONAH, bar-jo'na (Bap-iwvas, Bar-ionds):
for the
ing, etc, opinions differ. Some see
Ancient
in such customs a trace of ancestor- Simon Peter"s patronymic (Mt 16 17). Bar is
Custom
worship; others find simply a rever- Aram, for "son"" (cf Bar-timaeus, Bartholomew,
etc), and corresponds t o Heb ben. Thus we are to
sion or return to primitive modes of
understand that Peter"s father"s name was Jonah.
lffe; while others still, in agreement with a -ividely
But in J n 1 42; 21 15-17, according to the best
prevalent Jewish -view, suggest that it was adopted
as a, perfectly natural symbol of humility and sim- reading, his name is given as John (so RV, instead
of AV Jona, Jonas). There are two hypotheses to
plicity of life, appropriate to occasions of grief,
account for this difference: (1) lonas (Jonah) in
distress and deep solemnity of feeling.
iMt 16 17 may be simply a contraction of loanes
The shoes are set aside now by many modern
(John); (2) Peter's father may have been known
Jews on t h e Day of Atonement and on t h e Ninth
by
two names, Jonah and John.
of Ab.
D. M i A i i EDWARDS
LITEHATUBE.—Winer, BR, s.v. " Priester und Sehuhe ";
Biehm, HandwOrterbuch des bib. Alt., s.v. "Schuhe."
BARKOS,
biir'kos
(
O
i
p
i
a , barkd?, "party-colGEO. B . EAGER
ored" f?l: cf HPN. 68. n.' 2 ) : 'The descendants
BARHUMITE, bar-hu'mlt. See BAHARUMITE.
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of B. retm-ned with Zerubbabel to Jerus (Ezr 2 53;
Neh 7 55). Cf Barchus (1 Esd 5 32),
BARLEY, bar'h (rTni'C , s'-'drdh):
(I) In the Bible, as in modern times, barlcNwas a characteristic product of Pal—"a land of
wheat and barley, and \-ines and fig-trees," etc
(Dt 8 S), the failure of w-hose crop was a national
disaster (Joel 1 1 1 ) , It was, and is, grown eliielly
as provender for horses and asses (1 K 4 2,S),
oats being practically unknown, but it w-;is, as it
now is, to some extent, the food of the poor in
country districts (Ruth 2 17; 2 K 4 12; Jn 6
9,13), " Probably this is the meaning of the dream
of the Midianite concerning Gideon: "Bilmld, I
dreamed a dream; and, lo. a cake of barley bread
tumbled into the camp of Midian, and came unto
the tent, and smote it so that it fell, and turned it
upsi(ie down, so that the tent la3- flat, -Vnd his
feUow answered and said. This is nothing else save
the sword of Gideon, the son of Joash, a man of
Israel" (Jgs 7 13 f). Here the bariey loaf is type
of the peasant origin of Gideon's army andperhajis,
too, of his own I0W-I3- coiuhtion.

Barhumite
Barnabas

the East until it is threshed and w-innowed. The
apoDieke in Rom times was probably a building
of some kind. But the immemorial usage of the
East has been to conceal the grain, in carefully
prepared pits or caves, whicli, being perfectly dry,
will jii'cserve it for years. It thus escaped, as far
as [lossible, Ihe attentions of the tax-gallierer as
well as of the robber—not always easily distinguished in the East; cf Jer 41 8 " (Temple DieIlonary, 215).
Figurative of heaven (Mt 13 30). Sec -AGRICULTURE; G.UINER.
M. <J. Ev.v.xs

BARNABAS, bar'na-bas (Bapvdpas, Barnabas,
"son of exhortation," or i)((ssibly ''.son of Nebo"):
This ii'iine was applied to the associate of Paul,
who was origimdly called Joses or Joseph (Acts
4 3li), as a testimony to his eloquence. Its lit.
meaning is "son of proidiecy" (tiar, "son"; -n-'bhii'dh,
"l)i'0]ihecy"). Cf word for prophet in Gen 20 7;
D t 18 1.5,18, etc. This is interjireted in Acts
4 30 as ".son of exhortation"" RV, or "son of consolation'' AV, expressing two sides of the Gr
-pardklesis, that are not exclusive. The office of a
prophet being more than to foretell, all these interpretations are admissible in estimating Barnabas
as a preacher. "Deismann (B diet sludien, 175-78)
considers Barnabas the Jewish Grecized form of
Barnebous, a personal Sem name recently discovered
in .Asia Minor inscriptions, and meaning "son of
Nebo" (Slanilard BD in loc).
He was a Levite from the island of C3TDrus,
and cousin, not "nephew" (AV), of the evangelist
iNlark, the word anepsios (Col 4 10), being used in
Nu 36 11, for "father's brothers' sons." When
we first learn of him, he had removed to Jerus,
and ac(iuired property there. He sold "a field,"'
and e(.(ntribute(l its price to the support of the poorer
members of the church (-Acts 4 iiii ff). In Acts
11 24 he is described as "a good man and fuU of
Bringing Home the Barley Harvest.
the Holy Siiirif (cf Isa 11 2; 1 Cor 12 8.11)
"and of "faith," traits that gave him influence and
Barley was (Ezk 4 ID one of the ingredients
leadership. Possibly on the ground of former
from which the prophet w-as to make bread and
acquaintanceship, interceding as Paul's sponsor
"eat it as barley cakes" after ha'ving baked it under
and surety, he removed the distrust of the disciples
repulsive conditions (ver 12), as a sign to the people.
at Jerus and secured the admission of the former
The false prophetesses (Ezk 13 19) are said to have
persecutor into their fellowship. When the preachprofaned God among the people for "handfuls of
ing
of some of the countrymen of Barnabas had
barley and for pieces of bread."
Barley was also used in the ORDEAL OF JEAL- begun a movement toward Christianity among
the Greeks at -Antioch, Barnabas was si^nt from
OUSY (s.v.). It w-as with five barley loaves and two
to give it encouragement and direction, and,
fishes that Our Lord fed the five thousand (Jn 6 Jerus
after a personal -visit, recognizing its importance
9,10),
and needs, sought out Paul at Tarsus, and brought
(2) Several varieties of barley are grown in Pal.
him back as his associate. At the close of a year s
The Hordeum distichum or two-rowed barley is successful work, Barnabas and Paul were sent to
probably the nearest to the original stock, but
Jerus w-ith contributions from the infant church for
Hordeum tctrastieh.um., w-ith grains in four rows,
the famine sufferers in the older congregation (11
and Hordeum hexa^tichnm, with six rows, are also 30) Ordained as missionaries on their return (13
common and ancient; the last is found depicted
3) and accompanied by .lohn IMark, they proceeded
upon Egyp monuments.
upon w-hat is ordinarily know-n as t he "First MissionBarley is al«-a\-s sow-n in the autumn, after the
ary .Journey" of Paul (Acts 13 4,5). Its hist.3ry
"early rains," and the barley harvest, which for any
belongs to Paul's hfe. Barnabas as weU as Paul is
given locality pre((_'des the wheat harvest (Ex 9
designated "an apostie" (Acts 14 14). Up tc)
31 f), begins near Jericho in April—or even M a r c h Acts 13 43, the precedency is constantly ascribecl
but in the hill country of Pal is not concluded until
to Barnabas; from that point, except in 14 14 and
the end of May or beginning of June.
15 1'^ 25 we read "Paul and Barnabas, instead ot
"Barnabas and Saul." The latter becomes the
The barley harvest was a well-marked season of
chief spokesman. The people at Lystra named
the year (see TIME) and the barley-corn was a wellPaul, because of his fervid oratory, ?ilercurius
known measure of length.
See WEIGHTS AND
while the quiet dignity and reserved str(?ngth ot
MEASURES.
E . W . G . MASTERMAN
Barnabas gave him the title of Jupiter (Acts 14
12). Barnabas escaped the violence which Paul
BARN, barn ( H l i a p , m'ghfirdh, "a granary,'"
suffered
at Iconium (14 19).
"fear,"" Hag 2 10; 'DC'N, 'a.5(Jm, " a storehouse,^^
Prov 3 10; T^'-\'^J^B^Q , rrtamm'ghiirdh, "a repository,"'
Upon their return from this first missionary
Joel 1 17; duoe^KTi, apothtke, M t 6 26; 13 30;
tour, they were sent, with other representatives
Lk 12 18,24): A place for the storing of gram,
of the church at Antioch, to confer with the apostles
usually a dry cistern in the ground, covered over
and elders of tbe church at Jerus concerning the
with a thick laver of earth. ''Grain is not stored in

B ^ c h ^ B o ^ k o / ' ^ ' ^ ^ INTERN.ATIONAL S T A N D A R D BIBLE E N C Y C L O P A E D I A
obhgation of circumcision and t h e ceremonial law
in general under t h e NT—the synod of Jerus.
-A separation from Paul seems t o begin -with a
temporary yielding of Barnabas in favor of the inconsistent course of Peter (Gal 2 13). This was
followed by a more serious rupture concerning
Mark. On the second journey, Paul proceeded
alone, while Barnabas and Mark went to Cyprus.
Luther and Calvin regard 2 Cor 8 18,19 as
meaning Barnabas by " t h e brother whose praise
is spread through all the churches," and indicating, therefore, subsequent joint work. T h e incidental allusions in 1 Cor 9 6 and Gal 2 13 ("even
Barnabas") show at any rate Paul's (Continued
appreciation of his former associate. Like Paul,
he accepted no support from those to whom he
ministered.
Tertullian, followed in recent years b y Grau
and Zahn, regard him as t h e author of t h e Epistle
to t h e He. The document published among
patristic wTitings as the Epistle of Barnabas, and
found in fuU in the Codex Sinaiticus, is universaUy
a;3signed today to a later period. " T h e writer
nowhere claims to be the apostle Barnabas; possibly
its author was some unknown namesake of 'the
son of consolation'" (Lightfoot, Apostolic Fathers,
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(Isa 54 1; Gal 4 27). T h e utter despair and
terror of the destruction of Jerus could go no farther
than that t h e barren should be called blessed (Lk
23 29).
(3) Argos is tr"* in AV "barren,"" but in RV more
accurately "idle"' (2 P e t 1 8).
T. R E E S
BARSABAS, biir'sa-bas, BARSABBAS, bar-sab'as.

See J O S E P H BARSABBAS; JUDAS BARSABBAS.

BARTACUS, biir'ta-kus (BapraKos, Bdrtakos;
JOS 'PaPeJiiKiis, Rhabezdkes; Vulg Bezazes [1 Esd
4 29]): T h e father of Apame. H e is called "the
illustrious," probably because of rank and merits.
The family seems to be of Pers origin since the name
Bartacus (Syr pt3"lX) in t h e form of Artachaeas
is mentioned by Herod, (vii.22.117) as a person of
rank in t h e Pers army of Xerxes and t h e name of
his daughter Apame is identical with t h a t of a Pers
princess who married Seleucus I, Nicator, and became the mother of Antiochus I . Apamea, a city in
Asia Minor founded by Seleucus I, is named in honor
of his wife Apame.

Cf APAIVIE; ILLUSTRIOUS.

B A R T H O L O M E ' V V , bar-thol'6-mu (BopBoXo[ittios, Bartholomalos, i.e. "son of Tolmai or Talm a i " ) : One of t h e Twelve Apostles (Mt 10 3;
'239 f).
H . E . JACOBS
Mk 3 18; Lk 6 14; Acts 1 13). There is no
BARNABAS, EPISTLE OF. See APOCRYPHAL further reference t o him in t h e N'T. According to
the "Genealogies of the Twelve Apostles" (Budge,
EPISTLES.
Conlendings of the Apostles, I I , 50) "Bartholomew
BARNABAS, GOSPEL OF. See APOCRYPHAL was of the house of NaphtaU. Now his name was
GOSPELS.
formerly John, b u t Our Lord changed it because
of John t h e son of Zebedee, His beloved." A
BARODIS, ba-ro'dis (Bapw8e(s, Barddels, 1 Esd "Gospel of Bartholomew" is mentioned by Hiero5 34): The descendants of B, (sons of the servants nymus (Comm. Proem ad Matth.), and Gelasius gives
of Solomon) returned with Zerubbabel to Jerus. the tradition that Bartholomew brought the Heb
Omitted in Ezr 2 and Neh 7.
gospel of St. Matthew to India. I n the "Preaching
of St. Bartholomew in t h e Oasis" (cf Budge, I I ,
BARREL, bar'el: The word "barrel" in AV (see 90) he is referred to as preaching probably in the
1 K 17 12,14.16; 18 3 3 : " T h e barrel of meal," oasis of Al Bahnas&, and according to the "Preaching
"fill four barrels with water," etc) stands for the of St. Andrew and St. Bartholomew" he labored
large earthenware jar (so ARV) used in t h e East
among t h e Parthians (Budge, I I , 183). The
for carrying water from the spring or well, and for "MartyTdom of St. Bartholomew"" states that he
storing grain, etc, according to a custom that still
was placed in a sack and cast into the sea.
persists. I t is elsewhere (EV) more fitly rendered
From the 9th cent, onward, Bartholomew has
"pitcher."" See H O U S E ; PITCHER, etc.
generally been identified wdth Nathanael, b u t this
view has not been conclusively established. See
BARREN, bar'en, BARRENNESS, bar'en-nes NATHANAEL.
C . M . KERR
(nj3Z, glydh; Hnb'Q, m'lehdh; bbljj, shdkhdl;
1]5!P , 'dkdr; (j-rttpos, sleiros; ap-yis, argds):
BARTHOLOMEW, GOSPEL OF. See APOCRY'
(1) Of land that bears no crop, either (a) because PHAL G O S P E L S ; BARTHOLOMEW.
it is naturally poor and sterile: riydh " d r y " (Joel
B A R T I M A E U S , biir-ti-me'us (BopT((iioios, Bar2 20), m"lchah, "salt" (Job 39 6 AV), shdkhdl,
timaios): A hybrid word from Aram. 6ar = "son,"'
"miscarrying" (2 K 2 19.21), or (b) because it is,
and Gr timaios — "honorable." For the improbabilunder God's curse, turned into a m'lehdh or salt
desert, for t h e wickedness of t h e people that dwell ity of t h e derivation from bar-tim'ai = "son of the
unclean," and of t h e aUegorical meaning = the
therein (Ps 107 34 AV; cf Gen 3 17.18).
Gentiles or spiritually blind, see Schmiedel in EB.
(2) Of females that bear no issue: 'dkdr: Sarah
(Gen 11 30); Rebekah (25 21); Rachel (29 31); In M k (10 46-52) Bartimaeus is given as the name
Manoah's wdfe (Jgs 13 2.3); Hannah (1 S 2 5 ) ; of a blind beggar, whose eyes Jesus Christ opened
as He went out from Jericho on His last journey
sleiros: EUsabeth (Lk 1 7.36).
to Jerus. An almost identical account is given by
In Israel and among oriental peoples generally
Lk (18 35-43), except that t h e incident occurred
barrenness was a w-oman"s and a family's greatest
"as he drew nigh unto Jericho," and the name of the
misfortune. T h e highest sanctions of religion and
patriotism blessed t h e fruitful woman, because blind man is not given. Again, according to Mt
(20 29-34), "as they went out from Jericho"
children were neccssar5' for the perpetuation of the
(hke Mk) two bUnd men (unlike M k and Lk) retribe a n d its religion. I t is significant that the
ceive their eight. I t is n o t absolutely impossible
mothers of t h e Heb race, Sarah, Rebekah and
Rachel, were by nature sterile, and therefore God"s t h a t two or even three events are recorded, but so
special intervention shows His particular favor to close is t h e similarity of t h e three accounts that it
Israel. Fruitfulness was God's special blessing t o is highly improbable. Regarding them as referring
His people (Ex 23 26; D t 7 14; P s 113 9). A to t h e same event, i t is easy t o understand how
complete family is an emblem of beauty (Cant 4 2; the discrepancies arose in t h e passage of the story
6 6). Metaphorically, Israel, in her days of adver- from mouth t o mouth. T h e main incident is clear
sity, when her children were exiled, was barren, but enough, and on purely historical grounds, the
miracle cannot De denied. T h e discrepancies
in her restoration she shall rejoice in many children
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B^eh,*|'ook'of

down Jeremiah's words in a book and read them in
the ears of the nobles (EV "princes," but king's sons
are not necessarily meant; Jer 36). The Book of
Baruch belongs in its present form to the latter half
of the 1st cent, of our era; yet some modern Roman
T. RF.ES
Catholic scholars vigorously maintain that it is the
BARUCH, ba'ruk, bdriuk ( T i n 3 , bdrfi-k: Bapovx,
work of Jeremiah's friend and secretary.
Baroiieh, "blessed"):
//. Contents.—This
book and also the Epistle
(1) Son of Neriah and brother of Sendah. King
of Jeremy have closer aflfinities wdth the canonical
Zedekiah's chamberkdn (Jer 51 5>»). He was the
Book of Jer than any other part of the Apoc. I t
devoted friend (Jer 32 12), the amanuensis (36
is pr((bal)ly t o I his fact t hat t hey owe their name and
4ff,32) and faithful attendant (36 10 ff; Jos, Ant,
also Iheir iiosition in the L X - \ and in the Vulg.
X vi, 2) of the prophet Jeremiah. He seems to
The book is apparently made up of four separate
have been of noble family (see .l/(/, -\, ix. 1; ef
]iarts by independent w-riters, brought together
Jer 51 59; Bar 1 1). He was also according t o
Jos a man of unusual acqiUrements (.int, X, i\, 1).. by an li, owing it is very hkely to a mere accident
—each being tuo small to occupy the space on one
He might have risen t o a high position and seemed
roll they were all four written on one and the same
conscious of this, but under Jeremiah's influence
roll. The following is a brief analysis of the four
(see Jer 45 5) he repressed his ambition, being
portions of the book:
content to throw in his lot with the great prophet
Historical Introduction, giving an account of the
whose secretar3' and companion he became. Jereorigin and purpose of the book (1 1-14). Vs
miah dictated his prophecies t o Baruch, who read
1 f tell us that Baruch wrote this book
them to the people (Jer 36). T h e king (Jehoiakim)
1. Histor- at Babylon "in the fifth month [not
was greatl3- angered at these prophecies and had
ical Intro- "year" as L X X ] , in the seventh
Baruch arrested and the roll burnt. Baruch how-ever
duction
day of the month, what time as the
rewrote the prophet's oracles. In the final siege of
Chaldeans took Jerus, and burnt it
Jerus Baruch stood by his master, w-itnessing the
with fire'' (see 2 K 25 Sff). Fritzsche and others
purchase b3- the latter of his ancestral estate in
Anathoth (jer 32). -Vecording to Jos (Ant, X, ix, 1) read: " I n the fifth year, in the month Sivan [see
he continued to reside w-ith Jeremiah at Mizpah ver 8], in the seventh day of the month," etc. Um
gives the date of the feast Pentecost, and the
after the fall of Jerus. Subsequent to the murder
supposition is that the party w-ho made a pilgrimage
of GedaUah, he w-as accused of having unduly
influenced Jeremiah w-hen t h e latter urged the to Jerus did so in order to observe that feast. ^According to vs 3-14, Baruch read his book t o King
people to remain in Judah—a fact which shows how
Jehoiachin and his court by the (unidentified)
great was the influence which Baruch was believed
to have had over his master (Jer 43 3). He was river Sud. King and people on hearing the book
carried wdth Jeremiah to Egypt (Jer 43 6; Ant, fell to weeping, fasting and praying. As a result
X, ix, 6), and thereafter our knowledge of him is money was collected and sent, together with
merely legendar3-. According t o a tradition pre- Baruch's book, to the high priest Jehoiakim,' to
the priests and to the people at Jerus. The money
served by Jerome (on Isa 30 6 f) he died in Egypt
soon after reaching t h a t country. Two other tra- is to be used in order to make it possible to carry
on the services of the temple, and in particular
ditions say that he went, or by Nebuchadnezzar
that prayers may be offered in the temple for the
was carried, t o Babylon after this king conquered
Eg3-pt. The high character of Baruch and the king and his family and also for the superior lord
King Nebuchadnezzar and his son Baltasar ( =
important part he pla3-erl in the life and work of
Jeremiah induced later generations still further t o the Belshazzar of Dnl 5).
Confession and prayer (1 15—3 8) (1) of the
enhance his reputation, and a large number of
spurious writings passed under his name, among Palestinian remnant (1 15—2 15). The speakers
are resident in Judah not in Babylon
them the foUowing: (a) T h e -APOCALYP.SE OF BARUCH
(q.v.); (b) the Book of Baruch; (c) the Rest of the 2. Confes- (ver 15; cf 2 4), as J. T. Marshall
sion
and
and R. H. Charles rightly hold. This
Words of Baruch; (d) the gncstic Book of Baruch;
section follows throughout the arrange(e) the Lat Book of Baruch, composed originally Prayer
ment and phraseology of a prayer conm Lat; (/) a Gr Apocalypse of Baruch belonging
tained in Dnl 9 7-15. I t is quite impossible t o
to the 2d cent, of our era; (g) another Book of
think of Dnl as being based on Bar, for the writer
Baruch belonging to the 4th or 5th cent.
of the former is far more original than the author
(2) A son of Zabbai who aided Nehemiah in
or authors of Bar. But in the present section the
rebuilding the waUs of Jerus (Neh 3 20),
original passage in Dnl is altered in a very significant
(3) One of the priests who signed the covenant
w-ay. Thus in Dnl (9 7) the writer describes those
with Nehemiah (10 6).
for"whom he wrote as ' t h e men of Judah and the
(4) The son of Colhozeh, a descendant of Perez,
inhabitants of Jerus and all rsrael[ite.s]: those
the son of Judah (.Neh 11 5).
near and those far off, in all the lands [countries]
T. WITTON DAVIKS
-whither thou host driven them on account of their
BARUCH, APOCALYPSE OF. See APOCAunfaithfulness loii-aril Ihec' The ihdicized words
LYPTIC LITERATI-RE.
• lie om'itted from Bar 1 15, though the remaining
part of Dnl 9 7 is added. Why this difference '.
BARUCH, BOOK O F : One of the .Vpociyplial or
It is evident, as MarshaU has ably pointed out,
Deutero-canonical books, standing between Jer and
Lam in the LXX, but in the Vulg after these two that the R of the section intends to put the
(•onfession and prayer of 1 15—2 5 into the mouths
books.
of Jews who had not been removed into exile.
/. Name.—See under BARUCH for the meaning
Ew'dd (History, V, 208, 6) holds that Dnl 9 7-9 is
of the word and for the history of the best-known
dependent on Bar 1 15—2 17. The section may
Bib. personage bearing the name. Though Jew-ish
, ,
.
. i,
traditions link this book with Jeremiah's amanuensis thus be analyzed:
(a) 1 15-22: Confession of the sins of the nation
and loyal friend as author, it is quite certain that
it was not written or compiled for hundreds of years from the days of Moses down to the exile. The
after the death of this Baruch. According to Jer
1 So spelt in the canonical books: but it is Joacim
45 1 it was in the 4th year (604 BC) of the reign or Joachim In -\poc AV, and in the Apoc R3 it is
invariably
.Toakim.
ff -lehoiakim (608-597 BC) t h a t Baruch wrote

themselves ai-e evidence of the wide currency of the
story before our Gospels assumed their present
torm. It is only a most mechanical theorv of
inspiration that would demand their harmonization.
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principle of sohdarity (see Century Bible, "Psalms,"'
II, 21, 195, 215) so governed the thoughts of the
ancient Israelites that the iniquities of their forefathers w-ere in effect their own.
(b) 2 1-5: God's righteous judgment on the
nation in humbUng and scattering them.
Confession and prayer (2) of the exiles in Babylon
2 16—3 s. That the words in this section are supposed to be uttered by Bab exiles appears from 2
13 f; 3 7f and from the general character of the
w-hole. This portion of the book is almost as dependent on older Scriptures as the foregoing. Three
sources seem in particular to have been used.
(a) The Book of Jer has been freely (drawn upon.
(b) Deuteronomic phrases occur frequently, esp.
in the beginning and end. These are perhaps taken
second-hand from Jer, a book well known to the
author of these verses and deeply loved by him.
(c) Solomon's prayer as recorded in I K S is
another quarry from which our author appears to
have dug.
This section may be thus divided:
(a) 2 6-12: Confession, opening as the former
(see 1 15) with words extracted from Dnl 9 7.
(/3) 2 13—3 8: Prayer for restoration.
3 1-8 shows more independence than the rest,
for the author at this point makes use of language
not borrowed from any original known to us. As
such these verses are important as a clue to the
-writer's position, view-s and character.
In 3 4 we have the petition: "Hear now the
prayer of the dead Israelites," etc, words which
as they stand involve the doctrine that the dead
(Solomon, Daniel, etc) are stiU alive and make
intercession to God on behalf of the Uving. But
this teaching is in opposition to 2 17 which occurs
in the same context. Without making any change
in the Heb consonants we can and should read for
"dead [inethe] Israelites" "the men of [m'^/iej Israel."
The L X X confuses the same words in Isa 5 13.
The praise of " Wisdom,"" for neglecting which
Israel is now in a strange land. God alone is the
author of wisdom, and He bestows it
3. The
not upon the great and mighty of this
Praise of
world, but upon His own chosen people,
•Wisdom
who however have spurned the Divdne
gift and therefore lost it (3 9—4 4).
The passage, 3 10-13 (Israel's rejection of "Wisdom" the cause of her exile), goes badly with the
context and looks much like an interpolation. The
dominant idea in the section is that God has made
Israel superior to all other nations by the gift of
"wislom," which is highly extolled. Besides standing apart from the context these four verses lack the
rhythm which characterize the other verses. What
is so cordially commended is described in three ways,
each show,'ing up a different facet, as do the eight S3mon\-ms for the Divine word in each of the 22 strophes
in Ps 119 (see Century Bible, "Psalms,"" II, 254).
(1) It is called most frequently "Wisdom.""
(2) In 4 l i t is described as the Commandments of
God and as the Law or more correctly as authoritative instruction. The Heb word for this last (tdrdh)
bears in this connection, it is probable, the technical
meaning of the Pent, a sense which it never has in the
OT. Cf D t 4 6, where the keeping of the commandments is said to be "wisdoirj" and understanding.
(1) The line of thought here resembles closely
that pursued in .lob 28, which modern scholars
rightly regard as a later interpolation.
4. The De- Wisdom, the most valuable of pospendence
sessions, is bej^ond the unaided reach
of This
of man. God only can give it—that
Wisdom
is what is taught in these parts of
Section
both Bar and Job with the question
"Where shaU wisdom be f o u n d ? "
(Job 28 12;cfBar 3 14 f, where a similar question
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forms the basis of the greater portion of the section
of Job 38 f). Wisdom is not here as in Prov hypostatized, and the same is true of Job 28, This in
itself is a sign of early date, for the personifying
of " w i s d o m " is a later development (cf Philo,
John 1).
(2) "The language in this section is modeled largely
on that of Dt, perhaps however through Jer, which
is also esp. after ch 10 Deuteronomic in thought
and phraseology. See ante II, 2 (2 lb).
The most original part of this division of the book
is where the writer enumerates the various classes
of the world's great ones to whom God had not
given "wisdom": princes of the heathen, wealthy
men, silversmiths, merchants, theologians, philosophers, etc (3 16 ff). See WISDOM.

The general thought t h a t pervades the section,
4 5—6 9, is words of cheer to Israel (i.e. Judah)
in exile, but we have here really,
5. 'Words
according to Rothstein, a compilation
of Cheer
edited so skilfuUy as to give it the apto Israel
pearance of a unity which is not real.
EarUer Bib. writings have throughout
been largely drawn upon. Rothstein (Kautzsch,
Die Apokryphen, etc, 213-15) divides the section in
the following manner:
(1) 4 5-9a.' Introductory section, giving the
whole its keynote—"Be of good cheer,"" etc; 4 7 f
follows D t 32 15-18.
(2) 4 9b-29: A song, di-visible into two parts.
(a) Personified Jerus deplores the calamities of
Israel in exile (vs 96-16).
(b) She urges her unfortunate children to give
themselves to hope and prayer, amending their
ways so that God may bring about their deliverance (vs 17-29).
(c) 4 30—5 9: A second song, beginning as the
first with the words, "Be of good cheer," and having
the same general aim, to comfort exiled and oppressed Israel.
In all three parts earUer Scriptures have been
largely used, and in particular Deutero-Isaiah has
had much influence upon the author. But there
do not seem to the present writer reasons cogent
enough for concluding, with Rothstein, that these
three portions are by as many different writers.
There is throughout the same recurring thought
"Be of good cheer," and there is nothing in the style
to suggest divergent authorship.
(3) The relation between 4 36—5 9 and Ps
Sol 11. I t was perhaps Ewald (Geschichte, IV,
498) who first pointed out the similarity of language
and viewpoint between Bar 4 36—5 9 and Ps
Sol 11, esp. 11 3-8. The only possible explanation
is t h a t which makes Bar 4 36 ff an imitation of
Ps Sol 11. So Ewald (op. cit.); Ryle and James
(PsSol, Ixx, Uff).
Ps Sol were written originally in Heb, and references to Pompey (d. 48 BC) and to the, capture of
Jerus (63 BC) show t h a t this pseudepigraphical
Psalter must have been written in the first half
of the 1st cent. BC. Bar, as will be shown, is of
much later date than this. Besides it is now
almost certain t h a t the part of Bar under discussion
was -written in Gr (see below, IV) and that it
never had a Heb original. Now it is exceedingly
unlikely t h a t a writer of a Heb psalm would copy
a Gr original, though the contrary supposition is
a very likely one.
On the other hand A. Geiger (Psall. Sol., XI,
137-39, 1811), followed by W. B. Stevenson (Temple
Bible), and rnany others argue for the priority of
Bar, using this as a reason for giving Bar an earlier
date than is usually done. It is possible, of course,
that the Pseudo-Solomon and the Pseudo-Baruch
have been digging in the same quarry; and that
the real original used by both ia lost.
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///. Language.—For
our present purpose the
book'must be divided into two principal parts: (1)
1_3 8; (2) 3 9—5 9. There is general agreement
among the best recent scholars from Ewald downward that the first portion of the book at least, was
written originally in Heb. (1) In the S\-i-(i-Hcx. text
there arc margin notes to 1 17 and 2 3 to the effect
that these \'erse3 arc lacking in the Heb, i.e. in the
original Heb text.
• ,• , .
• ,. •
(2) There are many linguistic features in this
first part which are best explained on t he supposition
that the Gr text is from a Heb original. In 2 25
the LXX EV apostoli at the end of the ver.se means
"a sending of." The K\' ('pestilence") renders
a Heb word which, w ithout the vowel signs (introduced late) is written alUve for both meanings
(dbr). The mistake can be explained only on the
assumption of a Heb original. Similarly the readins "dead Israelites'" for "men of Israel" ( = Isi-aelitt-s) in 3 4 arose through reading w-rong vowels
with the same consonants, w-hich last were alone
written until the 7th and Sth cents, of our era.
Frequently, as in Heb, sentences begin with Gr
fuj ( = "and") which, without somewhat slavish
copying of the Heb, would not be found. T h e
construction called parataxis characterizes Heb; in
good Gr w-e meet w-ith hypotaxis.
The Heb wav of expressing "where'' is put Ut.
into the Gr of tMs book (2 4.13.29; 3 8). Many
other Heb icUoms, due, it is probable, to the translator's imitations of his original, occur: in "to
speak in the ears of" (1 3 ) ; t h e word "man"'
((inf/iropos) in the sense "ever3'one"'(2 3); "spoken
by thy sers-ants the prophets" is in Gr by "the hand
of the servants," which is good Heb but bad Gr.
Many other such examples could be added.
There is much less agreement among scholars
as to the original language or languages of the second
part of the book (3 9—5 9). T h a t this part too
was written in Heb, so t h a t in that case the whole
book appeared first in that language, is the position
held and defended by Ewald (op. cit.), Kneucker
(op. cit,), Konig (Ein), Rothstein (op. cit.) and
Bissell (Lange). It is said by these writers that this
second part of Bar equally with the first carries
with it marks of being a tr from the Heb. But one
may safely deny this statement. I t must be admitted by anyone who has examined the text of the
book that the most striking Hebraisms and the
largest number of them occur in the first part of
the book. Bissell wTites quite fully and warmly
in defense of the view t h a t the whole book was
at first written in Heb, but the Hebraisms which he
cites are all with one solitary exception taken from
the first part of the book. This one exception is
in4 15 where the Gr conjunction hoti is used for the
relafive ho, the Heb 'asher having the meaning of
both. There seems to be a Hebraism in 4 2 1 : "He
shall deliver thee from
. . . the hand of your
enemies," and there are probably others. But
there are Hebraisms in Hellenistic Gr always—
the present -writer designates them "Hebraisms"
or "Semiticisms" notwithstanding what Deismann,
Thumb and Moulton say. In the first part of this
hook it is their overwhelming number and their
striking character t h a t tell so powerfully in favor
of a Heb original.
(3) The following writers maintain that the
second part of the book was written first of all in
w: Fritzsche, Hilgenfeld, Reuss, Schiirer, Gifford,
Cornill and R. H. Charles, though they agree
that the first part had a Heb original. This is
probably the UkeUest view, though much may be
'"•itten in favor of a Heb original for the whole bo9k
»nd there is nothing quite decisively against it.
{Turner MarshaU (HDB, I, 253) tries to prove
that 3 9—4 4 was written first in Aram., the rest

of the book (4 5—5 9) in Gr. But though he
defends his case w-ith great ability he does nol
appear to the present writer to have jiroved his
thesis. Ewald (op. <(i(,), Hitzig (Psulmeii-, ll 119),
Dilhnann, Uuetschi, Fritzsche and Bissell were
s(i grealh' imprcs.sed bv the close likeness betw-een
t h o G r o f Bar and that of the LX.Yof Jer, l l i a t t h c y
came to the conclusion that both books were tr'' by
the same person. Subsequently Hitzig (h.-cided that
Bar was not written until after 70 AD, and therefore
abandoned his earher opinion in favor of this one—
that Ihe transl.ator of Bar was well acquainted with
the L-X.K of Jer and was strongly influenced by it.
IV. Date or Dates.—It is importa,nt to disl iiiguish
beUveen the date of the eoinpletion of the entire
book in its ]ii-esent form and the (hdes ol' the several
parts whicli in some or all cases may be much older
than that of the whole as such.
1 1-14 was written after the completion of the
book expressly to form a prologue or historical explanation of the circumstances under
1. The His- which the rest of the book came to be
torical In- written. To superficial readers it
troduction could easily appear that the whole
book was written by one man, but a
careful examination show-s that the book is a compilation. One may conclude that the introduction
was the last part ot the book to be composed and
t h a t therefore its date is that of the completion of
the book. Reasons wiU be given (see below) for
believing that 4 5—5 9 belongs to a time subsequent to the destruction of Jerus and its temple
in 70 AD. This is still more true of this introduction intended as a foreword to the whole book.
The following points bear on the date of the
section 1 15—3 8, assuming it to have one date:
(1) The generation of Israelites to
2. Confes- which the writer belonged were suffersion and
ing for the sins of their ancestors; see
Prayer
esp. 3 1-8.
(2) The second temple was in existence in the writer"s day. 2 26 must (with the best
scholars) be tr"* as foUows: "-Vnd thou hast made the
house over which thy name is called as it is this
day,"" i.e. the temple—still in being—is shorn of its
former glory. Moreover though Dnl 9 7-14 is
largely quoted in 1 15—2 12, the prayer for the
sanctuary and for Jerus in Dnl 9 16 is omitted,
because the temple is not now in ruins.
(3) Though it is implied (see above II, 2, [1]) that
there are Jews in Judah who lia\-e never left their
land there are a large number in foreign lands, and
nothing is said that they were servants of the Bab
' (4) The dependence of 2 13—3 8 on Dt, Jer and
1 K 8 (Solomon's prayer) show-s that this part of
the book is later than these writings, i.e. later than
say 550 BC. Cf 2 13 with Dt 28 62 and Jer 42 2,
(5) The fact that Dnl 9 7-14 has influencefl
Bar 1 L5—2 12 proves that a date later than Dnl
must be assumed for at least this portion of Bar,
The temple is still standing, so that the book belongs
somewhere between 165 BC, when Dnl was w-ritten,
and 71 AD, when the temple w-as finally destroyed.
Ewald, Gifford and Marshall think that this
section belongs to the period followdng the conquest
of Jerus by Ptolemy I (:!20 BC). According to
Ewald the author of 1 1—3 8 (regarded as by one
hand) was a Jew hving in Babylon or Persia
But
Dnl had not in 320 BC been written. Fritzsche,
Schrader, Keil, Toy and Charies assign the section
to the Maccabean age—a quite hkely date. On tlie
other hand Hitzig, Kneucker and Schurer prefer
a date subsequent to 70 AD. The last writer
argues for the unity of this section, though he
admits that the middle of ch 1 comports ill with
its context.
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I t has been pointed out (see above, I I , 3) that 3
10-13 does not belong to this section, being manffestly a later interpolation. The depend3. The
ence of this Wisdom portion on Job 28
•Wisdom
and on D t impUes a post-exilic date.
Section
The identification of 'Wisdom with the
3:9—4:4
Torah which is evidently a synonym for
the Pent, argues a date at any rate
not earlier than 300 BC. But how much later we
have no means of ascertaining. The reasons adduced by Kneucker and Marshall for a date immediately before or soon after the fall of Jerus in 70 -AD
have not convinced the present writer.
The situation implied in these w-ords maj' be
thus set forth:
(1) A great calamity has happened
4. Words
to Jerus (4 9f).
Nothing is said
of Cheer
proving that the whole land has shared
4:5—5:9
the calamity, unless indeed this is
implied in 4 5 f.
(2) A large number of Jerusalemites have been
transported (4 10).
(3) The nation that has sacked Jerus and carried
away many of its inhabitants is "shameless,"" having "a, strange language, neither reverencing old
men nor pitying children" (4 15).
(4) The present home of the Jerusalemites is a
great city (4 32-35), not the country.
Now the above details do not answer to any
dates in the history of the nation except these two:
(a) 586 BC, when the temple was destroyed by the
Babylonians; (b) 71 AD, when the temple was
finally destroyed by the Romans. But the date
586 BC is out of the question, and no modern
scholar pleads for it. We must therefore assume
for this portion of the book a date soon after 70 AD.
In the time of Pompey, to which Graetz assigns the
book, neither Jerus nor the temple was destroyed.
Nor was there any destruction of either during the
Maccabean war. In favor of this date is the dependence of 4 3 6 f f o n P s Sol 11 (see above, II, 5, [3]).
Rothstein (in Kautzsch) says that in this section
there are at least tliree parts by as many different
writers. Marshall argues for four independent
parts. But if either of these views is correct the
R has done his work exceedingly well, for the whole
harmonizes well together.
Kneucker, author of the fullest Commentary,
endeavors to prove that the original book consisted
of 1 1 f-|-3a (the heading) -|-3 9—5 9, and t h a t
it belongs t o the reign of Domitian (81-96 AD).
The confession and prayer in 1 15—3 8 were wTitten,
he says, somewhat earlier and certainly before 71
-AD, and as a separate work, being inserted in the
book by the scribe who wrote 1 4-14.
V. Versions.—The
most important 'VSS are
the following. I t is assumed in the article t h a t the
Gr text of the book up to 3 8 is itself a tr from a
Heb text no%v lost. The same remark may be true
of the rest of the book or of a portion of it (see
above. I I I ) .
There are two versions in this language: (1)
The Vulg which is really the Old Lat, since Jerome's
revision was confined to the Heb Scrip1. Latin
tures, the -Apoc being therefore omitted
in this revision. This version is a
very lit. one based on the Gr. It is therefore for
that reason the more valuable as a witness to the
Gr text. (2) There is a later Lat tr, apparently
a revision of the former, for its Latinity is better;
in some eases it adopts different readings and in a
general way it has been edited so as to bring it into
harmony with the Vatican uncial (B). This Lat
version was published in Rome by J. Maria Caro
(d. cir 1688) and w-as reprinted by Sabatier in
parallel columns with the pre-Jeromian version
noticed above (see Bibliotheca Casincnsis, I, 1873).
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There are also in this language two extant versions: (1) The Pesh, a very lit. tr, can be seen in
the London (Walton's) Polyglot and
2. Syriac
most conveniently in Lagarde's Libr.
Apoc. Syr., the last being a more accurate reproduction. (2) The Hexap. Syr tr made by
Paul, bishop of Telle, near the beginning of the
7th cent. A D . It has been pubUshed by Ceriani
with critical apparatus in his beautiful photographlithographed edition of the Hexap. Syr Bible.
There is a very literal tr to be
3. Arabic
found in the London Polyglot, referred
to above.
LiTEBATtiBE.—For editions ot the Gr text see under
APOCRYPHA. Of commentaries the fullest and best is
that by Kneucker, Das Buch Baruch (1879), who gives
an original German rendering based on a restored Heb
original. Other valuable commentaries are those by
Fritzsche (1851); Ewald, Die Propheten', etc (1868),
III, 251-82 (Eng. tr): The Prophets of the OT. V, 10837, by Reusch (1855): Zfjckler (1891) and Rothstein
(op. cit.); and in Eng., Bissell (in Lange's series edited
by D. S. Schafl, 1880); and Gifford (.Speaker's Comm.,
1888). The S.P.C.K. has a handy and serviceable
volume pubUshed in the series of popular commentaries
on the OT. But this commentary, though pubUshed
quite recently (my copy belongs to 1894, "nineteenth
thousand"), needs strengthening on the side of its
scholarship.
Arts. deaUng with introduction occur in the various
Bible Dictionaries (DB, Westcott and Ryle; HDB,
J. T. Marshall, able and original; EB, Bevan, rather
sUght). To these must be added excellent arts, in Jew
Enc (G. F. Moore), and EB (R. H. Charles).
T.
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BARZILLAI, bar-zil'a-i, bar-zil'i C'^T-ia, bdrzillay; BepJeWC, BerzelH, "man of iron" [BDB, but cf
Cheyne, EB]): _
(1) A Gileadite of Rogelim who brought provisions to David and his army to Mahanaim, in their
flight from Absalom (2 S 17 27-29). When David
was returning to Jerus after Absalom's defeat, B.
conducted him over Jordan, but being an old man
of 80 years of age, he declined David's invitation
to come to live in the capital, and sent instead his
son Chimham (2 S 19 31-39). David before his
death charged Solomon to "show kindness unto the
sons of B . " (1 K 2 7). Cheyne in EB, without
giving any reason, differentiates this B. from B. the
Gileadite (Ezr 2 61 = Neh 7 63). See (2) below.
(2) The father of a family of priests who in
Ezra's time, after the return of the exiles, could
not trace their genealogy. "Therefore were they
deemed polluted and put from the priesthood."
This B. had taken " a wife of the daughters of B.
the Gileadite,"" and had adopted his wife's family
name (Ezr 2 61.62 = Neh 7 63.64). His original
name is given as Jaddus (AV Addus) (1 Esd 5 38).
(See ZoEZELLEUs; RVm "Phaezeldaeus."")
(3) B. the Meholathite, whose son Adriel was
married to Saul's daughter, either Michal (2 S
21 8) or Merab (1 S 18 19).

T. R E E S

BASALOTH, bas'a-loth (A, Baa\c49, Baaldth; B,
BairaX.€|i, Basalem; 1 Esd 5 31 = Bazluth [Ezr 2 52]
and BazUth [Neh 7 54]): The descendants of B.
(temple-servants)returned with Zerubbabel to Jerus.
BASCAMA, bas'ka-ma (Ba<rKa(i.<i, Baskamd [1
Mace 13 23]): A town located in the country of
Gilead, where Tryphon slew Jonathan, the son of
Absalom. Cf JONATHAN (Apoc).
BASE, bas:
(1) Subst. from Lat basis, Gr pcio-i9, basis, a
foundation, (a) (nD13)2, m'khdndh):
the fixed
resting-place on which the lavers in Solomon's
temple were set (1 K 7 27-43; 2 K 16 17; 25 13.
16; 2 Ch 4 14; Jer 27 19; 52 17.20; cf Ezr 3 3;
Zee 5 11 ARVm). (6) ("3, ken): pedestal in AV
and RV (1 K 7 29.31) and in RV only (Ex 30 18.
28; 31 9; 35 16; 38 8; 39 39; 40 11; Lev 8 11) of
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the base of the laver of the tabernacle (.VV "foot").
(c) C^Tl, ydrckh): "base of candlestick" (RV of Ex
26 31; '37 17) -AV "shaft." (d) (llD-;, iffddh):
RV "base of altar"; AV " b o t t o m " (Ex 29 12; 38
8; Lev 4 7.18,25.30.34; 6 9; 8 15; 9 9). (e) ( 3 3 ,
gabh): RV "elevation," i.e, basement of altar; AV
"higher place" (Ezk 43 13),
(2) Adj. from Fr. bas—low, or Welsh bds—
"sliaUow": of lowly birth or station, of voluntary
humUity and of moral depravity-, (a) (bsilj,
skaphdl, '312, sh'phal): of Da\'id's .self-humiliation
(2 S 6 22): "a modest unambitious kingdom"
(Ezk 17 14; 29 14,15 [BDB]- Dnl 4 17 [ARV
"lowest"]): cf s/i'pAe/(T/i = "l((w land." (b) (nb]? ,
kdldh): men of humble birth and station as opiiosed
to the nobles (Isa 3 5), (c) ( 3 i r " ^ ^ 3 , b'n-sliem):
"nameless," "of no account": "children of fools,
yea, children of basemen" (Job 30 ,S). ((/) ,VVmen,
sons, daughters, children of BeUal; Ut. "worthless
persons"; in-VRV "base," except 1 S 1 16 "wicked
woman"; also ERV of D t 13 13, "base," which
elsewhere retains -AV rendering, (e) (TaTreindi, tapeinds): "lowdy," "humbleor abject" (2 Cor 10 1);
RV, "lowly"; so Paul's enemies said he appeared
when present in the church at Corinth. (/) (dyep-ris,
agents): "of low birth," "of no account" (1 Cor
1 2S); "base things of the world." (g) (ayopalos,
agoraios): "belonging to the market-place," loafers,
worthless characters (-Acts 17 5): "certain lewd
feUows of the baser sort"; RV "certain vile fellows

of the Jordan valley (Dt 4 43). "A mountain of
summits,"'or "protuberances'" (Ps 68 15.16: Heb),
might (l(\scribe the highlands of the Jaulan, with
its many volcanic hiUs as seen from the W. "A
mountain of God"' however does not so weU apply
to this region. Perhaps we should, w-ith Wetzstein (Das hatanaische Gielnlgchirge) take these
phrases as descriptive of Jebel Ilaurdn, now usually
called Jclul eil-l)ruze, with its many striking summits. This range protected the province from encroachment by the sands of the wilderness from the
E. On Ihe S, Bashan marched with the desert
steppe, el-IIutndil, and Gilead. Of the western
boundary as ue have .seen there can be no certainty.
It is e(|ually impossible to draw- any definite line
in the iV
Kaslian thus included the fertile, wooded slopes
of ./(/«/ ed-Uriize, the extraordinarily rich plain of
el-IIaurdn (en-Nukrah—see HAURAN),
2. Charac- the rocky tract of el-Lejd', the region
teristics
now known as el-Jed ur, resembling the
Haurdn in character, but le.ss cultivated; and, perhaps, the breezy uplands of elJauldn, with its splendid reaches of pasture land.
It was a land rich in great cities, as exi,sting ruins
sufficiently testify. It can hardly be doubted that
many of these occupy sites of great antiquity. We
may specially note Ashtaroth and Edrei, the cities
of Og; Golan, the city of refuge, the site of which
is still in doubt; and Salecah {,Salkhiid), the fortress
on the ridge of the mountain, marking the extreme
eastern limit of Israel's possessions.
of the rabble."
T. R E E S
The famous oaks of Bashan (Isa 2 13; Ezk
BASEMATH, bas'g-math, BASHEMATH, bash'- 27 6) have their modern representatives on the
S-math, BASMATH, bas'math ( n a i T a , bds'math, mountain slopes. It seems strange that in Scripture there is no notice of the wheat crops for w-hieh
"fragrant"):
the country is in such repute today. -Along with
(1) Basemath, one of the wives of Esau, a
Carmel it stood for the fruitfulness of the land
daughter of Elon, the Hittite (Gen 26 34; AV
(Isa 33 ,9 etc); and their languishing was an eviBashemath), probably identical with or a sister
dent mark of God's displeasure (Nah 1 4). The
of -Adah whom he also married (Gen 36 2). Cf
"bulls of Bashan" represent blatant and brutal
ADAH.
strength (Ps 22 12, etc). It is long since the lion
(2) Basemath (-VV Bashemath), another wife
deserted the plateau (Dt 33 221; but the leopard
of Esau, a daughter of Ishmael and a sister of Ne- is still not unknown among the mountains (Cant
baioth tGeh 36 3.4.10.13.17). This wife is also 4 8),
called Mahalath (Gen 28 9), and is of the house
In pre-Israelite days Bashan was ruled by Og
of Abraham. Esau married her because his father
the -Amorite. His defeat at Edrei marked the end
was not pleased with his other wives who w-ere
of his kingdom (Nu 21 33 ff; Josh
daughters of Canaan. Cf MAHALATH.
3. History 13 11), and the land was given to the
(2) Basemath (.AV Basmath), the daughter of
half tribe of Manasseh (Josh 13 30,
Solomon, and -wife of Ahimaaz, a commissariat- etc) In the Syrian w-ars Bashan was lost to Israel
officer in the service of (Solomon (1 K 4 15),
(1 K 22 3 ff; 2 K 8 2,S; 10 32 f), but it was re-A. L. BRESLICH
gained by Jeroboam II (2 K 14 25). It was inBASHAN, ba'shan CJllJan, ha-bdshdn, "the
corporated in the Assyr empire by 'Piglath-pileser
Bashan"; Bairdv, Basdn): 'This name is probably
III (2 K 15 29), In the 2d cent. BC it was in
the same in meaning as the cognate I the hands of the Nabataeans. It formed part of
1. Bound- Arab, bathneh, "soft, fertile land," j the kingdom of Herod the Great, and then belonged
aries
or bathaniyeh (balanaea), "this land
to that of Philip and Agrippa II,
W. EWING
sown with wheat" ("wheatland")
BASHAN - HAVyOTH - JAIR, ba'shan-hav'othIt often occurs wdth the art., "the Bashan," to
ja'ir ("I^X"' n i n 11153, bdshdn h-awwdlh yo'lr). See
describe the kingdom of Og, the most northerly
part of the land E. of the Jordan. It stretched
HAVVOTH-JAIR.
from the border of Gilead in the S, to the slopes of
BASHEMATH, bash'S-math, See B.VSE.MATH.
Hermon in the N. Hermon itself is never d(ifinitely
included in Bashan, although Og is said to have
BASILISK, baz'i-lisk (ySS, gepha', -ijiypST,
ruled in that mountain (Jo,sh 12 5; 13 11). In
giph'dni, from obs root J'SS, gdpha', "to hiss"- Isa
Dt 3 10 Salecah and Edrei seem to indicate the E.
11 8; 14 29; 59 5; Jer 8 17; Prov 23 32m, In
and W. limits respectively. This would agree with
Prov 23 32, -AV has "adder," m "cockatrice'"; in
Josh 12 5; 13 11, which seem to make Geshur
and Maacath the western boundary of Bashan. the other pa.ssages cited AV has ''cockatrice," m
"adder" [except Jer 8 17, no mj): The word is
If this were so, then these unconquered peoples
literally "dwelt in the midst of Israel,"" On the from (Saa-McTKOs, basillskos, "kinglet," from basileus, "king," and signifies a mythical reptile hatched
other hand D t 4 47 may mean t h a t the Jordan
formed the western boundary; while D t 33 22 by a serpent from a cock"s egg. Its hissing drove
away other serpents. Its look, and esp. its breath,
makes Bashan extend to the springs of the Jordan.
If Golan lay in the district in which its name is was fatal. According to Pliny, it was named from
stiff preserved (el Jauldn). this also brings it to t he Up a crown-like spot on its head. It has been i(.lentified
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Bastard
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with the equaUy mythical COCKATBICE (q.v.). In
all the passages cited, it denotes a venomous serpent (see ADDER; SERPENTS), but it is impossible

to tell what, if any, particuhxr species is referred to.
It must be borne in mind t h a t while there are
poisonous snakes in Pal, there are more which are
not poisonous, and most of the latter, as w-ell as
some harmless lizards, are commonly regarded as
deadly. Several of the harmless snakes have crownUke markings on their heads, and it is quite conceivable t h a t the basilisk m y t h may have been
founded upon one of these.
ALFRED E L Y D A Y
BASIN, ba's"n, BASON: The ARV has "basin,"'
the -VV and RV "bason," the preferred spelUng of
the Eng. revisers. In the Appendix
1. The
to the Revised OT the American
Terms Used Revisers (§ viii) say, "The modern
and Their
spelling is preferred for the following
Meaning
words"; then follow among others
"basin"" for "bason"; b u t no similar
statement appears in the Appendix to the Revised
NT. The Heb word so rendered in EV is chiefly
used for the large bowl of bronze (-AV "brass"')
employed by the priests to receive the blood of the
sacrificial victims (Ex 27 3; cf 29 16; 1 K 7 45,
etc). It is found only once in secular use (Am 6
6, "drink 'wine in bowls"), if the text there is correct; the L X X has it otherwise. See BOWL. The
"basins"'of Ex 12 22; 2 S 17 28 were probably of
earthenware.

Washing before Eating.
While the priests" bowls were of bronze, similar
bowls or basins of silver were presented by the
princes of the congregation, according
2. OfVato Nu 7 13 ff; and those spoken of
rious Ma- in 1 K 7 50 as destined for Solomon's
terials and temple were of gold (cf 1 Ch 28 17).
Forms
(1) The well-known eastern mode
of washing the hands was and is by
pouring water on the hands, not by dipping them
in water, an act, of course, calling for the aid of an
attendant. EUsha "poured water on
3. The
the hands of Elijah" (2 K 3 11; see
Typical
Kitto"s note in Pictorial BibW, II,
Ewer of
330). A disciple came to be known
the East
as "one who poured water on the
hands of another," Such was beyond
question the prevailing custom among the ancient
Hebrews, as it was, and is, among eastern peoples
in general. They incline to look with disgust, if not
with horror, upon our western practice of washing
face and hands in water retained in a basin.
(2)^ The typical vessel of the East used in such
ablutions has a long spout, not unlike our large
coffee-pot (see Kitto, Pict. Bib., II, 331, note).
WTiile the EV unfortunately often suggests nothing
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like such pouring, the Heb expresses it, e.g. in 1 S
25 41, where we have the Qal of rdha^; ( f m ) ;
cf Kennedy in l-vol HDB, and HDB, arts. "Bath,"
"Bathing."" Kennedy shows that
"affusion,""
"pouring on" of w-ater, w-as meant in many cases
w-here wc read "bathe" or "wash" in EV. Lane
(Mod. Egypt, ch v) says: "-V servant brings him a
basin and ewer (called tishl and ibreek) of tinned
copper or brass. The first has a cover with holes,
with a raised receptacle for the soap; and the water
is poured upon the hands and passes through the
ewer into the space below; so that when the basin
is brought t o a second person the water with which
the former has washed is not seen."
(1) A wash-basin of a special sort was used by
Jesus for washing the disciples' feet (see Jn 13 5).
The Gr is nipter (mrr-gp), eita bdllei
4. A Basin huddr eis tdn nipttra, tv^ RV, "then
of a Unique he poureth water into the basin."
Sort
This w-ord nipter is not found elsewhere in the NT, nor in the LXX, nor,
indeed, in Gk profane lit. But fortunately the
general sense is here made plain by the context
and by comparison of the cognate verbs niplein
and nizcin. I t evidently denotes an article, not
necessarily a vessel, specifically suited to the use
of washing a part of the body, e,g. the hands or the
feet, and hence is used with the art., "the basin,"
RV. I t is doubtful, therefore, if "basin," or
"bason," conveys a true idea of either the oriental
article here meant or the scene portrayed. The
fact that, according to the custom of the day, the
position of the disciples here was reclining, precludes
the possibility of the use of a "basin"" of our sort,
in the way we are accustomed to, i.e. for immersing
the feet in the water, in whole or in part.
(2) So it is likely t h a t the nipter was a jug, or
ewer, with a dish, saucer, or basin placed under it
and combined with it to catch the dripping water.
We know from other sources t h a t such a vessel
was kept in the Jewish house regularly for ordinary
handwashings, etc (see M t 15 2; Mk 7 3), and
for ceremonial ablutions. Hence it; would naturally
be ready here in the upper room as a normal part
of the preparation of the "goodman of the house"'
for his guests (AV Mk 14 14; Lk 22 12), and so
it is distinguished by the Gr art. tdn. Jesus Himself
used the nipter, standing, doubtless, to impress
upon His cUsciples the lessons of humility, selfabasement and loving service which He ever sought
to impart and illustrate.
(3) Our conclusion, we may say -with George
Farmer in DCG, art. "Bason," is that nipter was
not simply one large basin, but the set of ewer and
basin combined, such a set as was commonly kept
in the Jewish house for the purpose of cleansing
either the hands or the feet by means of affusion.
The Arab, tisht, authorities tell us, is the exact
rendering of nipter, and it comes from a root which
means "to pour,"" or "rain slightly."" (See Anton
Tien, reviser of the Arab, prayer-book, author of
Arab, and Mod. Gr Grammars, etc, quoted in DCG,
art. "Bason."')

G E O . B . EAGER

BASKET, bas'ket: Four kinds of "baskets"'
come to view in the OT under the Heb names,
dddh, tene', ?al and k'lUbh. There is little, however,
in these names, or in the narratives where they
are found, to indicate definitely what the differences
of size and shape and use w-ere. 'The Mish renders
us some help in our uncertainty, giving numerous
names and descriptions of "baskets" in use among
the ancient Hebrews (see Kxeugel, Das Hausgerdt
in der Mishnah, 39-45). They were variously made
of willow, rush, palm-leaf, etc, and were used for
various purposes, domestic and agricultural, for
instance, in gathering and serving fruit, collecting
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alms in kind for the poor, etc. Sonic had handles,
others lids, some both, others neither,
(1) Dddh was probably a generic term for various
kinds of baskets. It was probably the "basket" in
which the Israelites in ligypl carried
1. Meaning the clay for bricks (cf Ps 81 ('(, where
of OT
it is used as a symbol of Eg\ p bondTerms
a.ge), and such as the Egyptians themselves used for that purpose (Wilk,,
Anc. Egypt, 1, 37;»), pr((bably (( Luge, shallow
basket, made of wdcker-work. It stoidl tor a basket
that w-as u.sed in fruit-galliering (see Jer 24 I),
but how- it differed from .Vinos' "basket of summer
fruit" (-Am 8 1) we (l(( nol kno\\, Dudh is used
for the "pot" in which meat was boiled (1 S 2 14),
showdng probably that a pot-shaped "basket" was
known by this name. Then it seems to have stood
for a basket tapering towaird the bottom like the
calathus of the Romans, So wc seem forced to conclude that the term was generic, not specific,
(2) The commonest baskid, in use in OT times
was the §al. It was the "basket" in which the
court-baker of Egypt carried about his confectionery on his head (Gen 40 lb). It was made
in later times at least of peeled wiUows, or palmleaves, and w-as sometimes at least large and flat
Uke the canistrum of the Romans, and, like it, was
used for carrying bread and other articles of food
(Gen 40 Hi; Jgs 6 Plj, Aleat for the meat
offerings and the unleavened bread, were placed in
ff (Ex 29 3; Lev 8 2; Nu 6 15j, I t is expressly
required that the unleavened cakes be placed and
offered in such a ''basket," Wliile a "basket," it
was dish-shaped, larger or smaller in size, it would
seem, according to demand, and perhaps of finer
texture than the dildh.
(3) The tene' was a large, deep basket, in which
grain and other products of garden or field were
carried home and kept (Dt 28 5,17), in w-hich the
first-fruits w-ere preserved (Dt 26 2j, and the
tithes transported to the sanctuary (Dt 26 2f).
It has been thought probable t h a t the habya, the
basket of clay and straw of the Pal iieasantry of
today, is a sort of sur-idval or counterpart of it.
It has the general shape of a jar, and is used for
storing and keeping w-heat, barley, oats, etc. At
the top is the mouth into which the grain is poured,
and at the bottom is an orifice through which it

Basin, Bason
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In the N T interest centers in two kinds of "basket," distinguished by the evangehsts in their
accounts of the feeding of the 5,000
2. Meaning and of the 4,1)1)0, called in Gr kopliinos
of NT
and ,s'/)/(ri,s (WH sphurLi).
Terms
(1) The kophinos (Mt 14 20; Mk
6 43; Lk 9 17; Jn 6 13) may be
confidently identified with the kujdild' of the Mish,
which was provided with a cord for a handle by

Modern Oriental Baskets.
means of which it could be carried on the back with
such provisions as the disciples on the, occasions
under consideration would naturallj- have with
them (cf Kreugel, and Broadus, Coinin. in loc).
The Jew-s of Juvenal's day carried such a specific
"provision-basket" wdth them on their journeys
regularly, and the Lat for it is a transliteration
of this Gr word, cophinus (cf Juvenal iii, 14, and
Jastrow, Diet., art, "Basket"). Some idea of its
size may be drawn from the fact that in CIG, 1625,
46, the word denotes a Boeotian measure of about
two gallons.
(2) The .iphuris or simris (Mt 15 37; Mk 8 8)
we may be sure,from its being used in letting Paul
down from the wall at Damascus (Acts 9 25, etc),
was considerably larger than the kophinos and quite
different in shape and uses. It might for distinction
fitly be rendered "hamper," as Professor Kennedy
suggests. Certainly neither the Gr nor ancient
usage justifies any confusion,
(.3) The siiri/dne (2 Cor 11 33) means anything
plaited, or sometimes more .specificaUy a fish-basket,
GEO.

BASMATH, bas'math.
BASON, ba's'n.
BASSA, bas'a.

B.

EAGER

See BASEMATH.

See BASIN.
See BASSAI.

BASSAI, bas'.a-i, bas'i (Bao-o-ai, Bussai, Bassd;
AV Bassa; 1 Esd 5 Hi; Bezai [Ezr 2 17; Neh
7 2:5]): The sons of B, returned with Zerubbabel
to Jerus.
BASTAI, bas'ta-i.

Ancient Egyptian Baskets.
can be taken out as needed, when the opening is
again closed with a rag. The LX.X translates
tene' by kdrtallos, which denotes a basket of the
shape of an inverted cone.
(4) The term k'lubh, found in Am 8 1 for a, "fruitbasket," is u.sed in Jer 5 27 (.VV and RV "cage")
for a bird-cage. But it is not at all unreasonable
to suppose t h a t a coarsely w-oven basket with a
cover would be used by a fowler to carry home his
feathered captives.

See BASTHAI.

BASTARD, bas'tard (""Trtl, marnzer: voBos, ndlliiis): In Dt 23 2 probably the offspring of an
incestuous union, or of i marriage within the prohibited degrees of affinity (Lev 18 6-20; 20 10-21),
He and his descendants to the tenth generation are
excluded from the assembly of the Lord, (See
Driver, ad loc). Zechariah (9 (i), after prophesying
the overthrow of three Phih cities, declares of the
fourth: "And a bastard JRVm "a bastard race"]
shall dweU in .Vshdod," meaning probably t h a t a
"mixed population" (BDB) of aliens shall invade
and settle in the capital of the Phihs. In He (12 8)
in its proper sense of "born out of wedlock," and
therefore not admitted to the privileges of paternal
care and responsibility as a legitimate son.
T.

REES
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BASTHAI, bas'tha-I, bas'thi (Bao-BaC, Basthai;
AV Bastai; 1 Esd 5 31 = Besai [Ezr 2 49; Neh
7 52]): The descendants of B. (temple-servants)
retm-ned with Zerubbabel to Jerus.
BAT ( ^ ^ y j ; , 'dlalepti; Lev 11 19; D t 14 18;
Isa 2 20); Bats are the most widely distributed of
mammals, reaching even the oceanic islands, and
modern science has revealed the existence of an
astonishing number of species, nearly twenty being
recorded from Pal. These include both fruit-eating
and inseet-eating bats, the latter being the sniaUer.

Bats' Ears.
It has not always been realized that they are mammals, an I so it is not surprising that they should
be mentioned at the end of the list of unclean birds
in Lev 11 19 and D t 14 18. It may, however,
be significant that they are at the end of the list
and not in the middle of it. The fruit bats are a,
pest to horticulturists and often strip apricot and
other trees before the fruit has ripened enough to
be picked. On this account the frtUt is often inclosed in bags, or the whole tree may be surrounded
with a great sheet or net. They commonly pick
the fruit and eat it on some distant perch beneath
which the seeds and the ordure of these animals are
scattered. The insect bats, as in other countries,
flit about at dusk and through the night catching
mosquitoes and larger insects, and so are distinctly
beneficial.
The reference in Isa 2 20, "cast . . . . idols
. . . . to the moles and to the b a t s " refers of course
to these animals as inhabitants of dark and deserted
places. As in the case ot many animal names the
etymology of 'dtaleph is doubtful. Various derivations have been proposed but none can be regarded
as satisfactory. The Arab, name, watwdt, throws
no light on the question.
ALFRED E L Y D.AY
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blood was supposed to be beneficial to the complexion.)
The dusty, limestone soil of Pal and the open
foot-gear of the Orient on stockingless feet, called
for frequent washing of the feet (Gen 24 32; 43
24; Jgs 19 24; 1 S 26 41; 2 S 11 8; Cant 6 3,
etc), and bathing of the body for refreshinent;
but the chief concern of the writers of Scripture was
with bathing of another sort. Indeed, something
of the religious sense and aspect of bathing, in addition to that of bodily refreshment, seems to have
entered into the ordinary use of water, as in the
washing of the hands before meals, etc (see Gen 18
4; 19 2; Lk 7 44).
The streams and ponds, when available, were the
usual resorts for bathing (Ex 2 5; 2 K 5 10, etc),
but the water-supply of large cities,
2. Bathing stored up in great pools or large cisResorts
terns, was certainly available at times
to some degree for bathing (2 S 11 2);
though, as Benzinger says, no traces of bathrooms
have been found in old Heb houses, even in royal
palaces. In Babylon, it would seem from Sus
15, there were bathing pools in gardens, though this
passage may refer simply to bathing in the open
air. Certainly public baths as now known, or plungebaths of the Gr type, were unknown among the
Hebrews until they were brought in contact with
the Gr civihzation. Such baths first come into
view during the Gr-Rom period, when they are
found to be regularly included in the gymnasia,
or "places of exercise" (1 Mace 1 14). Remains
of them, of varying degrees of richness and architectural completeness, may be seen today in various
parts of the East, those left of the cities of the Decapohs, esp. at Gerash and Amman, being excellent
examples (cf also tho.se at Pompeii). A remarkable
series of bath-chambers has recently been discovered

BATANAEA, bat-a-ne'a: The name used in Gr
times for BASHAN (q.v.), Jos, Life, ll; Ant, XV, x,
1; XVII, ii, 1, "toparehy of Batanaea."
BATH ( r i 3 , bath): A Uquid measure equal to
about 9 gallons, Eng. measure. It seems to have
been regarded as a standard for liquid measures
(Ezk 45 10), as in the case of the molten sea and
the lavers in Solomon's temple (1 K 7 26,38), and
for measuring oil and wine (2 Ch 2 10; Ezr 7 22;
Isa 5 10; Ezk 45 14), Its relation to the homer
is given in Ezk 45 11,14), See WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

BATH, bath, BATHING, bath'ing: Bathing in
the ordinary, non-religious sense, public or private,
is rarely met with in the Scriptures.
1. Ordinary We find, however, three exceptional
Bathing
and interesting cases: (1) that of
Pharaoh's daughter, resorting to the
Nile (Ex 2 5); (2) that of Bath-sheba, bathing on
the house-top (2 S 11 2 RV); (3) the curious case
mentioned in 1 K 22 38. (To wash with royal

Plan of the Baths in the Castle at Gezer (PEF).
by Mr. R. -A, S, Macahster at Gezer in Pal, in
connection with a building supposed to be the
palace built by Simon Maccabaeus. For an interesting account of it see PEFS, 1905, 294 f.
When we consider that in Pal six months of the
vear are rainless, and how scarce and pricelessly
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valuable water is during most of the year, and in
many places all the year round; and when we
recall how t h e Bedouin of today looks
3. Gr
on the use of water for cleansing in
versus
such times and places of scarcity, viowSem Ideas ing it as a wanton waste (see Benzinger,
Heb. Arch., 108, note), the rigid requirement of it for so many ritual pur]ioses bv
the Mosaic law- is, to say the least, remarkable (see
\BLDTION;

C L E VN

AND

UNCLEAN,

etc).

Cer-

tainly there was a marked contrast betw-(.'( n the
Gr idea of bathing and that of the Hebrews and
Asiatics in general, when they came in contact.
But when Gr culture invaded Pal under .Aniioehus
Epiphanes (cir lli,s BC), il brought Gr ideas and
Gr bathing estabhshments w-ith it; and under
Herod (40-44 BC) it w-as given the right of ^vay and
prevailed to no mean degree (see .Vneedole of
GamaUel I I in Schurer. HJP I I , i, IS, 53),

the Lake of Galilee, which have been a health resort
from time immemorial. I t is probably true, however,
as some one has said, that in OT times and in N T
tiiiie-s, the masses of the people had neither privacy
nor incUnation for bathing,
G E O . li. E A G E R '
BATH KOL, bath'kol, bath kol (bip n 3 , bath
kol, "the daughter of the voice"): Originally signifying no more than "sound,"" "tone," "call"
(e,g. water in pouring gives forth a "sound,'' bath
kol, while oil does not), sometimes also "echo.""
Tho e.xpression ac(|uired among the rabbis a special
use, signifying the Divine voice, audible to man and
unaccompanied by a visible Divine manifestation.
Thus conceived, Imtli I, ill is to be distinguished from
God's speaking to \I((scs and the prophets; for
at Sinai the voice of God was part of i larger
theophany, while for the prophets it was the
resultani inward demonstration of the Divine

V I E W (FBOM THE N O R T H ) OF THE .SEHIES o r B.iTHS i x T H E CASTLE AT G E Z E K

But "bathing" in the Bible stands chiefly for
ritual acts—purification from ceremonial uncleanness, from contact with the dead,
4. Cerewdth defiled persons or things, wdth
monial
"holy things," i.e. things "devoted,""
Purification or "under the ban,"" etc (see CLEAN
AND U N C L E A N , etc).

T h e Heb of

the

OT does not sharply distinguish between bathing and
partial washing—both are expressed by rdhag, and
the RV rightly renders "wash" instead of "bathe""
in some cases. Talmudic usage simply codified
custom which had been long in vogue, according
to Schiirer. But Kennedy grants that the " b a t h "
at last became, even for the laity, "an important
factor in the rehgious Ufe of Israel."" We read of
daily bathing b y the Essenes (Jos, BJ, I I , viii, 5).
Then later we find John, the Baptizer, immersing,
as the record clearly shows the apo-jt-les of Christ
did also (Acts 8 38; Rom 6 3 f ) ; cf Lk 11 38
where /3a7rr(fM, baptizo, in passive = "washed.''
In Jn 5 2-7 we have an example of bathing for
health. There are remains of ancient baths a t
Gadara and a t CallU-rhoe, E. of the
B. Bathing Jordan, baths which were once celefor Health brated as resorts for health-seekers.
There are hot baths in full operation
today, near Tiberias, on the southwestern shore of

Basthai
Bath Kol

[PEF].

will, by whatever means effected, given to them
to declare (see VOICE). I t is further to be distinguished from all natm-al sounds and voices, even
where these were interpreted as conveying Divine
instruction. The conception appears for the first
time in Dnl 4 28 (EV 31)—it is in the Aram, portion
—where, however, kal = kdl, "voice" stands without
berath = bat-h, "daughter": "A voice feU from
heaven." Jos (Ant, X I I I , x, 3) relates that John
Hyrcanus (135-104 BC) heard a voice while offering a burnt sacrifice in the temple, which Jos expressly interprets as the voice of God (cf Bab
Sdtah Z5a and Jerus Sdtdh 246, where it is called
baih kol). In the N T mention of "a voice from
heaven" occurs in the following passages: M t 3
17; Mk 1 11; Lk 3 22 (at the baptism of Jesus);
M t 17 5; -Mk 9 7; Lk 9 35 (at His transfiguration); .In 12 28 (shortly before His passion);
Acts 9 4; 22 7; 26 14 (conversion of Paul), and
10 13,15 (instruction of Peter concerning clean
and unclean). In the period of the Tannaim (cir
100 BC-200 -AD) the term bath kol was in very
frequent use and was understood to signify not the
direct voice of God, which was held to be supersensible, but the echo of the voice (the bath being
somewhat arbitrarily taken to express the distinction). The rabbis held that bath kol had been

Bath-rabbim
Bear, The
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an occasional means of Divine communication
throughout t h e whole history of Israel and that
since t h e cessation of the prophetic gift it was t h e
sole means of Divine revelation. I t is noteworthy
that t h e rabbinical conception of bath kol sprang
up in t h e period of the decline of O T prophecy
and flourished in t h e period of ex-treme traditionalism. Where t h e gfft of prophecy was clearly lacking—perhaps even because of this lack—there
grew u p an inordinate desire for special Divine
manifestations. Often a voice from heaven was
looked for t o clear u p matters of doubt and even
to decide between confUcting interpretations of t h e
law. So strong had this tendency become t h a t
Rabbi Joshua (cir 100 AD) felt it t o be necessary
to oppose it and to insist upon t h e supremacy and
the sufficiency of the written law.^ I t is clear t h a t
we have here to do with a conception of the feature
and means of Di-vine revelation t h a t is distinctly
inferior t o t h e Bib. -view. For even in t h e Bib.
passages where mention is made of t h e voice from
heaven, all that is really essential t o the revelation
is ah-eady present, at least in principle, without t h e
audible voice.
L I T E R A T U R E . — F . Weber.

System

der

altsynagogalen

paldstinischen Theologie, 2d ed, 1897, 194 8; J. Hamburger, Real-Enc des Judentums, II, 1896; W. Bacher,
.Agada der Tannaiten a n d Agada der paldst.
Amorder
(see Index); Jew Enc, II. 588 ff; "Bath Kol" iu TSBA,
I X , 18; P . Fiebig. Rel. in Gesch. und Gegenwart, I . s.v.
J. R. V A N P E L T

BATH-RABBIM, bath-rab'im, T H E GATE OF
(~"'2'l~n3 'VJ'ii ,sha'arbath-rabblm; L X X eviriXais
Bvyarpos iroWiSv, en p-dlais thugatrds pollon, lit.
"in the gates of t h e daughter of the many." T h e
gate of Heshbon near w-hich were the pools compared
to the Shulammdte's eyes (Cant 7 4 ) . Guthe would
translate " b y the gate of the populous city."
Cheyne would amend the passage and read
"Thine eyes are like Solomon's pools.
By the wood of Beth-cerem,"
and transfer the scene to t h e pools of Solomon,
S, of Bethlehem (EB, s.v.). But this is surely very
violent. One of the pools of Heshbon still survives,
measuring 191 ft. X139 ft., and is 10 ft. deep.
The walls however have been rent b y earthquakes,
and now no longer retain t h e water. W. EWINQ

by David. See ADONI.IAH; -AMMIEL; BATHSHUA;
D A V I D ; ELI.A.M; NATH.AN; SOLO-M(JN.
A. L. BRESLICH

BATHSHUA, bath'shn-a (^ITIJTIS, bat!i-shu"\
"the daughter of opulence"' or '"the daughter of
Shua"; cf B-ATH-SHEBA; for derivation see HPN,
67, 69, n. 3):
(1) In Gen 38 2 and 1 Ch 2 3, where the name
is tr<* "Shua's daughter,"" the wife of Judah.
(2) I n 1 Ch 3 5, t h e daughter of Ammiel and
wife of David. See BATH-SHEBA.
BATH-ZACHARIAS,.bath-zak-a-rI'as.
ZACHARIAS.

See B E T H -

BATTERING-RAM, bat'er-ing-ram.

See SIEGE.

BATTLE.

See W A R .

BATTLE-AXE, bat'"Lax.

everywhere; cf BATHSHUA; HPN,

65, 67, 77, 206

for Bath-sheba, and 67, 69, n. 3, for Bathshua):
Bath-sheba was the daughter of Eliam (2 S 11 3)
or Ammiel (1 Ch 3 5 ) ; both names have t h e
same meaning. She was t h e beautiful wife of
I'riah t h e Hittite, and because of her beauty was
forced by David to commit adultery (2 S 11 2 ff;
Ps 51). Her husband Uriah was treacherously
killed by t h e order of David (2 S 11 6 ff). After
the death of her husband David made her his wife
and she hved wdth him in the palace (2 S 11 27).
Four sons sprang from this marriage (2 S 5 14;
1 Ch 3 5), after t h e first child, t h e adulterine,
had died (2 S 12 14 ff). With t h e help of t h e
prophet Nathan she renders futile t h e usurpation
of Adonijah and craftily secures the throne for her
son Solomon (1 K 1 11 ff). Later Adonijah succeeds in deceiving Bath-sheba, but his plan is frustrated by t h e king (1 K 2 13 ff). -According to
Jewish tradition, Prov 31 is written by Solomon
in memory of his mother. In t h e genealogy of
Jesus (Mt 1 6) Bath-sheba is mentioned as t h e
former wffe of Uriah and the mother of Solomon

See

ARMOR,

ABMS,

I l l , 1; A x ( A X E ) .

BATTLE-BOW, bat'"l-bo: Found in the striking
Messianic prophecy: "The battle bow shall be cut
off"" (Zee 9 10). T h e prophet is predicting the
peace t h a t shall prevail when Zion"s king cometh,
"just, and having salvation; lowly, and riding upon
an ass, even upon a colt the foal of an ass,'" 'The
words convey their fuU significance only when read
in the light of the context: " I will cut off the
chariot from Ephraim, and t h e horse from Jerus;
and t h e battle bow shall be cut off; and he shall
speak peace unto the nations" (cf 10 4). The
battle-bow was sometimes made of tough wood,
sometimes of two straight horns joined together
(Hom. II. iv.105-11), and sometimes of bronze.
In Ps 18 34 RV we find "bow of. brass," but it
probably should be of "bronze"" (rill5n3 , n'hdsheth),
a metal very different from our brass, which is a
mixture of copper and zinc. The point of the passage in this connection ("He teacheth my hands to
war; so that mine arms do bend a bow of bronze'"),
as well as of that in 2 K 9 24 ("And Jehu drew
his bow with his full strength") is that it required
great strength to bend the battle-bow. See
A R C H E R Y ; ARMOR.

BATTLEMENT,
BATH-SHEBA,
bath-she'ba,
bath'shS-ba
(y^lpTlZlj bath-shebha', " t h e seventh daughter,""
or "the daughter of an oath," also called Bathshua
["^''iL'TS, baih-shu"'], "the daughter of opulence'"
[1 Ch 3 5]; t h e L X X however reads Bersabee
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bat"l-ment.

See FOHTIFICA-

TION; H O U S E .

BAVAI, bav'a-1.

See BAVVAI.

BA"WAI, bav'a-i C^!!?, bawway; L X X A, Bevet,
Benei; B, BcSet, Bedei; AV Bavai, "wisher" [?] [Neh
3 18]): Perhaps identical with or a brother of
Binnui (Neh 3 24).

See B I N N U I .

B'., "the son of

Henadad, the ruler of half t h e district of Keilah,"
was of a Levitical family. He is mentioned as one
of those who repaired t h e wall of Jerus after the
return from Babylon (Neh 3 17 f).
BAY, ba.

See COLORS.

BAY, b a (lilB^, Idshdn, lit. "tongue"; KiiXiros,
kdlpos): The word occurs in the sense of inlet of
the sea in the OT only in Josh 15 2.5; 18 19, and
in N T only in Acts 27 39 (of Malta, AV "creek").
BAYITH, ba'yith (n-)3, ba-yith; AV Bajith,
"house" [Isa 15 2]): A town in t h e country of
Moab. The reading of RVm, "Bayith and Dibon
are gone u p t o the high places to weep," seems to
be t h e proper rendering of this passage, Duhm
et al., by changing the text, read'either "house of"
or "daughter of." The construct of this word heth
is frequently used in compound words. See BETH.
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BAYTREE, b."i'tre'(-AVonly; P s 3 7 35; m t X ,
'ezrah): The w-ord means "native," "indigenous,"
and KV tr= "a green tree in its native soil."
BAZLITH, baz'Uth, BAZLUTH, b.az'lul li (fT^baa,
basllth, Neh 7 54; nVp23, baglnlh, Ezr 2 52;
Basaloth, 1 Esd 5 31, "asking"): The deseendanis
of B. (temple-servants) retm-ned with Zerubbabel
to Jerus.
BDELLIUM, del'i-um ( n b n a , b'dhdlah): The
word occurs twice in the Pent: (1) in Gen 2 12,
in conjunction with gold ami onyx, as a product of
the land of H.AVILAH (q.v.), and (2) in Nu 11 7,
where the manna is likened to this substance in
appearance: "The appearance thereof as the
appearance of bdeUium," The latter comparison
excludes the idea of h'dholah being a precious stone,
and points to the identification of it 'with the
fragrant resinous gum known to the Greeks as
bdellion, several kinds being mentioned by Dioscorides and PUny, I t was a product of -Vrabia,
India, -Afghanistan, etc.
JAMKS ORR
BEACH, bech (atyiaXcis, aigialds): The part of
the shore washed b\- the tide on which the waves
dash (Mt 13 2,4N; Jn 21 4; Acts 21 5; 27 39.40).
BEACON, be'k'n. The tr of the Heb '')r\,
tortn, w-hich usuallj- means "mast" (cf Isa 33 23;
Ezk 27 5). but in Isa 30 17 being used in parallelism w-ith "en,-(igii" the meaning may be "signalstaff" (Isa 30 17 -ARVm "pole").

Bath-rabbim
Bear, The

ing to remove the "mote" from another's eye
(-Mt 7 3; Lk 6 41,12). See-VROHiTBrTdRK; HOUSE.
ARCH. C . DICKIE

BEAN, be'an.

See BAEAN.

BEANS, benz ( b i S , pdl; Arab. fUl): A very
eonimon product ((f Pal; a valuable and very aneient, article of diet. The Bible references are
Jirobably to the Faba vulgaris (N.D. Leguminosae)
or horsebean. This is sown in the autumn; is in
full llowcr—filling the air with sweet p e r f u m e ^
in the early spring; and is harvested just after the
b.arley and wheat. The bundles of black bean
stalks, plucked up by the roots and piled up beside
the newly winnowed liarley, form a characteristic
feature on many village threshing-floors. Beans
are threshed and winnowed like the cereals.
Heans are eaten entire, with the pod, in the unripe
state, but to a greater extent the hard beans are
cooked with oil and meat.
In Ezk 4 0, beans are mentioned with other
articles as an unusual source of bread and in 2 S
17 28 David receives from certain staunch friends
of his at Mahanaim a present, which included
"beans, and lentUs, and parched pulse."
. E. W. G.

MASTERMAN

BEAR, bar ( 3 ^ or D I I , dObh; cf Arab, dubb):
In 1 S 17 34-37, David tells Saul how as a shepherd boy he had overcome a lion and a bear. In 2
K 2 24 it is related that two she bears came out of
the wood and tore forty-two of the children who had
been mocking Elisha. All the other references to
bears arefig.;cf 2 S 17 8; Prov 17 12; 28 15; Isa
11 7; 59 11; Lam 3 10; Dnl 7 5; Hos 13 8; Am
5 19; Rev 13 2, The Syrian bear, sometimes named

BEALIAH, be-a-h'a (H^bya, b''alydh, "Jehovah
is Lord," cf HPX, 144, 287'); ' B., formerly a friend
of Saul, joined David at Ziklag (1 Ch 12 5).
BEALOTH, be'a-loth ( r ' V - " 3 , b'^dldth; BaXiiB,
Baloth): -An unidentified citv of Judah in the Negeb
(Josh 16 24j.
BEAM, bem: T h e word is used to translate
various OT terms:
(1) I.(, gebh (1 K 6 9), " b i : , gSld', "a r i b "
(1 K 7 3), n n i p , kiirdh (2 Ch 3 7; 34 11;
Cant 1 17;, aU refer to constructional beams used
in buildings for roofing and upper floors, main
beams being carried on pillars generally of wood.
The last term is u-ed in 2 K 6 2,5 ("as one was
feUing a beam") of trees which were being cut into
logs. A related form is ^"^p,, kdrdh (used of the
Creator, Ps 104 3; of buUding, Neh 2 S; 3 3 0).
Yet another term, " ^ ? J , kdphlm, is u^cd in Hab
2 11: "The stone shall cry out of the wall, and
the beam out of t h e timber shall answer it"—a
protest against sin made by inanimate things. The
Douay version, in translating, "the timb(T that is
between the joints of t h e building," suggests the
use of bond timbers in buildings, similar to that
used at one time in Eng. brickwork
I t probably
refers to its use in mud brick buildings, although
bond timbers might also be used in badly built
stone walls. The Arabs of t h e present day use
steel joints to strengthen angles of buildings.
(2) Beam, in weaving, represents two words,
' 1 ? , 'eregh (Jgs 16 14, the beam of a loom to
which Samson's hair was fastened; used" in Job
T 6 of a weaver's shuttie), and " ^ " 0 , manor
(1 S 17 7; 2 S 21 19; 1 Ch 11 23; 20 5), of a
spear-staff.
(3) In the N T Jesus uses the word SOK6S, dokds,
"a rafter," in bidding the censorious person first
cast the "beam" out of his own eye before attempt-

Syrian Bear—Ursus Syrinrns.
as a distinct species, Ursus Syriacus, is better to be
regarded as merely a local variety of the European
and Asiatic brown bear, Ursus arclos. It still
exists in smaU numbers in Lebanon and is fairly
common in Anti-Lebanon and Hermon. I t does
not seem to occur now in Pal proper, but may well
have done so in Bible times. I t inhabits caves in
the high and rugged mountains and issues mainly
at night to feed on roots and vegetables. I t is
fond of the hummu,^ or chick-pea which is sometimes
planted in the upland meadows, and the fields have
to be well guarded. The fig. references to the bear
take account of its ferocious nature, esp. in the case
of the she bear robbed of her whelps (2 S 17 8;
Prov 17 12; Hos 13 8). I t is with this character
of the bear in mind that Isaiah says (11 7), "And
the cow and the bear shaU f(.'ed; their young ones
shaU lie down together."
ALFRED E L Y DAY
BEAR, bar, T H E (ARCTURUS).
ern consteUation.

A great north-

See ASTRONOMY, I I , 13.

Bear, Bom
Beatitudes
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BEAR, bar (vb.), BORN, b o m (I?";, ydladh):
Occurs frequentlyin itsUt. sense, alluding to motherhood (Gen 16 11; 1? 17.19.21; 18 13; 22 23; 30 3;
Lev 12 5; Jgs 13 3 ; 5 7; R u t h 1 12; 1 K 3 2 1 ;
Jer 29 6); in the N T yewiw, genndd, in the same
sense (Lk 1 13).
Figurative: I t is often used w-ith reference to
the beginning of the spiritual life or regeneration
(Jn 1 13; 3 3-8; 1 Jn 2 29; 3 9; 4 7; 5 1.4.18

the Vulg, but the Heb is generic, not specific: "He
had neither dressed his feet, nor trimmed his beard").
(4) In one case (1 S 21 13.14) the neglect of the
beard is set down as a sign of madness: "[He] let
his spittle faU down upon his beard. Then said
Achish,
Lo, ye see the man is mad.""
(5) I t was common Sem custom to cut both hair
and beard as a token of grief or distress. Isaiah
(15 2), describing the heathen who have "gone up
to the high places to weep," says "Moab waileth
AV).
See REGENER.ATION.
over Nebo, and over Medeba; on all their heads is
baldness, every beard is cut off.'" Jeremiah (41
BEAR, bar, BORNE, born (NCD, ndsd'; \a(i|3iiva),
lambdnd, ava^ipa, anapherd, ^aa-Ta.'C,to, bastdzd): In 5), describing the grief of the men of Samaria for
their slain governor, GedaUah, says, "There came
EV the physical sense is famihar, of supporting or
men from
. . Samaria [his sorrowing subjects]
carrying any weight or burden. The tr of RV is to
even four score men, having their beards shaven and
be preferred in Ps 75 3 ("have set u p " ) ; Lam 3 28
their clothes rent,"" etc. And Amos, in his prophecy
("hath laid it upon h i m " ) ; Zeph 1 11 ("were laden
of the vision of the "basket of summer fruit"
with silver"); Lk 18 7 ("he is longsuffering over
(8 Iff), makes Jeh say to His people: "I wUl
t h e m " ) ; J n 12 6 ("took away what was put thereturn your feasts into mourning; . .
I will bring
i n " ) ; -Acts 27 15 ("could not face the wind"").
sackcloth upon all loins, and baldness upon every
Figurative: The words are used in the fig. sense
head" (8 10). On the other hand it was even more
of enduring or taking the consequences of, be it for
significant of great distress or fear to leave the beard
oneself or as representative for others: one"s owm
untrimmed, as did Mephibosheth, the son of Saul,
ini-juitv (Lev 5 17 and often); chastisement (Job
when he went to meet King David, in the crisis
34 31); reproach (Ps 69 7; 89 50); or the sins of
of his guilty failure to go up with the king accordothers (Lsa 53 4.11.12; M t 8 17; He 9 2S; 1 Pet
ing to his expectation: "He had neither dressed
2 24). I n l s a 46 1-7 a striking contrast is presented
his feet, nor trimmed his beard, nor washed his
between the idols of Babylon whom their worshippers
clothes, from the day the king departed until the
had carried (borne) about and which would be borne
dav he came home in peace." (Cf 1 S 21 13.14;
away by the conquerors, and Jeh who had carried
2 S 19 24.)
(borne) Israel from the beginning. "Jacob and Israel
(6) Absalom's hair was cut only once a year, it
. . borne by me from their birth . . . . and I
would seem (2 S 14 26; cf rules for priests, Levites,
will bear; yea, I will carry."" "They bear it upon
etc, Ezk 44 20). But men then generally wore their
the shoulder," etc.
!\i. O. EVANS
hair longer than is customary or seemly with us
(cf Cant 5 2.11, "His locks are bushy, and black
BEARD, bei-d:
as a raven"'). Later, in N T times, it was a dis(1) Western Semites in general, according to the
grace for a man to w-ear long hair (1 Cor 11 6-15).
monuments, wore full round beards, to w-hich they
To mutilate the beard of another was considered a
evidently devoted great care. The nomads of the
great indignity (see 2 S 10 4; cf Isa 50 6, "plucked
desert, in distinction from the settled Semites, wore
off the hair"). The shaving of the head of a capa clipped and pointed beard (see Jer 9 26: "all
tive slave-girl who was to be married to her captor
that have the corners of their hair cut off, t h a t
marked her change of condition and prospects (Dt
dwell in the wilderness"; and cf 25 23; 49 32,
21 12; W. R. Smith, Kinship, 209).
etc).
LITERATURE.—Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians, II, 324,
:349: Herod, i.19.5; 11.36; iii.12; Jos. Ant, Ylll, viii, 3;
XVI, viii, 1; W. R. Smith, Kinship, 209; RS, 324; Wellhausen, Sl.-i2:en, III, 167.
G E O . B . EAGER

Beards (Egyptian in Top Row; Other XationaUties
in Bottom Row).
(2) Long beards are found on Assyr and Bab
monuments and sculptures as a mark of the highest
aristocracy (cf Egyp monuments, esp. representations by W. Max MuUer, Asien und Europa, 140).
It is not clear that it was ever so with the Jews.
Yet it is signfficant that the Heb "elder"" (zdkSn)
seems to have received his name from his long beard
(cf bene barbatus).
(3) The view of some that it was customary among
the Hebrews to shave the upper lip is considered by
the best authorities as w-ithout foundation. The
mustache (Heb sapham, "beard"'), according to 2 S
19 24, received regular "trimming"' (thus EV after

BEAST, best: This word occurs often in both Old
and New Testaments and denotes generally a
mammal (though sometimes a reptile) in distinction to a man, a bird or a fish. In this distinction
the Eng. is fairly in accord with the Heb and Gr
originals. The commonest Heb words b'hemah
and hai have their counterpart in the Arab, as do
three others less often used, b^'lr (Gen 45 17;
Ex 22 5; Nu 20 8 AV), nephesh (Lev 24 18), and
tebhah (Prov 9 2). B'hemah and Arab, bahlmah
are from a root signifying vagueness or dumbness
and so denote primarily a dumb beast. Hai and
Ai'ab. haiwdn are from the root hdydh (Arab, haya),
"to live," and denote primarily H'ving creatures.
B°'lr, "cattle,"" and its rocit-verb, ba'ar, "to graze,"'
are identical with the Arab, ba'lr and ba'-ara, but
with a curious difference in meaning. Ba'lr is a
common word for camel among the Bedawin and
the root-verb, ba'ara, means "to drop dung,'" ba'rah
being a common word for the dung of camels, goats,
and sheep. Nephesh corresponds in every way with
the Arab, nephs, "breath,"" "soul"' or "self"" Tebhah
from tdbhah, "to slaughter," is equivalent to the
Arab, dhibh from dhabaha, with the same meaning.
Both Briplov, therlon ("wUd beast"), and f(?oi', zdon
("living thing""), occur often in the Apocalypse.
They are found also in a few other places, as
mammals (He 13 11) or fig. (Tit 1 12). Therion
is used also of the viper which fasteneil on Paul"8
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hand, and this has paraUels in ekissieal Gr. Beasts
of burden and beasts used for food were and are an
important form of property, hence icTijms, ktenos
("possession""), the word used for the good Samaritan's beast (Lk 10 34) .and for the beasts wdth
which Lvsias provided Paul for his jouriuw to Caesarea (Acts 23 24),
For "swift beast,'' kirkdrdth, "dronu^lary " (Isa
66 20 --VV), see C.UIEL. For "swift beast," rckhesh,

Bear, Born
Beatitudes

grounds, an ascetic bias by which he was led to
impart a materialistic tone t o the utterances of
Jesus, .Another set inclines to the theory that Lk's
version is the more literal of the two, while M t ' s
partakes of the nature of a paraphrase. In support
of this second view- it may be pointed out that Lk
is usu.dly more careful th.an M t to place the sayings of Jesus in their original setting and to preserve them in their primitive form, and further that
ow-ing (o the natural tendency of the sacred w-riters
see HORSE (Mie 1 13 -\V; 1 K 4 2S AVm; ef Esl
to (>\|iaiid and interpret rather than to abbreviate
8 10,14). See also WILD BEAST.
an inspired utterance, the shorter form of a saying
-VLFRED E L Y D W
is more likeh- to be the original one. I t may tje
BEAST-FIGHT, best'flt. See GAMES.
noti'd, further, that in Mt 5 11,12 t h e Beatitude
lakes the direct form, which sugne,4s that this may
GOLD ( B E A T E N ) ,
BEATEN GOLD.
have been the form Mt found in his source in the
ease of the others :dso. On the whole, then, probaBEATEN OIL. S(\- O I L ( H E \ T E X ) ,
bilit,ies appear to favor the view that Lk's version
is the iiioro litend one. I t docs not follow, however,
PUNISHMENTS,
BEATING, bet'ing.
that the difference between the two reports amounts
BEATITUDES, bf'-at'i-tuds: T h e word "beati- to any real inconsistency. I n Lk emphasis is laid
on the fact that Je.sus is addressing His disciples
tude" is not found in the Eng. Bible, but the Lat
(6 20), so t h i t it was not the poor as such whom
bealitiidn, from which it is derived,
He blessed, but His own disciples although they
1. The
occurs in the Vulg version of Rom
w-ere poor. I t was not poverty, hunger, sorrow or
Name
4 6 w-here, with rcferi-nee to Ps 32
1 2 . Da-^dd is said to pronounce the suffering in themselves to which He promised great
"beatitude"' of the man whose transgressions are rewards, but those experiences as coming to spiritual
men and thus transformed into springs of spiritual
forgiven. In the Lat church bealitudo was used not
blessing. And so when Mt, setting down the Lord's
only as an abstract term denoting blessedness, but
words with a view to their universal application
in the secondary, concrete sense of a particular
declaration of blessedness and esp. of such a declara- rather than with reference to the particular cirtion coming from the lips of Jesus Christ. Beati- cum.stances in which they were uttered, changes
"the poor" into "the poor in spirit,"" and those that
tudes in this derivative meaning of the word occur
"hunger" into those that "hunger and thirst after
frequently in the OT, particularly in the Pss
(32 1.2; 41 1; 65 4, etc), and Jesus on various righteousness," he is giving the real purport of the
words of Jesus and recording them in the form in
occasions threw His utterances into this form
which by all men and through all coming time they
(Vlt 11 6; 13 16; 16 17; 24 40, with the Lukan
may be read without any chance of misunderparallels; J n 13 17; 20 29). But apart from
standing.
incU-vidual sayings of this type t h e name Beatitudes,
As regards the Beatitudes of the meek, the merciever since the days of Ambrose, has been attached
ful, the pure in heart, the peacemakers, which are
specificaUy to those words of blessing with which,
given by Mt only, they may have been spoken by
according to both M t and Lk, Jesus began that
Jesus at the same time as the rest and have been
great discourse which is known as the Sermon on
intended liy Him in their association with the other
the Mount,
four to fiU out a conception of the ideal character
When w-e compare these Beatitudes as we find
them in Mt 5 3-12 and Lk 6 20-23 (24-26), we of the members of the Kingdom of God. In -view,
are immediately struck by the resem- however, of their omission from Luke's Ust, it is
impossible to affirm this with certainty. That
2. The Two blances and differences between them.
they are aU authentic utterances of Jesus Himself
Groups
To the ordinary reader, most familiar
with Mt's version, it is the differences there is no reason to doubt. But they may have
that first present themselves; an I he will be apt to been originally scattered through the discourse
a(;count for the discrepancy of the tw-o reports; as itself, each in its own proper place. Thus the
Beatitude of the meek would go fitly with vs 38 ff,
Augustine did, by assigning them to two distinct
occasions in the Lord's ministry, A careful com- that of the merciful with 43 ff, that of the pure in
heart with 27 ff, that of the peacemakers with 23 ff.
parative study of the two narratives; how-e^-er, with
Or they may even have been uttered on other
some attention to the introductory circumstances in
each case, to the whole progress of the discourses occasions than that of the Sermon on the Mount
and have been gathered togetiier by Matthew and
themselves, and to the parabolic sayings with which
placed at the he:(d of the S(Tnion as forming along
they conclude, makes this view improbable, and
with the other four a suitable introduction to Our
points rather to the conclusion that w-hat w-e have t((
do w-ith is two varying versions gi\-enbytheEvang(d- Lord's great discourse on the laws and principles
ists of the material draw n from an underlying sourijc of the Kingdom of God,
With regard to the number of the Beatitudes
consisting of Logia of Jesus. The differences, it
must be admitted, are very marked, (a) Mt has in iXlattiiew's fuller version, some have counted 7
only, making the Ust end with ver ',).
8 Beatitudes; Lk has 4, with 4 follo\Mng \\'oes.
(f>) In Mt the savings, cxeeiit tbe last, are in the 3. Number, But though the blessing pronounced
on the persecuted in vs 10-12 differs
3d per.; in Lk they are in the 2d. (ei) In Mt the Arrangement,
from the preceding Beatitudes, both
blessings, except t h e last, are attached to spiritual
Structure
in departing from the aphoristic form
qualities; in Lk t o external conditions of poverty
and in attaching the blessing to an
anii suffering. Assuming that both E\'angelists
derived their reports from some common Logian outward condition and not to a disposition of the
source, the question arises as to which of them has heart, the || in Lk (6 22 f) justifies the view that
this also is to be added to the list, thus making 8
adhered more closely t o t h e original. The question
Beatitudes in aU. On the arrangement of the group
is difficult, and still gives rise to cjuitc contrary
much has been written, most of it fanciful and
opinions. One set of scholars deei des in f a vor of Mt, uncon-vincing. The first four have been described
and accounts for Lk's de-viation from the Matthacan
as negative and pa-^sive, the second four as positive
version by ascribing to him, on very insufficient
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and active. The first four, again, have been represented as pertaining to the desire for salvation, the
second four as relating to its actual possession.
Some writers have endeavored to trace in the group
as a w-hole the steadil}- ascending stages in the development of the Christian character. The truth
in this last suggestion Ues in the reminder it brings
that the Beatitudes are not to be thought of as
setting forth separate types of Christian character,
but as enumerating qualities and experiences that
are combined in the ideal character as conceived
by Christ—and as exemplified, it may be added,
in His own life and person.
In respect of their structure, the Beatitudes are
all alike in associating the blessing wdth a promise
—a promise which is sometimes represented as
having an immediate reahzation (vs 3,10), but in
most cases has a future or even (cf ver 12) an eschatological outlook. The declaration of blessedness,
therefore, is based not only on the possession of the
quality or experience described, but on the present
or future rew-ards in w-hieh it issues. The poor in
spirit are called blessed not merely because they
are poor in spirit, but because the kingdom of
heaven is theirs; the mourners because they shall
be comforted; those that hunger and thirst after
righteousness because they shall be filled; those
who are persecuted because a great reward is laid
up for them in heaven. The Beatitudes have
often been criticized as holding up an ideal of which
limitation, privation and self-renunciation are the
essence, and which lacks those positive elements
that are indispensable to any complete conception of
blessedness. But w-hen it is recognized that the
blessing in every case rest s on the associated promise,
the criticism falls to the ground, Christ does
demand of His followers a renunciation of many
things that seem desirable to the natural Ueart,
and a readiness to endure many other things from
which men naturaUy shrink. But just as in His
ow-n ease the great self-em]itying was follow-ed by
the glorious exaltation (Phil 2 6 ff), so in the case
of His disciples spiritual poverty and the bearing
of the cross carry wdth them the inheritance of the
earth and a gi-eat reward in heaven.
LiTEH.\.TuRE.—-yotaw in HDB, V, 14 ft; Adeney in
Expositor, ,')th ser.. II, 36,5 ff; Stanton, The Gospels as
Historical Documents, II, 106 IT. ,327 f; Gore. Sermnii on
the .\Jount. 1,5 ff; Dylces, Manifesto of the King, 25-200.
J. C, LAMBERT

BEAUTIFUL, bu'ti-f(3ol, GATE, gat. See TEMPLE.
BEAUTY, bu'ti: The space allotted to this topic
allows libert}- only for the statement of two problems to students of the Bible. They should give
distinct attention to the interblending of aesthetics
with ethics in the Scripture. They should observe
the extent and meaning of aesthetics in Nature.
That the Bible is an ethical book is evident.
Righteousness in all the relations of man as a moral
being is the key to its inspiration, the
1. Aesthet- guiding light to correct understanding
ies in Scrip- of its utterance. But it is everywhere
ture
inspired and wTit in an atmosphere
of aesthetics. Study wdU bring out
this fact from Gen to Rev, The first pair make
their appearance in a garden w-here grew "every
tree that is pleasant to the sight" (Gen 2 9), and
the last vision for the race is an abode in a city
whose gates are of pearl and streets of gold (Rev
21 21), Such is the imagery that from beginning
to end is pictured as the home of ethics—at first
in its untried innocence and at last in its stalwart
righteousness.
The problem will be to obserA-e the
intermingling of these two elements—the beautiful
and the good—in the whole Scripture range. A
few texts w-ill set before us this kinship and then the
Bible student can detect it as he reads.
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"One thing have I asked of Jeh, that will I seek after:
That I may dwell in the house ot Jeh aU the days of my
Ufe,
To behold the beauty of Jeh,
And to iniiuire in his temple" (Ps 27 4).
"For all the gods of the peoples are idols;
But Jeh made the heavens.
Honor and majesty are before him:
Strength and beauty are in his sanctuary" (Ps 96 5.6).
If we catch the spirit set forth in such and
similar Psalms, we can use it as a magnetic needle
to detect its like wherever we shall read: and we
shaU find that like in abundance. It is only necessary to turn to the directions given for making the
Ark of the Covenant and its encircling tabernacle,
and the decorations of the priests that were to
minister in the worship of Jeh in the ceremonies
described, as given in Ex 25 ff, to see that every
resource of Israel was brought to bear to render
ark and tabernacle and their service beautiful.
One w-ill find in a concordance half a column of
references under the w-ord "Ark" and a column and
a half under the word "Tabernacle." By looking
up these references one can realize how much care
was spent to give and preserve to these aids to
worship the attractivimess of beauty.
In 1 Ch 15 and 16 we have an account of
Dinid's bringing in the Ark of the Covenant into
his own city to rest in a tent he had provided for it.
On this occasion a demonstration was made with
all the aesthetics of which the music of that day
w-as callable. "-And David spake to the chief of
the Levites to appoint their brethren the singers,
with instruments of music, psalteries and harps
and cymbals, sounding aloud and lifting up the
voice with joy." And David himself gave to the
celebration the aesthetics of one of the noblest of
his ps.alms (1 Ch 16 ,S-36).
It is almost idle to refer to Solomon and his
temple (1 K 6ff; 2 Ch 3ff). I t is a common
understanding that the civilization of Solomon's
day was drawn upon to its utmost in every department of aesthetics, in the building of that house
for Jeh and in the appointments for the worship
there to be conducted. Beauty of form and color
and harmony of sound were then and there integrated—made one—with worship in holiness. The
propriety of that association has been seen and
felt through the ages.
There is beauty in speech. It is a fact that the
supreme classics in the lit. of the tongues of two of
the dominant nations of the earth, the Eng. and
the German, are tr" of the Bible. There is no
explanation of such fact except that the original
justified the tr'. A'ou can read indifferently from
one tr to the other and catch the same aesthetic
gleam. Nobility and poetry of thought lay in
what was to be tr^. Here is proof that cannot be
gainsaid that the Scripture authors sought the aid
of aesthetics as garb for the ethics they taught.
So they wrote in poetry. So they used allegory,
illustration, figure, metaphor that would charm and
hold. The parables of Jesus are examples of this
method of clothing thought. They do their ethical
work because they have swept into it figure and
imagery from familiar aesthetic perceptions. "The
sower went forth to sow" (Mt 13 3). That is a
glad sight—always has been and always will be.
Th.at is why a picture of "The Sower" hangs on the
walls of a Christian home. Just the painting—
and e\-ery beholder remembers the parable and
cannot forget its ethics. The intensity of thought
concentrated upon ethics in the N T has drawn
away attention from t he partnership between these
two principles in religion. But it is there, and we
shall see it when once w-e look for it.
It is something to which we do not wake up tUl
late in life—to w-it, the ilUmitableness of the pro-
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vision in Nature for beauty. Common consent
awards beauty to the rainbow. Reflect that every
drop of water in the ocean, or in the
2. Aesthet- hydrated nn-ks, or in the vapor floating
ies in
over Saturn, has in it the possibility
Nature
of rainbow coloring. In fact aU matter
has color of which the rainbow is only
specimen. .Vny element incandescent has a spectrum partially coincident with that of wati-r and
ranging aljove and below it in the infinite caiiacity
it has to start ether undulations, .As apparently
the larger part of the matter of the universe is
incandescent, we can see that the field for expression in color is infinite. No one but the inlinile
God can see it aU.
If we come dow-n to this plain, plodding earth,
cultivation of aesthetic sense will bring out beauty
ever>T\'here, from the grandeur of mountain scener\to aesthetic curves and colors revealed only by
the microscope. We sa.\- the butterfly is beautiful.
But the larva from w-hieh it is derived often carries
as much beauty in mottling of color and of the
fineness of finish of spine and mandible. Looking
across the scale in this way the evidence of theism
from beauty itself becomes con\iiieiiig. Beauty
becomes a messenger of and from God—as Iris
was to the Greek and the rainbow to the Hebrew
(Eccl 3 11).
This from Amiel's Journal Intime, I, 233, sets
forth the radical, inexpugnable position of beauty in
Nature and in philosophy thereof correctly interpretative: "To the materiahst philosopher the
beautfful is a mere accident, and therefore rare. To
the spiritualist philosopher the beautiful is the rule,
the law, the universal foundation of things, to •which
every form returns as soon as the force of accident
is withdrawn."
-As we accustom ourselves to make larger and
larger synthesis in the department of aesthetics,
what diapason of theistic message may we not
hear? Beauty wherever and however expressed
is a medium of revelation. It is a bush ever burning, never consumed. Before it "put off thy shoes
from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou
standest is holy ground." T h a t beauty should be—
to that intent, for that end, from everlasting hath
wrought the Ancient of Days.
C. CAVERNO
BEAUTY, bu'ti, AND BANDS, bandz ( D ? ; ,
no'am, and ~'^"3n, hdbh'lim): The names given
in Zee 11 7.14 to two symbohcal staves, the first
signffying Jeh's covenant of grace with the peoples,
and the second representing the brotherhood of
Judah and Israel, The breaking of the two staves
is symbolic of the breaking of Jeh's covenant and
of the union between Judah and Israel.
BEBAI, be'ba-I, beb'a-I C 5 3 , bebhay; LXX
BriPai, Beba-t, "fatherly"):
(1) Descendants of B, returned with Ezra to
Jerus (Ezr 8 11 called Babi; 1 Esd 8 37); one
of these is Zechariah, the son of Bebai (Ezr 8
11, Zacharias; 1 Esd 8 37). 023 returned with
Zerubbabel to .lerus (Ezr 2 11; 1 Esd 5 13; Neh
7 16 gives the number 628); some of these had
married "strange wives" (Ezr 10 28; 1 Esd 9 29).
(2) A chief of the people who sealed the covenant
with Nehemiah (Neh 10 15).
(3) An unknown town (Jth 15 4). Omitted in
B and Vulg.
BECAUSE, bg-kos' ('iva, hina, "in order that'"):
"The multitude rebuked them, b. [.VV; RV "that"]
they should hold their peace" (Mt 20 31).
BECHER, be'ker ("1?3, bekher, "the
cf HPN, 88):

firstborn";
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(1) Son of Benjamin (Gen 46 2 1 ; 1 Ch 7 6.8).
(2) Son of Ephraim whose family is called Becherites (-VV "Bachrites"), Nu 26 35 (1 Ch 7 20
caUed Bered). Cf BERED.
BECHORATH, b5-kor'ath.

See BECORATH.

BECK, bek, BECKON, bek"n (veOiia, neiima):
This w(ii-(l from iiei'td, " t o nod,"" "beckon," " m a k e
a sign" b^- moving the head or eyes (Lk 5 7;
Jn 13 24; " -Vets 21 40; 24 10), occurs only in 2
Maec 8 18, ".Vlmighty Ciod who at a beck can
east down Ixdh them that come against us, and
also all Ihe world," RV, "able at a beck." So Shak,
"(i'o()]is of .soldiers at their beck"; "nod"" is now
generally used.
BECOME, b("-kuni':
(1) Gr ginomai, used in N T for a change of
stale, ('((iresilending to Heb hdydh of OT. Cf
Mt 18 3 wUh Dt 27 9.
(2) For w-hat is fitting, suitable, proper, in N T :
"pri'pei"
(Mt 3 15; Eph 5 3; 1 Tim 2 10);
in OT, n i S 3 , nd'dwdh, D S : , nd'dh, Ps 93 5:
"Holiness becometh thy house." In this sense,
the adv. "becomingly" must be interpreted:
"Walk becomingly toward them that are without"
(1 Thess 4 12), i,e, in a way that is consistent wdth
your profession.
BECORATH, bc-ko'rath ( n n i D S ,
b'khdrath,
"the first birth"; AV Bechorath): .V forefather of
Saul of the tribe of Benjamin (1 S 9 1).
B E C T I L E T H , bek'ti-leth (TO ireSCov BaiKraXaCe,
td pedion Baikle'da'ilh): A plain which is defined as
"near the mountain which is .at the left hand of the
upper Cilicia" (Jth 2 21). The name in Syr is Beth
K'tilath, "house of slaughter," So far there is no
clue to its identification.
BED, BEDCHAMBER, BEDSTEAD: For the
very poor of the East, in ancient times as now, the
"bed" w-as and is, as a rule, t h e b a r e ground; and
the bedclothes, the gown, sim.ldh, or "outer garment,"" worn during the day ("For that is his only
covering, it is his garment for his skin: wherein
shaU he sleep?"' [Ex 22 27]; cf Dt 24 13, "Thou
shalt surely restore to him the pledge when the sun
goeth down, that he may sleep in his garment").
When one was on a journey, or watching his
flock bv night as a shepherd, such a "bed" was the
most natural, and often a stone would serve as a
pillow. (See Gen 28 11, where Jacob "took one
of the stones of the place, and put it under his
head, and lay down in that place to sleep.")

r^jg;*spcT?„.,
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An advance on this custom, which came in due
course of time, or under change of circumstances,
was the use of a mat on the floor as a bed, with
or without covering. At first it was lit. laid on the
floor, which w-as generally of one common level, in
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some convenient place near the wall; but later it
was put on an elevation, either a raised part of the
floor on one side, or a bedstead, which gave rise to
the expression 'going up to the bed" (cf Gen 49
33 EV, "He gathered up his feet into the bed,"
and Ps 132 3, "go up into my bed"").
With a later development and ci-vilization, "beds"
came to be built upon supports and constructed in
different forms, which fact is reflected in the variety
of names given the "bed"" in the Heb and related
languages.

Mattress -with Pillow.
(1) The following Heb w-ords are used in the
Bible for "bed," and, though it is impossible at this
remove of time and place and custom
1. OT
to differentiate them sharply, they will
Terms for repay study: riQ'a, mittdh (Gen 48 2,
"-And Israel strengthened himself, and
Bed, and
sat upon the bed"; Ex 8 3, 'frogs
Sleeping
shall come into thy bedchamber,
Customs
and upon thy bed''); 33lSp, mishkdbh,
of the
cf (Gen 49 4, Jacob to Reuben: "BeHebrews
cause thou wentest up to thy father's
bed; then defiledst thou iti"); i £ n j ,'ercs(l'vov 7 16,
the "strange woman" says: "I have spread my
couch with carpets of tapestry""; cf Ps 41 3,
"Thou makest all his bed in his sickness'"); ^^V,
maggd' (once only, Isa 28 20, "For the bed is shorter
than that a man can stretch himseff on it; and the
covering narrower than that he can wrap himself in
it'"); and ?'^2'',, y'gu"' (Job 17 13, " I have spread my
couch in the darkness"; 1 Ch 5 1, "He defiled his
father's couch"; cf Gen 49 4 where the same
"father's bed" is mishkdbh; Ps 63 6, "when I
remember thee upon my bed"; Ps 132 3, "nor go
up into my bed"").
(2) It is a far cry from the simple sleeping customs of Dt 24 13 to the luxurious arts and customs
of the post-exUio days, when beds of fine wood and
ivory are found in use among the Hebrews, as
well as pillows of the most costly materials elaborately embroidered (see J t h 10 21; Est 1 6 ; cf
Cant 3 10); but it all came about as a natural,
as well as artificial development, with changed
conditions and contacts and increasing ci-viUzation

Bedstead.
and luxury. As marking the several stages of that
development, we find pictures of the poor, first
sleeping upon the ground without mat or mattress,
then in a single sleeping-room for the whole family,
often without a separate bed, then with "beds"
that were simply wadded quilts, or thin mattresses,
and mats for keeping them off the ground; then
with still better "beds" laid upon light portable,
wooden frames, or upon more elevated bedsteads
(cf Ps 132 3 and Mk 4 21 RV "under the bed").
The degree of richness depended, of course, upon
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time and place, in a measure, but moi-e upon the
wealth and station of the family and the style of
the house or tent in which they Uved, as it does
even with the Bedouin of today. 'The prophet
Amos gives a -vivid and significant picture of the
luxury of certain children of Israel, "that sit in
Samaria in the corner of a couch, and on the silken
cushions of a bed" (3 12); and of certain children of
luxury "that lie upon beds of ivory, and stretch
themselves upon their couches, and eat the lambs
out of the flock . . . . that drink wine in bowls,
and anoint themselves with the chief oils; but they
are not grieved for the affliction ot Joseph" (Am 6
4-6; cf Rev 18 10-13).
(3) We find that the poor, while sleeping for the
most part in their ordinary clothing, often, in cold
weather, made then- beds of the skins of animals, old
cloaks, or rugs, as they do stiU in the East. The
"beds" and "bedding" now in ordinary use among
Orientals are much the same, we may be sure, as
they were in olden times. "Bedsteads" of any
pretention were and are rare among the common
people; but the richness of "beds" and "bedsteads"
among Asiatics of wealth and rank was quite equal
to that of the Greeks and Romans (cf Prov 7 16.
17, " I have spread my couch with carpets of tapestry, with striped cloths of the yarn of Egypt.
I have perfumed my bed with mjTrb, aloes, and
cinnamon""); Cant 1 16.17: "The beams of our
house are cedars, and our rafters are firs

Couch Bed with Head Re,5t,
also our couch is green," Cf the "palanquin" of
Solomon, "of the wood of Lebanon," "the pUlars
thereof of silver," ''the bottom of gold," and "the
seat of purple" (3 9.10).
(4) As soon as any famUy could afford it, a
special bedroom would be set apart, and the whole
famUy would sleep in it (see Lk 11 5-8, "My
chUdren are with me in bed""). When the house
had two stories the upper story was used for sleeping, or, during very hot weather, preferably the
roof, or the room on t h e roof. (See HOUSE.
When morning came the "bed,"' a wadded quilt
or mattress, used with or without covering according to the season, w-as rolled up, aired and sunned,
and then put aside on the raised platform, or
packed away in a chest or closet.
The words mishJcdhh and mittdh came to have a fig.
meamng signifying tile final rest'ing-place; anA'eres used
of the"bedstead" of the King of Og (Dt 3 11) is thought
by some to mean his sarcophagus (Benzinger, Heb Arch.,
12.3; Nowack, 1,14.3). Gen 47 31,"And Israel bowed himself upon the bed's head" is not rightly rendered (see
STAFF, and Crit. Comm. in loc).
(1) We find several Gr words, KKIUTJ, Mine,
Kpdl3pa.Tos, krdbbatos, and KOITT], koile, used in the
N T somewhat indiscriminately and
2. NT
rendered EV by "bed," "couch,"" etc;
Terms for but, as with the Heb words noted,
Bed, Their there is little to indicate just exactly
Meaiung,
what they severally stand for, or how
etc
they are related to the Heb terms
rendered "bed" or "couch" in the
OT Of one thing we can be sure, reasoning from
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what we know of "the unchanging E a s t , " the "beds''
anii sleeping customs of the Hebrews in Christ's
time were in the main about what they were in
later OT times.
(2) -An interesting case for study is t h a t of the
man "sick of the palsy" whom they brought to
Jesus ''lying on a be(-l,' and who when healed
"took up the bed, and w-ent forth before them all"
(Mt 9 2,1!; Mk 2 4,12; Lk 5 18,10; cf Jn 5
8-12), Here the "bed" on w-hich the sick of the
palsy lay w-as let dow-n from the housetop "through
the tiles with his couch into the midst before
Jesus" (Lk 5 18,19); and when the man wns
healed Jesus commanded him, as Luke says, to
"takeup [his] couch and go unto [hi,s] liou,se," and he
"took up that whereon he la\-, and departed to his
house, glorifying God" (5 2t,25). I t seeins, therefore, that this "bed"" was a "pallet" and "couch"
combined, a thin mattress upon a light portable
frame, such as we have already seen was in use
among the ancients, .Inotber kindred ease w-as
that of the sick man at the pool of Belhesda (Jn
6 2ff) w-hom Jesus healed and commanded to
"take up his bed and walk," and he "took up his
bed and walked"; only in this case thi- ''bed" is
a "pallet" wdthout the "frame, it would seem,
(3) Jesus in His teaching (Mk 4 2 1 ; cf Lk 8
16) as'cs, in language w-hich is significant in this
connection: "Is the lamp brought to be put under
the bed?" (Lk 8 16: "No man, when he hath
hghted a lamp, covereth it w-ith a vessel, or putteth
it under a b e d " ) . Here, clearly, "the bed" is the
"bedstead," bedclothes, draperies and all, under
which "the lamp" would be obscured and hindered
in its function of ''gi\dng light to aU in the room."
Again (Lk 17 34) Jesus says, " I n that night there
shaU be two men on one bed," which is incidental
evidence that the "beds" of t h a t day were not a_ll
"pallets'" or "couches"" for one only (cf Lk 11 7,
"i\ly chUdren are with me in bed"; Cant 1 16; 3
10; Prov 7 16.LS).
(4) For fig. use in the prophets (e.g. Ezk 23 17)
and in the NT (e.g. "Let the bed be undefiled,'" He
13 4), see commentaries in loo.
GEO.

B . EAGER

BEDAD, be'dad ( T j ? , b'dhad-h, "alone"):
Father of H a d a l , king of Edom "before there
reigned anv king over the children of Israel" (Gen
35 3.-j; 1 Ch 1 40).
BEDAN, be'dan ("i~3 , b'dhdn, ''son of judgment"
[?]):
(1) One of the leaders in Israel who with Jerubbaal, Jephthah and Samuel is mentioned as d doHverer of the nation (I S 12 11). The text is
ciuestioned because LXX, Syr and -Vrab. read Barak
instead.
(2) A .son of LTam of the house of Manasseh
(1 Ch 7 17).
BEDCHAMBER, bed'cham-ber.

See B E D .

BEDEIAH, be-de'ya ( n ; " 3 , bedh-'ydh, "servant of Jeh"): A son of Bani who had married a
"strange wife" (Ezr 10 35).
BEDSTEAD, bed'sted.

See BED,

BEE, be ( r n i a ' l , d'-bhOrdh; cf Arab, dabr, "a
swarm of bees,"' also Arab, delihfir, "a wasp," said
to be a corruption of zunbur, "a wasp"; all are
apparently from the Heb ddbhar, ''to speak,
"arrange,"" "lead,"" "foUow,"" or from Arab, dabara,
"follow" [cf Arab, dabbara, "arrange""], though the
connection in meaning is not apparent): Honey
is mentioned many times in the Bible, asp. m th(3
OT, but the word "bee"" occurs only four times, and
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only one of the four times in connection with honey,
in the story of Samson (Jgs 14 8). Both wild
and domesticated bees are found today in Pal,
but it is not clear that bees were kept in Bible
times, although it would seem very probable. I h e
frequently recurring phrase, "a land flowing with
milk and honey," certainly suggests that the honey
as w-ell as the milk is a domestic product. I h e
hives now in use are very primitive and wasteful
as (-(inipared with hives t h a t are made in Europe
and -Vmerica,, iSonietimes a large water jar is
used. More freijueiitly a cylinder about 3 or 4 ft.
long and 6 in. in ciiaini ter is constructed of mulberry
willies plaited together and plastered with mud or
cow dung. A number of these cyUnders are placed
horizontally, being jjilcd up together under some
rude struct ure which serves as a protection from the
direct rays of the sun. In the passage already cited
it is related that Sam.son found a swarm of bees and
honey in t lie carcase of the Uon which he had killed
on llis previous visit. We are not told how much
time had intervened, but it does not take long in
the dry climate of Pal for scavenging beasts and
insects to strip the flesh from the bones and make
the skeleton a possible home for a swarm of bees.
The other three pa-sages refer to the offensive
power of bees. In Dt 1 44, in the speech of Moses
he says, "The Amorites
. . chased you, as bees
do"; in Ps 118 12, the psalmist says, "They compassed me about like bees"; in Isa 7 18, the bee
is the type of the chastisement that the Lord will
bring from the land of Assyria.
ALFRED E L Y D A Y

BEEF, bef.

Se(.' CATTLE.

B E E L L V D A , be-edi'a-da (JJ'l^brn, b'^'clyddha',
"the Lord knows"; ELIADA, which see; cf HPN,
144, 192, n. 1, 202): A son of David (1 Ch 14 7).
BEELSARUS, be-el'sa-rus, biS-el-sa'rus (BeeX(rapos, Beelsdros): One who accompanied Zerubbabel in the return from the captivity (I Esd 5 S),
called Bilshan in Ezr 2 2 and Neh 7 7.
BEELTETHMUS, br-el-teth'mus (BeeXreeiios,
BeSltetlimos; Balthemus): One of the oflScers of
Kmg Ai-taxerxes in Pal (1 Esd 2 IG.2.5). According to Professor Sa^'ee, the name by etymology
means "lord of official inteUigence" or "postmaster." Rendered "chancellor" in Ezr 4 8 and
"story-writer" in 1 Esd 2 17.
BEELZEBUB, bs-el'ze-bub (in AV and RV is
an error (after Vulg] for Beelzebul [RVm], BeeXJcpovN., Beelzcboul; WH, 'Btilt^oiX, Biezeboul):
In
the time of Christ this was the current name for
the chief or prince of demons, and w:is identified
with SATAN (q.v.) and the DEVIL (q.v.) The J(3ws
committed the unpardonable sin of ascribing
Christ's wank of casting out demons to Beelzebul,
thus ascribing to the worst source the supreme
manffestation of goodness (MtlH 25; 12 24,27;
Mk 3 22; Lk 11 15.18.19i, There can be little
doubt that it is the same name as BAALZEBUB (q.v.).
It is a w'"ll-known phenomenon in the history of
religions that the gods of one nation become the
devils of its neighbors and enemies. VV hen the
Aryans divided into Indians and Iranians, the Devas
remained gods for the Indians, but became devils
(daevas) for the Iranians, while the Ahuras remained
gods for the Iranians and became devils (asuras)
for the Indians. Why Baalzebub became Beelzebul why the b changed Uito I, is a matter of conjecture. It may have been an accident of popular
pronunciation, or a conscious perversion (Beelzebul
in Syr = "lord of dung"), or OT 2'b/iM6/t may have
been a perversion, accidental or intentional of z'bhul
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( = "house"), so that Baalzebul meant "lord of
the house." These are the chief theories offered
(Cheyne in EB; Barton in Hastings, ERE).
T.

REES

BEER, be'er ("1X3, b''er; 4>p^ap, phrear; Lat
puleus = "well"):
(1) -A station on the march of the Israelites to
the N . of the Arnon (Nu 21 10). Here it was
that they sang round the well this song:
'Spring up O well; greet it with song,
•Well, that the princes have dug.
The nobles of the people have bored.
With the sceptre—with their staves' (Nu 21 16 fl).
The place is not identified.
(2) The town to which Jotham fled from his
brother Abimelech after declaring his parable from
Mt. Gerizim (Jgs 9 21). This may be identical
with BEEROTH, which see.
BEERA, be-e'ra, be'er-a ( S n X 3 , b''erd', "expounder"): A descendant of Asher (1 Ch 7 37).
BEERAH, be-e'ra, be'er-a (n"!?);?, b''erdh; "expounder") : -A prince of the house of Reuben whom
Tiglath-pileser carried away captive (1 Ch 5 6).
Cf 2 K 15 29; 16 7.
BEER-ELIM, be-er-e'hm {Z'h'A "1X3, b''er 'ellm;
<j>ptap ToB 'AiXetp., phrear toil Aileiin, lit. "well of
E."): Probably lay to the N. of Moab, answering
to Eglaim in the S. (Isa 15 8). It may possibly
be identical w-ith B E E R (1); but there is no certainty.
BEERI, bs-e'rl ("^"1X3, b^'crl, "expounder"):
(1) Father of Judith, one of Esau's wdves (Gen
26 34).
(2) The father of the prophet Hosea (Hos 1 1).
BEER-LAHAI-ROI, be-er la-hi'roi, be-er-la-hiro'i C N I "'nb 1 X 3 , b^'er lahai ro'i, "well of the
Living One that seeth m e " ) : ".V fountain of water
in the w-ilderness," "the fountain in the way to
Shur"" (Gen 16 7-14). It was the scene of Hagar"s
theophany, and here Isaac dwelt for some time
(Gen 16 7f; 24 62; 25 11). The site is in The
Negeb between Kadesh and Bered (16 14). Rowland identifies the well wdth the modern 'Ain
Moildhhi, cir 50 miles S. of Beersheba and 12 miles
W. of 'Ain Kadis. Cheyne thinks t h a t Hagar's
native country, to which she was fleeing and from
which she took a w-ife for Ishmael, was not Egypt
(migrayim-), but a north Arabian district called by
the Assyrians Mu§ri (EB).
S. F . H U N T E R
BEEROTH, bS-e'roth, be'er-oth (fli'nXS, b'''erdth;
Biipii9, Berdth): One of the cities of the Canaanites
whose inhabitants succeeded in deceiving Israel, and
in making a covenant w-ith them (Josh 9 3ff).
Apparently they were Hivites (ver 7). The occasion on which the Beerothites fled to Gittaim where
they preserved their communal identity is not indicated. The town was reckoned to Benjamin (2 S
4 2 f). Onom places it under Gibeon, 7 Rom miles
from Jerus on the way to Nieopolis (^AmwdA. If
we follow the old road by way of Gibeon (el-Jlh)
and Bethhoron, Beeroth would lie probably to the
N.VV^. of el-Jlb. The traditional identification is
-with el-Blreh, about 8 miles from Jerus on the great
north road. If the order in which the towns are
mentioned (Josh 9 17; 18 25) is any guide as to
position, el-Blreh is too far to the N.W. The
identUication is precarious. To Beeroth belonged
the murderers of Ish-bosheth (2 S 4 2 \ and Naharai,
Joab's armor-bearer (2 S 23 37; 1 Ch 11 30). It
w-as reoccupied after the Exile (Ezr 2 25; Neh
7 20).

W.

EWINQ
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B E E R O T H B E N E - J A A K A N , ben'e-ja'a-kan
Cil^J"] ^:3 n'"lS5, b''erdth b'^ne ya'dkdn;
RVm
"the wells of the children of J a a k a n " ) : A desert
camp of the Israelites mentioned before Moserah
(Dt 10 6). In Nu 33 31.32 the name is given
simply "Bene-jaakan," and the situation after
Moseroth.

See WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL.

BEEROTHITE, bg-e'roth-it, be'er-oth-it, BEROTHITE Cni-|5<3, b''erothi; 2 S 4 5.9; 2 S
23 37; shortened form, 1 Ch 11 39). See BEEROTH.
BEERSHEBA, be-er-she'ba (J?3T2J "ISS, b''er
shebha'; BtipcraPe'e, Bersabee): Allotted originally
to Simeon (Josh 19 2), one of "the uttermost cities
of the tribe of the children of J u d a h " (Josh 15 28).
(1) The most probable meaning of Beersheba
is the "well of seven."' "Seven wells" is improbable
on etymological grounds; the numeral
1. The
should in that case be first. In Gen
Meaning of 21 31 Abraham and Abimelech took
the Name an oath of wdtness t h a t the former had
dug the well and seven ewe lambs
were offered in sacrifice, "Wherefore he caUed that
place Beer-sheba; because there they sware both of
therp." Here the name is ascribed to the Heb root
yilTl), shdbha', "to sw-ear," but this same root is
connected wdth the idea of seven, seven victims
being offered and to take an oath, meaning "to
come under the influence of seven."
Another account is given (Gen 26 23-33),
where Isaac takes an oath and just afterward,
"the same day Isaac's servants came, and told him
concerning the well which they had digged, and
said unto him, We have found w-ater. And he
called it Shibah: therefore the name of the city is
Beer-sheba unto this day."
(2) Beersheba was a sacred shrine. "Abraham
planted a tamarisk tree in Beer-sheba, and called
there on the name of Jeh, the Ever2. A Sacred lasting God" (Gen 21 33). TheophShrine
anies occurred there to Hagar (Gen
21 17), to Isaac (26 24), to Jacob
(46 2), and to Elijah (1 K 19 5). By Amos
(5 5) it is classed with Bethel and Gilgal as one
of the rival shrines to the pure worship of Jeh,
and in another place (8 14) he writes '"They shall
fall, and never rise up again,"" w-ho sware, "As the
way [i.e. cultus] of Beer-sheba liveth.'" The two
unworthy sons of Samuel were judges in Beersheba
(1 S 8 2) and Zibiah, mother of King Jehoash,
was born there (2 K 12 1; 2 Ch 24 1).
(3) Geographically Beersheba marked the southern Umit of Judah, though theoretically this extended to the "river of E g y p t " (Gen
3. Its
15 18)—the modern Wady el'Avlsh—
Position
60 miles farther south. It was the
extreme border of the cultivated land.
From Dan to Beersheba (2 S 17 11, etc) or from
Beersheba to Dan (1 Ch 21 2; 2 . C h 30 5) were
the proverbial expressions, though necessarily
altered through the changed conditions in later
years to "from Geba to Beer-sheba" (2 K 23 8) or
"from Beer-sheba to the hill-country of Ephraim"
(2 Ch 19 4).
(4) Today Beersheba is Bir es-Seba' in the Wady
es Seba', 28 miles S.W. of Hebron on "the southern
border of a vast rolling plain broken
4. M o d e m by the torrent beds of Wady KhalU
Beersheba and Wady Seba" (Piobinson). The
plain is treeless but is covered by
verdure in the spring; it is dry and monotonous
most of the year. Within the last few years this
long-deserted spot—a wide stretch of shapeless
ruins, the haunt of the law-less Bedouin—has been
re-occupied; the Turks have stationed there an
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enhghtened Ktnnni-khan (subgovernor); government offices and shops have been built; w-ells have
been cleiU'ed, and there is now an abundant w-ater
,-upply punip(al e\-en to the separate houses,
Robinson (BW, X V I I , 217 ff) has de-scribed how
he found seven anei(;nt wells there—jirobably still
more wdU yet be found. The whole neighborhood
is strewn wdl b the ruins of the Byzant ine city whieli
once flourished there; it was an episcopal see. I t
is probable that the city of OT times stood where
Tell es Seba^ now is, some 21 miles to the E . ; from
the summit a commanding view can be obtained
(PEF, III, 394, Sheet-N-XIV).
E. W, G. .MASTEini.ViX
BEESHTERAH, bS-esh'te-ra (Josh 21 27). See
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Beg, Begging

The first clear denunciation of beggary and almstaking in .lewish lit. is found in Ecclus (Sirach)
40 2,'-i-.'!0, where the Heb for "beg3. Begging ging" is to ''wander," etc, as in Ps
and Alms- 59 15, according lo the ed of Cowley
taking D e - and Neubauer, Oxford, 1897. There
nounced in as well as in Tobit, and in the NT,
Jewish
where beggars are S]iceifically menLiterature tioned, the word eleeinusunc has assumed the special sense of alms given
to the begging i r (cf T(jb 4 7.16.17; 12 8 - 1 1 ;
Ecclus [Sir] 3 14,:;0; 7 10; 16 14; M t 6 2-4; 20
:'.0-34; Mk 10 4(i-.52; Lk 11 4 1 ; 12 .".:L ,In 9 1II; .Vets 9 36; 10 2 I :il: 24 17),

ASHTAROTH.

BEETLE, be't'l (RV C R I C K E T ; b j l n , hargdl;
see LOCUST): This name occurs only in Lev 11 22
as one of four w-inged jumping insects (shene
hd-'oph) which may be eaten, ll, certainly is not
-1 beetle and is probably not a cricket. Probably
all four are names of locusts, of w hich more than
30 species have been described from S_\-ria and Pal,
and for which there are at least 8 .Vrab. names in
use, though w-ith little distinction of species. Closely
aUied to hargol are the -Arab, harjalet, a troop of
horses or aflight of locusts, from harjal, "to gallop,"
and harjau-dn, "a wingless locust,"
-ALFRED E L Y DAY

BEE'VES, bevs (Lev 22 21 AV).

See CATTLE.

BEFORE, bi-fbr': The tr of a great variety of
Heb and Gr words. "Haran died b. [ERV "in
the presence of,' Ut, "before the face of"] his fatlier
Terah" (Gen 11 2,Si. To be "before" God is to
enjoy His favor (Ps 31 22), "The Syrians before" (Isa 9 12 RVm "on the east," as "behind,"
owing to the position of Canaan, relative to (Syria,
impUes the west).
BEG, BEGGAR, B E G G I N G : It is signfficant that
the ilosaio law contains no enactment concerning
beggars, or begging, though it makes
1. No Law ample provision for the rehef and care
Concerning of "the poor in the land." Bib. Heb
Beggars or seems to have no term for professional
Begging in begging, the nearest approach to it
Israel
being the expressions "to ask [or seek[
bread" and "to wander."' This omission certainly is not accidental; it comports with the
very nature of the IMosaic law, t h e spirit of which
is breathed in this, among other kindred provisions, that a poor Hebrew w-ho even sold himself
for debt to his wealthy brother was allowed to ser-ve
him only untU the JubUee (see JUBILEE), and his
master was forbidden to treat him as a slave (Lev
25 39). These laws, as far as actually practised
have always 'virtually done away with beggars and
begging among the Jews.
Begging, however, came to be known to the
Jews in the course of time w-ith the development of
the larger cities, either as occurring
2. Begging among themselves, or among neighNot Unboring or intermingUng peoples, as
known to
may be inferred from Ps 59 15; cf
the Ancient 109 10, where Jeh is besought that
Jews
the children of the wicked may be
cursed with beggarv, in contra-distinction to the children of the righteous, who have
never had to ask bread (Ps 37 25, 'T have been
young, and now am old; yet have I not seen the
righteous forsaken, nor his seed asking [EV "begging"] bread." For the Heb expression corresponding to "begging"" see Ps 59 15, "They shaU
wander up and down for food"; and cf Ps 119 10,
"Let me not wander," etc.

Jerusalem B
As to professional beggars, originally, certainly,
and for a long time, they were a despised class
among the Hebrews; and tie- Jewish
4. Profes- communities are forbidden to support
sional Beg- them from the general charity fund
gars a
(BB, Oa; Ydreh De'dh, 250, 3). But
Despised
the spirit of the law is e'vinced again in
Class
that it is likewise forbidden to drive a
beggar away without an alms (ha-Yddh
lia-Hdzdkdh, I.e. 7 7).
Begging was well known and beggars formed a
considerable class in the gospel age. Proof of this
is found in the references to almsgi-ving
5. In the
in the Sermon on the Mount (Mt 5-7
Gospel Age and paraUels), and in the accounts of
beggars in connection -with public
places, e.g. the entrance to Jericho (i\It 20 30
and paraUels), which was a gateway to pilgrims going
up to Jerus to the great festivals and in the neighborhood of rich men's houses (Lk 16 20), and
esp. the gates of the Temple at Jerus (-Acts 3 2).
This prevalence of begging was due largely to the
want of any adequate system of ministering rehef,
to the lack of any true medical science and the
resulting ignorance of remedies for common diseases like ophthalmia, for instance, and to the
impoverishment of the land under the excessive
taxation of the Rom government (Hausrath,
Hist of NT Times, I, 1S8 [Eng. tr WiUiams and
Norgate], cf Edersheim, L and T of Jesus, I I , 178).
That begging w-as looked down upon is incidentally
e-videnced by the remark of the unjust steward,
"To beg I am ashamed" (Lk 16 3); and that,
when associated with indolence, it w-as strongly condemned by public opinion appears from Sir (40
28-30).
The words used for "beg," "beggar" of E'V in the NT
differ radically in idea: in those formed from ailed (Mli
10 46; Lk 16 3; 18 35; Jn 9 8 KV) tho root idea is
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Bel and Dragon
that of "asking," while ptochds (Lk 16 20.22) suggests the
cringing or crouching of a beggar. But see Mt & 3 where
the word for "humble" is ptdchos.
A marked change has come over Jewish life in
modern times, in this as well as in other respects.
Since t h e 17th cent, t h e Jewish poor
6. A
in many parts of the world have made
Change in it a practice, esp. on Fridays and on
Modern
t h e eves of certain festivals, t o go
Times
systematically from house t o house
asking alms. I n parts of Europe
today it is a full-grown abuse: crowds of Jewish
beggars push their way and ply their trade about
the synagogue doors (Abrahams, EB, art. "Alms,"
310). So t h e Jewish beggar, in spite of t h e spirit
of t h e law and ancient Jewish custom, has, under
modern conditions too well known t o require explanation here, become a troublesome figure and
problem in modern Jewish society. For such beggars
and begging, see Jew Enc, arts. "Schnorrers,""
"Alms,'" etc, and for another kind of begging among
modern Jews, and collections for poverty-stricken
Jewish settlers in Pal, see arts. "Halukah,"" "Charity,""
etc.
LITERATURE.—Saalschtitz. Arch, der Hebrder. II, ch
xviu (Koaigsberg. 1855-56); Riehm. Handworterbuch zu
den Bachern des AT, s.v. "Almosen "; ct Jew Enc, HDB,
aind Enc B, arts, "Alms"; and Abrahams, Jewish Life in
the Middle Ages, chs xvii, xviii (Pliiladclphia, 1896);
Mackie, Bible Manners and iifustoms; Day, The Social Life
of the Hebrews.
GEO.

B . EAGER

BEGGARLY, beg'er-li (•n-Tcox'Ss, ptochds): T h e
word has t h e thought of " t o crouch"" or "cringe,"
such as is common with professional beggars. I t
is used in M t 5 3 and Gal 4 9, and in both cases
means complete spiritual destitution. As used in
Gal it expresses t h e contrast between their present
condition and t h e former estate, toward which he
says they are again tending. Paul has in mind
both t h e Jewish and heathen systems of religion
with all their outward show. H e therefore here
emphasizes t h e immeasurable superiority of t h e
riches and liberty in Christ. H e further expresses
this same thought of t h e law in R o m 8 3 and H e
7 13. I n view of t h e wretchedness of t h e condition indicated b y t h e word "beggarly," he states
his astonishment t h a t they should so Uttle appreciate the liberty and riches which they now enjoy as
even to think of going back to the former condition.
JACOB W . K A P P

BEGIN, bf-gin': To make the first movement t o ward a given end (*?'7' hdlal; apxcjiai, drehomai).
Those who interpret it in many passages pleonastically mean by this, t h a t in such passages as "began
to teach"" or "began to speak,"" nothing more is
intended than to express vi'vidly and graphically
the thought of the dependent infinitive. M t 4 17;
Lk 3 23; Acts 1 1 are so understood. For contrary opimon, see Thayer's Lexicon and Winer's
Grammar of NT Greek.
The noun, apxy, arche, "beginning," in t h e
writings of John, is used sometimes in a n abstract
sense, to designate a pre'vious stage (Jn 1 1.2;
8 25; 1 J n 1 1; 3 8) and, sometimes, t h e Source
or First Cause (Rev 3 14; 21 6; 22 13). Often
used also, not for the absolute beginning, but, relatively, for t h e starting-point of some important
movement (1 J n 2 7.24; Acts 11 15; Phil 4 15).
H . E. JACOBS

BEGINNING, b$-gin'ing(niTaS-!, re'shlth; dpxn,
archt): T h e natural meaning of t h e word is with
reference to time. T h e primitive Gr root means
"to be long," "to draw out." Thus it is used to
refer to some point of time long drawn out, or long
past (Gen 1 1). I t is used also to express t h e inauguration of a particular event (Ex 12 2). T h e
principal interest in t h e word centers in the use of
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it in J n 1 1. I t must be interpreted here by that
which follows in t h e statement as t o t h e relation
of the Logos t o the Eternal God and the use of t h e
word "was."' I t is true t h a t the word arche cannot
be separated from t h e idea of time, b u t when time
began .He already was, and therefore He was from
eternity.

See T I M E ; E T E R N I T Y .

Figurative: I n afig.sense it is used of that which
is most excellent, t h e chief part (Prov 1 7); of the
most eminent person (Col 1 18); t h e author (Rev
3 14).

JACOB W . K A P P

B E G O T T E N , be-got"n ( n b ; , ydladh; " t o bear,"'
"bring forth,"" "beget"'; denotes t h e physical relation of either parent to a child. Gen 3 16; 4 IS):
Used metaphorically of God"s relation t o Israel
(Dt 32 18) and to t h e Messianic king (Ps 2 7);
(yevvdu, genndd, " t o beget," or " b e a r " ) : generally used of a father (Mt 1 1-16); more rarely
of a mother (Lk 1 13.57); used metaphoricaUy of
causing or engendering moral and spiritual relations
and states (1 Cor 4 15; Philem 10); of the new
birth of t h e Holy Spirit (Jn 3 Sff). Men who
obey and love God as sons are begotten of Him
(Jn 1 13; 1 J n 2 29; 3 9; 4 7; 5 1.4.18; cf 1 Pet
1 23). Used esp. of God's act in making Christ
His Son: "Thou art my Son; this day have I begotten t h e e " (Ps 2 7) quoted in Acts (13 33) in reference to His resurrection (cf R o m 1 4). The same
passage is cited'(He 1 5) as proving Christ's fiUal
dignity, transcending t h e angels in that "he hath
inherited a more exceUent name than they,"" i.e. the
name of son; and again (He 5 5) ot God conferring
upon Christ t h e glory of the priestly office.
Commentators differ as to whether t h e act of
begetting t h e Son in these two passages is (a) the
eternal generation, or (6) the incarnation in time, or
(c) t h e resurrection and ascension. T h e immediate context of 1 5 (see 1 3) seems to favor the
last view (Westcott). T h e first -view would not be
foreign t o t h e author's thought: with 5 5 cf 6 20,
" a high priest forever"' (Afford). T h e author of
He thinks of the eternal and essential sonship of
Christ as realized in history in His ascension to the
"right hand of t h e Majesty"' (1 3). And what is
emphatic is t h e fact and status of sonship, rather
than the time of begetting.
T. REES
BEGUILE, be-gU': I n 2 Pet 2 14 AV (cf Jas
1 14) t h e word SeXeiifw, deledzo, is tr'' "beguUe,"
and means particularly to "entice," "catch by bait."
Doubtless Peter got this idea from his old business
of fishing, baiting t h e hook to beguile the fish. In
Rom 7 1 1 ; 16 18; 1 Cor 3 18 t h e word is
iiaTrarAo), exapaldd, and means " t o cheat" or "to
thoroughly deceive." T h e thought is to be so
completely deceived as t o accept falsehood for the
truth, believing it to be t h e truth. I n Col 2 4.18
AV; J a s 1 22 the word is Trapa\oyit;ofiat, paralogizomai, and means " t o miscalculate," " t o be imposed
upon." I t refers particularly to being beguiled by
mere probability.

See D E C E I T ; D E L U S I O N .
JACOB W . K A P P

BEHALF, be-haf: "On the part of"' (Ex 27 21,
i.e. so far as it affects t h e m ) ; "on t h e side of"
(Job 36 2). For huper, "over," in t h e sense of
furnishing assistance, as in 2 Cor 5 20, "in the
interest of Christ"" (ver 21); "for our gjod,'" "in
his cause" (Phil 1 29); also, often in 2 Cor, in
general sense of "concerning"" (5 12; 7 4; 8 24;
9 2 ; 12 5). Huper does not of itself indicate substitution, although one who shelters ["is over"]
another, suffers "in his stead" (AV 2 Cor 5 20),
as well as "in his behaff."
BEHAVIOR, bg-hav'yer (n^'O, ta'am, "taste,"
"flavor,"' hence "inteUectual taste," i.e. judgment.
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reason, understanding): t)f significance as referring
metal. We cannot clearly and fully behold the
to David's feigning madness before -Vchish, king
outshining of spiritual grandeur in Christ Jesus,
of Gath, being "sore afraid."" Gesenius renders
but in t h e gospel God accommodates and adjusts
it "changed his understanding," i.e. his mental
the vision as we an^ aide to bear it, and the glory
behavior and outward manner (1 S 21 13, and title
beheld becomes glory imparted to (and reflected
toPs 34).
by) the beholder.
Twdee used in t h e N T (-\V) of t h e well-ordered
John's Gospel gi\'cs us dedoixat, Ihedomai ("to look
life of the Christian (K6<rp.ioi, kosnnos, "well- closely at"), and Oeuipeu, thedred ("to discern"). "We
arranged,"" "modest," i.e. li\dng wdth decorum; beheld [etheasumelhu] his glory" (Jn 1 14), "that
1 Tim 3 2), defining t h e blameless Ufe expected they may behold [Ihedrdstn] my glory" (17 24). In
of a minister (overseer), 'A bishop must be .
cla.ssic lit,, the former word is closely associated
of good behavior," RV "orderly" (KardaT-qpa,
w ith theatrical spectacles, and the latter with athkatdstema, "demeanor," "deiioitmcnt""), includletic games, and they both convey the idea of
ing, aceortUng to Dean Afford, ".gesture .and habit"
uneeasnig interest, deepening in this connection into
as the outw-ard expression of a reverent spirit
love and joy.
M. O. E V A N S
(1 Pet 3 1.2). "-Vged women .
. in behavior
as becometh holiness" (Tit 2 3 ; RV "reverent
BEHOOVE, bS-h(5bv': Used in the N T for two
in demeanor").
Dw-uuiT Al. PRATT
Gr words del (Lk 24 20; Acts 17 .'i) and opheild
(He 2 17); the former referring to a physical,
BEHEADING, bS-hed'ing. See PUNISUIMENTS.
and t h e latter to a moral, neces.sity (Bengelon,
1 Cor 11 10). The former me.ans "must,"" that
is, it is required by t h e order which God has orBEHEMOTH, be'he-moth, biT-hO'inotb ( n i B H S ,
b'heinoth: Job 40 15): Apparently the pi. of tr- dained; the latter, "ought," that is, it is required
hemdh, "a beast," used of domestic or wild animals. as a debt.
The same form, b'hcmdth, occurs in other passages,
e.g. Dt 28 2ti; 32 24; l s a 18 6; H a b 2 17,
BEIRUT, ba'robt'. See BERYTUS.
where it is not rendered "behemoth" b u t "beasts."
-\ccurding to S(.[me, t h e word h'hemolh, occurring
BEKA, be'ka (i'^S , beka\ "haff"): Haff a shekel,
in Job 40 15, is not a H e b word, t h e pi. of
the amount contributed by each male of the Israelb'hemah, but a word of Egyp origin signifying
ites for the use of the Sanctuary (Ex 38 26). Its
''water ox." This etymology is denied by Cheyne
value varied according to the standard used, b u t
and others. The word has by various writers been
on t h e ordinary, or Phoen, standard it would repunderstood to mean rhinoceros and elephant, b u t
resent about 122 grains. See WEIGHTS AND
the description (Job 40 15-24) apphes on t h e
IMEASURES.
whole very w-ell t o t h e hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius) which inhabits the Nile and other
BEL, bei, bal ( 5 3 , bei): Appellative name of a
rivers of Africa. Esp. applicable are the references
Bab god (cf BAAL), in the OT and Apoc identified
to its great size, its eating grass, t h e difficulty with
with Marduk or Merodach, the tutelary deity of
which weapons penetrate its hide, and its freciuentBabylon (cf Isa 46 1; Jer 51 44; Bar 6 41).
ing of streams.
See BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA, T H E RELIGION OF.
"He lieth under tlie lotus-trees.
In the covert of Uie reed, and the fen.
The lotus-trees co^-er him with their sliade;
The willows of the brook compass him about."
The remains of a fossil hippopotamus of apparently the same species are found over most of
Europe, so that it may have inhabited Pal in early
historical times, although we have no record of it.
There is a smaller li-ving sjiecies in west Africa,
and there are several other fossil species in Europe
and India. The remains of Hippopotamus
minutus
have been found in enormous quantities in caves
in Vlalta and Sicily,
For an elaborate explanation of behemoth and
le-vdathan (q.v.) as mythical creatures, see Cheyne,
BB, s.v. •

BEL AND T H E DRAGON.

See DANIEL, BOOK

OF, X .
BEL, bei, bal, AND T H E DRAGON, drag'un
(Gr words: SpiiKwv, drdkon, "dragon,"" "serpent";
tKTds, ektos, "except"; opao-ts, lidrasis, "vtsion,"
"prophecy"; 6<|)is,(ipftis, "serpent"; <r<t>payicr(i|j.£vos,
sphragisd-menos, "having sealed"; x^p'S) charis, "except." Heb or Aram, words: Drin, hdthain, " t o
seal"; t?3iT, zepjhd', "pitch"; N p y i , za'dpha',
"storm,"" "w-ind"; tim,
naha.^h, "snake"; "i^?!?,
tannin, "serpent," "sea monster"):
I.

II.

ALFRED E L Y D A Y
III.

BEHOLDING, be-hold'ing: Many Heb and Gr
words are so rendered in EV, b u t l-iro-irTeiaavTei,
IV,
epopteiUantes, "vour good w-orks, which they
behold" (1 P e t ' 2 12); "beholding your chaste
beha\dor" (3 2), and irrbirTat, ep6-ptai, "We were
eyewitnesses of his majesty" (2 Pet 1 16) are
peculiar to Peter. The fact that this w-((r(l is used
V,
only by Peter and is used in both epistles is an
argument for identity of authorship. The word
eprjptes denotes one who had been initiatecl into t h e
innermost secrets of his faith and who enjo>-e(l the
VI.
highest religious privUeges; b u t now in contmdiction to the secrecy of aU pagan "mysteries' (Eleusinian, etc) t h e apostles would share with all th(j
faithful every spiritual -vision which they enjoyed
VII
("we made known unto you").
In 2 Cor 3 IS, for KaToirTpigbpemi, katoptriz6uieuoi t h e E l ; V gives "reflecting (as a mirror)
the glory of t h e Lord," ARV "beholdin(j: (as m a
nurror," etc). Kdloptron was a mirror ot polished
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NAME OF BEL AND THE DR.tncs- (m the Various
Recensions, Versions aud Codices)
CtONTENTS

„ ,

1, The Bel Story: the God of Bel
2. The Dragon .Story; Meamng of "Dragon ;
Serpent-Worship in Babylon
TEXTUAL .-VuTie^RiTiES
1. IVIanuscripls
2. Recensions or Versions
(1) Greek
Cl) Syriac
{-.',) Latin
(4) .Aramaic
ORIOINAL LANouAeL: PRINCIPAL OPINIONS
1. Greek
2. Hebrew
3. Aramaic
4. Reasons for Regarding Hebrew as Likeliest
TEACHING

,
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Little in this work that is distinctly .-Te^•nsh. God
is great, absolute and ever-hving; angels intervene for special ends; tho absurdity of idolworship
^
^
AtiTHOR. PLACE AND DATE OF COMPOSITION
Probably not in Babylon; perhaps the Heb
text originated In Pal about 146 Bf- or later.
The LXX version produced in Egypt about 100
BO. which may be the date and language of tho
Bocik. 0 (Theodotion's version) was produced
probably at Ephesus about 180 AD
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His request being granted, he is shown by expressed desire the lectistemia, the sacred tables being
covered by food which the god is to consume during
the night. The doors are all sealed by arrangement,
and after t h e priests have departed Daniel has the
LITERATURE
temple floor strewn with light ashes. When the
/. Introductory.—Bel and the Dragon is the third
morning breaks it is found that t h e doors are stiU
of t h e three Apocryphal additions t o Daniel, The sealed, b u t t h e food has disappeared. Upon exSONG OF THE T H R E E CHILDREN and SUSANNA (q.v.)
amination t h e tracks of bare feet are found on the
being the other two. In t h e Gr and Lat VSS (see ash-strewn floor, showing that t h e priests have
below, "IV. Textual .Authorities") the.se "additions" entered t h e temple by a secret way and removed
form an integral part of the canonical Book of
the food. Angered by t h e trick played on him
Dnl, and they are recognized as such and therefore
the king has t h e priests put to death and the image
as themselves canonical by t h e Council of Trent.
destroyed.
But the Song of the Three Children is the only
The word Bel, a short form of Baal, occurs in the
piece having a necessary connection with t h e Heb OT in Isa 46 1; Jer 50 2; 51 44, where it stands
canonical Book of Dnl; in t h e Gr and Lat texts for Merodach or Marduk, chief of the Bab deities.
it follows Dnl 3 24. The other two are appended
OriginaUy however it denotes any one of the Bab
and appear to have an origin independent of t h e local deities, and esp. the principal deity worshipped
book to which they are appended and also of each
at Nippur (for similar use of the Heb "Baal"" see
other, though in all three as also in the Heb Book
art. on this word). In 0 Cyrus appears as an
of Dnl the name and fame of Daniel stand out prom- abettor of Bel-worship, which is quite in accordinently.
ance with the practice of t h e early Pers kings to
//. Name.—Since in the Gr and L a t recensions show favor to the worship of t h e countries they
conquered. See Century Bible, "Ezr, Neh and
or VSS Bel forms a, portion of t h e Book of Dnl it
Est," 40.
does not bear a special name. But in the only two
There is in Babylon a great live dragon worknown MSS of t h e L X X in Sj-ro-Hexaplar (see
below, " I V . Textual .\uthorities") these words shipped by a large number of t h e inhabitants,
who lavishly feed it. In the present
stand at the head of t h e "addition" now under concase the god is or is represented by
sideration: "From [or "a part of"] the prophecy 2. The
a h'ving creature which can be fed.
of Habakkuk son of Joshua of the tribe of Levi." Dragon
That the Bib. writing prophet of that name is Story
and, indeed, needs feeding. Daniel
meant is be>-ond question. In 6 this fact is disrefuses to bow down before the dragon
tinctly stated (see ver 33); and it is e((ually beyond
and makes an offer to t h e king t o kill it. Bequestion that these tales could never have come from
lieving t h e god well able to care for himself, the
the prophet so called (see below "VIII. Canonicity
king accepts Daniel's challenge. Daniel makes a
and Authenticit}^"').
mixture of which pitch forms t h e principal ingreIn codd. A and B of 6 the title is: Horasis 12,
dient and thrusts it down t h e dragon's throat, so
i,e. ch 12 of Dnl, canonical Dnl being comprised
that "it bursts asunder and dies." The people are
in 11 chs. In the Vulg, Bel forms ch 14, but, as infuriated at the death of their god and demand
in the case of the earher chs, it has no heading.
that t h e king shall have t h e god-murderer put to
In the Syr Pesh (W) the stor\- of Bel is preceded
death, a demand to which t h e royal master yields
by "Bel the idol,"" and t h a t of the Dragon by
by having Daniel cast into a den of lions, as was
"Then follows the Dragon." Bel and t h e Dragon
done to other culprits found guilty of capital
is the title in all Protestant ^'SS of the Apocrypha,
charges. But though t h e prophet remained in the
which rigidly keep the latter separate from the company of 7 lions for 6 days he suffered no injury.
books of the Heb canon.
On the last day when Daniel, without food, was
///. Contents.—The
stories of Bel and of t h e naturally hungry, a miracle was performed by
way of supplying him with food. Habakkuk (see
Dragon have a separate origin and existed apart:
above, " I I . Name"), when cooking food for his
they are brought together because they both agree
reapers,
heard an angel's voice commanding him
in holding up idolatry to ridicule and in encouraging
to
carry the food he had prepared to Daniel in the
Jewish believers to be true to their religion. 'The
lions' den in Babylon. Upon his replying that he
glorification of Daniel is also another point in which
did not know where the den, or even Babylon, was,
both agree, though w-hile t h e Daniel of the Bel
story appears as a shrewd judge corresponding to the angel laid hold of his hair and by it carried the
the etymology of that name, he of the Dragon story prophet to t h e very part of t h e den where Daniel
is but a fearless puritan who will die rather than be was. Having handed the latter the meal intended
for the reapers, he was safely brought back by the
faithless to his religion.
I t is e-vident however that the editor of t h e angel to his own home. I t would seem that Habak"additions'" has fused both stories into one, m.aking kuk was protected from the hons as w-ell as Daniel.
the Dragon story depend on that which precedes Seeing all this the king w-orshipped God, set Daniel
(see v s 2 3 f ) . I t seems very likely that, in a Nes- free, and in his stead east his accusers into the lions'
torian Ust mentioned by Churton (Uncanonical and den, where they were instantly devoured.
Zockler in his commentary (p. 215) speaks of the
Apocryphal Scriptures, 391), Bel and t h e Dragon is
"fluidity" of t h e Dragon mjdh, and he has been
comprised under the title. The Little Daniel.
followed by Marshall and Daubney. B u t what in
The two stories as told in common by L X X and
reality does the Gr word drakdn, rendered "dragon,"
6 may be thus summarized:
mean? In the L X X the word is used generally
There is in Babylon an image of Bel which Daniel
(15 times) t o translate t h e H e b tannin which derefuses to worship, though no form of worship is
mentioned except t h a t of supplying notes a serpent or sea monster. I t is this word
(tannin) which in t h e Aram, version of the Dragon
1. The
the god with food. The king (Cyrus
Story of Bel according t o 8) remonstrates with the story translates t h e Gr drakdn. Now in Ex 4 3
delinquent Hebrew, pointing out t o and 7 9 the Heb tannin and ndhdsh ("serpent"')
seem identified as are t h e Gr drakdn and ophis in
him the immense amount of food consumed daily
by Bel, who thus proves himself t o be a li-ving god. Rev 12 9. We may therefore take drakdn in the
Daniel, doubting t h e king"s statement as to t h e present story t o stand for a serpent. A\'e know
food, asks to be allow-ed t o test the alleged fact. that in Babylon the god Nina was worshipped in the

VIII,

CANONICITT AND AUTHENTICITY

.Accepted as canonical by the Jews of Egypt but
rejected by the Jews of Pal. Accepted as part of
the Bible by Gr and Lat church Fathers, by the
Council of Trent and therefore by the Rom church;
denied by Protestants to be canonical
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form of a serpent (see Sayce, Hibbert Lectures,
2S1 f), and it is more ]irobable that it is the worship
of this god or of some other ser|ieiit deity that is
here meant, than t h a t there is an>' allusion td tho
Bab story aceonling to which Marduk the supreme
deity of Jiabylon engaged in a (((iilliet with Tiamat
the monster—foe to hght and order. (I) The
dragon of the present story is a god and not as
Tiainat, a kind of devU, and a male, not i female.
(2) The dragon in the present story is a serpent,
which is not true of Tiamat. (3) Apsu (male) and
Tiamat (female) are Bab deities who give birth to
the gods of heaven; these gods subse(iuently led
by their mother Tiamat engaged in a fierce contest
with Marduk.
,->iiiee Gunkel published his book, Schopfung und
Cluios (lSi)."i), it has been the fashion to sec reflections of the Marduk-Tiamat conflict throughout
the OT. But recent inve>stigatioiis tend to show
that Bab mythology has not dominati-d Heb
thought to the extent that was formerly thought,
and w-ith this statement Gunkel himself now agrees,
as the last ed of his commentarj- on Genesis proves.
IV. Textual
Authorities.—
(1) Greek.—There exist in Gr two forms of the
text (see below-), (a) The L X X text has been preserved in but one original MS, the cod.
1. ManuChrist ianus (from the Chigi family who
scripts
owned it, published in Rome in 1772).
This belongs to about the 9th cent.
This text has been printed also in Cozza's Sacrorum
Bibliorum vestuMissima fragmenta Graecaet Lalina,
part iii, Romae, 1S77, and in Swete's ed of the L X X
side by side with 6. In Tischendorf's L X X it occurs
at the close of the ordinary text of the LXX. (b)
Of 0 (the text, of Theodotion) we have the follow-ing
important MSS: B, .V, Q (cod Marchahanus), P (vs
l.'2-4 only) and A (from ver 21 to ver 41).
(2) .Syriac—There exists in the Ambrosian
Library at MUan, a MS of the Sth cent, of the
S-\T0-Hexaplar version made by Paul of Telia in 617
AD at Alexandria from col vi (LXX) of Origen"s
Hexapla. This nio^t valuable MS has been edited
and published bv C(^riani.
(1) Greek.—(a) The L X X : Of this we have but
one MS (see above under "Manuscripts'") and until
its pubhcation at Rome in 1772 what
2. Recen- is now known as 0 was believed to be
sions or
the real LXX version, notwithstanding
Versions
hints to tlie contrary by early Christian writers, (b) 6, or the version of
Theodotion: This version appears to be a revision
of the L X X , wdth the help, perhaps, as in the case
of the canonical Daniel, of a Heb (or Aram.) original,
now lost. It is much less pedantic than Aquila's
Cr tr which preceded it, and its Gr is better. It is
also a better tr than the L X X ; yet it has many
transUterations of Heb w-ords instead of tr^ ^ This
version of Daniel displaced that of the LXX a t a
very early time, for though Origen ga\'e place to the
LXX in his Hexapla, in his writings he almost
always cites from 9. In his preface to Daniel
Jerome points to the fact t h a t in his own time the
church had rejected the LX.X in favor of ©, mentioning the defectiveness of the former as the ground.
Even Irenaeus (d, 202) and Porphyry (d. 305) preferred e to the L X X . Field was the first to pfiint
out that it is the work of Theodotion (not the LXX)
that we have in 1 Esd, etc.
(2) Syriac—In
addition t o the Syro-Hexaplar
version (see above, under "Manuscripts") the Pesh
version must be noted. I t foUows O closely, and is
printed in \^"alton's Polyglot (in one recension only
of Bel and the Dragon) and in a re-vised text edited
by Lagarde in 1861; not as R. H. Charles (Enc
Brit, VII, 807) erroneously says in The Book of Tobit
by Neubauer.
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(3) Latin.—((() The old Lat version, which rests
on 6, fragments of which occur in Saliatier'e work,
Bdilioritm saerorum Ijiiliiiae versiones antiqnac (1743,
etc, II). (6) ^riie Vulg, which follows Jerome's tr, is
also based on 6, and foUow-s it closely,
(t) .Inimaic.—For the Ai'ain. via sion published
by M. Caster and clainicd to be the text of the
book as fir.st written, see below, " V . Original
Language."
V. Original Language.—It
has been until recent years most generally maintained that Bel and
the Dragon wiis composed and first edited in the
tir language, iSo EiehlKdii, de Wette, Schrader,
Frilzselie, Schurer and Konig. In favor of this the
following reasons ha\-e been gi\-en: (1) No Sem
original w-ith rea.sonable claims has been discovered.
Origen, Eusebius and Jerome distinctly say that no
Heb (or Aram.) form of this tract existed or was
known in their time. (2) The Hebraisms with
which this work undoubtedly abounds are no more
numerous or more crucial than can be found in
works by Jew-ish authors which are known to have
been composed in the Gr language, such as the continual recurrence of kai ( = " a n d " ) , kai e'lpe ("and
he said"), etc.
On the other hand, the opinion has been growing
among recent scholars t h a t this work was written
first of all either in Heb or Aram. Some of the
grounds are the following: (1) It is known that
Theodotion in making his tr of other parts of the
OT (Dnl) endeavored to correct the LXX with the
aid of the M T . A comparison of the LXX and
of 6 of Bel and the Dragon reveal differences of a
similar character. How can we account for them
unless we assume t h a t Theodotion had before him
a Sem original? A very weak argument, however,
for the translator might have corrected on a priori
principles, using his own judgment; or there might
weU have been in his time different recensions of
the LXX. Westcott (DB, I, 397«; 2d ed, 714(()
holds that some of Q's changes are due to a desire
to give consistency to the facts. (2) Much has
been made of the Semiticisms in the work, and it
must be admitted t h a t they are numerous and
striking. But are these Hebraisms or Aramaisms?
The commonest and most undoubted Semiticism
is the repeated use of kai and kai egeneto with the
force of the wiaio-consecutive and only to be explained and understood in the light of that construction. But the waie-coiiseeutive exists only
in classical Heb; Aram, and post-Bib. Heb, including
late parts of the OT (parts of Eccl, etc), know
nothing of it. I t must be assumed then that if the
Semiticisms of this work imply a Sem original, that
original was Heb, not Aram.
The following Hebraisms found in the L X X and
in e may briefly be noted: (1) The use of the Gr
kai with aU the varied meanings of the waw-consecutive (see below, under "\1. Teaching"). The beginning of a sentence with kai in ("and there was")
(vs L3'in LXX; 2 f, etc, in 6) agrees wdth the Heb
icaic-eonsecutive construction, but makes pocir Gr.
In \-er 15 kai egeneto can be understood only in the
light of the Heb for which it stands. (2) The
syntactical feature caUed parataxy (coordination)
presents itself throughout the Gr of this piece, and
it has been reproduced in the Eng. ti'» (AV, RV) as
any Eng. reader can see. In the classical languages
it is hypotaxy that prevails. If, as seems likely,
those responsible for LXX and e foUowed a Heb
original, they failed to make sufficient allowance
for the pecuhar force of the ?eo(e-eonsecutive idiom,
for this does not involve hjqiotaxy to any considerable extent. (3) The constant occurrence of
Kiirios ("Lord") without the art. implies the Heb
Yahwe; and the phrase the "Lord God" is also
Heb. (4) There are difficulties and differences
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best explain
^y assuming a Heb origin. The
Gr word sph,.
amenos has no sense in ver 14
(LXX) for, reti..iiing it, we should read of a seahng
of the temple (of Bel) and also of a sealing with
signet rings of the doors. The Heb word "shut"
(sdtham) is -written much like that for "seal"
(hdtham), and was probably, as Marshal suggests,
mistaken for the latter. 'The temple was "shut"
and the doors "sealed."' In ver 10 the L X X
(chor'is) and 6 (ektos) have 2 words of similar sense,
which are best explained as independent renderings
of one Heb word.
Marshall, identifying this dragon story with the
Bab creation-myth of Marduk and Tiamat, thinks
that instead of " p i t c h " used in making the obolus
with which Daniel destroyed the dragon, the original .Vram. document has "storm wind," the two
words being in Aram, written much alike (za'dphd'
= "storm wind," and zeplid'='pitch).
But the fact
is quite overlooked that the obolus contained not
only pitch, but also "fat" and "hair"" (see ver 27).
Besides, in the Aram, version, pubhshed by Caster,
to w-hich Marshall attaches great importance as
at least a real source, we have four ingredients, -viz.
pitch (zep'thd'), tat, flax (kitldn) and hair. Dr, Marshall's suggestion involves therefore not only the
confusion of two words speUed differently in Aram.,
but the substitution of 3 or 4 terms for one in the
original draft. Moreover in Bel and tlie Dragon
the several ingredients are made up into a cake
with which the dragon w-as gorged. Dr. Marshall's view assumes also an Aram, original which is
against the evidence. But the suggestion would not
have been made but for a (.lesire to assimilate the
dragon story to the Bab cr(.'ation-mj-th, though
iu motive and details both differ so essentially.
In favor of a Si m original many w-riters have
cited the fact that forms of the story have been
found in Heb and .-Vram, In the 13th cent, E,aymund Martini in his Piigio Fidci (written against
the Jew-s) quotes Bel and the Dragon from a Heb
Midr on Gen which Neubauer discovered and which
is almost verbatim identical w-ith the unique MS containing Midr Rabba de Rabba (see Neubauer,
Tobit, viii, and Franz Delitzsch, de Hcdmenci, 82).
Still other Heb forms of these stories have been
found. All the "additions" to Dnl "occur in Heb
in the remains of Yosippon," the "Heb Jasephus,"
as he has been eaUed. He wrote in the 10th cent.
But most important of all is the discovery by
Dr. M. Caster of the dragon story in Aram., imbedded in the Chronicles of Yerahmeel, a work of
the 10th cent. Dr. Caster maintains that in this
Aram, fragment w-e have -a portion of the original
Bel and the Dragon (see PSBA,
1894, 280 ff
[Introd.], 312 [Text] and 1895 [for notes and tr]).
The present writer does not think Dr. Caster has
made out his case. (1) If such an Aram, original
did really exist at any time we should have learned
something definite about it from early w-riters,
Jewish and Christian. (2) Dr. Caster has disco\-ered ((n Aram, form of only two of the three
"additions,"" those of the Song of the Three Children
and of the dragon story. What of the rest of the
Aram, documi nt? (3) I t has already been pointed
out that the wa (o-consecutive constructions implied
in the Gr texts go back to a Heb, not an Aram,
original. (4) The .Vram. text of the Dragon story
not seldom differs both from the L X X and O as in
the following and many other eases: The two Gr
VS,S have in ver 24 '"The king [said],"" which the
Aram, omits: in ver 35 the Aram, after ".\nd Habakkuk said" adds "to the angel," which the L X X
and O are wdthout. (5) The compiler of the Yerahmeel Chronicle sa>-s distinctly t h a t he had taken the
Song of the Three Children and the dragon story
from the writings of Theodotion (see PSBA, 1895,
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283), he having, it is quite evident, himself put
them into Aram. Dr. Gaster lays stress on the
words of the compiler, that what he gives in ^Vram.
is that which "Theodotion found" (loo. cit.). But
the reference can be only to the L X X which this
translator made the basis of his own version; it is
far too much to assume that the Chronicler means
an Aram, form of the stories.
VI. Teaching.—The two stories teach the doctrine of the oneness and absoluteness of Yahwe,
called throughout Kurios ("Lord"), a lit. rendering
of the Heb word 'ddhundi ("Lord") which the Jews
substituted for Yahwe in reading the Heb as do
now-a-day Jews. In the Gr and Lat VSS it is the
word read (the K=re perpetuum), not that written
K''th!bh), which is tr''. It would have been more
consonant with universal practice if the proper
name Yahwe had been transliterated as proper
names usually are.
But very little is said of the character of Yahwe.
He is great and the only (true) God (ver 41), the
li-ving God in contrast with Bel (ver 57). Of the
nature of His demands on His worshippers, ritualistic
and ethical, nothing is said. There is no reference
to any distinctly Jewdsh beliefs or practices; nothing
about the tdrdh or about any Divine revelation to
men, about sacrifice or the temple or even a priesthood, except that in the L X X (not in 9) Daniel
the prophet is spoken of as a priest—strong evidence
of the low place assigned by the w-riter to the external side of the religion he professed, ^^'e do however
find mention of an angel, a sort of elcus ex maeliina
in the Dragon story (vs 34 ff); cf Dnl 6 22.
The incident of the transportation of Habakkuk
to Babylon shows that the writer had strong faith
in supernatural intervention on behalf of the pious.
Apart from this incident the tw-o stories steer fairly
clear of anything that is supernatural. But vs 3339 are a late interpolation.
VII. Author, Place and Date of Composition.—
Nothing whate\-er is known of the author of the
book and nothing definite or certain of the place
or date of composition. It has lje(;n commonly
felt, as by Bissell, etc, that it reflects a Bab origin.
Clay (see ver 7) abounded in Babylon (but surely
not only in Babjdon); bronze (ver 7) was often used
in that country for the manufacturing of images,
and the lion, it is known, w-as native to the country
(but that w-as the case also in Pal in Bib. and even
post-Bib. times). None of the arguments for a
Bab origin have much weight, and there are contrary arguments of considerable force.
The anachronisms and inconsistencies are more
easily explained on the assumption of a non-Bab
origin. Besides, the Judaism of Babylon was of
a very strict and regulation kind, great attention
being given to the law and to matters of ritual.
There is nothing in Bel and the Dragon regarding
these points (see above under "Teaching").
If we assume a Heb original, as there are good
grounds for doing, it is quite possible that these
legends were written in Pal at a time when the
Jewish religion was severely persecuted: perhaps
when Antiochus VII (Side'tes, 139-128 BC) reconquered Judah for Syria and sorely oppressed
the subject people. Yet nothing very dogmatic
can be said as to this. We cannot infer much from
the style of the Heb (or Aram.?), since no Sem
original has come down to us. I t is quite clear
that these "additions'" imply the existence of the
canonical Book of Dnl and belong to a subsequent
date, for they contain later developments of traditions res]iecting Daniel. The canonical Book of
Dnl is dated by modern scholars about 160 BC, so
t h a t a date about 136 BC (see above) could not be
far amiss.
If, on the other hand, we take for granted that
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the LXX is the original text of the book, the date
of that recension is the dale of the work itself. I t
seems probable that this recension of Dnl w-as
made in l':g,\-pt about 150 BC (see 1 Mace 1 54;
2 .59), and We have evidence that up t(( t h a t date
the "tlu'ee additions" formed no part of the book,
though they exist in all t i r and Syr MSS of Dnl,
which have come dow-n to us. Probably the "additions"' existed as sejiarate compositions for Sdiiie time
before they were joined t o Dnl iiroper, but it is
hardly too much to assume that tliey were united
no later than 100 PC, Yet the dala for reaching
a conclusion are very slight
I t may be added
that the Gr of the L X X is distinctly .Vlex in its
character, as Westcott, Pissell and others liax-e
pointed out. Theodotion's version is supposed to
have been made at Ephesus toward the end of the
2a cent. AD.
VIII. Canonicity and Authenticity.
—The Vlex
Jews, recognizing the L X X as their Bible, accepted
the whole of the .Vpoe as canonical. Idie Pal Jews,
on the other hand, limited their canonical Scriptures to the Heb t.>T, There is, of course, some
uncertainty (largely no doubt because it WdS originaUy a t r from the Heb) as to w-hether the L X X at
the first included the Apoc in its w-hole extent or
not, but all the e\-idenee points t o t h e fact that it
(Ud, though individual books like Dnl existed ajiait
before they formed a portion of the Gr or E g j p
canon.
In the early Christian church all the three "additions" are quoted as integral parts of Dnl by Gr
andby Lat Fathers, as e,g, by Irenaeus (IV, 5, 2 f);
TertulUan (De idololatria, c l S j ; Cyprian (Adforlunatum, e l l ) .
By a decree of the Council of Trent these "additions" w-ere for the Rom church made as much a
part of the Bible canon as the Heb Book of Dnl.
Protestant churches have as a rule excluded the
whole of the Apoc from their Bibles, regarding its
books as either "Deutero-canonical" or "noncanonical." In consequence of this attitude among
Protestants the .\poc has until lateh- been greatly
neglected by Protestant writers. But a great
change is setting in, and some of the best commentaries by Protestant scholars produced in recent
years deal wdth the Apoc and its teaeliing.
Julius Africanus (fl. first half of 3d cent. AD)
was the first to impugn the truth of the stories embodied in the "additions" to Daniel. This he did
m a letter to Origen t o which the recipie-nt vigorously replied.
The improbabiUties and contradictions of these
three pieces have often been pointed out from the
time of Julius .Vfricanus down to the present day.
The following points may be set down a.sspeeiniens:
(1) Daniel Ls caUed a priest in the L X X (\-ei- I),
and yet he is identified with the iirophet of that
name'. (2) Habakkuk the prophet (he is so ealliid
m 6 [.see ver 33], and no other can be intended) is
made to be a eonfeiniKirary of Daniel and als(i of
the Pers king Lh-rus (sec vs 1 and 33 in the Eng,
Bible). Now C\'riis conquered Babylon in 538
BC, the principal Jews in Babylon returning to
Pal the following ye-ir. The events narrated in lid
and the Dragon could not have ociurred during
the time Cyrus was king of Babylon, b u t the L.XX
speaks of "the king" without naming him, (3) It
was not Cyrus b u t Xerxes who desi njyed the image
of Bel, this being in 475 BC (see Pb^rod, i.lS3;
Strabo .xvi,l; Arrian, E.rped. Alex., vii.l). (4) I t
is further objected t h a t dragon-worship in Babylon,
such as is implied in t h e dragon story, is contrary
to fact. Star-worship, it has been said, did exist,
but not animal-worship. So Eichhorn and Fritzsche,
But there is every reason for believing t h a t the worship of living animals as representing deity, and esp.

and Dragon

of tUe Uving .s(a-pent, existed in B
,n as among
other nations of antiquity, iiicludii
.e Greeks ami
Kdiiians (see Iler/.og, 1st ed, art. "L.ache zu Babylon," bj' J. (!, MiiUer), It has already been pointed
out (see list of meanings) that tho w-ord "dragon"
deiidles a serpent,
LlTERATIiue, — t ; i e h h o r n ,
Ei iiti-llunu
m die
apoc.
Seliriflen dea .[lien 'I'l-staineiite (17(1.%), 4;:;l II ( r e d i a r k a b l e
for its time: ciiiiiiKd-fs the l.,\;.\; and (->), \V, II, U.iubiiey.
The Tlii-ee Adililnm-i to Daniel (C!aiill)(-i(lf,'c, I'JUU; C(.(U-

tains niKch iiialli.^r though rather iiiieritjeally treated);
the condiicnlid-Ms of i''i-iUsclit( (VOl I: still very rich in
(iKltcriii!; 11, focKis p a r t of Itic Kiirziji (assies
cregetisches
lliiiiiliiiieh):
ltiss((tl (in L a n g e ' s s((ri((s, b e t n o t a ti-|; B a U ,

Sjniil.er'ii Coinnii-iilary [this is ttidhcsl Eng, Commentary
on tlie .\poc, ."-^(-(^ als(j Schiirer, ilesrhiehti'i. Ill, ;i:33, and
his art.in /I't''', 1, c.v.), and t,lio ((clicU^s liy Koiniihansen in
EH. I, lOU, 'l\w, in Jew Ene, ll,(i,-,ll; K, H. ('l(ai-l((s, Enc
liril". \'II,,S07, and esp. that by J. Turner Marshall in
It HIS, I, -Zl,!
FritzsclKj, L;/<r( i'cterii, Tealameiili
Ci aece
( 1 S 7 I ) . (llKi SW(1((, 'I'll,- (ltd 'I'l-.lument in Urerk, 111, 1 8 9 4 ,

(1,11(1 lidcr citii idiis, Kiv(( the LX.Xl and (-) on parallel pages.
1[[ llic, ed (((the IJX.NL edited by Tischendorf, the LXX is
given in tho ti-xt and (-( in an appendix.
'P. W I T T O N

BELA, be'la.

D.WIES

See 7A I,\R.

BELA, BELAH, be'la (^J^a , bela', "destruction"";
AVBelah, Gen 46 21):
(1) B., the son of Beor, was thefirst king of Edom
previous t o the kingdom of Israel and reigned in the
citv of Dinhabah (Gen 36 32 f; 1 Ch 1 43 f).
LXX A, BdXdK, Balak.
(2) B,, the first born son of Benjamin (Gen 46 2 1 ;
1 Ch 7 6f; 1 Ch 8 1). lie was the head of the
family of the Belaites (Nu 26 3S), the father of
Addar (caUed Ard, Nu 26 40), Cera, Abihud,
iVbishua, Naaman, Ahoah, Cera, Shephuphan
(cf Shephupham, N u 26 30), Huram (1 Ch 8 :i~5;
Nu 26 40),
(3) B., a son of Azaz, of the tribe of Reuben, w-as
a man of great power a,n(l wealth. Llis possessions
reached from Nebo to the Euphrates (1 Ch 5 S ff).
.V, L.

BRESLICH

BELAITES, b(-'la-Its C ^ b a , luiVi, "behinging to
Bela"): The descendants' of Bela (Nu 26 38).
Cf B E L . \ (2j.
BELCH,'belsh: The primary idea of this word
is "to gush forth" as a fountain. As used in Ps 59 7
the thought is that these enemies had so cherished
these e\'il thoughts and bitter wrath t h a t now
the heart is a very fountiain of evil, and has taught
the tongue how to give ut terance thereto. But the
pre-vious verse show-s that the I"salmist also had in
mind the howUng and barldng of the dogs ab(3Ut the
city. The imprecations of his enemies are hke the
snarling, howhng, barking of do^s w-hieh in an
easl,ern city makes the night hideous with the noise,
and is continued until the daybreak.
.IACOB W .

KAPP

BELEMUS, li(r("-mus (BT|\£(J.OS, Btlemos; Balsaiiius): An offie(=r of King .Vrtaxerxes in Pal associated with Beeltethmus in hindering the rcbmkhng
of the temple (1 Esd 2 16): called Bishlam in
lizr 4 7.
BELIAL, be'li-al, bCl'yal (b"^_'-n, h'Uya'al;
BeXIap, Beliar): This name, occurring very frequently in the < »T, has the sense of "w-orthlessness"
(cf 2 (S 23 dm); accordingly in such phrases as
"sons of Behal" (Jgs 20 13; 1 S 10 27, etc),
"men of Belial" (1 S 30 '22; 1 K 21 13, (de),
w-hich the ERV usually retains, t h e ARV more
correctly renders, "base feUows" (so "daughter of
Belial" 1 S 1 16, "wicked woman"). There is
here no suggestion of ;,. proper name.
Afterward, however, "Belial" became a proper name for
Satan, or for Antichrist (thus frequently in the
Jewish Apocalyptic writings, e.g, in X I I P, Bk
Jub, .Vse Isa, Sib Or). In this sense Paul used the
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= "the abdominal cavity" (Nu 25 8 ARV "body").
"133, beten="the internal abdomen," "the womb"
(i K 7 20; Job 15 2.35 AV; 20 15.23; 40 16; Ps
17 14; Prov 13 25; 18 20; Jer 1 5; Ezk 3 3);
also fig. "the internal regions,"" " t h e body of anyiVlAN OF Si.x.
J.AiiEs O R R
thing"" (Jon 2 2). (13712, )»e'(A = "intestines,"" "abdomen"" (Dnl 2 32; ' Jon 1 17; 2 1.2). In the
BELIE, bs-ll': Is the tr of ©HS, kdhash, "to be
N T KotXla, koilia = "a cavity," esp. the abdominal
untrue" (Jer 5 12), "They have belied the Lord"
(Mt 12 40; 15 17; Mk 7 19); the seat of appe(ARV "demed Jeh"), here used as synonym of
tite and of the carnal affections (Rom 16 18;
"give the Ue to."'
1 Cor 6 13; Phil 3 19; Rev 10 9.10); the innerIn Wisd 1 11 "belie" t r ' Ka.Ta-iptiSop.ai, katapseu- most of the soul (ARVm Jn 7 38).
domai (the kata prefix referring to the kata in kataFRANK E . HIBSCH
lalid in the same verse), "A mouth t h a t belieth
destroyeth a soul.""
w-ord in 2 Cor 6 15, " W h a t concord hath Christ
with Behal?" (Beliar). Bousset thinks t h a t Paul's
"man of sin" in 2 Thess 2 3, where some authorities read "man of lawlessness," is a tr of this term.
The sense at least is similar. See ANTICHRIST;

BELIEF, be-lef.

See FAITH.

BELIE'VERS, bedev'ers (in AV and RV of Acts
5 14, for •n-icTTeiiovTes, pisteiiontes, RVm "beUeving"';
in AV of 1 Tim 4 12 for ot iritrToi, hoi pistol, RV
"them t h a t beheve""): Equivalent phrases, they (he,
she) that beheve (for ol -7re-?n<rTevK6Tes, hoi pepisteukdtes; oi mcrTedovm, hoi pisleuontes; marbs [adj,],
pistds, etc) occur frequently as a regular description
of those w-ho professed their faith in Christ, and
attached themselves to the Christian church. The
one essential condition of admission into the Christian
community was, that men should beUeve in Jesus
Christ (Acts 16 31). The actual experiences of the
men thus denoted varied with all the possible degrees
and modifications of FAITH (q.v.). Behevers are
Egyptian Bellows.
nowhere in the N T distinguished as a subordinate
class from the "Christians w-ho know"" as in the
BELMAIM,
bel'ma-im,
AV Belmen (BeXnaCfi,
gnostic antithesis of pistikol and gndstikol, "beBelmalm, J t h 7 3; BaiXfiaCv, Bailmain, 4 4): A
lievers"' and "knowers.""
T. R E E S
place in the neighborhood of Dothan (7 3), to which
BELL (rSb^'Q,
m'gilldth, "jiXiys,
pa'dmdn): warning was sent to prepare for the invasion of
Holofernes (4 4). It probably answers to the
The former of these terms occurs only once (Zee
modern Bir Bil'dmeh (Ibleam), a ruined site about
14 20) where it is thus tr'i. It is derived from a verb
meaning "to tingle"" or "dirl" (1 S 3 11), and there half a mile S. of Jenln.
is, therefore, no objection etymologically to renderBELMEN, bel'men, BELMON, bel'mon. See
ing the noun by "bells." But the little bell attached
BELMAIM.
to the harness of horses would hardly be a suitable
place for a fairly long inscription, an4 as buckles
BELOMANCY, bel'6-man-si. See AUGUHT, IV, 2.
shaped exactly like cymbals (see Music) were used
as ornaments for horses, "cymbals" is probably a
BELCVED, be-luv'ed, be-luv"d' (dya-n-iiTis, agabetter rendering.
petds): A term of affectionate endearment common
The other Heb word for bell is found only in to both Testaments; in the OT found, 26 out of
Ex 28 33 f; 39 25,26, where "bells of gold" are 42 times, in Solomon"s Song of Love. Limited
directed to be attached to the hem of Aaron's offi- chiefly to two Heb words and their derivatives:
cial robe, t h a t the people may hear him when he
3 n s , 'ahebh, "to breathe"' or "long for,'" hence
enters and quits the sanctuary. Bells were not
to love, corresponding to the N T , i-yairdu, agapdd,
employed by the Hebrews to summon the congre"to prefer,"" i.e. a love based on respect and benevogation to worship, nor do Mohammedans so use
lent regard; "TTl, dddh, "love," chiefly love between
them at the present day. The church bell is a
the sexes, based on sense and emotion, akin to
peculiarly Christian institution, said to have been
4>i\4oj, phiUd (Lat amare).
Used occasionally, in
introduced by Bishop Paulinus of Nola in Cam- their nobler sense, interchangeably, e.g. the former
pania, who lived about the end of the 4th cent. of a husband"s love for his wife (Dt 21 15.16);
Little bells, however, like those attached to the
twice of a lover (Cant 1 14.16), thus lifting the
hem of iVaron's robe, frequently form part of the affection of the iSong of Sol out of mere amorousharness of horses, or are fastened to the necks of
ness into the realm of the spiritual and possibly
the he-goats or wethers that lead the flock in eastern
Messianic. Both words used of God"s love for
lands.
JAMES M I L L A R
His chosen: e.g. Solomon, " b . of his God"" (Neh
13 26); Benjamin " b . of Jehovah" (Dt 33 12); so
BELLOWS, bel'oz, bel'us: The word occurs once
only in EV, in Jer 6 29, where the prophet is pre- even of wayward Israel (Jer 11 15).
dicting the coming of the destroyer (ver 26), "a
In the N T "beloved"" used exclusively of Divine
great nation" from "the north country" (ver 22),
and Christian love, an affection begotten in the
down upon Israel, because "all of them deal cor- community of the new spiritual life in Christ, e.g.
ruptly" (ver 28), "The bellows blow fiercely; the
"b. in the Lord"" (Rom 16 8). The beauty, unity,
lead is consumed of the fire." Here the imagery endearment of this love is historicall}' unique, being
is drawn from the refiner's art, and the "bellows" peculiarly Christian, "Brethren"' in Christ are
are those used to make the refiner's fires burn fiercely.
"beloved" (1 'Thess 1 4; 1 Cor 15 58; Jas 1 16;
See C R A I T S , II, 10.
2 5), Many individuals are specUied by name:
Timothy (2 Tim 1 2); Philemon (Philem ver 1);
BELLY, bel'i: "jinJ, gdhdn = "the external ab- AmpUas, Urbane, Stachys, Persis (Rom 16 8,9,12),
domen"" (Gen 3 14; Lev i l 42). n n p , kobhdh etc.
The aged John is the conspicuous N T illusr
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tration of t h e depth and tenderness of Christian
love. In his epistles alone he addresses his di.-^ciples 12 times as "belove-d." Paul terms "God's
elect" "holy and Ixdoved" (Col 3 12).
The term rises to still Diviner significance as an
epithet of CUrist, whom Paul, grateful for llis
"freely bestowed" grace, terms "the Beloved," This
is the word used repeatedly- to express God the
Father's infinite affection for Jesus His "beloved
Sun" (.Mt 3 17; 12 18; 17 5; Mk 1 11; 9 7; Lk
3 22; 20 13).
Agapelos rendered as above 47 times is 9 times
'dearly belove(,t" (RV uniformly omits "dearly")
and 3 times "well belo\-ed'' (RV omits "well "). 'Phe
former rendering found only once in the ()'P (D^T^I'],
fdhldhuth, "something beloved"), portraying God's
tender love for His people: "dearly bclov(>(l of my
soul" (Jer 12 7). 'Thrice is Daniel sjiokcn of as
"greatly beloved" of Gabriel and of God ( n T m a n ,
hdmiidhoth, "precious," i.e. delight = beloved; Dnl
9 23; 10 11,19). Through t h e apostles the word
has become familiar in pastoral and sermonic
address. Few N^T words better illustrate the power
and impress of the Christian spirit on succeeding
centuries than this.
DwieiHT M. PRATT
BELSHAZZAR, bel-shaz'ar ( n ^ S C b a , belsha'ggar;
BaXroirdpi Balta^dr, Bab Bel-shar-usur): According to Dnl 5 30, he was the Chiddaean king
under whom Babylon was taken b y Darius the
Mede. The Bab monuments speak a number of
times of a Bel-shar-usur who was t h e "firstborn
son, the offspring of the heart of" Nabunaid, t h e
last king of the Bab empire, t h a t had been founded
by Nabopolassar, t h e father of Nebuchadnezzar,
at the time of the death of Ashurbanipal, king of
Assyria, in 626 BC. There is no doubt that this
Belshazzar is the same as t h e Belshazzar of Dnl.
It is not necessary to suppose t h a t Belshazzar was
at any time king of t h e Bab empire in the sense
tliat X'ebuchadnezzar and Nabunaid were. I t is
probable, as M. Pognon argues, t h a t a son of
Kabunaid, called Nabunaid after his father, w-as king
of Babylon, or Bab king, in Harran (Haran), while
his father was overlord in Bab}-lon. This second
Nabunaid is called " t h e son of t h e offspring of the
heart" of Nabunaid his father. I t is possible that
this second Nabunaid w-as t h e king who was killed
by Cyrus, when he crossed tlie Tigris above Arbela
in the 9th year of Nabunaid his father, and p u t to
death the king of t h e country (see the NabunaidCyrus Chronicle, col. ii, 17); since according to the
Eshki-Harran inscription, Nabunaid the Second
died in the 9th year of Nabunaid the First. Belshazzar may have been t h e son of the king who is
said in the same chronicle t o have commanded the
Bab army in Accad from t h e 6th to the 11th year
of Nabunaid I ; or, possibly longer, for the annals
before the 6th and after t h e U t h year are broken
and for the most part illegible. This same son of
the king is most probably mentioned again in the
same chronicle as ha-ving died in t h e night in which
Babylon was captured by Gobryas of Gutium. As
Nabunaid I I , though reigning a t Harran under the
overlordship of his father, is called king of Babylon
on the same inscription on which his father is called
by the same title; so Belshazzar m a y have been
called king of Babylon, although he w-as only crown
prince. I t is probable, also, t h a t as Nabunaid I
tad made one of his sons king of Harran, so he had
made another king of Chaldaea. This would account
for Belshazzar's being called in Dnl 5 30 the
Chaldaean king, although, to be sure, this word
Chaldaean may describe his race rather than his
Kngdom. The 3d year of Belshazzar, spoken of
in Dnl 8 1, would then refer to his 3d year as sub-
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king of the Ch.aldaeans under his father Nabunaid,
king of Babylon, just as Cambyses was latia-subking of Babylon, while his father Cyrus was king
of the lands. From the Book of Dnl we might
infer that this subkingdom embraced Chaldaea and
Susiana, and jiossibly the province of Babylon; and
from the Nabuna id-Cyrus Chronicle t h a t it extended
over .Vcead as well. That the city of Babylon alone
was sometimes at least gov(Tned by an official
called king is highly probable, since t h e father of
Nei'gal-shar-u^ur is certainly, and the father of
Nabunaid I is probably, caUed king of Babylon,
in both of which cases, the city, or a t most the
province, of Babylon must have been meant, since
we know to a (-ert,ainty all of the kings w-ho had been
ruling over the empire of Babylon since 026 BC,
when Nabopolassar became king, and the names of
neilher of these fathers of kings is found aniong
them.
In addition to Nabunaid II, Belshazzar seems to
have had another brother named Nebuchadnezzar,
since the tw-o Bab rebels against Darius Hystaspis
both assumed the name of Nebuchadnezzar the son
of Nabunaid (see the Behistun Inscription, I, 85,
89, 95). He had a sister also named Ina-esagilaremat, and a second named probably Ukabu'shai'-na.
Belshazzar had his own house in Babylon, where
he seems to have been engaged in the wdolen or
clothing trade. He owned also estates from which
he made large gifts t o the gods. His father joins
his name with his own in some of his prayers to the
gods, and apparently appointed him commander of
the army of Accad, w-hose especial duty it w-as to
defend the city of Babylon against the attacks of
the armies of Sledia and Persia.
It w-ould appear from t h e Nabunaid-Cyrus
Chronicle, that Belshazzar was de facto king of the
Bab empire, all that w-as left of it, from the 4th
to the 8th month of the 17th year of the reign of his
father Nabunaid, and t h a t he died on the night
in which Babylon was taken b y Gobryas of Gutium
(that is, probably, DARIUS THE ISIEDE [q.v.]).

The objection to t h e historical character of the
narrative of Dnl, based upon t h e fact that Belshazzar in 5 11.18 is said to have been the son of Nebuchadnezzar, whereas the monuments state that he
was t h e son of Nabunaid, is fully met by supposing
that one of them was his real and the other his
adoptive father; or b y supposing t h a t the queenmother and Daniel referred to the greatest of his
predecessors as his father, just as Omri is called
by the Assyrians the father of Jehu, and as the
claimants to the Medo-Pers throne are called on the
Behistun Inscription the sons of Cyaxares, and as
a t present the reigning sheikhs of northern Arabia
are all called the sons of Rashid, although in reality
they are not his sons.
LiTERATUHE,—The best sources of information as to
the hfe and times of Belshazzar for English readers are:
The Records of the Pn^t: Pinches, The Old Testament in
the Light of the Hiilnrical Records of Assyria and Babylonia; Sayce, The Higher Criticism and the Monuments;
an<i W, W. Wrisht's two great worlis, Daniel and His
Prophecies and Daniel an,l His Critics.
R. D I C K W I L S O N
BELT. See ARMOR; D R E S S .

BELTESHAZZAR, bel-tg-shaz'ar
CnaSiruba,
beltsha'ggar; Bab Balat-sharu^ur, "protect his life";
Dnl 4 8 ) : The Bab name given to Daniel (Dnl 1
7' 2 26; 5 12). Not to be confounded with
Belshazzar.
BELUS, be'lus, TEMPLE OF. See BABEL.
BEN-, ben(prefix) (sing. 1|l , lien, "son of " ; pi.
•^53 b'ni', "sons of" = Aram. 1 3 , bar): This won lis
useciin sing, or pi. to express relationship of almost
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any kind: (1) to i person; as such it is found as
part of many compound names like Benjamin, Benbur, etc (ef Bar); (2) to a clan; in this connection
it is found in the pi. only: "children of Israel,"
"children of .-Vmmon," etc; (3) to a tow-n; perha,ps
as place of birth ("son of Jabesh"; 2 K 15 10 ff);
(4) to occupation, state of lifCj age, character,
quality even of things; (5) pecuharly employed in
the sense of "scholar," "disciple" ("son of
prophet"), or in phrases like "son of death," etc;
(6) in poetry, "sons of flame" for "sparks" (Job
6 7m), etc. The frequent metaphorical use of the
word indicates that it was rarely used to express
the relation of father to son like the Arab. Ibn.
Cf HPN,

64

ff.

A. L. BRESLICH

BEN, ben CJ^, tu-n, " s o n " ) : A Levite appointed
to assist as musician in the temple service (1 Ch
15 18). The text seems to be doubtful, since the
name is omitted in vev 20 and not mentioned at
aU in the LXX.
BEN-ABINADAB, ben-a-bin'a-dab, ben-ab-ina'dab (3~p"'3X~'!3, ben 'dbhlnddhdbh, "son of
Abinadab"): One of the ''captains" of Solomon who
provided for the king and his household, each for a
month in the year (1 K 4 11). His district was
the region of Dor. In .VV he is called "the son of
.Vbinadab." His wife was Tappath, the daughter
of Solomon.
BENAIAH, be-na'y:i, bs-nl'a ((Tiia, b'ndydh,
i n ^ p , h'-nayahu, "Jeh has built.'' & HPN, 182,
26.5,'208):
(1) B., the son of Jehoiada of Kabzeel (cf Josh
15 21), was a man of "mighty deeds" and was more
honorable than any of the mighty men of David
except the three chiefs. Therefore David made him
his chief counselor (2 S 23 23m; cf 1 Ch 27 34
where the onh^r of names seems to be reversed)
and set him over the Cherethites (cf Carites, 2 K
11 4 ff and m) and Pelethites and he was made
the 3d captain of the host and chief over the course
of the 3d month (1 Ch 27 5 f; 2 S 8 18; 20 23;
1 Ch 18 17; 2 S 23 20 ff; 11 22 ff). Being a
true friend of David (ef 2 S 15 18) he did not take
part in the usurpation of Adonijah (1 K 1 8.10.
26), and was therefore with others chosen by the
king to proclaim Solomon king over Israel (1 K 1
32 ff) and later by Solomon to execute Adonijah
(1 K 2 25), Joab ( l K 2 29ff), and Shimei
(1 K 2 46). In recognition of his ser-^dces Solomon
appointed him over the host in Joab's place (1 K
2 35; 4 4).
(2) B., a Pirathonite (cf Jgs 12 13.15), was one
of David's 30 mighl.y men (2 S 23 30; 1 Ch 11
31). He w-;is captain over the course of the 11th
month numbering 24,000 (1 Ch 27 14).
(3) A ruler of the house of Simeon (1 Ch 4 36).
(4) A Levite of second degree appointed as
singer (1 Ch 15 18) with "psalteries set to Alamoth"" (1 Ch 15 20; 16 5),
(5) A priest appointed "to blow the trumpet
before the ark of God" (1 Ch 15 24; 16 6).
(6) The father of Jehoiada (1 Ch 27 34), but
see (1) above,
(7) .Vn ancestor of Jahaziel of the house of Asaph
(2 Ch 20 U ) .
(8) An overseer in the service of Hezekiah
(2 Ch 31 13).
(9, 10, 11, 12) Four diffident men of Israi-l who
had taken "strange wives" (Ezr 10 25,30,35,43),
(13) The father of Pelatiah who was se(!n by
Ezekiel in his -vision (Ezk 11 1.13).
A. L. B R E S L I C H
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BEN-AMMI, ben-am'I C S ? •ja, ben 'ammi, "son
of my kinsman," Gen 19 38): The progenitor of
the Ammonites w-as a son of Lot's younger daughter,
born after the destruction of Sodom. The account
of his b h t h as well as t h a t of Moab w-as commonly
regarded as an expression of Israel's intense hatred
and contempt toward these two nations. However,
this idea is rather unwarranted, in view of the fact
that the origin of the tribe of Judah (which is held
in especial honor by J) is accounted for in a simUar
way (Gen 38). Gunkel (Sclidpfung und Chaos,
190) suggests that the narrative (19 30-38) was
originally a Moabitio account tracing the common
origin of Moab and .Vmmon to Lot. It presupposes
a universal catastrophe—such as the conflagration
of Sodom and Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboim suggests—in wdiich all the human race, save Lot and
his two daughters, perished. In order to avert the
extinction of the race, his daughters resorted to incestuous practices. In this case we have here a
Moabite parallel to the Deluge story (Skinner,
Genesis, 313-14). "WTiile the common origin of the
two brother tribes is undoubtedly a fact (Jgs 10 6;
11 15,18,25; Dt 2 19; 2 Ch 20, etc), the folketymology of their names is rather suspicious. The
name Ben-Ammi is probably derived from the deity
" E m u , " which is the name for Nergal among the
Shuhites on the W. of the Euphrates, a land which
corresponds to the position of the B'ne-'Ammd,
"children of his people" (Nu 22 5). The chief god
of the Kataban Arabs was called Ammi (Horn.,
ZDMG, V, 95, 525, n. 1). In cuneiform inscriptions
this name appears as part of the title of the Ammonite rulers (HDB).
Neubauer (Stndia Biblica,
1-20) suggests that the name Balaam is a compound
of Bel -f- Am, that is, ".Vm is Lord." For other
compounds with Ammi see Gray, HPN, 41-60.
S. COHON

BENCH (IB-II;, kcresh): Found only in EV in
Ezk 27 6, in the prophet's "lamentation over
T y r e " : "They have made thy benches of ivory
inlaid in boxwood, from the isles of Kittim,'" where
the word evidently stands for the "benches"' of
the boat whose "mast" (ver 5) and "oars'" (ver 6)
have just been described, in the vivid figs, of speech
in which the city itself is pictured as a merchantship. Cf ver 8, " T h y wise men, O Tyre, were in
thee, they were thy pilots."" See SEAT.
BEN-DEKER, ben-de'ker (n]5'3"'j3, ben-deker,
"son of Deker," AV "son of Dekar"): The word
is derived from a Heb root meaning "to pierce.""
Cf HPN, 69. One of the 12 oflficers who provided
victuals for King Solomon and his household
(1 K 4 9).
BENEATH, bg-neth': The adv. for "under"
(kdto). In Jn 8 23, the words "ye are from beneath," suggest hell in contrast to heaven. But
the succeeding clause, "ye are of this world," gives
the key for the interpretation. Earth, not hell,
is expressed, although " t h a t more awful meaning
surely is not excluded" (Afford).
BENE-BERAK, ben-g-be'rak (p":3 "^SS, b'ne
b'rak; Bavi^papiiK, Banebardk): A town in the
territory of Dan (Josh 19 45), represented by the
modern village Ibn. Ibrak, about an hour S.E. of
Jaffa.
BENEDICTION, ben-g-dik'shun: From the
earliest times the records bear testimony that pronouncing the benediction or gi'ving the blessing was
a common practice. In the temple service, this
duty was assigned to the Aaronites and was made
an impressive part of the ser'vice. The form of the
benediction used is given in Nu 6 22-27. Refer-
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ences to this ]u-;ictiee may be found in Lev 9 22;
Dt 10 8; 2 Ch 30 27. After a time, minute
chreetions were given coneeriiing it and c,ireful
preparation was made for this jiart of the ser\-iee,
.VU .Varonites, of proper age, w-ere eiilitled t(( perform this ser\-i('e, except those w-ho by previous
conduct or on account of physical defect were disqualified. One who had kiUed another, whether
intentionally or otherwdse, or who had violated
the marriage V((ws, had ,gi\-en himseff excessively
to wine drinking or olher excesses, or indeed had
been guilty of umdehteous eondiiet or life, wiis not
only prohiliite(.l from pronouncing t h e blessin.n,
but was required lo withdraw bebd-e Ibis part of
the service w-as peirorined. If one w-as blind even
of one eye, or had a defect in his hands or sjieech,
or was a hunchback, he wus also excluded, Px-foic
the priest could en.ga.ue in this service IK- w-as required to wa^h Ins liaiuls. Then, w-ilh uplifted
hands, w-hile the piMple stood, he uttered the words
of blessing. The main idea was that thus t lie name
of Jeh w-as i>ut on the pe((iile. Later it came to lie
regarded as having some special l.ilessing in and of
itself, a result a.saiust w-liich the more spiritual of
the priests protested.
It was common not only to pronounce the benediction in the public w orsliip but also in the family.
We have such instances iu Gen 9 26,27; 27 27-30.
This practice prevailed also on many other occasions not only in Israel, b u t among the heathen as
weU. We may readily see, therefore, that from
the very beginning of the Christian church the use
of tlie benediction was common. I n the course .of
time an extensive lit. developed on this subject and
it may be said t h a t there are now three distinct
ideas in the church as to t h e benediction. That
section of the church w-hich regards t h e minister
as clothed wdth sacerdotal powers, holds that t h e
blessings pronounced are actually conferred in the
act of the utterance of t h e words, because of t h e
pow-ers conferred upon him when he was set aside
for the sacred office. On the other hand it is held
that it is merely a prayer t h a t God may bestow
certain blessings on the people. From this position
others di-sent, and teaeh that it is the declaration
of the special privileges and relations in which those
stand w-ho have entered into covenant fellowship
with Christ; that t h e blessings now declared are
theirs by right of t h a t relation, and are conferred
upon them by the Holy Spirit. The Gr and Rom
CathoUc churches take t h e first position, and
therefore w-e find among them much of detail and
minutiae as to t h e manner in which it should be
pronounced. I n t h e Gr church t h e priest raises
his hand with the thumb touching the third finger,
signifjdng the procer-sion of the Holy Ghost from the
Father alone; or according to others to form the
sacred name IHS. I n t h e Rom church t h e form
is, the thumb, first and second fingers are to be
open, to symbolize t h e Trinity. I n this church
too, the benediction is pronounced in a multitude
of cases and in each case the thing so blessed by
the priest is made sacred, Crr,sses, church vessels,
houses, paschal eggs, churchyards, are thus blessed.
Every parish has a eoUection of these^ forms of
blessing in what is know-n as the "Benedictionale,"
The authority for this is based on some documents
claiming to reach back to early church history,
but as they belong to the forged decretal class, tfie
position of the Rom church on this subject is
untenable.
Apostolic benedictions, as w-e find them in the
epistles, present considerable variety. One of the
striking features is that in a number of eases there
is the omission of t h e Holy Ghost. The best explanation seems to be t h a t t h e Father and t h e
Son effect t h e redemption of t h e world and the
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H()ly Ghost applies the blessing so wrought out,
"Gr;ice, mercy and iieace" may then be said to be
sent from the P'atlier and t h e Son through t h e
Holy (diost to be the possession of all wdio have
(•(iiiK' into the kingdom. The third person of the
Triiiily, being thus in the act of applying the blessing, is not, mentioned. T h e fact that in olher
cases Fal,lier, Soil and Holy (Jhost are mcdtioned,
proves that t h e wiilers knew t h e character and
oflice of the Holy (iliost. The most common form
used today is t,liat iu 2 Cor 13 14. O('((asionally
some changes are introduced by ministers, but it
would seem best to adhere strictly to the (Scriptural
bd'iiis.

See BLESSING; SALUT.ATION.

J \ci>u W. K A P P

BENEFACTOR, ben-("-fak't(~T ((.Ir cuergMes, Lk
22 25): There is li(?ro a probable allusion to two
kings of P;,!;ypt (Ptolemy I I I and VII), w-ho had
the surname "Euergeles," of whom t h e period
of t h e first w-as 217-2 12 1>C, and of t h e second,
147-117 BC. Jesus draws the contrast between
worldly kingdoms, in w-hich the title "benefactor"'
is given those who rule wdth all t h e sjilendor of
earthly display and luxury, and His kingdom, in
which it belongs only to t hose w-hrise work is that
of humble, ol iscure and often menial service.
BENEFIT, ben'e-fit (blXl?, efmul = "a deed,"
2 Ch 32 25); T J i , 2/ato6/i'= (causat.) " t o make
well,"" " t o do goo'd" (Jer 18 10). T h e pi. of
b r a n , g'mill, is found in Ps 103 2, P s 68 19 ((VV)
should be tr'i "Blessed b e t h e Lord. D a v b y d a y h e
sustains us; God is our sal\-ation," xi'-Pi-^, charis =
"gift"; "grace" (2 Cor 1 15, "a second benefit":
that is, two visits in the same journey), eiep-yea-la,
eucrgcsia = "KOod deed done" (1 Tim 6 2: "because they that partake of t h e benefit [of their
service] are believing and beloved"); d-ya66s,
agathds = "good" (Philem ver 14 .VV; RV "goodness").

FRANK E . H I R S C H

BENE-JAAKAN, ben-C-ja'a-kan, be-ne-ja'a-kan
(•J^V") "1:3, b'ne ya'dlfdn:
Nu 33 31.32), See
B E E R O T H BENE-,IA.AK.I.K.

BENEVOLENCE, be-nev'odens: .VV t r of phrase
in TR of 1 Cor 7 3, rejected by RV which foUowdng
WH translates Gr opheilP, "due." ^ This reference to the marriage relation is explained in ver 4.
Cf E X 21 10.
B E N - G E B E R , ben-ge'ber (n33"'j3, hen-gebher,
"son of Geber"; AV son of Geber; t h e word is
derived from a Heb root meaning "to be strong."
Cf HPN, 66, 69): One of the twelve commissariat
officers in the ser'vice of Solomon (1 K 4 13).
BENHADAD, ben-ha'dad (Tirf^jS, ben-hddhadh;
L X X vilos ' A8e'p, huids Hader):
The Name
I. BENHADAD I
1, The. Kingdom of Syria Founded
2. .Syria and .Judah
-.i. .shortsightedness of Asa
II.
BENH-\D.AD II
1. Hadad-'idri of the Monuments
2. Expeditions against Israel
3. Alliance with Ahab
4. Bilihcal History Conflrmed by the Monuments
.5, Alliance Brolcen Oil
(i, Benhadad and Elisha
7. Panic of Syi'ians at Samaria
8. Murder of Benhadad
III, BENH-AD,\D 111
1. His Contemporaries
2. The .V,ssvi-i((ns in llu- West
3. Dewnrall of Di(inas(ais before RammanNirari I If
4. Breattung Space for Israel
The name of three kings of Syria mentioned in
the historical books, Hadad is the Syrian god
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of storms, and is apparently identical with Rimmon (2 K 5 ISj, the Assyr Rammanu, "the Thunderer," whose temple was in Damascus.
The Name The name Benhadad, "son of Hadad,""
accords with the custom which obtained in Sem mythology of ealhng a king or a,
nation the son of the national god, as we have
Mesha', son of Chemosh, and the Moabites, children
of Chemosh. Benhadad seems to have become a
general designation for the kings of Syria (Am 1 4;
Jer 49 27).
/. Benhadad I was the son of Tabrimmon, who
is caUed (1 K 15 18) "the son of Hezion, king of
S3Tia, that dwelt at Damascus.'"
1. The
Hezion has been with some plausiKingdom
biUty identified wdth Rezon (1 K 11
of Syria
23,25) w-ho founded the kingdom of
Founded
Damascus and imparted to Syria
that temper of hostility to Israel
which became hereditary. Meanwhile the Aramaeans had shaken themselves free from the rule
of the Hittites, and with Damascus for a center
had planted strong settlements in the plains westward from the Euphrates, By the time that
Benhadad entered into this succession, Syria was
the strongest power in this region of Western Asia,
and ready to take advantage of every opportunity
of increasing her dominions.
Such an opportunity presented itself in the appeal
of Asa, king of Judah, for help against Baasha,
king of Israel. The two Heb king2. Syria
doms had been at feud ever since their
and Judah disruption. Baasha had pushed his
frontier southward to Ramah, w-ithin
5 miles of Jerus, and this commanding eminence
he proceeded to fortify. The danger of a hostile
fortress overlooking his capital, and the humiliation
of his rival's presence so near, w-ere more than Asa
could bear. It was at this juncture t h a t he bethought him of Benhadad. Taking all the silver
and the gold that w-ere left in the treasury of the
house of the Lord, and the treasury of the king's
house, he sent them to Benhadad with a request
for an alliance, begging him at the same time to
break off the league he had -with Baasha and thus
enable Asa to dislodge his enemy. Benhadad saw
an opening for the aggrandizement of his kingdom
and broke off the alliance he had had with Jeroboam
and Baasha. By an invasion of Northern Israel
he obliged Baasha to withdraw from Ramah and
confine himself to the neighborhood of his own
capital (1 K 15 16 ff). Judah obtained rehef,
but the price paid for it was too great. Asa had
surrendered his treasures, and very likely some of
his independence.
For his shortsightedness in laying himself under
obhgation to Benhadad and relying upon the help
of S\-ria rather than upon the Lord
3. Shorthis God, Asa was rebuked by the
sightedness prophet Ilanani (2 Ch 16 Iff). Benof Asa
hadad had extended his territories
by the transaction and seems to have
exercised henceforward some sort of sovereignty
over both the Heb kingdoms.
L I T E R A T U R E , — M c C u r d y , HPM,
OT History, 186.

I . 256; H, P . Smith,

//. Benhadad II was in all probability the son
of Benhadad L He is the Hadad-ezer, or Hadad'idri, of the monuments. He comes
1. Hadad- first upon the scene of the Bib. history
'idri of the invading the land of Israel with a large
Monuments host, in which were 32 tributary kings,
and horses and chariots. He had
penetrated as far as Samaria, the newly built citv
of Omri, now the capital of his son Ahab. Benhadad
and his Syrian host had laid siege to Samaria and
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Ahab had been summoned to surrender. Ahab
w-as disposed to come to terms, but the intolerable
proposals made by Benhadad drove him to resistance. Encouraged by the elders of the people,
and acting on the counsel of a prophet, Ahab made
a sortie and falUng upoa the carousing Syrians put
them so completely to rout t h a t Benhadad himseff
only escaped on a horse with the horsemen.

MonoUth of Shalmaneser II.
Next year the S}Tians resolved to retrieve their
defeat saying of the Israelites, "Their God is a
god of the hills; therefore they were
2. Expedi- stronger than we: but let us fight
tions
against them in the plain, and surely
against
we shall be stronger than they."" AhalD
Israel
had been warned to expect the return
of the Syrians and was prepared for the
fresh attack. For seven days the two armies faced
each other, the Israelites "like two little flocks of
kids" before a host that filled the country. On the
seventh day they joined battle near to Aphek, and
the Syrians met again an overwhelming defeat. Jeh
was proved to be God both of the plains and of the
hills. Benhadad was taken prisoner, and appealing to the clemency of the victor, he persuaded
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Ahab to siiare his life. .V treaty was agreed upon
between the two monarehs under which Ahab's
jieople were to liav-e bazaars of their
3. Alliance own in Damascus, as it would appear
with Ahab Benhadad I had had for his supijeets
before in Samaria (1 K 20 1-34), The
treaty was denounced by a prophet, and .Vhab was
w-arned that this man whom (i(.((l had (le\-ote(l to
destruction would be the destruction of himself and
his people. Under the treaty, how-ever, there were
three years wdthout war between Syria and Israel.
The treaty and the resulting jieriod of peace
receive striking confirmation from the iiioiiuments.
From the monolith inseiiption of
4. Biblical Shalmaneser II we lea,rn that this
History
.Vssyr king in the 6th year of his reign
Confirmed (,'-;5i: BC) had ero-'^sed the 'Pilaris and
by the
made his w-ay across the Euphrates
Monuments on boats of shcep.skin into Syria to
l.lahnan (.-Vleppo). .Vt Karkar ho
encountered the combined forces of Damascus,
Hamath, Israel and the states which had united
to oppose his progress w-estward. .Vliabbu Sir-'lai,
.Vhab of Israel and Dad'idri, Llatiadezer (Benhadad II) of Damascus are named in the inscription
with chariots, horsemen and infantry, making
common e.iuse against Shalnniiieser and fighting
on the same side. It w-as Benhadad, as we gather,
that bore the brunt of the assault, but the result of
the battle w-as the complete rout of the allies with
the loss of 14.000 men. That the assistance of
Lrael on the occasion was the outcome of the treaty
between .\hab and Benhadad, and that the combination against Shalmaneser took place during the
three years of peace, are in the highest degree probable.
The (Usaster to the allies, however, seems to have
broken up the confederacy. When the king of
S\Tia is next mentioned in Bib, history,
5. Alliance it is defending the city of RamothBroken
Gilead against the attack made upon
Off
it by Ahab, w-ho is found now in
alhance with Jehoshaphat, the king of
Judah, attempting unsueeessfully and w-ith fatal
results to himself, to recover this city of Israel from
the weakened power of Damascus. At RamothGUead Benhadad is not sai(.l to have 32 tributary
kings in his train, but 32 militarv commanders
who have taken their place (1 K 22'2,29-31),
The peace between Israel and Syria ha-ving been
broken, there w-as frequent, if not continuous, war
between the kingdoms, in which the
6. Benha- prophet Elisha is a prominent figure,
dad and
He healed of his leprosy Naaman,
EUsha
Benliadad's commander-in-chief. He
disclosed to the king of Israel the
places w-herever Benhadad pitched his camp. He
smote with blindness a great host whom Benhadad
had sent w-ith horses and chariots to seize him at
Dothan, and led them into Samaria where he saw
them treated kindly and sent back to their master
(2 K 6 8-23).
Some time after Benhadad again assembled all
his host and laid siege to Samaria. So great was
the famine t h a t women ate their own
7. Panic of children. The king of Israel sent
Syrians at one of his men to put Elisha to death,
Samaria
but Elisha closed his house against
him and announced t h a t on the
morrow there would be great plenty in the city.
And so it happened. Certain lepers, despairing ot
relief, had gone into the Syrian camp and learned
that the Svrians had abandoned their camp in a
panic, beUeving t h a t the king of Israel had hired
the kings of the Musri and the northern Hittites
to raise the siege ( 2 ' K 6 24—7 20; cf Burney's
note, 7 6).

Benhadad

Still another notice of Benhadad I I is found in
the .Vniials of Shalmaneser, who records t h a t in the
11th year of his reign he defeated a
8. Murder combination of 12 kings of the Hittites
of Benwith Benhadad at their head, and
hadad
slew 10,000 men. Of this there is no
record in Bib. history, but it must
have been shortly before the tragedy which ended the
career of I Iu- .Syrian king. Benhadad had fallen sick
and sent his commander-in-chief, Hazael, to inquire as to the issue of his sickness of the prophet
Pdisha, who was visiting Damascus. Elisha foretold the king's death, and wept as he read to Hazael
the cruel ]>urpose which the Syrian coinniander was
even then maturing. Hazael professed to be incredulous, but he departed from Elisha and the
very next day in cold blood put his master to death
and ascended the throne (2 K 8 7-15). Thus
ingloriously ended the reign of one of the most
powerful of the Syrian kings.
LiTEEATuBE.—McCurdy,//PM,1,267ff; Schrader,COr,
I , 179 IT; W int-Idcr, Cuehichte Israels, T h e i l l , 133-55.

///. Benhadad III was the son of the usurper
Hazael, and though not in the dynastic succession,
assumed on the death of his father the
1. His Con- dynastic name.
He was contemtemporaries porary with Amaziah, king of Judah;
Jehoabaz, the son of Jehu, king of
Israel; and Ramman-Nirari III, king of Assyria.
The fortunes of Israel had fallen low in the days of
.lehoahaz, and Hazael and Benhadad I I I were the
instruments of Jeh's displeasure with the nation.
At this time Jehoabaz had no more than 53 horsemen and 10 ch.ariots and 10,000 footmen; for the
king of (Syria had destroyed them and made them
like the dust in threslung (2 K 13 7). I t was
when the fortunes of Israel w-ere at the lowest ebb
by reason of the oppression of the king of Syria—
by this time Benhadad—that help came to them
and Jeh gave Israel a savior, so that Israel went
out from under the hands of the Syrians, " a n d the
children of Israel dwelt in their tents [in their
homes] as beforetime" (2 K 13 5). The "saviour"
of the Bib. narrative is the one allusion in Scripture
to the king of Assyria of that day, RammanNirari III, whose inscriptions record
2. The
his victorious expedition to the West.
Assyrians
"From the Euphrates to the land of
in the
the Hittites," runs an inscription.
West
"the west country in its entire compass. Tyre, Zidon, the land Omri,
Edom, Philistia as far as the Great Sea of the sunsetting, I subjected to my yoke; payment of
tribute I imposed upon them. Against Syria of
Damascus I marched; Mari, the king of Syria, in
Damascus his royal city I besieged." He then
proceeds to tell of the subjugation of the monarch
and of the spoils obtained from his capital. That
Mari, which means in Aramaic "lord,"" is Benhadad
III, the son of Hazael, is now generally beUeved.
VVith the capture of Damascus and the collapse
of the Syrian power under Mari (Benhadad I I I ) ,
an era of recuperation and prosperity
3. Do-wnfall became possible to Israel and Judah.
of Damas- So it came to pass t h a t "Jehoash the
cus before son of Jehoabaz took again out of the
Ramman- hand of Benhadad the son of Hazael
Nirari III
the cities which he had taken out of
the hand of Jehoabaz by war. Three
times did Jo;ish smite him, and recovered the cities
of Israel" (2 K 13 25). Israel was able to breathe
freely for a time and Jeroboam II
4. Breath- restored the Northern Kingdom to its
ing Space
former extent and glory. But the flame
for Israel
of war which had been sent into the
house of Hazael and which devoured
the palaces of Benhadad (Am 1 4ff) was only
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w-aiting the time when the Assyrians would be free
to renew their ex]ieditions to the West and carry
Samaria and Israel "into capti'vity beyond Damascus" (.Vm 5 27).
LITERATURE.—McCurdy, HPM, I, 291 H; Schrader,
COT, I, 202 fl.
T. NiCOL
BEN-HAIL, ben-ha'il (?''X^"\^ , ben-hayil, "son of
strength"; cf HPN, 65, 231): One of the prini^es
who was sent by Jehoshaphat "to teach in the cities
of J u d a h " (2 Ch 17 7).
BEN-HANAN, ben-ha'nan Cijn"]!!, ben-hdndn,
"son of grace"): A son of Shimon of the house of
Judah (i Ch 4 20).
BEN-HESED, ben-he'sed ("iDn"'i3, ben-he,jedh,
"son of Hesed""; AV son of H e s e d ; the word is
derived from a Heb root meaning "to be kind"):
.V c(iinmissai-iat officer in the service of (Solomon
(1 K 4 10).
BEN-HUR, ben-hur' ( l i n ' i a , ben-hur, "son
of H u r " ; AV son of H u r ; from a Heb root meaning
"to be white."" Ci HPN, &9,n.3): Oneof the twelve
commissariat officers in the service of (Solomon (1 K
4 8).
BENINU, be-ni'nu (""'^B, b'nlnH, "our son""):
A Le\dte who with Nehemiah sealed the covenant
(Neh 10 13).
BEN-JAAKAN, ben-ja'a-kan. See BENE-JAAKAX,
BENJAMIN, ben'ja-min ('i^')?^:3, binydrnin, or
•iT5''I3, binydmin;
BeviaeCv, Beniaein, BevLajiCv,
Beiiiiiinin):

(1) The youngest of Jacob"3 sons. His mother
Rachel died in giving him birth. As she felt death
approaching she called him Benoni,
1. The P a - "son of my sorrow."" Fearing, probtriarch
ably, that this might bode e-vil for
the child—for names have always preserved a peculiar significance in the East — Jacob
called him Benjamin, "son of the right h a n d "
(Gen 35 17 ff). He alone of Jacob's sons was
born in Pal, between Bethel and Ephrath. Later
in the ch, in the general enumeration of the children
born in Paddan-aram, the writer fails to except
Benjamin (ver 24). Joseph was his full brother.
In the history where Benjamin appears as an
object of solicitude to his father and brothers, we
must not forget that he was aheady a grown man.
.Vt the time of the descent of Israel to Egypt Joseph
was about 40 years of age. Benjamin w-as not
much younger, and was himseU the father of a
famUy. The phrase in Gen 44 20, "a little one,"
only describes in oriental fashion one much younger
than the speaker. And as the youngest of the
family no doubt he was made much of. Remorse
over their heartless treatment of his brother Joseph
may have made the other brothers especially tender
toward Benjamin. The conduct of his brethren
all through the trying experiences in Egypt places
them in a more attractive light than we should have
expected; and it must have been a gratification
to their father (Gen 42 ff). Ten sons of Benjamin
are named at the time of their settlement in Egypt
(Gen 46 21).
(2) At the Exodus the number of men of war
in the tribe is given as 35,400. At the second
census it is 45,600 (Nu 1 37; 26 41).
2. The
Their place in the host was with the
Tribe
standard of the camp of Ephraim on
the west of the tabernacle, their prince
being Abidan the son of Gideoni (Nu 2 22 f), Benjamin was represented among the spies liy Palti the
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son of Raphu; and at the division of the land the
prince of Benjamin was Elidad the son of Chislon
(Nu 13 9; 34 21).
(3) The boundaries of the lot that fell to Benjamin are pretty clearly indicated (Josh 18 11 ff).
It lay between Ephraim on the N.
3. Territory and Judah on the S. The northern
frontier started from the Jordan -over
against Jericho, and ran to the north of that town
up through the mountain westw-ard past Bethaven, taking in Bethel. I t then w-ent down by
.Vtaroth-addar to Beth-horon the nether. From
this point the western frontier ran southward to
Kiriath-jearim. The southern boundary ran from
Kiriath-jearim eastward to the fountain of the
waters of Netophah, swept round by the south of
Jerus, and passed down through the wilderness by
Geliloth and the stone of Bohan, to the northern
shore of the Dead Sea at the mouth of the Jordan.
The river formed the eastern boundary. The lot
was comparatively small. This, according to Jos,
was owing to ''the goodness of the land" (Ant,
V, i, 22); a description t h a t would apply mainly
to the plains of Jericho. The uplands are stony,
mountainous, and poor in water; but there is much
good land on the western slopes.
It will be seen from the above t h a t Benjamin
held the main avenues of approach to the highlands from both E . and V\'.: that by
4. Imporwhich Joshua led Israel past Ai from
tance of
Gilgal, and the longer and easier
Position
ascents from the W,, notably that
along which the tides of battle so
often rolled, the Valley of Aijalon, by w-ay of the
Beth-borons. Benjamin also sat astride the great
highway connecting N . and S., which ran along the
ridge of the western range, in the district where it
was easiest of defense. I t was a position calling
for occupation by a brave and warlike tribe such as
Benjamin proved to be. His warriors were skilful
archers and slingers, and they seem to have cultivated the use of both hands, which gave them a
great advantage in battle (Jgs 20 16; 1 Ch 8 40;
12 2, etc). These characteristics are reflected in
the Blessing of Jacob (Gen 49 27). The second
deliverer of Israel in the period of the Judges w-as
Ehud, the left-handed Benjamite (Jgs 3 15).
The Benjamites fought against Sisera under
Deborah and Barak (.Igs 5 14). The story told
in Jgs 20 21 presents many difficulties
5. History w-hich cannot be discussed here. It
is valuable as preserving certain features of life in these lawless times when there was no
king in Israel. Whatever may be said of the
details, it certainly reflects the memory of some
atrocity in which the Benjamites were involved
and for which they suffered terrible punishment.
The election of Saul as first king over united Israel
naturally lent a certain prestige to the tribe. After
the death of Saul they formed the backbone of
Ish-bosheth's part}', and most unwillingly conceded
precedence to Judah in the person of David (2 S
2 15,25; 3 17 ff). It was a Benjamite who heaped
curses upon David in the hour of his deep humiliation (2 S 16 5); and the jealousy of Benjamin
led to the revolt on David's return, w-hich was eo
effectually stamped out by Joab (2 S 19f). Part
of the tribe, probably the larger part, w-ent against
Judah at the disruption of the kingdom, taking
Bethel with them: 1 K 12 20 says that none
followed the house of David but the house of Judah
only. But the next verse tells us t h a t Rehoboam
gathered the men of Judah and Picnjamin to fight
against Jeroboam. I t seems probable that as
Jerus had now become the royal city of the house of
David, the adjoining parts of Benj.amin proved
loyal, while the more distant joined the Northern
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Ben-hail
Beriah
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Kingdom, .Vfler the downfall of Samaria Judah
assuined control of practically the whole terrilory of
Benjamin (2 K 23 15,19,-etc). Nehemiah gi\-es
the Valley of Ilinnom as the south lioundary (d
Benjamin in his lime (Neh 11 30), while wcstivard
it extended to include Lod and (liio. Saul of
Tarsus WdS a member of this tribe (Phil 3 5),
(4) .V ^reat-nraiidson of Benjamin, son of Jac((li
(1 Ch 7 10),
(5) One of those who had married a foreign wife
(Ezr 10 32, and probably also Neh 3 23; 12 34).
W. KwiNd
BENJAMIN, GATE OF. See JERUSALEM.
BENJAMITE, ben'ja-mit: ttiie liel((nging to tJie
tribe of Beniainiu, such as PUnnl (.Ins 3 15), Saul
(1 S 9 1,2', Sheba (2 S 20 1), Shimei (1 K 2 N),
etc,
BENO, be'iio (".2, b'nd, "his sdu"): The son of
Jaaziah of the house of Levi (1 Gh 24 26,27),
BEN-ONR ben-6'ni (•':iX"'i3, bcn-'dni: mos
o8iivT|s |J.oD, huids odiuiL-s moil, "son of my sorrow " ': The name gi-^en by the dying Rachel to her
new-born son; changed by his father Jacob to B E N j.iiiix (Gen 35 18) q.v.
BEN-ZOHETH, ben-zo'heth ( p n i T ' i n , ben-zOhitli, "son of Zoheth," from a Ileb root meaning
"to be strong[?]"): A son of Ishi of the house of
Judah (1 Ch 4 20).
BEON, be'on (Nu 32 3).

See BA.AL-MEON.

loss of children. The Heb word used here is bbUJ,
shdkhol, "to be childless," or in the Piel "lo mak(3
ehddless" (cf G(ai 42 3(i et aP), In AV Eccl 4 8
(from the Hell i o n , hdiicr, "to lack") we read "and
Ix'i'eave my .soul of good" (RV "deprive"), and
in Ezk 36 14 (from Heb bVD,kdshal, "to stumble"),
"neilher berenve thy nations any more"" (ItVm
"cause to .stumble").
Bereaver, ollierwis(> very rare, is found RV Ezk
36 ]:; (from Heb bblS, slidkhdl, "to be childless"),
"a bereaver of thy nation"" (,VV "ha,sl, bereaved").
Bereft is found in 1 Tim 6 5 (from the Gr
aiMisteri'-d, ^'\o rob") "bereft of the t r u t h " (.VV
"destilule''). q-j,,. expression bereaveiiieiit (IJV Isa
49 20) in the jilirase "the children of thy b . " means
"tlie children born to thee in the time when God
had allliefcd thee,"
A. L. BRE,SLICH
B E R E C H I A H , ber-g-ki'a (r^':0^-•2, i n ' ; ^ ^ ^ ,
lierekhydh, berekhya.hu, "Jeh hlesi-.e^,"'
HPN','21(')
2S7);
(1) .V descendant of David (1 Ch 3 20),
(2) The fatlier of Asaph, the singer (1 Ch 6 39
-VV "Berachiah"; 15 17),
(3) A former inhabitant of Jerus, a Levite (1 Ch
9 16).
(4) A doorkeeper for the ark at David's time
(1 Ch 15 23).
(5) One of the heads of the children of Ephraim
(2 Ch 28 12).
(6) The father of Meshullam the builder (Neh
3 4,30; 6 18).
(7) 'The father of the prophet Zechariah (Zee
1 1.7).

BEOR, be'or ( " " " S , b''dr, "destroyer"[?]):
(1) Father of Bela, the first king of Edom (Gen
36 32; 1 Ch 1 43).
(2) The father of the seer Balaam (Nu 22 5;
24 3,15; 31 8; Dt 23 4; Josh 13 22; 24 9,
omffted in L X X ; ^lie 6 5; 2 Pet 2 15, AV and
RVm "Bosor"),
BERA, be'ra C^^in, bera', "gift"[?]; cf HPN, 74
n,"": King of Sodom (Gen 14 2) who in the battle of
Siddim was subdued by Chedorlaomer.
BERACAH, bil^-ra'ka ( n a n a , b'rdkhdli, "blessing," .W Berachah): A Benjamite who joined David
at Ziklag (1 Ch 12 3).
BERACAH, bg-ra'ka, ber'a-ka, VALLEY OF
(AV Berachah; nsnzi p p l ? , 'emek b'rakhah; KoiXds
eiXoytas, koilds euloglas): After the -victory of
Jehoshaphat and his people over Moab and Ammon, "On the fourth day they assembled themselves
in the valley of Beracab; for there they blessed
Jeh: therefore the name of that place was called The
vallev of Beracab [i.e. of blessing] unto this d a y "
(2 Ch 20 26), In the Wady 'Arrdb there is a
ruin called Breikut and the valley in its proximity
receives the same name. This is on the main road
from Hebron to Jerus and not far from Tekoa; it
suits the narrative well (see PEF, I I I , 352).
E. W.

BERACHIAH, ber-a-ki'a.

G.

M,\STERMAN

See BERECHIAH.

BERAIAH, be-ri'a (n;'X-i3, b'rd'ydh, "Jeh hath
created"): A son of Shimei of the house of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 21).
BEREA, be-rij'a.

See BERCEA.

BEREA'VE, bs-rev', BEREA'VER, bS-rev'er,
BEREFT, be-reft': Bereave is frequently used in the
OT in the (now almost obsolete) meaning of "to
deprive," "to take away,"" esp. with reference to

A. L. BRESLICH

BERED, be'red ( ~ n 3 , beredh, "hail," from a Heb
root meaning ''to be cold"): The son of Shuthelah
of the house of Ephraim (1 Ch 7 20). Cf BECHER.
BERED, be'red (I'^.l, beredh; BapdS, Bardd):
A place in the Negeb mentioned in the story of
Hagar (Gen 16 14). The well Beer-lahai-roi was
"between Kadesh and Bered." The Onkelos
Tg renders it Ilaghrd', which is the usual equivalent of Shur, while the Jerus Tg renders it Hdlugdh
which is also Shur (Ex 15 22), Hdlugdh is clearly
the city of Elusu mentioned by Ptolemy and from
the 4th to the 7th cents, by various ecclesiastical
writers. It was an imiiortant town on the road from
Pal to Kadesh and Mt. Sinai, This is without
doubt the very large and important ruin Kh.
Khalassa, some "70 miles S. of Jerus on the road from
Beersheba and Rehoboth. "These ruins cover an
area of 15 to 20 acres, throughout which the foundations and inclosures of houses are distinctly to be
traced.
. We judged that here there must
have been a city with room enough for a population of 15,000 to 20,000 souls'" (Robinson, BR,
I, 201).

BERENICE, ber'e-nes.

E. W.

G.

MASTERMAN

See BERNICE.

BERI, be'ri (y^^ , berl, "wisdom"): A descendant of Asher (1 Ch 7 36).
BERIAH, be-ri'a, BERHTES, bg-rl'Its (nyi*)-!,
b'rl'dh, "in shouting," prob. derived from a Heb
root meaning "to make noise," or "in evil," from
another Heb root):
(1) A son of Asher and father of Heber and Malchiel (Gen 46 17; 1 Ch 7 30.31; the head of the
family of the Beriites, Nu 26 44 ff).
(2) .V son of Ephraim, called B. by his father
because "it went evil with his house" (1 Ch 7 23).
(3) A descendant of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 13.16).
(4) A Levite in the line of Gershon (1 Ch 23
10 f).

Berites
Beth
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BERITES, be'rits (D"'1.5, berim; according to
Klostermann and others, D"'"1D3, bikhrlm): T h e
word is found only once in t h e O T (2 S 20 14),
The passage seems to be doubtful. The suggestion
of Klostermann does not improve matters a n y ;
the other proposed reacUng, D"''in3, bahUrlm (Vulg
viri electi), "choice young men," is t o be preferred.
BERITH, be'rith ( n i 1 2 , b'rlth,

"covenant").

See BAAL-BERITH.

BERNICE, ber-ni'se (BepvCKii, Bernike, "-victorious"): One of the shameless women of t h e
Bible, mentioned in Acts 25 13.23; 26 30. She
was the eldest daughter of Herod Agrippa I (Acts
12 1.6.11.21) who ruled from 38-45 AD. Her
whole life from the Jewish standpoint was incestuous. Its story is told by Jos (Aui, X I X , v, 1; X X ,
•vii, 1-3), also by Juvenal (6, 156j. Her first husband w-as her own uncle, Herod of Calchis. After
his death she consorted with her own brother Agrippa I I , with whom she listened to t h e impassioned
defense of Paul at Caesarea before Felix. For a
while she was married to King Ptolemy or Polemo
of Sicily, who for her sake embraced Judaism, by
the rite of circumcision. B u t she left him soon to
return to Agrippa. Later on she figures shamefully in the hves of Vespasian and Titus, father and
son. If heredity stands for anything, its lessons
are forcibly taught in the history of t h e Herodian
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Voyage dans la Macedoine, I, 57 ff; Dimitsas,
Alakedonia, in Greek, 57 ff). RIARCUS N . T O D
(2) The place where Menelaus t h e ex-high priest
was executed by order of Antiochus Eupator, the
victim, according to local custom, being cast from
a tower 50 cubits high into a bed of ashes (2 Maec
13 3 ff). I t was t h e ancient city of Ilalab, Ijdng
about midway between Antioch and Hierapolis.
Seleucus Nicator gave it the name Bercea. I t was
a city of importance under t h e Moslems in t h e
Middle Ages, when the old name again asserted itseff, and remains to the present time.
The name "Aleppo" came to us through the Venetian traders in the days before the great overland
route to India via Aleppo lost its importance
through the discovery of the passage round the Cape.
Aleppo is now a city of nearly 130,000 inhabitants.
The governor exercises authority over a wdde district extending from t h e Euphrates to the Mediterranean.
(3) (Bepe'a, Berea): A place mentioned in 1
Maec 9 4. I t may be identical with BEEROTH
(q.v.) in Benjamin, a Hivite town, 8 mUes N . of
jerus, or wdth t h e modern Blrcz-Zait, 1\ miles
N.W. of Jifneh.

W. E W I N G

BEROTH, be'roth (1 Esd 5 19). See BEEROTH.

B E R O T H A H , bC-ro'tha (Ezk 47 16: n n i l S ,
berothdh; L X X B, 'ApOripd, Abtherd; or B E R C f HAI,
2 S 8 8; • ' n h 3 , berdthai, where for ''1113^, miljfamily.
HENRY E . DOSKER
berdthai, L X X reads ek ton eklekton
pdledn,
"from t h e select cities"): Probably two forms of
BERODACH-BALADAN,
bS-ro'dak-bal'a-dan.
the same name. Ezk 47 16 places it on the ideal
See MERODACH-BALADAN.
northern frontier of Israel, betw-een Damascus and
BERCEA, be-re'a (Be'poia or B^ppota, Beroia):
Hamath. According to 2 S 8 8 i t was a city of
(1) A town of southwestern Macedonia, in t h e Hadadezer, king of Zobah. I n t h e \\ passage (1 Ch
district of Emathia. I t lay at the foot of M t . Ber18 8) Cun is given in place of Berothai. I t s site
mius, on a tributary of the Hahacmon, and seems is unknown.
Ewald connected it with Beirijt
to have been an ancient tow-n, though the date of its
(so also apparently H. P . Smith, ICC, "Samuel,"'
foundation is uncertain. A passage in Thucydides 307), b u t EzekiePs description excludes this view.
(1.61) relating t o the year 432 BC probably refers to Others have sought it in the Wady Brissa, in the E.
another place of the same name, b u t an inscription
slope of Lebanon, N. of Baalbec. A more plausible
(Inscr Graec, I I , 5, 296i) proves its e.xistence at the conjecture identifies it with Bereitiln (Brithen), a
end of the 4th cent. BC, and it is twice mentioned
-village somewhat S. of Baalbec (Baedeker, PaV,
by Polybius (xxvii.8; x.xviU.8). After t h e battle
369). Possibly, however, the ideal northern frontier
of Pydna in 168 B C Bercea was the first city to line should be drawn farther south. See HETHLON;
surrender to Rome and fell in the third of the four
ZEDAD; ZOBAH.
C . H . THOMSON
regions into which Macedonia was divided (Livy
xliv.45; xlv.29). Paul and Silas came to Bercea
B E R O T H I T E , be'roth-it. See BEEROTHITE.
from Thessalonica, which they had been forced by
an uproar t o leave, and preached in the synagogue
BERRIES, ber'is: Occurs in Jas 3 12 (.VV) in
to the Jews, many of w-hom believed after a candid
the phrase "olive berries"" (iXaZat, elaiai). The
examination of t h e apostolic message in t h e Ught
RV reads simply "olives."'
of their Scriptures (.Vets 17 10.11). A number of
"Gr women of honorable estate and of m e n " also
BER'yL, ber'il. See STOXES, PRECIOUS.
believed, b u t t h e advent of a body of hostile Jews
from Thessalonica created a disturbance in conseBERYTUS, ber'i-tus, bs-ri'tus (BTIPUT(5S, Beruquence of which Paul had t o leave the city, though
tds; Arab. (.:y.wO; mod. Beiriit, Beyrout, BeySilas and Timothy stayed there for a few days routh) : An ancient Phoen city situated on t h e N.
longer (.Vets 17 12-15). Perhaps t h e Sopater of
side of a promontory jutting out from the base of
Bercea who accompanied Paul to Asia on his last
journey to Jerus was one of his converts on this Lebanon to t h e W. into t h e Mediterranean and
visit (.Vets 20 4). Bercea, which was one of t h e forming a bay on t h e N. connected with t h e fable
most populous cities of Macedonia, early became a of St. George and t h e Dragon, and hence called
bishopric under t h e metropolitan of Thessalonica St. George's Bay. The city is about 25 mUes N.
of Sidon and about 12 S. of t h e famous Lycus, or
and was itself made a metropolis by Andronicus I I
Dog River, at t h e mouth of which are found the
(1283-1328): there is a tradition that t h e first
bishop of t h e church was Onesimus. I t played a sculptured rocks bearing t h e monuments of the
prominent part in the struggles betw-een the Greeks ancient kings of Egypt, Babylonia and Assyria,
and the Bulgarians and Serbs, and was finally conThe citv has been thought by some to be the
quered by the Turks in 1373-74. The town, which
Berothai of 2 S 8 8 or the Berothah of Ezk 47 16,
stiU bears among the Greeks its ancient name (pro- but t h e connection in which these cities are mennounced Vcrria) though called by the Turks Kara- tioned seems t o preclude t h e identification. T h e
feria, possesses b u t few remains of antiquity with town is, however, a n ancient one, frjr it occurs in
the exception of numerous inscriptions (Leake,
Am T a b as Bernli where it is closely connected
Travels in Northern Greece, I I I , 290 ff; Cousin^ry,
wdth Gebal of which it may have been a dependency.
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Beth
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Though n((t mentioned in OT or N T it appears in
the history of Herod the Great as an important
town w-here w-as assembled a court of 150 judges,
preside-d over by Saturninus, a former Rom consul,
to try the case w hich Herod brought a,gaiiist his tw-o
sons, .Vlexander and .Vristobulus, who were eoiidemiied there by the ludu court (-In/, XVI, xi, 2).
Beirut wds a Rom colony at this time w-here many
veterans settled and it afterw-ard became the seat
of a great Rom law school which was attended, in
the (lays of Justinian, by thousands of students.
It was utterly destroyed by an earthquake in
551 AD, and for a time was abandoned. Many
remains of temples and public buildings of the Rom
period remain. It rose to some importance during
the Crusades and is at present the chief seaport of
Svria, and has the only harbor on the coast. It is
a town of about 125,01)0 inhabitants,
II,

BERZELUS, ber-ze'his.

PORTER

See ZORZELLEUS.

BESAI, be'si ( ' y 3 , bci^ay, "downtrodden"): The
descendants of Iv iNethinim) returned with Zerubbabel to Jerus (Ezr 2 49; Neh 7 52 = Basthai, 1
Esd 5 31).
BESET, he-set' (^eiireptn-Taros, eupcr't-statos): The
most common .sense uf this w-ord is "to surround."
This is the thought in Ps 139 5, and teaches the
omnipresence of God. Often wicked men find that
the things which they have done so envelope them
that they cannot escape ruin (Hos 7 2). The reference in He 12 1 is first of all against the sin of
apostasy against w-hich repeated warning is given
in this book. But the w-arning is also against any
sin that is esp. dangerous to us. It, again and
again, surrounds us like a besieging .army. To surrender w-ould be traitorous and disgraceful, since
the Captain of the Lord's host is with us.
JACOB W.

KAPP

BESIDE, be-sld': Near to, or close to (Ps 23 2).
It is often used to refer to the mental state, to the
derangement of the mind (i^l<rTr)pi, existemi, !\lk 3
21; .Vets 26 24 .VV). Or it may refer to the condition of being out of the ordinary course of the life.
.V lffe consecrated to God and siicnt in the interest
of humanity is so designated (2 Cor 5 13). It has
the sease also of a state of being out of one's usual
mind, but not of mental derangement, occasioned
by something t h a t causes amazement or astonishment (^Ik 5 42). Or it may refer to a state in
which one is not conscious of present conditions,
but is rapt in vision (Vets 10 10).
Besides is used in the sense of in addition to or
that which is over and above what has been said
or is posse,s,sed (Lk 16 26; see ARVm " i n " ; Philem
ver 19).

BESIEGE, bf-M'"-j'

JACOB W .

KAPP

See SIEGE.

BESODEIAH, hes-o-de'yu, bes-(Vdi'a (H^niDS,
b'sodh- i/dh, "in the confidence or counsel of .Jeh";
cf Jer 23 18,22; and HPN, 207, '221, 286): Father
of Meshullam, the builder (Neh 3 6).
BESOM, be'zum: Occurs only once in Scripture:
"l will sweep it with the besom of destruction"
(Isa 14 23). Refers to what was in store for Babylon. The Heb word mat'dte', rendered "besom," is
close of kin to the one (tl'te'thihd) rendered "sw-eep "
In early Eng. "besom" was synonymous wdth
"broom,"" and is stUl so used in some parts of England.
BESOR, be'sor, T H E BROOK (")iffi3 bTO,
nahal b'sdr; A, Btx^p. Becltor, B, Btavd, Beand;
1 S 30 9.10.21; Jos, Ant, VI, xiv, 6): A torrent-

bed (nahal) mentioned in the account of David's
pursuit of the Amalekites, Thought to be Wady
Ghazza, which enters the sea S.W. of Gaza.
BEST: Of five Heb originals the chief is l i t J ,
Idbh, "good," expressing quality, character. Variously used of objects pleasing to the senses, feelings,
mind, moral sense, e.g. "best of the land" (Gen 47
6); "of sheep" (1 S 15 9); of persons "married
to whom they think best" (Nu 36 6); of abode,
"where it liketh [RV "pleaseth"] him best" (Dt
23 16).
In Nu 18 12 the revenues of the priests were to
be "holy gifts," e.g. the "best of theoil," etc ( 2 b n ,
heli-bh, "fat"); also vs 29.30.32, the gifts of the
lieav(.'-offering were to be "of all the best," indicating that the richest elements of life were to go
into the support and service of the sanctuary. So
"the choice [bestj fruits" (rTJUT, zimrdh, Ut.
"the song of the land"), a beautifully poetic expression for the most celebrated fruits (Gen 43 11);
equally choice is TTS, pdzaz, "separate," "the
finest [best] gold," hence "purified"" (1 K 10 18).
Used but twice in the N T : (1) of spiritual
gifts (KpeiTTov, kreltton, "better"' [WV "greater"];
1 Cor 12 31); (2) of raiment (irpHros, prOtos,
"first"), "best robe" (Lk 15 22), of special significance as expressing the Father"s lavish love for the
repentant and returning sinner.
.

DWIGHT M .

PRATT

BESTEAD, be-sted' (nilJp:, niksheh, "caught in
a snare,"" "entrapped"; as Judah hard pressed in
their own land by the Assyrians [Isa 8 21 AV]):
Found only here. OE word steden meaning "place,"
hence "set," "beset"; usually with "ill," "sorely
bested." In RV rendered "sore distressed."
BESTIALITY, bes-ti-al'i-ti.

See CRIMES.

BESTOW, bs-sto': The seven Heb words rendered by this term variously mean "to p u t " or
"place," "to give"; "do," "deposit," as e.g. to
locate chariots and horsemen in cities (1 K 10 26);
or give a blessing (Ex 32 29). Four Gr words so
tr"^ signify "to give," "to labor," "to feed," "to
place around"; as awdya, sundgd, "to stow away
goods" (Lk 12 17); ori'o>pV(u, -psomizo, "give away"
(1 Cor 13 3). The term has richest significance
in expressing God's abundant gift of grace and love,
SlSo>p.i, dldomi (2 Cor 8 1 AV; 1 Jn 3 1).
BETAH, be'ta (2 S 8 8).

See TIBHATH.

BETANE, bet'a-ng (Ba(.TdvT), Baitdne): A place
named in J t h 1 9, among those to which the messengers of Nebuchadnezzar were sent. From the
order in which they are named we should seek for
it S. of Jerus. It may be identical with Beit 'AinUn,
about 3 miles N. of Hebron.
BETEN, be'ten CiV^, beien; Barve, Batne): A
cit y of Asher mentioned between Hall and Achshaph
(Josh 19 25). Onom places it 8 Rom miles E. of
Ptolemais, giving it the name Bethseten. It may
be identical with the modern village el-B'aneh, but
no certainty is possible.
BETH, bath (1): The second letter of the Heb
alphabet. With the daghesh it is transliterated in
this dictionary as b, and, without, as bh ( = v).
It came also to be used for the number two (2)
and with the dieresis for 2,000. For name, etc,
see ALPHABET; BAYITH.

BETH, beth (in proper names; Gr transliteration
in LXX, |3TI9, beth, baith, or beth): This is the Eng.

Bethabara
Bethel
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transliteration for the Heb r i ' ' 3 , beth, meaning
"house," " t e n t , " "place." It occurs in many compound proper names formed similarly to the method
of compounding words in the German language, as
shown in the arts, immediately folloiving. Thus
we have bith 'dndth or 'dnoth = "house of replies"
(Josh 19 38; Jgs 1 33); beth'el = "house of God"
(Gen 12 8; 13 3), etc. We also find the^word in
hybrid formations, e.g. 'K-qecfia.yfi, Bethphage = Bethphage = "fig house" (Mt 21 1).
FRANK E .

HIRSCH

BETHABARA, beth-ab'a-ra (.n'laS r T ' 3 , beth
'dblidrdh; BTjSapapd, BUthabard, "house of the
ford"): According to .VV (foUowing TR) the place
where John baptized (Jn 1 28). RV (with Tisch,
W H following N * B A C * ) reads B E T H A N Y . It is
distinguished from the Bethany of Lazarus and
his sisters as being "beyond the Jordan." The
reading "Bethabara"" became current owing to
the ad\-ocacy of Origen. Various suggestions
have been made to explain the readings. G. A.
Smith (HGHL) suggests that Bethany ("house of

ered a well-known ford near Beisan called Abarah,
near the mouth of the vaUey of Jezreel. This is
20 miles from Cana and 60 miles from Bethany,
and all the conditions of the place fit in with the
history."" See also BETHANY (2).
S.

F.

HUNTER

BETH-ANATH, beth-a'nath (HJ? n ^ j , beth
'dndth; BaivaOciB, Bainathdth): A city in the territory of Naphtali, named with Horem and Bethshemesh (Josh 19 38; Jgs 1 33). I t is represented by the modern village Ainatha, about 12 miles
N.W. of Safed. The name signifies the "house" or
"temple"" of Anath, a goddess of the Canaanites.
BETH-ANOTH, beth-a'noth (DID? n ^ 3 , heth
'dndth; 'Bai6ava.[L, Baithandm, probably "House
of Anath""—a god; Josh 15 59) The ruin of Beit
'Aini3,n, I J miles S.E. of HalhiU in the neighborhood also of Bethzur and Gedor-—places mentioned
in association with it as towns in the hill country of
Judah—appears to be a probable site. The present
surface ruins belong to later ages

BETHANY.

the ship"") and Bethabara ("house of the ford"")
are names for the same place. Bethabara has also
bei n identified w-ith Bethbarah, which, however,
was probably not on the Jordan but among the
streamsflowdng into it (Jgs 7 24). It is interesting
to_ note t h a t LXX^' reads Baithabara for M T
Belh-'arilfdiilh, one of the cities of Benjamin (Josh
18 22), If this be correct, the site is in Judaea.
Another .solution is sought in the idea of a corruption of the original name into Bethany and
Bethabara, the name having the consonants n, b and
r afler Beth. In Josh 13 27 (LXX'-) we find
Biiilhanabra for Bethnimrah (MT), and Sir George
Gidve in DB (arts. "Bethabara" and "Bethnimrah") identifies Bethabara and Beth-nimrah.
The site of the latt er was a few miles above Jericho
(see BETH-NIMRAH), "immediatelv accessible to
Jerus and all Judaea" (ef M t 3 .5; Mk 1 5, and
see art. "Bethany" in EB).
This view has much
in its favor.
Then, again, as Dr. G. Frederick Wright observes: "The traditional site is at the ford east
of Jericho; but as according to J n 1 29.35.43 it
was only one day's journev from Cana of Gahlee,
whde according to Jn 10 40; 11 3.6.17 it was two
or three days from Bethany, it must have been
well up the river toward Galilee. Conder discov-

BETHANY, beth'a-ni (Brieavta, Bethaida):
(1) A village, 15 furlongs from Jerus (Jn 11
18), on the road to Jericho, at the Mount of Olives
(Mk 11 1; Lk 19 29), where lived "Simon the
leper" (Mk 14 3) and Mary, Martha and Lazarus
(Jn 11 18 f). This viUage may justifiably be called
the Judaean home of Jesus, as He appears to have
preferred to lodge there rather than in Jerus itself
(Mt 21 17; Mk 11 11). Here occurred the incident of the raising of Lazarus (Jn 11) and the feast
at the house of Simon (Mt 26 1-13; Mk 14 3-9;
Lk 7 36-50; Jn 12 1-8). The Ascension as recorded in Lk 24 50-51 is thus described: "He
led them out until they were over against Bethany:
and he lifted up his hands, and blessed them. And
it came to pass, while he blessed them, he parted
from them, and was carried up into heaven.""
Bethany is today eVAzareyeh ("the place of
Lazarus"'—the L being displaced to form the art.).
I t is c miserably untidy and tumble-down village
facing E. on the S.E. slope of the Mount of OUves,
upon the carriage road to Jericho. A fair number
of fig, almond and olive trees surround the houses.
The traditional tomb of Lazarus is shown and
there are some remains of mediaeval buildings,
besides rock-out tombs of much earlier date (PEF,
III, 27, Sheet X V I I ) .
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(2) "Bethany beyond the Jordan'' (Jn 1 28;
AV Bethabara; Br|eaPap(x, Belhabard, a reading
against the majority of the MSS, supported by
Origen on geographical grounds): No such pilace is
known. Grove suggested that the plac(( intended
isBETH-NII\IILAH (.which see), the modern 7'cH nimrin,
a singularly suitable place, but hard to fit in with
Jn 1 28; ef 2 1. The traditional site is the ford
E. of Jericho.
E. W. G. iM.i.s rEKiM.\.N
BETH-ARABAH, be(h-ar'a-ba (H^nj-n n ^ a , beth
ha-'drdbhdh; BaiBapapci, Baitharatui, "|ilace of the
.Vrab ah"):
(1) One of the 6 cities of Judah "in the wilderness" (Josh 15 61), on the borders of Benjamin and
Judah (Josh 15 6; 18 18 LXX).
"'Phe wilderness
of Judah" is the barren land W, of the Dead Sea.
Beth-arabah is not yet identified.
(2) One of the cities of Benjamin (Josh 18 22),
LXX^ reads Baithabara, and this may be correct.
The names are easily confounded. See Bu IHAB AHA.
BETHARAM, beth-a'rani (=-in r\'^3,

beth hd-

rdiii). See BETH-H.VR.IM.

BETH-ARBEL, beth-iir'bel (bi^S-jS r T ' 3 , beth
'arbe'l): The scene of a terrific disaster infUcted on
the inhabitants by Shalman (Hos 10 14). If the
place intended w-as in Pal, and was not the famous
city of that name on the Euphrates, then probably
it should be identified either with Irbid (or Irbil) in
GaUlee, or with Irbid. which corresponds to Arbela
of the Onom, E. of the Jordan, about 12 miles S.E.
of Gadara. If, as Schrader thinks (COT, II, 140),
Shalman stands for the JMoabite king, Shalamanu,
a tributary of Tiglath-pileser, the eastern town
would be the more natural identification. Possibly
however the reference is to Shalmaneser I I I or IV.
Por the GaUlean site, see ARBEL; see ;dso DB, s.v.

Bethabara
Bethel

BETHBASI, beth-ba'si (BaiBpao-t, Baithbasi):
The name may mean "place of marshes" = H e b
beth-trgl. According to G. A. Smith there is a
11 ddy cl-Bassah E. of Tekoa in the wilderness of
Ju(laca. The name means " m a r s h , " which Dr.
Smith thinks impossible, and really "an echo of an
aneient name." Jonathan and Simon repaired the
ruins of the fortffied place "in the desert"" (1 Mace
9 62.61). Jos reads Bethalaga, i.e. Beth-hoglah
(.Inl, Xlll, i, 5). Pesh V(S reads
Beth-Yashan
(.see JESIIANAII), which Dr. Cheyne thinks is prob(dily eoi-i-eet. Thus the origin of the name and the
site of the town are merely conjectural.
(S, F ,

HI/NTER

BETH-BIRI, beth-bir'i (AV Beth-birei, bethliir'e-i) ''X")3 n " ' 3 , belli bir'i; OIKOS Bpaouno-ewpclix,
oikos Uriinumsedreim; 1 Ch 4 31 (called in Jo.sh
19 6, Leih-lebaoth, ";diode of hons"|): A site belonging to Simeon in the Negeb—unidontUied.
BETH-CAR, beth'kar ( n S " n i 3 , heth-i:dr; Bai9X<ip, Bailhchur, 'BtKyJtp, Belcln'rr): "And the men of
Israel went out of Mizpah, and pursued the PhiUs,
and smote them, until they came under Belh-car"
(I iS 7 11). 'Ain Kdrem has been suggested; if
Mizpah is nebi Samwi-l then this identification is
proliable, as the pursuit would be along the deep
ll'aily bei I Hanniiieh—a natural line of retreat for
the Philis to take. See BETH-HACCHEREM.

BETH-DAGON, beth-da'gon (•)ij'J-ni3, bethddghdn; Bt]05a7(iv, Betlidagdn):
(1) A town in the Shephelah of Judah named
wdth Gederoth, Naamah, and Makkedah (Josh 15
41). I t may be represented by the modern Beit
Dijan, about 6 miles S,E. of Jaffa. This however
is a modern site, and not in the Shephelah. Nearly
2 miles to the south is Khirbet Ddjun, a Rom site.
The connection in which it occurs leads us to expect
W. EwiNG
BETHASMOTH, beth-az'moth (,VV Bethsamos; a position farther S,E.
Bai6a.(j-iidi&, Baithasmdt'n [1 Esd 5 18]; corresponds (2) A city on the border of Asher (Josh 19 27)
which Conder would identify wdth Tell D'auk,
to Betii-azmaveth in Neh 7 2S): A town in the
near the mouth of the Belus, in the plain of Acre.
territory of Benjamin, and m,:ay be identified with
The name seems to have been of fi-c(iuent occurthe moiiern el-Hizmeh. See AZ.MAVETH.
rence. There is a Beit Dejan about 6 miles E. of
BETH-A-VEN, beth-a'ven (-'.S n ^ S , heth 'dwen;
Ndblus, and Jos speaks of a fortress called Dagon
Bai6(iv, Baitliijii, BatOavv, Baithaun):
A place on
above .Jei-iclio (.Int, X I I , viii, 1; BJ, I, ii, 3).
the northern boundarv of the territory of Benja- This w-ould seem to indicate a widespread worship
min (Josh 18 12) E. o'l Bethel, near Ai (Josh 7 2),
of Dagon. But the name m.ay mean "house of
\y. of Michmash (1 S 13 5; 14 23), Beth-aven,
corn."
W. Ew-iNQ
"house of vanity," i.e. ''idolatry," may possibly
BETH-DIBLATHAIM, beth-dib-la-tha'im (n"'3
represent an original beth-'dn, "house of wealth."
•';'rib3'^, beth dibhldthayim;
OIKOS AtpXaieaffi,
Wilson (PEFS, 1869, 120) suggests Khirbet An,
W. of Michmash. The name is used in mockery
oikos Detilaithaiin, ht, "hou.se of D , " ) : .V town
for Bethel by Hosea f4 15; 10 5 8, etc; cf Am 5 5).
in jVloab mentioned with Dibon and Nebo (Jer
48 22). It is probably identical w-ith AlmonBETH-AZMAVETH, belh-az-ma'veth (Neh 7 diblathaim (Nu 33 4(j f). Mesha claims to have
28).
See AZ.MAVETH.
fortified it along wdth Mehedeba and Ba'al-me'on
(see MOABITE STONE). The place is not yet idenBETH-BAAL-MEON, beth-ba-al-me'on (Josh
tified.
13 17).
See BA,AL-MEON,
BETH-BARAH, beth-ba'ra ( H ' S rT'3,
lulh
hd-rah; Baie-ripii, Baitherd): Perhaps Belli-'ahhdra,
the guttural being lost in copying. It is a ford
which the Midianites were expected to pass in
fleeing from Gideon. Messengers were therefore
sent by tlideon to the Ephraimites bidding them
"take before them tlie waters, as far as Bethbarah, even [RVm "and also"] the Jordan" (Jgs 7
24). "The waters'" were the streams emptying
themselves into the Jordan: "even the Jordan"
is aglosson "the waters." Between the Jordan and
the modern Wadg Fari'ah an enemy could be entrapped; it is therefore probable t h a t lieth-barah
Was on that stream near its entrance into the Jordan.

See BETHABARA.

S. F . HUNTER

BETH-EDEN, beth-e'den (Am 1 5 AV^m; EV
"house of E d e n " ) . See CHILDREN OF E D E N .

BETHEL, belh'el ( - X " n i 3 , beth-'el; Bate-^jX,
ISaitht-l and OIKOS Oeoil, olkos theou, lit. "house of
God"):
(1) A town near the place where Abraham halted
and offered sacrifice on his way south from Shechem.
It lay W. of Ai (Gen 12 8). It is
1. Identifi- named as on the northern border of
cation and Benjamin (the southern of Ephraim,
Description Josh 16 2), at the top of the ascent
from the Jordan valley by way of
Ai (Josh 18 13). It lay S. of Shiloh (Jgs 21 19).
Onom places it 12 Rom miles from Jerus, on the

Bethel
Beth-hanan
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road to NeapoUs. I t is represented by the modern
Beitlii, a village of some 400 inhabitants, which
stands on a knoll E. of the road to Ndblus.
There
are four springs which yield supphes of good water.
In ancient times these were supplemented by a
reservoir hewn in the rock S. of the town. 'The
surrounding country is bleak and barren, the hills
being marked by a succession of stony terraces,
which may have suggested the form of the ladder
in Jacob's famous dream.

Bethel.
The town was originally called Luz (Gen 28 19,
etc). When Jacob came hither on his way to
Paddan-aram we are told t h a t he
2. The
lighted upon "the place" (Gen 28 11,
Sanctuary
Heb). The Heb makdm, Uke the
cognate Arab, makdm,
denotes a
sacred place or sanctuary.
The makdm was
doubtless t h a t at which Abraham had sacrificed,
E. of the town. In the morning Jacob set up "for
a pillar" the stone which had served as his pillow
(Gen 28 18; see PILLAR—maggebhdh), poured oil
upon it and called the name of the place Bethel,
"house of God"; that is, of God w-hose epiphany
was for him associated with the pillar. This spot
became a center of great interest, lending growing
importance to the town. In process of time the
name Luz disappeared, giving place to t h a t of the
adjoining sanctuary, town and sanctuary being
identified. Jacob revisited the place on his return
from Paddan-aram; here Deborah, Rebekah's nurse,
died and was buried under "the oak" (Gen 35 6 f).
Probably on rising ground E. of Bethel Abraham
and Lot stood to view the uninviting highlands and
the rich lands of the Jordan valley (Gen 13 9 ff).
Bethel was a royal city of the Canaanites (Josh
12 16). I t appears to have been captured by
Joshua (8 7), and it was aUotted to
3. History Benjamin (Josh 18 22). In Jgs 1 22ff
it is represented as held by Canaanites,
from whom the house of Joseph took it by treachery
(cf 1 Ch 7 28). Hither the ark was brought from
Gilgal (Jgs 2 1 L X X ) . Israel came to Bethel to
consult the Divine oracle (20 18), and it became an
important center of worship (1 S 10 3). The home
of the prophetess Deborah was not far off (Jgs 4 5).
Samuel visited Bethel on circuit, judging Israel (1 S
7 16).
With the disruption of the kingdom came Bethel's
greatest period of splendor and significance. To
counteract the influence of Jerus as the national
religious center Jeroboam embarked on the poUcy
which won for him the unenviable reputation of
having "made Israel to sin." Here he erected a
temple, set up an image, the golden calf, and established an imposing ritual. I t became the royal
sanctuary and the reUgious center of his kingdom
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(1 K 12 29 ff; Am 7 13). He placed in Bethel
the priests of the high places which he had made
(1 K 12 32). To Bethel came the man of God
from Judah who pronounced doom against Jeroboam
(1 K 13), and who, having been seduced from duty
by an aged prophet in Bethel, was slain by a lion.
According to the prophets Amos and Hosea the
splendid idolatries of Bethel were accompanied by
terrible moral and religious degradation. Against
the place they launched the most scathing denunciations, declaring the vengeance such things must
entaU (Am 3 14; 4 4; 5 11m; 9 1; Hos 4 15;
5 8; 10 5.8,13). With the latter the name Bethel
gives place in mockery to Beth-aven.
Bethel
shared in the downfall of Samaria wrought by the
Assyrians; and according t o an old tradition, Shalmaneser possessed himself of the golden calf (cf
Jer 48 13). The priest, sent by the Assyrians to
teach the people whom they had settled in the land
how to serve Jeh, dwelt in Bethel (2 K 17 28).
King Josiah completed the demolition of the
sanctuary at Bethel, destroying all the instruments
of idolatry, and harrying the tombs of the idolaters.
The monument of the man of God from Judah he
aUow-ed to stand (2 K 23 4.15). The men of
Bethel were among those who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr 2 28; Neh 7 32), and
it is mentioned as reoccupied by the Benjamites
(Neh 11 31). Zechariah (7 2) records the sending of certain men from Jerus in the 4th year of
King Darius to inquire regarding particular religious practices. Bethel w-as one of the towns fortified by Bacchides in the time of the Maccabees
(1 Mace 9 50; Ant, X I I I , i, 3). I t is named
again as a small town which, along with Ephraim,
was taken by Vespasian as he approached Jerus
(BJ, IV, ix, 9).
(2) A city in Judah which in 1 S 30 27 is called
Bethel; in Josh 19 4 Bethul; and in 1 Ch 4 30
Bethuel, The site has not been identified. In
Josh 15 30 L X X gives Baithel in Judah, where the
Heb has K'^ll—probably a scribal error.
W.

EWINQ

BETHELITE, beth'el-it: The term applied to a
man who in the davs of Ahab rebuilt Jericho
(1 K

16 34).

See

HIEL.

BETHEL, M O U N T (bl!«-n^3 i n , har beth-'el;
Baieif|\ XoOta, Bailht-l louza [1 S 13 2, RV "the
mount of Bethel"; Josh 16 1]): The hill which
stretches from the N . of the town to Tell 'A.^Ur.
The road to Shechem lies along the ridge. An
army in possession of these heights easily commanded the route from north to south.
B E T H - E M E K , beth-e'mek ( p p ? n rT^S, beth
hd-cmek;
BT|9ae)jie'K, Bethaemek, "house of the
valley"): A town in the territory of Zebulun
(Josh 19 27). I t has not been identified, but; must
be sought somewhere E. of .Vere, not far from
Kabul, the ancient Cabul.
BETHER, be'ther ("llHS, hether): In Cant 2 17
mention is made of "the mountains of Bether."
I t is doubtful if a proper name is intended. The
RVm has, "perhaps, the spice malobathron.''
A
Bether is prominent in late Jewdsh history as the
place where the Jews resisted Hadrian under Bar
Cochba in 135 AD. Its identity with Bittlr, 7
miles S.W. of Jerus, is attested by an inscription.
BETHESDA, be-thez'da (BtiBco-Sd, Belhesdd;
TR, J n 5 2 [probably X'lOn Hi 3 , belh hi^da',
"house of mercy"]; other forms occur as Bethzathd and Bethsaida):
(1) The only data we have is the statement in
J n 5 2 - 4 : "Now there is in Jerus by the sheep
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gale a pool, w-hich is called in Hebrew Bethesda, having five porches. In these lay a multitude of them
that were sick, bhnd, halt, withered." Many
ancient authorities add (as in RVm) "waiting for
the mo-ving of t h e water: for an angel of the Lord
went down at certain seasons into the pool, and
troubled the water," etc.

jrvi,'r»r3i 1^^*'

^^SS^^Hi

BW,

^^m ^

^^Kl^s" w"'^
^^•^^W^^v^H

Pool o( Bethesda.

Christian church roofs over the pool, being supported upon five arches in commemoration of the five
porches. At the western end of the church, where
probably the font was situated, there w-as a fresco,
now much defaced and fast fading, rcpicscnting the
angel troubhng the waters.
(3) Although pubUo opinion supports this site,
there is much to be said for the proposal, promulR';^tcd by Robin.son and supported
3. A More by Conder and other good authorities.
Probable
I hat the pool was at the "Virgin"s
Site
Fount"" (see GIIION), which is today an
intermit tent spring whose "troubled"
waters are still visited by Jews for purposes of cure,
.Vs the only source of "living water" near .lerus, it is
a likely sjiot for there to have been a "sheep pool"
or "sheep place" for the vast flocks of sheep coming
to Jerus in connection wdth the temple ritual. See

Ek

The name does not help as to the site, no such
name occurs elsewhere in Jerus; the mention of the
sheep gate is of Uttle assistance because
1. The
the word " g a t e " is suppUed, and even
Conditions were it there, its site is uncertain,
of Uie
Sheep "pool" or "place" is at least
Narrative: as probable; the tradition about the
Jn 5:2
"troubUng of t h e water" (which may
be true even if the angelic visitant
may be of the nature of folk-lore) can receive no
rational explanation except by t h e well-known
phenomenon, by no means uncommon in Syria
and always considered t h e work of a supernatural
being, of an intermittent spring. The arrangement of the five porches is similar t o t h a t demonstrated by Dr. F . BUss as having existed in Rom
tknes as the "Pool of SUoam"; the story imphes
that the incident occurred outside the city walls,
as to carry a bed on t h e Sabbath would not have
been forbidden by Jewish traditional law.
(2) Tradition has varied concerning the site.
In the I t h cent., and probably down to the Crusades,
a pool w-as pointed out as the true site, a little to
the N.W. of the present St. Stephen's Gale; it was
part of a twin pool and over it were erected at two
successive periods two Christian churches. Later
on this site was entirely lost and from the 13th
cent, the great Birket Israel, just N . of the Temple
area, was pointed out as the site.
Within the last quarter of a cent., however, the
older traditional site, now close t o the Church of
St. Anne, has been re(Uscovered, ex2. The
cavated and popularly accepted. This
Traditional pool is a rock-cut, rain-fiUed cistern,
Site
55 ft. long X 12 ft. broad, and is
approached by a steep and wincUng
"ight of steps. The floor of the rerliscovered early

XXV,

80

ff.

E. W. G.

MASTERMAN

BETH-EZEL, beth-e'zel (bjJXn H i 3 , beth ha'egel; OIKOS ^X^H-^^OS airfls, olkos echdmenos autis;
lit. "adjoining house"): A place named along wdth
other cities in the PhiU plain (i\fio 1 11). The
site has not been identified. By some it is thought
to be the same as Azel of Zee 14 5; but see AZEL.
BETH-GADER, beth-ga'der ( • l - r i n ' 3 , bethgddher; BaiByeSiip, Baithgedor, or BaieyaiS(iv (B),
Baithgaiddn): The name occurs betw-een those of
Bethlehem and Kiriath-jearim in 1 Ch 2 51. It is
possibly identical with Geder of Josh 12 13.
BETH-GAMUL, beth-ga'mul (blU-l n ^ 3 , beth
gdnvul; okos PaiiiiiX, o'lkejs Gaiintd; N, PaiiwXd,
Oamdld): A city in Moab named wdth Dibon,
Kiriathaim and Beth-meon (Jer 48 23). Conder
places it at Umm el-Jamdl, toward E. of the
plateau, S, of Medeba (HDB, s.v,). Others (Guthe.
Kurz.bib. Wdrterbneh, s.v.; Buhl, GAP, 26,S, etc)
favor Jemeil, a site 6 miles E. of Dliiban. Since the
town is not mentioned among the cities of Israel
Buhl doubts if it should be sought N . of the Arnon,
BETH-GILGAL, beth-gU'gal (bjbjn r T ' 3 , heth
ha-gilgdl; B-tiSa-y-yaX-yiiX, Bethaggalgdl; AV house
of Gilgal): The Gilgal which lay in the plain E.
of Jericho (Neh 12 29).

See GILG.IL.

BETH-HACCHEREM, beth-ha-ke'rem, bethhak'e-rem (.AN Beth-haccerem; f n | n r T ' 3 , beth
ha-kerem; BT]8axx<»PH-'^i Bethaehcharmd [see DB],
"place of the vineyard"): A district (in Neh 3 14)
ruled over by one, Malchijah; mentioned in Jer
6 1 as a suitable signal station. From its association with Tekoa (Jer 6 1) and from the statement
by Jerome that it was a vUlage which he could see
daily from Bethlehem, the Frank mountain (Herodium) has been suggested. I t certainly would be a
unique place for a beacon. More suitable is the
fertile vineyard country around 'Ain Kdrem (the
"spring of the vineyard"). On the top of Jebel
'AU, above this viUage, are some remarkable cairns
which, whatever their other uses, would appear
to have been once beacons. 'Ain Kdrem appears
as Carem in the L X X (.Josh 15 53). See BETH-CAR.
E. W. G.
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BETH-HAGGAN, beth-hag'an (i-jn p - ' J , bethha-gdn, "house of the garden"). The place where
Ahaziah was slain bv Jehu (2 K 9 27). The
words are rendered in EV ''the garden house," but
some take them to be a proper name. The location
is doubtful.
BETH-HANAN, beth-ha'nan (1 K 4 9), ELONBETH-HA NA N.

See E L O N .

Beth-haram
Beth-horon
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BETH-HARAM, beth-ha'ram (Dnn IT'S, beth
hdrdm; Bai0apdv, Baithardn; A, BaiBappii, Baitharrd; AV wrongly, Beth-Aram): An Amorite city
taken and fortified by the Gadites (Josh 13 27;
Nu 32 36; in the latter passage the name appears
as Beth-haran, probably the original form). It
corresponds to Belhramphtha of Jos (Ant, X V I I I ,
ii, 1), which, acoorcUng to Eusebius, was the name
used by the Sj-rians. Here was a palace of Herod
(Ant, X V I I , X, 6; BJ, II, iv, 2). Onom says it
was called Livias. Jos says it was fortified by
Herod Antipas, who called it Julias for the wife of
Augustus (Ant, X V I I I , u, 1; BJ, I I , ix, 1). The
name would be changed to Julias when Livia, by
the will of the emperor, was received into the Gens
Julia. It is represented by Tell er-Rdmeh in Wddy
Hesbdn, about 6 miles E. of Jordan. W. E W I N G
BETH-HARAN, beth-ha'ran (]']T\ rT'3, beth
haran): A fenced city E. of the Jordan (Nu 32 36)
identical with BETH-HARA.M, which see.
BETH-HOGLAH, beth-hog'la (nbSin ri''-}, bethhoghldh; L X X BaiflayXad)!,, Baithagladm, "house
of partridge"): Mentioned in Josh 15 6; 18 19,
identified with Ain Hajlah ("partridge spring")
l,\-ing between Jericho and the Jordan, where in
1x74 there was still a ruined Gr monastery called
Kasr Hajlah, dating from the 12th cent. The
ruins are now destroyed. In Josh 15 5; 18 19
it is said to be at the mouth of the Jordan on a
Tongue (Lisdn) of the Salt Sea. But it is now
several miles inland, probably because the Jordan
has silted up a delta to that extent. (See DEAD SEA.
GEORGE F R E D E R I C K W R I G H T

B E T H - H O R O N , beth-ho'ron ( i n i n " n ' ' 3 , bethhordn [other Heb forms occur]; B-^Ompiiv, Bethdron,
probably the "place of the hollow"; cf Hauran,
"the hollow"):
(1) The name of two towns, Beth-horon the
Upper (Josh 16 5) and Beth-horon the Lower
(Josh 16 3), said to have been built
1. The
(1 Ch 7 24) by Sheerah, the daughter
Ancient
of Beriah. The border line between
Towns
Benjamin and Ephraim passed by the
Beth-horons (Josh 16 5; 21 22), the
cities belonging to the latter tribe and therefore,
later on, to the Northern Kingdom. Solomon "built
Beth-horon the upper, and Beth-horon the nether,
fortified cities, with walls, gates, and bars'" (2 Ch
8 5; 1 K 9 17).
From Egyp sources (MUller, As. und Europa, etc)
it appears t h a t Beth-horon was one of the places
con(juered by Shishak of Egypt from Rehoboam.
(Vgain, many cents, later, Bacchides repaired Bethhoron, "with high walls, with gates and with bars
and in them he set a garrison, t h a t they might work
malice upon ["vex"'] Israel"" (1 Mace 9 50,51),
and at another time the Jews fortified it against
Holofernes (Jth 4 4,5).
(2) These two towns are now known as Beit
Ur el foka (i.e. "the upper") and Beit Ur el tahta
(i.e. "the lower"), two villages crown2. The
ing hill tops, less than 2 miles apart;
Modem
the former is some 800 ft. higher than
Beit Ur el the latter. Today these villages are
foka and
sunk into insignificance and are off
el tahta
any important lines of communication,
but for many cents, the towns occupying their sites dominated one of the most historic
roads in historv,
(3) When (Josh 10 10) Jeshua discomfited the
kings of the Amorites "he slew- them w-ith a great
slaughter at Gibeon, and chased them by the way
of the '.-Vscent of Beth-horon.'" When the Phihs
w-ere opposing IGng Saul at ilichmash they sent a
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company of their men to hold "the way of Bethhoron." This pass ascends from the plain of .-Vjalon
(now Ydlo) and cUmbs in about f hr. to
3. The P a s s Beii Ur el tahta (1,210 ft.); it then
of the
ascends along the ridge, w-ith valleys
Beth-horons lying to north and south, and reaches
Beit Ur el foka (2,022 ft.), and pursuing
the same ridge arrives in another 4 j miles at the
plateau to the N. of el Jib (Gibeon). At intervals
along this historic route traces of the ancient Rom
paving are visible. I t w-as the great highroad into
the heart of the land from the earliest times until
about three or four cents, ago. Along this route
came Canaanites, Israelites, Philis, Egyptians,
Syrians, Romans, Saracens and Crusaders. Since
the days of Joshua (Josh 10 10) it has frequently
been the scene of a rout. Here the Syrian general
Seron was defeated by Judas (Maccabaeus (1 Maec
3 13-24), and six years later Nicanor, retreating
from Jerus, was here defeated and slain (1 Maec 7
39 ff; Jos, Ant, X I I , x, 5). Along this pass in
66 AD the Rom general Cestius Callus was driven
in headlong flight before the Jews.
Now the changed direction of the highroad to
Jerus has left the route forsaken and almost forgotten. See PEF, III, 86, Sh X V I I .
E.

VV. G.

MASTERMAN

B E T H - H O R O N , T H E BATTLE O F :
1. The Political Situation
2. Joshua's Strategy
3. Joshua's Command to the Sun and IVIoon
4. The Astronomical Relations of the Sail ^nd Moon to
Each Other and to the Neighborhood 'of the Field
of Battle
5. The "Silence" of the Sun
6. "Jehovah Fought for Israel"
7. The Afternoon's IVIarch
8. The Chronicle and the Poem Independent Witnesses
9. Date of the Events
10. The Records Are Contemporaneous with the Events
The battle which gave to the Israelites under
Joshua the command of southern Pal has always
excited interest because of the as1. The
tronomical marvel which is recorded
PoUtical
to have then taken place.
Situation
In invading Pal the Israelites were
not attacking a single coherent state,
but a country occupied by different races and divided, like Greece at a later period, into a number
of communities, each consisting practically of but
a single city and the cultivated country around it.
Thus Joshua destroyed the two cities of Jericho
and Ai without any interference from the other
Amorites. The destruction of Jericho gave him
full possession of the fertile valley of the Jordan;
the taking of Ai opened his way up to the ridge
which forms the backbone of the country, and he
was able to lead the people unopposed to the mountains of Ebal and Gerizim for the solemn reading
of the Law. But when the Israelites returned from
this ceremony a significant division showed itself
amongst their enemies. Close to Ai, Joshua's most
recent conquest, was Beeroth, a small town inhabited by Hivites; and no doubt because in the
natural order of events Beeroth might look to be
ne.xt attacked, the Hivites determined to make
terms with Israel. An embassy was therefore sent
from Gibeon, their chief city, and Joshua and the
Israelites, beUeving that it came from a distant land
not under the Ban, entered into the proposed
alliance.
The effect on the political situation w-as immediate. The Hivites formed a considerable state,
relatively speaking; their cities w-cre well placed
on the southern highland, and Gibeon, their capital,
was one of the most important fortresses of that
district, and only 6 miles distant from Jerus, the
chief Amorite stronghold. The .Vmorites recognized at once that, in view of this important defee-
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tion, it was imperati\-e for them to crush the
Gibeonites before the Israelites could unite w-ith
them, and this they cndeiu-ored td do. The
Gibeonites, seeing tlieiiisel\-es atlaeked, sent an
urgent message to .losliua, and he at the head of his
picked men made a night march up fi'om Gilgal
and feU upon the -Vmorites at (_ubeon the next
(lay and put them to flight.
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B-\TTLE OF

. We are not told by which route he marched, but
It is significant t h a t the Amorites fled by the way
of Beth-horon; t h a t is to say, not
2. Joshua's toward their own cities, but away from
Strategy
them. A glance at the map shows
that this means t h a t Joshua had succeeded in cutting their line of retreat to Jerus. He
had probably therefore advanced upon Gibeon from
the south, instead of by the obvious route past Ai
which he had destroyed and Beeroth with which
he was in alliance. But, coming up from Gilgal by
the ravines in the neighborhood of Jerus, he was

BETH-HORO-^

same character; the fcdces boldin.g the high ground
being able to ((verwhelm their opponents without
any fear of reprisals.
It would seem possible, therefore, that Joshua
may have repeated, on a larger scale, the tactics
he employed in his suceesstul attack upon Ai.
He may have sent one force to draw the Amorites
away from Gibeon, and when this was safely done,
may have led the rest of his army to seize the road
to Jerus, and to break up the forces besieging
Gibeon. If so, his strategy was successful up to a
certain point. He evidently led the Israehtes

'Beth-horon
Bethlehem
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without loss up to Gibeon, crushed the Amorites
there, and cut off their retreat toward Jerus. He
failed in one thing. In spite of the prodigious
efforts which he and his men had made, the greater
part of the Amorite army succeeded in escaping
him and gained a long start in their flight, toward
the northwest, through the tw-o Beth-horons.
It was at this point that the incident occurred
upon which attention has been chiefly fixed. The
Book of Jashar (which seems to have
3. Joshua's been a collection of war songs and
Command other ballads) ascribes to Joshua the
command:
'Sun, be thou silent upon (be) Gibeon [cf RVml;
.And thou. Rtoon, in (be) the valley of Aijalon.
And the Sun was silent,
And the Moon stayed.
Until the nation had avenged themselves ot their
enemies' (Josh 10 12.13).
And the prose narrative continues, "The sun stayed
in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to' go down
about a whole day."
In these two, the ballad and the prose chronicle,
we have several distinct astronomical relations
indicated, l^he sun to Joshua was
4. The
associated with Gibeon, and the sun
Astronom- can naturally be associated with a
ical
locality in either of two positions: it
Relations
may be overhead to the observer, in
which case he would consider it as
being above the place where he himself was standing; or on the other hand, he might see the locality
on the skyUne and the sun rising or setting just
behind it. In the present instance there is no
ambiguity, for the chronicle distinctly states t h a t
the sun was in "the midst of heaven"; Ut. in the
halving of the heaven, that is to say overhead.
This is very important because it assures us that
Joshua must have been at Gibeon when he spoke,
and t h a t it must have been noonday of summer
when the sun in southern Pal is only about 8° or
12° from the exact zenith. Next, the moon appeared to be associated with the valley of Aijalon;
t h a t is, it must have been low down on the horizon
in t h a t direction, and since Aijalon is N.W. of
Gibeon it must have been about to set, which would
imply t h a t it was about half full, in its "third
quarter," the sun being, as we have seen, on the
meridian. Thirdly, "the sun hasted not to go
down," t h a t is to say, it had already attained the
meridian, its culmination; and henceforward its
motion was downward. The statement t h a t it was
noonday is here imphoitly repeated, but a further
detail is added. The going down of the sun appeared to be slow. This is the work of the afternoon, t h a t is of half the day, but on this occasion
the half-day appeared equal in length to an ordinary
whole day. "There is therefore no cjuestion at all
of the sun becoming stationary in' the sky: the
statement does not admit of that, but only of its
slower progress.
The idea t h a t the sun was fixed in the sky, in
other words, that the earth ceased for a time to
rotate on its axis, has arisen from the
5. The
unfortunate rendering of the Heb vb.
"SUence" dam, "he silent,"" -by "stand thou
of the Sun stUl."" It is our own word " d u m b , "
both being onomatopoetio words from
the sound made when a man firmly closes his lips
upon his speech. The primary meaning of the
word therefore is "to be sUent," but its secondary
meaning is "to desist," "to cease,"" and therefore
in some cases "to stand still."
From what was it then that Joshua wished the
sun to cease: from its moving or from its shining?
It is not possible to suppose that, engaged as he
was in a desperate battle, he was even so much as
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thinking of the sun"s motion at all. But its shining,
its scorching heat, must have been most seriously
felt by him. At noon, in high summer, the highland of southern Pal is one of the hottest countries
of the w-orld. I t is impossible to suppose that
Joshua wished the sun to be fixed overhead, where
it must have been distressing his men who had
already been 17 hours on foot. A very arduous
pursuit lay before them and the enemy not only
had a long start but must have been fresher than
the Israehtes. The sun"s heat therefore must
have been a serious hindrance, and Joshua must
have desired it to be tempered. And the Lord
hearkened to his voice and gave him this and much
more. A great hailstorm swept up from the west,
bringing with it a sudden lowering of temperature,
and no doubt hiding the sun and putting it to
"silence." And "Jehovah fought for Israel,"" for
the storm burst with such violence
6. " J e h o - upon the Amorites as they fled down
vah Fought the steep descent between the Bethfor Israel" borons, t h a t "they were more who
died wdth the hailstones than they
whom the children of Israel slew wdth the sword"'
(ver 11). This was the culminating incident of the
day, the one which so greatly impressed the sacred
historian. "There was no day like t h a t before it or
after it, that Jehovah hearkened unto the voice of
a man"" (ver 14). I t was not the hailstorm in itself
nor the veiUng of the sun t h a t made the day so
remarkable. I t was t h a t Joshua had spoken, not
in prayer or supplication, but in command, as if aU
Nature was at his disposal; and the Lord had hearkened and had, as it were, obeyed a human voice:
an anticipation of the time when a greater Joshua
should command even the winds and the sea, and
they should obey Him (Mt 8 23-27).
The explanation of the statement that the sun
"hasted not to go down about a whole day'" is
found in ver 10, in which it is stated
7. The
t h a t the Lord discomfited the AmorAfternoon's ites before Israel, "and he slew them
March
with a great slaughter at Gibeon, and
chased them by the way of the ascent
of Beth-horon, and smote them to Azekah, and unto Makkedah." The Israelites had of course no
time-keepers, no clocks or watches, and the only
mode of measuring time available to them was the
number of miles they marched. Now from Gibeon
to Makkedah by the route indicated is some 30
miles, a full day"s march for an army. I t is possible that, at the end of the campaign, the Israelites
on their return found the* march from Makkedah
to Gibeon hea'vy work for an entire day. Measured
by the only means available to them, that afternoon seemed to be double the ordinary length.
The sun had "hasted not to go down about a whole
day."'
Joshua"s reference to the moon in connection
with the Valley of Aijalon appears at first sight
irrelevant, and has frequently been
8. The
assumed to be merely inserted to comChronicle
plete the parallelism of the poem.
and the
But when examined astronomically
Poem Inde- it becomes clear t h a t it cannot have
dependent been inserted haphazard. Joshua must
Witnesses have mentioned the moon because he
actuaUy saw it at the moment of
speaking. Given t h a t the sun was "in the midst
of heaven," abo\-e Gibeon, there was only a very
restricted arc of the horizon in which the moon
could appear as associated with some terrestrial
object; and from Gibeon, the Valley of Aijalon
does lie within t h a t narrow arc. I t follows therefore t h a t unless the position assigned to the moon
had been obtained from actual observation at the
moment, it would in all probabiUty have been an
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impossible one. T h e nexi, point is esp. interesting. The baUad does not expressly state whether
the sun was upon Gibeon in the sense of being upon
it lort' down on the distant horizon, or upon it, in
the sense of being overhead lioth to Joshua and to
that city. But the moon being above the V^alley
of -Vijalon, it becomes clear that the bitter is the
only possible solution. T h e sun and moon cannot
both ha\'e been setting—though this is t h e i(.lea, that
has been generally held, it being supposed t h a t the
tlay was far spent aud that Jo,•^llua desired it to be
prolonged—for then sun and moon would lia\'e been
close together, and the moon would be invisible.
The sun cannot have been setting, and the moon
rising; for .Vijalon is W, of Gibeon. Nor can the
sun have been rising, and the moon setting, since
this would imply t h a t the time of year was either
about October 30 of our present calendar, or about
February 12. The month of February was already
past, since the Israehtes had kepi the Feast of the
Passover. October cannot ha\-e come; for, since
Beeroth, Gibeon and Jerus w-ere so close together,
it is certain that the events betw-een the return of
the Israehtes to Gilgal and t h e battle of Beth-horon
cannot have been spread o^-er several months, but
must have occupied only a few days. T h e poem
therefore contains impUcitly t h e same fact that is
exphcitly stated in the prose narrative—that t h e
sun was overhead—but the one statement cannot,
in those days, have been inferred from the other.
.V third point of interest is t h a t t h e position of t h e
moon gives an indication of t h e time of t h e year.
The VaUey of Aijalon is 17° N . of W.
9. Date of from Gibeon, of which t h e latitude is
the Events 31° 5 1 " N .
With these details, and
assuming t h e time t o be nearly noon,
the date must have been about t h e 21st day of the
4th month of the Jew-ish calendar, corresponding
to July 22 of our present calendar, with a possible
uncertainty of one or tw-o days on either side.
The sun's declination would then be about 21°
N., so that at noon it w-as w-ithin 11° of the zenith.
It had risen almost exactly at 5 AIM and would set
almost exactly at 7 P M . The moon was now about
her third quarter, and in N . lat. about 5°. I t had
risen about 11 o'clock t h e previous night, and was
now at an altitude of under 7°, and within about
half an hour of setting. T h e conditions are not
sufficient to fix t h e year, since from t h e nature of
the luni-solar c}-cle there will always be one or two
years in each cycle of 19 t h a t w-ill satisfy the conditions of the case, and t h e date of t h e Heb invasion of Pal is not known with sufficient certainty to
limit the inquiry t o any particular cycle.
It will be seen however t h a t t h e astronomical
conditions introduced by the mention of the moon
are much more stringent than might
10. The
have been expected. They supply
Records
therefore proof of a high order t h a t the
Contempo- astronomical details, both of the poem
raneous
and prose chronicle, were derived from
with the
actual observation a t t h e time and
Events
have been preserved to us unaltered.
Each, therefore, supplies a strictly contemporaneous and independent record.
This great occurrence appears t o be referred to
in one other passsage of Scripture—the Prayer of
Habakkuk. Here again t h e rendering of the Eng.
VSS is unfortunate, and t h e passage should stand:
'The sun and moon ceased (to shinel in their habitation;
At the light of Thine arrows they vanished,
AM at the shining ot Thy glittering spear.
Inou didst march through the laid i-i ia-lignation,
iliou didst thresh the nations in anger' (Hab 3 11.12).
E . W.

MAUNDER

BETHINK, bg-think' (nb b x n^ffin, heshlbh 'el
^ih, "to lay to heart," hence'"recaU t o m i n d " ) :

Anglo-Saxon word used only in seventh petition of
Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the Temple.
If the people, carried into captivitv, because of sin,
should "take it to heart," then God (he pray(>d)
would h(-ar and forgive (1 K 8 47; 2 Ch 6 "37).
A choice Ulustration of the mental and heart process in reflection, repentance and conversion.
. B E T H - J E S H I M O T H , beth-jesh'i-moth
(rT^a
rHaiP'^n, beth ha-yshlindth;
B, 'A(.o-i,|i.a)9, Haisimdth; A, 'Aa-i^&i, Asiindth, and other variants [see
DB, s.v.]): Alentioned as the point in the south
from which the camp of Israel stretched to Abelshittim in the plains of Moab (Nu 33 49). In
Josh 12 3 the way to Both-jesliiniolli is described
as S. of the Arabah, near the Dead Sea. I t was in
the lot assigned to Reuben (Josh 13 20), At what
times and how long it was actually held by Israel
we do not know; but it appears in Ezk 25 9 as belonging to Moab. I t may be indentical with Khirbet
es-,Suweimeh, where there are some ruins and a well,
about 3 miles E. of the mouth of the Jordan.
W.

EWING

BETH-LE-'APHRAH,beth-16-af'ra (nnpj'b n ^ 3 ,
beth V'aphrdh; L X X i^ otKov Kara y^Xwra, ex oikou
katd geldta, "house of d u s t " ) : The name of a place
found only in Mic 1 10. From the connection in
which it is used it was probably in the Phili plain.
There seems to be a play upon the name in the
sentence, " a t Beth le-'aphrdh have I roUed myself
in the dust," 'aphrdh meaning "dust," and possibly
another on Philistine in rolled, "^rrCSBrn, hithpalldshithl (see G. A. Smith, The Book of the Twelve
Prophets, called Minor, in l o c ) .
BETH-LEBAOTH, beth-le-ba'oth, beth-leb'aoth (niXab r i l n , beth I'bha'dth; Bai.eaX.|3(i9, Baithalbdth, "house of lionesses"): A town in the
territory of Simeon (Josh 19 6), In 1 Ch 4 31
the name is given as Beth-birei: RV BETH-BIRI
(q.v.).
BETHLEHEM, beth'le-hem (rnb-rT^a, bethlehem; BaiSXtep, Baithleem, or Br|9X£e'|i, Bethleim,
"house of David," or possibly "the house of Lakhmu,"" an Assyr deity):
/ . Bethlehem

Judah, or EPHEATH or EPHRATHAH

(q.v.) is now Beit Lahm (Arab. = "house of meat"),
a town of upward of 10,000 inhabitants, 5 miles
S. of Jerus and 2,350 ft. above sea level. I t occupies an outstanding position upon a spur runmng
E. from the watershed with deep valleys to the
N.E. and S. I t is just off the main road to Hebron
and the south, but upon the highroad to Tekoa and
En-gedi. The position is one of natural strength;
it was occupied by a garrison of the Philis in the
days of David (2 S 23 14; 1 Ch 11 16) and was
fortified by Rehoboam (2 Ch 11 6). T h e surrounding country is fertile, cornfields, fig and olive
yards and vineyards abound. Bethlehem is not
naturally well suppUed with water, the nearest
spring is 800 yds. to the S.E., but for many cents,
the "low level aqueduct" from "Solomon's Pools"
in the Artas valley, which has here been tunneled
through the hiU, has been tapped by the inhabitants;
there are also many rock-cut cisterns.
In 1 Ch 2 51 Salma, the son of Caleb, is described
as the "father of Bethlehem." I n Gen 35 19;
48 7 it is recorded that Rachel "was
1. Early
buried in the way to Ephrath (the same
History
is Beth-lehem)." Tradition points
out the site of Rachel's tomb near
where the road to Bethlehem leaves the main road.
The Levites of the events of Jgs 17, 19 were
Bethlehemites. In the list of the towns of Judah

Bethlehem
Bethsaida
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the name Bethlehem occurs, in the L X X version
only in Josh 15 57.
Ruth, famous chiefly as the ancestress of David,
and of tlie Messiah, settled in Bethlehem w-ith
her second husband Boaz, and it is
2. David
noticeable t h a t from her new home
the Bethshe could view the mountains of Moab,
lehemite
her native land. David himself "was
the son of that Ephrathite of Bethlehem-judah, whose name was Jesse" (1 S 17 12).
To Bethlehem came Samuel to anoint a successor
to unworthy Saul (1 S 16 4): "David went to and
fro from Saul to feed his father's sheep at Bethlehem" (1 S 17 15), David's "three mighty men"
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Beit Lahm, some 7 miles N.W. of Nazareth on the
edge of the oak forest. Some antiquities have been
found here recently, showing t h a t in earlier daj's
it was a place of some importance. It is now the
site of a small German colony. See PEF, I, 270,
Sh V.

E.

W.

G.

MASTERMAN

BETH-LEHEMITE, beth'll-hem-it C^^ribn rT^J,
heth ha-lahml):
An inhabitant of Bethlehem, a
town in Judah, 5 mUes S. of Jerus. Jesse is so
named in 1 S 16 IS; 17 58, and Elhanan in 2 S
21 19. The children of Bethlehem are referred to
in Ezr 2 2 1 ; Neh 7 26; 1 Esd 5 17.
BETHLEHEM, STAR OF.

See STAR OF THE

MAGI.

BETH-LOMON, beth-lo'mon (Baie\io|u4v, BaithIdmdn; B, 'PayeBXwixiiv, Rhagethldmdn): The inhabitants of this city are mentioned as returning
with Zerubbabel from Babylon (1 Esd 5 17), It
is the city of Bethlehem in Judah, the modern
Beit Lahm (Ezr 2 21).
BETH-MAACAH,

beth-ma'a-ka.

See

ABEL-

BETH-MAACAH.

The Shepherd's Field and Field of Boaz.
"brake through the host of the Philis, and drew water
out of the well of Beth-lehem, t h a t was by the gate,
and took it, and brought it to David" (2 S 23 14.
16). Tradition still points out the w-ell. From
this town came those famous "sons of Zeruiah,"
David's nephews, whose loyalty and whose ruthless cruelty became at once a protection and a
menace to their roy.al relative: in 2 S 2 32 it is
mentioned that one of them, .Vsahel, was buried
"in the sepulchre of his father, w-hich w-as in Bethlehem."
After the time of David, Bethlehem would appear
to have sunk into insignificance. But its future fame
is pointed at by Micah (5 2): " B u t
3. Later
thou, Beth-lehem Ephrathah, which
Bible
art little to be among the thousands
History
of Judah, out of thee shaU one come
forth unto me t h a t is to be ruler in
Israel; whose goings forth are from of old, from
everlasting."
In the return of the Jews captive Bethlehemites re-inhabited the place (Ezr 2 21; Neh 7 26
" m e n " ; 1 Esd 5 17 " s o n s " ) .
In the N T Bethlehem is mentioned as the birthplace of the Messiah Jesus (Mt 2 1.5; Lk 2 4.15)
in consequence of w-hich event oc4. The
curred Herod's "massacre of the innoChristian
cents" (Mt 2 S 16). Inasmuch as HaEra
drian devastated Bethlehem and set up
there a sacred grove to Adonis (Jerome,
Ep. ad Paul, lviii,3) it is clear t h a t veneration of
this spot as the site of the Nativity must go back
before 132 .VD. Constantine (cir 330) founded a
basihca over the cave-stable which tradition pointed
out as the scene of the birth, and his church, unchanged in general structure though enlarged by
Justinian and freijuently adorned, repaired and
damaged, remains today the chief attraction of the
tow-n. During the Crus.ades, Bethlehem became of
great importance and prosperity; it remained in
Christian hands after the overthrow of the Lat
kingdom, and at the present day it is in material
things one of the most prosperous Christian centers
in the Holy Land.
//. Bethlehem
of Zebulun
(Jo.sh 19 15) was
probably the home of Ibzan (.Igs 12 8.10) though
Jewish tradition is in support of (1). See Jos,
Ant, V, -vii, 13. This is now the small viUage of

BETH-MARCABOTH, beth-mar'ka-both (fT^n
r h s i ' Q n , beth ha-markdbhdth; Bixi.6\3.axipi% Baithmaehereb, "the house of chariots"): Mentioned
along with Hazar-susah, "the station of horses"
(Josh 19 5; 1 Ch 4 31) as cities in the Negeb
near Ziklag. It is tempting to connect these
stations with "the cities for his chariots, and the
cities for his horsemen" which Solomon built (1 K
9 10; c f l K 10 26), The site of Beth-marcaboth
has not been identified, but Gu(5rin (La TerreSninte.
Jerus et le Nord de la Judee, II, 2313) suggests Khan
Yunas, S,W. of Gaza, as a suitable chariot city.
E.

W.

G.

MASTERMAN

B E T H - M E O N , beth-me'on: A city of Moab
(Jer 48 23), identical with BAAL-MEON (q.v.).
BETH-MERHAK, beth-mer'hak (pn-j^H n i g ,
beth ha-mcrhuk; ev OIIKO) TW |j.aKpdv, en oikd to
makrdn, lit. " a place [house] that was far off"
[2 S 15 17 RVm "the Far House"]): A place mentioned in the account of David's flight from Absalom. No town of this name is known on the route
which he followed. Some scholars think the name
denotes simply the outermost of the houses of the

city.
BETH-MILLO, beth-mil'o.

See JERUSALEM.

BETH-NIMRAH, beth-nim'ra (H-ip? rT^S, bgth
nimrdh, "house of leopard," Nu 32 36, but in
ver 3 it is simply Nimrah): In Josh 13 27 the full
name appears. In Isa 15 6 the name appears as
Nimrim, identified as Tell Nimrim, between Jericho
and the mountains on the east, where there is
a fountain of large size. The city was assigned to
Gad. In the 4tfi cent. AD it was located as five
Rom miles N. of Livias. Eusebius calls it Bethamnaram (SEP, I, Tell Nimrin).
BETH-PALET, beth-pa'let.

See BBTH-PELET.

BETH-PAZZEZ, beth-paz'ez ("rsS n ^ 3 , beth
paggeg; BT]p(ra(|)-^s, Bersaphts, 'Ba.ii^fa,a-f\t, Baithphrasee): A town in the territory of Issachar,
named with En-gannim and En-haddah (Josh 19
21). The site has not been discovered; it probably
lay near the modern Jenln.
BETH-PELET, beth-pe'let ( u b s ' p - ' a , beth-pelet;
Ba(.9<t)a\^9, Baithphaleth,
"house of escape";
AV Beth-palet; Josh 15 27, Beth-phelet, AV
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Neh 11 20): One of "the uttermost cities of the
tribe of the children of Judah toward the border
of Edom in the [Negeb] S o u t h " (Josh 15 21,27),
Site unknow-n,
BETH-PEOR, beth-p("'or ( T i r S n i 3 , belh p'-'dr;
OIKOS 4'oywp, o'lkos I'hinjor; in Jcsh (B), Bai6(j>o-yMp,
Baithpiiogiu-, or p€9-, beth-): "0\-er against Hetlipeor" the Israehles W(M-e encamped, "beyond the
Jordan, in the valle.\-," when INloses ullered the
speeches recorded in D t (Dt 3 20; 4 16), "In
the vaUey in the land of Moab over against Belhpeor" Vloses w-as buried (Dt 34 6"!, Belh-peoi-and
the slopes of Pisgah (.VY ".Vshdolh-pisgah'') are
nientioncd in close connection in .l((sli 13 20, .Vecording to Onom, Bcth-pcor wiis situated near
Mt, Peor iFou:((r) opposite Jericho, 6 miles above
Livias, Vlt, Peor is the " t o p " or ''head" of Peor
(Xu 23 2.SI, Some height commanding a view of
the plain E. of the river in the lower .l((rdan valley
is clearly intended, but thus far no identification is
possible, "The slopes of Pisgah" are probably the
lower sloj-ies of the mountain tow-ard l\'ddy
'Ayun
iliJsa. Somew-here N of this tho summit w-e are in
search of may be found. Condei- suggested the cliff
at Minyeh, S, of Wddy Jedeideh, and of Pisgah;
and w-ould locate Beth-peor at cl-Mareighdl, "the
smeared things," evidently an ancient place of worship, wdth a stone circle and standing stones, about
4 miles E.. on the same ridge. This seems, however,
too far S,, and more difficult to reach from Shittim
than w-e should gather from Nu 25 1 ff.
W.

EWING

BETHPHAGE, beth'fa-je, beth'faj (from n ^ 5
"."5 , bith paghdh; BeBcjjayfi, Bclhphagt, or BTi9<j)a7irj,
Bidipiiogt; in Aram, "place of young figs"): Near
the VIount of Olives and to the road from Jerus
to Jericho; mentioned together w-ith Bethany (Mt
21 1; Mk 11 1; Lk 19 2y). The place occurs in
several Talmudic passages w-here it may be inferred

Bethphage.
that it w-as near but outside J e m s ; it w-as at the
(Sabbatical distance Umit E. of Jerus, and was surrounded by some kind of w-aU. 'The mediaeval
Bethphage'was between the summit and li('thany.
The site is now inclosed by the Roman Catholics.
(Vs rcKards the Bethphage of t he NT, t he most probable suggestion was t h a t it occupied the summit
it,seff where Kifr et Tar stands t oday. This vUlage
(ertainly occupies an ancient site and no other name
is known. T h i , is much more probable than the
suggestion that the modern .it,it Dis is on the site
of Bethphage.

E.

W,

BETH-PHELET, beth-fe'let.

G,

MASTER.MAN

See BETH-PELET.

BETH-RAPHA, beth-ra'fa (NS") ^ ^ 3 , heth
mphd'; B , 6 BaOpaia, iio Bathrida, Baipt^a, Bath•'ndui.): The name occurs only in the genealogical
list in 1 Ch 4 12, I t does not seem possible now
to associate it wdth any particular place or clan.

Bethlehem
Bethsaida

BETH-REHOB, beth-re'hob ( a i n - j - n i H , bethr'hdbh; 6 olKos"Pa6.^, ho oikos Rhadb): An Aramaean
town and disl net which, along with Zobah and
Maaeah, as,siste(l Ammon against David (2 S 10
6 S, K(>hob), It is probably identical with Rehob
(Nu 13 21), the northern limit of I he spies'journey.
Laish-Dan (probably Tell cl-Kadi) was situated
near it (Jgs 18 2.S), The site of the town is unknon-n. It has been conjecturally identified with
Huiiin, W, of Banias, and, more plausibly, with
llaiiias it,self (Thomson, The Land and the Book'-,
21,S; Buhl, Geog., 210; Mo(_ire, ICC, Jgs, 300),
C, I I , TlKl.MSON

BETHSAIDA, beth-sa'i-da (BTi9o-a'(:8(i, Belhsaidd,
"house of fishing"):
(1) A city E. of the Jordan, in a "desert place"
(that is, uncultivated ground used for grazing) at
which Jesus miraculou.sly fed the multitude with
hve liiaves and two fishes (xMk 6 32 ff; Lk 9 10).
This is doubtless to be identified with the village
of Bethsaida in Lower Gaulonitis which the Tetrarch PhUip raised to the rank of a city, and called
Julias, in honor of JuUa, the daughter of Augustus.
It lay near the place where the Jordan enters the
Sea of Gennesaret (Ant, XVTII, ii, 1; BJ, II, ix,
1 ; I I I , X, 7; Vita,T2).
This city may be located
at el-Tell, a ruined site on the E. side of the Jordan
on rising ground, fully a mile from the sea. As
this is too far from the sea for a, fishing village,
Schumacher (The Jauldn, 246) suggests that
el-'Ariij, "a large, completely destro^-ed site close
to the lake," connected in ancient times with etTell "by the beautiful roads still visible," may have
been the fishing village, and et-Tell the princely
residence. He is however inclined to favor elMes'adlyeh, a ruin and winter village of Arab elTellawiyeh, which stands on an artificial mound,
about a mile and a half from the mouth of the
Jordan. I t should be noted, however, t h a t the
name is in origin radically different from Bethsaida.
The substitution of sin for ^ad is easy: but the insertion of the guttural 'ain is impossible. No trace
of the name Bethsaida has been found in the district; but any one of the sites named would meet
the requirements.
To this neighborhood Jesus retired by boat with
His disciples to rest awhile. The multitude following on foot along the northern shore of the lake
would cross the Jordan by the ford at its mouth
which is used by foot travelers to this da3f. The
"desert" of the narrative is just the barriyeh of the
Arabs where the animals are driven out for pasture.
The "green grass" of Mk 6 39, and the "much
grass" of Jn 6 10, point to some place in the plain
of el-Baleihah, on the rich soil of which the grass is
green and plentiful compared with the scanty
herbage on the higher slopes.
(2) Bethsaida of Galilee, where dwelt Philip,
.Vndrew, Peter (Jn 1 44; 12 21), and perhaps also
James and John. The house of .Vndrew and Peter
seems to have been not far from the sviia.nogue in
Capernaum (Mt 8 14; Mk 1 20, etc). Unless
they had moved their residence from Bethsaida to
Capernaum, of which there is no record, and which
for fishermen was unlikely, Bethsaida must have
lain close to Capernaum. It may have been the
fishing town adjoining the larger city. As in the
case of the other Bethsaida, no name has been
recovered to guide us to the site. On the rocky
promontory, however, E. of Khan Minyeh we find
Sheikh 'Aly es-Saiyddln, "Sheikh Aly of the Fishermen," as the name of a ruined weley, in which the
second element in the name Bethsaida is represented.
Near by is the site at ',4m et-Tdbigha, w-hich many
have identified with Bethsaida of Galilee. The
warm water from copious springs runs into a little

Bethsaida
Bethuel
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bay of the sea in which fishes congregate in great
numbers. This has therefore always been a favorite haunt of fishermen. If Cap-rnaum were a t
A7!(7(i Minyeh, then the two lay close together.
The nanies of many ancient places have been lost,
and others have strayed f rojn their original localities.
The absence of any name resembUng Bethsaida need
not concern us.
Many scholars maintain that all the N T references to Bethsaida apply to one place, viz. Bethsaida Julias. The arguments for and
Were There against this -view may be summarized
Two
as foUows:
Bethsaidas?
(a) Galilee ran right round the
lake, including most of the level coastland on the E. Thus Gamala, on the eastern shore,
was wdthin the jurisdiction of Jos, who commanded
in Galilee (BJ, II, xx, 4). Judas of Gamala (Ant,
XVIII, i, 1) is also called Judas of GaUlee (ib, i, 6).
If Gamala, far down the eastern shore of the sea,
were in Galilee, a fortiori Bethsaida, a town which
lay on the very edge of the Jordan, may be described
as in Galilee.
But Jos makes it plain that Gamala, while added
to his jurisdiction, was not in Galilee, but in Gaulonitis (BJ, ll, XX, 6). Even if Judas were born in
Gamala, and so might properly be called a Gaulonite^ he may, like others, have come to be known as
belonging to the province in which his active Ufe
was spent. "Jesus of Nazareth"" was born in
Bethlehem. Then Jos explicitly says that Bethsaida was in Lower Gaulonitis (BJ, II, ix, 1).
Further, Luke places the country of the Gerasenes
on the other side of the sea from Galilee (8 26)—
anllpera tes Gatilaias ("over against GaUlee").
(b) To go to the other side — eis td peran (Mk
6 45)—does not of necessity imply passing from
the E. to the W. coast of the lake, since Jos uses
the vb. diaperaidd of a passage from Tiberias
to Tarichaea ( Vita, 50). But (a) this involved a
passage from a point on the W. to a point on the S.
shore, "crossing over" two considerable bays;
whereas if the boat started from any point in
el-Bateihah, to which we seem to be limited by the
"much grass," and by the definition of the district
as belonging to Bethsaida, to sail to et-Tell, it was
a matter of coasting not more than a couple of miles,
with no b.ay to cross. (P) No case can be cited
where the phrase eis to peran certainly means anything else than "to the other side." (7) Mark
saA's that the boat started to go unto the other side
to Bethsaida, w-hile John gives the direction "over
the sea unto Capernaum"" (6 17). The two towns
were therefore practically in the same line. Now
there is no quesion that Capernaum was on "the
other side," nor is there any suggestion t h a t the
boat was driven out of its course; and it is quite
obvious that, sailing toward Capernaum, whether
at Tell Hum or a t Khun .Minyeh, it would never
reach Bethsaida Julias. (8) The present writer
is familiar w-ith these waters in both storm and calm.
If the boat was taken from any point in el-Bateihah
towards et-Tell, no east wind would have distressed
the rowers, protected as that part is by the mountains. Therefore it was no contrary wind t h a t
carried them toward Capernaum and the "land of
Gennesaret." On the other hand, with a wind
from the W., such as is often experienced, eight or
nine hours might easUy be occupied in covering the
four or five miles from el-Bateihah to the neighborh o o l of Capernaum.
(c) The words of Mark (6 45), it is suggested
(Sanday, Sacred Sites of the Gospels, 42), have been
too strictly interpreted: as the Gospel was 'written
probably at Rome, its author being a native, not of
Galilee, but of Jerus. Want of precision on topographical points, therefore, need not surprise us.

But as we have seen above, the "want of precision"
must also be attributed to the writer of J n 6 17.
The agreement of these two favors the strict
interpretation. Further, if the Gospel of Mark
embodies the recollections of Peter, it would be
difficult to find a more reliable authority for topographical details connected with the sea on which
Eis fisher life was spent.
(d) In support of the single-city theory it is
further argued t h a t (a) Jesus withdrew to Bethsaida as being in the jurisdiction of Philip, when
he heard of the murder of John by Antipas, and
would not have sought again the territories of the
latter so soon after leaving them, (p) Mediaeval
works of travel notice only one Bethsaida. (y)
The E. coast of the sea was definitely attached to
Galilee in AD 84, and Ptolemy (cir 140) places
Julias in Galilee. I t is therefore significant that
only the Fourth Gospel speaks of "Bethsaida of
Galilee." (8) There could hardly have been two
Bethsaidas so close together.
But: (a) It is not said that Jesus came hither that
he might leave the territory of Antipas for that of
Phihp; and in view of Mk 6 30 ff, and Lk 9 10 ff,
the inference from Mt 14 13 t h a t he did so, is not
warranted. (P) The Bethsaida of mediaeval
writers was evidently on the W. of the Jordan. If
it lay on the E. it is inconceivable t h a t none of them
should have mentioned t h e river in this connection,
(•y) If the 4th Gospel was not written until well into
the 2d cent., then the apostle was not the author;
but this is a very precarious assumption. John,
•writing after 84 AD, would hardly have used the
phrase "Bethsaida of Gahlee"" of a place only
recently attached to t h a t province, writing, as he
was, at a distance from the scene, and recalUng
the former familiar conditions. (8) In view of
the frequent repetition of names in Pal the nearness of the two Bethsaidas raises no difficulty.
The abundance of fish at each place furnished a good
reason for the recurrence of the name.
W.

BETHSAMOS, beth-sa'mos.

EWING

See BETHASMOS.

BETH-SHEAN,
beth-she'an,
BETH-SHAN,
beth'shan (IfflTlia or 1Xlp"n"'3, belh-shan, or
beth-sh"'an; in Apoc Bai9<rdv or B€9o-<i, Baithsdn or
Bethsd): A city in the territory of Issachar assigned
to Manasseh, out of which the Canaanites were
not driven (Josh 17 11; Jgs 1 27); in the days of
Israel's strength they were put to taskwork (Jgs
1 28). They doubtless were in league 'with the
Philis who after Israel's defeat on Gilboa exposed
the bodies of Saul and his sons on the wall of the
city (1 S 31 7 ff), whence they were rescued by the
men of Jabesh, who remembered the earlier kindness of the king (1 S 31 7 ff; 2 S 21 12). In
1 K 4 12 the name applies to the district in which
the city stands. I t was called ScythopoUs by the
Greeks. This may be connected with the invasion
of Pal by the Scythians who, according to George
Sjmcellus, "overran Pal and took possession of
Beisan." This may be the invasion noticed by
Herodotus, cu- 600 BC (i. 104-6). Here Tryphon
failed in his first attempt to take Jonathan by
treachery (1 Mace 12 40). I t feU to John Hyrcanus, but was taken from the Jews by Pompey.
I t was rebuilt by Gabinius (Ant, XIV, v, 3), and
became an important member of the league of the
"ten cities" (BJ, III, ix, 7). The impiousness of
the inhabitants is painted in dark colors by Jos
(Vita, 6; BJ, I I , x-viii, 3); and the Mish speaks
of it as a center of idol worship ('Abhddhdh Zdrdh,
i.4). Later it was the seat of a bishop.
I t is represented by the modern Beisdn, in the
throat of the Vale of Jezreel where it falls into the
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Jordan valley, on the southern side of the stream
from 'Ain Jalud. The ruins of the ancient city
are found on the plain, and on the great mound
where probably stood the citadel. Between the town
and the stretch of marsh land to the S, runs the old
road from E. to W. up the Vale of Jezreel, uniting
in Esdraelon w-ith the great caravan road from N, to
S,

Bethsaida
Bethuel
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BETH-SHEMESH,
beth-shs'mesh, beth'shemesh (TCpiB"n"'a, beth-shemesh: 'Baiiirint.v^, Bailhsdmus, "house of the s u n " ) : This name for a
place doubtless arose in every instance from the
presence of a sanctuary of the sun there. In
accordance with the meaning and origin of the
word, it is quite to be expected that there should
be several places of this name in Bible lands, and t he
expectation is not disappointed, .Vnal.Nsis and
comparison of the passages in the Bible where a
Beth-shemesh is mentioned show four places of
this name.
The first mention of a place by this name is in
the description of the border of the territory of
Judah (Josh 15 10) which "went
1. Bethdown to B . " This topographical
shemesh of indication "down" puts the place
Judah
toward the lowlands on the E. or
W. side of Pal. but does not indicate
which. This point is clearly determined by the
account of the return of the ark bv the Phili lords
from Ekron (1 S 6 9-19). They retm-ned the
ark to Beth-shemesh, the location of which they
indicated by the remark t h a t if their affliction was
from Jeh, the kine would bear the ark "by the way
offfs O'wn border." The Philis lay along the w-estern border of Judah and the location of B. of Judah
is thus clearly fixed near the western lowland, close
to the border between the territory of Judah and
that claimed by the PhiUs. This is confirmed by
the account of the twelve otEoers of the commissariat
of King Solomon. One of these, the son of Dekar,
had a Beth-shemesh in his territory-. By excluding
the territory assigned to the other eleven officers,
the territory of this son of Dekar is found to be in
Judah and to lie along the Phih border (1 K 4 9).
.i PhiU attack upon the border-land of Judah testifies to the same effect (2 Ch 28 18). Finally,
the battle between Amaziah of Judah and Jehoash
of Israel, who "looked one another in the face"
at Beth-shemesh, puts B. most probably near the
border between Judah and Israel, which would
locate it near the northern part of the western
border of Judah's territory. In the assignment
of cities to the Levites, Judah gave Beth-shemesh
with its suburbs (Josh 21 16). It has been identified with a good degree of certainty with the
modern 'Ain Shema.
It may be t h a t Ir-shemesh, "city of the sun,'
and Har-here^, "mount of the sun," refer to Bethshemesh of Judah (.Jo.sh 15 10; 19 41-43; 1 K
4 9; Jgs 1 33.35). B u t t h e w-orship of the sun was
so common and cities of this name so rnany in number that it would be hazardous to conclude with
any assurance t h a t because these three names refer
to the same region they therefore refer to the same
place.
In the description of the tribal Umits, it is said
of Issachar (Josh 19 22), "And the border reached
to Tabor, and Shahazumah, and Beth2. Bethshemesh; and the goings out of their
shemesh of border were a t the Jordan." The deIssachar
scription indicates that Beth-shemesh
was in the eastern part of Issachar's
territory. The exact location of the city is not
known.
A Beth-shemesh is mentioned together with
Beth-anath as cities of Naphtali (Josh 19 38),

There is no clear indication of the location of this
city. Its association with Beth-anath may indicate
that they were near each other in the
3. Bethcentral part of the tribal allotment,
shemesh of As at Gezer, another of the cities of
NaphtaU
the Levites. the Canaanites were not
driven out from Beth-shemesh.
A doom is pronounced upon "Beth-shemesh, that
IS m the land of Egypt" (.Jer 43 13). The Seventy
identify it with HeliopoUs. There is
4. Bethsome uncertainty about this identifishemesh
cation. If Beth-shemesh, "house' of
"that is
the sun," is hero a description of
in the
Heliopolis, why does it not have the
Land of
art.? If it is a proper name, how does
Egypt"
it come that a sanctuary in Egypt is
called by a Heb name? It may be
that the large number of Jews in Egypt with Jeremiah gave this Heb name to HeliopoUs for use
among themselves, B. being a tr of Egyp Ferra as
suggested by Griffith. Otherwdse, B. cannot have
been Heliopolis, but must have been some other, at
present unknown, place of Sem worship. This
latter view seems to be favored by Jeremiah's
double threat: "He shall also break the pUlars of
Beth-shemesh, that is in the land of Egypt; and the
houses of the gods of Egypt shall he burn with fire"
(ib). If B. were the "house of the sun," then the
balancing of the statement would be only between
"pUlars" and "houses,"' but it seems more naturally
to be between Beth-shemesh, a Sem place of worship "that is in the land of E g y p t " on the one hand,
and the Egyp place of worship, "the houses of the
gods of Egypt," on the other.
But the Seventy Uved in Egypt and in their interpretation of this passage were probably guided by
accurate knowledge of facts unknown now, such as
surviving names, tradition and even written history. Until there is further light on the subject,
it is better to accept their interpretation and identify
this Beth-shemesh with Hehopolis. See ON.
M.

G.

KYLE

BETH-SHEMITE, beth-she'mit (^irJpTlJ*r-'3,
beth-shimshl [1 S 6 14.18]): An inhabitant, of Bethsheme.sh in Judah (cf BETH-SHEMESH 1).
B E T H - S H I T T A H , beth-shit'a (Hipffin D i g ,
belh ha-shitldh, "house of the acacia"): A place
on the route followed by the Midianites in their
flight before Gideon (Jgs 7 22). It is probably
identical with the modern Shutta, a village in the
Vale of Jezreel, about 6 miles N.W. of Beisdn.
BETHSURA, beth-su'ra (Bai9a-oipa, Bailhsoura
[1 Mace 4 29, etc]), BETHSURON (2 Mace 11
5 RV): The Gr form of the name BETH-ZUR (q.v.).
BETH-TAPPUAH, beth-tap'fi-a (niEri-rT'3,
beth-tappufh; Be99a-n-4)ov€', Beththapphoue, "place of
apples" [see however APPLE]) : A town in the hill
country of Judah (Josh 15 53), probably near
Hebron (cf Tappuah, 1 Ch 2 43), possibly the
same as Teplion (1 Maec 9 50). The viUage of
TuffUh, 'i\ miles N.W. of Hebron, is the probable
site; it stands on the edge of a high ridge, surrounded by very fruitful gardens; an ancient
highroad runs through the -viUage, and there are
many old cisterns and caves. (See PEF, I I I ,
310, 379, Sh XXI.)

E.

W.

G.

MASTERMAN

BETHUEL, be-thfi'el ( b s m - l , h'thU'el; "tlwellev
in G o d " ) : A son of Nahor and MUcah, Abraham's nephew, father of Laban and Rebekah (Gen
22 23; 24 15.'24,47,50; 25 20; 28 2,5). In the
last-named passage, he is surnamed "the Syrian."
The only place where he appears as a leading

Bethuel
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character in the narrative is in connection with
Rebekah's betrothal to Isaac; and even here, his
son Laban stands out more prominently than he
—a fact explainable on the ground of the custom
which recognized the right of the brother to take a
special interest in the welfare of the sister (cf Gen
34 5,11,25; 2 S 13 20,22), ^ Ant, I, xvi, 2 states
t h a t Bethuel was dead at this time.
FRANK E .

HIRSCH

BETHUEL, be-thu'el, beth'a-el ( b x ^ n S , b'thu'el,
"destroyed of God"): A town of Simeon (1 Ch 4
30), the same as Bethul (Josh 19 4), and, probably,
as the Beth-el of 1 S 30 27,
BETHUL, beth'ul, be'thul ( b i n 3 , b'thul):
BETHUEL;
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See

CHESIL.

BETHULIA, be-thil'li-a (Bai.9ovXou(i, Bailhouloud): A town named only in the Book of J t h
(4 6; 6 lOff; 7 1 ff; 8 3 ; 10 6; 12 7; 15 3.6;
16 21 ff). From these references we gather that
it stood beside a valley, on a rock, at the foot of
which was a spring, not far from Jenln; and that it
guarded the passes by which an army might march
to the S. The site most fully meeting these conditions is that of San ur. The rock on the summit
of which it stands rises sheer from the edge of Merj
el-Ghank, on the main highway, some 7 miles S,
of Jenln.
Other identifications are suggested:
Conder favoring Mithillyeh, a little farther north;
while the writer of the article "Bethuha" in EB
argues for identification -with Jerus.
W. E w i x o

In the Apoc (Sir 6 36) "betimes"' is the tr of
dpei^ui, orthizd, lit. "to rise early in the morning,""
while in Bel ver 16 the same word is tr"' "betime."
In other cases the AV "betimes" appears as
"before the time"" (Sir 51 30); "early" (1 Mace
4 52; 11 67); "the morning" (1 Mace 5 30).
ARTHUR J.

KINSELLA

BETOLION, bS-to'U-on (BiToXia [A], BriToXii
[B], Betolio or Betolio; AV Betolius, b5-to'-li-us):
A town the people of which to the number of 52
returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (1 Esd
5 21). I t corresponds to Bethel in Ezr 2 28.
BETOMESTHAIM, be-t6-mes'tha-im, AV Betomestham, be-ti5-mes'tham (B6TO|ic<r9d.i.n, Betomesthdim [Jth 4 6]): BETOMASTHAIM, AV Betomasthem (BaiTO(i,a(r0(l'C|i, Baitomasthdim [Jth 15
4]): The place is said to have been "over against
Jezreel, in the face of [i.e. eastward of] the plain
that is near Dothan." I t can hardly be Deir
Massln, which lies W. of the plain. The district
is clearly indicated, but no identification is yet
possible.
B E T O N I M , bet'5-nim, be-to'nim
b^dnlm; BoraveC, Botanei or Botanin):
E. of the Jordan in the territory of Gad
26). I t may be identical wdth Batneh,
miles S.W. of es-Salt.

(D"^:b3,
A town
(Josh 13
about 3

BETRAY, be-tra' (rTOT, rdmah; •n'apaS£8(oni,
paradlddmi):
In the OT only once (1 Ch 12 17).
B E T H - Z A C H A R I A S , beth-zak-a-ri'as (Bai9- David warns those who had deserted to him from
Jaxnpio., Baith-zacharid): Here Judas Maccabaeus Saul: "If ye be come to betray me to mine adverfailed in battle w-ith Antiochus Eupator, and his saries . . . the God of our fathers look thereon."
The same Heb word is elsewhere tr"* "beguile" (Gen
brother Eleazar fell in conflict with an elephant
29 25; Josh 9 22), "deceive" (1 S 19 17; 28 12;
(1 Mace 6 32 ff; AV "Bathzacharias"). It was a
position of great strength, crow-ning a promontory 2 S 19 26; Prov 26 19; Lam 1 19).
In the NT, for paradlddmi: 36 times, of the bewhich juts out betw-een two deep valleys. It still
trayal of Jesus Christ, and only 3 times besides
bears the ancient name w-ith little change, Beit
Zakdrid.
It lies about 4 miles S.W. of Bethlehem
(Mt 24 10; Mk 13 12; Lk 21 16) of kinsmen
(BR, I I I , 283 ff; Ant, X I I , ix, 4).
delivering up one another to prosecution. In these
three places RV translates according to the more
BETH-ZUR, beth'ztlr("l11*"ni3, beth-gur; BaiO- general meaning, "to deliver u p , " and also (in
<ro-!ip, Baith-sour, "house of rock""; less probably M t 17 22; 20 18; 26 16; Mk 14 10.11; Lk 22
4.6) where it refers to the delivering up of Jesus.
"house of the god Zur""):
The Revisers'idea was perhaps to retain "betray"
(1) Mentioned (Josh 15 58) as near Halhul and
only
in direct references to Judas' act, but they
Gedor in the hill country of Judah; fortified by
Rehoboam (2 Ch 11 7). In Neh 3 16 mention have not strictly followed that rule. Judas' act was
more than t h a t of giving a person up to the authoris made of "Nehemiah the son of Azbuk, the ruler
ities; he did it under circumstances of treachery
of half the district of Beth-zur."" During the
which modified its character: (a) he took advanMaccabean wars it (Bethsura) came into great
importance (1 Mace 4 29.61; 6 7.26.31.49.50; 9 tage of his intimate relation with Jesus Christ as a
52; 10 14; 11 65; 14 7..33). Jos describes it as disciple to put Him in the hands of His enemies; (b)
he did it stealthily by night, and (c) by a kiss, an
the strongest place in all Judaea (Ant, X I I I , v, 6).
It was inhabited in the days of Eusebius and Je- act which professed affection and friendliness; (d)
he did it for money, and (e) he knew t h a t Jesus
rome.
Christ was innocent of any crime (Mt 27 4).
(2) It is the ruined site Bed Silr,neaT the main
T. R E E S
road from Jerus to Hebron, and some 4 miles N. of
the latter. Its importance lay in its natural strength,
BETRA'YEIRS, bs-tra'ers (irpoSoTai, proddtai,
on a hUltop dominating the highroad, and also in
"betrayers," "traitors"): Stephen charged the Jews
its guarding the one southerly approach for a hostile
with being betrayers of the Righteous One (Acts
army by the Vale of Elah to the Judaean plateau.
7 52) i.e, as having made Judas' act their own;
The si-te todiiy is conspicuous from a distance
cf Lk 6 16: " J u d a s Iscariot, who became a
through the presence of a ruined mediaeval tower.
traitor"; 2 Tim 3 4, "traitors,"
(See PEF, III, 311, Sh X X I ) .
E. W. G. MASTERMAN
BETROTH, bS-troth', be-troth' (WnS, 'dras):
BETIMES, bg-timz': In the sense of "early" is On betrothal as a social custom see MARRIAGE.
the tr of two Heb words: (1) DD1|), shdkham, a root
Hosea, in his great parable of the prodigal wdfe,
meaning "to incline the shoulder to a load,"" hence surpassed only by a greater Teacher"s parable of the
"to lead up," ''start early": in Gen 26 31 "they
Prodigal Son, uses betrothal as the symbol of Jeh's
rosii up betimes in the morning," also in 2 Ch 36 15 pledge of His love and favor to penitent Israel
(.VRV "early"); (2) of "inUJ, shdhar, a root meaning
(Hos 2 19.20). In Ex 21 8,!l the RV renders
"to dawn" in Job 8 5; 24 5, ARV "diUgently,"
"espouse" for the "betroth" of .V\^, the context
and in Ps 13 24, "chasteneth him betimes."
implying the actual marriage relation.
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BETWEEN THE TESTAMENTS:
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I h e Macedonian or 32(1 replaced this in 332 BC,
only to give way, a decade later, to the last, or 33d,
the Ptohniaie Dynasty. 'The whole history of
1. The Eyivptian Eniiiiru
Egypt in this period w-as therefore one of endless
2. Ol-eece
3. Koine
and swiftiy succeeding changes. In the Ptolemaic
4. -Asia
Dynasty there was a faint revival of the old glory
III. HisTei; IC VI, D E \ - EL((r\iE-^'ra
of the past, but the star of em|iiie had set for higv'id,,
1. '.riie i'er.sian Pei-ioil
2. Th(( .\le,\aii(lri(iii I'eried
and the mailed hand of Rome finally smote down
3. 'ri(e I'^iix lit ian t-(a-i(Kl
a civilization w-hose bcninniiigs are lost in the dim
4. The Si li.iii P(>riod
twilight of history. The (.'aesarian conquest of
5. The Miiceidjean Period
47 BC w-;(s followed, 17 years later, by the annexa6. The Kddiun Peciod
IV. INTERN \i. DEvELorMEXTs la Tiiis PERIOD
tion of Egypt to the new w-oild-power, as a Rom
1. Literary Aetivii.v
province. .Manetho's history is the one great
e.i I T h e .Vpoervidia
hterary monument of lig.Np history in this jicriod.
[hi Pseudepi^^raidia
Her priests had been famous for their wisdom, to
(,) 'i'he .scpliue^iiit
2. Spii-iuiat Conditions
whicli Lycurgus and Solon, t,lie Gr hjgislators, had
3. P(irti(>^
been
attracted, as well as Pylhagoras and Plato,
4. Prepiu-atiou for Christianity
the w'(3rl(rs greatest philosopliers,
.Vs the title indicates, the hislorieal period in the
(2) In tlreece also the old glory was passing
life of Israel extentls from the cessation of OT
away. Endless wars sapped the strength of the
prophecy to the beginning of the Christian era.
national Ufe. The strength of Athens
/. 77ie Period in General.—The E.xile left its 2. Greece and Sp:uta, of Corinth and Theln-s
ineffaceable stamp on Judaism as well as on the
had dejiarted, and when about the
Jews. Their return to the land of their fathers was beginning of our period, in 337 BC, the congress
marked by the last rays of the declining sun of
of Gr states had elected Philip of Macedon to the
prophecy. 'With iMalachi i t set. Modern his- hegemony of united Greece, the kneU of doom
torical criticism has projected some of the canonical
sounded for all Gr liberty. First Philip and after
books of the Bible far into this post-exilic period.
him Alexander wiped out the last remnants of this
Thus Kent (HJP, 1S99), following the lead of
liberty, and Greece became a fighting machine for
the Wellhausen-Kuenen hypothesis, with all its the conquest of the world in the meteoric career of
later leaders, has charted the period between 600 Alexander the Great. B u t what a galaxy of ilBC, the date of the first captivity, to 160 BC, the lustrious names adorn the pages of Gr history, in
beginning of the Hasmonean period of Jewksh his- this period, .so dark for Israel! Think of Aristcphtory, in comparati\-e contemporaneous blocks of
anes and Hippocrates, of Xenophon and Democritus,
double decades. FoUowdng the path of Koster,
of Plato and Apelles, of Aesehines and Demosthenes,
the hist(3rical position of Ezr and Neh is inverted,
of Aristotle and Praxiteles and .Vrehimedes, all figurand the former is placed in the (leriod 400-o.so BC,
ing, amid tho decay of Gr libia-ty, in the 4th and 3(1
contemporaneously with .Vrtaxerxes I I ; Joel is as- cents, before Christ! Surely if the pohtical glory of
si.s^ned to the same period; portions of Isa (obs Greece had left its mark on the ages, its intellectual
63-66, 24-27) are placed about 3.50 BC; Zee is as- brilliancy is their pride.
signed to the period 260-241), and Dnl is shot way
(3) Rome meanwhile was strengthening herself,
down the hne into the reign of the Seleucidae, be- by interminable wars, for the great task of w-orldtween 200 and 160 BC. Now- all this is very strildng
conquest that lay before her. By the
and no doubt very critical, hut the ground of this 3. Rome
Lat and Samnite and Punic wdis she
historical readjustment is w-hoUy subjective, and
trained her sons in the a r t of war, exhas the weight only of a hypothetical conjecture. tended her territorial pow-er and made her name
Whatever may he our attitude to the critical hypoth- dreaded everyw-here. Italy and north Africa,
esis of the late origin of some of the GT lit,, it
Greece and .-Vsia Minor and the northern b.arbarians
seems improbable t h a t any iiortion of it could have were conquered in turn. Her intellectual brilliancy
reached far into the post-e.xilic period. The inter- w-as develojied only w-hen the lust of conquest w-as
val between the Old and the New- Testaments is the sated after a fashion, but in the cent, immediately
dark period in the history of Israel, It stretches preceding the Christian era we find such names as
itseff out over ;(bout four cents,, during which th(a-e
Lucretius and Hortentiiis, C:(t(( and Cicero, Salwas neither prophet nor inspired writer in Israel. lust and Diodorus Siculus, Virgil and Horace, .Vt
All w-e know of it we ow-e to .l((s, to some of the
the close (d the period between the Testaments,
apocryphal books, and to scattered references in
Rome had becoine the mistress of the world and
Gr and Lat historians. The seat of empire jiassed
every road led to her capital,
over from the Ea.st to the West, from .Vsia to Europe.
(4) In .Vsia the Pers empire, heir to the civilizaThe Pers Empire collapsed, under tho fierce attacks tion and traditions of the great Assyr-Bab worldof the Alacedonians, and the Gr Empire in turn
powta-, w-as fast collapsing and w-as
gave way to the l-tom rule.
4. Asia
ultimately utterly w-iped out by the
//. A Glance at Contemporaneous
History.—For
younger Gr enijiire and civilization.
the better understanding of this period in the history
In far-away India the old ethnic religion of Brahma
of Israel, it may be w-ell to pause for a moment to a cent, or more before the beginning of our period
glance at the w-ider field of the history of the wdrld in
passed tlu'oiigli the reformatory crisis inaugurated
the cents, under contemplation, for the words "ful- by Gatania liiiddha--or Sakya Alouni, and thus
ness of time" deal wdth the all-embracing history of
Buddhism, one of the great ethnic religions, was
mankind, for w-hose salvation Christ appeared, and
born. Another reformer of the Tauistio faitli was
whose everv movement led to its realization.
Confucius, the sage of China, a contemporary of
Buddha, while Zoroaster in Persia laid the founda(1) In the four cents, preceding Christ, tiie
tions of his dualistic world-view. In every sense
Egyp empire, the oldest and in many respects the
and in every direction, the period between the
most perfectly devel(([ie(l civilization
Testaments w-as therefore one of political and intel1. The
of antiquity, was tottering to its ruins,
Egyptian
The 29th or Mendesian Dynasty, lectual ferment.
///. Historical Developments.—As regards JewEmpire
made place, in 3S4 BC, for the 30th or
Sebennitic Dynasty, which w-as swal- ish history, the period betw-een the Testaments
may be divided as follows: (1) the Pers period;
lowed up, half a century later, by the Pers Dynasty,
T H E P E R I O D IN GENER,,VL
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(2) the Alexandrian period; (3) the Egyp period;
(4) the Syrian perioci; (5) the Maccabean period;
(6) the Rom period.
(1) The Pers period extends from t h e cessation
of prophecy to 334 BC. It was in the main uneventful in the history of the Jew-s, a
1. The
breathing spell between great national
Persian
crises, and comparatively little is
Period
known of it. The land of Pal was a
portion of the Syrian satrapy, while
the true government of the Jewish people was semitheocratic, or rather sacerdotal, under the rule of
the high priests, who were responsible to the satrap.
As a matter of course, the high-priestly office became
the object of all Jewish ambition and it aroused the
darkest passions. Thus John, the son of Judas, son
of Eliashib, through the lust of power, killed his
brother Jesus, who was a favorite of Bagoses, a
general of Artaxerxes in command of the district.
The guilt of the fratricide was enhanced, because the
crime was committed in the temple itself, and before the very altar. A storm of wrath, the only
notable one of this period, thereupon swept over
Judaea. The Persians occupied Jerus, the temple
was defiled, the city laid waste in part, a heavy fine
was imposed on the people and a general persecution
followed, which lasted for many years (Ant, X I , 7;
Kent, HJP, 231). Then as later on, in the many
persecutions which followed, the Samaritans, ever
pliable and willing to obey the tyrant of the day,
went practically scot free.
(2) The Alexandrian period was very brief, 334323 BC. It simply covers the period of the Asiatic
rule of Alexander the Great. In Greece
2. The
things had been moving swiftly. The
Alexandrian Spartan hegemony, which had been
Period
unbroken since the fall of Athens, was
now destroyed by the Thebans under
Epaminondas, in the great battles of Leuctra and
Mantinea. But the new power was soon crushed
by Philip of iVlacedon, w-ho was thereupon chosen
general leader by the unwilling Greeks. Persia
was the object of Philip's ambition and vengeance,
but the dagger of Pausanias (Ant, X I , -viii, 1)
forestalled the execution of his plans. His son
Alexander, a youth of 20 years, succeeded him, and
thus the "great he-goat," of which Daniel had
spoken (Dnl 8 8; 10 20), appeared on the scene.
In the twelve years of his reign (335-323 BC) he
revolutionized the world. Swift as an eagle he
moved. AU Greece was laid at his feet. Thence
he moved to Asia, where he defeated Darius in the
memorable battles of Granicus and Issus. Passing
southward, he conquered the Mediterranean coast
and Egypt and then moved eastward again, for the
complete subjugation of Asia, when he was struck
down in the height of his power, at Babylon, in the
33d year of his age. In the Syrian campaign he
had come in contact with the Jews. UnwilUng to
leave any stronghold at his back, he reduced Tyre
after a siege of several months, and advancing southward demanded the surrender of Jerus. But the
Jews, taught by bitter experience, desired to remain
loyal to Persia. As Alexander approached the city,
Jaddua the high priest, with a train of priests in
their official dress, went out to meet him, to supplicate mercy. A pre-vious dream of this occurrence
is said to have foreshadowed this event, and Alexander spared the city, sacrfficed to Jeh, had the
Erophecies of Daniel concerning him rehearsed in
is hearing, and showed the Jews many favors
(.j.nt, XI, viii, 5) From that day on they became
his favorites; he employed them in his army and
gave them equal rights with the Greeks, as first
citizens of Alexandria, and other cities, which he
founded. Thus the strong Hellenistic spirit of the
Jews was created, which marked so large a portion
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of the nation, in the subsequent periods of their
history.
(3) The Egyptian period (324-264 BC). The
death of Alexander temporarily turned everything
into chaos. The empire, w-elded to3. The
gether by his towering genius, fell
Egyptian
apart under four of his generals—
Period
Ptolemy, Lysimachus, Cassander, and
Selenus (Dnl 8 21,22). Egypt feU to
the share of Ptolemy Soter and Judaea was made
part of it. At first Ptolemy was harsh in his treatment of the Jews, but later on he learned to respect
them and became their patron as Alexander had
been. Hecataeus of Thrace is at this time said to
have studied the Jews, through information received from Hezekiah, an Egyp Jewish immigrant,
and to have written a Jewish history from the time of
Abraham till his own day. This book, quoted by
Jos and Origen, is totally lost. Soter w-as succeeded by Ptolemy Philadelphus, an enlightened
ruler, famous through the erection of the lighthouse of Pharos, and esp. through the founding of
the celebrated Alexandrian library. Like his
father he was very friendly to the Jews, and in his
reign the celebrated Gr tr of the OT Scriptures, the
LXX, was made, according to tradition (Ant, X I I ,
ii). As however the power of the Syrian princes,
the Seleucidae, grew. Pal increasingly became the
battle ground between them and the Ptolemies. In
the decisive battle between Ptolemy Philopator and
Antiochus the Great, at Raphia near Gaza, the
latter was crushed and during Philopator's reign
Judaea remained an Egyp pro-vince. And yet this
battle formed the turning-point of the history
of the Jews in their relation to Egypt. For when
Ptolemy, drunk with victory, came to Jerus, he endeavored to enter the holy of hohes of the temple,
although he retreated, in confusion, from the holy
place. But he wreaked his vengeance on the Jews,
for opposing his plan, by a cruel persecution. He
was succeeded by his son Ptolemy Epiphanes, a
child of 5 years. The long-planned vengeance of
Antiochus now took form in an invasion cf Egypt.
Coele-Syria and Judaea were occupied by the Syrians
and passed over into the possession of the Seleu(4)' The Syrian period (204-165 BC). Israel now
entered into the valley of the shadow of death.
This entire period was an almost un4. The
interrupted martyrdom. Antiochus
Syrian
was succeeded by Seleucis Philopator.
Period
But harsh as was their attitude to the
Jews, neither of these two was notorious for his cruelty to them. Their high priests,
as in former periods, were still their nominal rulers.
But the aspect of everything changed when Antiochus Epiphanes (175-164 BC) came to the throne.
He may fitly be called the Nero of Jewish history.
The nationalists among the Jews were at that time
wrangling with the Hellenists for the control of
affairs. Onias I I I , a faithful high priest, was expelled from office through the machinations of his
brother Jesus or Jason (2 Maco 4 7-10). Onias
went to Egypt, where a t Hehopolis he built _ a
temple and officiated as high priest. Meanwhile
Jason in turn was turned out of the holy oflSce by
the bribes of still another brother, Menelaus, worse
by far than Jason, a Jew-hater and an avowed
defender of Gr life and morals. The wrangle
between the brothers gave Antiochus the opportunity he craved to WTeak his bitter hatred on the
Jews, in the spoUation of Jerus, in the wanton and
total defilement of the temple, and in a most horrible persecution of the Jews (1 Mace 1 16-28;
2 Mace 5 11-23; Dnl 11 28; Ant, X I I , v, 3.4).
Thousands were slain, women and children were sold
into capti-vity, the city wall was torn down, all
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sacrifices ceased, and in the temple on the altar
of burnt offering i statue w-as erected to Jujiiter
Olympius vl Mace 1 43; 2 .Mace 6 1-2),
Circumcision was forbidden, on pain (ff death, and all
the people of Israel were to bo forcibly paganized.
.-Vs in the Pers persecution, the Samaritans again
played into the hands of the Syrians aud imiilieitly
obeyed the will of the Seleucidae. But the very
rigor of the persecution caused it to fail ot its purpose and Israel proved to be made of sterner stuff
than Antiochus imagined. .V priestly family
dwelUng at Modin, west of Jerus, named Hasmonean, after one of its ancestors, consisting of
Mattathias and his five sons, raised the standard
of revolt, which proved successful after a severe
struggle.

See .VSMO.XAEAN.

(5) The Maccabean period (165-63 BC). The
sla\-ing of an idolatrous Jew a t the very altar
was the signal of revolt. The land of
6. The
Judaea is specially adapted to guerilla
Maccatactics, and Judas Miccabaeus, who
bean
succeeded his f.ither, as leader of the
Period
Jewdsh patriots, was a past master in
this kind of w-arfare. All efforts of
Antiochus to quell the rebellion failed most
miserably, in three Sj-rian campaigns. The king
died of a loathsome disease and peace was at last
concluded with the Jews. Though still nominally
under SjTian control, Judas became governor of Pal.
His first act w-as the purification and rededication
of the temple, from which the Jews date their festival of purification (see PURIFICATION). When the
Syrians renewed the w-ar, Judas applied for aid to
tlie Romans, whose pow-er began to be felt in Asia,
but he died in battle before the promised aid could
reach him (Ant, X I I , xi, 2). He w.rs buried by his
father's side at Modin and w-as succeeded by his
brother Jonathan. From t h a t time the Maccabean
history becomes one of endless cabals. Jonathan
was acknowdedged b y the Syrians as meridarch of
Julaea, but was assassinated soon afterward.
Simon succeeded him, and by the help of the
Romans was made hereditary ruler of Pal. He in
turn was foUowed by John Hyrcanus. The people
were torn by bitter partisan controversies and a
civil war wa^ waged, a generation later, b y two
grandsons of John Hyrcanus, Hyrcanus and Aristobulus. In this internecine struggle the Rom
general Pompey participated by siding with Hyrcanus, while Aristobulus defied Rome and defended
Jerus. Pompey took the city, after a siege of three
months, and entered the holy of holies, thereby
forever estranging from Rome every loyal Jewish
heart.
(•i) The Roman period (63-4 BC). Jutlaea now
became a Rom province. Hyrcanus, stripped of
the hereditary royal power, retained
6. The
only the high-priestly office. Rome
Roman
exacted an annual tribute, and ArisPeriod
tobulus was sent as a captive to the
capital. He contrived however to
escape and renewed the unequal struggle, in which
he was succeeded by his sons Alexander and Antigonus. In the war between Pompey and Caesar,
Judaea was temporarily forgotten, but after Caesar's
death, under the triumvirate of Octavius, Antony
and Lepidus, Antony, the eastern triumvir, favored
Herod the Great, whose intrigues secured for him at
last the crown of Judaea and enabled him completely
to extinguish the old Maccabean line of Judaean
princes.
IV. Internal Developments
in This Period.—
One thing remains, and t h a t is a review of the developments within the bosom of Judaism itself in
the period under consideration. I t is self-eviiient
that the core of the Jewish people, which remained
loyal to the national traditions and to the national
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faith, must have boen radically affected by the
terrible cataclysms which mark their history, during
tiie four cents, liefore Christ, What, if any, was
the hti'i-ary activity of the Jews in this period?
What was their spiritual condition? What was
the result of the manifest cUfference of opinion
w-ithin the Jewish economy? What preparation
does this period afford for the "fulness of time"?
These and other questions present themselves, as
we study this period of the history of the Jews.
(1) Idle voice of prophecy was utterly hushed in
this period, but the old Uterary instinct of the
nation a.sserted itself; it was part and
1. Literary parcel of the Jewish traditions and
Activity
would not be denied. Thus in this
period many writings were produced,
which although they lack canonical authority, among
Protestants at least, still are extremely helpful for a
correct understanding of the life of Israel in the dark
ages before Christ.
(a) The Apocrypha.—First
of all among the
fruits of this literary activity stand the apocryphal
books of the OT. I t is enough here to mention
them. They are fourteen in number: 1 and 2
Esdras, Tobit, Judith, 2 Esther, Wisdom of Solomon, Ecclesiasticus, Baruch, Song of the Three
Holy Children, History of Susannah, Bel and the
Dragon, Prayer of Manasses, 1 and 2 Maccabees.
As 3 and 4 Maccabees fall presumably wdthin the
Christian era, they are not here enumerated. All
these apocryphal WTitings are of the utmost importance for a correct understanding of the Jewish
problem in the day in w-hich they w-ere written.
For fuller information, see APOCRYPHA.
(b) Pseudepigrapha.—Thus
named from the
spurious character of the authors' names they bear.
Two of these writings very probably belong to our
period, while a host of them evidently belong to a
later date. In this class of wTitings there is a mute
confession of the conscious poverty of the day.
First of all, we have the Psalter of Solomon, originaUy written in Heb and tv'^ into Gr—a collection
of songs for worship, touching in their spirit, and
evincing the fact that true faith ne^-er died in the
heart of the true behever. The second is the Book
of Enoch, a production of an apocalyptic nature,
named after Enoch the patriarch, and^ widely
known about the beginning of the Christian era.
This book is quoted in the N T (Jude ver 14). _ It
was originally written in Heb or Aram, ancl tr"* into
Gr. As there is no trace of a Christian influence
in the book, the presumption is that the greater
part of it was -written at an earlier period. Both
Jude and the author of Revelation must have
known it, as a comparative study of both books will
show. The question of these quotations or allusions
is a veritable crux interprelum: how to reconcUe the
inspiration of these books with these quotations?
(c) The Septuagint.—The tradition of the L X X
is told by Jos (Ant, X I I , U, 13). Aristeas and
Aristobulus, a Ji-wish ]ii iest in the reign of Ptolemy
Philometor (2 Maec 1 l-t)), are also quoted in support of it by Clement of .Vlexandria and by Eusebius. See SEPTUAGINT. The truth of the matter
is most probably that this great tr of the OT Scriptures was begun ,at the instance of Ptolemy Philadelphus 28.5-247 BC, under the direction of Demetrius Phalereus, and was completed somewhere about
the middle of the 2d cent. BC. Internal evidence
abounds that the tr w-.as made by different hands and
at different times. If the tr was in any w-ay literal,
the text of the L X X raises various interesting
questions in regard to the Heb text that w-as used in
the tr, as compared with the one we now possess.
The L X X was of the utmost missionary value and
contributed perhaps more than any other thing to
prepare the world for the "fulness of time,"
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The return from Babylon marked a tm'ningpoint in the spiritual history of the Jews. From
t h a t time onward, the lust of idolatry,
2. Spiritual which had marked their whole previous
Conditions history, utterly disappears. In the
place of it came an almost intolerable
spirit of exelusiveness, a striving after legal hoUness,
these two in combination forming the very heart
and corn of the later Pharisaism. The holy books,
but especially the law, became an object of almost
idolatrous reverence; the spirit was utterly lost in
the form. And as their own tongue, the classic
Heb, gradually gave way to the common Aram.,
the rabbis and their schools strove ever more earnestly to keep the ancient tongue pure, w-orship and life
each demanding a separate language. 'Thus the
Jews became in a sense bilingual, the Heb tongue
being used in their synagogues, the Aram, in their
daily hfe, and later on, in part at least, the Gr
tongue of t h e conqueror, the lingua franca of t h e
period. A spiritual aristocracy very largely replaced t h e former rule of their princes and nobles.
As the core of their religion died, the bark of the
tree flourished. Thus tithes were zealously paid by
the believer (cf M t 23 23), the Sabbath became
a positive burden of sanctity, the simple laws of
God were replaced by cumbersome human inventions, which in later times w-ere to form the bulk
of the Talm, and w-hich crushed down all spiritual
Uberty in the days of Christ (Mt 11 28; 23 4.23).
The substitution of the names "Elohim" and
"Adonai" for the old glorious historic name "Jahveh" is an eloquent commentary on all that has
been said before and on the spiritual condition of
Israel in this period (Ewald, H of I, V, 198), in which
the change was inaugurated. The old centripetal
force, the old ideal of centraUzation, gave way to an
almost haughty indifference to the land of promise.
The Jews became, as they are today, a nation without a country. For, for every Jew that came back
to the old national home, a thousand remained
in the land of their adoption. And yet scattered
far and wide, in all sorts of environments, they
remained Jews, and the national consciousness was
never extinguished. It was God's mark on them
now as then. And thus they became world-wide
missionaries of the knowdedge of the true God, of a
gospel of hope for a world t h a t was hopeless, a gospel
which wholly against their owm will directed the
eyes of the world to the fulness of time and which
prepared the fallow soil of human hearts for the rapid
spread of Christianity when it ultimately appeared.
During the Gr period the more conservative and
zealous of the Jews were all the time confronted wdth
a tendency of a very considerable
3. Parties portion of the people, especially the
younger and wealthier set, to adopt
the manners of Ufe and thought and speech of their
masters, the Greeks. Thus the Hellenistic party
was born, which was bitterly hated by all trueblooded Jews, but which left its mark on their history, till the date of the final dispersion 70 AD.
From the day of Mattathias, the Chasids or Hasideans (1 Mace 2 42) were the true Jewish patriots.
Thus the party of the Pharisees came into existence
(Ant, X I I I , X, 5; X V I I I , i, 2; BJ, I, v, 2). See
PHARISEES, "rhey w-ere ojiposed by the more
secular-minded Sadducees (.int, X I I I , x, 6; X V I I I ,
i, 3; BJ, II, viii, 14), wealthy, of fine social standing, wholly free from the restraints of tradition,
utterly obUvious of the future life and closely akin
to the Gr Epicureans. See SADDUCEES. These
parties bitterly opposed each other till the very
end of the national existence of the Jews in Pal,
and incessantly fought for the mastery, through the
high-priestly office. Common hatred for Christ,
for a w-hile, afforded them a community of interests.
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Throughout this entire dark period of Israel's
history, God was working out His own Di-vine plan
•with them. Their Scriptures were tr"*
4. Prepara- into Gr, after the conquest of Alextion for
ander the Great the common language
Christianity in the East. Thus t h e world was prepared for the word of God, even as the
latter in turn prepared the world for the reception
of the gift of God, in the gospel of His Son. The
L X X thus is a distinct forward movement in the
fulfilment of the Abrahamio promise (Gen 12 3;
18 18). As the sacrificial part of Jewdsh worship
declined, through their wide separation from the
temple, the eyes of Israel were more firmly fixed
on their Scriptures, read every Sabbath in their
synagogues, and, as we have seen, these Scriptures,
through the rendering of the L X X , had become the
property of the entire world. Thus t h e synagogue
everywhere became the great missionary institute,
imparting to the world Israel's exalted Messianic
hopes. On the other hand, the Jews themselves,
embittered by long-continued martyrdoms and
suffering, utterly carnalized this Messianic expectation in an increasing ratio as the yoke of the
oppressor grew heavier and the hope of deliverance
grew fainter. And thus when their Messiah came,
Israel recognized Him not, while the heart-hungry
heathen, who through the L X X had become familiar
with the promise, humbly received Him (Jn 1 9-14).
The eyes of Israel were blinded for a season, 'tUl the
fulness of the GentUes shall be gathered in' (Rom
9 32;

11 25).

HENEY E .

DOSKER

BEULAH, bu'la (nbl27a, b'^uldh, "married"):
A name symbolically applied to Israel: "Thy land
[shall be called] B.
t h y land shall be married.
. . . . so shall thy sons marry thee" (Isa 62 4f).
In this figure, frequently used since Hosea, the
prophet wishes to express the future prosperity
of Israel. The land once desolate shall again be
populated.
BEWAIL, be-w-rd' (KOTTTO), kdptd): In the middle
voice, this word has the thought of striking on the
breast and of loud lamentation, so common among
oriental people in time of great sorrow. It is used
to express the most intense grief, a sorrow that compels outward demonstration (Lk 8 52; 23 27).
A striking instance of this grief is that of the
daughter of Jephthah (Jgs 11 37; Lev 10 6). See
BURIAL, IV, 4, 5, 6;

GRIEF.

BEWITCH, bs-wich' (e^l<rTii|j.i., existemi): Thf!re
are two Gr words in the N T tr'^ "bewitch.'' The
one given above (Acts 8 9.11 AV "bewitched," RV
"amazed"") has reference to the work of Simon Magus. It means "to be out of one's mind," "to astonish," "to overwhelm wdth wonder." The other word,
ftacTKatvui, baskaind (Gal 3 1), means " t o fascinate
by false representation.'" I t is by this means the
apostle complains they have been led to accept a
teaching wholly contrary to the gospel of Christ.
Both these words reveal to us something of the
difficulty the early teachers had to eradicate the
idea so widely held by the Jews and Egyptians
especially, t h a t there were certain powers, dark and
mysterious, which by certitin occult forces they
could control. For a long time this had to be contended with as one of the corrupt practices brought
into the church by the converts, both from Judaism
and heathenism. These words have a reference to
the e-vil eye which for cents, w-as, and even today is,
an important factor in the life of the people of the
East. 1 Tim 6 20 is a reference to this thought
and explains the word "science" (AV) as there
used. See D I V I N A T I O N ;
SUPERSTITION.

EVIL, E Y E ;
SORCERY;
JACOB W . K A P P
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BE'WRAY, b("-r.a', BE'WRAYER, Ix^-ra'i^r: In its
derivation is entirely dilTereiit, from betray (Lat
trudcrc), and meant originally "to disi lose," "reveal"
(cfSliakspere, TitiisAnilroiiicus,ll, iv,3: "W'riledowii
thv mind, bewray thy meaning s o " ) ; but has been
affected bv the former W(.ir(l and is used almost
synonymously. I t is the tr of three Heb words:
(i) SJi^, kdru', meaning ''to c:dl ((Ut" (Prov 27 16),
"the ointment of his right hand which bewrayelli
itseff" (ARV "his right hand eiieounteretli oil,"
.VKV'm "the oU of his right hand betraveth itself");
(2) "I.j;, ndghadh,me-an'\ng "tofront," "toannounce"
(by W(jrd of mouth): Prov 29 21, "heareth cursing
and bewrayeth it not" (ARV "hearelli the adjuration and uttcreth nothing"); (">) n*.T , gdldh, " t o
denude," fig. "to reveal" (lsa 16 3), "bewray not
him that w-andereth" (.VRV "betray not the fugitive").
In Sir 27 17 "bewray [RV "reveal"! his secrets"
is thetr of (ijroTO^eT'-i^', upol-iduplo, lit. "to uncover";
so also in Sir 27 21 (KV "revealeth"). Bcwrayer
of 2 Mace 4 1 ("bewrayer of the money and of
his country," RV "had given information of the
money and had betrayed his country") is the tr
olivSdKTT)s, cndiikiis, lit. "one who shows,"
In the N T "bewrayeth" is the .VV of M t 26 73;
"thy siieeeh bewTayeth thee" is the tr of the phrase
S^XoK Toielf, dilon poiein, which the .VRV renders
"maketh thee known."
ARTHUR J. KINSELLA

BEZAANANNIM,
RV'in),

bS-za-an-an'im

(Josh 19 33

See ZAANANNIIM.

BEZAI, bC'z.a-i C ? 3 , begay, "shining"]?]):
(1) .V chief who with Nehemiah sealed the covenant (Neh 10 IS).
(2) 'Phe descendants of B, returned with Zerubbabel to Jerus I3'23, Ezr 2 17; 321, Neh 7 23 =
Bassai, 1 Esd 5 16;.
BEZALEL, bez'a-lel ( b x b s a , /('V',(/'e/, "in the
shadow- [protection] of 'El [God]"; B£(r£XeT|X, Bcseh-t-l; iVV Bezaleel):
(1) ,V iiiast(a' workman under Moses; son of
Uri, son of Hur, of the trili(.' of Judah. Jeh gave
him especial wisdom and skill for his task, winch
was, with the aid of Oholiab of the tribe of Dan,
to sup(Tiiitend the making of the tabernacle and
its furniture (Ex 31 2; 35 30; 36 1,2 (8); 37 1;
38 22; 1 Ch 2 20; 2 Ch 1 5).
(2) .Vn Isr;ielite of the time of Ezra who put
away a foreign wife (Ezr 10 30).
F. fv, FARR
BEZEK, be'zek ("Ta, bezek; Bt'teK, Bezek,
B,'AP(.t5«K, Atiiezek):
(1) The city of .Vdoni-bezek taken by Judah and
Simeon (Jgs 1 4f), in the territory allotted lo
Judah. I t is somewhat doubtfully identified with
Bezkah, about 3 miles N.E. of Gezer.
('2) The place where Saul marshaled his army
before marching to the relief of Jabesh-gilead
(1 S 11 8). Onom speaks of two villages of this
name 17 Rom miles from Shechem, on the way to
ScythopoUs. No doubt Khirtjet Ibzik is intended.
Here, or on the neighboring height, Rds Ibzik, a
mountain 2,404 ft. above sea level, the army probably assembled.
W. EWINQ

BEYOND, b5-yond': Found in the Heb only in
its apphcation to space and time, and for these
ideas three w-ords are employed: H S b n , hdl''dh
(Gen 35 21) = "to the distance"; "1?^, 'dbha.r =
"to go beyond," " t o cross,"" derivative "l^"^;
'ebher (Chald. 1 5 ? , 'd6/iar) = "across," "beyond"
(Dt 30 13; Josh 18 7; Jgs 3 26; I S 20 36; 2
Bi<rop, Bosor,
BEZER, be'zer ( 1 2 3 , here
Ch 20 2; Ezr 4 17.20; Jer 25 22); and b P , 'al
"strong"):
(Lev 15 25) = "beyond the time." In the N T
(1) A city of refuge, set apart by Moses for the
T^pav, peran, is used to e.xpress " b e y o n d " in the
Reubenites and located in the "plain country" (or
spatial sense (Vlt 4 15), while other words and
phrases are employed for adverbial ideas^ of degre(5: table-land, MishOr) E. of the Jordan, later assigned
to this tribe by Joshua (Dt 4 43; Josh 20 8),
inref-irepuTadis, hupi rpcrissos (Mk 7 37j; inr^p, huperThe same city was assigned by lot as place of resi(2 Cor 8 3; 10 16); KaSv-n-ep^o'K-^v, kathuperbo-dence to the children of Mer:(ii of the Levite tribe
Itu (Gal 1 13). In the AV I ? ? ? , b^'ebher, is
(Josh 21 3(); 1 Ch 6 63,7S), Driver, HDB, sugoccasionaUy tr'^ "beyond.'' and when this word is gests the identity of B. with Bozrah (LX.X Bosor)
joined to " " ! ' " , lui-i/nrden, "Jordan," as it usually
(Jer 48 24). Besheir has been suggested as the
is, it becomes critioaUy important. In ARV, b''ebher present site. According to the MS it was fortUied
ha-yarden is tr<* "bevond the Jordan," in Gen 50
(2) A son of Zophah of the house of Asher (1 Ch
10,11; Dt 3 2(J,2.'j; josh 9 10; Jgs 5 17; "on this
A, L. BRESLICH
side Jordan"" in D t 1 1 5 ; Josh 1 14.15; "on the 7 37)
other side Jordan" in D t 11 30; Josh 12 1; 22 4;
BEZETH, be'zeth (Bii?€9, Bezelh): A place in the
24 2,8 (ef AV and RV, vs 14,15; see R I V E R , T H E ) ,
Jgs 10 >i; 1 S 31 7; and "on the side of Jordan" neighborhood of Jerus to which Bacchides withdrew
and
where he slew several deserters (1 Maec 7 19).
in Josh 5 1. ARV gives "beyond the Jordan"
Possibly the same as Bezetha (see JERUSALEII).
throughout. ^-""(2 , me ebher, is used with lia-yarden
in Xu 34 1 5 ; ' 3 5 14; Josh 13 32; Jgs 7 25; and
BEZETHA, be-z("'tha: Also called by Jos the "New
^a:?, 'ebher, alone in D t 4 49 (AV "on this side"); City" (BJ, V, iv, 2), certain suburbs of Jerus, N. of
Josh 13 27 (.VV "on the other side"j. It_is clear the Temple, which were outside the second but inthat the phrase mav be tr'^ "across Jordan"; that
cluded within the third waU. BEZETH (q.v.) may
it is used of either side of the Jordan (Dt 3 8 be the same place. See JERUSALE.M.
speaks of the eastern, 3 20.25 of the western);
that "beyond Jordan" may be used of the side e>i
BLATAS, bl'a-tas (*a\Cas, Phidias: A, 4>ia9(is,
the Jordan on which the writer stands (.losh 5 1;
Pliialhds): RV "Phalias," one of the Levites (1 Esd
9 1; 12 7); b u t from the fact t h a t D t 1 Lo; 4 41. 9 4,S) who "taught [the people] the law of the Lord,
46,47.49, where statements are made about Moses,
making them w-ithal to understand it," Called
the reference is to the country E. of the Jordan,
Pelaiah in Neh 8 7.
while in D t 3 20,25; 11 30, where iSloses is ri^preBIBLE, bi'b'l, THE ((3ipX£a, biblia):
sented as speakinK, the W, is indicated, critics have
concluded t h a t the author (at le:-ist of Dt) must
I. THE N.V.MBS
have lived after Moses, being careful to distinguish
1. Bible
between himself and the prophet.
2. Otlier DesiKnatiaiis—Scriptures, .jtc
3. OT and NT
FRANK E . H I R S C H
II.

LANGUAGES
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COMPASS AND D I V I S I O N S

1. T h e Jewish Bible
Josephus. etc
2. The L X X
T h e Apocrypha
3. The Vulgate (OT)
4. T h e N T
(1) Acknowledged Books
(2) Disputed Books
IT.

y.

LiTERABY G E O W T H AND O E I G I N

U N I T Y AND SPIRITUAL P U R P O S E — I N S P I R A T I O N

1.
2.
3.
4.
-yi.

CANONIOITY

1. T h e OT
(1) Indications of OT Itself
(a) Patriarchal Age
(b) Mosaic Age
(c) Judges
(d) Monarchy
(e) Wisdom Literature—History
(/) Prophecy
(a) Assyrian Age
(/SI Chaldaean Age
(g) Josiah's Reformation
(A) E.xilian and Post-Exihan
li) Daniel, etc
(j) Preexilie Bible
(2) Critical "Views
(a) The Pentateuch
(6) Histories
(c) Psalms and Prophets
(3) l-'orraation of Canon
(a) Critical Theory
(6) More Positi\e "View
(c) Close of Canon
2. T h e N T
(1) Historical Books
(a) T h e Synoptics
(6) Fourth Gospel
(c) Acts
(2) The Epistles
(a) Pauline
(b) Epistle to Hebrews
(c) CathoUc Epistles
{H) Prophecy
Book of Revelation
(4) N T Canon
Scripture a Unity
The Purpose of Grace
Inspiration
Historical Influence

ADDENDA

1. Chapters and "Verses
2. AV and B \
3. Helps to Study

LITERATURE

This word designates the collection of the Scriptures of the OT and N T recognized and in use in
the Christian churches. Different reGeneral
hgions (such as the Zoroastrian, Hindu,
Designation Buddhist, Mohammedan) have their
collections of sacred writings, sometimes spoken of as their "Bibles." 'The Jews
acknowledge only the Scriptures of the OT. Christians add the writings contained in the N T . The
present art. deals with the origin, character, contents and purpose of the Christian Scriptures,
regarded as the depository and authoritative record
of God"s revelations of Himself and of His will to
the fathers by the prophets, and through His Son
to the church of a later age (He 1 1.2). Reference
is made throughout to the arts, in w-hich the several
topics are more fully treated.
/. 77ie Names.—The word "Bible" is the equivalent of the Gr word biblia (dim. from blblos, the
inner bark of the papyrus), meaning
1. Bible
originally "books." The phrase "the
books" (ta biblia) occurs in Dnl 9 2
(LXX) for prophetic 'writings. In the Prologue to
Sir ("the rest of the books") it designates generally
the OT Scriptures; similarly in 1 Mace 12 9 ("the
holy books"). The usage passed into the Christian
church for OT (2 Clem 14 2), and by and by (cir
5th cent.) was extended to the whole Scriptures.
Jerome's name for the Bible (4th cent.) w-as "the
Divine Library"" (Bibliotheca Divina).
Afterward
came an important change from pi. to sing, meaning. " I n process of time this name, with many
others of Gr origin, passed into the vocabulary of
the w-estern church; and in the 13th cent., by a
happy solecism, the neut. pi, came to be regarded as
afem. sing., and 'The Books" became by common
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consent 'The Book' (biblia, sing.), in which form
the word was passed into the languages of modern
Europe" (Westcott, Bible in the Church, 6). Its
earliest occurrences in Eng. are in Piers Plowman,
Chaucer and WycUffe.
There is naturally no name in the N T for the
complete body of Scripture; the only Scriptures
then known being those of the OT.
2. Other
In 2 Pet 3 16, however, PauPs episDesignaties seem brought under this category,
tions—
The common designations for the
Scriptures, OT books by Our Lord and His aposetc
ties were "the scriptures"" (writings)
(Mt 21 42; Mk 14 49; Lk 24 32;
Jn 5 39; Acts 18 24; Rom 15 4, etc), "the holy
scriptures'" (Rom 1 2); once "the sacred writings""
(2 'Tim 3 15). The Jewish technical di'vision (see
below) into " t h e law,"" the "prophets,"' and the
"(holy) writings"" is recognizetl in the expression
"in the law of Moses, and the prophets, and the
psalms"' (Lk 24 44). More briefly the whole is
summed up under "the law and the prophets""
(.Mt 5 17; 11 13; Acts 13 15). Occasionally even
the term "law" is extended to include the other
divisions (Jn 10 34; 12 34; 15 25; 1 Cor 14 21).
Paul uses the phrase "the oracles of God" as a
name for the OT Scriptures (Rom 3 2; cf Acts 7
38; He 5 12; 1 Pet 4 11).
Special interest attaches to the names "Old"
and "New Testament,"" now and since the close
of the 2d cent, in common use to
3. OT and distinguish the Jewish and the ChrisNT
tian Scriptures. "Testament"" (Ut. "a
wUl"') is used in the N T (AV) to represent the Gr word dialhike, in classical usage also
"a will," but in the L X X and N T employed to
translate the Heb word b'rlth, " a covenant." In
RV, accordingly, "testament" is, with two exceptions (He 9 16.17), changed to "covenant" (Mt
26 28; 2 Cor 3 6; Gal 3 15; He 7 22; 9 15,
etc). Applied to the Scriptures, therefore, "Old"
and "New Testament"" mean, strictly, "Old"' and
"New Covenant," though the older usage is now
too firmly fixed to be altered. The name is a continuation of the OT designation for the law, "the
book of the covenant" (2 K 23 2). In this sense
Paul applies it (2 Cor 3 14) to the OT law; "the
reading of the old testament" (RV "Covenant"").
When, after the middle of the 2d cent., a definite
collection began to be made of the Christian writings, these were named "the New Testament,"' and
were placed as of equal authority alongside the
"Old." The name Novum Testamentum (also Instrumentum) occurs first in TertulUan (190-220 AD),
and soon came into general use. The idea of a
Christian Bible may be then said to be complete. _
//. Languages.—The
OT, it is well known, is
WTitten mostly in H e b ; the N T is written wholly
in Gr. The parts of t h e OT not in Heb, viz. Ezr
4 8—6 18; 7 12-26; Jer 10 11; Dnl 2 4—7 28,
are in Aram, (the so-called Chaldee), a related
dialect, which, after the ExUe, gradually displaced
Heb as the spoken language of the Jews (see ARAMAIC; LANGUAGE AND T E X T OF OT).

The ancient

Heb text was "unpointed,"' i.e. without the vowelmarks now in use. These are due to the labors of
the Massoretic scholars (after 6th cent. AD).
The Gr of the N T , on which so much light has
recently been thrown by the labors of Deissmann
and others from the Egyp papyri, showing it to be
a form of the "common"" (HeUenistic) speech of the
time (see LANGUAGE OP N T ) , still remains, from its
penetration by Heb ideas, the influence of the LXX,
pecuharities of training and culture in the writers,
above all, t h e -vitalizing and transforming power of
Christian conceptions in vocabulary and expression, a study by itself. "We speak,'" the apostle
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says, "not in words which man's wisdom teacheth,
but'which the Spirit teacheth" (1 Cor 2 13),
This is not always remembered in Ihe search for
p.-iraUels in the pap\ri, (For t r ' into other lan-
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the prophets, and the rest of the books"; is glanced
at in a work ascribed to Philo (De vita contempl.,
3); is indicated, as formerly seen, in Lk 24 44. It
re:(lly reflects stages in the formation of the Heb
guages, see VERSIONS,)
canon (see below). The rabbinical division, how///. Compass and Divisions.—The story of the
ever, dilfered materially from that of Jos in reckorigin, collection, and final stain|iing with canonical
oning only 8 books of the iiiophots, and relegating
authorUy of the books which ('((inpose our jiresent
1 and 2 Ch, Ezr-Neh, Est, Job and Dnl to the
Bible involves many points still keenly in dispiile.
Hagiographa, thus enlarging that group to 9 (WestBefore touching on these debatable matters, certain
cott, op. cit., 2,s; DB, I, "Canon"). When Ruth
more external facts fall to be noticed relating to the
and Lam w-ere separated, they were added to the
general structure and compass of the Bible, and the
list, raising the no. to 11. Some, however, take
main divisions of its contents,
this to be the original arrangemint. In printed
Heb Bibles the books in all the divisions are
.Vfirst step is to ascertain the character and conseparale. The Jewish schools further divided the
tents of the Jewish Bible—the Bible in use by
"Prophets" into "the former prophets" (the hisChrist and His apostles, .Vpart from
torical books—Josh, Jgs, S and K), and "the latter
1. Jewish references in the N T il.self, an imporprophets" (Isa, Jer, Ezk and the 12 minor prophets
Bible—
tant aid is here afforded by a passage
as one book).
Josephus
in Jos (C.lp, I, 8), which may be
taken to represent th(- cm-rent belief
NT references.—It may be concluded that the
of the Jew-s in the 1st cent. .VD. .Vfter speaking of
above lists, excluding the Apoc, represent the Heb
the prophets as w-riting their histories "through
Bible as it existed in the time of Our Lord (the
the inspiration of God," Jos says: "Por we have not
opinion, held by some, that the Sadducees received
myriads of discordant and e(.(nfUcting books, but
only the 5 books of the law rests on no sufficient
22 only, comprising the record of all time, and
evidence). This result is borne out by the evidence
justly accredited as Divine. Of these, 5 are books of quotations in Jos and Philo (cf Westcott, op.
of Vloses, which embrace the laws and the tradicit.). Still more is it confirmed by an examination
tions of mankind until his own death, a period of
of (3T quotations and references in the N T . It was
almost 3,000 years. From the death of Moses seen above that the main divisions of the OT are
till the reign of .Vrtaxerxes, the successor of Xer- recognized in the NT, and that, under the name
xes, king of Persia, the prophets who followed
"Scriptures," a Divine aulhority is ascribed to
Vlusus narrated the events of their time in 13 them. It is therefore highly significant that,
books. The remaining 4 books consist of hymns although the writers of the N T were familiar with
to God, and ma.xims of conduct for men. From
the LXX, which contained the Apoc (see below),
Artaxerxes to our own age, the history has been
no quotation from any book of the Apoc occurs in
written in detail, but it is not esteemed worthy of
their pages. One or tw-o allusions, at most, suggest
the same credit, on account of the exact succession
acquaintance w-ith the Book of Wisdom (e.g. Wisd
of the prophets having been no longer maintained."
5 18-21 II Eph 6 13-17). On the other hand,
He goes on to declare that, in this long interval, "no
"every book in the Heb Bible is distinctly quoted
one has dared either to add anything to [the writ- in the N T w-ith the exception of Josh, Jgs, Ch, Cant,
ings], or to take anything from them, or to alter
Eccl, Ezr, Neh, Est, Ob, Zeph and N a h " (Westanything," and speaks of them as "the decrees cott). Enumerations differ, but about 178 direct
[dogmata] of God," for which the Jews would will- quotations may be reckoned in the Gospels, Acts
ingly die. Philo (20 BC-cir 50 AD) uses similar
and Epistles; if references are included, the no. is
strong language about the law of Moses (in Euse- raised to about 700 (see QUOTATIONS I N NT). In
bius, Pr. Ev., Xlll, 6).
four or five places (Lk 11 49-51; Jas 4 5; 1
Cor 2 9; Eph 5 14; Jn 7 38) apparent references
In this enumeration of Jos, it will be seen that the
occur to sources other than the O T ; it is doubtful
Jewish sacred books—39 in our Bible—are reckoned
whether most of them are really so (cf Westcott,
aa 22 (after the no. of letters in the Heb alphabet),
-viz. 5 of the law, 13 of the prophets and 4 remaining op. cit., 46-48; Eph 5 14 may be from a Christian
books. These last are Ps, Prov, Cant and Eccl. hymn). An undeniable influence of Apocalyptic
literature is seen in Jude, where vs 14.15 are adirect
The middle class includes all the historical and
quotation from the Book of Enoch. I t does not
prophetical books, Ukewdse Job, and the reduction
follow that Jude regarded this book as a proper
in the no. from 30 to 13 is explained by Jgs-Ruth,
1 and 2 S, 1 and 2 K, 1 and 2 Ch, Ezr-Neh, J e r - part of Scripture.
Hitherto we have been deaUng with the Heb OT;
Lam and the 12 minor firoiiliels, each being counted
as one book. In his 22 bo(.(ks, therefore, Jos in- marked changes are apparent when we turn to the
Septuagint, or Gr version of the L X X
cludes aU those in the present Heb canon, and none
2. The LXX current in the Gr-speaking world at
besides—not the books known as the APOCRYPHA,
the commencement of the Christian
though he was acquainted with and used some of
era. The importance of this version hes in the
these.
0//ier lists and divisions.—The statement of J(3S fact that it was practically the OT of the early
as to the 22 books acknowledged by the Jews is church. It was used by the apostles and their
converts, and is freely quoted in the NT, sometimes
confirmed, wdth some variation of enumeration,
even when its renderings vary considerably from
by the lists preserved by Eusebius (HE, vi,26)
the Heb. Its influence was necessarily, therefore,
from Mehto of Sardis (cir 172 AD) and Origen
very great.
(186-254 AD), and by .Jerome (Pref to OT, cir 400)
Origin.—The special problems connectecl with
—all following Jew-ish authorities. Jerome knew
also of a rabbinical division into 21 bo(3ks. The origin, text and literary relations of the L X X are
celebrated passage from the Talm (Bdhhd' Bathrd', dealt with elsewhere (see SEPTUAGINT). The verlib: see CANON OF O T ; cf Westcott, Bitde in sion took its rise, under one of the early Ptolemies,
from the needs of the Jews in Egypt, before the
Church, 35; Driver, LOT, vi) counts also 24
This no. is obtained by separating Ruth from Jgs middle of the 2d cent. BC; was gradually execiiled, and completed hardly later than cir 100
and Lam from Jer. The threefold division of the
BC; thereafter spread into aU parts, lis renderbooks, into Law, Prophets, and other sacred
Writings (Hagiographa), is old. It is already im- ings reveal frequent divergence in MSS from the
plied in the Prologue to Sir (cir 130 BC), "the law. present MT, but show also that the translators
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permitted themselves considerable liberties in
enlarging, abbreviating, transposing and otherwise
modifying the texts they had, and in the insertion
of materials borrowed from other sources.
The Apocrypha.—The most noteworthy differences are in the departure from Jewish tradition
in the arrangement of the books (this varies greatly;
cf Sw-ete, Intro to OT m Gr, ll, ch i), and in the
inclusion in the list of the other books, unknown
to the Heb canon, now grouped as t h e Apocrypha.
These form an extensive addition. They include
the whole of the existing Apoc, wdth t h e exception
of 2 Esd and P r Man. All are of late date, and
are in Gr, though Sir had a Heb original which has
been partly recovered. They are not collected, b u t
are interspersed among the O T books in what are
taken to be their appropriate places. The Gr fragments of Est, e.g. are incorporated in that book;
Sus and Bel form part of Dnl; Bar is joined wdth
Jer, etc. The most important books are Wisd, Sir
and 1 Mace (cir 100 BC). The fact t h a t Sir,
originally in Heb (cir 200 BC), and of high repute,
was not included in the Heb canon, has a weighty
bearing on the period of t h e closing of the latter.
Eceli siastieal use.—It is, as already remarked,
singular that, notwithstanding this extensive enlargement of the canon by the L X X , the books
just named obtained no Scriptural recognition
from the writers of the N T . T h e more scholarly
of the Fathers, likew-ise (MeUto, Origen, Athanasius, Cyr, Jerome, etc), adhere to the Heb Ust, and
most draw a sharp distinction between the canonical books, and t h e Gr additions, t h e reading of
which is, how-e\'er, admitted for edification (cf
Westcott, op. cit., 135-36,168, 180,182-83). Where
slight divergencies occur (e.g. E s t is omitted by
Melito and placed by Athanasius among t h e Apoc;
Origen and Athanasius add Bar t o Jer), these are
reailily explained by doubts as to canonicity or by
imperfect knowledge. On the other hand, familiarity with the L X X in writers ignorant of Heb could
not but tend to break down the limits of the Jewish
canon, and t o lend a (Scriptural sanction to the additions to t h a t canon. This was aided in t h e West
by the fact that the Old Lat VSS (2d cent.) based
on the LXX, included these additions (the Syr Pesh
follow-ed the Heb). In many quarters, therefore,
the distinction is found broken down, and ecclesiastical -writers (Clement, Barnabas, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clem. Alex., Basil, etc) quote freely from
books like Wisd, Sir, Bar, Tob, 2 Esd, as from
parts of the OT.
An important landmark is reached in the Vulg
or Lat version of Jerome. Jerome, on grounds
explained in his Preface, recognized
3. The
only the Heb Scriptures as canonical;
Vulgate,
imcler pressure he executed later a
etc (OT)
hasty t r of Tob and Jud. Feeling ran
strong, however, in favor of the other
books, and ere long these w-ere added to Jerome's
version from the Old Lat (see VULGATE). I t is this
enlarged Vulg w-hich received official recognition,
under anathema, at t h e Council of Trent (1543),
and, wdth revision, from Clement VIII (1592),
though, earlier, leading Romish scholars (Ximenes,
Erasmus, Cajetan) had made plain the true state
of the facts. The Gr church vacillated in its
decisions, sometimes approving the limited, sometimes the extended, canon (cf Westcott, op. cit.,
217-29).^ The churches of t h e Reformation (Lutheran, Swdss), as w-as t o be expected, went back to the
Heb canon, giving only a qualified sanction to the
reading and ecclesiastical use of the Apoc. T h e
eariy EngUsh VSS (Tyndale, Coverdale, etc) include, b u t separate, the apocryphal books (see
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other books (as Jerome saith) the Church doth read
for example of life and instruction of manners; yet
doth it not apply them t o establish any doctrine"
(Art. VIII). Modern Protestant Bibles usually exclude the Apoc altogether.
From this survey of the course of opinion on the
compass of t h e OT, we come t o t h e N T . This
admits of being more briefly treated.
4. The N T I t has been seen t h a t a Christian N T
did not, in t h e strict sense, arise till
after the middle of the 2d century. Gospels and
Epistles had long existed, collections had begun
to be made, t h e Gospels, at least, were weekly read
in the assemblies of the Christians (Justin, 1 Apol.,
67), before t h e attempt was made t o bring together,
and take formal account of, all the books whicli
enjoyed apostolic authority (see CANON OF N T ) .
The needs of the church, however, and very specially
controversy with gnostic opponents, made it necessary t h a t this work should be done; collections
also had t o be formed for purposes of t r into other
tongues. Genuine gospels had t o be distinguished
from spurious; apostolic writings from those of
later date, or falsely bearing apostoUc names.
When this task was undertaken, a distinction soon
revealed itself between two classes of books, setting
aside those recognized on all hands as spurious:
(1) books universally acknowledged—those named
afterward by Eusebius the homologo'umena; and (2)
books only partially acknowledged, or on which
some doubt rested—the Eusebian antilegomena (HE,
iii.25). I t is on this distinction t h a t (differences as
to the precise extent of the N T turned.
(1) "Acknowledgedbooks."—The
"acknowledged"'
books present little difficulty. They are enumerated by Eusebius, whose statements are confirmed
by early lists (e.g. t h a t of Muratori, cir 170 AD),
quotations, VSS and patristic use. At the head
stand the Four Gospels and the Acts, then come
the 13 epistles of Paul, then 1 Pet and 1 Jn.
These, Westcott says, toward t h e close of the
2d cent., "were universally received in every
church, wdthout doubt or limitation, as part of the
written rule of Christian faith, equal in authority
with t h e Old Scriptures, and ratified (as it seemed)
by a tradition reaching back t o the date of their
composition" (op. cit., 133). With them may
almost be placed Revelation (as by Eusebius) and
He, t h e doubts regarding the latter relating more to
Pauline authority than to genuineness (e.g. Origen).
(2) "Disputed
books."—The "disputed" books
were the epistles of Jas, Jude, 2 and 3 J n and 2 Pet.
These, however, do n o t all stand in the same rank
as regards authentication. A chief difficulty is the
silence of t h e western Fathers regarding Jas, 2 Pet
and 3 J n . On the other hand, J a s is known to
Origen and is included in t h e Syr Pesh; the Muratorian Fragment attests Jude and 2 J n as "held in
the CathoUc church" (Jude also in Tertullian, Clem.
Alex., Origen); none of the books are treated as
spurious. The weakest in attestation is 2 Pet,
w-hich is not distinctly traceable before the 3d cent.
(See CANON OF N T ; arts, s.v.) I t is t o be added
that, in a few instances, as in the case of the OT
Apoc, early Fathers cite as Scripture books not
generally accepted as canonical (e.g. Barnabas,
Hermas, Apoc of P e t ) .
The complete acceptance of all the books in our
present N T canon may be dated from the Councils
of Laodicea (cir 363 AD) and of Carthage (397 AD),
confirming the Usts of Cyril of Jerus, Jerome and
Augustine.
IV. Literary Origin and
Growth—Canonicity.—
Thus far the books of the OT and N T have been
taken sunply as given, and no attempt has been
ENGLISH VERSIONS). T h e AngUcan Articles exmade to inquire how or when they were written or
press the general estimate of these books: "And the ' compUed, or how they came to acquire the dignity
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and authority implied in their reception into a
sacred canon. The fic'd here entered is one bristling
with controversy, and it is necessary to choose one's
steps with e:iuti(ni to find a safe way through it.
Details in the survey are left, as before, to the
special articles.
Attention here is naturaUy directed, first, to the
OT. This, it is obvious, and is on all sides admit ted,
has a long literary history prior to its
1. The OT final settlement in a canon. .Vs to the
course of t h a t history' traditional and
modern critical ^-iews very w-idely differ. It may
possibly turn out that the truth lies somewhere midway between them.
(1) OT indications.—If the indications furnished
by the OT itself be aceepU-d, the results are something Uke the foUowing:
(a) Patriarchal age: No mention is made of
writing in the patriarchal age, though it is now
known that a high literary culture then prevailed
in Babylonia, Egypt and Palestine, and it is not
improbable, indeed seems Ukely, t h a t records in
some form came dow-n from t h a t age, and are, in
parts, incorporated in the early history of the Bible.
(b) Mosaic age: In Mosaic times w-riting w-as in
use, and Moses himself wds trained in the learning
of the Egyptians (Ex 2 10; Acts 7 22). In no
place is the composition of the whole Pent (as
traditionally beUeved) ascribed to M(.ises, but no
inconsiderable amount of written matter is directly
attributed to him, creating the presumption t h a t
there was more, even w-hen t h e fact is not stated.
Mases WTote "all the words of Jeh" in the "book of
the covenant" (Ex 21-23; 24 4,7). He wrote "the
words of this law" of D t at Moab, "in a book, until
they were finished" (Dt 31 9.24,26). This was
given to the priests to be p u t by the side of the ark
for preservation (vs 25,26). Other notices occur of
the writing of M(jse3 (Ex 17 14; Nu 33 2; Dt 31
19,22; cf Nu 11 26), The song of Miriam, and the
snatches of song in Nu 21, the first (perhaps all)
quoted from the ''book of the Wars of Jeh" (Nu 21
14 ff), plainly belong to Mosaic times. In this connection it should be noticed t h a t the discourses and
law of Dt imply the history and legislation of the
critical J E histories (see below). The priestly laws
(Lev, Nu) bear so entirely the stamp of the wilderness
that they can hardly have originated anywhere else,
aud were probably then, or soon after, written
dow-n. Joshua, too, is presumed to be familiar with
writing (Josh 8 30-35; cf D t 27 8), and is stated
to have w-ritten his farew-ell address "in the book
of the law of God" (Jo.sh 24 26; cf 1 7,8). These
statements already imply the beginning of a sacred
literature.
(c) The Judges: The song of Deborah (Jgs 5)
is an indubitably authentic monument of the age
of the Judges, and the older parts of Jgs, a.t least,
must have been nearly contemporary with the
events which they record. A knowledge of writing
among the common people seems imphed in Jgs 8
14 (,VRVm). Samuel, Uke Joshua, -wrote "in a
book" (1 S 10 25), and laid it up, evidently among
other writings, "before Jehovah,"
(d) The age of David and Solomon was one of
high development in poetical and historical composition: witness the elegies of David (2 S 1 17 ff;
3 33,34), and the finely-finished narrative of David s
reign (2 S 9-20), the so-called "Jerusalem-Source,
admitted to date "from a period very Uttle lat^r
than that of the events related" (Driver, LOT,
183). There were court scribes and chroniclers.
David and the Monarchy: David, as befits his
piety and poetical and musical gifts (cf on this
POT, 440 ff), is credited with laving the foundations
ofasacred psalmody (2 S 23 1 ff; seeP.sALMs), and
a whole collection of psalms (1-72, with exclusion
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of the distinct collection, 42-50), once forming a
separate book (cf Ps 72 20), are, wdth others,
ascribed to him by their titles (Pss 1, 2, 10 are
untitled). It is hardly credible that a tradition
like this can be wholly wrong, and a Davidic basis
of the Psalter may safely be assumed. Numerous
psalms, by their mention of the "king" (as Pss 2,
18, 20, 21, 28, 33, 45, 61, 63, 72, 101, 110), are
naturally referred to the period of the monarchy
(.some, as I's 18 certainly, Davidic). Other groups
of psalms are referred to the temple guilds (Sons
of K((rah, ,'Vsaph).
(e) Wisdom literature: Solomon is renowned as
founder of the Wisdom literature and the author
of Proverbs (1 K 4 32; Prov 1 1 ; 10 1; Eccl 12
9; Eccl itself appears to be late), and of the Song
(Cant 1 1). The "men of Hezekiah" are said to
have copied out a collection of his proverbs (Prov
25 1; see PROVERBS). Here also may be placed the
Book of Job. Hezekiah's reign appears to have
been one of literary activity: to it, probably, are to
be referred certain of the Pss (e.g. Pss 46, 4 8 ; cf
Perowne, Delitzsch). In history, during the monarchy, the prophets would seem to have acted as
the "sacred historiographers" of the nation. From
their memoirs of the successive reigns, as the later
boolcs testify (1 Ch 29 29; 2 Ch 9 20; 12 1.5, etc),
are compiled most of the narratives in our canonical
•writings (hence the name "former prophets"). The
latest date in 2 fv is 562 BC, and the body of the
book is probably earlier.
(/) Prophecy: With the rise of written prophecy
a new form of literature enters, called forth by, and
vividly mirroring, the religious and political conditions of the closing periods of the monarchy in
Israel and Judah (see PROPHECY). On the older
view, Obadiah and Joel stood at the head of the
series in the pre-.Assyr period (9th cent.), and this
seems the preferable view still. On the newer
view, these prophets are late, and written prophecy
begins in the As,syr period with Amos (Jeroboam
II, cir 750 BC) and Hosea (cir 74.5-735). When
the latter prophet wrote, Samaria was tottering
to its fall (721 BC). A littie later, in Judah, come
Isaiah (cir 740-690) and Micah (cir 720-708).
Isaiah, in the reigns of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz and
Hezekiah, is the greatest of the pro|iliets in the
Assyr age, and his ministry reaches its climax in
the deliverance of Jerus from Sennacherib (2 K 18,
19; Isa 36, 37). I t is a question whether some
oracles of an Isaianic school are not mingled with
the prophet's own writings, and most scholars
now regard the 2d part of the book (chs 40-66)
as exilian or (in part) past-exiUan in date. The
standpoint of much in these chs is certainly m the
Exile; whether the composition of the whole can
be placed there is extremely doubtful (see ISAIAH).
Nahum, who prophesies against Nineveh, belongs to
the very close of this period (cir OtiO),
The prophets Zephaniah (under Josiah, cir 630
BC) and Habakkuk (cir 606) may be rega.K.led as
forming the transition to the next—the Chaldaean—
period. The Chaldaeans (unnamed in Zeph) are
advancing but are not yet come (Hab 1 6). The
great iirophetio figure here, however, is Jeremiah,
whose .sorrowful ministry, beginning in the 13th
year of Josiah (626 BC), externh-d through the succee(Ung reigns till after the faU of Jerus (5S(; BC),
The prophet elected to remain with the remnant
in the land, and shortly after, troubles having arisen,
was forcibly carried into Egypt (Jer 43). Here
also he prophesied (chs 43, 44), From the reign
of Jehoiakim, Jeremiah consistently declared the
success of the Chaldaean arms, and foretold the 70
years' captivity (25 12-14). Baruch acted as his
secretary in writing out and editing his propbeciea
(chs 36, 45).
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(g) Josiah's reformation: A highly important
event in this period was Josiah's reformation in his
18th year (621 BC), and the discovery, during
repairs of the temple, of "the book of the law,"
called also "the book of the covenant" and "the
law of Uoses" (2 K 22 8; 23 2.24.25). The finding of this book, identified by most authorities with
the Book of Dt, produced an extraordinary sensation. On no side was there the least question that
it was a genuine ancient work. Jeremiah, strangely,
makes no allusion to this discovery, but his prophecies are deeply saturated with the ideas and style
of Dt.
(h) Exilian and post-exilian: The bulk of Isa
40-66 belongs, at least in spirit, to the Exile, but
the one prophet of the Exile known to us by name
is the priestly Ezekiel. Carried captive under
Jehoiachin (597 BC), Ezekiel labored among his
fellow-exiles for at least 22 years (Ezk 1 2; 29 17).
A man of the strongest moral courage, his symbolic
visions on the banks of the Chebar alternated with
the most direct expostulation, exhortation, warning and promise. In the description of an ideal
temple and its w-orship with which his book closes
(chs 40-48), critics think they discern the suggestion
of the Le-vitical code.
(t) Daniel: After Ezekiel the voice of prophecy
is silent till it revives in Daniel, in Babylon, under
Nebuchadnezzar and his successors. Deported
in 605 BC, Daniel rose to power, and "continued"
until the 1st year of Cyrus (536 BC; Dnl 1 21).
Criticism will have it that his prophecies are a
product of the Maccabean age, but powerful considerations on the other side are ignored (see
D.VNIEL). Jonah may have been written about this
time, though the prophet's mission itself was preAssyr (9th cent.). 'The rebuilding of the temple
after the return, under Zerubbabel, furnished the
occasion for the propheei(3s of Haggai and Zechariah (520 BC). Scholars are disposed to regard only
Zee 1-8 as belonging to this period—the remainder
being placed earher or later. Malachi, nearly a
cent, after (cir 430), brings up the rear of prophecy,
rebuking unfaithfulness, and predicting the advent
of the "messenger of the covenant" (Mai 3 1.2).
To this period, or later, belong, besides post-exilian
psalms (e.g. Pss 124, 126), the books of Ezr, Neh,
Ch, Est and apparently Eccl.
(j) A pree.xUic Bible: If, in this rapid sketch,
the facts are correctly represented, it will be apparent that, in opposition to prevalent view-s, a
large body of sacred lit. existed (laws, histories,
psalms, wdsdom-books, prophecies), and was recognized long before the Exile. God's ancient people
had ''Scriptures"—had a Bible—if not yet in collected form. This is strikingly borne out by the
numerous OT passages referring to what appears
to be a code of sacred WTitings in the hands of the
pious in Israel. Such are the references to, and
praises of, the "law"" and "word" of God in many
of the Pss (e.g. 1, 19, 119, 12 6; 17 4; 18 21,22),
with the references to God's known "words,"
"w-avs," "commandments," "statutes," in other
books of the OT (.lob 8 8; Hos 8 12; Dnl 9 2).
In brief. Scriptures, which must have contained
records of God's deidings with His people, a knowledge of which is constantly presupposed, "laws" of
God for the regulation of the heart and conduct,
"statutes," "ordinances," "words"" of God, are a
postulate of a great part of the OT.
(2) Critical views.—The account of the origin
and growth of the OT above presented is in marked
contrast wdth that given in the textbooks of the
newer critical schools. The main features of these
critical views are sketched in the art. CRITICISM
(q.v.); here a brief indication wiU suffice. GeneraUy, the books of the OT are brought do'wn to late
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dates; are regarded as highly composite; the earlier
books, from their distance from the events recorded,
are deprived of historical worth. Neither histories
nor laws in the Pent belong to the Mosaic age: Josh
is a "romance""; Jgs may embody ancient fragments, but in bulk is unhistorical. The earliest
fragments of IsraeUtish literature are lyric pieces
like those preserved in Gen 4 23.24; 9 25-27; Nu
21; the Song of Deborah (Jgs 6) is probably genuine. Historical writing begins about the age of
Da'vid or soon thereafter. The folklore of the Hebrews and traditions of the Mosaic age began to be
reduced to writing about the 9th cent. BC.
(a) The Pentateuch: Our present Pent (enlarged to a "Hexateuch,"' including Josh) consists
of 4 main strands (themselves composite), the oldest
of which (called J, from its use of the name Jehovah)
goes back to about 850 BC. This was Judaean.
A parallel history book (called E, from its use of
the name Elohim, God) was produced in the Northern kingdom about a century later (c 750). Later
still these two were united (JE). These histories,
"prophetic"" in spirit, were originally attributed to
individual authors, distinguished by minute criteria of style: the more recent fashion is to regard
them as the work of "schools." Hitherto the only
laws known w-ere those of the (post-Mosaic) Book of
the Covenant (Ex 20-23). Later, in Josiah's
reign, the desire for centralization of worship led
to the composition of the Book of Dt. This,
secreted in the temple, w-as found by Hilkiah (2 K
22), and brought about the reformation of Josiah
formerly mentioned. D t (D), thus produced, is
the third strand in the Pentateuehal compilation.
With the destruction of t h e city and temple, under
the impulse of Ezekiel, began a new period of lawconstruction, now priestly in spirit. Old law^s and
usages were codified; new laws were invented; the
history of institutions was recast; finally, the extensive complex of Levitical legislation was brought
into being, clothed with a wilderness dress, and
ascribed to Moses. This elaborate Priestly Code
(PC), with its accompanying history, was brought
from Babylon by Ezra, and, united with the already
existing J E and D, was given forth by him to the
restored community at Jerus (444 BC; Neh 8) as
"the law of Moses." Their acceptance of it was
the inauguration of "Judaism."
(b) Histories: In its theory of the Pent the newer
criticism la3's down the determinative positions
for its criticism of all the remaining books of the OT.
The historical books show but a continuation of
the processes of literary construction exemplified
in the books ascribed to Aloses. The Deuteronomic
element, e.g. in Josh, Jgs, 1, 2 S, 1, 2 K, proves
them, in these parts, to be later than Josiah, and
historically untrustworthy. The Levitical element
in 1, 2 Ch demonstrates its pictures of David and
his successors to be distorted and false. The same
canon applies to the prophets. Joel, e.g, must be
post-exilian, because it presupposes the priestly law.
The patriarchal and Mosaic histories being subverted, it is not permitted to assume any high
reUgious ideas in early Israel. David, therefore,
could not have w-ritten the Pss, Most, if not
practically all, of these are post-exilian.
(c) Psalms and prophets: Monotheism came in—
at least first obtained recognition—through Amos
and Hosea. The prophets could not have the foresight and far-reaching hopes seen in their writings:
these passages, therefore, must be removed. Generally the tendency is to put dates as low as possible and very many books, regarded before as preexiUan, are carried down in whole or part, to exilian,
post-exilian, and even late Gr times (PC, Psalter,
Job, Prov, Cant, Eecl, 2 Isa, Joel, Lam), Dnl is
Maccabean and unhistorical (cir 168-167 BC).
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It is not proposed here t o discuss this theory,
whiehisnot accented in the iiresent art., antl is con-
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Cidviii, e.g, held that there were Maccabean Pss.
Many modern scholars do the same, but it is doubtful if they ace right. lOcel is thought on Uuguistic
The few points ealUng for remark relate to canonical
grounds to be late, but it and other books need not
acceptance.
be so late as critics make them. Dnl is confidently
(3) Formation of the canon.—The general lines of
declared to be Maccabean, but there are weighty
the completed Jew-ish canon have already been
reasons for maintaining a Pers date (see D.VXIEL),
sketched, and some light has now been throw-n on
,Vs formerly noticed, tiie llireefold division into "the
the process by which the several books obtained a
law-, the proiihets, and the rest [td Inipd, a definite
sacred authority. As to the actual stages in the numhia-] of the books" is already attested in the
formation of the canon opinions again widely di\'erge
Prologue to Sir.
(see CANON OF THE OT).
Crili(';d controversy, long occupied wdth the OT,
(a) Critical theory: On the theory at jiri^sent
has again keiinly attached itself t o the NT, with
in favor, no collections of sacred bo((ks were made
similar disturbing results (see CRITIprior to the return from Babylon. T h e only books
2. The NT CIS.M). Extrenier opinions may be
that had authority before the Exile w-ere, ]ierliaps,
here neglccled, and account be taken
the old Book of the Covenant, and, from .losiali's only of Ihdse that can claim reasonable support.
time, the Book of Dt, Both, after t he rel urn, WITC,
The N T writings are conveniently grouped into
on this theory, embodied, with the .IE hisIories, and
the hislorieal books (Go.spels and Acts); Epistles
the PC, in Ezra's completed Book of the Law- (with
(Pauline and other); and a Prophetic book (Rev).
Josh [?]), in w-hich, aeeor(hngly, the foundation of a
In order of writing, the Epistles, generally, are
canon was laid. The fivefold division of the law
earlier than the Gospels, b u t in order of subject,
was later. Snbse,|uently. answering t o the 2(1 di- the Gospels naturally claim attention first.
•vdsion of the Jew-ish canon, a collection w-as made
(1) The Gospels and Aels.—The main facts
of the prophetic w-ritings. .Vs this includes books
about the origin of the Gospels can perhaps be diswhich, on the critical view, go down to Gr times tinguished from the complicated literary theories
(Jon; Zee 9-14), its completion cannot be earUer
w-hich scholars are still discussing (see GOSPELS).
than weU dowm in the 3d cent. B C . Latest of all
The first three Gospels, known as the (Synoptics,
came the collection of the "Hagiographa"—a division
evidently embody a common tradition, and draw
of the canon, on the theory, kept open t o receive from common sources. The Fourth Gospel—that
additions certainly till t h e 2d cent., some think after.
of John—presents problems by itself.
Into it were received such late writings as Eccl,
(a) The Synoptics: The former—the (Sjmoptic
Vlaccabean Pss, Dnl. Even then one or two books
Gcspels (Mt, Mk, Lk)—fall iu date w-ell within the
(Ecel, Est) remained subjects of dispute.
apostolic age, and are, in the 2d cent., uniformly
(6) More positive view: I t w-ill appear from the connected with the authors whose names they bear,
Mark is spoken of as "the interpreter of Peter"
foregoing that this theory is not here accepted with(Papias, in HE iii,39); Luke is the w-ell-known
out considerable modification. If the question
companion of Paul. A difficulty arises about Matbe asked, What constituted a right to a place in the
thew, whose Gospel is stated to have been written
canon? the answ-er can hardly be other than that
in Aram. (Papias, u t supra, etc), while the gospel
suggested by Jos in t h e passage formerly quoted
—a real or supposed inspiration in t h e author of the bearing his name is in Gr. The Gr gospel seems at
least to have been sufficiently identified with the
book. Books w-ere received if men had the proapostle to admit of the early church alw-ays treatphetic spirit (in higher or low-er degree: that, e.g,
of wisdom); they ceased t o be received when the ing it as his.
The older theory of origin assumed an oral basis
succession of prophets w-as thought t o fail (after
for all 3 Gospels. The tendency in recent criticism
Mai). In any case t h e w-ritings of truly inspired
is t o distinguish two main sources: (1) Mk, the
men (IMoses, the prophets, psalmists) were accepted
as of authority. I t was sought, however, to be earliest gospel, a record of the preaching of Peter;
(2) a, coUection of the sayings and discourses of
shown above, t h a t such books, many of them,
Jesus, attributed to Matthew (the Eusebian Logia,
already existed from Moses down, long before
the ExUe (the law, collections of psalms, of prov- now called Q); with (3) a source used by Luke in the
erbs, written prophecies: t o what end did the sections pecuhar to himself—the result of his own
prophets write, if they did not mean their prophe- investigations (Lk 1 1-4). M t and Lk are supposed to be based on Mk and the Logia (Q); in
cies to be circulated and preserved?); and such
Luke"s case with the addition of his special material.
writings, to the godly who knew and used them,
Oral tradition furnished what remains. A simpler
had the full value of (Scripture. A canon began
with the first laying up of the "book of the law" theory may be to substitute for (1) a Petrine
before Jeh (Dt 31 25.26; Josh 24 26). The age tradition already firmly fixed while yet the apostles
of Ezra and Nehemiah, therefore, is not that of the were working together in Jerus. Peter, as foremost spokesman, would naturaUy stamp his own
beginning, but, as Jewish tradition rightly held
(Jos; 2 Maec 2 13; Talm), rather that of the type upon the oral narratives of Christ's sayings
completion, systematic delimitation, acknowledg- and doings (the Mk type), whUe Matthew's stories,
ment and formal close of t h e canon. The divisions in part written, would be the chief source for the
of "law, prophets, and holy -writings" would thus longer discourses. The instruction imparted by
have their place from the beginning, and be nearly the apostles and those taught by them would
everywhere be made the basis of careful catechetical
contemporaneous. T h e Samaritans accepted only
the 5 books of t h e law, with apparently Josh (see teaching, and records of all this, more or less
fragmentary, would be early in circulation (Lk 1
SAMARITAN P E N T A T E U C H ) .
1-4). "riiis would explain t h e Petrine type of
(c) Close of t h e canon: There is no need for
narrative, and the seeming dependence of M t and
dogmatism as to an absolute date for the close of
Lk, without the necessity of supposing a direct use
the canon. If inspired voices continued to be
heard, their utterances were entitled to recognition. of Mk. So imporlaiit a gospel could hardly be inBooks duly authenticated might he added, but the cluded in the "attempts" of Lk 1 1.
(b) The Fourth Gospel: The Fourth Gospel
Don-inclusion of such as a book as ('-^ir (Ecclus: in
(Jn), the genuineness of which is assumed (see
Heb, cir 200 BC) shows t h a t the hmits of the canon
JOHN, GOSPEL OF), differs entirely in character and
Were jealously guarded, and the onus of proof rests
style. I t is less a narrative than a didactic w-ork.
on those who aflfirm t h a t there were such books.
sidered elsewhere (see CRITICISM;

PENTATEUC-II).
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WTitten t o convince its readers that Jesus is " t h e
Son of God" (Jn 20 31). The gospel may be presumed t o have been composed a t Ephesus, in t h e
last years of t h e apostle"s residence there. With
this its character corresponds. T h e other gospels
had long been known; John does not therefore
traverse the ground already covered b y them. H e
confines himself chiefly to matters drawn from his
personal recollections: t h e Judaean ministry, t h e
visits of Cfirist to Jerus, His last private discourses
to His disciples. John had so often retold, and so
long brooded over, the thoughts and words of Jesus,
t h a t they had become, in a manner, part of his own
thought, and, in reproducing them, he necessarily
did so with a subjective tinge, and in a partially
paraphrastic and interpretative manner. Yet it is
truly the words, thoughts and deeds of his beloved
Lord t h a t he narrates. His gospel is t h e needful
complement to the others—the "spiritual" gospel.
(c) The Acts: T h e Acts narrates t h e origin and
early fortunes of t h e church, wdth, as its special
motive (cf 1 8.i, the extension of t h e gospel to the
Gentiles through the labors of Paul. I t s author is
Luke, Paul's companion, w-hose gospel it continues
(1 1). Certain sections—the so-called "we-sections"
(16 10-17; 20 5-15; 21 1-18; 27 1—28 16)—are
transcribed directly from Luke's journal of Paul's
travels. T h e book closes abruptly w-ith Paul's 2
years' imprisonment a t Rome (28 30,31; 60-61
AD), and not a hint is given of t h e issue of the
imprisonment—trial, liberation or death. Does
this mean that a 3d "treatise" was contemplated?
Or t h a t t h e book was written while the imprisonment still continued? (thus now Harnack). If the
latter, the Third Gospel must be very early.
(2) The Epistles.—(a) Pauhne: Doubt never
rested in the early church on t h e 13 epistles of
Paul. FoUowing upon the rejection by t h e " T u bingen" school of aU t h e epistles but 4 (Rom 1,
2 Cor, Gal), t h e tide of opinion has again turned
strongly in favor of their genuineness. An exception is the Pastoral epistles (1, 2 Tim, T i t ) ,
still questioned by some on insufficient grounds
(see PASTGH.AL EPISTLES).

T h e epistles,

called

forth by actual needs of the churches, are a h-ving
outpouring of the thoughts and feehngs of the mind
and heart of the apostle in relation t o his converts.
Most are letters to churches he himself had founded
(1, 2 Cor, Gal, Eph[?], Phil, 1, 2 Thess): two are
to churches he had not himself -visited, b u t with
which he stood in affectionate relations (Rom, Col);
one is purely personal (Philem); three are addressed
to indi-viduals, b u t w-ith official responsibiUties (1,
2 Tim, Tit). T h e larger number were written
during his missionary labors, and reflect his personal
situation, anxieties and companionships at the places
of their composition; four are epistles of the 1st Rom
imprisonment (Eph, Phil, Col, Philem): 2 Tim is a
voice from t h e dungeon, in his 2d imprisonment,
shortly before his martyrdom. Doctrine, counsel,
rebuke, admonition, fender solicitude, ethical instruction, prayer, thanksgiving, blend in hving fusion
in their contents. So marvelous a collection of
letters, on such magnificent themes, was never before
given to the world.
The earUest epistles, in point of date, are generally
held to be those to the Thessalonians, written from
Corinth (52, 53 AD). The church, newly-founded,
had passed through much affliction (1 Thess 1 6;
2 14; 3 3,4, etc), and Paul writes to comfort and
exliort it. His words about t h e Second Coming
(4 13 ff) led to mistaken expectations and some
disorders. These his 2d epistle was written to
correct (2 Thess 2 1-3; 3 6, etc).
Corinth itself received t h e next epistles—the
1st called forth by reports received a t Ephesus of
grave di'visions and irregularities (1 Cor 1 11;
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3 3 ; 11 IS ff, etc), joined with pride of knowledge,
doctrinal heresy (15 12 ff), and a t least one case
of gross immorality (ch 5) in the church; t h e 2d,
-written a t Philippi, expressing joy a t the repentance
of the offender, and removing t h e severe sentence
t h a t had been passed upon him (2 Cor 2 1-10;
cf 1 Cor 5 3.4), hkewise vindicating Paul's own
apostleship (chs 10-13). T h e date of both is 57
AD. 1 Cor contains t h e beautiful hymn on love
(ch 13), and t h e noble chapter on resurrection
(ch 15).
In the following year (58 BC) Paul penned from
Corinth t h e Epistle to the Romans—the greatest of
his doctrinal epistles. I n it he develops his great
theme of t h e impossibiUty of justification before
God through works of law (chs 1-3), and of the
Divine provision for human salvation in a "righteousness of God" in Christ Jesus, received through
faith. He exhibits first t h e objective side of this
redemption in the deliverance from condemnation
effected through Christ's reconcihng death (chs
3-5); then the subjective side, in the new life imparted by t h e spirit, giving deliverance from the
power of sin (chs 6-8). A discussion follows of the
Divine sovereignty in God's dealings with Israel,
and of t h e end of these dealings (chs 9-11), and
the epistle concludes with practical exhortations,
counsels to forbearance and greetings (chs 12-16).
Closely connected with t h e Epistle to the Romans
is t h a t to t h e Galatians, in which t h e same truths
are handled, b u t now with a polemical intent in
expostulation and reproach. The Galatian churches
had apostatized from the gospel of faith to Jewish
legaUsm, and t h e apostle, sorely grieved, w-rites
this powerful letter to rebuke their faithlessness,
and recall them to their allegiance to the truth. I t
is reasonable to suppose t h a t t h e 2 epistles are
nearly related in place and time. The question is
comphcated, however, by t h e dispute which has
arisen as to whether the churches intended are those
of Northern Galatia (the older view; cf Conybeare
and Howson, Lightfoot) or those of Southern
Galatia (Sir Wm. Ramsay), i.e. t h e churches of
Derbe, Lystra, Iconium and Antioch, in Paul's
time embraced in t h e R o m province of Galatia
(see GALATIA;

GALATIANS).

If t h e latter view is

adopted, date and place are uncertain; if the former,
the epistle may have been written from Ephesus
(cir 57 AD).
The 4 epistles of t h e imprisonment all fall within
the years 60, 61 A D . 'That to t h e PhiUppians,
warmly praising the church, and exhorting to unity,
possibly t h e latest of t h e group, was sent by the
hand of Epaphroditus, who had come to Rome with
a present from the PhUippian church, and had there
been overtaken by a serious illness (Phil 2 25-30;
4 15-18). The remaining 3 epistles (Eph, Col, and
Philem) were written a t one time, and were carried
to their destinations by Epaphras. E p h and Col
are twin epistles, similar in thought and style, extolUng the preeminence of Christ, but it is doubtful
whether t h e former was not really a "circular"
epistle, or even, perhaps, the lost Epistle to the
Laodiceans (Col 4 16; see E P I S T L E TO THE LAODI-

CEANS). The Colossian epistle has in view an early
form of gnostic heresy (cf Lightfoot, Gal). Philem
is a personal letter to a friend of the apostle's at
Colossae, whose runaway slave, Onesimus, now a
Christian, is being sent back to him with warm
commendations.

See CAPTIVITY E P I S T L E S .

Latest from Paul's pen are the Pastoral Epistles
(1, 2 Tim, Tit), implying his liberation from his
1st imprisonment, and a new period of missionary
labor in Ephesus, Macedonia and Crete (see PASTORAL EPISTLES). Timothy was left a t Ephesus
(1 Tim 1 3), Titus a t Crete (Tit 1 5), for the
regulation and superintendence of t h e churches.
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The epistles, the altered style of which shows the
deep impress of advancing years and changed conditions, contain admonitions to pastoral duty, w ith
warnings as to perils that had arisen or would arise.
1 Tim and Tit were w-ritten while the apostle
w-as still at liberty (63 .VD); 2 Tim is from his
Rom prison, when his case had been partly heard,
and the end was impending (2 Tim 4 6.16 17),
(b) Epistle to the Hebrews: These are the Pauline Epistles proper. The Epistle to the Hi lireivs,
though ascribed to Paul in the tille of llie .VV, is
not really his. It is an early writing (probably
before the destTuction of Jerus, 70 .VD) of some
friend of the apostle's (in Italy, cf 13 23,21), designed, by a reasoned exhibition of the superiority
of Jesus to .Moses and the l.e\itical priesi hood, and
of the fulfilment of OT types and institutions in
His person and sacrifice, to remove the iliflficulties
of Jewdsh Christians, who clung with natural affection to their temple and divinely apiiointed ritual.
It was included by Eusebius, w-ith others in the
East (not, how-ever, by ttrigen), among the epistles
of Paul: in the West the Pauline authorship was
not admitted. M;iiiv, nevertheless, with Origen,
upheld a connection w-ith Paul ( ' t h e thoughls are
Paul's"). Ideas and style suggest an .Vlexaiidri'in
training: hence Luther's conjeet ure of Apollos as the
writer. There can be no certainly on the subject.
The value of the Epistle is unimpaired, whoever
was the author.
((.') Cathohc Episties: Of the 7 so-called "Catholic" Epistles, Jas and Jude are by "brethren'' of the
Lord (James, "the Lord's brother,"" was head of
the church at Jerus, .Vets 15 13; 21 18; Gal 1 10,
etc); Peter and John, to whom the others were
ascribed, were apostles. Jas an( 11 Pet are addressed
tothe Jew-s of the Dispersion (1 Pet 1 1; Jas 1 1).
The doubts respecting certain of these writings
have aheady been mentioned. The early date and
acceptance of Jas is attested by numerous allusions
(Clem, of Rome, Barnabas, Hermas, Did).
Many
regard it as the earliest of the epistles—before
Paul's. Its tone is throughout practical. The
seeming confUct with Paul on faith and works,
which led Luther to speak slightingly of it, is only
verbal. Paul, too, held that a dead faith avails
nothing (1 Cor 13 2; Gal 5 6). 1 Jn, like 1 Pet,
w-as undisputed (if the Fourth Gospel is genuine,
1 Jn is), and, on internal grounds, the shorter
epistles (2, 3 Jn) need not be doubted (see EPISTLES
OF JOHN). Jude, rugged in style, with allusions
to Jewish Apocalypses (vs 9.14), is weU attested,
and 2 Pet seems to found on it. The last-named
epistle must rely for acceptance on its own claim
(2 Pet 1 1.18), and on internal evidence of sincerity.
It is to be observed that, though late inbeing notice( I,
it never appears to have been treated as spurious.
The style certainly differs from 1 Pet; this may be
due to the use of an amanuensis. If accepted, it
must be placed late in Peter's life (before 65 .VD).
1 Pet and Jude, in t h a t case, must be earlier (see
CATHOLIC E P I S T L E S } . ^

(ii) Propiiecy.—The Book of Revelation: The
one prophetic book of the NT—the apocalyptic
counterpart of Dnl in the OT—is the Book of Rev.
The external evidence for the Johannine authorship
is strong (see APOCALYPSE), Tradition and internal evidence ascribe it to the reign of Domitian
(cir 95 AD). Its contents were given in vision in
the isle of Patmos (Rev 1 9), The theory which
connects it wdth the reign of Nero through the su|iposed fitness of this name to express the mystic
no, 666 is entirely precarious (cf Salmon, Intro to
NT, 245-54). 'The main intent is to exhibit m
symbolic form the approaching conflicts of Christ
and His church with anti-Christian powers—with
secular world-power ^Beast), with intellectual anti-
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Chrislianism (Kidse Prophet), w-ith ecclesiastical
anli-Christianisin (Woman)—these conflicts issuing
in victory and a period of triumph, preluding, after
a sharp, final struggle, the last scenes (resurrection,
judgment), and (lie el ernal state. When the visions
are takeUj not as ]iodic imaginings, but as true
apocalyptic unveilings, the change in style from
the g(is|i(d, which may be regarded as already
writleii, can readily be understood. These niighly
revelations in Patmos brought about, as by volcanic force, a I renicndous upheaval in the seer's
soul, break ing through all previous strata of thought
and feeling, and throwing everything into a, new
perspective, ()ii the resultant high keynote:
"Amen: C((iiie, Lord Jesus" (Itev 22 20), the
N T closes.
(1) Canonielly.—The principal steps by which the
books iKiu- eniiinerated were gradually formed into
a ST " Canon,'' have be(ai indicated in previous sections. The test of caiioiiieity here, as in the OT,
is the ])i'eseiice of in,spiration. Some would preier the word "apostolic," which comes to the same
thing. .VU the writings above reckoned were held
to be the works of apostles or of apcstohc men,
and on this ground were admitted into the hst of
books having authority in the church. Larnabas
(cir 100-120 AD) already quotes Mt 20 16 with
the formula ''it is written." Paul quotes as "scripture" (1 Tim 5 IrS) a [lassage found only in Lk
(10 7). Paul's Epistles are classed w-ith "other
scriptures" in 2 Pet 3 16. Post-apostolic Fathers
draw a clear distinction between their own writings
and those of apostles like Paul and Peter (Polycarp, Ignatius, Barnabas). The Fathers of the
close of the 2d cent, treat the N T w-ritings as in the
fullest degree inspired (cf Westcott, Intro to Study
of Gospels, Append. B). An important impulse
to the formation of a definite canon came from the
gnostic Marcion (cir 140 AD), who made a canon
for himself in 2 parts, "Gospel" and "Apostohcon,"
consisting of one gospel (a mutilated Lk) and 10
epistles of Paul (excluding Pastorals). A challenge
of this kind had to be taken up, and lists of N T
writings began to be made (Melito, Muratorian
Fragment, etc), with the results previously described. By the commencemSnt of the 4th cent,
unanimity had practically been attained as regards
even the Antilegomena.
At the Council of Nicaea
(325 .VD), Westcott says, "the Holy S(Tiptures of
the Old and New TesI aiiients were silently admitted
on all sides to have a final authority" (Bilde in
Church, 155),

See CANOX OF NT.

V. Unity and Spiritual
Purpose—Inspiration.—
Holy Scripture is not simply a collection of religious
books: stUl less does it consist of mere
1. Scripfragments of Jewish and Christian
ture a Unity literature. It lielongs to the conception of Scripture that, though originating "by divers portions and in divers manners"
(ill- 1 1), it should yet, in its completeness, constitute a unity, evincing, in the spirit and purpose
that bind its parts together, the Divme source from
w hich its revelation comes. The Bible is the record
of God's revelations of Himself to men in suecessi^-e
ages and dispensations (Eph 1 .8-10; 3 5-9;
Col 1 25,26), till the revelation culminates in the
advent and w-ork of t he Son, and the mission of the
Spirit. It is this aspect of the Bible which constitutes its grand distinction from all collections of
sacred wrif.ings-the so-caUed "Bibles" of heathen
rehgions—in the world, d'hesc, as the slightest
inspection of them show-s, have no unity. They
are accumulations of heterogeneous materials, presenting, in their collocation, no order, progress, or
plan. The reason is, that they embody no historical
revelation working out a purpose in consecutive
stages from germinal beginnings to perfect close.
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The Bible, by contrast, is a single book because it
embodies such a revelation, and exhibits such a
purpose. The unity of the book, made up of so
many parts, is the attestation of the reality of the
revelation it contains.
This feature of spiritual purpose in the Bible is
one of the most obvious things about it (cf POT,
30ff). It gives to the Bible what is
2. The
sometimes termed its "organic unity."
Purpose
The Bible has a beginning, middle and
of Grace
end. The opening chs of Gen have
their counterpart in the "new heaven
and new earth" and p.aradise restored of the closing chapters of Rev (21, 22). Man's sin is made
the starting-point for disclosures of God's grace.
The patriarchal history, with its covenants and
promises, is continued in the story of the Exodus
and the events that follow, in fulfilment of these
promises. D t recapitulates the lawgiving at Sinai.
Josh sees the people put in possession of the promised
land. Backsliding, rebellion, failure, do not defeat
God"s purpose, but are overruled to carry it on to a
surer completion. The monarchy is made the occasion of new promises to the house of David (2 S
7). The prophets root themselves in the past, but,
at the very hour when the nation seems sinking in
ruin, hold out bright hopes of a greater future in
the extension of God"s Idngdom to the Gentiles,
under Messiah"s rule, .V critical writer, Kautzsch,
has justly said: "The abiding value of the < )T lies
above all in this, t h a t it guarantees to us w-ith absolute certainty the fact and the process of a Divine
plan and way of salvation, w-hich found its conclusion
and fulfilment in the new covenant, in the person
and work of Jesus Christ"" (Bleibende Bedeutung des
AT, 22, 24:, 28-29, 30-31).
Fulfilment in Christ.—How truly all t h a t was
imperfect, transitional, temporary, in the OT was
brought to realization and completion in the redemption and spiritual kingdom of Christ need not here
be dwelt upon. Christ is the prophet, priest and
king of the New Covenant. His perfect sa(^'rifiec,
"once for aU,"" supersedes and aboUshes the typical
sacrifices of the old economy (He 9, 10). His
gift of the Spirit realizes what the prophets had
foretold of God's law being written in men's hearts
(Jer 31 31-34; 32 39.40; Ezk 11 19.20, etc). His
kingdom is estabUshed on moveless foundations, and
can have no end (PhU 2 9-11; He 12 28; Rev 5
13, etc). In tracing the Unes of this redeeming purpose of God, brought to light in Christ, we gain the
key which unlocks the inmost meaning of the whole
Bible. It is the revelation of a "gospel."
"Inspiration" is a word round which many debates have gathered. If, however, what has been
said is true of the Bible as the record
3. Inspira- of a progressive revelation, of its contion
tents as the discovery of the will of
God for man's salvation, of the prophetic and apostolic standing of its -writers, of
the unity of spirit and purpose that pervades it,
it wiU be difficult to deny that a quite peculiar presence, operation, and guidance of the Spirit of God
are manifest in its production. The belief in
inspiration, it has been seen, is implied in the formation of these books into a sacred canon. The
fuU discussion of the subject belongs to a special
art.

(see

INSPIRATION).

Biblical claim.—Here it need only be said that
the claim for inspiration in the Bible is one made
in fullest measure by the Bible itself. It is not
denied by any that Jesus and His apostles regarded
the OT Scriptures as in the fullest sense inspired.
The appeal ot Jesus was always to the Scriptures,
and the word of Scripture was final with Him.
"Have ye not read?" (Mt 19 4). "Ye do err, not
knowing the scriptures, nor the power of God"
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(:Mt 22 29). This because "God" speaks in them
(Mt 19 4). Prophecies and psalms were fiUfiUed
in Him (Lk 18 3 1 ; 22 37; 24 27.44). Paul esteemed the Scriptures "the oracles of God" (Rom
3 2). They are "God-inspired" (2 Tim 3 16).
That N T prophets and apostles were not placed
on any lower level than those of the OT is manifest from Paul's explicit words regarding himself
and his fellow-apostles. Paul never faltered in his
claim to be "an apostle of Christ Jesus through the
will of God" (Eph 1 1, etc)—"separated unto the
gospel of God" (Rom 1 1)—w-ho had received his
message, not from man, but by "revelation" from
heaven (Gal 1 11.12). The "mystery of Christ"
had "now been revealed unto his holy apostles
and prophets in the Spirit," in consequence of which
the church is declared to be "built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus
himself being the chief corner stone" (Eph 2 20;
3 5),
Marks of inspiration.—It might be shown that
these claims made by N T w-riters for the OT and
for themselves are borne out by what the OT itself
teaches of prophetic insphation, of wisdom as the
gift of God's spirit, and of the light, holiness, saving
virtue and sanctifying power continually ascribed
to God's "law," "words," "statutes,"" "commandments," "judgments" (see above). This is the
ultimate test of "inspiration"—that to which Paul
likewise appeals—its power to "make wise unto
salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus"
(2 Tim 3 15)—its profitableness "for teaching,
for reproof, for correction, for instruction which is
in righteousness" (ver 16)—all to the end "that
the man of God may be complete, furnished completely unto every good work" (ver 17). Nothing
is here determined as to "inerrancy'' in minor historical, geographical, chronological details, in
which some would 'wrongly put the essence of inspiration; but it seems implied that at least there
is no error which can interfere with or nullUy the
utility of Scrijiture for the ends specified. Who
that brings Scripture to its own tests of inspiration,
will deny that, judged as a whole, it fulfils them?
3. The claim of the Bible to a Divine origin is
justified by its historical injluence. Regarded even
as lit., the Bible has an unexampled
4. Histor- place in history. Ten or fifteen MSS
ical Influare thought a goodly number for an
ence of the ancient classic; the MSS of whole or
Bible
parts of the N'T are reckoned by thousands, the oldest going back to the
4th or Sth cent. Another test is tr. The books
of the N T had hardly begun to be put together before
we find tr» being made of them in Lat, Syr, Egyp,
later into Gothic and other barbarous tongues
(see VERSIONS). In the Middle Ages, before the
invention of printing, t r ' were made into the vernacular of most of the countries of Europe. Toda,y
there is not a language in the civilized world, hardly
a language among uncivilized tribes, wherever missions have gone, into which this word of God has
not been rendered. Thanks to the labors of Bible
Societies, the circulation of the Bible in the different countries of the world in recent years outstrips
all previous records. No book has ever been so
minutely studied, has had so many books written
on it, has founded so vast a lit. of hymns, liturgies,
devotional writings, sermons, has been so keenly
assailed, has evoked such splendid defences, as the
Bible. Its spiritual influence cannot be estimated.
To teU aU the Bible has been and done for the world
would be to resvrite in large part the history of
modern civihzation. Without it, in heathen lands,
the arm and tongue of the missionary would be
paralyzed. V'ith it, even in the absence of the
missionary, wondrous results are often effected.
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In n a t i o n a l life t h e Bible is t h e s o u r c e of o u r h i g h e s t
i v 1; P e a k e ' s Guide to Biblical
Study
(1897);
social a n d n a t i o n a l aspn-atioiis. P r o f e s s o r Hu.xley,
U . F . A d e n e y ' s How V, Read lite Bdilc ( 1 8 9 6 ) ;
though a n a g n o s t i c , a r g u e d for t h e r e a d i n g of t h e
R . C . M o u l t o n ' s The Modern Reader's Bible ( 1 9 0 7 ) ;
Bible in t h e schools o n t h i s v e r y g r o u n d . " B y t h e
Ihe Sunday
School Teaehers' Bdile (1875); T h e
study of w h a t o t h e r b o o k , " h e a s k e d , " c o u l d chilVariorum
Reference Bible a n d Variorum
Teachers'
dren be so m u c h h u m a n i z e d , a n d m a d e (o feel t h a t
Bible (1880); W e y m o u t h ' s NT in Modern
Speech
each figure iu t h a t v a s t h i s t o r i c a l proe(\ssion fills,
(1909); The Tioentteth
Cent. NT ( W e s t c o t t a n d
like themselves, b u t i i i i o m e n t a r y s p a c e in t h e i n H o r t s t e x t , 1904); S, L l o y d ' s The Corrected
Engterval b e t w e e n t w o e t e r n i t i e s , a n d e a r n s t h e blessings
hsh NT (liagster,
1905).
or t h e curses of all t i m e s , a c c o r d i n g t o i t s effort t o
TiTEK,\T(iHK.—Cf arts, in t h e liiblo Diets,, specially
do good a n d t o Uate e\-il, e v e n a s tlie\' a r e also e a r n bamlay on " Hil.li^" and DohKcliutz on '"I'IKI ttible in tho
ing their p a y m e n t for t h e i r w-ork?" (Critiques and
Chdreh, in liasiiuKs' Enc ,i( H,-l. ami /ill,,,.,: IL- VVest^
Addresses, 6 1 ) ,
(-(.(tl, Jhe Bilile III Ihe Chiireh (l,S7,^,|; W. H , B e u i i e t t , A
I rimer of Ihc Bible ( I S 0 7 ) ; ,V, |('. lx-irk|K(l(-ic]i, The Divine
VI.. Addenda.—A
few n o t e s m a y b e a d d e d , i n
Pilirarij of the (1'/' ( I s l I C i ; ,1. hiadle. The English
Biblcclosing, o n special p o i n t s n o t t o u c h e d i n t h e p r e wurks oa IntroducUdii (IJi-ivcc, Btei: hooks (nentiijiied
aliove under " H e l p s " : B, ]i. VVarlleld in l-rmreton Thruceding sections,
logical h'ei-iew ( O c t o b e r , 1 9 1 0 ) ; C .\. iii-iK^s, (ieneral
Intro
.Vlready in p r e - T a l m tiuK^s, for inirposes of r e a d to the ,\tii,l!j of Hull/ Si-ripturr
( S c r i l m c r s . ISli:)); "VV. H
ing in t h e s y n a g o g u e s , t h e J e w s h a d l a r g e r d i v i s i o n s
d r e e i i , lieneral Intro to Ihc llT ( S c r i l i n e r s , Isli'))'- E C
Bis.si'll, r/je Pent: Itii Origin ami ,-ilri,, tare {Scribuors,
of t h e law- i n t o s e c t i o n s called Pdrdl^bh).
Zahn, Intro to the NT.
1. Chapters shahs, a n d of t h e p r o i i h e t s i n t o similar
JAMES O R R
and V e r s e s sections called //n/i/zfiTnT/is, T h e y h a d
BIBLICAL
C R I T I C I S M . ,See C R I T I C I S M O F
also s m a l l e r divisions i n t o
P'silklin,
BIBLE,
corresponding n e a r l y w i t h o u r \-erses. T h e division
into c h a p t e r s is m u c h l a t e r ( I 3 l h c e n t , ) . I t is
BIBLICAL D I S C R E P A N C I E S , bib'li-kal disascribed to C a r d i n a l H u g o d e St C a m (d. 124S); b y
krep'an-siz.
See D I S C R E P A N C I E S , B I B L I C A L .
others t o Steplien L a n g t o n , a r c h b i s h o p of C a n t e r bury (d. 1 2 2 , ) ,
I t w a s a d o p t e d i n t o t h e Vulg,
B I B L I C A L T H E O L O G Y , bib'li-kal t h e - o l ' 5 - j i :
and from t h i s w a s t r a n s f e r r e d b v R . N a t h a n (cir
I, BIBLICAL THEOLOGY AS A SCIENCE
1440) t o t h e H e b Bible (Bleek, K e i l ) . Verses a r e
1. Deflnition
marked i n t h e V u l g a s e a r l y a s 1558. T h e y first
2. Relation to Dogmatics
3. Place and Method of BilDlical Theology
appear in t h e N T i n R o b e r t S t e p h e n s ' e d i t i o n
4. Relation to Scientific Exegesis
of t h e ^ G r T e s t a m e n t in 1 5 5 1 . H e n r y S t e p h e n s ,
II.
H I S T O R Y OP BIBLICAL THEOLOGY
Robert's son, r e p o r t s t h a t t h e y w e r e devised b y
1. I t s Rise in Scientific Form
2. Patristic and Scholastic Periods
his father d u r i n g a j o u r n e y o n h o r s e b a c k from P a r i s
3. Bibhcal Efforts in 17th and 18th Centuries
to Lyons.
4. OT Theology in First Half of I9th Century
The A V of 1611, b a s e d i n p a r t o n earlier E n g l i s h
5. N T Theology in the I9th Centiirv
6. OT Theology in Second Half of 19th Century
V ^.-S, esp. T y n d a l e ' s , j u s t l y h o l d s r a n k a s o n e of
7. Bearings of Criticism on OT Theology
t h e n o b l e s t m o n u m e n t s of t h e E n g l i s h
III.
D I V I S I O N S OF B I B L I C A L THEOLOGY
2. AV a n d l a n g u a g e of i t s o w n , o r a n y , a g e ,
1. Divergent Views of OT Divisions
2. Law and Prophecy
RV
Necessarily, however, t h e G r text
3. Primal Prophetism and Final Judaism
used b y t h e translators
("Textus
4. Place ot Mosaism
R e e e p t u s " ) , r e s t i n g o n a few late IMSS, w a s v e r y
5. N a t u r e of Israel's Rehgious Development
LiTERATUBB
imp(=rfect. W i t h t h e d i s c o v e r y of m o r e a n c i e n t
MSS, a n d m u l t i p h c a t i o n of a p p h a n e e s for criticism,
/ . As a Science.—Bib.
t h e o l o g y seems b e s t d e the need a n d call for a revised t e x t a n d t r b e c a m e
fined as t h e d o c t r i n e of B i b . religion. As such i t
urgent. FinaUy, a t t h e i n s t a n c e of t h e C o n v o c a t i o n
w o r k s u p t h e m a t e r i a l c o n t a i n e d in t h e
1. DefiO T a n d t h e N T a s t h e p r o d u c t of
of t h e P r o v i n c e of C a n t e r b u r y , t h e t a s k of revision
nition
exegetical s t u d y . T h i s is t h e m o d e r n
was u n d e r t a k e n b y C o m m i t t e e s r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e
best EngUsh a n d A m e r i c a n s c h o l a r s h i p .
Their
t e c h n i c a l sense of t h e t e r m , w h e r e b y
labors resulted i n t h e p u b l i c a t i o n , in 1881, of t h e
it signifies a s y s t e m a t i c r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of B i b .
religion i n i t s p r i m i t i v e form.
Re-sdsed N T , a n d m LSSo, of t h e R e v i s e d O T (a
revised edition of t h e A p o c w a s p u b l i s h e d in 1896).
Bib. t h e o l o g y h a s s o m e t i m e s been t a k e n t o signify
n o t alone t h i s science of t h e d o c t r i n a l d e c l a r a t i o n s of
The preferences of t h e A m e r i c a n R e v i s e r s w e r e
t h e S c r i p t u r e s , b u t t h e whole g r o u p of sciences conprinted i n a n a p p e n d i x , a p l e d g e b e i n g given t h a t
c e r n e d w i t h t h e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n a n d exposition of t h e
no further c h a n g e s s h o u l d b e m a d e for 14 y e a r s .
S c r i p t u r e s . I n t h a t wider -view of B i b . theology,
The English C o m p a n i e s w e r e d i s b a n d e d s h o r t l y
t h e t e r m exegetical t h e o l o g y h a s been used t o define
after 1885, b u t t h e A m e r i c a n C o m m i t t e e , a d h e r i n g
a n d i n c l u d e t h e g r o u p of sciences a l r e a d y referred
to its o w n r e n d e r i n g s , a n d belie-ving t h a t f u r t h e r
to.
B u t t h e whole weight of preference seems, i n
i m p r o v e m e n t s o n t h e E n g l i s h R V w e r e possible,
o u r -view, t o belong t o t h e n a r r o w e r u s e of t h e t e r m
continued i t s o r g a n i z a t i o n a n d w o r k . T h i s issued,
Bib.
theology,
a s m o r e s t r i c t l y scientific.
in 1901, in t h e p r o d u c t i o n of t h e A R V , w h i c h a i m s
T h i s is n o t t o confound t h e science of B i b . t h e o l o g y
at greater c o n s i s t e n c y a n d aceiir;iey in a n u m b e r of
w i t h t h a t of d o g m a t i c s , for t h e i r c h a r a c t e r s a r e
i m p o r t a n t r e s p e c t s , a n d is supplied, also, w i t h cares h a r p l y d i s t i n g u i s h e d . T h e science of
fuUy selected m a r g i n a l references (see A M E R I C A N
2. R e l a t i o n d o g m a t i c s is a historieo-philosophical
R E V I S E D V E R S I O N ) . L i t t l e could b e d o n e , in e i t h e r
o n e ; t h a t of B i b . t h e o l o g y is p u r e l y
E R V or A R V , in t h e a b s e n c e of reliable d a t a for to D o g matics
historic. D o g m a t i c s declares w h a t ,
comparison, w i t h t h e t e x t of t h e O T , b u t c e r t a i n
for religious faith, m u s t b e r e g a r d e d
obvious c o r r e c t i o n s h a v e b e e n m a d e , or n o t e d i n t h e
as t r u t h ; B i b . t h e o l o g y o n l y dis('(n'ers w h a t t h e
margin.
w r i t e r s of t h e O T a n d t h e N T a d d u c e a s t r u t h .
I n r e c e n t y e a r s a b u n d a n t h e l p s h a v e b e e n furT
h i s l a t t e r m e r e l y a s c e r t a i n s t h e c o n t e n t s of t h e
nishefl, a p a r t from C o m m e n t a r i e s a n d D i c t i o n a r i e s ,
i d e a s p u t f o r w a r d b y t h e sacred w r i t e r s , b u t is n o t
for t h e i n t e l l i g e n t s t u d y of t h e E n g l i s h
c o n c e r n e d w i t h t h e i r c o r r e c t n e s s or verificatidii.
3. H e l p s t o B i b l e . A m o n g s u c h w o r k s m a y b e
I t is t h e what of t r u t h , i n t h e s e d o c u m e n t a r y
Study"
m e n t i o n e d t h e Oxford
Helps to the
a u t h o r i t i e s , B i b . t h e o l o g y seeks t o a t t a i n . T h e
Study of the Bilde; t h e v a l u a b l e Aids
why, o r with what right, i t is so p u t f o r w a r d a s t r u t h ,
to Bible Students
( E y r e a n d Spottiswo(((le, 1808);
belongs t o t h e o t h e r science, t h a t of d o g m a t i c s .
Dr. A n g u s ' Bible Handbook
(revised b y G r e e n ) ;
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Bib. theology is thus the more objective science;
it has no need of dogmatics; dogmatics, on the
other hand, cannot be without the
3. Place
aid of Bib. theology. The Bib. theoloand
gian should be a Christian philosopher.
Method
an exegete, and, above all, a historian.
of BibUcal For it is in a manner purely historical
Theology
t h a t Bib. theology seeks to investigate
the teaching, in whole, of each of the
sacred writers. Each •writing it studies in itself,
in its relation to the others, and in its place in history
taken as a whole. Its method is historical-genetic.
The proper place of Bib. theology is at the head of historical theology, where it shines aa a center of Ught.
Its ideal as a science is to present a clear, complete
and comprehensive survey of the Bib. teachings.
In pursuance of this end. Bib. theology is served
by scientific exegesis, whose results it presents in
ordered form so as to exhibit the or4. Relation ganic unity and completeness of Bib.
to Exegesis religion. The importance of Bib. theology Ues in the way it cUrects, corrects
and fructifies all moral and dogmatic theology by
bringing it to the original founts of truth. Its spirit
is one of impartial historical inquiry.
//. History of Biblical Theology.—Bib. theology,
in any truly scientific form, dates only from the
18th cent. Offspring as it w-as of
1. Its Rise German rationalism, it has yet been
in Scientific found deserving of cultivation and
Form
scientific study by the most orthodox
theology. Indeed, Pietism, too, urged
its claims as Bib. dogma, over against the too
scholastic dogma of orthodoxy. The Patristic
theology, no doubt, was Bib., and the
2. Patristic Alexandrian School deserves special
and
praise. The scholastic theology of the
Scholastic Middle Ages leaned on the Fathers
Periods
rather than on the Bible. Bib. theology, in spirit, though not in form,
found a re-vival at the Reformation. But this was
early followed by a 17th cent, type of scholasticism,
polemical and confessional.
Even in t h a t cent., however, efforts of a more
purely Bib. character were not wanting, as witness
those of Schmidt, Witsius and Vit3. 17th and ringa. But throughout the entire
18th Cents. 18th cent, there were manifest endeavors to throw off the scholastic
yoke and return to Bib. simphcity. Haymann
(1708), Busching (17.56), Zachariae (1772) and
Storr (1793), are examples of the efforts referred to.
But it was from the rationalistic side that the first
-vindication of Bib. theology as a science of independent rank was made. This merit belonged to
Gabler (1787), who urged a purely historical treatment of the Bible, and was, later, shared by his
colleague, G. L. Bauer, who issued a Bib. Theology of
the NT (Ger) in four parts (1800-1802). More independent still was the standpoint assumed by C. F.
Ammon in his Biblische Theologie (2d ed, 1801-2).
Ammon does not fail to apprehend the historical
character of our science, saying that Bib. theology
should deal only with the "materials, fundamental
ideas, and results of Bib. teaching, without troubUng
itself about the connection of the same, or weaving
them into an artificial system."
The influence of (Schleiermacher was hardly a
fortunate one, the OT being sundered from the NT,
and attention centered on the latter.
4. OT The- Kayser (1813) and, stiU more, De
ology in
Wette, who died in 18.50, pursued the
First Half
perfecting of our science, particularly
of 19th
in matters of method. Continuators
Cent.
of the work were Baumgarten-Crusius
(1828), Cramer (1830) and Colin, whose
work was posthumously presented by D . Schulz in
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1836. It was in the second quarter of the 19th
cent, t h a t the Bib. theology of the OT began to
receive the full attention it deserved. It has been
declared the merit of Hegel's philosophy to have
taught men to see, in the various Bib. systems of
doctrine, a complete development, and Hegel did,
no doubt, exert a fertilizing influence on historical
inquiry. But it must also be said that the Hegehan
philosophy affected Bib. theology in a prejudicial
manner, as may be seen in Vatke's a priori construction of history and doctrine in his work. Die bib.
Theologie (1835), and in Bruno Bauer's Die Religion
des AT (1838-39), which controverted but did not
improve upon Vatke. Steudel (1840), Oehlei^(1845)
and Havernick (1848) are worthy of particularly
honorable mention in this OT connection. In his
Theology of the OT (3d ed, 1891; Amer. ed, 1883)
G. F . Oehler excellently maintained the close connection between the OT and the NT, which Hengstenberg had already emphasized in 1829.
The Bib. theology of the N T was furthered by the
memorable Neander. In 1832, he first issued his
Planting and Training of the Christian
6. NT
Church, while his Life of Jesus first
Theology
appeared in 1837. In this latter work,
in the 19th he summarized the doctrine of the
Cent.
Redeemer, while the former presented
the doctrinal teaching of the apostolic
writers in such wise as to show the different shades
of thought pecuhar to each of them, pointing out,
at the same time, "how, notwithstanding all difference, there was an essential unity beneath, unless
one is deceived by the form, and how the form in its
diversity is easily explained." C. F . Schmid improved in some respects upon Neander's work in
his excellent Biblical Theology of the NT, issued
(1853) after his death by Weizsacker (new ed, 1864).
In Schmid's work, the Bib. theology of the N T is
presented with objectivity, clearness and penetrating sympathy.
Hahn's Theology of the NT (1854) came short
of doing justice to the diverse types of doctrinal
development in the N T . The work of G. V. Lechler on the apostolic and post-apostolic age, was, in
its improved form of 1857, much more important.
E. Reuss, in 1852, issued his valuable History of
the Christian Theology of the Apostolic Age, a complete and critical work, but not sufficiently objective
in its treatment. The Prelections on NT Theology of F . C. Baur, head of the Tubingen school,
exemplify both the merits and the defects of the
school. They are critical, independent and suggestive, but lacking in impartiality. They were
pubUshed by his son after his death (1864). A new
ed of these lectures on N T theology was issued by
Pfleiderer in 1893.
Ha'ving first dealt with the teachings of Jesus,
Baur then set out the materials of the N T theology
in three periods, making Paul well-nigh the founder
of Christianity. For him only four epistles of Paul
were genuine products of the apostohc age, namely,
Romans, the two Corinthians, Galatians, together
with the Revelation. To the growth and history
of the N T Baur applied the method of the Hegelian
dialectic, and, though powerful and profound, displayed a lack of sane, well-balanced judgment. Yet
so conservative a scholar as Weiss gave Baur the
credit of ha'ving "first made it the problem of criticism to assign to each book of the N T its place in
the history of the development of primitive^ Christianity, to determine the relations to which it owes
its origin, the object at which it aims, and the 'views
it represents." Among Baur's followers may be
noted Pfleiderer, in his Paidinism (1873).
The Theology of the NT, by J. J. Van Gosterzee
(Eng. ed, 1870), is a serviceable book for students,
and the NT Theology of A. Immer (1878), already
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famous for his hermeneutieal studies, is noteworthy. Chief among subsequent cultivators of
the Bib. theology of the N T must be reckoned B .
Weiss, whose work in two volumes (Eng. ed,
1SS2-S3) constitutes a most criticirl and coni|ilele,
thorough and accurate treatment of the Bubject
in all its details: W. Beyschlag, wUose NT Theology
(Eng. ed, in 2 vols, 1805) is also valuable; H . Holtzmann,^ whose ^ treatise on A T Theology (1897)
dealt in a critical fashion with the doclrinal contents of the N T . Holtzmann's learning and ability
are great, but his work is marred by naluraUstic
presuppositions. T h e French work on Thcologi/
of the NT, by J. Rovoii (2 vols, l.s;)3-94) is marke.l
by great independence, skill -and fairness. Tlie
Theology of the NT, by W. F . Adeney (1894), and
the yet more recent, and \-ery attractiv(-l>' written,
wijrk with the same title, by G. 1'.. Stevens (l.sOt)),
bring us pretty well up t(-> the present state of our
science in respect of the N T .
Coming back to the Bib. theology of the OT in the
second half of the 19th cent,, wc'find A. Klostermann's Investigations
into the OT
6. OT
Tlicology, whieii appeared in 1868.
Theology
The OT theology, no less than t h a t
in Second of the N T , w-as set forth by t h a t great
Half of the scholar, H . Ewald, in four vols (1871of the 19th 75; Eng. cd [first part], 1888). His
Cent.
interest in N T theology was due t o his
strong feeling t h a t the N T is really the
second part of t h e record of Israel's revelation.
A. Kuenen dealt w-ith the Religion of Israel in two
vcjlumes (Eng,_ ed, 1874-75), w-riting nobly but
with defective insight into, and comprehension of,
the higher relirious ideas of Israel. F . Hitzig's
Prelections (ISSO) deal with t h e theology of the OT,
as part of their contents. H . Schultz treated of
the OT Thiolmiy in two vols (1st ed, 1869; 5th ed,
1896; Eng. e(.l, 1892), in a careful, mainly just,
and, by comparison, well-balanced handling of the
development of its religious ideas.
T\e have not touched upon writers like Smend,
for example, in his History of OT Religion (1893),
and J. Robertson, in his Early Religion of Israel
(2d ed, 1S92;, who treat of the Bib. theology of the
OT only in a way subsidiary t o t h e consideration
of the historico-critical problems. The Conception of Revelation in theOT was dealt -with by F. E.
Konig in 1882 in a careful and comprehensive
manner, and with regard to t h e order and relation
of the documents, revelation in Israel being taken
by him in a supranaturalistic sense. Significant
also for the progress of O T Bib. theology was Tlie
Theological and the Historical View of the OT, by
C. .Siegfried (1890), who insisted on the development of the higher religion of Israel being studied
from the elder prophets as starting-point, instead
of the law.
Mention should be made of Biblical Study: Its
Principles, Methods and History, by C. A. Briggs
(1883; 4th ed, 1891 j ; of the important Compendium of the Bib. Theology of the O and tlie NT by
K. Schlottmann (1889); of E. Riehm's valuable OT
Theology (18S9j; and of G. Dalman's Studies in Bib.
Theology —the Divine name and its history —in
1889. Also, of the OT Theology of A. Duff (1891);
A. Dillmann's Handhejok of Ot Theology, edited by
Kittel (1895J; and of IVfarti's ed of the Theology of
the o r of A. Kayser (3d ed, 1897).
Of Theology of the OT, by A. B. Davidson (1904),
it may be said t h a t it does full justice to the idea
of a progressive development of doctrine in the OT,
and is certainly divergent from the view of those
who, like Cheyne, treat the OT writings as so many
fragments, from which no theol((gy can be extracted. Biblical Theology of the OT, by B. Stade
(1905), is t h e work of a distinguished representative

of the modern critical views, already famous for
his work on the history of Israel (IS.S7). The Theology of the OT by W. H. Bennett (1906) is a clear
and useful compendium of the subject.
Recent works like The Problem of the O T by
James Orr (1905), OT Critics by Thomas Whitelaw
(1903), and E.i.-iiIijs in PenlatcuchatCriti7. Bearings cism, by Harold M. Wiener (1909),
of Criticism deal with the critical questions, and do
on OT
not concern us here, save to remark
Theology
that they are not without bearing, in
their results, upon the theology of the
OT. Such result,s are, e g . the insistences, in Orr's
work, on the unity of the OT, the higher than
naturalistic view of Israel's religious development,
the discriminate use of Divine names Uke Elohim
and Jehovah, and so forth; and the express contention in \\'hitelaw's work, that the critical hypotheses are not such as can yield "a philosophically
reasonable theology" (p. 316). Indeed, it must not
be su])pose(l that even works, like t h a t of S. R.
pv'iver,Jnti-oduction to ihe Literature of the OT (first
issued in 1891), are wdthout resultant influence on
Bib. theology.
So far from that, the truth is t h a t there is probably no result of the readjustment of the history
and lit. of the OT so important as its bearings on
the Bib. theology of the OT. For the order and the
method of revelation are most surely involved in
the order and relation of the books or documents,
and the course of the history. The progress of the
revelation ran parallel with the work of God in
Nature and in the growth of human society. Hence
the reconstruction of the historical theology of the
OT will take much time and study, that the full
value of the OT may be brought out as that of an
independent and permanent revelation, with characteristic truths of its own. Meantime, the reality of that revelation, and the teleological character
of the OT, have been brought out, in the most
signal manner, by theological scholars hke Dorner,
Dillmann, Kittel, Kautsch, Schultz and others, who
feel the inadequacy of natural development or
"human reflection" to account for OT theology, and
the immediacy of God's contact with man in OT
times to be alone sufficient to account for a revelation so weighty, orgamcally connected, dynamically
bound together, monotheistic and progressive.
///. Divisions of Biblical Theology.—The
di-visions of OT theology are matters of grave difficulty. For the newer criticism has
1. Diverpractically transformed that mode of
gent Views representing the process of Israel's reon the OT Ugious development, which had been
customary or traditional. On this latter -view, the Patriarchal Age was succeeded by the
Mosaic Age, wdth its law-gi-ving under Moses, followed, after an intercalated period of Judges and
monarchy, by the splendid Age of Prophecy. Then
there was the Exile preparing the way, after the
Return, for the new theocracy, wherein the Law of
Moses was sought with more persistent endeavor,
though not without darkly legalistic result. Such
were the historic bases for OT theology, but the
modifications proposed by the new criticism are
sufficiently serious. These it will be necessary to indicate, without going beyond the scope of this art.
and attempting criticism of either the one view or
the other. It is the more necessary to do so, t h a t
finaUty has not been reached by criticism. We are
only concerned with the difference which these
divergent -views make for OT Bib. theology, whose
reconstruction is verj- far from perfected.
T h a t they do mean serious difference has been
indicated in the historical part of this art. Most
obtrusive of these differences is the proposal to
invert the order of law and prophecy, and speak

B i S ' ^ g l f " ^ ."^HE I N T E R N A T I O N A L STAND.VRD B I B L E E N C Y C L O P A E D I A
rather of the Prophets and the Law. For the Law
is, on the newer view-, taken to belong to the postprophetic period—in short, to the
2. Law and period of the return from the Exile,
Prophecy
whereas, in the traditional scheme of
the order of revelation, the Law was
found in full force both at the Exodus and the
Return, with a dead-letter period between. The
garment of legalism, the newer criticism asserts,
could not have suited the IsraeUtish nation in its
early and undeveloped stage, as it does after the
teachings of the prophets and the discipline of the
Exile, .\gainst this, the older scheme prefers the
objection that an external and legalistic system is
made the outcome of the lofty spiritual teaching
of the prophets; the letter .appears super-imposed
upon the spirit. Criticism, however, postulates for
the ritual codes of the Pent an influence parallel in
time with that of prophetism.
Besides the adjustments of prophecy and law
just referred to, the critical views postulate a
primal period in which the religion
3. Prophet- of the prophets, with their •view of
ism and
Israel's vocation, was inculcated; also,
Judaism
a final period of Judaism, intercalated
between the Return and the Maccabees, in which are seen at work the Levitienl law,
and various anti-legal tendencies. I t must be
ob'vious t h a t attempts to integrate the OT theology
amid the prevailing uncertainties of criticism must
be far from easy or final, even if the need and importance be felt of keeping t h e religious interest
before even the historical in OT study. For the
OT writers, religion was primary, history secondary
and incidental, we may well believe.
We must be content to know less of the remote
beginnings and initial stages of Israel's religious
development, for, as A. B. Davidson re4. Place of marked, "in matters like this we never
Mosaism
can get at the beginning." J. Robertson deems criticism wrong in not allowing "a sufficient starting-point for the development," by which he means t h a t pure prophetic
religion needs "a pure pre-prophetic religion" to
explain its more t h a n "germinal or elementary
character." It may be noted, too, how much
greater place and importance are attached to
Mosaism or IMoses by critics like Reuss, Schultz,
Bredenkamp and Strack, than by Wellhausen, who
yet allows a certain substratum of actual and historical fact.
It may be observed, further, that no one is under
any compulsion to account for such a transformation, as even Wellhausen allows, in the
6. Israel's slow growth from very low beginnings
Religious
of the idea of Jeh up to pure and
Developperfect monotheism—among a nonment
metaphysical people—by the simple
supposition of naturalistic theory.
Evolutionary the critical hypothesis of the religious
development of Israel may be, but that development was clearly not so exclusively controlled by
human elements or factors as to exclude the presenc(2 of supernatural energy or power of revelation.
It had God within it—^had, in Dorner's phrase,
"teleology as its soul." Thus, as even Gunkel declares, "Israel is, and remains, the people of revelation." This is why Israel was able to make—
despite all retrograde tendencies—rectilinear progress tow-ard a predestined goal—the goal of being
what Ewidd styled a "purely immortal and spiritual Israel," O T theology does not seem to have
sufficiently realized that the OT really presents
us with theologies rather than a theology—with
the pnigressive development of a rehgion rather
than with theological ideas resting on one historic
plane.
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LiTERATVRE.—I, OT Literature: B . Stade, Biblische
Theologie des AT. 1905; H. Schultz, .AT Theologie, Sth ed,
1896; Eng. ed, 1892; H. Ewald, Retelation: Its Nature
and Record, Eng. ed, 18S4; G P. Oehler, Theology of the
OT, Eng. ed, 1874; A. Kuenen, The Religion of Israel to
the Fall of the Jewish State, Eng. ed, 1875; E . Riehm, AT
Theologie,IBBQ: S. B,.Driver, AnInlroductiontoth
Literature of the OT, I s t e d , 1891; A. B . Davidson, Theologu of
the OT, 1904; J. Orr, The Problem of the OT, 1905; A.
Duff, OT Theology, 1891; J. Robertson, Early Religion of
Israel, 2d ed, 1892; W. R. Smith, The OT in the Jewish
Church, new ed, 1892; W. H. Bennett, The Theology of
the OT, 1896; T. K. Cheyne. Founders of OT Criticism,
1893; T. Whitelaw, OT Critics, 1903; W. G . J o r d a n , Biblical Criticism and Modern Thought, 1909: H . M . Wiener,
Essays in Pentateuehal Criticism, 1909; E . O. Bissell, The
Pentateuch: Its Origin and Structure, 1885; D. K. V. Orelll,
The OT Prophecy, Amer. ed, 1885, Eng. ed, 1893; B .
D u h m , Die Theologie der Propheten, 1875; E . Riehm.
Messianic Prophecy, 2d Eng. ed, 1891; O. I. Bredenkamp, Gesetz und Propheten, 1881; W. R. Smith. The
Prophets of Israel, 1882; D . K. Schlottmann, Kompendium der biblischen Theologie des A. u. N.
Testaments,
1889; A . T . Kirkpatrick, The Divine Library of the OT,
1891; J. Lindsay, The Significance of the OT for Modern
Theology, 1896; R. Iflttel, Scientific Study of the OT, Eng.
ed, 1910.
I I , N T Literature: W. Beyschlag, A T Theology, 2d
ed, 1896; Eng. ed. 1895; H. Holtzmann, Lehrbuch der
NT Theologie, 1897; B . Weiss, Lehrbuch der biblischen
Theologie des NT, 7th ed, 1903; Eng. ed, 1883; J. J. v.
Gosterzee, Die Th-eologie des NT, 2d ed, 1886; Eng.
ed, 1870; J. Bovon. Theologie du Nouveau
Testament,
1893-94; C. F . Schmid, Biblische Theologie des NT,
new ed, 1864; G. B. Stevens, The Theology of the NT,
1899; F . C. Baur, Vorlesungen iiber NT
Theologie,
1864; W. F. Adeney, The Theology of the NT, 1894;
A. C. !McGi£fert. A History of Cliristianity in the Apostolic
Age, 1S97: E . Reuss, History of Christian Theology in
the .ipostolie Age, Eng. ed. 1872; H. H . Wendt, The
Teaching of Jesus, Eng. ed. 1892; A. B . Bruce. The
Kingdom of God, 1890; J. Moorhouse, The Teaching of
Christ, 1891; O. Pfleiderer, Der Paulinismus, 2d ed. 1890;
2 d E u g . ed. 1891; A. Sabatier, The Apostle Paul, Eag.ed,
1891; G. B . Stevens. The Pauline Theology, 2d ed, 1897;
G. Matheson, The Spiritual Development of St. Paul, 1890;
E. Riehm, Der Lehrbegriff des Hebrderbriefs, 1867; B .
Weiss, Der pclrinische Lehrbegriff, 1855; G. B . Stevens,
The Johannine Theology, 1.S94; B. Weiss, Der johanneische
Lehrbegriff in seinen GrundzUgen untersucht, 1862.
JAMES LINDSAY

BICHRI, bik'ri (1^.35, bikhrl, "first born";
cf HPN, 88, 102): Father of Sheba who rebelled
against David. B. is of the house of Benjamin and
the word probably means a "descendant of Becher"
(2 S 20 1

ff).

Cf B E C H E R 1.

BID: Variously signifying, according to six Heb
and as many Gr originals: (1) "to command" (Nu
14 10; M t 1 24 AV, wpoirrdTToi, prostdtld); (2) "to
prescribe" or "order" (Jn 2 2); (3) "to consecrate,"
and so rendered in RV (Zeph 1 7 ; cf 1 S 16 5);
(4) eiirov, eipon, "to say"" or "tell" (Mt 16 12); (5)
"to call" i.e. "invite"" (icaWw, kaled), conspicuously
used in this sense in Christ"s parables of the Marriage Feast (Mt 22 3-9) and of the Great Supper
(Lk 14 7-24); (6) "to take leave of,'" AiroTiiTTo,,
apotdttd (Lk 9 61).
BIDDEN, bid"n: "CaUed,"' "invited"' (1 S 9 13).
BIDE, bid: A variant of ''abide" (q.v.); is the
rendering of •rrepip.ivoi, perimend, in Wisd 8 12
(RV "they shall wait for me"). In Acts 1 4 the
same word is tr"" "wait for."
BIDKAR, bid'kar ( 1 i 5 " 3 , bidhkar; "son of
Deker"'[?]; cf HPN, 69): A captain in the service
of Jehu, formerly his fellow-officer (2 K 9 25).
BIER, ber:
(1) Found in the OT only in 2 S 3 31, "and
king David foUowed the bier"; and in the N T in
Lk 7 14, "and he [Jesus] came nigh and touched
the bier." The Heb word rendered "bier" (mittdh)
and its Gr equivalent (sords) mean strictly "coffin.""
The so-called "bier"" among the ancient Hebrews
was simply an open coflan or a flat wooden frame,
on which the body of the dead was carried from
the house to the grave.
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(2) Closed coffins, so universal now in the West,
were unknown to common usage among the Hebrews of olden times, though not unknown to
Egyptians, Greeks and Romans.
.Vt the burial of .Vbner the people were ((ommandedto "rend their clothes" and "gird themselves
with sackcloth,"" and the king himself in token of
his grief and royal regar(.l, "followed the bu-r" in
the procession to the grave (2 S 3 31).
(3) Of Jesus, when He met the pr((('(-ssion that
went out of the gate of the city of Nain, bearing
to the grave the only son of the widowed niother,
Luke says, "W hen the Lord saw her, he had com-

B I L D A D , bil'dad (n^'?3, bildadh, "Bel has
loved"): The second of the three friends of Job
who, ('(lining from distant regions, make an appointment togelher lo condole with and comfort him in
his affliction (Job 2 11). He is from Shuah, an
unknown place somewhere in the countries E. and
(S.E. of Pal (or the designation Shuhite may be
intended to refer to lUs ancestor Shuah, one of
Abraham's sons by Keturah, Gen 25 2), and from
his name (compounded with Bel, the name of a Balb
deity) would seeiii to represent the wisdom of the
distant East. His three speeches are contained in
Job 8, 18 and 25. For substance they are largely

B U R I A L PROCESSION.

passion on her . . . . and he came nigh and touched
the bier." and commanded the young man to arise,
etc. We should recall t h a t contact with a dead
body was forbidden by the law as a source of defilement (Nu 19 11 f); so Jesus here "came nigh"
and "touched the bier"" only in raising the young
man, thus avoiding any criticism for infraction of
the law. In Jn 11 35, as here, we have a miracle
of Jesus which clearly pointed to a higher law—
the eternal law of compassion which received its
first full expression in the life of Jesus and forms
one of the distinctive features of the gospel.
GEO.

B,

EAGER

BIGTHA, big'tha (ifr-^2, bigh'thd'; L X X B a p a t t ,
Barazl; B, Bwpajifi, Bdrazt; A, 'Oapepwd, Oareboii):
One of the seven eunuchs or chamberlains having
charge of the harem of King Xerxes (".Vhasuerus")
and commanded to bring Vashti to the king's banquet (Est 1 10).
BIGTHAN, big'than, BIGTHANA, big-1ha'na
("r.Tn, b?:r:>3, bighnha-n, bighnhdna'; L X X omits
name;: One of the two chamberlains or eunuchs of
Xerxes (".Vhasuerus") who conspired against the
king's hfe, the conspiracy being detected by IVIordecai and the culprits hanged (Est 2 21). Possibly
these men had been partiaUy superseded by the
degradation of Vashti and were thus prompted to
take revenge on Xerxes.
BIGVAI, big'va-i CISS, highway: Baoyd, Bangei,
BoyoiKi, Bagoud):
(1) The head of one of the families who returned
from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr 2 2; Neh 7
7), ha-ving a large number of his retainers (2,056,
according to Ezr 2 14; 2,007, according to Neh
1 19), besides 72 males later under Ezra (8 14).
(2) One of those who subscribed the covenant
with Nehemiah (10 16).
B I K A T H - A V E N , bik-ath-a'ven ( - l X " n " i 7 3 ,
hik'ath 'dwen, "vaUey of vanity" [Am 1 5 AVm]).
See A V E N ; B E T H - E D E N .

an echo of what Eliphaz has maintained, but charged
with somewhat increased vehemence (ef 8 2; 18
3,4) because he deems Job's words so impious and
wrathful. He is the first to attribute Job's calamity
to actual wickedness; but he gets at it indirectly
by accusing his children (who were destroyed, 1
19) of sin to warrant their punishment (8 4). For
his contribution to the discussion he appeals to
tradition (8 8-10), and taking Eliphaz' cue of
cause and effect (ver 11) he gives, e\-idently from
the literary stores of wisdom, a description of the
precarious state of the wicke(l, to which he contrasts, with whatever implication it involves, the
felicitous state of the righteous (8 11-22). His
second speech is an intensified description of the
wicked man's woes, made as if to match Job's description of his own desperate case (cf 18 .5-21 with
16 6-22), thus tacitly identifying Job with the
reprobate wdcked. His third speech (25), which is
the last utterance of the friends, is brief, subdued
in tone, and for .substance is a kind of Parthian
shot, reiterating Eliphaz' depravity idea, the doetrine that dies hardest. This speech marks t he final
silencing of the friends.
J O H N FR.ANKI.IN G E N U N G

BILEAM, bil'('-am ( n " f 3 , bil'dm: 'IpXaii|j,, Ibladm): A t((\vn in the territory of Mana,sseh assigned to the Kohathite Levites (1 Ch 6 70),
probably the same as Ibleam (Josh 17 11, etc),
and identical with the modern Bel'dmeh, half a
mile S, of Jenln.
BILGAH, bU'ga, BILGAI, bil'gE-i (Hjba, bilgdh; ^il'pS, bilgay, "cheerfulness"): A priest or
priestly family in the time of the Return (Xeh 12
5), and (under the, torm of "Bilgai," Neh 10 8)
in the time of Nehemiah, .Vecording to 1 Ch 24
14, Bilgah is the 1.5th of the 24 divisions of the
priests who officiated in the Temple, In the I^XX,
the names read BeXidi, Belgdi, Belgd and Balgds.
The traditional explanation of the name is "rejuvenation"; modern exegetes explain it as "cheerfulness."
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B I L H A H , bil'ha (person) ( n n b a ,
bilhah;
BoXXd, Balld): A slave girl whom Laban gave to
Rachel (Gen 29 29), and whom the latter gave to
Jacob as a concubine (Gen 30 3.4); the mother of
Dan and NaphtaU (Gen 30 4.7; 35 25; 46 25;
1 Ch 7 13); guilty of incest with Reuben (Gen 35
22).
BILHAH, bU'ha (place) ( n n b s , bilhah; A, BaXod,
Balad; B, 'AptXXA, AfeeHd): A c i t y in Simeon (1 Ch
4 29) = Baalah (Josh 15 29), Balah (19 3), and
Baalath (19 44). Unidentified.
BILHAN, bU'han Cinba, bilhan; BaXadv, Baladn):
(1) A Horite chief, son of Ezer (Gen 36 27; 1 Ch
1 42).
(2) A descendant of Benjamin, son of Jediael,
father of seven sons who were heads of houses in
their tribes (1 Ch 7 10).
BILL, BOND, etc:
(1) In the parable of the Unjust Steward (Lk
16 6 f) "biU," AV, better "bond," RV, is used to
translate the Gr grdmmata, which is the equivalent of the contemporary Heb legal term sh'tar,
"writing," This "writing,"" in the usage of the
times, was an acknowledgment of the taking over
or receiving of goods or money t h a t had to be
written and signed by the debtor himself. (See
Bdbhd' Bathrd' 10 8.) Edersheim's averment that
the Gr word was adopted into the Heb (Life and
Times of Jesus the Messiah, I I , 272), is based, according to competent textual critics, upon a false
reading. The Gr, according to Tisch,, Treg. and
WH, is Id grdmmata, not Id grdmma (TR).
The
word is indefinite, Ut. "the letter," and determines
nothing involved in controversy.
(2) A question much discussed is. Was "the
bond" (RV) merely an acknowledgment of debt,
or was it an obligation to pay a fixed annual rental
from the produce of a farm ? Edersheim, for instance, holds the former view, Lightfoot the latter.
That the obligation is stated in the parable in kind
—wheat and oil—and nol in money—seems to bear
against t h e simple debt theory. Edersheim sets
down the remissions spoken of as authorized by
the steward as amounting in money value to only
about £5 and £25 respectively, and thinks they represented not a single but an annual payment (cf Kennedy, l-vol HDB, and Eraser, DCG, art. "BiU").
(3) Still another question has arisen: Was the
old "bond" simply altered, or was a new one substituted for it? Here again Lightfoot and Edersheim are in the controversy and on opposite sides.
The alteration of the old bond is suggested though
not demanded by the language here, and, moreover, would be, Edersheim thinks, in accordance
with the probabilities of the case. Such bonds
were usually written, not on vellum or papyrus,
but on wax-covered tablets, and so could be easily
erased or altered by the stylus with its flat, thick
"eraser" (mdhek).
(4) It is probably safe to conclude: (a) t h a t the
"biU" or "bond"' had to be written and signed by
the person assuming the obligation; (b) that it
was the only formal or legal e-vidence of the debt
incurred; and (c) that the supervision of the whole
transaction belonged of right to "the steward."
Should "the stew-ard" conspire with the debtor
against the master, the latter, it would appear, w-ould
have no check against the fraud.
LITERATURE.—Lightfoot, Hor. Heb., ed L. and T.. II,
2 6 8 - 7 3 ; Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah,
II, 272 ft; crit. comm. in loc.
„„^
„
G E O . B . EAGEK

BILL OF DIVORCEMENT, di-v6rs'ment.
DIVORCE IN OT.

See

BILLOW, bil'o (ba, gal, "a great rolUng wave"):
Figuratively, of trouble, "All thy waves and thy
billows are gone over me"" (Ps 42 7; cf Jon 2 3).
B I L S H A N , bil'shan ("^^ba, bilshan):
An
Israelite who returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr 2
2 = Neh 7 7). The name may be explained as
"inquirer" (new Heb and Aram.), iCbl, bdlash,
the 2 (b) being an abbreviation of ^ 3 , ben, as in
I p l S , bidhkar, and b n p 3 , bimhdl. Bilshan would
then be a compound of TS, ben, and pliJb, Idshdn.
J. Halevy (Revue etudes juives, X, 3) translates the
name "pere de la langue,"' fllUb ISI;, 'abh Idshdn.
In 1 Esd 5 8, he is called "Beelsarus,"" which is
akin to the form "Belshar" = "Belshar-ussur" or "O
Bel, protect the king." Bilshan points to "Belsun,""
"his lord."" The rabbis take Bilshan as a surname
to the preceding Mordecai.
H. J. WOLF
BIMHAL, bim'hal (bnUS, bimhdl):
ant of Asher (1 Ch 7 33').'

.V descend-

BIND, bind, BOUND (hia, ded): There are a
number of Heb words used to express this word in
its various meanings, 'dlam (Gen 37 7), 'dsar(i2 24),
kdshar (Dt 6 8). It sometimes means "to attach,"
"to fasten" (Ex 28 28; Deut 14 25). ^ It was used
also with reference to an agreement in a judicial sense
(Nu 30 2.3), or to make one a prisoner (Jgs 16 10;
Ps 149 8,1. It means also "to control" (Job 38 31).
Figurative: In a fig. sense, to bind heavy and
burdensome (extra) so-called religious duties on
men (Mt 23 4). This fig. use of the word in Mt
16 19 and 18 18 has given special interest to it.
Necessarily certain powers for administration must
be conferred on this company of men to carry out
the purpose of Christ. T h a t this power was not
conferred on Peter alone is evident from the fact
that in M t 18 18 it is conferred on all the apostles.
The use of the word in the N T is to declare a thing
to be binding or obligatory (Jn 20 23). In this
sense this authority is used by some denominations
in the service in preparation for the Lord's Supper,
in which after the confession of sin by the people
the ministers say, " I declare to you who have
sincerely repented of your sins and believe on the
Lord Jesus Christ the entire forgiveness of your
sins." This statement is followed by the further
declaration t h a t if any have not so repented God
wdll not forgive them, but will retain them and call
them to account. "Phe claim of the church of
Rome that these statements of Our Lord confer
on the priests and bishops, or primarily on the pope,
the power to retain or forgive sins, is wdthout historical validity and does violence to the Scriptures.
See

AUTHOEITY;

FORGIVENESS; PETER.
.JACOB W .

KAPP

BINEA, bin'g-a (n>":3, bin'dh): A name in the
genealogy of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 37 = 9 43).
BINNUI, bin'ii-I (^''33, binnUy, a proper name,
"a building u p " ) :
(1) A Levite, living in the time of Ezra (Ezr
8 33; Neh 10 9; 12 8).
(2) One of the b'tie Pahath-md'dbh who had taken
foreign wives (Ezr 10 3()—Balnuus of 1 Esd 9 31)
and one of the b'ne Bani (Ezr 10 38) who had
also intermarried.
(3) The son of Henadad, who built part of the
wall of Jerus (Neh 3 24), and sealed the covenant
wdth Nehemiah^ (Neh 10 9). In aU probabiUty
he is identical with "Bavvai, the son of Henadad"
mentioned in 3 18. "Bavvai" is either a corruption of "Binnui," or is the name of the Levitical
house of which Bavvai was the chief representative.
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Binnui is mentioned in 10 9 as a leading Levite,
and, besides, the names in these vs are obviously
those of priests and Levites; so the former theory
is probably correct.
(4) Head of a familv who returned wdth Zerubbabel (Neh 7 15; E z r ' 2 10).
H. J. WOLF
BIRD-CATCHER, btlrd'kach-er.

See FOWLER.

BIRDS, bilrds (U"^,?, 'ayit; Gr variously r d
ir€T£i.va, /(( pelcind [Mt 13 4], r d 6pv«a TOO
ovpavoi, td driiea toil oiiranou [Rev 19 17], A'pvis,
6rnis[Mt 23 37; Lk 13 34]; Lat acis; OE " b r i d " ) :
/. Meaning of the Word.—.VU authoritk-s agree
that the exact origin of the word bird, as we apply
it to feathered creatures, is unknown.
1. In Early The Heb "(;//(/ means to ''tear and
Hebrew
scratch the face,"" and in its original
form undoubtedly applied to birds
of prey. , It is probable t h a t no spot of equal size
on the face of the globe e\-er collected such numbers
of vultures, eagles and hawks as ancient Pal, The
land was so luxuriant t h a t flocks and herds fed
from the face of Nature. In cities, villages, and
among tent-dwellers incessant slaughter went on
for food, w-hile the heavens must almost have been
obscured by the ascending smoke from the burning
of sacrificed animals and birds, required by law
of every man and woman. From all these slain
creatures the offal w-as thrown to the birds. There
were no guns; the arrows of bow-men or "throw
sticks" were the only protection against them, and
these arms made no noise to frighten feathered
creatures, and did small damage. So it easily can
be seen that the birds would increase in large numbers and become so bold t h a t men were often in
actual confUct wdth them, and no doubt their faces
and hands were torn and scratched.
Later, as birds of song and those useful for food
came into their Uves, the word was stretched to
cover all feathered creatures. In the
2. In Later AV 'ayit is tr"* "fowl,"" and occurs
Usage
several times: ''And w-hen the fowls
came dow-n upon the carcases, Abram
drove them away" (Gen 15 11). "They shaU be
left together unto the fowls of the mountains, and
to the beasts of the earth; and the fowls shall
summer upon them, and all the beasts of the earth
shaU winter upon t h e m " (Isa 18 6). "There is a
path which no fowl know-eth, and which the vulture's eye hath not seen" (Job 28 7). The ARV
changes these and all other references to feathered
creatures to "birds," making a long list. The Heb
'ayit in its final acceptance was used in Pal as
"bird" is with us.
Our earliest known form of the word is the OE
"brid," but they applied the term to the young of
any creature. Later its meaning was
3. In Old
narrowed to young produced from
EngUsh
eggs, and the form changed to "bird."
//. Natural History of Birds.—The
first known traces of birds appear in the formation of the Triassic period, and are found in the
shape of footprints on the red sandstone of the
Connecticut vaUey.
This must have been an ancient sea bed over
which stalked large birds, leaving deeply imprinted
impressions of their feet. These im1- Earliest pressions baked- in the sun, and were
Traces and drifted full of fine wind-driven sand
Specunens before the return of the tide. Thus
were preserved to us the traces of 33
species of birds all of which are proven by their
footprints to have been much larger than our birds
of today. The largest impressions ever found
measured 15 in. in length by 10 in width, and were
set from 4 to 6 ft. apart. This evidence would
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form the basis for an estimate of a bird at least
four times a.s large as an ostrich. T h a t a bird of
this size ever e.xisted was not given credence until
the finding of the remains of the dinornis in New
Zealand. The largest specimen of this bird stood
lOj ft. in height. The first complete skeleton of a
bird was found in the hmestone of the Jurassic
period in Solenhofen, Bavaria. This bird had 13
teeth above and 3 below, each set in a separate
socket, wings ending in three-fingered claws much
longer than the claws of the feet, and a tail of 20
vertebrae, as long as the body, having a row of
long feathers down each .side of it, the specimen
close to the size of a crow. The first preserved likeness of a bird was found frescoed on the inside of a
tomb of Maydoon, and is supposed to antedate
the time of IVIoses 3,000 years. It is now carefully
preserved in the museum of Cairo. The painting
reiiresents six geese, four of which can be recognized readily as the ancestors of two species known
today. Scientists now admit t h a t IVfoses was
right in assigning the origin of birds to the w-ater,
as their structure is closer reptilian than mammalian, and they reproduce by eggs. To us it seems a
long stretch between the reptile with a frame most
nearly bird-like and a feathered creature, but there
is a possibility that forms making closer connection
yet will be found.
The trunk of a bird is compact and in almost
all instances boat-shaped. Without doubt prehistoric man conceived his idea of
2. Strucna-vigation and fashioned his vessel
tural
from the body of a water bird, and
Formation then noticed that a soaring bird
steered its course with its tail and so
added the rudder. The structural formation of a
bird is so arranged as to give powerful flight and
perfect respiration. In the case of a few birds
that do not fly, the wings are beaten to assist in
attaining speed in running, as the ostrich, or to
help in swimming under the water, as the auk. The
skull of a young bird is made up of parts, as is that
of man or animal; but with age these parts join so
evenly that they appear in a seamless formation.
The jaws extend beyond the face, forming a bill
that varies in length and shape with species, and
it is used in securing food, in defence, feather
dressing, nest building—in fact it is a combination
of the mouth and hand of man. The spine is
practically immovable, because of the ribs attached
to the upper half and the bony structure supporting the pelvic joints of the lower. In sharp contrast with this the neck is formed of from 10 to 23
vertebrae, and is so flexible that a bird can turn its
head completely around, a thing impossible to
man or beast. The breast bone is large, strong,
and provided with a ridge in the middle, largest
in birds of strong flight, smallest in swimmers, and
lacking only in birds that do not fly, as the ostrich.
The wings correspond to the arms of man, and are
now used in flight and swimming only. Such
skeletons as the Archeopteryx prove that the bones
now combined in the tip of the wing were once
claws. This shows that as birds spread over land
and developed wing power in searching longer
distances for food or when driven by varying conditions of climate, the wings were used more in
flight, and the claws gradually joined in a tip and
were given covering that grew feathers, while the
bill became the instrument for taking food and for
defence. At the same time the long tail proving
an incumbrance, it gradu;dly wore away and contracted to the present form. Studied in detaU of
bony structure, muscle, and comphcated arrangement of feathers of differing sizes, the wing of a
bird proves one of Nature's marvels. The legs
are used in walking or swimming, the thigh joint
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being so enveloped in the body t h a t the true leg
is often mistaken for it. This makes the knee of a
man correspond to the heel of a bird, and in young
birds of prey especially, the shank or tarsus is
used in w-alking, until the bones harden and the
birds are enabled to bear their weight on the feet
and straighten the shank. The toes vary with
species. Pliny classified birds by them: " T h e
first and principal difference and distinction in
birds is taken from their feet; for they have either
hooked talons, as Hawkes, or long round claws as
Hens, or else they be broad, flat and whole-footed
as Geese."" Flight is only possible to a bird when
both wdngs are so nearly full-feathered t h a t it
balances perfectly. In sleep almost every bird
places its head under its wing and stands on one
foot. The arrangement by which this is accomplished, -without tiring the bird in the least, is httle
short of miraculous and can be the result only of
slow ages of evolution. In the most finished degree
this provision for the comfort of the bird is found
among cranes and other long-legged water birds.
The bone of one part of the leg fits into the bone
of the part above, so that it is practically locked
into place -with no exertion on the part of the bird.
At the same time the muscles t h a t work the claws,
cross the joints of the leg so that they are stretched
by t h e weight of the bird, and with no effort, it
stands on earth or perches on a branch. This
explains the question so frequently asked as to why
the feet of a perching bird do not become so cramped
and tired t h a t it falls.
Birds feed according to their nature, some on
prey taken alive, some on the carrion of dead
bodies, some on fish and vegetable
3. Birds'
products of the water, some on fruit
Food,
seed, insects and worms of the land.
Blood, etc Almost every bird indulges in a combination of differing foods. Their
blood is from 12° to 16° warmer than t h a t of the
rest of the animal kingdom, and they exhibit a
corresponding exhilaration of spirits. Some indulge in hours of sailing and soaring, some in
bubbUng notes of song, while others dart near
earth in playful dashes of flight. Birds are supposed to be rather deficient in the senses of taste
and touch, and to have unusually keen vision.
They reproduce by eggs that they deposit in a
previously selected and prepared spot, and brood
for a length of time varying wdth the species. The
young of birds of prey, song birds, and some water
birds, remain in the nests for differing lengths of
time and are fed by the old birds; while others of
the water birds and most of the game birds leave
the nest as soon as the dow-n is dry, and find food
as they are taught by their elders, being sheltered
at night so long as needful.
///. Birds of the Bible.—The birds of the Bible
were the same species and form as exist in Pal
today. Because of their w-onderful coloring, powerful flight, joyous song, and their similarity to
humanity in home-making and the business of
raising their young, birds have been given much
attention, and have held conspicuous place since
the dawn of history. When the brain of man was
young and more credulous than today he saw omens,
signs and miracles in the characteristic acts of
birds, and attributed to them various marvelous
powers: some were considered of good omen and
a blessing, and some were bad and a curse.
The historians of the Bible frequently used
birds in comparison, simile, and metaphor. They
are'first mentioned in Gen 7 14.15,
1. EarUest "They, and every beast after its land.
Mention
and all the cattle after their kind,
and every creeping thing t h a t creepeth
upon the earth after its kind, and every bird after
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its kind, every bird of every sort."' This is the
enumeration of the feathered creatures taken into
the ark to be preserved for the perpetuation of
species after the flood abated. They are next
found in the description of the sacrifice of Abram,
where it was specified that he was to use, w-ith the
animals slaughtered, a turtle dove and a young
pigeon, the birds not to be divided. I t is also
recorded t h a t the birds of prey were attracted by
the carcases as described in Gen 15 9-11, "And
he said unto him. Take me a heifer three years old,
and a she-goat three years old, and a ram three
years old, and a turtle-dove, and a young pigeon.
And he took him all these, and di'vided them in the
midst, and laid each half over against the other:
but the birds divided he not. And the birds of
prey came down upon the carcasses, and Abram
drove them away."" Pal abounded in several
varieties of "doves'" (q.v.) and their devotion to each
other, and tender, gentle characteristics had marked
them as a loved possession of the land; while the
clay cotes of pigeons were reckoned in estabhshing
an estimate of a man"s wealth.
In an abandon of gratitude to God these people
offered of their best-loved and most prized possessions as sacrifice; and so it is not sur2. Used in prising to find the history of burnt
Sacrifice
offerings frequently mentioning these
birds which were loved and prized
above all others. Their use is first commanded in
Lev 1 14-17, "And if his oblation to Jeh be a
burnt-offering of birds, then he shall offer his
oblation of turtle-doves, or of young pigeons. And
the priest shall bring it unto the altar, and wring
off its head, and burn it on the altar; and the blood
thereof shall be drained out on the side of the altar;
and he shall take away its crop with the filth
thereof, and cast it beside the altar on the east part,
in the place of the ashes.'" Again in Lev 5 7-10,
we read: "And if his means suffice not for a lamb,
then he shall bring his trespass-offering for that
wherein he hath sinned, two turtle-doves, or two
young pigeons, unto Jeh; one for a sin-offering,
and the other for a burnt-offering." Throughout
the Bible these birds figure in the history of sacrifice (Lev 12 8; 14 4 - 8 ; Nu 6 10, etc).
The custom of wea'ving cages of willow wands,
in which to confine birds for pets, seems to be
referred to when Job asks (41 5),
3. Other
"Wilt thou play with him as with a bird 7
References
*^^ *''* thou bind him for thy maidens ?"
See Job 12 7:
"But ask now the lieasts, and they shall teach thee;
And the birds of the heavens, and they shall tell thee."
David was thinking of the swift homeward flight
of an eagle when he wrote:
"In Jehovah do I take refuge;
How say ye to my soul.
Flee as a bird to your mountain?" (Ps 11 1).
His early days guarding the flocks of his father no
doubt suggested to him the statement found in Ps
50 11:
"I know all the birds of the mountains;
And the wild beasts of the field are mine"
(RVm "in my mind").
In describing Lebanon, the Psalmist wrote of its
waters:
"By them the birds of the heavens have their habitation;
They sing among the branches" (104 12).
He mentioned its trees:
""Where the birds make their nests;
As for the stork, the fir-trees are her house" (104 T7).
See also 78 27; 148 10.
The origin of the oft-quoted phrase, "A little
bird told me," can be found in Eecl 10 20: "Revile
not the king, no, not in thy thought; and revile
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not the rich in t h y bedchamber: for a bird of t h e
heavens shall carry t h e voice, and that whieii hath
wings shaU tell t h e matter."
In a poetical description of spring in t h e Song of Solomon, \,-e read:
"Theflowers appear on tho earth;
The time ot the singing of liirds is come,
And the voice ot the turtle-dove is hoard in our laud''
(Gant 2 12).
In his prophecy concerning Ethiopia, Isaiah
wrote, "They shall be left together unto the ravenous birds of t h e mountains, and t o t h e beasts of
the earth; and the ravenous birds shall summer
upon them, and all t h e beasts ((f t h e earth shall
winter upon them" (Isa 18 6). In foretelUng God's
judgment upon Babylon, Isaiah (46 11) refers to
Cyrus as ''a ravenous bird [called] from the east, the
man of my counsel from a far country"; "probably
in allusion to the fact that the griffon w-as the emblem of Persia; and embroidered on its standard"
(HDB, I, 632); (see E A G L E ) .
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gold mine was concealed, he wrote, " T h a t path
no bird of prey knoweth" (Job 28 7). The inference is, that, if it were so perfectly concealed t h a t
it escaped t h e piercing eyes of these birds, it was
not probable that man would find it. These birds
were so strong, fierce and impudent t h a t ('V(3r3'one
feared them, and when t h e prophets gave wdrning
that people would be left for birds of prey to
ravage, they fully understood w-hat was meant, and
they were afraid (Isa 18 6). I n His complaint
against His heritage, Jeh questions, "Is my heritage
unto me as a speckled bird of prey? are the birds
of prey against her round alsout?" (Jer 12 9).
And when he prophesied the destruction of Jerus,
Jeremiah painted -a dreadful pi(;ture, b u t one no
doubt often seen in that land of pillage and warfare: "Their dead bodies will I give to be food for
the birds of the heavens, and for the beasts of t h e
e a r t h " (19 7).

G E N E STRATTON-POBTER

Jer 4 25 describes

the habit of birds, w-hich invariably seek shelter
BIRDS, UNCLEAN, un-klen': The lists of birds
before an approaching storm. In His denunciation forbidden as food are given in Lev 11 13-19 and
of Israel, Jeh questions, in Jer 12 9, " I s my
Dt 14 12-18. T h e names are almost identical,
heritage unto me as a speckled bird of prey? are
Dt containing one more than Lev and varying the
the birds of prey against her round about?" When order shghtly. I n D t 14 13 t h e first name, hdJeremiah threatened t h e destruction of Jerus, he rd'dh, is almost certainly a corruption of ha-dd'dh,
wrote that Jeh would "cause them to fall by the the first name in Lev 11 14. I n ARV it is tr"*
sword before their enemies, and by the hand of them
"kite" in Lev, whUe in D t it is tr'i "glede." T h e
additional one in D t is ha-dayydh, and is t r ' "kite."
that seek their life: and their dead bodies will I give
Doubtless the three words, ha-dd'dh, hd-'ayydh and
to be food for the birds of t h e heavens" (19 7): t h a t
is. He would leave them for the carrion eaters. Eze- ha-dayydh, are generic and refer to different birds
of the kite or perhaps falcon family, so it is imposkiel threatens the same fate to the inhabitants of Gog
sible to give specific meanings to them. There are
(39 4,17). Hosea (9 11) prophesies of Ephraim,
"Their glory shall fly aw-ay Uke a bird." I n t h e twenty-one names in all, counting the extra one in
Dt. The t r of many of these words is disputed.
Sermon on t h e Mount, Jesus mentions t h e birds,
as recorded by M t 6 26: "Behold the birds of the The ARV gives them as follows: eagle, gier eagle,
ospray, kite, falcon, glede, every raven, ostrich,
heaven, that they sow not, neither do they reap, nor
gather into barns; and your heavenly Father feedeth night-hawk, sea-mew, hawk, Uttle owl, cormorant,
them. Are not ye of much more value than they?" great owl, horned owl, pehcan, vulture, stork, heron,
In the sermon from t h e boat where He spoke t h e hoopoe and bat. I t will be observed that all of
parable of the Sower H e again mentioned the birds: them are either carrion-eaters, birds of prey, or
water fowl. The names of those birds which rnay
".\s he sowed, some seeds fell by the way side, and
be eaten are not given, the principle of classification
the birds came and devoured t h e m " (13 4). Mark
describes the same sermon in 4 4, and ver 32 of is that of elimination. No principle of separation
is given as is the case with the animals. The reason
the same ch quotes t h e parable of t h e Mustard
for the prohibition doubtless lies in the unsanitary
Seed: "Yet when it is sown, [it] groweth up, and
and repulsive nature of the flesh of these birds, the
becometh greater than all t h e herbs, and putteth
Divine command endorsing the instincts which were
out great branches; so that the birds of the heaven
repelled by such food. For particulars, see separate
can lodge under t h e shadow thereof." I n 8 5,
arts, on each of these birds. See also ABOMINATION,
Luke gives his version of the parable of the Sower,
BIRDS OP.
J.^MES JOSIAH R E E V E
and in 13 19 of the Mustard Seed. See also Rev
19 17.21. These constitute all the important references to birds in the Bible, with the exception of a
BIRSHA, btir'sha (^P"!?, birsha'): King of Gofew that seem to belong properly under such sub- morrah (Gen 14 2), who joined the league against
jects as T R A P S ; N E T S ; CAGES, etc.
Chedoriaomer. T h e name is probably corrupt;
G E N E STRATTON-PORTER
some have tried to explain it as i ' t ' l ? , b'resha',
BIRDS OF ABOMINATION.
See ABOMINA- "with wickedness," a namij purposely used by t h e
TION, BiRns OF.
writer in referring to this king.
BIRDS OF PREY, p r a : They were undoubtedly
the first birds noticed by the compilers of Bib. records. They were camp foUowers, swarmed over
viUages and perched on t h e walls of cities. They
were offensive in manner and odor, and of a boldness unknown to us in birds. They flocked in
untold numbers, there was smaU defence against
them, and t h e largest and strongest not only
carried away meat prepared for food and sacrifice,
but also preyed upon t h e much-prized house
pigeons, newly born of t h e smaller animals, and
even at times attacked young children. See Gen
16 11, "And t h e birds of prey came down upon the
carcasses, and Abram drove them away.' Because they were attracted from above t h e ctouds
by anything suitable for food, people recognized
that these were birds of unusual vision. When
Job wanted to tell how perfectly t h e path t o t h e

BIRTH, bdrth (y^vecris, genesis):
(1) I t was said by the angel beforehand of John
the Baptist, "Many shall rejoice at his birth";
and when he was born Elisabeth said, "Thus hath
the Lord done unto me .
. t o take away my
reproach among men" (Lk 1 14,25). Among the
ancient Hebrews barrenness was a "reproach,
and the birth of a child, of a son esp., an occasion
for rejoicing.
(2) This, no doubt, was due in part to the Messianic hope inspired and sustained by prophecy
(see Gen 3 15, where it was foretold that the seed
oi the woman should bruise the serpent's head; and
subsequent prophecies too numerous to mention).
Cases in point worth studying are found in Cien 4
1, where Eve rejoices over the birth of her firstborn
and cries, " I have gotten a man with t h e help of

Bu-th, New
Bishop
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J e h " ; and 1 S 1 20, where Hannah exults over her
firstborn, calling his name "(Samuel,"" "because,""
she says, " I have asked him of Jeh.""
(3) The marvelous passage in Isa 7 14, "Behold,
a -virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall
call his name Immanuel,"" must have intensified the
longing and hope of every devout Jewish maiden to
be a mother, if mayhap, under God, she might be
the mother of Messiah—Immanuel! (Cf M t 1 22,
2 3 ; Lk 1 13 f.)

B I R T H , NEW.

See J E S U S C H R I S T ; V I R G I N B I R T H .
GEO. B . EAGER

See REGENERATION.

BIRTH, VIRGIN.

See VIRGIN B I R T H .

BIRTHDAY, btirth'da:
(1) The custom of observing birthdays of great
men, esp. of kings, was widespread in ancient times
(seeGen 40 20f, "the third day, which was Pharaoh's
birthday," etc; cf 2 Maec 6 7; and Herod. ix.llO;
in the N T , M t 14 6; Mk 6 21, "Herod on his biri/iday made a supper to his lords,"" etc, i.e. Herod Antipas). Here we see t h e ancient custom reflected in
two conspicuous instances cents, apart: (a) Pharaoh,
on his birthday "made a feast unto all his servants,"
etc, and (b) Herod on his birthday "made a supper to
his lords, and the high captains," etc. The AV (Mt
14 6) has it "when Herod's birthday was kept," etc.
The correct text here (Tisch,, HH) has a very peculiar
construction, but without material difference of meaning.
The locative case gives the time of the principal action,
"danced on Herod's birthday, when it occurred."
The construction is not unexampled (see Jelf, §699).
This need not be called " a case absolute," though it
corresponds to the Lat ablative (locative) absolute;
and the Gr genitive absolute is itself not really "absolute," i.e. it is not cut loose from the rest of the construction, but gives some event to which the principal
action Is referred, for the indication of its circumstances.
(2) The term "birthday" (rb. yeviaia, td genista)
was applied also to the anniversary of a king's accession t o t h e throne (Edersheim); b u t Wieseler's
argument t h a t such is the case here is not conclusive.
It is easy to suppose that when Herod's birthday
approached he was sojourning at the castle of
Machaerus, accompanied by leading military and
civil officials of his dominions (Mk 6 21). Petty
ruler as he was, not properly "king" at all, he
affected kingly ways (cf Est 5 3.6; 7 2).
(3) Genesia, which in Attic Gr means the commemoration of the dead, in later Gr is interchangeable
wdth gen4thlia= "hlrthda-y celebrations"; and there
is no good reason why the rendering of the A V and R V
here, "birthday,"" should not be right. (See Swete
on M k 6 21, and HDB, s.v.) For date of Christ"s
birth, etc, see J E S U S C H R I S T ; CALENDAR, etc.
GEO. B . EAGER

B I R T H R I G H T , bflrth'rit (H'nbS, b'khdrdh,
from b'khdr, "firstborn"; irpuroriKia, prototdkia):
Birthright is the right w-hich naturally belonged to
the firstborn son. Where there were more wives
than one, the firstborn was the son w-ho in point
of time was born before t h e others, apparently
whether his mother was a wife or a concubine.
Sarah protests against Ishmael being heir along
with Isaac, b u t it is possible t h a t t h e bestowal of
the rights of the firstborn on Isaac was not due to
any law, b u t rather to the influence of a favorite
wife (Gen 21 10). The birthright of the firstborn consisted in t h e first place of a double portion
of what his father had t o leave. This probably
means that he had a double share of such property
as could be divided. We have no certain knowledge
of the manner in which property was inherited in t h e
patriarchal age, but it seems probable that the lands
and flocks which were the possession of the family
as a whole, remained so after the death of the father.
The firstborn became head of the family and thus succeeded to the charge of the family property, becoming
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responsible for the maintenance of the younger sons,
the widow or widows, and the unmarried daughters.
He also, as head, succeeded t o a considerable amount
of authority over t h e other members. Further, he
generally received the blessing, which placed him
in close and favored covenant-relationship 'with
Jeh. According to the accounts which have come
down to us, all these gifts and privileges could
be diverted from the firstborn son. This could
happen wdth his own consent, as in t h e case of Esau,
w-ho sold his birthright to Jacob (Gen 25 29-34),
or by t h e decision of the father, as in the case of
Reuben (Gen 48 22; 49 3.4; 1 Ch 5 1.2) and of
Shimri (1 Ch 26 10). In t h e Deuteronomio version of t h e law, a pro-vision is made, prohibiting
the father from making the younger son the possessor of t h e birthright, just because his mother
was specially beloved (Dt 21 15-17). The blessing also could be diverted from the eldest son.
This was done when Jacob blessed the children of
Joseph, and deliberately p u t t h e younger before
the elder (Gen 48 13.14.17-19); even when the
blessing was obtained by the younger son in a
fraudulent manner, it could not be recalled (Gen 27).
Jacob does not appear to have inherited any of the
property of his father, although he had obtained
both the birthright and the blessing.
In the N T "birthright," prolotokia, is mentioned
only once (He 12 16), where the reference is to
Esau. In various passages where Our Lord is
spoken of as the firstborn, as in Col 1 1.5-19;
He 1 2, the association of ideas with the OT conception of birthright is easy to trace. See also
FIRST-BORN; FAMILY; H E I R ; INHERITANCE; LAW.
J. IVIACARTNEY W I L S O N

BIRTH-STOOL, blirth'stdbl: Found only in
Ex 1 16, in connection 'svith Heb women in Egypt
when oppressed by Pharaoh. The Heb ('dbhnaylm)
here rendered "birth-stool" is used in Jer 18 3,
and is there rendered "potter's wheel."" The word
is used in both places in the dual form, which
points, no doubt, to the fact t h a t the potter's
wheel was composed of two discs, and suggests that
the birth-stool was similarly double. See STOOL.
BIRZAITH, bAr-za'ith, AV Birzavith, bAr-za'vith
(rriT'lS, rT]Tn3, birzawHh or birzayith; Bij^aie, Bezallh, or BtpJaCe, Berzaie): The name of a town in
Asher founded by Malchiel (1 Ch 7 31). It
probably corresponds to the modern Bir ez-Zait,
"well of olive oil," near Tyre.
BISHLAM, bish'lam(Dbip3, bishlam, "peaceful"
[?]): One of three foreign colonists who wrote
a letter of complaint against the Jews to Artaxerxes
(Ezr 4 7 = 1 Esd 2 16). In 1 Esd the reading
is "Belemus." "And in t h e days of Artaxerxes
WTOte Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the rest
of his companions, unto Artaxerxes, king of Persia," etc (Ezr 4 7). The L X X renders Bishlam
en eirtne, "in peace,"" as though it were a phrase
rather than a proper name; this is clearly an error.
BISHOP, bish'up: The word is evidently ail
abbreviation of the Gr eirto-Koiros, cplskopos; Lat
episcopus.
GENERAL

The L X X gives it the generic meaning of "superintendency, oversight, searching'" (Nu 4 16; 31 14)
in matters pertaining to the church,
1. Use in
the state, and the army (Jgs 9 28;
the LXX
2 K 12 11; 2 Ch 34 12.17; 1 Mace
and Classic 1 54; Wisd 1 6). Nor is it unknown
Gr
to classical Gr. Thus Homer in the
Iliad applied it to the gods (xxii.255),
also Plutarch, Cam., 5. In Athens the governors
of conquered states were called by this name.
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The word is once appUed to Christ himself, "unto the Shepherd and Bishop of y(.>ur souls"' (1 I'et
2 25). It abounds in Pauline lit.,
2. NT Use and is used as an alternative for
presbulcros or elder (Tit 1 5,7; 1 Tim
3 1; 4 14; 5 17.19). The earliest ecclesiastical
offices instituted in the church were those of elders
and deacons, or rather the reverse, inasmuch as
the latter office grew almost immediately out of
the needs of the Christian C(nnmunity at Jerus
(Acts 6 1-6). The presbytend conslitution of
Jerus must have been very old (Vets 11 30) and
was distinct from the apostolate (.Vets 15 2,4,6,22.
23; 16 4). As early as 50 ,VD Paul appointed
"elders" in every church, wdth prayer and fasting
(Acts 14 23), referring to the .Vsiatic cburebes
before estabhshedj But in writing to the Philippians (1 1) he speaks of "bishops'" and "deacons,"
In the gentUe Christian churches this title evidently
had been adopted; and it is only in the Pastoral
Epistles that we find the name "presliyters" applied. The name "presbyter" or "elder," familiar
to the Jews, signifies their age and place in the
church; while the other term "bishop" refers
rather to their office. But both evidently have
reference to the same persons. Their office is
defined as "ruhng" (Rom 12 8), "overseeing"
(.lets 20 17,28; 1 Pet 5 2), caring for the flock
of God (-lets 20 28), But the word archein, "to
rule," in the hierarchical sense, is never used.
Moreover each church had a college of presbyterbishops (.lets 20 17,28; Phil 1 1; 1 Tim 4 14).
During Paul's hfetime the church was e-vidently
still unaware of the cUstinction between presbyters
and bishops.
Of a formal ordination, in the later hierarchical
sense, there is no trace as yet. The word "ordained" used in the .VV (.\ets 1 22) is an unwarrantable interpolation, rightly emended in the RV.
Xeither the word cheirotonesanles (.-Vets 14 23,
tr"* "appointed" ARV) nor katasttses (Tit 1 5,
tr" "appoint" ARV) is capable of this tr. In
rendering these words invariably by "ordain," the
.W shows a vitium originis.
No one doubts that
the idea of ordination is extremely old in the history
of the church, but the laving on of hands, mentioned in the N T (.Vets 13 "3; 1 Tim 4 14; 2 Tim
1 6; cf Acts 14 26; 15 40) points to the communication of a spiritual gift or to its invocation,
rather than to the imparting of an official status.
According to Rome, as finally expressed by the
C^uncU of Trent, and to the episcopal idea in general,
the hierarchical organization, which
3. Later
originated in the 3d cent., existed
Developfrom the beginning in the N T church,
ment of
But besides the N T as above quoted,
the Idea
the early testimony of the church
maintains the identity of "presbyters" and "bishops." Thus Clement of Rome
CEp. 1, chs 42, 44, 57), the Diul, ch 15; perhaps
the Constitutions, II, 33, 31, in the use of the pi.
form; Irenaeus (Ailv. Haer., in,2, 3), Ambrosiaster
(on 1 Tim 3 10; E p h 4 11), Chrysostom (Hom
Sin Ep. ad Tim), in an unequivocal statement, the
"presbyters of old were called bishops . . . . and
the bishops presbvters,"" equally unequivocally
Jerome (Ad Tit, 1, ~7), "the same is the presbyter,
who is also the bishop." Augustine and other
Fathers of the 4th and 5th cents, hold this -view,
and even Peter Lombard, who preceded Aquinas
as the great teacher of the church of the Middle
Ages. Hatch of Oxford and Harnack of Berlin,
in the face of all this testimony, maintain a disUnction between the presbyters, as having charge
of the law and discipline of the church, and the
bishops, as being charged with the pastoral care of
the church, preaching and worship. This theory

Birth, New
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IS built upon the argument of prevaUing social
conditions and institutions, as adopted and imitated
by the church, rather than on sound te.xtual proof.
The distinction between jiresbylers and bishops
can only be maintained by a forced exegesis of the
Scriptures. The later and rapid growth of the
'hierarchical idea arose from the accession of the
Ebionite Christian view of the church, as a necessary
continuation of the OT dispensation, which has so
largely influenced the history of the inner development of the church in the first six cents, of her
exislenee.

HENRY E .

DOSKER

ANGLICAN V I E W

/. Episcopacy Defined.—Episcopacy
is the government in the Christian church by bishops. The
rule of the Orthodox churches in the East, of the
Roman Catholics, and of the Anglicans is t h a t the
eonsceralion of other bishops, and the ordination
of pri(.-sts and deacons can only be by a bishop;
and wilh them, a bishop is one who claims historic
descent from apostolic or sub-apostoUc times.
//. Offices in the Early Church.—In the NT, the
office of bishop is not clearly defined. Indeed there
appear to have been many degrees of ministry in
the infant church: apostles, prophets, evangelists,
teachers, presbyters or elders, bishops or overseers, and deacons.
Due allowance is not generally made for the
mental attitude of the apostles and early Christians. They were looking for the speedy return of
Christ, and consequently did not organize the church
in its infancy, as it was afterward found necessary
to do. For this reason, while the different persons
who composed the body of Christian ministers did
not overlap or infringe on each other's work, yet
the relative rank or priority of each minister was
not clearly defined.
The apostles were undoubtedly first, and in them
rested the whole authority, and they were the
depository of the power committed
1. Apostles unto them by Christ.
Next to the apostles in rank, and
first in point of mention (Acts 11 27), came the
prophets. So important were these oflScers in the
early church that they were sent from
2. Prophets Jerus to warn the rapidly growing
church at Antioch of an impending
famine. Then it appears that there were resident
prophets at .Intiocb, men of considerable importance since their names are recorded, Barnabas,
Symeon, Lucius, Manaen and Saul (Acts 13 1),
These men received a command from the Holy
Spirit to "separate me Barnabas and Saul," on
whom they laid their hands and sent them forth on
their work. The election is conducted on the same
lines as the election by the eleven apostles of St.
Matthias, and Barnabas and Paul are hereafter
called apostles. It is an ordination to the highest
order in the Christian ministry by "prophets and
teachers," Whether "prophets and teachers" refers
to two distinct ministries, or w-hether they are terms
used for the same one is uncertain. It may be that
of the five men mentioned, some were prophets,
and others teachers.
In Acts 15 32 we have given us the names of
two other prophets, Judas and Silas. St. Paul
tells the Corinthians (1 Cor 12 28) that God hath
set some in his church, first apostles, secondly
prophets, thirdly teachers, and -writing to the
Ephesians he places the prophets in the same rank.
" H e gave some, ajiostles; and some, prophets; and
some, evangehsts; and some, jiastors and teachers;
for the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the
ministry" (Eph 4 11.12 AV). And again, he says
that the mystery of Christ is now "revealed unto
his holy apostles and prophets in the S p u i t " (Eph
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3 5). The same apostle in t h a t wonderful imagery
of Christians being built up for a habitation of God,
says they are "being built upon the foundation of
the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himself
being the chief corner stone" (Eph 2 20).
In the case of the ordination of Timothy, which
St, Paul says distinctly was by his own laying on
of hands and t h a t of the presbytery, it is of great
consequence to note t h a t St. Paul says to Timothy
that his ordination was "according to the prophecies
which went before on thee" (1 Tim 1 18 AV).
From this it would appear t h a t the prophets, as
in t h e case of St. Paul himseU, guided by the Holy
Ghost, chose Timothy for the overseership or bishopric, or it may be, which is just as Ukely, t h a t Timothy was set apart by' the laying on of hands by
some prophets, to the rank of elder or presbyter
which did not carry with it the "overseership.""
It is at any rate evident that in the selection of
Timothy St. Paul is insistent on pointing out t h a t
it was through the prophets (cf 1 Tim 1 18; 4 14;
2 Tim 1 6).
In Revelation, the term prophet constantly occurs
as a term denoting rank equivalent to t h a t of
apostle: "ye saints, and ye apostles, and ye prophets"" (Rev 18 20); "blood of prophets and of
saints'" (Rev 16 6; 18 24). The angel calls himself "thy fellow-servant, and of thy brethren the
prophets"' (Rev 22 9 AV). The words prophesy
and prophesying are used in a general sense, and
it does not mean that they were in every case the
formal utterances of prophets.
The ministry of the elders of the Christian
church was modeled after t h a t of the synagogue in
which there were elders and teachers.
3. Elders or The Christian elders or presbyters were
Presbyters most likely a council of ad'vice in each
local Christian ecclesia. They appear
to act conjointly and not separately (Acts 15 4.6.22;
16 4; 20 17; Jas 5 14).
Teachers were the equivalent of those teachers
or catechists of the synagogue before whom Our
Lord was found in the temple. Evan4. Teachers gelists were persons who probably
had the gift of oratory and whose
function it was to preach the glad tidings. Phihp
was one of them (Acts 21 8). In the instructions
to Timothy he is bidden to do the
5. Evangel- work of an evangehst, t h a t is to say,
ists
to preach the gospel. This was to be
part of his work in the ministry.
In 'writing to Timothy, St. Paul twice says that
he himself w-as ordained preacher, and apostle and
teacher. This does not mean that he held three
grades of the ministry, but t h a t his duties as an
apostle were to preach and to teach. The fact
that the apostles called themselves elders does not
thereby confirm the -view that the bishops mentioned by them were not superior to elders, any
more t h a n the fact t h a t the apostles called themselves teachers, or preachers, makes for the view
that teachers, or preachers, were the equals of
apostles.
Bishops or overseers were probably certain
elders chosen out of the body of local elders. Under
the Jewish dispensation, the elders
6. Bishops stayed at home, t h a t is, they did no
ministerial -visiting, but it was soon
found necessary as the Christian church grew to
have someone to attend to outside work to -win
over by persuasion and exposition of the (Scriptures
those inclined to embrace Christianity. This necessitated -visiting famihes in their own homes. Then,
it became necessary to shepherd the sheep. (Someone
had to oversee or superintend the general work. The
Jewish elders always had a head and in a large
synagogue the conditions laid down for its head, or
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legatus, were almost identical with those laid down
by St. Paul to Timothy. He was to be a father of
a family, not rich or engaged in business, possessing
a good voice, apt to teach, etc.
The term episkopos w-as one with which the
Hellenistic Jews and Gentiles were well acquainted;
and it became thus a fitting term by w-hich to designate the men called out of the body of elders to this
special work of oversight. Then, again, the term
episkopos was endeared to the early Christians as the
one applied to Our Lord—"the Shepherd and Bishop
of your souls" (1 Pet 2 25). The duties of elders,
or presbjders, are not clearly Refined in the N T .
In the Acts, the term is found only twice, one
in reference to Judas, "his bishopric [or overseership] let another t a k e " (Acts 1 20 AV), and in
St. Paul's address to the elders of Ephesus, he warns
them to feed the church over which they have been
made overseers or bishops (Acts 20 28). It is
impossible to say whether this "overseership"
refers to all the elders addressed, or to such of those
elders as had been made "overseers,"" or "bishops."'
In the epistles, w-e find the church more clearly
organized, and in these -writings we find more
definite allusions to bishops and their duties (Phil
1 1; 1 Tim 3 1.2; Tit 1 7; 1 Pet 2 25).
St. Paul tells Timothy, "If a man desire the office
of a bishop [or overseer] he desireth a good work."'
"A bishop [or overseer] must be blameless" (1 Tim
3 1.2 .4.V). He tells Titus t h a t "he is to ordain
elders in every city"' and t h a t a "bishop must be
blameless, as the steward of God" (Tit 1 5.7AV).
On the other hand, there are numerous texts
where elders and their duties are mentioned and
where there is no reference whatever to bishopric
or oversight. The epistles show t h a t of necessity
there had grown to be a more distinct organization of the ministry, and t h a t following the custom
of the synagogue to some of the elders had been
committed a bishopric or oversight. At the same
time the rank of a bishop, or overseer, was not yet
one of the highest. St. Paul does not enumerate
it in the order of ministry which he gives to the
Ephesians—apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors
and teachers.
That Timothy had an oversight over the elders
or presbyters is e'vident from the fact that St. Paul
enjoins him to rebuke those that sin: "Against an
elder receive not an accusation, except at the mouth
of two or three witnesses. Them that sin reprove
in the sight of all" (1 Tim 5 19.20). This, of
course, refers to a formal trial by one in authority
of persons inferior to him in rank.
It has been asserted that the terms elder and
bishop in the N T were equivalent and denoted the
same office or grade in the ministry. This assertion seems unwarranted. They do not naturally
denote the same grade any more than do apostle
and teacher, or angel and prophet.
The deacons were the seven appointed to take
charge of the temporal affairs of the church. Their
appointment was perhaps suggested
7. Deacons by the alms-collectors of the synagogue.
In the N T they do not appear as
deacons to have had any part in the sacred ministry,
except, in the case of Philip the evangelist, if it
be assumed that he was a deacon, whicli is uncertain. Nowhere is it recorded t h a t they laid hands
on anyone, or were considered as capable of bestowdng any grace. In the epistles they are mentioned with the bishops—"bishops and deacons"
(Phil 1 1), thus showing the nature of their influence as the helpers of the "bishops" in the management of the growing funds, or properties of the
church.
///. Episcopacy
according
to the NT.— The
passages where the Gr word occurs which has been
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tr** cither as bishops, or o\-erscers, are so few t h a t
they are enumerated: .Vets 20 17,28: tho Ephesian
elders are stated to be bishops [or ovia-seers] to
feed the church; Phil 1 1: the salutation of Paul
and Timothy to bishops [or overseers] and deacons
at Phihppi;' 1 Tim 3 1.2 and Tit 1 7 gi\'e Ihe
exhortation to Timothy and Titus as holding t he
office of a bishop; 1 Pet 2 25, where the aposlle
referring to Christ savs, "unto the Shepherd and
Bishop of vour souls,"
IV. The "Didache."—Tass'mg
out of the NT,
we come to the early Christian writing, the socalled TeacUing of the Twelve .V|(0stles, Setting
aside the question for what class of ChrisI ians this
document was intended, the clear fact stands out
that at the date of its writing the two highest
grades in the Christian ministry were still called
apostles and prophets. Various dates have been
assigned to this document ranging from SO to 160
,\t the end of ch 10, which deals with the thanksgiring or eucharist, the remark is made, "But
permit the prophets to make thanksgiving as much
as they desire." Chs 11 and 13 deal w-ith apostles
and prophets. They were to be treated "according
to the ordinance of the gospel." An apostle was
not to be allowed to stay more than a couple of
days at the utmost, and in no case w-as he to receive
any money, else he was to be considered "a false
prophet," .1 prophet could beg on behalf of
others, but not for himself; but a prophet could
settle among a congregation, and in that case he
was to recei^-e the same first-fruits "of money and
raiment and of every possession"" as the chief
priest did under the old dispensation. It is to be
noted that in reaUty the prophets, though placed
second in order, w-ere to be treated with the greater
respect. If the prophet settles down, he becomes
the man of the first rank in t h a t Christian community.
Ch 15 deals with bishops and deacons, and we are
told that if appointed they rendered the ministry
of prophets and teachers, but the warning is given,
"Despise them not, therefore, for they are your
honom-ed ones, together wdth the prophets and
teachers." This shows t h a t bishops were localized;
and that while they could be appointed over a
community, they were not considered as of equal
rank with the prophets.
V. Clement of Rome.—Clement of Rome in his
Epistle to the Corinthians says t h a t the apostles
preaching through countries and cities appointed
the first-fruits of their labors to be bishops and
deacons (ch 42). It is usually said that Clement
meant elders by the term "bishops," but it is much
more Ukely that he meant what he said; that
according to the tradition received by him, the
apostles appointed bishops, that is, appointed
bishops out of the elders—mentioned in the Acts.
In ch 44 Clement -warns against the sin of ejecting
from the episcopate those who have presented the
offerings, and says, "Blessed are those presbyters
who have finished their course."
The reason why the terms apostles and prophets
fell into desuetude was, as regards the first, not so
much out of respect to the original apostles, but
because the apostles in the sub-apostolic age became
apparently, only wandering evangelists of Uttle
standing; while the prophets lowered their great
office by descending to be soothsayers, as the
Shepherd of Hermas plainly intimates. With the
fall of the apostles and the prophets, there rose
into prominence the bishops and deacons.
VI. Bishops and Deacons.—The deacons acted
as secretaries and treasurers to the bishops. "They
Were their right-hand men, representing them in all
secular matters. As the numbers of Christians
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increased, it was found absolutely nec(3ssary for the
bishops to delegate some of their spiritual authority
to a second order.
VII. Bishops and Presbyters
(Priests).—Thus
very slowly emerged out of the body of elders the
official presbyters or priests. To them the bishop
delegated the power to teach, to preach, to baptize, to celebrate the Holy Eucharist; but how
slowly is evidenced by the fact that so late as 755
AD the Council of Vern forbade priests to baptize,
except by distinct permission of their bishop.
VIII. Ignatian Epistles on the Three Orders.—
When we come to the Ignatian epistles written
betw-een 110-17 AD, we find a distinct threefold
order. Wc have given us the nanies of Damas,
for bishop, Rassus and Apollonius for presbyters,
Zoti(m for deacon. Throughout these epistles
there is no question that the bishop is supreme.
Apostles and prophets are not even mentioned.
The bishop succeeds to all the powers the apostles
and prophets had. On the other hand, as wdth the
Jewish elders, so with the Christian presbyters,
they form a council with the bishop. Here we
see in clear day what we had all along suspected
to be the case in apostolic times: a council of
presbyters with a ruler at their head and deacons
to attend to money matters.
It is quite immaterial as to whether a bishop had
ten or a hundred presbyter-elders under him,
whether he was bishop in a small town or in a large
city. The question of numbers under him would
not affect his authority as has been claimed. The
greatness of the city in which he exercised this rule
would add dignity to his position, but nothing to
his inherent authority.
From this time on it is admitted by all that
bishops, priests and deacons have been continuously in existence. Their powers and duties
have varied, have been curtailed as one order has
encroached on the power of the other, but still
there the three orders have been. Gradually the
presbyters or priests encroached on the power of
the bishop, till now, according to Anglican usage,
only the power of ordaining, confirming and consecrating churches is left to them.
IX. 'Views of Reformers.—.It the time of the
Reformation there was a great outcry against
bishops. This was caused by the fact t h a t under
feudalism the bishops had come to be great temporal lords immersed in schemes of political and
material aggrandizement, and often actually leading their armies in times of war. Many of the
bishops were proud and arrogant, forgetful that their
duties as fathers of the children of Christ were to
look after those committed to them with fatherly
kindness and charity or that as pastors they had
to tend the erring sheep with Di'vine patience and
infinite love.
The bulk of the adherents to the Reformed
reUgion, looking upon the bishops as they w-ere
and as their fathers had known them, recoiled from
retaining the office, although their principal men,
like Calvin, deplored the loss of bishops, and hoped
that bishops of the primitive order would some
day be restored. The present modern Anglican
bishop seems to sum up in his person and office
the requirements laid down by Calvin.
Thus the claim put forth by the AngUcans in
the preface to the Ordinal may be considered as
sound: " I t is evident unto all men,
Conclusion diligently reading Holy Scripture and
ancient Authors, that from the Apostles' time there have been these Orders of Ministers
in Christ's Church—Bishops, Priests, and Deacons."
LITEHATUBE,—Teaching of the Twelve Apostles;
Clement ot Rome; Shepherd of Hermas: Ignatian
epistles; Muratorian Fragment; Works of John Light-
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Bitter, Bitterness
foot; Duchesne, Origincs du Cutte Chretien: Pellicia,
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Dissenting bodies, chiefly the Congregationalists,
returned to the siin]ilicity and spiritual freedom
of the primitive church. T h e issue
4. Restora- was forced b y two arbitrary acts of
tion of
Parliament under Elizabeth: the Act
Primitive
of Supremacy and the Act of Uniformthe Ministry: Thompson. Historic Episcopate (PresbyIdeals
ity. Emancipation from the intellectterian); Baird. Huguenots.
ual and reUgious tyranny of these
ARTHUR LOWNDES
acts was won at the cost of many martyrdoms.
These struggles and persecutions wrought into the
CONGREGATIONAL V I E W
successors of Robert Browne, the father of modern
As a spiritual and social democracy, Congrega- Congregationalism, a deep-seated and permanent
tionaUsm finds no warrant or precedent in t h e N T
resentment against all forms of autocratic power
for the episcopal conception of the in church and state. They challenged, at the
1. The N T words "bishop,"" "presbyter,"' and
cost of life, both the Di-vine Right of kings, and
Church a
"elder." I t interprets irrlcrKOTros, epi-of bishops. They believed that in Christ Jesus all
Spiritual
skopos, Ut. as overseer—not an ecclesi- behevers are literally and inalienably made "kings
Democracy astical dignitary but a spiritual min- and priests unto God"" (Rev 1 6 AV), actual spiritister. I t finds the Romanist view ual sovereigns, independent of all human dictation
of Peter's primacy, founded alone on M t 16 18,
and control in matters of belief and worship. The
cdutradicted by the entire trend of Christ's teach- Pilgrims expatriated themselves t o secure this
ing, as e.g. when referring to the Gentiles exercising spiritual liberty; and to their inherent antagonism
lordship and authority Christ says, "Not so shall it
to inherited and self-perpetuated pow-er, whether
be among y o u " (Mt 20 26 ff). He set the prec- civil or ecclesiastical, must be credited the rehgious
edent of official greatness when H e said "the Son freedom and civil democracy of America.
of man came not to be ministered unto, but t o
LITERATURE.—For further study see Henry M. Dexter,
minister,"" and that "whosoever would become great
Congregationalism, cll ii: D u n n l n g ' s Congregationalists in
among you shall be your minister [servant].""
America, c h s i , ii: Rainy. The Ancient Catholic Church.
Paul's testimony confirms this in suggesting no priD W I G H T M . PRATT
macy among the apostles and prophets, but making
BISHOPRICK, bish'up-rik (4in.<rKoirT|, episkopt;
"Christ . . . . himself . . . . t h e chief corner stone"
Acts 1 20 AV, quoted from Ps 109 8 ) : RV "of(Eph 2 20). The organization and history of the
fice," m, "overseership."" See BISHOP.
early Christian church establish this 'view of its
simplicity and democracy. In Acts 1 20 the RV
B I S H O P S ' BIBLE. See E N G L I S H VERSIONS.
corrects the rendering "bishopric"" (given by t h e
King James translators, who were officers in the
BIT AND BRIDLE, bri'd"l (iD-jI'.MTI'a, methegh
Episcopal church) t o "office," thus relieving t h e
wd-resrn): The two words occur in conjunction (Ps
verse of possible ecclesiastical pretensions.
32 9 AV, "Be ye not as the horse, or as the mule,
The church formed on the day of Pentecost was which have no understanding; whose mouth
the spontaneous coming together of the original
must be held in w-ith bit and bridle, lest they come
120 disciples and the 3,000 Christian converts, for
near unto thee"; RV "else they wiU not come
fellowship, worship and work, under t h e inspiration
near unto thee," m, " t h a t they come not near."
and guidance of the Holy Spirit. I t s only creed
Methegh, tr'i " b i t " above, is properly a bridle
was behef in the risen Christ and the renewing
or halter in which the bit w-as a loop passed
power of the Holy Spirit; its only condition of
round the under jaw of the animal; re^en has a
membership, repentance and baptism.
The apostles naturally took leadership but,
abrogating all authority, committed t o the church
as a whole the choice of its officers
2. Election and the conduct of its temporal and
of Officers spiritual affairs. Judas' place in t h e
by Popular apostolate was not filled by succession
Vote
or episcopal appointment (Acts 1
23-26). T h e seven deacons were
elected by popular vote (Acts 6 1-6). One of
the seven—Philip—preached and, -without protest,
administered the rite of baptism (Acts 8 12.13).
The churches in the apostolic era were independent and self-governing, and t h e absence of
anything like a centralized ecclesiastical authority
is seen by the fact t h a t the council a t Jerus, called
to consider whether t h e church a t Antioch should
receive t h e uncircumcised into membership, was a
delegated body, composed in part of lay members,
and ha-ving only advisory power (.lets 15 1-29).
The apostoUc letters, forming so large a part of
Bit and Bridle.
the N T , are not official documents b u t letters of
loving pastoral instruction and coun- similar meaning. The counsel in t h e ver is that
3. The
sel. The terms bishops, elders, pas- men should render a -willing obedience t o God and
Epistles not tors and teachers are used synony- not be like the animals that man has to bridle and
Official
mously and interchangeably, thus curb in order to get them to do his will. Cf Jas
Documents limiting the officers of the early church
3 3, where we have " b i t " as t r of chalinds, "a
to two orders: pastors and deacons. bit" or "curb," " W e p u t bits [RV "bridles"]
See also C H U R C H GOVERNMENT; D I D A C H E .
in the horses' mouths t h a t they m a y obey us."
Under the spiritual tyrannies of the Church of
"Bridle" occurs separately as t r of methegh (2 S
England, during the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward
8 1), "David took Metheg-ammah," AVm "the
VI, "bloody"" Mary and Queen EUzabeth, the
bridle of Ammah," RV " t h e bridle of t h e mother

Polity of the ChTe.lian Church: Bishop ;MacLean. .incient
Church IJrilrrs: Glieetham. Hist of the Christian
Church
during the First .S'(X Cents.: Salmon. Intro to NT: Elwin,
The Minister of Baptism: Cruttwell, Literary Hist of Early
Christianity;
Potter, Church Government: Lowndes, Vindication of Anglican Orders: E . Hatch, The Organization
of the Early Christian Churches: C. Gore. The Church and
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city,'' m, as .VV; the meaning may be that he took
the control or dominion of it; " I will put . . . .
my bridle in thy h p s " (2 K 19 2,S; Isa 37 29);
"a bridle for the ass"' (Prov 26 3); of rc^eu
(Job 30 11), "They have also let loose the bridle
before me," RV "and they have casi off the bridle
before me" (acted in an unbridled [unrestrained]
manner); 41 13, said of "leviathan" (RV "the
hippopotamus"), "Wdio can come to liiin with
his double bridle?" ARV "within his j a w s ? " ERV
"within his double bridle," others, "into the double
row of his teeth"; Isa 30 28, "a bridle in the jaws
of the people causmg them to err," RV "a bridle
that causeth to err"; of mah§dm, which means
"a muzzle" (Ps 39 1), " I will keep my mouth
with a bridle," . W m "Heb, a bridle, or muzzle for
my mouth"; so RVm.
To "bridle" occurs (Jas 1 26, "bridh-th not his
tongue": 3 2 "able to bridle the whole b((dy";
chcdiuaiidqid, "to lead" or "guide with a bit")
In 1 Esd'S 6, and 2 Maec 10 29, we ha\'e "bridles
of gold" (c/!ri(.soc/iah'«d(s).
W. L. W-\LKI:K
BITHIAH, bi-thl'a ( n ; i r 3 . bithydh; Btddia., Beththid: B, PeXiii, Gelid, "daughter of J e h " ) : The
daughter of a Pharaoh who married Mered, a
descendant of Judah (1 Ch 4 LS), Whether this
Pharaoh was an Egyp king, or w-hether it w-as in
this case a Heb name, it is difficult to say. The
name Bithiah seems to designate one who had
become converted to the worship of Jeh, and this
would favor the first supposition. If, as the RV
reads, the other wdfe of Mered is distinguished as
"the Jewess" (instead of AV "Jehudijah"), this
supposition would receive further support.
FRANK E . HIRSCH

BITHRON, bith'ron (•i'nri3n, ha-bithrdn: '6\T]V
TT)vTrapaTeLvov(rav, hdlen Itn paraleinousan, lit. "the
entire [land] extending"; 2 S 2 29, "the Bithron,"" i.e. the gorge or groove): Does not seem to
be a proper name; rather it indicates the gorge
by which Abner approached iVIahanaim. Buhl
(GAP, 121) favors identification with Wddy
'AjlUn, along which in later times a Rom road connected 'Ajlnn and Mahanaim. Others (Guthe,
Kurz. bib. Wdrterbuch, s.v.) inchne to Wddy esh
Sha'ib.
BITHYNIA, bi-thin'i-a (Bievvio,
Bithun-ia):
A coast pro'vince in northwestern Asia Minor on
the Propontis and the Euxine. Its narrow-est
compass included the districts on both sides of the
Sangarius, its one large river, but in prosperous
times its boundaries reached from the Rhyndacus
on the west to and beyond the Parthenius on the
east. The Mysian Olympus ro.se in grandeur to a
height of 6,400 ft, in the southwest, and in general
the face of Nature was wrinkled with rugged mountains and seamed with fertile valleys sloping toward
the Black Sea.
Hittites may have occupied Bithynia in the
remote past, for Priam of Troy found some of his
stoutest enemies among the Amazons on the upper
Sangarius in Phrygia, and these may have been
Hittite, and may easily have settled along th(; river
to its mouth. The earliest discernible Bithynians, however, were Thracian immigrants from the
European side of the Hellespont. Tbij country
was overcome by Croesus, and passed with Lydia
under Pers control, 546 BC. After Alexander
the Great, Bithynia became independent, and
Nieomedes I, Prusias I and II, and Nieomedes II
and III, ruled from 278 to 74 BC. The last king,
weary of the incessant strife among the peoples of
A.sia Minor, especially as provoked by the aggressi've Mithridates, bequeathed his country to Rome.
Nicomedia and Prusa, or Brousa, were founded

by kings whose names they bear; the other chief
cilies, Nicaea and Chalcedon, had been buUt by
Gr entiaprise earlier. There were highways leading from Ni('onie(Ua and Nicaea to Dorylaeum and
to Angora (see Ramsay, Historical Geography of
Asia .Minor, and The Church in the Rom Empire
before A.I). 1711). Under Rome the Black Sea httoral as far as Amisus was more or less closely
joined with Bithynia in administration.

Ships Drawn up on Ctoast of Black Sea.
Paul and Silas essayed to go into Bithynia, but
the Spirit suffered them not (Acts 16 7). Other
evangehsts, how-ever, must have labored there
early and with marked success. Bithynia is one
of the pro-vinces addressed in 1 Pet 1 1.
Internal difficulties and disorders led to the
sending of PUny, the lawyer and literary man, as
governor. 111 to 113 AD. He found Christians
under his jurisdiction in such numbers t h a t the
heathen temples were almost deserted, and the
trade in sacrificial animals languished. A memorable correspondence followed between the Rom
governor and the emperor Trajan, in which the
moral character of the Christians was completely
vindicated, and the repressive measures required
of officials were interpreted with leniency (see
E. G. Hardy, Pliny's Correspondence with Trajan,
and Christianity and the Rom Government). Under this Rom policy Christianity was confirmed
in strength and in pubhc position. Subsequently
the first Ecumenical Council of the church was
held in Nicaea, and two later councils convened
in Chalcedon, a suburb of what is now Constantinople. The emperor Diocletian had fixed his residence and the seat of government for the eastern
Roman Empire in Nicomedia.
Bithynia was for a thousand years part of the
Byzantine Empire, and shared the fortunes and
misfortunes of that state. On the advent of the
Turks its territory was quickly overrun, and Orchan, sultan in 1326, selected Brousa as his capital,
since which time this has been one of the chief
Ottoman cities.
G. E. W H I T E
BITTER, bit'er, BITTERNESS, bit'er-nes (TiO,
mar, or TTip, mardh = "hitter" [lit. or fig.]; also
[noun] "bitterness" or [adv.] "bitterly"; "angry,"
"chafed," "discontented," "heavy" [Gen 27 34;
Ex 15 23; Nu 5 is,19,23.24.27; Est 4 1; Job
3 20; Ps 64 3; Prov 5 4; 27 7; Eccl 7 26;
Isa 5 '20; Jer 2 19; 4 18; Ezk 27 3 1 ; Am 8.10;
Hab 1 6]; the derivatives "ll'a , TI'Q , and n " n i r ,
mdrar, m-'rdr, iiVroruh, used with the same significance according to the context, are found in Ex
1 14; 12 8; Nu 9 11; Job 13 26; Isa 24 9.
The derivatives m''rl and m'rirl occur in D t 32
24; Job 23 2m; and T n p r i , tamrur, is found in
Jer 6 26; 31 15. In the N T the verb viKpatvu,
pikraind = "to embitter"; the adj. iriKpSs, pikrds
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= "bitter,"' and the noun iriKpla, pikria, "bitterness," supply the same ideas in Col 3 19; Jas
3 11.14; Rev 8 11; 10 9.10): I t wiU be noted
that the word is employed w-ith three principal
spheres of apphcation: (1) the physical sense of
taste; (2) a fig. meaning in the objective sense of
cruel, biting words; intense misery resulting from
forsaking God, from a life of sin and impurity; the
misery of ser-vitude; the misfortunes of bereavement; (3) more subjectively, bitter and bitterness
describe emotions of sympathy; the sorrow of
childlessness and of penitence, of disappointment;
the feeling of misery and wretchedness, giving rise
to the expression "bitter tears"; (4) the ethical
sense, characterizing untruth and immorality as the
bitter thing in opposition to the sweetness of t r u t h
and the gospel; (5) Nu 5 18 RV speaks of "the
water of bitterness that causeth the curse."" Here
it is employed as a technical term.
FRANK E .
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be much confusion as to the early form of the
name; but all authorities agree that it was bestowed
on the bird on account of its voice. Turner states
t h a t in 1544 the British called it "miredromble,"
and "botley b u m p , " from its voice. Holland says
the French called it Boeuf d'eau. In later days
"bog-buU," "stake-driver" and "thunder-pumper"
have attached themselves to it as terms fitly descriptive of its voice. Nuttall says its cry is "like
the interrupted bellowing of a bull, but hoUow-er
and louder, and is heard at a mile's distance, as if
issuing from some formidable being t h a t resided
at the bottom of the waters." Tristram says, "Its

HIRSCH

BITTER HERBS, hiirbs, or Urbs (•"'"inia,
m'rdrlm):
Originally in the primitive Passover
(Ex 12 8; Nu 9 11) these were probably merely
salads, the simplest and quickest prepared form of
vegetable accompaniment to the roasted lamb.
Such salads have always been favorites in the
Orient. Cucumbers, lettuce, water-cress, parsley
and endive are some of those commonly used.
Later on the Passover ritual (as it does today) laid
emphasis on the idea of "bitterness"" as symbolical
of Israel's lot in Egypt. In modern Pal the Jews
use chiefly lettuce and endive for the "bitter herbs"
of their Passover. In Lam 3 15 the same word is
used: " H e hath filled me with bitterness [m''rori?n],
he hath sated me wdth wormwood." Here the
parallelism w(ith "wormwood" suggests some plant
more distinctly bitter than the mild salads mentioned above, such, for example, as the colocynth
(Citrullus colocynthus) or the violently irritating
squirting cucumber (Ecballium
elaterium).
E.

W.

G.

IVIASTERMAN

BITTERN, bit'ern (ib'p, kippddh; Lat Botaurus
stellaris; Gr ex^""?, echlnos): A nocturnal member of the heron family, frequenting swamps and
marshy places. Its Heb name means a creature
of waste anol desert places. The bittern is the most
individual branch of the heron (ardeidae) family
on account of being piartially a bird of night.
There are observable differences from the heron
in proportion, and it differs -widely in coloration.
I t is one of t h e birds of most ancient history, and
as far back as records extend is known to have
inhabited Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and
America. The African bird t h a t Bible historians
were famihar with was 2§ ft. in length. I t had a
4-in. bill, bright eyes and plumage of buff and
chestnut, mottled with black. I t Uved around
swamps and marshes, hunting mostly a t night, and
its food was much the same as t h a t of all members
of the heron family, frogs being its staple article
of diet. Its meat has not t h e fishy taste of most
members of the heron family, and in former times
was considered a great deUcacy of food. In the
days of falconry it was protected in England because of the sport afforded in hunting it. Aristotle
mentions that pre'vious to his time the bittern was
called dknos, which name indicates "an idle disposition." I t was probably bestowed by people
who found the bird hiding in swamps during the
daytime, and saw that it would almost allow itseff
to be stepped upon before it would fly. They did
not understand that it fed and mated at night.
PUny -wrote of it as a, bird t h a t "bellowed like
oxen," for which reason it was called 'Taurus.
Other mediaeval WTiters called it botaurus, from
which our term bittern is derived. There seems to

Bittern (Botaurus stellaris).
strange booming note, disturbing the stillness of
night, gives an idea of desolation which nothing
but the wail of a hyena can equal."" Thoreau
thought its voice Uke the stroke of an ax on the
head of a deeply driven stake. I n ancient times
it was believed the bird thrust its sharp beak into
a reed to produce this sound. Later it was supposed
to be made by pushing the bill into muck and
water while it cried. Now the membrane by which
the sound is produced has been located in the lungs
of the bird. In all time it has been the voice that
attracted attention to the bittern, and it was solely
upon the ground of its vocal attainments that it
entered the Bible. There are three references, aU
of which originated in its cry. Isaiah in prophesying the destruction of Babylon (14 23 AV) wrote:
" I will also make it a possession for the bittern,
and pools of water""; in other words he would make
of it a desolate and lonely swamp. Again in 34 11
AV, in pronouncing judgment against Idumaea,
he wrote, "But the cormorant and the bittern shall
possess it.'" In the RV, "cormorant"" and "bittern""
are changed to "pelican" and "porcupine." The
change from the cormorant to pelican makes less
difference, as both are water birds, and the Heb
shaldkh, which means "a plunging bird," would
apply equally to either of them. If they were used
to bear out the idea that they would fiU the ruins
with terrifying sound, then it is well to remember
that the cormorant had something of a voice, while
the pelican is notoriously the most silent ol birds.
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The change from bittern to porcupine is one with
which no ornithologist wduld agree. .Vbout 620
BC, the prophet Zeph.aniah (2 14) clearly indicates this bird: ".Vnd herds shall lie down in t h e
midst of her, all the beasts of t h e nations: both
the pelican and t h e porcupine shall lodge in the
capitals thereof; their ^-oice shall sing in the windows; desolation shall be in the thresholds: for
he hath laid bare the cedar work." This should
forever settle t h e question raised by some modern
commentators as to w-hether a bird or beast is
intended by the w-ord kippddh.
In some instances
it seems to have been confounded with kunfudh,
the hedgehog or p((rcupine. No natural historian
ever wouki agree td this, because tln-se animals are
not at home in the conditions t h a t w-(Te known
to exist here. Even granting that Nineveh was
to be made dry, it must be reniembered that the
marshes of the Tigris lay vi-ry close, and t h e bird
is of night, wdth a voice easily carrying over a mile.
Also it was to "sing" and to "lodge" on the "upper
Untels" whicli were the top timbers of the doors
and windows. These formed just the location a
bittern would probably perch upon when it left
its marshy home and w-ent booming through the
night in search of a mate. I t was wdthout doubt
the love song of the bittern t h a t Isaiah and Zephaniah used in completing prophecies of desolation and horror, because w-ith t h e exception of
mating time it is a very quiet bird. For these
reasons the change from bittern to porcupine in the
RV, of the paragraph quoted, is a great mistake,
as is also that of cormorant to iielican.
GENE

STRATTON-PORTER

BITTERNESS, bit'er-ness.
BITTERNESS, WATER OF.
BITTER WATER.

See BITTER.
See ADULTERY (2).

See .\DULTERT (2); MARAH.

BITUMEN, bi-tu'men.

See SLIME.

BIZIOTHIAH, biz-yo-thl'a (n;ni"'T3, bizyoth'ydh;
LXX al K(ii(iai. ai!(T(iv, hai koinni aulon, lit. "their
'villages"'; AV Bizjothjah, biz-joth'ja, "place of Jab's
oUves" [Young], or "contempt of J a h " [Strong]):
According to ^IT, a town in t h e south of Judah,
near Beersheba (Josh 15 28). L X X reads "and
her daughters," only one consonant of IVIT being
read differently; and so We, HoUenberg, Di et al.
The LXX has probably preserved the original text
(cf Neh 11 27).
BIZTHA, biz'tha ( L X X Ma^Av, Mazdn; also
Bazdn and Bazed): One of the seven eunuchs
or chamberlains of King Ahasuerus (Xerxes). I t
is possible t h a t t h e name is derived from the Pers
besteh, "bound," hence "eunuch" (Est 1 10).
BLACK.

See COLORS.

BLACKNESS ( Q ^ ^ ^ i p ? , kimrirlm,
"obscurations"; r ' ^ " J 5 , kadhruth, "darkness"; 7vd<t)os,
gndphos, "darknem,"
£<i<J)os, zdphos, "blackness"):
Terms rarely used but of special significance in
picturing the fearful gloom and blackness of moral
darkness and calamity. Job, cursing the day of
his birth, wishes t h a t it, a dies ater ("dead black
day"), might be swaUowed up in darkness (Job 3 5).
Because of IsraeUs spiritual infidehty Jeh clothes
the heavens with t h e blackness of sackcloth (Isa
60 3), the figure being t h a t of t h e inky blackness
of ominous, terrifying thunder clouds. The fearful judgment against sin under t h e old dispensation
is illustrated by t h e appalling blackness that enveloped smoking, burning, quaking Sinai at the
giving of the law (He 12 IS; cf E x 19 16-19;
20 18), The horror of darkness culminates in the
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impenetrable blackness of t h e under-world, the
eternal abode of fallen angels and riotously immoral
and ungodly men (Jude ver 13; see also ver 6
and 2 Pet 2 4.17). Human language is here
too feeble to picture t h e moral gloom and rayless
night of the lost: "Pits [AV "chains"] of darkness"
(ef the ninth plague of Egypt, "darkness which
may be felt" [Ex 10 21)). Wicked men are "wandering stars," comets t h a t disappear in "blackness
of darkness
. reserved for ever." In art this
fig. language has found majestic and awe-inspiring
expression in Dora's illustrations of Dante's Purgatory and MUton's Paradise Lost.
DWIGHT M . PRATT

BLAINS, blanz ( n y ^ y i K , 'dbha'bu'dh: only in
Ex 9 9.10): Pustules containing fluid around a
boil or inflamed sore. I t is an OE word "bleyen,"
used sometimes as a synonym for boil. Wyclif
(1382) uses the expression "stinkende bleyne' for
Job's sores. The Heb word is from a root which
means that which bubbles up. See BOIL.
BLASPHEMY, blas'fg-mi ((3Xao-(t)T)(i£a, blasphemia): In classical Gr meant primarily "defamation"
or "evil-speaking" in general; "a word of evfl omen,"
hence "impious, and irreverent speech against God."'
(1) In the OT as subst. and v b . : (a) (TJI.S,
bdrakh) "Naboth did blaspheme God and t h e king"
(1 K 21 10.13 AV); (b) ( a - J , gddhaph) oi Bennacherib defying Jeh (2 K 19 6.22 = Isa 37 6.23;
also Ps 44 16; Ezk 20 27; cf Nu 15 30), " B u t
the soul that doeth aught 'with a high hand [i.e.
knowingly and defiantly], . . . . the same blasphemeth [so RV, but AV "reproacheth"] Jehovah;
and that soul shall be cut off from among his people."
Blasphemy is always in word or deed, injury, dishonour and defiance offered to God, and its penalty
is death by stoning; (c) (Il'!!n, hdraph) of idolatry
as blasphemy against Jeh (Isa 65 7); (d) (^Jv!),
ndkabh) "And he that blasphemeth the name of
Jeh, he shall surely be put to death" (Lev 24 11.16);
(e) (f ^5 > 'nd'ag) Da'vid's sin is an occasion to the
enemies of the Lord to blaspheme (2 S 12 14;
also Ps 74 10.18; Isa 52 5; cf Ezk 35 12; 2 K
19 3 AV; Isa 37 3).
(2) In the N T blasphemy, subst. and vb., may
be (a) of evil-speaking generally (Acts 13 45; 18 6).
The Jews contradicted Paul "and blasphemed,"
RVm "railed."" (SoinAVof M t 15 19 = Mk 7 22;
Col 3 8, but in RV "raiUngs"'; Rev 2 9 RVm "revUing""; so perhaps in 1 Tim 1 20; or Hymenaeus
and Alexander may have blasphemed Christ by
professing faith and h'ving unworthily of it.) (6)
Speaking against a heathen goddess: the town clerk
of Ephesus repels the charge t h a t Paul and his
companions were blasphemers of Diana (Acts 19
37). (c) Against God: (a) uttering impious words
(Rev 13 1.5.6; 16 9.11.21; 17 3 ) ; ()3) unworthy
conduct of Jews (Rom 2 24) and Christians (1 Tim
6 1; Tit 2 5, and perhaps 1 Tim 1 20); (7) of
Jesus Christ, alleged t o be usurping the authority
of God (Mt 9 3 = Mk 2 7 = Lk 5 21), claiming to
be the Messiah, the son of God (Mt 26 65 = Mk
14 64), or making Himself God (Jn 10 33.36).
(d) Against Jesus Christ: Saul strove to make the
Christians he persecuted blaspheme their Lord (Acts
26 11). So was he himself a blasphemer (1 Tim
1 13; cf Jas 2 7).
(3) Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit: "Every
sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men; but
the blasphemy against the Spirit
The Unshall not be forgiven. .-Vnd whosoever
pardonable shall speak a word against the Son of
Sin
man, it shall be forgiven him; b u t
whosoever shall speak against the
Holy Spirit, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in
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this world, nor in t h a t which is to come"' (Mt 12
31.32 = Mk 3 28,29; Lk 12 10). As in the O T
"to sin with a high hand"" and to blaspheme the
name of God incurred the death penalty, so the
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit remains the one
unpardonable sin. These passages at least imply
beyond cavil the personality of the Holy Spirit,
for sin and blasphemy can only be committed
against persons. In Mt and Mk a particular case
of this blasphemy is the allegation of the Pharisees
that Jesus Christ casts out devils by Beelzebub.
The general idea is t h a t to attribute to an evil
source acts which are clearly those of the Holy
Spirit, to call good evil, is blasphemy against the
Spirit, and sin that w-ill not be pardoned. " , \
distinction is made betw-een Christ"s other acts
and those which manifestly reveal the Holy Spirit
in Him, and between slander directed against Him
personally as He appears in His ordinary acts, and
that which is aimed at those acts in which the
Spirit is manifest" (Gould, Mark ad l o c ) . Luke
does not refer to any particular instance, and seems
to connect it with the denial of Christ, although he,
too, gives the saying that "who shall speak a word
against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven."" But
which of Christ's acts are not acts of the Holy
(Spirit, and how therefore is a word spoken against
Him not also blasphemy against the Holy (Spirit?
John identifies the Holy Spirit with the exalted
Christ (Jn 14 16-18.26.28). The solution generally offered of this most difficult problem is concisely put by Plummer (Luke ad l o c ) : "Constant
and consummate opposition to the influence of
the Holy Spirit, because of a deliberate preference
of darkness to Ught, render repentance and therefore forgiveness morally impossible."" A similar
idea is taught in He 6 4-6, and 1 Jn 5 16: "A sin
unto death."' But the natural meaning of Christ's
words implies an inability or unwillingness to forgive on the Divine side rather than inability to
repent in man. Anyhow the abandonment of
man to eternal condemnation involves the inability
and defeat of God. The only alternative seems to
be to call the kenotic theory into ser-vice, and
to put this idea among the human limitations which
Christ assumed when He became flesh. It is less
difficult to ascribe a Umit to Jesus Christ's knowledge than to God's saving grace (Mk 13 32;
cf Jn 16 12.13). It is also noteworthy that in other
respects, at least, Christ acquiesced in the view of
the Holy Spirit which He found among His contemporaries.

See H O L Y S P I R I T .
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(Josh 6 5).

farmers dread this wind. In some localities, if
they suspect that the east wind is coming, they set
up a great shouting and beating of pans, hoping to
drive it off. Sometimes this wind is a double
pestilence, when it brings wdth it a cloud of locusts
(2 Ch 6 28). The writer, while journeying in the
northern part of the Arabian desert, the source of
these winds, witnessed such a cloud of locusts on
their way toward habitable regions. I t did not
call for a very -vivid imagination on the part of the
children of Israel to realize the meaning of the
curses and all manner of evil which would befall
those who would not hearken to the voice of Jeh.
Dt 28 22-24 could easily be considered a poetic
description of the east wdnds (.-i-rab. howa sharkVyeh)
which visit Pal and Syria at irregular intervals
today. The heat is fiery: it dries up the vegetation and blasts the grain; the sky is hazy and there
is a glare as if the sun were reflected from a huge
brass tray. Woodwork cracks and warps; the
covers of books curl up. Instead of rain, the wdnd
brings dust and sand which penetrate into the innermost corners of the dwellings. This dust fills the
eyes and inflames them. 'The skin becomes hot
and dry. To one first experiencing this storm it
seems as though some volcano must be belching
forth heat and ashes. No other condition of the
weather can cause such depression. Such a pestilence, only prolonged beyond endurance, was to
be the fate of the disobedient. This word should
not be confused wdth mildew. Since the words
blasting and mildew occur together it may be inferred that mildew (lit. "a paleness") must mean
the sickly color which plants assume for other causes
than the blasting of the east w-ind, such, as for instance, fungus diseases or parasites (1 K 8 37; Am
4 9;

Hag

M. O. EV.ANS

BLAST, BLASTING, blast'ing (liS^UJ, shidddphdn—root,
HIT?, shddhaph, lit. "scorching"):
This is the effect produced upon grain or other
plants by the hot east wdnds which blow from the
desert of Arabia. They usually continue to blow
for two or three days at a time. If they occur in
the spring near ripening time, the grain is often
turned yellow and does not properly mature. The

2 17).

J A M E S A.

PATCH

BLASTUS, blas'tus (BUO-TOS, Bldstos, "shoot"):
The chamberlain of Herod Agrippa I, whose services as an intermediary between them and the king
were gained by the people of Tyre and Sidon.
These cities were dependent on Pal for corn and
other provisions, and when Herod, on the occasion
of some commercial dispute, forbade the export of
foodstuffs to Tyre and Sidon, they were at his
mercy and were compelled to ask for peace. "Having made Blastus the king's chamberlain their
friend," probably by means of a bribe, the Phoen
embassy was given an opportunity of setting their
case before Herod (Acts 12 20 ff).

REES

BLAST ( H W J , n'shdmdh, n i l , rWh):
(1) The blowing of the breath of Jeh, expressive
of the manifestation of God's power in Nature and
Providence. "With the blast of thy nostrils the
waters were piled u p " (Ex 15 8), referring to the east
wind (14 2 1 ; cf 2 S 22 16 and Ps 18 15). " I wdU
senci a blast upon h i m " (2 K 19 7 AV; RV "put a
spirit in him," i.e, "an impulse of fear" [Dummelow
in loc,]; cf Isa 37 7). "By the blast of his anger
are they consumed" (Job 4 9; cf Isa 37 36).
(2) The word rw"^ is used with reference to the
tyranny and -violence of the wicked (Isa 25 4).
(3) "The blowing of a wdnd instrument: "When
they m.ake a long blast with the ram's horn"
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HUNTER

BLAZE, blaz ("to publish'"): Found only in
AV of Mk 1 45, for Gr diaphemizein, tr*" by
RV "spread abroad,"" as in M t 9 3 1 ; 28 15.
BLEMISH, blem'ish:
(1) Dlia, mUm, D^X13, m''ilm; (lujios, mdmos:
This word signifies no particular skin disease, as
has been supposed; but is used generally for any
and all disfiguring affections of the skin, such as
eczema, herpes, scabies, etc, even for scratches and
scars, as in Lev 24 19.20; and thence for moral
defects, as in E p h 5 27. 'The existence of a blemish in a person of priestly descent prevented him
from the execution of the priestly office; similarly
an animal fit for sacrifice was to be without blemish.
In the N T Christ is presented as the antitype of a
pure and ritually acceptable sacrifice "as a lamb
without blemish and without spot" (He 9 14;
1 Pet 1 19), and the disciples are admonished
to be blameless, "without blemish"" (Eph 5 27).
Rarely the word is used to designate a reprobate
person (2 Pet 2 13).
(2) Blemish in the eye, ' 3 2 0 , t'bhallul (from a
root ' ~ 3

bdlal, "to overflow" ; Arab. J o , balla.
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balal, "to moisten""), cataract, white spots

in the eye

(Lev

21 20).

II.

L.

E.

LUERING

Blast
Blindness

BLESSING (nD'n3, Irf-dkhdh; iiXoyia, eulogla):
Sonietiines means the form of word.s used in invoking the bestowal of good, as in D t 33 1; Jcsh
8 34; and Jas 3 10, Sometimes it means the
good or the benefit itself which has been conferred,
as in Gen 27 36, "Hast thou not reserved -a. blessing for me?" and Prov 10 22, "The blessing of
Jeh, it maketh rich,"" "The cup of blessing"" (rd
rroTfipiov rijs eiXoylas, id poterion tes euloglas, a
special use of the word in 1 Cor 10 16), means the
cup for whieii we bless God, or which represents
lo us so much blessing from God.

BLESS (iT"!3, bdrakh): This word is found iiioi'i'
frequently in the OT than in the N d \ and is used
in diffferent relations.
(1) It is first met in Gen 1 22 at the introduction
of animal hfe upon the earth, where it is writt(ai,
"And God blessed them, saying. Be fruitful, ami
multiply," etc. The context furnislus the key
toils meaning, whieii is the bestowal of good, anil
in this particular place the pleasure and power ((f
increase in kind. Thus it is generally- employed
JAME.S M , GRAY
in both Tcstanieiils, tlieeoiilext always deleriiiiiiing
BLESSING, CUP OF (TO iroTif|piov TTJS €iJ\o-y£as,
the character of the bestowal; for instance (w-here
"the consecrated cup," 1 Cor 10 16): A technical
man is the recipient), whether the go(((l is temporal
term friam the Jewish liturgy transferred to the
or spiritual, or both.
Lord's Supper, and .signifying the cup of wine upon
which a blessing was pronounced. The suggestion
Occasionally, however, a different turn is given
that it carries with it a higher significance, as a cup
to it as in Gen 2 3 .VV. wdierc it is wriltcn, "And
that brings ble.ssing, is not without force. The sucGod blessed the se\'enth da,\, and hallowed it,"
ceeding words, "we bless," are equivalent to "for
Here the good consists in liie setting apart and
which w-e give thanks." It was consecrated by
consecrating of that day for llis use,
thanksgiving and prayer. See also C U P .
(2) In the fore.^oing instances the Creator is
regarded as the source of blessing and the creature
BLESSING, VALLEY OF. See BEHACAH,
the recipient, but the order is sometimes reversed,
and the creature (man) is the source and the
BLINDFOLD, blind'fold (•n-epiKaWirrm, periCreator the recipient. In Gen 24 48, for ex- kaJuptd): A sport common among the children of
ample, .Abraham's servant says, " I bow-ed my
ancient times, in which the blindfolded were struck
head, and worshipped Jeh, and blessed Jeh, the
on the cheek, then asked who had struck them, and
God of my master Abraham," w-here the word evinot let go until they had correctly guessed. This
dently means to w-orship God, to exalt and praise
treatment was accorded Christ by his persecutors
Him.
(Lk 22 64).
(3) There is a third use where men only are
considered. In Gen 24 60, her relatives "blessed
BLINDING, blind'ing. See PUNISHMENTS.
Rebekah, and said unto her. Our sister, be thou
the mother of thousands of ten thousands" (.A.V
BLINDNESS, bllnd'ness (ni7, 'dwar, and vari''miUions"), where the word expresses the wdsh or
ants; TU(t>\6s, tuphlds): The word blind is used
hope for the bestowal of the good designated.
as a vb., as Jn 12 40, usuaUy in the sense of obThere are also instances where such a blessing of
scuring spiritual perception. In reference to physiman by man may be taken in the prophetic sense,
cal blindness it is used as a noun frequently or else
as when Isaac blessed Jacob (Gen 27 4.27), putting
as an adj. wdth the noun man. There are 54 referhimself as it were in God's place, and w-ith a sense
ences to this condition, and there is no reason to
of the Di'vine concurrence, pronouncing the good
believe, as has been surmised, that blindness was
named. Here the word becomes in part a prayer
any less rife in ancient times than it is now, when
for, and in part a prediction of, the good intended.
defective eyes and bleared, inflamed lids are among
Balaam's utterances are simply prophetic of
the commonest and most disgusting sights in a
Israel's destiny (Nu 23 9.10.11.2.3m.24).
Pal crowd. In the Papyrus Ebers (1500 BC) there
Although these illustrations are from the OT
are enumerated a number of diseases of the eye
the word is used scarcely differently in the N T ; and a hundred prescriptions are given for their
"The blessing of bread, of which we read in the
treatment. That the disease occurred in children
Gospels, is equivalent to giving thanks for it, the
and caused destruction and atrophy of the eyeball
thought being t h a t good received gratefully comes is testified to by the occurrence of a considerable
as a blessing"; cf Mt 14 19 and 15 36 with 1 Cor
number of mummy heads, in which there is marked
11 24 (Adeney, HDB, I, 307). See also B E N E - diminution in size of one orbit. The commonest
DICTION.
JAMBS M . GRAY
disease is a purulent ophthalmia, a highly infectious
condition propagated largely by the flies w-hich
BLESSED, bles'ed t T 1 3 , bdrukh): Where God
can be seen infesting the crusts of dried secretion
is referred to, this word has the sense of "praise,"
undisturbed even on the eyes of infants. (In
as in 1 S 25 32, "Blessed be Jeh, the God of
Egypt there is -a superstition that it is unlucky to
Israel," But where man is in mind it is useel in
disturb them.) This almost always leaves the
the sense of " h a p p y " or "favored," and most freeyes damaged with bleared lids, opacities of the
quently so in the Psalms and the Gospels, as for
cornea, and sometimes extensive internal injury as
example, "Blessed is the man that walketh not in
well. Like other plagues, this disease was thought
the counsel of the wicked" (Ps 1 1); '"Blessed art
to be a Divine infliction (Ex 4 11). Minor forms
thou among women" (Lk 1 42); "Bles.sed are the
of the disease destroy the eyelashes and produce
poor in spirit" (Mt 6 3). See BEATITUDES.
the unsightly tender-eyes (in Gen 29 17 the w-ord
rakh may mean simply "weak").
Blindness from birth is the result of a form of this
BLESSEDNESS, bles'ed-nes: This tr of V-O-KO.picrjids, makarismds (a word signifying "beati- disease known as ophthalmia neonatorum which
sets in a few days after birth, I have seen cases
fication" or "the ascription of ble.ssing"), is ased
of this disease in Pal, Sometimes ojilithalmia
but three times, in Rom 4 6,0, and Gal 4 15, in
accompanies malarial fever (Lev 26 16), All these
AV only. In the first two instances it refers to the
happy state or condition of a man to whom Christ's diseases are aggravated by sand, and the sun glare,
to which the unprotected inflamed eyes are exposed.
righteousness is imputed by faith, and in the last
Most of the extreme cases which one sees are
to a man's experience of that condition. Sec
beyond remedy—and hence the giving of sight to
HAPPINESS.
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the blind is generally put in the front of the mighty
works of healing by Our Lord. The methods used
by Him in these miracles varied probably according to the degree of faith in the blind man; all were
merely tokens, not intended as remedies. The
case of the man in Mk 8 22 whose heaUng seemed
gradual is an instance of the phenomenon met with
in cases where, by operation, sight has been given
to one congenitally blind, where it takes some time
before he can interpret his new sensations.
The bhndness of old age, probably from senile
cataract, is described in the cases of Eli at 98 years
of age (1 S 3 2; 4 15), Ahijah (1 K 14 4), and
Isaac (Gen 27 1). The smiting of Elymas (Acts
13 11) and the Syrian soldiers (2 K 6 18)waseither
a miraculous intervention or more probably a temporary hypnotism; t h a t of Paul (Acts 9 8) was
doubtless a temporary paralysis of the retinal cells
from the bright Ught. The "scales" mentioned
were not material but in the restoration of his
sight it seemed as if scales had fallen from his eyes.
I t probably left behind a weakness of the eyes (see
THORN IN THE F L E S H ) . T h a t blindness of Tobit
(Tob 2 10), from the irritation of sparrows' dung,
may have been some form of conj uncti'vitis, and the
cure by the gall of the fish is paralleled by. the
account given in Phny (xxxU.24) where the gall of
the fish Callionymus Lyra is recommended as an
application in some cases of blindness. The hypothesis t h a t the gall was used as a pigment to
obscure the whiteness of an opaque cornea (for
which Indian ink tattooing has been recommended,
not as a cure but to remove the unsightliness of
a white spot), has nothing in its favor for thereby
the sight would not be restored. The only other
reference to medicaments is the fig. mention of
eyesalve in Rev 3 18.
Bhndness unfitted a man for the priesthood
(Lev 21 18); but care of the bhnd was specially
enjoined in the Law (Lev 19 14), and offences
against them are regarded as breaches of Law (Dt
27 18).
Figuratively, blindness is used to represent want
of mental perception, want of prevision, recklessness, and incapacity to perceive moral distinctions
(Isa 42 16.18.19; M t 23 16ff; Jn 9 39ff).
A L E X . MACALISTER

BLINDNESS, JUDICIAL, ju-dish'al, j(5b-dish'al:
Among the ancient Israelites in the pre-Can. period
disputes within the family or clan or tribe would
be settled by the natural head of the family or clan
or tribe.^ According to Ex 18 Moses, as the leader
of the tribes, settled all disputes. But he was compelled to appoint a body of magistrates—heads of
families—to act in conjunction with himself, and
under his judicial oversight. These magistrates
settled ordinary disputes while he reserved for
himself the more difficult cases. After the conquest of Canaan, the conditions of life became so
complex, and questions of a difficult nature so constantly arose, that steps were taken (1) to appoint
official judges—elders of the city (Josh 8 33;
Jgs 8 3 ; 1 K 21 8); (2) to codify ancient custom, and (3) to place the administration of justice
on an organized basis. I t is significant t h a t in one
of the oldest documents in the Pent—viz. in the
Book of the Covenant (Ex 20 20—23 33) — t h e
miscarriage of justice was of such frequent occurrence as to require special mention (23 1-3.6-8).
In fact the OT abounds wdth allusions to the corruption and venality of the magisterial bench
(Dt 16 19; Lev 19 15; Am 5 12; Mic 3 11;
7 3; Isa 1 23; 5 23; Zeph 3 3; Ps 15 5; Prov
17 23). According to the Book of the Covenant
(Ex 23 8) 'a bribe blindeth the eyes of the openeyed.' This descriptive phrase indicates a prolUio
cause of the miscarriage of justice—an exceedingly
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common thing in the East, in the present no less
than in the past. The prohibition in ver 3, ''Neither
shalt thou favor a poor man in his cause," is
rather remarkable and many scholars are of
opinion that "a great man"" should be read for "a
poor man"" as, according to ver 6 AV, the common
fault was "wresting the judgment of the poor.""
The rich alone could offer a satisfactory bribe. But
it should be pointed out that Lev (19 15) legislates in view of both tendencies—"respecting the
person of the poor" and "honoring the person of the
mighty." Sympathy with the poor no less than a
bribe from the well-to-do might affect the judgment
of the bench. D t (16 19) reproduces the words
of the Book of the Covenant with a slight alteration—-viz. "eyes of the wise" for "eyes of the openeyed" ("them t h a t have sight"). Both phrases
vividly bring out the baneful effect of bribery—•
a magistrate otherwise upright and honest—openeyed and wise—may be unconsciously yet effectively influenced in his judicial decisions by a gift
sufficiently large. A similar phrase is found in the
story of Abraham's life (Gen 20 16). A gift of
a thousand shekels to Abraham was intended to be
a "covering of the eyes'" for Sarah, i.e. compensation or reparation for the wrong which had been
done. For a gift of such magnitude she ought to
wink a t the injury. Job (9 24) declares in his
bitterness that God "covereth the faces of the
judges""—inflicts judicial blindness on them so that
justice in this world is out of the question. Judicial corruption was the burden of the prophets'
preaching—"judges loved bribes, and followed after
rewards," with the result t h a t "the fatherless" and
"the widow" were helpless to have their grievances
redressed (Isa 1 23). A satisfactory reward would
always secure the acquittal of the offender (Isa 5
23). Micah combines judges, priests and prophets
under a similar charge; they are all guilty of gross
venality (3 11). Prov (17 23) defines the wicked
person as one who is always prepared to take a "bribe
out of the bosom, to pervert the ways of justice";
on the other hand the good man is he who will not
take a reward against the innocent (Ps 15 5) or
"shaketh his hands from taking a bribe" (Isa 33
15). In regard to Jeh alone is absolute incorruptibility affirmed—he "regardeth not persons, nor
taketh reward"" (Dt 10 17).
T. LEWIS
BLOOD, blud (trl, dam, probably from D-jN,
'adham, "to be red""; at|j.a, haima): Used in the
OT to designate the life principle in either animal
or vegetable, as the blood of man or the juice of the
grape (Lev 17 11, et al.); in the N T for the blood
of an animal, the atoning blood of Christ, and in
both OT and N T in a fig. sense for bloodshed or
murder (Gen 37 26; Hos 4 2; Rev 16 6).
Although the real function of the blood in the
human system was not fully known until the fact
of its circulation was established by
1. Primitive WiUiam Harvey in 1615, nevertheless
Ideas
from the earliest times a singular
mystery has been attached to it by all
peoples. Blood rites, blood ceremonies and blood
feuds are common among primitive tribes. It
came to be recognized as the life principle long
before it was scientifically proved to be. Naturally a feeling of fear, awe and reverence would be
attached to the shedding of blood. With many
unciviUzed peoples scarification of the body until
blood flows is practised. Blood brotherhood or
blood friendship is established by African tribes by
the mutual shedding of blood and either drinking
it or rubbing it on one another"s bodies. Thus and
by the inter-transfusion of blood by other means it
was thought that a community of life and interest
could be established.
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and Wnt
Water
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Notwithstanding the ignorance and superstition
surrounding this suggestively beautiful idea, it grewto have more than a merely human
2. Heb and significance and apphcation. I'or this
OT
crude practice of inter-transfcK nee of
Customs
human blood there came to he a symbolic substitution of animal blood in
sprinkling or anointing. Tlie first reference in the
t) 1" to blood (Gen 4 10) isfig.,b u t highly illust rati ve
of the reverential fear manifested upon the shedding
of blood and the first teaching regarding it.
The rite of circumcision is an (3T form of blood
ceremony. Apart from the probabl(> sanitary
importance of the act is the deeper meaning in the
establishment of a bon(,l of friendship between the
one upon w-hom the act is performed and Jeh Himself. In order that .Vbraham might become " t h e
friend of God" he was commanded th.at he should be
circumcised as a token of the covenant between
him and God (Gen 17 10-11; see CIRCUMCISION).

It is significant that the eating of blood was prohibited in earhest Bible times (Gen 9 4). T h e
custom probably prevailed among heathen nations
as a reUgious rite (cf Ps 16 4). This and its unhygienic influence together doubtless led to its
becoming taboo. The same prohibition was made
under the Mosaic code (Lev 7 26; see SACRIFICE).
Blood was commanded to be used also for purification or for ceremonial cleansing (Lev 14 5-7.
51.52; Nu 19 4), pro-vided, however, that it be
taken from a clean animal (see PURIFICATION).
In all probabUity there is no trace of the superstitious use of blood in the t)T, unless perchance
in 1 K 22 3S (see BATHING) ; b u t everywhere it is

vested with cleansing, expiatory, and reverently
S}-inboUc quaUties.
.\s in the transition from ancient to Heb practice,
so from the OT to the N T we see an exaltation of the
conception of blood and blood cere3. NT
monies. I n Abraham's covenant his
Teachings own blood had to be shed. Later an
expiatory animal was to shed blood
(Lev 6 6; .see ATONEMENT), b u t there must always
be a shedding of blood. " A p a r t from shedding of
blood there is no remission" (He 9 22). The
exaltation and dignifying of this idea finds its
highest development then in the vicarious shedding
of blood by Christ Himseff (1 J n 1 7). As in the
OT "blood" was also used to signify the juice of
grapes, the most natural substitute for the drinking
of blood would be the use of wine. Jesus takes advantage of this, and introduces the beautiful and
significant custom (Mt 26 28) of drinking wine and
eating bread as symbolic of the primitive intertransfusion of blood and flesh in a pledge of eternal
friendship (cf Ex 24 6,7; J n 6 53-56). This is
the climactic observance of blood rites recorded in
the Bible.
LiTER.VTURE.—Trumbull. The Blood Covenant and The
Threshold Cfovenarit: Westermarck. The Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas: Robertson Smith, Lectures
on the Religion of the Semites.
WALTER G . CLIPPINGEB

BLOOD A N D WATER (al|ia Kai iiSup, haima
kai huddr): T h e remarkable passage (Jn 19 34)
from which this expression is taken refers to the
piercing of the Saviour's side by the soldier. T h e
evangeUst notes here what he, as an eyewitness
of the crucifixion, h a d seen as a surprising fact.
Whereon this surprise was founded cannot now be
more than guessed at. Nor is it necessary here to
discuss the reason or reasons why the apostle mentions the fact a t all in his report, w-hether merely
for historical accuracy and completeness, or as a
possible proof of the actual death of Christ, which
at an early date became a subject of doubt among
certain Christian sects, or whether by it he wished

to refer lo the mystical relation of baptismal cleansing ("wati'r") and the atonement ("blood") as signified thereby. Let it suffice to state that a reference often made to 1 J n 5 6,8 is here quite out of
place. This passage, though used by certain
Fathers of the church as a proof of the last-named
docTi-ine, does not indeed refer to this wonderful
incident of tlie crucifixion story. The argument
of 1 Jn 5 8 concerns the Messiahship of Jesus,
which is proved by a threefold witness, for He is the
one whom a t the baptism of John ("water") God
attested as the Messiah by the heavenly voice,
"This is my Iwdoved Son," who a t the crucifixion
( "lilood") had the testimony that the Father had
accepted His atoning sacrifice, and whose promise
of sending the Comforter fulfilled on Pentecost
("siiirit") presented us with the final proof of the
completed JVlessianic task. The same exiiression
in 1 Jn 5 6 refers probably to the same argument
with the implied meaning that Jesus came not
only by the merely ceremonial water of baptism,
but also by the more important, because vivifying,
blood ot atonement.
The physiological aspect of this incident of the
crucifixion has been first discussed by Gruner
(Commeiitatio de morte Jesu Christi vera, Halle,
1805), w-ho has shown t h a t the blood released by
the spear-thrust of the soldier must have been
extravasated before the opening of the side took
place, for only so could it have been poured forth
in the described manner. While a number of commentators have opposed this view as a fanciful
explanation, and have preferred to give the statement of the evangelist a symbolical meaning in the
sense of the doctrines of baptism and eucharist
(so Baur, Strauss, Reuss and others), some modern
physiologists are convinced that in this passage a
wonderful phenomenon is reported to us, which,
inexplicable to the sacred historian, contains for
us an almost certain clue to the real cause of the
Saviour's death. Dr. Stroud (On the Physiological
Cause of ihe Death of Christ, London, 1847) basing
his remarks on numerous postmortems, pronounced
the opinion that here we had a proof of the death of
Christ being due not to the effects of crucifixion
b u t to "laceration or rupture of the heart"" as a
consequence of supreme mental agony and sorrow.
It is well attested that usually the suffering on the
cross was very prolonged. I t often lasted two or
three days, when death would supervene from
exhaustion. There were no ph3-sieal reasons why
Christ should not have lived very much longer on
the cross than He did. On the other hand, death
caused by laceration of the heart in consequence
of great mental suffering would be almost instantaneous. I n such a case the phrase "of a broken
heart," becomes Ut. true. The hfe blood flowing
through the aperture or laceration into the pericardium or caul of the heart, being extravasated,
soon coagulates into the red clot (blood) and the
limpid serum (water). This accumulation in the
heart-sac was released by the spear-thrust of the
soldier (which here takes providentially the place
of a postmorten without which it would have been
impossible to determine the real cause of death),
and from the gaping wound there flow the two component parts of blood distinctly visible.
Several distinguished physicians have accepted
Dr. Stroud's argument, and some have strengthened
it by the observation of additional symptoms. We
may mention Dr. James Begbie, fellow and late
president of the Royal College of Physicians of
Edinburgh, Sir J. Y. Simpson, professor a t the
University of Edinburgh, and others (see Dr. Hanna,
Our Lord's Life on Earth, Appendix I ) . The latter
refers to the loud cry, mentioned by the Synoptists
(Mt 27 50; M k 15 37; Lk 23 46), which pre-
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ceded the actual death of Jesus, as a symptom characteristic of cases of "broken heart." He adds
that Dr. Walshe, professor of medicine in University College, London, one of the greatest authorities on the diseases of the heart, says t h a t a "piercing shriek" is always uttered in such cases immediately before the end.
While w-e may never reach a state of absolute
certainty on this subject, there is no valid reason
to deny the probability of this view of the death
of Christ. I t certainly gives a more solemn insight
into Christ's spiritual anguish, "the travail of his
soul" on our behalf, which weighed upon Him so
heavily t h a t long before the usual term of bodily
and therefore endurable suffering of crucified
persons Christ's loving heart broke, achieving the
great atoning sacrifice for all mankind.
H.

BLOOD, AVENGER OF.
BLOOD, ISSUE, ish'Q, OF.

L,

E.

LUERING

See AVENGER.
See BLOODY F L U X .

BLOODGUILTINESS, blud-gilt'i-nes: Found in
the AV only in Ps 51 14. RV adds Ex 22 2,3;
1 S 25 2ij,33. Ezk 18 13 seems to indicate t h a t
the phrase does not necessarily signify bloodshed,
but any grievous sin which, if it remains, will block
God's favor to His land and people (cf D t 21 8;
Isa 1 15). Ps 51 is to be interpreted in this
Ught.
BLOOD-REVENGE,

blud-rS-venj':

See

AVENGER.

B L O O D S H E D D I N G , blud'shed-ing (ol(ioTeKXvcrCa, haimalekchusia. He 9 22): In this passage
the indispensability of expiating sacrifice is positively set forth.
BLOODTHIRSTY, blud'thftrs-ti (D"''aT iTCiS,
'anshe dd,mim, "men of blood"): This occurs in the
AV only in Prov 29 10; in RV, Ps 5 6; 55 23;
59 2;

139

19.

See BLOODY.

BLOODY, blud'i (tn, ddm = "hlood" of m a n o r
an animal; and where the King James translators
have rendered with the adj. "bloody," the Heb
employs the noun in the construct case, "of blood"):
".\ bridegroom of blood" (Ex 4 25.26, AV bloody
husband). Zipporah, not being an Israehte, probably objected to the circumcision of infants, if not
to the rite altogether; apprehending, however, that
her husband's life was imperiled possibly through
some grievous sickness (4 24) because of their
disobedience in this particular, she performed the
ceremony herself upon her son, saying, "A bridegroom of blood art thou to me,"
In RV the expression (AV "bloody") is variously
rendered, "man of blood" (2 S 16 7.8); "men of
blood" (Ps 26 9); "bloodtiiirsty" (5 6; 59 2;
139 19). In 2 S 21 1, " I t is for Saul, and for
his bloody house,"" might be rendered "Upon Saul
and his house rests bloodshed."'
Ezekiel calls Jerus "the bloody city'' (Ezk 22 2;
24 li; ef 7 23j, referring to those unjustly p u t to
death by the wicked rulers of Jerus. Nineveh also
is called "the bloody city" (Nah 3 1). The
capital here virtually stands for the kingdom, and
history bears witness to the enormous cruelties
perpetrated by the .Vssyr rulers. I t is siege on
siege, pools of blood everyw-here, the flaying of men
alive, "great baskets stuffed with the salted heads
of their foes." For two hundred years it is the
sb^ry of brute force and ruthless cruelty. " T h e
prey departeth not." And now every cruelty
which they have visited upon others is to be turned
upon themselves (3 19j.
M. O. EVAN.S

BLOODY FLUX, fluks (irvpcros Kai Sua-«vTep£a,
purelds kai dusrntei-ia, lit. "fever and dysentery"):
The disease by which the father of Publius was
aflaicted in Malta (Acts 28 8). RV calls it "dy.sentery""; a common and dangerous disease w-hich
in Malta is often fatal to soldiers of the garrison
even at the present day (Aitken, Pract. of Medicine,
ll, 841). I t is also prevalent in Pal a t certain seasons, and in Egypt its mortality w-as formerly about
36 per cent. Its older name was due to the discharge of blood from the intestine. Sometimes portions of the bowel become gangrenous and slough,
the condition described as affecting Jehoram (2 Ch
21 19). TTiere seems to have been an epidemic of
the disease a t the time of his seizure (2 Ch 21 14.
15), and in the case of the king it left behind it a
chronic ulcerated condition, ending in gangrene.
Somewhat similar conditions of chronic intestinal
ulceration following epidemic dysentery I have seen
in persons who had suffered from this disease in
India.

ALEX.

MACALISTER

BLOODY SWEAT, swet (wo-cC Bpijupoi. at(iaTos,
hdsel thrdmboi halmatos): Described in Lk 22 44
as a physical accompaniment of Our Lord's agony
a t Gethsemane (on the passage, w-hich is absent in
some IVISS, see WH). Many old writers take this
to mean that the perspiration dropped in the same
manner as clots of blood drop from a wound, regarding the Gr word prefixed as expressing merely a
comparison as in M t 28 3, where leukon hos chion
means "w-hite as snow." Cases of actual exudation of blood are described in several of the mediaeval accounts of stigmatization, and Lefeb-vre
describes the occurrence of something similar in his
account of Louise Lateau in 1870. For references
to these cases see art. "Stigmatization" in Enc BrU,
X X I I , 550. I t is perhaps in favor of the older interpretation t h a t the word used by Aeschylus for
drops of blood is stagon (Again. 1122) and by Euripides stalagmds, not thromboi. None of the instances given by Tissot (Trade des nerfs, 279), or
Schenck (Observ. med.. Ill, 455), can be said to be
unimpeachable; b u t as the agony of Our Lord was
unexampled in human experience, it is conceivable
t h a t it may have been attended with physical conditions of a unique nature.
ALEX. MACALISTER
BLOOM,

bl(5bm,

BLOSSOM,

blos'um.

See

FLOWERS.

BLOT, blot (D1^, mUm, contracted from DIX'H,
m^'Um, " s p o t " ) : Occurs in the sense of scorn (Prov
9 7). In Job 31 7 (AV) it is used flg. of a moral
defect; RV has " s p o t " Blot out ( n n p , mdhdh,
"to wdpe out,"" i^aXeltpu, exaleiphd, "to smear out"),
to obliterate or destroy: " T h a t a tribe be not blotted
out" (AV "destroyed," Jgs 21 17). To blot men
out of God's book is to cut them off by an untimely
death (Ex 32 32).
Figuratively: "To blot out sin" is to forgive sin
fully (Ps 51 1.9; Acts 3 19; Col 2 14). Not
to blot out sin is to reser^-e for punishment (Neh
4 5). The names of those who inherit eternal life
are not blotted out of the "book of life" (Rev 3 5).
See BOOK OF
FORGIVENESS.

LIFE;

BOOK

OF

REMEMBRANCE;
L . KAISER

BLOW, bio (aiiJ:, naslmph): Used with reference to the wind (Ex 15 10; Ps 78 26; 147 18;
irniu}, pneo, "to breathe,"' Lk 12 55; Jn 3 8; Rev
7 1); y p r , tdkri', with reference to trumpet sound
(Nu 10 3,4-10; 31 6 AV; Jgs 7 i s 20; 1 K 1 34;
1 Ch 15 24; Ps 81 3; Ezk 33 3,6; Hos 5 8; Joel
2 1,15); n ^ S , piv^^h, w-ith reference to the strong
expulsion of the breath (Ezk 21 3 1 ; 22 20.21; Hag
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1 9; Isa 40 7; 54 16; Job 20 26); TIT:, ndshaph,
with reference to a forcible slap or stroke with -a
hand or an instrument (Ps 39 10; lsa 40 24; Jer
14 17 .VV).

BLUE, bltio.

FRANK E .

HIHSCII

See COLORS.

BOANERGES, bo-a-nilr'jez (BoavT)p7^s, Boanerges; ICJT "'i;3, b'nH reghisli, "sons of t h u n d e r " ) :
The surname bestowed by Jesus uiion .lames and
John, the sons of Zebedee, w-hen they were (ddained
to the apostleship (Mk 3 17),

and charging the men not to illtreat her, and also
giving her of the reapers' food at mealtime. Boaz
awoke one night and found Ruth lying at his feet,
lie prui.sed her virtue, and promised to take charge
of her if her dead husband's next-of-kin failed to
do so. He laid her case before the next-of-kin, and
liiially redeemed the family property himself and
bought as well the right to take Ruth in marriage.

Sec J VMES, S(IN

OF ZEBEDEE, I t has als(( been regarded as an
equivalent of the ''Heavenly Twins," the Sons of
Zeus or Thunder. .Vecording to this interpretation, the name Boanerges would re]ii'cseiit the
Dioscuri in some form or other of tie ir varied
presentation in the cults of the Mediterranean
(cf Professor J. Rendel Harris in E.rpns, ser. vii. I I I ,
146).

C.

iSl. K E R R

BOAR, bor (,"^'"n, hdzlr): In lamenting the
troubled state of the Jewish nation the Psalmist
(80 13) says: "The boar out of the wood doth
ravage it, and the wild beasts of the field feed on
it," with evident reference to Israel's enemies,
the .^Syrians, etc. The wild boar is abundant in
certain parts of Pal and Syria, esp. in the thickets
which border the lakes and ri^•ers, as about the
Hfdeh, the sea of GaUlee, the Jordan, and in the
deltas of streams flow-ing into the Dead Sea, as
Ghaur-u.?-i}dfiyeh. Several fountains in Lebanon
bear the name, 'Ain-ul-Hazir,
though hnzir is
not an Arab, w-ord, khanzir being the Arab, for
"swine."

Sec Sw IXE.

ALFRED E L Y D.AY'

BOARD, bord (t.'"l~, keresh, "a slab or plank,"
"deck of a ship," "bench," " b o a r d " ) : This word
is found in Ex 26 l(i-21; 36 21 ff; its pi. occurs
in Ex 26 15,17-29; 35 11; 36 20-34; 39 .33; 40
18; Nu 3 36; 4 31. This word also is used in
ti of n-'^, W^h (Ex 27 8; 38 7; Cant 8 9; Ezk
27 5 AV) = "a tablet" (of stone, wood or metal),
"board," "plate," " t a b l e " ; also of geld' = "r'ih,"
hence a "side," "timber," "plank" (1 K 6 15 f).
In 1 K 6 9, ~~""(1', s'dherdh="a rank," "a row,"
hence, "a range" or " b o a r d " is used. In the N T
we find the e.x-pression "on board" in .-Vets 27 44
AV, in tr of irrl cravlaiv, epi sani',->'(/i = "planks.""
FRANK E .

HIRSCH

BOAST, host ('"'?n , hdlal, "to praise"; Kavxdo|iai,
kauehdornai, "to vaunt oneself," used both in a good
and a bad sense;; To praise God: " I n (iod have
we made our boast all the day long" (Ps 44 8 ) ; to
praise oneself, to vaunt (Ps 10 3). In the N T the
RV frequently tramslates "glory," where the AV
has "boast," in a good sense (2 (>.)r 7 14). In the
sense of self-righteousness (Eph 2 0; Rom 2 17.
23), Boaster (dXafcij-, alazon, "a braggart") occurs
inAV(Rom 1 30; 2 Tim 3 2); RV has "boastful,"
BOAT, bot.

See SHIPS,

BOAZ, bo'az fT"'3, boaz; Boot, Bdoz; "quickness"[?] Ruth 2-4; 1 Ch 2 11.12; Mt 1 5; Lk
3 32):
(1) A resident of Bethlehem and kinsman of
Elimelech, Naomi's husband. In Ruth 2 1 he
is described as a gibbor hayd, a phrase which can
mean either " a mighty man of v;doi" or else ''a
man of position and wealth." The latter is probably the sense in which the phrase is apphed to
Boaz(cf 1 S 9 1). He had fields outside the town
and to them R u t h went to glean. Boaz noticed
her and extended special kindness and protection
to her, bidding her remain with his female workers.

Field of Boaz.
The son of Boaz and Ruth was Obed, father of Jesse,
and grandfather of David. 1 Ch 2 11.12 makes
Boaz a descendant of Plezron, and so probably a
chief of the Hezronite clan in Bethlehem. Jewish
tradition itlentifies Boaz-with Ibzan (Jgs 12 8-10).
Boaz "is set before us as a model of piety, generosity and chastity" (H. P. Smith, OT History,
398). He found virtue and rewarded it.
HPM,
§§501-8, gives a picture of the life of "a well-todo landed proprietor of central Pal," much of w-hich
could aptly be taken as a description of Boaz.
(2) The name of one of the tw-o bronze pillars
erected in front of Solomon's temple, the other being
Jachin (1 K 7 21; 2 Ch 3 17).
BOAZ; 'TEMPLE.

See JACHIN AND

DAVID FRANCIS ROBERTS

BOCCAS, bok'as (BoKKas, Bokkds): A priest in
the hne of Ezra (1 Esd 8 2j caUed Bukki in Ezr 7 4
and Borith in 2 Esd 1 2.
BOCHERU, bo'ke-r(5o (^"l?3, bdkh'rU): A son of
Azrikam, Saul's descendant (1 Ch 8,38 = 9 34).
For the ending 1 ((7), cf the forms '^'OW, gashmU
(Neh 6 1.6) and ^2^'?^, m'likhu- (12 14 AV and
RVm).
BOCHIM, bo'kini ( D i p a n , ha-bdkhlm):
A
place on the mountain W. of Gilgal said to have
been so named (Ut. "the weepers") because Israel
wept there at the remonstrance of the angel (Jgs
2 1.5). No name rcsembhng this has been discovered. Given on the occasion mentioned, it may
not have endured. Many, followdng LXX, identify it with Bethel.
BODY, bod'i:
PHILOLOGICAL

(1) Generally speaking, the OT language employs no fixed term for the human body as an
entire organism in exact opposition to "soul" or
"spirit." Various terms were employed, each of
which denotes only one part or element of the
physical nature, such as "trunk," "bones," "belly,"
"bowels," "reins," "flesh," these parts being used,
by synecdoche, for the w-hole: D^y ,'(f(a/i = "bone,"
or "skeleton,"" hence '"body," is found in Ex 24
10 VV; Lam 4 7; TlJSD, nephesh = "liv'mg organism" (Lev 21 11; Nu 6 6,7.11; 19 11.13,16;
Hag 2 13); n b l ] , n'bheldh = "a flabby thing,"
"carcass" (Dt 2 l ' 2 3 ; lsa 26 19; Jer 26 23; 36

Body
Body, Spiritual
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is doomed to corruption in death (1 Cor 15 44).
Not only do we find these meanings in the word
itself, .but also in some of its combinations. On the
one hand we read in E p h 3 6 of the Gentiles as
"partakers of the promise in Christ" as "fellowheirs,"" and "of the same body" (sussdma) in corporate union with all who p u t their trust in the
Redeemer of mankind; on the other, we read of
mere "bodily [somatic] exercises," which are not
profitable (1 Tim 4 8)—where " b o d y " evidently
is contrasted with "spirit." And again, we read
of the Holy Ghost descending in "bodily" (somatic)
shape upon the "Son of God" (Lk 3 22), in whom
dwelt the "fulness of the Godhead bodily" (somaticaUy) (Col 2 9). So, too, the "body" is called a
The Gr word which is used almost exclusively
for "body"" in the N T is a-Hpu, sdma, Lat corpus temple of the Holy Ghost: "Know ye not that your
(Mt 5 29.30; 6 22.23.25; 26 26; J n 2 2 1 ; Acts body is a temple of the Holy Spirit?" (1 Cor 6 19).
From all this it is apparent t h a t the body in
9 40; 1 Cor 15 35.37.38.44; Eph 1 23; 2 16; 4
itself is not necessarily evil, a doctrine which is
4.12.16; 5 23.30). x/"^', chrds, signifying primarily
taught in Gr philosophy, b u t nowhere
the "surface"' or "skin,"" occurs in Acts 19 12. A
in the OT and N T . The rigid and
compound word with sdma, as its base, aia-criiipos, 4. The
harsh dualism met with in Plato is
sussdmosi="a member of the same body," occurs Body and
Sin
absent from St. PauPs writings, and
in Eph 3 6. From the above, it appears that the
is utterly foreign to the whole of
N T places the body as a whole into opposition to
Scripture. Here we are distinctly taught, on the
the spirit or the invisible nature. Paul, of course,
one hand, t h a t the body is subordinated to the soul,
employs the term also to designate the sublimated
but on the other, with equal clearness, that the
substance with which we are to be clothed after
human body has a dignity, originally conferred
the resurrection when he speaks of the "spiritual
upon it by the Creator, who shaped it out of earth,
b o d y " (1 Cor 15 44).
FRANK E . HIRSCH
and glorUied it by the incarnation ot Christ, the
sinless One, though born of a woman. JuUus
GENERAL
Miiller has well said: "Paul denies the presence of
(2) <rw|ia, sdma, hat corpus: The term " b o d y "
evil in Christ, who was partaker of our fleshly nature
is not found in the Heb of the OT in the sense in
(Gal 4 4), and he recognizes it in spirits who are
which it occurs in the Gr. "The Heb
not partakers thereof (Eph 6 12 AV, 'spiritual
1. In the
word for 'body" is n^13, g'wlydh,
wickedness in high places"). Is it not therefore
OT
which is sometimes used for the 'liv- in the highest degree probable t h a t according to
ing" body (Ezk 1 11), 'bodies of the
him evil does not necessarily pertain to man"s
cherubim' (Gen 47 18; Neh 9 37), but usually sensuous nature, and t h a t sdrx (say body) denotes
for the dead body or carcass. Properly speaking something different from this?" (The Christian
Doctrine of Sin, I, 321, Eng. ed). He further shows
the Heb has no term for 'body.' The Heb term
t h a t the derivation of sin from sense is utterly
around which questions relating to the body must
gather is/Zea/i"" (Davidson, OT Theol., 188). Various irreconcilable with the central principle of the
terms are used in the OT to indicate certain ele- apostle"s doctrine as to the perfect holiness of the
Redeemer, and t h a t " t h e doctrine of the future
ments or component parts of the body, such as
resurrection—even taking into account the distinc"flesh," "bones,"' "bowels,"" "belly," etc, some of
tion between the .sdma psuchikdn and the soma
which have received a new meaning in the N T .
pneumatikdn (1 Cor 15 44)—is clearly at variance
Thus the OT "belly" (Heb heten, Gr koilla), "Our
soul is bowed down to the dust; our beUy cleaveth with the doctrine t h a t sin springs from the corporal
unto the earth"" (Ps 44 25 AV)—as the seat of car- nature as its source"" (318).
The very first sin was spiritual in its origin—an
nal appetite—has its counterpart in the N T :
"They serve . . . . their own beUy"' (Rom 16 18). act of rebellion against God—the will of the creature in opposition to the will of the
So also the word tr"* "bowels"" (me'lm, rahdmim) in
Creator (Gen 3). It was conceived
the sense of compassion, as in Jer 31 20 AV: 5. The
in doubt—"Hath God said?"'; it was
"Therefore my bowels are troubled for him," is First Sin
born in desire—"The tree was good for
found in more than one place in the N T . Thus in
Phil 1 8 AV, " I long after you all in the bowels food"; it was stimulated by a rebellious hankering
after equality wdth God: "Ye shall be as God,
spldgchnal of Christ," and again, "if there be any
knowing good and evil'"; it was introduced from
bowels [splagchna] and mercies" (Phil 2 1 AV).
without, from the spiritual world, through the
"Body" in the N T is largely used in a flg. sense,
agency of a mysterious, supernatural being, emeither as indicating the "whole m a n " (Rom 6 12;
ploying "a beast of the field more subtle than any
He 10 5), or as that which is moraUy
which Jehovah God had made." T h a t the ser2. In the
corrupt — "the body of this death""
pent in the OT is not identified with Satan, and
NT
(Rom 6 6; 7 24). Hence the expresthat the clearest utterance in pre-Christian times
sion, "buffet my body"' (1 Cor 9 27,
on the subject is to be found in the Book of Wisd
hupdpidzd, a word adopted from the prize-ring,
2 24 ("by the envy of the devil death entered into
palaestra), the body being considered as the lurkingthe world""), may be true. T h a t the narrative of the
place and instrument of evil. (Cf Rom 8 13 AV
Fall is fig. or symbolical may also be granted. But
"Mortify the deeds of the body."')
the whole tendency of the early narrative is to
Between these two the various other meanings
connect the first human sin with a superhuman
seem to range. On the one hand we find the church
being, employing an agent known to man, and
caUed "the body of Christ'" (Eph 4
making that agent its representative in the "sub3. Other
16; 1 Cor 12 13), with diversity of
tlety"" of the great temptation as a prelude to the
Meanings gffts, enjoying the "unity of the Spirit
mighty fall. The N T is clear on this point (Jn 8
in the bond of peace.'" On the other
we read of a spiritual, incorruptible body, a resur- 44; 16 11; 2 Cor 11 3; 1 Tim 2 14; He 2 14;
Rev 12 9). Great historic truths are imbedded in
rection-body as opposed to the nalural body, which

30); 1t23, 6eJen = " w o m b " (Dt 28 4.11.18.63; 30
9; Job 19 17 AV; Ps 132 11; Mic 6 7); Tf),^,
j/orefcfe = "thigh,"" "generative parts,"' " b o d y " (Jgs
8 30); n ' l i l , g'unydh = "a body, whether alive or
dead" (1 S 31 10.12; 2 K 8 5 AV; Dnl 10 6);
W'SIZ, me.'lm, "body" (Cant 5 14); HSlil, gUphah
= " c o r p s e " ( l Ch 10 12); TTj'i., gewah="thehack,"
i.e. (by extension) "person" (Job 20 25); ISlB,
s/i«'er = "flesh, as Uving or for food,"' " b o d y " (Ezk
10 12); DlBil, geshem = "a hard shower of rain,"'
hence "a body" (Dnl 4 33; 5 2 1 ; 7 11); n ; " ! ] ,
nidhneh = "a sheath,"" hence the receptacle of the
soul, "body"" (Dnl 7 15).
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that narrative, wliate\-er we may think of the form
which that narrative has assumed. There can be
no doubt that the oldest and truest traditions of
the human race are to be found there. I t is not
denied that sin has di^seerated the temple of Ihe
living God, which is the body. T h a t body indeed
has become defiled and polluted by sin. Paul
recogmzes "an abnormal development of the sensuous in fallen man, and regards sin as having in a
special manner entrenched itself in the body,
which becomes Uable to death on this \-erv account
(Rom 6 23; 7 24)"" {.Enc of Rel. and Ethics,!, 761).
13ut we may safely say that the theory which connects sin w-ith the physical body, and gi\-es it a purely
sensuous origin, is alien to the w hole spirit and letter
of revelation.

J. I. MARAIS
FIGURATIVE

(3) In the NT (a-(S|i.a, sdma, "the body" both of
men and animals) the word has a rich fig. and spiritual use: (1) the teniporarv home of the soul (2 Cor
5 6); (2) "the temple of the Holv Spirit" (1 Cor
6 19); (3) "temple" i,Jn 2 21); (i) "the old man,"
the flesh as the servant of sin or the sphere in which
moral evil comes to outward expression (Rom 6 6;
7 7; ef Paul's use of sdr.r, "flesh",); (5) the "church"
as Chiist's body, the organism through which He
manifests His life and in w-hich His spirit dwells
(Eph 1 23, Col 1 24); (6) the spiritual "unity"
of believers, one redeemed society or organism
(Eph 2 13: a corpus mysticum, Eph 4 4); (7)
''sul stance" (spiritual reaUty or life in Christ) v.
"shadow" (Col 2 17); (8) the ascended and glorified body of Jesus (Phil 3 21); (9) the resurrection
or "spiritual"" (v. natural) body of the redeemed
in heaven (1 Cor 15 44); (10) the whole personahty, e.g. the spiritual presence, power and sacrificial work of Christ, the mystical meaning of "the
body and the blood'' symbohzed in the bread and cup
ot the sacrament (1 Cor 11 27). The term body
is exceptionaUy rich in connection w-ith the selfgi\dng, sacrificial, atoning work of Christ. I t was
the outward sphere or manifestation of His suffering. Through the phj-sical He revealed the extent
of His redeeming and sacrificial love. He "bare
our sins in his body upon the tree" (1 Pet 2 24),
thus forever displacing all the ceaseless and costly
sacrifices of the old dispensation (He 9 24-28).
Specialterms"body of his flesh" (Col 1 22); "body
of sin" (Rom 6 6); "body of this death" (Rom 7
21j; "body of his glory" (PhU 3 21).
irT(o|jia, ptdma, used only of fallen, i.e. dead bodies
(Rev

11 8,9).

DWIGHT M .

PRATT

BODY-GUARD, bod'i-gard: The expression
occurs in Apoc (1 Esd 3 4), "the body-guard that
kept the king's person."
BODY OF DEATH, deth (o-<S(j.a TOB Oavdrou,
s&ma tou ihandlou): 'These words are found in
Paul's impassioned argument on the reign of the
law, which dooms man to continuous disappointment and convinces him of the terrible power of
indweUing sin. "O wretched man that I am! who
shaU deliver me from the body of this death?"
(Rom 7 24 AV). I t is the "picture of the stiU unredeemed man in his relation to the law" (Meyer).
The tr, "this body of death," though grammatically possible, is logically impermissible.^ The
picture here before the mind of the apostle is not
physical but ethical. Death points to the dominion
of sin, to the reign of the law, as revealed in his
physical Ufe, from which he is delivered only
through regeneration, by faith in Christ. I t
points to the " I m u s t " and to the " I cannot."
It is therefore the bondage under the law of sm,
the body as the seat of this conscious and bitter

Body
Body, Spirittial

struggle, that the figure points at. And yet the
elhieal may have a physical background. There
may be a distant reference here to the dreadful
punishment, of the ancients of chaining the Uving
body to a corpse, that the constant corruption of
death might extinguish the Ufe of the victim of this
ex(juisite torture.

HENRY E . DOSKER

BODY OF HEAVEN: The AV translates the
lleb idiom, D"''Qian Ci:^', 'egem ha-shdmayim, by
"Ihe body of heaven'" (Ex 24 10). A more correct
rendering is given in the RV, "the very heaven,"'
taldng the word 'eeein in its idiomatic use as an
intensive, which is derived from its lit. meaning,
"bone,"" as "strength," "substance," and then as
''seU" (cf Job 21 23); the substance of the blue,
unclouded sky, hence the clear sky itself.
BODY, SPIRITUAL, spir'it.-a-al: Paul describes
the bo(l,v after the resurrection as a spiritual
body (soma psuchikiin) and contrasts it with the
natural (ps.vchical body, stima pneumatikdn, 1 Cor
15 44). Our present natural body has for its
life-principle the soul (psuche) but the resurrection liody is adapted and subordinated to the
spirit (pneuma).
See PSYCHOLOGY. The apostle
does not argue for a literal and material identity
of that future body with the present one, but thinks
of it as the counterpart of the present animal
organism so conditioned as to be adapted to a
state of existence which lies wholly within the
sphere of the spirit. Against his Corinthian readers he argues that the resurrection cannot be succeeded by a state of non-existence, nor is he willing
to admit a mere etherealized state. There must
be a body, but between it and our present body
there is a similar difference to that between the
first and second Adam. The present body and the
first Adam were alike dominated by the soul
(psuche); but as the second Adam became a lifegiving spirit, so w-ill the resurrection body be a
spiritual one. Christ became a life-giving spirit
through the resurrection (Meyer on 1 Cor 15 45);
and since w-e are to bear His image (ver 49), it becomes evident that Christ"s resurrection-body is
the nearest possible approach to a sensible representation of the spiritual body. For this Paul
argues more directly when he affirms that our
resurrection-body shall be transformed according
to the body of His glory (Phil 3 21; cf 1 Jn 3 2),
"The body of Christ after the resurrection was conformed in many respects to the body of His eartbljlife, yet with some marked differences. He ate
(Lk 24 42.43); He breathed (Jn 20 22); possessed flesh and bones (Lk 24 39), and could be
apprehended by the bodily senses (Lk 24 40;
Jn 20 27). His body possessed characteristics
which, differentiated it entirely from tho popular
fancy of ghosts or apparitions (Lk 24 36-43).
Yet His body was superior to the usual barriers
which restrict human movements. Barred doors
and distances did not impede His going (Jn 20
19-26; Lk 24 31-36). The context shows that
the purpose of His eating was to convince the
disciples that it was really He (Lk 24 41-43),
and not to sustain life which His body was probably
capable of maintaining in other ways. John
speaks of His appearances after His resurrection
as "manifestations" (Jn 21 1-21). A change in
His person and appearance had certainly taken
place, for those who knew Him best did not at
once recognize Him (Lk 24 16; Jn 20 14). I t is
evident therefore that the post-resurrection-body
of Jesus was one that had the power of materializing itself to natural senses, or withdrawdng itself
a t will. It was this same body which was taken
into the heavens at the ascension, and which
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remains in heaven (Acts 1 11; 3 21). There is
no hint t h a t it underwent any change in its removal
from earth. Hence the spiritual body of which Paul
speaks is n o t to be unlike the body which Jesus
possessed after His resurrection. There is to be an
absence of the desires and passions which belong
naturally to the present bodily existence (Mt 22 30;
Lk 20 35.36).

W M . CHAS. MOKEO

BOHAN, bo'han
("nis, hdhan,
"thumb,"
" s t u m p y " ) : A son of Reuben according to Josh
15 6; 18 17. No mention is made of B. in t h e
genealogies of Reuben. " T h e stone of Bohan"
('ebhen bohan) was a boundary mark on t h e N . E .
frontier of Judah, separating i t from Benjamin.
Site unidentified.
BOIL (noun) CJTTlp, sh'hln;
CXKOS, helkos):
A localized inflamed swelling. T h e Heb word is
derived from a root probably meamng " t o burn,"
and is used as a generic term for the sores in t h e
sixth plague of Egypt (Ex 9 9-11); for a sore
which might be confounded with leprosy (Lev 13
18-23); for Job's malady (2 7) and Hezekiah's
disease (2 K 20 1; Isa 38 21). Our Eng. word
is derived from the vb. "to beal,"" i.e. to suppurate,
now obsolete except as a dialect word in Scotland
and Ireland. Wyclif uses the name for Lazarus'
sores (Lk 16 20), "houndis Uckeden his bylis."'
The Egyp word shn is the name of an abscess, and
occurs in t h e reduplicated form hnhnt in Papyr.
Ebers, CV. The plague of boils in Egypt came
without warning immediately after the insect
plagues of kinnlin (sandflies) and that of 'drdbh or
flies, and followed the epizootic murrain, which
is suggestive in the light of t h e transmission of
toxic germs by insects. I t has been supposed by
some to be elephantiasis, as Pliny says t h a t this
disease w-as pecuhar to Egypt (xxvi,5). A stronger
case has been made o u t for its identity with confluent smaUpox; but as it is not described as being
a fatal disease, it may more probably have been an
aggravated form of the ordinary gregarious furuncles
or boils, due to the microbe streptococcus pyogenes.
Job"s body is said to have been covered with itchy,
irritating sores which made his face unrecognizable
(2 12), caused continual burning pain (3 24; 6 4),
and which were infested with maggots (7 5) and
exhaled a nauseous fetor (19 17). His sleep w-as
destroyed and his nervous system enfeebled
(3 26) so t h a t he required assistance to move, as
he sat in the ashes (2 8). Various diagnoses have
been made of his malady, b u t it is most probable
that it was a form of the disease known as "oriental
sore,"" or "Bagdad boil," called in Algeria "Biskra
batton," in which the intensely itchy sores are often
multiple, affecting t h e face, hands, and other exposed parts. The cases which I have seen have
been very intractable and disflguring.
Hezekiah's boil was apparently more localized,
and the indefinite description would accord with
that of a carbuncle. I t seems to have rendered
him unclean (Isa 38 22), though t h e reference
may be to t h e practice referred to in Lev 13 18 f.
The "botch" of Egypt ( D t 28 27.35 AV) is a t r
of the same word, as is "boil" in RV. Botch is
an old Eng. name for boil and occurs in Piers
Plou.-inan, and t h e adj. "botchy" is used in Troilus
and Cressida (II, 1, 6). The word is cognate to
the old French boche or poche, a form of our later
w-ord "pock." The sores of Lazarus (Lk 16 20)
were probably old varicose ulcers, such as are as
common on the legs of the old and poor in the
East as they are in the West.
.

.

A L E X . MACALISTER

BOIL (verb) (blC3, bdshal, n P T , rathah): "Boil"
is the tr of bashal,'"to bubble up,"" " t o boil,"" " t o

be cooked,"" Piel, " t o cause to boil,"" " t o cook"
(Lev 8 31; 1 K 19 2 1 ; 2 K 6 29; Ezk 46 20.
24 bis); oi rathah, " t o be hot," " t o boil," " t o be
made to boil,"" "to be greatly moved" under strong
emotion (the bowels), Hiph. " t o cause to boil""
(Job 30 27 AV " M y bowels boiled, and rested
not," E R V " M y bowels boU." ARV " M y heart is
troubled"; 41 31, " H e maketh t h e deep to boU
like a p o t " ; Ezk 24 5, "make it boU weU"); of
badh, " t o bubble" or "well u p " (Isa 64 2 [1, in
Heb] " T h e fire causeth t h e waters to boU""); in
AVm of Ps 45 1 ("My heart is inditing a good
matter"") we have Heb "boUeth"' or "bubbleth up"'
(rdhash, " t o boO" or "bubble up,"" RV text, " M y
heart overfloweth with a goodly matter"").
"Boiling-places," occurs in Ezk 46 23 as the
tr of m'bhashsh'loth, "hearths,"" "boiUng-places.""
ARV has "boiling-houses" for "places of them
that boil" (Ezk 46 24), "boil weU"for "consume"
(24 10); ARV has "boiUng over" for "unstable"
(Gen 49 4; E R V m "bubbling over").
W. L. W A L K E R

BOLDNESS, bold'nes (irapptio-ia,
parresla,
"confidence," "fearlessness," "freedom of speech"):
This was one of t h e results of discipleship (Acts
4 13.29.31; E p h 3 12; PhU 1 20; 1 Tim 3 13;
1 J n 4 17). I t was a necessary qualification for
the work assigned them. They were not only
subject to violent persecutions, b u t also were the
constant subject of ridicule and contempt. Paul
uses t h e word in t h e sense of plainness in 2 Cor 3
12. I n He 10 19; 1 J n 2 28; 4 17, it has the
sense of freeness resulting from confidence. In
Philem ver 8, t h e reference is to the authority
which Paul claims in this case. JACOB W . K A P P
BOLLED, bold ( b i y a j , gibh'ol, " t h e calyx of
flowers"): Hence " i n bloom," and so rendered, in
RV, of flowering flax (Ex 9 31).
BOLSTER, bol'ster: Found in AV only in 1 S
19 13.16, "Behold, the teraphim was in the bed,
with the pillow of goat's hair a t the head thereof"
(.\V "for his bolster""), and 26 7.11.12.16, "Saul
lay sleeping . . . . with his speap stuck in the
ground a t his head." "Bolster" in these passages in
AV was used t o translate a Heb word whose true
significance is " t h e place of the head," or "the
head-place." I t w-ill be noted t h a t it has disappeared from the RV, which rightly has throughout
"head,"" instead of "bolster."" See CUSHION.
BOLT, bolt ( b y j , na'al, " t o bind up"'): The
ancient Hebrews had fastenings of wood or iron
for the doors of houses (2 S 13 17,18; Cant 5 5),
city gates (Neh 3 3,6,13-15), prison doors, etc
(Isa 45 2), which were in the form of bolts. "These
were sometimes pushed back from w-ithin; but
there were others which, b y means of a key, could
be unfastened and pushed back from without
(Jgs 3 23 ff). These were almost t h e only form
of locks kno-wn. See BAR; LOCK.
In H a b 3 5, resheph (a poetic word for "flame")
is rendered "fiery bolts"" (AV "burning coals'"). I t
seems to denote "the fiery bolts, by which Jeh was
imagined to produce pestilence or fever" (Driver,
Dt, 367).
BOND.

M . O. E V A N S
See B A N D ; B I L L ;

CHAIN.

BONDAGE, bon'dSj: Used in two senses in
Scripture, a literal and a metaphorical sense.
(1) In the former sense it refers (a) to the condition of the Hebrews (TTlhy, 'dbhddhdh) in
Egypt (Ex 1 14 AV; 2 23 and" often) which is
frequently called "the house of bondage" ("slaves,"
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aV^^.,'dbhddhi-ni),l-]x
13 3.14; 20 2; Dt 5 6 and
often. I t also refers t o the condition of the Hebrews
in Baby Ionia (Isa 14 3 ,VV) and in Persia (Ezr 9 Sf),
where a slightlv different form of the same root
( m i n ? , "(;/)/!•(//)((//() is used in tlie original. In both
these cases the bondage w-as not so much jiersonal as
national. As a rule individuals WCTC not subject to
individuals, but the whole Heb pe((ple were subject
to the Egyp, Bab and the Pers states. They wore
forced to labor on public w-orks, and dtUerwise, and
n-ere denie(-l their own freedom when the exigencies
of state seemed to (.lemaiid it. The former wurd
'dbhddhdh is also used in Neh 5 18 as descriptive
of the subject and depressed conditions of the
Hebrews in Pal during the earlier years after their
return from captivity, w-hen they WTre still U\-iiig
under Pers suzerainty, (b) I'he word bondage
('dbhddhiin) is also used to describe the slavery
into w-hich the poor Jews were being forced by
their more prosjierous brethren in the earlier years
under the Persians in Pal i,Xeh 5 5), Here true
personal, though temporary, slavery is meant. ((-)
Marriage is once referred to as a bondage (1 Cor
7 15) (vb, 5oi'\6(ii, doulod).

Bohan
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'ebhedh, "a slave": "Thou shalt not cause him to
render the service of a bondservant"" or slave. RV
frequently uses bondservant (SoeXos, dodlos) instead
of the word "servant" of AV (Jn 8 34,35; 1 Cor
7 2 1 ; Gal

4 7).

See

SLAVERY.

BONE, b(-in, BONES ( S t ? , 'egem, Up,
'dgem;
Aram. Dl.T, gereiii, by extension used for "bony
frame," "body,"" "strength," Ps 35 10: "the whole
nian"; Lk 24 39, "flesh and b o n e s ' = the solid
and tangible frainework of the body; fig. the substance, tlie idea- of a thing, the thing, per se): Figurative : Very often we find the use of these words
in iiietaphoiical phrases, in which a disease or a
discomfort of the body denotes certain emotions or
mental attitudes. I'lius the expression "rottenness of the bones"' (Prov 12 4; 14 30) signifies
the feelings of a man wUose wife causes him
shame and confusion, or is equivalent to "envy,"
"jealousy," The tr of the L X X in these passages
by (TKciXTjl, skdlcx, "w-orni," and tr-^s, .its, "maggot,"'
"moth," is incorrect. The same phrase is used
in Hab 3 16 for utter dejectedness through the
anticipation of approaching evil. (Similarly the
"shaking of the bones" (.lob 4 14) is expressive
i2) It is used in the metaphorical sense only
in XT. -f] 5ov\eta, he douUia, "bondage," is the of fear, and denotes dejection and sadness in Jer
23 9. The "burning of the bones" is found as a
power of physical corruption as against the freedom
s;iinptom of Job's disease (Job 30 30), and stands
of hfe (Rom 8 21), the pow-er of fear as over against
for grief, depression of spirits in Ps 102 3 and Lam
the confidence of Christian faith (Rom 8 15;
He 2 151, and esp. is it the bondage of the letter,
1 13, and also for the feeling of Jeremiah, when he
of the elements, of a ceremonial and institutional
attempted to hold back the Divine message (Jer
salvation w-hich must be scrupulously and painfully
20 9), whUe "dryness of bones" (Prov 17 22) is
observed, as contrasted with the freedom of the
the opposite of "good health.'' Other similar
sons of God, emancipated by faith in Jesus Christ,,
expressions of mental distress are the "piercing of
This bondage is a peculiarly Pauline idea since he
the bones" (Job 30 17), the bones are "troubled"
was fighting for Christian freedom (Gal 2 4; 4 3 9.
(Ps 6 2), "out of joint" (Ps 22 14), "consumed"
24 25; 5 1). _ In 2 Pet 2 19 the idea is essentially (Ps 31 10 AV), "wasted away" or "w-a.xed old"
different. Libertinism, masriuerading under the
(Ps 32 3), "broken" (Ps 51 8; Lam 3 4), "iU
name of freedom, is branded as bondage, in contrast
at rest" (Ps 38 3), "bone of my bones," etc (Gen
with the true freedom of righteous living. See
2 23), having the same nature, and the nearest
SLAVERY.
WILLI.AM J O S E P H M C G L O T H L I N
relation (2 S 5 1) and .affection (Eph 5 30). In
the last-mentioned passage, RV omits "of his flesh,
BONDMAID, bond'mad: Occurs but three
and of his bones" as an interpolation from Gen
times in AV (Lev 19 20; 25 44; Gal 4 22 [RV
2 23. The figs, in Mic 3 2.3 are expressive of the
"handmaid"]). The first instance is that of a most cruel oppression and murder.
Heb girl w-ho has by birth, purchase or otherw-ise
H. L. E. LUERING
come into temporary slavery. The word here is
BONNET, bon'et: In AV the designation of the
nri^";;, sMphhah. It occurs often in the OT, but
special headdress of the rank and file of the priestis elsewhere tT^ "maid,"" "han>lmaid,"" "woman
hood, RV "head-tire" (Ex 28 40). I t consisted of
servant," "maidservant," etc. Idie other instance
a long swath of fine white linen wound around the
(Lev 25 44) refers to foreign slave girls and has a head in oriental fashion. The Heb word found in
different word, n p X , 'amah, which also occurs a
]']x 29 9 RV, "to bind head-tires,"" lit. "to wind
number of times, b u t is elsewhere tr"* "handm.aid,"
head-tires,"" means, in the light of usage, "to form
etc. The N T instance (Gal 4 22) refers to Hagar,
an egg-shaped turban," Cf Jos, Ant, III, vii, 3;
Abraham's Egyp slave girl. The original word
and see Rich, Diet. Rom and Gr Ant, s.v. pileus, for
TaiSiaKT], paidiske, occurs several other times, but illustration of the egg-shaped cap of Ulysses, with
in AV is elsewhere tr'^ "maid," "damsel," etc.
w-hich Jerome compared the priestly turban. See
It means a slave girl. See SLAVERY.
DRESS; MITRE, etc
VViLLiAM J O S E P H

MCGLOTHLIN

BONDMAN, bond'man: One of the tr" of the
word ^5•?|> 'ebhedh, very common in the OT. II
refers to the ordinary slave, either foreign (Gen
43 18; 44 9.33; Lev 25 41,46j or Heb (Lev 25
42; 2 K 4 1). Hebrews were forbidden to enslave
Hebrews, but did it nevertheless. It also refers to
the Israelites in the bondage of Egypt (Dt 15 15,
and often), and in the exUe of Babylonia (Ezr 9 9).
The intended treatment of the men of Judah in
(Samaria (2 Ch 28 10) was apparently to sell them
into ordinary slavery or bondage. The word is
used once in the N T (Rev 6 15) to translate SoOXos,
doulos, where it evidently means a slave in contrast
with a freeman. See SLA-VERY.
WILLIAM J O S E P H M C G L O T H L I N

BONDSERVANT, bond'siir-vant: Appears only
once in AV (Lev 25 39) where it translates n 3 ! ^ ,

BOOK, bdTik ("ISO, sPphr-r; i\ pCpXos, he biblos):
1, Deflnition
-2. Inward Books
3. Publication
(1) Mechanical Copies
(2) Personal Copies
4 Oral Transmission
5. M.SS
(1) Epigraphy
(2) Spliragistics
(3) Numismatics
(4) Diplomatics
(.5) Paleography
6. Printed Books
7. Variations
8. Textual Criticism
9. Higher Criticism
10. Literary Criticism
11. Origin of New Forms
12. Survival
i:5. Book Collections
14. Early History of Books in Bible Lands
LITERATURE
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A book is any record of thought in words. I t
consists of a fixed form of words embodied in some
kind of substance. T h e form of words
1. Definiis the main factor, but it has no extion
istence without the record. The kind
of record is indifferent; it may be carved
on stone, stamped on clay, written or printed on vellum, papyrus or paper, or only stamped on the mind
of author or hearer, if so be it keeps t h e words in
fixed form. Looked on as a form of words the book
is called a work, and looked on as a record it is called
a volume, document, inscription, etc, as the case
may be; but neither volume nor work has any real
existence as book save as united.
The Bib. w-ords for book, both Gr and Heb, oscillate in meaning (as they do in all languages)
between the two elements, the form of words and
the material form. The common words for book
in the NT, from which too the word "Bible" comes,
refer back to the papyrus plant or the material on
w-hich the book is written, just as the Eng. word
"book"" was long supposed to be derived from the
beech tree, on whose bark the book was written.
The usual word in the Heb of the OT (^epher) may
possibly refer to the act of -writing, just as the Gr
word grdmmata and the Eng. "writings" do, but

A Writer, His Palette, and a Papyrus Leaf.
more likely, as its other meanings of "numbering"'
and "narration"" or even "missive" indicate, it refers
neither to the material nor to the w-riting process
but to the literary w-ork itself. I t suggests at least
the fact t h a t the earliest books were, indeed, books
of tallies. The knot-books and various notchbook tallies are true books. In the King James'
version the "word" (ddbhdr) is sometimes tr'' book,
and, although changed in these places in the RV
to " a c t s " or "deeds,"" it was nevertheless quite
properly tr"* a book, just as the "word"" in Gr is
used for book, and indeed in Eng. when the Bible is
called the Word. Besides these terms commonly
tr"* book in the EV, various book forms are referred
to in the Bible as roll or volume (which is the same
in origin), tablet, and perhaps rock inscription
(Job 19 23,24),
The fact that the Bible is a book, or indeed a
library of many kinds of books, makes necessary
that to approach its study one should have some
systematic idea of the nature of the book; the
origin of new forms and their survival, oral and
manuscript transmission, the nature of lihe inward
book and the various kinds of inward books. Apart
from the matter of general archaeological use for
historical interpretation, the questions of inspiration, the incarnate, creative, and indwelUng word
and many other doctrines are wholly bound up
with this question of the nature of the book, and
many phrases, such as the Book of Life, can hardly
be understood without knowing with some degree
of clearness what a book is.
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The archaeology, text criticism and higher criticism of the past few years have revolutionized book
history and theory in their respective fields. Above
all the young science of experimental psychology
has, in its short Ufe, contributed more even than
the others to an understanding of the book and
The Book, the word of God and the Word of God,
the Bible and Jesus Christ.
Modern experimental psychology by its study of
inward images, inward speech, inward writings and
other kinds of inward book forms has,
2. Inward in particular, thrown on Bib. inspiraBooks
tion, higher criticism and text criticism
and the various aspects of the doctrine
of the word, an unexpected Ught. Inward books,
it appears, are not only real, but of many kinds,
visual and auditory, oral and written, sensory and
motor, and these different kinds have perhaps a
material basis and local habitation in different
parts of the brain. At least they have real existence; they are real records which preserve a fixed
form of words, to be brought out of the recesses of
the mind from time to time for re-shaping, re-study
or utterance. (See Dittrich,
Sprachpsychologie,
1903; LeRoy, Le langage, Paris, 1905; Van Ginneken, Principes de linguistigue psyehol., 1907;
A. Marty, Untersuch. Sprachphilosophie,
1908;
Macnamara, Human Speech, 1909; the classical
work is Wundt, Vdlkerpsychologie: Die Sprache,
Leipzig, 1900.)
Inward books may be originals or copies. Every
book is, to begin with, inward. Men sometimes
speak of an autograph as the "original,"" but it is
in fact only a first-hand copy of the original, which
is inward, and never by any chance becomes or
can become outward. Besides these originals
there are also inward copies of the books of others.
The fact t h a t a book may be memorized is no new
thing, b u t the analysis of the process is. It seems
that a book may be inwardly copied through eye
or ear or touch or any sense from some outward
book; or again it may be copied back and forth
within, from sense copy to motor copy, from visual
to oral, auditory to inward writing. In reading
aloud the visual image is copied over into oral; in
taking dictation the auditory image is copied over
into inward writing. Many men, even in reading
from print, cannot understand unless they translate as they go into oral images or even move their
lips. Many others either hearing or reading a
French book, e.g. have to translate inwardly into
English and have in the end two memory copies,
one French and one English, both of which may be
recalled. In whatever way they are recorded, these
memory impressions are real copies of outward
books, and in the case of tribal medicine men,
Vedic priests, the ancient minstrels, village gossips,
and professional story-tellers of all kinds, the inward
collection of books may become a veritable library.
The end for which a book is created is in general
to reach another mind. This means the utterance
or copying into some outward material
3. Publiand the re-copying by another into
cation
memory. The commonest modes of
utterance are oral speech and -writing;
but there are many others, some appealing to eye,
some to ear, some to touch: e.g. gesture language
of the Indian and the deaf mute, pressure signs for
the blind and deaf, signal codes, drum language,
the telegraph click, etc. If the persons to be
reached are few, a single oral speech or manuscript may be enough to supply all needs of publication, b u t if there are very many the speech or
WTiting must somehow be multiplied. This may
be done by the author himself. Blind Homer, it
is alleged, repeated the Iliad in many cities; and the
modern political orator may repeat the same speech
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several times in the same evening to different
audiences. So too the author may, as many Lat
writers did, copy out several autographs. If the
audience is stiff too great to be reached by authors"
utterances, the aid of heralds, minstrels, scribes
and the printing-]>rcss must be called in to copy
from the autographs or other author's utterances;
and in case of need more help yet is called in, copies

Assyrian Book,
made from these copies, and copies again, and so
on to perhaps hundreds of copyings. This process
may be represented as x-hx^-l-x'~-\-xi'+x'' w-here
2;=an original, x' a first-hand copy of author s
utterance, x'^ a second-hand copy, x^ a third-hand,
etc.
Books may thus be divided into originals, firsthand or authors' copies and re-copies, Re-eopies
in turn whether at second-, third-, fourth- or
ith-hand, may be either mechanicd or persomd,
according as the copy is direct from outw-ard material to outward material or from the outward
material to a human memory.
(1) Mechanical copies include photographic copies
of MSS, or of the lips in speaking, or of gesture,
or any other form of utterance which may be
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photographed. They include also phonographic
records, telegraph records, and any other mechanical
records of sound or other forms of utterance. Besides photographic and phonograhic processes,
mechanical copies include founding, stamping by
seal or die, storeographic, electrotype, stencil,
gelatine pad and printing-press processes, any
jiroce.sses, in short, which do not pa.ss via the human
mind, but direct from copy to copy by material
means. They do not include composition in movable types or by type-setting machines, typewriting
machines and the like, which, like writing, require
the interposition of a human mind. These mechanical copies are subject to defects of material,
but are free from p.sychologieal defects and error,
and defect of material is practically negligible.
(2) Personal copies include inward copies, or
memory books, and the re-uttered copies from these
copies, to which latter class belong all copied iMSS.
The memory copy may be by eye from writing, or
from the lips of a speaker in the case of the deaf.
()r it may be by ear from oral speech, telegraph key,
drum or other sound utterances. Or it may be
again from touch, as in the case of finger-tip lipreading or the reading of raised characters by the
blind. Each of these kinds may perhaps be located in a different part of the mind or brain, and
its molecular substratum may be as different from
other kinds of inward record as a wave of light is
different from a wave of sound, or a photograph
from the wax roll of a phonograph; but whatever
the form or nature, it somehow records a certain
fixed form of words which is substantially equivalent to the original. This memory copy, unlike
the mechanical copy, is liable to substantial error.
This may arise from defects of sense or of the inward processes of record and it is nearly always
present. Why this need be so is one of the mysteries of human nature, but that it is, is one of the
obvious facts; and when memory copies are reuttered there is still another crop of errors, "slips
of tongue and pen," equally mysterious but equally
inevitable. It comes to pass, therefore, that where
oral or manuscript transmission e.xists, there is sure
to be a double crop of errors betw-een the successive
outward copies. When thus a form of words is
frequently re-copied or reprinted via the human
mind the resulting book becomes more and more
unhke the original as to its form of words, until
in the late manuscript copies of early w-orks there
may often be thousands of variations from the
original. Even an inspired revelation would thus
be subject to at least one and perhaps two or three
sets of errors from copying before it reached even
the autograph stage.
Before the knowledge of handwTiting became
general, oral pubhcation was usual, and it is still not
uncommon. The king's laws and proc4. Oral
lamations, the works of poets and
Transhistorians, and the sacred books were
mission
anciently published orally by heralds
and minstrels and prophets; and these
primitive pubhshers are survived still by town
criers, actors, reciters, and Scripture readers.
U]i to the point of the first impression on another
mind, oral publication has many advantages. The
impression is generally more vivid, and the voice
conveys many nice shades of feeling through inflection, stress, and the delicate variations in tone
quality which cannot be expressed in writing,
\\ hen it comes to transmission, however, oral tradition tends to rapid deterioration with each re-coj^y.
It is true that such transmission may be quite
exact with enough painstaking and repetition;
thus the modern stage affords m;iny examples of
actors with large and exact repertories, and the
Vedas were, it is alleged, handed down for cents.
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by a rigiiUy trained body of memorizers. The
memorizing of Confucian books by Chinese students and of the Koran by Moslem students is very
exact. Nevertheless exact transmission orally is
rare, and exists only under strictly artificial conditions. E a r impressions, to begin w-ith, tend to be
less exact than eye impressions, in any event,
because they depend on a brief sense impression,
while in reading the eye fingers until the matter
is understood. Moreover, the memory copy is
not fixed and tends to fade away rapidly; unless
very rigidly guarded and frequently repeated it
soon breaks up its verbal form. This is readily
seen by the great variety in the related legends of
closely related tribes; and in modern times in the
tales of village gossips and after-dinner stories,
which soon lose their fixed verbal form, save as to the
main point.
There is great difference of opinion as to the part
which oral transmission played in the composition
of the OT. The prevaihng theory of the higher
critics of the 19th cent, made tins the prime factor
of transmission to at earliest the Sth cent. BC, b u t
the recent remarkable revelations of archaeology
regarding the use of written documents in Pal a t
the time of the Exodus and before has changed the
situation somewhat. The still more recent developments as to the Sem character of Pal before the
invasion of the Israelites, together with the growdng
evidence of the prevailing use of handwriting all
over Pal by not later than the 9th cent., point in
the same direction. I t is now even asserted (Clay,
Amorites) that the Sem wave was from the north
rather than the south, in which case the only possible ground for ascribing illiteracy to the Hebrews
a t the time of the conquest, and therefore exclusive
oral tradition, w-ould be removed.
Whatever may be the facts, it may be said with
some definiteness t h a t the theory w-hich implies two
sets of traditions, handed down for several cents,
and retaining a considerable amount of verbal hkeness, implies WTitten tradition, not oral, for no
popular tradition keeps identical verbal forms for so
long a time, and there is little ground for supposing
artificial transmission by professional memorizers.
The schools of the prophets might, indeed, have
served as such, b u t there is no evidence t h a t they
did; and it would have been curious if, w-riting being
within easy reach, this should have been done. As
in almost all literatures, it is far more likely that the
popular traditions are derived from and refreshed
by hterary sources, than that Ut. w-as compiled from
traditions wdth long oral transmission.
Bib. references to oral publication are found in the
references to heralds (see s.v.), to Solomon's wisdom as "spoken" (1 K 4 32-34), proclamations
and edicts, the public reading of the law in the OT,
and the reading in the synagogue in the N T . All
the oracles, "thus saith the Lord" and " t h e word
of Jeh," to Moses, etc, and all allusions to preaching the word, belong to this class of oral publication and transmission. A direct allusion to oral
transmission is found in Ps 44 1, "We have heard
wdth our ears, O God, our fathers have told u s . "
The distinction of handwriting as against oral
utterance lies first in the permanence of the record,
but it has also a curious psychological
6. M S S
advantage over speech. T h e latter
reaches the mind through hearing one
letter at a time as uttered. With writing, on the
other hand, the eye grasps three to six letters at a
time, and takes in words as wholes instead of spelling them out. T h e ear ahvays lags, therefore, the
eye anticipates, although it may also linger if it
needs to. While therefore impressions from hearing
may perhaps be deeper, one may gather many more
in the same time from reading.
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When it comes to transmission, t h e advantage of
handwriting is obvious. In the first place, even
the poorest ink hardly fades as rapidly as memory.
Then at best few men reach a hundred years, and
therefore no memory copy, w-hile on the other
hand the Umit to the life of writing has never been
reached. We have writings that have lasted 6,000
years, at least; while if the Palermo stone, e.g. had
been orally transmitted it must needs have passed
through some 200 copyists at least, each producing
two sets of errors. The advantage of manuscript
transmission over oral tradition in its permanence
is thus very great. I t is true, of course, that in the
case of fragile material hke papyrus, paper, or
even leather, transmission ordinarily impUes many
re-copyings and corresponding corruption, b u t even
at w-orst these w-ill be very much better than the
best popular oral tradition.
In the broad sense MSS include all kinds of
written books wdthout regard to material, form or
instruments used. In the narrowest sense they are
limited to rolls and codices, i.e. to literary manuscripts. Inscriptions are properly written matter
engraved or inscribed on hard material. Documents,
whether private letters or official records, are characteristically folded in pliable material. Literary
works again are usually rolls or else codices, w-hich
latter is the usual form of the printed books as
well. These three classes of written books have
their corresponding sciences in epigraphy, diplomatics and paleography.
(1) Epigraphy has to do primarily with inscriptions set up for record in public places. These
include published laws, inscriptions, biographical
memorials Uke the modern gravestone inscriptions
and those on memorial statues, battle monuments
and the like. I t includes also votive inscriptions,
inscriptions on gems, jewels, weights and measures, weapons, utensils, etc. Seals and coins from
all points of view belong here and form another
division under printing. These have their own
sciences in numismatics and sphragistics. The chief
Bib. reference is to the "tables of stone"" (Ex 24
12).

See

T A B L E ; ALPHABET; W E I G H T ;

WRITING,

etc
(See Lidzbarski, Handb. nordsemit. Epigr., 1898-.)
(2) Sphragistics is the science of seals. Scripture references to the seal or signet (Gen 38 18;
Job 38 14; Rev 5 1; etc) are many.

See SEAL;

SIGNET.

(3) Numismatics has to do with inscriptions on
coins and medals, and is becoming one of the greatest
sources of our knowledge of ancient history, esp. on
account of the aid derived from coins in the matter
of dating, and because of the vast quantity of them
discovered.

See M O N E Y .

(4) Diplomatics, or the science of documents,
has to do with contracts of sale and purchase (Jer
3 8; 32 14), bills of divorce (Dt 24 1) and certificates of all sorts of the nature of those registered
in the modern public records. These may be on
clay tablets, as in Babylonia and t h e neighboring
regions, or on ostraca as found esp. in Egypt, but
everywhere in the ancient Mediterranean world, and
notably for Bib. history, in Samaria, as discovered
by the Harvard expedition. Multitudes of the Egyp
papyri discovered in modern times are of this character as w-ell as the Italian papyri until papyrus was
succeeded by vellum. Many are also found on wax,
gold, silver, brass, lead tablets, etc. See LETTERS;
OSTRACA; P A P Y R I .

(5) Paleography has to do with volumes or books
of considerable bulk, chiefly. I t has, therefore, to
do mainly with literary works of all sorts, but it
shades into diplomatics when official documents,
such as collections of laws (e.g. Deuteronomy),
treatises, such as the famous treaty between the
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Hittites and Egypt, and modern leas(\s arc of such
bulk as to be be\st transmitted in volume form. I t
has to do chiefly w-ith the clay tablets, jiapyrus,
leather, vellum and paper volume-s. The clay tablet
is mentioned in the O T at various points (see

Book

are, in general, errors, and the process is one of degeneration. I n oral transmission the average error
with each generation is very great, and
7. Variit is only with incredible pains that
ations
the best copies are made equal to even
TABLET), the roU in b o t h O T and N T (,see R O L L ) .
the average manuscript, which in turn
The leather roll is the traditional form for the Heb at its best only equals the first type-set copy.
Scriptm'es up to the present day, although the The same expenditure of care on this type-set copy
codex or modern volume form had been invcnteii
produces thousands of copies in printing where
before the conclusion of the N T , and the earliest
it produces one in manuscript. The phonograph,
extant copies are in this form. T h e books of the the t yiiewriter, type-bar compasition, photographic
OT and NT were all probably first w-ritten on rolls.
and electrotype methods have reduced the average
For the different methods of iiroducing these vari- error in modern books to a very low point. But
ous forms—graving, casting, pressing, pen and ink,
even after incredible pains on the part of the authors
etc, see WRITING.
and professional proofreaders, t h e offered reward
of a guinea for each detected error in t h e Oxford
revised version of the Bible brought several errors
to hght. Phis version is however about as nearly
free from textual error as any large book ever made,
and millions of copies of it are now printed wholly
without textual variation.
But text ual errors are not the only variations. I t
often happens that the author or someone else
undertakes to correct the errors and makes substitutions or additions of one sort or another. The
result is a revised edition, which is, in general, an
improvement, or evolution upward. Variations are
thus of two kinds: involuntary and intentional,
corresponding pretty well w-ith t h e words "copies"
and "editions" of a work.
Strictly speaking, every book with intentional
changes is a new work, but colloquially it is counted
the "same work" until the changes become so
great that the resemblance of the form of words to
the original is hard to recognize. I t is a common
thing for a work to be edited and reedited under
a certain author's name (Herzog), then become
A Reader with a Roll {from a Fresco at Pompeii).
known by the joint name of the author and editor
(Herzog-Plitt or Schaff-Herzog), and finally become
Printing differs from writing chiefij' in being exe- known undt-r the name of the latest editor (Hauck),
cuted in two dimensions. I n writing, r chisel or
In this case it is often described for a time on a
brush or pen follows a continuous or title-page as "founded" on its predecessor, b u t
6. Printed interrupted line, while printing stamps generally t h e original author's name is dropped
Books
a letter or -a part of a letter, a line,
from t h e title-page altogether when no great pora page, or many pages at a stroke. tions retain t h e original verbal form. All editions
The die, the wedge for clay tablets, seals, molds,
of a work are recognized in common use in some
.xj-lographic plates, as well as the typew-riter, mov- sense as new w-orks; and in the bookshop or library
able typie or electrotype plates, etc, belong properly
a man is careful to specify the latest ed of Smith,
to printing rather than writing. The w-edge stamp,
or Brow-n's ed of Smith, to avoid getting the older
or single-letter die, the typewriter, t h e matrix and
and outdated original work.
movable type form, however, a sort of transition
Sometimes t h e original work and t h e additions,
between t h e pen point and t h e printing-press in
corrections, explanations, etc, are kept quite septhat they follow letter after letter. Coins and seals,
arate and distinct—additional matter being given
on the other hand, differ little from true printing in MSS in t h e margins, or between hues, and
save in the lengths of the writings; Bab seals and
in printed books as footnotes or in brackets or
the rotary press are one in principle. Sphragistics,
parentheses. This is commonly t h e case with t h e
or the science of seals, and numismatics, or the text-and-comment eds of Bib. books and great
science of coins, medals, etc, belong thus wdth print- writers. Sometimes, as often in ancient MSS, it
ing from this point of view, but are more commonly
happens in eojiying that what w-ere marginal and
and conveniently classed with epigraphy, on the interlinear notes become run in as an undistinprinciple that they depend on t h e light and shade
guished part of the text and, still more often, what
of incision or relief in one color as distinguished
was indicated as quotation in an original work loses
from the color contra.sts of ink or paint. Printed its indications and becomes an undistinguished
books include t h e xylographic process of Chinese
part of the work. I n the case of the paraphrase the
and early European printing, page and form print- comment is intentionally run in w-ith t h e w-ords of
ing from movable type, and all electrotype, stencil,
the text; and most editors of scientific works likegelatine pad, etc, processes.
wise make no attempt to distinguish between t h e
The advantage of printing over writing is in t h e original matter and additions by another hand, t h e
more rapid multiplication of copies, and still more whole responsibihty being throw-n forward on the
editor. Sometimes the original work itself to begin
in the accuracy of the copies. T h e first setting in
with is largely made up of quotation, or is a mere
movable type is as liable to error as any written
copy, b u t all impressions from this are w;holly compilation or collection of works in whicli the
without textual variations. For printed editions "originality" is confined to title-page or preface or
even a mere title, as in the case of the OT, the NT,
of the Bible see T E X T ; VERSIONS, etc.
In the natural process of transmission all reprints and the Bible, and the order of arrangement of parts.
Almost all books are thus composite. Even in a
in movable type, manuscripts or oral^ repetitions
accumulate variations with each re-copying. These manuscript copy of a manuscript, or an oral repe-
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tition of an oral tale, two human minds have contributed to the net result, and the work of each may
perhaps be distinguished from that of the other. I n
the case of a new ed by the same author, the result
is still composite—a new work composed of old and
new material. With all new eds by other authors
the compositeness increases untU, e.g. an ed of
the Bible with textual variants and select comments
from various writers becomes the combined work
of thousands of 'writers, each distinguished as to
his work from all the rest by his name or some symbol.
The work proper or work unchanged, save for
involuntary error, includes thus copies, tr', abridgments, selections and quotations; the re'vised work
or work with voluntary changes includes eds and
paraphrases (which are simply texts -with commentary run into the text), digests, redactions, etc,
and perhaps compilations.
These two kinds of variations give rise to the
two sciences of text-criticism and higher or historical criticism. The former distinguishes all accidental errors of transmission, the latter all the
voluntary changes; the former aims to reconstruct
the original, the latter to separate in any given
book between the work of the original and each
editor.
In this connection it must not be forgotten t h a t
the Original itself may be a composite work—containing long quotations, made up wholly of selections or even made up of whole works bound together by I mere title. In these cases textual
criticism restores not the original of each, but the
original text of the whole, while higher criticism
takes up the task of separating out the elements
first of later eds and redactions of this original, then
of the original itself.
The involuntary variations of MSS or oral tradition give rise to the science of text-criticism. The
point of the science is to reconstruct
8. Textual exactly the original form of words or
Criticism
text. Formerly the method for this
was a mere balancing of probabilities,
but since Tregelles it has become a rigid logical
process which traces copies to their near ancestors,
and these in turn farther back, until a genealogical
tree has been formed of actual descent. The law
of this is in effect t h a t "like variations point to a
common ancestor,"" the biological law of "homology,"" and if the groupings reveal as many as three
independent lines of copies from the original, the
correct text can be constructed wdth mathematical
precision, since the readings of two lines will
always be right against the third—granting a very
small margin of error in the psychological tendency
of habit in a scribe to repeat the same error. The
method proceeds (1) to describe all variations of
each i\lS (((r equally of each oral or printed copy)
from the standard text; (2) to group the MSS which
have the most pronounced variations; (3) to unite
these groups on the principle of homology into larger
and larger groups until authors" utterances have
been reached and through these the inward original.
The results are expressed in a text and variants—
the text being a corrected copy of the original, and
the variants show-ing the exact contribution of
each copyist to the MSS which he produced.
It is carefully to be remembered t h a t texteritieism proper has only to do with a particular
form of words. Every t r or ed is a separate problem complete in itself when the very words used by
translator and the editor hav-e been reconstructed.
These may in turn be useful in reconstructing the
original, but care must be had not to amend, t r or
ed from the original, and the original in turn, when
it contains quotations from other writers, must not
be amended from the originals of these writers.
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The task of textual criticism is to set forth each
man"s words—each original author, each copyist,
each translator, each editor, just as his words were—
no more and no less.

(See T E X T OF O T ; T E X T OP

NT.)
Higher criticism has to do with voluntary variations or variations in subject-matter.
Like
text-criticism it has to do with dis9. Higher tinguishing the share of each of
Criticism
several cooperators in a composite
work; and like it higher criticism traces
the contributions of various authors each to its
source. I t differs, however, in dealing with original
matter. While the variations by officious scribes,
or intelligent scribes who correct speUing, grammar,
wrong dates and the like, come pretty closely into
the region of editing, and on the other hand the
redactor is sometimes little more than- an officious
copyist, still the line of involuntary and voluntary
change holds good, whether it be the grafting into
an original work by the author of many quotations,
or the grafting onto the work by others of the work
of themselves or of other authors. I t is not the
business of the textual critic to separate out either of
these (it is expressly his business not to), although
his work may greatly help and even furnish results
which can be used automatically. The whole of
this double field of composite authorship belongs to
higher criticism.
I n the case of most modern works the task of
the higher critic is a simple one. Quotation marks,
a growing ethical feeling against plagiarism, the
mechanical conveniences of typographical display, and the like, all contribute to a careful separation of the work of each contributor. Nevertheless, in many cases as, for example, in the editing
of textbooks and newspapers, this is not regarded.
While the signed article in the encyclopaedia is
now nearly universal, the signed review more and
more common, the signed editorial is still rare, and
the others by no means universal. I t is still a
matter of interest to many to pick out by his "style"
the author of an unsigned article, review or editorial
—which is higher criticism.
In ancient lit., where there were few such mechanical conveniences in discriminating, and little or no
conscience had been developed about incorporating
anything which suited the purpose of the writer
in part or as a whole, the result was often a complete
patchwork of verbal forms of many w-riters. The
task of higher criticism is to sort out the original and
each of its literary variants, and to trace these
variants to their originals. 'The net result in the
case of any work does not differ much from an
ordinary modern work w-ith quotation marks and
footnotes referring to the sources of the quotations.
I t restores, so to speak, the punctuation and footnotes which the author omitted or later copyists
lost. I t includes many nice questions of discrimination through style and the historical connection
of the fragments -with the works from which they
were taken; and after these have been analyzed
out, many nice questions also of tracing their
authorship or a t least the time, place and environment of their composition. I t includes thus the
questions of superhuman authorship and inspiration.
Literary criticism has to do with originals as
originals, or, in composite works, the original parts
of originals. An original work may
10. Literary include quotations from others or be
Criticism
mainly quotations, and its "originali t y " consists in part in the way these
quotations are introduced and used. By "original,"
however, is meant in the main new verbal forms.
The original work must not plagiarize nor even use
stereotyped phrases, although it may introduce
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proverbs or idiomatic phrases. In general, however, originality means t h a t literary food has been
digested—reduced to its eliemi(':d elements of word
or briefest phrase and rebuilt into a wholl>- new
structure in the mind. The building in of old
doorways and ornaments may be a part of the
literary architect's originality, but they themselves
were not "original" with him.
The literary critic has thus to do with .r man's
originality—the contribution t h a t he has made to
the subject, the peculiar quality of this in its fitness
to influence other minds which is effected by the
"reaction of the w-hole personality," all his learning
and emotioned expe^rience, on e\-ci-y iiart of his
material—what in short w-e call style. 'Phis invoh-es a judgment or comparison with all other
works on the same subject as to its contribution of
new matter and its rea(,lability.
The chief problems of book science may be described in the w-ords of biological science as (1) the
origin of new forms, (2) survival.
11. Origin The question of the origin of a new
of New
literary w-ork and its survival is so
Forms
like t h a t of the origin of a new species
and its sur\-ival that it may be regarded less as analogy than as falling under the
same law-s of variations, multiplication, heredity and
natural selection. The origin of variant forms of
the same original through involuntary and voluntary
changes has been traced abo\-e up to the point where
editorial -\-ariant s o verwhelm the original and a n e w
author's name takes the place of the old. After
this step has been taken it is a new work, and at
bottom the origin of all new works is much the same.
The process is most clearly seen in treatises of some
branch of science, say phj-sics. A general treatise,
say on Heat, is published, gi-ving the state of knowledge on the subject at that time. Then monographs begin to be produced. The monograph
may and generally does include, in bibliographical
or historical outline, the substance of previous works,
and in e\-ery event it implies the previous total.
The point of the monograph itself is, however, not
the summary of common know-ledge but the contribution that it makes, or, in the language of natural science, the "useful variant" of the subject which
it produces. .Vfter some accumulation of these
monographs, or useful variants of previous treatises,
some author gathers them together and unites them
with previous treatises into a new general treatise
or textbook, which is in effect the latest previous
treatise with all variants developed in the meantime.
In either case a permanent new form has been
produced—the old common knowledge with a
difference, and the process goes on again: the new
work is multiplied by publication into many like
mdividuals; these like individuals develop each its
variations; the variations in the same direction
unite in some new accept,cd fact, idea or law, f^xpressed in a monograph; common knowledge with
this new variation forms a new general work which
again is multiplied, and so on.
And what is true of scientific monographs is just
as true in substance of literature, of oral tradition
and of the whole history of ideas. It is the perpetual putting together of variations experienced
two or more times by one individual or one cir more
times each by two or more individuals, with the
common body of our ideas, and producing thus a newfixed form. Popular proverbs, for example, and all
poetry, fiction and the like, come thus to sum up a
long human experience.
And carrying the matter etill farther back, what
is true of the scientific book and of poetry and of
folk-literature, is true also of the inward evolution
of every thought, even those phrased for conversa-
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tion or indeed for self-communion—it is the result
of a series of variations and integrations. The
workings of the scientist's mind in producing a contribution and the workings of the farmer's mind in
evolving a shrewd maxim, are alike the result of a
long series of thes(! observations, variations and
integrations. Repeated obstTvations and the union
of observations wliich vary in the same direction is
the history of the thought process all the way along
from the simplest perception of the infant, up
through the ordinary thinking of the average man,
to the most complex concept of the philosopher.
Through aU the jirocesses of inward thought and
oul,w;ird expression thus the same process of evolution in the production of a new form holds good:
it is the synthesis of all works on a given subject
(i,e. any more or less narrow field of reality), the
multiphcation of this synthetic work, the development of new variations in it and the reunion again of
all these variations in a more comprehensive work.
When it comes to the matter of the survival of a
new work when it has been produced, the problem
is a double one: (1) the survival of
12. Survival the individual book, and (2) the survival of the work, i.e. any copy of
the original whose text does not vary so far that it
may not be recognized as the "same"" w-ork. The
original book is in a man's mind and survives only
so long as its author survives. In the same sense
that the author dies, the individual book dies. No
new book, therefore, survives its author. If, however, by survival is meant the existence of any copy,
or copy of a copy of this original, containing much
(but never quite) the same form of words, then the
book survives in this world, in the same sense that
the author survives, i.e. in its descendants; it is the
difference between personal immortality and race immortality. At the same time, however, the survival
of species depends on the individual. A work or a
species is no metaphysical reality, but a sum total
of individuals with, of course, their relations to one
another.
On the average, the chance of long sur\-ival for
any individual copy of a book is smaU. Every new
book enters into a struggle for e.xistence; wind and
weather, wear and tear conspire to destroy it. On
the whole they succeed sooner or later. Some books
live longer than others, but how-ever durable the
material, and how-ever carefully treated they may
be, an autograph rarely lasts a thousand years. If
survival depended on permanence of the individual,
there would be no Bible and no classics.
The average chance of an indi-vidual book for
long life depends (1) on the intrinsic durabUity of
its material, or its ability to resist hostile environment, (2) on isolation.
The enemies to w-hich books are exposed are
various: wind, fire, moisture, mold, human negligence and vandalism, and human use. Some materials are naturally more durable than others.
Stone and metal inscriptions survive better than
w-ood or clay, vellum than papyrus or paper.
On the other hand, however, if isolated or protected from hostile environment, very fragile material may outlast more substantial. Papyrus has
survived in the mounds of Egypt, and unbaked
clay tablets in the mounds of Babylonia, while
millions of stone and metal inscriptions WTitten
thousands of years later have already perished.
Here the factor of isolation comes in. Fire and
pillage, moth and rust and the bookworm destroy
for the most part without respect of persons. It is
only those books which are out of the way of destructive agencies which survive. An unbaked tablet which has survived 5,000 years under rubbish
may crumble to dust in 5 years after it has been
dug up and exposed to the air. This isolation may
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be accidental or ''natural," as when tablets and
papyri are preserved under ruins, but it may also
be artificial and the result of human care. A third
factor of survival is therefore the ability of a work
to procure for itself human protection, or artificial
isolation. In brief this abihty is the "value"
of a book to its owner. This value may lie in the
material, artistic excellence, association or rarity.
Any variation in the direction of ^-alue which may
be expressed financially tends to preserve. In fire
or shipwreck, these are the ones saved, in pillage
the ones spared. They are the ones for whom fireproof buildings and special guardians are provided.
An exception to this rule is when the material is
more valuable for other than book purposes. In
times of war the book engraved on gold or lead or
paper may be melted down for coin or bullets or
torn up for cartridges, while stone and vellum books
are spared. The general law is, however, t h a t value
tends to preserve, and it has been remarked t h a t
all the oldest codices which have survived in free
environment are sumptuous copies.
Literarjf value on the other hand is, on the whole,
a factor of destruction for the individual rather
than of sur-vi\-al. The better a book is the more it
is read, and the more it is read, the faster it wears
out. "The worthless book on the top shelf outlasts
all the rest. In cases of fire or shipwreck an owner
will save books which cannot be replaced and the
books most easily replaced are those w-ith literary
value. A man will sometimes save his favorite
books, and does treat them often w-ith a certain
reverent care, which tends to preservation but, on
the whole, hterary value tends to destruction.
When it comes to the survival of the work or
race survival, matters are reversed. Literarj- value
is the prime factor. It is the abihty of a book to
get itself multiplied or re-copied which counts—
the quality, whatever it may be, which tends to
make a man wish to replace his copy when it is
worn out, and to make many men wish to read the
work.
This literary interest operates first to produce a
large number of copies in order to meet the demand,
each of which copies has its chance of survival. I t
operates also by inducing men to use the very best
material, paper, ink, binding, etc, which results
in giving each individual book a longer time to
produce a new copy.
The modern newspaper published in a mUlion
copies is ephemeral, in the first place, because it is
printed upon paper which cannot last, save in very
favorable conditions of isolation, for more than forty
or fifty years. In the second place, it is very rarely
reprinted save for an occasional memorial copy.
Books like the Bible or Virgil, Dante or Shakespeare,
on the other hand, are reprinted in multitudes of
editions and in many instances in the most permanent material that art can de-vise.
It often happens t h a t a book is popular for a
short time, but will not survive a changed environment. The newspaper is popular for a fewhours, but the time environment changes and interest is gone. It sometimes happens t h a t a book
is very popular in one country and wholly fails to
interest in another. Millions of copies of Uncle
Tom's Cabin and Ben Hur were required to fill
the demand of one generation where a few hundreds
may suflice for the next.
All the time popular taste, which is only another
name for average human experience, is judging a
book. A book survives because it is popular—
not necessarily because it is popular with the uneducated majority, but because it appeals continually to the average human experience of some
considerable class, good or bad. Survival is, therefore, natural. Skilled critics help popular judg-
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ment, and select lists aid, but in the long run the
test is simply of its correspondence with human
experience; in short, it is because men "like" it
that a book survives.
There is thus going on all the time a process of
struggle and "natural selection" which in the end
is a survival of the fittest in the true evolutionary
sense, i.e. books survive because fitted to their
environment of human experience or taste. There
grows up, therefore, continuaUy in every country a
certain class of books which are counted classics.
These are those which have sur-vived their tests,
and are being still further tested. Some have been
tested from remote antiquity, and it is the books
w-hich survive the test of many periods of time, many
kinds of geographical environment, and many varieties of intellectual environment, i.e. which appeal
to many classes of readers, which are the true classics
and which, on the other hand, show that they do
correspond with the fundamental facts of human
experience, simply because they have survived. In
general it is the religious books which have survived
in all nations, and the only books w-hich have been
tested in all lands and ages and appeal to Oriental
and Western, ancient and modern alike, are those
of the Christian Bible.
I t has been noticed above t h a t the process of
forming a new work is the bringing together of all
works on the same subject in order
13. Book
to unite all their variations in the new
Collections work. I t is for this purpose that
every student brings together the working Ubrary on his specialty; it is what the librarian
does when he brings together all the books on a
subject for the use of students. Every man who
reads up on a subject is performing the same task
for himself, and likewise every man who does general
reading.
There are few libraries, however, which attempt
to get together aU the books on a subject. Most
libraries are select libraries containing the best
books on the subject: by this is meant all books
which have anything new or in short have a useful variation. This is an artificial process of the
critical human mind, but in humanity in general it
is going on all the time as a natural process. Men
are perpetually at work choosing their "five-foot
shelves," the collections of the very "best of best
books." The reason for this lies in the fact that
the average human mind can read and hold only
a limited number of books; an unconscious process is all the time going on tending to pick out the
small number of books which on the whole contain
the greatest amount of human experience to the
average page. The mass of world"s books, however
enormous, is thus boiled down by a natural selection
to a few books, which contain the essence of all
the rest. The process tends to go on in every
country and every language. The most universal
example is the Bible, which represents a long process of natural selection through many periods of
time and considerable variety of geographical influence. It unites the quintessence of Sem ideas
wdth the corresponding quintessence of Indo-European ideas, each embodied in a correspondingly
perfect language—for language itself is in the last
analysis the quintessence of the experience of any
people in its likeness and unlikeness to other peoples.
It is therefore by the mere fact of "survival" and
"natural selection" proved to be the "fittest" to
survive, i.e. that which corresponds most nearly
to universal human e.xperienee. Councils do not
form the canon of Scripture: they simply set a seal
upon a natural process. The IBible is thus the
climax of evolution among books as man is among
animals. It is as unique among books as man is
unique among all living things. See LIBBABIES.
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The history of books begins at least with the
history of writing. Some of the pictures on the
cave walls of the neolithic age (1 )("(-lic14. Early
lettc, Man: Arehaeol., Prehisl. lliKtS],
History of '201-37) seem to have t h e essential
Books in
characteristics of books and ((atainly
Bible Lands the earliest clay tablets and inscriptions do. TUese seem to carry back
w-ith certainty to at least 4,200 years BC. Hy a
thousand years later, tablet books and inseriplions
were common and papyrus books seem to have been
w-ell begun. .Vnother thousand >cars, or some time
before Hammurabi, books of many soil s w-cre iiunierous. At the time of Abraham, books were c((iniiion
aU over Egypt, Babylonia, Pal, and the eastern Mediterranean as far at least as Grete and .Asia Minor,
In the time of Moses, whenever that may have been,
the alphabet had perhaps been inxented, books were
common among all priestly and official classes, iio(
only in Babyloma, Assyria and I'lfy |il, but at leasl
in two or three scores of places in Pal, north Syria
.and Cyprus, I n t h e time of David not only was
historical, official and religious lit, common in Egypt
and .Assyria, but poetry and fiction had been a good
deal developed in the countries round about Pal; and
very soon after, if not long before, as the Moabitic,
SUoam, Zlvr, Zenjirli, Baal-Lebanon, Gezer and Samaritan inscriptions show, Sem writing was common
all over Pal and its neighborhood.
LiTERATrRE,—Articles by Dziatzko on "BiicJi" and
"Bibliotheken, " in Pauly-Wi^suwa, P,a!-,-iiri/,-iopddic
d. class. Altcrtumsw..
Y, 5, a n d h i s Aiitil:,.^ Bm
liiecen,
Leipzig. 1900. are mines of material, and tlie bildiographical reference thorough. The raj (id devetopments in the history of most ancient books may be
followed in Hortzschanskj-'s admirable annual volume.
Bibliographic
des Bioliothel.sund Buchirc^eiis,
Leipzig,
1904 fl. For a first orientation the little book of O,
-V\-iese. Sclrift
ui-<l Buch w, ..en in alter u. neuer
Zeit
(3d ed, Leipzig, KilOi, or in English, the respective
articles in the E'.c.iel,.ipaidia Britannica, are perhaps
best. On the scieiiTifie side the best introductions are
Vol I of I w a n Aliiller's Handb.
d. ida.^s.
Altcrtumsw.
and T. Bu-t's D. anlike Buchwcsen (Berhn, ISS2). For
Bib, aspects of the Book, the best ot aU. and very adequate Indeed, is the long article of E. von Dobschlitz
on the "Bible in the ChurcVi" in the Hastings' Encyclopaedia of Religion. II. 579-615, and esp. on accoimt of the
bibliographical apparatus at the end of each section.
These little bibliographies give a complete apparatus on
many of the above subjects. Paragraplis with bibliographies on others of aliove topics will be found in the
"VV. Sanday article on "Bible," just preceding.
E . C. RICHARDSON

BOOK OF ABRAHAM.

See APOCALYPTIC L I T -

ERATURE.

BOOK OF E N O C H .

See ENOCH, BOOK OF.

BOOK OF J C T B I L E E S .
ERATURE; APOCRYPHA.

See APOCALVI'TIC L I T -

BOOK OF LIFE (C^'n 1'ZZ, sfpher
hayylm;
Tj pip\,os Tiis la)f\,i, he tiiblos Its zfifs, "book of
hfe"): The phrase is derived from the custom of
the ancients of keeping genealogical records (Neh
7 5 64; 12 22,23) and of enroUing citizens for
various purposes (.Lr 22 30; Ezk 13 9). So God
is represented as having a record of all who are
under His special care and guardianship. T o be
blotted out of t h e Book of Life is to be cut off from
God's favor, t o suffer a n untimely death, as when
Moses pleads that he be blotted out of God's
book—that he might die, rather than that Israel
should be de^troved (Ex 32 32; Ps 69 2S). In
the N T it is the record of the righteous who are to
inherit eternal life (Phil 4 3 ; Rev 3 5; 13 8; 17
8; 21 27j. I n the apoc;dyptic writings there is t le
conception of a book or of books, that are in Go(l s
keeping, and upon whi(-h t h e final judgment is to be
based (Dnl 7 10; 12 1; Rev 20 12.15; cf Bk J u b
39 6; 19 9). See APOCALYPSE; B L O T ; BOOK OF
REMEMBRANCE; JDDG.MEXT, LA,ST.
L . KAISEK

1°°? „ ..
Border, Borders

BOOK OF NOAH. See APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE.

.BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE, re-mem'brans
Ci^nST "IDC, .'iHphcr zil:l:drdii, "book of record"):
Is related in meaning to t h e "Hook of Life," I t
relers to a list of the righteous, recorded in a book
tliatlieslicfoi'eGod((Mal 3 16; el Dnl 7 10). See
liooK OF L I F E .
BOOKS OF ADAM.

See APOCALYPTIC LITEHA-

TUUE; .VDA.M, BOOKS OP.

BOOT, b(7r,t CjSD, .fan;
AV battie; ARV
"armor"; ARVm "boot"): The word .f'dn, found
only in fsa 9 5 (He 9 4), is probably a loanword
from the.Vssyr .5c«/(, meaning "shoe," "sandal." T h e
root has llie same meaning in Aram, and Klhiopic.
The passage should be tr'^ "every boot of the booted
warrior."
BOOTH, b(55th, biiT.ili: The Heb word siikkdh
(rendered in the AV "booth" or "booths," (lc\-en
times; "tabernacle" or "tabernacles," ten times;
"jiavilion" or "pavilions,"" five times; "cottage"
once) means a hut made of wattled twigs or branches
(Lev 23 42; Neh 8 15j. In countries w-here trees
are abundant such wattled structures are common
as temporary buildings as thoy can be constructed
in a very short time. Cattle were probably housed
in them (Gen 33 17). Such hurriedly-made huts
were used by soldiers (2 S 11 11; 1 K 20 12) and
by harvesters—hence the name feast of "booths" or
"tabernacles" (see TABERNACLES, FEA.ST O P ) .

Job

(27 I S ) uses booth (|| moth's house) as a symbol of
impermanence. Similar huts were erected in vineyards, etc, to protect them from robbers and beasts
of prey. T h e isolated condition of Jerus in the
time of the prophet Isaiah is compared to a "booth
in a vineyard" (lsa 1 8).

T. L E W I S

BOOTHS, FEAST OF. See FEASTS AND FASTS,

L2.
BOOTY, b(X)t'i (Tn and T5, b,lz, baz): "Booty"
is t h e t r of bdz or baz, usually rendered "prey""
and "spoil" (Jer 49 32); of maifco"/i, "prey," "booty"
(Nu 31 32, "the booty—the rest of the in-ey," RV
"the prey, over and above t h e booty," hu:); oi
m-shi^silh, " s p o i l " (Hab 2 7; Zeph 1 13; RV
"spoil"); oid-phelcia, "gain" (2 Maec 8 20). "Booty
respects w-hat is of personal service to the captor;
spoils whatever serves to designate his triumph;
prey includes w-hatever gratifies the appetite and
is to be consumed" (Crabb, English Synonymes).
Persons (for slaves, etc) might be part of the booty.
See also Si-oiL.
W. L. WALKER
BOOZ, bo'oz (TR, Bo6l, Bodz; WH, Boe'g, Boe.s):
AV,Gr form of Boaz (thusRV) (Mt 1 5; Lk 3 32).
BOR-ASHAN, bor-ash'an: .V correction of the
M T in ARV in 1 S 30 30 for AV "Chor-a,shaii"
and E R V "Cor-ashan." Probably the same as
AsHW (Josh 15 42; 1 Ch 4 32; 6 59), w-hich
see.
BORDER, bbr'der, B O R D E R S : Indicating in
both sing, and pi, the outhnes or territory of a
country. I n the sense of ''limits," "boundaries'"
or "territory,"" it occurs as u, t r of ^")3il, g'bhul
(and its fem. nbl3il, ybhiild-h, in Ps 74 17) in
numerous passages in OT, esp. in Josh. HS'l'^,
ifrekhah = "thie flank,"' " t h e side," " t h e coasi,"
hence "the border" occurs in Gen 49 13; H^ji,
kiieeh="-.m extremitv," "brim," "brink," "edge"
(Ex 16 35; 19 12; josh 4 19); H'^.noU, misgereth
= ,somethinginelosing, i.e. "amargin"'(Ex 37 12.14;

Borderei
Botany
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1 K 7 2sf.31 f,35 f AV; 2 K 16 17 AV); nSiB or
n S l p , sdphdh, or seph.elh = "the l i p " (as a natural
boundary) hence " a margin," " b r i m , " "brink,"
"edge"" (Ex 28 26; 39 19 AV); f p , keg = "an extremity," " e n d " (2 K 19 23 AV); 11^:iV\, tdgd'dh
= "e.xit," hence "boundary" (1 Ch 5 16); " l i n , tor
= "asuccession,"" "astring," "row,"hence "border""
(Cant 1 11 AV); "i^, yddh="hand,"
used in a
great variety of applications, both lit. and fig.,
proximate and remote; b u t how it should be tr"*
with "border"" in 1 Ch 7 29 is not clear; better
would b e : "in the hands of the children of Manasseh."' Three Gr words occur for t h e idea: KpdaireSov, krdspedon="a margin," "fringe" (iVlt 23 5;
Mk 6 56; Lk 8 44j; Spion, hdrion = "a Umit,"" " a
boundary Une" (Mt 4 13); pteSSpios, methdrios =
"contiguous" (neuter pi. as noun, "frontier,"" "border"" in M k 7 24).

FRANK E . H I R S C H

BORDERER, bor'der-er (irapaKeiii^vous, parakeimenous): One who dwells on the borders or confines
of a country. Only in 2 Maec 9 25, " T h e princes
that are borderers and neighbors unto my kingdom."'
BORE, bor: According to the Book of the Covenant ( E X 20 20—23 33) a slave whom his master
had purchased was t o be released after six years.
Should he choose to remain in his master's service
a religious ceremony was necessary to ratify his
decision. "Then his master shall bring him unto
God" (better than "unto the judges" of the AV),
"and shall bring him to the door, or unto the doorpost; and his master shall bore his ear through with
an awl" (E.x 21 6). I t is highly improbable that
"unto God" means "to a sanctuary"; for there was
no special reason for performing this ceremony near
the door of a sanctuary. On the other hand the entrance to a private house was a sacred spot. According t o primitive thinking near t h e door dwelt t h e
household gods whose function it w-as to guard t h e
house and its occupants, e.g. against t h e entry of
disease. I t was natural that the ceremony of attaching t h e slave permanently to the master's household
should be performed in the presence of the household
gods. " T h e boring of the ear of slaves was a common practice in antiquity, possibly t o symbolize the
duty of obedience, as the ear was t h e organ of hearing" (Bennett). 'The Deuteronomist (Dt 15 17j rejects the rehgious aspect of the ceremony—probably
as a relic of Can. religion—and looks upon it as a
secular and symbolical operation. According to his
view, t h e aw-1 was thrust through t h e ear of t h e
slave t o the door. The slave in question w-as permanently attached to the household. T . LEWIS
BORITH, bo'rith: Mentioned in the genealogical
table w-hich traces the descent of Esdras (Ezra) from
Aaron (2 Esd 1 2). In 1 E s l 8 2, his name a p pears as BocCAS (q.v.), and in 1 Ch 6 6.51; E z r
7 4, B U K K I (q.v.).

(2) Laying interest upon the poor of Israel was
forbidden in all the codes (see E x 22 25 [JE]; D t
23 19; Lev 25 36 H ) , because it was looked upon
as making unwarranted profit o u t of a brother's
distress: "If thou lend money t o any of my people
with thee t h a t is poor, thou shalt not be t o him as
a creditor; neither shall ye lay upon him interest
. . . and it shall come t o pass, when he crieth
unto me, that I will hear; for I am gracious."
(3) T h e Law, however, allowed interest to be
taken of a foreigner, or non-Jew (Dt 23 20: "Unto
a foreigner thou mayest lend upon interest""; cf
D t 15 3 ) ; and even among Jews pledges were
allowed under limitations, or taken against t h e
law (Dt 24 10; cf Job 24 2.3: "There are that
remove the landmarks . . . . they take the w-idow's
ox for a pledge"). I n D t 15 1ffthere is a remarkable law providing a "release" by the creditor every
"seven years," a "letting drop of loans" (see Driver
in l o c ) . In Ex 3 22, AV "shall borrow" is rendered
"shall ask" in RV.

BOSCATH, bos'kath.

G E O . B . EAGER

See BOZKATH.

BOSOM, bobz'um: In the ordinary signification
of the anterior upper portion of the trunk of the
body, p i n , p T l , hdk or hek, "inlet, " l a p " (Ex 4
6.7; N u 11 12; D t 13 6; 28 .54.56; R u t h 4 16;
P s 7 4 11; Isa 65 6.7; Lam 2 12). "A present in the
bosom" (Prov 21 14): bribes carried ready for use
in t h e fold of t h e robe. l^fH, hegcn = "hosom"
(w-ith special reference to t h a t portion of t h e body
which is between t h e arms), occurs in P s 129 7;
3J-I, hdbh = "a cherisher," hence " t h e bosom" (Job
31 33); n n b S , faHa/tatt = something advanced or
deep, " a b o w r ' ; f i g . ' ' t h e b o s o m " (Prov 19 24 AV;
26 15 AV). T h e G r employs /cix-iros, kdlpos (Lk
6 38; J n 13 23). For Abraham's bosom, see separate art.
Figurative: I n a fig. sense it denotes intimacy
and unrestrained intercourse (Gen 16 5; 2 S 12
8); tender care and watchfulness (Isa 40 11);
closest intimacy and most perfect knowledge (Jn 1
18); "into their bosom" (Ps 79 12) indicates the
bosom as the seat of thought and reflection.
F. E. HIRSCH

BOSOM, ABRAHAM'S.

See ABRAHA.M'S B O S -

OM.

BOSOR, bo'sor (Boo-6p, Bosdr):
(1) A city named among those taken by Judas
Maccabaeus " i n t h e land of Gilead" (1 Mace 5
26.36). From t h e towns named it is evident that
this phrase is elastic, covering territory beyond
w-hat is usually called the land of Gilead. Possibly
therefore Bosor may be identical with Bu^r elHarlri, in the Luhf, S.E. of el-Lejd'.
• (2) I n 2 P e t 2 ' 1 5 AV, the G r form of BEOR

(q.v.).

BOSORA, bos'6-ra (Botropa, Bosord): One of
the strong cities of Gilead taken by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mace 6 26.28). I t is identical with the
BORN AGAIN. See REGENERATION.
Rom Bostra, t h e city whose extensive ruins lie
on the S.E. border of t h e Haurdn, on the old Rom
B O R N E . See BEAR, BORNE.
road t h a t runs between Der'ah and Salkhad. The
modern name is Basra eski-Shdm.
I t cannot be
BORROWING, bor'o-ing:
(1) In the OT period loans were not of a commer- identified with BOZRAH either (1) or (2), as it lies
much too far north. I t appears for the first time in
cial nature, i.e. they were not granted to enable a
man to start or run a business. They were really a history in t h e passage noted above. T h e ruins
show it t o have been a place of great strength and
form of charity, and were made by the lender only
to meet the pressure of poverty-. T o the borrower importance. I n t h e time ot Herod t h e Great it
they were esteemed a form of misfortune (Dt 28 was in the hands of t h e Nabataeans. When Aulus
12 f), and by the lender a form of beneficence. Cornelius Raima conquered these regions, Bostra
Hence the tone of the Mosaic legislation on t h e was made capital of the province under the name of
Nova Trajana Bostra, in honor of t h e emperor
subject.
BORN.

See BEAR, B O R N .
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Trajan. This w-as in 105 .4D, from which year
the Bostrian era w-as reckoned. I t was taken by
the Moslems under Klialid—"the sword of (!od."
It resisted the attack of Baldwin I I I . Later it fell
on e\'il da3-s. Now-, if it be true, as the proverb
says, that "the prosperity of Basra is the prosperity
of the Haurdn," the case of the latter is sad indeed.
W. Ewixei
BOSS, bos: Occurs only in the pi. as a tr of
; 5 , jab/i = "arch," or "protuberance," referring to
the curved ornaments of a shield (Job 15 20), the
central knob of the buckler.
BOTANY, bot'a-ni: On account of the great
diversity in the climatic and topographical conditions Pal is peculiarly rich in the
1. General \-ariety of its flora—the best authority.
Character- Post, distinguishes 3,500 sjiecies. The
istics of
land as a w-hole belongs to the botaniPalestinian cal area known as the "Mediterranean
Flora
regi(.in," a region characterized climaticaUy bj' very dry, hot summers and
fairly mild winters. Plants here grow in spring,
rest in the hot, dry season and grow^ again in autumn;
the long-continued, scorching sunlight and the
absence of water for five or six months at a time,
lead to the destruction of vast quantities of seeds
and young plants imported by various natural
means and by human agency. Among these
xerophUe or drought-resisting plants, some of the
most characteristic features are a thick, leathery
rind admitting of Uttle transpiration, e.g. cactus,
stoneorops, etc, and the presence of bulbs, rigid
stalks, or fleshy leaves, of which the flora of Pal
abounds -with examples. Equally characteristic
are dry, much-branched spiny trees or shrubs with
scanty foliage and smaU leaves, such as the acacias
and the thorny bumet. In connection with this last,
it may be mentioned t h a t , next to the strong sunhght and drought, the great enemy of vegetation
over a great part of the "Mediterranean region"—
emphatically so in Pal—is the goat. He is one of
the most destructive of animals, and as he has for
long ages been aUow-ed to graze freely all over the
hillsides, it is not wonderful that in many spots it is
only plants like the thorny burnet with its powerful
spines w-hich have sm-vived.
The common plants of Pal -will be referreci to in
order shortly, but among those esp. characteristic of
the w-hole region are the olive and the fig, the ilex
oak and the bay laurel, the arbutus and the sumach.
A number of trees and shrubs which have been
imported into this region -within comparatively recent times have become so acclima2. Plants
tized as to be today among the most
Introduced noticeable plants. Prominent among
Since Bible these is the well-known opuntia or
Times
prickly pear, an introduction from the
continent of America; so characteristic is this of modern Pal scenery that it is a
common feature in pictures by artists who have
painted Scripture scenes in the Holy Land._ The
common variety, Opuntia ficus-Indica with its innumerable sharp prickles makes impenetrable hedges
round many of the village gardens, whUe the
Opuntia coehinillifera, cultivated specially round
NabUs and introduced from tropical America with
the cochineal insect, is almost unarrned. The
American aloe (Argave Americana)—quite a different plant be it noted from either the ALOES
(which see) of the Bible or the weU-known medicinal
aloes—has established itself in many parts as a
garden ornament and wiU doubtless in time become thoroughly indigenous. More important ancl
more recent of introduction is the group of euca-lypti
or gum trees, of which some half-dozen varieties
have been imported. As is well known, they aU

Borderer
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come from Australia, where they flourish in climatic
conditions somewhat similar to those of the Mediterranean region. Seeds of eucalypti were first
introduced into Europe in 1S51, having been sent
from Melbourne to Paris, and from that center they
have found their w-ay to all parts. The most common variety is the Eucalyptus globulus which is
now- to be found everywhere in the Mediterranean
region. It was introduced into Pal through the
late Baron E. de Rothschild of Paris, and great
plantations of it have been made specially in the
neighborhood of the Jewish colonies. In the marshy
plains bet^veen Satnmarin and Caesarea over a
million have been planted, and here, and also on
the marshy shores of Lake Htlleh, this tree has
attained magnificent proportions. Many specimens
wUl be found with trunks two or three feet in
circumference and of a height of upward of 100
feet. This size is nothing for a eucalyptus, many of
these trees attaining in their native habitat a height
of 300, or even 400 ft., but time is required, a n d it
may be that eventually many of the eucalypti of
the Holy Land will also acquire giant proportions.
That this group of trees has come to stay is evident.
Not only in small forests such as those mentioned,
but also in isolated groups all over the land they may
be found. Their quick growth, fresh, evergreen
foliage and their reputed health-giving properties
account for their wide cultivation. Concerning this
last it may be said that the virtues of the eucalyptus
as a prophylactic against malaria have been much
exaggerated. The most malignant cases of malaria
may sometimes be found in houses shaded byeucalyptus boughs, and the Anopheles, or malarialbearing mosquito, in such situations wdll be found
swarming among its leaves. Probably the beneficial action of the eucalyptus is simply one of drying
up marshy lands by absorbing great quantities of
water into its deep-running roots.
Other trees which have been recently introduced
but now flourish even better than the indigerous
trees are the locuct tree (Robinia pseudo-acacia),
from America, the "Pride of India (Melia Azedaracht) called in Arab, zinzilukt, a stranger from
India, vefy extc(.isively grown, the so-called "Spanish
pepper tree" (Schinus molle), the Casuarina stricta
from Australia, the very common ailanthus
(A.
glandulosus), a native of China, and many others.
Of fruit trees the apricot, mulberry, orange, citron,
lemon and prickly pear have all been introduced
into Sj-ria within historic times; as have almost aU
the best varieties of the indigenous fruits.
A question of great interest to Bible students is.
How far has the fertihty of the land altered in historic
times? 'Two facts are important in
3. FertiUty answering this:
and Climate
(1) The general features of the
in Modern climate have been the same since the
and Ancient days of the patriarchs, probably since
Palestine
the dawn of history. We may gather
this trom the many Bib. references to
the seasonal rain (Lev 26 4)—the "early" and the
"latter" (e.g. Dt 11 14; Jer 5 24; Hos 6 3); to
the frequent droughts (e.g, 1 K 17; Am 4 6.7);
to the grateful mention of the "dew" (Dt 32 2 ;
2 S 1 2 1 ; 17 12; Mic 5 7, etc); to the repeated
mention of the most characteristic products of
modern Pal—the olive and fig, the vine and almond,
the oak and the terebinth. It is further confirmed
by the presence everywhere of the ruins of ancient
terraces on the bUlsides and of the "broken cisterns'"
which are found at every site where once cultivation flourished.
(2) It is undeniable that the destruction of forest
and thicket all over the land has been immense during the past fifty years. The increasing demands for
fires by resident Europeans and the development
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of steam miUs, the result of European enterprise,
arc largely responsible. The firewood brought to
Jerus comes from ever-increasing distances, as the
wood in the neighborhood is consumed, and the
destruction has been increasingly ruthless. First
the branches are cut, then the trunks are leveled,
and finally the very roots are dug out of the soil.
At a greater distance, as for example in the once
extensive forests E. of the Jordan, a terrible destruction is being wrought by the charcoal burners.
Thousands of sacks of charcoal arrive in Jerus during
the autumn months, chiefly in the care of Circassian
settlers in the E. Jordan lands; but a simUar work
is pursued by other charcoal burners in the northern
parts of upper GalUee. All the tree trunks are
soon destroyed and then the rising branches are
cut as soon as they reach any size, so t h a t miles
of country which, within the memory of many now
Uving, were forest are now either entirely treeless or
covered with nothing but brushwood. 'This last
consists of dwarf oak, carob, terebinth, arbutus,
wild olive and hawthorn—all capable of development into noble trees. The process having been
commenced by the hand of man is assisted by the
goats who crop the tender leaves and shoots, and
thus keep stunted many of the bushes. Glder
inhabitants can remember t h a t between Bethlehem
and Hebron, w-here today scarcely a tw-ig is visible,
there were trees and brushwood all the way, and in
the 7th cent, the pilgrim Arculphus writes of a
pine wood as existing S. of Bethlehem. This
destruction is common all over the land. The
only trees which have any chance of surviving
are those v.-hich from their near proximity to some
sacred Wely or grave, or in some case from their
own traditional sanctity, have been left uninjured
from motives of superstition. Such "holy" trees
occur all over the land, sometimes singly, at others
in groves; they may be any species of tree. Commonly they are oaks, terebinths, carob, meis (nettle
tree), sidr (zizyphus) or hawthorn.
Besides the wilful destruction of trees for firewood
or charcoal another agent has in places been in
operation. It is a common thing for the fellahin
to clear a large area for ploughing by burning all the
vegetation; such fires sometimes extend far beyond
the area intended (of Ps 83 14). There is a large
and almost entirely sterile district, chiefly ot bare
rock, between Safed and Jebel Jermuk in GaUlee
which was swept a few years ago by a raging fire
which eyewitnesses state blazed for a week. The
destruction ot aU this vegetation has led to the
washing away of almost all tUe soil, so that now
great labor would be required to make this area
productive. The removal ot the natural vegetation
produces sterility in two ways. Firstly, whereas
the deep roots of trees and shrubs support the soil
even on hillsides of considerable slope, and slowly
but surely cause the disintegration of the under13-ing rocks, while their stems and branches by
accumulating decaying leaves and twigs ever make
more and richer soil, so the destruction of these
plants leads to the washing away of the soil by the
torrential winter's rain, until the bare rock—never
on the hUlslopes very far from the surface—is laid
open to the sky. Secondly, the rainfall, which was
once largely absorbed by this soil, now rapidly
rushes off the denuded rocks and flow-3 away to the
valleys. The consequent result of this—combined
with the destruction of many miles of the artificial
soil-surfaces of terraces—is t h a t a large proportion
of tbe rainfaU which once found its way slowly
through the soU to the sources of the springs—never
very deep in Pal—now rapidly runs down the
valley bottoms to the lower grounds. The whole
mountain regi(m thus suffers from drought. It is
a common saying t h a t "trees bring rain." Prob-
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ably the truth is simply t h a t vegetation modifies
the climate almost entirely by retaining moisture in
the soil, and in the surface air near the soil; by
preventing rapid evaporation for the surface through
the shade they afford, and by increasing the output
of the springs in the way described above. Remove
the vegetation, and the soil gradually leaves the
hUlsides and the rainfall is largely wasted. This
is what has happened over large districts in the
Holy Land, and the consequent diminution of some
of the springs even within half a cent, has been
scientifically noted.
While therefore, from the permanent climatic
conditions. Pal could never have been a land of
verdure such, for example, as England, yet we know
with certainty t h a t its native vegetation has much
diminished within the memory of many now living.
But besides this, we have abundant historical evidence t h a t at several periods it was much more
productive. This is shown, for example, abundantly
in the writings of Jos, and, for later periods, in the
accounts of many pilgrims. But indeed the mere
fact that for many cents. Pal had a population far
greater than today is in itself a proof; for as things
are, modern Pal is not able to support a much greater
population than at present. Great expenditure
of capital and labor on the restoring of ancient
terraces, the construction of dams and systems of
irrigation and the planting of trees is one essential
preparation for any considerable development of
the land. For any of these things to be possible a
radical change in the attitude of the Turkish government is an essential preliminary.
With regard to Bible evidence it is clear from very
many references in the historical books of the O'T
that "forest" or "woodland" was very plentiful in
those days. In a large proportion where the
word ya'ar (tr'' "forest") occurs it is definitely associated with trees. (For references see FOREST.)
Whether these references are always to tall trees or
also to the brushwood such as is plentiful in parts
of Galilee today, is immaterial, as the latter consists of the same elements as the former, only stunted
through the interference of man. I t would certainly appear probable t h a t at the time of the arrival of the Hebrews there were considerable forests
of trees—oaks, terebinths, pines, etc—over a great
part of the higher mountains. In Josh 17 14-18
we have reference to Joshua's twice-repeated command to the people to cut down the "forest,"" as
the inhabited areas were too narrow for them. In
later ages, e.g. in N T times, the cultivation of the
land must have been so thorough that, to the W.
of the Jordan especially, the area left for forest
trees must necessarily have been much circumscribed; but the land'then with its millions of olive
trees and countless vineyards in the mountains and
its great palm groves at Jericho and the coast, not
to mention all kinds of imported fruit trees, must
have presented a very different appearance from
its present comparative barrenness. As a single
example we may compare the glowing description
by Jos of the extraordinary fertility of Gennesaret
with its present condition (Jos, BJ, III, x, 8). Two
periods in history stand out preeminent in the history of Pal as times of prosperity and fertility: that
about and immediately succeeding the rise of Christianity and t h a t of the Lat kingdom of Jerus (see
Conder, The Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, 239-41:
"The ]ircsent culture of Pal does not, perhaps, attain
to a tenth of t h a t which enriched the Latins in the
1st cent, of their rule"). In both these periods the
land was highly cultivated and the population large,
in the former more so t h a n the latter. T h a t the
blight of the Ottoman Turks is largely responsible
for the decay of agriculture and progressive deforestation in recent centuries is undoubted, but it is
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more than possible that .at one if not at both these
periods another factor w-as at wink. It is dithcult
to believe that in the days when Palni\'ra was a
vast city and Petra a great einporiuiu, the home of
a highly developed civilization, these .sites were
not better supplied b>- springs than at iiresent;
at those times great tracts of country E, of the Jordan, now sw-allow-ed up liy the ilesert, were sites
of flourishing cities w-hose inelancholy and lonely
ruins are the wonder of all. No affoiestatiou aud
no increased cultivation w-ill account for the supplies
of water which must have sustainexl such a ilevelopment; and it is only reasonable lo suppose, and
there is much to support such a view, that there
must have been then a rainfall soiiie\\-hat greater
or more prolonged than today. It must be remembered the increased rainfall of, say, only one inch
per annum over a long series of years, or a sustained
extension of the rainfall to two or thr(-e inches later
in the se\ison, or even a few degrees of greater cold
producing heavy snow instead of rain, w-ould, any
of them, greatly improve the fertility of the soil
and the output of the springs. .VU the evidence
seems to confirm the theory t h a t there have been
cycles of greater and of It-sser rainfall extending over
cents., and that the periods we have mentioned,
certainly the Rom period, coincided with one of the
former cycles. At the present time there is some
evidence that the rainfall has, on the whole, been
increasing during the last 50 years and the cultivated area of the land, as contrasted with the natural "forest" land, is also slow-h- extending.
In deahng briefly w-ith some of the more characteristic and remarkable of the plants of the Holy
Land w-e must recognize at least
4. Plant
four distinct plant zones: (1) The
Zones in
coast plains and the w-estern mounthe Holy
tains, with a distinctly "Mediterranean
Land
flora";
(2) The Jordan valley or
Ghor, w-ith a very peculiar semi-tropical flora in which a considerable number of African
forms occur; (3) The steppe or desert zones,
speciaUy those E. of the Jordan and to the south.
The higher western slopes to the E. of the Jortlan
also have a very simUar flora; (4) The Lebanon and
.inti-Lebanon above 4,000 ft. in which .Vlpine forms
occur, and in the higher regions of which there is a
flora entirely distinct from the three other zones.
These (ii-visions are necessarily somewhat artificial.
Everywhere the western slopes are more fertile than
the eastern, so t h a t the land to the E. of the waterparting in western Pal partakes more of the desert
flora than that opposite to it on the east. Vegetation in all parts is more abundant on the hill
slopes wdth a northern aspect, as it gets more shade;
this is particiUarly noticeable in the drier areas.
(1) The coast-fAains and western mountains.—
(a) In the maritime plain there is a rich red alluvial
soil with abundance of water deep under the surface.
The annual mean temperature is 70° F.; frost is
extremely rare, and the atmosphere is distinctly
humid, though the rainfall is less than in the higher
hUls. Citrons, oranges and lemons here flourish,
palms grow in places on the coast, melons and
pomegranates reach perfection. Vines have been
e.xtensively planted by Jewish colonists in the neighborhood of Jaffa. 'Ceroids—wheat, barley and
Egyp maize (Sorghum annuum)—are
extensively
grown. The wild flora is similar to that of the
mountains. The sycamore fig (Arab, jummeiz)
flourishes around Jaffa—it is a tree which requires
a warm chmate; it was in Talmudic writings one
of the distinctions between "lower" and "upper"
Galilee t h a t the sycamore fig flourished in the
former and not in the latter. It is evident it was
far more plentiful in olden times (see SYCAMORE).
A closely allied tree, the mulberry, is common every-
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where, though not really indigenous. Two varieties
occur, the Morus nigra (Arab, tat-shdmi) a native
of central .Vsia, cultivated for its deUcious fruit,
ami tUe .1/, alba (Arab. liU beledi) a native of
t'liina introduced as food for silk worms. See
SYt:A,\iiNE. .Vnotbca- tree which reaches perfection
onlyin the w-armcr regions of the plain—and that
too in the Jordan valley—is the tamarisk (Arab.
alhl) of which Post recognizes 9 species. It is
characterized by its brittle feathery branches
covered by minute seale-hke leaves; a bedraggled,
wind-torn tamarisk half buried in sea-sand is a
characteristic'sight aU along the SjTian coast.
I n d c r favorable conditions some species attain
c((iisi(leralile size. See TAMARISK.
(b) In the higher mountain regions there is an average l,(anperature of 62° F . and extreme variations
between a maximum of 100° or 80° in the shade in
the summer and a few degrees of frost in the winter.
Here the fig, vine and oUve do admirably, their
late fruiting corresponding with the "dew"—or
clouds of fine mist—which settle over the mountains after sunset, particularly in the north. Apricots, mulberries, quince, apples and pears (chiefly
from imported grafts), peaches and plums, almonds
and walnuts do well in sheltered spots. Wheat
and barley are grown on hill slopes or in valley
bottoms all over the mountain region.
In the valleys where there is running water the
oleander (Neriuin oleander; Arab, difleh) abounds
—a plant beautiful in foliage and flower but poisonous and not uncommonly imparting its poison to the
water in which it grows. In similar situations
occurs the Vitex (V. Agnus Castris), a variety
of verbena whose lilac or purple flowers are, whereever they occur, a sure sign of the presence of water
on or near the surface.
In similar situations flourishes the oriental plane
(Platanus orienlalis; Arab, dilb), a tree which often
attains great size (see PLANE 'TREE), and also the
alder (Ain us orienlalis; Arab, naght), a, tree of
humbler growth. There are some 8 varieties of
wdllow (.(Vrab. sifsaf), a tree very common along
the water courses (see WILLOW). Poplars (Arab.
hour) are plentiful in places, esp. near water. Three
native varieties are known, but the cylindrical
Lombardy poplar, an imported variety, is most
widely cultivated (see POPLAR). The southern
hackberry or nettle tree (Celt-is australis; Arab.
mais) a member of the Urticaceae closely allied to
the elm, is an indigenous tree which is wddely planted;
it is not uncommonly seen beside Moslem shrines.
It grows to a height of 20 to 30 ft., and yields a
close-grained timber taking a high polish. The
walnut (Juglans regia; Arab, jauz) is a valuable
timber tree and grows to noble proportions. It
flourishes around Damascus, being a water-loving
tree: some of the most magnificent specimens occur
at Sheba', a village in the lower slopes of Hermon.
The walnut is really an imported tree, its native
home being Persia and the Himalayas, but it has
been long naturalized.
The carob (Ceratonia siligua; Arab. kharriXb)
is a handsome evergreen tree whose dense, dark
glistening foliage renders it everywhere conspicuous.
It is widely distributed, esp. in the lower mountain
regions. Its pods are the HUSKS (which see) of
Lk 15 16. Oaks are among the most important
and characteristic of all the trees and shrubs of
Pal: the evergreen oak which forms, it is estimated,
two-thirds of all the shrubby vegetation of Carmel
and attains noble proportions at some of the Moslem
shrines, the Valonica oak, plentiful on the hills
E. of Nazareth, and the ilex or holm oak, commonest
near the coast, are among the more important.
The recent destruction of timber in the Holy Land
has esp. fallen upon the oaks, which afford the best
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of all fuel; as their growth is very slow and there
is no attempt to plant young trees this is most
regrettable. (Forfuller account see OAK.) Closely
alUed to the oak both in the OT and with the modern
inhabitant—though botanically very distinct—is
the terebinth or turpentine tree (Pistacia terebinthus; Arab, butm), one of the finest trees in Pal.
Although from a distance superficially like an oak,
the fohage is very different. In many spots in Pal
where terebinths are for various reasons regarded
as "sacred" they have obtained splendid proportions.

See TEREBINTH.

Pines, although they flourish on the coast and
lower mountain slopes, are, together with cypresses,
junipers and cedars, reserved to the discussion of
the flora of the fourth di-vision of the country—the
Alpine regions.
The hawthorn {Crataegus; Arab, za'r-dr), of
which there are 4 varieties, occurs as a shrub or
small tree everywhere, its sweet-scented white or
pink blossom being much in evidence in the spring.
Among the more important shrubs which make
up the thickets over the Umestone hills the following
may be briefly enumerated:
'The sumach (Rhus conaria), usually a shrub but
occasionally a small tree, grows in considerable
quantities in fertile spots in the mountains; from
its fruit an acid drink is concocted and the fruit,
bark and young leaves are used in tanning.
A plant closely allied to this, and also to the
terebinth, is the lentesk (Pistacia lentiseus; Arab.
serres), a common shrub in the lower mountain
region, e.g. on Carmel, which yields mastich, a
white gum, thought by many to be the BALM of the
OT (which see).
The bay laurel (Laurus nobilis; Arab, el ghdr)
occurs in clumps in many places. I t is the Daphne
of the Greeks and was sacred to Apollo. From its
large, leathery, shining leaves were made the laurel
crowns of -victory in classical times. This, it may
be mentioned in passing, is quite a distinct plant
from our famihar "cherry laurel," which is alhed to
the cherry.
The butchers" broom (Ruscus aculeatus) is very
plentiful. I t is a plant peculiar in ha-ving its leafpetioles flattened out like a leaf (phillodia), so that
the flower and berry appear to arise from the middle
of the midrib of the leaf.
The myrtle (Myrtus communis; Arab, rihdn or
ads) is exceedingly common, esp. in northern Pal,
and when it grows near water it attains a good size.
See M Y R T L E .

A showy shrub, which sometimes attains to the
dimensions of a tree 20 or 30 ft. high, is the arbutus
(Arab, kotlib) or strawberry tree. Two kinds occur,
the less common Arbutus unedo or true "strawberry tree" which has a rough, warty fruit of a
scarlet color, and Arbutus andrachne with a smooth,
red bark, which when peeled off leaves a reddish
inner surface. I t has small orange-colored, nonedible berries. The red stems of this arbutus may
be seen conspicuous in thickets all over the land,
but very few are allowed to come to full growth.
Among some of the more showy shrubs we may
mention the oleaster (Eleagnus horlensis; Arab.
zaizafdn) with its beautiful silvery leaves and white
blossom (see OIL T R E E ) ; the styrax (Styrax officinale;
Arab, haz or 'abhar), a shrub or small tree, wdth
beautiful white flowers, somewhat resembling orange
blossoms, the dried juice from whose bark is the
officinal STORAX (which see); the Judas tree (Cercis
siliquac strum; Arab, eemzarii-), a straggling shrub or
tree -with very showy pink flowers, and the caper
(Capparis spinosa; Arab, el d^df), which is very
common on old walls and about ruins (see CAPER
BERRY). The beautiful rockrose or Cistus (Arab.
ghibrah) is found on many shrubby hillsides, even
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on the bare mountain tops. The C. villosus
has pink and the C. salviaefolus white blossoms,
the petals being curiously crumpled and falling
off almost at once when the flower is picked. From
the Cistus is obtained the gum called Ladanum
(Arab, ladhanun; Heb lot) for which see MYRRH.
Many of the hill tops near the watershed, which
should be clothed by forests of oaks and pines, are
now almost bare and support upon the dry and
scanty soil nothing but low bushes of thorny
burnet, mingled with wild thyme and mint, with,
in places, small bushes of the Cistus. This thorny
burnet (Poterium Spinosum; Arab, balldn) is almost ubiquitous; its long thorns and tiny leaves
enable it to survive the goats. I t is of considerable
economic importance, as from masses of this plant
the fellahin fire almost all the limekilns in the land:
and they use it extensively too for their ovens. It is
a common sight in the late summer, after th3 harvest is gathered in, to see companies of peasants
gathering this plant into clumps all over the hillsides, and conveying it on the women's heads in
huge masses to the kilns. They pile around the
kilns enormous heaps, enough to keep the furnace
continually burning for several days. They may
well be the "thorns under the p o t " of Eccl 7 6. See
THORNS.

Of the mjriad spring flowers which make such a
brilhant annual display it is impossible here to
write in any detail. EarUest after the rains appear
the crocuses and the cyclamen, then the narcissi,
anemones—scarlet, white and purple—the scarlet
ranunculi, gladioU, irises, dwarf orchids, pink and
yellow flax, mountain lilies, borage and bugloss,
the primrose-colored Pal scabious, and vast numbers
of small Compositae all appear in quick succession.
When these fade many brilliant thistles continue to
add some color to the otherwise dry roadsides, and
last of all, in the late summer, numbers of tall stalks
of sqiull, shot from the now leafless bulbs, remain
scattered in groups over the dry and leafless ground
as last survivors of t h e season's display. The varieties of flowers are enormous, but those mentioned
are almost universally present.
Of cultivated vegetables mention may be made
of CUCUMBERS (q.v.), lettuce, onions. GARLIC
(q.v.). MELONS (q.v.), cauliflower and cabbage, potatoes (a fairly recent introduction), sweet potatoes,
the egg plant (Melongena badinjdn), artichokes
(which also grow wild) and the bdmieh (Hibiscus
esculentus).
(2) The Jordan valley.—The flora of this region
is of a very special kind, and has affinities to Africa.
Several trees and shrubs are of great interest.
Firstly, mention may be made of the group of
true acacias. One variety, the 'anbar (Acacia
Farnesiana), is by no means peculiar to the Ghor,
but is used for making hedges in many parts of the
land; its little yellow, fluffy, scented flowers are a
great favorite with the natives; it is usually a
shrub rather than a tree. The remaining acacias
are desert inhabitants and in many places are the
only trees. The seyyal, which includes A. tortilis
and A. seyal, flourishes on the west shores of the
Dead Sea, at 'Ain Jidy and southward; from it is
obtained the gum arable of commerce; it probably
yielded the wood known in the O T as SHITTIM
WOOD (q.v.).

The semitropical Ghor is the home of many
other thorny trees. Extremely characteristic of
the whole region are the jujube trees of which the
nabk or sidr tree (Zizyphus spina-Christi), is the
most common. I t has rounded yello'wish fruit;
under favorable conditions it develops into a tall
and handsome tree. Somewhat less common is the
'enndbh (Z. vulgaris) which bears an edible fruit
of the shape and size of an olive. A third kind.
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the ddm (Z. lotus), is merely a shrub and has
small pea-sized fruit. These various kinds of
jujube trees are found in every part of the Jordan
depression and of t h e valleys approaching it.
Closely alUed botanically to these thorny shrubs
is the sainilr (Palmrus aculeatus) or "Christ thorn,"
widely used for the making of hedges (see BRIERS).
Another common shi-ub, or small tree, in the hotter
parts of the Ghor near Jericho and the Dead Sea, is
the zakknlm (Balanites .-Egypliaca) from whose oval
berries the monks of Jerielio extract a n^sinous substance w-hich they terra "Balm of Gilead."
The (/(/)/: (Cordiu my.ra), a giant Ixitage, which
grows to a tree of 7 or S ft. high is w idely cultivatial
but grows in the Ghor spontaneously. T h e fruit,
w-hicli is edible, is used principally for making
bird lime.
,\ very striking tree near Jericho and the Dead
Sea is the 'oshr ((''alotropis procera), a member of
the .\'.0. .iselepiadeae.
It has large obovatc leaves,
cabbage-like in cemsisten('(^—a great contrast to the
small, dry, dull-colored leaves of most of its neighbors. The trunk has a cork-like bark and white,
mUky juice and the fruit consists of queer appleUke follicles which, though solid looking, are only
inflated w-ith air and contain but silk threads and
seeds. These have been supposed t o be the apples
of Siidom of Jos, w-hich he deserifies as looking like
tempting fruit but w-hich on examination prove to
contain but dust, A much more likely theory is
that he refers to t h e equally common colocynth
(Citrullus colocynthus).

S(.'e W I L D GOURD.

Another abundant herb is t h e Solanum coagulans
(.Arab, khddak), w-hose apple-like fruit has also
received (w-ithout serious claim) the name of
"apple of Sodom."
Then there are in t h e immediate neighborhood of
the Dead Sea a whole group of salt-loving plants
which grow- in t h e saline marshes such, for example,
as the samphire or gla^swort (Salicornia fruclosa and
S. herbacea). T h e latter of these is called the kali
plant, because it is burnt in order t o obtain potash
(el kali). Another group is included under t h e
name of sea blite or sueda (Arab, suweid) of which
there are several varieties.
.Along the banks of t h e Jordan w-illows (.Silrx
safsaf) and tamarisks (especially Tamarix Jordan is)
abound.
.\t various parts of t h e Jordan valley, b u t particularly to the north of Lake Huleh, flourishes the
papyrus reed (Cypjerus papyrus), known in Arab,
as babir, the source of t h e earliest paper.
Of cultivated plants, palms, as we know from history, grow here well, though their cultivation has
been neglected; sterile w-ild palms still occur in some
of the warmer valleys, e.sp. to the E . of the Dead
Sea. JVIany dead palm-tree trunks lie scattered
along the shores of the Dead Sea,
In situations well supplied with water, bananas
flourish—they are cultivated both near Jericho and
near the Lake of Galilee. Oranges, lemons and
citrons also grow well. All kinds of ordinary
vegetables are grown in various parts of this region.
Wheat and barley yield an early and an abundant
crop in irrigated regions on both sides of the Jcirdan;
rice and Indian maize are cultivated in irrigated
fields N. of Lake Huleh, and cotton a t several spots.
With scientific irrigation this region might be one
of the most productive upon earth.
(3) The Steppe or "Desert" Zones are chiefly
noticeable for the absence of trees and t h e stunted
condition of t h e small shrubs and herbs which grow
there. Thorny plants like Poleriuin,
Astragalus
(the most characteristic order) and Cousinea
thistles flourish. With t h e eariy rains a rapid
growth of dwarf flowers appears which dries up
Boon after t h e rainy season ends. Botanically the
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region stands somewhat distinct by the occurrence
of Pers and Indian plant-forms. This region includes tho great ('((in land of the Hauran and Nukra
—some of the richest of their kind.
(4) The Jlora of the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon
consists, int lie lower slopes, of similar plants to those
mentioned under (1).
The Comfera are specially
characteristic of this northern region, the destruction of these trees in Pal proper being in many
parts eoniplete. Of the indigenous express (Arab.
Sam) we have one sjiecies, the Cypressus senipervirens, a handsomer tree than the cylindrical kind
—a cultivated variety—planted so fre(|uenlly in
Turkish cemeteries (see CVPRKSS). There are
6 varieties of juniper known, and one species of
yew. Of pines the two important kinds are—
the .Vleppo pine (Pinus Hulepensis), which grows
w-ith considerable rapidity and is widely planled,
and the handsomer stone pine (Pmus pinia the
true siiobar of the Arabs), probably more truly the
native tree (see PINE T H E E ) . The most important
and eharacteristie ineniber of this order of tref;s is the
Cedar which still flourishes in a very few spots
(see CEDAR). On the Lebanon occurs a single
species of rhododendron (R. Ponlicum) and one
of heather (Erica vertieillala). Above the height
of 7,000 ft. trees and shrubs disappear and vegetation is chiefly represented by low, rounded, thorny
bushes, chiefly varieties of Astragalus; by clumps
of Acardholitnon Lebanoticum; by small procumbent
bushes of Cenisus prostata—a member of the cherry
family—and the Coloneaster numinularia with scarlet berries. Even on t h e summit of Hermon it is
astonishing how many tiny flowers are in bloom in
the late summer after the snow luxs melted. The
most curious feature of this region is the almost
complete absence of Arctic forms such as are found
in the Alps and even in the Himalayas.
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BOTRYS, bot'ris (Borpvs, Bdtrus; mod. Batnln):
A town of Phoenicia on the coast some niUes N. of
Getial (Byblus) on the southern side of the bold
promontory called in classic times Theoprosopon.
I t is said to have been founded by Ithobal (Ethbaal),
king of Tyre, whose daughter married .\hab (Jos,
Ant, VIII, xiii, 2). The town is not mentioned in
Scripture.
BOTTLE, bof'l ( i n p n , hcmeth, ~ S : , nd'dh, ";33 ,
ncbhel, p3I?5, bakbuk, 3'iS, 'dbh; duKos, askds):
The most h t . rendering of all the words for b. in
EV is "skin,"' or "w-ine-skin," RV. The primitive
b. among eastern peoples was ready a bag made
from skins, tanned or untanned, of kid, goat,
cow, camel or buffalo—in most cases drawn off
of the animal entire, after the legs and hea,d were
cut off, and, when fiUed, grotesquely retaining the
shape of the animal. The skins in common use
today, as anciently no doubt, for holding water,
milk, butter and cheese, have the hair left on and
are far from cleanly-looking. Those used for wine
and oil are tanned by means of oak bark and .seasoning in smoke, a process that gives a peculiar astringency of flavor to the wine kept in them, and
gave rise to the parable of Jesus about putting new
wine into old wine-skins (Mt 9 17; Mk 2 22;
Lk 5 37). The fact that the leather underwent

Bottle
Bowl
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distension once and only once under fermentation,
and the further fact t h a t the wine-skins became
dried and liable to crack from the smoke and dry
heat of the tents and houses, gave point to the

Bottles of Skins.
parable: "No man putteth new wine into old wdneskins; else the wine will burst the skins, and the
wine perisheth, and the skins: but they put new
wine into fresh wine-skins." All such "bottles"
today are liable to crack and become worthless.
Phny Fisk used fresh goat-skins to carry water,
but he saj'S this gave the water a reddish color and
an exceedingly loathsome taste. Harmer tells of
carrying Uquids in smoked skin-bottles, w-hich
when rent "were mended by putting in a new piece,
or by gathering up the piece, or by inserting a flat
bit of wood." Burckhardt says he saw Arabs
keeping water for their horses on journeys in "large
bags made of tanned camel-skin." They would
sew the skins up w-ell on four sides, but would leave
two openings, one to admit the air, one to let out
the water. "Two such bags made a good load for a
camel. Edwin Wilbur Rice saj'S the leather or
skin-bottles are of different sizes and kinds, usually
made from the skin of the goat, rarely ever from
that of the sheep, as it is not considered strong
enough. But sometimes they are made from the
skin of the camel, or the ox, which is then prepared
by tanning. When leather bags are sewed up the

are to the ro'ving Bedouin of today. The mention
of them, however, in such various accounts and connections as those for instance of the story of Hagar
(Gen 21 19), of the Gibeonites (Josh 9 4), and
of David (1 S 25 18) shows t h a t they were in
common use among ancient Orientals, pastoral
and peasant alike. Tourists still find that they
are admirably suited to travelers in waterless districts, or districts where the water is bracldsh and
bad. One of the characteristic figures even in
oriental centers like Damascus today is the waterman who sells from his dripping goat-skin water
cooled with the snow of Hermon, flavored with
lemon, rose, or licorice, temptingly offered up and
down the streets by his clapping his brass cups and
crying in the most pleading but pleasing tones,
"Drink, drink, thirsty one" (cf Isa 55 1). But,
as Dr. Mackie, of Beirtlt, says, "While the bottle
is thus highly prized, and the water thus kept in
it is a grateful necessity, the luxury of the East
belongs to the spring itself, to the draught from the
fountain of living waters. Hence the comparison
Jesus made at Jacob's well (Jn 4 14), and the one
blessed terminus of all, the Shepherd's leading (Rev
7 17). See HDB, s.v.
Of course in the settled life of the Orient water,
milk, wine and other liquids are often kept in
earthen jars or other receptacles. For such "bottles" see PITCHER; VESSEL. Glass bottles are not

Assyrian Glass Bottles (from the British Museum
Collection).
mentioned in the Bible; but those now found in
tombs, for keeping perfume in, may have been
known in OT times.
Figurative: (1) For the clouds (Job 38 37).
(2) For intoxication, through which, because of
their headstrong continuance in sin, Israel shall be
helpless to resist the enemy's attack (Jer 13 12).
(3) For sorrow: " P u t thou my tears into thy bottle""
(Ps 56 8). "The Psalmist"s sorrows were so
many that they would need a great wdne-skin to
hold them all. There is no allusion to the little
lachrymatories of fashionable and fanciful Romans:
it is a robuster metaphor by far; such floods of tears
had the Psalmist wept that a leathern bottle would
scarce hold them"' (Treasury of David, III, 39).
"God treasures His servants' tears as if they were
water or wine.'" St. Bernard says, "The tears of
penitents are the wine of angels"' (Dummelow's
Comm., 351).

Water Carriers with Skm Bottles
joinings are smeared with grease, as the skin-bottles
of all sorts are, as they grow older, lest the water,
or other liquid, ooze through.
Such bottles, being more portable and less breakable than earthenware, were peculiarly well suited
to the use of primitive and nomad peoples, as they
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BOTTOM, bot'um: Rendered by several Heb
words: (1) t-jt,
sheresh, "root"; Chald, TO^ffi,
shdresh (Job 36' 30, "the b. of the sea"). (2)
' K I I ? , karka', "soU," "pavement of tesserae" (Am
9 3). (3) 3 2 ; : , kegebh, "cutting,"" "chop,"' "extremi t y " (Jon 2 6, "the bottoms of the mountains"),
(4) H'l'^S-), r'phldhdh, "raiUng,"' "couch"" (Cant
3 10, "the b. thereof of gold"). (5) p"!!!, hek,
"bosom," "lap"' (Ezk 43 13.14.17, RVm "hollow").
(6) n b l f p , m'gulldh, "to be dark," "shadowy place,"
from prim, root gdlal, "to tumble down," i.e.
"settle"; hence the idea of a valley ("the myrtle-

fill
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trees that were in the bottom,'' Zee 1 S RVm
"shady place"). The prophet may have been wont
to frequent the myrtle gro\-e in the glen or bottoms,
in the neighborhood of Jerus, for meditation and
prayer (BTP,

II, 2S3).

M. O. E V A N S

BOTTOMLESS, bot'um-les, PIT (T6 J^piap riis
dpvo-o-oD, td phrear Its abiissou, "the pit of the
abyss," Rev 9 1,2 .-VV): In RV, he abus.sos (always
an adj. in classical authors = "bottomless") is uniformly rendered "the abvss" (q,\-.) (Lk 8 31;
Rom 10 7; Rev 9 11; 1 1 7 ; 17 ,S; 20 l,:)),
BOUGH, bou.

See BRAXCH.

BOUGHT, bout C^)r\, Idwekh, "bi.section," "middle"): The best part of a sling that contains the
stone, "in the midst of the bought of a sling" (1 S
25 29 ,\Vm, AV "out of the middle," RV "from the
hollow").

Bottle
Bowl

(2) Figurative: In fig. language these words
denote deep emotions of various kinds. As in
physiobgy we speak of the "nervus ,sympathicus,"
the ancients expressed by these terms "affection,"
'sympathy" and "mercy," feehngs of distress and
sorrow, as in Job 30 27 AV; Lam 1 20 AV; 2 11
AV. In one passage we have to translate me'lm by
'heart," being the seat of affection and devotion
(Ps 71 6): " T h y law is within my heart" (40 8).
In the N T (RV) the word is only given in Acts
1 IS.

H.

L. E.

LUERING

BOWING, bou'ing (Hipj, ndtdh, "to incline,"
"bulge"): The Psalmist's assailants expected that
he would be "like a leaning [AV "bowing"] waU"
(Ps 62 3) before their united attack, as when an
ill-built, bulging wall gives way under a sudden
and heavy faU of rain (cf Ezk 13 11; 38 22).

BOWL, bol:
(1) The primitive Hebrews, like the wandering
Bedouin of today, probably used bowls ot wood,
as less breakable than earthenware. Some hollow
BOUND. See B I N D .
dish of the sort would be indispensable, even in the
BOUNDS, boundz: '"^2^ , gdbhal = "totw'mt" (as a lowest stage of nomad Ufe, to receive the milk of
the flock, and as the common dish in which to serve
rope), "to make an enclosure" (as by a line) occurs
in Ex 19 12,23: Ps 104 9. ^^25, g^bhul = "a cord," the family meal. We have abundant proof, however, that vessels of earthenware of various sorts
hence "a boundary," "territory" (Ex 23 31 AV),
were in use by the settled peoples of Canaan in
with its fem. form " 5 1 3 3 , g'bhuldh (Dt 32 8; Isa
the earliest times. Many interesting specimens,
10 13); p n , /toJ; = "enactment," "appointment" (of
characteristic of different peoples and ages, have
time, space, quantity, labor, or usage), hence "com- been found by excavators of the PEF, esp. remandment," "decree," "ordinance" (Job 14 5; 26
cently by Fhnders Petrie and Ered. BUss at Tell
10 AV); in the Gr, opodea-ia, horothesla, in the sense el-Hesy (see Tell el-Hesy [Lachish], by Petrie, and
of "a limit," "boundary line," occurs in Acts 17 26.
A Mound of Many Cities, by Bliss) and by Macahster
and others at Gezer, Taanach, Megiddo, etc (see
BOUNTIFULNESS, boun'ti-f(X)l-nes, BOUNTY,
PEFS).
boun'ti (air\6TTis, haplotes, "singleness," "benevoIt was probably in some such dish—"a b. fit for
lence," 2 Cor 9 11 AV; HTJ, tdbh, "to be good" lords'" (EV "a lordly dish'")—that Jael offered
[Prov 22 9]; iiXoyla, eidogia, "good speech," "bless- Sisera a draught of sour mUk (Jgs 5 25; cf Arab.
ing" [2 Cor 9 6]; blQj, gamal, "to treat weU" [Ps leben), 'and the b, into which Gideon wrung the
119 17]; ?ill5, shd-^', "to be liberal"" [Isa 32 5]; T , water from his fleece (.Jgs 6 38) is denoted by the
yddh, "hand,"" "power""): Paul speaks of the church same word (JSD, sephel; LXX lekd-ne), though this
at Corinth "being enriched in everything unto all may have been of earthenwrare instead of w-ood.
Certainly the ^ejihel was a dish of goodly size.
liberality" (AV "bountifulness," 2 Cor 9 11). The
(2) Another word rendered sometimes "bowl"
offering of the church at Corinth for the Christians
and sometimes "basin"" is p'^^'Q, miz-rdk. I t is
of Judaea is termed a "bounty,"" a blessing, liberally
given: "and not of extortion"" (.IV "of covetous- used of the large silver bowls presented by "the
princes of the congregation" (Nu 7 13 f). See
ness," 2 Cor 9 5,6). The word occurs also in 1 K
BASIN. It is also applied by Amos (6 6) to the
10 13: "Besides that which Solomon gave her of
costly bowls used by the nobles of Samaria in their
his royal bounty,"" lit. "according to the hand of
debaucheries.
King Solomon.""
L. KAISER
(3) A still larger b. is mentioned by Jer (35 5),
AV "pot" (J'^??, gdbhl"'). This same word is used
BOW, bo.
See .-iRCHEHY.
of Jaseph's cup (Gen 44 2 f ) : "Put my cup, the
BOW, bou, BOWING, bou'ing, .See ADOR,\TION; silver cup, in the sack's mouth." As used at
banquets it corresponds to the crater, from which
ATTITUDES.
the drinking cups (PlIDS, kd^dt-h) were replenished.
The material seems to have been uniformly silver.
BOW, bb, I N T H E CLOUD: Reference to the
But see (4).
promise made to Noah (f.ien 9 13) preserved in the
the Constellation figures. See .VSTKONO.MY, II, 4.
(4) B. is used in AV to tr ^IDJ, .gabhl"', "the
bowls made hke almonds" (Ex 25 33 .W),
as
BOWELS,bou'elz tnyig, me'a/i, pi. L]''37B, m-e'im, applied to the "cups" (RV), or calyxes, used to
Dn"1, rekem, pi. D^'ariT, rahdmim; o-irXdyxvov, ornament the golden candlestick (see 'TABERNACLE).
It seems to have been an elastic term.
spldgchnon):
(1) Literal: The Ut. meaning of these words is
(5) The b. of Zee 4 3 (nb3, gulldh, found also
intestines, then the abdomen, the womb (matrix
in 5 2 correct text), is represented as the receptacle
and uterus). As wiU be seen there is not much
for oil in the candlestick of the prophet's vision. It
definiteness in the use of these expressions from the is likewise used of "the lamp of lite" (Eccl 12 6)
standpoint of physiology; but not less so than in
and to designate the bowl-shaped capitals of
modem oriental languages and even in many occi- Jachin and Boaz (1 K 7 41,42; 2 Ch 4 12,13).
dental languages, as popularly used. The remark(6) B. is found in Isa 51 17,22 RV, "b. of the
able phrases used in 2 Ch 21 18,19, "Jeh smote
cup" (AV "dregs of the cup"). Some think the
him m his bowels"" and "His bowels feU out by
second word here ('0^^ n y a j S , kubba'ath kd§) is a
reason of his sickness,'' refer to a severe and fatal
gloss to explain the unusual preceding word.
case of hemorrhoids.
BOUGHT, bot (adj. and vb.).

See BUYING.

Bowman
Branch

(7) In Rev where AV
has "bowl."
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See BASIN.

"vial" (phidle) RV
GEO.

B . EAGER

b'rosh (see F I R ) , it cannot well be the i'ashshUr.
There is nothing certain to go upon.
E. W. G.

BOWMAN, bo'man: Israel seems not to have
been eciual to the surrounding peoples in the use
of the bow. The battle of Gilboa was clearly lost
through the superior skill of the Phili bowmen.
This seems t o have moved David t o encourage
archery practice in Judah (2 S 1 18; cf Driver
in l o c ) . I t is thought probable that the re-vival
of Israel's military power under Jeroboam, son of
Joash, w-as due to improvement in archery. Hosea,
a contemporary, speaks of the bow as the national
weapon of Israel (1 5.7). The most skilled bow-men of antiquity w-ere the .Vssyrians (cf Isa 5 28;
37 33). From Assyr reliefs it seems that it was their
practice to overwhelm their enemies with the bow,
and to use sword and spear only when the foe had
been demoralized and p u t to flight. See .\RCHERY.
GEO.

B . EAGER

BOWSHOT, bo'shot: Found only in Gen 21 16
in the account of Hagar and her chUd: "And she
went, and sat her down over against him a good
way off, as it were a bowshot," lit. "stretchings of a
bow," a typical oriental way of indicating distance.
BOX: The passages in which this word occurs are
2 K 9 1.3 (Heb pakh, "cruet,"" "flask,"' RV vial)
and the synoptic passages Mt 26 7 AV; Mk 14 3
AV; L k ' 7 37 AV (Gr aldbastron). "Perfumeboxes" are mentioned in Isa 3 20; in the N T pas-

MASTERMAN

BOY (nb'i, yeledh, "chUd," "I??, 7ia'ar, "lad,"
" y o u t h " ; irats, 6, T), ho and he pa'is): Refers to a
child of any age, and is sometimes used of either
sex: Joel 3 3; Zee 8 5; M t 17 18; Lk 2 43;
8 51.54 fem.; 9 42. I n the East the word applies
also to an adult who is a servant (Mt 8 6 RVm).
The boy occupied a place of special importance in
the family life of all ancient people. I n Syria the
father even was called by the name of his son.
He was known as the father of Joseph, or whatever
the name might be. As is true among all oriental
people, while the father had absolute control in his
case as well as in the case of the rest of the household, yet the boy received a consideration and
advantages not accorded to the daughter. In the
Jewish family his religious life began at the fourth
year. He was expected t o learn the Scriptures at
five, the Mish at ten, and to fulfil the whole law at
thirteen. At twelve years he was expected to learn
a trade, and attained to something of independence
at that age, though he did not come into full rights
as a citizen until he was twenty. Among many
nations there was special rejoicing at the birth of
the boy, and sometimes a feast. One of the most
ancient customs was the planting of a cedar tree on
this occasion.

See C H I L D ; FAMILY; SON.
JACOB W . K A P P

BOZCATH,

boz'kath

(^"^3 ,

bogkath).

See

BOZKATH.

BOZEZ, bb'zez ( f l J i a , bdgeg; Batjs,
Bazes,
probably from an obsolete root bdgag, corresponding to the Arab. ba^.^a, "to shine" or "to ooze"):
The name of the northern of the two cliffs that
stand one on each side of the gorge of Michmash
(1 S 14 4). I t catches the sun during most of the
day, while the southern cliff is in the shade. To this
circumstance it may owe its name, "shining."
" T h e contrast is surprising and picturesque between the dark coal color of the south side, and the
ruddy or tawny tints of the northern cliff, crowned
w-ith the gleaming white of the upper chalky strata.
The picture is unchanged since the day when
Jonathan looked over to the white camping ground
of the PhUis, and Bozez must have then shone as
brightly as it does now, in the full light of an eastern
sun" (Conder, Tent Work, 256).
W. EWING
Alabaster Boxes.
sages RV renders "alabaster cruse." "Alabaster"
was a white stone much used in ornamentation;
and out of it small vessels were made for holding
precious ointment. "She brake the cruse" (Mk
14 3), i.e. the seal, not the vessel.
In Isa 41 19 and 60 13, " b o x " is found in connection with "tree," a s "box-tree'' (q.v.).
BOXING.

See GAMES.

BOX-TREE, box'tre (-mBSn, f'ashshur;
Isa
41 19; 60 13, "boxwood"" Ezk 27 6): A tree of
uncertain identity, which must once have been
common in the forests of Lebanon. According to
Post (HDB, I, 313), " T h e only species of box
found in Bible lands is Buxus longifolia, which is a
shrub from 2 to 3 ft. high. I t does not grow S. of
Mt. Cassius and it is unhkely t h a t it did in historical
times.""
As an alternative to the box the cypress, Cupressus sempervirens—known in Arab, as Sherbin—has
been suggested. I t is a fine tree and was probably
once plentiful, b u t as it seems to answer to the

BOZKATH, boz'kath ( n p i t a , bogkath, "stony";
L X X Bao-i]S(69, Baseddth): A town in the Shephelah of Judah named between Lachish and Eglon
(Josh 15 39). I t was the birthplace of Adaiah the
mother of King Josiah (2 K 22 1; AV "Boscath").
The site is not identified.
BOZRAH, boz'ra (^"123, bogrdh, "sheepfold";
Boiroppa, Bosdrrha, Bo(j-6p, Bosdr):
(1) The capital of Edom, a city of great antiquity
(Gen 36 3 3 ; 1 Ch 1 44; Isa 34 6; 63 1; Jer
49 13; Am 1 12). I t may be identical with Busjeirah, which lies about 7 miles S.W. of Tuflleh, on
the main road to Petra.
(2) A city in Moab mentioned in Jer 48 24. It
is probably identical with Bezer, the city of refuge.
It may be represented today by KusUr Bashair,
which towers Ue some 15 miles S.E. of Dibon. In
this case Beth-gamul would be identical with
J email, 8 miles E . of Dibon, and Beth-meon w-ith
Ma'in, S.W. of Medebah.
W. EWINQ
BRACELET, bras'let (Tl-^l-N, 'eg'adhah, n n , hah,
T i p s , fomtd/i,'5irS, pdthll, Tt^-iXd, sherdth): Used
to translate a number of Heb words, only one of
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which means a band for the arm ('eg'ddhdh), as in
2 S 1 10, "the bracelet that was on his arm." In
Ex 35 22, where both men and women are said lo
have brought as offerings among other "jewels of
gold" "bracelets" (UV "brooches"), anoth(r word
(hah) is used, meaning most likely nose-riiigs
(see Rixcs), 'The h, asked of Judah liy Tamar as
a pledge ("d'hy signet, and thy b,, and thy staff that
is in thy hand," Gen 38 18,25 .VV) was probably
the cord of softl>--tw-isted wool for the shcjiberd's
headdress (pdtlul: RV "cord"), d'lie bracelets
("two bracelets for her haiuis of ten shekels wi ight
of gold") which Abraham's sel-^-ant ga\-e lo Kebekah
stand for still anothi^r word (gamldh). These
"bracelets" are always spoken of as "bracelels for

Egj-ptian and Assyrian Bracelets.
I. Eg.vptian Silver Bracelet (British Museum). '2. Egyptian Iron Bracelet Set
with e.irnelian (British Museuml. 3, Egyptian Gul,l Bracelet, 4, Egyptian Inlaid Work (British Museuml. 5. Egyptian Bracelet Made of Clrnvnea
(British Mnseuinl. 6, 7, (,. Assyrian Bracelets from the Sculptures (British
Museuml. 9, 10, I I . .tssyrian Bracelets (from Botta).

the hands," or as "put upon the hands" (Gen 24
47; cf Ezk 16 11; 23 42). Isaiah, predicting the
day when Jeh will smite the haughty daughters of
Zion, who "walk w-ith outstretched necks and wanton
eyes, walking and mincing as they go, and making a
tinkUng w-ith then- feet," says, "In that day the Lord
wiUtakeaway the beauty of their anklets .
the
bracelels" (3 19, sherdlh) etc, where some translate
"twisted ornaments,"" leaving it uncertain as to just
what is specifically meant. In 2 S 1 10_ the b.
appears -with the crown as one of the royal insignia.
In 2 K 11 12, according to Wellhausen, W. R.
SmUh (OTJC, 311n.) and others, we should read,
"Then he brought out the king's son, and put the
crown upon him and gave him bracelets" [fTnySn]
for "testimony" [~''.~"n]. See DB.
Today, as of old, the bracelet is multiform and a
favorite ornament in the East. It is made of gold,
sUver, copper, brass, glass and even enameled
earthenware, and in many designs: fiat band, plain
ring, interUnked rings, as weU as of twisted wires,
connected squares, solid or perforated, with or
without pendants (Mackie).
When owned by women, bracelets had the speijial
recommendation, along with other jewelry, of being
inalienable—not to be taken by the husband inJ^ase
of divorce, nor seized and sold for his debts. "Even
now," says Rice (Orientalisms, etc, 41), "in Moslem
lands a woman may be divorced without legal process, at the freak of her husband, but she can carry
away undisputed any amount of gold, silver, jewels,
precious stones, or apparel that she has loaded on
her person; so she usually wears all her treasures
on her person, not knowing when the fateful word
may be spoken."

G E O . B . EAGER

BRAG (|itya\avxe'w, meqidauehtd, "proud brags"):
Occurs only in the ,-Vpoc (2 Mace 15 32), not being
sufficiently dignified to be given a place in the canonical Scriptures by the Kmg .lames translators (cf
Jth 16 5).

Bowman
Branch

BRAIDED, brad'ed, BRAIDING, brad'ing (TA
irX^Ylia, /,') pleg-ma, " t h a t which is plaited," 1 Tim
2 9; T] «Hnr\oKt|, ln~ emplokt, "a plaiting," 1 Pet
3 3): U.sed with reference to Christian women in
two passages w-here the a|iostles emphasized the
sup(a'i()ril,y of g()((d works and spiritual grace over
outward adornment. See E.MBROIDERY.
BRAMBLE, bram'b'l.

See THORNS.

BRAN (rd -iriTupa, td pltiira): The women of
Babylon are described as burning "bran for incense" in their unchaste idolatrous worship (liar
6 43).
BRANCH, bransh, and BOUGH: Represented
by \ er y many words in the Heb.
(1) rr^TO'r, z'-mdrah, used esp. of a vine branch.
The sjiies "cut, down from thence a branch with one
clusler of grapes" (Nu 13 23), See also Ezk 15 2;
Nah 2 2, ''They put the branch to their nose"
(Ezk 8 17), refers to some unknown idolatrous
practice, as does also lsa 17 10, "thou plantest
pleasant plants, and .settest it with strange sUps,"
or "vine slips of a strange [god]"' RVm.
(2) t^^pi^^', ydneketh, lit. "a sucker." "The
tender branch thereof will not cease" (Job 14 7).
Used fig. of Israel, Ps 80 11 (RV "shoots"); Ezk
17 22 AV; Hos 14 6, and of the wdcked. Job 8 16
(RV "shoots""), 15 30.
(3) n s ? , kippdh. Job 15 .32. Lsa 9 14; 19 15,
RV has "pahn-br.anch," "Therefore Jeh wdll cut
off from Israel head and tail, palm-branch and rush,
in one d a y " (9 14).
(4) "13?5, neger (of the same Heb root, according
to many commentators, as Nazareth), lit. "a little
shoot springing from the root" ("out of a shoot from
her roots," Dnl 11 7), which may be planted out
to grow (Isa 11 1; 60 21), or may be rooted out
and thrown away (Isa 14 10),
(5) r r a a , gemah. The "branch"" of Messianic
prophecy. Sec PROPHECY-. "In that day shall the
branch [m "shoot" or "sprout"] of Jeh be beautiful and glorious" (Isa 4 2); "a shoot out of the
stock of Jesse" (Isa 11 1); "a righteous branch"
(.ler 23 5; 33 15): "my servant the Branch" (Zee
3 8); "the man whose name is the Branch" (Zec
6 12).
(6) n 3 p , kdn.dh, is used for the "branches'' of
the golden candlesticks (Ex 25 32; 37 18 ff). Lit.
kdndh means a "reed,"
There are a number of words, less frequently
used, meaning "branch":
(7) D ' ' 1 3 , baddlm (pi. only used; Ezk 17 6; 19
14).
(8) rT'b'n, ddllth (pi. only used; Jer 11 16).
(9) niilTa, matteh (Ezk 19 11).
(10) 0'^??, ^d'lph (Isa 18 5; n s y o , .f'appdh
(pi ) (Ezk 31 6); n s y i p , sar'appdh (Ezk 31 5).
(11) a : ^ , 'dndph (Mai 4 1; Ps 80 11); " Z ? ,
'dndph (Dnl 4 14.21); Q.:?, 'eneph (Ezk 36 8).
(12) n n X ^ , pu'rdh, "a bough"" (Isa 10 33);
n i n t h s , pd'rdth (pi. only) (Ezk 31 5.8).
(13) n i B ? , gainniereth, "foliage" or "boughs of
trees," lit''"locks" or "fleece" of trees (Ezk 17 3;
31 3)
(14) n i ^ p , {:afJr (collective) (Job 14 9), "boughs"
(Ps 80 11),'"branches."
(15) ribsiC, shibbeleth, the two olive branches of
Zec 4 12:
(16) ^ilB, sdkh, root meaning "to interweave
(Jgs 9 4'J); nDl'lC, sdkhdh (,Igs 9 4^;), "boughs."
(17):i"Tffl, sdrlgh (pi. only, D^?"'"!^, scirig/iTm),
"branches"' (of the vine) (Gen 40 10; Joel 1 7).

Brand
Bread

Represented in Gr in the N T :
(1) pa'lov, ba'lon (Jn 12 13), "a palm branch.'
(2) KXASOS, klddos

(Ut

13 32;

21 8;

24 32;

Mk 4 32; 13 28; Lk 13 19; Rom 11 16.17.18.
19.21).
(3) K\'fj|ia, klt-ma, a slip or cutting of the vine,
esp. one cut off to be grafted into another plant
(Jn 15 2.4,5.6).
(4) o-Tipds, stibds ( = o-Toi,piis, stoibds), a "twig'' or
"bough" (Mk 11 8).

E. W. G. MASTERMAN

B R A N D : In the double signification of an object
on fire and of objects used to feed a fire. The first
meaning is expressed by H I S , 'Udh, "a bent stick"
for stu-ring fire (Am 4 11; Zec 3 2; cf Isa 7 4 ) ;
the second by ~ ^ 3 b , lappldh, in Jgs 15 4,5, A
third meaning is found in niy''T, zlkdh, indicating
the brand as a spreader of fire (Prov 26 IS).
BRANDING.
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See PUNISHMENTS.

BRASEN, bril'z'n.

See BR.ISS.

BRASS, bras, BRAZEN (niTh: , n'hdsheth): T h e
use of the word brass has alw-ays been more or less
indefinite in its apphcation. .-Vt the present time the
term brass is applied to an alloy of copper and zinc
or of copper, zinc and tin. The word tr^ "brass"
in the AV w-ould be more correctly rendered bronze,
since t h e alloy used was copper and tin (Ex 27 4),
In some passages however copper is meant (Dt 8 9),
as bronze is an artificial product. This alloy was
known in Egypt in at least 1600 BC. I t was
probably kno\vn in Europe still earlier (2000 BC),
which helps to answer the question as to the source of
the tin. Bronze was probably of European origin
and was carried t o Egypt. At a later period the
Egyptians made the alloy themselves, bringing
their copper from Sinai, Cyprus or northern Syria
(see COPPER), and their tin from the Balkan regions
or from Spain or the British Isles (see T I N ). When
the Children of Israel came into the promised land,
they found the Canaanites already skilled in the
making and use of bronze instruments. This
period marked the transition from the bronze age
to the iron age in Pal. Museums possessing antiquities from Bible lands have among their coUeolections many and varied bronze objects. Among
the most common are nails, lamps, hand mirrors,
locks, cutting instruments, etc. Within comparatively recent times brass, meaning an alloy of copper
and zinc, has been introduced into Syria. . 'The
alloy is made by the native workmen (see CRAFTS).
Sheet brass is now being extensively imported for
the making of bowls, vases, etc. Bronze is practically unknown in the modern native arts.
Figurative: "Brass," naturally, is used in Scripture as the symbol of w-hat is firm, strong, lasting;
hence "gates of brass" (Ps 107 16), "hoofs of
brass" (?vlic 4 13), "waUs of brass" (Jeremiah is
made as a "brazen wall," 1 18; 15 20), "mountains
of brass" (Dnl 2 35, the Macedonian empire; the
arms of ancient times were mostly of bronze). I t
becomes a symbol, therefore, of hardness, obstinacy,
insensibility, in .sin, as "brow of brass"" (Isa 48 4);
"they are brass and iron"' (Jer 6 28, of the wicked);
''all of them are brass" (Ezk 22 18, of Israel).
JAMES A.

PATCH

B R A V E R Y , brav'er-i: HnXSri, tiph'drdh, or
n n X S r i , tiph'ereth = "heanty,"
"glory," "honor"
and "majesty," hence "splendor of bravery." " T h e
bravery of their tinkling ornaments''(Isa 3 18 .-V-V),
"the beauty of their anklets" (ARV). Cf bravado,
bravura.
BRAWLER, brol'er (KTe Di?';nT3, midhydnlm;
K'thibh D"'3'in)3, inidhirdnlin, "quarrelsomeness";

a|iaxos, dmachos, ''not fighting"): Spoken of the
quarrelsome woman; "a contentious [A'V "brawling"] woman" (Prov 21 9). He who seeks the office
of a bishop should be "no brawler" (-n-dpoifos, piiroinos, AV "given to wine," Tit 1 7); "not contentious" (AV "not a brawler," 1 Tim 3 3 ; Tit 3 2).
BRAY, bra (pH? i ndhak, "to bray," of the ass;
UJr)3, kdthash, "to pound in a m o r t a r " ) : This word
occurs with two distinct meanings: (o) The harsh
cry of the ass (Job 6 5). Job argued t h a t as the
sounds instinctively uttered by animals denote
their w-ants, even so his words w-ere but the natural
expression of his longing for some adequate explanation of his sufferings, or, failing this, for death
itself. Used fig. of Job"s mockers (Job 30 7).
(b) " T o beat smaU in a mortar,"" "to chastise."'
Prov 27 22 refers to a more elaborate process than
threshing for separating grain (ERV "corn") from
its husk and impurities; used fig. of a thorough but
useless course of discipline; or still more probably
with reference to the Syrian custom of braying meat
and bruised corn together in a mortar with a pestle,
"till the meat and grain become a uniform indistinguishable pulp"" (see Expos T, VIII, 521).
M. O.

BRAZEN, bra'z"n.
BRAZEN SEA.

EVANS

See BRASS.

See SEA, T H E M O L T E N .

BRAZEN SERPENT.

See NEHUSHTAN.

BREACH, brech: Represented by (1) f "^S, pereg
= "a tear," "a rending asunder," "a break,'" hence
fig. "enmity,"" "disruption," "strife" (Gen 38 29;
Jgs 21 15; 2 S 5 20; 1 Ch 15 13; Neh 6 1; Job
16 14; Ps 106 23; Isa 30 13; 68 12); (2) "1311},
s/ieb/!er= "fracture," "affliction," "bruise," "destruction" (Lev 24 20; Jer 14 17; Lam 2 13; Ps 60 2);
(3) p ~ 3 , bedhek = "a gap" or "leak" (in a building or
ship)(5ccurringin2 K 12 5-8.12; 22 5; (4) n s i : n ,
<'^)-m"i3/i= "alienation,"" "breach of promise"' (Nu 14
34 AV); (5) 7'^3'P, miphrdg = "a break"' (in the
shore), and hence " a h a v e n " (Jgs 5 17, RV "creeks").
FRANK E .

HIRSCH

BREACH, brech, OF COVENANT, kuv'e-nant,
kuv'g-nant.

See CRIMES.

BREACH OF RITUAL, rit'a-al.
BREACH OF TRUST.

See CRIMES.

See CRIMES.

BREAD, bred (DH"?, lehem; apros, drtos):
I.
H.

III.

I\-.

DlET.\RY PBEliMINEN-CE
JNIATERIALS

1. Barley
2. Wheat
3. Three Kinds of Flour
BREAD-IMAKING
1. Grinding
2. Kneading
3. Baliing
(1) Hot Stones
(2) Baking Pans
4. Ovens
(1) The Bowl-Oven
(2) The Jar-Oven
(3) The Pit-Oven
n. Forms of Baked Bread
Cl. Work for Women
.S,vNCTITY AND

1. Sanctity
2. Symbolism

SYMBOLISKI

OF

BREAD

LITERATURE

The art of bread-making is very ancient. I t was
even known to the Egyptians at a very early day
(Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians), to the Hebrews of
the Exodus (Nowack, Lehrljuch der liebr. Arehdologie)
and, of course, to the Greeks and Romans of a later
day. Bread played a large part in the vocabulary
and in the Ufe of the ancient Hebrews.
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Brand
Bread

/. Dietary Preeminence.—(1)
In the East bread
of actual use). For detailed descriptions of the
is primary, other articles of food merely accessory; other processes, see .MORTAK; M I L L .
while in the West meat and other things chiifly
The "flour" was then ordinarily mixed simply
constitute the meal, and bread is merely secondary.
with w-ater, kneaded in a wooden basin or kneading.-Vecordiiigly "bread" in the OT, from tlen 3 19 ontrough (Kx
ward, staiiils for food in general. (2) Moreover in
2. Knead- 8 3) and, in
ancient times, as now, most probably, when tho ing
ease of urpeasant, carpenter, blacksmith or mason left homo
gency, a t
for the ilay's w-ork, or when the muleteer or inessen- once made into "cakes"
ger set out on a journey, he wrapped other articles and baked. (See lix 12
of food, if there w-ere any, in the thin loaves of
31, ".Ind the ]ieo|iIe took
bread, and thus kept them ready for his use as
tlieir dough beiore it was
needed. i,.'i) Often the thin, glutinous loaf, puffed
leavened, ')
d^he Heout with air, is seen today, opened on diic side and
ljre\\s called such cakes
used so as to form a natural pouch, in w-hieh meat,
miigeulh, and they were
cheese, raisins and olives are inclosed to be ealen
the only kind allowed for
with the bread (see iMaekic in DCG, art. "Bread").
use on the altar during
The loaf of bread is thus made to include e\'ery- Passover, and immedithing and, for this reason also, it may fitly be
ately foUowing Ihe Feast
spoken of as synon^-mous w-ith food in general. To of Unleavened Bread (also
Egyptians Kneading Dough
the disciples of Jesus, no doubt, "(?dve us this day
with Their Feet.
caUed Mar;gdth). Comour daily bread" would naturally be a petition for
monly however the procall needed food, and in the case of the miraculous ess was as follows: a lump of leavened dough of
feeding of the multitude it w-as enough to provide
yesterday's baking, preserved for the purpose, was
them wdth "bread" (Mt 14 15 ff).
broken up and mi.xed with the day's "batch," and
//. Materials.—Barley
was in early times, as it
the whole w-as then set aside and left standing until
is today, the main bread-stuff of the Pal pea.santry it was thoroughly leavened (see LEAVEN).
(see Jgs 7 13, w-here "the cake of
We find in the OT, as in the practice of the East
1. Barley
barley bread" is said to be "the sword
today, three modes of firing or baking bread:
of Gideon"), and of the poorer classes
(1) that represented by Elijah's cake
of the East in general tsee Jn 6 13, where the mul- 3. Baking baked on the hot stones (1 K 19 6
titude w-ere fed on the miraculous increase of the
RVm; cf "the cakes upon the hearth,"'
'-five barley loaves," and cf Jos, BJ, V, x, 2).
Gen 18 6 AV, and see Robinson, Researches, II,
But uheat, also, was widely used as a bread- 406). The stones w-ere laid together and a fire was
stuff then, as it is now, the wheat of the Syrian Ughted upon them. When the stones were w-ell heated
plains and uplands being remarkable
the cinders were raked off, and the cakes laid on the
2. Wheat
for its nutritious and keeping qual- stones and covered with ashes. After a while the
ities.
ashes were again removed and the cake was turned
Three kinds, or quaUties, of flour, are distin(see Hos 7 8) and once more covered with the
guished, according to the way of making: (1) a glowing ashes. It was thus cooked on both sides
coarser sort, rudely made by the use
evenly and made ready for eating (ct Vulg, Pauls
3. Three
of pestle and mortar, the "beaten
subcineraris, and DeLagarde, Symmicta, ll, 188,
Kmds of
corn" of Lev 2 14.16 (RV "bruised"); where iyKovSla, egkouthia, is referred to as "the
Flour
(2) the "flour"" or "meal"" of ordinary hiding" of the cakes under the ashes). Out of these
use (Ex 29 2; Lev 2 2; 6 15), and
primitive usages of the pastoral tribes and peasants
(3) the "fine meal" for honored guests (see Gen 18 grew other improved forms of baking. (2) An
6, where Abraham commands Sarah to "make
ancient method of baking, prevalent still among the
ready . . . three measures of fine meal") with
Bedouin of Syria and Arabia, is to employ a heated
which we may compare the "fine flour" for the king's convex iron plate, or griddle, what we would call
kitchen (1 K 4 22) and the "fine flour" required
a frying pan, in lieu of the heated sand or stones.
for the ritual meal offering, as in Lev 2 1; 5 11; The Heb "baking-pan" ( P ^ L ] ^ , mahdbhath. Lev
7 12; 14 10; 23 13; 24 5; etc.
2 5; 7 9; cf Ezk 4 3) must have been of this
///. Bread-Making.—After
thoroughly sifting species of "griddle." The reference in 1 Ch 9 31
and cleaning the grain, the first step in the process is probably to bread baked in this way. There
was to reduce it to "meal" or "flour" it is said that one of the sons of the priests "had
1. Grinding by rubbing, pounding, or grinding. (In
the office of trust over the thmgs that were baked
Nu 11 8 it is said of the manna "The in pans."
people went about, and gathered it, and ground it in
" n a n , tannUr (cf Arab.), no doubt were used by
mills, or beat it
the Hebrews, when they settled in Pal, as they w-ere
in mortars."") It
used by the settled populations of the
has been shown
4. Ovens
Orient in general, more and more as
that by a procthey approached civilized conditions.
ess, which is
These "ovens'" were of various kinds: (1) The
not yet extinct
simplest used by the ancients were hardly more
in Egypt, it was
primitive than the kind quite commonly used in
customary t o
Pal today. It may be called the "bowl-oven." It
rub the grain
consists of a large rlay-bowl, which is provided with
b e t w e e n tw-o
a, movable lid. This bowl is placed invertedupon
stones, called
small stones and then heated with a fuel distinctly
the "corn-ruboriental, consisting of dried dung heaped over and
bers" or "corn
around it. The bread is baked on the stones, then
g r i n d e r s , " of
Egj-ptians Kneading Dough -(vith
covered by the inverted oven, which is heated by
which
many
Their Hands,
the firing of the fuel of dung on the outside of the
specimens have
cover. (2) The jar-oven is another form of oven
been found by Petrie, Bliss, Macalister and others, found in use there today. This is a large earthenat Lachish, tiezer and elsewhere (PEFS, 1902, 326; ware jar that is heated by fuel of grass (Mt 6 30),
1903, 118; cf Erman, Egypt, 180, for iUustrations

Bread
Breastplate, etc
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stubble (Mai 4 1), dry twigs or thorns (1 K 17 12)
and the Uke, which are placed within the jar for
firing. When the jar is thus heated the cakes are
stuck upon the hot inside walls. (3) The pit-oven
was doubtless a development from this type. I t
was formed partly in the ground and partly built
up of clay and plastered throughout, narrowing
toward the top. The ancient Egyptians, as the
monuments and mural paintings show, laid the
cakes upon the outside of the oven (Wilkinson,
Ancient Egyptians); but in Pal, in general, if the
customs of today are conclusive, the fire was kindled
in the inside of the pit-oven. Great numbers of
such ovens have been unearthed in recent excavations, and we may well believe them to be exact
counterparts of the oven of the professional bakers
in the street named after them in Jerus "the
bakers" street"" (Jer 37 21). The largest and most
developed form of oven is still the public oven of
the town or city of this sort; but the primitive rural
types still survive, and the fuel of 'tborns, and of
the grass, "which today is, and tomorrow is cast
into the oven,"" are still in evidence.
(1) The large pone or thick, light loaf of the West
is unknown in the East. 'The common oriental
cake or loaf is proverbially thin. The
5. Forms
thin home-made bread is really named
of Baked
both in Heb and Arab, from its thinBread
ness as is reflected in the t r "wafer"
in Ex 16 3 1 ; 29 23; Lev 8 26; N u
6 19; 1 Ch 23 29. Such bread was caUed in
Heb rdklk (p'^pT, rdkik; cf modern Arab, warkfik,
from warafc= "foliage," "paper").
(2) It is still significantly customary at a Syrian
meal to take a piece of such bread and, with the
ease and skill of long habit, to fold it over at the
end held in the hand so as to make a sort of spoon
of it, which then is eaten along with whatever is
hfted by it out of the common dish (cf M t 26 23).
But this "dipping in the common dish" is so accomlished as not to allow the contents of the dish to
e touched by the fingers, or by anything t h a t has
been in contact with the lips of those who sit at
meat (cf Mackie, DCG, art. "Bread").
(3) Such "loaves" are generally today about 7
in. in diameter and from half an inch to an inch
thick. Such, probably, were the lad's "barley
loaves" brought to Christ at the time of the feeding
of the 5,000 (Jn 6 9.13). Even thinner cakes, of
both leavened and unleavened bread, are sometimes
made now, as of old, esp. at times of religious festivals. Often they are coated on the upper sur-

E

if^^tim^.,^,

VMi

Egyptian Cakes or Loaves of Bread (from Specimens
in the British iVIuseum).
face with olive oil and take on a glossy brown color
in cooking; and sometimes they are sprinkled over
wdth aromatic seeds, which adhere and impart a
spicy flavor. They may well recall to us the "oiled
bread" of Lev 8 26 and "the wafers anointed with
oU" of Ex 29 2 and Lev 2 4.
(4) Sometimes large discs of dough about 1 in.
thick and 8 in. in diameter are prepared and laid
in rows on long, thin boards like canoe paddles,
and thus inserted into the oven; then, by a quick.
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deft jerk of the hand, they are slipped off upon t h e
hot pavement and baked. These are so made and
baked t h a t when done they are soft and flexible,
and for this reason are preferred by many to the
thinner cakes which are cooked stiff and brow-n.

Arab Women Preparing Bread.
(5) The precise nature of the cracknels of 1 K
14 3 (ARV "cakes") is not known. A variety of
bakemeats (Gen 40 17, lit. "food, the work of
the baker") are met with in the OT, but only in a
few oases is it possible or important to identify
their nature or forms (see jBrac Bibl, coll. 460 f). A
cake used for ritual purposes (Ex 29 2 and often)
seems, from its name, to have been pierced with
holes, like the modern Passover cakes (cf Kennedy,
l-vol HDB, art. "Bread"").
(a) Every oriental household of importance
seems to have had its own oven, and bread-making
for the most part was in the hands of
6. Work
the women. Even when and wdiere
for Women baldng, as under advancing civilization, became a recognized public industry, and men were the professional bakers, a
large part of the baker"s work, as is true today, was
to fire the bread prepared and in a sense pre-baked
by the women at home. (6) The women of the
East are often now seen taking a hand in sowing,
harvesting and wdnnowing the grain, as well as in
the processes of "grinding" (Eccl 12 3 ; M t 24 4 1 ;
Lk 17 35), "kneading" (Gen 18 6; I S 28 24;
2 S 13 8; Jer 7 18) and "baldng" (1 S 8 13),
and doubtless it was so in ancient times to an equal
extent.
IV. Sanctity and Symbolism of Bread.—It would
seem that the sanctity of bread remains as unchanged in the Orient as the sanctity of
1. Sanctity shrines and graves (cf Mackie, DCG,
art. "Bread,"" and Robinson"s Researches) . As in Egypt everything depended for life
on the NUe, and as the NUe was considered "sacred,"
so in Pal, as everything depended upon the wheat
and barley harvest, "bread"" was in a peculiar sense
"sacred."' The psychology of the matter seems to
be about this: all Ufe was seen to be dependent upon
the grain harvest, this in turn depended upon rain
in its season, and so bread, the product at bottom of
these Divine processes, was regarded as peculiarly
"a gift of God,"" a daUy reminder of his continual
and often undeserved care (Mt 5 45 ff; consider
in this connection the Lord"s Prayer, "Give us this
day our daUy bread,"' M t 6 11; cf Lk 11 11).
Travelers generally note as a special characteristic
of the Oriental of today that, seeing a scrap of
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bread on the roadside, he will pick it up and throw it
to a street dog, or place it in a ere\-iee of the w-all,
or on a tree-branch w-here the birds may get it.
One thing is settled with him, it must not be trodden
under foot in the common dust, for, in the estiniation of aU, it has in it an element of mystery and
sacredness as coming from the Gi\-cr of all good.
(o) In partalting of the hospitality of the primitive peasants of Pal toda>-, east and west of the
Jordan, one sees what a sign and
2. Symbol- symbol of hospitality antl friendship
ism
the giving and receiving of bread is,
.Vmong the Arabs, indeed, it, lia.s
become a iiroverb, which may be put into English
thus: "Eat salt together, be friends forever."
Once let the .Vrab break bread with j'ou and you
are safe. "V ou may find the bread the poorest
barley loaf, still marked b_v the inilcntations of the
pebbles, w-ith small patches of the gray ash of the
hearth, and here and there an inlaid bit of singed
grass or charred thorn, the result of their iirimitive
process of baking; but it is bread, the best that the
poor man can give you, " a gift of GIHI," indeed,
and it is oft'ered by the wildest Arab, w-ith some
sense of its sacredness and w-ith somewhat of the
gladness and dignity of the high duty of hospitality.
Xo wonder, therefore, t h a t it is considered the
height of discourtesy, yea, a violation of the sacred
law- of hospitahty, to decline it or to set it aside as
unfit for use. (6) Christ must have been influenced
by His knowledge of some such feeling and law
as this when, on sending forth His disciples. He
charged them to "take no bread with them" (Mk
6 8). Not to have expected such hospitality, and
not to ha\-e used what w-ould thus be freely offered
to them by the people, would have been a rudeness,
not to say an offence, on the part of the disciples,
which would have hindered the reception of the good
tidings of the Kingdom, (c) I t has w-ell been
pointed out that God's gift of natural food to His
people enters in for the praises of the Magnifieat
(Lk 1 53J, and that when Christ called Himself
''the bread of lffe" (Jn 6 35) He really appealed
to all these endeared and indissoluble associations
connected in the eastern mind with the meaning
and use of bread. Most naturally and appropriately in the inauguration of the New Covenant
Christ adopted as His memorial, not a monument of
stone or brass, but this humble yet sacred article
of food, familiar and accessible to all, to become,
with the "wine" of common use, in the Lord's
(Sapper, the perpetual symbol among His (disciples
of the communion of saints.
LITEHATUBE.—Willdnson, Ancient Egypt, 1878. II,

^"^^
Breastplate, etc

breakthrough" (19 21.24); 7"^S , p,Jraf = "to break"
(forth, away), occurs in 19'22.21; 1 S 25 10;
"breaking faith," Hos 4 2; H I S , pdrah="to break
forth as a bud"" (Lev 13 I 2 ) ; ] ' b ? or pP,: , nalhac
or )((7//((i/,- = "destroy" (Ezk 23 34'AV, RV "gnaw"';
see BREAST); b b n , Asia/= "profane," "defile,""
"stain" (Nu 30 2; Ps 89 31,34); J ' p a , bdka' = "r'ip
open" (2 K 3 26; Isa 58 8); y ? n , ra'a' = "to spoU
by breaking to pieces," "to make good for nothing"
(Job 34 24; Ps 2 9; Jer 15 12, AV "Shall iron
break northern iron?"); H i Q , pdeah="\o
break
out" (in joyful sound), "break forth," "make a
noise"' (lsa 14 7, the nalions rejoice in the jieace
which follows the fall of the oppressor); "CS, nir
= "!(( ghsten," "gleam" (as of a fresh furrow) (Jer
4 3; Hos 10 12j; n n S , pdthah = "to open wide,"
"loosen," "have vent" (Jer 1 14); f 53 > ndphar =
" t o da.sh to pieces or scatter," "oversfiread,"
"scatter" (Jer 48 12, the work usually done carefully shaU be done roughly; 61 20 23, descriptive
of the terrible fate appointed for Babylon); CIX],
na'aph = "to break wedlock" (Ezk 16 38); ri~X,
n * ^ , f(Zia/t or f(3Ze"/t = "break out,"' "come mightily" (Am 5 6). The N T employs 'kioi, lud="to
loosen," "dLssolve" (Mt 5 19); Siopvaaoj, dioriissd
= " t o penetrate burglariously," "break through"
(Mt 6 19.20, Gr "dig through'"); p-riyvvpi or pyaao),
rhegnumi or rhessd = "to disrupt,"" " b u r s t , " "to
utter wdth a loud voice" (Gal 4 27); K\dia, kliid =
"to break" (.-Vets 20 7, "to break bread," i.e. to
celebrate the Lord's Supper; 1 Cor 10 16). See
also BREACH.

FRANK E . H I R S C H

BREAK OF DAY: TIN, 'or, "to be light," "the
light breaks" (2 S 2 32); avy-rj, aui/e, "bright
light," "radiance" (Acts 20 11). See DAWN.
BREAST, brest: Signifying the front view of the
bust in humans and the corresponding portion of
the body in animals.
HTn, hdzeh, occurs in Ex
29 26.27; Lev 7 30.31,.34;''s 29; 10 14,15; Xu
6 20; 18 18; and ''"in, hddhi, in Dnl 2 32, "iC
or IU), shadh, or, s/jO(i/i= "breast" in the sense of
pap of a woman or animal (Job 24 9; Cant 8
1,8,10; Isa 60 16; Lam 4 3). Only one word
occurs with this signification in the N T : a-TijSos,
stelhos = "hosom,"
"chest"
(Lk 18 13; 23 48;
J n 13 25; 21 20).

See

WAVE-OFFERING.

Figurative: "The breasts of virginity," pressed
and bruised (Ezk 23 3.8 AV), indicative of Ezekiel's
belief that Israel practiced idolatry in Egypt (ef
20 8). "To tear [pluck off] thy breasts'" (23 34) de34; Erman, Aegypten und aegupli-^clns Leben, 1885, 191 ff;
Nowack. Lehrbuch der hebr. ArcliUologie, 1894; Maimonnotes the anguish of the people in parting with their
\i.es.Yadh, Temidhin U-Mujiaphin. v,6-8; Bacher.Mojia^s- beloved sin (cf Hos 2 2). " I t s breast of silver"
schrift, 1901. 299; Mishnah B,M,. II. 1. 2; Robinson.
Biblical Researches in Palestine, 11,416; Doughty, Travels (Dnl 2 32) is possibly expressive of the humanity
in .Irabia Deserta, I, 131; Jos. BJ: and Bible Diets, on and wealth of the Medo-Pers empire.
"Bread," "Dietary Laws"; "MaQQdth," "Ralldh," etc.
G E O . B . EAGER

BREADTH, bredth ( 2 n n , rdhabh, the root idea
being to make -wide, spacious): A term of expanse
or measurement used of the ark (Gen 6 15); of
the tabernacle (Ex 27 13); of Solomon's temple
(1 K 6 2). ir'Kdros, pldtos, "breadth," as of the
celestial city (Rev 21 16). Figuratively, of the
comprehensiveness of God's law (Ps 119 96); of
the heart (1 K 4 29, rendered "largeness of heart""
EV); of God's immeasurable love (Eph 3 18).
BREAK, brak: 15115, shdbhar= "break" (down,
off, in pieces, up), "destroy," "quench" (Isa 14 25;
Jer 19 10,11; Ezk 4 10; Am 1 5); p i ? , pdrak =
"to break off" or "craunch"; flg. "to deliver" (Gen
27 40 AV); 0 1 ^ , 'draph = "to break the neck,"
hence " t o destroy" (Ex 13 13); D i n , hdraJ} = "io

FRANK E . H I R S C H

BREASTPLATE, brest'plat.

See ARMOR.

BREASTPLATE OF . T H E H I G H PRIEST,
prest: The Heb word "jTiTl, hdshen, rendered in AV
"breastplate," means reaUy a "pouch" or "bag."
The references to it are found exclusively in the
P C (Ex 25 7; 28; 29 5; 35 0,27; 39; Lev 8 8).
The descriptions of its composition and particularly
the directions with regard to wearing it are exceedingly obscure. According to Ezr 2 63 and Neh 7
C5 the Urim and Thummim, which w-ere carried in
the priestly pouch, were lost during the Bab exile.
•The actual pouch was a "span in length and a s|)an in
breadth," i.e. about 9 in. square. It was made, like
the ephod, of "gold, of blue, and purple, and scarlet,
and fine twined linen" (Ex 28 15 f). In it were
twelve precious stones, in rows of four, representing

RrMh'?;^''pfr''^^
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the twelve tribes of Israel. Apparently the pouch
had two rings (perhaps four) through which passed
two gold chains by which it was fastened t o the
ephod supplied for the purpose with ouches or clasps.
The pouch was worn by t h e high priest over his
heart when he entered t h e "holy place" "for a memorial before Jeh." T h e presence of the high priest,
the representative of the people, with the names of
the separate tribes on his person, brought each
tribe before the notice of Jeh and thereby directed
His attention to them. The full designation was
hdshen mishpdt, "pouch of judgment" or "decision."
It was the distinctive symbol of the priest in his
capacity as the giver of oracles. As already suggested the priestly pouch contained the Urim and
Thummim which were probably precious stones
used as lots in gi'ving decisions. In all probability
the restored te.xt of 1 iS 14 41 preserves the true
custom. On one side stood Saul and Jonathan,
and the people on the other side. If the result was
Urim, Saul and Jonathan would be the guilty parties.
If the result w-as Thummim, the guilt would fasten
on the people.

T. L E W I S

BREATH, breth, BREATHE, breth, BREATHING, bretii'ing: In the EV of the OT "breath" is
the rendering of n p i p j , n'shdmdh, and of n i l , rU'di.
These words differ b u t slightly in meaning, both signifying primarily "-wind," then "breath," though the
former suggests a gentler blowing, t h e latter often
a blast. As applied to persons there is no very clear
distinction between the words. Yet in general
one may say that of the two n'shdmuh is employed
preferably of breath regarded
physiologically:
"vital breath,"" hence the -vital principle, "soul
[animal] life" (cf Gen 2 7; 7 22; Job 27 3, where
both words occur; Isa 42 52; Dnl 5 23); while
rU^h (though it, too, sometimes signifies "-vital
breath") is the word generally employed where the
breath is regarded physically—breath or blast as
an act or force—and so is related to the will or the
emotions, whence the meaning "spirit," also sometimes "thought," "purpose" (cf Job 4 9; 9 18;
Ps 18 15; 146 4; Ezk 375.6.8.9.10). The examples cited, however, and other passages reveal
a lack of uniformity of usage. Yet generally
rU^h is the expression, n'shdmdh, the principle, of
Ufe. Yet when employed of God they of course
signify t h e principle, not of His own life, but of that
imparted to His creatures. "Breathe" in EV of the
OT requires no remark except at Ps 27 12 ("such
as breathe out cruelty"), from ydphah, "to breathe
hard," " t o snort" (cf Acts 9 1). ' I n the N T
"breath" (XKO-^, pyioi) occurs once Acts 17 25
in the plain sense of 'vital principle, the gift of God.
"Breathed" is employed in J n 20 22 of Our Lord's
concrete symbolism of the gi'ving of the Spirit.
In Acts 9 1 iSauFs "breathing threatening and
slaughter"" is lit. "snorting,"" etc, and the nouns
are partitive genitives, being the element of whioh
he breathed.

See also SPIRIT.

J. R. VAN P E L T

BREECHES, brich'iz, brech'iz: A garment, extending from the waist to or just below the knee
or to the ankle, and covering each leg separately.
Breeches are not listed among the garments of an
ordinary wardrobe, but the priests in later times
(Ex 20 26) wore a garment resembling modern
trousers. These priestly linen breeches, " 5 ""PJ^ia,
mikhn'^e bhadh, were worn along with the linen
coat, the linen girdle and the Unen turban by Aaron
on the Day of Atonement, when he entered the
"holy place." (The word "'paDT?, mikhn'^e is
derived from a root, C : 3 , te?ioj = T:."\, gdnaz, " t o
cover u p , " "hide.") Ordinary priests also wore
them on sacrUicial occasions (Ex 28 42; 39 2,S;
Lev 6 10; Ezk 44 18). Apart from the breeches
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just referred to, t h e only reference to a similar
garment among the Israelites is found in Dnl 3 21,
w-here the ' 3 1 0 , sarbdl, R V "hosen," is mentioned.
(The AV translates "coats.") The rendering of the
AV is the more likely, though t h e meaning of the
Aram, sarbdl is obscure (cf the thorough discussion
in Ges., Thesaurus).
I n Tg and Talm (cf Levy,
NHWB, S.V.), and is so taken
by the rabbinical commentators. Still, Aq. and Theod.
(trapd^apa., sardbara), L X X in
ver 27, Symm
(anaxurides),
Pesh, express t h e meaning
"trousers" (of a looser kind
than those worn by us), a
garment known (from Herodotus and other som-ces) to
have been worn by the ancient Scythians and Persians,
and to have been called by
them sarabara. The w-ord, Breeches of the High
Priest.
with the same connotation,
was brought into the Arab, in the form sirwdl.
In both these senses the word may be originally
Pers: in that of mantle, meaning properly (according to Andreas) a "head-covering" (sarabara),
for which in Persia the peasants often use their
mantle; in that of "trousers," corresponding to the
mod. Pers shalwar, "under-breeches." Cook has
pointed out t h a t "mantles, long-flowing robes, and
therefore extremely liable t o catch the flames," are
more likely to be esp. mentioned in this ch than
trousers, or (RV) "hosen."
The word O^pE , palish (Dnl 3 21), is also uncertain. The L X X and Theod. rendertidrai, "turbans";
Pesh has the same word, w-hich is variously taken
by Syrian lexicographers as "tunic," "trousers," or
a kind of "gaiter" (Payne Smith, Thes. Syr., col.
3098). (For further discussion of these w-ords, cf
commentaries on Dnl of Jour. Phil., XXVT, 307 ff.)
In general, we must remember that a thorough
discussion ot Israelitish "dress" is impossible, because of the limitations of our sources.
H. J. WoLljBREED, bred: Found in the past tense in Ex 16
20 as a tr of D ^ l , ru,m="to bring up,"" "to rise."
In this ver, the manna is said to have arisen, i.e.
"become alive" (with worms), to indicate that
God's gifts are spoiled by selfish and miserly hoarding. The pres. act. occurs in Gen 8 17 for Yl"^,
shdrax;="to -wrriggle," "swarm," "abound," hence
"breed abundantly"; a n d i n D t 32 14for'jS, 6en =
"son,"" "descendant,'" "chUd," "colt," "caff,"'
"breed." The pres. part, is found in Zeph 2 9 AV
for p l p P ' 9 , mimshdlf, a derivative of p ^ P , meshek
= "possession," "territory," "field." 'The passage
in question should therefore be tr"* "field of nettles"
(RV "possession of nettles").

BRETHREN, breth'ren.

FRANK E . HIRSCH

See BROTHER.

BRETHREN OF THE LORD: In Mt 12 46
ff;^ Mk 3 31 ff; Lk 8 19 ff, while Jesus was in the
midst of an earnest argument wdth scribes and
Pharisees, His mother and brothers sent a message
evidently intended t o end the discussion. In
order to indicate t h a t no ties of the flesh should
interfere with the discharge of the duties of His
Messianic office. H e stretched His hands toward
His disciples, and said: "Whosoever shall do
the will of my Father who is in heaven, he is
my brother, and sister, and mother." In M t 13
54 ff; Mk 6 2 ff, while He w-as teaching in His
own town, Nazareth, His neighbors, who, since
they had w-atched His natural growth among them,
could not comprehend the extraor(.linary claims
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that He was making, declare in an interrogative
form, that they know- all about the entire family,
mother, brothers and sisters. They name the
brothers. Bengel suggests that there is a tone of
contempt in the omission of the names of the sisters,
as though not worth mentioning. In Jn 2 12,
they are said to lia\-e aceompanied Jesus and His
mother and disciples from the wedding at Cana.
In Jn 7 3 ff, they are described as unbelieving,
and ridiculing His claims with bitter sarcasm.
This attitude of hostility has disappeared, when, at
Jerus, after the resurrection and ascension (.Vets
1 14), in the comiiany of Mary and the Eleven,
and the faithful group of woiiien, they "eonliiiued
steadfastly in jirayer," awaiting the ]iioniise of the
gift of the Holy Spirit, Their subsequent participation in the mis.sioiiary activity of the apostolic
church appears in 1 Cor 9 5: "Have wc no
right to lead about a wdfe t h a t is a behever, e^-en
as the rest of the apostles, and the brethren of the
Lord, and Cephas'?" In Gal 1 19, James, bishop
of the church at Jerus, is designated ''the Lord's
brother," thus harmonizing with M t 13 55, where
then- names are recorded as James, Joseph, Simon
and Judas. When, then, "Jude, . . brother of
James" is mentioned (Jude ver 1), the immediate
inference is that Jude is another brother of the Lord.
In reading these passages, the natural inference is
that these "brethren" were the sons of Joseph and
Mar\', born after Jesus, living wdth Mary and her
dan.ahters, in the home at Nazareth, accompanying
the mother on her journeys, and called the "brethren" of the Lord in a sense similar to that in which
Joseph was called His father. They were brethren
because of their common relationship to Mary.
This impression is strengthened by the fact that
Jesus is called her prdtdtokos, "first-born son"
(Lk 2 7), as weU as by the very decided imphcation
of Mt 1 25. Even though each particular, taken
separately, might, with some difficulty, be explained
otherwise, the force of the argument is cumulative.
There are too many items to be explained aw-ay,
in order to establi-(h any other inference. This
view is not the most ancient. I t has been traced
to Tertullian, and has been more fully developed
by Belvidius, an obscure writer of the 4th cent.
Tw-o other -views have been advocated with
much learning and earnestness. The earlier, which
seems to have been prevalent in the first three cents,
and is supported by Origen, Eusebius, Gregory of
Nyssa and Ambrose, Epiphanius being its chief advocate, regards these "brethren" as the children
of Joseph by a former marriage, and Mary as his
second -wdfe. Joseph disappears from sight when
Jesus is twelve years old. We know nothing of
him after the narrative of the child Jesus in the
temple. T h a t there is no allusion to him in the
account of the famUy in Mk 6 3 indicates t h a t
Mary had been a widow long before she stood by the
Cross without the support of any member of her
immediate family. In the Apocryphal Gospels,
the attempt is made to supply what the canonical
Gospels omit. They report that Joseph was over
eighty years of age at bis second marriage, and the
names of both sons and daughters by his first marriage are given. As Lightfoot (comm. on Galatians)
has remarked, "they are pure fabrications."" Theophylact even advanced the theory that they were
the ohUdren of Joseph by a levU-ate marriage, with
the widow of his brother, Clopas. Others regard
them as the nephews of Joseph whom, after the
death of his brother Clopas, he had taken mto his
own home, and who thus became members of his
family, and were accounted as though they were the
children of Joseph and Mary. According to this
view, Mary excepted, the whole family at Nazareth
Were no blood relatives of Jesus. I t is a Docetic

conception in the interest of the dogma of the perpetual virginity of Mary. All its details, even t h a t
of the ad\-aiieed age and decrepitude of Joseph, start
from that premise.
Another view, first propounded by Jerome when
a very young man, in antagonizing Behidius, but
afterward qualified by its author, w;is foUowed by
Augustine, the Roman CathoUc writers generally,
and carried over into Protestantism at the Reformation, and accepted, even though not urged, by
Luther, Chemnitz, Bengel, etc, understands the
w-ord "brother"" in the general sense of "kinsman,"'
and inleriirets it here as equivalent to "cousin."
.\('Cor(ling to this, these brethren w-(re actually
bl((od-relalives of Jesus, and not of Jo,seph. They
w-ere the children of Aiphaeus, otherwise known as
Clopas (Jn 19 25), and the sister of Mary. This
Mary, in Mt 27 56, is described as "the mother of
James and Joses," and in Mk 15 40, "the mother
of James the less and of Joses, and Salome." This
theory as completely devel((ped points to the three
names, James, Judas and Simon found both in the
list of the apostles and of the "brethren," and
argues that it would be a remarkable coincidence
if they referred to different persons, and the two
sisters, both named Mary, had found the very
same names for their sons. The advocates of this
theory argue also that the expression "James the
less" shows that there were only tw-o persons of the
name James in the circle of those w-ho were most
closely connected with Jesus. They say, further,
that, after the death of Joseph, Mary became an
inmate of the home of her sister, and the famUies
being combined, the presence and attendance of
her nephew-s and nieces upon her can be explained
w-ithout much difficulty, and the w-ords of the people
at Nazareth be understood. But this complicated
theory labors under many difficulties. The identity
of Clopas and Aiphaeus cannot be established,
resting, as it does, upon obscure philological resemblances of the Aram, form of the two names
(see ALPH.AEUS). The most that such argument
affords is a mere possibility. Nor is the identity
of "Mary the wife of Clopas" with the sister of
Mary, the mother of Jesus, established beyond a
doubt. Jn 19 25, upon which it rests, can with
equal correctness be interpreted as teaching that
four women stood by the cross, of whom "Mary
of Clopas"" was one, and His mother"s sister w-as
another. The decision depends upon the question
as to whether "Mary" be in apposition to ' sister."
If the ver be read so as to present two pahs, it
would not be a construction without precedent in
the NT, and would avoid the difficulty of finding
two sisters with the same name—a difficulty
greater yet than that of three cousins wdth the same
name. Nor is the identity of "James the less"
with the son of Aiphaeus beyond a doubt. Any
argument concerning the comparative "less," as
above explained, fails when it is found that in the
Gr there is no comparative, but only "James the
littie,"' the implication being probably that of his
stature as considerably below the aver'ige, so as to
occasion remark. Nor is the difficulty less when
it is proposed to identify three of these brethren
of Jesus with apostles of the same name. For the
"brethren"' and the apostles are repeatedly distinguished. In Mt 12 49, while the former stood
without, the latter are gathered around Jesus. In
Jn 2 12 we read: "his mother, and his brethren,
and his disciples." In Acts 1 13 the Eleven,
including James the son of Aiphaeus, and Simon,
and Judas of James, and then it is said that the>were accompanied by "his brethren." But the
crowning difficulty of this hypothesis of Jerome is
the record of the unbelief of the brethren and of
their derision of His claims in Jn 7 3-5.

Brethren, etc
Brick
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On the other hand, the arguments against regarding them as sons of Mar>- and Joseph are not formidable. When it is urged that their attempts
to interfere wdth Jesus indicate a superiority which,
according to Jew-ish custom, is inconsistent w-ith
the position of younger brothers, it may be answered that those who pursue an unjustifiable
course are not models of consistency. When an
argument is sought from the fact that Jesus on the
cross commended His mother to John, the implication is immediate t h a t she had no sons of her own
to whom to turn in her grief and desolation; the
answer need not be restricted to the consideration
that unknown domestic circumstances may explain
the omission of her sons. A more patent explanation is that as they did not understand their brother,
they could not understand their mother, w-hose
whole Ufe and interests w-ere bound up in her firstborn. But, on the other hand, no one of the disciples understood Jesus and appreciated His work
and treasured up His words as did John. A bond
of fcUowsUip had thus been estabUshed between
John and Mary t h a t was closer than her nearer
blood relationship w-ith her own sons, w-ho, up to
this time, had regarded the course of Jesus with
disapproval, and had no sympathy w-ith His mission.
In the home of John she would find consolation for
her loss, as the memories of the wonderful life of her
son would be recalled, and she would converse with
him who had rested on the bosom of Jesus and whom
Jesus loved. Even with the conversion of these
brethren within a few days into faithful confessors,
before the view of Jesus, provision was made for her
deeper spiritual communion w-itli her risen and ascended Son through the testimony of Jesus which
John treasured in his deeply contemplative spirit.
There was much that w-as alike in the characters of
Mary and John. This may have had its ground in
relationship, as many regard Salome his mother, the
sister of the mother of Jesus mentioned in Jn 19 25.
Underneath both the stepbrother (Epiphanian)
and the cousin (Hieronymian) theories, which
coincide in denying t h a t Mary was the actual
mother of these brethren, lies the idea of the perpetual -virginity of Mary. This theory which has
as its watchword the stereotyped expression in
liturgy and hymn, "Maria semper Virgo," although
without any support from Holy Scripture, pervades the theology and the worship of the ancient
and the mediaeval churches. From the Gr and
Rom churches it has passed into Protestantism in
a modified form. Its plea is t h a t it is repugnant
to Christian feeling to think of the womb of Mary,
in which the Word, made flesh, had dwelt in a
peculiar way, as the habitation of other babes. In
this idea there lies the further thought, most prominent in mecUaeval theology, of a sinfulness of the
act in itself w-hereby new human lives come into
existence, and of the inclination implanted from the
creation, upon which all family ties depend. 1 Tim
4 3.4; H e 13 4 are sufficient answer. The taint of
sin Ues not in marriage, and the use of t h a t which
is included in its institution, and which God has
blessed (cf Acts 10 15), but in its perversion and
abuse. I t is by an inconsistency t h a t Protestants
have conceded_ this much to the theory of Rome,
that celibacy is a holier estate than matrimony,
and that -virginity in marriage is better than marriage itseff. The theory also is connected with
the removal of Mary from the sphere of ordinary
Ufe and duties as too commonplace for one who is
to be surrounded with the halo of a demi-god, and
to be ideaUzed in order to be worshipped. The
interpretation that they are the Lord"s real brethren
ennobles and glorUies family life in all its relations
and duties, and sanotUies motherhood with all its
cares and trials as hoUer than a seUish isolation

from the world, in order to evade the annoyances
and hunuliations inseparable from fidelity to our
callings. Not only Mary, but Jesus ^vith her,
knew what it was to grieve o\-er a house divided
concerning rehgion (Mt 10 35 ff). But t h a t this
unbelief and indifference gave way before the
clearer light of the resurrection of Jesus is shown
by the presence of these brethren in the company
of the disciples in Jerus (Acts 1 14). The reference to His post-resurrection appearance to James
(1 Cor 15 7) is probably connected with this
change in their attitude. 1 Cor 9 5 shows that
at least tw-o of these brothers w-ere active as missionaries, undoubtedly within the Holy Land, and
to Jew-s, according to the agreement into which
James entered in Gal 2, and his well-know-n attitude
on questions pertaining to the Gentiles. Zahn
regards James as an ascetic and celibate not included in 1 Cor 9 5, which is limited then to Jude
and Simon. Their marriage indicates "the absence
in the Holy Family of that pseudo-asceticism w-hich
has so much confused the tradition concerning
them"" (Afford). See also JAMES; JUDE.
For fuller discussions, see the extensive arguments of Eadie and Lightfoot, in their commentaries on Gal, the former in favor of the Helvidian,
and the latter, wdth his exhaustive scholarship, of
the Epiphanian views; also, on the side of the
former. Mayor, The Ep. of St. James; Afford, Gr
Test.; Farrar, Early Days of Christianity; Zahn,
Intro to the NT.

H. E. JACOBS

BRIBERY, brib'er-i ( i n i l j , shdhadh, "a gift,"' in
a corrupt sense, "a bribe"): The Heb law- condemns
everything t h a t would tend to impair the impartial
administration of justice, particularly the giving
and receiving of gifts or bribes, in order to pervert
judgment (Ex 23 8). AUusions are frequent to
the prevailing corruption of oriental judges and
rulers. " A n d fire shaU consume the tents of
bribery'' (Job 15 34; 1 S 8 3; Ps 26 10; Isa
1 23; 33 15; Ezk 22 12). Samuel speaks of a
"ransom" in the sense of a bribe: "Of whose hand
have I taken a ransom [ 1 3 3 , kdpher, "covering,"'
AV "bribe"] to blind mine eyes therewith?"" (1 S
12 3; Am 5 12; cf Am
TICE; PUNISHMENTS.

2 6).

See

CRIMES; JUSL . KAISBB

BRICK ( n j n b , I'bhenah):
The ancient Egyp
word appears in the mod. Egyp Arab. toob. In
Syria the sun-baked bricks are commonly called
libn or lebin, from the same Sem root as the Heb
word.
Bricks are mentioned only a few times in the
Bible. _ The story of how the ChUdren of Israel,
while in bondage in Egypt, had their task of brickmaking made more irksome by being required to
collect their own straw is one of the most famUiar
of Bible narratives (Ex 1 14; 5 7.10-19).
Modern excavations a t Pithom in Egypt (Ex
1 11) show t h a t most of the bricks of which that
store-city was buUt were made of mud and straw
baked in t h e sun. These ruins are chosen as an
example from among the many ancient brick structures because they probably represent the work of
the very Heb slaves who complained so bitterly of
their royal taskmaster. In some of the upper
courses rushes had been substituted for straw, and
stiU other bricks had no fibrous material. "These
variations could be explained by a scarcity of straw
at that time, since, when there was a shortage in
the crops, aU the straw (Arab, iibn) was needed for
feeding the animals. I t may be t h a t when the
order came for the workmen to provide their o-wn
straw they found it impossible to gather suflficient
and stiU furnish the required number of bricks
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(Ex 5 S). How-ever, the quahty of clay of w-hieh
some of the bricks were made was such that no
straw was needed.
Brickmaking in early Egvp history was a go\-erniiient monopoly. The fact that the government,
pressed into service her .Vsiatic captives, among
whom we^re the Children of Israel, made it impossible for independent makers to com|icte. The
early bricks usually bore the government stamp or
thestamp of some temple aulliorized to u.se the
captives for brick manufacture. The melhods
employed by the ancient Egyptians differ in no
respect from the modern iirocediire in that country.
The Nile mud is thoroughly slipped or mixed and
then rendered more c(iliesi\-e by the addition of

,'•
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earth. The outer coating of plaster must be
reiK-wcd from year to year. In .some of the villages
of northern Syria the brick houses are doiiie-shaped,
looking much hke beehives. In the rlefiant assertion of Isa 9 10 the superiority of hewn stone over
bricks implied a grealcr dilference in cost and
stability than exists bet\\'cen a frame house and a
stone house in western lands today.
In the buildings of ancient Babylonia burnt
bricks w'er(( used. These have been found by
modern cxcavitlors, whicli confirms the description
of ((Cll 11 '.i. Burnt bricks were rarely used in
Egypt behire the Rom period and in Pal their use
f((r building purposes was unknown. Specimens
of partially burnt, glazed bricks have been found in

*.'C) v;(-|V,(

,.,r)li^'il!l

CfrQ^^tJ::?l^^»^iIr

FoHEioN C A P T I V E S E M P L O Y E D IN M A K I N G B R I C K S AT T H E B E S .
clay S, 14, Making
1,1 Men returning after carrying t h e bricks, 3, (1, Ta.k-masters, 4, ,5. Men ,-arrving bricks, 9, 13, Digging or mixing tlw inad
briiks Willi wooden moulds, U, h. V. l e l d d n g waler froui (ank, /., At « tlio bricks (tolul are said to be made at Tliobcs.

chopped straw or stubble. The pasty mass is next
•worked into a mould made in the shape of a box
mthout a bottom. If the sides of the mould
have been dusted with dry earth it w-ill easily slip
off and the brick is allowed to dry in the sun until
it becomes so hard that the blow of a hammer is
often necessary to break it.
When the chUdren of Israel emigrated to their
new country they found the same methods of
brickmaking employed by the inhabitants, methods
which are still in vogue throughout the greater jiart
of Pal and Syria. In the interior of the eountry,
esp. where the budding stone is scarce or of poor
quality, the houses are made of sun-baked brick
(fibn). Frequently the west and south walls,
which are exposed most to the winter storms, are
made of hewn stone and the rest of the structure
of bricks. When the brickdaying is finished the
house is plastered inside and outside with the same
material of which the bricks are made and finally
whitewashed or painted with grey- or yellow-colored

Babylonia and recently in one of the Hittite mounds
of northern Svria, These w-ere probably use(l for
decorative purposes ((iil\-. If burnt bricks had been
generally used in Pal, traces of them w-ould have
been found with the pottery w-hieh is so abundant
in the ruins (see POTTERY).

The fact that unburnt bricks were so commonly
used explains how the sites of such cities as ancient
.Jericho could have become lost for so many cents.
When the houses and walls fell they formed a heap
of earth not distinguishable from the surrounding
soil The wood rotted and the iron rusted aw.ay,
leaving for the excavator a few bronze and stone
implements and the fragments of pottery which
are so precious as a means of identification.
Ihe
"tels" or mounds of Pal and Sj-ria often represent
the ruins of several such cities one above the other.
LiTEB vTunE — H . A, Harper. The Bible and Modern Discorerlei-A\-l\\anf.(in. Manners and Customs of tl^^ Ancient
i? : ; ; « a n , " Ernian Letc in Ancient Egypt: Hllprecht.
Rcecit Rcscai-eli in BibU Lands.
^ ^^^^^ ,^_ p ^ ^ ^ ^
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BRICK-KILN, brik'kil, -kihi ( " 3 ^ ^ , malhen):
The Heb word is better tr'i by "brickmould." In
Syria the brickmould is still called milben. In Jer
43 9 the ARV rendering is "brickwork" and the
.•V.RVm "pavement." 2 S 12 31 becomes much
clearer ff the ARV,m is incorporated. Being p u t
to work a t the brickmould was considered the task
of those taken as slaves. The ancestors of the new
taskmasters had themselves been put to similar toil.
BRIDE, brid.

See MARRIA(3E.

BRIDE-CHAMBER,
brid'cham-ber
(vD|i<|><Jv,
numphdn): The room in which t h e marriage ceremonies were held (Mt 9 15; M k 2 19; Lk 5 34;
cf M t 22 10).

See CHA.\IBEE;

MARRIAGE.

BRIDE-CHAMBER, S O N S (CHILDREN) O F
T H E (oi viol TOV vv(j.<j)(ovos, hoi huioi ioiX numphdnos): These were friends or companions of t h e
bridegroom and were usually very numerous (Mt
9 15; M k 2 19; Lk 5 34). Any wedding guest
might be included in the expression, or anyone w-ho
took part in the bridal procession and remained for
the w-edding-feast (see MARRIAGE). In the above
passages "the sons of t h e bride-chamber" are t h e
disciples of Christ.
BRIDEGROOM, brid'griSbm; BRIDEGROOM,
F R I E N D O F . See MARRIAGE.

BRIDGE, brij (7e'<|>vpa, gephura, 2 Maec 12 13
AV; RV G E P H Y R U N j : Does not occur in the
canonical Scriptures, unless it be indirectly in the
proper name Geshur (l^lUil, g'shur, 2 S 3 3 ; 13
37; 15 8; 1 Ch 2 23, and others). This so-called
Jacob's bridge is said to mark t h e site w-here
Jacob crossed the upper Jordan on his return from
Paddan-aram, but, of course, does n o t date from
the time of t h e patriarch.
There are traces of
ancient bridges across t h e Jordan in t h e vicinity
of t h e Lake of Gennesaret, over t h e Arnon and
over other rivers which enter t h e Jordan from t h e
east; b u t none of them seem to date farther back
than t h e R o m period. N a h 2 6, in which t h e
Chaldaic paraphrase renders "bridges," evidently
refers to dikes or weirs. Judas Maccabaeus is said
to have planted a bridge in order to besiege t h e
town of Casphor (2 Maec 12 13). Jos (Ant, V,
i, 3) tells us that the Jordan, before the passage of
the Israelites, had never been bridged, evidently
implying that in his own time bridges had been
constructed over it, which was t h e case, under the
Romans. T h e bridge connecting t h e temple with
the upper part of t h e city of which Jos speaks
(War, VI, vi, 2 ; .int, XV, xi, 5) probably w-as a
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"edge," " l i p " (1 K 7 23.24.26; '2 Ch 4 2,5). In
Jn 2 7, t h e adv. droi, and, is used to emphasize
the vb. eyepia-ar, egemisan = "to fill," thus giving
the idea of "filling to the top."
BRIMSTONE, brim'ston, brim'stun (111153,
gophrlth; T6 Betov, td theion): The w-ord tr^ "brimstone"" probably referred originally t o the pitch of
trees, like t h e cypress. By analogy it has been
rendered "brimstone"" because of the inflammabUity
of both substances. Sulphur existed in Pal in
early times and was known by most of the ancient
nations as a combustible substance. I n the vicinity
of t h e Dead Sea, even a t t h e present time,
deposits of sulphur are being formed. Blanckenhorn (ZDPV, 1896) believes t h a t this formation
is due to t h e action of bituminous matter upon
gypsum, as these tw-o substances are found associated with each other in this district. Travelers
going from Jericho to t h e Dead Sea may pick u p
lumps of sulphur, which are usually incrusted with
crystals of gypsum. D t 29 23 well describes the
present aspect of this region. T h a t t h e inhabitants of t h e land had experienced t h e terrors of
burning sulphur is very probable. Once one of
these deposits took fire it would melt and run in
burning streams down the ravines spreading everywhere suffocating fumes such as come from the
ordinary brimstone match. No more realistic
figure could be chosen to depict terrible suffering
and destruction. I t is not at all unlikely that during
some of the disastrous earthquakes w-hich took place
in this part of t h e world, the hot lava sent forth
ignited not only the sulphur, but also the bitumen,
and added to t h e horrors of t h e earthquake the
destruction caused by burning pitch and brimstone.
The figurative use of the word brimstone to denote
punishment and destruction is illustrated by such
passages as D t 29 23; Job 18 15; P s 11 6; Isa
30 33; Ezk 38 22; Lk 17 29; Rev 9 17.
JAMES A. PATCH

B R I N G : XlIJ'l, ddshd' = "to sprout,"" "spring"
(Gen 1 11 AV);' flTB, shdras = "to wriggle,""
"swarm" (Gen 1 20f;
9 7; E x 8 3 ) ; l b ; ,
ydladh="to hear," "beget" (Gen 3 16; 2 K 19
3; Job 15 35; 39 1.2; "what a day may bring
forth," Prov 27 1; "before the decree bring forth,"
Zeph 2 2); p ^ , "<i?ia« = "to cloud over," "to darken"

(Gen 9 14); nbllJ,s/iaZa7i. = "to send on,"" "to escort"
(18 16); D"(3, shubh="to
turn back," "bring''
(again, back, home again), "fetch," "establish"
(24 5,6.8; Job 10 9; P s 68 22; "bring him back
to see,"" Eccl 3 22; Zec 10 6.10); ffiiJD, ndghash =
"present," "adduce" (an argument) (1 S 13 9; 15
viaduct.
FRANK E . H I R S C H
32; 23 9; 30 7; "bring forth your strongrea.sons,"
Isa 41 21,22); n i p y , '(Js(2/i = " t o d o , " "causetobe,"
BRIDLE, bri'd"l. See B I T .
"accompUsh" (Ps 37 5); n b y , 'aldh = "to carry
up," "exalt,"' "restore"" (Gen 46 4; Ex 3 8,17; 33
BRIER, bri'er. See THORNS.
12; P s 71 20; Hos 12 13); '2'^}, ndgha' = "totonch,"
BRIGANDINE, brig'an-den. See ARMS (De- "lay hand upon,"" "reach to"' (Lev 5 7); ^"^S, kdfensive, 5 j ; COAT o r IVIAIL.
bhadh, or i n s , kdbhedh="to he heavy"" (causat. "to
BRIGHTNESS, brit'nes: Used b y .A.V in He 1 3 make weighty"), " t o be glorious" (Prov 4 8);
for "effulgence of his glory,"" as in RV and ARV. J":3, kana' = "to bend the knee," hence "humiliate,'
"bring" (down, into subjection, under), "subdue"
The Gr apaugasma may mean either "reflection"
(Dt 9 3 ; Isa 25 5 ) ; 13T, zdkhar="to mark," "caU
or "radiation," Patristic usage favors the latter; cf
Wisd 7 26; also the Nicene Creed: "Light of Light," to, p u t (put in) remembrance"" (Ps 38 title; 70
i.e. the Son not only manifests the Father, b u t is of
title); bn;!, ydbhal = "to Row," "bring" (esp. wdth
the same substance. "What emanates from light,
pomp) (60 9; 68 29; 76 11; Zeph 3 10); b i n , p Z ,
must have the nature of light" (Delitzsch).
or b i n , hil = "to writhe in pain,"" "to be in travaU"
step regularly,''
B R I M : 1^15, kdgeh or HSp , kegeh = "an extremi- (Isa 66 8 ) ; I S ' S , gd'adh="to
"march," " h u r l " (Job 18 14); Tfbn, hdlakh = "to
t y " (in a variety of applications and idioms),
"border," "edge," "side,"" "shore" (Josh 3 15 AV; walk,"" "get"' (Hos 2 14); b l S , 'gddhal = "bring
RV "brink"); also 7^'Z'^ or Ti^''^, sdphdh or sepheth = up," "increase" (9 12).
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Brick-kiln
Brook of Egypt

The N T employs TeXea-tpopia, telesphorid = "to of the meaning "to break"'; n b y , 'aldh = "to arise,"
bring to matuiit>'," " t o r i p e n " (Lk 8 14); inro"depart" (Jer 37 11); a-upeuli' sunthldd = "to dash
p.ipn-lldKw, hiipoinimnrskd = "to bring to mind," "sug- together," "shatter" (Mt 21 44); ilop-iauoi, exorusso
gest," "bring to remembrance" (Jn 14 20); Sov\6ia, = "to dig through," " t o extract," "remove" (Mk 2
douldd = "to enslave" (..Vets 7 0); u-ovrpoipo^, sun- 4). See BREAK.
FRANK E . H I R S C H
<ropftos = "brought up w-ith" (13 1 RV, "the fosterbrother of"); Siaa-wio!, diasdzd = "to save," "to care,"
B R O K E N F O O T E D , bro'k'n-f(5ot-ed ( b j l l a i B ,
"rescue" (23 24); ddeT^ui, atheted = "to set aside,"
"cast off,"" "bring to naught" (1 Cor 1 19); tcarap- shcbher reghel): In Lev 21 19, one of the blemishes
yioi,fcator(7(30="to abolish," "destroy," "do away," which prevented a man of priestly descent from the
"put away," "make void" (1 2,*-;); irpoTriprroi, pm- execution of the priestly office.
pem/)y = "to send forw-ard," "bring forw-ard" (1 Cor
B R O K E N H A N D E D , bro'k'n-hand-ed (1^ 1 3 © ,
16 6 . W ; Tit 3 13 .VV; 3 J n ver 6 AV); i^rp^gio,,
cktrephd = "to rear u p to maturitv," "to cherish," shebher yddh): In Lev 21 19 one of the blemishes
which prevented a man of priestly descent from the
"nourish"" (Eph 6 4 AV).
FRANK E . HIUSCH
execution of the priestly office.
BRINK, brink: n s i l ) , sdphdh, or n s i l ) , sepheth
BROKENHEARTED, bro'k'n-hiir-ted ( l b I l l B ,
= "the lip," "margin." "bank," "edg(^" (Gen 41
3; Ex 2 3; 7 15i; ni-f? , kdgeh, or n r p , kegeh = shdbhar lebh; o-uvTCTpinii^voi Tt)v KapSlav, sun"an extremity," "border," "brim" (Josh 3 8.15; tetrimmenoi ttn kardlan; Ps 69 20.21; Isa 61 1;
Lk 4 18 AV; "of a broken heart," Ps 34 18;
Isa 19 7; Dnd 12 5). See B K I I I .
"broken in heart," 147 3): People who feel their
spiritual bankruptcy and helplessness, and who long
BROAD, br6d (2111, rdhabh, "wddth"; 3 h l ,
r'hdbh, ''abroadway," "street," "court"; tvpiixiopos, for the help and salvation of God. Such people are
euniehdros, "spacious"): Occurs frequentlv as in the right condition to be met and blessed by God.
a term of dimension (Ex 27 1; 1 K 6 6; Ezk 40 Cf "of contrite spirit'" (Ps 34 18; Isa 66 2).
6,43 RV, ''handbreadth long") and as indicative
BROOCH, broch (HH, hah): Used in pi. by
of strength (Neh 3 S; Jer 51 58). T h e centers
of communal life are called t h e "broad places," RV (AV "bracelets") for a class of "jewels of gold"
often rendered ''streets" (Jer 5 1; Cant 3 2; brought as offerings by both men and women of
Israel (Ex 35 22). "Brooches," as Mackie says,
Xah 2 4). A court before the temple: "the broad
place on the east" (AV "the east street," 2 Ch 29 is unoriental. The Heb word means most Ukely
nose-rings. See B R A C E L E T ; R I N G .
4); "broad plates' (Nu 16 38,39, RV "beaten").
Figurative: Relief from distress: "Yea, he would
BROOK, bri56k (bnS, nahal, p^EX, 'aphlk,
have allured thee out of [Heb "the mouth of")
distress into a broad place" (Job 36 16); the liS"^, y'dr, b s i ^ , mlkhdl; x^'li-o-Ppos, chelmarUberty of obedience or liberty wdthin the law (Ps rhos): In Pal there are few large streams. Of the
119 96, "broad," "roomy," " a t liberty"); the all- smaller ones many flow only during the winter, or
sufficiency of God for His people (Isa 33 21). after a, heavy rain. The commonest Heb word for
Jerus could not boast of a river or na-yy—Jeh's brook is nahal, which is also used for river and for
presence with and w-ithin her would more than valley, and it is not always clear whether the valley
supply these deficiencies; the road to destruction: or the stream in the valley is meant (Nu 13 23; D t
"Broad is t h e way, that leadeth to destruction" 2 13; 2 S 15 23). The Arab, wadi, which is some(Mt 7 13); the ostentatious piety of the Pharisees: times referred to in this connection, is not an
"They make broad [-n-XaTinoi, ploliind, "w-iden"] exact 11, for while it may be used of a drj' valley
or of a valley containing a stream, it means the
their phylacteries" (Mt 23 5). See C I T Y ; GATE.
valley and not the stream. 'Aphlk and y'dr are
L. KAISER
tr"* both "brook" and "river,"" y'dr being generally
BROAD PLACE. See CITY.
used of the NUe (Ex 1 22, etc), though m Dnl 12
5-7, of the Tigris. Cheimarrhos, "winter-flowing,""
BROIDERED, broid'erd: (1) r i p p i ,
rikmdh, is applied in J n 18 1 to the Kidron, M.any of the
"variegation of color" (Ezk 16 10.13,18; 26 16; streams of Pal w-hich are commonly called rivers
27 7.10,24;; (2j";''(rri, tiishhPg, "(jbeckered stuff" would in other countries be called brooks, b u t in
(as reticulated). T h e high priest's garments con- such a dry country any perennial stream assumes
sisted of "a breastplate, and an ephod, and a robe,
a peculiar importance.
ALFRED E L Y D A Y
and a broidered coat [Ex 28 4 AV; RV "a coat of
checker work"], a miter, and a girdle"; (3) trX^ypa,
BROOK O F EGYPT, T H E ( b m , nahal = "a
plegma, "tw-ined or plaited work" (1 Tim 2 9 AV).
flowing stream," " a valley"; best tr'i by the oriental
See BRAIDED; EMBROIDERY.
word wady, which means, as the Heb
1. Name
word does, both a stream and its
BROKEN: bro'k'n: Occurs both as past part, of
valley): The Brook of Egypt is menthe vb. tr'' " t o break" and as an adj. The former
tioned six times in the OT (Nu 34 5; Josh 15
use will be dealt with here only so far as vbs, occur
1 K 8 65; Isa 27 12); once. Gen 15 18,
which are thus tr"* b u t do not present the non- 4.47;
by another word, I H J , ndhdr. T h e Brook of E .
participial forms. Such a r e : n U p , m'rd'^h =
was not an Egyp stream at all, b u t a little desert
"bruised," "emasculated" (Lev 21 20); n p n , stream near the borderland of Egypt, a wady of
hathath = "to frustrate," hence " t o break down" the desert, and, perhaps, t h e dividing line betw-een
either by violence or by confusion and fear (1 S Canaan and Egypt. I t is usually identified wdth
2 10; .Jer 48 20.39); n D I , dakhdh^"to
collapse'"
the Wady el 'Arish of modern geography.
(Pa 44 19; 5 1 8 ) ; f t V , rdgag==" to crack in
The Brook of E. comes down from the plateau et
pieces,"' "crush"" (Eccl" i 2 6 ) ; r,r_2, kdthath= "to
Till in the Sinai peninsula and falls into the Mediterbruise or violently strike,"' "break in pieces'" (Lsa
ranean (Sea at lat. 31 5 N., long, 33
30 14); Jer 2 16 should evidently be rendered: 2. Descrip- 42 E. Its source is at the foot of the
"have grazed on the crown of t h y head," instead
tion
central mountain group of t h e peninof AV "have broken," etc, for n r n ,
rd'dh^"to
sula. T h e upper portion of the wady
tend a flock," "pasture,"" "graze,"' b u t gives no hint
is some 400 ft. above the sea. I t s course, wdth one

Brook of Egypt
Brotherly, etc
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sharp bend to the W. in the upper part, runs nearly
due N. along the western slope of the plateau. Its
whole course of 140 miles Ues through the desert.
These streams in the Sinai peninsula are usually
dry water-courses, which at times become raging
rivers, but are very seldom babbUng "brooks."" The
floods are apt to come with httle or no warning when
cloudbursts occur in the mountain region drained.

patible with such discriminating use of these words.
And even if the elimination of all mistakes be attributed to one person, a final R, the difficulty is
scarcely lessened. For as no purpose is ser'ved by
this discriminating use of words, it is evidently
a natural phenomenon. In every instance of the
use of y'dr, one or other of the usual Heb words,
nahal or ndhdr would have served the purpose of

W A D I - U I / - ' A I N ( T H E P R E S U M E D S I T E OF G E B A B ) .

The use of the Heb word nahal for this wady
points to a curious and most interesting and important piece of archaeological evidence
3. Archae- on the critical question of the origin
of the Pent. In the Pent, the streams
ology
of Egypt are designated by an Egyp
word (1S1, y''dr) which belongs to Egypt, as the
word bayou does to the lower Mississippi valley,
while every other stream mentioned, not excepting
this desert stream, "the Brook of E,,"' is designated
by one or other of two Heb words, nahal and ndhdr.
Each of these words occurs 13 times in the Pent,
but never of the streams of Egypt. The use of
ndhdr in Ex 7 19 in the account of the plagues is
not really an exception for the word is then used
generically in contrast -with y'dr to distinguish
between the "flowing streams," n'hardth, and the
sluggish irrigation branches of the Nile,
y'drim,
"canals" (cf CANALS) (Isa 19 6; 33 21), whUe y'dr
occurs 30 times but never of any other than the
streams of Egypt. There is thus a most exact
discrimination in the use of these various words, a
discrimination w-fUch is found alike in P, J, and E
of the documentary theory, and also where R is
supposed to have altered the documents. Such
discrimination is scarcely credible on the hypothesis
that the Pent is by more than one author, in later
than M((saic times, or that it is by any author
w-ithout Egyp training. The documentary theory
which requires these instances of the use of these
various w-ords for "river" to have been recorded
by several different authors or redactors, in different a ues and all several cents, after the Exodus,
far away from Egypt and opportunities for accurate
knowledge of its language, seems utterly incom-

the author, just as any foreign reUgious writer
might with propriety speak of the "streams of
Louisiana,"" though a Louisianian would certainly
call them "bayous."
How does the author come to
use y''dr even where his native Heb words might
have been used appropriately? Why never, where
its appropriateness is even doubtful, not even saying
y'dr for nahal of the "Brook of E."? It is not art,
but experience, in the use of a language which gives
such skill as to attend to so small a thing in so
1

-' --Tianiirt
^ j ^ ^ ^

"^M

^IIIHHHP^

"^'^HH

f^
1^^^-^
^»?^^Sf-«
^K%'.
'^^'•^^^^m

(<;''««i,.,.J^^S^BHi

Dry Wady in Edom,

extensive use without i single mistake. The only
time and place at which such experience in the use
of Egyp words is to be expected in Israel is among
the people of the Exodus not long subsequent to
that event.
M. G. KYLE
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BROOM, brtionv. Occurs in 1 K 19 4m ("broomtree"); Job 30 4, and Ps 120 4in as the t r of the
Heb n r i l , rdlhem, where .VV einpl((ye(l "juniper"
W'hich is retained in RV text in 1 K 19 4 and J o b
30 4, Juniper is certainly incorrect and broom
is not a particularly happy rendering. The rdlhem
was (loublless the shrub called by the .Vrabs ralani,
a shrub which casts so little shadow- I hat it woukl
be used for shade oiil\- w-hen there was no other
refuge from the desert sun, and would be ealen only
in case of the direst necessity, b u t whieli could be
biu'ned and used for the making of charcoal. See
JUNIPER.

D A V I D k'osTEii ESTI;S

Brook of Egypt
Brotherly, etc

BROTHERHOOD, bruth'(a'-h(xid: The rare occurrence of the term (only Zec 11 14 and 1 Pet
2 17) in contrast with the abundant use of ''brother,"
"brethren," seems to indicate that the sense of the
vital relation naturally called for the most concrete
expression: "the brethren," But in 1 Pet 2 17
the abstract is used for the concrete. In the O T
the brothci'liodd of all Israelites was emphasized;
but in the N T the brotherhood in Clrrist is a relalioii so much deeper and stronger as to eclipse t h e
other.

See also 1>HOTHER; B R E T H R E N .

BROTHER-IN-LAW.

See RELATIONSHIPS,

FAMILY.

BROTH, broth i . p l ' : , mdrak): Equivalent to our
"soup."" When Gideon (,Tgs 6 19) made ready a
kid, "the flesh he put in (t basket." but, it is added,
"he put the broth in a pot"; and he is told by the
angel to "pour out the broth" (ver 20). Isaiah
(65 4) makes Jeh speak of rebeUious Israel as "a
people that pro\-oke me to my face continually
sacrificing in gardens," and adds in description
''that eat swine's flesh, and broth of abominable
tilings is in their vessels" (mdrdk, parak). See
FOOD.

BROTHER, brutli'Or(nS, 'ah; aii\^6s, adelphds
=ldn by birth, from the same parents or parent):
Used extensively in both OT and N T of other relations and relationships, and expanding under
Christ's teaching to include t h e universal brotherhood of man. Chiefly employed in the natural
sense, as of Cain and Alicl (Gen 4 8); of Joseph
and his brethren (Gen 42 3); of Peter and Andrew, of James and John (Mt 10 2). Of other
relationships: (1) .Ibram's nephew. Lot, is termed
"brother" (Gen 14 14); (2) Moses' fellow-countrymen are " b r e t h r e n " (Ex 2 11; Acts 3 22; cf
He 7 5i; (3) a member of t h e same tribe (2 S
19 12;; (4) an ally (Am 1 9 ) , or an allied or
cognate people (Nu 20 14); (5) used of common
discipleship or the kinship of humanity (Mt 23 8);
(6) of moral likeness or kinship (Prov 18 9);
(7) of friends (Job 6 15); (8) an equal in rank or
office (1 K 9 13); (9) one of t h e same faith (.Vets
11 29; 1 Cor 5 11); (10) a favorite oriental metaphor used to e.xpress likeness or similarity (Job 30
29, "I am a brother t o jackals'');, (11) a fellowpriest or office-bearer (Ezr 3 2); Paul called
Sosthenes "brother" (1 Cor 1 1) and Timothy his
spiritual son and associate (2 Cor 1 1 ) ; (12) a
brother-man, any member of the human family
(Mt 7 3-5; He 2 17; 8 11; 1 J n 2 9; 4 20);
(13) signifies spiritual kinship (Matt 12 50);
(14) a term adopted by t h e early disciples and
Christians to express their fraternal love for each
other in Christ, and univer.saUy adopted -as the
language of love and brotlierhooi I in His kingdom in
aU subse(3uent time (2 P e t 3 15; Col 4 7.9.15).
The growdng conception of mankind as a brotherhood is the outcome of this Christian -view of believers as a household, a fannly (Ejili 2 19; 3 15;
cfAets 17 2Cj). Jesus has made "mighbor" equivalent to "brother,"" and the sense of fraternal affection
and obligation essential t o vital Christianity, and
coextensive with t h e world. T h e rabbis distinguished betw-een "brother" and "neighbor," applying "brother" t o Lsraelites by blood, "neighbor" to
proselytes, but allowing neither title to the Gentiles.
Christ and t h e apostles gave t h e name "brother""
to all Christians, and "neighbor"" t o all t h e world
(1 Cor 5 11; Lk 10 29 ff). T h e missionary passion and aggressiveness of t h e Christian church is
the natural product of this Christian conception
of man"s true relation to man. See also FA.MILY
RELATIONSHIPS.

DWIGHT M . PRATT

BROTHERLY, bruth'er-li (m,
'ah, "brother";
<|>t\a5£\(j)Ca, pliiliulelpli'ia, "brotherly love"): Like
a brolher in all the large human relationships
indicated above; e.g. t h e early friendly and fraternal alUance between Tyre and Israel as illustrated by "brotherly covenant" between David
and Solomon, and Hiram, king of Tyre (2 S 5 1 1 ;
1 K 5 12), and repudiated in a later generation
by the treachery of Tyre (Am 1 9). See BROTHERLY KINDNESS ( L O V E ) .

BROTHERLY KINDNESS, kind'nes (AV 2 Pet
1 7), or LOVE (AV Rom 12 10; 1 Thess 4 9; He
13 1; (t>i.XaS£X<j)la, Philadelphia): In
1. As Moral RV, "love of the brethren" in all
Ideal
places, and so in AV of 1 Pet 1 22,
thus defining the disposition as love,
and its objects as brethren. Since God is Father
and men are His sons, they are therefore brethren of
one another. As sonship is the most essential factor
in man's right relation to God, so is brotherhood in
his relation to his fellow-man. Brotherhood is
first known as the relation between sons of the same
parent, a relation of tender affection and benevolence. I t becomes gradually extended t o kindred,
and to members of t he same tribe or nation. And the
Christian ideal of society is that a similar relation
should e.xist between all men without limit or distinction. Agdpje, "love" (.seeCHARITY), is the wordin
the N T that generally denotes this ideal. "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself" is the whole lawof conduct as between man and man (Mt 22 39.40);
and neighbor includes every man within one's
reach (Lk 10 29 ff), even enemies (Mt 5 44;
Lk 6 35). Without t h e love of man, the love of
God is impossible, but "he that abideth in love
abideth in God" (1 J n 4 16.20).
But man's sonship to God may be potential or
actual. He may not respond t o God's love or
know His Fatherhood. Likewise love
2. As
to man may not be reciprocated, and
Actual
therefore may be mcomplete. Yet
Between
it is the Christian's duty, Uke God, to
Christians maintain his disposition of love and
benevolence to those that hate and
curse him (Lk 6 27,2.S). But within the Christian
communil v, love should resjiond to love, and find
its fuUilment, for there aU men are, or should be,
God's sons actually, "because the love of God hath
been shed abroad in our hearts, through the Holy
Spirit which was given unto u s " (Rom 5 5). And
this mutual love within t h e Christian brotherhood
(1 Pet 5 9) is called plulndelphia.
This twofold ideal of social morality as universal
benevolence and mutual affection had been foreshadow-ed by t h e STOICS (q.v,). Men
3. Stoic
as citizens of the world should adopt
Teaching
an attitude of justice and mercy
toward all men, even slaves; b u t
within the community of the "wise" there should
be the mutual affection of friendship. Christianity
succeeded in organizing and realizing in intense
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and practical fellowship the ideal t h a t remained
vague and abstract in the Gr schools: "See how
these Christians love one another." I t was their
Master"s example followed, and His commandment
and promise fulfilled: "Love one another
. as I
have loved you .
.; by this shall aU men know
that ye are my disciples"' (Jn 13 14.34.35). Paul in
his earliest epistle bears witness t h a t t h e Thessalonians practise love "toward all the brethren that
are in all Macedonia," even as they had been taught
of God, b u t urges them to "abound more and
more" (1 Thess 4 9.10). For the healing of differences, and t o build up the church in
4. Christian order and unity, he urges t h e Romans
Advance on "in love of.the brethren (to) be tenderly
Heathen
affectioned one to another" (Rom 12
Thought
10). Christians must even "forbear
one another in love"" (Eph 4 2) and
"walk in love, even as Christ also loved you"" (Eph
5 2; Phil 2 1.2). I t involves some suffering and
sacrifice. The author of t h e Epistle to the He recognizes the presence of "love of the brethren" and urges
that it may continue (He 13 1). I t is the direct
result of regeneration, of puritj- and obedience to the
truth (1 Pet 1 22,23). I t proceeds from godliness and issues in love (2 Pet 1 7 ) , "Love of the
brethren" (agape) is t h e one practical topic of
John's epistles. I t is the message heard from the
beginning, "that we should love one another"
(1 J n 3 11,23). I t is the test of hght and darkness (2 10); Ufe and death (3 14); children of God
or children of the devil (3 10; 4 7-12). Without
it there can be no knowledge or love of God (4 20),
but when men love God and obey Him, they necessarily love His children (5 2). No man can be of
God's family, unless his love extends to all its
members.

T. R E E S

BROTHER'S WIFE: (npn';,
y'bhemeth="a
sister-in-law," "brother's wife'* [Dt 25 7.9]; HIBS,
'ishshdh="awomaa,"
"wife";n5< HICN, 'esheih'dh
= "brother'3 w-ife" [Gen 38 8.9; Lev'18 10; 20 21];
•f) yiivt) TOV iiS(\4>o{>, he gunt toil adelphou, = "the
brother's wife" [Mk 6 18]): A brother's wife occupies a unique position in Heb custom and law,
by -virtue of the institution of the Levirate. The
widow had no hereditary rights in her husband's
property, but was considered a part of the estate,
and the sm-vi-ving brother of the deceased was considered the natural heir. T h e right t o inherit the
widow soon became a duty to marry her if the deceased had left no sons, and in case there was no
brother-in-law, the duty of marriage devolved on the
father-in-law or the agnate who inherited, whoever
this might be. The first son of the Levirate marriage was regarded as the son of t h e deceased. This
institution is found chiefly among people who hold
to ancestral w-orship (Indians, Persians, Afghans,
etc), from w-hich circumstances Benzinger (New
Sch-Herz, IV, 276) derives the explanation of this
institution in Israel. The Levirate marriage undoubtedly existed as a custom before t h e Israelitish
settlement in Canaan, b u t after this received special
significance because of the succession t o the property
of the first son of t h e marriage, since he was reckoned to the deceased, inherited from his putative, not
from his real father, thus preventing t h e disintegration of property and its acquirement by strangers, at
the same time perpetuating the family t o which it
belonged. ^Vhile the law limited t h e matrimonial
duty to t h e brother and permitted him to decline to
marry the 'widow, such a course was attended by
pubhc disgrace (Dt 25 5 ff). By the law of N u 27 8,
daughters were given t h e right to inherit, in order
that the family estate might be preserved, and the
Levirate became hmited to cases where the deceased
had left no children at all.

FRANK E , HIRSCH

BROW, brou: Is found in Isa 48 4, " t h y brow
brass" as the t r of n s a , megah, meaning "to be
clear," i.e. conspicuous. In Lk 4 29 "led him unto
the brow of t h e hill" is the rendering of 60pi)s, ophrus, Ut. " t h e eyebrow," b u t used throughout Gr
Ut. as any prominent point or projection of land (cf
use of superdlium in Verg. Georg. i.lOS).
BROWN.

See COLORS.

BRUISE, brtjoz, BRUISED, br(5ozd: The noun
occurs in Isa 1 6 AV, "bruises and putrifying sores,""
as the tr of n i l 3 n , habbUrah. The vb. tr" a number
of Heb words, t h e principal ones being (1) DIlC,
shUph (Gen 3 15 [bis]); (2) pp_l, ddkak (Isa 28
28 [bis] [ARV "ground,"' " a n d though the wheel
of his cart and his horses scatter it, he doth not
grind i t " for the AV "nor break it with the wheels
of his cart, nor bruise it with his horsemen"]);
(3) ND'^, ddkhd', in the classical passage, Isa 53 5,
"He was bruised for our iniquities,"" ver 10, "Yet
it pleased Jeh t o bruise h i m " ; (4) y S I , rdgag,"A
bruised reed shall he not break," Isa 42 3 (quoted
in M t 12 20).
In the N T bruise is the tr of a-irapda-iroi, spardssd,
"to rend'" (ARV "bruising him sorely") Lk 9 39;
of trvvrplpui, suntrlbd, "to break t o pieces" (Mt
12 20); "shall bruise Satan under your feet shortly" (Rom 16 20); of Opaio,, thraud, in Lk 4 18
in the quotation from Isa 58 6, "to set at liberty
them t h a t are bruised" (WH omits t h e verse).
ARTHUR J.

KINSELLA

BRUIT, brtxit (^'IStt, shema'): A word no longer
in common use (marked "archaic" and "obsolete"
by Miu'ray), signifying a rumor or report. The
w-ord occurs in AV Jer 10 22 (RV "rumour";
ARV "tidings") and AV Nah 3 19 (RV "bruit,"
app. "report"; ARV "report").
BRUTE, br(5bt, BRUTISH, br(5btish ( 1 ? 5 , ha'ar,
"stupid"; 'a.\o-^o%, dlogos, " without speech," hence
irrational, unreasonable [Acts 25 27; 2 Pet 2 12;
Jude ver 10 AV]): T h e man w-ho denies God acts
in an irrational way. Such persons are described
as brutish (Ps 49 10; 92 6; 94 8; Jer 10 14,21;
51 17). These are stupid, unteachable. This is a
graphic description of t h e atheist. T h e proverb,
"No fool hke the learned fool," is esp. true of the
ignorance of t h e unbelievers of t h e Scriptures,
'Their objections t o t h e Bible, as a rule, are utterly
ridiculous. The word is occasionally used in the
sense of thoughtless ignorance. Brutish counsel is
counsel that is foolish, unreasonable (Isa 19 11).
The term is used by Agur (Prov 30 2) t o express
the low estimate he has of himself and his conscious
lack of knowledge.

BUBASTIS, ba-bas'tis.

JACOB W . K A P P

See PI-BESETH.

BUCKET, buk'et ("^b'l, d'll): The word is found
only in Isa 40 15; Nu 24 7, in the latter passage
in a fig. use. The bucket was doubtless a waterskin -with two cross-pieces at the top to fit it for
use in drawing water, like those now in use in Pal.
The ordinary word for water-skin is a different one
(no'dh).
BUCKLE, buk"l (iropirT], porpe): As a mark of
favor Jonathan Maccabaeus was presented by
Alexander Balas wdth a buckle of gold (1 Mace 10
89), the wearing of which was restricted t o the blood
royal. The buckle was used for fastening the mantle
or outer robe on the shoulder or chest.
BUCKLER, buk'ler: God is caUed a "buckler"
(RV "shield") to them that trust Him (Ps 18 2.30;
2 S 22 3 1 ; Prov 2 7).

See ARMOR.
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See FLOW-ER.

BUFFALO, buf'ado.

See CATTLE.

BUFFET, buf'et (Ko\acj>£|co, kolapMzd, "\o beat
with the fist"): Refers to boeUly maltreatment and
violence: "d'hen chd thev spit in his face and buffet
him" (Mt 26 07; Mk i 4 (i5; 1 Cor 4 11; 1 Pet
2 20). Paul speaks of ''a thorn in the flesh, a
niessenger of Satan to buffet m e " (2 Cor 12 7).
Used fig. of selt-('(niti'ol: " I buffet [,V\' keep under,
RVm "bruise"] my body, and bring it into bondage"
(I Cor 9 27). The tlrintliis|)assag('reads i^Trt^Tricifa',
hiipupid:d, ht. "to gi\-c a bl((W beneath t he eye," In
Lk 18 5 the same w-ord is rendered "wear out": "Lest
she wear me out b>- her continual coming'' (,VV "w-eary
me," RVm "briuse me") (,see Pape's Le.r., s.v.).
L, K,\ISER

BUGEAN, ba-je'an, bu'j("''-aii (Bonyatos, Bougaios): An epithet niveii to Haman in .Vpoe, .-Vd
Est 1,12 6, RV; .VV has ".Vgagite").
BUILD, bild, BUILDING, bild'ing ( n : 2 , bdndh,
1^15, binydh, once [Ezk 41 13]; oUoSoii^u, oikodomed): The building conditions ex1. BuUding isting at the time of the Heb conConditions quest were rude and untutored, and,
with the exception of the work of the
Solomonic period, there w-as still Uttle or no effort
made to introduce a higher state, until the time
w-hen Gr influence began to be felt (cir 3d cent.
BC). In locahties where stone was not available,
mud bricks were used, and their perishable nature
being reaUzed, stone slab facing came into use.
These slabs were a protection against the weather
and had no constructive value. Probably the hand
of the "jerry" builder can be seen in an attempt to
make such bad construction appear to be sohd stone.
In stone locahties buildings were of stone, but
the class of building was only that of the rude stone
waller.
Random rubble masonry,
2. Masonry unskilfully laid, was the prevailing
characteristic. Occasionally a piece
of carefully dressed masonry is found, but it is
the exception and is often a re-use of an earlier
type akin to "sawed stone" (1 K 7 9). The remains of Jewish walls of the period of the early
kings in Jerus show skill which does not appear
to have existed elsewhere. The boss and margin
stones, with wide mud joint, w-ere, in iiart, the
actual masonry of the early fortifications, and
were re-used aud imitated o\-er and over again.
"The type crops up in feeble imitation at different
sites throughout the country, but hammer-picked
and rough hammer-dressed stones are also common.
The fine comb pick and marginal dressing of the
walls of the Temple area belong to the Herodian
period (see BUss and Dickie, "Excavations at Jerusalem," 273 ff, PEFS, 189SJ. The absence of hme
is a striking charaeteristic. There is no distinctive
type w-hich can be named exclusively Jewish, although there is good reason for belie\-iiig that
the boss and margin tvpe has a .leuish origin.
Wilson (Golgotha, 124) points out t h a t the projecting bosses had a defensive value, in brealdng the
force of the battering-ram, and here again the necessity of defense shows its vitality in the existence of such a weU-engineered detail. The absence
pf the finer quahties of building craft can be traced
to the same source.
Foundations of fortifications were usuaUy on rock
which was sometimes squared for a bed, but more
often leveled up with smaU stones.
3. Founda- A portion of the S. wall of Jerus,
tions
certainly late (5th cent. AD), was laid
on a foundation of small rubble resting on debris, accumulated over an earlier wall.
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(See Plate IV, E.rcnvalions al Jerusaleni, p, 29,) In
smaller buildings, the foundations were usually laid
on the (l('-bris of earlier structures. Al, Lachish mud
brick w-alls were laid on a foundation of stone. A
Jieculiar method of spreaiUng a layer of sand under
the founda I ions w-as also noted (sec A Mound of
Many Cilies, 125 26).
The native wall of today is less rudely built and
is bedded iu liiiie iindtar. It is a broad wall usually
about .'i ft. thick, with inner and outer
4. Modern faces of laige slones, fiUed in between
Methods
with snudl rubble without proper bond,
somewhat in the manner of ancient
building. To make up for the want of bond, it is a
cdiniiion habit to insert a pioce of steel joint aenjss
the return angle (see BEAJI). The building and
he'W'ing methods, in all probabiUty, are the same as
I hey were in early Jewish times. Hewers sit at their
w-(irk, with the plane of the stone on which they
operate, lying obhquely from them. Stones are
conveyed from the quarry, if at a distance froni the
building .site, on donkeys, thence on men's liacks
to the top of the wall, by rude gaiigwajs. Every
man digs his "own cistern" (lsa 36 lOj, which is
sunk in the rock under the site of the house, and
used as a quarry from whioh stones for the building
are suppUed. If water is scarce, the cistern is sunk
first, and the winter rains are allowed to collect and
pro-vide the necessary water for the biulding.
To build up is often used in the sense of giving
increase and iinisjierity, or of stablishing and
strengthening. Thus in Job 22 23;
5. Figura- Ps 69 35; Jer 18 9. A kindred sense
tive
is to restore what w-as decaved, as in
Isa 58 12. _ To ;'build an house"" for
a person is to grant him children or a numerous
posterity (Ruth 4 11; of David, 2 S 7 27; 1 Ch
17 10). Spiritually, the word is used of one's
work in Ufe, or of the formation of character and
habits. The main thing here is the foundation.
Those w-ho build on Christ's word build on rock;
those who reject this word build on sand (Mt 7
24-27). Christ is the sole true foundation; the
work which a man builds on this will be tried bjfire (1 Cor 3 9-15). The church is compared to a
building (1 Cor 3 9; 1 Pet 2 4-6) reared on the
foundation of apostles and prophets (their truths
or teaching), Jesus Christ Hamseff being the chief
corner-st((ne (Eph 2 20-22). Believers are "builded u p " in Christ (Col 2 7), and are exhorted to
build themselves up on their most holy faith (Jude
ver
20).
See
FICATION.

ARCHITECTURE;

HOUSE;
FORTIA. C. D I C K I E

BUILDER, bild'er (Hja, bdndh; oUoSoiiiu, oikodoined, TexvCTT)s, leehniles): "To build," "builder,"
etc, are in the OT commonly the tr of bdndh, "to
build," occurring verj-freciueiitly; seeBuiLD, BUILDING. The ht. significance leads also to several fig.
applications, esp. to God as Divine Builder (1) as
c,v/(/W(,s/((H(/, e,g. the nation (Ps 69 35; 102 16; Jer
12 16), the throne of David (Ps 89 4), Jerus (147
2)- (2) In resloi-alion—rebuilding (Isa 58 12; 61 4;
65 21; J(T 31 4,2S; 42 10; Ezk 36 36; Am 9 11;
cf Acts 15 16); (3) as establishing in prosperity
(.lob 22 23; 1 S 2 35; Jer 24 6; ef Gen 16 2
RVm, Heb, "be builded by her"); (4) the firm establishment of the Di^^ne attributes (Ps 89 2);
(5) Divine opposition (Lam 3 5, "He hath builded
against me"); cf Job 19 8; (6) the choosing of
a eorner-stone which the builders rejected (Ps 118
22 23; quoted by Christ [Mt 21 42; Mk 12 10;
Lk 20 17]; by Peter [Ads 4 11; 1 Pet 2 7]).
In the Nd' Christians are represented as being
(1) built by God (I Cor 3 9.16) on Christ as the
one foundation (Mt 16 IS, on Jesus as the Christ;
1 Pet 2 5f; Acts 9 31 RVm; Rom 15 20; 1 Cor
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3 10.12.14 [epoikodomid]; Eph 2 20); (2) as being
continuously and progressi\'elv built up in their faith
and hfe (Acts 20 32; 1 Cof 8 1 RVm, "buildeth
Up"; 10 23m, Gr "buUd u p " ; 14 4.17m; 1 Thess
5 11; cf Jude ver 20); (3) they are "builded togelher" (sunoikodomed) in Clirist (Eph 2 22; Col
2 7 [epo'ikodnmed]; ei 1 Cor 3 9); (4) "builded u p "
is used in a bad sense (1 Cor 8 10 AV and RV,
"emboldened," RVm "be builded u p " ) ; (6) in
He 3 4 God is represented as t h e Builder (estabUsher) of all things, RVm "established," and in
11 10 as the Builder {leehniles), of the New Jerus;
in 9 11 for "building" RV has "creation" (ktisis);
(7j in 1 Cor 3 10-14; Gal 2 i^, building re-presents
constructing a system of teaching; Paul speaks of
himself as "a wise master-builder" (sophds architekidn).

W. L.

WALKER

BUKKI, buk'i ( i p ^ , bukkl, "mouth of J a h " ) :
(1) A Danite, son of t h e tribal prince JogU
(Nu 34 22); he was one of the representative
chiefs who assisted in the division of the land.
(2) Son of Abishua and father of Izzi, a priest,
fourth in descent from Aaron, in the line of Eleazar
(1 Ch 6 5,51), and ancestor of Ezra (Ezr 7 4),
In 2 Esd 1 2 the name appears as Borith, and in
1 Esd 8 2 as Boccas.
BUKKLAH, buk-T'a (^H^p?, bukkflydhu, "proved
of God"): A Levite, son of Heman (1 Ch 25 4.13).
See BAKBUKIAH.

BUL, bul ( b l 3 , bul): Name of the Sth month of
the Jewish j-ear (1 K 6 3.S). I t is of Phoen origin
and signifies the month of rain, the beginning of
the rainy season. See CALENDAR.
BULL, b(Xil, BULLOCK, bool'ok.
BULL, WILD.

See ANTELOPE; CATTLE.

BULLS, J E R O B O A M ' S .

BULRUSH, bdbl'rush.
BULRUSHES,

See CATTLE.

ARK

See CALF (GOLDEN).

See R E E D .
OF.

See A R K OF B U L -

RUSHES.

BULWARK, bool'wark: The word represents
several Heb terms ( ^ n , hel, Isa 26 1; n 5 i n , heldh,
Ps 48 13; l i s p , md-codh, Eccl 9 u ' ;
112X3,
mdnir, Dt 20 2(3). In 2 Ch 26 15 the word 'is
tr"* in RV "battlements."

See FORTIFICATION.

BUNAH, bu'na ( n : i 3 , bUndh); A son of Jerahmeel (1 Ch 2 25j.
BUNCH, bun,sh: Is used of (1) a "bunch of
hyssop" (Ex 12 22, HISX, 'dghuddd-h); (2) a
|J_eluster of raisins" (2 S 16 1 .V.V; 1 Ch 12 40 AV
p i ' s ; ; , r/mra(7/,- = "something dried or shriveled");
(3) a "camel's h u m p " (Isa 30 6 AV nr21_, dabbesheth): of obscure etymology.
BUNDLE, bun'd'l: Represents in EV the words
f'ror, from a vb. meaning "cramp," "bind,"' etc (Gen
42 35; 1 S 25 29; Cant 1 13); gebheth, from a vb.
probably meaning "to grasp" (Ruth 2 16); and
S^a-py, desine, from 5^CJ, ded, "to tie u p , " "bind,"
hence ht. "bundle," just as the Eng. word is derived
from "bind" (Mt 13 .30); and irXiJflos, pUthos, properly "multitude." The custom of binding up precious things in bundles (cf Cant 1 13) is the basis
of the very interesting metaphor in 1 S 25 29: "The
soul of my lord shall be bound in the bundle of life
with Jeh thy God," or perhajis better, "in the bundle
of the living in the care of Jeh"—an assurance of
perfect safety.
J. R. VAN P E L T
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BUNNI, bun'i (1S3, bunnl, 1213, bunl, 1313,
bUnnl; ci BANI) :

(1) A Levite (Neh 9 4). The repetition of
Bani's name in this passage is probably a scribal
error. The Syr version for t h e second "Bani"
reads "Binnui"; b u t as, in 10 9 and 12 8, Binnui's
name comes, as here, betw-een those of Jeshua and
Kadmiel, we should substitute Binnui here for the
first Bani. T h e L X X renders all three names as
if the Heb in each case had been 133, b'ne, "sons
of," reducing t h e proper names in t h e ver to five.
The names probably stand for chief Levitical
houses rather than incUviduals.
(2) Another Levite, one of t h e overseers of the
temple, father of Hashabiah, according to Neh
11 15; but, according t o 1 Ch 9 14, Hashabiah
is "of the sons of Merari."" The reacUng in Neh
is a corruption of the one in Ch.

H . J. W O L F

BURDEN, bllr'd"n: I n the OT more than one
word is rendered "burden."
(1) XIB^, massd', from a root SJlBJ, ndsd', "he
lifted u p . " Thus Ut. anj' load is called massd' (Ex
23 5 ; N u 4 15,24.27 ff; 2 K 5 17;
1. In the
8 9). Figuratively, people are a burden
OT
(Nu 11 11.17; D t 1 12; 2 S 15 33;
19 35). A man may be a burden to
himself (Job 7 20). Iniquities are a burden (Ps 38
4). Taxes may be a burden (Hos 8 10).
(2) In both AV and RV massa' is tr"* "burden,"
as applied to certain prophetic utterances; but both
ARVm and RVm have "oracle."" Examples are
Isa 13 1; 14 28, and often; Jer 23 33.36.38, no
marginal reading; Ezk 12 10; N a h 1 1; Hab 1 1;
Zec 9 1 ; 12 1; Mai 1 1 . As was natural under
the circumstances, such oracles usually denounced
j udgment upon place or people. Hence probably the
tr "burden."' But some of these prophetic utterances
do not contain denunciation or threat (Zec 12). The
passage in Jer, moreover, impUes that the prophet
used t h e term in t h e sense of "oracle," for scoffers
are reproved for perverting the word and gi'ving it
the meaning "burden,"' Massd', therefore, means
something taken up with solemnity upon the lips,
whether threatening or not, and the rendering,
"burden,"' ought most likely t o be given up.
The word JlNlBp , mas'eth, of t h e same derivation
as massd', is applied to foolish oracles (Lam 2 14
AV, oracles ARV, burdens ARVm, burdens RV,
oracles RVm; Am 5 11, burdens AV, exactions
ARV and RV).
Massd' is used also in Prov 30 1 and 31 1, and
is variously rendered prophecy (AV), oracle (ARV),
burden, or the name of t h e speaker's country
(RVm, ARVm), oracle (RV). The reading is doubtful, but probably the reference is to the speaker's
country—"Jakeh, of Massa" (of Gen 26 14),
"Lemuel king of Massa."
(3) Other words tr"* "burden" are from the root
b n o , ^dbhal, " t o bear a load" (Neh 4 17; Ps 81
6; 1 K 11 28; AVm, charge AV, labor ARV and
RV, burden ARVm and RVm, Ex 5 4.5; 6 6.7;
Isa 10 27; Isa 14 25).
In the N T several Gr words mean "burden.''
(1) i8(£/)05, lu'iros, "something hea'vy." Burdens
of the day (Mt 20 12), the burden of duty to be
borne, a diflficult requirement (Acts
2. In the
15 28; Rev 2 24). The burden of
NT
one's moral infirmities (Gal 6 2).
(2) tpopriov, phortlon, "something to
be borne." The obligation which Christ imposes
(Mt 11 30); the legal ordinances of the Pharisees
(Lk 11 46); a man's indi-vidual responsibihty (Gal
6 5). Whether any clear and consistent distinction
can be made betw-een these t u o words is doubtful.
Probably, however, phorlion refers to t h e load as
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something to be borne, whether heavy or light, w-hilst
baros may be an oppressive load. Aeecirding to Lightfoot baros may suggest a load of which a man may
rightly rid himseff should occasion serve, but phorlion
a burden which he is expect i-d to bear, as every soldier
carries his own pack. B u t most likely too much
weight should not be given to these distinctions.
(3) There is also t h e word y6pos, gonios, " t h e
freight" of a ship (.Vets 21 3 ) ; cf Synos, d,d;os,
weight or encumbrance which impedes the runner's
progress to t h e goal (He 12 1), with particular
reference to t h e superfluous flesh which an athlete
seeks to get rid of in training (cf 1 (^ir 9 24-27),
and fig. whatever hinders t h e full development of
Christian manhood.

GEORGE H E N R Y T R E V E R

BURGLARY, bAr'gla-ri.

See CHIMES,

BURIAL, ber'i-al i H l l ^ p , k'bhurdh;
lvTa()>i.do-ai, td entaphidsai):

ef N I ' TO

Bukki
Burial

The dead are often in their graves, accorcUng to
Iiresent, custom, within tw'ei or three hours after
death. Among oriental Jews burial
3. T h e
takes place, if possible, within twentyUsual Time four hours after death, and frequently
on Ihe day of death. Likew-ise Mohammedans bury their dead on the day of death,
if (lc:dh lakes place in the morning; but if in the
afternoon or at night, not until the following day.
As ,s(ion as the breath is gone the oldest son, or
faiUng him, the nearest of kin present, closes the
eyes of the dead (cf <lcn 46 4, "and
4. Duties
Joseph shall p u t his hand upon thine
of Next of eyes'j. The mouth, too, is closed and
Kin
tlie jaws are bound up (ef J n 11 44,
"and his face was bound about with a
napkin"). The death is announced, as il, was of
old, by a tumult of laineiilation preceded by a shrill
cry, and the wcejiing and wailing of professional
mourners (cf Mk 5 38 ff). See MOURNING.

//. Preparations for Burial.—These are often
informal and hasty. Under the tyranny of such
customs as those noted, it is often
1. Often
impossible to make them elaborate.
II.
Informal
Canon Tristram says: ".Vs interments
and Hasty take place at latest on the evening of
the day of death, and frequently at
night, there can be no elaborate preparations. The
corpse, dressed in such clothes as w ere worn in life,
is stretched on-abier with a cloth throw-n o\-er it,
III.
until carried forth for burial" (Easiern Customs,
94). In Acts 5 6 we read of Ananias, "The young
men
wrapped him round, and they carried
rv.
him out and buried him," "What they did," as
Dr. Nicol says, "was Ukely this: they unfastened
his girdle, and then taking the loose undcr-garment
and the wide cloak which w-as worn above it, used
them as a w-inding-shcet to cover the corpse from
V. FAILURE TO RECEIVE BURI.^L A CALAMITY OR
JUDGMEXT
head to foot." I n (Aher words, there was Uttle
VI.
PL\rEs OF BURIAL: HOW MARKED
ceremony and much haste.
LITERATURE
Usually, however, there w-as more ceremony and
It is weU to recaU at t h e outset that there are
more time taken. Missionaries and natives of
points of hkeness and of marked contrast between
Syria tell us that it is still customary
oriental and occidental burial customs in general,
2. Usually to w-ash the body (cf Acts 9 37),
as weU as between t h e burial customs of ancient
Israel and those of other ancient peoples.^ These with More anoint it w-ith aromatic ointments
Ceremony (cf J n 12 7; 19 39; M k 16 1; Lk
will be brought out, or suggested later in this art.
24 1), sw-athe hands and feet in grave/. Immediate Burial Considered
Urgent.—The
bands, usually of Unen (Jn 11 44a), and cover
burial of the dead in t h e East in general w-as and
is often effected in such a way as t o the face or bind it about with a napkin or
handkerchief (Jn 11 445). I t is stiU common to
1. Reasons suggest to t h e westerner indecent
haste. Dr. Post says t h a t burial place in the wrappings of the body aromatic spices
among the people of Syria today seldom takes place and other preparations to retard decomposition.
later than ten hours after death, often earher; but, Thus the friends at Bethany prepared the body of
he adds, "the rapidity of decomposition, the ex- Lazarus, and he came forth -wrapped in grave-bands
cessive -violence of grief, the reluctance of Orientals and with a napldn bound about his face. And, we
are further told that after the burial of Jesus,
to aUow the dead to remain long in the houses of the
Nicodemus brought " a mixture of myrrh and
Uving, explain w-hat seems t o us t h e indecency of
aloes, about a hundred pounds," and that they
haste." This still requires the sur\dvors, as m the
"took the body of J(.'sus, and bound it in linen
case of Abraham on t h e death of Sarah, to bury
cloths with the spices, as the custom of t h e Jew-s
their dead out of their sight (Gen 23 1-4); and
it in part explains t h e quickness with which the is to bury," and that Mary Magdalene and two
other women brought spices for the same purp((se
bodies of Nadab and Abihu were carried out of the
(Jn 19 39,40; Mk 16 1; Lk 24 1). That this
camp (Lev 10 4), and those of Ananias and h i p phira were hastened off to burial (Acts 5 1-11). was a very old custom is witnessed by such passages .as 2 Ch 16 14, where it is said that Asa, the
Then, of course, t h e defilement to which contact
king, was laid "in the bed w-hich was fiUed with
with a dead body gave occasion, and the judgment
that might come upon „ house for harboring the sweet odors and divers kinds of spices prepared
by the ]ierfuiiicrs' a r t " (cf J n 12 3.7; Sir 38 16).
body of one dying under a Divine judgment, further
From Acts 5 6; 8 2 it appears that there was m
explain such urgency and haste.
It was in strict accordance with such customs later times a confraternity of young men whose
and the pro-vision of t h e Mosaic law (Dt 21 23; Im^incss it was to attend to these jiroprietics and
cf Gal 3 13), as well as in compliance preparations on behalf of the dead; but it w-as
2. The
-with t h e impulses of true humanity. probably only in exceptional eases that they w-cre
C'llled upon to af't. Certainly such ministries orBurial of
t h a t Joseph of Arimathea went to
Jesus
Pilate and begged t h e body of Jesus dinarily devolved, as they do now, upon loving
relatives and friends, and mostly women, among the
for burial on t h e very day of the
Jews as weU as among the Greeks. The practice
crucifixion (Mt 27 39 ff).
I.

I M M E D I . \ T E B t ( E I , \ L C(-'MSIDERED

URQBNT

1, Reasons for This
2, The Burial of Jesus
3, The Usual Time
4, Duties of Next of Kin
PREP.4R,\TION-£( FOR BURI,VL
1. Often Informal and Hastj2. rsuallr with Alore Ceremony
3. Contrasts betw-een Jewish Customs and Other
Peoples'
(1) Cremation
(2) Embalming
ON- THE AV.VY TO THE GR.^VB
1. Coffins Unknown
2, Professional Mourners
.\T THE GR-WE
1. Graves Dug In the Earth
2. Family Tombs. Later Customs
3. Sealed Stones
4. Stated Times of Mourning
5. Excessive Mourning
6. Dirge-Songs

Burial
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among the Greeks, both by similarity and contrast,
affords an interesting illustration. The following
instance is aptly cited in DB (art. "Burial"):
Electra beUeving Orestes to be dead and his ashes
placed in the sepulchral urn (Soph. Electra 113652), addresses him thus: ''Woe is me! These loving hands have not washed or decked t h y corpse,
nor taken, as was meet, their sad burden from the
flaming pyre. .\t the hands of strangers, hapless
one, thou hast had those rites, and so art come to
us, a little dust in a narrow urn."
This brings us to note two marked contrasts
between customs in Israel and among other peoples.
(1) With the Greeks it w-as cus3. Contrasts ternary to cremate the dead (see
between
CRE.MATION); but there was nothing
Jewish
in Jewish practice exactly correspondCustoms
ing to this, Tacitus (Hist, v.5) exand Other pressly says, in noting the contrast
Peoples'
with Rom custom, that it was a matter
of piety with the Jews "to bury rather
than to burn dead bodies." The burning of the bodies
of Saul and his sons by the men of Jabesh-Gilead
(1 S 31 11-13) seems to have been rather a case
of emergency, than of conformity to any such custom, as the charred bones were buried by the same
men under the tamarisk at Jaljesh, and later, by
Da^dd's order, removed and laid to rest in the
sepulcher of Kish (2 S 21 12-14). According to
the Mosaic law burning was reserved, either for
the li-ving who had been found guilty of unnatural
sins (Lev 20 4; 21 9), or for those who died under
a curse, as in the case of Achan and his family, who
after they had been stoned to death were, with all
their belongings, burned with fire (Josh 7 25).
(2) .V.S the burning practised by the Greeks
found no place in Jewish law and custom, so embalming, as practised by the Egyptians, was unknow-n in Israel, the cases of Jacob and Joseph
being clearly special, and in conformity to Egyp
custom under j ustif ying circumstances. When Jacob
died it was Joseph, the Egyp official, who "commanded his servants the physicians to embalm his
father" (Gen 50 2), and it was conventionally the
fit thing that when Joseph himself died his body was
embalmed and "put in a coffin [sarcophagus] in
Egypt" (50 26).
///. On the Way to the Grave.—When the preparations w-ere made and the time came, the corpse
was carried to the grave on a bier, or
1. Coffins
htter ( n ^ ' l j , mittdh). Coffins were
Unknown
unknown in ancient Israel, as they are
among the Jews of the East to this
day. The only one mentioned in the Bible is the
sarcophagus in w-hich the embalmed body of Joseph
w-as preserved, unless Asa's bed (2 Ch 16 14) be
another, as some think. Moslems, like eastern
Jews, never use coffins. The bier sometimes has
a pole at each corner by means of which it is carried
on the shoulders to the tomb. See BIER.
The procession of mourners is made up largely,
of course, of relatives and friends of the deceased,
but is led by professional mourning
2. Profes- women,' who make the air resound
sional
with their shrieks and lamentations
Mourners
(cf Eccl 12 5; Jer 9 17; Am 5 16).
Sec _ MOURNING.

Am

5 16

aUudes

to this custom in describing the mourning t h a t
shall be over the desolations of Israel: "VVailing
shall be in all the broad wa>'s; and they shaU say
in aU the streets, .Vlas! alas! and they shaU
call the husbajidman to mourning, and such as are
skilful in lamentation to wailing."" Jer (9 17,18)
breaks out: "CaU for the mourning women, that
they may come; . .
and let them make haste,
and take up a wailing for us, that our eyes may
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run down "with tears, and our eyelids gush out with
waters,"' Dr. Fred. BUss tells of a mourning delegation at the mahal, or mourning house, of a great
man. "No matter how gaily they may be chatting
as they approach, when they reach the house they
rush forward, handkerchiefs to face, sobbing, weeping, with utmost demonstrations of grief, going
through them time after time as occasion requires."
AmeUa B. Edwards gives a -vi-vid account of her first
experience with such mourning: " I t rose hke the
far-off wavering sound of many owls. I t shrilled,
swelled, wavered, dropt, and then died away, hke the
moaning of the w-ind at sea. We never heard anything so wdld and plaintive.'" Among some Jews of
today, it is said, the funeral procession moves swiftly,
because there are supposed to be innumerable evil
spirits (shedhlm) hovering about, desirous to attack
the soul, which is thought to be in the body until
interment takes place and the corpse is actually
covered (see DB, art. "Burial").
IV. At the Grave.—When the grave, or place of
entombment, is reached ceremonies more or less
characteristic and pecuhar to the
1. Graves Orient take place. When the body
Dug in the is let down into the ground, the bier,
Earth
of course, is set aside, and at first
a heap of stones only is piled over the
shallow grave—to preserve the dead from the
dreaded depredations of hyaenas, jackals or thieves.

Tombs of the Kings.
Beyond question graves among ancient Jews were
often simply dug in the earth, as they are with us,
and as they are with Jews a t Jerus and elsewhere
in the East today.
But originall}', it would seem to have been customary for each family to have a family tomb:
either a natural cave, prepared with
2. Family
stone shelves to receive the bodies, or
Tombs.
else hewn out of rock in the hillside, each
Later
tomb, or sepulcher, having many niches
Customs
or loculi, in each one of which a body
could be placed (see Gen 25 10; 49 31;
50 13; 35 19; JiDsh 24 32). As Dr. Nicol says, "AU
among the Israehtes who possessed any land, or who
could afford it, had their family tombs, hewn out of
the rock, each sepulchre containing many niches.
Many generations of a family could thus be placed
in the ancestral tomb."" Countless numbers of
such tombs are to be found all over Pal, but Machpelah, of course, is the chief example (Gen 23).
Compare the cases of Joshua buried in his inheritance at Timnath-serah (Josh 24 30), Samuel in
his house at Ramah (1 S 25 1), Joab in his house
in the wilderness (1 K 2 34), Manasseh in the
garden of his house (2 K 21 18), Josiah in the same
tomb, it would seem, as his father and grandfather
(2 K 23 30), and Asa, singled out for special mention (2 Ch 16 14). According to custom, too,
the Jew was not to sell his burying-plaee, if it was
possible for him to hold it. Today in the Orient it
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is quite different—bm-ying-places of Moslem, Jewish
and Christian peoples, while distinct from each other,
are community rather than family burying-places.

Interior of Tomlis of the Kings,
When the tomb was a cave, or w-as dug out from
some rock, the entrance was often closed with a
large circular st((iie set up on its edge
3. Sealed
or rim and rolled in its groove to the
Stones
front of the mouth of tlie tomb, so as
to close it securely. This stone w-as
then often further secured by a strap, or by seahng.
In such case it could easily be seen or known if the
tomb had been disturbed. Pilate, it will be recaUed,
dhected that the tomb of .Joseph of .Vrimathea, in
which the bod.y of Jesus was laid, should be carefuUy sealed and made as secure as the oificials could
make it. -.'•^o they went, and made the sepulchre
sure, seahng the stone, the guard being with them""
(Mt 27 (iG).
In S}Tia, as elsewhere in the East, it is customary
to have stated times after the burial for mourning
at the tomb—for example on the third,
4. Stated
seventh, and fortieth daj-s, and again
Times of
on the anniversary of the burial. The
Mourning relatives or friends then go to the
tomb wdthout ornaments, often with
hair disheveled; sometimes with head covered and
faces blackened with soot, or ashes, or earth, in
their oldest and poorest clothing, which is sometimes
violently rent, and, sitting or moving in a circle
around or near to the tomb, they break out in spells
into weird, dirge-like singing or wailing.

Exterior of Garden Tomb.
The violence of grief at times leads to lacerations
of the body and the shedding of blood. Morier
(Second Journey through Persia), defi. Excess- scribing a celebration which takes place
ive
annually to commemorate the death
Moummg of the grandson of Mohammed, says:
" I have seen the most violent of them,
as they vociferated Ya Ilosein! walk the streets
with their bodies streaming wdth blood by the
voluntary cuts they had given themselves." Such

Burial

cutting of the flesh in mourning for the dead was
speoUically forbidden by the Mosaic law (Lev 19
28; 21 5; Dt 14 1). But excessive mourning for
the dead is often alluded to in Scripture (see 2 S
1 11.12; Ps 6 6; 119 136; Lam 1 16; 3 48; Jer
9 1).
The custom of dirge-songs seems to be aUuded
to (Mt 9 23; Mk 5 38) in the narrative of the
h(\ding of the ruler's daughter: "Jesus
6. Dirgeeameinto the ruler's house, and saw the
Songs
flute-players,
and the crowd making
a tumult." A cliaracteristic oriental
funeral procession and burial are vi-vidiv pictured in
the narrative of the burial of .lae((b (Gen 50 6-13).
V. Failure to Receive Burial Counted a Calamity or a Judgment.—,Vny lack of pro]Ki' bm-ial is
still regarded in the East, as it was in a,nci(mt times,
as a great indignity or a judgment from God, It
is esl,e(.'iiied the greatest calamity that can befall a
person.' It gives men stiU untold distress to think
they shall not receive suitable burial, according to
the customs of their respective race, or family, or
reUgion—a fact or sentiment that is often alluded
or apjiealed t(( by way of illustration in the

Interior ot Garden Tomb,
Scriptures. For a corpse to remain unburied and
become food for beasts of prey wds the climax of
indignity or judgment (2 S 21 10,11; 1 K 13 22;
14 11; 16 4; 21 24; 2 K 9 37; Jer 7 33; 8 1;
Ezk 29 5; Ps 79 3; Rev 11 9), and uncovered
blood cried for vengeance (Ezk 24 6 f; 39 11-16),
the idea being the same as among other oriental
peoples, that the unburied dead would not only
inflict trouble upon his family, but bring defilement
also and a curse upon the whole land. It was,
therefore, an obligation resting upon all to bury
even the dead found by the way (Tob 1 IS; 2 8).
Even malefactors were to be allowed burial (Dt
21 22,23), and the exceptional denial of it to the
sons of Rizpah gave occasion for the touching story
of her self-denying care of the dead found in 2 S
21 10,11.
VI. Places of Burial: How
Marked.—Ordinary
graves were marked by the heaping of crude stones,
but hewn stones and sometimes costly pillars were
set up as memorials of the dead (Ezk 39 15;
2 K 23 17 RV, "What monument is that which
I see?" the reference being to a sepulchral pillar).
Jacob set up a pillar over Rachel's grave (Gen 35
20), and her tomb is marked by a monument to
this day. Absalom's grave in the wood of Ephraim
had a heap of stones raised over it (2 S 18 17),
but in this case, as in the case of Achan, it was not
for honor but for dishonor. In N T times the place
of burial was uniformly outside the cities and 'villages (see Lk 7 12; Jn 11 30). There was pubhc
provision made for the burial of strangers (Mt 27
7), as in the closing days of the monarchy there w-as
a public burying-ground at Jerus (Jer 26 23),
probably where it is to this day betw-een the city

Burier
Buying
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BUSH, THE BURNING, bffrn'ing: The scene at
the burning bush (HjO , s'neh, "a bush," L X X bdtos,
"blackberry bush") reveals God to the world in (ine
of the theophanies -with fire, of wliich
1. Meaning there are four mentioned in the Bible
and Use
(Ex 3 2; 13 21; 19 18; also 2 Thess
1 8 AV, yet to be fulfiUed). Many
other Di'vine manifestations were associated with fire.
'The Burning Bush is mentioned elsewhere in Dt 33
16; Mk 12 26; Lk 20 37; Acts 7 30.31.
Exact identification of the particular kind of
bush in which God appeared to Moses is impossible.
.Attempts have been made to identify
2. Identifi- it -with the blackberry bush, as by the
GEO. B . EAGER
cation
L X X and also by the monks of the
BURIER, ber'i-er ('Q'p,, kdbhar): "Set up a sign
Convent of St. Catharine on Mount
by it, tiU the buriers have buried it" (Ezk 39 15).
"When the searchers found any human remains Sinai who grow the blackberry there in token of
their tradition. The cassia has also been suggested.
as they passed through the land, they w-ere to set
Both identifications are faUures, the former because
up a mark to attract the attention of the buriers,
who followed them" (Dummelow's Comm., in loc). the blackberry does not grow in that region unless imported and tended, the latter for philological reasons.
See BURIAL.
Nothing in the language used gives any clue to the
BURN, btlrn, BURNING, bffrn'ing: Figurative: species of the bush. The generally accepted -view
that it was some kind of thorn bush is an assumption
In addition to the ordinary meaning, burn is used
with scarcely other ground than that there are so
metaphoricaUy in the follow-ing passages of the
many thorny bushes in that region. Tins fact does,
NT:
however, give to the assumption much probabiUty.
(1) Kalo), kald (Lk 24 32), "Was not our heart
The old Jewish commentators have many things
burning within us," i.e. greatly moved.
to say in explanation of this theophany (cf Jew
(2) vvp6u, purdd, used twice, once in the sense
Enc).
That one thing which wiU
of inflamed with sexual desire (1 Cor 7 9), "For
3. Interpre- meet with much response from the
it is better to marry than to burn," and in 2 Cor
tation
Christian heart is that the unconsumed
11 29 of the heat of the passions, here of grief, or
bush wdth the fire in the midst of it
anger, "Who is offended [ARV "caused to stumble"]
incUcated that the Israehtes would not be consumed
and I burn n o t ? " See also PUNISHMENTS.
by the afiUctions in Egypt. The apphcation of
tins -view to God's people under affliction in all ages
BURNT OFFERING. See SACRIFICE IN THE
is often made by Christian homilists. But this
OT AND N T .
cannot have been the primary meaning of the
theophany. Of the many theophanies and other
BURNT SACRIFICE. See SACRIFICE IN THE Di-vine manifestations with fire, the specific sigOT AND N T .
nification must be learned from a careful study of
the circumstances in each case. The fire does not
BUSH, b(56sh:
seem to have any one fundamental meaning running
(1) ( n : p , ^'neh. Ex 3 2-4; Dt 33 16; pdros,
through them all. In addition to the references
bdtos. Mk 12 26; Lk 6 44, "bramble bush"; 20 aheady given, cf Ps 18 8-12; 50 3; Ezk 1 4; Mic
37; Acts 7 30.35. All the OT references and the
1 1-4; Hab 3 3-6; He 12 29.
N T references, except Lk 6 44, are to the same
The exact meamng of the Burning Bush as a
"bush," -viz. Moses" "burning bush""), From its method or,medium of revelation may appear as
etymology $'neh clearly denotes a "thorny"" plant,
follows: (1) The flame in this bush was not the
as does the corresponding batos in the L X X and N T . flame of persecution by God's enemiijs -without, but
In the Lat VSS rubus, i.e. "bramble," is used as the flame of God's presence or the presence of His
equivalent. Several varieties of bramble flourish in
angel -within. (2) "The idea of burning and yet not
Pal, of which the most common is Rubus discolor, being consumed is brought into the narrative by
but this is not an indigenous plant in Sinai. It is
Moses' wonderment in the moment of his ignorance,
stated by Post t h a t a bush of this plant has been
before he knew that God was in the bush. (3) The
planted by the monks of the Convent of St. Cath- real significance of the flame in this case seems to
erine at Sinai to the rear of the "Chapel of the
be light and glory and preservation where God
Burning Bush." In spite of tradition there is but
manifests Himseff graciously. This is the univerlittle doubt that Moses" "burning bush'" must actu- sal idea of revealed reUgion. The prevaiUng idea
ally have been a shrub of one of the various thorny
of God in the rehgions round about was that God
acacias, or alhed plants, indigenous in the Sin penin- dwelt in darkness. The approach to the gods in
sula.
Eg3rp temples was through ever-deepening gloom.
It was thought that God was very dangerous and
(2) (n-'ia, sl''h, "plant,"' Gen 2 5; "shrub,"
apt to be a destroyer, so that a priest must always
Gen 21 15; "bush,'" Job 30 4.7). In the first
intervene. God as a gracious Saviour was the new
reference any kind of plant may be meant, but in
the other passages the reference is to the low bushes idea reyelation was bringing to the world. This
was now first clearly announced, but was not to
or scrub, such as are found in the desert.
(3) ( D i b b n : , nahdldllm, AV bushes, R V PAS- be fully revealed throughout the time of the long
Une of priests until the Great High Priest should
TURES, m "bushes,"" lsa, 7 19). The meamng come and make a "way of approach" that we may
appears to be rather a place for watering flocks,
come "wdth boldness unto the throne of grace."
the corresponding Arab, root J(..gj, nahal, ha-ving
M, G. K Y L E
BUSHEL, b(56sh'cl (iioSios, madias): A dry measthe meaning "to quench one"s thirst,"' and the
ure containing about a peck, but as it is used in
corresponding noun of place, (Jk..gJ^, manhal, the N T (.Mt 5 1.5; Mk 4 21; Lk 11 33) it does
meaning a watering-place in the desert,
not refer to capacity but is used only to indicate a,
covering to conceal the light.
E. W, G. MASTEBIHAN

waU and the Kidron Valley. Thousands of Jew-ish
graves on the sloping sides of the Valley of Jehoshaphat, where the Jews have come from aU lands to
lie buried, bear witness today to the behef that
associates the conUng of Messiah -with a blessed
resurrection. Many Jews hold that Messiah, when
He comes, -wiU descend upon the Mount of Olives,
and wiU pass through these resting-places of the
dead as He enters the Holy City in glory.
LITERATURE.—HDB, art. "Burial"; Keil, Bib. Arch.,
II, 199 f; Nowack, Heb .irch., I, 187 ft; "Burial" and
"Tombs" in Kitto, Cycl.: Thomson, LB (see " Funerals"
in Index); Tristram, Eastern Customs in Bible Lands;
;Mackie, Bible Manners and Customs.
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BUSHY, b(56sh'i: Found in Cant 5 11 as the tr
of b r i ' n , tdltdl, meaning traihng, pendulous (LX.X)
iXdrai, cldlai, Ut. "ductUe"); RVm reads "curly."

III.

Burier
Buying

SHOPS AND BAZAARS

1. (Jricntal Sliops
•2. The Markot-Placo
IV. H((Yi,-'((; i,s C R E D I T
I'a.viiii,' (!(i.sh (Money)
V. Oi'E.-^-.ViR M A R K E T S AND F A I R S
BUSINESS, biz'nes: Is the rendering of four Heb
/. In the Earliest Periods and among
Nomads.
words: (1)'n^iX'^'a , m'ld'khdh. In i'u-n 39 11 (.VRV
-Among primitive races and nomads there can
"work"); 1 C h ' 2 6 '20.30; 2 Ch 13 10 (.VRV "in
be, of course, no organized commerce.
1. The
Yet they buy and sell, by barter and
their work"); 17 13 (.VHV "many works"); Neh
exchange, in rude and simple w-ays.
11 16.22; 13 30 (.VRV "in his work"); Est 3 9; Ps Primitive
Stage; the When tribes become settled and live
107 23; Prov 22 29; Dnl 8 27, (2) 1 3 1 , d(J6/i(7r,
in -villages the "shop" is estabUshed
ht. "a word," is so tr<* in D t 24 5; Josh 2 14,20; "Shop"
—usually at first the simple "stall" of
Jgs 18 7 (.VRV "dealings"); 18 28 (.VRV "deal- the grocer (bakkal) where one can buy bread, cheese,
mgs'"); 1 S 21 2,8. (3) Hlp^'a, nia'd.sch, "an ac- s;(lt and dried fish, olives, oil, bundles of wood or
tion" (1 S 20 19). (4) 'i;':" .' 'inydn, "employment"
charcoal, and even earthenware vessels for t h e pass(Eccl 5 3; 8 16).
ing traveler. At a later stage the village will have
also, according to demand, other shops, as, for inIn the N T "business" in Lk 2 49 is the rendering
stance, those of the baker, the blacksmith, the cobof the phrase ^c rois rov rrarpSs pov, en tois toil
bler, and, today, will be found in many obscure
patrds mou, lit. "in the things of my Father," which
jilaces in the East the butcher's shop, and the coffee
ARV renders "in my Father's house," with "about
house.
my Father's business" as the marginal reading.
"Business" is also used in the tr of XP^^"-, chn-la,
These gradations and the gradual rise to the more
Ut. "need," of .Vets 6 3; as the tr of a-n-ovSy, organized commerce of the Gr-Rom period are
spoiidt, Ut. "haste" of Rom 12 11 (ARV "diliindicated in a way by the succession of
gence"); of rrpa-ipa, prdgiiiii, lit. "thing done," of
2. In OT
words for "bu3ang"" used in the Bible
Rom 16 2 (.VRV " m a t t e r " ) ; of rrpaadetv rd. (Sia, Times
and the conditions and circumstances
-prdssein Id idia, lit. "tend to one's own business,""
pictured and imphed in the various
of 1 Thess 4 11. In Acts 19 24,25 in Paul's ac- accounts of buying and selhng. Even as early as
count of the riot in Ephesus, ipyaala, ergasla, Ut.
Abraham's time, however, there were buying and
"working," "performing," is tr"* "little business" in
weighing of silver in exchange.
" H e a r me,""
ver 24 (AV "small gain"), and "by this business"
pleads Abraham with the children of Heth, "and
in ver 25 (AN "by this craft"").
entreat for me to Ephron t h e S(^m of Zohar, that
he may give me the cave of Afachpelah
XARTHUR J . KINSELLA
which is in the end of his field; for the full price
BUSYBODY, biz'i-bod-i (-n-epCcpyos, periergos, aXlet him give it to m e . " And Ephron said, "Nay,
XoTpLO€irCo-Koiros, allotrioeplskopos): The word is
my lord, hear me: the field give I thee, and the
found twdee in PauUnic Ut.: 1 Tim 5 13, "not only
cave t h a t is therein."' But Abraham said, "If
icUe, but tattlers also and busybodies," and 2 Thess
thou wilt
I will give the price of the field;
3 11, "work not at aU, b u t are busybodies." It is
take it of me, and I wfll bury my dead there. And
also found in 1 Pet 4 15 AV (RV "meddler"") "or
Ephron answered . . . , My lord, hearken unto
as a busybody in other men"s matters."" If these
me: a piece of land worth four hundred shekels of
passages be coupled wdth such others as Jas 3 2-10;
silver, what is that betwixt me and thee ? bury there4 11; E p h 4 29.31; Tit 3 2, it becomes evident
fore t h y dead.
And Abraham weighed to
that sins against the eighth commandment were as
Ephron the silver
. . four hundred shekels of
common in the apostoUc church as they are today.
silver,
current
money
with
the merchant. So . . . .
To this day backbiting is a common trait of oriental
the field, and the cave, and all the trees that were in
peoples. And it is this sin w-hich is so repeatedly
the field, . . were made sure unto Abraham for
warned against by t h e apostles, as in direct conflict
a possession" (Gen 23 8-18). Other examples of
with the ethics of Christianity, and in -violation of
primitive buying are found in Josh 24 32 ("the parcel
that spirit of brotherly love and mutual trust which
Christ has enjoined on His followers, and which is
the very marrow of t h e outward revelation of the
Christian faith (1 Cor 13).

H E N R Y E . DOSKEB

BUTLER, buffer: An officer in households of
kings, or other dignitaries, having charge of -wines
and other potables. "Ip^ffi'a, mashkeh, "one who
gives drink"" (Gen 40 1-2.3; 41 9), rendered "cupbearer"" in 1 K 10 5; 2 Ch 9 4; Neh 1 11. The
office was one of considerable importance in oriental
courts, because of the danger to the king"s hfe through
plots of poison, etc. Nehemiah held this position to
King Artaxerxes. Wealthy courts, as tb.at of Solomon, usuaUy had more than one (1 K 10 5); over
these cupbearers or butlers was the .sar ha-mashJam, or chief butler (Gen 40 9).
EDWARD BArj.BY POLLARD

BUTTER.

See FOOD.

BUYING, bi'ing (HIS , kdreJh, Tlpb , Idkah, XDJP ,
k'nd', ilvjy, kdndh, ~\ytO , shdbhar; ayopala, agordzd,
uv^o|iai, dneomai, €|iiropet(0|iai., emporeuomai):
I.

II.

IN THE EARLIEST PERIODS AND AMONG NOMADS

1. The Primitive Stage (the "Shop")
2. In OT Times
.3. In XT Times

ORIENTAL BUYING A TEDIOUS PROCESS

at Jaffa.
of gi'ound which Jacob bought of the sons of Hamor
the father of Sh(.-chem for a hundred piec(>s of
money"); in Ruth 4 5-9, where Boaz is represented as buying "the parcel of land which was
EUmelech's .
of the hand of Naomi
and of Ruth the Moabitess, the wife of the dead
all that was EUmelech's"; and in 2 S 24
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21-24, where David is said to have "bought the
threshing-floor" of A. at " a price."' Such cases,
however, are in a sense exceptional; trade in general at t h a t time was by barter and exchange, without intermediary or market-place.
In N T times things have so changed t h a t the
word most commonly used for buying (agorazd)
means "to use the market-place,"" and
3. In NT
another (emporeuomai) points to a
Times
class of traders or merchants who go
on, from city to city—"continue"" here
or there "and buy and seU"" (Jas 4 13 AV).
//. Oriental Buying often a Tedious Process.—
Something of this is seen even in the fine examples
given above. Doubtless, however, eastern buyers
and sellers of
old haggled
over p r i c e s
•with controversy and
heat, even as
such buyers
do
today.
Everywhere
you find them
now keen for
bargains, but
"striking a
bargain"" is a
tedious process.
They
grow w a r m
and then cool
off; they are
swept into
a frenzy by
some
new
turn of the
strife and
then calm
down; but
soon the haggling and arguing begin
G O I N G TO
over again,
becoming more heated and seemingly more hopeless
than ever, and often they become so excited as to
threaten to come to blows. But they don't mean
it all, and at last they find a common basis; the
sale is made with flattering comphments to one
another, and, if we may beheve appearances, to the
rapturous dehght of both parties to the bargain.
The native Oriental clearly takes pleasure in
such exercise, and sees great possibiUties before
him. He graciously assures you at the outset t h a t
the bargain shall be "just as you Uke it—just as
you like it!"
Is he not a servant of God? WTiat
cares he for money? WTiat he most wants is your
happiness and good -wUl—that is the sweetest thing
in Ufe—the love and favor of brothers. After a
while you offer a price. He says, "What is such c
trifle between us? Take it for nothing!" But he
is far from meaning it, and so the haggUng begins
and the fire and heat of controversy follow—^perhaps for hours.
///. Shops and Bazaars.—Oriental shops are all
of a pattern—the workshop and the place to store
and sell goods is one and the same.
1. Oriental It is on the street, of course, and a
Shops
platform, usually about 2 ft. high,
ex-tends along the whole front. A
small door opens to a room back, which, as far as
such a thing is possible in the Orient, is private.
The goods, particularly the best articles, are displayed in front, somewhat as they are in the -windows of our department stores. In the center of
the platform is a sejadeh, a rug or mat. Upon this
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the keeper sits in true oriental fashion—crosslegged. He is never too busy with his accounts to
let the passerby escape his keen eye. He will give
up his nargileh any time to hail the stranger, display his goods, and coaxingly in-vite him to look at
the special beauty and quaUty of his articles.
All the shops or storerooms of the oriental -viUage
Une the "market," which as a rule, is in the center
of the village, or on the chief street.
2. The
This the Arabs call suk, soakh (cf
MarketM t 20 3). Here t h e peasant is found
Place
'with his donkeys or camels laden with
food-stuffs and country produce. The
gardener is there "with his small fruits, and the
fisherman 'with his latest "catch." All the shopkeepers, too,
are on or near
to this street
or m a r k e t
center. "The
soakh in a
country village," says
J. G a r r o w
Duncan, "is
o n e of t h e
most interesting sights
of m o d e r n
Egypt. Formerly
the
cattle and
d r y - goods
markets were
uniformly
held in an
open space in
the center of
each -village.
Now the governmentcompels them to
go to a fenced
enclosure outMARKET.
s i d e of t h e
town. At Belbeys the ordinary market is still held
in the center of the town, but the cattle market is
a mile away, across the canal. As in a bazaar, such
as the traveler sees in Cairo, the merchants of the
various trades dispose themselves here in lanes, all
easily accessible from the main street, which is thus
left clear. On the left are the dealers in copper
utensils, busily plying their trade; next to them the
makers of sieves and riddles; then comes a large
space filled "with pottery ware, and, close by, the
vegetable venders. There, jammed in between the
pottery space and the coppersmiths, is a lane of
gold- and silversmiths—the greatest sharks in the
market, their chief prey being the women. On the
other side of the main street are the shoemakers"
lane, the drapers" lane, the grocers, the seed men, the
sweetmeat-sellers, fruit-merchants, dealers in glass
and carneUan jewelry and, lastly, the butchers' stalls,
all arranged in lanes, and all equally ready to trade
or to enjoy a joke at each other's expense. There
is apparently Uttle eagerness to trade—except when
a, tourist appears." "To one who is ignorant of the
value of his wares, the oriental dealer has no fixed
price. This is really regulated by the supposed
ignorance of the purchaser. If you choose, you
may give him what he asks, and be laughed at all
round the sookh. If you are wise, you w-ill offer
something near to the real value and firmly refuse
to vary or haggle, and he w-ill come to terms.
Professor Ehhu Grant tells of a shop in a Syrian
-village—"a small room, 6 to 12 ft. square, with a
door, but no -window, a counter or bench, and
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shelves and bins along the sides, where sugar, flour,
oil, matches, candies, sjiice, starch, ('(iffee, rice,
dried figs, etc, were found, but no WTapping-paper.
The buyer must bring his own dish for liquids;
other tlungs he carries away in the ample folds of
his skirt or in a handkerchief." "Every considerable Turkish town," says Van Lemiep, "has a
bazaar, bezeslen, or 'arcade': a stone struci ure,
open at both ends, a narrow allo,\- or street running
through it, covered with an arclu^l i-0((f, the (sides
pierced w-ilh openings or windows. This covered
street is hned on both sides with sh((ps, narrow and
shallow. Dealers in simUar goods and articles
flock together here, as do the artisans of hke trades
in all oriental cities." Such sli(i|is can yet be se(>n
in qiute characteristic form in Oaniascus, llagdad,
Cairo and Constantinople, as in ancient days they
were found in Bab\-lon, Jerus and Noph (see Is/.k
27 13-24).
IV. Buying on Credit.—The shop-keejier does
not ahvays get cash from the native buyer, Dr,
Post found that debt was well-nigh uiiiveisal in
Syria, The peasant sows "borrowed" seed, in
"borrowed" soil, plants and rcajis with "borrowed"
tools, and lives in a "borrowed" house. Liven in
case of an abundant har\-est the proportion of the
crop left by the landlord and t h e tax-gatherer
lea-i-es the man and his fannly but tli(> barest Uving
at best; at times he can barely pay'the debt accumulated in making and gathering in the crop, and
sometimes fails in doing this. In the rare eases
when the buyer pays cash for his purchases, he makes
payment, after a true oriental fashion.
Paying
in coin of the most various or varying
Cash
values, or in rings of copper, silver or
(Money)
gold, such as ar(( now common in the
market-places of China. This throws
Ught upon some Scriptural passages, as, for example. Gen 43 21,22, where the language impUes that
the ''rings" or "strings of money" were w-(.-iglied:
"Behold, every man's money was in the mouth of
llis sack, our money in full weight . . . and other
money ha-\-e w-e brought down in our hand to buy
food."" In Ezr 2 69, three kinds of currency are
mentioned, "darics of gold,"" "pounds of silver," and
"priests' garments," as ha'ving been given into the
treasury for the house of Gid, The term rendered
"darics"of gold," 'ddharkdnim, stands for Pers coins,
which w-ere simUar to tlie Gr "darics." The Persians
are said to have got the idea of coining from Lydia,
at the capture of Sardis, 561 BC. Early Lydian
coins were of eleotrum, but Croesus changed this to
coins of gold and silver, probably about 568 BC.
Examples of these ancient coins are now known
(Rice, Orientalisms in Bible Lands, 23,4),
V. Open-Air Markets and Fairs.—In
inland
towms and cities, markets and market-places are
often found in the open air, as well as under cover.
Great fans are held t hus on certain days of the
week. Several towns wiU agree upon different
daj-s as market days and will offer in turn whatever they have for sale: lamlis, sheep, cattle, horses,
mules, chickens, eggs, butter, cheese, vegetables,
fruits, and even jewelry and garments. In such a
case it is as if the whole town for the day was turned
into a market or exhibition, where everything is
for sale. On such days peasants and townspeople
come together in much larger numbers than is
ordinary, and mingle freely together. The day
thus chosen now, as in olden times, is often a holy
day—Friday, which is the Moslem Sabbath, or the
Christian Sunday, where Christians abound. Such
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instances form a side-light on such passages as
Neh 13 1
'In those days saw I in Judah
some rnen treading winepresses on the sabbath,
and bringing in slieave^s, and lading asses therewil li; as also wine, gra.iies, and figs, and all manner
of burdens, which thej- brought into Jerus on the
sabliatbday: and I testified against them." Morier
testifies that he attended similar fairs in Persia,
W'hei-e were gathered sellers of all sorts of goods in
l,emp((i-ary shops or tents, such as scUers of barley
and flour, as it was at the gate of Samaria after the
famine (2 K 7). Layard also sjieaks of having
seen at the gate of the modern town of Mosul,
o|)posite the sile of ancient Nineveh, shops for the
sale of w-lieat, barley, bread-stuffs, and drinks for
the thirsty. It will be recalled that it was "at the
gate" that Boaz (Ruth 4 1-3) called the elders and
people to witness that he had bought all that w-as
EUmelech's. For siniUar allusions sec Job 5 4;
Prov 31 23; Ps 127 5; Lam 5 14. See M O N E Y ;
TRADE, etc; also DB, DCG, etc.
tiE((, B, EA(,IER

BUZ, buz, BUZI, bii'zi, BUZITE, buz'it (T13,
biiz):
(1) Second son of Nahor (Gen 22 21). The
word occurs again in Jer 25 23, by the side of
Dedan (Gen 10 7) and Tema (Gen 25 15), and
is probably, theref((re, the name of a people living
in the neighborhood of Edom. Buz and Hazo
(Gen 22 22) are probably the countries of Bdzu
and Ha-tl (the former described as full of snakes
and scorpions), w-hich Esarhaddon invaded (KB,
ll, 131).
(2) A Gadite (1 Ch 5 14) (1T^3, bilzl), "an
inhabitant of Buz"), a title given to Elihu, the
fourth speaker in the Book of Job (Job 32 2).
HORACE J. VVOLF

BY: In the sense of "against" whioh survives
only in dialectal English (cf Wright, Dialed Did.,
I, 470, for examples) is the AV rendering of the
dative ip-avrCi, cinauto of 1 Cor 4 4 (ARV renders
this "against"). In classical Gr the same idiom
sunolda with dative = "be conscious" or "be cognizant of" a thing.
BY AND BY: In the sense of "immediately" is the
AV tr of i^aurys, exautPs, of Mk 6 25 (.VRV "forthwith"); of eieis, euthiis, Mt 13 21 (ARV "straightway"); oi eiid^cos, eutheds, Lk 17 7 (.V.RV "straightway""); 21 9 (ARV "immediately"'). In Eng. lit.
this meaning is obsolete (cf "After you have dyned
and supte, laboure not by and by after, but make a
pause—the space of an howre or more with some
pastyme" (Babees Book, EETS, 247).
BYBLUS, bib'lus.

See GEB.AL.

BYPATHS, bi'pathz.
BYSSUS, bis'us.

See BYWAY.

See LIKEN.

BYWAY, bi'wa (niS'^n: , n'lhlbhdlh): Only in
Jgs 5 6. Cf Jer 18 15; '.VV "paths" (RV "bypaths").
BYWORD, bl'wilrd: n p i l j ,
shammdh="consternation," "astonishment," "waste," "wonderful language," "object of remark" (Dt 28 37;
1 K 9 7; 2 Ch 7 20); b T O , mdshdl, or "^TBa ,
m'shdl = "asath-e," "byword" (Job 17 6; Ps 44 14);
n b ' a , milldh, or nb^p, milleh = "a topic," "object
of'talk," "byword" (Job 30 9).
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See K A B .

CABBON, kab'on Cjia?, kabbon; XaPpd, Chabrd):
An unidentified place in the Shephelah of Judah
near Eglon (Josh 15 40). I t is possibly t h e same
as MACHBENA, which see.

CABIN, kab'in ( n ' l ' j n , h&nuyyoth, "vaults'";
Jer 37 16 RV, "cells""): I n t h e East t h e prison
often consisted of a pit (cf "dungeon-house"" RV
and "house of t h e p i t " RVm) with vaulted cells
around it for the confinement of prisoners. The
word is probably a gloss. The phrase "and into the
cells"" seems superfluous after "into t h e dungeonhouse."
CABUL, ka'bul (biaS , kdbhUl; B, XioPanao-op.^,
Chdbamasomel; A, XapiX airo dpio-repwv, Chabol
apd aristerdn):
(1) A city on the boundary between Asher and
Zebulun (Josh 19 27). I t corresponds t o the
Chabolo of Jos ( Vita, 43, etc), and is represented
by t h e modern 'viUage Kabul, about nine mUes
S.E. of Acre.
(2) A district probably connected wdth (1), containing 20 cities, given by Solomon to Hiram king
of Tyre (1 K 9 10 ff).
CADDIS, kad'is.
CADES, ka'dez.

See GADDIS.
See KEDESH (Apoc).

CADES-BARNE, ka'dez bar'ng.

See KADESH-

BARNEA (Apoc).

CADHE, tsii-tira' (2 f ) : The eighteenth letter
of t h e Heb alphabet, and as such employed in Ps
119 t o designate the 18th part, every verse of
which begins with this letter. I t is transhterated
in this Encyclopaedia as g (almost ts). I t came
also to be used for the number 90. For name, etc,
see ALPHABET; TSADHE.

CAESAR, se'zar (Kato-ap, Kaisar):
Originally
the surname of the Julian gens (thus, Caius Julius
Caesar); afterward a name borne by the Rom
emperors. In the N T the name is definitely applied t o Augustus (Lk 2 1, "Caesar Augustus"),
to whom it belonged by adoption, and t o Tiberius
(Lk 3 1, "Tiberius Caesar"; of Mt 22 17.21).
"The "Caesar"" to whom Paul appealed (Acts 25
11.12.21) was Nero. The form is perpetuated in
"Kaiser" and "Czar."'
CAESAREA, ses-a-re'a, se-za-re'a (Kaio-optCo,
Kaisareia):
(1) Caesarea Palestina (pal-es-tl'na). The ancient name in the Arab, form Kaisariyeh still clings
to the ruins on the sea shore, about 30 miles N . of
Jaffa. I t was built by Herod the Great on t h e site
of Strato"s Tower (Ant, X I I I , xi, 2; XV, ix, 6),
and the name Caesarea Sebaste was given it in
honor of Augustus (ib, XVI, v, 1). With his usual
magnificence Herod la-vished adornments on t h e
city. He erected sumptuous palaces and public
buildings, a theater, and amphitheater with prospect to the sea; while a spacious system of sewers
under t h e city secured cleanliness and health.
But "the greatest and most laborious work of all"'
was a magnificent harbor "always free from t h e
waves of the sea," which Jos says was not less than
the Piraeus: this however is an exaggeration. I t
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was of excellent workmanship, and all t h e more
remarkable because the place itself was not suitable for such noble structures. T h e whole coast
line, indeed, is singularly ill-fitted for t h e formation
of harbors. The mighty breakwater was constructed
by letting down stones 50X18X9 ft. in size into
twenty fathoms deep. T h e mole was 200 ft. -wide.
Part was surmounted by a wall and towers. A
promenade and dwelUngs for mariners were also
pro-vided. T h e work was done in ten or twelve
years. I t became the residence of the Rom procurator. I t passed into the hands of Agrippa I ;
and here he miserably died (Acts 12 19.23).
Here dwelt Philip t h e Evangelist (Acts 8 40;
21 8). To Caesarea Peter was sent "to minister
to the Rom centurion CorneUus (Acts 10). Thrice
Paul passed through Caesarea (Acts 9 30; 18 22;
21 8); hither he was sent under guard from Jerus
to escape danger from the Jews (23 23); and
here he was imprisoned till his final departure for
Rome.
Riots between Gentiles and Jews in Caesarea
gave rise to the war (BJ, I I , xiU, 7; xiv, 4f).
Terrible cruelties were practised on t h e Jews under
Fehx and Florus. Here Vespasian was hailed
emperor by his soldiers. Titus here celebrated the
birthday of his brother Domitian by setting 2,500
Jews t o fight with beasts in t h e amphitheater.
Eusebius was bishop of Caesarea (313-40 AD).
In 548 A D a massacre of the Christians was organized and carried out by t h e Jews and Samaritans.
The city passed into Moslem hands in 638. In the
time of t h e Crusades it fell, now t o t h e Christians
and now t o the Moslems; and was finally overthrown by Sultan Bibars in 1265 A D .
The cathedral stood on t h e site of a temple built
by Herod, where t h e ruins are seen today; as are
also those of two aqueducts which conveyed water
from Nahr ez-Zerkd. T h e landward wall of the
Rom city was nearly 3 miles in length.
(2) Caesarea Phihppi (fi-lip'i) (Kaurapela -g ^iXl-irirou, Kaisareia he Phillppou).
At t h e S.W. base of
Mt. Hermon, on a rocky terrace, 1,150 ft. above
sea-level, between Wady Khashabeh ^ and Wddy
Za'areh, lie the ruins of t h e ancient city. I t was
a center for t h e worship of P a n : whence the name
Paneas, appUed not only t o t h e city, b u t to the
whole district (Ant, XV, x, 3). I t is possible
that this may have been the site of ancient Baalhermon; whUe Principal G. A. Smith would place
Dan here (HGHL, 480). T h e district was given
by Augustus to Herod the Great 20 BC, by whom
a temple of white marble was built in honor of the
emperor. Paneas formed part of the tetrarchy of
Philip. H e rebuilt and beautified the town, calUng
it Caesarea as a compliment to Augustus, and
adding his own name to distinguish it from Caesarea
on the coast of Sharon (Ant, X V I I I , ii, 1; BJ, I I ,
ix, 1). From Bethsaida Jesus and His disciples
came hither, and on the way Peter made his famous
confession, after whioh Jesus began to tell them of
His coming passion (Mt 16 13 ff; M k 8 27ff)_.
Some think t h a t on a height near Caesarea PhUippi
Jesus was transfigured. See TRANSFIGURATION,
M O U N T O F . Agrippa I I renamed t h e town Neronias (Ant, X X , ix, 4). T h e ancient name however outlived both Caesarea and Neronias, and survives in the Arab, form Bdnias.
The modern village, buUt among the ruins, contains 350 inhabitants. The walls and towers of which the remains
are seen date from Crusa,ding times. The castle,
ess-Subeibeh, crowns the hill behind the town, and
must have been a place of strength from the earUeat
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times. Its possession must always have been
essential to the holding of the valley to the west.
Iinmediately to the north of the town, at the foot
of a steep crag, the fountain of the Jordan rises.
Formerly the w-aters issued from a ea\'e, Maghdrct
rds eii-.\'eba', "cave of the fountain head," now
filled up with dObris. Two niches cut in the face
of the rock recall the idolatries practised here in
olden times. .V shrine of el-Khudr stands on the
west of the spring. With the rich soil and plentiful supplies of water, iu a comparatively temperate
climate, average industry might turn the whole
district into a garden. .Vs it is, tUe surroundings
are wonderfully beautiful.
W. EWING
CAESAR'S HOUSEHOLD, hous'hold (ol «
T-fis Kattrapos olKtas, hoi ek Its Kaisaros oik'ias,
"they that are of Cae^sar's household," Phil 4 22):
These words occur iu the eiiistle which Paul wrote
from Rome near the end of his first imprisonment
there, probably in the end of 61 AD, to the church
in Phihppi.' 'They give us most interesting information iu regard to the progress made in the propagation of the gospel in Rome.
It is necessary to ask, in the first place, What is
meant by the words "Caesar's household"? and
when the meaning of that phrase is known, then
it is needful to discuss the question which rises
at once. In what w-ay did the gospel enter Caesar's
household? How is it t h a t the gospel, w-hich at
the first chiefly advanced among the poorer classes
in the Empire, made its w-ay at a bound into the
very palace of the Caesars?
"Caesar's household" meant the whole of the
persons, slaves and freemen aUke, composing the
establishment of the emperor in his
1. What
palace on the Palatine Hill at Rome.
Exactiy Was The slaves of the imperial household
Caesar's
formed a host in themselves. At a
Household? time when many a private citizen in
Rome owned several hundreds of
slaves, it need not surprise anyone to know that
there was a vastly larger number of such persons in
the palace of the emperor. This was a period
when the city of Rome and the court of the Caesars
swarmed with Asiatics, many of whom were Jews,
and many of them would be in slavery, or in employment, in the imperial court. It cannot be forgotten
that Poppaea, Nero's shameless consort, was a
proselyte to Judaism and t h a t she continued to
advocate successfully the cause of the Jews before
the emperor as occasion arose.
These persons in the emperor's palace would be
employed in every conceivable capacity as household servants, cooks, bathmen, gardeners, grooms,
kennel-keepers, porters, doorkeepers, messengers,
secretaries, amanuenses, teachers, librarians, architects, carpenters, shoemakers, and in all other
forms of ser-v-iee. Of course they were not all
slaves: there was a very large number of freemen.
The domus or famUia Cae.iari-s (represented by the
Gr oikia Kaisaros) included the whole of the imperial household, the meanest slaves as well as the
most powerful courtiers. On the character and
constitution of this household we happen to possess
more information than perhaps on any other
department of social Ufe in Rome. " I n Rome
itseff, if we may judge by these inscripti(ins, the
domus Augu.sta must have formed no inconsiderable
fraction of t h e whole population; but it comprised
likewise aU persons in the emperor's siTViee,
whether .slaves or freemen, in Italy and even in the
pro-vinces" (Lightfoot, Comm. on Phil, 171). In
the Ust of offices filled by members of the imperial
household were also such functions as those of
keepers of the wardrobe or of the plate-chest; even
the "tasters" formed a separate class of servants
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under a chief of their own. To belong to Caesar's
household would secure even to the lowest grade
of slaves substantial privileges and immunities,
and would give a certain social importance, which
made this position a valued one. An office in the
emperor's liousehold, however mean, was thought
of so highly, that in the monumental inscriptions
such a fact is recorded with scrupulous care.
The next inquiry is. How did the gospel win its
way into Caesar's household? And, first, there
is no need at all to suppose that the
2. How Did gospel was unknown, even in the
the Gospel palace, previous to the arrival of Paul
Enter into in Rome. For in that numerous houseCaesar's
hold of the emperor there would be
Household? Jews, perhaps many of them; and all
the Jews were at that time filled with
Messianic hopes, and thus were ready to Usten to
the gospel. As soon therefore as the gospel entered
Rome, as soon as it was proclaimed
3. The
in the many synagogues there, these
Gospel
members of Caesar's household could
Known
not fail, equally with the other memThere
bers of the synagogue, to hear the
before
story of Jesus Christ and of His cross
Paul's
and resurrection. A fact such as this.
Arrival
that the gospel was known in Rome
pre-vious to Paul's arrival there, is quite
sufficient to account for the other fact, that the
gospel was known in Caesar's palace.
But the propagation of the gospel received a
great impetus and help forward, when Paul arrived
in the city. For although he was a
4. The
"bound prisoner," his wrist fastened
Gospel Ad- by an iron chain, day and night, to the
vances in
soldier who guarded him, he was able
the Palace to "preach the kingdom of God and
to teach those things which concern
the Lord Jesus Christ, with all confidence, no man
forbidding him" (Acts 28 31 AV). And in this
way the gospel would again reach members of the
emperor's household. Immediately after his arrival
in Rome, Paul had put himself in communication
with "the chief of the Jews"—probably the rulers
of the synagogues in Rome—and many of them
came to him in his lodging and conferred w ith him.
Those chief men of the Jew-s expressed their great
desire to hear from him what his thoughts were in
regard to the hope of Israel (ver 22); and
naturally all the Jew-s in Rome would be equally
desirous to gain this information from a man of the
outstanding position and character of Paul. The
Jewish community in Rome had for years past
been permeated with the hope of the coming of
the Messiah; indeed successive rumors of false
Christs had kept them in a fever of excitement,
which, on one occasion at least, had broken out in
tumult, so strong was their hope of His speedy
appearing. Thus it would come about, as a matter
of course, that the gospel would reach all the Jews
in Rome, and from this knowledge of Jesus, whom
Paul proclaimed, the Jews who were in the service
of the emperor could not possibly be excluded.
But besides this, the fact that Paul was in daily
contact and intercourse wdth the soldiers who
guarded him could not fail to lead to
5. The
the introduction of the gospel into
(jospel
the regiment. And as part of the
Carried by Praetorian Guard was quartered in
Paul's Sol- buddings on the Palatine Hill, attached
dier-Guard to the emperor's palace there, there
was thus one other channel through
which the gospel would be made known to siime of
those who resided in the palace of Caesar. It is thus
seen that there is nothing at all surprising in the
fact that there were Christians in Caesar's household.
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Some of Lightfoot's suggestions and conjectures
on this subject are exceedingly interesting. H e
reviews the names of the persons to
6. Lightwhom Paul sends greeting in Rom 16
foot's Con- and compares them with the names
jecture
of persons who hved at t h a t time, and
which have been found in monumental
inscriptions on the columbaria or places of sepulture
exhumed on the Appian Waj-. JVIany of the
occupants of those columbaria were freedmen or
slaves of the emperors, and were contemporaries
of Paul. The result of Lightfoot's review of the
names is t h a t he claims to have established a fair
presumption that among the salutations in Rom 16
some members at least of the imperial household
are included (Phil, 177).
In the household of the emperor there w-ere necessarily many persons of high rank. Perhaps we
may find a hint that the gospel had been embraced
by some in the higher grades of society, in such
strange facts as the execution of Titus Flavins
Clemens, a man of consular rank and cousin to the
emperor, and also in the fact t h a t Flavia Domitilla, the -wife of Fla'vius Clemens, was banished by
Domitian, notwithstanding her near relationship
to him, for she was the emperor's niece. Her
daughter Portia also shared in the same punishment of exile. The charges brought against all
three were atheism and inchnation to Jewish customs: surely such charges -dere sufficiently vague
and even self-contradictory. The opinion has
been suggested that probably these three persons
in the inner circle of the emperor's kinsmen were
Christians.
Ramsay (St. Paul the Traveller, etc, 353), speaking of Lightfoot's conjectures, already referred to,
writes, "In all probabUity he is right in
7. Aristo- thinking that all the slaves of Aristobulus and bulus (son of Herod the Great) and of
Narcissus
Narcissus (Claudius" favorite freedman) had passed into the imperial
household, and that members of their two fainiliae
are saluted as Christians by Paul (Rom 16 10 ff).""
The fact of greatest interest in the whole subject
is, that in society so profligate and corrupt as the
court of Nero, there w-ere ''saints,"" Christian men
whose garments were clean and who kept themselves
unspotted from the world amid surroundings so
dreadful and in temptation so unceasing; that the
gospel was known and obeyed and loved, and
that hearts and Uves were loyal to Christ even in the
palace of Nero Cai-sar.
JOHN RUTHERFURD
CAGE, kaj O ' ^ w , k'hlbh; (jJvXaK-rj,
phulakt):
The earliest knc(wn form of cage made to confine
a bird, for the pleasure of its song or the beauty of
its coloring, was a crude affair of willows or other
pliable twigs. Later cages were made of pottery,
and now t hey are mostly made of wire. References
in the Bible make it very clear t h a t people were accustomed to confine in cages such birds as they
esp, prized for pets, or to detain them for market
purposes. James indicated that cages were common
when he wrote (3 7): "For every kind of beasts
and birds
is tamed, and hath been tamed iDy
mankind."' In Job (41 5) we find these Unes
"Wilt thou play -trith him as with a bird ?
Or wilt thou bind him for thy maidens ?"
The only way to play with a bird is to confine it so
that it grows accustomed to you and thus loses
fear, Jeremiah compared the ci-idl state of Judah
to J, "cage [crate] fuU of birds" (5 27), "the houses
of the rich being stuffed with craftily-obtained
wealth and articles of luxury" (HDB).
The sale
of sparrow-s as an article of food still continues in
the eastern markets. Jesus referred to this (Mt
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10 29) and it was He who entered the temple and
overthrew "the seats of them that sold the doves"
(Mt 21 12). In Rev 18 2 we find a reference to
"a hold [AV "cage"] of every unclean and hateful
bird." See also Ecclus 11 30.
G E N E STRATTON-POHTER

CAIAPHAS, ka'a-fas, kl'a-fas (Ka'id<j)os, Kaldphas; Caiaphas = Kephas [cf Dods in Expositor's Gr Test, I, 803], and has also been interpreted
as meaning "depression"): Caiaphas was the surname of Joseph, a son-in-law of Annas (cf Jn 18 13),
who fiUed the post of high priest from about 18-36
AD, when he was deposed by VitelUus (cf Jos,
Ant, X V I I I , ii, 2; iv, 3). He is mentioned by Lk
as holding office at the time of John the Baptist's
preaching in the wilderness (Lk 3 2).
i
Caiaphas took a leading part in the trial and
condemnation of Jesus. It was in his court or
palace that the chief priests (Sadducees) and Pharisees, who together constituted the Sanhedrin, assembled " t h a t they might take Jesus by subtlety,
and kiU him" (cf JMt 26 3,4; Jn 11 49). The
regal claims of the new Messiah and the growing
fame of His works had made them to dread both the
vengeance of imperial Rome upon their nation,
and the loss of their own personal authority and
prestige (cf Jn 11 48). But Caiaphas pointed a
way out of their dilemma: let them bide their time
till the momentary enthusiasm of the populace was
spent (cf M t 26 5), and then by the single sacrifice
of Jesus they could at once get rid of a dangerous
rival and propitiate the frowns of Rome (cf Jn
11 49.50; 18 14). The commentary of St. John
upon this (Jn 11 51,52) indicates how the death
of Jesus was indeed to prove a blessing not only for
Israel but also for all the children of God; but not
in the manner which the cold-blooded statecraft
of Caiaphas intended. The advice of the high
priest was accepted by the Sanhedrin (ver 53), and
they succeeded in arresting Jesus. After being led
"to Annas first"" (18 13), Jesus w-as conducted
thence in bonds to Caiaphas (ver 24). According to
M t He was led immediately upon His arrest to
Caiaphas (Mt 26 57). ^ Mk and Lk do not refer to
Caiaphas by name. His conduct at this preUminary
trial of Jesus (vs 57-68), its time and its procedure,
were almost entirely illegal from the standpoint of
the then existing Jew-ish law (cf JESUS CHRIST,
TRIAL O F ; and A. Taylor Innes, The Trial of
Jesus Christ).
False witnesses were first called,
and when Jesus refused to reply to their charges,
Caiaphas asked of Him if He were " t h e Christ,
the Son of God"" (ver 63). Upon Our Lord's
answering "Thou hast said" (ver 64), Caiaphas
"rent his garments, saying, He hath spoken blasphemy: what further need have we of witnesses?
behold, now ye have heard the blasphemy" (ver
65). Upon this charge was Jesus found "worthy
of death" (ver 66). Cakaphas is also mentioned in
.Vets 4 6 as being among those who presided over
the trial of Peter and John.
C. M. K E R R
CAIN, kan ("j'^p, kayin, " s p e a r " or "smith,"
resembhng in sound the root kdndh, "get," "acquire," Gen 4 1 RVm, but not necessarily derived
from that root; LXX Kd'iv, Kdin):
(1) In Gen 4 1-24 Cain is the first son of Adam
and Eve. His birth is hailed as a manifestation of
Jeh's help. He becomes "a tiUer of
1. The
the ground," and brings to Jeh an
Scripture
offering of the produce of the soil, his
Narrative
brother Abel, the shepherd, bringing
at the same time the fat of the firstborn of his own flock. From Cain and from hia
offering Jeh withholds the sign of acceptance which
he grants to Abel. ^ T h a t t h e ground of this difference of treatment is to be found (so He 11 4) in
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C a i n ' s l a c k of r i g h t d i s p o s i t i o n t o w a r d J e h is show n
by his b e h a v i o r (see , \ B E L ) . I n s t e a d of h u m b l i n g
himself h e gives s i g n s of s t r o n g i n d i g n a t i o n a t J e h ' s
refusal t o f a v o r h i m . U n d e r t h e j u s t r e b u k e of J e h
he h a r d e n s h i s h e a r t a n d is f u r t h e r confirmed in
i m p e n i t e n c e . H i s j e a l o u s y of A b e l , u n r e p e n t e d
of, increases u n t i l i t c u l m i n a t e s i n d e U b e r a t e m u r d e r .
D e l i b e r a t e , for i n G e n 4 S w e m u s t r e s t o r e a c l a u s e
to t h e H e b t e x t , all t h e a n c i e n t V S S b e a r i n g w i t n e s s ,
and r e a d ".Vnd C a i n s a i d u n t o A b e l h i s b r o t h e r .
Let u s go i n t o t h e field," e t c . I n t h e v a i n a t l e m p t
to conceal h i s c r i m e C a i n a d d s f a l s e h o o d t o h i s
other s i n s . H e is c u r s e d " f r o m , " i , ( . awiiy from,
t h a t soil u p o n w h i c h h e p o u r e d o u t h i s b r o t h e r ' s
blood, a n d m u s t b e c o m e a fugitive a n d a w a i u l e r er, far from t h e i m i i i e d i a l e p r e s e n c e of J e h . JVIthoitnh h i s r e m o n s t r a n c e a g a i n s t t h e s e v e r i t y of h i s
sentence di^pla\'s n o genuiiu- e n i i t r i t i o n , stiU J e h
in p i t y a p p o i n t s a " s i g n " for h i s p r o t e c t i o n .
Cain
takes u p h i s a b o d e in t h e l a n d of N o d ( " w a n d e r ing"), a n d there builds a ciiy a n d becomes the
ancestor of a line w h i c h i n c l u d e s J a b a l , f o r e f a t h e r
of tent-dw-elling c a t t l e - k e e p e r s ; J u b a l , f o r e f a t h e r
of m u s i c i a n s ; T u b a l - c a i u , f o r e f a t h e r of s m i t h s ;
and L a m e c h , Uke C a i n , a m a n of -violence. I n
C a i n ' s c h a r a c t e r w-e .see " a t e r r i b l e o u t b u r s t of selfwiU, p r i d e , a n d j e a l o u s y , leaiiing t o a t o t a l a n d
relentless r e n u n c i a t i o n of all h u m a n t i e s a n d affect i o n . " " A m o n g t h e l e s s o n s o r t r u t h s wlUch t h e
n a r r a t i v e tea(-'hes m a y b e i n s t a n c e d : t h e n a t u r e of
t e m p t a t i o n , a n d t h e m a n n e r i n w-hich i t s h o u l d b e
resisted; t h e c o n s e q u e n c e s t o w h i c h a n u n s u b d u e d
temper m a y lead a m a n ; t h e gradual steps b y which
iu t h e e n d a d e a d l y c r i m e m a y b e c o m m i t t e d ; t h e
need of s i n c e r i t y of p u r p o s e l e s t o u r offering s h o u l d
be r e j e c t e d ; G o d ' s c a r e for t h e g u i l t y s i n n e r after
he h a s b e e n p u n i s h e d ; t h e i n t e r d e p e n d e n c e u p o n
one a n o t h e r of m e m b e r s of t h e h u m a n r a c e ; a n d
t h e d u t i e s a n d o b U g a t i o n s w-hich w e all o w e t o e a c h
other" (Driver). I n H e 11 4 Cain's spiritual
deficiency is p o i n t e d o u t ; 1 J n 3 12 o b s e r v e s h i s
envy a n d j e a l o u s y , a s "of t h e wdcked o n e , " a n d
J u d e v e r 11 m a k e s h i m a v e r y t j ' p e of t h e u n g o d l y .
W i t h few a n d b o l d s t r o k e s t h e s t o r y of C a i n as it
s t a n d s p a i n t s for u s t h e c h a r a c t e r of t h e first of
m u r d e r e r s a n d t h e s c e n e of his d e t e c 2. DifiB,cul- t i o n a n d c o n d e m n a t i o n . T o t h e r e ties
h g i o u s p u r p o s e of t h e n a r r a t i v e all
o t h e r thin.gs a r e m a d e t r i b u t a r y .
But
if we c a n n o t r e f r a i n f r o m p u t t i n g t h e famiUar
question. W h o w a s C a i n ' s wdfe? i t is also i m p o s s i b l e
upon close s t u d y of G e n 4 , a s i t s t a n d s , t o a v o i d
asking w-hat w a s t h e n a t u r e of t h e sign of J e h ' s
accefitance ( v e r 4 ) , or of t h e " s i g n " a p p o i n t e d
for C a i n (ver 15,i; o r w h a t w e a r e t o t h i n k of t h e
i n t r o d u c t i o n i n t h e m i d s t of t h e n a r r a t i v e , w-it;hout
explanation, of s u c h i m p o r t a n t i n s t i t u t i o n s a s s a c rifice (vs 3 . 4 ; a n d b l o o d - r e v e n g e (ver 1 4 ) ; w h o
were t h e p e r s o n s of w h o m C a i n s t o o d i n fear (ver
14); w h o i n h a b i t e d t h e c i t y h e b u i l t ( v e r 1 7 ) ;
how t h e w a n d e r e r a n d f u g i t i v e c o u l d b e c o m e t h e
cUj'-builder; a n d w h y t h e s h e p h e r d life s h o u l d b e
r e p r e s e n t e d aa b e g i n n i n g w i t h , \ b e l (ver 2) a n d
a'j;ain w i t h J a b a l (ver 2 0 ; ; a l s o w h e t h e r t h e n a r r a t o r
m e a n s t h a t n o t o n l y t h e coUection of m e n i n cities
(ver 17), b u t a l s o a n i m a l h u s b a n d r y , m u s i c a n d
m e t a l - w o r k i n g (ver 2 0 - 2 2 ) a r e t o b e l o o k e d u p o n
with disfavor a s h a v i n g s p r u n g f r o m C a i n or from
his d e s c e n d a n t s ? M o s t of t h e s e questions_ find
their a n s w e r s in o n e c o n s i d e r a t i o n : t h e n a r r a t i v e is
not e x h a u s t i v e l y c o m p l e t e a n d is n o t i n t e n d e d t o
be so. T h a t a l a r g e b o d y of r a c i a l t r a d i t i o n s e.xisted,
from w h i c h , w-ith t h e s e v e r e s t c o n d e n s a t i o n , t h e
a u t h o r of G e n s e l e c t e d h i s m a t e r i a l , is t h e c o n c l u sion forced b y close e x a m i n a t i o n of t h e G e n n a r r a tive a n d c o m p a r i s o n of i t w i t h t h e m o s t a n c i e n t
extant traditions. " I n G e n 4 these old stories
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a r e n o t t o l d for t h e i r o w n s a k e s . T h e i n c o m p l e t e n e s s a n d t h e difficulties left u n s o l v e d d o n o t allow
tUis a s s u m p t i o n t o lie m a d e . T h e y f o r m s i m p l y t h e
material foundation, to which higher
3. Critical
ideas a n d doctrines are a t t a c h e d "
Theories
(Dillmann).
Without going outside t h e Scripture
text we may flnd strong evidence t h a t the narrative
imder consideration is founded in part upon ancient
sources. Let the Une of Cain (4 17-24) be compared
with t h a t of Seth (5 1-29):
CAINITE
SETHITE
Adam ( " m a n " )
Adam ( " m a n " )
,Scih
Eiiosli (" m a n " )
Cain
Kenan
Enoch
.Xliihalalel
Irad
Jared
Mehujael
Enoch
Methushael
Methuselah
Lameeli
Laniech
Jabal, Jubal, Tubal-caiu
Noah
Sliein, Ham, J a p h e t
The Heb forms of the names show even more clearly
t h a t Cain = Kenan, Irad = Jared, Methushael = M e t h u s e lah; a single transposition, t h a t of the first and ttiird
names after Cain, brings t h e two Enochs together,
and hkewise the similar names Mehujael and Mahalalel.
Thus we have six names nearly or quite identical; seven
ancestors in one list and ten in t h e other, ending in both
cases with a brandling into three important characters.
Resemblances equally certain, though not by any means
so obvious, exist between the names in this double list
and the names of the ten kings of Babylonia w-ho reigned
before the Flood, as t h e latter are given by Berosus,
the Babylonian historian of t h e 3d cent. BC (see Skinner, Driv(5r, Sayce as below). T h u s one source of which
the author in Gen 4 made use appears t o have been an
ancient list in genealogical form, by which t h e first
of mankind w-as linked with the beginnings of civilized
institutions and arts. Another p a r t of his material
was the story of a brother's murder of a brother (4
1-16). M a n y niaiiitain at this point t h a t t h e narrative
must be based upon the doings of tribes, rather t h a n of
individuals. I t is true t h a t not seldom in the OT
tribal history is related under individual names (cf
Gen 4 9 ; Jgs 1^ and the tallies of tribes in Gen 25 1-4;
36): yet the tribe referred t o can hardly be t h e Kenites
of the OT, who appear as the close alhes of Israel, not
esp. bloodthirsty or revengeful, and haunted b y no
shadow of early crime against a brotlier tribe (see
K E N I T E S ) . The indications in 4 1-16 of a developed
state of society and a considerable population may
go to show tliat t h e narrative of t h e murder was not
originaUy associated with the sons of the flrst man.
Thus there is room t o suppose t h a t in t h e process of
condensation and arrangement Cain, son of Adam;
Cain, the murderer; and Cain, city-builder and liead
of a Une of patriarchs, have been mad© one. The
critical conclusions here epitomized are indeed reached
by a delicate and difficult process; b u t it is asserted in
their favor t h a t they make possible t h e removal of
difficulties which could be explained in no o t h e r manner.
The question which will arise with many. What theory
of inspiration can be held consistently with t h e application of such critical processes'' is dealt \vith at length
by most modern commentators (see CniTicrsM; INSPIHATION).

LITEBATUHE,—A. Dilhnann, Genesis ( E T ) ; S, R, Driver.
Genesis ("Westminster Commentaries"); H. E. Ryle,
Early Narratives of Genesis: J, Skinner. Genesis (7CC);
A. H. Sayce. " Archaeology of the Book of Genesis, " Expos
T, August, 1910, June, I 9 I 1 ,
(2) I n J o s h 15 57, R V K - U N , w h i c h ^see. See
also K E N I T E S .

F. K.
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C A I N A N , k a ' n a n , k a - i ' n a n (Ka'ivdv,
Ka'indn):
(1) G r form of K e n a n (Lk 3 3 7 ) : also .VV form
i n O T (except 1 C h 1 2),
(2) A son of A r p h a x a d (Lk 3 36), o m i t t e d in
G e n 10 '24; 11 12.
CAKE.

See B R E A D .

CALAH, k a ' l a ( n ^ 3 , A(7/«/!,' X ( i \ a x , Chdlaeh, also
Chdlak or Kd-lach; in A s s y r Kalhu,
Kalha,
Kalhi,
Kalah):
T h e n a m e of o n e of t h e g r e a t cities of
N i m r o d ( G e n 10 11), or r a t h e r , A s s h u r ( t e x t ) ,
w-hich f o r m e d , w i t h N i n e v e h , R e s e n b e t w e e n C a l a h
a n d Nineveh, a n d R e h o b o t h - I r (probably lying
m o r e t o t h e N , ) , . \ s s h u r ' s g r e a t fourfold c a p i t a l .
T h e m e a n i n g of t h e n a m e is u n k n o w n , b u t if_ a
S u m e r i a n e t y m o l o g y b e a c c e p t e d , s o m e s u c h sig-
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nification as "Holy Gate" (Ka-lah) or the Uke—• the remains of t h e last palace built on t h e s i t e ^ a
a parallel to Ka-dingira= Bdb-lli, "Gate of God" very inferior erection constructed for As§ur-etililani (cir 626 B C ) . One of t h e t e m p k s on this
(see B A B E L , BABYLON)—might be regarded as
platform was t h a t dedicated t o Ninip, situated a t
possible.
As Nineveh is mentioned b y Hammurabi, who the S.W. corner of t h e temple-tower. The leftreigned about 2000 BC, it is clear t h a t that city hand entrance was flanked b y man-headed Uons,
while the sides of t h e right-hand entrance were
was already, in his time, an important
1. Date of place; and the passage in Gen 10 decorated with slabs showing t h e expulsion of the
the City's
11 implies, though it does not actually evil spirit from t h e temple—a spirited sculpture
Foundation prove, t h a t Calah was of about t h e now in the Nimroud Gallery of the British Museum.
On the right-hand side of the entrance
same period. The Assyr king Assurwas an arch-headed slab with a reprenasir-apU (cir 885 BC) states t h a t Calah was made 6. T h e
(probably = founded) by Shalmaneser (I) cir 1300 Temple of sentation of King As§ur-na?ir-apli in
Ninip
low reUef, standing in t h e usual conBC, b u t this is possibly simply a n indication t h a t
ventional attitude. Before it stood a
he rebuilt it. Later on, the site seems t o have
become neglected, for Assur-nasir-apU states that,
stone tripod altar, implying t h a t Di-vine honors were
the city ha'ving faUen into ruin, he paid to this king. (Both these are now in the
British Museum.) The remains of another temple
2. Early
rebuilt it, and it thereafter became
References practically t h e capital of t h e country, were found to the E . of this, and there are traces of
to the City for he not only reerected or restored further buildings a t other points of the platform.
its shrines and temples—the temple of
The slabs from ASsur-nasir-aph"s palace show
Ninip, with t h e god's image; t h e temple of " t h e this king"s warUke expeditions, b u t as descriptive
Lady of the Land," and the temples of Sin, Gula, lettering is wanting, the campaigns cannot be
and Enlil—but he also received tribute there. identified.
Notwithstanding this disadvantage,
Among his other works m a y be mentioned the however, they are of considerable importance,
water-channel Pati-hengala, and t h e plantations, shewing, as they do, incidents of his various
whose fruits, apparently, he offered t o t h e god
campaigns—the crossing of rivers, the march of his
Assur (Asshur), and the temples of the city. I t also armies, the besieging of cities, the reception of
became a favorite place of residence for the later tribute, t h e life of t h e camp and hunting the lion
kings of Assyria, who built palaces, and restored
and the wild bull. T h e reUefs from t h e temples,
the city's temples from time t o time.
which are much larger and finer, show the king
Calah occupied t h e roughly triangular tract
engaged in various religious cereformed by the junction of the Greater Zab (r.)
7. T h e
monies and ritual acts, and are among
with the Tigris (1,), which latter
Sculptures t h e most striking examples of Assyr
3. Its
stream anciently flowed rather closer
of Alsursculpture. When looking a t these
Position
to the western waU t h a n it does now, nasir-SpU
works of art, t h e student's thoughts
and would seem t o have separated t h e
go back with thankfulness t o those
small town represented b y Selamiyeh from t h e Assyrians who, through t h e generations, cared for
extensive ruins of Calah, which now bear the name and preserved these monuments, though the vanof Nimroud.
The main ruins are situated on a daUsm of Esarhaddon in dressing off the slabs of
large, rectangular platform on t h e bank of t h e old Tiglath-pileser IV t o carve his own bas-reUefs
bed of t h e Tigris. T h e most prominent edifice thereon 'will ever be regretted.
was the great Temple-tower a t the
The site is described as being 14 miles S. of Kou4. The
N . W . corner—a step-pyramid (ziq- yunjik (Nineveh) and consists of a n inclosure
Templequrat) like the Bab towers, constructed
formed of narrow mounds still ha'ving
Tower
of brick faced with stone, and rising,
8. The City the appearance of walls. Traces of
in stages, t o a height of cir 126 ft., WaUs
no less than 108 towers, the city's
probably with a sanctuary a t the t o p (see BABEL,
ancient defences, are said t o be 'visible
TowTER OF), A long vault occupies t h e basement- even now on t h e N . and E., where t h e walls were
stage of this structure, and caused Sir A. H . Layard, further protected b y moats. T h e area which the
its discoverer, to regard it as the probable traditional walls inclose—about 2,331X2,095 yds.—would contomb of Ninus, under whose shadow t h e tragedy tain about 1,000 acres.
of Pyramis and Thisbe took place. Ovid (Metam.
Layard, Nineveh and Its Remains, and Nineveh
iv.98) describes t h e tomb of Ninus as ha'ving been and Babylon, still remain the stanclard works upon
situated " a t the entrance of Nineveh,"' and, if this the subject, and his Monuments of Nineveh gives
be correct, Calah must have been regarded as t h e the most complete collection of t h e sculptures
southern portion of t h a t great city, which, on a found. See also George Smith, Assyrian
Dispreaching journey, may well have taken three days coveries, and Rassam, Asshur and the Land of Nim(Jon 3 3) t o traverse, pro-vided Khorsabad was rod.
T. G. P I N C H E S
in reaUty its northern extremity.
The platform upon whioh t h e temple-tower of
CALAMITY, ka-lam'i-ti ( - i N , 'edh, " a load" or
Calah was situated measures cir 700X400 yds.,
"burden"" under which one is crushed, hence "misand the portion not occupied b y t h a t
5. The
erection afforded space for temples fortune""; ! l j n , hayydh, n j H , hawwdh, "fall,"'
Temples
and palaces. I n t h e center of the E . "ruin," t h e latter word used only in pL; y*], ra',
and Palaces side of this platform Ue t h e remains "evil in essence," hence "adversity," once only,
of the palace of Assur-nasir-apU, the Ps 141 5, RV "wickedness"): Purely an OT term,
chambers and halls of which were paneled -with signifying adversities—natural, b u t more often
sculptured and inscribed slabs, t h e principal door- those t h a t result from wickedness or moral e'vil.
Various kinds: (1) folly, " a foolish son" (Prov 19
ways being flanked with finely carved winged and
13); (2) disease, poverty, bereavement, as in Job"s
human-headed lions and bulls. I n t h e S.E. corner
are the remains of the palace of Esarhaddon, built, experience (Job 6 2; 30 13); (3) persecution
(2 S 22 19; Ps 18 18); (4) Divine retribution and
at least in part, with material taken from the palace
of Tiglath-pileser IV, which was situated m the judgment (Dt 32 35); cf ruin of the -wicked (Prov
1 26, also 27 RV for "destruction" AV); (5) the
S. portion of the platform. The remains of this
last are, as a result of this spoUation, exceedingly devastation of war (Jer 46 21); (6) adversities oi any
D W I G H T M . PRATT
meager. The S.W. comer of the platform contains kind (Prov 27 10):
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CALAMOLALUS, kal-a-mol'a-lus, -mcd-a'lus (,V,
Ka\a|iioX(x\os, Kalaindldlos, B, Ka\a|iiuKd\os, Kalamdkdlos): This name is corrupt (1 Ksil 5 22),
It has evidently arisen through eoniliining the
two nanies Loil and Hadid, in the lists of Ezr
(2 33) and Neh (7 37).
CALAMUS, kal'a-mus.

See UKED.

CALCOL, kal'kol, CHALKOL, kal'kol ( ^ 2 5 ? ,
kalkol): Mentioned in 1 K 4 31 as one of the wise
men w-ith whom Solomon w :is compared. The bet ler
orthography is Calcol which .VV gives b d the same
name in 1 Ch 2 6. In the former ]ia,ssage, Calcol
is the son of Mahol, while in the latter he is called
the son of Zerah of the tribe of Judah, and a brother
of Heman and Ethan.
CALDRON, kol'drun (the renihndng of n n b p . .
dudh, ']'Q^^, 'aghinon):
kallahath, T'O,
Kallahath is found only in 1 S 2 14; Mic 3 3
it is a pot for cooking, of undefineil size and characteristics, in the former passage for sanctuary use,
in the latter for domestic. Sir is tr"* caldron in
Jer 1 13(RV); 52 l,-^f(AV); ' Ezk 11 3,7,11. It
was distinctly a large pot, employed both for domestic use and in the sanctuary-. Dddh is tr"*
caldron onlj- in 2 Ch 35 13. It w-as also a pot
for cooking. 'Aghmdn is tr'^ caldron by AV in Job
41 20, but it is a mistranslation; RV correctly has
"rushes."

GEORGE R I C K E R BERRY

CALEB, ka'leb i 3 " 3 , kdlebh; in the light of the
cognate Syr and Arab, words, the meaning is not
"dog," which is 2 " , kelebh, in Heb, but "raging
with canine madness "; XaXe'P, C/iaZe6): As a person,
Caleb, the son of Jephunneh, occurs in the story
of the spies (Nu 13 ff). He represents the tribe
of Judah as its prince (Nu 13 6; cf ver 2). WhUe
the majority of the men sent out by Moses bring
back evil report, Caleb and Hoshea, or Joshua, the
son of Nun, are the only ones to counsel the invasion of the promised land (ib, 30; 14 6ff). Accordingly, the.^e tw-Q alone are permitted to survive
(14 38; 32 12). L'pon the conquest and distribution of the land by Joshua, Caleb reminds the
leader of the promise made by God through Moses,
and so he reeei-s-es Hebron as an inheritance for
himself and his descendants (Josh 14 6-15), after
dri'ving out from thence the Anakim who were in
possession of the city (15 14). In the || account in
Jgs 1 8 ff, the dispossession of the Can inhabitants
of Hebron is ascribed to Judah (ver 10). Both
accounts agree in mentioning Othniel, a younger
brother of Caleb, as the conqueror of Kiriathsepher or Debir; as his reward he receives the hand
of Achsah, Caleb's daughter. Achsah is given by
her father a, portion of the Southland; but, upon
request, she obtains a more fruitful locality with
upper and nether springs (Josh 15 15-19; Jgs
1 12-1.5).
In 1 S 30 14 Caleb is undoubtedly the name of
a clan which is, moreover, differentiated froih Judah.
Modern scholars therefore assume that Caleb was
originally an independent clan which in historical
times merged witli Judah. As Caleb is eaUed the
son of Kenaz (Jgs 1 13) or the Kenizzite (Nu 32
12), it is further beUeved that the Calebites were
originaUy associated with an Edomite (dan named
Kenaz (Gen 36 11), and t h a t they entered their
future homes in t h e southern part of Pal from the
south. Their migration up north would then be
reflected in the story of the spies.
In the genealogical tables (1 Ch 2), Caleb is
made a descendant of Judah through his father
Hezron. He is the brother of Jerahmeel, and the

Calah
Calendar

"father" of Hebron and of other towns in Judah.
(Chelubai, ver 9, is ajiparently identical with Caleb.)
Nabal, with whom David had an encounter, is
called a Calebite, i.e. one belonging to the house of
Caleb (1 S 25 3).

M A X L . MARGOLIS

C A L E B - E P H R A T H A H , ka'leb ef'ra-thii (AV
Caleb-ephratah, -ef'ra-tii, nrTlSN DbS, kdlebh
'ephrdlhdli): The place where Llczron died (1 Ch
2 24). Many scholars, liow-ev( r, re:(d with the
LNX "after tho dealh of Hezron, Caleb came unto
Ephrath, the wife of Hezron, his father." The name
does not oeeiir elsewhere, and none resembhng it
has been recovered.
CALENDAR, kal'en-dar (Lat calendarium, "an
account book," from calendae, "day on which accounts were due"): The Heb or Jewish calendar
had three stages of development: the iiret-xilic, or
Bib.; the postexilic, or Talmudic; and the postTalmudic. The first rested on observation merely,
the second on observation coupled with calculation,
and the third on calculation only. In the first
period the priests determined the beginning of each
month by the appearance of the new moon and
the recurrence of the prescribed feasts from the
vernal and autumnal equinoxes. Thus the month
Abib ('dbhlbh), the first month of the year according to the Levitical law, in w-hich the Passover was
to be celebrated, was determined by observation
(Ex 12 2; Dt 16). After the exile more accurate
methods of deternUning the months and seasons
came into vogue, and calculation was employed to
supplement and correct observations and the
calendar was regulated according to the Bab sjst em,
as is e-videnced by the names of the months w hich
are derived from it. In later times the calendar
was fixed by mathematical methods (see art.
"Calendar" in Jew Enc). The difficulty of ascertaining the first day of the new moon by observation, in the early period, led to the celebration of
two days, as seems to be indicated in 1 S 20 27.
We have only four names of months belonging to
the preexihc period, and they are Phoen. Of these
Abib ('dbhlbh) was the first month, as already indicated, and it corresponded to NLian (ni.^dn) in the
later calendar. It was the month in w-hich, the
Exodus occurred and the month of the Passover
(Ex 13 4; 23 15; 34 18; D t 16 1).
The 2d month of this calendar was Ziv (zlw)
(1 K 6 1.37); Elhanim ('ethdnlm) was the 7th
(1 K 8 2), corresponding to Tishrl of the later
calendar, and Bul (bul) the 8th, corresponded to
Marhesvan (marheshwdii) (1 K 6 3,S). "There were
of course other month names in this old calendar,
but they have not come down to us. These names
refer to the aspects of the seasons: thus Abib ('dbhlbh) means grain in the ear, just ripening (Lev 2
14; Ex 9 31); Ziv (ziw) refers to the beauty and
splendor of the flow-ers in the sjiring;
Elhanim
('ethdnlm) means perennial, probably referring to
Uving fountains; and Bul (bul) means rain or
showers, being the month when the rainy season
commenced. The fuU calendar of months used
in the postexilic period is given in a table accompanying this art. The names given in the table
are not all found in the Bible, as the months are
usually referred to by number, but we find Ni.^dn
in Neh 2 1 and Est 3 7; Si wdn in Est 8 9;
Tammuz in Ezk 8 14, although the term as here
used refers to a Phoen god after whom the month
was named; 'Mill occurs in Neh 6 15; Ki.dHw
(VRV "chislev") in Neh 1 1 and Zec 7 1; ^Telihi-th in Est 2 16; Sh'bhdt in Zec 1 7 and '.Idhdr
in Ezr 6 15 and several times in Est. These
months were lunar and began with the new moon,
but their po.sition in regard to the seasons varied
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somewhat because of the intercalary month about
every three years.
The year (niL', shdndh) originaUy began in the,
autumn, as appears from Ex 23 16 and 34 22, where
it is stated t h a t the feast of Ingathering should be
at the end of the j e a r ; the Sabbatic year began,
also, in the 7th month of the calendar year (Lev
25 8-10), indicating that this had been the beginning of the j-ear. This seems to have been a reckoning for civil purposes, while the year beginning
with Nisan w-as for ritual and sacred purposes.
This resulted from the fact t h a t the great feast of
the Passover occurred in this month and the other
feasts were regulated by this, as we see from such
passages as Ex 23 14-16 and Dt 16 1-17. Jos (Ant,
1, ni, 3) says: "Moses appointed t h a t Nwan, which
is the same with Xanthieus, should be the first

,. iiirin

Xanthikds
Ariemlsios
Dalsios
Pdnemos
Loos
Gorpiaios
Huperberetaios

-iirnn^

Dlos

,

,

•)C^:

.... n^s
. . . 'T'O
TammUz
'Abh
'Elul
jilarhe.shi.vd-n

words is uncertain, but the former has a close || in
the Arab, 'ijl, "calf." Par is generaUy used of
animals for sacrifice, 'eghel, in that and other senses.
'Eghel is used of the golden calves and frequently
in the expression, 'eghel niarbek, "fatted calf," or
"calf of the stall," the latter being the literal meaning (1 S 28 24; Jer 46 2 1 ; Am 6 4; Mai 4 2).
At the present day beef is not highly esteemed by the
people of the country, but mutton is much prized. In
the houses of the peasantry it is common to see a young
ram being UteraUy stuffed with food, mulberry or other
leaves being forced into its mouth by one of the women,
who then works the sheep's jaw with one hand. The
animal has a daily bath of cold water. The result is deliciously fat and tender mutton. Such an animal is called
a ma'laf. From the same root we have ma'laf, "manger,"
suggestive of the Heb marbelc, "stall."
The calf for sacrifice was usually a male of a year
old. Other references to calves are: "to skip Uke
GREEK

HEBREW

Tebheth
Sh'bhdt
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25«

,, bibx

. . nnu
, , , 13312)
, ,, T I S

March-April
April-May
May-June
June-July
July-August
August-September
September-October
October-November
November-December
December-January
January-February
February-M arch

Savdrnds
'Apreptirios
Aata-ios
Uivepos
Ayos
Toptriaios
'T-rrepPepeTahs
A'os

Apellalos
Audunaios
Pernios
Dii.-itros

'A-ireXhaios
AiSwaTos
UeplTtos
AiJo-Tpos

CALENDAR OF JIONTHS USED IN THE POSTEXILIC PEHIOD.

month of their festivals, because he brought them
out of Egypt in that month; so t h a t this month
began the year as to all solemnities they observed
to the honor of God, although he preserved the
original order of the months as to selUng and buying
and other ordinary affairs," A similar custom is
still followed in Turkey, where the Mohammedan
year is observed for feasts, the pilgrimage to Mecca
and other sacred purposes, while the ci-vil year
begins in March 0,S,
The year was composed of 12 or 13 months according as to whether it was ordinary or leap year.
Intercalation is not mentioned in Scripture, but it
was employed to make the lunar correspond approximately to the solar year, a month being added
whenever the discrepancy of the seasons rendered
it necessary. This was regulated by the priests,
who had to see that the feasts were duly observed
at the proper season. The intercalary month was
added after the month of 'Adhdr and w-as called
the second 'Adhdr (^'125, shen.l, "H^NT, v.-a-'ddhdr,
"and Adar"), and, as already indicated, was added
about once in 3 years. More exactly, 4 years out
of every 11 were leap years of 13 months (Jew
Enc, art. "Calendar"), this being derived from the
fiab calendar. If, on the 16th of the month
Nisan, the sun had not reached the vernal equinox,
that month w-as declared to be the second 'Adhdr
and the foUo-wing one Nl§dn. This method, of
course, was not exact and about the 4th cent, of
our era the mathematical method was adopted.
The number of days in each month was fixed, seven
ha'ving 30 days, and the rest 29, Wlien the intercalary month was added, the first 'Adhdr had 30
and the second 29 days.
H. PORTER
CALF, kaf ( b j y , 'eghel: I S , par, or "IS, par,
often rendered "buUock"j; The etymology of both

a calf" (Ps 29 6); "the calf and the young Uon and
the fathng together"" (Isa 11 6); "a habitation
deserted .
there shall the calf feed, and there
shall he lie down, and consume the branches thereof"

(Isa

27

10).

See

CATTLE.
ALFRED E L Y

DAY

CALF, kaf, GOLDEN, gol'd"n:
I.
II.

III.
IV.

THE NAME
.ANCIENT CALF WORSHIP

1, Narrative of Aaron's Golden Calf
2, Jeroboam's Golden Calves

ATTITUDE OP ELIJAH TO THE BULL SYMBOLS
ATTITUDE OF .V.MOS A-\D HOSEA TO THE BULL
SY.MBOLS
LITERATURE

/. The Name.—The term b j y , 'eghel, is the ordinary Heb name fol- a male calf and is as flexible
as the Eng. name, applying to any animal from one
a year old (Mic 6 6) or perhaps younger (Lev 9 3;
12 6) to one three years old (Gen 15 9; cf Jer 34
18.19). It has been thought t h a t the habitual use
of this diminutive term for the golden bulls which
Aaron and Jeroboam set up—esp. as it is twice
made feminine (Hos 10 5; 13 2)—was intended
to indicate their small size and thus to express contempt for them. This however, though plausible,
is by no means certain. I t was not their size which
made these bulls contemptible in the eyes of the
prophets, and besides there were no life-size bulls
of molten gold in any surrounding countries so far
as known. The reference to female calves that were
kissed (13 2), presumably at Bethel, may refer not
to t h e worship of the buUs, but to their female
counterparts, since in all other countries such
female deities invariably accompanied the buU gods.
Bethel may be esp. mentioned because it was the
"king's sanctuary'" (Am 7 13) or because of the
multitude of altars and high places found there
(Hos 10 8; cf 8 11; Am 5 26). False worship
is also mentioned m connection with Jeroboam"s
apostasy, at Gilgal and Gilead (Hos 4 15; 12 11;
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.\m 4 4; 5 5), Samaria (Hos 8 6; 10 5; 13 2,16);
and Beersheba (.Vm 5 5; 8 14) where no biiUs had
been set up by Jeroboam so far as stated. T h a t
these places recei\-c more condemnation than Dan
—w-hich is exphcitly mentioned in only one passage
(8 14) though it w-as a chief center of the bull
worship (1 K 12 30)—may be due to the fact t h a t
the w-orship ot the female deity was the more popular. This was certainly true in neighboring c((untries and also in other cities in Pal, as has recently
been proved by the excaN'ations (see below).
//. Ancient Calf Worship.—The origin of animal
w-orship is hidden in obscurity, bul i-e\-erenee for
the buU and cow- is found widespread aniong the
most ancient historic cults, i:\en in the prehistoric age the influence of the bull s>-mbol was so
powerful that it gave its name to one of the must
important signs of the Zodiac, and from early historic times the horns of the bull were the familiar
emblem of the rays of the sun, and solar gods w-cre
very commonly represented as bull-gods (J(iisen,
Kosmologie, 62-90; Winckler, Altorienlalische Forschungen, 1901-5, passim; Jeremias, Das Alter der
bab. Astronomie, 19t)9. passim).
The Egyiitians,
close neighbors of the Hebrews, in all eras from that
of the Exodus onw-ard, w-orshipped living bulls at
Memphis (not blendes, as EB) and HeliopoUs as
incarnations of Ptah and Ra, while one of the most
elaborate rituals w-as connected with the life-size
image of the Hathor-cow (Na^-ille, Deir el Bahari,
Part I [1907], 163-671, w-hUe the sun wiis revered as
the "vahant bull" and the reigning Pharaoh as "Bull
of Bulls." But far more important in this connei^tion is the fact t h a t "calf" worship w.as almost if
not quite universal among all the ancient Sem
peoples. If the immediate ancestors of Abraham
did not revere this deity, the}- were certainly quite
unUke theu- relatives," the Babylonians, among
whom, according to all tradition, thev I'lvcd before
they migrated to Pal (Gen 11 2S 30; Jos, Ant,
I, ^-i, 5), for the Babylonians revered the bull as
the s\-mbol of their gi-eatest gods, Anu and Sin and
Alarduk—the ideograph of a young bullock forming
a part of the latter's name—w-hile Hadadrimmon,
an important .Imorite deity, w-hose attributes remarkablv resemble those of Jeh (see Ward, AJSL,
XXV, 17.5-N5; Clav, Amurru [1909], 87-89), is pictured standing on the back of a bull. In Phoenicia
also the buU was a sacred animal, as w-ell as in
northern S-.'ria w-hcre it ranked as one of the chief
Hittite deities, its images receiving devout worship
(see further, Savee, Enc of Rel. and Ethics, s.v.
"BuU"). Amori'g aU these peoples the cow goddess
was given a t least equal honor. In Babylonia the
goddess Ishtar has the cow for her symbol on very
ancient seal cylinders, and when this nude or halfnude goddess appears in Pal she often stands on a
bull or cow- (see WilUam Hayes Ward, Cylimlers and
Other Ancient Oriental Seals), and under slightly different forms this same goddess is revered in Ai'abia,
iVIoab, Phoenicia, S\Tia and elsewhere, whde among
the Sem Canaanites the bull was the symbol of Baal,
and the cow of Astarte (see particularly Barton,
Hebraica, IX, 133-03; X, 1-74. and SeinUic Origins, ch vii; Driver, "A.starte" m DB). Recent
excavations in Pal have shown t h a t during all eras
no heathen worship was as popular as t h a t ot
Astarte in her various forms (see S. A. C(3ok, Rel^
of Ancient Pal, 1909). T h a t she once is found
wearing ram's horns (PEFS [IM'.',], 227) only
reveals her nature more clearly as the goddess ot
fertiUty. Her relation to the sacred fish at Gar-nion in Gilead and to the doves of Asealon, as well
as to female prostitution and to Nature's resur-rection"" and fruitage, had been previously well
known, as also her relation to the moon whu-li
governs the seasons. Is there any rational motij
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whieli can account for this wddespread "calf"" worship? Is it conceivable that this cult could so
powerfully influence such intelUgent and rather
spiritually-minded nations as tho Egyptians and
Babylonians if it were wholly irrational and cont (lined no spiritual content? And is there no rational
explanation behind this constant fusion of the deity
w-hieh (((iili-dls the breeding of cattle with the deity
winch controls vegetation? How did the buU
come to represent the "corn spirit," so t h a t the
running of a bull through tho corn (the most destructix'e act) came to presage good crops; and how
did the rending ((f a bull, siiilling his hfe blood on the
soil, increase fertUity? (See Eraser, Golilen Bough,
ll, 2! 11-',13, 344,) Tlie one real controlling mo<j/of all
these various representations and functions of the
"calf" god may be found in the ancient awe, esp.
aniong the Semites, for the Mystery of Life. This
seems to offer a sufficient rea.son why the bull,
which is a most conspicuous example of life-giving
pow-er, should be so closely connected with the
reproductive |)roc(»s,ses of the animal and vegetable
kingdoms and also with the sun, which from earliest
historic times Vi^as considered as preeminently the
"giver of life," Bull worship was not always an
exhibition of gross animaUsm, but, certainly in
Bible times, often represented a concept w-hieh was
the product of reflection upon one of the deepest
mysteries of Nature. Few hymns in Egypt or
Babylon express higher spiritual knowledge and
aspiration than those addressed to the bull gods or
to others honored with this title, e.g. this one to the
god Sm of Ur, the "heifer of Anu,"" "Strong young
bull, with strong horns, . . . with beard of lapislazuli color . . self-created, full of developed
fruit
. . Mother-womb who has taken up his
abode, begetter of all things, exalted habitation
among living creatures; O merciful gracious father,
in whose hand rests the life of the whole world; O
Lord, thy divinity is full of aw-e like the far-off
heaven and the broad ocean!" (Rogers, Religion of
Bahyliinia and Assyria [1908], 164). Many modern scholars believe that the primitive Egyptians and
Babylonians really thought of their earthly and
heavenly gods as animals (see esp. Maspero, Bulletin
critique, 1886; Revue de I'histoire des religions,
1.SS8), but it seems certain that at least as early as
the date of the Exodus these stars and beasts w-ere
not regarded by all as being themselves deities, but
rather as symbols or representations of deity (Davis
and Cobern, Ancient Egypt, 2S1-S9; Brugsch, Die
Aegyptologie, I, 135; Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier u. der
Ssabismus, II, 134).
The text, of Ex 32 is certainly composite (see
e.g. Bacon's "Exodus" in loc. and DE), and some
words and phrases are a verbal dupli1 Narracate of the narrative of Jeroboam's
five of
calf worship (cf Ex 32 4 with 1 K
Aaron's
12 2.S, and see [I columns in Driver's
Golden
Oeuteronoiny). S(-ime Bible critics so
Caff
analyze the text as to make the entire
calf story a later element, without
ancient basis, added to some short original statement like Ex 32 7-11, for the sake of satirizing
Jeroboam's bull w orsliip and it s non-Levitical priesthood (see e,g. Kuenen, Hcrateuch). Most recent
critics have however accepted the incident as an
ancient memory or historic fact attested by the
oldest sources, and used thus by the Deuteronomist (Dt 9), though the verbal form may have
been affected by the later editors scorn of the
northern apostasy. I t seems clearly unreasonable
to suppose that a Heb wTiter at any era would so
fiercely abuse his own ancestors, without any traditional basis for his statements, merely for the sake
of adding a little more which cast reproach upon his
northern neighbors, and it seems equally unlikely
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t h a t any such baseless charges would have been
accepted as true by the slandered nation. 'The
old e.xpositors, accepting the essential historicity
of the account, generally followed Philo and the
early Fathers in supposing this calf of gold was an
image of the Apis or Mnevis bulls of Egypt, and
this is occasionally yet advocated by some Egyptologists (e.g. Steindorf, Ancient Egypt [1903], 167;
cf also Jeremias, OT in Light of Ancient East [1911],
II, 138). The objections made to this view by the
skeptics of the 18th cent., liased on the supposed
impossibility of such chemical and mechanical skill
being possessed at that era, have mostly been made
obsolete by recent discovery. The common modern
objection that this could not have been Apis worship because the Apis was a Uving bull, is by no
means conclusive, since images of Apis are not
uncommon and were probably worshipped in the
temple itself. I t may be added t h a t a renaissance
of this worship occurred at this very era. So Erman,
Handbookof Egyp Rel. (1907), 23-79. Modern Bible
scholars, however, are practically unanimous in the
opinion t h a t the Golden Calf, if worshipped at all,
tnust have been a representation of a Sem, not an
Egyp, deity. In favor of this it may be suggested:
(1) It; was an era when each deity was considered
as the god of a particular country and it would seem
impossible that a native Egyp god should be thought
of as joining with Egypt's enemies and assisting
them to reach a land over which he had no control.
(2) The Israelitish religion shows little influence
from Egypt, but was immensely influenced from
Canaan and Babylon, Apis only being mentioned
once (Jer 46 20 (tr'i "heifer"']; cf Ezk 20 7.8, and
see Brugsch, Steininsrhriftund Bibelwort, passim, and
Robertson, Early Religion of Israel, 217). (3) The
bull and cow are no\v knowm to have been ordinary
symbols for the most popular deities which were
worshipped by all the race-relatives of the Hebrews
and nowhere more devoutly than in Canaan and in
the adjoining districts (see above). (4) Some of the
chief gods of the pasture land of Goshen, where the
Hebrews had resided for centuries (Gen 47 6;
50 8), were Sem gods which were worshipped not
only by the Edomitic Bedaw-in and other foreigners
living there by the "pools of Pithom" (cf Ex 1 11)
but by the native Egyptians, Ramses I I even
naming a daughter after one of these. The special
god of this district had as its symbol a bull calf, and
one inscription actually speaks of the statue of a
"golden calf of 600 pounds weight" which it was
the custom to dedicate annually t o one of these
Sem gods, while another inscription mentions a
statue of gold "a cubit in height" (Breasted, Anoient Records of Egypt [1905], I I I , 630-38; N.avUle,
Goshen, Store City of Pithom; Erman, Handhook,
173-74; Brugsch, op. cit.). (5) The chief proof,
however, is the statement of the text that the feast
in connection w-ith this worship was a "feast to
Jehovah" (Ex 32 5). When Moses disappeared for
forty days in the Mount, it was not unnatural that
the people should turn back to the visible symbols
worshipped by their ancestors, and should give to
them the new name or new attributes which had
been attached to deity by Moses. The worship
was condemned for much the same reason as t h a t
of Jeroboam's calves (see next section).
Though this passage (1 K 12 26-33; cf 2 Ch
10 14.15) may have been reedited later, "there is
no reason to infer t h a t any detail of
2. Jerofact is underived from the olden time"
boam's
(Burney, Heb Text of Kings [1902],
Golden
and DB).
These calves which JeroCalves
boam set up were doubtless bulls
(1 K 12 28, Heb) but at least as early
as Hosea's time it seems probable (see above) t h a t
the more licentious worship of the feminine prin-
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ciple had been added to the oflScial worship (Hoa
10 5; 13 2, Heb). This which elsewhere naturally
and universally accompanied the bull worship could
most truly be called "the sin of Samaria" (Am
8 14) and be classed as the "sin of Jeroboam"
(1 K 14 9.16; 16 26; 2 K 10 29). There is no
sufficient reason for explaining the term "molten"
in any other than its most natural and usual sense
(Ex 32 8.24; 2 K 17 16; D t 9 16), for molded
metal idols were common in all eras in Pal and the
surrounding countries, though the core of the image
might be molten or graven of some inferior metal
overiaid w-ith gold (Isa 30 22; 40 19, Heb;
D t 7 25; Ex 32 4). These bull images were undoubtedly intended to represent Jeh (yet cf
Robertson, op. cit., and Orr, Problem of OT [1906],
145). The text exphcitly identifies these images
with Aaron's calf (1 K 12 28), so t h a t nearly all
the reasons given above to prove that Aaron's
image represented not an Egyp but an ancient Sem
deity are equally valid here. To these various
other arguments may be added: (1) The text itself
states t h a t it is Jeh who brought them from
Egypt (Hos 2 15; 12 13; 13 4), whom they caU
" M y lord," and to whom they sw-ear (Hos 2 16
AVm; 4 15); and to whom they present their wine
offerings, sacrifices and feasts (Hos 8 13; 9 4.5,
Heb; cf Am 5 8). (2) Jehu, though he destroyed
all Baal idols, never touched these bulls (2 K 10
2S.29). (3) "The ritual, though freer, was essentially t h a t of the Jerus temple (1 K 12 32; Hos
5 6; Am 4 5; 5 22.23; see, Oetth, Greifswalder
Sludien [1895], quoted in DB, I, 342). (4) Even
the southern prophets recognized that it was Jeh
who had given Jeroboam the kingdom (1 K 11
31; 12 15.24) and only Jeh worship could have
realized Jeroboam's purpose of attaching to the
throne by this cult such devout citizens as would
otherwise be drawn to Jerus to worship. It was to
guard against this appeal which the national sanctuary made to devout souls t h a t this counter worship had been established. As Budde says, "A
foreign cult would only have driven the devout
Ephraimites the more surely over to Jerusalem"
(Rel. of Israel [1899], 113). Jeroboam was not
attempting to shock the conscience of his religious
adherents by making heathenism the state religion,
but rather to w-in these pious worshippers of Jeh
to his cause. (5) The places selected for the bull
worship were places already sacred to Jeh. This
was preeminently true of Bethel which, cents,
before Jerus had been captured from the Jebusites,
had been identified with special revelations of Jehovah's presence (Gen 13 3.4; 28 19; 31 13; 35 15;
1 S 7 16; Hos 12 4). (6) The history shows
t h a t the allegiance of his most pious subjects was
retained (1 K 12 20) and t h a t not even Elijah fled
to the Southern, supposing that the Northern Kingdom had accepted the worship of heathen gods as
its state religion. Instead of this, Ehjah, though
the boldest opponent of the worship of Baal, is
never reported as uttering one word against the
bull worship at Dan and Bethel.
///. Attitude of Elijah to the Bull Symbols.—This
surprising sUence is variously explained. A few
scholars, though wdthout any historic or textual
e-vidence for the charge, are sure that the Bible
narratives (though written by southern men) are
fundamentally defective at this point, otherwise
they would report EUjah's antagonism to this cult.
Other few, equally without evidence, are comfortably sure that he fully approved the ancient
ancestral calf cult. Others, with more probabUity,
explain his position on the ground that, though he
may not have favored the bull symbol—which was
never used by the Patriarchs so far as known, and
certainly was not used as a symbol of Jeh in the
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Southern Kingdom, or Hosea the northern pro[ihet
would have spoken of it—yet being himself a northern man of old ideals and simple habits, Elijah may
have beUeved that, even wdth this handicap, the
freer and more democratic worship carried on at
the ancient holy places in the N. w-as less dangerous
than the elaborate and luxurious ritual of the aristocratic and exclusive priesthood of the S., which
insisted upon political and religious centndization,
and was dependent upon such enormous revenues
for its support (ef 1 K 12 10.14). .Vt any rale
it is self-evident t h a t if Elijah had turned against
Jeroboam and the state religion, it would have
di\dded seriously the forces which needed to unite,
in order to oppose with all (Miergy tin- much fouler
w-orship of Baal which just at this crisis, as never
before or afterw-ard, threatened completelj- to overwhelm the worship of Jeh.
IV. Attitude of Amos and Hosea to the Bull
Symbols.—It is easy to see w-liy Hosea might fiercely
condemn a ritual which Elijah might right ly tolerate.
(1) This calf w-orship may have deteriorated. Ehjah
lived closer to the time when the new state ritual
w-as inaugurated and would naturally be at its best.
Hosea lived at an era when he could trace the history of this experiment for nearly tw-o cents,, and
could see clearly t h a t these images had not helped
but greatly hindered the development of the ethical
and spiritual religion of Jeh. E\-en if at first recognized as svnibols. these images had become common
idols (Hos 12 11; 13 2, and pussimf.
"This
thing became a sin" (1 K 12 30; 13 34). The
history of religion show-s many such instances
where the visible or verbal symbol which in one era
had been a real aid to devotion at a later time
became positively antagonistic to it (see IMAGES).
.\s Baal w-as also worshipped under the form of a
calf and as Jeh himself was at times caUed "Baal"
(Isa 54 5; Jer 31 32; Hos 2 16 Heb) this unethical tendency would be accelerated, as also by the
political antagonism betw-een Judah and Ephraim
and the bitter hatred betw-een the two rival priesthoods (cf 2 Ch 11 15; 13 9). Certain it is that
by the middle of the Sth cent, the worship at Dan
and Bethel had extended itself to many other points
and had become so closely affiliated with the heathen
w-orship as to be practically indistinguishable—at
least w-hen view-ed from the later prophetic standpoint. But (2) it cannot be doubted that the
prophetic standpoint had changed in 200 years.
As the influence of the northern worship had tended
toward heathenism, so the influence of the southern
worship of an imageless god had teneled toward
higher spiritual ideals. Elijah could not have
recognized the epoch-making importance of an
imageless temple. The constant pressure of this
idea—God is Spirit—had developed a new spiritual
conscience, which by the 8th cent, w-as so keen that
the worship of Jeh under the form of an image -was
not improperly considered as almost if not quite
as bad as out-and-out heathenism, just as the Reformers of the 16th cent, regarded the Roman
CathoUc images as little better than idols (Hos
8 5,6; 11 2; 13 2; cf 2 K 17 16,17). The influence of this new conscience is also seen in the
fact that it is not simply or perhaps chiefly the
"calves" which are condemned, but the spirit of
ungodliness and unldndness which also made the orthodox worship in Jerus httle if any better than that
at Bethel (Hos 6 4; 5 12.14). The influence of
this theology—God is Spirit—had so filled the souls
of these prophets t h a t even the sacrifices had lost
their importance when unaccompanied by kindness and spiritual knowledge (Hos 6 6; 7 1), and
it is the absence of this essential spirit, rather than
the form of worship, which Amos and Hosea condemn in the Northern Kingdom (Am 2 6-8; 3 10;
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4 1; 5 7,12-15,21-24; 6 12; 8 4-6; Hos 4 2.3;
9 1; 10 12-14). These later prophets could also
see, as Elijah could not passibly have seen, that
unity of worship w-as imperat ively needed, and t h a t
saerifie(-s in the old sacred ''liigli places'" must be
discontinued. Only thus could superstitious fanaticism and religious disintegration be avoided. A
misi-ellaneous and unregulated Jeh cult might become almost as bad as heathenism. Indeed it might
be W((rseif it gave the Baal spirit and interpretation
to Jeh worship. See also ASTROLOGY, II, 2.
LITERATURE,—Besides references above, see esp. commentaries uf ilillmann -aud lliiver on. Exodus; Kuenen,
Hell,linn nf Israel: W . K. S m i t h , Religion of .•icniites, Q'iI l:i a n d inde.x; Kiinii;. Uauptprobleme
der
altiuraclitischen
lii-tigionsgesehichti-:
U i i e t h g e i i , Bi-ilr. zur semil.
Religions-

geschichle: Kittel, Ilistort/ of llibn-us: "Baal" and "Ashtoreth" in Bnc o/Bd, and Eth III, itiiU lit.)-, "CioldenCall"
in Jew Enc tor Rabbinical and i\lotuimmedan lit,
CAMDEN M .

COBERN

CALF IMAGE. Sec IMAGES.
C A L I T A S , kal'i-tas (Ka\i,T(is, Kalitds, or KaXciraCs, Kaleitais): One of the Levites who put
away their foreign -wives at the request of Esdras
(Ezra), 1 Esd 9 23, "CoUus, who was called
CaUtas." It is tho Gr form of Heb Kelita (cf
II passage, Ezr 10 23, "Kelaiah, the same is Kehta"").
He is also named with those who explained the law
when read to the people by Esdras (1 Esd 9 48;
cf Neh 8 7j. li, is not certain whether he is to be
identified wdth the Kelita of Neh 10 10 (one ot the
Levites who signed the covenant made by Nehemiah). The word probably means "dwarf."
D.

CALKER, kok'er.

M I A L L JCDWARDS

See SHIPS AND BOATS.

CALLING, kol'ing (icXiitris, klesis, from kaled, "I
call"): Is a N T e.xpression. The w ord is used chiefly
by Paul, though the idea and term are found also elsewhere. It has a definite, technical sense, the invitation given to men by God to accept salvation in
His kingdom through Jesus Christ. This invitation is given outwardly by the preaching of the
gospel, inwardly by the work of the Holy (Spirit.
With reference to Israel, it is on the part of God
irrevocable, not repented ot. Having in His eternal counsel called this people. He intrusted them
•with great gifts, and because He did thus enrich
them, l i e also, in the course of time, summoned
them to fulfil the task of initiating the world into
the way of salvation, and of preparing salvation
for the world. Therefore He will not desert His
people, for He wiU not revoke that call (Rom 11
29). This caUing is high or upward, in Christ,
that is, made in heaven by God on account of Christ
and calling man to heaven (Phil 3 14). Similarly
it is a heavenly caUing (He 3 1); also a holy calUng,
holy in aim, means, and end (2 Tim 1 9). Christians are urged to w-alk worthy ot this calling
(Eph 4 1) (ARV and RV, but AV has "vocation").
In it there is hope; it is the inspirer of hope, and
furnishes for hope its supreme object (Eph 4 4),
Men are exhorted so to live that God w-ill count
them worthy of their eaUing (2 'Thess 1 11),
They are also urged to make their calling and ek etion sure (2 Pet 1 10). See ELECTION. There
is a somewhat peculiar use of the word in 1 Cor
1 26 and 7 20, namely, that condition of hfe in
which men were when God called them, not many
of them wise aft(T the flesh, not many mighty, not
many noble, some circumcised, some uncircumcised, some bond, some free, some male, some female,
Bome'married, some unmarried.
GEORGE H E N R Y

1REVER

CALLISTHENES, ka-Us'the-n(-z (KaXX(.(r9^vTis,
Kallisthenes):
An officer of Nicanor wh(3 was
charged with the burning of the sacred portals ot
the temple at the time of the desecration under
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Antiochus Epiphanes (168 BC). After the decisive
defeat of Nicanor's army at Emmaus (165 BC)
the Jews celebrated the victory in the city of their
fathers and burned C. who had fled into an outhouse with others who had set the sacred gates on
fire, "the meet reward of their impiety" (2 Mace
8 33).
CALNEH, kal'ne (n.Dp?, kalneh; XaXavvVj,
Chalanni): The name of the fourth city ot Nimrod's kingdom (Gen 10 10), the three
1. Identified preceding it being Babel, Erech, and
with
Accad, i.e. the capital of the realm of
Nippixr
Babylonia and the chief cities of three
of the principal states. The meaning
of the name is unknown, and many regard the
identiflcation as uncertain. G. Rawhnson thought
it to be the modern Ni§er (or Noufar), comparing
the Talmudic (cf Yoma') Nopher, which is said
to be the same as Calneh. What place-name Calneh
corresponds with in cuneiform is doubtful. Fried.
Dehtzseh (Wo lag das Parodies ?) compared it -with
Kul-unu, but as we are told to pronounce this group
as Kullaba, it seems unlikely that there is any connection between the two. The identification proposed by G. Rawlinson, however, may be regarded
as being supported by the bilingual Creation-legend,
in which Merodach ( = Nimrod) is made the founder
of Babylon, Erech and Nippur, which would in that
case be three of the four, cities mentioned in Gen
10 10.
The inscriptions reveal to us Nippur as a city
with a glorious past. Sargon of Agade, Sur-Engur,
Dungi and all the more prominent
2. Nippur's kings of Babylonia in its larger sense
Importance interested themselves in the rebuilcUng
and restoration of its renowned temples, so as to gain the favor of their great divinities. The city"s earlier divine patrons were EnUl
and NinUl, the older Bel and Beltis, whose shrines
were at the great temple-tower called E-kura, "the
house of the land," and a poetical
3. Its
legend in Sumerian (dialectical) reDeities and cording their visit to the city, and
Their
enumerating its sacred places, still
Legends
e.xists (PSBA,
IMarch, 1911, 85 ff).
Later, the chief deities of the city
seem to have been Ninip, the son of Enlil, and his
spouse Nin-Nipri, "the lady of Nippur." These
two di'vine beings likewise evoked the muse of the
city-scribes, who dealt with the glories of the god
in a composition extending over several tablets,
in which his favor to his spouse Nin-Nipri is extolled; and to whom a career very similar to that
of Merodach, the head of the Bab pantheon, is
attributed (PSBA,
December, 1906, 270 ff).
The great temple-tower of Niffer, which was dedicated to the god Enlil, was a very striking object
among the buildings and temples of the city, and the
lower stages are still in an extremely
4. Its
perfect condition. Most interesting.
Ruins
also, are the remains of streets and
Today
houses which enable the general conditions of life in ancient Babylonia to
be estimated, and suggest that they are similar
to those subsisting even at the present day. Our
knowledge of the city is almost entirely due to the
American excavations at Niffer, inaugurated by
Rev. J. P. Peters, which have been most fruitful,
and have shed quite a new light on the city's history. See Peters" Nippur (2 vols, 1887); the
many volumes written or edited by Professor H.
V. Hilprecht under the general title The Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania;
and Professor A. T. Clay's Light on the OT from
Babel (Philadelphia, 1907).
T. G. PINCHES
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CALNEH, kal'ne, CALNO, kai'no ( n p : 3 , kalneh
[.\m 6 2], i : b 2 , kalnd [La 10 9]): "Probably the
Kulnia (KuUani) associated with Arpad and Hadrach, Syrian cities, in the Assyr 'tribute' list (Western
Asiatic Inscriptions, ll, 53, no. 3); Kullanhu about
six miles from Arpad" (HDB, I, 344, and 1-voI
HDB, 109).
CALPHI, kal'fi.

See CHALPHI.

CALVARY, kal'va-ri.

See GOLGOTHA.

CALVES, kiivz, OF THE LIPS (LXX Kapiriv
X^iXemv, karpdn cheiledn): This is the AV rendering of a dubious Heb text in Hos 14 2 (D^IS
^DTlSlp , pdrlm s'phdlhenU).
The R V r u n s "So will
we render as bullocks the offering of our lips."
Strange as the text is, it may be retained, and it
admits of at least a possible explanation. The
prophet calls on his contemporaries to return in
penitence to Jeh. Their worship should consist
not of meaningless dumb ritual, but of "words"—
hymns and prayers, expressive of real gratitude
and of actual needs—or perhaps pledges of repentance and reform. The people respond and undertake that their worship shall consist of "calves or
bullocks of lips," i.e. not of animal offerings, but
of promises of reform or vows of obedience. But
this explanation is forced and most modern commentators follow the LXX, which presupposes
a slightly different Hebrew text, and renders
' l i T l B ^ ''"IS, p'rl s'phdthenu-, "fruit of our lips,''
i.e. adoring gratitude or, as the author of the
Epistle to the He, who quotes this verse from the
LXX, explains it, "sacrifice ot praise" (He 13 15).
The same phrase occurs in Isa 57 19, where it
signifies gladsome gratitude.
T. LEWIS
CAMBYSES, kam-bi'sez (Aram., iTDiSD ; Pers,
Kambujiya; Assyr, Kambuzia; Egyp, Kamhythet;
Susian, Kanpuziya): The older son of Cyrus, kihg of
Persia. Some have thought t h a t he is the Ahasuerus
of Ezr 4 6. This seems to be most improbable, inasmuch as the Heb form of Ahasuerus is the exact
equivalent of the Old Pers form of Xerxes, and we
have no evidence that Cambyses was ever called
Xerxes.
Ancient authorities differ as to who was the
mother of Cambyses. It is variously said that she
was Cassandane, a Pers princess, Amytis, a Median
princess, or Nititis, a daughter of Apries king of
Egypt. He had one brother, Bardes or Smerdes,
whom he put to death secretly shortly after his accession, probably because of an attempted rebellion.
Cambyses organized an expedition for the conquest of Egypt, which was rendered successful by
internal treachery and by the aid of the Phoen,
Cyprian and Gr fleets. During this campaign
Cambyses seems to have acted with good generalship and with clemency toward the conquered.
After the subjugation of Egypt, Cyrene and Barca,
the modern Tripoli, submitted to his sway. He
then desired to undertake the conquest ot Carthage,
but was compelled to give it up, because his Phoen
alUes, without whose ships it was impossible for him
to conduct his army in safety, refused to join in an
attack upon a country that had been colonized by
them. Pie is said to have sent an army of 50,000
men against t h e oasis of Jupiter Ammon. 'This
army is said to have perished in the sands. A Uttle
less unsuccessful expedition was made against
Ethiopia. After some initial successes, Cambyses
was forced to return to Egypt with the shattered
remains ot his army. He found t h a t the Egyptians
were in revolt, led by their king Psammetichus I I I ,
whose life he had formerly spared. "This revolt
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w-as put down with great harshness, the Egyp king
being taken and executed, and many ot the temples
being destroyed. Shortly after this, Cambyses
heard t h a t a certain Magian, wdio claiined to he his
brother Smerdes w-hom he had secretly put to death,
had set himself up as king of Persia, and t hat almost
the whole ot his .-Vsiatic dominions had acknow-ledged
him as king. V\ ith the fragments of his army he
started tow-ard Persia to attack the usurper, but on
the w-ay was killed liy a wounel inflieled by himself,
it is uncertain whether by accident or w-ith intention.
His general and cousin, Darius Hystaspis, soon put
dow-n the false Smerdis and reigned in his stead.
For tw-o or more years Canibyst-s was king of
Babylon, w-hile his father was king of the lands.
The son w-as a drunkard and subject to fits of unbridled passion, but seems to have been of good
capacity as a general and as an administralor.
Many of the tales that have been told against him
W'ere doubtless invented by his enemies, and he has
left us no records of his ow-n. That he married his
ow-n sisters is probable; but it must be remembered
that this w-as the custom ot the Egyp kings of that
time and may have been of the Pers kings as w-ell.
.\s to his conduct in Egypt, the onlj- contemporary
Egj-p authority- says that he w-orshipped before the
holiness ot Neit as all the pious kings had done,
that he ordered t h a t the temple of Neit should be
purified, and that its revenues should be restored as
they had been before they had been confiscated by
Akhmes for his Gr troops. He adds also t h a t not
merely w-ere the strang(a-s w-ho had taken up their
abode in the temple of Neit ejected from her sanctuary, but t h a t their goods w-ere taken aw ay and
theu- houses destroj-ed. Darius Hystaspis, the only
other contemporary source of information, says of
him simply t h a t he w-as the son of Cyrus, of the same
father and mother as Bardes, w-hom he slew secretly at
some time before he set out on his Egyp campaign;
and that he died by suicide shortly after he had heard
of the rebelUon of Persia, ^f edia and the other provinces against him, and of the establishment of Gaumatathe Magian as king under the claim that he was
"Barzia, the son of Cyrus and brother of Cambyses "
The name of Cambyses is found in three of I he
Elephantine pap3'ri recently published (September,
1911) by Professor Sachau of Berlin. _ 'l'h(3 fragment numbered 59 1 is so broken that it is impossible to make out the connection or the sense. In
papyrus I, w-e are told that when Cambyses came
to Egypt he found in the fortress of Yeb (Elephantine) a temple or synagogue Cagdra'), which had
been built in the days of the Egyp kings; and t h a t
ahhough he had torn down the temples ot the Egyp
gods, he had allowed no harm to be done to that
of Jeh. The third papyrus is so interesting, because of its mention of Bago.as, the Pers governor
of Jerus in 407 BC, who had hitherto been known
only from Jos, and of Dala\';(h the son of the SanbaUat who oppcsed the rebuilding of the wall of
Jerus in the time of Ezra-Ncheiniah, t h a t wc shall
now give a tr of it in full: "A memorial of t h a t which
Bagoas and Dalavah said to me: Thou shalt say
in Egj-pt unto Arsames with regard to the house of
the altar of the God of heaven t h a t was built in the
fortress of Yeb before the time of Cambyses and
w-hich the accursed(?) Waidrang destroyed in the
14th year of Darius the king, t h a t it shall be built
again upon its place as it was before, and that mealofferings and incense-offerings shall be offered upon
that altar as they used to b e . "
LITERATURE,—For further information as to the history
of Cambyses see Rawlinson, Ancient .Monarchies: Prasek.
Geschichte der Meder und Perser: the Behistun inscr in
the edd of the various recensions by Bezold, fapiegel,
Weisbach, Thomson, and King; Herodotus; Josephus;
the Sachau papyri; and Petrie. History of Egypt, 111.
R.

D I C K WILSON

Calneh
Camel

CAMEL, kam'el (J"p^, gamal: K(i|iT]Xos, kr'imelos; i p 5 , bekher, a i i d ' ' n n D 3 , hikhrdh [Lsa 60 6;
.ler 2 23: "dronKxlaiy," .VRVm "young camel"],
i a ? 1 , rekhesh [1 K 4 2,S; see HORSE], riTlSnS,
kirkdrdth I lsa 66 20, ".swift beasts," ARV "droiiedaries"): C^?-2-in i : 3 , b'ne hd-i-ammdkhim [Est
8 10, "young _drome(laries," .VRV "bred of the
stud"]; b^:-}P-t;riif,'dhaslil"rdnlm [Est 8 10.14, AV
"camels," ARV "th.at were used in the king's service"]). There are two speci(.'s of camel, the Arab,
or one-humped caniel or dromedary, l.'amelus dromeilarius, and Ihe Bactrian or two-humped camel,
Camelns Intdrianiis. The latter inh.abits the temperate and cold parts of cen I ral .Vsia and is not
likely to have been known to Bib. writers. The
Arab, camel inhabits southw-estern Asia and northern Africa and has recently been introduced into
jiarls ot America and Australia. Its hoofs are not
t3-pieal ot ungulates but arc rather like great claws.

Young Camels Grazing.
The toes are not completely separated and the main
part of the foot which is applied to the ground is a
large pad which underlies the proximal joints of
the digits. It may be that this incomplete separation of the two toes is a suflicient explanation
ot the w-ords "parteth not the hoof," in Lev 11 4
and Dt 14 7. Otherwise these words present a
diflSculty, because the hoofs are completely separated
though the toes are not. The camel is a ruminant
and chews the cud like a sheep or ox, but the stomach
possesses only three compartments instead of tour,
as in olher ruminants. The first two compartments contain in their w-alls small pouches, each
of which can be closed by a sphincter muscle. The
fluid retained in these pouches may account in part
for the power of the camel to go for a relatively
long time w-ithout drinking.
The Arab, camel is often compared with justice
to the reindeer of the Esquimaux. It furnishes
hair tor spinning and weaving, milk, flesh and
leather, as w-ell as being an invaluable means of
transportation in the arid desert. There are many
Arali. nanies for the camel, the commonest of which
is pnnal (in Egypt gamal), the root being common
to Ar;d),, Heb and other Sem languages. From
it the names in Lat, Gr, Eng. and various European languages are derived. There are various
breeds ot eainels, as there are of horses. The riding
camels or dromedaries, commonly called hajm,
can go, even at a walk, much faster than the pack
camels. I'he males are mostiy used for carrying
burdens, the females being kept with the herds.
Camels are used to a surprising extent on the rough
roads of the mountains, and one finds in the possession oi fellahin in the mountains and on the Uttoral
plain larger and stronger pack camels than are often
found among the Bedawin. Camels were apparently not much used by the Israelites after the time
of the patriarchs. They were taken as spoil ot
war from the Amalekites and other tribes, but

Camel's Hair
Canaan
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nearly the only reference to their use by the later
Israelites was when David was made king over all
Israel at Hebron, when camels are mentioned among
the animals used for bringing food tor the celebration (1 Ch 12 40). Da'vid had a herd of camels,
but the herdsman was ObU, an Ishmaelite (1 Ch
27 30). Nearly all the other Bib. references to
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skin. I t w-as much more likely t o have been one
of these latter. See SHEEP RAISING. Camel's
hair, when woven into fabrics, as in rugs, makes
an article of even softer and more glossy texture
t h a n wool.

CAMON,

See W E A V I N G .

ka'mon

(ll^pj,

place," Jgs 10 5 AV).

CAMP.

JAMES A. PATCH

kdmdn,

"standing-

See KAMON.

See W A R .

C A M P H I R E , kam'tir.

See H E N N A .

CANA, ka'na, OF GALILEE (Kavd riis PaXiXaCas,
Kand Its Galilalas): This was the scene of Christ's
earUest miracle, when, a t t h e marriage feast. H e
turned water into wine (Jn 2 1 ff). I t was the home
of Nathanael (21 2). From Cana, after the marriage,
Jesus "went down" to Capernaum (2 12),, and returned a t t h e request of t h e centurion (4 46,51).
These are the only notices of Cana in Scripture, and
Camels at the Sea of Galilee.
from them we learn merely that it was in Galilee, and
camels are to those possessed by Abraham, Isaac in the uplands W. ot the lake. Other viUages of the
same name are mentioned by Jos, but probably this
and Jacob, Ishmaehtes, Amalekites, Midianites,
one.is intended by the Cana where for a time he dw-elt
Hagrites and the "children ot the E a s t " (see EAST).
(Vita, 16) which he locates in the plain of Asochis
Two references to camels (Gen 12 16; E x 9 3)
(ib, 41). The Gr kand probably transhterates an old
are regarded as puzzling because the testimony of
Heb kdndh, "place of reeds." This ancient name
the Egyp monuments is said to be against the
presence of camels in ancient Egypt. For this survives in Khirtn-t Kand, a ruined site with rockreason, Gen 12 16, in connection with Abram's hewn tombs, cisterns and a pool, on t h e northern
edge of Sahl el-Baltauf, t h e plain of Asochis.
visit to Eg,\'pt, is turned to account by Canon
Near b y are marshy stretches where reeds still
Cheyne to substantiate his theory that t h e Israelabound: the name therefore is entirely appropriate.
ites were not in Egypt but in a north Arab, land ot
The name Kand el-Jelll, the exact Arab, equivalent
Musri (EB s.v. "Camel," 4). WhUe the flesh of
the camel w-as forbidden to the Israehtes, it is of Kana tes Galilaias, is also heard among the natives.
This, however, may have arisen from the suggested
freely eaten by the Arabs.
There are three references to the camel in N T : identification with Cana of the Gospel. The position agrees well enough with the Gospel data.
(1) to .John's raiment of camel's hair (Mt 3 4; M k
1 li); (2) the words of Jesus that "it is easier for a
Kefr Kennah, a thriving village about 3 | miles
camel to go through a needle's eye, than for a rich from Nazareth, on t h e southern edge of Sahl
man to enter into the kingdom of God" (Mt 19 24; Tor'dn, t h e plain S. of t h e range ot that name,
Mk 10 25; Lk 18 25;; (3) the proverb applied to through which t h e road from Nazareth to Tibethe Pharisees as blind guides, "that strain out the rias passes, has also many advocates. This identignat, and swallow the camel" (Mt 23 24). Some fication is accepted by t h e Gr and L a t churches,
MSS read ho kdmilos, "a cable," in M t 19 24 and
which have both built extensively in the -viUage;
Lk 18 25.
the Greeks showing stone jars said to have been
There are a few unusual words which have been used in t h e miracle, and t h e traditional house of
tr"* "camel" in text or margin ot one or the other
version. (See list of words at beginning ot art.)
Bekher and bikhrdh clearly mean a young animal,
and the Arab, root word and derivatives are used
similarly to the Heb. Rdkhash, the root of rekhesh,
is compared wdth the Arab, rakad^ "to run," and, in
RV, rekhesh is tr"" "swift steeds." Kirkdrdth, rammdkliim and 'dhasht'rdnlm must be admitted to be
of doubtful etymology and uncertain meaning.
ALFRED E L Y D A Y

CAMEL'S HAIR (rpix'S Kaii^iXou, trlches kainelou): I n Mt 3 4 and M k 1 6 t h e description of
John's raiment is exphcit to the extent of telUng the
kind of hair of w-hich his raiment w-as made. I t is
probable that his garment was made of a tawed camel
skin, tor t h e more expensive woven camel's hair
garment would not be in keeping with the rest of
the des(;i-iption. I t is still common among the poor
in some parts of Syria, when a camel or other
animal dies, to remove its skin and, after treating
the inner surface to stop decomposition, t o make
it up into various domestic articles. T h e writer
once saw a peasant dragging a skin along the road
which proved to be t h a t of a donkey which had
just tiled on the route. His intention was probably
to make it u p into a cloak. Some believe t h a t
Elijah's mantle was ot camel's hair (2 K 1 8;
cf Zec 13 4). Of t h a t we cannot be sure, for in
the East today the hairy garment is usually goat's
hair or wool either woven or still cUnging t o t h e

Cana of Galilee. •
Nathanael being pointed out. A copious spring of
excellent water rises W. of t h e -village; and the
pomegranates grown here are greatly prized. The
change of name, how-ever, from Kand t o Kennah—
(note the doubled n), is not easy; and there are no
reeds in t h e neighborhood t o give t h e name any
appropriateness.
Onom locates Cana in the tribe of Asher toward
Great Sidon, probably thinking of Kand, .» village
about 8 miles S. of Tyre. 'The pilgrims of t h e
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Mid(.lle .-Vges seem to be fairly divided as to the
two sites. Saewulf (1102), Brocardius (11S3),
Marinus Sanutus (1321), Breydenbach (1483) and
Anselni (1507) favor the northern site; while on
the side of Kefr Kennah may be reekoiuxl St,
Paula (383), St.'WilUbald (720),'Isaac Clielo (LWl)
and tjuaresimus (1616), I t seems pretty certitin
that the Crusaders adopted the identifiealidii with
Khirbet Kand (Condor, Tent Work, 69 t). While
no absolute decision is jiossible, on the available
evidence probabihty points to the northern sile.
Col. C((nder puts in a claim for a third sile, t h a t
of 'Ain Kand on the road from cr-Reineh (a village
about I j mile from Nazareth on the d'iberias road)
to Tabor (Tent Work, .SD,
V\', EWING

Camel's Hair
Canaan

whether the name is employed here in a restricted
or extended sense is uncertain.
.•V.s the Phoenicians were famous as traders, it
has been supptised that the name "Canaanite" is
a synonym of "merchant" in certain
2. Meaning passages of the OT. The pursuit of
of the
trade, however, was characteristic only
Name
of the maritime cities of Phoenicia, not
of tho Canaanitish towns conquered by
the Israelites. In Isa 23 11 we should tr "Canaan'^'
(as L X . \ ) in.stead of "merchant city" (AV); in
Hos 12 7 (8J, "as for Canaan"" (LXX), mstead of
"lit;,IS a merchaiit" (AV); in Zeph 1 11, "people
of Canaan" (LX.X), instead of "merchant people"
(.VV ); on the OIIKT hand, "Canaanite" seems to
have acquired the sense of "merchant,"" as "Chal_ CANAAN, ka'nan, CANAANITES, ka'nan-ils dean"" did of "astrologer," in lsa 23 8, and Prov
, ("iJ"? , A"'«a'an,' XavaAv, (.'hanadn):
31 24, though iiidbably not in Zee 14 21, and Job
41 6 (Heb 40 30).
1. Geography
2. Meaning of the Naiu(>
Much light has been thrown upon the history of
3. The Kesults of Eeeeut Excavations
Canaan prior to the IsraeUtish occupation by recent
4. History
excavation, supplemented by the mon(1) s(tone Age
(21 Bronze Age
3. The
uments of Babjdonia and Egypt. The
(;S1 A Babylonian Pro\ ince
Results of Pal Exploration led the way by its
(4) Jerusalem Foimde^l
Recent
excavations in 1890-92 at Tell el(,Tl The Hyksos
(6) Egyptian Conqiu-sl
Excavation Ilesy, which turned out to be the site
(7) TeU el-.\marna Tablets
of Lachish, first under Professor
5. Tlie Israelitisli Iu\-asioii
Fhnders Petrie and then under Dr. BUss. Prot). C^ulture
7, -Art
fessor Petrie laid the foundations of Pal archaeology
S, Commerce
by fi.xing the chronological sequence of the Lachish
',1, .Art of Writing
pottery, and tracing the remains of six successive
LiTER-iTURE
cities, the fourth of which w-as that founded by the
Canaan is stated in Gen 10 6 to have been a son
Israelites. Betw-een it and the preceding city was
of Ham and brother of .Mizraim, or Egypt. This
a layer of ashes, marking the period when the town
iniUcates the ^losaic period when the conquerors of
the X V I I I t h and X l X t h Egj-p Dynasties made lay desolate and uninhabited. The excavations
Canaan for a time a pr(.(\-ince of the Egyp empire. at Lachish were followed by others at Tell es-Safi,
I'nder the Pharaoh Meneptah, at the time of the the supposed site of Gath; at Tell Sandahanna, the
Exodus, it ceased to be connected wdth Egypt, and ancient Marissa, a mile S. of Bet Jibrln, where interthe Egj-p garrisons in the S, of the country were esting rehcs of the Gr period were found, and at
expelled by the PhiUs, who probably made them- Jerus, w-here an attempt was made to trace the city
selves masters of the larger portion of it, thus caus- walls. Next to Lachish, the most fruitful excaing the name of Philistia or Pal to become synony- vations have been at Gezer, w-hich has been exmous -with t h a t of Canaan (see Zeph 2 5). ' i n the plored by Mr. Macalister with scientific thorough.-Vm Tab, Canaan is WTitt en Kinakhna and Kinakh- ness and skill, and where a large necropoUs has been
khi. The latter form corresponds with the (h- Xra discovered as w-ell as the remains of seven successive
(C/ired), a name giv(;n lo Phoenicia (Hecat, Frag- settlements, the last ot which comes down to the
Seleucid era, the third corresponding w-ith the first
ments 254; Eusebius, Praep. Ev., i.lO; ix,17).
settlement at Lachish. The two first settlements
In Nu 13 29 the Canaanites are described as go back to the neolithic age. With the third the
dwelUng "by the sea, and along by the side ot the
Sem or"Amorite" period of Canaan begins; bronze
Jordan," i.e. in the lowlands ot Pal. makes its appearance; high-places formed of mono1. GeogThe name was confined to the country liths are erected, and inhumation of the dead is
raphy
W. of the Jordan (Nu 33 51; Josh 22 introduced, while the cities are surrounded wdth
9;, and w-as esp. applied to Phoenicia great walls of stone. While Mr. jVIacalister has
(Isa 23 11; cf ^It 15 22). Hence Sidon is called
been working at Gezer, German and Austrian expethe "fir.stborn" of Canaan (Gen 10 15, though ct
ditions under Dr. Schumacher have been excavatJgs 3 3), and the L X X translates "Canaanites" ing at Tell (m-Mulcsellim, the site of Megiddo, and
by "Phoenicians'" and "Canaan" by the "land of
under Dr. Sellin first at Tell Taanak, the ancient
the Phoenicians" (Ex 16 35; Josh 5 12). Kinakh- Taanach, and then at Jericho. At Taanach cuneikhi is used in the same restricted sense in the
form tablets of the Mosaic age were found in the
Am Tab, but it is also extended .so as to include house of the governor ot the town; at (Samaria and
Pal generally. On the other hand, on the Egyp Gezer cuneiform tablets have also been found, but
monuments Seti I calls a town in the extreme S, of
they belong to the late Assyr and Bab periods. At
Pal "the city of Pa-K'ana'na" or "the Canaan," Jericho, on I he flat roof of a house adjoining the wall
which Conder identifies with the modern Khurbet
of the Canaanitish city, destroyed by the Israelites,
Kenan near Hebron.
a number ((f clay tablets were discovered laid out to
As in t h e Am Tab, so in the OT, Canaan is used
dry before being inscribed with cuneiform characin an extended sense to denote the whole of Pal W. ters. Before the letters w-ere ^vritten and desof the Jordan (Gen 12 5; 23 2.19; 28 1; 31 l-S; patched, how-ever, the to'wn, it seems, was captured
35 6; 36 2; 37 1; 48 7; Ex 16 15; Nu 13 2; and burnt. An American expedition, under Dr.
Jo.sh 14 1; 21 2; Ps 135 11). Thus Jerus which
Reisner, is now exploring Seliasliych. (Samaria),
had Amorite and Hittite founders is stated to be ot
where the ruins of Ahab's palace, with early He"the land of the Canaanite" (Ezk 16 3), and Isa brew inscriptions, have been brought to light, as
(19 IS) terms Hebrew, which was shared by the well as a great city waU built in the age of NebuIsraehtes 'with the Phoenicians and, apparently, also chadrezzar.
the Amorites, "the language of Canaan." Jabin is
(1) The stone age.—The history of Canaan begins
called "the king of Canaan" in Jgs 4 2,23.24; but
with the palaeohthic age, palaeoUthic implements
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Canaan

ha'ving been found in t h e lowlands. Our first
knowledge of its population dates from the neolithic
period. T h e neolithic inhabitants of
4. History Gezer w-ere of short stature (about 5 ft.
4 in. in height), and lived in caves—
at least in t h e time of t h e first prehistoric settlement—and burned their dead. Their sacred place
was a double cave with which cup-marks in t h e
rock were connected, and their pottery was rude;
some of i t was ornamented with streaks of red or
black on a yellow or red wash. I n the time of the
second settlement a rude stone wall was built around
the town. The d6bris of t h e two neolithic settlements is as much as 12 ft. in depth, implying a long
period of accumulation.
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sand. The second "Amorite" city a t Gezer had a
long existence. The high-place was enlarged, and
an Egyptian of the age of the X l l t h Dynasty was
buried within its precincts. Egyp scarabs of the
X l l t h and X l l l t h Dynasties are now met with;
these give place to scarabs of t h e Hyksos period,
and finaUy t o those of t h e X V I I I t h Dynasty (1600
BC).
Hittite painted pottery of Cappadocian type
is also found in t h e later debris of t h e city as well
as seal-cyUnders of the Bab pattern.
(3) A Babylonian province.—Meanwhile Canaan
had for a time formed part of t h e B a b empire.
Gudea, 'viceroy of Lagas under t h e kings of t h e
Dynasty of Ur (2500 BC), had brought "limestone"
from t h e "land of t h e Amorites," alabaster from
Mt. Lebanon, cedar-beams from Amanus, and golddust from t h e desert between Pal and Egypt. A
cadastral survey was drawm up about t h e same
time by Uru-malik, "the governor of the land of the
Amorites," t h e name b y which SjTia and Canaan
were known to t h e Babylonians, and colonies of
"Amorites" engaged in trade were settled in t h e
cities of Babylonia. After t h e fall of t h e Dynasty
of Ur, Babylonia w-as itself conquered by the Amorites who founded t h e dynasty to which Khammurabi, t h e Amraphel of Gen 14 1, belonged (see
HAMIIURABI) . I n an inscription found near Diarbekir the only title given to Khammu-rabi is "king
of the land of the Amorites." Bab now became the
official, hterary and commercial language of Canaan,
and schools were established there in which t h e
cuneiform script was taught. Canaanitish culture
became whollj' Bab; even its theology and gods were
derived from Babylonia. T h e famous legal code
of Khammu-rabi (see HAMMURABI, C O D E OF) was
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Foundation Sacrifice Found at Gezer.
(2) The bronze age.—The neohthic population
was succeeded by one of (Sem t j p e , which introduced the use of metid, and buried its dead. T h e
name of Amorite has been gi\-en to it, this being the
name under which t h e (Sem population of Canaan
was known t o t h e Babylonians. Gezer was surrounded by a great wall ot stone intersected by
brick towers; a t Lachish t h e Amorite wall was of
crude brick, nearly 29 ft. in thickness (cf D t 1 28).
A "high-place" w-as erected a t Gezer consisting of
9 monoliths, running from N. to S., and surrounded
by a platform of large stones. The second monoUth has been polished by t h e kisses of t h e worshippers; the seventh was brought from a distance.
Under the pavement of the sanctuary lay the bones
of children, more rarely of adults, who had been
sacrificed and sometimes burnt, and t h e remains
deposited in jars. Similar e-vidences of human
sacrifice were met -with under t h e walls of houses
both here and a t Taanach and Megiddo. I n t h e
Israelitish strata the food-bowl and lamp for lighting the dead in the other world are retained, but all
trace of human sacrifice is gone. At Lachish in
IsraeUtish times the bowl and lamp were filled 'with

enforced in Canaan as in other parts of the empire,
and traces of its provisions are found in Gen.
Abram"s adoption ot his slave Ehezer, Sarai's conduct to,Hagar, and Rebekah's receipt of a dowry
trom the father of the bridegroom are examples of
this. So, too, t h e sale ot t h e cave of Machpelah
was in accordance with t h e Bab legal forms ot the
Khammu-rabi age. T h e petty kings of Canaan
paid tribute t o their Bab suzerain, and Bab officials and "commerical ^travelers"' (damgari) frequented t h e country.
(4) Jerusalem founded.—We
must ascribe to
this period t h e foundation of Jerus, which bears
a Bab name (Uru-Salim, "the city ot Salim""), and
commanded the road t o the naphtha springs of the
Dead Sea. Bitumen was one of t h e most important articles of B a b trade on account of its employment for building and lighting purposes, and
seems to have been a government monopoly. Hence
the rebellion of t h e Canaanitish princes in the
naphtha district (Gen 14) was sufficiently serious to
require a considerable force for its suppression.
(5) The Hyksos.—The Amorite dynasty in Babylonia was overthrown by a Hittite invasion, and Bab
authority in Canaan came to an end, though the
influence of Bab culture continued undiminished.
In t h e N . t h e Hittites were dominant; in t h e S.,
where Egyp influence Lad been powerful since t h e
age of the X l l t h Dynasty, the Hyksos conquest of
Egjrpt united Pal wdth the Delta. The Hyksos kings
bear Canaanitish names, and their invasion of Egypt
probably formed part of t h a t general movement
which led t o t h e estabhshment of a n "Amorite"
dynasty in Babylonia. Egypt now became an
appanage of Canaan, with its capital, accordingly,
near its Asiatic frontier. One of the Hyksos kings
bears t h e characteristically Canaanitish name of
Jacob-el, written in the same way as on Bab tablets
of the age of Khammu-rabi, and a place ot the same
name is mentioned by Thothmes I I I as existing in
southern Pal.
(6) Egyptian conquest.—The Pharaohs of t h e
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XVIIIth Dynasty cxpeUed the Hyksos and conquered Pal and Syria, For about 200 3cars Canaan
was an Egyp province. VV ith the E g i p conquest
the history of the second .ViiKdile cily at Gezer
conies to an end. The old wiill was partially destroyed, doubtless by Tholhmes I I I (about 1480
BC). A thu'd Amorite city now- grew- up, with a
larger and stronger w-all, 14 ft. thick. The IK(US(^S
built on the site ot the towers of the first wall were
fiUed with scarabs and other reUcs of the reign of
Amon-hotep I I I (1440 BC). .Vt Lachish the ruins
of the third city were full of similar remains, and
among them was a cuneiform tablet referring to a
governor of Lachish nienti((ned in the ,Vni Tab,
At Faaiiach cuneiform tablets of the same a,ge lia,\-e
been discovered, w-ritten by Canaanites to one another but all in the Bab script and laiii;uage,
(7) Tell el-Amarna tablets.—In the ;Viii Tab w-c
have a picture of Canaan at the moment w-hen the
.•Vsiatic empU-e of Eg.vpt was breaking up through
the religious and social troubles that marked the
reign of Amon-hotep IV, The Hittites W(.-re attacking it in the N.; in the S, of Canaan the Khabiri or "confederate" bands of free-lances were
acquiring principalities for themselves. The petty
kings and governors had foreign troops in their pay
with which they fought one against the other; and
their mercenaries readily transferred their allegiance from one paymaster to another, or seized
the city they were engaged to defend, Hittites,
Mitannians trom Mesopotamia, and other foreigners appear as governors of the towns; the
Eii\'p government was too weak to tlepo.^e them
and was content if they professed themselves loyal.
At times the Canaanitish princes intrigued w-ith
the -AssyriarL-i against their Egyp masters; at other
times -with the Mitannians ot "Aram-Naliaraim"
or the Hittites of Cappadocia, The troops sent
by the Egj^p Pharaoh were insufficient to suppress
the rebelUon, and the authority of the Egyp commissioners grew less and less. Eventually the king
of the Amorites was compelled to pass openly over
to the Hittite king, and Canaan was lost to the
Pharaohs.
Gaza and the neighboring tow-ns, however, still
remained in their hands, and wdth the recovery of
Egyptian power under the X l X t h
5. The
Dynasty allowed Sell I to march once
Israelitish more into Canaan and reduce it again
Invasion
to subjection. In spite of Hittite
attacks the country on both sides of
the Jordan acknowledged the rule of Seti and his
son Ramses II, and in tbe 21.st year of the latter
Pharaoh the long w-ar with the Hittites came to an
end, a treaty being made which fixed the Egyp
frontier pretty much where the Israelitish frontier
afterward ran. A work, known as The Travels of
the Mohar, which satirizes the misadventures of a
tourist in Canaan, gives a piel ure of Canaan in the
days of Ramses II, With the death of Ramses II
Egyp rule in Pal came finally to an end. The
Philis drove the Egyp garrisons from the cities
which commanded the military road through
Canaan, and the long war -with the Hittiti^s exhausted the inland tow-ns, so that they made but a
feeble resistance to tho Israelites who assailed them
shortiy afterw-ard. The Egyptians, however, never
reUnquished their claim to be masters of Canaan,
and when the Philis power had been overthrown by
David we find the Egyp Idng again marching
northward and capturing Gezer (1 K 9 16).
Meanwhile the country had become to a large
extent IsraeUte. In the eariier days of the Israelitish
invasion the Canaanitish towns had been dest roved
and the people massacred; later the two peoples
intermarried, and a mixed race was the result.
The portraits accompanying the names of the places

Canaan

t,aken by Shishak in southern Pal have Amorite
features, and the modern/eW«/(/;( of Pal are Canaanite rather than Jewish in type,
Canaanitish culture was based on that of Babylonia, and begins wilh the introduction of the use
of (topper and bronze. When Canaan
6. Culture becainc a Bab ]irovinee, it naturally
shared in the civilization of the ruling
power. The religious behefs and deities of Babylonia were supeiinijiosed upon those o t t h e primitive
Canaaiiilc, The local Baal or "lord" of the soil
made wdv for the "lord of heaven," the Sun-god of
the liabylonians. The "high-place" gradually became a temple built afl or a Bab fa.shion. The sacred
stone, once the supreme object ot Canaanitish worship, was transformed into a Beth-el or shrine of an
iiidwelUng god. The gods and goddesses of Babylonia migrated to Canaan; places received their
names from Nebo or Nin-ip; Hadad became Amurrtl
"tho yVmorite god"; Istar passed into Ashtoreth, and
.Vsirtu, the female counterpart of Asir, the national
god of .Assyria, became Asherah, while her sanctuary, which in .'Vssyria was a temple, was identUied
in Canaan with the old fetish of an upright stone or
log. But human sacrifice, and more esp, the sacrifice of the firstborn son, of w-hich we find few
traces in Babylonia, cintinued to be practised with
undiminished frequency until, as we learn from the
excavations, the Israelitish concjuest brought about
its suppression. The human victim is also absent
from the later sacrificial tariffs of Carthage and
Marseilles, its place being taken in them by the
ram. According to these tariffs the sacrifices and
offerings w-ere of tw-o kinds, the zau'al or sin offering
and the shelem or thank-offering. The sin offering
w-as given wholly to the god; part of the thankoffering would be taken by the offerer. Birds w Inch
were not allow-e( I as a sin offering might constitute
a thank-offering. Besides the sacrifices, there were
also offerings of corn, wine, fruit and oil.
What primiti-\-e Canaanitish art was like may be
seen from the rude sculptures in the Trc((// el-Qana
near Tyre. Under Bab influence it
7. Art
rapidly developed. Among the Can
spoil captured by Thothmes I I I were
tables, chairs and stiives of cedar and ebony inlaid
with gold or simply gilded, richly embroidered
robes, chariots chased with silver, iron tent poles
studded with precious stones, "bowls with goats'
heads on them, and one with a Uon's head, the
workmanship of the land of Zahi" (the Phoen coast),
iron armor wdth gold inlay, and rings ot gold and
silver that were used as money. At Taanach, gold
and silver ornaments have been found of high artistic merit. To the Israehtes, fresh from the
desert, the life of the wealthy Canaanite w-ould
have a)ipeared luxurious in the extreme.
The position of Canaan made it the meetingplace ot the commerciid routes of tho aneient world.
The fleets of the Phoen cities are eele8. Combrated in the Am Tab, and it is probmerce
able that they were already engaged
in the purple 1 rade. The inland towns
of Canaan depended not only on agriculture but
also on a carrying trade: caravans as weU as "commercial travelers" (damgari) came to them from
Cappadocia, Babylonia and Egypt. Bronze, sUver,
lead, and jiaintcl ware were brought from Asia
Minor, together with horses; naphtha was exported
to Babylonia in return for embroidered stuffs;
copper came from Cyprus, richly chased vessels of
the precious metals from Crete and corn from Egypt.
Baltic amber has been found at Lachish, wheris a
furnace wdth iron slag, diseo\'ered in the third
Amorite city, shows that the native iron was worked
before the age ot the IsraeUtish conquest. The
manufacture of glass goes back to the same epoch.

Canaanitess
Canneh
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As far back as 2500 BC, alabaster and Umestone
had been sent to Babylonia from the quarries of the
Lebanon.
Long betore the age ot Abraham the Bab sealcylinder had become known and been imitated in
Syria and Canaan. But it was not
9. Art of
until Canaan had been made a Bab
Writing
province under the Khammu-rabi
dynasty t h a t t h e cuneiform system of
writing was introduced together with t h e Bab language and literature. Henceforward schools were
established and libraries or archive-chambers formed
where the foreign language and its complicated
syllabary could be taught and stored. I n the
Mosaic age the Taanach tablets show t h a t the
inhabitants of a small country town could correspond with one another on local matters in the
foreign language and script, and two of the TeU
el-Amarna letters are from a Canaanitish lady. T h e
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naturaUy to convey the idea of sluggishness. In
the account of the plagues (Ex 7 19), names are
used descriptively to designate the diiferent waters
of Egypt: n'hardth, "flo-wing streams," for the main
channels of the river, and y'drim tor other streams,
which b y contrast must mean, as it should according to its use by the Egyptians, " t h e sluggish
streams," i.e. "canals," as it is rendered by the
Revisers. This meaning of the word being thus
clearly established, it is appropriately used in the
RVm in the other instances of its occurrence in like
circumstances.

M. G, K Y L E

CANANAEAN, ka-na-ne'an, CANAANITE, ka'nan-It.

See SIMON (CANANAEAN).

CA'NDACE,kan'da-se('KavSa.K-r],Kanddke):
Queen
of the Ethiopians (.lets 8 27). Pliny states that the
name Candace had already been borne for many

CANALS IN EGYPT.

official notices ot the name by which each year was
known in Babylonia were sent to Canaan as to
other pro'vinces of the Bab empire in t h e cuneiform
script; one of these, dated in the reign ot Khammurabi's successor, has been found in the Lebanon.

years by the queens ot Ethiopia (-vi.29). See ETHIOPIA. Her treasurer, "a eunuch ot great authority,"
was baptized by Philip t h e Evangelist on his return
from worshipping in Jerus.

CANDLE, kan'd'l, CANDLESTICK, kan'd'bstik
(13, ner; Xixvos, luchnos; HHID'a, m'nordh; Xuxvta,
luchnla):
(1) "Candle"' is found in the OT, AV, as the
rendering of ner, and in the N T for luchnos. In all
1)1111,ifii III I'lila^tina,
ItlO.S,
places except Jer 25 10 and Zeph 1 12 (see m) RV
Sec, furtller, . \ R K I T E : .ARV,\DITE; B A , \ L ; G I R G A S H I T E ; ,
H I T T I T E ; H K I T I S ; J E B U S I T E ; KADMON-ITC; K E N I Z Z I T E ;
gives the more exact rendering "lamp," (See LAMP,
P.VLESTINE; P E R I Z Z I T E ; R E P H A I M ; .SINITE; T E M A N I T E .
Candle, in our sense of the term, was unknown to
A, H. S.WCE
antiquity.
CANAANITESS, ka'nan-it-es. See SHUA; B A T H (2) "Candlestick" stands for what was a common
SHUA.
and indispensable article of ancient house furniture,
a lamp-stand (m'nordh).
Accordingly we find it
CANALS, ka-nidz' (a-in'S^, y'drim):
The word
mentioned in a case thoroughly representative of
"canals'" occurs in several places in the RVm (Ex the furnishings of an oriental room of the plainer
7 19; 8 5; L a 19 6; N a h 3 S). y-^'or is an Egyp sort, in the account of " t h e prophet's chamber"
word, the designation of the Nile (Brugsch, Geogr, given in 2 K 4 10. Here we find that the furniture
I, 8, 7,S), The proper name ot the Nile as a god
consisted of a "bed,"" a "table,"" a "seat,"" and a
was Hapi. There were several common designa- "candlestick," or lamp-stand. The excavations of
tions of the Nile, but the usual one was y'dr, Heb
Petrie and Bliss at Lachish (Tell el-Hesy, 104), not
jil, y'orlm.
The primary meaning of y'dr in Egyp to mention others, help to make it clear that a lampis not certain, but its significance in use for the stand is meant in passages where the Heb word,
Nile is plain enough. All the w-aters in Egypt
m'nordh, or its Gr equivalent Inrhnia, is used. Acw-ere of the Nile and this word y''dr was used to cordingly throughout the N T , RV has consistently
denote aU of them, the Nile and all its ramifications rendered luchnia by "stand"" (;VIt 5 15- Mk 4 2 1 ;
through the whole irrigating system. Thus y''drlm, Lk 8 16; 11 .33).
Niles, came to be used. As only the main channels
(3) The "candlestick" of Dnl 5 5 is rather the
of the NUe had much current, the y'drim came
candelabrum (nebhrashtd') of Belshazzar's banLiTER.VTURE,—H. "Vlncent. Canaan d'aprcs I'exploration recente, 1907; G, A. Smith, Historical
Geography
nf the Hotii Land. Is(i4: Publications of t h e Palestine
Exploration FiuKt; E, SeUin, Tell Ta'annek and Eine
iXachle^e ai,f di-ni Tell Ta'annek, 1904-5: Schumacher,
Tell Mull's, III III, 1909; TWersch. Die neueren
Ausgra-
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queting-haU. T h e "golden candlestick"" of the
tabernacle and t h e temple requires special treatment.
CLE.

Se^e CANDLESTICK

(GOLDEN);

TABERNA-

(4) Certain figurative uses of "candle"' and
"candlestick" in the Bible dein.and attention. T h e
ancient and still common custom of t h e East of
keeping a house lamp burning night and day gave
rise to t h e figure of speech so universally found in
oriental languages by which t h e continued prosperity of t h e individual or t h e family is set forth
by the pcrenniallj- burning lamp (see Job 29 3 :
"when his lamp shined upon my head"; Ps 18 28:
"Thou^ wilt Ught my lamp"). T h e converse in
usage is seen in many passages—(see Job 18 6:
"His lamp above him sh.all be p u t out""; 21 17:
"How oft is it that the lamp of the wicked is put
out"'; Prov 24 20: "The lamp of the wicked shaU
be put out"; Jer 26 10: "Take from them . . . t h e
Ught of the lamp"). The same metaphor is used in
Rev 2 5 to indicate t h e judgment w-ith w-hich t h e
church of Ephesus was threatened: " I wdll move
thy candlestick out of its place," "The seven golden
candlesticks" (Rev 1 20) which John saw were "the
seven churches,"" t h e appointed light-bearers and
dispensers of the religion of the risen Christ. Hence
the significance of such a threat.
GEO,

B , EAGER

CANDLESTICK, kan'd'l-stik, T H E GOLDEN,
gold'"n (iT^';^}, m'nordh, Ut. "lamp-stand""): An
important part of t h e furniture of t h e tabernacle
and temples.

See T.ABERNACLE;

TEMPLE;

LAMP,

The candlestick is first met with in the descriptions of the tabernacle (Ex 25 31-39; 37 17-24).
It was, -with the utensils connected with
1. The
it (snuffers, snuff dishes), to be made
Tabernacle of pure beaten gold, of one piece, a
talent in weight (Ex 25 39). I t consisted ot a pedestal or base, of a central stem (the
name "candlestick"' is speciaUy given to this), of
six cur-ving branches—three on each side—and of
seven lamps resting on the tops ot the branches
and stem. Stem and branches were ornamented

Canaanitess
Canneh

The position of the candlestick was on the S. side
ot the holy place (Ex 40 21).
In Solomon's temple the single golden candlestick
was multiplied to ten, and the position was altered.
The candlesticks were now placed in
2. Temple front of the Holy of Holies, five on one
of Solomon sitle, five on the other (1 K 7 49; 2 Ch
4 7). Further details are not given in
the tex-ts, from w-hich it may be presumed that the
model of the tabernacle candlestick was followed.
The second temple reverted to tho single golden
candlestick. When the temple was plundered by
Antiochus Epiphanes, the candle3. Temple stick was taken away (1 Mace 1 21);
of Zerubafter the cleansing, a new one was
babel
made by Judas Maccabaeus (4 49.50).
The same arrangement of a single
golden candlestick, placed on the S. side of the holy
place, was continued in Herod's Temple (Jos, BJ, V,
V, 5). I t was this which, carried away
4. Temple by "Titus, w-as represented on his Arch
of Herod
at Rome.
The immediate object of the candlestick was to give light in the holy place. The lamps
were lighted in the
evening and burned
till t h e
5. Use and m o r n i n g
SymboUsm (Ex 30 7.
8; Lev 24
3; 1 S 3 3; 2 Ch 13
of Antigonus
11), light being ad- FIG, 2,—Coin
(40-37 BC).
mitted into the temple
during the day by the upper windows. Jos in his
cosmical speculations (BJ, V, v, 6) takes the seven
lamps to signffy the seven planets. I n Zechariah's
vision of the golden candlestick (4 2ff),the seven
lamps are ted by two olive trees winch are interpreted to be "the two anointed ones," Zerubbabel
and Joshua—the civil and spiritual representatives
of the theocracy. The candlestick here, like t h e
seven candlesticks in Rev 1 20,21, symbolizes t h e
church of God, then in its OT form, the idea conveyed being that God's church is set to be a lightgiver in the world. Ct Christ's words (Mt 5 14.16;
Lk 12 35), and Paul's (PhU 2 15).
The oldest known representation of the sevenbranched candlestick is on a coin of Antigonus,
cir 40 BC (see Madden's Coins of the Jeivs, 102).
For Uterature see TABERNACLE;

CANE, kan.

'TEMPLE.
JAMES O R R

See R E E D .

CANKER, kan'ker.

See GANGRENE,

CANKERED, kan'kerd (Jas 5 3 RV, "rusted").
CANKER-WORM, kan'kcr-wirrm (pb")., yelek,
[Joel 1 4; 2 25; Nah 3 15,16]): The name given
to a larval stage of the LOCUST (q,v.). See also
CATERPILLAR.

FIG. 1.—Golden Candlesticli (from Arch of Titus).
with cups Uke almond-blossoms, knops and flowers
—four of this series on the stem, and three on each
of the branches. Some, however, understand t h e
"cup" to embrace the "knop"" and "flower"" (calyx
and coroUa). The shape of the pedestal is uncertam. Jewish tradition suggests three smaU feet;
the representation of the candlestick on the Arch
of Titus has a soUd, hexagonal base (see Fig. 1).

CANNEH, kan'e (7133, kanneh; Xaviia, Chanda):
Mentioned in Ezk 27 23 in connection with Haran
and Eden as one of the places with which Tyre had
commercial relations. This is the only reference
to the place and t h e site is unknown. Gesenius
and others think it is probably the same as Calneh
of Am 6 2 or of Gen 10 10, and Calno of Isa 10
9. According to the Tgs, Eusebius, and Jerome,
this place is identical -with Ctesiphon, which w'as
situated on the Tigris. One codex of De Rossi has
made this identification in t h e passage in Ezk 27
23. Cornill thinks Canneh is the Calneh ot Am
6 2, b u t Cheyne thinks the name is reaUy nonexistent. He says the words rendered "and Canneh and Eden" should rather be "and t h e sons of
Eden.""

A. W. FORTUNE
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be left at the door as the worshippers quit the
sanctuary, so the Heb writings which were fit to be
read in the synagogue rendered the hands ot those
I.
INTRODUCTORY
who touched them taboo, defihrig their hands, as
1. The Christian Term "Canon"
2. The Corresponding Hebrew Expression
they w-ere wont to say, so that they must first be
3. The "Hidden Boolis" of the Jews
washed before engaging in any secular business.
4. The Determining Principle in the Formation of
This seems to be the best explanation of this enigthe Canon
matical phrase. Various other and somewhat fanci5. The Tripartite Division of the OT
6. How Account for the Tripartite Division ?
ful explanations of it, however, have been given:
II.
EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESSES
tor example, to prevent profane .uses of worn-out
1. The OT's A\ itness to Itself
synagogue rolls (Buhl); or to prevent placing con2. The Samaritan Pentateuch
3. The LXX -Version
secrated grain alongside of the sacred rolls in the
4. Ecclus, or the Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach
synagogues that it might become holy, as the grain
5. Tlie Prologue to Ecclesiasticus
would attract the mice and the mice would gnaw
6. 1 and 2 JNIaccabees
7. Philo
the rolls (Strack, Wildeboer and others); or to pre8. The NT as a Witness
vent the sacred, worn-out parchments from being
9. 4 Esdras
used as coverings for animals (Graetz); or to "de10. Josephus
11. TheJDouncils of Janmra'.
clare the hands to be unclean unless previously
12. TEe Talmud
washed" (Furst, Green). But no one of these ex13. Jewish Doubts in the 2d Cent. AD
planations satisfies. "The idea of taboo is more
14. Summary and Conclasion
III.
THE CANON IN THE CHRISTI-S^ CHURCH
likely imbedded in the phrase.
1. In tha Eastern or OnentabChurch
The rabbins invented a special phrase to desig2. In the Western Church
LITERATURE
nate rolls t h a t were w-orn-out or disputed. These
/. Introductory.—The
problem of how we came
they called g'nUzlm, meaning "hidden
by 39 books known as OT "Scripture" is a purely 3. The
away."" Cemeteries filled wdth Heb
historical investigation. The question involved
"Hidden
manuscripts which have long been
is, not who wrote the several books, but who made Books" of buried are frequently found today
thfiBftdnto a collection, not their origin or contents, the Jews
in Egypt in connection with Jewish
but their history; not God's part, but man's. Our
synagogues. Such rolls might first
present aimj accordingly, must be~to trace the process be placed in the g'nlzdh or rubbish chamber of the
by^vhiclr the various writings became "Scripture."
sanctuary. They were not, however, apocryphal
The word "canon" is of Christian origin, from the or uncanonical in the sense of being extraneous or
Gr word icavifiv, kandn, which in turn is probably outside the regular collection. For such the Jews
borrowed from the Heb word, n:j5 ,
had a special term s'phdrlm hlgdnim, "books t h a t
1. The
k^neh, meaning a reed or measuring are outside." These could not be read in the
Christian
rod, hence norm or rule. Later it
synagogues. "Hidden books" were rather wornTerm
came to mean a rule of faith, and out parchments, or canonical rolls which might
"Canon"
eventually a catalogue or list. In by some be temporarily disputed. See APOCRYPHA.
present usage it signifies a collection
Who had the right to declare a writing canonical?
of religious writings Divinely inspired and hence To this question widely divergent answers have
authoritative, normative, sacred and binding.
been given. According to a certain
The term occurs in Gal 6 16; 2 Cor 10 13-16; 4. The D e - class of theologians the several books
but it is first employed of the books of Scripture termining
of the OT were composed by authors
in the technical sense ot a standard collection or Principle in who w-ere conscious not only of their
body of sacred -writings, by the church Fathers of
the Forma- inspiration but also t h a t their writings
the 4th cent.; e.g. in the 59th canon of the Council tion of the were destined to be handed down to
of Laodicea (3i)3 AD); in the Festal Epistle of
Canon
the church of future generations as
Athanasius (365 AD); and by Amphilochius,
sacred. In other w-ords each writer
archbishop of Iconium (395 AD).
canonized, as it were, his own WTitings. For
How the ancient Hebrews expressed the concep- example. Dr. W. H. Green (Canon, 35 f, 106, 110)
tion of canonicity is not known; but it is sate to says: "No formal declaration ot their canonicity
was needed to give them sanction. They were
say that the idea, as an idea, e.xisted
2. The
long before there was any special from the first not only eagerly read by the devout
. Each
Correspond- phrase invented to express it. In the but believed to be Di-vinely obUgatory.
ing Heb
N T the word "Scriptures" conveys indi'vidual book of an acknowledged prophet oi
Expression unquestionably the notion of sacred- Jeh, or of anyone accredited as inspired by Him tc
ness (Mt 21 42; Jn 5 39; Acts 18 make known His will, was accepted as the word
ot God immediately upon its appearance.
24). From the 1st cent. AD and followdng, however,
according to the Talm, the Jews employed the Those books and those only were accepted as the
phrase "defile the hands." Writings which were Divine standards of their faith and regulative ol
suitable to be read in the synagogue were designated their conduct which were written for this definite
as books which "defile the hands.". What this purpose by those whom they believed to be inspirec
very peculiar oriental expression may have origi- ot God. It was this which made them canonical
nally signified no one definitely knows. Probably The spiritual profit found in t h e m ' correspondec
Lev 16 24 gives a hint of the true interpretation. with and confirmed the belief in their heavenlj
.According to this passage the high priest on the origin. And the public official action which furthei
great Day of Atonement washed not only when attested, though it did not initiate,' their canonicity
he put on the holy garments of his office, but also followed in the wake of the popular recognitioi
The WTitings o
when he put them off. Quite possibly, therefore, of their Di'vine authority. .
the expression "defile the hands'" signified that the the prophets, delivered to the people as a declara
hands which had touched the sacred -writings must tion of the Di'vine will, possessed canonical author
first be washed before touching aught else. The ity from the moment of their appearance. .
idea expressed, accordingly, was one akin to that The canon does not derive its authority from th'
of taboo. T h a t is to say, just as certain garments church, whether Jewish or Christian; the offic
worn by worshippers in encircling the sacred Kaaba of the church is merely t h a t of a custodian and
at Mecca are taboo to the Mohammedans of today, witness."" So likewdse Dr. J. D. Da'vis (Prei
i.e. cannot be worn outside the mosque, but must
and Ref. Review, April, 1902, 182).

CANON, kan'un, OF THE OLD TESTAMENT,
THE:
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On the contrary, Dillmann {Jahrb. fur deutsche
Theol., Ill, 420) niore scientifically claims that "history know-s nothing of the individual books havuig
Ijeen designed to be sacred from their origin.
These books bore indeed in themsehcs from the
first those characteristics on account ot which they
were subsequently admit led into the sacred collection, but yet always had first to pass through a
shorter or longer period of verification, and make
trial of the Divine power resident within them ujKdi
the hearts of the church before they were oiil w (irdly
and formally acknow-ledged by it as 1 iniiic books."
As a matter of fact, the books of the OT are still
on trial, and ever will be. So far as is known, the
great majority ot the w-riters of Holy Scrqilure did
not arbitrarily- hand o\-er their proiluetions to the
church and expect them to be regiu'ded as canon
Scripture. Tw-o partie^s are involved in the making
ot canonical Scriplurt"—the original authors and
the church—both of w-hom w-ere inspired by the
same (Spirit. The authors WTote iiLsjiired by the
Divine Spirit, and the church e\-er siiiei—Jew-ish
and Christian alike—has bi-en inspired to recognize the authoritative character of their WTitings.
And so it wdll be to the end of time. "We cannot
be certain that anything comes from God unless
it bring us personally something c\'i(-lently Divine"
(Briggs, The Study of Holy Scripture, 162).
The Jews early divided the OT writings into three
classes: (1) the Tdrdh, or Law; (2) the N'bhi'lm,
or Prophets; and (3) the K'thubhlm, or
5. The
Writings, called in Gr the Hagiographa.
Tripartite
The Tdrdh included the 5 books of the
Division
Pentateuch (Gen, Ex, Lev, Nu, Dt),
of the OT w-hich were called "the Five-fifths of
the Law."" The N'bhi'lm
embraced
(a) the four so-called Former Prophets, Josh, Jgs,
1 and 2 S, counted as one book, 1 and 2 K, also
counted as one book; and (b) the four so-called
Latter Prophets, Isa, Jer, Ezk, and the Twelve
^Nlinor Prophets, counted as one book; a total of 8
books. The K'thubhlm, or Writings, were 11 in aU,
including Ps, Prov, and Job, the five M'ghilldth or
Rolls (Cant, Ruth, Lam, Eccl, Est), Dnl, Ezr-Neh,
counted as one book, and 1 and 2 Ch, also counted
as one book; in all 24 books, exactly the samis as
those of the Protestant canon. This was the original
count of the Jews as far as we can trace it back.
Later certain Jewdsh authorities appended Ruth to
Jgs, and Lam to Jer, and thereby obtained the
number 22, which corresponded to the number of
letters in the Heb alphabet; but this manner of
counting "w-as secondary and fanciful. Still later
others divided S, K, Ch, Ezr-Neh and Jer-Lam into
two books each respectively and thereby obtained
27, w-hich they fancifully regarded as equivalent to
the 22 letters of the Heb alphabet plus 5, the number of letters having a peculiar final form when
standing at the end of a word. Jerome states that
22 is the correct reckoning, but he adds, "Some
count both R u t h and Lam among the Hagiographa,
and so get 24." 4 Esd, which is the oldest (85-96
AD) witness to the number of books in the OT,
gives 24.
The answer to the question of how to account for
the tripartite di-vision involves the most careful
investigation of the whole process
6. How Ac- by which the canon actually took
count for
shape. If the entire canon of the OT
the Tripar-'t were formed, as some aUege, by one
tite Diviman, or by one set of men, in a single
sion?
age, then it is obvious t h a t the books
must have been separated into three
groups on the basis of some material differences
in their contents. If, on the other hand, the process of canonization was gradual and extende(.l over
several generations, then t h e various books were

separated from one another probably because one
section ot the ciuion was closed before certain other
books of similar character were written. At any
rate it is difficult to see why K and Ch are not
included in the same division, and especially strange
that Dill does not stand among the iirophets. L'o
explain this mystery, mediaeval Jews were w-ont to
say that "tho Prophets were inspired by the spirit
of prophecy, whereas the Writings by the Holy
Spirit," iniplying different degrees of inspiration.
Hut this is a distinction wdthout a difference, the
Holy Spirit and the spirit of prophecy are one and
llie .same. Modern Protestants distinguish between the doiiuin prophelicum and the munus
prophelicum, i.e. between the gift and the office of
prophecy. They allow that Daniel p((ssessed the
gift of pr((plieey, but they deny that he was Divinely
appointed to the ofliee of projibet. But compare
M t 24 15, which speaks of "Darnel the proDhet,"
and on the other hand. Am 7 14, in which Amos
resents being con.sidered a prophet. Oehler mo(difies this explanation, claiming that the threefold
division of the canon corresponds to the three stages
ot development in the rehgion of Israel, namely,
Mosaism, Prophetism, and Hebraism. According
to Oehler, the Law was the foundation of the entire
canon. From it there were two lines of development, one objective, the Prophets, the other subjective, the Writings. But Oehler's theory does
not satisfactorily account for Ezr and Neh and Ch,
being in the third division; for in what sense can
they be said to be more subjective than Jgs, S, and
K? The LXX version (250-150 BC) takes no notice
of the tripartite division. The true solution probably is that the process was gradual. When all the
witnesses have been examined, we shall probably
discover that the Law- was canonized first, the Prophets considerably later, and the \\'ritings last ot aU.
And it may further become evident that the two
last divisions were collected synchronously, and
hence that the tripartite divisions of the canon are
due to material differences in their contents as well
as to chronology.
//. Examination of the Witnesses.—Though the
OT does not tell us anything about the processes
of its ow-n canonization, it does fur1. The
nish valuable hints as to how the
OT's Wit- ancient Hebrews jiri^served their writness to It- ings. Thus in Ex 40 20 it is stated
self (cir
that the "testimony," by which is
1450-444
meant the two tables of the Law
BC)
containing the Ten Commandments,
was put into the Ark of the Covenant
for safe-keeping. In Dt 31 9 24-26, the laws of
Dt are said to have been delivi red to the sons of
Levi, and by them deposited "by the side of the ark
. . . that it may be there for a witness against
thee." Such language indicates t h a t the new lawbook is regarded "as a standard of faith and action"
(Driver, Dt, 343). According to 1 K 8 9, when
Solomon brought the .\rk up from the city of David
to the Temple, the two tables were still its only
contents, which continued to be carefully preserved.
According to 2 K 11 12, w-hen Joash was crow-ned
king, Jehoiada the high priest is said to have given
(lit. "put upon") him "the testimony," which
doubtless contained "the substance ot the fundamental laws of the covenant," and was regarded as
"the fundamental charter of the constitution"
(cf H. E. Ryle, Canon of the OT, 45). Likewise
in Prov 25 l, it is stated t h a t a large number of
proverbs were copied out by Hezekiah's men.
Now all these, and still other passages w-hich might
be summoned, witness to the preservation of certain portions of the 0T._ But preserv.ation is not
synonymous with canonization. A -writing might
easily be preserved w-ithout being made a standard
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of faith and conduct. Nevertheless the two ideas
The L X X version in Gr is the first tr of the O x
are closely related; for, when rehgious w-ritings ever made; indeed the OT is the first book of any
are sedulously pireserved it is but natural to infer
note in all lit. to receive the honor of
that their intrinsic value was regarded as correspond- 3. The
V.'being tr"* into another tongue. Tina
ingly precious.
Septuagint fact in itself is indicative of the esteem
in which it was held at the time. The
Two other passages of paramount importance Version
(cir 250work of tr was inaugm-ated by Ptolemy
remain to be considered. The first is 2 K 22 8 ff,
Philadelphus (285-247 BC) and probdescribing the finding of the "Book of the Law," 150 BC)
ably continued for well-nigh a cent,
and how Josiah the king on the basis of it instituted
(cir 250-150 BC). Aristeas, a distinguished officer
a reUgious reformation and bound the people to
obey its precepts. Here is an instance in which ot Ptolemy, records how it came about. It appears
the Law, or some portion of it (how much no one t h a t Ptolemy was exceedingly fond of books, and
can say), is regarded as of normative and authori- set his heart on adding to his famous collection in
tative character. The king and his coadjutators Alexandria a t r of the Heb Pent. In order to obrecognize at once t h a t it is ancient and t h a t it con- tain it, so the story goes, the king set free 198,000
tains the words ot Jeh (2 K 22 13.18.19). Its Jewish slaves, and sent them •with presents to Jerus
to ask Eleazar the high priest for their Law and
authority is undisputed. Yet nothing is said of
its "canonicity," or that it would "defile the h a n d s " ; Jewish scholars capable of translating it. Six
consequently there is no real ground for speaking learned rabbis from each tribe (6X12 = 72) were
of it as "the beginnings of the canon," for in the sent. They were royally feasted; 70 questions
same historic sense the beginnings of the canon are were asked them to test their wisdom, and after
72 days of cooperation and conference they gave
.to be found in Ex 24 7. The other passage of
paramount importance is Neh 8 8 f, according to the world the OT in the Gr language, which is^
which Ezra is said to have "read in the book, in known as the L X X version. To this fabulous
the law of God, distinctly." Not only cUd Ezra story. Christian tradition adds t h a t the rabbis
read the Law; he accompanied it with an interpre- did the work of translating in 72 (some say 36)
tation. This seems to imply, almost beyond ques- separate cells on the island of Pharos, all working
tion, that in Ezra's time (444 BC) the Law, i.e. the independently of each other, and t h a t it was found
Pent, was regarded as canonical Scripture. This at the expiration of their seclusion t h a t each had
is practicaUy all t h a t the OT says about itself, produced a tr exactly word for word alike, hence
though other passages, such as Zec 7 12 and Dnl supernaturally inspired. Justin Martyr of the
9 2 might be brought forward to show the deep 2d cent. AD says t h a t he was actually shown by
regard which the later prophets had for the writ- ^is Alexandrian guide the ruins of these L X X cells.
ings ot their predecessors. The former of these jThe story is ob'viously a fable. The kernel of real
is the locus classicus in the OT, teaching the in- truth at the bottom of it is probably t h a t Ptolemy
spiration of the Prophets; it is the OT \\ to 2 Tim Philadelphus about the middle of the 3d cent. BC
succeeded in obtaining a tr of the Law^ The other
3 16.
Chronologically the OT is of course our most books were tr"* subsequently, perhaps for private
ancient witness. It brings us down to 444 - B C , use. The lack of unity of plan in the books outside
The next in order is the Samaritan ^ i t h e Law indicates t h a t probably many different
tPent,
> . . ^ + the
* 1 — history
V: .1.
. of
. . r which
^ . 1 . 1 „ ! . :is
_ as rfollows:
,.ii
' ,hands
i _ jat
_ T different
f v - . . , j . *times were
_
.,
2. The
engaged, upon them.
Samaritan About 432 BC, as we know from Neh There is a subscription, moreover, a t the close of
Pentateuch 13 28 and Jos (Ant, XI, vii, 2—viU, the tr of Est which states t h a t Lysimachus, the
(cir 432
4), Nehemiah expelled from the Jewish son of Ptolemy in Jerus, tr'^ it. But the whole was
BC)
colony in Jerus_Manasseh, the polyg- apparently completed before Jesus ben Sirach the
amous grandson of Eliashib the high
younger wrote his Prologue t o Ecclus (cir 132 BC).,.
priest and son-in-law of Sanballat. Manasseh
Now the L X X version, which was the Bible of
founded the schismatic community of the Samari- Our Lord and His apostles, is supposed to have
tans, and instituted on Mt. Gerizim a rival temple- included originally many of the Apocryphal books„
worship to t h a t at Jerus. Of the Samaritans there Furthermore, in our present L X X , the canonical
still sur-vive today some 170 souls; they reside in and Apocryphal books stand intermingled and in an
Shechem and are known as "the smallest religious order which shows t h a t the translators knew nothsect in the world." It is true t h a t Jos, speaking of
ing of the tripartite di-vision of later Judaism, or if
this event, confuses chronology somewhat, making they did they quite ignored it. T h e order of the
Nehemiah and Alexander the Great contemporaries, books in our English OT is of course derived from
whereas a cent, separated them, but the time ele- the L X X through the Vulg of St. Jerome. The
ment is of Uttle moment. The bearing of the whole books in the L X X are arranged as follows: Pent,
matter upon the history of the formation of the Josh, Jgs, Ruth, 1 and 2 S, 1 and 2 K, 1 and 2 Ch,
canon is this: the Samaritans possess the Pent
1 and 2 Esd, Neh, Tob, Jth, Est, Job, Ps, Prov,
only; hence it is iifferred that at the time of Manas- Eecl, Wisd, Ecclus, Hos, Am, Mie, Joel, Ob, Jon,
seh's expulsion the Jewish canon included the Pent •Nah, Hab, Zeph, Hag, Zec, Mai, Isa, Jer, Bar,
^nd the Pent only. Budde (EB col. 659) says: Lam, E p . Jer, Ezk, Dnl, 1, 2 and 3 Maec. On
"It alongside of the Law there had been other /the basis of the LXX, Catholics advocate what is
sacred writings, it would be inexplicable why these /known as the "larger"" canon of the Jews in Alexlast also did not pass into currency with the Samari- kandria; Protestants, oh the other hand, deny the
tans." Such a conclusion, however, is not fully existence of an independent canon in Alexandria
warranted. It is an argument from silence. There in -view of the "smaUer" canon of the .lews in Pal.
are patent reasons on the other hand why the Samar- The actual difference between the Catholic and
itans should have rejected the Prophets, even though Protestant OTs is a matter of 7 complete books and
they were already canonized. For the Samaritans portions of two others: -viz. Tob, Jth, Wisd, Ecclus,
would hardly adopt into their canon books t h a t
Bar, 1 and 2 Mace, together with certaijradditiona
glorified the temple at Jerus. I t cannot, accord- to Est (10 4—16 24) and to Dnl (3 24-90; Three;
ingly, be inferred -with certainty from the fact t h a t
Sus ver 13 and Bel ver 14). These Protestants
the Samaritans accept the Pent only, t h a t there- reject as apocryphal because there la no suflficient
fore the Pent at the time of Manasseh's ex-pulsion
evidence t h a t they were ever reckoned ^l^ canonical
was alone canonic;d, though it may be considered
by the Jews anywhere. The fact t h a t the present
a reasonable presumption.
L X X includes them is far from conclusive that the
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original L X X did, for the following reasons: (1) The
design of the L X X w-as purely literary; Ploleni)and the .Alexandrians were interested in Iniildiiig up
a Ubrary. (2) All the extant MSS of the L X X are
of Christian not Jew-ish origir. Between the actual
tr of the LXX U'ir 25t)-t5l! BC) and the oldest
.MSS ot tilie L-KX extant (cir 350 .VD) there is a
chasm of fully 500 years, dui'ing w-hieh it is highly/
possible that the so-eallei' .Viiocryplud books
crept in. (3) In the variou- extant AISS of the
LXX, the .Vpocryphal books vary in number
and name. For example, the gieat Valieaii iMS,
which is probablj' "the truest repre; i-iitative which
remains ot the .\lexandrian Bible," and which
comes down to us from the 4th eeiil, .VD, contains
no Book of .Vlaec whatever, but does inehide I Esd,
which St, Jerome and Catholics generally treal
asapoervphal. (.In the otlier hand, the -Vlexandrian
MS, another of the great .MSS of the LX.X, dating from the 5th cent. AD, contains not only the
extra-canonical book ot 1 Es I, but 3 and 4 .Mace,
and in the N T the Isi and 2d Epistles of Clenieiil,
none of which, however, is consiiha-ed eaiioiiical
by Rome. Likewise the great Sinaitic MS, hardly
less important than the Vatican as a w-itness to the
LXX and Ulce it dating from the 4th cent. ,VD,
omits Bar (w-hich Catholics consider canonical),
but includes 4 Maec, and in the N T the ICpistle ot
Barnabas and the Shepherd of Ileiinas; all of
which are excluded from the canon by Catholics.
In other ^ISS, 3 Mace, 3 Esd and Pr Man are
occasionally included. The pmblem as to how
man}' books the original L X X version actually
included is a very complicated one. The probabil- ,
ity is that it included no one of these variants./
(4) ,8rill another reason for thinking that there neveN
existed in Egypt a separate or "larger" canon is
the fact t h a t during t h e 2d cent, AD, the Alexandrian Jews adopted Aquila's Gr version of the OT
in Ueu of their own, and it is know-n that Aquila's
text excluded all Apocryphal books. Add to all
this the fact t h a t Philo, who U\-ed in Alexandria
from cir 20 BC till 50 AT), never quotes from one of
these .Vpocryphal books th(3Ugh he often does from
the canonical, and t h a t (irigeii, who also resided in
.Vlexandria (cir 200 AD), never set his iinprimatur
upon them, and it becomes reasonably convincing
that there was no "larger" canon in Alexandria,
The value ot t h e evddence derived from the LXX,
accordingly, is largely ncgatbC'e. It only indicates
that when the t r of the OT into Gr was made in
.Vlexandria, the process of canonization was still
incomplete. For had it been actually complete,
it is reasonable to suppose t h a t the work of tr
would have proceeded according to some w(-lldefined plan, and would have been executed with
greater accuracy. As it is, the translators seem to
have taken aU sorts of Uberties -with the text, adding
to the books of Est and Dnl and omitting fully
one-eighth of the text of Jer. Such work also
indicates that they were not executing a public
or ecclesiastical trust, but rather a private enterprise. Our necessary conclusion, therefore, is that
the work of canonization was probably going on in
Pal whUe the work of tr was proceeding in Alexandria,
Our next 'witness is Jesus ben Sirach who (cir
170 BC) wrote a formidable work entitled Ecclus,
otherwise known as Sir, The auth(^r
4. Ecclus, lived in .lerus and wrote in Ileli, His
or the Wis- book is a book of Wisdom resembling
dom of
Prov; some of his precepts approach
Jesus ben the high level of the Gospel. In many
Sirach (cir respects Ecclus, is the most important
170 BC)
of all the Apocryphal books; theologically it is the chief monument of
primitive Sadduceeism. In chs 44-50, the author

sings ^ "hymn to the Fathers," eulogizing the
nUghty hei-iies of Israel from Enoch to Neheniiali,
in fact from .Vdam to Simon, including the most
famous men described in the OT, and making e.xlilieit mention of the Twelve Prophets, dhese
facts would indicate that the whole or, at least,
the niosl of the OT was known to him, and that
ah-eady in his day (180 BC) the so-called Minor
Pi-((liliets were' regarded as a special group of writin.gs by tliciiiselves. What the value ot Ecclus
is as a w-itness, how-ever, depends upon the interpretation one places on 24 '•'>:',, w-hich reads: "I
will yet pour out doctrine as p((jphecy and leave
it mil (I generations ot ages," From this it is inferred by some that he feels himself iiisjiired and
capable ot adding to the canon already in existence,
and that, though he knew the full jii-oplietic canon,
lie did not didrt any v( ry definite line of demarkation belween liis own work and the inspired w-ritr
ings of the prophets, I'or example, he pa,sses over'
from the jialriarelis and prophets of Israel to Simon
the son ((f ()nias, who was [injiably the high priest
in his own time, malting no distinction bet w een
them. But this may have been partly due to
personal conceit; cf 39 12, "Yet more will I utter,
wdiich I have thought upon; and I am filled as the
moon at the full." Yet, iierhajis, in his day still
only the Law and the Prdjiliets were actuaUy
canonized, but alongside of these a body of ht,
w-as being gathered and gradually augmented
of a nature not foreign to his ow-n writings, and
therefore not clearly marked off from literary compositions like his ow-n. Yet to Sirach the Lawis everything. He identifies it w-ith the highest
wisdom; indeed, all wksdom in his judgment is
derived trom a study of the Law- (cf 19 20-24;
15 1-18; 24 23; 2 16; 39 1).
The Prologue or Prefa((e to Ecclus is our next
witness to the formation of the canon. It w-as
written by the grandson of Jesus ben
5. The
Sirach, w-ho bore his grandfather's
Prologue
name (cir 132 BC). Jesus ben Sirach
to Ecclus
the younger tr<* in Egypt his grand(cir 132
father's proverbs into Gr, and in doing
BC)
so added a Preface or Prologue of his
own. In this Prologue, he thrice
refers to the tripartite di-vision of the OT. In
fact the Prologue to licclus is the oldest w-itness w-e
have to the threefold division of the OT books.
He says: "Whereas many and great things have
been delivered unto us by the Law and the Prophets,
and by others, .
. my grandfather, Jesus, when
he had given himself to the reading of the Law-,
and the Prophets, and other books of our Fathers,
and had goi I en therein good judgment (RV "having
gained great taiiiiliarity therein"), was draw-n on also
liiniself to w-rite sometliing pertaining to learning
and wisdom, . . For the same things uttered
in Heb and tr'' into .another tongue, have not the
same force in them; and not only these things, but
the Law itself, and the Prophets, and the rest ot the
books, have no small difference, when they are
spoken in their own language." These are exphcit
and definite allusions to the threefold di\dsion of the
OT writings, yet only the titles of the first and second
divisions are the teclmical names usually employed;
the third is especially vague because of his use of
the terras, "the other books of the Fathers," and
"the rest of the books." However, he evidently
refers to writings w-ith reUgious eonlents; and,
by "the olher books of the Fathers," he can hardly
be supposed to have meant an indefinite number,
though he has not told us which they w-ere or what
was their number. From his further statement
that his grandfather, ha-ving immersed himself
in the Law and the Prophets, and other books of the
Fathers, felt drawn on also himself to wTite some-
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thing tor the profit of others, it may be inferred that
in his time there w-as as yet no definite gulf fixed
between canonical writings and those of other
men, and that the sifting process was still going
on (cf W, R. Smith, OTJC'-, 17.S-7yj.
1 Mace w-as written originally in Heb; 2 iMacc
in Gr, somew-here between 125 and 70 BC. The
author of 1 Mace is acquainted, on the
6. 1 and 2 one hand, -with the deeds ot John
Mace (be- Hyrcanus (135 to 105 BC), and know-s
tween 125 nothing on the other of the conquest
and 70 BC) of Pal by Pompey (63 BC). The value
of this book as a wdtness to the history
of the canon centers about his allusions to Daniel
and the Psalms. In 1 Mace 1 54, he tells how
Antiochus Epiphanes "set up the abomination, of
desolation" upon the altar at Jerus, referring most
hkely to Dnl 9 24-27; and in 1 Mace 2 59.60
, h e speaks of Ananias, Azarias and Alisael, who by
beheving were saved from the fiery furnace, and of
JDaniel, who w-as delivered from the mouths of the
lions (cf Dnl 1 7; 3 26; 6 2 3 ^ From these allusions, it would seem as though the Book of Dnl was
at that time regarded as normative 'or canonical.
This is confirmed by 1 Mace 7 16.17, w-hich introduces a quotation from Ps 79 2, w-ith the solemn
formula, "According to the words which he wrote";
which would suggest that the Ps also were already
canonical.
2 Mace, written cir 124 BC, also contains a
couple of passages of considerable importance to
us in this investigation. Both, how-ever, are found
in a spurious letter purporting to have been sent
by the inhabitants of Judaea to their fellow-countrymen residing in Egypt. The first passage (2 Maec
2 13) teUs how Nehemiah, "founding a hbrary,
gathered together the acts of the kings, and the
prophets, and ot David, and the epistles of the Idngs
concerning holy gifts." These words throw no
special light upon the formation ot the canon,
but they do connect with the name of Nehemiah
the preservation of public documents and historical
records of national interest, and how he, as a lover
of books, founded a library. This is in perfect
agreement wdth what we know of Nehemiah's
character, for he compiled the genealogy of Neh
7; besides, collection precedes selection. The
other passage (2 Maec 2 14) reads: "In Uke manner
also Judas gathered together all things that were
lost by reason of the war we had, and they remain
with us." Though found in a letter, supposed to be
spurious, there is every reason for belie'ving this
statement to be true. For when Antiochus, the
arch enemy of the nation, sought to stamp out the
religion of the Jews by destroying their books (cf
1 Maco 1 56,57j, what would have been more
natural for a true patriot like Judas than to attempt
to re-collect their sacred writings? "This statement,
therefore," as Wildeboer savs, "may well be worth^of credence" (The Origin of'the Canon of the OT, 40).
Though it yields nothing definite as to the number
of the books recovered, it is obvious that the books
coUeotecl were the most precious documents which
the nation jiossessed. 'They were doubtless rehgious, as was the age.
Philo is our next witness. He flourished in
.Vlexandria between cir 20 BC and 50 AD, lea\dng behind him .a voluminous literature, T^n7. PhUo
fortunately, he does not yield us much
(cir 20 B C - ot positive value for our present
50 AD)
purpose. His evddence is largely negative. True, he nowhere mentions
the tripartite di-vision of the OT, which is known
to have existed in his day. Nor does he quote
from Ezk, the Five INIegilloth (Cant, Ruth, Lam,
Eccl, Est), Dnl, Ch, or from the Twelve Minor
Prophets, except Hos, Jon, and Zec. Moreover
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he held a loose vie^v of inspiration. According
to Philo, inspiration w-as by no means confined to
the sacred Scriptures; all truly wise and -virtuous
men are inspired and cajiable of expressing the
hidden things of God. But as Dr. Green (Canon,
f30j rightfully contends, "Philo's loose views of
in.spiration cannot be declared irreconcilable with
the acceptance of a fi;;ed canon, unless it is first
shown that he places others whom he thinks inspired on a level with the writers ot Scripture.
This he_ never do-es."' Philo's reverence for the
"Law"" was unbounded. In this respect he is the
type of other Alexandrians. He quotes predominatingly from the Law. Moses was to him the
source of all wdsdom, even the wisdom of the Gentiles. Concerning the laws of Moses, he is reported
by Eusebius as saying: "They have not changed
so much as a single word in them. They would
rather die a thousand deaths than detract anything
from these law-s and statutes." On the other
hand, Philo never quotes any of the Apocryphal
books. Hence it may safely be assumed that his
canon was essentially ours.
The e'vidence furnished by the N T is of the
highest importance. When summed up, it gives
the unmistakable impression that
8. The NT when the N T was wTitten (cir 50as a Wit100 AD) there was a definite and
ness (cir 50 fixed canon of OT Scripture, to which
-100 AD)
authoritative appeal could be made.
And first, too much importance can
scarcely be attached to the names or titles ascribed
t(i the OT writings by the authors ot the N T :
thus, "the scripture" (Jn 10 35; 19 36; 2 Pet
1 20), "the scriptures" (Mt 22 29; Acts 18 24),
"holy scriptures" (Rom 1 2), "sacred writings"
(2 Tim 3 15), "the law" (Jn 10 34;
12 34;
15 25; 1 Cor 14 21), "law and prophets" (Mt
5 17; 7 12; 22 40; Lk 16 16; 24 44; Acts
13 15; 28 23). Such names or titles, though they
do not define the limits of the canon, certainly
assume the existence of a complete and sacred
collection of Jewish wi-itings which are already
marked off from all other lit. as separate and fixed.
One passage (.In 10 35) in which the term "scripture,"" is employed seems to refer to the OT canon
as a whole; "and the scripture cannot be broken."'
In like manner the expression "law and prophets"'
is often used in a generic sense, referring to much
more than merely the 1st and 2d di-visions of the
OT; it seems rather to refer to the old dispensation
as a w-hole; but the term "the law"" is the most
general of aU. It is frequently applied to the
entire OT, and apparently held in Christ"s time
among the Jews a place akin to that which the
term "the Bible"" does with us. For example,
i n J n 10 34; 12 34; 15 25, texts from the prophets
or even from the Ps are quoted as part of " t h e
fjaw-"; in 1 Cor 14 21 also, Paul speaks of Isa
28 11 as a part of "the law." These names and
titles, accordingly, are exceedingly important;
they are never applied by N T writers to the Apocrypha.
One passage (Lk 24 44) furnishes clear e-vidence
of the threefold di-vision of the canon. But here
again, as in the Prologue of Sir, there is great uncertainty as to the limits of the 3d di-vision. Instead
of saying "the law, the prophets and the writings,"" Luke says, "the law, the prophets and the
psalms."" But it is ob-vdous enough why the Pss
should have been adduced by .Jesus in support of
His resurrection. It is lieeause they especially
testify of Christ; thev were, therefore, the most
important part of the 3(1 division for His immediate
purpose, and il may be that they are meant to
stand a potiori for the whole of the 3d di-vision
(cf Budde, EB, col, 669),
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.Vnother passage (.Mt 23 35; ef Lk 11 51) seems
lo point t(( the filial ordiT and arraiigenieiit of the
hooks ill the ()T canon. It reads: "d'hat u])(in
you may come all the righteous blood shed on the
earth, from the blood of .Vbel the righteous unto the
blood of Zaehariah son of I laracliiah, wlioin ye
slew- l(el\\eeii the sancluary and the allar," Now,
in order to grasp the liciiing ot this \'er ii|ioii the
matter in hand, it must be reiiieiiibeicd that in the
modern arrangement of the OT I ks in lleb,
Ch stands last; and that llie murder of Zacliaiiali
is the last recorded instance in this arrangeiiieiit,
being found in 2 Ch 24 20,21. But this murder
took place under J((asli king of Judah, in the 9lh
cent. BC, There is another- w-hieh is chronologieally later, namely, that ot Ih'iaU son of Shemaiah
who was murdered in Jelioiakim's reign in the 7th
cent. BC tJer 26 23), .Vceordingly, the argument is this, unless Ch alrea(l,\' st((od last in Cliiisl 's
(.)T, why did He not say, "from the blood of .Vbel
unto the blood of I'riair""' He would then have
been speaking chroiioldgically and would h a \ e
included all the martyrs whose martyrdom is
recorded in the OT. But He rather sa>'s, "from the
blood of Abel unto the blood of Zaehariah," as
though He were including the whole range of OT
Scripture, just as w-e wouh.l say "from Genesis to
Malachi." Hence it is inferred, wdth some degree
ot justUieation also, that Ch stood in Christ's time,
as it d.X'S today in the Heb Bible of the .Vfassorets,
the last book of an already closed canon. Of
course, in answer to this, there is the possible objection that in those early days the Scriptures were
still written by the Jew-s on sejiarate rolls.
.•Vnother ground for thinking that the OT canon
was closed before the N T w-as writ ten is the numerous citations made in the N T from the ()T. Every
book is quoted except E^t, Eccl, Cant, Ezr, Neh,
Ob, Xah, and Zeph. But thi-sc exceptions are not
serious. The Tw-elve Minor Prophets w-ere always
treated by the Jews en bloc as one canonical Wdik;
hence if one of the tw-elve w-ere quoted all were
reerjgnized. And the fact t h a t 2 Ch 24 20.21
is quoted in M t 23 35 and Lk 11 51 presupposes
also the canonicity of Ezr-Neh, as originally these
books were one with Ch, tlidiigh they may possibly
have already been divided in .lesus' day. As for
E~t, Eccl, and Caril, it is easy to sec w-hy tliey
are not quoted: they probably tidied to furnish
NT writers material for quotation. The N T
writers simply had no occasion to make citations
from them. What is much more noteworthy, they
never quote from the .Vpocryphal books, though
they show an acquaintance w-ith them. Professdi
Gigot, oneof the great est of Roman Catholic authorities, frankly admits this. In his Gemral Inlmduclion to the Study of the Seriplures, 43, he says:
"They never quote th(^m explicilly, it is true, but
time and again they borrow expressions and ideas
from them." As a matter of fact, N T writers fidt
free to quote from any source; tor examfile, Paul
on Mars' Hill cites to the learned Athenians an
astronomical work of the Stoi(( .Vratus ot CiUcia,
or perhaps from a Hymn to Jupiter by Cleanthes
of Lycia, when he says, "For we are also his offspring" (.\cts 17 2S;). And Jude vs 14,15 almost
undeniably quotes from En (1 9; 60 8)—a work
which is not recognized as e:(n((nical by any except
the church of .Vbys.sinia, But in any (':(,se, the mere
quoting of a book does not canonize it; nor, on
the other hand, does failure to quote a book exclude it. (iuotatirjn does not necessarily imply
sanction; no more than reference to contemporary
lit. is incompatible w-ilh strict -view-s of the canon.
Everything depends upon the manner in which tlie
quotation is made. In no ease is an .Ipoeryphal
book cited by N T authors as "Scripture," or as the

work of the IbUy Spirit. And the force of this
stal(aiieiit is not w-eakened \>\ the fact that the
autlud-s of N T wi-itiiig,s cited the L . \ , \ iiiste-ad ot
the (ii-iginal Heb; tor, "lliey are resiK^n.sible only
for the inlua'ent truthfulness of each ]jassage in
the form ^vlIi(•h tliey ael leilly adopt" (Green, Canon,
115), .Vs ,. witness, I licrefore, llie N T is of paramount iinporlaiiee. For, though it nowhere tells
us I he c'xaet number of books contained iu the OT
eaiKin, it gi\'es abundant evidence of the e.xistence
already in the Ist eeiil. j\l) oi a definite and fixed
canon.
1 Ksd in Lat (2 E.sd in Eng.) is a Jewish apocalypse which was written originally in Greek toward
the close of the 1st cent, (cir 81-96
9. 4 Esd
.VD). The passage of special interest
(cir 81-96 to us is 14 1!)-4S which relates in
AD)
most fabulous style how Ezra is given
spiritual illumination td reproduce
the haw- which had been burned, and how, at the
Divine eoniiiiand, he secludes himself for a period
of 40 (lays, after which he betakes lumsclf with
five skilled scribes to the open eountry. There, a
cup ot w-alir is offered him; he drinks, and then
dictates to his live amanuenses continuously for 40
days and nights, producing 94 books of which 70
are kept secret and 24 pubUshed. The section ot
supreme iniporlance reads as follows: "And it
came to pa.ss, when the forty days were fulfiUed,
that the Alost High spake, saying, 'The first that
thou hast written, publish openly, that the worthy
may read it; but keep the seventy last, that thou
mayest deliver them only to such as be w-ise among
the p('(jple; for in them is the spring of understanding, the fountain ot w-isdom, and the stream ot
knowledge."^ And I did so"" (4 Esd 14 45-48).
The story is obviously pure fiction. No wonder
that a new version of it arose in the 16th cent,,
according to which the canon was completed, not
by Ezra alone, but by a company of men known
as the Great S,\nagogue. From the legend of 4
Esd it is commonly inferred that the 24 books w-hich
remain after subtracting 70 from 94 are the canonical books of the OT. If so, then this legend is
the fir.st witness we have to the number ot books
contained in the OT canon. This number corresponds exactly wdth the usual number of sacred
books accortUng to Jewish count, as we saw in § 5
above. The legend, accordingly, is not w-ithout
value. Even as legend it w-itnesses to a tradition
w-hieh exisled as early as the 1st Chi-istian cent.,
to the effect that the Jews jiossessed 24 specially
sacred books. It also points to Ezra as the chief
factor in the making ot Scripture and intimates that
the ()T canon has long since been virtually closed.
Fla\'ius Josephus, the celebrated Jewish historian, was born 37 AD, He was a priest and a
Pharisee, About 100 AD, he wrote
10. Jos'
a controversial treatise, know-n as
''Contra
Conlru Apioncm, in defence ot the
Apionem" .few-s against their assailants, ot w-hom
(cir 100
.Vpion is taken as a leading repreAD)
sentative. Now Apion was a famous
granimarian, w-ho in his life had been
hostile to lli(^ Jews, He had died some 50 years
before Contra Apionem was w-ritten. Jos w-rote
ill fir to Greeks, The important passage in his
treatise (I, 8) reads as follow-s: "For it is not the
ease w-ith us to have vast numbers of books disagreeing and conflicting with one aiiother,^ We
have but tw-eni v-two, containing the history
of all time, books that are justly beheved in. And
of these, five are the books of M((s(?s, w-hieh comprise the laws and the eariiest traditions trom the
creation of mankind dow-n to the time of his (Moses')
death. This period falls short but by a littie of
three thousand years. From the death of iMoses
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to the reign of Artaxerxes, Idng of Persia, the successor ot Xerxes, the prophets who succeeded Moses
w-rote the history of the events t h a t occurred in
their own time; in thirteen books. The remaining
tour documents comprise hymns to God and practical precepts to men. From the days of .-Vrtaxerxes
to our own time every event has indeed been
recorded. But these recent records have not been
deemed worthy of equal credit with those which
preceded them, because the exact succession of
the prophets ceased. But what faith we have
placed in our own writings is evident by our conduct; for though so great an interval of time (i.e.
since they were written) has now passed, not a
soul has ventured either to add, or to remove, or
to alter a syllable. But it is instinctive in all
Jews at once from their very birth to regard them
as commands of God, and to abide by them, and,
if need be, -wilUngly to die for them."
The value of this remarkable passage for our
study is obviously very great. In the first place
Jos fixes the number of Jewish writings which are
recognized as sacred at 22, joining probably Ruth
to Jgs and Lam to Jer. He also classifies them
according to a threefold division, which is quite
peculiar to himself: 5 of Moses, 13 of the prophets,
and 4 hymns and maxims for human life. 'The 5
of Moses w-ere ot course the Pent; the 13 of the
prophets probably included the 8 regular N'bhi'lm
plus Dnl, Job, Ch, Ezr-Neh, and Est; the "4
hymns and maxims" would most naturally consist
of Ps, Prov, Cant and Eccl. There is little doubt
that his 22 books are those of our present Heb
canon.
Another very remarkable fact about Jos' statement is the standard he gives of canonicity, namely,
antiquity; because, as he says, since Artaxerxes' age
the succession of prophets had ceased. It was the
uniform tradition of Jos' time that prophetic inspiration had ceased with Makudii (cir 445-432 BC).
Hence, according to him, the canon was closed in
the reign of Artaxerxes (46.5-425 BC). He does not
pause to give any account of the closing of the canon;
he simply assumes it, treating it as unnecessary.
Prophecy had ceased, and the canon w-as accordingly closed; the fact did not require to be oflficially
proclaimed. As remarked above, the value of
Jos as a wdtness is very great. But just here an
important question arises; How UteraUy must w-e
interpret his language',' Was the OT canon actually
closed before 425 BC? Were not there books and
parts of books composed and added to the canon
subsequent to his reign? Dr. Green seems to take
Jos hterally (Canon, 40, 78). But Jos is not alw-ays
reUable in his chronology. For example, in his
Aniiquilies (XI, -vi, 13) he dates the story of Esther
as occurring in the reign of Artaxerxes I (w-hereas
it belongs to Xerxes' reign), while in the same work
(XI, V, i) he puts Ezra and Nehemiah under Xerxes
(whereas they belong to the time of Artaxerxes).
On the whole, it seems safer on internal grounds to
regard Jos' statements concerning the antiquity of
the Jew-ish canon as the language not of a careful
historian, but ot a partisan in debate. Instead of
expressing absolute fact in this ease, he was reflecting the popular belief of his age. Reduced to its
lowest terms, the element of real t r u t h in what he
savs was simply this, that he voiced a tradition
which was at that time universal and undisputed;
one, how-ever, which h'ld required a long period, perhaps hundreds of years, to develop. Hence we
conclude that the complete OT canon, numbering
22 books, was no new thing 100 AD.
.\ccording to the traditions preserved in the Mish,
two councils ot .lewish rabbis were held (90 and 118
. \ D respectively) at Jabne, or Jamnia, not far S. of
Joppa, on the Mediterranean coast, at which the
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books of the OT, notably Eccl and Cant, were discussedand theu- canonicity ratified. Rabbi GamaUel
I I probably presided. Rabbi Akiba
11. The
was the chief spirit ot the council.
CouncUs of What was actually determined by these
Jamnia (90 synods has not been preserved to us
^d^ll8
accurately, but by many authorities
AD)
it is thought that the great controversy
which had been going on for over a
cent, between the rival Jewish schools ot Hillel and
Shammai was now brought to a close, and that the
canon was formally restricted to our 39 books. Perhaps it is within reason to say t h a t at Jamnia the
limits of the Heb canon w-ere officially and finally
determined by Jewish authority. Not that oflficial
sanction created pubhc opimon, however, but rather
confirmed it.
The Talm consists of two parts: (1) The Mish
(compiled cir 200 AD), a collection ot systematized
tracUtion; and (2) the Gemara, G'mdra
12. The
(completedabout 500 A D ) , a " v a s t and
Tahn (200- desultory commentary on the Mish.""
500 AD)
A Baraitha", or unauthorized gloss,
known as the Bdbhd' Bathrd'-lib,
a
Talmudic tractate, relates the "order"" of the various
books of the OT and who "wrote" or edited them.
But it says nothing of the formation of the canon.
To write is not the same as to canoiuze; though to
the later Jews the two ideas were closely akin.
As a witness, therefore, this tractate is of little
value, except that it confirms the tripartite division
and is a good specimen of rabbinic speculation.
For the full text of the passage, see Ryle, Canon
of the OT, 273 S.
During the 2d cent. AD, doubts arose in Jewish
minds concerning four books, Prov, Cant, Eccl,
and Est. In a certain Talmudic
13. Jewish tractate it is related that an attempt
Doubts in was made to withdraw (ganaz, "cdnthe 2d
ceal,"" "hide") the Book ot Prov on
Cent. AD
account ot contradictions which were
found in it (cf 26 4.5), but on deeper
investigation it was not withdrawm. In another
section of the Talmud, Rabbi Akiba is represented
as saying concerning Cant: "God forbid t h a t any
man of Israel should deny t h a t the Song of Songs
defileth the hands, for the whole world is not equal
to the day in which the Song of Songs w-as given
to Israel. For all Scriptures are holy, but the
Song of Songs is the hohest of the holy." Such
extravagant language inclines one to feel that
real doubt must have existed in the minds of some
concerning the book. But the protestations were
much stronger against Eccl. In one tractate it is
stated: "The wise men desired to hide it because
its language was often self-contradictory (cf Eccl
7 3 and 2 2; 4 2 and 9 4), but they did not hide
it because the beginning and t h e end of it consist
of words from the Torah (cf 1 3; 12 13,14),"
Likewise Est was 'vigorously disputed by both the
Jerus and Bab Gemaras, because the name ot God
w-as not found in it; but a Rabbi Simeon ben
La'kkish (cir 300 AD) defended its canonicity, putting Esther on an equality with the Law and above
the Prophets and the other Writings, Other
books, tor example, Ezekiel and Jonah, were discussed in post-Talmudic writings, but no serious
objections were ever raised by the Jews against
either. Jonah was really never doubted till the
12th cent. AD. In the case of no one of these
disputed books were there serious doubts; nor did
scholastic controversies affect public opinion.
This brings us to the end of our examination of
the witnesses. In our survey we have discovered
(1) that the OT says nothing about its canonization, but does emphasize the manner in which the
Law was preserved and recognized as authoritative;
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(2) that to conclude that the .lews p.issessed the
Law only, when the renegade Manasseh was expeUed by Nehciniah from Jerus, because
14. Sumthe Samaritans adiiiil, of the Law alone
mary and
as the true canon, is unwarrantable;
Conclusion (3) that the L X X version as we knowit from the Christian MSS extant is by
no means x sufficient proof t h a t the .Vlexandrians
possessed a "larger" canon w-hich included the /Vpoe;
(4) that Jesus ben Sirach is a w-itness to the fact
that the Prophets in his day (ISO IK') were not yet
acknow-ledged as ean((iiical; (5) thai his grandson
in his Prologue is Ihe first witness to the eustomary
tripartite division of OT WTitings, but diu-s not
speak of the 3d ilivision as though it w-ere already
closed; (6) that the Books of Mace seem t(( indicate
that the Ps and Dnl arc ah-ead\- included in the
canon ot the Jews; (7) that Philo's testimony is
negative, in that he witnesses against I he Apoeryplial
books as an integral part of Holy Serijiture; (8)
that the N T is the most explicit witness of theseri(>s,
because of the names and titles it ascrilies to the
OT books wdiich it quotes; (9) that 4 Esd is the
first witness to the number of b(((iks in the ti)T canon—24; (10) that Jos also fixes the number of books,
but in arguing for the antiquity of the canon speaks
as aa advocate, voiein.g popular tradition, rather than
as a scientific historian; (11) t h a t the Councils of
Jamnia may, with some ground, be considered the
official occasion on which the Jews pronounced upon
the Umits of their canon; but that (12) doubts existed
in the 2d cent, concerning certain books; which
books, however, were not seriously questioned.
From all this w-e conclude, that the Law was,
canonized, or as we would better say, was recognized as authoritative, first, cir 444 BC; that the
Prophets were set on an even footing with the Law
considerably later, cir 200 BC; and that the Writings received authoritative sanction still later, cir
100 BC. There probably never were three separate
canons, but there were three separate classes of WTitings, which between 450 and 100 BC doubtless
stool on different bases, and only gradually became
authoritative. There is, therefore, ground for
thinking, as suggested above (§ 6), that the tripartite di-vision of the OT canon is due to material
differences in the contents as w-eU as to chronology.
///. 77ie Canon in the Christian
Church.—In
making the transition from the Jewish to the
Christian church, we find the same
1. In the
canon cherished by all. Christians
Eastern or of all sects have always been disposed
Oriental
to accept without question the canon
Church
of the Jews. For cents, all branches
of the Christian church were practicaUy agreed on the limits set by the Jews, but
eventually the western church became di-vided,
some alleging t h a t Christ sanctioned the "larger"
canon of Alexandria, including the Apocrypha,
while others adhered, as the Jews have always done,
to the canon of the Jews in Pid. Taking the easiern
or oriental church first, the evidence Ihey furnish
is as foUows: The Pesh, or Syr version, dating
from cir 150 AD, omits Ch; Justin Martyr (161
.VD) held to a canon identical with that ot the Jews;
the C i n o n ' of Melito, bishop' of Sardis, who (cir
170 .VD) made a journey to P'd in order carefully
to investigate the matter, omits Est. His list,
which is the first Christian list we have, has been
preserved to us by Euselnus in his Eccl. Hist.,
IV, 26; Origen (d. 251 AD), who was educated in
Alexandria, and was one of the most learned of
the Gr Fathers, also set himself the task of knowing the " H e b verity" of the OT text, and gives us a
list (also preserved to us by Eusebius, Eccl. Hist.,
VI, 5) in which he reckons the number ot books as
22 (thus agreeing with ,Ios), Inadvertently he

omits the Twelve Minor Prophets, but this is
inaiUfestly an oversight, on the iiart of either a
scribe or of Eusebius, as he states the number of
books is 22 and then names but 21, The so-called
Canon of Laodicea (cir 363 .VD) included the
canonical books only, rejecting the .Vpocryplia,,
Athanasius (d. :i(j5 .VU) give-s a hst in which Est is
classed as aniong the non-canonieid books, but he
elsewhere admits that "Est is considered canonical
by the Hebrews," lIowcv(r, he included Bar and
I he Epistle of Jeremiah with .leremiah. Amphilochius, bishop of Iconium (eir 3.S0 ADj, speaks of Est
as received by some only. Cyril, bislioji of Jerus
(d, 3.S(; ,V I)), gives a list corresponding wil h the Heb
canon, except that he includes Bar and the Epistle
of Jeremiah. Gregory of Nazianzus in Cappadocia
(d. 390 .VD) omits Est. But .Vnastasius, patriarch
of Antioch (.560 AD), and Leontius of Byzantium
(580 .A.D) both held to the strict .Icwish canon of
22 books. The Nestorians generally doubted
Est. This was due doubtless to the influence of
Theodore of Mop.suestia (cir 390-457 AD) who
disputed the authorit}' of Ch, Ezr, Neh, Est and
Job. The orientaLchmxhes as a, whole, however,
never canonized the Apocrypha.
Between iTltTand 4 0 0 - ^ D , the N T writings
became canonical, occupying in the Christian
church a place of authority and sacred2. In the
ness e(Hial to those ot the OT, The
Western
tendency of the period was to receive
Church
everything which had been traditionally read in the churches. But the
transference of this principle to the OT writings
produced great confusion. Usage and theory were
often in conflict. A church Father might declare
that the .ipocryphal books were uninspired and yet
quote them as "Scripture," and even introduce
them with the accepted formula, ".Vs the Holy
Ghost saith." Theologically they held to a strict
canon, homiletically they used a larger one. But
even usage was not uniform. 3 and 4 Esd and the
Book of En are sometimes quoted as "Holy Writ,"
yet the w-estern church never received these books
as canonical. The criterion of usage, therefore,
is too broad. The theory of the Fathers w-as gradually forgotten, and the prevalent use of the LXX
and other versions led to the obliteration of the
distinction between the undisputed books of the
Heb canon and the most popular Apocryphal
books; and being often pubhcly read in the churches
they finally received a qua,si-canonization.
Tertullian of Carthage (cir 150-230 AD) is the
first of the Lat Fathers whose w-ritings have been
preserved. He gives the number of GT books
as 24, the same as in the Talm. HUary, bishop ot
Poitiers in France (350-368 AD), gives a catalogue
in which he speaks of "Jeremiah and his eiiistle,"
yet his list numbers only 22, Rufinus of .Vquileia
in II (dy (d, 410 AD) lik(3wise gives a complete Ust
of 22 books. Jerome also, the learned monk of
Bethlehem (d. 420 AD), gives the number of canonical books as 22, corresponding to the 22 letters
ot the Heb alphabet, and explains that the five
double books (1 and 2 S, 1 and 2 K, 1 and 2 Ch,
Ezr-Neh, Jer-Lam) correspond to the five final
letters of the Heb alphabet. In his famous Prologus Galeatus or "Helmed Preface" to the books of
S and K, he declares himself for the .strict canon of
the .lews; rejecting the authority of the deuterocanonical books in the most outspoken manner,
even distinguishing carefully the apocryphal additions to Est and to Dnl. As the celebrated Catholic WTiter, Dr. Gigot, very frankly alloW'S, "Time
and again this illustrious doctor [.lerome] of the
Lat church rejects the authority of the deulerocanonical books in the most explicit manner"
(General Intro, .56).
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Contemporaneous with Jerome in Belhlehem Uved
Augustine in North Africa (353-430 .VD). He w-as
the bishop of Hippo; renowned as thinker, theologian and saint. In the three great Councils ot
Hippo (393) and Carthage (397 and 419 AD), ot
which he was the leading spirit, he closed, as it were,
the great debate of the previous generations on the
subject of how large shall be the Bible. In his
essay on Christian Doctrine, he catalogues the books
ot Scripture, which had been transmitted by the
Fathers for pubhc reading in the church, giving
their number as 44, with which he says "the authority of the OT is ended." These probably correspond wdth the present canon of Catholics. But,
it is not to be supposed that Augustine made no
distinction between the proto- and deutero-canonical books. On the contrary, he limited the term
"canonical" in its strict sense to the books which,
are inspired and received by the Jews, and denied
that in the support of doctrine the books of V isd
and Ecclus were ot unquestioned authority-, though
long custom had entitled them to respect. And
when a passage from 2 Mace was urged by his
opponents in defence of suicide, he rejected their
proof by showing t h a t the book was not received
into the Heb canon to which Christ was witness.
.'Vt the third Council of Carthage (397 AD), however,
a decree was ratified, most probably with his approval, which in effect placed all the canonical and
deutero-canonical books on the same level, and in
the course of time they actually became considered
by some as of equal authority (see DEUTEBOCANONIC,\L BOOKS). .V few years later, another
council at Carthage (419 .VD) took the additional
step of voting that their own decision concerning the
canon should be confirmed by Boniface, the bishop
ot Rome; accordingly, thereafter, the question ot
how large the Bible should be became a matter to be
settled by authority rather than by cril icism.
From the 4th to the 16th cent. AD the process
of gradually widening the limits of the canon con- '
tinned. Pope Gelasius (49'2-496 AD) issued a
decretal or list in which he included the OT apocrypha. Yet even after this official act of the papacy
the sentiment in the western church was divided.
Some followed the strict canon of Jerome, while
others favored the larger canon of .Vugustine,
without noting his cautions and the distinctions he
made between inspired and uninspired w-ritings.
Cassiodorus (556 AD) and Isidore of (Seville (636
AD) place the lists ot Jerome and Augustine side
by side without deciding between them. Two
bishops of North Africa, Primasius and Junilius (cir
550 AD) reckon 24 books as strictly canonical and
e.xplicitly state that the others are not of the same
grade. P((|iiilar usage, how-ever, was indiscrimin.ate. Outside the Jews there was no sound Heb
tradition. Accordingly, at the Council of Florence
(1442 .V.D), "Eugenius IV, with the approval of
the Fathers of that assembly, declared all the
books found in the Lat Bibles then in use to be
inspired by the same Holy Spirit, w-ithout distinguishing them into two cl;(sses or categories"
(cf Gigot, General Intro, 71). Though this bull of
Eugenius IV did not deal with the canonicity ot
the .-Vpocryiihal bonks, it did proclaim their inspiration. Ne^-ertheless, dow-n to the Council of
'Trent (1546 iVD), the Apocrvphal books possessed
only inferior authority; and w-hen men spoke ot
canonical Scripture in the strict sense, these w-ere
not included.
Luther, the great Saxon Reformer of the 16th
cent., marks an epoch in the history ((f the Christian
I )T canon. In translating the Scriptures into
German, he gave the deutero-canonical books an
intermediate position betw-een the OT and the NT,
The Lutheran church, also, w-hile it does not ex-

pressly define the limits of the canon, yet places the
Apocryphal writings by themselves as distinct and
separate from Holy Scripture. This indeed was the
attitude of all the early Reformers. In the Zurich
Bible of 1529, as in the Genevan version in Enghsh
of 1560, the Apocryphal books were placed apart
with special headings by themselves. Thus the
early Reformers did not entirely reject the Apocryphal writings, for it was not an easy task to do
so in -view ot the usage and traditions of centuries.
Rome had vacillated long enough. She realized
t h a t something must be done. The Reformers
had sided with those who stood by Jerome. She
therefore resolved to settle the matter in an ecclesiastical and dogmatic manner. Accordingly the
Council ot Trent decreed at their fourth sitting
(April 8, 1546), that the Apocryphal books were
equal in authority and canonical value to the other
books of sacred Scripture; and to make this decree
effective they added: "It, however, anyone receive
not as sacred and canonical the said books entire
w-ith all their facts, and as they have been used to
be read in the Cathohc church, and as they are
contained in the Old Lat Vulg ed . . . let him
be anathema."" The decree was the logical outcome of the ever-accumulating snowball tendency
in the western church. The historical effect of it
upon the church is obvious. I t closed forever
the field of Bib. study against all free research.
Naturally, therefore, (he Vatican Council of 1870
not only reiterated the decree but found it easy to
take still another step and canonize tradition.
Repeated endeavors were made during the 16th
and 17th cents, to have the Apocryphal books
removed trom the Scriptures. The Synod of Dort
(1618-19), Gomarus, Deodatus and otln-rs, sought
to accomplish it, but faded. The only success
achieved was in getting them separated from the
truly canonical writings and grouped by themselves,
as in t h e GalUcan Confession of 1559, the Anglican
Confession of 1562, and the Second Helvetic Confession of 1566. The Puritan Confes.sion went
farther, and declared t h a t they were of a purely
secular character. The various continental and
Eng. versions of the Bible then being made hkewise placed them by themselves, aiiart from the
acknowledged books, as a kind of appendix. For
example, the Zurich Bible ot 1529, the French
Bible of 1535, Coverdale's English tr of 1536,
Matthew's of 1537, the second ed of the Great
Bible, 1540, the Bishops' of 1568, and the AV
of 1611. The first Eng. version to omit them altogether was an ed of King James's ^'ersion published in 1629; but the custom of printing them
by themselves, between the OT and the N'T, continued until 1825, when the Edinburgh Committee
of the British and Foreign Bible Society protested
t h a t the Society should no longer translate theseApocryphal writings and send them to the heathen.
The Society finally yielded and decided to exclude
them (May 3, 1827). Since then, Protestants in
Great Britain and America have given up the practice ot publishing the Apoc as a )iart, ot sacred
Scripture, In Europe, also, since LS50, the tendency has be( n in the same direction. The Cliurch
of England, however, and the .V.merican Episcopal
church, do not w-holly exclude them; certain "readings" being selected from Wisd, Ecclus and Bar,
and read on week days between October 27 and
November 17. Yet, when the ERV appeared in
1S85, thouLdi it was a special product of the Church
of England, there was not so much as a reference
to the .V])(icryphal writings. T h e Iri.sh church
likewise remo^'cd them; and the ARV ignores them
altogether.
LiTEKATURE,—G. -\Vildeb()(T, Th.e Origin

of the

Canon

of the OT, trd by B. W. Bacon, London, Luzac & Co,,
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writers looked for "tho end" as near. Their words,
therei'ore, were to meet dtdinite needs in the lives of
those with whoiii they w-ei-e associated. They had
no lliiiiight of creating a new sacred lit. And yet
these incidental occasional writings have come to
be our choicest Scripture. The circumstances and
influences which brought about this result are here
briefly set birth.
//. 77i ree Stages of the Process.—For convenience
of arraiigeiiient and definiteness of impression the
whole process may be marked off in three stages:
(1) that from the tune ot the apostles untU about
170 .VD; (2) that of the ('l((sing years of the 2d cent,
and the o|iening of the 3d (170-220 A D j ; (3) that
of llie 3d and Ith cents. I n the first we seek for
the evidences of the growth in appreciation of the
peculiar value of the N T writings; in the second
we disco\-er the clear, full recognition of a large
part ot thes(- w-ritings as sacred and aiitlinritative;
CANON, kan'un, OF T H E NEW TESTAMENT, in the third the acceptance of the complete canon
THE:
in the East and in the West,
I.
Tw-o P R E L I M I N A R Y C n N s i n e R A T i o N s
(1) The first period exlending to 170 AD.—It
1. E a r l y C l i r i s t i a n s H a d I h e O T
does not lie within the sc{[pc of this art. to recount
2, X o lntenti(-iii o l Writiii,(; t h e \ T
the origin of the several books of the
II.
T H R E E .ST.AGES ("(F T H E l-it((ci:>s
1. From the NT. This belongs properiy to N T
1. F r o m t h e . \ p ( ( s t t e s t o 170 . \ l l
(1) C l e m e n t of R o m e ; I g n a t u i s ; P o l v c a r p
Aposties to Introduction ( q v , ) . By t h e end ot
(2) F o r c e s I n e r e a s i n g Viiliii- cit W r i t i n g s
170 AD
t h e 1st cent, all ot t h e books ot the
t a l .Vpologists, ,Tustin M a r t y r
(hi (i iiosties,
iMarciuil
N T were in existence. They were, as
2. F r o m 170 .Vt! t o 2 2 0 A I)
treasures of given churches, widely separated and
(1) I r . ' U . i e n s
honored as eont;uning the word of Jesus or the
(2) M u r a t o r i a n F r a g m e n t
3. :3d a n d -tth C e n t s .
teaching of t h e apostles. From t h e very first the
(1) O r i g e n
authority of Jesus had full recognition in all the
(2) D i o i n - s i u s
Christian world. The whole w-ork of t h e apostles
(3) r^\-priaii
(41 E i i s c l d i i s
w-as in interpreting Him to the growing church.
(.5) . \ t l i a i i ( ( s i u s
His sayin,gs and Elis life were in part tor the illuminal6t C o u n c i l of C a r t h a g e . J e r o m e ; A u g u s t i n e
tion of the OT; wholly for the understan(ling ot
LITERATURE
life and its issues. I n every a.ssembly of Christians
/ . 7 u i o Preliminary
Considerations.—The
canon
from the earliest days He was taught as well as the
is the coUection ot 27 books which the church (gener- OT.
I n eticli church to which an eiiistle w.a3
aUy) receives as its N T Seriplures, T h e liislory written tlial, epistle was likewise read. Paul
of the canon is the history ot the process by which
asked that his letters be read in this way (1 Thess
these books were brought togetiier and their value
5 27; Col 4 16). I n this attentive lisUaiing to
as sacred Scriptures officially recognized. T h a t the exposition of some event in t h e life ot Jesus
process was gra'lual, furthered by definite needs,
or to the reading of the epistle of an apcstle beg.an
and, though unquestionably continuous, is in its the "authorization" of the traditions concerning
earlier stages difficult to trace. I t is always w-ell
Jesus and the apostolic writings. The widening
in turning t o t h e study of it to have in mind tw-o of the area of the church and the departure of the
considerations which bear upon the earliest plnisea
apostles from earth emphasized increasingly the
of the w-hole movement. These are:
value of that «-hich the writers ot the N'T left
(1) T h e early Christians had in their hands behind them. Quite earh- the desire to have the
what was a Bible t o them, viz. the OT Seriptures,
benefit of all possible instruction led to the interThese were used t o a surprising extent
change of Christian wTitings, Polycarp (110
I.Early
in Christian instruction. For a wliole
AD ?) WTites to the PhUippians, " I have received
Christians cent, after t h e death of Jesus this letters from you and from Ignatius. You recomHad the OT was t h e case. These Scriptures were
mend me to send on yours to Syria; I shall do so
read in t h e churclic'S, and there could
either iiersoiially or by some other means. I n
be at first no idea of placing beside them new return 1 send j-ou the letter of Ignatius as well as
books which could for a moment rank with them in
others which I have in my hands and for which you
honor and authority. I t has been once and again
made request. I add them to the present one;
discussed w-hether Christianity from t h e first w-as they will serve to e-lifv your faith and perse\-eran('e"
a "book-religion." T h e decision of t h e matter
(Epistle to Phil, X I I I ) . This is an illustrati((n of
depends upon what is referred to by t h e word
what niusl, have hafipencd toward furthering a
"book,"" Christianity certainly did have from the
knowledge of the WTitings of the apostles, .lust
very beginning a book which it re\'ei'enee(l—theOT
when and lo w-hat extent "collections" of our N T
—but years passed before il had even the begin- books began to be made it is impossible to say,
nings of a book ot its own. What has been called
but it is fair to infer that a collection of the Pauline
"the wealth of living canonical material," namely,
epistles existed at the time Polycarp wrote to the
prophets and teachers, made wriltcn words of sub- Phil and when Ignatius wrote his seven letters to
ordinate value. I n this very teaching, how-ever,
the churches of .Vsia Minor, i,e. about 115 AD.
w-ith its oral traditions lay the begin- There is .^ood reason to think also that the four
2. No Innings of t h a t movement w-hieh was Gospels w-er(.' brought together in some places as
tention of ultiniatelv to issue in a canon of writ- early as this, .V clear distinct ion, liKW-ever, is to be
Writing
ings. (2j When t h e actual work ot
kept, in mind between "eoilections" and such recthe NT
w-riting began no one w-ho sent forth ognition as we imply i n t h e w o i d "('(uionical," The
an epistle or framed a gospel had before gathering of books was one of the st(jps preliminary
him the definite purpose of contributing toward the to this. Examination of the testimony to the N T
formation of what we call "the Bible." All the N T in this earl.\- time indicates also that it is given with
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no intention of franUng the canonicity of N T books.
In numerous instances only "echoes" of the thought
of the epistles appear; again quotations are incomplete; both showing that Scripture words are used
as the natural expression of Christian thought.
In the same way the Apostolic Fathers refer to the
teachings and deeds of Jesus. They witness "to
the substance and not to the authenticit_v of the
Gospels." T h a t this all may be more evident
let us note in more detail the witness of the subapostolic age.
Clement of Rome, in 95 AD, wrote a letter in the
name of the Christians of Rome to those in Corinth,
In this letter he uses material found in iMt, Lk,
gi-ving it a free rendering (see chs 46 and 13);
he has been much influenced bv the Epistle to the
He (see chs 9, 10, 17, 19, 36)! He knows Rom,
Cor, and there are found echoes of 1 Tim, Tit,
1 Pet and Eph.
The Epistles of Ignatius (115 AD) have correspondences wdth our gospels in several places
(Eph 5; Rom 6, 7) and incorporate language from
nearly all ot the Pauline epistles. The Epistle to
Polycarp makes large use of Phil, and besides this
cites nine of the other Pauline epistles. Ignatius
quotes from Mt, apparently from memory; also
from 1 Pet and 1 Jn. In regard to all these three
writers—Clement, Polycarp, Ignatius—it is not
enough to say t h a t they bring us reminiscences or
quotations from this or that book. Their thought
is tinctured all through with N T truth. As we
move a little farther down the years we come to
"The Teaching of the Twelve Aposties" (cir 120
, \ D in its present form; see DIDACHE); the Epistle
of Barnabas (cir 130 AD) and the Shepherd ot
Hermas (cir 130 AD). These exhibit the same
phenomena as appear in the writings of Clement,
Ignatius and Polycarp as far as references to the
N T are concerned. iSome books are quoted, and
the thought of the three writings echoes again and
again the teachings of the N T . They bear distinct
witness t o the value of "the gospel" and the doctrine of the apostles, so much so as to place these
clearly above their owm words. I t is in the Epistle
ot Barnabas that we first come upon the phrase
"it is written," referring to a N T book (Mt) (see
Epis., iv.l4). In this deepening sense of value
«'as enfolded the feeling of authoritativeness,
which slowly was to find expression. I t is well to
a(l(.l t h a t what we have so far discovered was true
in w-idely separated parts of the Christian world
as e g, R((me and Asia Minor.
The lit. of the period we are examining was not,
however, w-holly ot the kind of which we have been
speaking. Two forces were calling out other
expressions of the singular value of the -writings
of the apostles, whether gospels or ejiistles. These
were (a) the attention of the civil government in -view
of the rapid growth of the Christian church and
(6) heresy. The first brought to the defence or
commendation of Christianitj- the
Apologists,
among w-hom were Justin Martyr, Ai-istides,
Melito of (Sardis and Theophilus of Antioch, By
far I he most important of these w-as Justin JMartyr,
and his work may be tal;en as representative. He
was born about 100 AD at Shechem, and died as
a martyr at Rome in 165 AD. His two Apologies
and the Dialogue w-ith Trypho are the sources for
the study of his testimony. H e speaks ot the
"Mc^moirs of the Apostles, called Gospels" (Ap ,
i,66) w-hieh were read on (Sunday interchangeably
w-ith the prophets (i,07). Here emerges t h a t
equivalence in v.alue ot these "Gospels" w-ith the
OT Scriptures which m-ary really mark the beginning
of canonization. T h a t these Gospels were our
four Gospels as we now have them is yet a disputed
question; but the evidence is weighty that they
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w-ere. (See Purves, Testtinoiiy of Justin
Martyr
to Early (flirislianity, Lect V,) The fact that
Tatian, his pupil, made a harmony of the Gospels,
i.e. ot our four Gospels, also bears upon our interpretation of Justin's "Memoirs." (See Hemphill,
The Dirxtessaron of Tatian.)
The only other N T
book which Justin mentions is the Apocalypse;
but he appears to have known the Acts, six epistles
of Paul, He and 1 Jn, and echoes of still other
epistles are perceptible. When he speaks of the
apostles it is after this fashion: "By the pow-er
of God they proclaimed to every race of men that
they were sent by Christ to teach to all the Word
of God" (Ap., i,39). I t is debatable, how-ever,
whether this refers to more than the actual preaching of the apostles. The beginning of the formation of the canon is in the position and authoritjgiven to the Gospels.
While the Apologists were busy commending or
defending Christianity, heresy in the form of
Gnosticism w-as also compelhng attention to the
matter of the WTitings of the apostles. From the
beginning gnostic teachers claimed t h a t Jesus had
favored chosen ones ot His apostles w-ith a body
ot esoteric truth which had been handed down by
secret tradition. This the church denied, and in the
controversy t h a t went on through years the question
of what w-ere authoritative w-ritings became more
and more pronounced. Basilides e.g., who taught in
.Alexandria during the reign of Hadrian (AD 117-38),
had for his secret authority the secret tradition of
the apostle Matthias and of Glaucias, an alleged interpreter of Peter, but he bears witness to Mt, Lk,
Jn, Rom, 1 Cor, Eph, and Col in the effort to recommend his doctrines, and, what is more, gives
them the value of Scripture in order to support more
securely his teachings. (See Philosophoumena of
Hippolytus, VII, 17). Valentinus, tracing his authority through Theodas to Paul, makes the same
general use of N T books, and TertulUan tells us that
he appeared to use t h e w-hole N T as then know-n.
The most noted ot the Gnostics w-as Marcion, a
native of Pontus. He went to Rome (cir 140 AD),
there broke with the church and became a dangerous heretic. I n support of his peculiar view-s, he
formed a canon of his ow-n w-hich consisted of Luke's
Gospel and ten of the Pauline epistles. He rejected
the Pastoral Epistles, He, Mt, Mk, Jn, the Acts,
the Catholic epistles and the Apocalypse, and made
a recension of both the gosjiel of Lk and the Pauline
epistles which he accepted. His importance, for
us, however, is in the fact t h a t he gives us the first
clear e-vidence of the eioionization of the Pauline
epistles. Such use of the Scriptures inevitably called
forth both criticism and a clearer marking oft of
those books which were to be used in the churches
opposed to heresy, and so "in the struggle with
Gnosticism the canon was made." We are thus
brought to the end of the first period in which we
have marked the collection of N T books in greater
or smaller compass, the increasing valuation of them
as depositions ot the t r u t h of Jesus and His apostles, and finally the movement toward the claim of
their authoritativeness as over against perverted
teaching. No sharp line as to a given year can be
drawn between the first stage of the process and the
second. Forces working in the first go on into the
second, but results are accomplished in the second
which give it its right to separate consideration.
(2) The period from 170 AD to 220 AD.—This is
the age of a voluminous theological literature busy
with the great issues of church canon
2. From
and creed. I t is the period of the
170 AD to great names of Irenaeus, Clement of
220 AD
Alexandria, and Tertullian, representing respect ively Asia IMinor, Egypt
and North .-Vfrica, In passing into it we come into
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the clear light of Christian history. There is no
longer any question as to .. N T canon; the only
difference of judgment is as to its extent. What
has been slowlj- but surely shaping itself in the
consciousness of the church now comes to elear
e.xpression.
Irenaeus.—That
expression we may study in
Irenaeus as r('i)res(mtative of the period, lie was
born in Asia Minor, In ed and taught in Rome and
became afterw-ard bishop of Lyons, lb- had,
therefore, a wide acquaintaiiee with the ehniches,
and was peculiarly competent to speak coiieerning
the general judgment of the (^iirislian world, .Vs
a pupil of Polycarp. w-ho was a disciple of John, he
is connected with the apostles themsehcs, .Vn
earnest defender of the truth, he makes the N T
in great part his authority, and often appeals to it.
The four Gospiis. tin- .Vets, the epistles of Paul,
several ot the Catholic epistles and the .Vpocalypse
are to him Scripture in the fullest sense. They
are genuine and authoritative, as much so as the
OT ever was. He dw-clls upon the fact that there
are four gospels, the very number being prefigured
in the tour winds and the four quarters of the earl li.
Every attempt to increase or diminish the number
is heresy, Tertullian takes virtually the same position (Adv. Marc, iv,2), w-hile Clement of Alexandria quotes all four gospels as "Scripture." By
the end of the 2d cent, the canon of the gospels
was settled. The same is true also of the Pauline
epistles, Irenaeus makes more than two hundred
citations from Paul, and looks upon his epistles
as Scripture (Adv. Haer., Ui,12, 12). Indeed, at
this time it may be said t h a t the new canon was
known under the designation "The Gospel and the
Apostles"" in contradistinction to the old as "the
Law and the Prophets." The title "New Testament" appears to have been first used lij- an unknow-n writer against Montanism (cir 193 AD).
It occurs frequently after this in Origen and later
writers. In considering all this testimony two
facts should have emphasis: (1) its wide extent:
Clement and Irenaeus represent parts of Christendom which are widely separated; (2) the relation
of these men t o those who have gone before them.
Their hves together with those before them spanned
nearly the whole time from the apostles. They
but voiced the judgment w-hich silently, gradually
had been selecting the "Scripture" which they
freely and fuUy acknowledged and to which they
made appeal.
The Murolorian Frnginent.—Just here w-e come
upon the Muratorian Fragment, so c;dled because
discovered in 1710 by the librarian of Milan,
Aluratori. I t dates from some time iieur the end
'of the 2d cent., is of vital interest in the stuily of
the history of the canon, since it gives us a list of
NT books and is concerned with the question
of the canon itself. The document comes from
Rome, and Lightfoot as^ijius it to Hippolytus.
Its list contains the Gospels (the fir.st hne of the
fragment is incomplete, beginning with JMlc, but
.Mt is clearly imphed), the Acts, the Pauhne epistles,
the Apocalypse, 1 and 2 .In (perhaps by imphcation
the third) and Jude. I t does not mention He,
1 and 2 Pet, Jas. In this list we have virtuall\the real position of the'canon at the close of the
2d cent. Complete unanimity had not been
attained in reference to all tlie books which are now
between the covers of our NT, ^ Seven books had
not yet found a secure place beside the gospel and
Paul in all parts of the church. The Palestinian
and Syrian churches for a long time rejected the
Apocalypse, whUe some of the Catholic epistles
were in Egypt considered doubtful. The history
of the final acceptance ot these belongs to the third
period.

(3) The period included by Ihc lid and Jfth cents.—
It has been s.iid that "the (juestion of the canon
diel not make much progress in the
3. 3rd and course of the 3d cent." (Reuss, History
4th Cents, of the Canon of Holy Scripture, 125|,
We have the testimony of a few not(dile^ teacliia-s mostly from one center, (Vlexandria.
Tluir consideration of tho question of the disputed
book ser\-es just here one purpose. By far the most
(lisliiiguished name of the 3d cent, is Origin. He
was liorii in .Vlexandria about 1S5 AD, and before he was seventeen became an instruetor in the
S(3li(>(il for ealechuiiieiis. In 20:> he was appointed
bishop, experienced \'ari(iu,s fortunes, and died in
251, His fame rests upon his ability as an exegete,
1 hough he worked laboriously and sucee,ssfully in
other fields. His testimony i,s of high vahie, not
siiii|ily because of his own studies, but also because
ot his wide knowledge of what was thought in other
Christian centers in the world of his time. Space
permits us only to give in summary form his
eonclusions, esji, in regard to the books still in
doubt. The Ciospels, the Pauline epistles, the
Acts, he accepts without question. He discusses
at some length the authorship of He, believes that
"God alone knows who wrote it," and accejits it as
Scripture. His testimony to the Apoealyjise is
given in the sentence, '"Therefore John the son of
Zebedee says in the Revelation." He also gives
sure witness to Jude, but wavers in regard to Jas.
2 Pet, 2 and 3 Jn.
Another noted iiaiiie of this cent, is Dionysius
of Alexandria, a pupil of Origen (d, 265), His
most interesting discussion is regarding the Apocalypse, w-hich he attributes to an unknow-n John,
but he does not dispute its inspiration. It is
a .singular fact that the western church accepted
this book from the first, while its position in the
East w-as variable. Conversely the Epistle to
the He was more insecure in the West than in the
East. In regard to the Cathohc epistles Dionysius
supports Jas, 2 and 3 Jn, but not 2 Pet or Jude,
In the West the name of Cyprian, bishop of
Carthage (,24S-5<S AD), w-as most influential. He
was much engaged in controveisy, but a man of
great personal force. The Apocal\-iise he highly
honored, but he was silent about Ihe Epistle to
the He. He refers to only tw-o of the Catholic
epistles, 1 Pet and 1 Jn.
These festinionies confirm w-hat w-as said above,
viz. that the end of the 3d cent, leaves the question
of the full canon about where it w-as at the beginning. 1 Pet and 1 Jn seem to have been ev(a-yw-here
know-n anrl accepted. In the West the five Catholic
epistles gained recognition more slow-ly than in
the East.
In the early part of the 4th cent. Eusebius (270340 .VD), bishop of Caesarea before 315, setsbefore
us in his Chnreli History (III, chs iii-xxv) his
estimate of the canon in his time. He does not
ot eour.se use the word canon, but he "((oiiducts
an historical inquiry into the belief and iiraetiee of
earlier generations." He lived through the last
great persecution in the early part of the 4th cent,,
when not only iilates of w-orship w-ei-e razed to the
ground, but also the sacred Scriptures w-ere in
the public market-places consigned to the flames
(HE, VTII, 2), It w-as, therefore, no idle question
w-liat book a loyal Christian must stand for as his
Scripture. The question of the canon had an earnest, practical significance. Despite .some obscurity
and apiKirent contradictions, his classification of
the N"r books w-as as follows: (1) The acknowb
("Iged books. His criteria tor each of these w-as
authenticity and apostolieity an(l he placed in this
list the Gospels, Acts, and Paul's epistles, including
He, (2) The disputed books, i,(', tliose which had
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obtained only partial recognition, to which he
assigned Jas, Jude, 2 Pet and 2 J n . About the
Apocalypse also he w-as not sure. In this testimony
there is not much advance over that of the 3d
cent. I t is virtually the canon of Origen. .Ill
this makes evident the fact that as yet no official
decision nor uniformity ot usage in the church
gave a completed canon. The time, however, w-as
draw-ing oh when various forces at work were to
bring much nearer this unanimity and enlarge
the list of acknowledged books. In the second
halt of the 4th cent, repeated efforts w-ere made to
put an end to uncertainty. Athanasius in one ot
his pastoral letters in connection with the publishing
of the ecclesiastical calendar gives a list ot the books
comprising Scripture, and in the N T portion are
included all the 27 books which we now recognize.
"These are the wells of salvation," he w-rites, "so
that he w-ho thirsts may be satisfied with the sayings in these. Let no one add to these. Let
nothing be taken away." Gregory of Nazianzen
(d. 390 AD) also published a list omitting Rev, as
did Cyril of Jerus (d. 386), and quite at the end
of the cent. (4th) Isidore of Pelusium speaks of the
"canon of truth, the Divine Scriptures." For a considerable time the .Apocalypse was not accepted
in the Palestinian or Syrian churches. Athanasius
helped toward its acceptance in the church of
Alexandria. Some differences ot opinion, however,
continued. The Syrian church did not accept all
of the Catholic epistles untU much later.
The Council of Carthage in 397, in connection
with its decree " t h a t aside from the canonical
Scriptures nothing is to be read in church under
the name of Divine Scriptures," gives a list of the
books of the N T . After this fashion there was an
endeavor to secure unanimity, while at the same
time differences ot judgment and practice continued.
The books which had varied treatment through
these early cents, were He, the Apocalypse and the
five minor Catholic epistles. The advance ot
Christianity under Constantine had much to do
with the reception of the whole group ot books
in the East. The task w-hich the emperor gave
to Eusebius to prepare "fifty copies of the Divine
Scriptures'" estabhshed a standard w-hich in time
gave recognition to all doubtful books. I n the
West, Jerome and Augustine were the controlling
factors in its settlement of the canon. The publication of the Vulg virtually determined the matter.
In conclusion let it be noted how much the human
element w-as involved in the whole process of
forming our NT, No one would wish to dispute a
providential overruling of it all. Also it is well to
bear in mind that all the books have not t h e same
clear title to their places in the canon as far as the
history ot their attestation is concerned. Clear
and full and unanimous, however, has been the
judgment from the beginning upon t h e Gospels,
the Acts, the Pauline epistles, 1 P e t and 1 J n .
LITERATURE.—Reuss. History of the Canon, of Holy
Scriptures: E . C . M o o r e , The NT in the Christian il'hiirrh:
Gregory, Canon and Text of the NT: Intniduetions t o
N T of JtUicher, Weiss, Reuss; Zahn, Cei-chirhte di-s
Neatest. Kanons: Harnack. Das NT um da... Johr 200:
ChciiiAagic
der alleliriilbchen
Literalur:
Westcott,
The Canon of the NT: Zahn, Forsehuiigcn zur Gesch.
dc neatest. Kanons.
J, S, R I G G S

CANOPY, kan'6-pi (HBri, huppdh, from a root
meaning "to inclose" or "cover";: Isa 4 5 .VV
has "defence," E R V "canopy," AfiV "covering,"
the last being best, though "canoiiv" has much
in its favor. I n Ps 19 5 (He 19 6) hupjidh is
used of the bridegroom's chamber and in Joel 2 16
of the bride's. Among t h e Hebrews t h e huppdh
was_ originally the chamber in which th(; bride
awaited the groom for the marital union. I n J t h
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10 2 1 ; 13 9.15; 16 19 the word canopy occurs as
the Eng. equivalent ot t h e Gr Ktovo>Treiov, kdndpeion, which w-as primarily a mosquito-net and then
a canopy over a bed, whether for useful or for
decorative purposes.

J O H N RICHARD SAMPEY

CANTICLES, kan'ti-k'lz.

See SONG OF SONGS.

C A P E R B E R R Y , ka'per-ber-i (riDI'^n^, 'dbhlydndh;
Kiiirirapis, kdpparis;
Eccl 12 5 R V m ) :
The t r " t h e caperberry shall fail" (RV "bm-st")
instead of "desire shall fail" (AV) has t h e support
ot the L X X and ot some Talmudic writers (see
G. F . Moore, JBL, X, 5.5-64), but it is doubtful.
The caperberry is t h e fruit of t h e thorny caper,
Capparis spinosa (N.O. Capparidaceae), a common
Pal plant with pretty white flowers and brightly
colored stamens. Largely on account of its habit
of growing out of crevasses in old walls it has been
identified by some with the HTSSOP (q.v.). The
famihar "capers"" of commerce are t h e young
buds, but the berries were the parts most used in
ancient times; their repute as excitants of sexual
desire is ancient and widespread. Various parts
of this plant are still used for medical purposes
by the modern peasants of Pal.
E . W. G. MASTERMAN

CAPERNAUM, ka-per'na-um (KairepvaoiiJi [TR],
Ka<j>apvaov[j. [BSD, eie], Kapernao'dm,
Kapharnnoum): The woe spoken b y t h e Master against
this great, city has been fulfilled t o t h e uttermost
(Mt 11 23; Lk 10 15). So completely has it
perished that the very site is a matter of dispute
today. In Scripture Caijernaum is not mentioned
outside t h e Gospels. When Jesus finally departed
from Nazareth, He dwelt in Capernaum (Mt 4 13)
and made it t h e main center of Llis acti'vity during
a large part of His public ministry. Near by He
c;dled the fishermen to follow Him (Mk 1 16), and
the publican from the receipt of custom ( M t 9 9,
etc).
I t was t h e scene of many "mighty works"
(Mt 11 23; M k 1 34). Here Jesus healed t h e
centurion's son (Mt 8 5, etc), the nobleman's son
(Jn 4 46), Simon Peter's mother-in-law (Mk 1
31, etc), and t h e paralytic (Mt 9 1, e t c ) ; cast
out t h e unclean spirit (Mk 1 23, etc); and- here
also, probably. H e raised Jairus' daughter t o Ufe
(Mk 5 22, etc). In Capernaum t h e little child
was used to teach t h e disciples humility, w-hile in
the synagogue Jesus delivered His ever-memorable
discourse on t h e bread of life (Jn 6).
From t h e notices in t h e Gospels we gather that
Capernaum w-as a city of considerable importance.
Some think t h a t t h e words "shalt thou be exalted,"
etc (Mt 11 2 3 ; Lk 10 15), mean t h a t it stood on
an ele^-ated site. Perhaps more naturally they
refer to the excessive pride of t h e inhabitants in'
their city. I t w-as a customs station, and the residence of a high officer of the king (Mt 9 9; Jn
4 46, etc). I t w.as occupied by a detachment ot
Rom soldiers, w-hose commander thought the good
will of the people worth securing a t the expense of
building for them a s-\-nagogue (Mt 8 5; Lk 7 5).
It stood by the sea (Jft 4 13) and from J n 6 17 ff
(cf M t 14 34; M k 6 53), we see t h a t it was either
in or neiir the plain of Gennesaret.
Jos twice mentions Capernaum. I t played no
great part in the history of his time, and seems t o
li:(ve declined in importance, as he refers t o it as &.
"village." I n battle in el-Baleihah his horse fell
into a (juagmire, and he suffered injury which disabled him for f tut her fighting. His soldiers carried
him t o the -village of Capernaum (this reference is
how-evfi-r doubtful; t h e name as it stands is Kephariidmdn w-hich Niese corrects to
Kephariidkdn),
whence he was removed to Tarich.iea (Vita, 72).
.Vgain he eulogizes the plain ot Gennesaret for its
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wonderful fruits, and says it is watered by a iiiost
fertile founttdn whieii the peotile of the eountry
caU Capharnauin. In the water of this fountain
the Coracinus is found (BJ, III, x, S). Jos therefore corroborates the Bib. data, and adds the information as to the fountain and the Coracinus fish.
The fish however is found in other fountains near I he
lake, and is therefore no help toward identiliealion.
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The Fountain at Khan Minyeli
The two chief rivals for the honor of icpresentiiig
Capernaum are Tell Hum. a ruined site on the lake
shore, nearly '2\ miles \\ . ot the mouth of the
Jordan; and Khan Minyeh, fully 23- miles farther
west, at the N.E. corner of the plain of Gennesaret.
Dr. Tristram suggested 'Ain El-Madoiowerah, a
large spring inclosed by n circular wall, on the
western edge of the plain. But it stands about a
mile from the sea; there ai'e no ruins to indicate
that any considerable \illage ever stood here; and
the water is available for only a small part of the
plain.
In favor of Tdl Hum is Onom, which places Chorazin 2 miles from Capernaum. If Kerdzeh is Chorazin, this suits Tell Hum better than Khan Minyeh.
To this ma}- be added the testimony of Theodosius
(cir 53()i, Antoninus Martyr (600), and John of
Wurtzburg (1100). Jewish tradition speaks of
Tankhum, in which are the graves of Nahum and
Rabbi Tankhum. Identifying Kefr Nahum with
Tankhum, and then deriving 'Tell Hum from Tankhum., some have sought to -vindicate the claims of
this site. But every Unk in that chain of argument
is extremeh- precarious. A highway ran through
Tell Hum along which passed the caravans to and
from the B,; but the place w-as not in touch with
the great north-and-south traffic.
There is also no fountain ne,-ir Till Hum answering the description ot Jos, Of recent advocates ot
Tell Hum, it is sufficient to name SdnirfT (HJP,
IV, 7i) and Buhl (G.IP, 224 t). In this connection
it may be interesting to note that the present writer,
when visiting the place recently (1911), drew his
boatman's attention to a bit of ruined wall rising
above the greenery W of the lagoon, and asked what
it was called. Kaniset el Kufry, was the reply,
which mav be freely rendered, "church of the
infidels," This is ju.st the .Vrali. equivalent ot the
Jewksh "church of the minim."
For Khan Minyeh it may be noted that Chamesaret corresponds to el-Ghuweir, the plain lying on the
N,W, shore, and that Khdn Minyeh stands at tho
N.E. extremity of the plain; thus answering, as
Tell Hum cannot do, the description of the tJosiiels,
The copious fountains at et-Tdbigha, half a mile
to the E,, supplied water which was conducted round
the face of the rock toward Khdn Minyeh at a
height which made it possible to water a large
portion of the plain. If it be said that Jos must
have been carried to Tell Hum as being nearer the

Canopy
Capharsalama

scene of his accident—see however, the comment
above—it does not at all follow that he was taken
to the nearest place. Arculf (1670J described
Capeinatim as on a "narrow piece of ground between
the mount aiu and the lake," This does not apply to
Tell IJniii; but it accurately fits Khdn
Minyeh.
lsaa(( Clielo (1334) says that Capernaum, then in
ruins, had lieen inhabited by Minim, that is, Jewish
conv(a-ts to Christianily. The name
Minyeh
may have been derived from them. Quaresimus
(16211-26) notes a Khdn called Menieh which stood
by Ihe sile of Caiiernauiii. Between the ruined
Khdn and the sea there are traces of ancient buildings. Here the road from the E. united with that
which came down from the N. by way ot Khdn
Jubb Ynsif, so that this must have been an important center, alike from the military point of view,
and for customs. This is the site favored by,
among others, G. A. Smith (HGHL,
450 f;
EB,
s.v.) and Conder. Saii(la\- argued in favor of
Khdn Minyeh in his book. The Sacred Sites of
Ihe tlospiel, but later, owing to what the present
w-riter thinks a mistaken view of the relation
betxveen Tell Ildm and the fountain at et-Tdbigha,
changed his niind (Expos T, XV, lOOff').' There
is no instance of a fountain 2 miles distant being
called by the name of a town. Tell Hum, standing
on the sea shore, was independent of this fountain,
whose strength also was spent in a westward direction, away from Tell Hum.
The balance ot evidence was therefore heavily
in favor of Khdn Minyeh until Professor R. A. S.
Macalister published the results ot his researches.
He seems to be wrong in rejecting the name Tell
Hum in favor of Talhuiii; and he falls into a curious
error regarding the use of the w-ord tdl. No one
who speaks Arab., he siu-s, "would ever think of
applying the word Tell, 'mound," to this flat
widespread ruin." In Egy]i Arab., however, tell
means "ruin"; and Rev. Asad Mansur, a man of
education wdiose native language is Arab., writes:
" I do not understand w-hat the objectors mean by
the word 'tell.' In .Arab, 'tell' is used for any heap
of ruins, or mound. (So that the ruins of Tell Hum
themselves are today a 'teU'" (Expos, April, 1907,
370). Professor Macalister is on surer ground in
discussing the pottery found on the rival sites. At
Khdn Minyeh, he found nothing older than the
.Vrab. period, while at Tdl Hum pottery of the
Rom period abounds—"exactly the period of the
glory of Capernaum" (PEFS, April and July,
1907). If this be confirmed by further examination,
it disposes of Ihe claim of Khdn Minyeh.
Important Rom remains have now been found between
the ruined Khdn and tho sea. It is no longer open
to doubt that this was the site of a great Rom city.
The Rom period h((W-ever er(\-(>r.s a long space. The
buildings at Tell Hum are by many assigned to the
days ot the Antonines. Is it jiossible from the
remains of pollery to make certain that the city
flourished in the time of the Henids? If the city
at Tell Hum had not yet arisen in the days of Christ,
those w-lio dispute its claim to be Ca)iern(Uim are
under no obligation to show which city the ruins
represent. They are not the only extensive ruins
in the country ot whose history we are in ignorance.
W,
CAPH.

EWING

S(>c K A P H .

CAPHARSALAMA^ kaf-ar-sal'a-ma, kaf-ar-sala'ma (Xa<j>apo-a^a(ia, Chapliiirsalaniii): The site
of an indecisive skirmish between Judas Maccabaeus
and Nicanor, an officer of the king of Syria and
governor of Judaea, The situation cannot be
precisely fixed but it must h.ave been in the neighborhood of Jerus, for .Nicanor, after losing 5,000
men, retired with the remainder to "the city of

Caphenatha
Captivity
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David" (1 Mace 7 26-32). The
word, "Caphar," means village
last part has been identified wuli
with Khirbet Deir Selldm, about
Jerus.
CAPHENATHA,

ka-fen'a-tha.

first part of the
or hamlet; the
SUoam and also
12j miles W. of
See

CHAPHEN-
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now Jihan, Sarus now Sihon, and Halys now the
Kuzul; most important cities, Caesarea Mazaca,
Comana, Miletene now- Malatia, and Tyana now
Bor. At Malatia the country unrolls itself as a
fertile plain; elsew-here the pro'vince is for the most
part composed of billowy and rather barren uplands, and bleak mountain peaks and pastures.

ATH A.

CAPHIRA,
Heipd, Peird):
from Babylon
corresponds to

ka-ti'ra (A, Ka(t)ipd, Kaphird, B,
A tow-n whose inhabitants returned
with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 5 19). It
CHEPHIRAH (Ezr 2 25), which see.

CAPHTHORIM, kaf'tho-rim (Di")nS3, kaphtdrlm).

See

CAPHTORUI.

CAPHTOR, kaf'tor, CAPHTORIM, kaf'tor-im
( " n P S 3 , kaphtdr, n^"ir,S;, kaphtdrlm; KairiraSoKta,
Kappadokia,
rai)>Topie£|j., Gaphtori1. First
eim, Ka4>TopKt|x, Kaphtoridm):
The
Theory:
country and people whence came the
Crete
PhiUs (Gen 10 1 4 = 1 Ch 1 12 [here
the clause "whence went forth the
Philis"' should probably come after Caphtorim];
D t 2 23; Jer 47 4; Am 9 7). Jer (loc. cit.) caUs
it an "island"'; there is evidence of ancient connection between Crete and Philistia; and the
Philis are caUed Cherethites, which may mean
Cretans (see CHERETHITES). These considerations
have led many to identify Caphtor with the import a n t island of Crete. It should be noted, however,
that the word "^S , 'I, used by Jeremiah, denotes not
only "isle," but also "coastland.""
Ebers (Aegypten und die Bucher Moses, 130 ff)
thought t h a t Caphtor represented the Egyp Kaft-ur,
holding that Kaft w-as the Egyp_ name
2. Second for the colonies of Phoenicians in the
Theory:
Delta, extended to cover the PhoePhoenicia
nicians in the north and their colonies.
Kaft-ur,
therefore,
would
mean
"Greater Phoenicia." But the discovery of Kaptar
among the names of countries conquered by Ptolemy Auletes in an inscription on the Temple of Kom
Ombo is fatal to this theory.
A third theory would identify Caphtor -with the
Kafto of the Egyp inscriptions. As early as the
time of Thotmes I I I the inhabitants
3. Third
of this land, the Kafti, are mentioned
Theory:
in the records. In the trilingual inCiUcia
scription ot Canopus the name is rendered in Gr by Phoin'tke, ''Phoenicia.""
This seems to be an error, as the Kafti portrayed on
the monuments have no features in common with the
Semites. They certainly represent a western type.
It is held that the Egyp Kafto is -a district in
Asia Minor, probably Cilicia. The sea-pirates, the
purasati, whom Rameses H I subdued (eir 1200 BC),
entered Syria from the north. The r in the name
is the Egyp equivalent of the Semitic I. Therefore
Purasati = PiUshti, "Philistines."" And so it is proposed to identify Caphtor with Cihcia. A serious
objection to this theory is the absence of the final "r"
in Kafto.
McCurdy's suggestion (HDB) t h a t it
represents a Heli wow, written as a vowel-letter in
an original Kafto, does not carry conviction.
It is impossible to gi^-e a certain decision; but
the balance of probabihty seems still inclined to the
first theory.
W. EWING
CAPPADOCIA, kap-a-do'shi-a 0] KairiraSoKCa,
he Kappadokia): .An extensive province in eastern
Asia Minor, bounded by the Taurus mountains on
the S , the Anti-Taurus and the Euphrat es on t he E,,
and, less definitely, by Pontus and Galatia on the
N. and W. Highest mountain, Argaeus, over
13,000 ft. above sea-level; chief rivers, the PjTamus

Coin of Ariarathes Y, Philometer, King of Cappadocia,
163-130 BC.
The Gr geographers called Cappodax the son
of Ninyas, thereby tracing the origin of Cappadocian
culture to Assyria. Cuneiform tablets from Kul
Tepe (Kara Eyuk), deciphered by Professors
Pinches and Sayce, show that in the era of Khammurabi (see JLUIMURABI) this extensive ruin on
the ox-bow of the Halys and near Caesarea jVIazaca,
w-as an outpost of the Assyr-Bab Empire. A
Hittite civilization followed, from about 2000 BC
onward. Malatia, Gurun, Tyana and other old
sites contain important and undoubted Hittite
remains, while sporadic examples of Hittite art,
architecture and inscriptions are found in many
places, and the number is being steadily increased
by fresh discovery. After the Hittites fade from
sight, following the fall of Carchemish, about 718
BC, Cappadocia emerges as a satrapy of Persia.
At the time of Alexander the Great it received a
top-dressing of Gr culture, and a Une of native
kings estabUshed an independent throne, which
lasted until Cappadocia was incorporated in the
Rom Empire, 17 AD. Nine rulers bore the name
of Ariarathes (RV Arathes) t h e founder of the
dynasty, and two were named Ariobarzanes.
One of these kings is referred to in 1 Mace 15 22.
The history ot this Cappadocian kingdom is involved, obscure and bloody.
Pagan religion had a deep hold upon the population prior to the advent of Christianity. Comana
was famous for its worship ot the great goddess
Ma, who was served, according to Strabo, by 6,000
priestesses, and only second to this was the worship
paid to Zeus at Venasa.
Representatives from Cappadocia were present
at Pentecost (Acts 2 9), and Peter includes the
converts in this pro-vince in the address ot his
letter (1 Pet 1 1). Caesarea became one of the
most important early centers of Christianity,
Here the Armenian youth ot noble blood, Krikore,
or Gregory the Illuminator, was instructed in the
faith to which he afterward won the formal assent of
his whole nation. Here Basil governed the churches
of his -wide diocese and organized monasticism. His
brother, Gregory of Nyssa, and Gregory Nazianzen,
lived and labored not far away. Cappadocia passed
with the rest of Asia Minor into the Byzantine
Empire, but from its exposed position early fell under
the domination of the 'Turks, ha-ving been conquered
by the Seljukians in 1074,

G. E. W H I T E

CAPTAIN, kap'tin: In AV there are no fewer
than 13 Heb words, and 4 different Gr words,
which are rendered by this one Eng. word. In the
RV some of these are rendered by other Eng. w-ords,
and so w-e find for "captain": "marshal" (Jer 5i
27; Nah 3 17), "prince" (1 S 9 16), "governor"
(Jer 51 23,28), while in the case of one of these
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Heb words a chfferent construction is found altogether (Jer 13 21).
Of Heb words in the (3T rendered by "captain'
(1) the most frequent is "113, sar, which denotes
"a mihtary commander," whether of
1. In the
thousands or hundreds or fifties
OT
(Nu 31 48; 1 S 8 12 and mtiny otluT
places), iSar is t h e chief (dlicer of
any depai'tment, civil and reli,iiious, as wcU as
military—captain of t h e guard .V\' and H \ ,
chief of the exeeutidiieis KVm i^Geii 37 .'ilo;
chief butler (Gen 40 9); chief bakiT (tUai 40 Ki);
chief of a district (Xeh 3 L'l); chiefs of tribes
(NaphtaU; Zebulun, Ps 68 27); chiefs (i\er gangs
of slaves l,Ex 1 11 >; chiefs of the priests and
the Levites (Ezr 8 29t. (2) n i , rabh, later lleb
for chief ot t h e executioners or captain ot the
guard, a title alwa\s gi\-en to Nebuz;u--a(laii (2 K
25 Sff; Jer 39 9 11) and to Arioch (Dnl 2 14).
Ci-impare also Kab-mag, chief of the magicians (Jer
39 13), and .Vshpenaz, chief of the eunuchs (Dnl 1
3). (3) ITi^T, ro'sh, "head" over a host (Israel
in the w-Uderness, N u 14 4), over tribes (Dt 29 10,
where RV renders "heads"), over thousands (1 Ch
12 20L .Vbijah. king of Judah, before joining
battle against Jeroboam, claimed ''God himself is
with us for our captain" .VV, "with us a t our
head" RV (2 Ch 13 12). (4) W^bffi, shdllsh,
originally the third man in the chariot, who, when
the chief occupant was t h e king, or commanderin-chief, was of t h e rank of captain (2 K 7 2;
9 25t, t h e term "third m a n " being generalized
to mean "a captain" in 2 K 10 25; 2 Ch 8 9,
where "chief of his captains" combines (1) and
(4). (5) " " ' ? ; , ndghidh, leader by Divine appointment: of Saul (1 S 9 16, "captain," AV, "prince"
RV 10 1); of David (2 S 5 2);_ of Hezekiah (2 K
20 5); with a charge in connection with the temple
(2 Ch 31 13). I t is t h e word used ot Messiah
"the prince" (Dnl 9 25), who is also Prince of the
Covenant ( 1 1 2 2 ) . (6) N^'iL" , rid.iV, rendered
"captain" in AV N u 2 3,5,7 (^mly, there in RV and
in other places, both AV and RV, rendered "prince,""
In 1 Ch 7 40 "chief of the princes"" combines (3)
and (6). (7) " n S , pehdh, is found almost entirely
in a foreign title denoting "governor,"' and belongs
to the later history of Israel (Neh 2 7,9; Ezr
8 3fj; Hag 1 1), rendered "captain" in exclusively
foi-dsn as=((ciations (1 K 20 24; 2 K 18 24; Dnl
3 2, i).
(8) l^-p,, kagln (from root of kadi,
-Vrab, for "judge"), denotes "dictator," almost
"usurper," and is found in "rulers of Sodom"
-VV and RV, "judges of Sodom" RVm (lsa 1 10),
used ot Jephthah in sense of "captain" AV, "chief"
RV (Jgs 11 6), found combined with {'•-',), "head and
captain" (.VV, "head and chief" RV Jgs 11 11).
In Josh 10 24 it denotes commanders of troops,
-VV "captains ot the men of war,"" RV "chiefs of the
men of war."' (9) "15, kar, in Ezk 21 22 " t o set
captains'" AV, is tr'^ " t o set battering rams" RV.
(10) b r a , ba'al, only once in "captain of the ward""
(Jer 3'7 13j.
(11) 'iQ^'O, tiph.yir, a dignitary
belonging to an oriental court, in .VV rendered
"captain,"" in ItV "marshal"" (Nah 3 17; Jer 51
27). (12; 1;^?^, shalllt, in Dnl 2 15 of Arioch, the
king's captain; in Eccl 8 8 "having jiowcr over,"'
and in 7 19 used of "mighty men" (KV "rulers").
Of Gr words rendered by "captain" in N T there
are the following: (1) apxyyi^, archegds, rendered
"captain" in He 2 10 AV but relegated

"captain" being stiU retained in RVm, Cf Acts
3 15 and 5 31, w-he-re the same Gr w-ord is rendered
"Prince," the R\'iu of the t((rnier pa.ssage giving
"-Viithor," In the Risen and Ascended Christ t h e
various coiieciitioiis thus expressed are found to
blend, (2) xiXfapxos, chiiuirehos, the Lat tribunus
•mililnin of whicli there were six to a legion, commanding the six ('((horts of which it was comjiosed. In its lit. acceptation it would be "comiiiander of a thousand," and it is so used in Acts 22
2,s where it designates the commander of the Rom
garri.son in .lerus, consisting of a cohort, and is
rendered "chief captain" (Jn 18 12; Acts 21 31;
22 21; 24 22). I t is used more vaguely in the
sense of "military ollicer" in M k 6 2 1 ; Rev 6
15; 19 KS. (3) arparriyhs, slratdgds, used only
liy St. Luke in the NT, and almost exclusively of
((() officials in charge of the Temple (Lk 22 4.52;
Acts 4 1; 5 24.26). The captain of t h e Temple
had the superintendence of the Levites and priests
who were on guard in and around the Temple, and
under him were strategoi, who were also captains of
the Temple police, although they took their instruction from him as their head. H e was not only a
priest, but second in dignity only to the high priest
himself; (b) the exception to St. Luke's general
usage is where the word is used of the chief authorities in civil affairs at Philippi; where "the magistrates," as t h e word is rendered (.V.cts 16 20 f),
called themselves "praetors'" (slrategoi). I n t h e
case of Paul and Silas they placed themselves in
peril of removal from their oflice by ordering them
to be beaten, being Romans and uncondemned.
(4) HTpaToireSipxrri, stratopeddrches, the captain of
the guard to w-hom Juhus of the Augustan band
(according to t h e T R , Acts 28 16) delivered St.
Paul and his fellow-prisoners. The word has disappeared from RV, but the passage in which it
occurs has attestation which satisfies Blass, Sir
William Ramsay, and other scholars. I t was
supposed that this was the captain of the Praetorian
guard, but Mommsen and Rainsa)- believe him to be
the princeps peregrinorum castrorum.
See Au-

2. In the
NT

II

to the margin in RV, where "author"
(of their salvation) is preferred, this
being the rendering of He 12 2 AV
and RV, "author" (and finisher of our faith).

GUST.4.N BAND; ARirr, ROMAN.
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CAPTIVE, kap'tiv ("^niB , shebhl, nba , gdldh; alxp.ii\uTos, aichmdldtos and its derivatives): The frequent references in the OT to captives as men forcibly deported (from the Heb root H^'? > shdbhdh) or
inhabiting a land foreign to them (from Heb n b j ,
gdldh) reflect the universal practice of the ancient
w-orld. The treatment of captives w-as sometimes
barbarous (2 S 8 2) but not alw-ays so (2 K 6 21.
22). See further under .Vssm and WAR.
Figurative: Except in Job 42 10 the fig. use ot
the idea is confined to the NT, w-here reference is
made to the triumphal reign of the Lord Jesus (Lk
4 18; Eph 4 ,s), or, on the other hand, to the pow-er
of t h e d e v n ( 2 Tim 2 '26), or of false teachers (3 6);
cf also Rom 7 23; 2 Cor 10 5.

See CAPTIVITY.
F.

K. FARR

CAPTIVITY, kap-tiv'i-ti . ( n b i ; , ijdldh, n i b j ,
gdluth, nnDIl), sh'bhuth, n^'DllJ, shibhydh; ixsroiKco-la,
//)('/(i(/:c,s'i'a):
I. OF THE'NORTHERN KINGDOM (THE WORK OF-VSRTRTA)

1 Western Campaigns of Shalmaneser II. ,860,S2,'-) BC
2 (It Rimmon-nirari III, ,Sin-7Sl BC
3. (If -riglath-pilescr III, 74,')-727 B('
4. of Shalmaneser I'V, 7i!7-7i.>2 BC—Siege of
Samaria
5. Samaria Captured by Sargon, 722 BC
6. Depopulation and Rcpopulation of Samaria
7. The Ten Trilies in Captivity
OF .JUDAH (THE WOREC OF THR CHALDAEAN POWER)
Southern Kingdom and House of David
1, Brealc-up of Assyria
2, Downfall of Nineveh, 600 BC
3, Pharaoh Nccoh's Revolt
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4. Defeat at (^arclicmish, 004 BO
5. Tlie New l!ab\ Ionian Empire under Nebuchadrezzar, (((.l4-,a(l-J liC
The Mission of .leremiah, (li,:(l-,'->so BC
6. Kevolt and Punisliiiieiit of .Jehoialdm, (ius-597
BC
7. Siege and Surrender of Jerusalem under Jehoiachin, .'b'J7 BO
8. First Deportation. 597 BO
The Baskets of Figs
9. The jMinistry of Ezekiel, r>':r2-r,70 BC
10. Jeremiah's Ministry in Jerusalem, .--)',i7-."i88 BO
11. Zedekiah's HebeUion and Siege of Jerusalem,
588-586 BC
Jeremiah "Falling Away to the Chaldaeaius"
12. Destruction of Jerusalem, 586 BC
Fliglit, Capture, and Punishment of Zedekiah
13. Second Deportation of Inhabitants, 586 BC
14. Third Deportation, 581 BC
(1) Number and QuaUty of Exiles
(2) The Residue Left
15. GedaUah, Governor of Judah
(1) Jeremiah and the I'light to Egypt
(2) Descendants of the Fugitives, 471-411 BO
16. The Exiles in Babvlon: Their Social Condition.
464-405 BC
17. The Rise and Development of Judaism
18. The Return by Permission of C.vrus, .338 BO
19. Rebuilding of the Temple, 5:i6 BC
Completed 515 BC
20. Reforms and Labors of Ezra and Nehemiah,
44,", BC
21. Modern Theories ot the Return
22. Importance of the Period Ezra- Nehemiah

LITERATURE

/. Of the Northern Kingdom.—The
captivity
of the Northern Kingdom was the work of the
great Assyr power having its seat
1. Western at Nineveh on the Tigris. The emCampaigns pire ot Assyria, founded nearly 2000
of Shalman- BC, had a long history behind it
eser II,
when its annals begin to take notice
860-825 BC of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah.
The reign of Sludmaiieser I I (860825 BC) marks the first contact between these
powers. This is not the Shalmaneser mentioned
in 2 K 17 and 18, who is the fourth of the name
and flourished more than a cent, later. Shalmaneser II was contemporary during his long reign
with Jehoshaphat, Jehoram, Ahaziah and Joash,
kings of Judah; with Ahab, Ahaziah, Jehoram
and Jehu, kings of Israel; with Hazael and Benhadad II, kings of Syria at Damascus, and -ndth
Mesha, king of Moali. The Assyr authorities for
his reign are an inscription engraved by himself
on the rocks of Armenia; the Black Obehsk
brought by Layard from Nimroud, now in the
British Museum; and the texts engraved on the
bronze gates of Balawat, discovered by Hormuzd
Rassam in 1878, and recognized as the swdnging gates
of Shalmaneser's palace. From these authorities we
learn that in his 6th year he encountered the combined forces of Damascus, Hamath, Israel, and other
states which had united to oppose his progress w-estward, and completely route(l them in the battle of
Karkar (S54 BC). The danger w hich threatened the
western stat es in common had brought Sj-ria and
Israel together; and this isin accord with the Scripture narrative wdiich tells ot a covenant, denounced
by God"s prophet, between Ahab and Benhadad (1K
20 34 ff), ancl mentions a period of three years w-hen
there was no war betw-een Syria and Israel. The
defeat ot the allies seems, however, to have broken
up the confederacy, for, soon after, Ahab is found,
-with the aid of Jehoshaphat of Judah, attempting
unsuccessfuUy, and with fatal result to himself, to
recover trom the weakened power of Syria the city
of Ramoth-gilead (1 K 22). In another campaign to the West, which Ukewdse finds no record
in Scripture, Shalmaneser received the tribute of
TjTe and Sidon, and of "Yahua ot Khumri,"' that
is, of Jehu, of the land of Omri, as Israel is called
on the monuments.
The next Assyrian monarch who turned his arms
against the West w-as Rimmon-nirari I I I (810-7.S1
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BC), grandson ot Shalmaneser I I . Although he
is not mentioned by name in Scripture, his presence
and activity had their influence upon
2. Of Rim- contemporary events recorded in 2 K.
mon-nirari He caused Syria to let go her hold of
III, 810-781 Israel; and although he brought Israel
BC
into subjection, the people of the
Northern Kingdom would rather have
a ruler exercising a nominal sovereignty over them
in distant Nineveh than a king oppressing them in
Damascus. Hence Rimmon-nirari has been taken
for the sa-viour w-hom God gave to Israel, "so that
they went out from under the hand of the Syrians'"
(2 K 13 5; cf ver 23).
With the death of Rimmon-nirari in 781 BC, the
power ot Assyria received a temporary check, and
on the other hand the kingdom of Judah under
Uzziah and the kingdom of Israel under Jeroboam
II reached the zenith ot their pohtical prosperity.
In 745 BC, however, a usurper, Pul, or Pulu,
ascended the throne of Assyria, and reigned as
Tiglath-pileser I I I . It is by the former name that
he is first mentioned in the Scripture narrative
(2 K 15 19; 1 Ch 5 26), and by the latter that
he is mentioned on the monuments. That the two
names belong to one man is now held to be certain
(Schrader, COT, I, 230 f).
Tiglath-pileser was one ot the greatest monarchs
of antiquity. He w-as the first to attempt to consolidate an empire in the manner to
3. Of Tig- which the world has become accuslath-pileser tomed since Rom times. He was not
III, 745-727 content t o receive tribute from the
BC
kings and rulers of the states which
he conquered. The countries which
he conquered became subject provinces of his empire, governed by Assyr satraps and contributing
to the imperial treasury. Not long after he had
seated himself on the throne, Tiglath-pUeser, like
his predecessors, turned his attention to the West.
After the siege of Arpad, northward of Aleppo, the
Assyr forces made their way into Syria, and putting
into operation the Assyr method of deportation
and repopulation, the concjueror annexed Hamath
which had sought the alliance and assistance of
Azariah, t h a t is Uzziah, king ot Judah. V'hether
he then refrained from molesting Judah, or whether
her prestige was broken by this campaign ot the
Assyr king, it is not easy to say. In another campaign he certainly subjected Menahem of Israel
with other kings to tribute. V hat is stated in a
word or two in the Annals of Tiglath-pileser is
recorded at length in the Bible history (2 K 15
19 ff): "There came against the land Pul the king
of AssjTia; and Menahem gave Pul a thousand
talents of silver, t h a t his hand might be with him
to confirm the kingdom in his hand. And Menahem
exacted the money of Israel, even of all the mighty
men of wealth, of each man 50 shekels of silver, to
give to the king of Ass\Tia. So the king of Assyria
turned back, and stayed not there in the land.""
In the reign of Pekah, under his proper name ot
Tiglath-pileser, he is recorded to have raided the
northern parts of Israel, and carried the inhabitants
away into the land of Assyria (2 K 15 29). We
next hear of Ahaz, king of Judah, appealing to the
Assyrians for help against "these two tails of
smoking firebrands," Rezin of Syria and Pekah,
the son ot Remaliah (Isa 7 4), To secure this
help he took the silver and gold of the house of the
Lord, and sent it as a present to the king of Assyria
(2 K 16 8). Meanwhile Tiglath-pileser was setting out on a new campaign to the West. He
carried fire and sword through Syria and the neighboring lands as far as Gaza, and on his return he
captured Samaria, w-ithout, however, razing it to
the ground. Pekah having been slain by his ow-n
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people, the -\ssyr monarch left Hoshea, the leader
of the e(iiis[iiracy, on the throne of Israel as the
vassal of -Vssyria.
Ill 727 BC Tiglath-pili^ser I I I died and WKS stieceedcd by Shalmaneser IV. llis reign was short
and no annals of it lia\'e come to
4. Of Shal- light. In 2 K 17 and 18, however,
maneser IV, we read that Ibishca, rehing uiion
727-722 BC help from the king of Egypt, tli((iight
the death of Tiglath-pileser a g0(((l
opportunity for striking a blow for iiuh>pendeiie(;.
It was a vain endeavor, tor the end (d the kingdom
of Israel w-as at hand. The peojile were grie\-((iisly
given over to oppr(-;si((n and wdekedni^ss, w-hich the
prophets -\iiu)s and Hosea vigorously denounced,
Hosea, in particular, was "the iirophet of Iscael's
dechne and fall," Prophesying at this very tune
he says: "-\s for Samaria, her king is cut olf, as
foam upon the water. The high idaces also of
.\ven, the sin of Israel, shall lie desI roved: the
thorn and the thistle shall come up on their altars;
and thev shall sav to the mountains, Co\-er us; and
to the hills, FaU'on us" (Hos 10 7„S; ef vs 14.15).
No less stern are the predict i(ms by Isaiah and
Mieah of the doom t h a t is to overtake Samaria:
"Woe to the erow-n of pride (if the drunkards ot
Ephraim, and to the fading flower of his glorious
beauty, w-hich is on the head of the fat valley of
them that are o^-ercome with wdne" (Isa 28 1).
"For the transgression ot Jacob is all this, and for
the sins of the house of Lrael. What is the transgression of Jacob'' is it not Samaria? .
Therefore I will make Samaria as a heap ot the field, and
as places for planting-vineyards" (^lic 1 5,6). No
help came from Egypt. With the unaided and enfeeljled resources of his kingdom Hoshea had to face
the chastising forces of his sovereign. He w-as made
prisoner outside Samaria and was most likely carried
away to Nineveh. Meanwhile the land was overrun and the capital doomed to destruction, as the
prophets had declared.
Not wdthout a stubborn resistance on the part
of her defenders did "the fortress cease from
Ephraim"' (Isa 17 3). It was only
6. Samaria after a three years' siege that the
Captured
Assyrians captured the cily (2 K 17
by Sargon, 5). If we had only the record of the
722 BC
Hebrew historian we should suppose
that Shalmaneser w-as the monarch to
whom fell the rewards and honors of the capture.
Before the surrender ot the city Shalmaneser had
abdicated or died, and S,ii'gijn, only once mentioned
in Scripture ll,-a 20 1), but one of the greatest of
Assyr monarchs, had ascended the throne. From
his numerous inscriptions, recovered from the ruins
ot Khorsabad, we learn that he, and not Shalmaneser, was the king who C(n-npl('Le(l the conquest of
the revolted kingdom and deported the inhabitants
to AssjTia. " I n the beginning [of my reign],"
says Sargon in his Annals, "the city Samaria [I
took] with the help of Shamash, who secures victory
to me [. . 27,290 pe(iple inbidiiters of it] 1 tdok
away captive; 50 chariots the property of iny
royalty, which were in it I apin'opriatcd. [. .
the citv] I restored, and more tli:(n before I caused
it to be inhabited; people of the lands coiif|uered
by my hand in it [I caused to (lv\ dl. My governor
over them I appointed, and tribute] and imposts
just as upon the -\ssvrians I laid upon them.'"
The Assyr Annals and the Scrijiture history supp(irt
and supplement each other at this point. Tlie
sacred historian describes the deportation as follows:
"The king of Ass>Tia took Samaria, and carried
Israel away into Assyria, and placed them in Halah,
and on the Habor, the river of Gozan, and in the
cities of the Medes . . . because they obeyed
not the voice of Jeh their Ciod, but transgressed
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his c(i\-enant, cvtai aU that Mo.ses, the servant ot
Jeh, (dinmaiKled, and would not hear it, nor do
it" (2 K 17 6.7; 18 11.12). The re6. Depopu- |)opulati(in of the coii(|uered territory
lation and is also described by the sacred historiRepopula- an: ".\nd the king of Assyria brought
tion of
men from Babylon, and from Cuthah,
Samaria
and from Avva, and from Hamath
and Sephai'vaiin, and placed them in
the cities of Samaria instead of the children of
Israel; and they ]>(issessed Samaria, and dwelt in
Ihc cities thereof" 12 K 17 24). The fact that
(8(11^(111 introduced foreign settlers taken in war into
Samaria is allested by inscriptions. That there
were various e|)is(i(les of deportation and repopulation in eoiineelion with the cirptivity ot the
Northern Kingdom apjiears to be certain. We
have se(!n already that Tiglatii-pileser I I I deported
the populati((ii of the northern tribes to Assyria
and placed over the depopulated country governors
of his own. And at a time considerably later, we
learn that Saigon's grandson Esarhaddon, and his
great-grandson Ashur-bani-pal, "the great and
noble ( isnappar,'" imported to the region of Samaria
settlers of nations conquered by them in the East
(Ezr 4 2,10). Of the original settlers, whom a
priest, carried away by the king of Assyria but
brought back to Bethel, taught "the law ot the god
of the land,"" it is said that "they feared Jehovah,
and served their own gods, after the manner ot the
nations from among whom they had been carried
away"' (2 K 17 33). The hybrid stock descended
from those settlers is known to us in later history
and in the Gospels as the Samaritans.
We must not suppose that a clean sweep was made
of the inhabitants of the Northern Kingdom. No
doubt, as in the Bab captivity, "the
7. The Ten poorest of the land were left to be
Tribes in
vinedressers and husbandmen" (2 K
Captivity
25 12). The numbers actually deported were but a moiety of the whole
population. But the kingdom of the Ten Tribes
was now at an end. Israel had become an Assyr
pro-vince, w-ilh a governor established in Samaria.
As regards the Golali—the captives of Israel in the
cities of the Medes—it, must not be supposed that
they became wholly absorbed in the population
among whom they were settled. We can well
believe that they pr('S(a-ve(l their Israelitish traditions and usages with sufficient clearness and
tenacity, and that they became part ot the Jewish
dispersion so w-ides]iread throughout the East.
It is quite pos.sible that at length they blended with
the exiles of Judah carried off by Nebuchadrezzar,
and that then Judah and Ephraim became one
nation as never before. The name Jew, therefore,
naturally came to include members of what had
earlier been the Northern Confederacy ot Israel as
w-ell as tho.se of the Southern Kingdom to which it
properly belonged, so that in the post-exilic period,
Jehudi, or Jew, means an adherent of Judaism
w-ithout regard to local nationality.
//. Of the Southern Kingdom (Judah).—The captivity of Judah was the work of the great Chaldaean
)iow-er seated at Bab>-lon on the Euphrates. While
the Northern Kingddm had new dynasties to rule
it in (|uick succession, Judah and Jerus remained
true to the House ((f David to the end. The
Southern Kingdom rested on a firmer foundation,
and Jet-US with its temple and priesthood secured
the throne against the enemies who overthrew
Samaria for nearly a cent, and a halt longer.
Sargon, who captured Samaria in 722 BC, was
fdllow-ed by monarchs with a great name as con(|(ier(.(rs and builders and patrons of lit,, Sennacherib,
ICsarhaddon, Ashurbanipal, When Ashurbanipal
died in 625 BC, the dissolution of the Assyr Empire
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was not tar off. Its hold over the \\ est had greatly
slackened, and the tributary peoples were breaking
out into revolt. Bands of Scythians,
1. Break-up a nomad Aryan race, from the -region
of Assyria between the Caucasus and the Caspian,
were sw-eeping through the ASSJT E m pire as far as Pal and Egypt, and the prophecies of
Jeremiah and Zephaniah reflect their methods ot
warfare and fierce characteristics. They were driven
back, however, at the frontier of Egypt, and appear
to have returned to the North wdthout invading
Judah.
From the North these hordes were closing in
upon Nineveh, and on all sides the Assyr power
w-as being weakened. In the "Burden
2. Downfall of Nineveh,"" the prophet Nahum
of Nineveh, foreshadow-s the joj' of the kingdom of
606 BC
Judah at the tidings of its approaching
downfall: "Behold, upon the mountains the feet of him that bringeth good tidings,
that pubhsheth peace 1 Keep t h y feasts, O Judah,
perform thy vows; for the wicked one shall no more
pass through thee; he is utterly cut off" (Nah 1
15; cf 3 8-11). The Medes regained their independence and under their king, Cyaxares, formed
an alliance with the Chaldaeans, who soon afterward revolted under the leadership of Nabopolassar, -viceroy of Babj-lon. Rallying these various elements to his standard Nabopolassar laid siege to
the Assyr capital, and in 606 BC, Nineveh, which
had been the capital city of great conquerors, and
had "multiplied [her] merchants above the stars of
heaven"" (Nah 3 16), fell before the combined forces
of the Medes and Chaldaeans, fell suddenly and
finaUj-, to rise no more. Ot the new Bab Empire
upon which the Chaldaeans now entered, Nebuchadrezzar, whose father Nabopolassar had associated
him with him on the throne, was the first and most
eminent ruler.
That the people of Judah should exult in the
overthrow of Nineveh and the empire for which it
stood we can w-ell understand. Jerus
3. Pharaoh herself had bjf God's mercy remained
Necoh's
unconquered when Sennacherib nearly
Revolt
a, cent, before had carried off from the
surrounding country 200,150 people
and had devastated the towns and fortresses near.
But the hateful ASSJT yoke had rested upon Judah
to the end, and not upon Judah only but even upon
Egypt and the vaUey of the Nile. In 608 BC
Pharaoh Necoh revolted from his Assyr suzerain
and resolved upon \n eastern campaign. He had
no desire to quarrel with Josiah of Judah, through
whose territory he must pass; but in loyalty to his
Assyr suzerain Josiah threw himself across the path
of the Egyp invader and perished in the battle of
Megiddo. The Pharaoh seems to have returned to
Egypt, taking Jehoabaz the son of .losiah with
him, and to have appointed his brother Jehoiakim king of Judah, and to have exacted a hea'vy
tribute from the land.
But he did not desist from his purpose to win an
eastern empire. Accordingly he pressed forward
till he reached the Euphrates, where
4. Defeat
he w-as completely routed by the Bab
at Cararmy under Nebuchadrezzar in the
chemish,
decisive battle of Carchemish, 604 BC.
604 BC
The battie left the Chaldaeans undisputed masters ot Western Asia, and
Judah exchanged the yoke ot Assyria for that of
Babylon,
So far as cruelty was concerned, there was Uttle
to choose between the new tyrants and the old
oppressors. Of the Chaldaeans Habakkuk, w-ho flourished at the commencement of the new Empire,
sa^-s: "They are terrible .and dreadful. . . . Their
horses also are sw-ifter than leopards, and are more
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fierce than the evening wolves; and their horsemen spread themselves: yea, their horsemen come
from far; they fly as an eagle that hast5. The New eth to devour'" (Hab 1 7.8 ARVm).
Babylonian Over Western Asia, including Judah,
Empire
Nebuchadrezzar since the battle of Carunder
chemish was supreme. It was vain
Nebuchad- tor Judah to coquet -with Egypt when
rezzar, 604- Nebuchadrezzar had a long and power562 BC
ful arm with which to inflict chastisement upon his disloyal subjects.
The mission ot Jeremiah the prophet in this crisis
ot the history of Judah was to preach obedience
and loyalty to the king of Babylon, and moral
reformation as the only means ot escaping the
Di-vine vengeance impending upon land and people.
He teUs them in the name of God of the great
judgment that was to come at the hand of the
Chaldaeans on Jerus and surrounding peoples. He
even predicts the period of their subjection to Chaldaean domination: "And this whole land shall be a
desolation, and an astonishment; and these nations
shall serve the king of Babylon seventy years'"
(Jer 25 11). This preaching was unpalatable to
the partisans of Egypt and to those who believed
in the in-violabUity of Jerus. But with stern rebuke
and with symbohc action he proclaims the doom of
Jerus, and in the face of persecution and at the risk
of his Ufe, the prophet fulfils his ministry.
Jehoiakim, who was first the vassal of Pharaoh
Necoh, and then of Nebuchadrezzar, was in corruption and wickedness too faithful
6. Revolt
a representative of the people. Jereand Punish- miah charges him with covetousness,
ment of
the shedding of innocent blood, opJehoiakim, pression and -violence (Jer 22 13-19).
608-597 BC The fourth year of Jehoiakim was the
first year of Nebuchadrezzar, who,
fresh from the -victory of Carchemish, was making
his sovereignty felt in the western world. The
despicable king of Judah became Nebuchadrezzar's vassal and continued in his allegiance three
years, after which he turned and rebelled against
him. But he received neither encouragement nor
help from the neighboring peoples.
"Jehovah
sent against him bands of the Chaldeans, and bands
of the Syrians, and bands ot the Moabites, and
bands of the children of Ammon, and sent them
against Judah to destroy it, according to the word
of Jehovah, which he spake by his servants the
prophets"" (2_K 24 2). The history of the latter
part oi Jehoiakim"s reign is obscure. The Heb
historian says that after a reign ot eleven years
he slept with his fathers, from which we infer that
he died a natural death. From Daniel we learn
t h a t in the third year of Jehoiakim, Nebuchadrezzar
came up against Jerus and besieged it, and carried
off, along -with vessels of the house of God, members
ot the seed royal, and of the nobility of Judah, among
whom was Daniel the prophet. That Jehoiakim
was included in what seems to be a first instalment
ot the capti'vity of Judah is expressly affirmed
by the Chronicler who says: "Against him
[Jehoiakim] came up Nebuchadnezzar
. . and
bound him in fetters, to carry him to Babylon'"
(2 Ch 36 6). However the facts really stand, the
historian adds to the record of the death ot Jehoiakim and ot the succession of Jehoiachin the signifi(;ant comment: "And the king of Egypt came not
again any more out ot this land; for the king of Babylon had taken, from the brook ot Egypt unto the
river Euphrates, all t h a t pertained to the king ot
Egypt" (2 K 24 7).
.lehoiachin who succeeded Jehoiakim reigned
only three months, the same length ot time as his
unfortunate predecessor Jehoabaz (2 K 23 31).
The captivity ot Jehoabaz in Egypt and the cap-
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tivity of Jehoiachin in Babylon are lamented in a
striking elegy In' Ezekiel, who compares them t o ,
"young lions, tUe offspring of the niother
7. Siege
lioness Israel, which learned to catch
and Surtheir prey anei de\-ourcd men, but were
render of
taken in the pit of the nations and
Jerusalem put in rings, so that their roar wiis
under
no more heard in the mountains of
Jehoiachin, Israel (Ezk 19 1-9). Nebuchadrezzar
597 BC
came in person while his servants w ere
liesie;;iiig .h^rus, and Jehoiachin sinrendcred at discretion. So the king and his mollier
and his ,M?rvaiits and his princes and his oflieers
were carried off with the niight,\- men of valor,
even ten thousand captives.
'None remained,
save the poorest sort of the peoi>le of the land.
He carried out thence all the treasures of the
house of Jehovah, and the treasures of the king's
house, and cut in pieces all the vesseds of gold,
which S(.(loinon king of Israel had made in the
temple of Jehovah, as Jehovah had said. And
all tUe men of might, even seven thou8. First
sand, and the craftsmen and the smiths
Deportation, a thousand, aU of tUem strong and
597 BC
apt for w-ar, even them the king of
Babylon brought captive to Babylon.
And the king of Babylon made Mattaniah, Jehoiachin's father's brother, king in his stead, and
changed his name to Zedekiah' (2 K 24 10-17).
From Jehoiacliin dates the carrying away into Babylon, the year being 597 BC. The unfortunate
monarch lived in exUe in Babylon 38 years, and
seems to have retained the respect and loyalty of
the exiles among whom he dwelt.
It w-as wdth reference to the deportation of the
princes and craftsmen and smiths that Jeremiah
had his \dsion of the baskets of figs—one containing
figs very good, like the first ripe figs; the other very
bad, so bad they could not be eaten (Jer 24 1-3).
The good figs were the captives of Judah carried
away mto the land of the Chaldaeans for good; t h e
bad" figs were the king Zedekiah and his princes
and the residue of Jerus, upon whom severe judgments were yet to fall tiU they were consumed from
off the land (vs 4-10).
Among the captives thus carried to Babylon and
placed on the banks of the Chebar was the priestprophet Ezekiel. Five years after the
9. The
captivity he began to have his wonderMinisti? of ful "visions'" of God, and to declare
Ezekiel,
their import to the exiles by the rivers
592-570 BC of Babylon. To the desponding captives who were engrossed with thoughts
of the kingdom of Judah, not yet dissolved, anil of
the Holy City, not yet burned up with fire, Ezekiel
could onlv proclaim by symbol and allegory the
destructio'n of city and nation, tUl the day when the
distressing tidings reached them of its complete
overthrow. Then to the crushed and des-pairmg
captives he utters no lamentations like those (3t
Jeremiah, but rather joyful predictions of a rebuilt
city, of a reconstituted kingdom, and of a renovated
and glorious temple.
, j i.
Although the flower of the population had been
carried away into Babylon and the Temple had
been despoiled of its treasures, Jerus
10. Jereand the Temple stiU stood To the
miah's Min- inhabitants who were left behind, and
istry in
to the captives in Babylon, Jeremiah
Jerusalem, had a message. To the latter he
597-588 BC offered counsels of submission and
contentment, assured t h a t the hate-ful and repulsive idolatries around them would
throw them back upon the law ot their God, and
thus promote the work of moral an(i spiritual regeneration within them. 'Thus saith Jeh, I will
give them a heart to laiow me, that I am Jehovah:
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and they shall be my people, and I will be their
God; for they shall return unto me with their whole
heart' (Jer 24 5,7). To "the residue ot Jerus"'
his counsels and predictions were distasteful, and
expi^sed him to the suspicion of disloyalty to his
people and his God. None of his warnings was more
impressive than that symbolieidly proclaimed by the
bands and bars which the propliet was to put upon
his neck to send to the kings of Edom and Moab
and Ammon and Tyre and Sidon, who seem to have
had ideas ot forniing an alliance agidn.st Nebucli.adrez/.ar. Zedekiah w-as also urged to submit, but si ill
entertained hopes that the king of Babylon would
allow t be captives of Judah to return. He even himself w(;nt to Babj'lon, perhaps summoned thither by
his suzerain (Jer 51 59). With an Egyp party in
Jerus urging an alliance with Egypt, and wUh a
young and warhke Pharaoh on the throne, Hophra
"(-\]iries), Zedekiah deemed the opportunity favorable for achieving independence, and entered into
an intrigue with the Egyp king. So Zedekiah
rebelled against the king ot Babylon (2 K 24 20).
It was a bold throw, but Nebuchadrezzar would
brook no such disloyalty from his vassals. He
marched at once to the West, and com11. Zede- mitted to Nebuzaradan the task of
kiah's Re- capturing Jerus, while he himself esbellion and tablished his headquarters at Riblah,
the Siege
in Sjria, on the Orontes. Meanwhile
of Jerusa- the Pharaoh wdth his army crossed
lem, 588the frontier to the help of his allies,
586 BC
and compeUed the Chaldaeans to raise
the siege of Jerus and meet him in the
field (Jer 37 5). But here his courage failed him,
and he retired in haste without offering battle.
Nebuzaradan now led back his army and the siege
became closer than before.
During the breathing-space afforded by the withdrawal of the Chaldaeans, Jeremiah was going out
of the city to his native Anathoth, some 4 mUes
to the N.E. across the ridge, on family business
(Jer 37 11-15). His departure was obs('rvf:>(l, and
he was charged with falling away to the Chaldaeans,
and cast into an impro'vised dungeon in the house
of Jonathan the scribe. While there the kmg sent
for him and asked, "Is there any word from Jehovah?" And Jeremiah answered fearlessly, "There
is. Thou shalt be delivered into the hand of the
king of Babylon."' For a time Jeremiah, by the
favor ot Zedekiah, enjoyed after this a greater
measure of freedom; but as he continued to urge m
hearing of aU the people the duty of surrender, his
enemies vowed that he should be put to death,
and had him cast into -.^. foul empty cistern, w-here
he ran the risk of being choked or starved to death.
Once again the king sought an interview with thi3
prophet giving him private assurance that he would
not put' him to death nor allow his enemies to do
so. Again the prophet counseh.d surrender, and
again he was allow-ed a measure ot freedom.
But the end of the doomed city was at hand.
In the 11th year of Zedekiah, 586 BC, in the 4th
month, the 9th day of the month, a
12. Debreach was made in the city (Jer 39
struction of 1,2), and the final assault completed
Jerusalem, the work that had been done by
586 BC
months of famine and want, Zedekiah and his men of war do not seem
to have waited for the delivery of the la.st assault.
They fled trom the city by night "by the way of the
king's garden, through the gate betwixt the two
walls," and made eastward for the Arabah. But the
army of the Chaldaeans pursued them, and ov(>rtook Zedekiah in the plains of Jericho, They took
him prisoner and brought him to Nebuchadrezzar
at Riblah, where the king of Babylon first slew the
son ot Zedekiah, and then put out his ej-es, ^\Ith
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the sons of the captured monarch were slain all the
nobles of Judah. This time neither city nor temple
nor palace was spared. Nebuzaradan "burnt the
house of Jeh, and the king's house; and aU the
houses of Jerus, even every great house, bm'nt he
with fire'" (2 K 25 9). His solchers, too, broke
down the walls of Jerus round about. The treasure
and the costly furnishings of the Temple, in so far
as they had escaped the former spoliation, were
carried away to Babylon. The ruin of Jerus was
complete. The Book of Lamentations utters the
grief and shame and penitence of an eyewdtness
of the captures and desolation of the Holj' City:
"Jehovah hath accomplished his wrath, he hath
poured out his fierce anger; and he hath kindled
a fire in Zion, which hath devoured the foundations thereof. The kings of the earth believed
not, neither all the inhabitants of the world, that
the adversary and the enemy would enter into
the gates of Jerus. Woe unto us! for w-e have
sinned. For this our heart is faint; for these things
our eyes are dim; for the mountain of Zion, which
is desolate: the foxes walk upon it"" (Lam 4 11.12;
5 16.18).
"So Judah,'" says the prophet who had been
through the siege and the capture (if not rather the
editor of his prophecies), "w-as carried
13. Second aw-aj- captive out ot his land" (Jer
Deporta52 27). The statements ot the numtion of In- bers carried away are, however, conhabitants, flicting. In Jer (52 28-30) we read of
586 BC
three deportations: t h a t of 597 BC
when 3,023 Jews were carried off; that
of 586 BC when Nebuchadrezzar carried off 832
persons; and one later than both in 581 BC, when
Nebuzaradan carried aw-ay captive of
14. Thu-d
the Jews 745 persons—a total ot 4,600.
DeportaIn 2 K 24 15.16 it is said t h a t in 597
tion, 581 BC Nebuchadrezzar carried to Babjlon
8,000 men. Dr. George Adam Smith
taking all the data together estimates that the very
highest figures possible are 62,000 or 70,000 men,
women and children, less than half of the whole
nation (Jerusalem, II, 2(i,'^-70). In 507 BC, Nebuchadrezzar carried off the princes and nobles and
craftsmen and smiths, leaving behind the poorest
sort ot the people ot the land (2 K 24 14). In
586 BC Nebuzaradan carried off the residue of the
people t h a t were left in the city, but he "left of the
poorest of the land to be -vinedressers and husbandmen"' (2 K 25 12). "They were, as the Bib. narratives testify, the poorest of the land, trom w-hom
every man of substance and energy had been sifted;
mere groups of peasants, w-ithout a leader and without a center; disorganized and depressed; bitten by
hunger and compassed bj- enemies; uneducated and
an easy prey to the heathenism by whieii they were
surrounded. We can appreciate the silence which
reigns in the Bible regarding them, and which has
misled us as to their numbers. They were a negligible quantity in the reUgious future of Israel:
-without initiative or any influence except that of a
dead weight upon the efforts of the rebuilders of
the nation, when these at last returned from Babylonia"" (Jerusalem, II, 209-70).
Over those who w-ere left behind, Gedaliah w-as
appointed governor, wdth his residence at Mizpah,
where also a Bab contingent remained
15. Geda- on guard. Jeremiah had the choice
liah. Gov- of being taken to Babjdon or of reemor of
maining in Judah, He preferred to
Judah
remain with the residue of the people
under the care of Gedaliah. With the
murder of Gedaliah by Ishmael, a traitorous scion
ot the royal house, who in turn had to flee and made
good his escape, it looked as U the last trace of the
former kingdom of Judah w-as wiped out. Against
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the counsel of Jeremiah, the remnant, led by Johanan
the son ot Kareah, resolved to take refuge in Egj'pt
and insisted that Jeremiah and his friend Baruch
should accompany them. I t is in Egypt, amid
disappointment and misrepresentation which he
had to endure, that we have our last ghmpse of
the prophet of the downfaU of Judah. Of the
descendants of those settlers in Egypt remarkable
remains have been discovered within the last fewyears. They consist of Aram, papyxi which were
found at Assouan, the ancient Syene, and which
belong to a time not more than a cent, after the
death of Jeremiah. The documents are accounts
and contracts and deeds of various kinds, from
w-hieh we gather that in the 5th cent. BC there were
Jew-s keeping themselves apart as they do still,
w-orshipping Jeh, and no other God, and even having
a temple and an altar of sacrifice to which they
brought offerings as their fathers did at Jerus before
the destruction ot the Temple. These papyri give
us valuable glimpses of the social condition and
religious interest of the settlers. See DISPERSION.
Of the Jewdsh captives carried off by Nebuchadrezzar and settled by the rivers of Babylon, we
learn something from the prophecies
16. The
of Daniel which are now generally
Exiles in
believed to belong to the MaccaBabylon
bean period, and much trom the
prophecies ot Ezekiel, from the Psalms
of the Captivity, and from the Second Isaiah,
whose glowing messages ot encouragement and comfort w-ere inspired by the thought of the Return,
From Haggai and Zechariah we see how the work
of rebuilding the Temple was conceived and carried
out. Of the social condition of the Exiles an interesting revelation is given by the excavations at
Nippur. From cuneiform tablets, now in the Imperial Ottoman Museum at Constantinople, preserved among the business archives of the w-ealthy
firm of Murashu, sons of Nippur, in the reign of
Artaxerxes I and Darius I I (464-405 BC), there
can be read quite a number of Jewish names. And
the remarkable thing is t h a t many of the names are
those known to us from the genealogical and other
lists of the Books of K and Ch and Ezr and Neh.
Professor Hilprecht (The Babylonian
Expedition,
IX, 13 ff) infers from an examination of these that
a considerable number of the Jewish exiles, carried
aw-ay by Nebuchadrezzar after the destruction of
Jerus, were settled in Nippur and its neighborhood.
Of this fact there are various proofs. The Talmudic tradition which identifies Nippur with
Calneh (Gen 10 10) gains new force in the light
of these facts. And "the river Khebar in the land
of the Chaldeans,"' by which Ezekiel saw his -vision,
is now known trom inscriptions to be a large navigable canal not far trom Nippur (ib, 27,28).
The influence ot the Captivity as a factor in the
development of Judaism can hardly be overestimated. "The captivity of Judah,"
17. The
says Dr. Foakes-Jackson
(Biblical
Rise and
History of the Hebrews, 316) "is one
Developof the greatest events in the history
ment of
of religion. . . . With the captivity
Judaism
the history of Israel ends, and the history of the Jew-s commences." Placed
in the midst of heathen and idolatrous surroundings the Golah recoiled from the abominations of
their neighbors and clung to the faith ot their
fathers in the God of Abraham. Exposed to the
taunts and the scorn of nations t h a t despised them,
they formed an inner circle of their own, and cultivated that exelusiveness which has marked them
ever since. Being without a countrj', without a
ritual system, without anv material basis for their
lite as a people, they learned as never before to
prize those spiritual possessions which had come
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down to them from the past. Thej- built up their
nationality in tlicU' new surrouneUngs upmi the
foundation of their religion, d'lieir prophets, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, had encouraged and stimulated
them with the assurance of spiritual blessings, and
the promise of restoration. For their w-hole .social
and domestic and spiritual life there was needed
some steady and continuous regulative principle or
scheme. The need of this threw their leaders and
thinkers back upon the Law of Moses. The rabbi
and the scrU>e took the place of the sacrificing jiriest,
The synagogue .and the Sabbath came to occupy
a new place in tin- religious practice of the p('o[ile.
These and other instituti((ns of Judaism only attained t o maturity after the Return, but the Captivity and the Exile created the needs they W'(?re
meant to supplj-. \\ bile the prophets were clear
and exphcit in setting forth the Gapti\'ity, they
were not less so in predicting the Ueturn. Isaiah
with his doctrine ot the Remnant, Mieah, Zephaniah, Jeremiah, bi/.ekiel and others gifted wdth the
nsion of God, cheered the nation, each in their
da}', wdth the hope of restoration and return, not
for Judah only but for Israel as w-ell. A'ineyards
w-ere to be planted again upon the mountains of
Samaria as w-ell as in the vallej-s of Judah. Jeremiah had even predicted the length of the period of
the Exile, w-hen he declared t h a t the inhabitants
of the land should serve the king of Babylon for
seventy years (Jer 25 12; 29 10).
It w-as in CJTUS, w-ho brought about the fall of
Babylon and ended the New Babylonian Empire
in 539 BC, t h a t the hopes ot the exiles
18. The
came t o be centered. He was "the
Return by battle-axe"" w-ith which Jeh was to
Permission shatter Babylon (Jer 51 20), and as he
of Cyrus,
proceeded on his path of victory the
538 BC
unknow-n Seer whom we call the Second
Isaiah w-elcomed him as the liberator of
his people. "Thus saith Jehovah . . of Jerus,
Sh(.' shall be inhabited; and of the cities of Judah,
The>y shall be built, and I wUl raise up the waste
places thereof; t h a t saith to the deep. Be dry, and
I wiU dry up t h y rivers; t h a t saith of C>-rus, He is
my shepherd, and shall perform all my pleasure, even
saving of Jerus, She shall be built; an( 1 of the temple.
Thy foundation shaU be laid" (Isa 44 26-28).
V^'ithin a year of the entry of Cyrus into Babylon
an edict was issued f2 Ch 36 22,23; Ezr 1 Iff),
granting permission to the exiles to
19. RebuUd- return and build a house for the Lord
ing of the
in Jerus. He also brought forth the
Temple,
vessels of the Temple w-hich Nebuchad636 BC
rezzar had carried away and handed
them over to Sheshbazzar, the prince
of Judah; and Sheshbazzar brought them w-ith
him when they of the Captivity were brought up
from Babylon unto Jerus.
Particulars of the Itetum are given in the Books
of Ezr and Neh, and in the proiiheeies ot Haggai
and Zechariah. Of the exUes 42,360 returned under
Sheshbazzar, besides slaves; and under Jeshua the
son of Jozadak the priest, and Zerubliabel, the son
of Shealtiel, first an altar was built and then the
foundations ot the Temple were laid. In consequence of tbe opposition of the Samaritans, who
were refused any share in the restoration of the
Temple, the work of rebuUding was grcatlv hindered,
and came to a stop. It was then that Haggai and
Zechariah urged the resumption ot the work and
partly by denouncing the niggardliness of the people
and partly by foreshadowing the glorious future in
store tor t h e Temple, hastened forward the (-nterprise. At length in the month Adar, in the 6th
year of Darius (515 BC) the w-ork w-as completed
and the Passover celebrated within the courts of
the restored Sanctuary (Ezr 6 15-18).
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For some decades the history is silent, and it was
in 45S BC that Ezra set out for Jerus taking 1,800
Jews along with him. He found that
20. Rethe returned Jews had become allied
forms and in marriage with the people of the
Labors of
land and were in danger ot losing their
Ezra and
racial characteristics by absorption
Nehemiah among the heathen (Ezr 9). It was
due no doubt to his efforts and those of
Nehemiah su[iported by the searching and powerful iittei 11 s of Mahchi that this peiil was
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Terra-Cotta Cylinder Containing the History of the Captui-e of Babylon by Cyrus the Great.
averted. Thirteen years later (445 BC) Nehemiah,
the cupbearer of Artaxerxes, having heard of the
desolate condition of the Holy City, the place of
his fathers' sepulchers, obtained leave ot his master
to visit Jerus. With letters to the governors on the
route and to the keeper of the king's forest, he set
out, and came safely to Jerus. Having himself
inspected the w;dls he called t he people to the w-ork
of repairing the ruins, and despite the taunts and
calumny and active hostility of the Sam opposition he had the satisfaction of seeing the work
completed, the gates set up and the city repeopled.
Nehemiah and Ezra then gathered the people
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together to hear the words of the Law, and at a
solemn convocation the Law was read and explained
to the assembly. Thereafter a covenant was entered
into by the people t h a t they would observe the Law
ot Closes and not intermarry wdth the heathen nor
traflic on the Sabbath, but would pay a third of a
shekel annually for the services of the Temple and
would bring fijst-truits and tithes (Neh 10 28ff).
The course of the history as here set forth has
been disputed by some modern scholars, who hold
that there was no return ot the exiles
21. M o d e m under Cj-rus and t h a t the rebuilding of
Theories of the Temple was the work of the Jews
the Return who remained behind in Judah and
Jerus (EB, art. "Ezra-Nehemiah"").
This -view, held by the late Professor Kosters of
Leyden and supported by Professor H . P . Smith
and other scholars, proceeds largely upon the
rejection of the historical character of the Book of
Ezr-Neh. The historical difficulties which are
found in the book are by no means such as to warrant us in denying the fact of the Return and the
work of Ezra in connection with Nehemiah. As
regards the Return, the course of the narrative is
too well supported by documents which bear upon
them the stamp of historical t r u t h to be rashly disputed. Moreover, it seems highly improbable
that an enterprise requiring such energy ami skill
and faith should have been undertaken, without
stimulus from -without, by the residue of the people.
We have already seen how Uttle initiative was to
be expected of the poorest of the people; and the
sUence of Haggai, on the subject of the Return, is
no argument against it. T h a t the Judaism of Pal
required invigoration by an infusion of the zeal
an(i enthusiasm which grew up in the Judaism of
Bab, is manUest trom the story of the Captivity.
From the age of Nehemiah and the period immediately preceding it came influences of the utmost
moment for the future. "Within these
22. Impor- hundred years,"' says the late Dr. P.
tance of the Hay Hunter in Afler the Exile (I, xvi).
Period
"the teaching of Moses was established
Ezraas the basis of the national life, the
Nehemiah first steps were taken toward the formation of a canon of Scripture. Jewish
society was moulded into a shape which succeeding
cents, modified, but did not essentially change.
During this period the Judaea of the days of Our
Lord came into being. Within this period the
forces which opposed Christ, the forces which
ralUed to His side, had their origin. This cent,
saw the rise of parties, w-hich afterward became
sects under the names of Pharisees and Sadducees.
I t laid the foundation of Rabbinism. I t fixed the
attitude of the Jews toward the GentUes. It put
the priesthood in the way to supreme authority.
It gave birth to the Samaritan schism."
Figurative uses. See C.\PTI-VE.
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CAPTIVITY EPISTLES.
CAR.

See PHILEMON.

See P.ILANQUIN.

CARABASION, kar-a-ba'zi-on ('PaPao-Uv, Rhabasldn, Kapapao-Cwv, Karabasldn; Marimoth): One
of the sons of Baani (1 Esd 9 34) who had
married foreign 'wives, during the captivity. The
name is allowed to be corrupt; it seems to be represented by Meremoth in the hst of Ezr 10 36.

CARAVAN, kar'a-van, kar-a-van' (ITIS, 'drah):
This word is not found in AV, but RV employs
it three times, -viz. in Job 6 18.19 ('orhdth), w-here
AV renders "paths'" (ver 18) and "troops"" (ver 19);
in Isa 21 13 ('dr'hdth), where AV and E V give
"travelling companies," and in Ezk 27 25 (shdrdth),
where AV gives a totally different tr. The Heb text
in Ezk is dubious, but in Isa and Job "caravan"'
is undoubtedly a correct rendering of the Heb
(cf also Gen 37 25). T h e inhabitants of Pal
were familiar with the caravans—the goods trains
of the Sem world—which traveled between Babylon and Syria on the one hand to Arabia and on the
other t o Egj-pt. The main routes between these
countries passed through Canaan. Isaiah refers to
"caravans of Jedanites"—a trading Arab, tribe
who conveyed their wares to Babylon. Job
compares his would-be friends to a deceitful brook,
full in the rainy season, but dry in summer, which
entices caravans to turn aside from the main route
in the hope of a plentiful supply of water, but
which faUs the thirsty travelers when they need it
most.

T.

CARAVANSARY, kar-a-van'sa-ri.
CARBUNCLE, kar')3un-k"l.
cious.

LEWIS

See I N N .

See STONES, P H E -

CARCAS, kar'kas (DS"]?, karkas): One of seven
chamberlains, ordered to summon Queen Vashti
before King Ahasuerus (Est 1 10). The Targ allegorizes the first five of the names.
CARCASS, CARCASE, kar^kas: The dead body
of a beast; used sometimes in a contemptuous way
of the dead body of a human being. The use ot
the word as appUed to a living body is not found in
either OT or N T . (1) It occurs as a tr of the Heb
"IJS, pegher, in Gen 15 11; this Heb word is also
tr'i' "dead body'" in Nu 14 29; 1 S 17 46; Isa
34 3 ; 66 24; Ezk 6 5; 43 7,9, and "corpse"
in Nah 3 3. (2) The Heb f l b a j , n'bheldh, is
also tr'i "carcass" in Lev 5 2; 11 8.11; Jer 16
18, but as "dead body"" in D t 28 26 ("body,""
Josh 8 29; 1 K 13 22.29; 2 K 9 37); Isa 5 25;
Jer 7 33; 16 4; 19 7. (3) In Jgs 14 8 the word
n j S ' Q , mappddh, from ' 3 D , ndphal, "to incline"
or "faU,"" is also tr^ "carcass." (4) I n M t 24 28
the word "carcase" (not "carcass") is used to render
the Gr irTdpa, ptdma, the reference probably being
here t o the dead body of an animal For the
body of a human being the Gr is tr*^ "corpse"
(Mt 14 12; Mk 6 29; 15 45), and "dead bodies"'
(Rev

11 8.9).

W. N .

STEARNS

CARCHEMISH, kar'ke-mish (UJipSn?, kark'mlsh; XapfitCs, Charmeis, Kapxa|j.e£s, Karcharneis):
An exceedingly ancient Hittite city on the banks of
the Euphrates, identified with Jerablus (Hierapolis)
about 23 hours from Aleppo, between Birefik and
Membij.
The Assyr form of the name is Kargamih
or Gargamis, but its meaning is doubtful, the interpretation "Fort of the god Chemosh"" having been
suggested before it was known that the Assyr-Bab
torm of Chemosh was not Kamish or Gamish, but
Kammusu (Kammosu).
Systematic excavations
on the site have apparently only just been made,
those undertaken by Consul J. Henderson, after
the death of G. Smith the AssjTiologist, having
been mainly devoted to the excavation of sculptures,
etc. The site has vast walls and palace-mounds
about 8,000 ft. in circumference.
The earliest occurrence of the name is in an adjectival form, namely, KarkamisU, "Carchemishite,"
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applied to a vase or measure ot 200 qn, in a Ust
of proptTtv at Sippar in Ihe reign of .\nimi-sa(luga
(cir 1901) IK'l, Later on, tho h^gjp
1. Evidence poet known as Pentaur refers to the
of the
people of Carchemish (Qargamesa} as
City's Early forming, with the men of -Vrvad,
Existence
rVleppo and Gozan, part of "the host
of the miserable king of the Hittites"
(Hattu-sil), who fought against Rameses 11 at the
battle of Kadesh. The first .Vssyr king to mention
Carchemish is Tiglath-pileser 1 (cir r2(iS liC),
who states t h a t he plundered "from the neiglibiirhood of the land of Suhu [the Shuhites] as far as
Careheiuish of the land of IJattii" in one day.
Later, the city attracted tho attenlion of the
.\ssyr king -\.ssm--nasir-apli, w-lio started on the 8th
of lyyar, about the year S70 BC,
2. Its Later to the eoiunu^st ot the district, and
History
received tribute from the son of BitBahiani; and, a little later, from
Sangara of Carchemish, who is described as king of
the Hittites. This tribute consisted ((f 20 talents
ot sUver, various objects of gold, 100 talents of
copper, 250 talents of iron, furniture, chariots and
horses—an enormous treasure, Shalmaneser I I ,
son of Assur-nasii'-apU, also took tribute from the
king of Carchemish here referred to. On the first
occasion when the two monarchs met, Sangara
was in alUance with the S.im'alians, Patinians, and
Til-Bursip. After the capture of Sazabe (858 BC),
a strong citj- of Sangara of Carchemish, all the
opposing princes submitted. The tribute paid
by the Ilittite king on this occasion is depicted on
strip F of the bronze coverings of the gates of
Balaw-at, which has four representations of the
place—two in the upper and two in the lower row
of rehefs. The Kurldi monolith states that the
tribute consisted ot "2 talents of gold, 70 talents
of sUver, 80 talents of bronze, 100 talents of iron,
30 talents of purple stuff, 500 weapons, his daughter
with a dowry, and 100 daughters of his great men,
500 oxen, and 5,000 sheep." A yearh- tax w-as also
imposed. The reliefs show two long trains of
tribuT(--tiearers, t h a t in the lower row escorting
the princess, w-ho, apparently accompanied by her
father, goes to meet the Assj-r king. SamSi-.-^dad,
Shaliiiuiicser I I ' s son, merely mentions Carchemish
as being on the western limits of his empire.
In the time ot Tiglath-pileser IV, the city was
ruled by Ixing Pisiri(s), who paid tribute as an
A'ssvr vassal. On the accession ot
3. Tiglath- Surgon of Assyria, however, Pisiris
pUeser IV
tried to ttuow off the Assyr yoke.
Receives
and made alliance with Meta ot
Its Tribute, Moschi (Mesech) and other rulers,
and Sargon but was taken prisoner in the operaof Assyria tions which followed. In the subIncorposequent plundering of the city, those
rates It
who suffered most were the inhabitants
of the city who had been most active
against Assyria. These were carried captive, and
their places filled, as was the custom, by Assyr
settlers. The city"s importance under ASSJT rule
continued, the "mana of Carchemish"" being one
of the standard weights in use at Nineveh. After
incorporation into the Assyr empire it was ruled
by Assj-r governors, one of whom, Bel-('inuranni,
was eponym for the year 691 BC (reign of Sennacherib). The OT gives later details. In the
time of Josiah, Pharaoh Necoh marched to fight
against the cit^-, and the Jewdsh king went out to
meet him, bu't lost his hfe at Megiddo (2 Ch
35 20 ff). Four years later (605 BC), the Egyp
king was himself defeated by Nebuchadrezzar
under the waUs of the cily (Jer 46 2) in the battle
which decided the fate of Western Asia.

The art of Carchemish was that of the Ilittite
nation to which the city belonged, but it w-as
stronglj- influenced by the stj-le of
4. Sculpthe .Vssyrians, and exhibits a mannerture and
ism if anything more pronounced. The
Inscriptions inscriptions found on the site are in
Found at
the usual Hittite style—boldly carved
Carchemish natural objects and implements in
relief arranged in boustrophedonbaiids between division-lines. It is not improbable,
however, that cuneiform was also used, and texts
in Ph((Cii characters may, by chance, be found. The
patron-deity of the city was the Asiatic goddess
Atargatis, whose worship, when the place lost its
importance, was nanoved to the new Hierai^olis
now represented by the ruins of Membij.
T.

Ci, PlXCHES

C A R E , kdr, C A R E F U L N E S S , kar'f(5fil-ness,
CAREFUL, kar'f(5bl: The Eng. word "care" has
such a variety ot meanings, and so many Heb and
Gr words in the Bible are tr'i by this Eng. expression
and its compounds, that it is difficult to organize
them into a single brief article. We may do so, however, by remembering that into our word are really
woven tw-o strands, one Teutonic and one Lat.
The former element implies a measure of trouble
or sorrow, as the pain from a blow, a throb, a distress in the mind; the latter, from Lat cura, implies
a stretching forward, attention to some person or
thing. We can often discern these two senses side
by side in the Bible, and sometimes they almost
run into one another. This is so esp. in the AV.
We can treat the subject best by keeping separate,
as far as possible, these two senses.
/. In the Sense of Anxiety, Solicitude.—In the
OT several words are tr'i ((pare,"" in this sense.
"Thy father hath left off caring for
1. Subthe asses,"" concern about them lit.
stantives
"matters of the asses" ( ^ 1 ^ " , dibhre,
1 S 10 2). "They shaU eat bread
by weight, and with care"' (HJS'I, d''dghah, "carefidness" RV; "tearfulness"" ARV, Ezk 4 16).
The same word is rendered carefulness (AV and
RV; "tearfulness," ARV, Ezk 12 18-19); and
"fear" (AV; "carefulness," RV and ARV, Josh 22
24). -V-gain, "heaviness" (AV, RV and ATiN),
but "care" (RVm and ARVm, Prov 12 25). Once
more, "sorrow" (.V.V, RV and ARV), but "care"
(RVm and ARVm, Jer 49 23). There is also the
word n ~ n n , hdradhah, "trembUng," "fear," ".anxiety." i t is rendered "trembling" (Gen 27 33 AV).
But "thou hast been careful for us with all this
care" ("showed us all this reverence," RVm, ARVm,
2 K 4 13).
In the N T care, in the sense of anxiety, is the
meaning given to iiipipva, merimna, the condition
of being drawn mentally in different directions,
distraction ot mind. "Care of the world" (Mt 13
22' Mk 4 19; Lk 8 14, "c. of this life," Lk 21
34); "care ot all the churches" (2 Cor 11 28)
("anxiety," RV and ARV); "casting aU your
care upon him"' ("anxiety," RV, ARV, 1 Pet 5 7).
Also in the Apoc, " M y heart taUeth tor care"
(1 Mace 6 10); "Care bringeth old age before
the time" (Sir 30 24). To these may be added
the adj, anieriinnos, " I would have you without
carefulness" (,\V; "tree from cares,"" RV and ARV,
1 Cor 7 .32).
In the OT (nS?"!, dd'agh, "to have concern or
amxiety for"). "Not be careful in the year of
drought" (Jer 17 8). (nb D^'iB, sdm
2. Verbs
lebh, "to set the heart upon"), 'Tf we
flee away, they will not care for us""
("set their heart upon us'" AVm^ 2 S 18 3).
In the N T (pepipviioi, merimndo), "Thou art care-
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ful and troubled" ("anxious" R\ and ARV, Lk 10 PhU 2 28). The vb. (iK^r,T4u, ekzetid, " I seek out,"'
is tr'i "seek carefuUy"": "though he sought it care41). "He that is unmarried careth tor things t h a t
fully with tears"" ("diligently" RV, ARV, He 12 17).
belong to the Lord'" ("is careful for," RV and ARV,
RV adds others (aKpifiboi, akribod, "I ascertain
1 Cor 7 32-34). "Members should have the same
care one for another" (1 Cor 12 25). "Who wUl exactly"), "learned ot them carefully"' RV ("dilinaturally care [ARV "care truly"] for your state" gently" AV; "exactly" ARV, M t 2 7.16). The
(Phil 2 20). "Be careful for nothing" ("in nothing adv. akribos, "search out carefully" RV ("diUbe amxious,"' RV and ARV, PhU 4 6). The Apoc gently" AV; "exactly'' ARV, Mt 2 8). "Taught
carefully" RV ("diligently" AV; "accurately"
has "careful" (Bar 3 18) and the RV has "be not
careful overmuch," where a distinction is plainly ARV, Acts 18 25). "More carefully'" RV ("more
perfectly"" AV, "more accurately"" ARV, Acts 18
made between care in the sense ot anxiety and of
26). 'Eiri(r/co7r^tii, episkoped, " I oversee,'" is rendered
attention, for a person cannot be too attentive, but
"look carefully"' (RV, ARV, "look diligently" AV,
he may be too anxious (2 Esd 2 27),
He 12 15).
The imper.sonal vb. (M^^^', nidei), though not
In the Apoc merimndo is tr'i "carefully,"' as "We
quite so strong as merininad, alwaj-s implies a
degree of concern higher than is felt in mere atten- should carefully think of thy goodness"" ("ponder""
G. H. T R E V E R
tion. "Carest thou not that we perish?" (Mk 4 RV, Wisd 12 22).
3S). "Carest not for anyone" (.V-V "no man,""
CARELESS, kar'les, CARELESSLY, kar'les-li:
Mt 22 16; Mk 12 14). "Dost thou not care
that my sister did leave me to serve alone?" (Lk 10 These words always mean, "wdthout anxiety,"
40). "Careth not for the sheep" (Jn 10 13). the confidence springing from a sense of securitj'.
There is both the vb. n C 3 , bdtah, "he trusted,"
"Cared for the poor" (Jn 12 6). "Gallio eared for
and the noun n i 3 3 , betah, "Ye careless daughters'"
none of these things" (.Vets 18 17). "Care not
for it"" (1 Cor 7 21). "He careth tor you"' (1 Pet
(RVm "confident") (Isa 32 9-11). People dwelt
5 7). "Doth God care for oxen?" (better, "Is it
careless ("insecurity" RV, ARV, Jgs 18 7); "carefor the oxen that God careth'?" RV and ARV, 1 Cor less Ethiopians'" (Ezk 30 9). "Thou that dwellest
carelessly'" ("sittest securely" R^^ ARV, Isa 47
9 9).
8).
"Thou that dwellest earelesslj-" ("securely"
//. In the Sense of Attention.—In
the sense ot
attention, with the flavor of earnestness added from
RV, ARV, "confidently" AVm, Ezk 39 6). "The
the original Teutonic meaning of the
city that dwelt carelessly" (Zeph 2 15). ARV
1. Subword care, we have the tr ot arrovSy, and RV add 7173, bdzdh, "he despised,'" using the
stantives
spumlt-, "speed," "earnest care."" participle in "He that is careless of his ways shall
"What carefulness it wrought in you""
die,"" "despiseth"" AV, ARVm, RVm (Prov 19 16).
("earnest care," RV, ARV, 2 Cor 7 11). "Our
G. H. T R E V E R
care for you in the sight of God" ("earnest care,""
CAREM, ka'rem (Kap4|i, Karem): A city of
RV, ARV, 2 Cor 7 12). " P u t the same care into
Judah interpolated by the L X X (Josh 15 59),
the heart of Titus" ("earnest care," RV, ARV,
Probably BETH-HACCHEREM (q.v.).
2 Cor 8 16). We have also cl>poveiv, phronein, the
infin. used as a subst. "Your care for me hath
CARIA, ka'ri-a (KapCa, Karla): A country in
flourished" ("thought,"" RV, ARV, Phil 4 10). Also the S.W. of Asia Minor which extended on the N.
ippovrts, phrontls, "thought"" ("care"" ARV, Wisd 6 to Lydia, on the E . to Phrygia, on the S. to Lycia,
17; 7 4).
and the W. to the Aegean Sea. Its borders, however,
".-V land which Jehovah thy God careth for" like those ot most ot the ancient countries ot Asia
(ICII, ddrash, "seek after'") ("seeketh after,"" RVm,
Minor, were never definitely fixed; hence the difficulty presented by the study ot the political di-viARVm, Dt 11 12). "No man careth
sions. The general surface of the country is rugged,
2. Verbs
for my soul"" ("sought" .-VVm, Ps 142
4; nl^'n, hdshah). "We are not care- consisting ot mountainous ridges running across
ful to answer" (AN, AVm, ARVm; "We have no it, and terminating as promontories jutting into the
need to answer,"" RV, ARV, Dnl 3 16). In the N T sea. Its history consists chiefly of that of its practically independent cities of which Miletus (Acts
impeXiopjit, epimeleomai, "Take care of him" (Lk
20 15-20) and Cnidus (Acts 27 7) are the chief.
10 34.35). "How shall he take care of the church
of G o d ? " (1 Tim 3 5). 'PPOVTI^III, phrontlzd, "to be For some time pre-vious to 168 BC it had lost its
thoughtful or mindful of,"' "may be careful to main- independence, and belonged to the island ot Rhodes,
but in t h a t year Rome made it again free. Accordtain good works" (Tit 3 8).
G. H. TREVER
ing to 1 iVIacc 15 23, Caria w-as one of several
places to which the Rom senate in 139-138 BC
CAREAH, ka-re'a. See K.iRE.^H.
sent letters in favor of the Jews, a fact showing
that its population w-as mixed. Its coast cities,
CAREFUL, CAREFULNESS. See CARE.
however, were peopled chiefly by Greeks. In 129
CAREFULLY, kar'f(5cil-i: The same two strands
BC Caria became a part ot the Rom pro-vince of
of anxietv and of attention ajiijear in this word
Asia, and from that date its history coincides with
as in care. Several words in the Heb and Gr are
that of the province. Though Paul and others ol
thus rendered in the Eng, VSS, ".\nxiously" is the apostles traversed Caria in their missionary
the thought in "The inhabitants of Maroth waited
journeys, only its cities are mentioned by name in
carefully for good" (Tlbn, halah, "to be in pain,"'
that connection.
E. J. BANKS
"was grieved"" .Wm, "waitetli anxiously" RV,
ARV, "is in travaU" RVm, ARVm, Mic 1 12).
CARITES, kar'i-tez (^1.3, kdri, "one ready,"'
'dife-guardsman""): .\ body of troops mentioned in
In the sense of attentivdy, tlie Heb emphatic
2 K 11 4.19 (AV "captains"'). Instead of CHEREexpression, the infinite absolute w-ith the finite
vb. is rendered ''carefuUy" in, "Thou shalt care- THITES (q.v.), the Kethibh ot 2 S 20 23 offers the
fuUy hearken"' (lit. "hearing, thou shalt hear,"" reading Carites.
"dihgently hearken"" RV, ARV, Dt 15 5). The
same Heb is rendered "dUigentlv hearken" AV;
CARMANIANS, kar-ma'ni-anz. See CARMO"hearken diligently" RV, .VRV (Dt 11 13; 28 1).
NIAXS,
In the NT a-trouSaior^pois, spowlaiot&ros, " I sent
CARME, kar'me. See CIIARME.
him the more carefully" ("diUgently" RV, -VR^',
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CARMEL, kiir'mel (blQ-l? , or, with art., ' ^ " I S n ,
karmcl, "fruit garden," or ha-karnid; Jos, 6 K(ip|j.T|Xos, /((> Kiirmdos, Kap(j.-<i\iov opos, Karmt'lion dros):
(1) -V beautifuUj- W((oded mountain range running for about 13 miles in a south-easterly direction
from the proniontorj' whicli drops on the shore of
the Mediterranean near Haifa, at t h e southern
extremitj' of the plain of .Vere, to t h e height of dMahrakah which overlooks t h e plain of Esdraelon.
On the t o p of the promontory, at a height of 500
ft. the monasterj- of St, Elias stands. From this
point there is a gradual ascent until the greatest
height is reached at E.^Hyeh (1,742 ft.), the peak at
il-Mahrakah being oiilj- some 55 ft. low(n'. The
mountain—usually named with t h e art,, "the
Carmel"—still justifies its name, " t h e garden with
fruit trees." T h e steep slopes on t h e N . and E,,
indeed, altord little scope for cultivation, although
trees and brushwood grow- abundant 1 v. But to the
S, and W. the mountain falls away to the sea and t he
plain in a series of long, fertile valleys, where the
"exceUency" of Carmel finds full illustration today.
There are a few springs of good w-ater; b u t the main
supply is furnished bj- t h e w-inter rains, which are
caught and stored in great cisterns. The villages
on the slopes have a look of prosperity not too often
seen in Sj-ria, t h e rich soil amply rewarding the toil
of the husbandmen. (tak and pine, myrtle and
honeysuckle, box and laurel flourish; t h e sheen of
fruitful olives fills many a hollow-; and in the time
of flowers Carmel is beautiful in a garment of many
colors. E^dlences of the ancient husbandry which
made it famous are found in the cisterns, and the
oil and -wine presses cut in the surface of the rock.
There is probablj' a reference t o the vine culture
here in 2 Ch 26 10. I n the fig. language of Scripture it appears as t h e svmbol of beautv (Cant 7 5),
of fruitfulness (Isa 35"2), of majesty (Jer 46 18),
of prosperous and happy Ufe (ib, 50 19). The
languishing of Carmel betokens the vengeance of
God upon t h e land (Nah 1 4 ) ; and her decay, utter
desolation (Am 1 2 ; Isa 33 9).
Roughlj- triangular in form, -with plains stretching from its base on each of the three sides, the
mountain, with its majestic form and
Asylum
massive bulk, is -visible from afar.
and Sane- Its position deprived it of any great
tuary
value for military purposes. I t commanded none of the great higbwaj-s
followed bj- armies: t h e passes between Esdraelon
and Sharon, t o the E . of Carmel, furnishing the most
convenient paths. B u t the mountain beckoned
the fugitive from afar, and in all ages has offered
asjlum to t h e hunted in its caves and wooded glens.
Also its rem-jte heights with their spacious outlook
over land and sea; its sheltered nooks and embowering groves have been scenes of worship from
oU time. Here stood an aneient alttir of Jeh (1 K
18 30). We may assume that there w-as also a
sanctuary of Baal, since the worshippers ot these
deities chose t h e place as com.non ground for the
great trial (1 K 18). T h e scene is traditionally
located at el-Mahral.xih, " t h e place of burnt sacrifice,"" which is StiU held sacred by the Druzes. A
Lat chapel stands near, with a great cistern. A
good spring is found lower down t h e slope. Just
below, on t h e N . bank of the Kishon stands the
mound called Tell el-kissls, "mound of the priest."'
From the crest of Carmel Elijah descried the coming
storm, and, descending t h e mountain, ran before the
chariotof Ahab to the gate of Jezreel (1 K 18 42 ff).
Under the monastery on t h e western promontory is
a cave, said t o be t h a t of Ehjah. An older tradition
locates the cave of t h e prophet at ed-Deir, near
'Ain es-Slh. I t may have been t h e scene of the
events narrated in 2 K 1 9 ff. Elisha also was a
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famihar visitor to Mt, Carmel. It was within the
territory allotted to Asher; in later times it passed
into the hands of Tyre (BJ, III, iu, 1).
(2) -V city of Judah, in the uplands near Hebron,
named with Maon and Ziph (Jo,sh 15 55). Here
Saul for some reason not staled set up a monument
or li'ophy (1 S 15 12; lit. "hand")
It was the

Carmel of Judah.
home of Nabal the churlish and drunken flockmaster, whose widow Abigail David married (1 S
25); and also of Hezro, one of David's mighty men
(2 S 23 35; 1 Ch 11 37). I t is represented by
the modern el-Karmil, about 10 miles to the S.E.
of Hebron. Karmil i s t h e pronunciation given me
by several natives this spring. There are considerable ruins, the most outstanding feature being a
square tower dating trom the 12th cent., now going
swiftly to ruin. There are also caves, tombs and
a large reservoir.
W. EWING
CARMELITE, kar'mel-it
(^yTOnS,
karm'll;
Kap|iT|X,ios, Karmt-lios, Kap(iT)\CTr|s,
Karmeliles):
.V native of the Judaean Carmel.
Those who
are thus named are Nabal, the husband of Abigail
(1 S 30 5, etc), and Hezro (.-VV Hezrai), one of
David's mighty men (2 S 23 35). In 2 S 3 3
LXX reads Its Abie/alas tis Karmelias, "oi Abigail
the Carmelitess" (1 S 27 3; 1 Ch 3 1). See following art., CARMELITESS.

CARMELITESS,
kiir'mel-It-es,
kiir-mel-I'tes
( r r i b p n ? , karm'lllh;
'Kapii-l\\ia, Karmtlia):
A
name appUed only to Abigail, the wife of Nabal, and
subsequently of David, a native ot Carmel in Judah
(1 S 27 3 ; 1 Ch 3 1).
C A R M I , kar'mi (^"J"]?, karml,
"fruitful,"
"noble"):
(1) A son of Reuben who came to Egypt wdth
,Jacob (Gen 46 9; Ex 6 14; 1 Ch 5 3). Also
the name of a family of which Carmi was the head
(Nu 26 6).
(2) A Judahite (1 Ch 2 7), son of Zabdi, according to Josh 7 1, and father of Achan, who is
given the name ot "jVehar" in 1 Ch 2 7. This
last form ".Vcbar" is preferred to the usual ".Vehan"
in order to bring out the play on the Heb word for
"troubler." The Heb runs bxnffii -\z''i'S 1 3 ^ ,
'dkhdr'oklier yisra'd, ".\char, the troubler of Israel.""
As regards the phrase "the Sons of Carmi" (1 Ch
2 7), Carmi is probably to be taken as the son of
Zimri ( = Zabdi, .Josh 7 1). The Tg, however, has
"Carmi who is Zimri."" The L X X identifies Zimri
and Zabdi.
(3) In 1 Ch 4 1, Carmi, elsewhere called son of
Zabdi or Zimri, is made son of Judah; but WeUhausen correctly changes "Carmi"" to "Chelubai"
(ef 1 Ch 2 9).

HoRACK J. W O L F
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CARMONIANS, kar-mo'ni-anz; AV Carmanians: A people mentioned in one ot the visions
—"an horrible vision" (2 Esd 15 30 ff)—of the
".Vpocalyijse of Esdras." Their country, Carmania,
was an extensive pro-vince of Asia lying between
Parthia and Ariana and the N . side of the Pers
Gulf, and extending to Drangiana and Gedrosia
on t h e E, and to the river Bagradas and Persis on
the W, I t is frequently mentioned by the ancient
writers, among .others by Strabo and Arrian, who
describe the inhabitants as closely resembUng the
Medians and Persians in manners and customs. In
the passage cited they are intended to denote a
fierce and warlike people, being described as "raging
in w-rath as wild boars of the wood"" and associated
with the "dragons of Arabia."
J. HUTCHISON
CARNAIM, kiir-na'im, kar'nft-im (Kapv«£v, Karnei.ii, 1 Afaec 6 26, KapvaCv, Karnaln, vs 43 f, TO
Kiipviov, to Kdrnion, 2 Maco 12 21.26): One of
the strong cities besieged and captured by Judas
Maccabaeus in his campaign E. of the Jordan
(1 Mace 5 20,43 f). In the temple ot Atargatis,
which was situated here, those who fled from the
city were put to death. I t is apparently identical
with Ashteroth Karnaim. I t is called Carnion in
2 Mace 12 21.
CARNAL, kar'nal: In the OT there is an ex])ression w-hich indicates sexual intercourse (n^^iP
y i T , sltikh'bhath zero', "lying of seed,"" Lev 18
20;' 19 20; Nu 5 13). In the N T the words
rendered "carnal"" are derived from a-dp^, sdrks,
"flesh."' This refers to the flesh as opposed to the
pneuma, "spirit,"" and denotes, in an ethical sense,
mere human nature, the lower side of man as apart
from the Divine influence, and therefore estranged
from God and prone to sin; whatever in t h e soul
is w-eak and tends toward ungodliness (see FLESH).
Thus one maj' be carnal (crd/j/to-os, sdrkinos), sold
under sin (Rom 7 14). Christians may be carnal
(sarkinos, 1 Cor 3 1; sarkikds, 1 Cor 3 3); the lower
side of their being is dominant and not the spirit,
hence they fall into sins of en-vy and strife. The
weapons of the Christian warfare are not carnal, not
merely human (of the flesh RV, ARV), but spiritual
(2 Cor 10 4); "not after the law of a carnal commandment" (He 7 16); " T h e carnal mind is enmity
against God" ("mind of the flesh"' RV, ARV, Rom
8 7). So, "to be carnally minded is death"" ("mind
ot the flesh"' RV, ARV, Rom 8 6). There are "carnal ordinances," in contrast to the spiritual ones of
thegospel (He 9 10); "Minister unto them in carnal
things," those that pertain to the body in contrast
to spiritual things (Rom 15 27; 1 Cor 9 11). The
same expressions are elsewhere rendered "fleshly"
(2 Cor 1 12; 3 3 RV "hearts of flesh"; 1 Pet 2 11).
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2 Ch 24 12; Ezr 3 7; Isa 41 7. The same word
is rendered "craftsman"" in the ARV of Jer 24 1
and 29 2 and "smith"" in t h e ARV of Zec 1 20.
In 2 S 5 11; 2 K 12 11; 1 Ch 14 1; and Isa
44 13, hardsh occurs with 'ec. (wood), and is more
exactly tr"^ "carpenter"" or "worker in wood.""
Tektdn, the corresponding Gr word for artificer,
is tr'i "carpenter"" in M t 13 55 and Mk 6 3.
See CARVING; CRAFTS.

CARPUS, kar'pus (Kdpiros, Kdrpos): A name
but once mentioned in the N T (2 Tim 4 13),
"the cloak that I left at Troas with Carpus.""
These words were written from t h e dungeons,
where Paul w-as confined during his second imprisonment. The name, common enough in Paul"s day,
signifies "fruit"" (Young) or "wTist"' (Davis). The
words indicate that Paul must have been very
w-ell acquainted with t h e family ot Carpus. H e was
presumably one ot his converts; and t h e apostle
must have lodged with him and also have had considerable confidence in him, since he committed to
his care not only t h e comparatively valueless
"cloak,"' b u t esp. t h e priceless "books and parchments."' I t is idle t o attempt t o find out the
identity of Carpus, b u t one cannot help wondering
what were t h e contents of these books and parchments for which the apostle longed in his bitter
second imprisonment.

H E N R Y E . DOSKER

CARRIAGE, kar'ij C.bs, k'll, H'JinS, k'bhudddh,
71X11153 , n'sU'dh; eirio-Ktuao-iiiisvot, episkeuasdmenoi;
RV "We took up our baggage",; ARVm "made
ready'"): One or the other of the above words occurs
in six different places and all have been tr^, in the
AV by "carriage"" in its obsolete meaning (Jgs 18
21; 1 S 17 22 [twice]; Isa 10 28; 46 1; Acts 21
15). I n the RV and ARV these are tt^ by the
more modern expressions "goods,"' "baggage,"" or
"the things that you carried,"" I n 1 S 17 20 AVm
"place of the carriage"' occurs as t h e equivalent of
"trench." The Heb ma'gdldh may mean "the place
of wagons'' as tt^ in RV, as it is not at all improbable
that the encampment was surrounded by the baggage
train.

JAMES A. PATCH

CARRY, kar'i (5512:, ndsd', SH:, ndhagh): The
EV rendering of a number of Heb and Gr words, and
it has several shades of meaning, of which the following are the most important:
(1) " T o take u p , " " t o bear," " t o transport from
one place t o another," as, " t o carry away handkerchiefs" (Acts 19 12), " t o carry a corpse" (Gen
50 13), and " t o be carried away by the wind"
(Dnl 2 35).
(2) " T o cause t o go" or "come," " t o lead," "to
drive," as, "to be carried away t o Babylon" (2 K
20 17), " t o be carried away to PUate" (Mk 15 1),
Is there any difference between sarkinos and
"to carry away cattle" (Gen 31 IS), and "to carry
sarkikos ' The former more deflnitely denotes the
material of which an object is made. I t may ex- away daughters" (Gen 31 26).
(3) " T o uphold," or "sustain," "and even to hoar
press with emphasis the idea ot sarkikos, the spiritual
given up as it were to the flesh. .See M A N ( T H E hairs 'will I carry y o u " (Isa 46 4).
(4) " T o bear,"' or "endure,"" as, "to carry sorNATUR.AL).
G . H . TRE-VER
rows" (Isa 53 4).
(5) " T o overwhelm," "to bear away," "to
CARNION, kiir'ni-on. See CARNAIM.
destroy," as, "to carry away as wdth a flood" (Ps
C A R O U S I N G S , ka-rouz'ingz (•n-6Tovs, pdtois, 90 5).
dative pi. of pdtos): This w-ord is found only in ARV
(6) "To influence," "to move,'' as, "to carry away
and once only (1 Pet 4 3). The AV translates
with dissimulation" (Gal 2 13), "to carry away with
it "banquetings." I t is one of the gentile excesses error"" (2 Pet 3 17), "to be carried away by strange
of fleshlj' indulgence against which the Christians teachings" (He 13 9).
A. W. FORTUNE
are w-arned by Peter.
CARSHENA, kiir'sbi'-na, kar-she'na (N'-iPTl?,
CARPENTER, kar'pen-ter (llJnn, hardsh; T^KTMV,
karsh'na'):
The first named among the "seven
princes
ot Persia and Media"" under Ahasuerus
tiktdn): This w-ord, which is a general word for a
(Est 1 14).
See PRINCES, T H E SEV-EN.
graver or craftsman, is tr"'"carpenter"'in 2 K 22 6;
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CART, kiirt (i^;-"", 'dghdldh): T h e Heb word
has been tt^ in some passages "cart,'" and in others
"wagon." Iu one ver onlj- has it been t r ' "chariot."
The context ot the vai-ious passages indicates that a
distinction w-as made between ^-ehi('le3 which wore
used for carrying baggage or produce and those
used for carrying riders (chariots), although in their
primitive form of construction they were much the
same (cf Eng. "cart" and "carriage").

^g!::^

Carmonians
Caspin, Caspis

Circassians, \\-hom t h e Turkish government has
settled iK^ar Caesarea, Jerasli (Gerasa) and Ammiin
(Phila(.lclphia), have introduced a crude cart which
must be simUar to that used in 01" times. The two
wheels are of solid wood. A straight shaft is joined
to the w ooden axle, and to this a yoke of oxen is
attached. On the Philistian plains may be seen
carts of present-day Egyp origin but of a pattern
many cents, old. With the establishment of government roads during the last 50 years, European
vehicles of all descriptions are fast coming into the
country.
One figurative reference is made to the cart
(Isa 5 18), but its meaning is obscure.
JAMES A. PATCH

Egyptian Cart (-with Two Wheels).
Carts, Uke ''chariots" (q.v.\ were of -Vssyr origin.
They were early carried t o E s j pt where the flat
nature of the coimtrj' readUy led to their adoption.
From Egj-pt they gradually found their way among
the people of t h e Palestinian plains. I n the hills
of Judaea and Central Pal, except where highways
were buUt (1 S 6 12), t h e nature of the country
prevented t h e use of wheeled vehicles. 1 iS 6
7 s,10,11.14 show t h a t the people of the plains used
carts. T h e men of Kiriath-jearim found it easier
to carry t h e ark (1 S 7 1). Their attempt to use
a cart "later (2 S 6 3,6; 1 Ch 13 7) proved disastrous and thej- abandoned it for a safer way
(2 S 6 13).

CARVING, kJirv'ing: Carving, or engraving, was
extensively used among the jieoples of Bible lands.
There were no materials used in t,lie arts wliich
were not subjected to t h e graver's .skill. Carved
objects of wood, stone, ivory, clay, bronze, gold,
silver and glass discovered today show how skilful
the ancient carvers were. Carving w as principally
done in bas-reUef, although Ex 28 11 showsthat incised lines were also used. The signets and scarabs
are examples of this class of carving. Several Heb
words have been tr"' "carved" in the AV. Pi ^cl or
p'sil is found in Jgs 18 18; 2 Ch 33 7,22; 34 3.4;
hakah in 1 K 6 35. The t r "graven" appears in
the RV of all these passages. I n 1 K 6 29.32.35,
kdla' appears; in 1 K 6 18.32, mikla'ath; in 1 K 6
29 and Ps 74 6, pit-lu'^h; in L \ 31 5; 35 33, hdrdsheth (see CARPENTER); hdtubhdh in Prov 7 16 ia
better tr'' "striped" as in the RV. For further
notes on car'ving, see CRAFTS.

CASDIM, kaz'dun.

JA.MES A. PATCH

See CHESED.

CASE, kas: Ordinarily to describe the circumstances or condition of things; sometimes, juridieaUy (atria, aitia, M t 19 10; Acts 25 14), as that
for which a reckoning has to be given, as frequently
the Lat res. I n Ex 5 19, "they were in evU case,"
is interpreted by RV as "were set on mischief.""
CASEMENT, kas'ment.

See HOUSE,

CASIPHIA, ka-sif'i-a, ka-sif-e'a (X^SDS, kd^iphyd'):
An unidentified place in North Babylonia,
near the river Ahava, t o which Ezra sent for "ministers for the house of our God"' (Ezr 8 17). Some
have thought t h e name t o be connected with
keseph, "sUver" or "money." L X X renders ar^iirid tod tdpou, as in 1 Esd 8 45, "the place of the
treasury."

Modem Cart
That carts were used at a very early date is
mdicated by N u 7 3,7.8. That these vehiidcs
were not t h e common mode of conveyance m P a |
is shown in Gen 45, Pharaoh commanded tfiat
Joseph's brethren should return t o their father with
theU- beasts ot burden (45 21) and take with them
Egyp wagons (45 19.21; 46 6) for bringing back
their father and then- families. The very unusual
sight of the wagons was proof to Jacob ot Joseph s
existence (45 2'7).
.
j -i?
Bible descriptions and ancient Bab and Lgyp
pictures indicate that the cart was usuaUy twowheeled and drawn by two oxen.
With the Arabian conquests and subsequent ruin
of the roads wheeled vehicles disappeared from Syria
and Pal. History is again reneatmg itseU. I n e

CASLUHIM, kas'lii-him, kasdu'him (D^n^CD,
kasluhlm; Xairixuvitip., Chasmdnieim): T h e name
of a people mentioned in Gen 10 14; 1 Ch 1 12 as
descended from Mizraim. The parenthesis should
probably follow Caphtorim. _ From them, it is said,
sprang the PHILISTINES, whioh see.
CASPHON, kas'ton.

See CASPHOK.

CASPHOR, kas'for (AV Casphon; Kaircjxop, Kasphor, 1 Maco 5 26; Xa(r<t><iv, Chasphdn, Xa<r4)M9,
Chasphoth, ver 36; Kao-n-elv, Kaspein, 2 Mace 12
13): A city E . of t h e Jordan captured b y Judas
Ma(3cabaeus (1 Mace 5 36). I t is probably identical with Caspis of 2 Maco 12 13. I t was a fortress
of great strength, with a lake near it. This has led
some to think it may be represented by el-Muzerib,
an important station on the pilgrim route to Mecca.
The ancient name of this' city, however, has not
been discovered. See ASHTAROTH.
CASPIN, kas'pin, CASPIS, kas'pis.
PHOR.

See CAS-

Cassia
Cattle
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CASSIA, kash'a: Two Heb words, (1) TTVp,
kiihldh, which is mentioned, along with myrrh,
cinnamon, calamus and olive oil, as one of the ingredients of the "holy anointing oil"" (Ex 30 24);
it was, too, one of the
wares in which Vedan and
Javan traded w-ith Tyre
(Ezk 27 19); it is identified in the Pesh and the Tg
w-ith (2).
(2) n v ' ^ t j : ,
k'gl'dth (plur. only, probably referring to the strips
of bark), a word from which
is derived the Gr Kacrta,
kas'ia, and hence cassia
(Ps 45 8). I t is probable
that both (1) and (2) refer to Cassia lignea, the
inner bark of Cinnamomum
Cassia—Cinnamomum
cassia, a plant growing in
eastern Asia closely allied
to that which yields the cinnamon of commerce.
It is a fragrant, aromatic bark and was probably
used in a powdered form. Both as an ingrecUent in
unguents and as one of the perfumes a t funerals,
cassia, like cinnamon, was much used by the Romans.
The cassia of Scripture must be clearly distinguished
from the entirely distinct Cassia lanceolata and C.
obovala which yield the famihar senna. The proper
name KEZIAH (q.v.) is the sing, form of k'gl'dth.
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away'' ("rejected" RV, ARV, 1 Cor 9 27). But
the same word occurs a number of times usually tr''
"reprobate" (Rom 1 28; 2 Cor 13 5-7; 2 l i m 3
8; Tit 1 16); "rejected" (He 6 S).
CASTLE, kas"l.

See FORTIFICATION.

CASTOR, kas'ter, AND POLLUX, pol'uks.

See

D I O S C U R I ; ASTRONOMY.

CAT (al'Xoupos, ailouros): The only mention of
this animal is in Bar 6 22. I t is not mentioned in
the canonical Scriptures, though Bochart (Hieroz.,
862) gives "wild cats" as the equivalent of glylm
in Isa 13 2 1 ; 34 14; Jer 50 39; Ps 74 19, where
EV gives "wild beasts of the desert." Mention is,
however, made of cats, cathod, in t h e Welsh Bible
(lsa 34 14). T h e only mention of the catla in classical Lat writers is in Martial xiii.69. How the cat
was regarded in Egj-pt is described in Herod, ii.66
and RawUnson's notes. In Bar 6 22 cats are mentioned w-ith "bats, swallows and birds" as sitting
with impunity on t h e images ot the heathen gods
which are unable to drive them off. See also Z O OLOGY.

J. H U T C H I S O N

CATECHIST, kat'g-kist, CATECHUMEN, katS-kii'men (KaTTixiJeiv, kalechizein, "to resound," "to
teach," " t o instruct"): A catechist is a teacher
who instructs his pupils in the elements of his own
rehgion. I n the OT he teaches them the rudiments
E . W. G. MASTERMAN
CAST: In general "to throw," with various of OT t r u t h ; in the N T he teaches the principles
degrees of -violence; usually, wdth force, but not so of the Christian faith. A catechumen, one whom
neecssarilj-, as e,g. in "oast a net,"' "cast lots."" the catechist instructs or catechizes, in preparation
for the ceremony of baptism.
When applied to molten metal, as in Eng., first,
The words are derived from KOTT^X"", kate"to let run into molds,"' with reference to their
descent by gravity, and, then, "to form,"' as in Ex chein, meaning "to give a sound," " t o answer,"
"to echo." Classically it was used of the sounding
25 12, etc. Usually in the N T for ^dXXw, bdlld, but
not always. Thus, in Lk 1 29 "cast in her mind" down of rushing water, of t h e falling of music from
means "considered" (SieXo-yt^ero, dieloglzeto); "cast a ship to the sea. Then it came t o signify the
reproach"" for Gr wvetSiiov, oneldizon, "reproached"' sounding down ot words of command or instruction.
(Mt 27 44); "casting down"' for Kadaiploi, kathai- The preposition katd strengthens the meaning, bringred," "demolishing" (2 Cor 10 4); "casting aU anx- ing out more emphatically the back or return sound,
iety upon" (1 Pet 5 7), a stiU stronger term, as in the echo, the answer. So it came to mean familiar
verbal instruction, a free informal discussion beLk 17 2 AV; Acts 27 19. As a fundamental Gr
tween teacher and pupil. Luke informs Theophilus
word, it is compounded -with many prepositions,
(Lk 1 4) that he intends t o give him a succinct and
"about," "away," "down," "forth," "in,"' "into,"'
"off," "out," " u p , " "upon."" "Cast down" in 2 orderly account of those things which he had preCor 4 9 AV is used in a miUtary sense of one pros- viously received by word of mouth (perl hon katetrated, but not kiUed in battle. Cf Ps 42 5 -with chilhes). See also the Gr in Acts 18 25 and 21 21;
R^'m. "Castawaj-" of AV in 1 Cor 9 27, is in RV Rom 2 18; 1 Cor 14 19; Gal 6 6. In aU these
passages t h e Gr vb. is "catechised.""
"rejected" (cf He 6 8), dSUtpo^, addkimos, i.e. wh.at
We do not find in t h e N T an organized catechuthe application of a test shows to be counterfeit, or
unfit; tr'i "reprobate" in Rom 1 28; 2 Cor 13 5. menate, such as we find in t h e 3d and 4th cents.
The apostles preached mainly t o synagogue-in6.7, etc.
H . E . JACOBS
structed Jews who were familiar with the law and
CASTANETS, kas'ta-nets, kas-ta-nets' (D"'7:7:'a , the prophets and the Psalms, or t o Gentiles w ho had
m'na'an'lin): Are mentioned in 2 S 6 5 among the learned from the Jews and had become "proselytes"
(q.v.). T h e first apostolic preaching and teaching
musical instruments upon which David and the
house of Israel played at the tim-e ot the bringing was to convince t h e hearers t h a t Jesus w-as the
up of the ark out of the house ot Abinadab. 'This promised Messiah, t h e Saviour of t h e w-orld As
word is incorrectly tr* "cornets" in the AV. The believers multiplied, the contrast betw-een them
and those who rejected the teaching became m^ore
Castanet was probably about the same kind ot
instrument as the Egyp sistrum, and the RV has and more marked. Opposition, scorn and perse"sistra" in the margin of 2 S 6 5. The sistrum cution became more bold and bitter. T h e Chriswas a loop-shaped metal frame through w-hich were tians w-ere compelled t o set forth and defend tlieir
passed loose rods at the ends of which were rings. beUefs more clearly. They had to meet and answer
The instrument was held by a long handle and was keen and persistent objections. And so t h e necesrattled during songs and dances. It was used in sity for clear, systematic and organized teaching
Egypt in religious worship or t o scare away evil grew more and more into the form of an ordered
influences. There is only the one reference to this catechumenate. The Apos Consts, from the latter
p r r t of the 3d cent., show the institution in a fair
instrument in the Bible.
A. W. FORTUNE
state ot development. A Jew, pagan, or heretic
CASTAWAY, kast'a-wa (dS(iKi|ios, addkimos, from ot good moral standing, upon application to the
dokimdzd, "I test;,"" " I approve after testing,"" hence deacon, presbyter, or bishop, was admitted into the
approved after being tested): This word is rendered
state of catechumen by the sign of the cross and the
"castaway" only in AV: " I mj-selt should be a cast- imposition of hands (Sch-Herz s.v,).
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The basis for the Christian catechumenate w-e
find in the great commission (Mt 28 19,20), The
aim of this commission was to make (lisciples, i,e.
believing followers. The means for this discipling
are baptizing and teaching, d'he result ot using
the means is t h a t those who have become disciples
are to observe all things whats(-iever Christ has
commanded.
Jesus Himself at twelve j-ears of age had become
a child ot t h e law, a calechumeu. He increased in
wisdom and learned obedience. He became the
great Catechist instructing His disciples, other
private indi\-iduals and the multitudes, ("see an example of His catechizing in IMt 16 13 ff.
Paul w-as a master in method. See examples
of use of the modern pedagogical method of apperception in Acts 14 14 tf; 17 16 ff; 19 8 0,
The catechetical method is frequentlv found in the
epistles (see 1 Cor 3 1,2; He 5 "l 1,14; 6 1,2;
1 Pet 2 2; 1 J n 2 13), and so the idea of religious
nurture and instruction is found all through the
NT, The catechist and the catechumen are there.
It was not something new- in the N T . Its roots
he back and run through the ()'r. The narrative
of tiod's first communication with man, inside
the gates ot Eden, concerning commandment, law,
sin, its consequences, its remedy, takes a catechetical form. The importance of sj-stematic instruction, both public and private, is emphasized
throughout the O T and N T , although it might not
ahvaj-s take the form of catechizing in the modern
pedagogical sense. I n the patriarchal age the
father was the prophet, the teacher, the catechist,
in his house, w-hich often included several families
with their servants (see Gen 18 19). Matthew
Henry explains thus: ".Abraham not only took
care of his children, b u t his whole household, including his servants, were catechized" (see also
Ex 12 26; D t 6 1-9; Josh 4 6,7; 24 15; Ps
34 11). Priests and Le-vites in addition to their
sacerdotal functions w-ere catechists (instructors)
among the people (Lev 10 11; D t 33 10; 2 Ch
15 3; Ezk 44 23). In later times the synagogues
had regular instruction in the law and the prophets.
See EDUCATION;

INSTRUCTION;

TE.ACHER.

G. H. GERBERDING

CATERPILLAR, kat'er-pil-er (^^OU, hd^il [Ps
78 46; Joel 1 4, etc]; p j ^ , yelek [Ps 105 34 AV,
ARV "grasshopper"; Jer 51 14,27 .V.V; elsewhere
"canker-w-orm"]): A name given to a larval stage of
the LOCUST (q,v.).

CATHOLIC, kath'6-lik, EPISTLES (€irio-ToX.al
KaeoXiKai, epistolal kalholikal): In distinction trom
the apostolic or Pauline epistles which were addressed to individual churches or persons, the term
"catholic," in the sense of universal or general, w-as
appUed by Origen and the other church Fathers to
the seven epistles written by James, Peter, John
and Jude. As early as the 3d cent, it came to
be used in the sense of "encychcal,"" "since,"" as
Theodoret says, "they are not arldressed to single
churches, b u t generally [kathdlou] to the faithful,
whether to the Jews of the Dispersion, as Peter
WTites, or even to all who are hving as Christians
under the same faith." Three other explanations
of the term have been given, viz. (1) that it was
intended to indicate a common apostolic authorship
(only a few support this view); (2) t h a t it signifies
that the seven epistles w-ore universally received as
genuine; (3) t h a t it refers to the catholirity of their
doctrine, i.e. orthodox and authoritative versus
heretical epistles whose teachings were in harmony
with Christian truth. By some misconception of
the word "catholic" the Western Church interpreted
it as signifying "canonical" and sometimes called

Cassia
Cattle

thes(^ epistles epislolae canonicae. That it was originallj- used in the sense of "general" epistles is now
commonly received.
This is evident from their form of address. St.
James wrote to aU Jews, "of the Dispersion," who
had embraced Ihe Christian faith. In his first
epistle St. Peter addressed the same Christians,
including als(.i gentile converts, resident in five
provinces ot Asia Minor: "elect who are sojourners
of tlie Dis|ieision." His second epistle is to all
Christians everywhere, St. John's first letter was
evidently written to a cycle ot churches and intended for universal use. St. Jude also had in
mind all Cliristians when he said "to them that
are called lielove-d in God," etc. The seeming e.xee])ti(iiis are 2 and 3 Jn, addressed to individuals,
but included with the catholic epistles as properly
belonging with St. John's first epistle and of value
to the general reader. The character and contents
of these se\-en epistles are treated under their
various heads. The letters of St. James and St.
Jude belong to the Judaic school of Christianity;
those of (St. Peter to a broad and non-partisan type
of faith that both includes and mediates between
the Judaists and PauUnists. St. John's letters w-ere
WTitten after the internal doctrinal controversies of
the church had ceased, and the pressure of opposition and error from without tended to unite his
"little chUdren" in -a new community of love and
spiritual life.

DWIGHT M . PRATT

CATHUA, ka-thu'a (KaBouii, Kathoud; B, Kova,
Koiiu): Head of a familj' of temple-servants who
returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel
(1 Esd 5 30); corresponds to Giddel in Ezr 2 47,
CATTLE, k a f ' l ( n p n 3 , b'hemah, "a dumb
beast"; fiZ'p'O, mikneh, "a possession," from njp?,
kdndh, "to acquire" [cf Arab, kana', "to acquire,"
and Gr KTTIVOS, ktenos, "beast,"' and pi, KTT)v€a,
kltnea, "flocks," from KTaotiai., ktnoinai, "to acquire," flocks being both wdth the Homeric peoples
and wdth the patriarchs an important form of
property; cf Eng. "fee"]; 1^2, gd'n, "smaU cattle,"
"sheep" or goats [ct Arab, da'n, "sheep"]; H"^ , seh,
a single sheep or goat [ct Arab, shah]; HSSb'a,
m'ld'khdh, "property," from ^ S b , Id'akh, "to minister" [cf A-i'ab. -maldkah and mulk, "property,"
from malak, "to possess"]; X^"l''3, -in'ri', "fathng"
[1 K 1 9]; Op^iJLfia, thremma [Jn 4 12], "cattle,"
i.e. "that which is nourished," trom Tpi^a, trephd,
"to nourish"; 1p,5, bdkdr, "kine," "oxen" [cf
Arab, bakar, "cattle"]; I ' C , shdr, ^^\^V\, lor [Dnl
4 25], Taiipos, iaii-ros [Mt 22 4], "ox" or "buU";
Povs, bo-iis, "ox" [Lk 13 15]; 5 b s , 'eleph, only in
pi,, n'^SbS, 'aidplum, "oxen" [Ps 8 7]): From the
foregoing and by examination of the manj- references to "cattle," "kine" or "oxen," it is apparent
that there are important points of contact in derivation and usage in the Heb, Gr and Eng. terms.
It is e-vident that neat cattle w-ere possessed in
abundance by the patriarchs and later Israelites,
which is far from being the case in Pal at the present
day. The Bedawin usually have no cattle. The
felldhlii in most parts of the country keep them in
small numbers, mostly for plowing, and but little
for milk or for slaughtering. Travelers in the Holy
Land realize that goat's milk is in most places easier
to obtain than cow's milk. The commonest cattle
of the fellahin are a small black breed. In the
vicinity ot Damascus are many large, fine milch
cattle which furnish the dehcious milk and cream
of the Damascus bazaars. For some reason,
probablv because they are not confined and highly

Cattle
Cease
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fed, the bulls of Pal are meek creatures as compared
w-ith their European or American feUows.
In EV the word "cattle" is more often used in a
wdde sense to include sheep and goats than to denote
merely neat cattle. In fact, bdkdr, which distinctively denotes neat cattle, is often rendered "herds,"
as go'n, ht." "sheep," is in a large number of instances
tr'i "flocks." A good Ulustration is found in Gen
32 7: "Then Jacob . . . divided the people
['dm] t h a t were -with him, and the flocks [gd'n], and
the herds [bdkdr], and the camels [g'malllm], into
two companies [mahdndth]." For the last word
AV has "drove"' in Gen 33 8, RV "company."
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32): "Fearnot, little flock," and (1 Pet 5 2): "Tend
the flock of God which is among you."
Figurative: Not only poimne and poimnion but
also 'edher and gd'n are used fig. of God's people;
e.g. Isa 40 11: "He wdll feed his flock ['edher] like
a shepherd"; Zec 10 3 : "Jeh of hosts hath visited
his flock ['edher], the house of Judah""; Isa 65 10:
"And Sharon shall be a fold ot flocks"" (gd'n); Jer
23 2: "Ye have scattered my flock" (gd'n); Ezk
34 22: "Therefore wiU I save my flock" (go'n); Mic
7 14: "Feed
the flock [gd'n] of t h y heritage."
The wild ox or wild bull, RV "antelope" (f'd or
to' of D t 14 5 and Isa 51 20), is considered by the
-writer to be probably the Arabian orjrx, and in this
he is in agreement with Tristram (NHB).
Tristram
however thinks t h a t the unicorn (rem or r''em), RV
"'wild ox," was the aurochs, while the present writer
believes t h a t this also may well have been the oryx,
which at the present day has at least three names
in Arab., one of which, bakar-ul-wahsh, means
"wUd ox.

See ANTELOPE.

Our domestic cattle are believed by some of the best
authorities to be of the same species as the ancient European wild ox or aurochs. Bos taurus, which is by others
coimted as a distinct species under the title of Bos primigenius. The aurochs was widely spread over Europe in
Rom times, but is now extinct. Some degenerate wild
cattle are preserved jn some British parks, but these according to Lydekker in the Royal Natural History are
probably feral descendants of early domestic breeds,
Tristram cites the occurrence in the Dog River bone
breccia of teeth which may be those of the aurochs, but
tiiis is a deposit accumulated by prehistoric man of an
unknown antiquity to be variously estimated according
to the predilections of the geologist at a few thousands or
a few score of thousands of years, and is far from proving
that this animal existed in Pal in Bible times or at any
time.
The European bison tBos or Bison bonassus) is thought
by some to be the wild ox of the Bible. This is a forestdwelling species and is now confined to the forests of
Lithuania and the Caucasus. It was formerly more
widely distributed, but there is no certain evidence that
it ever Uved as far S. as Pal, and there have probably
never existed in Pal forests suitable to be the haunts of
this animal.
About the Sea of Tiberias and the Jordan valley and
in the plam of Coele-Syria there exist today Indian
buffaloes (Bos bubalus), some feral and some in a state of
domestication, which are believed to have been introduced in comparatively recent times. SeeBE.vsT; CALF.
ALFRED E L Y D A Y

Cattle.
Next to gd'n, the word most commonly rendered
"flock" in EV is 'edher, from root "to arrange,"" "to
set in order." 'Edher is rendered "herd" in Prov
27 23, and in Joel 1 18 it occurs twice, being
rendered "herds of cattle," 'edhre bdkdr, and "flocks
of sheep," 'edhre ha-gd'n. Mikneh is rendered
"flock"" in Nu 32 26, "herd"" in Gen 47 18, and
"cattle"' in a large number of passages. Other
words rendered "flock" are: mar'lth (r. rd'dh
[.Arab, ra'a], "to pasture"), once in Jer 10 21;
'ashl'rdth gd'n, "flocks ot thy sheep," RV "young of
thy flock," in D t 7 13, etc, 'ashtdrdth being pi. ot
'as/iiorri/i, or Ashtoreth; hdslph, onee in I K 20 27:
"The children of Israel encamped before them [the
Syrians] like two.little flocks of kids," hdslph signifying "something stripped off or separated," from
root hdsaph, "to strip" or "to peel,"' hke the Arab.
katl', "flock," trom root fcata", "to cut off"; Trolp.vq,
po'imne (Mt 26 31): "The'sheep of the flock shaU
be scattered," and (Lk 2 8): "keeping watch by
night over their flock"; irolpviov, poimnion (Lk 12

CAUDA, k6'da (KoOSa, Kauda;
also called
KXaiiSa, Klauda; AV Clauda; the modern Gr name
Gaudho supports the form Cauda): An island 23
miles W. of Cape Matala. It is a small island, and
can never have supported a large population, or
have been of any importance. Its elevation to the
rank of a bishopric in Byzantine times must have
been due to its association with the voyage of St.
Paul. The ship 'with Paul on board was driven
under the lee of Cauda (Acts 27 16); in the calm
water south of the island the crew succeeded in
hauUng in the boat, undergirding the ship and
slackening sail.
W. M. CALDER
CAUL, kol:
(1) T\yf'. ydthereth (Ex 29 13), the large lobe
or flap of the liver, whioh is usually mentioned together 'with the kidneys and the fat as the special
portions set aside for the burnt offering (Lev 3
4.10.15; 4 9; 7 4; 8 16.25; 9 10.19).
(2) I I J D , §'ghor (from t h e root §dghar, "to
inclose,"' "shut up""), Hos 13 8, lit. the inclosure
or covering of the heart, the caul or pericardium,
or perhaps the chest as surrounding t h e heart. It
must not be forgotten, however, t h a t the expression may be taken in the sense of "mailcoat of the
heart," i.e. hardened heart, which is shut to the
influence of God's grace. So Luther and many
modern translators and commentators.
H.

L. E .

LUERING
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CAUSE, kos: In both -VV and RV "for this cause"
(.VV "cause") occurs in Ex 9 16 as the rendering
of r,'w-<T "llni"?, ba'dbhur zoth = "'m order t h a t " ;
"to the end t h a t " ; so also in Dnl 2 12 tor b n p ' b s
r\:'l, kol-k'bh-H d'ndh, and in 2 Ch 32 20'AV
for r . i ^ f b " , 'al-zo'th, where RVS read "because
of." In the N l^ the w-ord is used adverbially in the
tr of several Gr phras(>s: ^ccra TOI^TOD, h{-ncka- loiilon
(Mt 19 5; Mk 10 7); Sia roCro, iliii loido, Jn 12
27: Rom 1 26; 13 6; 15 9 (RV "tberebd-e");
1 Cor 11 30: 1 Th(<ss 2 Ll; 2 Thess 2 11; 1 Tim

about. Spelaion is a common Gr word for "cave";
ope means rather "hole"): In Pal as in other Umestone countries, caves -are of freiiuent oecurrenee.

1 16; He 9 15; eis roiiro, eis louto, Jn 18 37 (where
.\V varying the phraseology reads "lo this end,"
"for this cause"); 1 Pet 4 6.VV; TOOTOV x^pf, to-iitou chdrin, Eph 3 14, rntistial rendiTings occur,
as "for his cause" ( = "beeause o f ) , 2 Cor 7 12; as
= "affair," "thing," obs. in -VV 1 K 12 15; 2 Ch
Natural Bridge at Lebanon,
10 15, where the w-ord occurs as a paraphrase of
- ; c : , ii'-.-<ililidh ( = " t u r n of affairs"). In 1 S 25 and not a few of large size are known. Water from
the rain and snow, seeping down through cracks,
31 (AN, n\) "eauseh-ss" ( = wdthout cause ARV)
enlarges the passages through which it goes by disoccurs arbitrarily in adv. sense.
sol-ving away the substance ot the rock. Just as
W. N. STEARNS
upon the surface of the land the trickling streams
CAUSEWAY, koz'wa (more correctly CAUSEY, unite to form brooks and rivers, so many subterko'zi): I'his word occurs in 1 Ch 26 16,LS for the ranean streams may come together in a spacious
Heb Pi^C^, in'^illdh; L X X Tracrrocpoptov rijs dva^d- channel, and may issue upon the surface as a bold
treois, pastophorion tts aniilidseos. In 2 Ch 9 11 the
word is tr'' "terraces" (LXX dva^da-eis, anabdseis).
Cf BDB, S.V., w-here n 2 p ' ) 2 , m'^illdth, is an error
tor r'~"Z-:,
mis'ddhdth (1 K 10 12). In aU the
above passages reference is made to a series or flight
of steps leading up into the temple. The word also
signifies a prepared, traveled road, as in Nu 20 19;
Jgs 20 31 f,45; 1 S 6 12.; 2 S 20 12 t; 2 K 18 17
(lsa 36 2); Isa 7 3; 11 16; 19 23; 33 8; 40 3;
49 11; Jer 31 21.
Figurative: In Isa 59 7 the word (m'^illdh)
occurs in a fig, sense, so also in Jgs 5 20; Prov 16
17.

W.

N.

STEARNS

CAVE, kav (~"^<^ , m''drdh [of Arab, maghdrah],
^-'I'n, hor [Job 30 6 AV], n i b n ^ , m'hUldth [Isa
2 19]; oiTT], opt [He 11 38], o-irTJ\aiov, sptlaion
[Jn 11 3'^]; hdr, more often rendered "hole,"" is
akin to Arab, khaur, "gulf"' or "inlet," but is also
related to m''drdh [cf also Arab, ghaur "low-land,""
esp. of the Jordan valley and Dead Sea]. M'hilldth
[r. hdlal, "to pierce" (ef Arab, khall, "to pierce")]

^^^'..
stream Issuing from Cave at 'Afka, Lebanon,
spring. The cave of the Dog River near Beiriit
and that of ' .ifka (piThaps Aphek [Josh 13 4]) in
Lebanon are excellent examples of tUis. Not infrequently after forming a cave the stream of water
may find some lower outlet by a different route,
leaving its former course drj-. In some cases the
hinder part ot the roof ot the cave may fall in,
leaving the front part standing as a natural bridge.
Numerous shallow eaves, esp. in the faces of cliffs,
are formed not by seeping w-ater, but by atmospheric erosion, a portion of a relatively soft stratum
of rock being hollowed out, while harder strata
above and below it are but little worn away. Many
of the hermits' caves originated in this way and
were artificially enlarged and waUed up at the mouth.
The principal caves mentioned in the Bible are
Cave in Lebanon Converted into a Shrine.
occurs only in Isa 2 19, where AV has '^'caves"
and translates m''droth in the same ver by "holes.^
In RV these words are very properly changed

those of

(q.v.).

MACHPELAH,

See D E N .

MAKKEDAH

and

ADULLAM

ALFRED E L Y DAY

CEASE, ses: A remarkable array of 20 Heb and
6 Gr words is so tr''. In the AV 15 of the former

Cedar
Censer
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and 3 of the latter are used only once with this
rendering. I'he originals most frequently in use are
5"in, hddhal, "to leave off"; £1312, shdbhath, "to
rest from" (labor); rraiopai, paiiomai, "to make
to cease." Eew w-ords illustrate better the fertility
of the Heb in expressing limitless shades of meaning,
impoverished by the use of one Eng. word. This
extensive variety is, however, well expressed by
"cease": i.e. stop, come to an end, e.g. ceasing of
tears (Jer 14 17); u-ork (Ezr 4 24);
grinders
(Eecl 12 3); thunder (Ex 9 29); the wicked (Job
3 17); anger (Ps 37 8). The signUicance of
shdbhath lies in its being the Heb for Sabbath, implying complete cessation: asof »in/i«a (Josh 5 12);
strife and ignominy (Prov 22 10); occurs with
negative to show the ceaseless Providence of God
in Nature: "summer and winter . . shall not c."
(Gen 8 22). In the N T it illustrates Christ's power
over Nature; wind and raging sea ceased (Lk 8 24);
over a sinner's heart: "not ceased to kiss my feet"
(SiaXel-iroi, dialdpd) (Lk 7 45); devotion of the
early disciples, "ceased not to teach and to preach
Jesus as the Christ" (Acts 5 42); the eternity and
blessedness of the believer's sabbatic rest (dTroXeltroi,
apolelpd) (He

4 10 AV).

DWIGHT M .
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Doubtless as a reminiscence of this the Syrians
today call the cedar 'ars er ruhb, "the cedar of the
Lord." The growth ot the cedar is typical of that
of the righteous man (Ps 92 12),
T h a t cedars were once very abundant in the
Lebanon is evident (1 K 6 9-18; 10 27). What
they contributed to the glory and beauty of that
district may be seen in Zec 11 1-2:
"Open thy doors, O Lebanon, that the fire may devour
thy cedars.
Wail, O fir-tree, for the cedar is fallen, because tho
glorious [R-ym] ones are destroyed :
Wail, O ye oaks of Bashan, for the strong forest is come
down."

PRATT

CEDAR, se'dar, se'der (fJX , 'erez, from Heb root
meaning "to be firm"; KeSpos, kedros): The 'erez
was in almost all the OT references the true cedar,
Cedrus libani, but the name may have been applied
in a loose way to allied trees, such as junipers and
pines. In Nu 24 6—"as cedar-trees beside the
waters""—the reference must, as is most probable,
be purely poetical (see ALOES) or the 'drdzim must
signify some other kind ot tree which flourishes
beside water.
Cedar is twice mentioned as a substance for
ritual cleansing. In Lev 14 4 the cleansed leper
was sprinkled with the blood of a
1. Cedar
"clean bird" into which had been put
for Ritual
"cedar-wood, and scarlet, and hyssop."
Cleansing
In Nu 19 6 "cedar-wood, and hyssop,
and scarlet" were to be cast into the
holocaust of the red heifer. (For the sj-inbolical
meaning see CLEAN.) Here it is very generally
considered that the cedar could not have been the
wood of Cedrus libani, which so far as w-e know
never grew in the wilderness, but that of some
species of juniper—according to Post, Juniperis
phoenicea, w-hich may still be found in the wilderness ot Edom.
Cedar trees are everywhere mentioned with admiration in the OT. Solomon made the cedar the
first ot trees (1 K 4 33). They are
2. Cedar
the "glorv of Lebanon" (Isa 35 2;
Trees in
60 13). The most boastful threat of
the OT
Sennacherib was that he would cut
down the tall cedars of Lebanon (Isa
37 24). They were strong, as is implied in—
"The voice of Jeh is powerful; . . . .
The voice of Jeh brealieth the cedars;
Yea, Jeh breaketh in pieces the cedars of Lebanon"
(Ps 29 4.5).
The cedars are tall—"whose height was like the
height of the cedars"—(.\m 2 9; 2 K 19 23);
majestic (2 K 14 9), and exceUent (Cant 5 15).
The Assyr power is compared to—"a cedar in
Lebanon with fair branches, and with a forest-like
shade, and ot high stature; and its top was among
the thick boughs .
its stature w-as exalted
above aU the trees of the field; and its boughs were
multiplied, and its branches became long" lEzk 31
3-5). They are in particular God's trees—
"The trees of Jeh are filled with moisture,
The cedars of IjCbanon, whicii he hath planted" (Ps
104 16).

Cedars ot Lebanon at the Besherri Grove.
The wood of the cedar has always been highly
prized—much more so than the sycamore (1 K 10
27; Isa 9 10). David had a house
3. Cedar
of cedar built for him by Hiram, king
Timber
of Tyre (2 S 5 11), and he prepared
"cedar-trees without number"" for the
temple which his son was to build (1 Ch 22 4).
Cedar timber was very much used in the construction of Solomon's temple and palace, the trees being
cut in the Lebanon by Sidonians by orders of the
king of Tyre—"Hiram gave Solomon timber ot
cedar and timber of fir according to all his desire"
(1 K 5 6-10). One of Solomon's most important
buildings was known as "the house of the forest of
Lebanon" (1 K 7 2; 10 17; 2 Ch 9 16), on
account of the source of its materials. While cedar
was well adapted for beams (1 K 6 9; Cant 1 17),
boards (Cant 8 9), pUlars (1 K 7 2) and ceilings
(Jer 22 14), it was suited as well for carved work,
such as idols (Isa 44 14,15). It was also used for
ships' masts (Ezk 27 5).
The Cedrus libani still sur-vives in the mountains
of Syria and flourishes in much greater numbers
in the Taurus mountains. "There are
4. Cedars
groves of cedars above
el-Ma'dsir,
in Modern BariXk, 'Ain Zehallah, Hadith, BeSyria
sherri, and Sir" (Post, Flora, 751),
Of these the grove at Besherri is of
world-wide renown. It consists of a group of about
400 trees, among them some magnificent old patriarchs, which lies on the bare slopes ot the Lebanon
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some 6,000 ft. above t h e sea. Doubtless they are
survivors of a forest which here oiici- covered t h e
mountain slopes for miles. T h e halt a dozen
highest specimens reach a height of between 70 and
80 ft., and have trunlvs of a circumference of 10 tt.
or more. I t is impossible to estimate wdth aiij'
certainty theu' age, b u t thej- maj- be as much as
SOO, or even 1,000, years old. 'though inagniticent, these are by no means the largest of their kind.
Some of t h e cedars ot .Vinanus are quite 100 ft.
high and t h e Himalayan cedar, Cedrus deodara, a
varietj- of Cedrus libani, reaches a height of 150 ft.
The impressiveness of the cedar lies, however, not so
much in its height and massive trunk, as in the
w-onderful lateral spread ot its branches, which ofleii
exceeds its height. T h e branches grow out horizontally in successi\-e tiers, each horizontal plane
presenting, w-hen looked at from above, the apiiearance of a green sward. T h e leaves are about an
inch long, arranged in clusters; at first they are
bright green, b u t thej- change with age to a deeper
tint wdth I glau(?ous hue; t h e foliage is e^-(>rgreen,
the successive annual grow-ths of leaves each lasting
two J-ears. Phe cones, 4 to 6 in. long, are oval or
oblong-ovate, wdth a depression at times at the a[)ex;
thejr require two j e a r s to reach maturity and then,
unlike other conifers, they remain attached to t h e
tree, dropping out their scales bearing the seeds.
The wood of the cedar, specially grown under the
conditions of its natural habitat, is hard, close
grained, and takes a high polish. I t is full of resin
(Ps 92 14) which preserves it from rot and from
worms. Cedar oil, a kind of turpentine extracted
from t h e w-ood, was used in ancient times as a preservative for parchments and garments.

Cedar
Censer

CELESTIAL, sS-les'chal (liroupdvios, epourdnios,
"above the sky," "heavenly"): Peculiar to Paul's
majestic argument on the resurrection: celestial vs
terrestrial bodies (1 Cor 15 40) with reference possibly to sun and moon, etc, but more probably to the
bodies of angels in distinction from those ot beasts
and mortal men (ct Christ's words, M t 22 ,30;
Lk 20 36); including also doubtless in the apostle's
thought the resurrection-body of Jesus and ot the
saints already taken into glory. Light is thrown
on its nieaning by the rendering of the same
Gr original as "heavenly places" (Eph 1 3.20; 2
6; 3 10); "beaviady" (1 Cor 15 48). Hence
"celestial" as used by Paul indicates the soul's
continued life beyond the grave, the spiritual body
of the redeemed in heaven, who, in Christ, have put
on immortality.

D W I G H T M . PRATT

CELLAR, sel'er, sel'ar (Kp-iirTi], krupte; "I^IJ?,
'dgdr): Krupte is found only in Lk 11 33, and is
rendered "ceUar" in RV; AV has "secret place."
In this passage it doubtless means a cellar beneath
a house. Etymologically the Gr word means " a
covered place,'" and in classical Gr its usage includes
vaults and crypts as well as cellars. It seems evident that it was only the larger houses in Pal in
which cellars were used with any frequency. I t is
showm by the excavations that in rebuilding a town
which was in ruins the old houses were sometimes
utilized as cellars for the new. 'agar, is rendered
cellar only in 1 Ch 27 27 f. I t is an erroneous
rendering, the correct meaning being stores, or supphes, of wine and oU.

GEORGE R I C K E R BERRY

CELOSYRIA, se-lo-sir'i-a.

See COELE-SYTIIA,

E . W. G. MASTERMAN

CEDRON, se'iiron.
CEILAN, se'lan.

See KIDRON.

See KILAN.

CEILED, seld, CEILING, sel'ing (AV and ERV
Cieled, Cieling; t h e Heb words for "ceiled" are
n s . ' l , hippdh, "55 , ^dphan, DTIffl, sdhlph; for
"ceiling/' '\^C, .sippun): Ceiling occurs only in
1 K 6 15. I t comes from the root tidphan, meaning "to cover." I t has its common meaning of the
upper surface of a room; there is, however, some
doubt of t h e text. Ceiled is found in 2 Ch 3 5
([hippdh]; Jer 22 14; H a g 1 4 [ijdphan in both];
Ezk 41 16 [sdhlph]), t h e te.xt of t h e last passage
being doubtful.' In none of these cases does ''ceded"
refer t o t h e upper surface of a room, b u t to the
covering or paneling of t h e inner walls of a house
wdth cedar or other costly wood. This is in accordance with a common early use of t h e Eng. word,
no longer frequent.

GEORGE R I C K E R BERRY

CELEBRATE, sel'("-brat: Of t h e three Heb
words so rendered b b n , hdlal, " t o praise," is preeminently significant. I t is an onomatopiaetic
word meaning " t o give a clear, sharp sound," as
in vocal rejoicing, celebration. Its equivalent in
EJthiopic is ellell, Ger. hallen, Eng. halloo, and appears in t h e great choral word Hallelujah oi t h e
Heb religion. Passing into Christian use it has
become the term most expressive ot majestic praise.
Pss 113-118 and 136 are caUed Hallel psalms.
Found in Hezekiah's psalm of praise for his miraculous recovery: "Death cannot celebrate thee
(Isa 38 18). 3 ? n , hdghagh, root meaning "to move
in a circle," hen(3e " t o keep a festival" by sacred
leaping and dancing; "(jelebrate [RV "keep""] -a
feast" (Lev 23 41); n5T|J, shabhnth, "to rest," i,e,
keep or observe a holy dav; "celebrate [RV "keep"]
your sabbath" (Ley 23 32),
D W I G H T M , PRATT

CENCHREAE, sen'kr5-e (KtyxP'^'. Kegchreal,
WH Kenchreal; AV incorrectly Cenchrea): A seaport of Corinth on the eastern side of the isthmus
(see CORINTH). Here according to Acts 18 18, St.
Paul had his hair shorn before sailing for Syria, since
he had a vow. A local church must have been
established there by St. Paul, since Phoebe, the
deaconess of Cenchreae, was intrusted with the
Epistle to the Romans, and was commended to them
in the highest terms by the apostle, who charged
them to "assist her in whatsoever matter she may
have need" (Rom 16 1.2).
C E N D E B A E U S , sen-de-be'us (KtvSepaios, Kendebaios; AV Cendebeus): A general of Antiochus
VII who was appointed "captain ot the seacoast"
of Pal (1 Mace 15 38 ff) after the defeat of Tryphon by Antiochus 138 BC. He fortified Kedron
and harassed the Jews in various w-a>-s. As Simon
Maccabaeus was too old to attack C. in person he
sent his two eldest sons, Judas and John, who defeated him with great loss at Modin (1 Mace 16
1-10).
CENSER, sen'ser: I n AV censer is used as a t r
of two Heb words, -viz. n r i n ^ , mahtdh, and TVu^'p^,
mikterdh.
The former word is generally rendered
"censer," sometimes "firepan," and in three cases
(Ex 25 38; 37 23; Nu 4 9) "snuffdish"
It
denoted a bowl-shaped vessel used for different
purposes, viz. (1) a censer, in which incense w-as
burnt (Lev 10 1); (2) a firepan, made of bronze,
used in connection with the altar of burnt offering
(Ex 27 3 ) ; (3) a snuffdish, i.e. a receptacle to
hold pieces of burnt lamp-wick removed by the
tongs or snuffers (Ex 25 38). Probably in all
these cases the same kind of vessel was meant, \dz.
a bowl-shaped utensil with a handle, not unlike a
saucepan. The other Heb word (derived from the
same root as t h e word for "incense") denoted a
vessel for conveying incense (Ezk 8 11; 2 Ch 26

Census
Chaldea
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19). The Gr word Bvpiari-ipiov, thumiaterion, by
which the L X X rendered mikterdh, is used also
in He 9 4, w-here AV' gives "censer," but -V-RV is
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Gesenius, Heb Grammar, tr CoUins-Cow-ley, 357, 3).
Such usage occurs in Gen 18 10; Josh 9 24; Lev
5 19; 24 16; 1 S 20 3 AV; 1 K 2 37; Jer 26 15;
36 29; 42 19.22; 44 17.
(3) The word " c . " is also made auxiliary to bring
out the force of such expressions as the Heb 2 2 ^ ,
i/(ifa6/!, "to befirm," a s i n Dan 2 8; also in the NT",
of the vb. dcrTaTcrK, astatein as in 1 Cor 4 11, "have
no certain dwelling-place."
(4) Mention might be made also of "c."' as,the
rendering ot sundry words, as ^ X , 'akh, in Lam 2
16;

"'3, Id, in Ex 3 12;

and HVTWS, dntds, in

Lk

23 47, all being expressions for what is sure, beyond
doubt.

Censers.
I, Throwing incense on flame, 2. BallB of incense burning, aa Boxes for
holding incense—Rosellini 3,4. Censers of different forms,— ivilkinson. 5, Box or cup for incense,— Wilkinson. 6,7, Head of handle
a[jil pan of censers in bronze.—Brit.Mas.

probably more correct, viz. ''altar of incense" (see
Commentaries s.v.). Cf also Rev 8 3.5, where
Xi^avorrb^, libandtds, properly the adj. 'of "frankincense,"" is tr'^ "censer."
T. LEWIS
CENSUS, sen'sus.

See D A V I D ; QUIRINIUS.

CENTURION, sen-tu'ri-un: As the name implies,
tKaTovTcLpxTis or -OS, hekaiontdrches or -os; KCVTUpCwv, kenturidn, Lat centnrio, was the commander
(if a hundred men, more or less, in a Rom legion.
St, Matthew and St. Luke use the Gr word while
St, iMark prefers the Lat form, as he does in the case
of other words, seeing that he wrote primarily for
Rom readers. The number of centurions in a legion
w-as 60, that being at all epochs the number of centuries, although the number varied in the cohort or
speira. The ordinary duties of the centurion were
to (IrUl his men, inspect their arms, food and clothing,
and to command them in the camp and in the field.
Centurions were sometimes employed on detached
ser\-iee the conditions of which in the pro-vinces are
somewhat obscure. Men like Cornelius and Julius
(-'Vets 10 1; 27 1) may have been separated from the
legion to which they properly belonged for the discharge of special duties. They and other centurions
mentioned in the Gospels and the Acts (Mt 8 5;
Mk 15 39,11,45; Lk 23 47) are represented by
the sacred writers in a favorable light. See --^.UGUSTAN

BAND.

CEPHAS, se'fas.

T.

NICOL

See P E T E R (SIMON),

CERAS, se'ras (Kiipds, Kiirds;
[q.v.]).

'RX

KERAS

CERTAIN, scr'tin, CERTAINLY, ser'tin-li,
CERTAINTY, ser'tin-ti: The rendering ot some
lleb words and forms expressive of what is definitely settled or determined.
(1) Tr of the Heb " , : ; , ndkhdn, "to be established" or "fixed," as in Dt 13 14 (Heb 1.5); 17 4;
1 S 23 23 (cf Ex 16 4, "a certain rate every d a y "
AV).
In the N T it is the rendering of do-0a\-^s,
asphalts, dacpdXeia., asphuleia, from " a " privative
and sphaUein, "to shake" or "move"; as in Lk 1
4, "the certainty of those things" = actual circumstances; Acts 21 34; 22 30; 25 26.
(2) The word " c . " is also employed in the OT
to bring out the force of the absolute infinitive form
used w-ith the finite vb. to express emphasis or to
strengthen the idea of the main vb. (Kautzsch-

W. N. STEARNS

_CERTIFY, ser'ti-fi: Occurs in (1) 2 S 15 28
("""iin, haggldh, "to show,"' "announce," from HJJ,
ndghadh); (2) Ezr 4 14.16; 5 10; 7 24 (:S-:Tl,hddha', "to make known,"' from J ' T ' , y'dha'; Aram, for
^JT,, yddha'); (3) Est 2 22 AV (liaN, 'amar, "to
say,"" "tell,"" so RV); and (4) Gal 1 11 AV (yvoipt^u,
gndrizo, "to make to know,"" so RV). In the EV,
accordingly, the word has not the strong, specific
sense of "to make certain,"' but only the broader
sense of "to make to know." Cf Ps 39 5 (Prayer
Book version), " t h a t I may be certified how long I
have to Uve."
CETAB, se'tab.

See KBTAB.

CHABRIS, ka'bris ('A(3p(s, Abrls, Xappets,
Chabrds): Son of Gothoniel, one of the three rulers
of Bethuha in the time ot Judith (Jth 6 15; 8 10;
10 6).
CHADIAS, ka'di-as, THEY OF (RV CHADIASAI, ka'di-a-si; A, Xa8d<rai, Chaddsai; B, ot XaStdcrai., hoi Chadidsai): The inhabitants ot the city
here referred to returned with Zerubbabel, along
w-ith the Ammidioi (1 Est 5 20). 'The name is not
found in Ezr and Neh. The Chadiasai have been
taken for the people of Jxadesh and the Ammidioi
for the people of Humtah (Josh 15 54). Possibly
the place is identical wdth Kedesh of Josh 15 23.
CHAEREAS, ke're-as (Xaip^as, Chaireas; AV
Chereas): Brother of Timotheus, the Ammonite
leader against Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mace 5 6).
He held the fortress of Gazara (the "Jazer" of 1
Mace 5 8) to w-hich Timotheus fled from Judas.
The latter pursued him and captured the fortress
after a vigorous siege. In the slaughter which
followed the two brothers, Ch. and Tim., were killed
(2 Mace 10 32,37),
CHAFE, chaf (~i'a, mar, "bitter"; hence bitter
of soul, deadly, destructive, ferocious, "as a bear
robbed ot her w-helps"): Occurs only in 2 S 17 8;
used by Hushai to characterize David's supposedly
fierce mood at the time ot Absalom's armed rebelUon,
CHAFF, chaf: Four different words have beffen
tr* "chaff" in the O T :
(1) 7 i n , mdg, is found in Job 21 18; Ps 1 4;
35 5; Isa 17 13; 29 5; 41 15; Hos 13 3; Zeph
2 2 . . .
(2) iClDn, hdshash, occurs in two vs (Isa 5 24 and
33 11). Cf "hashish," an Arab, word which, as
commonly used, denotes grass either standing or
cut, green or dry, although, strictlv speaking, dry
or cut grass alone. In RV Isa 5 24 the tr is "dry
grass."
(3) ':ir<, tebhen, is tr'i "chaff" in AV (Jer 23 28).
The same word is rendered "straw" in RV (cf
Arab. tibn).
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(4) "l^i5, 'ur, 11 C h a l d w o r d , o c c u r s in D n l 2 3 5 ,
I n t h e N d ' &xvpoy, dchuron, is f o u n d i n M t 3 12
and L k 3 17.
I n t h e p r o c e s s of winn((wing. a s i t h a s b e e n carried o n i n t h e l^ast t o r t h o u s a n d s of y e a r s , t h e grain
is tossed i n t o t h e a i r so that, t h e w i n d iiiaj- c a u s e
a s e p a r a t i o n of chatf a n d s t r a w . T h e light h u s k s
from t h e w h e a t a m i fine iiailieles of s t r a w a r e dispersed b y t h e w i n d in t h e Idriii of a fine d u s t ; t h e
lieavier s t r a w w l u c h h a s b e e n bi-dkeii i n t o s h o r t
pieces b y t h e tliresliin,!:: process falls n e a r a t h a n d
on t h e e d g e o t t h e tliicsliing-lloor, while t h e g r a i n
falls b a c k u p o n t h e pile. I n S y r i a a n d P a l , t h a t
which falls n e a r a t h a n d a s c u t straw- is called
tibn.
T h i s w-ord o c c u r s in t h e . \ i d b t r of M t 3 12
and L k 3 17, T h i s s t r a w is ortlinarilj- sa\-ed a n d
fed as "rougliagi-" t(( t h e a n i m a l s . I t could easilj'
be g a t h e r e d a n d b u r n e d , a s i n d i c a t e d in t h e alK.ivementioiied v s , while t h e clialT is blow-n aw-ay bej-ond
reeoverv, a stroiic figure t o depict eoniplete a n n i hilation iJoli 2 1 1^; I s a 2 9 5 ; 4 1 16; H o s 13 3 ,
Dnl 2 35!, .-See AGRICULTURE;
SiK.vw ;
WINNow-ixG,
J-^MEs -V, P A T C H

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

Census
Cbaldea

C H A L D E A , k a l - d e ' a , C H A L D E A N S , kal-(l(-'Mz
( D l - l i p S , ka.iflim, W-^m y-jii, 'eng kasdiiii; XaXSaCa,
Chalilaia, XaXSatot,
Chnljiiloi):
1. I :c()i.'ru|iliic(i,l Pdsitioii
•Seals (if llic Cliuldeuns
2 . O r i f i l l l a l l y ,S(iiiicr()--'Vivka(]i((,(l

:i. Ilisinr\ of llie ('haldean Tcibes
4 . .M('r(((l;icli-I>;(ladail a n d -Sar^-i-dl of A s s y r i a

;,.
((,
T,
,s,
<J.

Sllzubu
M n^ezih-Marduk
Mec(i(la,cl(.|)aladan's Son
Na'id-Mardiik
I'aliii

10. Nal(a-liel-,^iiiiiaU and iillicrs
ills Tracic |(aid
I I. Th(( Clialdcads (-'((rge -\head
1-, Ni(li((|(((lass(((-'s K(i\(til, KKKinst .\ssyria
l:;, Tlie Clcddcaiis as l.eiinieil -Men

"KasilJm,'" l a n d o t Kosiliin"
or " t h e Chald e a n s , " i s t h e usu;d d e s i g n a t i o n , in t h e O T , for t h e
l a n d a n d t h e people ( J e r 5 0 1 0 ; 5 1 2 4 ; 24 5 ; 2 5
12). T h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g G r form w-ith I for s follows
t h e A s s y r - B a b Kaldu, mdt Kaldi, " C h a l d e a n , l a n d
of t h e C h a l d e a n s . "
Kasdimls
jiossibly c o n n e c t e d
w i t h t h e n a m e of K e s e d (Kesedh),
n e p h e w of
. \ b r a h a m ( G e n 2 2 2 2 j , a n d m a y b e d e r i v e d from
t h e A s s y r - B a b r o o t kaiiditu, " t o capture,'-" s u g g e s t i n g
C H A I N , chiSn, C H A I N S , e h r m z : C h a i n s w e r e
t h a t t h e C h a l d e a n s were originallj' t r i b e s of n o m a d i c
used b v t h e H e b n ^ w s :
p l u n d e r e r s (ct J o b 1 17).
G ) A s o r n a m e n t s : H - l ' l i X , 'i-g'ddhuh, HSiClS,
I n i t s w i d e s t a c c e p t a t i o n , C h a l d e a is t h e n a m e of
ri'tiphdh, p i " 'diidk, ~ ' - " ^ , , rdbhidh, n ^ C l l T , shart h e whole of B a b y l o n i a , o w i n g t o t h e fact t h a t t h e
sh'rdh, p T " ^ , rattok.
A s o r n a m e n t s for t h e p e r s o n
C l u d d e a n s h a d given m o r e t h a n o n e
tlie\- W-ere w-orn a b o u t t h e a n k l e s ( N u 3 1 5 0 ; I s a
1. G e o k i n g t o t h e countrj-.
I n t h e strict
3 '-'11 a n d a b o u t t h e n e c k i C a n t 4 9 ; E z k 16 11).
graphical
sense, h o w e v e r , t h e i r d o m a i n wds t h e
The\- w-ere u s e d a s o r n a m e n t s for t h e e p h o d a n d
Position
t r a c t a t t h e N . W , e n d of t h e P e r s Gulf,
b r e a s t p l a t e of t h e h i g h p r i e s t ( E x 2 8 14; 3 9 15).
w h i c h w-as often called liy t h e -VssyroThese c h a i n s w e r e of p u r e gold. S o l o m o n p l a c e d
B a b y l o n i a n s mat Tdinlim, " t h e L a n d of t h e S e a , " a
chahis before t h e o r a c l e i n t h e t e m p l e (1 K 6 2 1 ) ,
p r o v i n c e of u n k n o w n e x t e n t . V h e n t h e s e t r i b e s
and t h e s e w e r e a l s o of p u r e gold. T h e y w e r e u s e d
m i g r a t e d i n t o B a b y l o n i a is u n c e r t a i n , a s is also
as o r n a m e n t s for g r a v e n i m a g e s ( I s a 4 0 19) a n d
t h e i r original h o m e ; b u t a s t h e j - a r e eloselj- r e l a t e d
a r o u n d t h e n e c k s of p r i z e d a n i m a l s . T h i s w a s t r u e
t o t h e A r a m a e a n s , i t is po.ssible t h a t t h e i r first s e t t l e of t h e c a m e l s t a k e n from t h e ; \ l i d i a n i t e s b y G i d e o n
m e n t s l a y i n t h e n e i g h b o r h o o d of t h e Ai-amaean
I Jgs 8 2 1 , 2 6 ) .
s t a t e s b o r d e r i n g o n t h e H o l y Lancl.
TiglathpUeser I V (742 B C ) s p e a k s of t h e ra'asani o r chiefs
'2 A s m a r k s of d i s t i n c t i o n : " ^ 3 " ? ,
rdbhidh,
of t h e Kaldu, a n d t h e m e n t i o n ot n u m e r o u s A r a ~""~
(~":"C"i
hdmniickh
llnnniiikh):
That
m a e a n tribes i n B a b y l o n i a itself show-s t h a t t h e i r
seems t o b e t r u e of t h e c h a i n w-hich P h a r a o h p l a c e d
e x a m p l e of s e t t l i n g t h e r e soon f o u n d i m i t a t o r s , a s
a b o u t t h e n e c k of J o s e p h ( G e n 4 1 4 2 ) , a n d of t h e
did t h e Anglo-Saxons when t h e y invaded Britain,
one w-hich t h e k i n g of Bafiylon ijroinised t o t h e wise
Among t h e Chaldean tribes in Babylonia m a y be
men ( D n l 5 7 ) .
m e n t i o n e d B i t A m u k k a n i , w h o s e capitid w a s S a p i a ;
B i t Y a k i n , w h i c h furnished t h e d y n a s t y t o w h i c h
f3) A s m e a n s of confining p r i s o n e r s :
r'i'np,
M e r o d a c h - b a l a d a n I I b e l o n g e d ; a n d in-obably also
n'hoshdli:
d\vins, hdlusis:
A n u m b e r o t passages
B i t D a k k u r i , a s all t h r e e l a y n e a r tli(^ P e r s G u l t .
t h a t w e r e t r ' ' " c h a i n s " i n t h e AV a r e t r ' " f e t t e r s " in
S a r g o n of A s s y r i a excludes l i i t - . \ m u k k a n i a n d B i t the RA' (see J K S 16 2 1 ; 2 S 3 3 1 ) . A m o n g t h e
D a k k u r i , a n d s p e a k s of " t h e whole of t h e l a n d of
R o m a n s t h e p r i s o n e r w-as c h a i n e d t o o n e o r t w o
Ch.aldea,
a s m u c h a s t h e r e i s ; t h e l a n d of B i t guards ( A c t s 12 6 . 7 ; 2 1 3 3 ; E p h 6 '20; 2 T i m •
Yrddni, o n t h e shore of t h e Salt R i v e r [the P(a-s
1 111', T h e ^ e c h a i n s w e r e p e r h a p s m a d e o t c o p p e r
Gulf], t o t h e b o r d e r of T i l m u n " ( t h e island of
or a n a l l o y of c o p p e r a n d t i n ,
Bahrein a n d t h e adjacent mainland)
(Pnn-nient
(4) A s a figurative e x p r e s s i o n : p"-",
'dndk.
The
Inscr., I V , U. 82, 83, 8 5 , ,Sli), I t w a s iiroliably t h e
P s a l m i s t l i k e n s p r i d e t o a c h a i n a b o u t t h e neck
influence of t h e B a b y l o n i a n s a n i o n s w-hom t h e y
(73 CM, a n d i n P r o v i t is s t a t e d t h a t t h e y o u n g m a n
settled which changed these n o m a d s into citywho h e a r s t h e i n s t r u c t i o n o t h i s f a t h e r a n d l o r s a k e s
dwellers, S e n n a c h e r i b refers t o 75 (var, 811) s t r o n g
not t h e law- of h i s m o t h e r shall find t h a t t hey a r e
cities a n d fortresses of C h a l d e a , a n d -120 ( v a r .
chains a b o u t h i s n e c k ( 1 9 ) . I n R e v 2 0 1 t h e
800) smaller t o w n s w h i c h w-ere a r o u n d t h e m ; a n d
angel is d e s c r i b e d a s d e s c e n d i n g w i l h a g r e a t chain
t h e r e were also C h a l d e a n s ( a n d - I r a m a e a n s ) in E r e c h ,
in h i s h a n d . A c c o r d i n g t o t h e A V P d c r .sp('aks
Nippur (Calneh), Kis, Hursag-kalama, C u t h a h , a n d
of t h e fallen a n g e l s a s h a v i n g b e e n delivered m t o
probably Babylon.
" c h a i n s of d a r k n e s s " (2 P e t 2 4 ) , ffetpd, sard, a n d
T h e " l a n d of t h e s e a ' ' (indt Tdmlim) is m e n t i o n e d
J u d e s p e a k s of t h e m a s b e i n g r e s e r v e d in " e \ ' e r l a s t in t h e chronicle of t h e e a r l y B a b . k i n g s ( r e v . 14) a s
ing c h a i n s " t J u d e v e r 0, R V " b o n d s " ) , SeapSs, dcsbeing governed b y Ea-gamil, contemmos.
See also I^r-Visii.ME.XTS.
A. W, FOKTI-NB
2. Origip o r a r y of S a i u s i i - t i t a n a (cir 1900 B C ) ,
nally S u b u t a t t h a t period it w a s a p p a r e n t l y
jjjeroo n e of t h e original S u m e r o - A k k a d i a n
CHAIR, char.
See S E A T ; SE.^TS, C H I E F .
Akkadiam
s t a t e s of B a b y l o n i a ,
I t is d o u b t f u l
w-hether, a t t h a t e a r l y d a t e , t h e C h a l C H A L C E D O N Y , kal-sed'5-ni, kal'sP-do-ni, See
d e a n s h a d e n t e r e d B a b y l o n i a a n d t o u n d e d scftleSTONES, PRECIOUS.
m e n t s t h e r e , t h o u g h t h e record m e n t i o n s A r a m a e a n s
somewhat later on.
C H A L C O L , k a l ' k o l . See C A L C O L .
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One of the earliest references to the Chaldeans
is t h a t of Shalmaneser I I of Assyria, who, on invading Babylonia in the eponymy of Bel3. History bunaya (851 BC), captured the city
of the Chal- Baqdni, which belonged to Adini of
dean Tribes the Chaldean tribe of Dakuri. After
plundering and destroying the place,
Shalmaneser attacked Enzudi, the capital, whereupon Adini submitted and paid tribute. On this
occasion Yaktni, of "the Land of the Sea," also paid
tribute, as did MusalUm-Marduk, son of Amukkani (the Bit-Amukkani
mentioned above). The
next Assyr ruler to mention the country is Adadnirari I I I (810 BC), who speaks of aU the kings of the
Chaldeans, which evidently refers to the various
states into which the Chaldean tribes were di'vided.
Later on, Sargon of Assyria, in his 12th year, decided to break the power of Merodach-baladan,
who had made himself master of Babylon. To
effect this, he first defeated the Gambulians, who
were the Chaldean king's supporters, and the Elamites, his allies over the border. The Chaldean,
however, did not await the Assyr king's attack, but
escaped to Yatburu in Elam, lea-ving considerable
spoil behind him. Though extensive operations
were carried out, and much booty
4. Merotaken, the end of the campaign seems
dach-bala- only to have come two years later,
dan and
when Diir-Yakln was destroyed by
Sargon of fire and reduced to ruins. In the
Assyria
"Annals of Hall XIV"" Sargon claims
to have taken Merodach-baladan
prisoner, but this seems doubtful. Merodachbaladan fled, but returned and mounted the throne
again on Sargon's death in 705 BC. Six months
later Sennacherib, in his turn, attacked him, and
he again sought safety in flight. A Chaldean chief
named Siizubu, however, now came forward, and
proclaimed himself king ot Babylon,
5. Sdzubu but being defeated, he likewise fled.
Later on, Sennacherib attacked the
Chaldeans at Nagitu and other settlements in
Elamite-territory which Merodach-baladan and his
followers had founded. After the death of Merodach-baladan, yet another Chaldean, whom Sennacherib calls likewise Siizubu, but whose full name
was Musezib-Marduk, mounted the
6. Musezib- Babylonian throne. This ruler apMarduk
plied for help against Sennacherib of
Assyria to Umman-menanu, the king
of Elam, who, taking the bribe which w-as offered,
supported him with an armed force, and a battle
w-as fought at Idalule on the Tigris, in which Sennacherib claims the -victory—probably rightly.
i\Iusezib-Marduk reigned 4 years, and was taken
prisoner by his whilom ally, I'mman-menanu, who
sent him to Assj'ria.
In the reign of Esarhaddon, NabA-zer-napistilisir, one of the sons of Merodach-baladan, gathered
an army at Larsa, but was defeated
7. Mero"^y the Assyrians, and fled to Elam.
dachThe king of that country, however,
baladan's
wishing to be on friendly terms with
Son
Esarhaddon, captured him and put
him to death. This prince had a
brother named Na'id-Marduk, who, not feeling
himself safe in the country which had acted treacherously toward his house, fled, and made submission
to Esarhaddon, who received him
8. Na'idfavorably, and restored to him the
Marduk
dominion of the "Land of the Sea."
This moderation secured the fidelity
of the Chaldeans, and when the Elamite Urtaku
sent inviting them to revolt against their suzerain,
thej' answered to the effect that Na'id-Marduk was
their lord, and they were the servants ot the king
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of Assjrria. This took place probably about 650
BC, in the reign of Esarhaddon's son Assur-banlApli (see OSNAPPAR).

Hostility to Assj-ria, however, continued to exist
in the tribe, Palia, grandson ot Merodach-baladan,
being one of the prisoners taken by
9. Palia
Assur-banl-apli's troops in their operations against the Gambulians (a
Babylonian, and perhaps a Chaldean tribe) later
on. It was only during the struggle of Samas-sumukin (Saosduohimos), king of Babylon, Assur-bant&ph's brother, however, t h a t they took sides against
Assyria as a nationality. This change was due to
the in-vitation of the Bab king—who may have
been regarded, rather than Assur-bani-apli, as their
overlord. The chief of the Chaldeans w-as at that
time another grandson of Merodach-baladan,
Nabtl-bel-sumati, who seized the As10. Nabfi- Syrians in his domain, and placed them
bel-sumati in bonds. The Chaldeans suffered,
with the rest, in the great defeat of
the Bab and allied forces, when Babylon and the
chief cities of the land tell. Mannu-kl-Babtli of
the Dakkurians, Ea-sum-ikisa of Bit-Amukkani,
with other Chaldean states, were punished for their
comphcity in Samas-sum-ukln's revolt, while
NabU-bel-sumati fled and found refuge at the court
ot Indabigas, king of Elam. Assur-banl-apli at
once demanded his surrender, but civil war in Elam
broke out, in which Indabigas was slain, and Ummanaldas mounted the throne. This demand was now
renewed, and Nabil-bel-§umati, fearing t h a t he
would be surrendered, decided to end his lite. He
therefore directed his armor-bearer to dispatch
him, and each ran the other through w-ith his sw-ord.
The prince's corpse, with the head of his armorbearer, were then sent, with some of the Chaldean
fugitives, to Assyria, and presented to the king.
Thus ended, for a time, Chaldean ambition in Babylonia and in the domain of eastern politics.
With the death of Assur-bant-apli, w-hich took
place about 626 BC, the power of Assyria fell, his
successors being probably far less
11. The
capable men than he. This gave occaChaldeans sion tor many plots against the Assjrr
Forge
empire, and the Chaldeans probably
Ahead
took part in the general movement.
In the time of Saracus (Sin-sarraiSkun of Assyria, cir 620 BC) Busalossor would
seem to have been appointed general of the forces
in Babylonia in consequence of an apprehended
invasion of barbarians from the sea (the Pers Gulf)
(Eusebius, Chronieon, book i). The new general,
however, revolted against the Assyrians, and made
himself master of Babylonia. As, in other cases,
the AssjT-ians seem to have been exceedingly faithful to their king, it has been thought possible that
I his general, w-ho w-as none other than
12. Nabo- Nabopolassar, the father of Nebuchadpolassar's
rezzar, w-as not really an Assyrian, but
Revolt
a Babylonian, and probably a Chalagainst
dean. This theory, if correct, would
Assyria
explain how Babylonia, in its fullest
sense, obtained the name of Chaldea,
and was no longer known as the land of Shinar
(Gen 10 10). The reputation of Merodach-baladan, the contemporary of Hezekiah, may have been
partly responsible for the change of name.
It was not in the restricted sense, but as a synonym of Babylonian, t h a t the name Chaldean obtained the signification of "wise man." That the
Chaldeans in the restricted and correct sense w-ere
more learned than, or even as learned as, the Babylonians in general, is unlikely. Moreover, the native
inscriptions give no indication t h a t this was the
case. The Babylonians in general, on the other
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hand, were enthusiastic students from very early
times. From their inscriptions, it is certain that
among th(-ar centers of learning may
13. The
be classed Sippar and Larsa, the chief
Chaldeans seats of sun-w-orship; Nipjiur, identias Learned fied with the Calneh of ( h n 10 10;
Men
Babylon, the ca|)ital; Borsijipa in the
neighborhood of Balijlon; Ur of the
Chaldees; and Erech. There is, also, every probability t h a t this list could be extended, and will
be extended, when we know more; lor wherever
an important temple existed, there was to be found
also a priestly school. "The learning of the Chaldeans'" (Dnl 1 4; 2 2; 4 7; 5 7,11) comiirised
the old languages of Babylonia (the two dudecls
of Sumerian, wdth a cerlain know-K-dge of Kassite,
which seems to have been allied to the Hittite;
and other languages of the immediate neighborhood) ; some know ledge ot astronomy and astrology;
mathematics, which their sexagesimal system of
numeration seems to have facUitated; and a certain
amount of natural historj-. To this must be added
a store of mythological learning, including legends
of the Creation, the Flood (closely resembhng in all
its main points the account in the Bible), and
apparently also the Temptation and the Fall.
Thej' had Ukewdse a good knowledge of agriculture,
and were no mean architects, as the many celebrated buddings ot Babylonia show—compare not
only the descriptions of the Temple ot Belus (see
BABEL, Tcn-ER OF) and the Hanging Gardens, but
also the remains of Gudea"3 great palace at Lagas
(Tel-loh), where t h a t ruler, who lived about 2500
BC, is twdee represented as an architect, with
plan and -with rule and measure. (These statues
are now in the Lou-vre.) That their architecture
never attained the elegance whioh characterized
that of the West, is probably due to the absence
of stone, necessitating the employment of brick
as

a

substitute

(Gen

11 3).

SHIN.AR.

See

BABYLONIA;

T . G.

PINCHES

CHALKSTONE, chok'ston ("l3"i:2X, 'abhneghir
[cf Eben-ezer, "^J^ijl 15^) 'ebhen hd-'ezer, "stone of
the help,"" 1 S 7'l2]): i n l s a 27 9 we have: "Therefore by this shall the iniquity of Jacob be forgiven,
and this is all the fruit of taking away his sin: that
he maketh all the stones of the altar as chalkstones
that are beaten in sunder, so that the Asherim and
the sun-images shall rise no more."" 'Abhne-ghir Is
compounded ot 'ebhen, "stone,"" which occurs in
many passages, and gir or gir, "lime"' (cf Arab. jTr,
"gj-psum" or "quickUme"), which occurs only here
and in Dnl 5 5: "'wrote . . . . upon the plaster
[gir] of the wall of the king's palace." Nearly all
the rock of Pal is limestone. When limi^stone is
burned, it is converted into lime, which is easily
broken into pieces, and, if allowed to remain open
to the air, becomes slaked by the moisture of the
atmosphere and crumbles into dust. The reference
is to the destruction of the altar. It may mean
that the altar will be burned so that the stones will
become Ume, or, more probably, that the stones of
the altar wiU be broken as chalk.stones (i.e. lumps
of quicklime) are broken. There is no doubt that
hme was known to the Egyptians, Assyrians and
Hebrews, though clay, tvith or without straw, was
more commonly used in building. Even bitumen
("sUme") appears to have been used for mortar.
See C L A Y ; L I M E ; SLIME,

ALFRED E L Y DAY

Chaldea
Chambers in S.

CHALPHI, kal'fi (Xa\(|)(, Chalphi; AV Calphi):
Father of Judas, who, along with Mattathias,
steadUy supported Jonathan at the battle of Gennesar when the hosts ot Demetrius' princes were
routed (1 Maco 11 70).
CHAMBER, cham'ber (the tr of the following Heb
words: T i n , hcdher, H S n , huppdh, ?^^^, ydgV^',

ria:^, ijdgii"', nsipb, Ushkah, n3m,nishkdh, n^by,
'dllydh, 3753Z, geld', and the Aram, word t'l''^^,
'illilh): For the most part the word chamber is the
expression of an idea which would be adequately
expressed by the king, word "room,'' in accordance
w nil :m earlier use of the word, now Uttle employed.
For the arrangeineut of rooms in a Heb house, see
HOUSE. Hedher is a word of frequent oecurrenee,
and designates a private room. Huppdh is tr^"
"chamber" onlyin Ps 19 5, where it is u.sed in connection with "bridegroom," and means a bridal
chamber. The same Heb word used of the bride
in Joel 2 16 is rendered "closet."
YdrfV-' and
ydQd'^' are found only in 1 K 6 5.6.10 (.\V only in
all the passages), ydgW^' being the reading of K^thibh
and ydgl'^' of K're in each case. Here the meaning
is ready "story," as given in RV, except in ver 6,
where doubtless the text should be changed to read
ha-geld', "the side-chamber."" Lishkdh, a frequent
word, and the equivalent nishkdh, infrequent, are
used ordinarily of a room in the temple utilized for
sacred purposes, occasionally of a room in the palace.
'Allydh and the equivalent Aram, 'illlth signify "a
roof chamber,"" i.e. a chamber built on the flat roof
of a house. Qeld', when used of a chamber, designates a side-chamber of the temple. It is usually
rendered "side-chamber," but "chamber" in 1 K
6 5.8 (AV), where RV has "side-chamber."
GEORGE R I C K E R BERRY

CHAMBER, ROOF.

See CHAMBER.

CHAMBERING, cham'ber-ing: IlUcit intercourse; the rendering in EV since Tyndale of
Kolrati, koltais (lit. "beds," Rom 13 13). The Gr
usage is paraUeled in classic authors and the L X X ;
like the Eng. participle, it denotes repeated or
habitual acts. The word is not recorded elsewhere
in Eng. lit. as vb. or participle in this sense; in
Othello, iii, 3, a chambercr is an intriguer, male
wanton, in Byron, Werner, TV, 1, 404, a gallant or
carpet knight, and in Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 766, a
concubine.
CHAMBERLAIN, cham'ber-lin: In the OT the
word rendered chamberlain, D^"1D, ^drl,^, is more
properly "eunuch,"" an officer which oriental
monarchs placed over their harems (Est 1 10.12,15;
2 3,14.21; 4 4f; 6 2,14; 7 9; 2 K 23 11). This
officer seems also to have had other duties. See
under EUNUCH. In the N T (1) olKovdpos, oikondmos,
lit. manager ot the household, apparently the "treasurer" as in RV "Erastus the treasurer of the city
saluteth you" (Rom 16 23). Cf adapted use as
applied to Christian apostles and teachers, bishops,
and even to individual members; in which cases,
rendered "stewards" (1 Cor 4 1; Tit 1 7; 1 Pet 4
10), (2) In Acts 12 20, "Blastus the king's chamberlain" (ho epi tou koitdnos to-u basileds, "he who is over
the king's bed-chamber"), not treasure-chamber,
as above; here praefectus cubiculo, or chief valet de
chambre to the royal person, a position involving
much honor and intimacj-.
EDWARD BAGBY POLLARD

CHALLENGE, chal'enj:
AV has taken Heb 'dmar,
"claim,"" RV "whereof one
more definitely to the idea
stolen personal property.

Only in Ex 22 9, where
"say," in the sense of
saith. This is it,"' points
of identification of the

CHAMBERS I N T H E

HEAVENS.

See Aa-

TRO-MO-MY; D I A L OF AHAZ.

CHAMBERS I N THE SOUTH.
OMY; SOUTH, CHAMBERS OF.

See ASTRON-

Chambers, etc
Change
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CHAMBERS OF IMAGERY, im'aj-ri, im'a-jer-i
(P,^2'(25a, maskith): The reference (Ezk 8 12) is to
chambers in the temple where the elders of Israel
were wont to assemble and practise rites of an
idolatrous character. What the imagery consisted
of, we may gather from ver 10: symbolic representations of beasts and reptiles and "detestable
things," It is thought that these symbols were ot
a zodiacal character. The worship ot the planets
w-as in \-ogue at the time of the prophet among the
degenerate Israelites.
CHAMELEON, ka-me'l5-un (n'S, ko^h, RV
LAND CROCODILE [Lev 11 30]"; nTplCDri, tinshemeth, AV mole, RV CHAMELEON [Lev 11 30]):
Kd'^'h, w-hich in the AVisrendered "chameleon" and
in the RV "land crocodile," means also "strength"
or "power," as in Gen 4 12; 1 S 2 9; Ps 22 15;
Isa 40 20, and many other passages. The L X X
has x"."'"^^'^'', chamailedn, but on account of the

and add to its striking appearance.

See LAND CROCO-

DILE; M O L E ; SWAN; HORNED OWL; PELICAN.

ALFRED E L Y D A Y

CHAMOIS, sham'i, sha-mwa', sha-moi' ("1'3T,
zemer; KaiitiXoirdpSaXis, kamelopdrdalis):
Occurs
only once in the Bible, i,e. in the hst of clean
animals in D t 14 5. Gesenius refers t o the vb.
zdmar, "to sing," and suggests the association ot
dancing or leaping, indicating -thereby an. active
animal. M'Lean in EB cites the rendering of the
Tgs dlsa', or "wUd goat." Now there are two wild
goats in Pal. The better known is the ibex of the
S., which may well be the ifa'i:l (EV "wild o-oat"';
Job 39 1; Ps 104 18; 1 S 24 2), as weU as the'akkd
(EV "wild goat,"" D t 14 5). The other i s t h e pasang or Pers wild goat which ranges from the N . E .
of Pal and the Syrian desert t o Persia, and whioh

anii'leoii—Chamaeleo vulgaris
ordiiiarj' meaning of the word, kd"}},, it has been
thought that some large lizard should be understood here. The desert monitor. Vara nus griseus,
one of the largest ot lizards, sometime attaining the
length of 4 ft., is common in Pal and may be the
animal here referred to. The name "monitor"" is
a tr of the German warnen, "to warn,"' with which
has been confused the Arab, name ot this animal,
waran or waral, a word of uncertain etymology.
The w-ord tinshemdh in the same verse is rendered
in AV "mole" and in RV "chameleon." The L X X
has da-!rd\a^, aspidlnx (= spdlax, "mole").
Tinshemdh also occurs in the lists of unclean birds in
Lev 11 IS and D t 14 16, where it is rendered:
AV "swan''; RV "horned owl"; L X X wopipvploiv,
porphurlon (i.e. "coot" or, ace. to some, "heron");
Vulg eygnus, "swan." I t appears t o come trom the
root nasham, "to breathe"; cf n'shdmdh, "breath"
(Gen 2 7; Job 27 3 AV, etc). I t has therefore in
Lev 11 30 been referred to the chameleon on account of the chameleon's habit ot puffing up its
bo(l\- with air and hissing, and in the other passages
to the pelican, on account ot the pelican's great
pouched bUl.
The eonimon chameleon is abundant in Pal, being
found also in North Africa and in Spain, The other
species ol chameleons are found principally in Africa and
Mdilagascar It is not only a harmless but a decidedly
usefdl creature, since it feeds upon insects, esp. flies. Its
mode of capturiiiK its prey is most interesting. It slowly
and cautiously advances until its head is from 4 to 6 in.
from the in.seet, which it then secures by darting out its
tongue with great rapidity. The pigment cells In its skin
enable it to change its color from pale yellow to bright
green, dark green and almost black, so that it can harmonize very perfectly with its surroundings. Its peculiar
toes and prehensile tail help to fit it for its Ufe in the
trees. Its prominent eyes with circular lids, like iris
diaphragms, can be moved independently ol each other.

From Roj

^at Hist

by pern

Chamois Persian Wild Goat or Pasang—Cap a aegagrus.
(This may be the zemer, EV chamois, of Dt 14 .5.)
may be the zemer (EV "chamois""). The accompanying illustration, which is taken from t h e Royal
Natural History, shows the male and female and
young. The male is distinguished by its larger
horns and goatee. The horns are in size and curvature very similar to those of the ibex (see GOAT,
sec. 2), but the front edge is like a nicked blade
instead of being thick and knotty as in the ibex.
Like the ibex it is at home among t h e rocks, and
chmbs apparently impossible cliffs with marvelous
ease.
Tristram (NHB) w-ho is followed by Post (HDB)
suggests t h a t zemer may be t h e Barbarj' sheep
(Oois tragelaphus), though the latter is only know-n
to inhabit the Atlas Mountains, trom the Atlantic
to Tunis. Tristram supports his view by reference
to a kebsh ("ram"") which the .Vrabs say lives in the
mountains of Sinai, though they have apparently
neither horns nor skins to show as trophies, and
it is admitted that no European has seen it. The
true chamois (Rupicapra tragus) inhabits the high
mountains from the P\-renees to the Caucasus, and
there is no reason to suppose that it was ever found
in Syria or Pal.

ALFRED E L Y D A Y

CHAMPAIGN, sham-pan', sham'pan ( H i n y ,
'drdbhah, n y ] 5 3 , bik'dh): A champaign is a flat
open countrj-, and the word occurs in D t 11 30 AV
(RV "the Arabah'") as a tr of 'drdbhdh, for which
AV has in most places "the plain," and RV "the
Arabah,'" when it is used with the art. and denotes
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a definite region, i.e. the valley of the Jordan trom
the Sea ot Galilee to the Dead Sea (Dt 2 8; 3 17;
4 49; Josh 3 16; 8 14; 11 16; 12 1,3,8; 2 S
2 '29; 4 7; 2 K 14 25; 25 4; .ler 39 4; 52 7),
and also tlie ^'all('^- running s(-iut,liwar(l from the
Dead Sea to the Gulf ot .\kabah (Dl 1 1). Ezk
47 8hasf(ir/i(7-'((/-(((i/((7/i "the desert," ;VVm "plain,"
KV "the -Vrabali," The pi. is u.sed in Josh 5 10;
2 K 25 5, "the plains of Jericho," and in Nu 22 1
and 26 3, "the plains of Moab," Elsewhere
'drdbhdh is rendered in V.\' "desert" or "w-ilderness"
(Job 24 5; 39 6; Isa 33 9; 35 1,6; 40 3; 41 19;
51 3; Jer 2 6; 17 6; 50 12). At the iiiesent
day, the Jordan valley is called the Ghnnr (el Heb
'iir, "lo dig," nc'drdh, "cave," and .\rab, iiiughdralt,
"cave"). This name is also apidied lo the deltas
of streams flow-ing into the Dead Sea from the E.,
which are clothed with thickets of thorny trees and
shrubs, i.e, Ghaur-ul-Mi:ra'ah,
al the mouths of
Wddi-Ki rak and IVddi-lleni-IIuinindd,
tilutur-u.-^,'^dfiych, at the mouth of l\'dili-ul-l.lisa.
The name
"-\rabah" (.-Vrab. cd-'.Irabah) is now- confined to
the vallej- running southw-ard from the Dead (Sea
to the Gulf of -Vkabali, separating the mountains
of Edom from Sinai and the plateau of at-Tlh.

Chambers, etc
Change

trom which the noun is taken, a number of times,
but variously rendered into Eng.: Uncleanness that
"eliaiie(;th him by night" (Dt 23 10). "Her hap
was to light on the portion of the field" (Ruth 2 :i).
"(Soinelliing hath befallen him" (1 S 20 26). "One
event, haii|ienetli to them all" (Eccl 2 14,15); "that
which l-iefaileth the sons of men" ("sons of men are
a chance," BK,Viiij(Ec('l 3 19). "There is one event
to the righteous and to the wicked" (kiccl 9 2,3),
Here the i( lea certainlj' is not something independent
of the will of God, but something unexpected bjman.
There is also i?"!]? , kdru, "ll a bird's nest chance
to be before the(' 'in the way" (Dt 22 6). Both
the above Heb words are eoinbined in the statement
"(Vs I happened by chance upon Mount Gilboa"
(2 S 1 6). "And Alisaloin chanced to meet the
servants of David" ("met the servants," 18 9, AVj,
",Vnd there happened to be there a base fellow"
(2 S 20 1).
We have also ^ 5 ? , pcgha', "Time and chance
happeneth to them all," meaning simply occurrence (Eccl 9 11). "X'either adversarj-, nor evil
oecurrenee" (I K 5 4).
In the N T w-e have crv-yKvpla., sugl-nria, "coinci-See Au.iB-iH.
Kzk 37 2 AVm has "champaign'' for bik'dh, dence,"" a meeting apparently aceidenlal, a coinciw-hieh is elsewhere rendered "vale" or "valley."" dence. "By chance a certain jiriest w-as going down
that w-aj'" (Lk 10 31). Also el riixot, eitiiehoi.
"It
Bik'dh seems to be applied to wide, open valleys,
may chance of wheat, or of some other kind," i,e.
as: "the vallev of Jericho" (Dt 34 3), "the valley
of ^legiddo"' (2 Ch 35 22; Zec 12 11), "the we cannot tell which (1 Cor 15 37). " I t ma^- be"
(1 Cor 14 10).
vaUej- of Lebanon" (Josh 11 17). It Baal-Gad
It we look at the L X X w-e find luche used twice.
be Ba'albek and "the vaUej- of Lebanon" be Coele"And Leah said, [En tuelie] With fortune" ("a troop
syria. the present name of Coele-syria, al-Bikd'
cometh," AV; "fortunate," RV; "w-ith fortune,"
(pi. of buk'ah. "a low, w-et place or meadow"), may
RVm, Gen 30 11). Note, it was no Israelite, but
be regarded as a sur-vival ot the Heb bik'dh.
Leah who said this. "That prepare a table for
ALFRED E L Y D A Y
CHAMPION, cham'pi-un (C•^.:^7^~W•'^, 'ish ha- Fortune, and that fill up mingled wine unto Dest iny"
("fate," Isa 65 11). In this passage luche stands
benayim): In 1 S 17 4,23 this unusual expression
for the Heb "^Sp, m'nl, the god of destinj', and
occurs in t h e description of Gohath. It means lit.
Fortune is for Gad, the old Sem name for the god
"the man of the tw-o spaces," "spaces," or "space
ot fortune found in inscriptions, private names, etc.
between," and is perhaps to be explained by the
Note here, however, also, that the prophet was
tact t h a t there was a brook flowing through the
vallej' separating the two armies. In 1 S 17 51 rebuking idolatrous ones tor apostasy to heathen
the word champion is the rendering of the Heb divinities.
We have also in the Apoc, "these things which
gibbor, "mightj- man."'
have chanced,"" RV "to be opened unto thee" (2 Esd
10 49).
See also G A D ; M E N I .
CHANAAN, ka'nan, ka'na-an (Xava<iv, ChanaGEORGE HENRY- T R E V E R
dn) Chanaanite, ka'nan-It, AV in the Apoc (Jth 5
CHANCELLOR, chan'sel-er: The rendering in
3,16;andNTtiA,cts 7 11; 13 19) for RV CANAAN,
Ezr 4 8,9.17 of the Heb C""ip"b"3, b''el I''em;
CANAANITE (q,v.).
L X X BdaX, Bdal (9), ^aXydp, Balgdm (17), the latter
being an incorrect tr of Heb 5". In 1 Esd 2 16.25,
CHANCE, chans: The idea of chance in the sense
'BeiXredpos, Bedtethmos (cf Ezr 4 8) occurs as a corof something wholly fortuitous was utterly foreign
to the Heb creed. Throughout the whole course
ruption, doubtless of DJ^U'bya, b''el t''em. The
of Israel's history, to the Heb mind, law, not chance,
term in question designates an Assyr office, viz. that
ruled the universe, and t h a t law was not something of the "master or lord of official intelligence," or
bUndly mechanical, but the expression of the per"postmaster" (Saj-ce).
sonal Jeh. Israel's belief upon this subject may be
summed up in the couplet,
CHANGE, chanj: A word which seeks to express
the many shades of meaning contained in 13 varia"The lot is cast into the lap;
But the whole disposing thereof is of Jeh"
tions of 9 Heb words and 5 Gr. These signify, in
(Prov 16 33).
turn, "to change," "to exchange," "to turn," "to
put or place," "to make other" i.e. "alter," "to
A number of Heb and Gr expressions have been tr'^
"chance," or something nearly equivalent, but it is disguise oneself."" 0 ? n , hdlaph, and its derivatives,
occurring often, indicates "to pass away," hence
noteworthy t h a t of the classical words for chance,
alter, renew, e.g. (1) "changes of raiment" (Gen
(rvvrvxtoL, surduchia, and rixv, tuche, the former
45 22; Jgs 14 12,13.19); (2) "changed my wages
never occurs in the Bible and the latter only twice
ten times" (Gen 31 7,41); (3) heavens changed
in the LXX,
"as a vesture" (Ps 102 26); (4) "changes and
The closest approach to the idea of chance is
warfare" (Job 10 17), i.e. relays of soldiers as
found in the statement ot the Philis that it their
de-vice for ascertaining the cause of their calamities illustrated in 1 K 5 14 (RVm "host after host is
turned out a certain way they would call them a against me"); (5) "tiU my change come" (RV
"release"), i.e. death (,Iob 14 14); (6) "changed
chance, that is, bad luck (nnjP'a, mikreh, 1 S 6 9).
the ordinances" (ARV "violated the statutes"), i,e,
But note (hat it w-as a heathen people who said
disregarded law (Isa 24 5); (7) change of mind
this. We have the same Heb noun and the vb..

Change, etc
Chariot

(Hab 1 11 AV). Used also of change of character,
TJSn, hdphakh: (1) of leprosy, "changed unto white"
(Lev 13 16); (2) fig. of the moral life, "Can the
Ethiopian change his skin?" (Jer 13 23); so also
"llH, mur, and derivatives, "changed their gods"
and "their glory," etc (Ps 106 20; Jer 2 11; Hos
4 7). Other words used to indicate change of
name (2 K 24 17); of day and night (Job 17 12);
of times and seasons (Dnl 2 21); of countenance
(Dnl 7 28); of behavior (1 S 21 13); God"s unchangeableness, " I , Jeh, change not"' (Mai 3 6).
In the N T the word has to do chiefly with
spu'itual realities: (1) peTaTl6r)pi, metatithemi, o t t h e
necessary change of the priesthood and law under
Christ (He 7 12); (2) aKKdrroi, aMttd, of His changing the customs of Moses (Acts 6 14); (3) of moral
change, e.g. debasement (Rom 1 23.25.26); (4) ot
bodily change at the resurrection (1 Cor 15 51.52;
peracrxripaTl^iii, metaschematizd, Phil 3 21 AV); (5)
pera^dWo}, metahdlld, of change of mind in presence
of a miracle (Acts 28 6); (6) of the change to come
over the heavens at the great day of the Lord (He
1 12; cf 2 Pet 3 10,12).
Figurative uses indicated separately in the course
of the article.

D W I G H T M . PRATT

CHANGE OF RAIMENT, ra'ment.

See DRESS.

CHANGER, chan'jer (Ko\X,«|3i.(rT-f|s, koUubistes,
"money-changer," and so rendered M t 21 12; Mk
11 15): A banker or other person who changes
money at a fixed rate. Indignant at the profane
traffic in the temple Jesus "poured out the changers" money" (Jn 2 15). So used only here. For
fuller treatment see BANK; MONEY-CHANGERS.

CHANNEL, chan'el Cp^'tiiX, 'dphlk [r. p S X ,
'dphak, "to hold or contain." "to be strong"; of
Arab, 'afak, "to overcome, and 'dfik, "preeminent""]; rtiaiC , shibboleth [v. bDlC, shdbhal, "to go,"
"to go up or grow," "to flow"; cf Arab, 'asbal, "to
flow," "to rain,"" "to put forth ears'"; sabalat, "an
ear of grain"; sabll, "a road," "a pubhc fountain"]):
In Job 12 2 1 ; 40 18; 41 15 we have 'dphlk in
the sense of "strong" (but cf 40 18, RV "tubes""
[ot brass]). Elsewhere it is tr* "river," "brook,"
"stream," "channel" or "watercourse." Shibhdleth (in the dialect of Ephraim ^ibbdleth [Jgs 12
6]) means "an ear ot grain" (Gen 41 5ff; Ruth
2 2; Isa 17 5) or "a flood of water" (Ps 69 2.15;
Isa 27 12). In 2 S 22 16 (cf Ps 18 15) we have:
"Then the channels of the sea appeared.
The foundations of the world were laid bare.
By the rebuke of Jeh.
At the blast of the breath of his nostrils."
This is reminiscent ot "fountains of the deep"
(Gen 7 11; 8 2; Prov 8 28). I t is a question
how far we should attribute t o these ancient writers
a share in modern notions of oceanography, but
the idea seems to be that of c withdrawal of the
water of the ocean, and the laying bare of submarine
declivities and channels such as we know to exist
as the result of erosion during a pre'vious period of
elevation, when the given portion of ocean floor was
dry land.
The fact that many streams of Pal flow only during the rainy season seems to be referred to in Job
6 15; and perhaps also in Ps 126 4. See BROOK;
RIVER.
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CHANT (i:"!S, pdrat): Occurs only once in AV
in Am 6 5, and the meaning of the Heb is uncertain. Pdrat corresponds to an Arab, root meaning
to anticipate. I t may therefore signify to improvise,
to sing without care or preparation. RV "to sing
idle songs" suits the context. See Driver, Joel and
Amos.

CHANUNEUS, ka-nun'e-us (Xavovvatos, Chtinounalos; AV Channuneus): A Levite in the list of
1 Esd 8 48, probably corresponding to "Merari"
m Ezr 8 19.
CHAPEL, chap'el (ttj'^pa, mikdash, "a holy
place"; RV SANCTUARY', q.v.): " I t is the king"s
chapel"" (Am 7 13 AV), an expression indicative of
the dependence of this sanctuary on the court.
CHAPHENATHA, ka-fen'a-tha (Xa(})«vaed, Chaphenathd; AV Caphenatha): A name apparently
given to part of the eastern wall of Jerus or a fort
in that neighborhood which is said (1 Mace 12 37)
to have been repaired by Jonathan Maccabaeus.
The place cannot now be identified. Various
speculations have been made as t o t h e origin of
the name, but they can hardly be said to throw any
Ught on the passage cited.
CHAPITER,

chap'i-ter.

See

ARCHITECTURE;

JACHIN AND BOAZ; 'TEMPLE, I I , 4.

CHAPMAN, chap'man (pi. D'^nnn iffl3S, 'anshe
ha-tdrlm): Word used only once in AV (2 Ch 9
14, ARV "the traders"; cf also 1 K 10 15 RV,
where the Heb uses the same expression). The Eng.
word means "merchant"; cf the vb. "to chaffer,"
and the Germ. Kaufman-n.
The Heb means "those
who go about" as merchants.
CHART ( n n n , hathath): The Heb term hathath
means "broken," "terrified" or "dismayed."" This
term as it occurs in Jer 14 4 is rendered "chapt"
in EV, "cracked"" in ARV, and "dismayed"" in
RVm. Inasmuch as the Heb term means "broken,"'
it is not incorrectly rendered "chapt" or "chapped,"
which means to be cracked open.
CHARAATHALAN, kar-a-ath'a-lan (XapaaOaXdv, Charaathaldn; AV Charaathalar [1 Esd 5 36]):
Most probably a corruption of the text. The names
"Cherub, Addan, and Immer" in the lists of Ezr 2
59 and Neh 7 61 are presented in the text cited as
"Charaathalan leading them, and Allar."
CHARACA, kar'a-ka.

See CHARAX.

CHARASHIM, kar'a-shim
"craftsmen").

(Dilpnn,

hdrashlm,

See GE-HARASHIM.

CHARAX, kar'ax (ets TOV XApaKa, eis tdn Chdraka; AV Chaiaca, kar'a-ka; Xdpa|, Chdrax): A
place mentioned only in 2 Maco 12 17. I t lay E.
of the Jordan and is said t o be 750 stadia from
Caspis, and to be inhabited by Jews called Tubieni,
that is, of Tobie (Tob) in Gilead (1 Maco 5 9.13;
2 Maco 12 17). There is no clue as t o the direction in which Ch. lay from Caspis. Possibly Kerak
(Kir-moab), in post-Bib. times called Charamoba
and Moboucharax, may represent t h e place. It
lay about 100 mUes S. ot el-Mezerib, S.E. of the
Dead Sea.
CHARCHEMISH,

kiir'ke-mish.

See CARCHE-

MISH.

CHARCHUS, kar'kus. See BARCHUS.
CHAREA, ka'rg-a (Xap^a, Charia): Head ot a
famUy of temple-servants (1 Esd 5 32); called
"Harsha" in Ezr 2 52; Neh 7 54.
CHARGE, charj, CHARGEABLE, chiir'ja-b'l
(from Lat carrus, " a wagon," hence " t o lay or put
a load on or in," "to burden, or be a burden"): .
Figurative: (1) of a special duty (rT^nffila,
mishmereth, "thing to be watched"), " t h e c. of Jeh"'
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(Lev 8 35), the iniunetions given in Ex 29; "the
c. ot the tabernacle'" (Nu 1 53); "the c. of the sons
of Gershon'" (3 25); (2) of the burden of expen.se
( " 2 2 , kabhedh, "to be, or make heavj-"; ddd-n-ams,
addpanos, "w-ithout expense"), "lest w-e be chargeable unto thee" (2 S 13 25-VV, RV "burdensome");
"The former governoi-s . , , were e, unto the
people" (Neh 5 15 m "laid burdens upon"); "Ihat
I mav make the gospel w-itliout e," (1 Cor
9 IS; see CHARciEst; ('.-',) of oversight, care, custody,
"Who gave him a c. over the e a r t h ? " (Job 34
13); "to have the c. of the gate" (2 K 7 17); "e,
of the vessels of service" (1 Ch 9 28); "cause ye
them that have c. [m"If:9 , -p'-kmhldth, "inspectors"]
over the city" (Ezk 9 1); "who had the c, of all
her treasure" (.Vets 8 27 AV, RV "was over");
(4) of a coniiiiaiid, injunction, re(|uirenient, "He
g-.ive him a c," (Gen 28 6); "His father charged the
people with the oath" (1 S 14 27); "Jesus strictly
|m "sternly "] charged them" (Mt 9 30); "I charge
you by the Lord" (1 Thess 5 27 AV, UV "adjure"');
"having received such a c " (.Vets 16 24, trapa-yyeXta,
paraggdia. "private or extra message"); "This c. I
commit, unto thee" (1 Tim 1 18); (5) of blame,
responsibUity, reckoning, "Lord, lay not this sin
to their e," (Acts 7 60); "nothing laid to his c,"
(23 29); "Who shaU lay anything to the c. of God's
elect?"" (Rom 8 33).

chanot was distinguished by its lightness of build.
It was so reduced in weight that it was possible for
a man to (;^ari-y his chariot on his shoulders without
fatigue. The ordinary chariot was made of wood
and leather, and had only two occupants, the fighting man and his shield-bearer. The royal chariots
were ornamented with gold and sUver, and in the
battle, ot Megiddo Thothmes I I I is represented as
standing in his chariot of eleotrum Uke the god of
war, brandishing his lance. In the battie the victorious l':gyiitians eajitured 2,011 horses and 924
chariots from the Syrian alhes.

M. 0 . EVANS

CHARGER, chiir'jer (.\RV "platter""): A word
which meant in the older Eng. speech a flat dish
or platter. I t is used in the Bible as the tr (1) ot
nni;]?, k''drdh, which in Nu 7 19 AV (RV "platter")
and repeatedly in t h a t chapter denotes one of the
gifts made bj- the several princes a t the dedication
of the tabernacle; (2) of b y i J X , 'dghartdl, a word
of uncertain derivation used in Ezr 1 9 (AV) twice
to designate certain temple vessels which might
better be caUed "Ubation bowls"; (3) of -n-lm^,
plnax, used M t 14 8.11; Mk 6 25 28 (EV) for
the dish in which the head of John the Baptist was
presented.

Change, etc
Chariot

D A V I D FOSTER E S T E S

C H A R G E S , char'jiz (Sairavdo), dapando, "to
spend"): "Be at charges for them" (Acts 21 24,
AV "wdth them"'), i.e. pay the sacrificial expenses
of these poorer Nazirites (ot Jos, Ant, X I X , x-vi, 1).
CHARIOT, char'i-ot (-^'''0, merkdbh, nnS-jTa,
merkdbhdh, "riding-chariot," 25"), rekhebh, "warchariot"; S.pf'.a., hArma):
1, Chariots ot Egypt
2,
" o f the Canaanites
3,
of Solomon and Later Kings
4,
" o f the Assyrians
5,
" of Chaldaeans, Persians, Greeks
6, In the NT
7, Figurative ITse
LITERATURE

It is to the chariots of ancient Egypt that reference is first made in Scripture. Joseph was honored
by being made to ride in the second
1. Chariots chariot of King Pharaoh (Gen 41 43).
of Egypt
Joseph paid honor to his father on his
arrival in Goshen by meeting him in
his chariot (Gen 46 29). In the state ceremonial
with which the remains of Jacob were escorted to
Canaan, chariots and horsemen were conspicuous
(Gen 50 9). I n the narrative of the departure of
the Israehtes from Egypt and of Pharaoh's futile
attempts to detain them the chariots and horsemen
of Pharaoh figure largely (Ex 14 17,18.23,25; 15 4.
19). It was with the Hyksos invasion, some cents.
betore the Exodus, that the horse, and subsequently
the chariot, were introduced for purposes ot war
into Egypt; and it may have been the possession of
chariots that enabled those hated shepherd warriors
to overpower the native Egyptians. The Egyp

Egj'ptiaii War-Chariot.
The Canaanites had long been possessed of horses
and chariots when Joshua houghed their horses
and burnt their chariots with fire at
2. Chariots the waters of Merom (Josh 11 6.9).
of the
The chariots of iron which the CanaanCanaanites ites could manoeu'vre in the plains and
valleys proved a formidable obstacle
to the complete conquest of the land (Jgs 1 19).
Jabin had 900 chariots ot iron, and with them he
was able to oppress the children of Israel twenty
years (Jgs 4 3). The PhiUs of the low country
and the maritime plain, of whom we read in Jgs
and S, were a warUke people, were disciplined and
weU armed and their possession of chariots gave
them a great advantage over the Israelites. In the
war of Michmash they put into the field the incredible number of 30,000 chariots and 6,000 horsemen,
only in the end to suffer a grievous defeat (1 S 13
5; 14 20). In the battle of Gilboa, however, the
chariots and horsemen ot the Philis bore down all
opposition, and proved the destruction of Saul and
his house. Ot these chariots there have come down
to us no detailed description and no representation.
But we cannot be far wrong in turning to the chariot
ot the Hittites as a type of the Canaanite and Phili
chariot. It is not from the monuments of the
Hittites themselves, however, but from the representations of the Kheta of the Egyp monuments,
that we know what their chariots were Uke. Their
chariotry was their chief arm of offence. The Hittite
chariot was used, too, for hunting; but a heavier
car wdth paneled sides was employed for war. The
Egyp monuments represent three Hittites in each
car, a practice w-hich differed from that of Egypt
and attractetl attention. Of the three, one guided
the chariot, another did the fighting with sword and
lance, and the third was the shield-bearer.

Chariot
Charm
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The Israelites living in a mountainous country
were tardj- in adopting the chariot for purposes of
war. Da-vid houghed all the chariot
3. Chariots horses of Hadadezer, king of Zobah,
of Solomon and "reserved of them tor a hundred
and Later
chariots" (2 S 8 4), and Adonijah
Kings
prepared for himself chariots and
horsemen with a -view to contest the
throne of his father (1 K 1 5). But Solomon was
the first in Israel to acquire chariots and horses on
a national scale, and to build cities for their accommodation (1 K 9 19). In M T of the OT we
read that Solomon had agents who received droves
of horses from Egj-pt, and it is added: "And a
chariot came up and went out of Egypt for 600
shekels of sUver, and a horse for 150; and so for
aU the kings of the Hittites, and for the kings of
Syria, did they bring them out by their means"
(i K 10 29). On the strength of a warrantable
eiiiendation of the text it is now proposed to read
the jireeeding (ver 28): "And Solomon's import of
horses was from Musri and from Kue; the king's
traders received them from Kue at a price""—where
Musri and Kue are North Syria and Cilicia. No
doubt it was Egypt out of which the nation w-as
forbidden by the Deuteronomic law to multiply
horses (Dt 17 16), but on the other hand the statement of Ezk (27 14) that Israel derived horses,
cliargers and mules not from E g j p t but from
Tonarinah—North Sj-ria and Asia iVlinor—agrees
with the new rendering (Burney, A'otes on Hebrew
Text of the Books of Kings, in loc). From Solomon's time onw-ard chariots w-cre in use in both
kingdoms. Zimri, who slew Elah, son of Baasha,
king of Israel, was captain of half his chariots
(1 K 16 9). I t was when sitting in his chariot in
disguise beside the driver that Ahab received his
fatal wound at Ramoth-gUead (1 K 22 34). The
floor of the royal chariot was a pool of blood, and
"they washed the chariot by the pool ot Samaria"
(vs 35.38). I t was in his war-chariot that his servants carried Josiah dead from the fatal field of
Megiddo (2 K 23 30). The chief pieces ot the
Heb chariot were (1) the pole to which the two
horses were yoked, (2) the axle—resting upon tw-o
wheels wdth six or eight spokes (1 K 7 33)—into
w-hich the pole was fixed, (3) a frame or body open
behind, standing upon the axle and fitted by a
leather band to the pole. The chariots of iron of
which we read (Jgs 4 3) were of wood strengthened
or studded with iron. Like that of the Hittite, the
Heb chariot probably carried three men, although
in the chariot of Ahab (1 K 22 34) and in that of
Jehu (2 K 9 24 f) we read of only two.

Assyrian Chariot.
In the later days when the Assyrians overran the
lands of the West, the Israelites had to face the
chariots and the hosts of Sennacherib
4. Chariots and ot the kings (2 K 19 23). And
of the
thev faced them with chariots of their
Assyrians
own. An inscription of Shalmaneser
II of Assyria tells how in the battle
of Karkar (854 BC) Ahab of the land of Israel had

put into the field 2,000 chariots and 10,000 soldiers.
But the Assyr chariotry w-as too numerous and
powerful for Israel. The Assyr chariot w-as larger
and hea-vier than the Egyp or the H e b : it had usually
tliree and sometimes four occupants (Masptiro, Life
in Ancient Egypt and Assyria, 322). W^hen we read
in Nahum's prophecy of "chariots flashing wdth
steel," "rushing to and fro in the broad ways'" (Nah
2 3.4), it is of the Assyr chariots that we are to think
being hastily got together for the defence of Nineveh.
In early Bab inscriptions of the 3d millennium
before Christ there is evidence of the use of the
war-chariots, and Nebuchadrezzar in
6. Chariots his campaigns to the West had charof Challots as part of his victorious host (Jer
daeans,
47 3). I t was the Persians who first
Persians,
emploj-ed scythed chariots in war; and
Greeks
we fhid Antiochus Eupator in the
Seleucid period equipping a Gr force
against Judaea which had 300 chariots armed with
scythes (2 Mace 13 2).
In the N T the chariot is only twice mentioned.
Besides the chariot in which the Ethiopian eunuch
was traveling when Philip the evangel6. In the
ist made up to him (Acts 8 28.29.38),
NT
there is only the mention of the din
of war-chariots to which the onrush
of locusts in Apocalyptic -vision is compared (Rev
9 9).
In the fig. language of Scripture, the chariot has
a place. It is a tribute to the powerful influence
of Ehjah and Elisha when they are
7. Figura- separately called "the chariots of Israel
tive Use
and the horsemen thereof" (2 K 2 12;
13 14). The angelic hosts are declared
to be God"s chariots, twice ten thousand, thousands
upon thousands (Ps 68 17). But chariots and horses
themselves are a poor substitute for the might of
God (Ps 20 7). God Himself is represented as riding
upon His chariots of salvation for the defence of His
people (Hab 3 8). In the Book of Zec, the four
chariots with their horses of various colors have an
apocaljrptic significance (Zec 6). In the worship ot
the host of heaven which prevailed in the later davs
of the kingdom ot Judah, "the chariots ot the sun""
(see art.) were sjmbols which led the people into
gross idolatry and King Josiah burnt them with fire
(2 K 23 11).
LITERATURE.—Nowack, Heb .4rc/i., I, 366f; Garstang,

Land of the Hittites, 363 f: Maspero, Struggle of the Nations
and Life in Ancient Egypt anii Assyria: Kawlinson, Five
Great Monarchies, I I , 1—21.
T. N I C O L

CHARIOTS OF THE SUN (ffipfn nin^-llQ,
mark'bhdth ha-shemesh):
These, together -with
"horses of the sun," are mentioned in 2 K 23 11.
They are said to have stood in the temple, a gift
of the kings of Judah. Josiah removed the horses
trom the precincts of the temple and burned the
chariots. Among the Greeks, Helios was endowed
with horses and chariots. Thus the course ot the
sun as he sped across the skies was understood by
the mythological mind of antiquity. The Bab
god Shamash ( = Heb Shemesh) hkewise had his
chariot and horses as well as his charioteer. The
cult of the sun and other heavenly bodies which
was particularly in vogue during the latter days
of the Judaean monarchy (of 2 K 23 5; Ezk 8
161; D t 17 3; Jer 8 2) seems t o have constituted an element of the Canaanitish religion (cf the
names of localities like Beth-shemesh and the like).
The chariots of the sun are also referred to in En
72 5.37; 75 4, and Gr Apoc of Bar 6.
M-vx

L.

MARGOLIS

CHARITABLY, char'i-ta-bli (Kara dydiriiv, katd
agapen): The RV, w-hich substitutes "love" for
"charity" regularly, remo-ving the latter word from
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the vocabulary of Scripture, makes a like eliaiig(>
in Rom 14 15, the only occurrence of "cliarilablv "
in -VV; RV

Chariot
Charm
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"in love,"

See CH \RITY,

CHARITY, eliar'i-ti (dyd-mi, agiipe):
1, -\ Xew Weed
-.2. V N e w Idcdl
3, -Vn Viiosiolie T e r m
4, l.iiliu I'.iiiih aleiits
5, I':iiglisli Translation
6, lii(vLii-(l -Meili\-e
7, Cliaracler
S, Ullimate Ideal
(.1, .V|[iisi^i\ hig
10. TulciKaec
In AV in 26 places from 1 Cor 8 1 oiiwanl. The
same Gr word, w-hich appears in the NT 115 times,
is elsew-here tr ' bj- "love,"
The subst. agape is mainlj-, if not exehisively, a
Bib. and ecclesia,-.tical word (see Deissmann, Biltle
Studies, 19,Sff), mil, found in profane
1. A New
w-ritings, although the vb, iii/iipdn.
Word
from w-hich it is derived, is used iu
classical Gr in the sense of "love,
founded in admiration, veneration, esteem, Uke the
Lat diligere" (Grimm-Thaj-er), rather than natural
emotion J . a t amare). It is a significant evidence ot
the sense of a new- ideal and principle of life that
permeated the Christian consciousness
2. A New
of the earUest communities, that they
Ideal
should ha-ie made current a new w-ord
to express it, and that the\- should derive that word, not from the current or iiliilosophical
language of Gr moraUty, but trom the L.X'X.
In the NT the word is apostolic, and ajipears
first and predominantly in the Pauhne writings.
It is found only tw-ice in the S\-noptics
3. An
(Mt 24 12; Lk 11 42), and although
ApostoUc
it is in both places put in the mouth of
Term
the Sav-iour, it can easily be understood
how the language of a later time may
have been used bj' the narrator, when it is considered
that these gospels were compiled and reduced to
WTiting many j-ears after the spread of the Pauline
epistles. The word is not found in Jas, Mk or Acts,
but it appears in Paul 75 times, in Jn 30 times, in
Pet 4 times, in Jude t'wice and in He twice. Jesus
Christ gave the thing and the spirit in the church,
and the apostles (probably Paul) invented the term
to express it. When Jerome came to translate the
Gr testament into Lat, he found in that
4. Latin
language no word to represent agape.
Equivalents Amryr was too gross, and he fell back
on dilectio and caritas, words which,
how-ever, in their original meanings were too weak
and colorless to represent agape adequately. No
principle seems to have guided him in the choice
of the one w-ord or the other in particular places.
CariAas in Eng. became "charity," and was taken
over by the Eng. translators trom the
5. EngUsh Vulg, though not with any regularity,
Translation nor as far as can be judged, according
to any definite principle, except that
it is used of agape only in man, never as it denotes a
quality or action of God, which is alwaj-^s tr'i |-,y
"love." When agapie is tr'i )-,y '•'charity" it means
either (1) a disposition in man which may quaUty
his own character (1 Cor 8 1) and be ready to
go forth to God (1 Cor 8 3; or to men; or {'2) an
active and actual relation with other men, generally
within tfie church (Col 3 14; 1 Thess 3 6; 2 Thess
1 3; 1 Tim 1 5; 4 12; 1 Pet 4 8; 5 I t ) , but also
absolutely and universally (1 Cor 13). In the earlier
epistles it stands first and uni(iiie as the supreme
principle of the Christian life (1 Cor 13), but in the
later WTitings, it is enumerated as one among the
Christian virtues (1 Tim 2 15; 2 Tim 2 22; 3 10;
Tit 2 2; 2 Pet 1 7; Rev 2 19). In Paul's psalm

of love (1 Cor 13) it is set forth as an innermost
principle contriisled wilh iirophecy and know-ledge,
failh and works, as the moti\'e tliat
6. Inward
del ermines the quality of the wliole
Motive
inner life, and gives vidue to all its
activities- If a man should lia\-e all
gifts ot miracles and intellect, and perform all the
works ot goodness and devotion, "and have not l(i\'e,
it profitelh iiothiiin,'" for they would be purely e.xternal and legal, and lacking in the quality of moral
choice and persoiial relation which give life its value
(vs 1 3), Ldve itself defines men's relation to iiieii
asgenei-ous, tolerant, and forgiving. "Lovesufferelh
long, and is kind; ]((\-e envieth not" (ver 4), It
determines and defines a man's own eh;(racl( r ami
persoieditj'.
It is not boastful and
arrogant, but dignified, pure, hoI\-,
e(iiii-ageoiis and .serene. Evil cannot
pro\-(ike it nor wi-ong delight it, ll,
bears cheerl'iilly all aih-ersitj- and follow-s its coiirse
in coiitideiil, h(i|ie (vs 1-7). It is final -virtue, the
ultimate ideal oi life. Many of hfe's activities cease
or change, but "love never faileth,"
8. Ultimate To it all other graces and virtues are
Ideal
subordinated, "Now abi(l(^th faith,
hope, love, these three; and the greal est
of these is love" (vs 8-13). In one passage only in
the NT ('.'> Jn ver 6) ago pii- seems to have a meaning
that comes near to the later, ecclesiastical meaning
of charily as almsgiving. With the
9. Almsgrowing legalism of the church and the
giving
jire\dlence of monastic ideals of moralily, cnritiis earne to mean the very
oppo.site of Paul's agape—just "the gi\-ing of g((ods
to feed the poor," w-hich "w-ithout love profit elh
nothing," At jiresent the word means either liberahty to the poor, or tolerance in judging the actions
of others, both quaUties of love, but
10. Toler- very inadequate to e.xpress its totalitj-.
ance
The Re\dsei-s have therefore accurately dropjK.-d the word and substituted
"love'' tor it in all passages. It is interesting to
note that in Welsh the reverse process has occurred :
eariad (from Lat caritas) was used throughout to
translate agape, with the result that in both religious
and ordinary speech tlie w-ord has established itself
so firmly as almost to oust the native w-ord serch.
7. Character

T.

REKS

CHARM, chiirm: Definition.—The word charm
is derived from the Latin carmen, "a song," and
denotes strictly what is sung; then it comes to
mean a magical formula chanted or recited wdth a
-view to certain desired results. Charm is distinguished from amulet in this, that the latter is a
material object having as such a magical poteiicv,
though it is frequently an inscribed formula on it
that gives this object its power (see AMULET), The
word charm stands primarily for the incantation,
though it is often applied to an inscribed amulet,
A charm may be regarded as ha-ving a positive
or a negative effect. In the first case it is siijijiosed
to secure some desired otijeet or result (see .V-\iuLET). In the second, it is conceived as having the
power of warding off evils, as the e-vil eye, the inflictions of evil spirits and the like. In the last, its
negative meaning, the word ''countercharm" (German, Gegenzauber) is commonly used.
Charms are divisible into two general classes
according as they are written (or printed) or iiK.-rely
spoken:
(1) IVrilteu charms.—Ot these we have examples
in the pli\-lactei'ics and the iivzuzali noticed in the
art,-V.MULET. In Acts 19 13-20 we read of writ ten
charms used by the E|ihesians, such as are elsewhere called iipitria ypdnpara (ephcsia grdininiila).
Such magical formulae were wTitten generally on
leather, though sometimes on papyrus, on lead, and

Charme
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even on gold. Those mentioned in the above passage must have been inscribed on some very valuable
material, gold perhaps, or they could not have cost
£2,000 ( = 50,000 drachmas). Charms of the kind
ha\-e been dug up from the ruins of Ephesus. In
modern Egypt drinking-bowls are used, inscribed
with passages from the Koran, and it is considered
very lucky to drink from such a "lucky bowl,"" as it
is called. Parts ot the Koran and often complete
miniature copies are -n-orn by Egyptians and esp, by
Egj'p soldiers during war. These are buried with
the dead bodies, just as the ancient Egyptians interred with their dead portions of the Book of the
Dead or even the whole book, and as the early
Abj'ssinians buried 'with dead bodies certain magical
texts. Jos (Ant, VIII, ii, 5) says that (Solomon
composed incantations by which demons were exorcised and diseases healed.
(2) Spoken charms are at least as widespread
as those inscribed. Much importance was attached
by the ancients (Egyp, Bab, etc) to the manner
in which the incantations were recited, as well as
to the substance of the formulae. If beautifully
uttered, and wdth sufficient frequency, such incantations possessed unlimited power. The stress
laid on the mode of reciting magical charms necessitated the existence of a priestly class and did much
to increase the power of such a class. The binding
force of the uttered word is implied in many parts
of the OT (see Josh 9 20). Though the princes
of Israel had promised under false pretences to
make a covenant on behalf of Israel wdth the Gibeonites, they refused to break their promise because the
word had been given. The words of blessing and
curse were beheved to have in themselves the power
of seU-reahzation. A curse was a means of destruction, not a mere reahzation (see Nu 22-24,
Balaam's curses; Jgs 5 23; Job 31). I n a similar
way the word ot blessing was believed to insure its
own realization. In Gen 48 8-22 the greatness of
Ephraim and Manasseh is ascribed to the blessing of
Jacob upon them (see further Ex 12 32; Jgs 17 2;
2 S 21 3). I t is no doubt to be understood that the
witch of Endor raised Samuel from the dead by the
recitation of some magical formula (1 S 28 7 ff).
The uttering of the tetragrammaton was at a very
early time (at latest 300 BC) beheved to be magically potent, and hence its ordinary use was forbidden, so that instead of Jeh, the Jews of the time,
when the earliest part of the L X X was tr'i, used
for this Di-vine name the appellative 'ddhdndi =
"Lord." In a similar way among the Jews of postBib, and perhaps of even Bib. times, the pronunciation ot the Aaronic blessing (Nu 6 24-26) was
supposed to possess great efficacy and to be a means
of certain good to the person or persons involved.
E-vil spirits were exorcised by Jews of Paul's day
through the use of the name of the Lord Jesus (Acts
19 13). In the Talm (P'^dhlm 110a) it is an instruction that it a man meets a -witch he should say,
"May a pot of boiUng dung be stuffed into your
mouth, you ugly wdtch," and her power is gone.
For literature see AMULET.
T. W I T T O N D A V I E S

CHARME, kiir'mg (so RV; AV Carme; Xapn^,
Charme): A Gr transhteration of Heb harim. The
name of a priestly family in the list of those who
returned from the Exile (1 Esd 5 25 = Harim in Ezr
2 39 = Neh 7 42).
CHARMIS, kar'mis (Xapjieis, Chdrmeis, XapjicCs,
Charmeis, -V, Xa\(j.£ts, Chalmels): The son of iMcl•chiel, one of the three elders or rulers of the town ot
Bethuha (Jth 6 15; 8 10; 10 6).
CHARRAN, kar'an (Xa^pdv, Charrhdn):
otH.AHAN (q.v.) (.V-cts 7 2.4).

Grtorm

CHASE, chas.
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See HUNTING.

CHASEBA, kas'5-ba (Xao-cpd, Chasebd): The
name of a family of temple-servants in the list of
those who returned from Babylon (1 Esd 6 31).
The name is not given in the || passages in Ezr and
Neh.
CHASTE,
CRIMES;

chast,

CHASTITY,

chas'ti-ti.

See

MARRIAGE.

CHASTENING, chas'"n-ing, CHASTISEMENT,
chas'tiz-ment: These two words corresponding to
Heb "101'Q, musdr, and Gr Traidela., paidela, are
distinguished in Eng. use, in t h a t "chastisement"
is applied to the infliction of pain, either as a punishment or for recalling to duty, while "chastening"
is a wider term, indicating the discipUne or training
to which one is subjected, without, as in the other
term, referring to the means employed to this end.
The narrower term occurs in RV but once in the
N T and then in its verbal form, Lk 23 16: " I wiU
therefore chastise him." AV uses it also in He
12 8.
The meaning of the word paideia grows with the
progress ot revelation. Its full significance is unfolded in the NT, when reconcihation through Christ
has brought into prominence the true fatherhood
of God (He 12 5.10). In the OT, w-here it occurs
about 40 times, the radical meaning is that simply
of training, as in D t 8 5: "As a man chasteneth
his son, so Jeh thy God chasteneth thee." But,
as in a dispensation where the distinguishing feature is that of the strictest justice, retributive
punishment becomes not only an important, but a
controlhng factor in the training, as in Lev 26 28:
" I will chastise you seven times for your sins."
In this sense, it is used of chastisements infUcted by
man even unjustly: " M y father chastised you with
whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions"
(1 K 12 11). As, therefore, the thought of the
suffering inflicted, or that of the end toward which
it is directed, preponderates, the Psalmist can pray:
"Neither chasten me in thy hot displeasure (Ps
6 1), and take comfort in the words: "Blessed is
the man whom thou ohastenest" (Ps 94 12). Hence
it is common in both AV and RV to find the Heb
miti^dr, and Gr paideia tp^ as "instruction." Illustrations are most numerous in Prov.
In the N T the Gr paideia is used with a variety
simUar t o its corresponding Heb in the OT. Examples of the fundamental idea, -viz. t h a t of "training," are found in such passages as Acts 7 22;
22 3, where Moses and Paul are said to have been
"instructed," and 2 Tim 3 16, where Scripture is
said to be "profitable . . . f o r instruction" (cf
1 Tim 1 20; 2 Tim 2 25; Tit 2 12; Rom 2 20).
A similar, but not identical, thought, is found in
Eph 6 4: "Nurture them in the chastening and
admonition of the Lord." But when paideia is
described as bringing pain, the mystery of suffering, which in the OT is most fully treated in the
Book of Job, at last finds its explanation. The
chUd of God realizes that he cannot be beneath
God's -wrath, and hence t h a t the chastening which
he endures is not destructive, but corrective (1 Cor
10 13; 11 32; 2 Cor 6 9; Rev 3 19). In He
12 5-11, such consolation is afforded, not, as in the
above passages, by incidental aUusions, but by a
full argument upon the basis of Prov 3 11 f, an
OT text that has depth and richness t h a t can be
understood and appropriated only by those who
through Christ have learned to recognize the Omnipotent Ruler of heaven and earth, as their loving
and considerate Father.^ On the basis of this
passage, a distinction is often drawn between
punishment and chastisement; the former, as an
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act ot justice, revealing WTath, and the latter, as
an act of mercy, lo-^'c. Since to them that are in
Christ Jesus, there is no condemnation (Rom 8 1)
they can sulTer no punishment, but only chastisenieiit. Where there is guilt, there is punishment;
but where guilt has been remo\cd, there can be no
punishment. There being no degrees of justification, no one can be forgiven in j>art, wit h a partial
guilt still set to his account for which he must yet
give a reckoning, either here or hereafter. It, then,
all the righteousness ot Christ belongs to him, and
no sin wliate\-er remains to be forgi\-en, either in
whole or in part, all life's sorrows are remedial
agencies against danger and to train for Ihe kingdom of heaven.
H. hi, J,\eoBS

Charme
Chedorlaomer

the second element being I he name of a god, and the
whole therefore meaning "servant of La'omer" (Laganiar), or the hke. A Bab deity worshipped at
Dilmu, Lagainiil, may bo the same as the Elamite
Laganiar. This name is not found in the cuneiform
inscriptions, unless it be, as is po.ssible, the fancifullywritten Knilui--lah[gu]-mal (or Kodorlatjgonial) of three
late Bab legends, (ine of which is in poetical form.
Besides this Elamite ruler, two of these tablets
mention also a certain Eri-Aku or Eri-Akua, son of
Durmah-ildni, and one of them refers to Tndliul[a]
or Tidal- (See ]']RI-AKU, 4.

()l)j('('tions have been made to the identification
of CbedorlaoiiK^r with the Kudur-lah[gu]mal of these
texts, some .VssyriiJogists having flatly
1. Was H e denied the jiossibility, while others exCHATTER, chafer (?Si:, gaphaph): This word,
the Elamite jiressetl the ojiinion that, though these
names w-ere respectivelj- those with
which means to ''peep," "twitter," or "chirp," as King
Kudurwhich they have been identified, they
small birds do, is t r ' "chatter" only in Isa 38 14,
lahgumal? were not the personages referred to in
"Like a swallow- or a crane, so did I chatter,'" See
Gen 14, and many have refrained from
CHIRP.
expressing an opinion at all. The main reason for
CHAVAH, ka'va (LXX Zoi-fj, Zdi): A trans- the identification ot Kudur-lah[gu]mal[?] w-ith CheUteration of the Heb " " " , hawwah or havvah, which dorlaomer is its association w-ith the names Eri-Eaku
and Tudjiul[a] found on two of the documents. No
means "hfe giver," "li^-iIlg," and ajipears in our
clear references to the expedition against the Cities of
Eng, VSS as Eve (Gen 3 20 AVm).
the Plain, however, have been found in these texts.
The longer of the two prose compositions (Brit.
CHEBAR, ke'biir ( ^ 3 3 , k'bhdr, "joining" [Young],
Mus., Sp. II, 987) refers to the bond of heaven
"length" [Strong]; Xopdp, Chobdr): The river by
Jextended?] to the four regions, and
the side of which his first vision w-as vouchsafed to
Ezekiel (1 1). I t is described as in "the land ot the 2. Kudur- the fame which he (Merodach?) set
lahgumal
for [the Elamites] in Babylon, the sity
Chaldaeans," and is not, therefore, to be sought in
and the
of [his] glory. So [?the gods], in their
northern MesopotanUa. This rules out the Habor,
Babylonians faithful (or everlasting) counsel, dethe mod, Chabour, w-ith which it is often identified.
creed to Kudur-lahgumal, king of Elam,
The two names are radicaUy distinct: 11311 could
[their favor?].
He came down, and [performed]
not be derived from 1 3 ? . One of the great Bab what was good to them, and exercised dominion in
canals is doubtless intended. Hilprecht found
Babylon, the city of Kar-Dunias (Babyloma).
mention made of (ndru) kabaru, one of these canals When in power, however, he acted in a way which did
large enough to be na\dgable, to the E. of Nippur,
not please the Babylonians, tor he loved the winged
"m the land of the Chaldaeans." This "great
fowl, and favoured the dog which crunched the bone.
canal" he identifies wdth the mod. shatt en-Nil, in
"V\'hat(?) king of Elam was there who hati (ever)
w-hich probablj' we should recognize the ancient
[shown favor to?] the shrine of E-saggil?" (E-sagila,
Chebar.
VV. EWING
the great temple of Belus at Babylon). A letter from
Durmah-Uani son of Eri-Ekua (?Arioch)
CHECK f"C^^, md^dr): Occurs in Job 20 3 AV, 3. The Son is at this point quoted, and possibly
"I have heard the check of my reproach" (RV "the of Eri-Ekua forms the justification for the sentences
which had preceded, giving, as they do,
reproof which putteth me to shame"), i.e. a check
or reproof, such as that w-hich closes the last speech reasons for the intervention of the native ruler, The
of Job (ch 19), and intended to put Zophar to shame. mutUation ot the inscription, however, makes the
sense and sequence very difficult to follow.
The less perfect fragment (Sp. I l l , 2) contains,
CHECKER-WORK, chek'er-wtrrk (NETWORK)
( n s j r , s'bhdkhdh): This was a kind of ornamenta- near the beginning, the word liammu, and if this
be, as Professor F. Hommel has sugtion used on t h e tops of the pillars of Jachin and
Boaz before t h e porch of the Temple (1 K 7 17). 4. Durmah- gested, part of the name gammurabi
Uani, Tud- (Ami-apbel), it would in all probability
Its exact form is not kiuown. See TEMPLE. For
liul(a) and place the identUication ot Kudur"a broidered coat" (Ex 28 4 AV), RV gives "a coat
Kudurlahgumal (?) with Chedorlaomer beof checker work." See BROIDERED; EMBROIDERY.
lahmal
yond a doubt. This inscription states,
that Merodach, in the faithfulness of
CHEDORLAOMER, ked-6r-ia-d'mer, ked-5r-la'ohis heart, caused the ruler not supporting [the
mer (1Tabb")~3, k'dhorld'drner; Xo8o\Xo-y6(iop, Cli-o- temples ot Babylonia] to be slain with the sword.
dollogdmor):
The name of Durmah-ilani then occurs, and it
1. Was He the Elamite King Kudnr-lahgumal ?
seems to be stated of him that he carried off spoil,
2. Kudur-lahgumal and the Babylonians
and Babylon and the temple E-saggil were inun3. The Son of Eri-Ekua
, ,
dated. He, however, w-as apparently murdered
4. Durmab-ilani, Tudhul(a) and Kudur-lafemal
5. The Fate of Sinful Rulers
by his son, and old and young [were slain] with the
6. The Poetical Legend
sword. Then came Tudjiul[a] or Tidal, son of
7. Kudur-lahgumal's Misdeeds
Gazza[ni?], who also carried off spoil, and again
8. The Impiirtauce of the Series
the waters devastated Babylon and E-saggil. But
The name of t h e Elamite overlord with whom
Amraphel, Arioch and Tidal marched against Sodom to all appearance Tudhul[a], in his turn, w-as overand Gomorrah, and the other cities of the plain taken by his fate, tor "his son shattered bis head
with the weapon ot his hands." At this point there
(Gen 14 IB).
The Gr (LXX) form of the name is
Chodollogomor, implying a different vocalization, the is a reference to Elam, to the city Afihi'-al?), and
assimilation of r with I, and the pronunciation ot 'o as to the land of Rabbatu'", which he (V the king of
gho (Codorlaghomer). This suggests that the Elam- Elam) had spoiled. Whether this refers to some
ite form, in cuneiform, w-ould be Kudur-lagamar, expedition to Palestine or not is uncertain, and
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probablj- unlikely, as the next phrase speaks ot
devastation inflicted in Babylonia. But an untoward fate overtook this ruler likewise,
5. The Fate for Kudur-lahmal ( = lahgumal), his
of Sinful
son, pierced his heart w-ith the steel
Rulers
sword of his girdle. All these references to violent deaths are apparently
(-ited to show the dreadful end of certain kings,
"lords of sin,"" with .whom Merodach, the king of
the gods, was angry.
The third text is of a poetical nature, and refers
several times to " t h e enemy, t h e Elamite"'—apparentlj- Kudur-lahgufmalj. In this
6. The
notew-orthy inscription, which, even in
Poetical
its present imperfect state, contains
Legend
78 hues of wedge--wTitten text, the
destruction WTOUght by him is related
in detail. He cast down t h e door (of the temple)
ot I,star; entered Du-mah, the place where the
fates were declared (see BABEL, BABYLON), and
told his w-arriors to take the spoil and the goods of
the temple. He was afraid, however, to proceed
to extremities, as the god ot the place
7. Kudur- "flashed like lightning, and shook the
lahgumal's [holy] places."" The last two paraMisdeeds
graphs state that he set his face to
go down to Tiamtu (the seacoast; see
CHALDEA), whither Ibi-Tutu, apparently t h e king
ot that district, had hastened, and founded a pseudocapital. But the Elamite seems afterw-ard to have
taken his way north again, and after -visiting BorsijTpa near Babylon, traversed "the road of darknes,s—the road to Mesku"" (?Mesech). He destroyed the palace, subdued the princes, carried
off the spoil of all the temples and took the goods
[of the people] to Elam. At this point the text
breaks off.
Where these remarkable inscriptions came from
there ought to be more of the same nature, and it
these be found, the mystery of Chedor8. The
laomer and Kudur-lahgumal will probImportance ably be solved. At present it can only
of the
be said, that the names all point to
Series
the early period of the Elamite rulers
called Kudurides, before the land of
Tiamtu or Tamdu was settled by the Chaldaeans.
Evidentlj- it w-as one of the heroic periods of Babj-lonian history, and some scribe of about 350 BC
had collected together a number of texts referring
to it. All three tablets were purchased (not excavated) by the British Museum, and reached that
institution through the same channel. See the
Journal of the Victoria Institute, 1895-96, and Professor Sayce in PSBA (1906), 193ff,241 ff; (1907),
7ff.

T. G. P I N C H E S

CHEEK, chek, CHEEKBONE, chek'bon:
(1) ^ H ' , I'hl; o-iayuv, siagon, "the jaw,"" "jawbone,"' "side of the face." The Heb word denotes
originally freshness and rounded softness of the
cheek, a sign of beauty in youth and maiden (Cant
1 10; 5 13). The oriental guards with jealous care
his cheek from touch or defilement, therefore a stroke
on the cheek was, and is to this day, regarded as an
act of extreme rudeness of beha-vior, a deadly affront.
Our Sa-viour, however, teaches us in M t 5 39 and
Lk 6 29 that even this insiUt is to be ignored and
pardoned.
Jawbones of animals have been frequently used
as tools and w-eapons among primitive people. We
see this suflSciently proven from cave deposits in
many parts of the world, and trom recent ethnological researches, esp. in Australia. In the light
of this evidence it is interesting to note that Samson
used a jawbone of an ass w-ith success against his
enemies the PhiUs (Jgs 15 15).
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(2) n i p b ^ , malkd"h (Ps 22 15), is a dual form
indicative of the two jaw-s, to which a parched
tongue seems to cleave.
(3) n y ^ r i p , m'thalt'dh (Job 29 17), better "cheek
teeth" (q.v.).
H . L. E . LUERING
CHEEK TEETH ( n r b n p , m.'th.all''dh, transposed
from n y n b a , malta'ah [only in Ps 58 6], Ut. "the
biter," "crusher," "molar," "jaw-teeth," "great
teeth" [Job 29 17 m; Joel 1 6]).
Figurative: T h e word is used as a sj'nonym of
reckless strength and crueltj-.
CHEER, eber, CHEERFULNESS, cher'fool-nes:
The Eng. word "cheer" meant (1) originally face,
countenance (Gr Kdpa, kdra, "head," through OFr.
chere, "face"), (2) then the expression on the face,
esp. (3) the expression of good spirits, and finally
(4) good spirits, without any reference to the facial
expression. The noun "cheer" in EV is only found
with adj. "good" (except 1 Esd 9 54, "great cheer"),
the word not having quite lost its earlier neutral
character (any face expression, whether joj'ous or
other-wise). I n OT, 3'^t3, tdbh, is tr"* "cheer," "let
thy heart cheer thee" (see GOOD); H^Qlp, sdme"h,
"to rejoice" is so tr'' in D t 24 5, "shall cheer his
wdfe" (AV "cheer u p his wdfe"), and Jgs 9 13,
"wine, which cheereth God ['elohim] and man."
The phrase "of good cheer" occurs in OT in Job
9 27 (AV "comfort"); in Apoc, 1 Esd 9 .54;
Wisd 18 6; Bar 4 5,30; Sir 18 32 AV (RV "luxurj'""); in N T for Gr cnlhumeo, eutkumos, in Acts
27 22.25.36, and for tharsed in iVlt 9 2,22 (AV
"comfort"); 14 27; Mk 6 50; 10 49 (RV; "eonitort" in AV); J n 16 33; Acts 23 11. "Cheer"
as v b . trans, occurs in Eccl 11 9; Deut 24 5;
Jgs 9 13.
Cheerful occurs in Prov 15 13.15 (AV "merry");
Zec 8 19; 9 17 AV; Sir 30 25; 2 Cor 9 7.
Cheerfully, Acts 24 10.
Cheerfulness, Rom 12 8.

CHEESE, chez.

D . M I A L L EDWARDS

See FOOD; M I L K .

CHELAL, ke'lal (bb3 , hldl, "perfection"): One
of t h e b'ne Pahalli-Mo'abh who took ''strange
wives" (Ezr 10 30).
CHELCIAS, kel'si-as.

See H E L K I A S ;

HILKIAH.

CHELLIANS,kel'i-anz: The people of "CheUus"
(Jth 2 23) (q.v.).
CHELLUH, kel'u.

See CHELUHI.

CHELLUS, kel'us (XtWovs, Chellous), a place
named (Jth 1 9) among those W. of the Jordan to
which Nebuchadnezzar sent his summons. I t is
mentioned along with "Kades," and as it lay N,
of the "children of Ishmael" it m a y with some
probability be taken as lying S.W. of Jerus. I t
has been conjectured t h a t it m a y be Chalutzah
(Reland, Pal, 717), ^ place under the form Elusa
well known to the ancient geographers.
CHELOD, ke'lod (XeXtoiiS, Cheleoud, XtXeoiX,
Cheleo-ul): In J t h 1 6 it is said that "many nations
of the sons of C. assembled themselves to the battle."
They are mentioned as obeying t h e summons of
Nebuchadnezzar to his war against Arphaxad. No
very probable suggestion has been made as to the
meaning of Chelod.
CHELUB, ke'lub:
(1) 2^''2, Ic-lubh, father ot Mehu- (1 Ch 4 U j ;
the name is probably a variation of Caleb. Well-
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Cheek
Chemosh

hausen (De gentibus et familiis Judaeis) reads 3-D
•jllTn "3 , kdUbh ben hezrdn.
('21 Father of I'^.r'i (1 Ch 27 26), one of the
officers of David, See GENE-\-L(1(1V,

has recourse to the same old song and calls the
jieojdc "tlie people of Chemosh." The impotence
of the g(((l to deliver his people is de1. Moabites scribed by the jirojihet in figures reprethe People senting him as going into eajilivity w ith
of Chemosh them, his juiests and princes t((gether,
CHELUBAI, ke-l(V.'bi C3l'-3, k'iubhdy): -Vnand Moab is to be ashamed of him as
other form of Caleb used in 1 Ch 2 0; cf 2 t,S,12,
Israel was of the Golden Calf of Bethel, which did
Caleb is here described as the Indlhcu- o( Jci-aliiiK'el,
not a\'ail to save Ihe Norlherii Kingdoiii from the
and son of llezrcn, a remote ancestor, instead of as
(•((iKjuei-ing ,\ssj-r power (.ler 48 7.13.46J,
the son of Jephunneh. See C-U.EB.
For Chemosh, "the abomination of Moali,' as
CHELUHi,kel'('^i-hi (^rr'-r, k-iuhi, Kt.; ^mbs, for Moloch, "the al(((niiiiali((n of the children ot
Amnion," Solomon, under the ink'lahu, K're; RVm Clieluhu; W C h e l l u h ) : .M(^n- 2. Solomon fluenee ot his idolatrous wives, built
tioned in the Ust of jiersons with foreign wives (Kzr
and Chea high jilaee in the mount before Jerus
10 35 = 1 Esd 9 34),
mosh
(1 K 11 7), I t was natural that thej'
Worship
should desire to worship still after
CHEMARIM, kem'a-rim ( 3 ^ T p : , k'lndrim, a pi.
the manner of the gods of t lieir native
whose sing, kdmcr is not found in the ()T): Occurs land, but although the effect of all this w-as seen in
only once" in the te-xt of EV (Zeph 1 4, .VV^ Che- the moral and spiritual deterioration of Solomon
marims), though the Heb w-ord is found also in
himseU there is no indication that the immoralities
2 K 23 5 (EV "idolatrous jiriests") and Hos 10 and cruelties associated with such worship were
5 (EV "priests," EV m, how-ever, having "Che- then practised in Jerus. In t h e days of -Vhaz and
marim" in both places). Some regard the word as Manasseh, even as early as the days of .Abijam of
an interjiolation in Zeph 1 4, since the L X X omits Judah, they w-ere (1 K 15 12.13). Josiali found
it and its presence disturbs the parallelism. The these abominations of alien worship, which had been
word, which is of Aram, origin (kumra, priest), is
introduced bj- Soldnion and added to
used in the ' 'T onlj- in an unfavorable sense, its 3. Josiah
by Ahaz and Manasseh, flourishing
origin and associations natm-ally suggesting Svr
Putting
when he came to the tlirone. Moved
affinities. In the Sxr, how-ever, no such connot ation
Down
by the prohibitions of the Book of
is involved. In the Pesh version of the ()T it is
Chemosh
the Law (Dt 12 29-31; 18 10), Joused indifferentIj- of idolatrous juiests and of priests Worship
slab pulled down and defiled the high
of Jeh. while in the same version of the N T it is
places and the altars, and in order to
used of the Le\-itical priests and of < )ur Lord (e g. make a clean sweep ot the idolatrous figures, "he
He 2 17; 3 1; 4 14,15, and often) and in Acts brake in pieces the piUars,''" or obelisks, "and cut
19 3,1 it is the rendering of neukiiros (RV "temple- down the Asherim," or sacred p((les, "and filled
keeper," .\V "w-orshipper"). The question of the
their places w-ith the bones of men" (2 K 23 1-20).
root idea of the w-ord remains unsettled. The
There is one passage where Chemosh is desigtracUtional supposition, w-hich finds some support
nated the god of tiie Ammonites (Jgs 11 24).
even among modern scholars, is that the verbal
Jephthah is disputing the right of the
form means "to be black," the priests being sup- 4. Chemosh Ammonites to invade territory which
posed to have been clad in black. But it is doubt- and
belongs to Israel because Jeh has
ful whether the root had this meaning. Another
Ammorutes given it to them bj- conquest, And he
conjecture takes the root to mean "to be sad," the
asks: 'Shouldst thou not possess the
priest being a man of a sad countenance, an ascetic,
territory of those whom Chemosh, thy god, disposCheyne would relate the word to the Assyr /i;7(?n- sesses, and we tlie territory of all whom Jeh, our
maru, ha'ving the sense of " a clean vesture." It is god, dispossesses?' It may be that he is called here
at all events probable that the priests, both in
the god of the Ammonites by a mere oversight of
Israel and in t h e surrounding nations, emploj'cd
the historian; or that Moab and Ammon being
white vestments, rather than black, when in the kindred nations descended from a common ancestor.
performance of their oflicial functions. According
Lot, Chemosh may in a sense belong to both.
to Mish, Midddth, v.4, a Levitical priest who had
We notice, however, that Jephthah's argument in
become disqualified for service put on black gar- meeting the claim j-ireferred by the king of Ammon
ments and departed, while the others put on white
passes on to Israel's relation to the Moabites and
garments and went in and ministered. The refer- makes mention onlj- of well-known Moabit(3 cities.
ence to the Baal worship in 2 K 10 22 seems more
Chemosh is accordingly named because of his assocongruous with this view; hence probably bkick- ciation with Moab, the cities of which are being
robed priests (Cheinarim) of Baal and the unfaith- sjidken of, although strictly and UteraUy Milcom
should have been named in an ajipeal addressed as
ful priests of Jeh shall be cut off together. G. A,
a whole to the Ammonites (vs 12-2,S; ef Moore ad
(Smith (BTP, II, 50; reads "the jiriestlings with the
priests,"

J- R- VAN P E L T

CHEMOSH, ke'mosh (t-'rCZ, k'lnosh; Xajicis,
Chamos):
1. Moabites the People of f'lieiiiosh
2. Solomon and Chemosh Worsliip
.3, Josiah Putting Down ('liemdsh Worship
4, Chemosh and Ammonites
5, Moabite Stone
6, Mesha "s Inscription and OT
7, Chemosli in the Inscription
8, Parallels between Inscciption and OT Record
9, Ethical Contrast
LlTER-^TURE

The national God of the Moabites, as Baal of the
Zidonians, or MUcoin (Moloch, Maleam) of the -Vmmonites. The iVIoabites are apostrophized in an
old Heb song as the "people of Chemosh" (Nu 21
29). JereniKih ha his oracle of doom upon Moab

The discovery of the Moabite Stone in 1868 at
Dibon has throw-n light upon Chemosh and the
relations of Moab to its national god.
5. Moabite The monument, which is now one of
Stone
the most precious treasures ot the
Lou\Te in Paris, bears an inscription
which is the oldest specimen ot Sem alphabetic
writing extant, commemorating the suceesstul
effort made about 860 or S50 BC by Mesha", king
ot Moab, to throw off the yoke of Israel. We
know from the OT record that Moab had been
reduced to subjection bv David (2 S 8 2); that
it paid a heavy tribute to -Vliab, king ot Israel
(2 K 3 4); and that, on the death of Ahab,
Mesha' its king rebelled against Israelite rule
(2 K 3 5). Not till the reign ot Jehoram was any
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effort made to recover the lost dominion. The king
of Israel then aUied himself -wdth the kings of Judah
and Edom, and marching against Moab by the way
of the Red Sea, infUcted upon Mesha" a defeat so decisive that the wrath of his god, Chemosh, could be
appeased only by the sacrifice of his son (2 K 3 6ff).
The historical situation described in the OT narrative is fuUy confirmed by Mesha"'s inscription.
•There are, however, divergences in
6. Mesha"s detail. In the Book of K the revolt
Inscription of Mesha' is said to have taken place
and the
after the death of .Ahab. The inOT
scription implies that it must have
taken place by the middle of Ahab's
reign. The inscription impUes that the subjection ot IVIoab to Israel had not been continuous
from the time of Da-vid, and says that 'Omri, the
father ot Ahab, had reasserted the power of Israel
and had occupied at least a part ot the land.
It is with what the inscription says of Chemosh
that we are chiefly concerned. On the monument
the name appears twelve times.
7. Chemosh Mesha' is himself the son of Chemosh,
in the Inand it was for Chemosh that he built
scription
the high place upon which the monument was found. He built it because
among other reasons Chemosh had made him to
see his desire upon them that hated him. It was
because Chemosh was angry -with his land that
'Omri afflicted Moab many days. 'Omri had
taken possession of the land of Medeba and Israel
dwelt in it his days and half his son's days, but
Chemosh restored it in Mesha'"s days. Mesha'
took 'Ataroth which the king of Israel had built
for himself, slew all the people of the city, and made
them a gazing-stock to Chemosh and to Moab.
Mesha' brought thence the altar-hearth of Dodo,
and dragged it before Chemosh in Kerioth. By
command ot Chemosh, Mesha' attacked Nebo and
fought against Israel, and after a fierce struggle he
took the place, slaying the inhabitants en masse,
7,000 men and women and maidservants, devoting
the city to 'Ashtor-Chemosh and dragging the altar
vessels of Jeh before Chemosh. Out of Jabaz, too,
which the king of Israel had built, Chemosh (irove
him before Mesha'. At the instigation of Chemosh,
Mesha" fought against Horonaim, and, although the
text is defective in the closing paragraph, we may
surmise that Chemosh cUd not fail him but restored
it to his dominions.
NaturaUy enough there is considerable obscurity
in local and personal allusions. Dodo may have
been a local god worshipped by the
8. ParaUels Israelites E. ot the Jordan. Ashtorbetween
Chemosh may be a compound divinity
Inscription of a kind not unknown to Sem myand OT
thology, Ashtor representing possibly
Record
the Phoen Ashtoreth.
What is of
importance is the recurrence of so
many phrases and expressions applied to Chemosh
which are used ot Jeh in the O'T narratives. The
religious conceptions of the Moabites reflected in
the inscription are so strikinglj' like those of the
Israelites that if only the name of Jeh were substituted for that of Chemosh we might think we were
reading a chapter of the Books of K. It is not in
the inscriptions, however, but in the OT narrative
that we find a reference to the demand of Chemosh
for human sacrifice. "He took his eldest son,'"
says the Heb annaUst, "that should have reigned
in his stead, and offered him for a burnt-offering
upon the wall. And there was great wrath against
Israel: and they departed from him, and returned
to their own land"" (2 K 3 27). This appears to
indicate that the Israelites had to give up their
purpose to fasten the yoke of bondage again upon
Mesha' and that they returned empty-handed to
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their own land. But this fortunate result for Moab
was due to the favor of Chemosh, and in particular
to the human sacrifice by which he was propitiated.
It we find in these representations of Chemosh in
the OT narrative and in Mesha'"s inscription a
striking similarity to the Heb concep9. Ethical tion of Jeh, we cannot fail to notice
Contrast
the lack of the higher moral and
spiritual elements supphed to the
reUgion of Israel by the prophets and indeed from
Moses and Abraham downward. "Chemosh,""
says W. Baudissin, "is indeed the ruler of his people
whom he protects as Yahweh the Israelites, whom
he chastises in his indignation, and from whom he
accepts horrible propitiatory gifts. But of a God
ot grace whose long-suffering leads back even the
erring to Himself, of a Holy God to whom the offering of a pure and obedient heart is more acceptable
than bloody sacrifices, of. such a God as is depicted
in IsraeFs prophets and sweet singers there is no
trace in the Moabite picture of Chemosh. While
Mesha' is represented as offering up his own son in
accordance isdth the stern requirements of his reUgion, OT law-givers and prophets from the beginning condemned human sacrifice"' (RE^, art.
"Kemosh"").
LITERATURE.—RE^, art. "Kemosh"; Cooke, Text-Book
of North-Semitic Inscriptions, " Moabite Stone," 1—14; W.
Robertson Smith, Prophets of Israel, 49 ff; Sayce, HCM,
T. NiCOL
CHENAANAH, kg-na'a-na ( n j y : ? ,
k'na'dndh,
fem. form of "Canaan,"' though others explain it as
"toward Canaan"): The name of two men:
(1) The fourth-named of the seven sons of Bilham, son of Jediael, of the tribe of Benjamin, a
leading warrior in the time of Da'vid (1 Ch 7 10).
(2) Father of the false prophet Zedekiah, who
encouraged Ahab against Micaiah (1 K 22 11.24;
2 Ch 18 10.23).
CHENANI, kg-na'nl OJJS, k'nani, "planted"):
One of the names mentioned in Neh 9 4, in connection 'svith t h e constitution of "congregation."
If the names represent houses or families, eight
Le'vitical houses probably sang some well-known
psalm on this occasion. If they are names of indi'vidual representatives, they were probably deputed
to recite or chant some special prayer in order to
lead the worship ot the people.
CHENANIAH, ken-a-ni'a (^n^"'333, k'nanyahU,
and n ^ 3 j 3 , k'nanydh, Ut. "established by God"):
Chief of the Le'vites who was over "the songs," or
"the carrying"' (-viz. "of the ark") from the house of
Obed-edom to Jerus (1 Ch 15 22.27; 26 29).
CHEPHAR-AMMONI, ke-fiir-am'6-nl (AV Chephar-haammoni; iDil3y(n 1 S 3 , k'phar hd'ammdnl;
B, K£(t)6iptt Kai Movil, Kepheird kai Monel; A, Kaij)T)pa(i.(i.tv, Kapherammln, "vUlage of the Ammonites"): A place in the territory of Benjamin (Josh
18 24). It may be identical 'with Kefr 'Ana, a
ruined site about two miles to the N.E. of Bethel.
CHEPHAR-HAAMONI, ke-far-ha-am'6-nl.

See

CHEPHAR-AMMONI .

CHEPHIRAH, ke-fi'ra (nn^BSH, ha-k'phlrdh;
B, Ka(j>ei.p(i, Kapheird [Josh 9]; .A has Chepheird,
B has Kai <i>eip<i, kai Pheird [Josh 18]): One of
the cities of the Hi'vites who by guile made aUiance
with Israel (Josh 9 17). It was in the lot of Benjamin (18 26), and was reoccupied after the return
from Babylon (Ezr 2 25; Neh 7 29). It is represented by the modem Keflreh, to the S.W. of Gibeon,
and N . of Karyat el-'Anab.
It stands on high
ground, with many ancient remains.
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CHERAN, ke'ran CjnS, k'rdii): A Horite elanname, occurring in the genealogy of Seir, the I Ionic
(Gen 36 26), and in the || list in 1 Ch 1 41. DiUmann derives it from kar, "a lamb."
CHERETHITES, ker'e-lhits ( D i n i S , ^ n n s n ,
k'rethlm, ha-k'rethl; X.t\i6i, Chddhi "executioners,"
"Ufe-guardsmen"): .V people in South Pal whose
territory border(\l upon that of Judah (1 S 30 14).
In ver 16 tins land is apparently identified -with that
of the PhiUs. In Ezk 25 Iti the Philis and the
Cherethites are tlireatened together; while in Zeph
2 5 t h e Cherethites are evidentlj- the dwellers in
"the land of t h e PhiUs," "the inhabitants of I he seacoast," L X X in both Ezk and Zeph renders the
name "Cretans." The transhitors may have been
"guided only li\- t h e sound." But Zeus Cretagenes
in Gaza suggests a connection with the island of
Crete, See, how-ever, (,',\PHTOR. It may be taken
as certain t h a t 1 he Clieiel bites were a Phili elan. In
conjunction wdth the Pelethites they are fre(|ucntly
named as forming the guard of Da\-i(l (2 S 8 bs, etc).
It w-as the custom of manv ancient monarchs to have
a guard ot foreign mercenaries.
W. EW.-ING
CHERISH, cher'ish ( p D , fdkhan;
edXiro),
tMlpd): Sdkhan. "to act the friend," "to be useful,"
is tr*'"cherish" (1 K 1 2.4); thalpd, "to warm," "to
make warm," "to foster" (Eph 5 29), said of the
regard the husband should have for his 'wife, even
as his own flesh which he "nourisheth and cherisheth, even as Christ also t h e church," and in 1
Thess 2 7, of Paul amongst his converts, "as when a
nurse cherisheth her own children."
CHERITH, ke'rith, T H E BROOK ( n ^ l S bm,
nahal k'rJlh; Xei|idppovs Xoppd9, CheimdrrhousChorrhdth): The place w-here Ehjah hid and was miraculously fed, after announcing the drought to Ahab

Traditional Site ot Brook Cherith.
(1 K 17 3). I t is described as being "betore,''
that is "east," of Jordan. It cannot therefore be
identUied with iVddy el-Kelt, to the W. ot Jericho.
The retreat must be sought in some recess of the
Gilead uplands with which doubtless Elijah had been
famiUar in his earlier days.

Chemosh
Cherubim

CHERUB, ke'rub (3Tl3 , k'rubh; Xepoip, Chcroub, Xapoxip, Cliaroub): A place in Babylonia from
which people whose genealogies had fallen into confusion went up at tUe return from e.xile (Ezr 2 59;
Neh 7 61); unidentified. In 1 Esd 5 36 we read
"Charaathalan leading them, and Allar," a phrase
that seems to have arisen through confusion ot the
names in the passages cited above.
CHERUBIC, che-r()o'bik, FORMS I N THE CONSTELLATIONS.

See ASTRONOMY,

CHERUBIM, eher'il-bim, clier'(iT'i-bim (3^31^3,
k'rfdihim, pi. of cherub, 3 1 1 3 , k'rubh): Through
the influence of the Sept, "cherubim"" was used in
the earlier Eng. VSS, also as a sing,, hence the pi.
was ma(.le to sound "cherubims."" 'The etymology
of the word cannot be ascertained.
In Gen 3 21 the cherubim are placed by God,
after the expulsion of Adam from the garden of
Eden, at the east thereof, together
1. As
with the flanung sw-ord "to keep the
Guardians way of the tree of Ufe,"' In their
of Paradise function as guardians of Paradise the
cherubim bear an analogy to the
winged bulls and lions of Babylonia and Assyria,
colossal figures with human faces standing guard
at the entrance of temples (and palaces), just as
in Egypt the approaches to the sanctuaries are
guarded by spMnxes. But the B.ab colossi go by
the name ot lamassu, or shedu; no designation at
aU approaching the Heb k'rubh has so far been
found in the Assyr language. Nor are thus named
the winged figures, half human and halt animal,
which in Bab and Pers art are found on both sides
of the "sacred tree." Thus -a Bab origin of the
Heb cherubim is neither proved nor disproved. It
w-e look for further analogies which, of course, do
not indicate a borrowing on the i:)art of the Hebrews, we may mention the fabulous griffins (ypirres,
grupes), usually represented as ha-ving the heads
and wdngs of an eagle and the body and hind quarters of a lion; they were believed by the Greeks to
inhabit Sejthia, and to keep jealous watch over the
gold ot that countrj-.
If w-e read between the lines of the Paradise
account in Gen (cf 3 8), the garden of Eden, the
primeval abode of man, reveals itself
as more than that: it was apparently
2. The
Garden as the dwelling-place of God. In the
the Abode poly-theistio story of the creation ot
of the Gods the world and early Ufe of man, which,
while in sCA-eral respects analogous (ct
3 22), is devoid of the more spiritual notions of
Hebraism, the garden was the abode of the gods
who alone had access to the tree of lUe from the
fruit ot which they derived their immortaUty. Adam,
before the fall, is conceived as a superhuman being;
for while he is forbidden to t;(ste of the fruit of the
tree of knowledge, the w-ay to immortality is open
to him; for it is only after transgressing the Divine
command that he merits death and becomes mortal.
The choice of immortal innocence and mortal knowlerlge lay before him; he elected death with knowledge.
The mjdhical elements of tUe Paradise story arc
still more p.atent in Ezk 28 13 ff, where the faU of
the king of Tyre is Ukened to that of
primeval man. The garden is situated
3. The
Cherubim on a holy mountain of Elohim( = God
as Attend- to EzelcKil, but gods in the primitive
ants of the source), the 'mountain of assembly' of
Isa 14 13, high above the stars in the
Deity
recesses of the North. It is a wonderful
place, adorned with all manner ot precious stones.
There man, perfect from the day he was created,
resplendent with beauty, exceUing in wisdom, walks

Cherubim
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amon,g the fiery stones, Uke a cherub with outstretehe(.l wings. The cherubs are apparently the
attendants ot the Deity, beauteous angels, of whom
man was to be one: but he fell from glory and w-as
hurled from the sanctuary which he had polluted.
Some ot the angelic attendants ot the Deity within
ar(.' jilaeedin Gen without, to do service as guardians
ol the unapproachable holy garden.
.\s attendants ot God, they bear the throne upon
which He descends trom His high abode. Thus
in the description of a theophany in
4. As
Ps 18, we read:
Bearers
"Hebowedtlieheavens also, and came down;
of the
^^^1 ttiick darkness was under his feet.
Throne
^""^ '"' rode upon a cherub, and did fly;
inrone
Yea, he soared upon the wings of the wind"
(vs 9 add lOj.

Ib nee the Lord, or, as the fuller title goes, the Lord
of Hosts, is repeatedly stjded "He t h a t sitteth
[throned] above the cherubim" (Ps 80 1; 99 1; 1 S
4 4, and elsewhere). There is certainly no trace
here of bull figures: bulls do not fly. The underlying conception is, it seems, rather that of the storm
cloud. Cf Ps 104 3 :
"Who maketh the clouds his chariot;
Who walketh upon the -wings of the wind."
The Heb for ''chariot"' is 313T, r'khUbh, a sort of
inverted k'rubh.
But the function of the cherubim as bearers and
mov( rs of the Divine throne is brought out most
clearlj' in the vision ot Ezekiel (ch 1,
6. In the
with which ef ch 10). In eh 1 the
Vision of
prophet designates them as "h'ving
Ezekiel
creatures" ihayydth); but upon hearing
God's w-ords adchessed to the "man
clothed in Unen" (10 2) he perceives t h a t the
Uving creatures which he saw in the first "vision
were cherubim (ver 20); hence in 9 3 the chariot
or throne, from which the glory of God went uj),
is sji( iken of as a cherub. The follow-ing is a description in detail of the cherubim as seen by Ezekiel.
They are represented as four living creatures, each
w-ith four faces, man, lion, ox (replaced in the
ch by cherub), and eagle (1 10; 10 14), ha-ving the
figure and hands of men (1 5.S), and the feet of
calves (ver 7). Each has four wings, two of which
are stretched upward (ver 11), meeting above
and sustaining the "firmament," that is, the bottom
of the Di-vine throne (1 22; 10 1), wlUle two are
stretched downw-ard, conformable the one to the
other, so as to cover their bodies (1 11,23). In
appearance, the living creatures resemble coals of
fire (cf 10 2,6 f, where the "man clothed in Unen"
is bidden fiU both his hands with coals of fire from
betw-een the cherubim), burning like torches, the
fire flashing up and dow-n among the creatures, a
bright fire out ot which hghtning goes forth (1 13),
Thus the creatures run and vanish as the appearance of a flash of hghtning (ver 14). The cherubim
do not turn as thej' change direction, but always
go straight forw-ard (1 9.17; 10 11), as do the wheels
of the cherubic chariot w-ith rings full of ej'es round
about (1 18; 10 12j. The cherubim represent
the sjiirit, or wdll, in the wheels: at the direction
of the spirit, the wheels are lUted up from the
bottom and the chariot moves upward (1 19 f;
10 16 f). The cherubim are thus the mo\dng force
of the vehicle.
Ezekiel's cherubim are clearly related to the
serajihim in Isaiah's inaugural vision (Isa 6). Like
the cherubim, the seraphim are the
6. Relation attendants on God as He is seated
to Seraphim upon a throne high and exalted; they
and Other are also winged creatures: with twain
Angels
they cover tlieir faces, and wdth tw-ain
they cover their feet, and 'with twain
they fly. Like the Le'vites in the sanctuary be-
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low, they sing a hymn of adoration: "Holj', holy,
holy, is Jeh ot hosts: the whole earth is full of his
glory."" In the Book of Enoch, the cherubim,
seraphim, and ophannim (wheels), and all the
angels of power constitute the "host of God,"" the
guardians of His throne, the singers ot praise
ascribing blessedness to "the Lord of Spirits,"" with
the archangel Gabriel at their head (see 20 7;
40; 61 l o t ; 71 7). And so in the Jewish daily
liturgy the seraphim, ophannim, and "li\dng creatm-es" constitute the heavenly choir who, the elect
ministers of the Living God, ready to do the will
ot their maker with trembling, intone in sweet
harmony the Thrice-holy. In the Talm, the cherubim are represented as ha-ving the hkeness of
youths (withafancifrU etymology, 3^"l-|-3, k'-i-rubh,
"Uke a youth"; Sukk 5b; Hag 136), while, according to the Midr, they have no definite shape, but
appear indifferently as men or women,' or as spirits
and angelic beings (Gen rabbd' 21).
The "four living creatures" of Rev 4 6 ff are
clearly modeled upon Ezekiel, with supplementary
touches from Isaiah. FuU of eyes
7. In Rev 4 before and behind, they are in the
midst of the throne, and round about
it. One resembles a lion, the other a calf, and the
third a man, and the fourth a flying eagle. Each
of the creatures has six wings. "They have no
rest day and night, saying. Holy, holy, holj', is the
Lord God, the .Almighty, who was and who is and
who is to come."
In the temple of Solomon, two gigantic cherubic
images of olive-wood plated with gold, ten cubits high,
stood in the innermost sanctuary (the
8. Ornad'bhlr) facing the door, whose wings,
mental
five
cubits each, extended, tw-o of them
Cherubim
meeting in the middle of the room to
in the
constitute the throne, while two exTemple of tended to the walls (1 K 6 23-28;
Solomon
8 6.7; 2 Ch 3 10-13; 5 7,8).
The
Chronicler represents them as the
chariot of the Lord (1 Ch 28 I8j, There were also
images of the cherubim carv(.'(l on the gold-plated
cedar planks w-hich constituted the inner w-alls of the
temple, and upon the oh ve-wood doors (1 K 6 29,35;
2 Ch 3 7); also on the bases of the portable lavers,
interchanging with lions and oxen (1 K 7 29-,36).
According to the Chronicler, they were also wo^-en
in the veil ot the Holy of Holies (2 Ch 3 14).
Ezekiel represents the inner walls ot the temple
as carved wdth alternating palm trees and cherubim,
each wdth two faces, the hon looking
9. In the
on one side, the man on the other
Temple of (Ezk 41 18-25).
Ezekiel
In the Tabernacle, there were two
cherubim ot solid gold upon the golden
slab of the "lid," or "mercy-seat," facing each
other, with wdngs outstretched above, so as to constitute a throne on which the glory of
10. In the the Lord appeared, and from which He
Tabernacle spake (Ex 25 18-22; 37 7-9; Nu 7
89; He 9 5). There were also cherubim woven into the texture of the inner curtain of
the Tabernacle and the veU (Ex 26 1,31; 36 8,35),
There were no cherubim in the temple of Herod, but
the w-alls w-ere painted with figures of them (see Talm
Yoma.' 5ia). In the times ot Jos no one knew w-hat
the Scriptural cherubim looked like (Ant, Vlll, iii,
3).
LITERATURE.—BDB, s,v.; KAT', 529 f, and references; commentaries on Gen and Ezk.
M.-ix L. MARGOLIS

CHERUBIM. The cherubic forms in the constellation figures. See .\STRONOMY, I I , 8.
CHESALON, kes'a-lon (iV'TCD, k'$dldn; Xao-X<4v, Chaslon, Xa(ra\<iv, Chasalon): One of the cities
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on the N, boundary of Judah (Josh 15 10). In
the 4th cent, it was a "very large viUage," It is
now Kesla, 2,0S7 ft, above sea-le\'el, a, small vUlage
perched on a mountain ridge to the S, of Wady el
Hunid-r. See PEF, H I , 25, 26; Sh XVTI.

bound with cords and made of cedar"), .Vecording to Cornill, Davidson, Smend and others this
rendering is without sufficient support (see DB and
comm, in loc).

G E O . B . EAGER

CHESTNUT, ches'nut, TREE.
CHESED, ke'sed, kes'ed (Di'liT)?, kasirun;
XiierJaS, Chds.:ad): One of the sons ot Nahor and
Milcah (Gen 22 22); was probably the father ot
the Casdim. The early Bab form Kasilii ajijieais in
-Vssyr as Kaldu or Kaldd, EV follows the (Vssjr
and Gr style of writing the name and uses Chaldees
or Chaldaeans instead of Casdim. The Chaldaeans
dw-elt in the lower vallej- of the Euphrates, at the
head of the Pers GuU. .Vbrani came from l)r of
the Chaldees (Gen 11 2S,31; 15 7; Ncdi 9 7). In
Job 1 17 the Casdim are deserilxal as in\-ading the
land of Uz, the eldest brother of Chesed ((.ien 22
21.'22V In the days ot Nebuchadrezzar the Casdim
overran Sjria and Pal and carriexi the jieojile of
Judah in successive deportations into eajilivity (2 K
24 lf,10ff; 25 Iff).
In Dnl 2 2,5 the Casdim
are named wdth the magicians and astrologers as a
learned class, skilled in interpretations. Casdim is
sometimes used in Heb for tUe land ot Chaldaea
(Ezk

23

15 f; 11 24).

J O H N RICHARD SAMPEY

CHESIL, ke'sU, kes'U ('^'Cr , k'.fil: A, Xaa-dp,
Chaseir): .\ town in the extreme S, of Judah named
with Ekolad, Hormah and Ziklag (Josh 15 30).
The name does not occur again. In Josh 19 4 it
is replaced liy Bethul (LXX Baifl^X, Boilhtl), and
in 1 Ch 4 30 bv Bethuel. "Cliesil"" may have
arisen from a misreacUng of the text.
CHESNUT, ches'nut.

See CHESTNUT.

CHEST, chest Ci'^^j!, 'ardn, 3^T:^, cfndzlm;
KipuT(3s, kibotds):
(1) The ark of the covenant in OT is invariably
denoted bj- the word 'drdn, elsewhere rendered -VV
and RV_''chest," See .V.RK.
(2) 'Ardn is also the word rendered "coffin" (Gen
50 20: "and he w-as put in a coflBn in E."). See
COFFIN.

(3) In K and Ch (2 K 12 9.10; 2 Ch 24 8.10.
l l j 'ardn stands uniformly for a money chest. It
is the "chest" t h a t Jehoiada, the priest, placed in
the court "be.side the altar" and "bored a hole in
the Ud of" that the priests might "put therein all
the money that was brought into the house ot Jeh"
(2 K 12 9 i; and "the chest" that King Joash commanded to be marie and set "without a t the gate of
the house of J e h " to receive "the tax that Moses the
,servant of God laid upon l-rael" (2 Ch 24 8,10,11).
One feature is common to the thing meant in all
these applications—the c. was rectangular in shape,
and, mo.st probably in every instance, made of wood.
(4j .Jos (Ant, VI, 1.2) uses the equivident ot the
word to denote the "coffer" (1 S 6 8 ff EV), or
small chest, in which the princes of Phihstia deposited the gold mice.
(5) In N T times the "chests" that were jiro-vidc-ii in the court of the women, in the temjik; of
Herod, to receive the various kinds of money gifts
had the exceptional shape ot a trumpet (it Sh'kallm, •vi,5 may be trusted)—wide at the bottom and
graduaUy narrowing toward the top, hence called
ri'lvTiT, shdphdrdth. It was into these that the
Master was watching the multitude casting in their
money when He saw- the poor widow- cast in her two
mites (Mk 12 41,42).
(6) In Ezk 27 24, where the prophet is giving
an inventorj' of the merchandise of Tyre, another
w-ord entirely is used (g'ndzlm), and it is rendered
in AV and RV ''chests" ("chests of rich apparel.

Cherubim
Chicken

See Pn-iNE T R E E .

CHESULLOTH, ke-sul'6th ( n i ^ ^ S n , ha-k'sulIdth; B, Xacra\(o9, Chasaldth, A, 'Ax€o-a\<ifl, Achesaloth): ;V town on the border of Zebulun (Josh
19 LS), the same as Chisloth-tabor (19 12). It is
rejiresented bj' the modern village Iksdl on the
ii((rtherii edge of Esdraelon, cir 3 miles W, of Mt,
Tabor.
CHETH, khath.

See HETH.

CHETTIIM, ket'i-im, ket-i'im (3^r)3,

kUtiin).

See K I T T I M .

CHEW, ehob, chu, CUD (HI? nb?X!, ma'dleh
gerdh, ht. "bringing up" [ARVm], i.e. "chewing the
cud," from gdrar, "to roll,"" "ruminate"): One ot
the marks of cleanliness, in the sense of fitness for
food, of a quadruped, given in Lev 11 3 and Dt
14 6, is the chewing ot the cud. Among the animals considered clean are therefore included the
ox, the sheep, the goat, the hart, the gazelle, the
roebuck, the -wild goat, the pygarg, the antelope
and the chamois. Several of the forbidden animals
are expressly named in the passages, e,g, the camel,
the rock-badger, the hare and the swine. In addition to the distinctions between clean and unclean
animals mentioned in the Bible, the Talm points
out that the clean animals have no upper teeth,
that their horns are either forked, or if not forked
they are clear of splinters, notched with scales and
round, and that certain portions of the meat of
clean animals tear lengthwise as well as across
Many theories have been advanced as to the reasons
for the distinctions -with regard to the chewing of the
cud and the tdoven hoof. See Jew Enc, s.v.
"Clean," The most obvious is that ruminating animals and animals without claw-s were apparently
cleaner-fcecUng animals than the others,
NATHA-^ ISAACS

CHEZIB, ke'zib.

See ACHZIB (1).

CHICKEN, chik"n, chik'in (AS cicen or cijeen;
Lat Callus ferrugineus; dXeKTpvciv, aleklrudii, masc.
and fem.): A barnyard fowl of any age. The
record is to be found in the books of the disciples,
but Jesus is responsible for the only direct mention
of chickens in the Bible. Mt 23 37, contains this:
"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, that killeth the projdiets,
and stoneth them that are sent Unto her! how often
would I have gathered thy children together, even
as a hen gathereth her chiekeiis under her wings,
and j e would not!" Luke's version ot the same
scene says: "Even as a hen gathereth her own
brood under IKT wings" (13 34).
There is no
reference to chickens in the O'T sufficiently clear to
specify our common domestic bird. The many
references to "fatted fowl" in these older records,
in accordance with the text a n d t h e history ot the
other nations, were pigeons, guineas, ducks, geese
and swans. The import.ation ot peafowl by Solomon
is mentioned. The cock and hen are distinctive
birds and w-ould have been equally a marvel w-orth
recording had they been introduced at that time.
From the history of the bird in other countries it
is a safe estimate to place their entrance into Pal
between five and six hundred j'ears BC,
That
w ould allow sufficient time for them to increase and
spread until they would be well known and common
enough to be used effectively in the ministry of
Jesus Christ. Every historical fact and indication
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points to the capture and domestication of the
red jungle fowd in Burmah. The Chinese records
prove that they first secured imported fowl from
the West in 1400 BC. Then- use for food dated
from 1200 to 800 BC, in the Book of Manu, but it
was specified that only those that ran wild were to
be eaten. From these countries they were imported to (-lr(.'ece and Italy, and from there carried
south into Pal. Homer (A 10; cf also alektrudn,
P 602) names a man Cock, alektor, which seems
to indicate that he knew the bird. Pindar gives
them slight mention; Aristophanes WTOte ot them
as ''Pers buds," which indicates that they worked
their waj- westward by importation. I cannot find
them in the records of Aristotle, but Aristophanes
advanced the idea that not the gods, but the birds
were rulers of men in ancient times, and compared
the comb of the cock wdth the crown of a king, and
pointed out that when he "merely crows at dawn
all jump up to their work" (Aves, 4,89-90), They
were common in Italy in the days of Pliny, who w-as
ten J-ears old at the time of the crucifixion of Christ.
Pliny gave many rules for raising chickens, pro-ving
that much was known of their habits in his time.
Yet so credulous w-as he and so satm-ated wdth
superstition, that, mixed wdth his instructions for
preserving eggs, brooding and raising chickens, is
the statement that on account of the fighting power
of the cocks the lions feared them. He wrote that
a man named Galerius in the time of the consuls,
Lepidus and Cat iJus, owned a barnyard fow-1 that
spoke. He names Lenius Strabo as the first man
to de-vise a "eoujie" to keep fowl in and "cram"
them to fatness. He gave the laws governing the
use of fow-1 at table and recorded that in Egj-pt
eggs were hatched in manure beds, which is conclusive proof that birds had been carried across the
Mediterranean several cents, previous. The records
of Babylon, 600 BC, contain figures undoubtedly
intended for cocks, and thej' were reproduced in
marble in Lycia at that time. In all these reproductions the birds lia"i-e the drooping tail ot the •wild,
and there is no record ot the date at which they
erected the tail, lifted the head and assumed the
upright bearing of today.
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tr "chief" for 'drJlim, ''corners," Isa 41 9, and for
ma'dleh, "ascent," in 2 Ch 32 33, are corrected.
In the N T "chief" is in most of its appearances
the tr of Gr prdtos. "first"; the RV reads "^'first" for
AV "chief," "chiel'est," in Mt 20 27; Mk 10 44;
Acts 16 12, The reading in the latter passage is a
difficult one, but the AV "Philippi, whioh is the
chief city of that part of Macedonia,'" seems to
imply a pohtical authority which Philippi did not
possess; RV "a city ot Macedonia, the first of the
district.'" Gr drchon, "prince," "ruler,"" is rendered
by AV "chief," by RV "prince," in Lk 11 15; AV
"chief Pharisees,"' RV "rulers of the Pharisees," in
Lk 14 1.
The original meaning of "chief" ha'ving been
weak(?ned, the comparative and superlative were
admitted into English, the latter onlv appearing in
A V o r R V : 1 S 2 29; Cant 5 10; 2 Cor 11 5, etc.
On "chief of Asia" (Acts 19 31 .VV) see ASIARCH.
F.

K.

FARR

CHIEF FRIENDS, GOOD, MEN. See FRIENDS,
C H I E F ; GOOD, C H I E F ; C H I E F .

CHIEF MUSICIAN, mu-zish'an.

See ASAPH.

CHIEF SEATS, chef sets (irpwroKaSfSpla, prdtokaihedria): It was one of the reproaches urged
by Our Lord against the scribes and Pharisees that
they loved the chief seats in the synagogues (iVlt
23 6; Mk 12 39; Lk 11 43; 20 46). These were
sjiecial seats set in front of the ark contaiiUng the
Scriptures and of the reader's platform, and facing
the congregation. I'hey w-ere specially reserved for
those who were held in the highest honor in the congregation. There w-ere seventy-one such seats in
the great synagogue of Alexan(.lria, which were
occupied by the members of the great Council in
that city (see SYNAGOGUE).
J.

MACARTNEY W I L S O N

CHIDON, ki'don, THE THRESHING-FLOOR
OF (l"i^3 l":.;;, gi'iren kldh&ii; L X X B, omits;
A has Xei\il, Clndiij: The place where ITzza perished because he touched the ark (1 Ch 13 9).
In 2 S 6 6 it is called the threshing-floor of Nachon. ^ No name resembUng either ot these has
been discovered.

CHILD, child, CHILDREN, chil'dren ( ] 3 , ben,
•'son," " ? ! ; , yeledh, "child", "I??, na'ar, "lad";
TCKvov, teknon, iraiSCov, paidion): The Hebrew-s
regarded the presence ot children in the family as
a mark of Divine lavor and greatlj' to be desired
(Gen 15 2; 30 1; 1 S 1 11,20; Ps 127 3; Lk 1
7,28). The birth of a male child w-as esp. a cause
for rejoicing (Ps 128 3, Heb); more men, more defenders for the tribe. If there were no sons born
to a household, that family or branch became lost.
If the wife proved childless, other wife or wives
might be added to the family (Gen 16 f). Further,
each Jew-ish mother, at least in later times, hoped
that her son might prove to be the Messiah. The
custom of Levirate marriage, which was not limited
to the Heb people, rested on the principle that if a
man died childless his brother should marry his
widow, the children ot such union being considered
as belonging to the brother whose name and line
were thus J3reser\-e(l from extinction (Dt 25 5;
Gen 38 26; ^ft 22 24).
ChUdren were sometimes dedicated to God, even
before their birth (1 S 1 11), Names often were
signfficant: Mrjses (Ex 2 lOj; Samuel (1 S 1 20);

CHIEF, chef: The Eng. word is in -VV of OT the
tr of some 17 different Heb w-ords, most freijuently
of rd'sh, "head," sar, "prince,"" and ri-'shilh, "beginning."" The principal changes made bv RV are:
(1) Hel) belh 'dbh, "house of a father," l.ieing recognized as a technical term denoting a subdivision
of a tribe, rdsh is rendered ht. "head," when it
occurs in connection with this phrase, so that "chief
fathers" (Num 31 26) and "chief of the fathers'"
(Ezr 1 5) become "heads of fathers" houses"";
(2) Heb ndghidh and nasi' are more accuridely tr''
"prince" in such passages as 1 Ch 6 2; Nu 3 32;
(3; the misinterpretations which brought aliout the

The fu-stborn son belonged to God (Nu 3 44 fl').
The ceremony of redeeming the firstborn occurred
on the thU-tieth day, I'riends ot the family w-ere
in-vited to a feast, the rabbi also being present.
The child was placed in the hands of the priest.
The father carried some gold or silver in a cup or
vessel. The priest asked the mother whether this
was her firstborn, and, on being answered in the
affirmative,, claimed the child as Jehovah"s, The
father offered the redemption money, which was
accepted in exchange for the chUd (cf 1 Pet 1 18),
See FIRSTBORN,
Other stages in the life of the
child were celebrated with fittina ceremonies. In

G E N E STBATTOX-PORTER

CHIDE, chid: Only in the OT, translating Heb
3 ^ ' , rlbh, a word w-hich is more frequentlj- rendered
"strive," Since in Gen 31 36; Jgs 8 i ; Ps 103
9, the strife is one ot words, it means in these passages, "scold," or "sharply censure," and is applied
either to mutinous protests and reproaches of inferiors to a superior, or, as in the last ot these passages, to rebukes administered by a superior to
inferiors.

Ichabod (4 21;

cf Gen

30)

(see

PROPER NA.MES).
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Children of t-den
the fourth year, in Pal, on the sia-ond day ot the
Passover occurred the cereiiunij- of the first cutting
of the boj-'s hah-, the friends sharing the jirivilege.
Sometimes, as in the ease of the weallhj-, the w-eiglit
of the child in CUIICIK j - w-as given as a donation lo
the poor. In common w-itli the custom of olher
eastern peojiles, male children were circunieiscd (tlen
17 12), the rite being j-ierfoiined on the eighlli da,)'.
L-arlj- ediieatioii was eared for in tin- home, the
children mowing u p more or less with the iiiotlier
(Prov 6 20; 31 1; 2 Tim 1 5; 3 14,15), and
the gu'l continmng with her mother until h(a' marriage. In wealthier families tutors were ciiijilojed
(1 Ch 27 32"), Seli(((ils for children are lii',sl mentioned bv Jos (Ant, 'S.V, .^, 5), -Vecording to the
Talm the fir.st school (or childicn wiis established
about 100 PC, but in the time of Jesus .such schools
were eonimon. Children were tau.uhl to read and
to write even in famihes of moderate means, tll(^se
arts being widelj- diffusexl as eail\- as 600 BC, if not
earlier (lsa 8 1; 10 l!)), Gieat stress was laid
on the Torah, i,e. the law ot Moses, Boys w-ere
trained al>o in farming, the tending of cattle, and
in the trades. The religious training of the boy
began in his fourth \ear. as .-;oon as he could sjieak
disiinctlj-. The religious life of the girl also began
earlj-. In later times at least children took part
in the Sabbath and Pass(i\er festivals and boys
attended synagogue and school regularly.
Children w-ere sulijeet to the father (Neh 5 5
marl^s the extreme), w-ho in tiun was bound to
protect them, though he himself had the pow-er of
hfe and death (Le-v 18 2 1 ; 20 2ff), Respect for
and obedience to parents w-ere stout Iv upheld b>pubhc opinion (Ex 20 12; Dt 5 16; cf Prov 6 20;
Jlic 7 6; D t 21 18-21; Ex 21 15).
Both the t-iT and N T afford abundant evidence
of the strength of the bond that bound the Heb
family togetUer (Gen 21 16; 2 S 18 33; 1 K 3
23 ff; 2 K 4 19; L a 8 4; .h.b 29 5; M t 19
13; 20 20; :dk 9 24; Lk 2 48; Jn 4 47; He
2 13; 11 23). The gift of a son from Jeh was the
height of joj-; the loss of a child marked the depth
of w-oe. A hint occurs in the custom of naming a
man as the father of his firstborn son I HDB, 1. 3S2),
or even the u<e of t h e father's name as a surname
(Bar-jonah, Bartimaeus) and such continues in
SjTia at the present day. This idea is further
instanced in the use, in both OT and NT, of the
terms to express the relation between God and
men fEx 4 22; Dt 14 1; 32 6; Jer 3 4; Zec 12

the Galatians (Gal 4 19), and that w-as a favorite
exjiression with John (see 1 J n 2 1; 4 4; 5 21),
,V term that w-as even more endearing was piudia,
which means "little ones"' or "babes,"" Jesus u.sed
this term once in addressing llis disciples after His
i'esiiri'e('l,ion (Jn 21 5), and John also used this
term oeeasidiially in saluting those to whom he was
writing (1 Jn 2 IS),
(:i) Those w-ho belong to God, Children of God
is a eonimon e\j(ressi([n in both the OT and the XT,
It is based on the reldion between jdirents and
children, and in general describes find's affection
for His owe, and their dependcnee ujion Him, and
moral hkeness lo Him, The term is sometimes
used of those WIKI are disloyal to God, and thej' are
desigiialed as "rebellious children"' (see lsa 30 1).
(See CHILDREN (IK GOD.

(4) d'liose who belong to the devU. Those who
are like the devil in thought and action are designated as "children of the devU" (1 .In 3 10).
(5) One's relation to something to which he
belongs, or by which he is dominated in his affection
for it. Thus we have (») the chUdren of a city or
country (see Jer 2 16; M t 23 37), and this dcsignat(.'S those who belong to that particular city or
country; (b) children of wisdom (Mt 11 19-VV;
Lk 7 :!5), and these are the ones whose lives are
dominated by wdsdom. W H adopted ergon tor
teknon in Mt 11 19, but this seems to be wdthout
any good reason; (c) ehUdren of obedience (1 Pet
1 14), and these are the ones w-ho are eager to
obey; (d) children of light (Eph 5 8), and this
designates those whose souls are illumined by the

light.
(6) Those who are liable to some particular fate.
Thus we have (a) children of cursing, or those who
are exposed to cm-sing (2 Pet 2 14), and (b)
children of wrath or those w-ho are exjiosed to
WTath (Eph 2 3).
(7) Moral likeness or spiritual kinshij) (Gal 3 7
. W ; cf Jn 8 3',l; "the children of -Vbraham").
See sees. (3), (4).

A. W, FIIRTUXK

CHILD-BEARING, child'bar-ing: Onlyin 1 Tim
2 15: "She shall be saved through her [m "the"]
child-bearing" (8ia T-f|s reKvo-yovias, diii tfs teknogonias). The reference is to the caUing of woman
as wffe and mother, as her ordiiiarj- lot in life, and
to the anxieties, pains and perils ot maternitj-, as
the culmination and rejiresentation of the penalties
woman has incurred because of the Fall (Gen 3 10),
"She shaU be saved by keeping faithfully and simjily
10; ^ l a l 1 0,1, See also F-\.MILY RELATIONSHIPS;
to her allotted sphere as wife and mother" (DumSdx-,
melow), The preposition dia is not used here
LITER.ATURE.—Benzinger, Hebrdische .{rchdologie, 2d
instrumentally, as though chU( l-bearing w-ere a
ed, 1907, 112-23; for rabbinical lore, Kriedeiiberg iu
means
of her sah-ation, but locally, as in 1 Cor 3
Jew Enc, IV, 27 f.
15, "saved so as through fire," where life is saved
W. N, ISTEARNS
Figurative: Child is t h e EV rendering of the Gr by rushing through the flames. The exjjlanation
by reference to the inearnation, wdth an appeal to
T^Kmr, teknon. , The corresponding Heb words j rial 4 4, favored by Ellicott and others, seems
(13, ben, and "^ , yeledh, are usually tr-^ "son,"
very mechanical.
H. E. JACOBS
but they ha\-e practically tlie same significance in
the fig. use of the term. Child is used fig. to
CHILDHOOD, child'hood, GOSPELS OF THE.
describe:
See -VPOCRYPHAL GOSPELS.
(1) An affectionate greeting, Jesus addressed
the sick of the palsj- as "child" Cvlk 2 5 RVm).
CHILDREN OF EDEN, e'd'n (''V 133, b'ne
(2) The disciples, or followers, of a teacher.
Jesus addressed llis disciples as children (Mk 10 •i-dhen): In 2 K 19 12; Isa 37 12 "th(-children of
24). Paul referred to Timothy as his child (1 Tim Eden that were in Tel;(ssar" arc mentioned in con1 2), and also to Onesimus (Philem ver 10). Jcihn nection with "Gozan, and Har.an, and Rezeph" as
ha-ving been destroyed by the Assj'rians who were
also designated the disciples to w-hom he was WTiting
before the time of Sennacherib, The expression,
as his children (2 Jn ver 4). The same use ot
"the c. of E, that w-ere in T,," undoubtedly referred
"children" or "sons" is common in the OT (see
1 K 20 35; 2 K 2 3.5,7; 4 38). As a term ot to a tribe which inhabited a region of which Telassar was the center. Telassar means "the hill ot
special endearment, discijiles are sometimes caUed
Asshur" and, according to Schrader, it was a name
"Utile chUdren" (reKvla, lekn'ia). .Jesus thus adthat might have been given to anj- place where a
dressed His disciples when He was speaking about
temple had been built to Asshur. Inasmuch as
His departure (Jn 13 33). Paul thus addressed

Children of God T H E I N T E R N A T I O N A L S T A N D A R D B I B L E E N C Y C L O P A E D I A
Gozan, and Haran, and Rezeph were in Mesopotamia it would seem probable that "the c. of E.
that were in T." belonged to the same locahty.
The "c. of E." is quite probably to be identffied
with the BU 'Adini of the inscriptions and this
referred to a cUstrict on the middle Euphrates.
According to the inscriptions Gozan, Haran,
Rezeph, and Bit 'Adini were destroyed by Sennacherib's forefathers, and this is in accord -with the
account in 2 K and Isa.
The "Eden" of Ezk 27 23 is usuaUy taken as
the name of a place in Mesopotamia -with which
TjTe had commercial relations, and probably belongs
to the region of "the c. ot E.," discussed above.
Some WTiters think the "Beth-eden" of Am 1 5
RVm [ARV "Aven"] is to be identified with the
Bit 'Adini of the inscriptions and hence 'with "the
c. of E.," but this is doubtful. This was perhaps
in .SjTia in the neighborhood of Damascus.
A. W.

FORTUNE

CHILDREN OF G O D :
Introduction: Meaning of Terms
I. OT TEACHING
1, Mythological Sur-vivals
2, Created Sonship
3, Israel's CoUective Covenant Sonship
4, Indi-vidual and Personal Relation
5, Universalizing the Idea
II.
NT TEACHING
1. Physical and Limited Sonship Disappears
2. As Religious Experience, or Psychological Fact
(1) Filial Consciousness of Jesus
(2) Communicated to Men
3. As Moral Condition, or Ethical Fact
4. As Sta^ of Being, or Ontological Fact
(1) Essence of (.'hrist's Sonship
(2) And ol Men's
5. As Relation to God, or Theological Fact
(1) Eternal Generation
(2) The Work of Grace
ChUdren (Sons and Daughters) of God (""33
and D i n b N ^ 3 3 , b'ne and b'ndlh 'elohim, lit. "sons
and daughters of God"; r^Kva 6cov,
Meaning
tekna theou, and v'lol BeoB, huioi
ot Terms
theou): so AV; but RV translates the
latter Gr phrase more accurately
''sons ot God." Tekna contains the idea of origin
or descent, but also that of personal relation, and is
often used metaphorically ot "that intimate and
reciprocal relationship formed between men by the
bonds of love, friendship, trust, just as between
parents and children" (Grimm-'Tbayer).
Huioi,
too, conveys the ideas ot origin, and of personal
relation, but the latter in the fuUer form in which it
ajijiears in mature age, "The difference between
huios and teknon ajjpears to be that whereas teknon
denotes the natural relationship of child to parent,
huios impUes in addition to this the recognized status
and legal privileges rcser\-e(l for sons" (Sanday and
Headlam, on Rom 8 14). This difference obtains,
how-ever, only in a verj- general sense.
The abo\-e j^brases denote the relation in which
men are conceived to stand to God, either as deriving their being from Him and depending upon
Him, or as standing in that personal relation of
intimate trust and love toward Him which constitutes the jis\-ehological fact of sonship. The exact
significance ot the expression depends upon the
conception of God, and particularly of His Fatherhood, to w-hich it corresponds. It therefore attains
t o i l s fuU significance only in the NT, and its meaning in the OT differs considerably, even though it
marks stages of development up to the N T idea.
/. OT Teaching.—I'he
most primitive form ot
the idea appea,rs in Gen 6 1-4, where the sons ot
God by marrjdng the fair daughters of
1. Mytho- men become the fathers of the giants,
logical
These were a subordinate order of
Survivals
Divine beings or demi-gods, and the
title here may mean no more, although
it was probably a survival of an earher idea of the
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actual descent ot these gods from a higher God.
The idea of a heavenly court where the sons of
God come to present themselves before Jeh is
found in quite late Ut. (Job 1 6 ; 2 1; 38 7; Ps
29 1; 89 6). In all these cases the phrase implies
a certain kinship with God and dependence upon
Him on the part of the Divine society around Him.
But there is no evidence to show whether the idea
of descent of gods from God sur-vived to any extent,
nor is there any imUcation ot a very close personal
relationship. Satan is unsympathetic, if not hostile.
In one ob'viously polytheistic reference, the term
impUes a similarity ot appearance (Dnl 3 25). In
a secondary sense the titles "gods," and "sons of the
Most High" are given to magistrates, as exercising
God's authority (Ps 82 6).
The idea of creation has taken the place of that of
procreation in the OT, but without losing the sense
of sonship. "Saith Jeh, the Holy One
2. Created of Israel, and his Maker: Ask me
Sonship
concerning my sons, and concerning
the work of my hands" (Isa 45 11).
Israel acknowledges the absolute sovereignty of
God as her Father and Maker (Isa 64 8). Israel's
Maker is also her Husband, and by inference the
Father of her chilchen (Isa 54 5). Since all Israel
has one Father, and one God created her, the tribes
owe brotherly conduct to one another (.Mai 2 10).
Jeh upbraids His sons and daughters whom He as
their Father bought, made and established. "He
forsook God who made him, and Ughtly esteemed
the Rock of his salvation.
. . Ot the Pujck that
begat thee thou art unmindful, and hast forgotten
God that gave thee birth" (Dt 32 6,15.18 ff): These
passages reveal the transition trom the idea of original
creation to that ot making and establishing Israel as
a nation. All things might be described as children
of God if creation alone brought it to pass, but Israel stands in a unique relation to God.
The covenant relation of God with Israel as a
nation is the chief form in which man's sonship
and God's fatherhood appear in the
3. Israel's OT. "Israel is my son, my firstborn"
CoUective
(Ex 4 22); "WUen Lsrael was a child.
Covenant
then I loved him, and called my son
Sonship
out ot Egypt" (Hos 11 1). And to
be children ot God invol^-es the obligation to be a holy people (Dt 14 1.2). But Israel
has proved unworthy of her status: " I . . . . have
brought up children, and they ha\-e rebelled against
me"" (Isa 1 2.4; 30 1,0). Yet He wiU have pity
upon them: "for I am a father to Israel, and
Ephraim is my firstborn"' (,Ier 31 9,"20), Israel's
unworthiness does not abolish the relation on God's
side; she can therefore return to Him again and
submit to His wiU (Isa 63 16; 64 8); and His pity
exceeds a mother's love (Isa 49 15). The fiUal
relation of Israel to God is summed up and symboUzed in a special way in the Davidic king: "I
will be his father, and he shall be my son" (2 S 7
1 4 = 1 Ch 17 13; cf 1 Ch 22 10; 28 6; Ps 2 7),
God's fatherhood to collective Israel necessarily
tends to develop into a personal relation ol father
and son between Him and individual
4. Individ- members of the nation. The children
ual and
of Israel, whatever their number, shall
Personal
be called "the sons of the living God"
Relation
(Hos 1 10). Jeh's marriage r(.(lation
with Israel as a nation made individual
Israelites His chUdren (Hos 2 19.'20; Jer 3 14,22; cf
Isa 50 1; Ezk 16 20,21; 23 37), and G(.((I's ownership ot His children, the individual members of the
nation, is asserted (cf Ps 127 3). Chastisement
and pity alike God deals forth as Father to His
children (Dt 1 31; 8 5; Ps 103 13), and these are
intimate personal relations which can only obtain
between individuals.
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In another direction the idea ot God as the father
of Israel tends to Ix- modified b\- the inclusion of the
Gentiles. The w-ord "first-born" (in
5. Univer- Ex 4 22 and Jer 31 9.'20) may be
salizing the duly an emiihatic form of expressing
Idea
sonshiji, or it iiiaj' already sugg(\sl,
the possibihty of the adoption of the
Gentiles, If that idea is not jii-esent in words, it is
an easy and kgitiiiuite inference frdiii several passages, that Gentiles would be adniitled some day
into this aniong the rest of Israel's jirivileges (Isa
19 25; 65 1; Zee 14 16),
//. iV7" Teaching.—-Vs the doctiiiie of Di'vine
fatherhood atlanis its tuU sjiu'itual and moral significance in the NT, so does the
1. Physical experience and idea of sonship. AU
and Limited traces of physical descent ha\'e disSonship
appeared, Paul's quolalion froiii a
Disappears heathen jioet: "For wa- arc also his offspring" (-Vcis 17 2.S), what ever Its original significance, is introduced bj- the ajiostle for the
purpose of enforcing the idea of the sjiirit ual kinship of God and men. The jihrase "Son of God"
ajijilied to Christ by the Rom centurion (Mt 27
54; r\lk 15 39) maj' or may not, in his mind, have
involved the idea of jihysical descent, but its utterance was the effect of an inijircssKui of similarity
to the gods, produced by the exliil.iilion of power
attending His death. The idea of creation is assumed in the N T , but generally it is not prominent
in the idea of sonship. The virgin birth ot Jesus,
however, may be understood as implying either the
creative acti\dty of the Holy Sjiirit, or the communication of a pree.xistent Di-vine being to form a new
human personalitj-, but the latter idea also would
involve creative acti-vity in the physical realm
(cf Lk 3 3s: "Adam [son] of God"). The limitations of t h e O T conception of sonship as national
and collective disappear altogether in the N T ;
God is father of all men, and of every man. In
potentialitj- at least every man and all men are
sons ot Goii. The essence of sonship consists in a
personal experience and moral likeness which places
man in the most intimate union and communion
"with God.
(1) The filial consciousness of Jesus.—Di'vine sonship was first realized and made manifest in the consciousness of Jesus (Mt 11 27). For
2. As R e - Him it meant unbroken personal knijwUgious
ledge of God and communion with Him,
Experience, and the sense of His love for Him and
or Psycho- of His satisfaction and dehght in Him
logical Fact C^It 3 17; 17 5; Mk 1 11; 9 7; Lk
3 22; 9 35). Whether the "voice out
ot the heavens sajdng, This is my beloved Son, in
whom I am well pleased" was objective or not, its
message always dw-elt in the filial consciousness of
Jesus, The Father's love was to Him a source of
knowledge and power (Jn 5 20), the reward of His
seU-sacrifice (10 17) and the inspiration of His love
for men (15 9).
Sonship meant tor Him His Messianic mission
(Mt 16 16.17). It involved His dependence on the
Father and His oberUence to Him (Jn 5 19.30;
8 29), and a resulting confidence in His mission
(5 36; 10 36,37). I t filled Him with a sense of
(dignity, pow-er and glory which the Father gave
Him, and would yet give in larger measure (Mt
26 63.64; 16 27; Jn 17 5).
(2) Communicnleit to -men.—Jesus communicated
His own experience ot God to men (Jn 14 9) that
thev also might know the Father's love and (hvell
in it (Jn 17 26). Through Him and through Him
alone can they become children ot God in fact and
m experience (.In 1 12; 14 6; Mt 11 27). It is
therefore a distinctively Christian experience and
always involves a relation of faith in Christ and

moral harmony with llim. It differs from His
experience^ in one essential f a d , at k'ast in most
men. It involves an inner change, a change of
feeling and motive, of ideal and attitude, that, iiiay
be compared to a new birth (Jn 3 3). Man must
turn and return from (lisob(>(hence and aUenation
through lepeiilanee to childlike submission (Lk
15 lS-20), It is not the submission of slaves, but
the submission ot sons, in which they have hberty
and confidence before God (Gal 4 6), and a heritage
from Him ttn their iiossession (Gal 4 6,7; Rom 8
17). It is the liberty of self-realization. As sons
they recognize their kinship with God, and share
his mind and purpose, so that His commands become their pleasure: "For this is the love of God,
that we keep his commandments: and his commandments are not grievous" (1 Jn 5 3). I'liey
have boldness and acce.ss to God (Eph 2 18; 3 12).
With this free union of love with God there comes a
sense of power, of independence of circumstances,
of mastery over the world, and of the posse-ssioii ot
all things necessary which become the heirs of God
(Mt 6 •2(i..'32; 7 l i ) . "For whatsoever is bc-gotten
of God overcometh the world" (1 .Jn 5 4). They
learn that the whole course and destiny ot creation
is for the "reveaUng of the sons ot God" (Rom
8 19.21).
Christ's sonship involved His moral harmony
with the Father: " I have kept my Father's commandments, and abide in his love"
3. As Moral (Jn 15 10; 8 53). He aceompUshed
Condition, the work which the Father gave Him
or Ethical to do (Jn 17 4; 5 19), "becoimng
Fact
obedient even unto death, yea, the
death of the cross" (PhU 2 8). And
sonship makes the same demand upon men. The
peacemakers and those who forgive like God are
His children (Mt 5 9.45; Lk 6 35). "For as
many as are led by the Spirit of God, these [and
these only] are sons of God" (Rom 8 14). God
will be Father to the holy (2 Cor 6 18). The test
and mark of the children of God is that thej- do
righteousness and love the brethren (1 Jn 3 10).
They are blameless and harmless, without blemish,
in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation
(Phil 2 15). Therefore their ideal of life is to be
"imitators ot God" and to walk in love even as
Christ did (Eph 5 1). Sonship grows to its consummation as the hfe grow-s in the hkeness of Christ,
and the final destiny of aU sons is to be ever Uke
Him (1 Jn 3 2).
Sonship is properly and primarily a relation, but
it may so dominate and transform the whole of a
man's life, thought and conduct as to
4. As State become his essential being, the most
of Being, or comprehensive category under which
Ontological aU that he is may be summed up.
Fact
(1) Essence of sonship in Christ.—
It is so that the N T comprehends the
person ot Christ. Everything that He did, He
did as God's son, so that He is the Son, ahvays and
ever Son. In the beginning, in the bosom of the
Father, H e is the ONLY BEGOTTEN (q.v.) Son (Jn 1

1.18). He is born a Son ot God (Lk 1 35). He
begins Ufe in the things of His Father (Lk 2 49),
His whole Ufe is that of the beloved Son (Mt 3 17;
17 5). As Son of God He dies (Mt 26 63; Lk
22 70; Mt 27 40,43; cf Jn 5 18). In His resurrection He was declared to be the Son of God w-ith
power (Rom 1 4 ) ; as Jesus the Son of God He is
our great high priest in heaven (He 4 14), and in
the glory of His father He will come t o judge in the
last day'(Mt 16 27).
(2) Men's sonship.—Unlike Him, men's moral
sonship is neither eternal nor universal. Are
they therefore sons in anj' sens(- alwaj-s and e\-er\-where? AU children are heirs of the kingdom of
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God and objects of the Father's care (Lk 18 16;
]Mt 18 10), But men may turn awaj' from the
Father and become unworthy to be caUed His
sons (Lk 15 13.19). Thev may become children of
the de\dl (1 Jn 3 10; Jn 8 44), and children ot
wralli (Eph 2 3). Then thej' lose the actuaUty,
but not the potentiahty, ot sonship. They have not
the experience or character of sons, but they are
still moral and rational beings made in the image ot
God, open to the appeal and influence of His love,
and able to "rise and go to their Father." They
are objects of God's love (Jn 15 13; Rom 5 8) and
ot His gracious search and seeking (Lk 15 4; Jn 11
52). But thej' are actual sons only when they are
led by the Spirit of God (Rom 8 14); and even so
their sonship wdll only be consummated in the
resurrection (Rom 8 23; Lk 20 36).
In the relation of father and son, fatherhood is
original and creative. That does not necessarily
mean priority in time.
5. As Rela(1) Eternal generation.—Origen's doction to God, trine of the eternal generation of Christ,
or Theologi- by which is meant that God and Christ
cal Fact
always stood in the relation of Father
and Son to one another, is a just interpretation of the N T idea that the Son "was in
the beginning with God" (pros tdn Thedn). But
Jesus was conscious ot His dependence upon the
Father and that His sonship w-as derived from
Him (Jn 5 19.36). Still more manifest is it that
men deri\-e their sonship from God. He made
them for HimseU, and whatever in human nature
qualifies men to become sons ot God is the free gift
ot God. But men in their sin and disobecUence
could not come to a knowledge of the Father, had
He not "sent forth his Son . . that we might
receive the adoption ot sons" (Gal 4 4.5): "Behold what manner ot love the Father hath bestowed
upon us, that we should be caUed children ot
God" (1 Jn 3 1); "God so loved the world, that
he gave his only begotten son" (q.v.) who gave
men "the right to become children of God, even
to them that beUeve on his name" (Jn 3 16; 1 12).
It is not the children of the flesh but the children
ot the promise who are children of God (Rom 9 4).
The mere act of birth does not constitute men into
children of God, but His covenant of free grace
must be added. God being essentiaUy Father made
men and the universe, sent His Son and His Spirit,
"for the reveaUng of the sons ot God." But they
can only know the Father, and reaUze their sonship
when they respond to His manifestation of fatherly
love, by faith in God and obedience to Him.
(2) The work of grace.—-The question whether
sonslnp is natm-al and universal or conditional upon
grace working through faith, does not admit of a
categorical answer. The alternatives are not strict
antitheses. God does aU things as Father. To
endow man -with rational and moral nature capable
of his becoming a son was an act of love and grace,
but its whole purpose can be communicated only
in response to faith in Christ. But a natural sonship which is not actual is meaningless. A man's
moral condition and his attitude toward God are
the most essential elements ot his nature, tor a
man's nature is just the sum total of his thoughts,
acts and states. If these are hostUe or indifferent
to God, there is notlUng left that can have the reality or bear the name of son. For if the word son
be used of mere creaturehood and potentiality, that
is to give it a meaning entirely different from N'T
usage, .VU men by nature are potential sons,
because God has made them for sonship and does
aU things to wdn them into their heritage. Men
may be sons of God in a very imperfect and elementary manner. The sharp transitions of Pauline
and Johannine theology are rather abstract dis-
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tinctions for thought than actual descriptions of
spiritual processes. But Paul and John also contemplate a growth in sonship, "till we all attain
unto the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge
of the Son of God, unto a fuUgrown man, unto
the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ"
(Eph 4,13).

See S(3NS OF GOD.

For Ut. and further discussion, see special arts, on
ADOPTION; G O D ; JESUS CHRIST.

T.

REES

CHILDREN OF ISRAEL, iz'ra-el (bxnia:' -i;?,
b'nH yisrd'ei): A very common term in both the
OT and the NT, and it refers to the Israehtes as
the descendants of a common ancestor, Jacob,
whose name w-as changed to Israel (see Gen 32
24-32). It was customary to designate the members of the various tribes as the children of the one
from whom the tribe originated (see Nu 1 20-43;
Ezr 2 3-61), and it was natural that the people
who boasted of Israel as their ancestor should be
designated as his children. The first reference to
the descendants of Jacob is found in the account
of the changing of Jacob's name to Israel, and the
purpose is to connect them wdth the experience in
Jacob's lite which led to the change in his name:
"Therefore the children of Israel eat not the sinew
of the hip, which is upon the hollow of the thigh,
unto this day: because he touched the hollow of
Jacob's thigh in the sinew of the hip." At the
time when tlus w-as written " t h e c. of I." w-as a
term that w-as commonly applied to the Israehtes.
In 2 K 17 34 they are caUed "the children ot
Jacob," and this occurs in connection with the
account ot the changing of Jacob's name to Israel
and is intended to connect them closely with their
father Jacob, who was favored of God.
After a time, it is quite likely that the term
"c. of I." lost its peculiar significance and was simply
one of the popular terms designating the inhabitants
of Pal, but at first it was intended to connect these
people w-ith their ancestor Jacob whose name was
changed to Israel. The Jews of the N T times connected themselves -with Abraham rather than with
Jacob (see Jn 8 3 9 ; Rom 9 7; Gal 3 7, riKva.,
likna, or viol 'Appadp., huioi Abradm).
A.

W.

FORTUNE

CHILDREN OF THE BRIDECHAMBER.
BRIDECHAMBER, SONS o r

See

THE.

CHILDREN OF T H E EAST, est (D-J? i ; ? ,
b'ne kedhem): A term which in a general way designated the inhabitants of the country E . ot Pal.
The Hebrews thought of their own country as
occupying the central place, and of the other parts
of the world LQ relation to this. They spoke of the
"queen of the south" (Mt 12 42), and of the "king
of the south"' (Dnl 11 5.6). They spoke of people
coming from "the east and the west" and sitting
down with the patriarchs (Mt 8 11).
The term "children of the east" seems to have
been apphed to the inhabitants of any part of the
country E. of Pal. It is stated t h a t Jacob, when
he fled from Esau, "came to the land ot the children
of the east" (Gen 29 1), and the place to which he
came was Haran in Mesopotamia. In Jer 49 28
the inhabitants of Kedar are called "the children
of the east," and in later Jewish Ut. Kedar is identified with the Arabs (see KEDAR). Job was designated as "the greatest of aU the children of the
east" (Job 1 3), and the land of Uz was mentioned
as his home (Job 1 1). While it is impossible absolutely to locate the land of Uz, it must have been
on the edge of the desert which was E. of Pal. The
children of the east seem to have been famous fol
their wisdom. It is said that "Solomon's wisdom
exceUed the -wisdom of all the children of t h e east"
(1 K 4 30), and "Wise-men from the east" came tg
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Jerus seeking the one that was born Idng of the
Jews (Mt 2 1).
INlany of the inhabitants of the east eountry were
regarded as descending from -Vliraham (SIH- Gen
25 6), and hence thej- were related to Israel.
A.

W,

FOIITUNE

CHILEAB, kU'5-ali ( 2 X 5 3 , kirdbh;
AaXoviA,
Dalouid, "restraint of father"): A son ol Davkl,
born to him at Hebron. His mother was -Vbigail,
whom David married after the death of her husband Nalcd, the Carmelite (2 S 3 3), In the corresponding account (1 Ch 3 1) he is called "Daniel,"
the meaning of w-hieh name ("God is niv judge")
points to its ha\'iiig been gi\'en in oi'dcr to conimeniorate God's jiidgiiient upon Nabal (1 S 25 3',);
cf Gen 30 0), Some supjiose that he bore both
names, but the L N X reaeUng here Dalouia (I Ch
Dainnit-I), and the identity of the last three leiters
of the Heb word "Chileab" with the first three of
the following word, seems to indicate that the text
of Samuel is corrupt.

HOIH.CE J. W O L F

C H H I O N , k i l i - o n ( " v ' " , kilyon, "plmng," "w-astingawaj-"): Oneof the two sons of Elimelech and
Naomi, "MalUon and Chihon, Ephrathites of Bethlehem-judah" (Ruth 1 2 ) . With his mother and
brother he came into ?^Ioab and there both married
Moabitish women, Orpah being the name of Chilion's wife and Ruth that of t h e wife of Mahlon (4 9,
10), Both died early and Orpah remained in iV-Ioab
while Ruth accomjianied Naomi back to Bethlehem,
When Boaz married Ruth he "bought all that was
EUmelech's, and all that was ChiUon's, and Mahlon's,
o t t h e hand of Naomi" (4 9).
W. L. WALKER
CHILMAD, kil'mad ( " ^ ^ 5 , kilmadh; Xapjuiv,
Charmdn): A citj' or cUstrict mentioned after Sheba
and Asshur as supplying merchandise to TjTe
(Ezk 27 23). By changing m into w (common in
-V:s\T-Babj this has been comjiared with Kalwddha near Bagdad (G. Smith, TSBA, I, 6 1 ; Dehtzseh, Parodies, 20G i, but the identification seems
improbable. Though regarded as the name of a
country in the L X X and the Vulg (Charman;
Chelmad), there is some doubt whether this -view of
the word is correct. The Tg substitutes Madhai,
"Aledia," aud on this account Mez (Sladt Harran,
24) amends to Kol Madhai, "aU ;Media," The
absence of the copula "and" has caused others t o
further modify t h e vocahzation, and by reading
k'limmudh instead of Chilmad, the sense "Asshur
was as t h e apprentice of t h y trading" ^ (Kimhi,
Hitzit', Cornill) is obtained, but is not satisfactory.
Probably both te:v-t and tr are susceptible of improvement.

T . G. PINCHES

CHIMHAM, kUn'ham (OniaS, kimham [2 S 19
37.38) or p 7 3 3 , kunhdn [2 S 19 40] or OnliaS,
k'mdhem [Jer 41 17 K t . ] ; this reading, however, may
probably be safely ignored;: One ot the sons of
Barzillai t h e Gileadite, who supported David while
the latter was m exile in Mahanaim (2 S 19 3/).
.Viter the death of Absalom, Barzillai was invited
to spend the remainder of his Ufe wuth the king;
but he refused, and sent his son Chimham in his
stead. From t h e mention of "the habitation of
Chimham, which is by Beth-lehem" (.Jer 41 17 AV),
it has been inferred that Chimham received a grant
of land from David's patrimony at Bethlehem,
which retained his name for at least four cents.
It has been si.iggested t h a t his name was probably
Ahinoam (Dl'b^nS, 'dhlnd'am).
HORACE J. W O L F

CHIMNEY, chim'ni.

See HOUSE.

CHINNERETH, kin'e-reth (n"133, kinnereth
[Dt 3 17; Josh 19 35, etc]) or CHINNEROTH,

kiu'S-roth ( n l l i S , kin&rdth; B, Kevep^e, Kemrelh,
A, XtvepdS, Chene-ruth [Josh 11 2]): Taking theorder in which the tow-ns are mentioned, this city
seems to have lain N. ot Rakkath ('! Tiberias), ll
may have (icciijiied the site of d-Mejdd, at the
S,W, corner ot the plain of Gennesaret, From this
city the sea took its 04" name (Nu 34 11, (>tc).
CHIOS, ke'os, ki'os (Xtos, Chios): An island
belonging to Turkey in the Aegaeaii St'a, S, ot
Ijcsbos, and very near the mainland of Asia Minor,
St. Paul's vessel jiassed it on his last voyage to
Jerus (Vets 20 15), The channel here is very
jiicl iii'(\s(iue. From St. Luke's exjiression, "we
came the following day over against Chios," it has
been ediijectiired that they were beealme(.l; more
Jirobably it simplj' means that, because of the dark
moon, they lay at anchor for the night on the .Vsian
(•(cisl, opjiosite the island (HDB, s.v.).
Herod, when
(ill his way to Agrippa at the Bosphorus, "continued
many days at Chios" and conferred many royal
benefactions upon the inhabitants (Jos, Ant, XVI, ii,
2).
The soil is sterUe (though well cultivated), the
climate mild. Earthquakes are frequent. In the
mountains (highest 4,000 ft.) beautiful blue marble
with white veins, and excellent potter's claj', were
quarried in antiquitj-. In modern times large
quantities ot ochre are mined. The chief industry
is the culture of the silkworm, the cocoons being
sent to Lyons. Oranges, lemons, almonds, brandy,
anise, mastich and leather are also exported. The
inhabitants, who are almost entirely Greeks, number about 60,000. The capital, Castro, has a
population of 15,000. The place where Homer is
said to have collected his pupils around him is still
pointed out to the traveler at the foot of Mt.
Epos, near the coast. It is in reaUty (probably)
a very old sanctuary ot Cybele, the Mother ot the
Gods. The tragic poet ton, the historian Theopompus and the sophist Theocritus were natives of
Chios, i'he Chians were especiaUy famous for their
skill in telUng stories, and tor their levity. A famiUar
proverb says that "it is easier to find a green horse
than a sober-minded Sciot" (Conybeare and Howson,
XX, 549).
The oldest inhabitants of the island were Leleges,
Cretans and Carians, who were conquered by the
lonians. The latter made Chios one of the most
flourishing states in Ionia. When the Persians
overran Asia Minor and oppressed the Gr colonies,
the Chians showed a Pan-HeUenic spirit. They surrendered, however, to Cyrus in 546 BC. Nevertheless, 46 years later they joined in the rebelUon
of Aristagoras against the Persians. In the naval
engagement off the island Lade they fought wdth
100 ships and displayed great bravery. Again
they feU into the power of Persia; but after the
battle ot Mycale (479) the Chians joined the
Athenian confederacy. In 412 they sided with the
Peloponnesians, in the 19th year of the war which
Athens had been waging against Sparta and her
allies. For this act of treason the Athenians devastated the island. At the end ot the war the
Chians revolted from Sparta and, after the battle
of Naxos (376), became an aUy ot Athens once more.
Oppressed now by Athens, as she had been by
Sparta, Chios made an alUance -with Thebes in
363 and defended herself successfully against the
Athenian general. Chares; and in 355 Athens was
forced to reoogruze the island's independence.
Later the Chians became friends of the Romans
and in the war with Mithridates were obliged to
surrender their ships to the Pontic king and in
addition jiay him 2,000 talents.
In 1307 AD Turldsli pirates sub,higated and laid
waste the island. The Tui-ks themselves became mas-
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ters of Chios in 1566. In the war of the Gr revolution
the Chians joined the Greeks (Feb. 1821) but were overpowered by the Turks. The Pasha decreed that the
island should be utterly devastated; 23,000 Chians were
massacred and 47,0Ui) sold into slavery. Only 5,000
escaped. A second attempt to regain their freedom was
made in 1827. but met with failure. When the Idngdom
of Greece was established two years later, Chios was not
included. On April 3, 1881. the island was visited by
a terrible earthquake, the city of Castro being almost
entirely destroyed.
LITERATURE,—Conybeare and Howson, The Life and
Epihilles of ,S/ Paul: W , M . R a m s a y . ,S'(. Paul the Traveller; G, H Gilbert. The Student's
Life of Paul (chiefly

concerned witli the chronology and order of events in
Paul's hte), Eckenbrecher, Die Insel Chios (1845);
Pauli. id (in the Mitteilungen der Geogr. Gesellschaft in
Hamburg, 1880-81).
J. E.

See CHATTER.

W . L . WALKER

CHISLEU, kis'lu, CHISLEV, kis'lev.

CHOBA, ko'ba, CHOBAI, ko'ba-i (X(o(3d, Chdbd,
Jth 4 4; XioPa'C, Chdbai, 15 4 f ) : .V place named
along -with Jericho, Aesora, and the valley ot Salem
(Jth 4 4; 15 4f). Reland's (Pal, 721) suggestion
of Choabis, wluch the Peutinger Tables give as 12
Rom miles from Seythopolis, seems probable. It
may be identical with el-Mekhubby, about 11 miles
from Beisdn (Seythopolis), and 3 miles trom 'Tubas.
CHOENIX, ke'niks (xolvi.!^, choinix): A Gr dry
measure, almost equal to one quart. IVlentioned in
the N T only in Rev 6 6, where RVm would read
"choenix"" instead of the indefinite tr "measure."
The ver is then ob'viously a threat of famine.

HARRY

CHIRP, cherp ( 5 B i , gdphaph): "Chirp" occurs
in the . W m and RVm'of Isa 29 4, " T h y voice shall
be as of one that hath a fanaiUar spirit, out of the
ground, and thy speech shall whisper [m, "ciurp"]
out of the dust." The reference is to "the sounds
made by wdzards and ventriloquists, who imitated
the chirping of the bats wluch w-as supposed to
proceed from the lower world"; hence tor "peep" of
AV in Isa 8 19 w-e have "chirp"—"wizards, that
chirp and t h a t mutter."
Figurative: We have also in Isa 10 14 RV, in a
fig. allusion to joung birds, "chirped" instead of
"peeped."
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See Kis-

CHOICE, chois.

See CHOOSE; W I L L .

CHOKE, chok (irvfyu, pnlgd, and its compounds):
Is used in its primary sense of "to strangle," or "to
suffocate," in describing the fate of the sw-ine (Lk
8 33 AV). The RV has "drowned," but "choked"
is the correct rendering ot the Gr word.
Figurative: It is used in the sense of "to strangle''
"smother," "suffocate," as U by dejiriving of
breath, in describing the fate of the j'oung grain
growing in the midst of thorns (Mt 13 7). The
fig. is carried a little farther still in describing the
w-aj' the word, planted in the heart, is o-\'ereome by
the care of the world, and the deceitfulness of riches
(Alt

13 22).

A, W.

FORTUNE

LEV.

CHISLON, kis'lon, kiz'lon ( f l b c ? ,
ki'^ldn,
"strength"): A prince of Benjamin, the father of
Ehdad (Nu 34 21).
CHISLOTH-TABOR,

kis-loth-ta'bor,

kiz'loth-.

See CHESULLQTH.

CHITLISH, kit'Ush (TlJ^bnS, kithllsh, "separation"; AV KithUsh, E R V "Chithlish," kith'Ush):
An unidentified town named with Lahman and
Gederoth in the Shephelah of Judah (Josh 15 40).
CHITTIM, kit'im.

See KITTIM.

CHIUN, ki'un: Thus Heb ?:^5, i-ij/un, is transliterated in Am 5 26 AV. The vowels represent
an assimilation to some such word as shikkug,
"detestable thing," or gillul, "idol" (properly "a
filthy thing"), in consonance with the well-known
habit of the punctuators (cf ^512, mdlekh, Molech
with the vowels of bdsheth, ^111)3, "shame"). The
Syr VS has preserved the correct vocahzation;
apparently also the Sept, albeit the consonants
have suffered corruption (so particularly in the Gr
iVISS of Acts 7 43). There can be no doubt that
we should vocaUze lj'^3, kiiwdn = the Assyr Kai(a)w-anu = Kaiamanu by which at least in late Bab
Saturn was indicated. The passage in Amos refers
to the Saturn worship which appears to have been
in vogue in the prophet's days. The Israelites shall
carry with them into exUe the images of their gods
(render with the m of RV: "Yea, yeshaU t a k e u p , "
etc). The received vocahzation is as old as Aquila
and Symmachus.

M A X L . MARGOLIS

CHIUN, ki'un (Am 5 26 AV): CaUed in Acts
7 43 "Rephan"" (•Pe|i(|)dv, Rhemphdn), the planet
Saturn.

See ASTROLOGY.

CHLOE, klo'g (XXiii, Chide, "a tender shoot"'):
A woman, presumably a Christian, mentioned only
in 1 Cor 1 11. She was i resident either ot
Corinth or of Ephesus. Paul had been informed
by some ot her household, probably Christian
slaves, of the dissensions in the church at Corinth.
Nothing more is kno'wn of her.

CHOLA, ko'la (X«X.d, Chdld; A V C o l a ) : This
names occurs only with that of Chobai (see CHOBA)
in J t h 15 4. It may be identical w-it,h the modern
Kd'un, between el-Mekhubby and Beisdn.
CHOLER, kol'er: Lit. "bUe," is used in the sense
of a disease (xc^^pi, c^oMra) (Sir 31 20; 37 30), and
in the sense of bitter anger ("l^P , -nidrar) (Dnl 8 7;
11 11 EV, ARV "anger").
CHOOSE, ch(5bz, CHOSEN, cho'z'n ( 1 0 3 , bdhar,
55P5, kdbhal, i ' ' ^ 3 , bdrd', (^"^S, bardh; iKKiyia, eklegd):
I. IN THE O T
1. Human Choice
2. God Chooses King of Israel
3. God Chooses Jerusalem
4. Election of Israel
5. Jehovah's Grace
(1) An Act of Sovereignty
(2) For Mankind's Sake
II. IN THE NT
1. Various Meanings
2. Ot God's Free Grace
3. Ultimate Antinomies
4. Election Corresponds to Experience
The words denote an act of comparison of two or
more objects or persons, the preference and selection
ot one, or of a few out of a larger number for a
certain purpose, function, position or privilege.
/. In the OT.—For bdhar and its derivatives:
men choosing wives (Gen 6 2); Lot choosing the
cities of the Plain (Gen 13 11); often
1. Human of kings and generals choosing soldiers
Choice
for their prowess (e.g. Ex 17 9; Josh
8 3; 1 S 13 2; 2 S 10 9; 17 1). The
word bahar is often used for "young men,'' as being
choice, in the prime of manhood. The most important uses of bdhar are these: of Israel choosing
a king (1 S 8 18; 12 13); of moral and rehgious
choice: choosing Jeh as God (Josh 24 15.22), or
other gods (Jgs 5 8; 10 14); the way
2. God
of truth (Ps 119 30); to refuse the evil
Chooses
and choose the good (Isa 7 15,16); cf
King of
David's choice of evils (2 S 24 12). A
Israel
leading idea is t h a t of God choosing
Moses as lead(-r (Nu 16 5.7; 17 5); the
Le\dtes to the priesthood (1 S 2 2S; 2 Ch 29 11);
Saul as king (1 S 10 24), David (2 S 6 21; I K
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11 34), Solomon (1 Ch 28 5). .'VU this follows from
the theocratic idea that God rules personally over
Israel as His chosen peojile. A more imp((itant,
but still subsidiary, idea is that of Jeh choosing
Jerus as the place of His habitation and worship
(Dt 12 5; and 20 other times. Josh 9 27; 1 K 8
44,48; Ps 132 13; Zee 1 17; 2 12; 3
3. God
2). "11118 was the ruling idea of Josiah's
Chooses
reformation which w-as instrumental in
Jerusalem putting down polj-theistie ideas and
idolatrous practices in Israel, and was
therefore an important factor in the (level((i)ment
ot Heb monotheism; but it w-as an idea that Heb
monotheism had to transcend and reject to attain
its full growth. "Idie hour eoineth. when neither
in this mountain, nor in Jcrusak-m, shall j e worship
the Fathn-" (Jn 4 21),
But the fundamental 'ide-a of choosing, which
governs all otliers in the OV, is that of God ehdo.sing
Israel to be His peculiar jieople. He
4. Election chose .\braliaiii, and made a covenant
of Israel
wdth him, to give him the land of
Canaan (Neh 9 7 ff): "For thou art
a holj- people unto Jeh thy God: Jeh thj' God hath
chosen thee to be a jieople for his own possession,
above all peoples that are ujjon the face of the earth
because Jeh loveth j-ou, and because he would
keep the oath which he sware unto your fathers"
(Dt 7 G-sl. HistoricaUy this idea originated in
the old conception ot Jeh as the tribal God of Israel,
bound to her b j ' natural and indissoluble ties (see
GOD). But as their conception of Jeh became more
moral, and the idea of His righteousness predominated, it was reeogiuzed that there was no natural
and necessary relation and harmony between Israel
and Jeh that accounted for the favor of a righteous
God toward her, for Israel was no better than her
neighbors (.Am 1, 2), Why then was Jeh Israel's
God, and Israel His people? It was by an act of free
choice and sovereign grace on God's
5. Jehopart. ''You only have I known of aU
vah's
the famihes o t t h e earth" (Am 3 2). In
Grace
Hos the relation is described under the
figure of a marriage tie. Jeh is Israel's
husband: and to reaUze the force of the figure, it is
necessary to recall what ancient and oriental marriage customs were. Choice and favor were almost
entirely made by the husband. The idea of the
covenant whuch Jeh out of His free grace made
'with Israel comes to the forefront in Dt and Jer.
Because He loved her, and for no other reason. He
has chosen Israel to be His peculiar people. In Isa
40-66 the idea is carried farther in two directions:
(1) Jeh's gracious choice of Israel rests ultimately
on His absolute sovereignty: "O Jacob my servant, and Israel, whom I have chosen: thus saith
Jeh t h a t made thee, and formed thee from the
womb" (44 1.2; cf Isa 29 16; Jer 18 6; Isa 64
8). For Israel's deliverance Cyrus and his worWempire are in Jeh's hands as clay in the potter's
hands (Isa 45 9.10). (2) "Israel is elect for the
sake of mankind." This is the moral interpretation
of a choice t h a t other-wise appears arbitrary and
nrational. God's purpose and caU of salvation
are unto aU mankind. "Look unto me, and be
ye saved, all the ends of the earth; for I am God,
and there is none else" (Isa 45 22). And I s r a e l s
His servant, chosen, the messenger He sends, to
bring forth justice to the Gentiles'' (Isa 42 1.19;
43 10.12), The idea is further developed in the
conception of the SERVANT OF J E H (q.v.) as the faithful few (or one) formed "from the womb to bi3 his
servant, to bring Jacob again to him," "for a light
to the GentUes," God's "salvation unto the end of
the earth" (Isa 49 1-6; 52 13—53 12) (cf Isaiah's
doctrine of the Remnant: Shearjashub; also, the
righteous, the godly, the meek, in Pss; and see
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chosen

Sldnner, Isaiah, II, xxxff). As the conception of
personaUty and of indi'vidual relation and responsibility to God developed trom Ezk onward, together
with the resulting doctrine of personal immortaUty,
the conditions were prepared for the appUcation of
the idea of election to individuals (cf Ps 65 4).
Coordinate wdth the idea of God choosing Israel
runs the e( nnplementary idea that Israel should prove
faithful to the covenant, and worthy of the choice,
God has chosen her, not for any merit in her, but
of His tree grace, and according to His purpose of
salvation, but if Israel tails to respond by faithful
conduct, fitting her to be His servant and messenger. He may and will cast her off, or such portion
of her as jiroves unworthy. See Oehler, 07" Theol.,
I, 2,56 ff, 287 f.
Three other Heb words expressing choice in minor
matters are: kdbhal, for Da'vid's choice of e'vils (1
Ch 21 11); bdrd', to mark out a place (Ezk 21 19),
to select singers and porters for the temple (1 Ch
9 '22; 16 41); bardh, to choose a man to represent
Israel against Goliath (1 S 17 8).
//. In the NT.—The whole conception of God,
of His relation to Israel, and of His action in history
indicated above, c((nstitul,e(l the reU1. Various gious heritage of Jesus Christ and His
Meanings disciples. "The national conciousness
had to a considerable extent given
place to that of the individual; and salvation extended beyond the present Ufe into a state of blessedness in a future world. But the central ideas
remain, and are only modified in the Nd" in so far
as Jesus Christ becomes the Mediator and Agent ot
God's sovereign grace. Eklegd and its derivatives
are the words that generally express the idea in the
NT. They are used (1) ot the general idea of
selecting one out ot many (Lk 14 7); (2) of choosing men for a particular purpose, e.g. of the church
choosing the seven (Acts 6 5); ot the choice of
delegates from the Council of Jerus (.Vets 15 22 25;
cf 2 Cor 8 19), cheirotoned; choose by vote (RV'
"appoint") (cf Acts 10 41), procheirotoned; (3) of
moral choice (Mk 13 20): "Mary hath chosen the
good part" (Lk 10 42); (4) of Christ as the chosen
Messiah ot God (Lk 23 35; 1 Pet 2 4 AV); (5) of
Christ choosing His apostles (Lk 6 13; Jn 6 70;
13 18; 15 16.19; Acts 1 2.24); Paul (Acts 9 15; cf
22 14 AV), procheirlzomai; Rufus (Rom 16 13); and
Paul chose Silas (Acts 15 40), epilegd; (6) of God
(a) choosing Israel (Acts 13 17; cf Rom 9 11),
(b) choosing the Christian church as the new Israel
(1 Pet 2 9 AV), (c) choosing the members ot the
church trom among the poor (Jas 2 5), the foohsh,
weak and despised (1 Cor 1 27-28), (d) choosing
into His favor and salvation a few out ot manv:
"Many are caUed, but few are chosen" (Mt 20 16
[omitted in RV[; 22 14); God shortens the days of
the destruction of Jerus "for the elect"s sake, whom
he chose"' (Mk 13 20).
In Eph 1 4-6 every phrase tells a different
phase of the conception: (1) God chose (and toreordained) the saints in Christ before the
2. Of God's foundation of the world; (2) according
Free Grace to the good pleasure of His -will; (3)
unto adoption as sons through Jesus
Christ unto Himself; (4) to be holy and without
blemish before Him in love; (5) to the praise of the
glory of His grace; (6) which He freely bestowed on
them in the Beloved. And in Rev 17 14, the triumphant church in heaven is described as "called
and chosen and faithful." Gocl's sovereign_choice
governs the experience and testing of the saints at
every point from beginning to end.
Thus in the N T as in the OT (1) God's covenant
of grace is free and unconditional. It is unto all
men now as individuals rather than nations, and
without distmction of race or class. I t is no less
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free and sovereign, because it is a father's grace.
(2) Israel is still a chosen race for a special purpose.
(3) The church and the saints that constitute it are
chosen to the fuU ex-perience and pri'vileges of sonship. (4) God's purpose of grace is fully revealed
and reaUzed through Jesus Christ.
•This doctrine raises certain theological and
metaphysical difficulties that have never yet been
satisfactorily solved. (1) How can
3. Ultimate God be free if aU His acts are preAntinomies ordained from eternity? This is an
antinomy which indeed Ues at the
root of aU personaUty. It is of the essence of the
idea of personality that a person should freely
determine himself and yet act in conformity -with
his own character. Every person in practice and
experience solves this antinomy continuaUy, though
he may have no intellectual category that can
coordinate these tw-o apparently contradictory principles in aU personaUty. (2) How can God be just,
if a few are chosen and many are left? -And (3)
How can man be tree if his moral character proceeds
out of God's sovereign grace? It is certain that
it God chose aU or left all He would be neither
just nor gracious, nor would man have any vestige
of freedom. The doctrine describes accurately (a)
the moral fact, that some accept salvation and
others reject it; (b) the religious fact
4. Election that God's sovereign and uncondiCorretional love is the beginning and cause
spends to
of salvation. The meeting-point of
Experience the action of grace, and of man s hberty
as a moral and responsible being, it does
not define. Nor has the category as yet been discovered wherewith to construe and cooriUnate these
two facts of religious experience together, although
it is a fact know-n in every Christian experience
that where God is most sovereign, man is most free.
For other passages, and the whole idea in the NT,
see

ELECTION,

T,

REES

CHOP (ians , paras):
Figurative: This word, meaning "to cut in pieces,''
"to distribute," often tr'' "spread," is rendered
"chop" in Mic 3 3, they "chop them in pieces, as for
the pot," fig. for the destruction of God's people
through the cruel exactions of their rulers.
CHORASHAN, k6r-ash'an, k5-ra'shan.

See COR-

ASHAN.

CHORAZIN, k6-ra'zin (Xopajtv, Chorazln, Mt
11 21; XoipatCv, Chdrazin, Lk 10 13; W H XopaJeCv, Chorazein): A citj' whose name appears
only in the woe pronounced against it by Christ
(Mt 11 21; Lk 10 13). Its appearance there, howc\'er, shows that it must have been a place of some
importance, and highly pri-vileged by the ministry
of Jesus. It was already deserted in the time of
Eusebius, who places it 2 miles from Capernaum
(Onr)m, s.v.). We can hardly doubt that it is
represented by the extensive ruins of Kerdzeh, on
the heights to the north of Tell Hdm. It is utterly
desolate: a few carved stones being seen among
the heaps. There are traces of a Rom road which
connected the ancient city with the great highway
between north and south which touched the lake
shore at Khdn Minyeh.
W. EWINQ
C H O R B E , kor'be (XopP^, Cliorb&; AV Corbe):
Head ot a family which returned wdth Zerubbabel
(1 Esd 5 12). The name apparently corresponds
to Zaccai in Ezr 2 9 and Neh 7 14.
CHOSAMAEUS, kos-a-me'us (A, SCjiaiv Xoo-aK-ti'os, Simon Chosamaios; B, Xoo-ii|iaos, Chosdmaos): Occurs in 1 Esd 9 32 as the name ot one of the
sons of Annas. But in the || passage (Ezr 10 31)
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the name is simply Shimeon, follow-ed by "Benjamin,
Malluch, Shemariah," which are omitted in 1 Esd.
The L X X ot Ezr 10 31 has Se/neiic, Semeon, followed
by the three omitted names. The difference may
have arisen from a mistake of a copj-ist, or from
the use ot an imperfect MS.
CHOSEN, cho'z'n.

See CHOOSE.

CHOZEBA, k6-ze'ba (^'^ii^,
kdzebhd',
"deceitful"): Same as ACHZIB and CHEZIB (q.v.).
CHRIST AS KING, PRLEST, P R O P H E T . See
under several titles; also CHRIST, OFFICES OF.
CHRIST, JESUS.

See JESUS CHRIST.

CHRIST, THE EXALTATION, egz-61-ta'shun,
OF:
I.

II.

III.
I'V.

THE RESURRECTION

1. Its Glorification of Christ
2. Resurrection Body—Identity, Change, Present
Locality
3. The Agent of the Resurrection
ASCENSION OF OUR LORD
1. Its Actuality
2. General Doctrine
3. Lutheran Doctrine
4. Relation to Doctrine of Existence-Form
5. Necessity
EX-ILTATION TO THE RiGHT H A N D OF G o D
1. Its Significance
2. Its Essential Necessity
T H E SECOND ADVENT

1. Reality
2. Judgment
This term is given to that condition of blessedness, glory and dominion into which Our Lord
entered after the completion of His earthly career
of humiliation and suffering, and which is to be
regarded as the reward ot His meritorious obecUence,
and the issue of His victorious struggle, and at the
same time the means of His prosecution and completion ot His work as Redeemer and Saviour of the
world. The classic passage of Scripture, rich in suggestion, and the source of much controversy in the
development of Christian theology, is PhU 2 5-11.
The word "exalted" of ver 9, liire/jufiu, huperupsdd, occurs only in this place in the N T and, like
its Lat representative, is Umited to ecclesiastical use,
Cf Rom 14 9; Eph 1 19-23; 1 Pet 3 21,22,
Christ's Exaltation includes His Resurrection,
Ascension, Session at the right hand of God, and
Advent as Judge and Consummator of the world's
redemption.
/. TTie Resurrection.—The
historic place and
vaUdity of this event will be found under other
heads; our concern is •with the event
1. Its Glori- as it relates t o the glorification of Our
fication of Lord. (1) It revealed His power
Christ
over death. (2) It confirms aU His
claims to Divine Sonship. (3) It
attests His acceptance and that of His work by
God. (4) It crowns the process of the redemption of
the world. (5) It forms the beginning of that new
creation which is Ufe eternal, and over which
death can have no power. (6) It is the entrance
of the Son of God into the power and glory of the
New Kingdom, or the rest.ored Kingdom of the
Sovereign Ruler of the Universe. The following
Scriptures among many others may be consulted:
Rev 1 18; Acts 2 24; Rom 1 4; 1 Cor 15 20;
Jn 5 25; Rom 4 25; Rom 6 4.5; Col 2 12; PhU
3 10; Rom 6 9.
An interesting and important question arises in
connection with Christ's exaltation, relating to the
nature of the body of the risen Lord.
2. Christ's It was clearly identical 'with that of
Resurrec- His natural life. It was recognized
tion Body
by the marks which were upon it:
Lk 24 .39,40; J n 20 24-29. It received food: Lk 24 43 (of 24 30; Jn 21 12.13;
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.\cts 10 41). Nevertheless it was changed. After
the resurrection, it was not at onee recognized:
Jn 20 15; 21 7; Lk 24 31. It apjieared under
apjiarentlv new eonditions of relation to material
substance": Jn 20 19; Lk 24 36. It suddenly
became visible, and as suddenly vanished. These
facts suggest w hat reverenllj- may be surmised as t((
its exalted condition. The ajioslle's declaration as
to the resurreetion-bodv of the redeemed furnislies
some hints: 1 Cor 15'35 1",); cf PhU 3 21. We
maj' cautiously, from the histdrj- of the resurrection
and the Pauline doctrine, conclude, that GinLord still possesses a Unman bodj', 11 is of inaterial
substance, w-ith new ju'djierties. It ((ceiijiies space.
It was seen b j Paul, bj- Sleidien, by the seer of the
Apocalyj(se, It is glorious, incdrruiitible, sjiiritual,
BJ- wlidin w-as the resurrection effected? It is
referred bv some Scriptures to God. See Ps 16 10
(cf Acts 2 27,31); and the distinct affir3. The
mation by Pet(T (-Vets 2 32), Paul deAgent of
clares that Christ wds "raised . . . .
the Restlirough the glorj- of the Father" (Rom
urrection
6 4). In Eph 1 19,20, it was the mighty
jidw-er of God which was w-rouglit in
Christ "w-hen he raised him from the dead," Elsew-he^re it is ascribed to Christ Himself. He declared:
"Destrov this temple, and in three davs I will raise it
up" (Jn"2 19). I n J n 10 17.18, Our Lord declares:
"I lay dow-n mj- Ufe, that I may take it again. No
one taketh it awaj- from me, but I lay it do-wn of
myself. I have pow-er to lay it down, and I have
power to take it again." The efficient agent is said,
according to the generaUy received reacUng of lii no
8 2, to have been the Sjiirit of God, and thus the
resurrection is referred to each person of the Godhead, The doctrine of the Lutheran church refers
the act to the human pow-er of the Lord Himself,
w-hich bj' incarnation had been endowed with attributes of Deity. This view- consists with their teaching
of the omnipresence of the body of Jesus (see below
on the section "Ascension").
//. The Ascension
of Our Lord.—The exaltation of Christ consisted further in His ascension.
Some have held that the resurrection
1. Its
and ascension of Jesus ought to be
ActuaUty
regarded as aspects ot the same event.
But Mary saw the risen Lord, though
she was forbidden to touch Him, for " I am not yet
asceruied unto the Father: but go unto my brethren,
and say to them, I ascend," etc (Jn 20 17). This,
compared wdth the invitation to Thomas to touch
Him, eight days later, suggests something m the
ascension added to that which the resurrection
unpUed, and the general thought of the church has
consistently regarded the latter as a further step
in the exaltation of the Lord. The
3. General fact of ascension is recorded in Mk
Doctrme
16 19, and Lk 24 50.51, and w-ith
of the
greater detaU in Acts 1 9-11. AccordChurch
ing to these accounts, the ascension
was seen by the disciples, and this
suggests that heaven is a locahty, where are the
angels, who are not ubiquitous, and where Christ s
disciples wiU find the place which He declared He
was going to prepare for them (Jn 14 2). Heaven
is also undoubtedlv referred to as a state (Eph 2 6;
Phil 3 20), but Christ's body must be in some place,
and where He is, there is Heaven.
This is certainly the doctrine of the church in
general, and seems to be consistent with the Scriptural teaching. But the Lutherans
3. Lutheran have maintained that the ascension
Doctrine
of the Lord merely involved a change
of state in the human nature of Christ,
He possessed during His Ufe on earth the Di'vine
attributes of omnipresence, omnipotence and omniscience, but He voluntarUy abstained from, then-
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exercise. But at His ascension He returned to the
full use of these powers. The ascension is Christ's
return to immensity. The community of natures
gave these Divine quahties to the humanity of
Jesus, w-hiidi Luther declared involved its ubiquity,
and that as He was at the right hand of God, and
(ll 1(1 was e\-ei'ywhere, so Christ in His human personality was in no sjiecific j)la('(! but everywhere. This
omnijire^sence is not of the infinite extension of the
body of the Lind, but He is present as God is everywhere Jiresent in knowledge and power.
.Vnother theory of the ascended humanitj' of the
Lord depends ii|ioii the conception ot the Son of
< 1(111 lajing aside at inearnation the
4, Theory
''existcncoform of God," and while
of Laying
affirming that Christ's body is now in
aside the
a definite place, it jii-oceeds to hold that
Existence- at the ascension the accidental and
Form of
variable qualities of humanity were
God
laid aside, and that He dwells in heaven
as a glorified man, Ebrard saj's:
"He has laid aside forever the existence form of God,
and assumed that ot man in perpetuity, in which
form by His Spirit He governs the church and the
world. He is thus dynamically present to aU
His people," This form of doctrine seems to involve
as the result of the incarnation ot the Son of God
His complete and sole humanity. He is no more
than a man. The Logos is no longer God, and as
the ascension did not involve the reassumption of
the "existence-form of God," Christ in glory is only
a glorifiei.l man.
T?he ascension was necessary, in conformity -with
the spiritual character ot the kingdom which Clirist
founded. Its hfe is that of faith,
5. Its
not sight. A perpetual hfe of even
Necessity
the resurrected Christ on earth would
have been whoUy inconsistent with
the spiritual nature of the new order. The return
of Christ to the special presence of God was also
part of His higfi-priestly ser-vice (see CHRIS-T,
OFFICES OF) and His corporal absence from His
eople was the condition of that gUt of the Spirit
y which salvation was to be secured to each behever
and promulgated throughout the world, as declared
by HimseU (Jn 16 7). FinaUy, the ascension
was that physical departure of the Lord to the place
which He w-as to prepare for His people (Jn 14 2.3).
The resurrection was this completion of the objective conditions of redemption. The ascension was
the initial step in the carrymg out of redemptive
work in the final salvation of mankind.
///. Exaltation
Completed at the Right Hand
of Got/.—The term "the right hand of God" is
Scriptm-al (Acts 7 55.56; Rom 8 34;
1. Its
Eph 1 20; He 1 3; 10 12; 12 2;
Significance 1 Pet 3 22) and expresses the final
step in the Lord's exaltation. Care
must be taken in the use of the expression. It is
a figure to express the association of Clrrist with
God in glory and power. It must not be employed
as by Luther to denote the relation of the body ot
Christ to space, neither must it be hmited to the
Divine nature of the Logos reinstated in the conditions laid aside in incarnation. Christ thus
glorUied is the God-man, the theanthropic person.
Divine and human. This exaltation is based upon
the essential glory of the Son of God, who "beUag
the brightness of his glory and the
2. Its Esexpress image ot his person . . . sat
sential
do'wn on the ri.iiht hand" (He 1 3 AV).
Necessity
It is the claim w-hich the Lord mal;e3
for Himself in His prayer (Jn 17 4.5),
and is thus specifically declared m Phil 2 6-11:
"God highly exalted Hini," _ P u t m His glory
Christ received the power universirl and Divine.
In Eph 1 20-22 His supreme dignity and power are
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Christ, Oinces of
affhmed "far above .
every name," "aU things
. under His feet" (cf He 2 8; 1 Cor 15 27:
1 Pet 3 22), Christ at the "right hand of God'
is the highly suggestive picture of His universal
dominion a.sserted by HimseU (Mt 28 18): "All
authority hath been given unto me in heaven and
on earth." It is vain to speculate upon the relation
of Christ's nature in this exaUed state. We cannot
distinguish between the human and Di-vine. We
can only beheve in, and trust and submit to the
One GlorUied Person who thus administers the kingdom in perfect harmony -with its Divine laws in aU
the ages, and His own revelation of the will of God,
as given to man in His owm earthly career: pitiful,
tender, serving, helping, restoring, sa-ving, triumphant. The exaltation is for His mediatorial and
finaUy saving work. He is the Head of His church;
He is the Lord of angels and men; He is the Master
of the ages.
IV. The Second Advent.—The
exaltation of
Clirist is to be comjileted by His coming again at
the close of the dispensation, to complete His
redemptive work and judge the world, and so to
establish the final Kingdom of God. This behef
has found a place in all the ecumenical symbols.
Theology has ever included it in its eschatology. I t
is clear t h a t the apostles and the early church expected the second coming of the Lord as an imrnediate event, the significance of w-hich, and especially
the effect of the nonfulfilment of which expectation,
does not faU within the province of this article to
consider. "The various theories of the Parousia,
the different ideas aa to the time and the f(3rm of
the second Advent, do not concern its relation to
the exaltation of the Lord. Whenever and howe\-er He may return; whether He is ever coming to
the church and to the world, His -visible or His
spiritual presence, do not affect the fact that He
has been exalted to the position ot ultimate Lord
and final judge of men. We may therefore define
this crowning condition of exaltation as:
(1) An advent, real, personal and -visible. We
must guard against the extremes of Umiting this
advent on the one side to a final
1. ReaUty particular event, on the other to those
critical and catastrophic movements
in world history which have led to the extension of
God's kingdom and a -virtual judgment of men. The
Lord is ever coming, and also He will return. See
Acts 1 11; Lk 17'24; Mt 24 30; 25 31; Lk 19
12;
Mt 13 40.41.49; Lk 18 8; Jn 5 28.29; 6
40.54; 21 '22; Acts 3 20; 2 Thess 1 10; He 9
28; Jas 5 8; Jude ver 14; 1 Jn 2 28; Rev 1 7.
The reality and 'visibility of the advent depend upon
the personal and abiding relation of the Lord to the
world-redemption. Christianity is not merely a
spiritual dynamic drawn from a series of past events.
It is the h-ving relation of the complete humanity
of the redeemed to the God-man, and must therefore
be consummated in a spiritual and material form.
The ultimate of Christianity is no more docetic
than was its original. A reverent faith -will be
satisfied with the tact of the glory w-henever it shall
arrive. The form and time are unrevealed. Preparation and readiness are better than speculation
and imaginary description.
(2) The Judgment is clearly taught by Scripture.
Our Lord declares that He is appointed Judge (Jn 5
22; 9 39), Paul teaches that we must
2. Judg"all stand before the judgment-seat of
ment
God" (Rom 14 10). Here again there
is the suggestion of the judgment which
is ever being made by the Lord in His otfice as
Sovereign and .Vdministrator of the kingdom; but
there is also the ex-pectation of a definite and final
act of scjiaration and discernment. WTiatever may
be the form of this judgment (and here again a wise

and reverent silence as to the unrevealed is a becoming attitude for the believer), w-e are sure that
He w-ho will make it, is the glorified Word incarnate,
and it will be the judgment of a wisdom and justice
and love that will be the complete glorj- of the Christ.
See also XASCEN'SION; JUDGMENT; PAROUSIA; R E S U R RECTION.
LL. D . BEVAN

CHRIST, HUMANITY OF.

See HUMANITY OP

CHRIST.

CHRIST, INTERCESSION

OF.

See

INTER-

CESSION OF C H R I S T .

CHRIST, OFFICES, of'is-is, OF:
General Titles of Our Lord
I.

II.
III.
IV.
Y.

'VI.
VII.

CHRIST'S MEDIATION EXPRESSED IN THI: SPECIFIC
OFFICES

•History of the Theory
THE THREEFOLD OFFICE IN THE O T
The Failure of the Offices to Secure Their Desired
Ends
THE PROPHET

The Forecast ot the True Prophet
CHRIST THE PROPHET
1. Christ's Manner of Teaching
2. Christ as Prophet in His Church
THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST
1. Judaic Priesthood
2. Sacriflcial Relations of Christ in the Ctospels
3. Christ's Ethical Teaching Affected by Sacriflcial
Ideas
4. INIutual Confirmations ot the Synoptics
5. The Dual Outgrowth of Sacrifice, the Victim
and Sacrificer
6. Christ's Priesthood in the ApostoUc Ministry
and Epistles
7. The Crowning Testimony of the Epistle to the
Heiirews
S. Christ's Relation to Sin Expressed in Sacriflcial
Terms
CHRIST'S KINGLY OFFICE

The Breakdown of the Secular Monarchy

THE MESSIANIC BASIS OF THE THREEFOLD OFFICE

OF THE
LITERATURE

LORD

This term has been used by theologians to describe the various characters of Our Lord's redemptive work. Many appellative and
General
metaphorical titles are found in
Titles of
Scripture for Christ, designative of
Our Lord
His Di-vine and human natures and
His work: God (Jn 20 28); Lord
(Mt 22 43.44); Word (Jn 1 1.14); Son of God
(Mt 3 17; Lk 1 35; Col 1 15; 1 Jn 5 20);
Firstborn from the dead (Col 1 18); Beginning of
the Creation of God (Rev 3 14); Image of God
(2 Cor 4 4); Express Image of His Person (He 1 3
AV); Alpha and Omega (Rev 1 8; 22 13); Son of
Man (Mt 8 20; Jn 1 5 1 ; Acts 7 56); Son of
David (Mt 9 27; 21 9); Last Adam (1 Cor 15
45.47); Captain of Salvation (He 2 10 m ) ; Saviour
(Lk 2 11; Jn 4 42; Acts 5 31); Redeemer (Isa
59 20; Tit 2 14); Author and Perfecter of Faith
(He 12 2); Light of the World (Jn 8 12); Lamb of
God (Jn 1 29.36); Creator of aU things (Jn 1 3.10);
Mediator (1 Tim 2 5); Prophet (Dt 18 15; Lk
24 19); Great High Priest (He 4 14); King (Lk
1 33; Rev 17 14; 19 16); Way, T r u t h and Lite (Jn
14 6). These and many others express the mediatorial oflfice of the Lord. As mediator. He stands
between God and Man, revealing the Father to
man, and expressing the true relation ot man to
God. The term (Cir P.€ITITIIS, mesites), moreover,
signifies messenger, interpreter, advocate, surety
or pledge in Gal 3 19.20, where a covenant is
declared to be assured by the hand ot one who
intervenes. Thus the covenant is confirmed and
fulfiUed by Him who secures t h a t its stipulations
should be carried out, and harmony is restored w here
before there had been difference and separation
(1 Tim 2 5; He 8 6; 9 15; 12 '24). Thus is
expressed the purpose ot God to redeem mankind
by me(iiation.
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/. Christ's Mediation Expressed in the Specific
Offices.—In presenting a sj'Stematic idea of this
Redemptive Work of Christ by Mediation, Christ ian
thought gave to it a harmomous character by CIKIOSiiig the most general and familiar titles of Ihe Lord
as the most inclusive categories exjircssive of the
mode of Redemption. 'Fliese were prophetic,
priestly and regal.
The hrst trace of this division is found in Euseb,
HE, I, 3, and his Demonstratio Evangelica, IV, 15.
It w-as aecejited very largely in the Gr
Historical
church, aiul continues to be used by
Review of
Russian ecclesiastical wrUeis, The
the Theory Rom church has not so generally follow'e(.l it, though it is found in the
writings of man\- Rom theologians. The earlier
reformers, espeeiallj- Lutheran, ignored it. But
Gerharei employed it and the Lutheran theologians
followed his example, although some of these repudiated it, as Ernesti, Ddderlein and Kiiapji. Calvin
employed the di\ision in his Inslitulcs, II, 15. It
w-as incorporated in the Heidelberg Catechism and
has been adopted bj- most theologians of the Reformed church and by Eng. and Ainerican divines.
In Germaiij' most theological writers, such as De
Wette, Sehleiermacher, Tholuck, Nitzsch, Ebrard,
adopt it, affirming it as expressive of the essential
quahtv of the w-ork of redemption, and the most
complete presentment of its contents. The justification of this position is found in the important
place occupied in the progress of revelation by those
to whom were intrusted the duties of teaching and
leading men in relation to God in the offices of priest,
prophet and king. Even the modern development
of Christian thought which extends the -view of
Di-iine deahng w-ith man over the entire race and
its rehgious history, not excluding those who would
find in the most recent concUtions ot the world's
lite the outworking of the will ot God in the purposes of human salvation, cannot discover any
better form of e.xpressing Christ's relation to man
than in terms of the prophetic, the priestly and the
governmental offices. "The prophet is the instrument of teaching: the priest expresses the ethical
relation of man to God; while the king furnishes
the t j-jiical form of t h a t exercise of sovereign authority and Pro-vidential direction which concerns the
practical life of the race.
//. 77ic Threefold Office as Presented in the OT.
—From the close relation w-hich Jesus in both His
person and work bore to the OT dispensation, it is
natural to turn to the preparatory history of the
early Scriptures for the first notes of these mediatorial offices. That the development of the Jewish
people and system ever moved toward Christ as
an end and fulfilment is universally acknowledged.
The vague and indeterminate conditions of both the
religious and national life of Israel manifest a definite
movement toward a clearer apprehension of man's
relationship to God. Nothing is more clear in
Israel's history t h a n the gradual evolution of official
ser\ice both of church and stale, as expressed in
the persons and duties of the prophet, the priest and
the king. The early patriarch contained in himself the threefold dignity, and discharged the threefold duty. As the family became tribal, and the
tribe national, these duties were di'vided. _ The
order of t h e household was lost for a while in the
chaos of the larger and less homogeneous society.
The domestic altar was multiplied in many "high
places." Professional interpreters of more or less
reUgious value began to be seers, and here and there,
prophets. The leadership of the people was occasional, ephemeral and uncertain. But the men of
Divine calling appeared from time to time; the
foundation work of Moses was built on; the regular
order of the worship of Jeh, notwithstanding many

lapses, steadily prevaUed. Samuel gave dignity
to his post as judge, and he again beheld the open
vision of the Lord; he offered the appointed sacrifices; he established the Idngly office; and although
he was not permitted to see the family of Da'vid
(in the throne, hke M(is(.'s he beheld afar off the
promised land of a Divinely appointed kingdom.
With the accession of the Da-vidic house, the three
orders ot (dod's service were completely developed.
The king was seated on the throne, the priest was
ministering at the one altar ot the nation, the
prophet with the Di'vine message was ever at hand
to teach, to guide and to rebuke.
Notwithstanding this growd;h of the special
institutions—prophet, priest and king—the religious
and national concUtion was by no
The Failure means satisfactory. The kingdom was
of the
divided; external foes threatened the
Threefold
existence of the nation; idolatry was
Offices to
not extinguished, and the prophets who
Secure
were true to Jeh were compelled to
Their
warn and rebuke the sins of the rulers
Desired
and the people, and even to testify
Ends
against the priests for their unfaithfulness to the truth and purity of the reUgion which they professed. The best hopes of Israel
and the Di-vine promises seem thus to be contradicted
by the constant failure of the people to reaUze their
best ideals. Hence slowly arose a vague expectation
of reform. The idea ot the better condition which
was coming gi-ew ever more distinct, and settled
down at length to Israel's Messianic hope, expressed
in various forms, finally converging to the looking
for of one who should in some mysterious way gather
into himself the ideas which belonged especially to
the three great offices,
///. The Prophet.—In this art. we are concerned
only -with the oflcices as they tend to their fulfilment in Christ. For the more general treatment
ot each office, reference must be made to the special
arts.
The first appearance of the idea of the special
prophet of Jeh is in Dt 18 15. Moses had been
sent by the people to hear the Lord's
The Fore- words on their behaU (Ex 20 19;
cast of the Dt 5 27); and this incident in the
True
later passage ot Dt 18 15-22 is conProphet
nected with the promise of a prophet,
while at the same time reference is
made to the general tact of prophecy and the conditions of its vaUdity and acceptance. Here we
find the germ ot the expectation of the Prophet,
which occupied so large a place in the mind of
Israel. In the act of the people sending Moses to
receive the word, and Jeh's promise to send a
prophet whom they would accept, we see also the
suggestion of a distinction between the first dispensation and the latter. The Di-vine promise
was to the effect that what was given by iMoses
God would consummate in n prophetic revelation
through a person. The eoncejition of this personality is found in the second part of Isa (40-66),
Isaiah's mission was vain, Isa 49 4, but the coming
one shaU prevail, 49-53 (passim). But the success
of this servant ot Jeh was not to be only as a prophet,
but by taking on himseU the penalty of sin (53 5),
and by being made an offering for sin; and as
Mighty Victor triumphing over aU toes (53 10-12),
the dignities of whose kingship are set forth in
various parts of the prophetic -writings. Thus the
general effect of the course of the earlier revelation
may be summed up in this prophetic ministry with
which has been combined a priestly and a royal
character. It was an ever-advancing manifestation
of the nature and wiU ot God, deUvered by inspired
men who spake at sundry times and in divers manners, but whose message was perfected and extended
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by Jesus Christ (He 1 1), who thus became the
Prophet of the Lord.
IV. Christ, the Prophet.—Chi-ist's ministry iUustrates the prophetic otfice in the most extensive and
exalted sense of the term. He was designed and
appointed by the Father (Isa 61 1.2; cf Lk 4 1621; Mt 17 5). In 1 Cor 1 30, Christ is declared
to be made to us -wisdom. His intimate knowledge
o f G o d ( J n 1 18; Mt 11 27; Jn 16 15), the quaUties of His teaching dependent upon His nature,
both Divine and human (Jn 3 34); His authority
(Jn 1 9.17.18; Lk 4 18-21); His knowledge of
God (Mk 12 29; Jn 4 24; Mt 11 25; Jn 17 11.
25; Mt 18 35)—these all pecuUarly fitted Christ
to be the Revealer ot God. Besides His doctrine
of God, His ministry included the truth concerning
Himself, His nature, claims, mission, the doctrine
of the Holy Spirit, and the reUgious Ufe of man. He
taught as none other the foundation of rehgion, the
facts on which it was based, the essence of Di'vine
ser'vice, the nature of sin, the grace of God, the
means of atonement, the laws of the kingdom ot
God and the future state. By the acknowledgment
of even those w-ho have denied His Di-vine nature
and redemptive work. He has been recognized as the
Supreme Moral Teacher of the world. His claim to
be the Prophet is seen in that He is the source of the
ever-exiending revelation of the eternal. His own
words and works He declared were only part of the
fuller knowledge which would be furnished by the
s^'stem which He established (Lk 9 45; 18 34; Jn
12 16; 14 26; 15 26; 16 12.13.14).
How remarkable was His method of teaching!
Parable, proverb, absolute affu'mation, suggestion,
allusion to simple objects, practical Ufe
1. Christ's —these all made His teaching powerful.
Manner of easily understood, Uving; sometimes
Teaching
His action was His word—and all with
a commanding dignity and gracious
winsomeness, that was felt by His hearers and has
ever been recognized (Mt 7 29). So perfect and
exalted was the teaclung ot Jesus that many have
supposed that revelation ceased with Him, and the
immediate foUowers whom He especially inspired
to be His witnesses and interpreters. Certainly in
Him the prophetic ministry culminated.
An important aspect of Chi-ist's prophetic office
is that of His relation to the church as the source,
through the instrumentahty of His
2. Christ as Sjsirit, of ever-enlarging knowledge ot
Prophet in Di-vine truth which it has been able
His Church to gain. This is the real significance
of the claim which some churches make
to be the custodians and interpreters of the tradition
of faith, -with which has also gone the theory of
development—not as a human act but as a ministration of the Lord through His Spirit, which is granted
to the church. Even those who hold that all
Di'vine truth is to be found in the sacred Scriptures
have yet maintained that God has much truth still
to bring out of His word by the leading and direction ot the Spirit of Jesus. The Scripture itself
declares that Christ was the light which Ughteth
every man that cometh into the world (Jn 1 9).
He Himself promised tha,t the Spirit which He would
give would guide His followers into all truth (Jn
16 13). The apostles claimed to receive their
teaching and direction of the church from the Lord
(1 Cor 11 23). The testimony of Jesus is definitely
declared to be the spirit of prophecy (Rev 19 10).
Indeed, all the apostolic 'writings in almost every
hne affirm that what they teach is received from the
Spirit, who is the Spirit of the Lord.
V. The Priesthood of Christ.—For the history
of the development of the priesthood ot Israel on
which Our Lord's High-Priesthood is ideally based,
reference must be made to the art. esp. deahng
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with that subject. The bearings of that institution
upon the work of Jesus as Redeemer alone fall
under this section. Judaism hke all
1. Judaic
reUgions developed an extensive sysPriesthood tem of priestly service. As the moral
sense of the people enlarged and became more distinct, the original simphcity of sacrifice, especially as a commensal act, in which the
unity of the celebrants with each other and with
God was expressed, was e.xijanded into acts regularly
performed by officials, in wluch worship, thanksgiving, covenant and priestly expiation and atonement were clearly and definitely expressed. The
progress of sacrifice may be seen in the history of the
OT from Cain and Abel's (Gen 4 3.4), Noah's
(Gen 8 20), Abraham's covenant (Gen 15 9-18),
etc, to the elaborate ser'vices of the Mosaic ritual
set forth in Lev, the full development ot which is
found only in the later days of Israel. When
Christ appeared, the eutire sacerdotal system had
become incorporated in the mind, customs and language of the people. They had learned more or less
distinctly the truth of man's relation to God in its
natural character, and esp. in t h a t aspect where man
by his sin had separated himself from God and laid
himseU open to the penalty of law. The conception
of priesthood had thus grown in t h e consciousness of
Israel, as the necessary instrument of mediation between man and God. Priestly acts were performed
on behaU of the worshipper. The priest was to secure
for man the Divine favor. This could only be gained
by an act of expiation. Something must be done in
order to set forth the sin of man, his acknowledgment of guilt, the satisfaction of the law, and the
assurance of the Divine forgiveness, the restored
favor of God and finally the unity ot man and God.
That the work of Christ partook of the nature
of priestly ser-vice is aheady indicated by references in the Gospels themselves. He
2. Sacriwas called "Jesus; for it is he t h a t shall
ficial Rela- save his people from their sins" (Mt 1
tions of
21). Salvation from sin, in the habit of
Christ in
thought at which the Jew had arrived,
the Gospels must have expressed itself most clearly
in the symbohc sigmfication of the
sacrifices in the temple. Thus in the very name
w-hich Our Lord received His priesthood is suggested. The frankincense of the IVlagi's offering is
not without its mystical meaning (Mt 2 11). Some
may find in the Baptist's words, "baptize you in
the Holy Spirit and in fii-e'' (Mt 3 11), a suggestion
ot priestly action, for the understanding of John's
declaration must be found in the conventional
ideas of the Jewish thought of the period, determined
as they undoubtedly were by t h e history of priestly
ser-vice in the past and the fully developed ritual of
the temple, "rhe baptizing of the proselyte was not
necessarily a priestly act, as indeed w-e cannot be
certain t h a t the baptism was alwaj-s necessary at the
introduction of a proselyte into the Jewish church.
But the association ot circumcision with the initiation of the proselyte certainly introduced the priest,
and the sjjrinkUng of the congregation by the priest
was a familiar part of his official duties. It is quite
probable therefore that John's use of the ei^pression
carried -with it something of the sacerdotal idea.
The spirit of Our Lord's teaching, as seen in the
Sermon on the Mount, etc, as it refiects the thought
of the Galilean ministry, may be re3. Christ's garded as prophetic rather than priestly.
Ethical
Still the end of the teaching was
Teaching
righteousness, and it was impossible
Affected by for a Jew to conceive of the securing of
Sacrificial
righteousness without some reference
Ideas
to priestly administration and influence.
The contrast of the effect of Christ's
teaching with that of t h e scribes (Mt 7 29) keeps
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life of the world (6 51). The entire passage (vs
47-65) is suffused with the conception of "hfe for
life," one of the elements constituting the conception
of the sacrificial act. In 8 2S (cf 3 14; 12 32) Christ
predicts His crucifixion. The Good Shcjilierd gives
His life for the sheep (10 15). In vs 17.18, ChrisI
claims the jiower to lay down His life and to take it
priest l.Vlt 8 4),
again. He is the sacrifice and the Sacrificer.
The doctrine of sacrifice emerges somewhat more
distinctly in t h e reference to t h e cross, which Our
Here ajipears for tho first time t h e double relaLord associates with t h e thought of finding life by
tion of Clirist to the sacrificial idea, worked out in
l(,ising it (Mt 16 24,25), and when the taking uji
the hiter thought ot the church into
the cross is interpreted by foUow-mg Christ, and this
5. The
the full significance of Our Lord's
hint is soon followed bj- Christ's distinct reference
Dual Out- jiriestly office. In 11 25 26 Christ is
to His coming sufferings | M t 17 9,12), more deliii- growth of the soiiice of life, and life after death.
itely referred to in vs 22,23, Now- the object of the Sacrifice,
I t is hardly possible that this concepw-ork ot t h e Lord takes clearer form. The ('^oii of Victim and tion sh((ul(l not have, even if remotely
Vlan is come to save that w hich was lost (Mt 18 11 Sacrificer
suggested, some reference to the .sig,\RVmt. As the time of the cal astro J ihe drew nearer,
nificance of sacrifice; for in t h e sacthe Lord became stiU more distinct in His references
rifices the Di'vine claim for the blood, as specially
to His Cdiuing death i.Mt 20 IS,19), and at length
to be set apart as the Divine portion, was ever presdeclares that "the Son of man came . . , , to give
ent. God ever claimed the blood as His; tor to
his Ufe a ransom for many" i^Mt 20 2,S). Our
Him t h e lite w-as forfeited by sin. And moreover
Lord's quotations (Mt 21 42; 23 301 concerning the
He alone possesses life and gives it. Of that forrejected "corner stone," and the Blessed One "that
feit and that Divine sovereignty of life, sacrifice
cometh m t h e name of the Lord" (Ps 118 22,26),
is the expression. This is fully reaUzed and made
are drawn from a psalm fiUed with the spirit of the actual in Christ's Ufe and death for man, in which
priestly ser\-ice of the temple, and in their reference man shares by His unity with Christ. Man at once
to HimseU again illustrate the ever-increasing recog- receives the penalty of sin in dying with Christ,
nition of His piriesthood. H e also uses t h e official and rises again into t h e new life which Our Lord
term "Clu'ist" |M(\ssiah, t h e anointed one) more opened, and of whioh He is the ceaseless energy and
frequently (Mt 24 5,23,24), On the eve of the be- power through the spirit of God. The emergence
trayal and trial the crucifixion is clearly foretold (Mt
of this idea is illustrated b y t h e evangehst in the
26 2,1; and the death (26 12). The full significance sayings of Caiaphas, where as the high priest of
of t he death is assert ed at the institution of the Lord's the nation he gives, though unconsciously, a sigSupper. The bread is "my body," the wine is "my nificant expression to the truth that it was "expedibkioil of the new covenant," and it is declared to be
ent" that Jesus 'should die for t h e nation and for
"poured out for many unto remission of sins" (Mt
the children of God everywhere scattered' (11 4 7 26 26-28 m ) .
52). Here t h e symbolic significance of sacrifice is
practicaUy reaUzed: death in the place of another
A simUar succession of ideas of Our Lord's
priest Iv work mav be found in the other gospels and the giving of Ufe to those for whom the sacri(see Alk 1 8,44; 8 29; see belowon fice was offered. The vitalizing power of Christ's
4. Mutual t h e significance ot the term Christ; death is asserted in the discourse following the -visit
Confirma8 31,34; 9 9.10). The inability of the of the Greeks (12 24-33). The idea of hie from the
dying seed is associated with the conception of the
tion of the cUsciples to understand t h e hfe that
power of attraction and union by the cross. The
Synoptics
was t o follow death here is indicated
natural law of Ufe thi-ough death is thus in harmony
—the truth of the gospel of death and
resurrection so closely bound up with the concep- with the gift of Ufe through sacrifice involving death.
tion of sacrifice, where the blood is the Ufe wUich That sacrifice may be found much more -widely
than merely in death, is shown by the law of service
given becomes t h e condition of the new union
with God, being thus revealed by Christ as the illustrated in t h e washing of the disciples' feet (13
14-17); and this is declared to spring out of love
initial doctrine to be continuously enlarged (9 31;
10 21.33.34,45; 11 9; 12 10; 13 21,'22; 14 8,22- (15 13). For the priestly ideas of Our Lord's prayer
(.In 17) see INTEECESSION ; INTERCESSION OF CHRIST;
25,61,02), In Lk the priestly "atmosphere" is introPRAYERS OF CHRIST.
duced in the earhest part of the narrative, the hisChrist's priestly office finds iUustration in the
torv of Zacharias and Elisabeth giving emphasis
to the setting ot John's own mission (Lk 1). The Acts of the Apostles, in the apostolic declaration
of Christ's Messianic otfice, not only
name Jesus (Lk 1 31); t h e sjieeial relation of the
6. Christ's Lord, but also Christ the Anointed
new kingdom t o sin, necessarily connected with
sacrifice in the mind of a priest, found in Zacharias' Priesthood One (Acts 2 36), Peter's reference
p-;dni tLk 1 77.78); t h e subtle suggestion of t h e in the Apos- to the stone which completed the
tolic Min- temple, the service of which was essenSuffering One in the "also" of 2 35 AV (ARV omits)
istry and
tiaUy sacrificial, as the Symbol of
shows that t h e third t'.osiiel is quite in line with
Christ, the Crown of that Spiritual
the tw-o other S\'noptics (see also Lk 3 3; 5 14). Episties
Temple (.V.cts 4 11); Phihp's appUcaThe claim to forgive sins must have suggested
the sacrificial symbol of remission (Lk 5 24; 9 23; tion of the passage in lsa of the sheep led Id the
13 35; 14 27; 18 31; 20 14; 22 10.20; 24 7,26. slaughter (Isa 53 7,8) to Our Lord (Acts 8 32,35);
Peter's discourse to CorneUus, culminating in the
46,47). In t h e Fourth Gospel, we have t h e word
of t h e Baptist, "Behold, the Lamb of God" (Jn 1 remission of sins through Christ (Acts lO 43)—
all indicates the steady growth in the apostolic
29.36), where Christ's relation to sin is^ distinctiy
ministry of the conception of Our Lord's priestly
expressed (see LAMB OF G O D ) — t h e baptism in the
Spirit (1 33). I t is highly probable that t h e office. The idea takes its most distinct form in
Paul's sermon at Antioch (.\cts 13 3S,39), The
apostle .Tohn was t h e "other" of the two disciples,
(1 40) and, ha-iing heard the Baptist's wor(ls, is necessity of Christ's dealh and resurrection was t h e
the only evangehst who records them, thus intro- essence of Paul's message (Acts 17 3), And in the
address to the elders, the church is declared to have
ducing from his personal knowdedge the sacrUicial
idea earlier into his history than the Synoptics. been purchased by God with His own blood (Acts
ChrisI, declares that He -will give His life for the 20 28),

us in the vicinitj- ot the law as applied through the
sacerdotal ser\'iec of which the scribes were the interpreters and teachers, and surely therefore a hint ot
Our Lord's relation to priesthood may have found
its way into t h e iiUnds of His immediate hearers.
He was careful to recognize the authority ol the
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As the epistles express the more elaborated
thought ot the apostoUc ministry, the sacrifice of
Our Lord naturally finds more definite exposition,
and inasmuch as He was both active and passive
in the offering of HimseU, the conception of sacrifice branches into the twofold cU'vision, the object
offered, and the person offering. It must never be
forgotten, however, that the thought of Christ's
sacrifice even when thus separated into its two great
di'visions necessarily involves in each conception
the suggestion ot the other: God setting Him forth
as a propitiation through faith in His blood (Rom
3 25). He w-as dehvered tor our offences and raised
for our justification (Rom 4 25). Through Him
we have access to the concUtions of justification and
peace (Rom 5 2). Christ died for the ungodly,
and we are justified by His blood (Rom 5 8.9).
The conception of Ufe both as forfeit from man and
gift by God, expressed by sacrifice, runs through the
reasoning ot Rom 8 (see esp. 11.32-34, where Christ
who ched for man rises from the dead, and becomes
the intercessor; the -victim and the High Priest
are thus united in the Lord, and thus He becomes
full expression and supplier ot the love of God which
is the perfect hfe). In 1 Cor 1 23 Paul aflfirms
the preaching of the cross as the center of his
message. The subject of his teaching was not
merely Christ, but Christ and Him crucified (1 Cor
2 2). In 1 Cor 5 7 Christ is declared to be the
Passover, and sacrificed for us (1 Cor 10 16-18).
The manifestation of the death of the Lord by the
bread and wine is given in the account of the institution of the Supper (1 Cor 11 26). In 1 Cor
15 3 Christ is said expressly to have died for our
sins. Christ's sacrifice lies at the basis of all the
thought of the Galatian epistie (1 4; 2 20; 3 13).
In Eph we have the definite statement of redemption through the blood of Christ (Eph 1 7).
Christ's humiliation to the cross is given in Phil 2
8; community with Christ's death, one ot the important elements of sacrifice, in Phil 3 10.11. Forgiveness, the essence of redemption, is declared to
be through the blood of Christ (Col 1 14). Peace
is secured through the blood of the cross, and reconciliation (Col 1 20); the presentation of us in
Christ's flesh through death, holy and unblamable
and unreprovable to God (Col 1 22), The community of sacrifice sets forth the oneness of behevers
w-ith Christ (Col 3 1-4). Christ is declared to be
the one Mediator betw-een God and man, who gave
Himself a ransom for all (1 J i m 2 5.6).
The chief source of the priest I v conception of Our
Lord is the Epistle to the He. Christ is declared
to have by HimseU purged our sins
7. The
(He 1 3); to taste of death for every
Crowning
man (He 2 9); that He might be a
Testimony merciful and faithful High Priest to
of the
make reconciliation for the sins of the
Epistle
people (He 2 17; ct He 3 1); the
to the
community of sacrifice (He 3 14); our
Hebrews
great High Priest has passed into the
heavens (He 4 14); His pitUulness
(4 15); the authority and power of Christ's priesthood fuUy set forth (He 5). Christ was made a
High Priest after the order of Melchizedek (He 5 6).
The priesthood ot Christ being of the order of Melchizedek is m,ore exceUent than the Aaronic priesthood (He 7). Christ's priesthood being eternal, that
of the Aaronic is abolished (He 8). Christ's highpriesthood is made effectual by His own blood;
and He entered once tor aU Uito the holy place,
and has become the IMediator of a New Covenant
(He 9 11-15). Christ is forever the representative of man in heaven (He 9 24-28). Christ by
the sacrifice ot Himself forever takes away sin,
and has consecrated the new and living way to
God (He 10). He is the Mediator of the New
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Covenant (He 12 24). The entire Epistle is steeped
in the conception of Christ's priesthood.
In 1 P e t 1 2 the sacrificial element appears in
the "sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ." The
sufferings of the Lord were prophesied, the spirit of
the Anointed One signifjdng what the prophets
desired to know (1 11); the redemption by the
precious blood ot Christ is of "a lamb without
blemish and without spot" (1 19); the priesthood
of behevers was through Christ (2 5), who carried up
our sins in his body to the tree (2 24 RVm).
In the Johannine writings we have the cleansing
from sin by the blood of Jesus Christ (1 Jn 1 7).
Christ is said to have laid down His hfe for us (1 Jn
3 16). The sacrifice as well as the teaching of
Christ is insisted on in the coining by blood as well
as by water (5 6).
The appearance of Christ in Rev 1 13 is highpriestly; His robe is the talar, the high-priestly
garment. The sacrificial place of Christ is indicated
b y " a L a m b . . . . asthoughit had been slain" (Rev
5 6.9.12). The repeated title of Christ throughout
the Apocalypse is 'The Lamb.
This re'view of the Scripture teaching on priesthood clearly indicates the development of thought
which led to the affirmation of Our
8. Christ's Lord's priestly office. He came to
Relation to put away sin. The doctrine of sin
Sin Exwas intimately associated with the
pressed in priestly ser-vice of the temple. The
Sacriflcial
sacrifices were in some cases sin offerTerms
ings, and in these there ever appeared,
by the function of the blood which is
the life, the fatal loss of lite by sin, the punishment
of which was the withdrawal ot the Divine gift
of life. The life was always in the sacrifice reserved
tor God. It was natural therefore when Christ
appeared that His work in taking away sin should
have been interpreted in the light of sacrificial
thought. We find the idea steadily developed in
the N T . He was the sacrifice, the Lamb of God.
The question as to who offered the sacrifice was
answered—Himself. Then He became in the
conception of apostolic teaching, esp. emphasized
in the Epistle to the He, the priest as well as the
sacrifice. This was at length completely defined
in the theology of the church, and has generaUy
been accepted as setting forth an important aspect
of Our Lord's redemptive work.
VI. Christ's Kingly Office.—The association of
rule -with the redemption of mankind was early
found in Di-vine revelation. It is
The Break- in the Protevangelium of Gen 3 15;
down of
the covenant with Abraham contains
the Secular it (Gen 22 17.18); the blessing of
Monarchy Jacob reflects it (Gen 49 10). After
the successive attempts to establish a
'visible and earthly monarchy, its settlement in the
family of David was associated with Di-vine premonitions of continued and gracious royalty (2 &
7 18-29; 23 1-7; Pss 2 , 4 5 , 7 2 , 1 1 0 ) . The failure
of the earthly monarchy and the fatal experiences
of the kingdom turned the thought of the devout,
esp. guided by prophetic testimony, to a coming
king who should restore the glory of the Da-vidic
house and the people of Israel. Here and there the
conception appears of the more extended reign of
the Coming One, and the royal authority finds a
growing place in the prophetic Scriptures (Isa 2
1-4; 9 6,7; 11 1-10; 42 1-4; 52 13-15; 53 12;
60; J w 23 5,6; 30 18-24; Dnl 2 44; 7 9-14,27;
Mic 5 1-4; Zec 3). The postexiUc conception
of the king became one of the supreme and most
active ideas in the Jewish mind. The reign of the
Messiah was to be earthly, and all nations were to
be subject to the Jew. The Jews of Pal seem to
have retained the more patriotic and the more
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material form of t h e idea (see 1 Mace 14 41),
while the Egyjitian and disjiersed Jews began to
regirrd t h e more spiritual character ot the (-(jiiiing
Messiidi, References t o the future blessedness of
Israel under the restored royaltv do not ajijiear so
largely in t h e Ajioe writings which it must be remembered rellect chietly their Egvji-Jcwish soui('(.'S.
Still there are some passag(>s (d interest I I'ar 4
21—5; Tob 1 3 ; Ecclus 35 18,10; 36 U - l t i ; 47
11,22), In the N T we have refcrenees lo the strong
expectation of the rcsidicd rd\:dt\- and kingdom
(Jn 1 49; 6 15; 12 12- 15; .Vets 1 6). Christ's
kingship w-as speedily recognized by tlidse w ho saw
His works of juiw er, and acknowdedged His aul horil y.
He HimseU clearly claimed this authoiilj- | M t 22
43—45; J n 18 36,37). It w-as howe\(r not a Idngdom based ujion material aud c\tcriial jidwer and
rule, but on the foundation of truth and righlcdusness. The Kingdom of Hea\-eii or of Gcid is familiar to cverj- reader of the WKKIS of Jesus, II, was
thus He di^seribed the new order which Ho had come
to i^stablish, of w-hich He was to IK- the Lord and
Administrator; not an eartlih- dominion after the
faslUon of this w-oiid's kingdoms; il wdS to be the
rule ot mind and of spirit. I t w-as to be extended
by ethical forces, and the principle of its authority
was centered in Christ Himself. I t was to be developed on earth but jKTfeeted in the future and eternal
Ufe. Semie di\iiies ha\-e distinguished Christ's regal
power as t h a t of natiu-e, that of grace, that of
glorj'. Manj- belie\-e that there is t o be a personal
^isi^lle reign of Christ ujion t h e earth. Some hold
that this will be produced bj- His advent prior to an
age of millennial glory. Other view-s regard the
advent as the close of earthlj' conditions and the
final judgment.
VII. The Messianic Basis of the Threefold Office
of the Lord.—That t h e developments of Jewish
thought centered round what may conveniently
be caUed the idea of the Messiah is plain to any student of the OT and other Jewish writings. They
sprang from t h e ethical and theological ideas of this
people, interpreted by and expressed in their political and religious forms, and continually nurtured
by their experiences in t h e varied course of their
national Ufe. The essence of Messianic behef was
a personal deliverer. Jewish history had always
been marked by t h e appearance and the exploits
of a great man. The capacity of the production
of exceptional and creative indi-viduals has been the
characteristic ot t h e race in all its ages. A judge,
a lawgiver, a teacher, a seer, a king—each had
helped, or even saved t h e people in some critical
period. Each had added t o the knowledge of God,
w-hether received or rc-jected by the people. The
issues of such service had remained, enshrined in
a growing lit,, or made permanent in a finally centraUzed and unUied ritual, recorded in chronicle
and hTic. The hope of Israel at one time dicl niit
take the completely personal form; indeed, it is
probably easy t o exaggerate the Messianic element
as we look back from the perfect realization of it,
in the Christian revelation and hisloiy. Much
that has been called >I(;ssianio has been the result
of reading into the OT what has been derived trom
Christian thought and experience. Zeph has been
described as a picture of Israel's restoration and
triumph. Yet apparentlv it has no reference to
the personal element. Siill the "Messiah" begins
to appear in the prophetic writings (see abiivo),
esp, in the roval elements of His office. It is at
this point that "the nieaning of the term is to be considered. "Jeh's anointed" is found as apphed to
a king, and is familiar in this use m the OT.
But anointing belonged to the priesthood and to the
prophetic order, if not actually, at least metaphorically, as setting apart (see 1 K 19 16; Ps 105

15; Lsa 61 1). And the word Messiah (Christ)
the .Vnointcd, came to be used for that eoncejition
of a jierson, jieiliajis first emjiloyed definitely (Dnl 9
2 1-20), wild should b e t h e I)eli\erer of the .jews and
e\-eii still more widelj', a Redeemer. In the age
imiiK-dialely preceding the Christian, the idea had
tiikeii jid.ssession not only of the Jews, but also ot
th(^ Samaritans (.In 4 25); and w-as not altogelher
unknown in gentile thought; e,g. Sib Or, iii,97;
Virgil Eel. iv. I t involves certainly the prophetic
and roval offices and, in the idea of a Suffering
Servant, was closely alUed to the objects of the
sacrificial onler.
Idle claim ot Jesus to be the Christ, and the
recdgnition of this claim by His followers and aposlles, gave a new meaning to the teaching of the
()T, and the writings Ijing outside the canon, but
which W(Te famiUar to the peojile. ]'jspe(iaUy was
the suffering and death ot the Lord and its relation
to sin the (lecasion ot a new understanding of the
Mosaic and later-developed sacrificial system. Jesus
as the Offerer of Himself perfected the function of
the |)riest, as He became the Lamb ot God who
takelh aw-ay the sins of the world. He thus com-'
jileted the threefold ministry of the Messiah as the
li'ojiliet, who reveals, the Priest who offers and
intercedes, the King who rules. In Him the oflfices
are commingled. He rules bj- His sacrifice and His
teaching; He reveals by His Kingship and His
offering. The offices spring from both His person
and His work, and are united in the final issue of the
salvation of the world. See also EXALTATION OF
CHRIST;

LXTERCESSIUK OF CHRIST.
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CHRISTIAN, kris'ehan, kris'ti-an (Xpicmavds,
Ch/ristianos):
1. Historicity of Acts 11 26
2. Of Pagan Origin
3. The Christian Attitude to the Name
4. Was Christian the Original Form '?
.5. The Christians and the Empire
6. Social Standing ot the Early Christians
7, Christian Self-Designations
LITERATURE

The word Christian occurs only three times in the
N T (Acts 11 26; 26 28; and 1 Pet 4 16). The
first, passage, .Vets 11 26, gives the
1. Histoorigin of the term, "The disciples were
ricity of
calledChristiansfirst in Antioch," The
Acts 11:26 older generation of critical scholars disputed the historicity ot this statement.
It was argued that, had the term originated so early,
it must have been found far more frequently in the
records of early Christianity; sometimes also that
the termination -'lanus points to a Lat origin. But
there is general a,greement now that these objections are grouncUess. The historicity of the Lukan
account is ujiheld not only by Harnack, b u t by the
more radical Kiiojif in Die Sehriflen des NT, edited
by Johannes Weiss. In early imperial times, the
adjectival termination -ianos was widely diffused
throughout the whole empire. Originally applied t o
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the slaves belonging to the great households, it had
passed into regular use to denote the adherents
of an individual or a party. A Christian is thus
simply an adherent of Christ. The name belongs,
as Ramsay saj'S, to the popular slang, as indeed sect
and party names generally do. It is only after a
considerable interval, and very often under protest,
that such names are accepted as seU-designations.
The name, then, did not originate with the
Christians themselves. Nor would the Jews have
appUed it to the foUowers of Jesus,
2. Of Pawhose claim to be the Christ they
gan Origin opposed so passionately. They spoke
of the Christians as "the sect of the
Nazarenes'' (.Vets 24 5); perhaps also as "Galileans," a term which the emperor Julian attempted
later vainly to re^ive. The word must have been
coined by the heathen population of Antioch, as the
church emerged from the synagogue, and a Christianity predominantly gentile took its place among
the religions of the world.
Perhaps the earliest occurrence of Christian as
a self-designation is in Did 12 4. In the Apologists and Ignatius on the other hand
3. The
the word is in regular use. 1 Pet
Christian
simply takes it over from the antiAttitude to Christian judicial procedure ot the law
the Name courts, without in any way impljdng
that the Christians used it among themselves. There is everj' probability, however, that it
was the danger which thus began at an early date to
attach to the name w-liich commended it to the
Christians themselves as a title of honor. Deissmann
(Licht vom O.sleii, 286) suggests that Christian means
.ilavc of Christ, as Caesarian means slave of Caesar.
But the word can scarcely have had that fulness of
meaning till the Christians themselves had come to
be proud of it.
According to tradition, Luke himself belonged
to Antioch. In Acts 11 27.28 Codex D reads
"There was much rejoicing, and when we had assembled, there stood u p , " etc. In -view of the
greater authority now so frequently accorded to the
so-called Western text, we cannot summarily dispose of such a reading as an interpolation. If the
historian was not only an Antiochene, but a member ot the original gentile Christian church, we have
the explanation alike of his interest in the origin of
the name Christian, and of the detailed precision
of his information.
In all three NT passages the uncorrected Codex
X reads "Clirestian." We know from many
sources that this variant was 'widely
4. Was
current in the 2d cent. Blass in his
Christian
ed of Acts not only consistently reads
the Origi- Chrestian, but conjectures that Chresnal Form? tian is the correct reading in Tacitus
(Annals, xv,44), the earliest extraBiblical testimony to the word. The Tacitus IMS
has since been published in facsimile. This has
showm, according to Harnack (Mission and Expansion, ET, I, 4113, 414), that "Chrestian" actuaUy
was the original reacUng, though the name "Christ"
is correctly given. Harnack accordingly thinks
that the Lat historian intended to correct the
popular appellation ot cir 64 AD, in the light ot his
oivn more accurate knowledge. "The common
jicople used to caU them 'Chrestians,' but the real
name of their founder was Christ." Be this as it
ma\-, a confu,sion betw-een "Christos" and the familiar Gr slave name "Chrestos" is more intelligible
at an early date than later, when Christianity was
better known. There must have been a strong
tendency to conform the earlier witnesses to the
later, famUiar, and etymologically correct, usage.
It is all the more remarkable, therefore, that S * retains "Chrestian," On the w-hole it seems probable
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that this designation, though bestowed in error, was
the original one.
The fuller discussion of this subject mijre appropriately falls under the arts. deaUng -with the
relation of the church and empire.
5. The
Suffice it here to say t h a t Paul apChristians parently hoped t h a t by his ao(juittal
and the
the legal position of Christianity as
Empire
a religio licita would be established
throughout the empire, and that 1 Pet
belongs to a time when the mere profession of Christianity was a crime in the eyes of the state, but that
in all probabiUty this was a new position of affairs.
That early Christianity w-as essentially a movement among the lower non-literary classes has been
rightly
emphasized—above all by
6. Social
Deissmann. This is a circumstance
Standing of of the utmost importance for the
the Early
correct understanding of the early
Christians history of our faith, though probably
Deissmann in some degree exaggerates
and misplaces the significance. Is it correct to
say, for example, that "primitive Christianity
was relatively indifferent to politics, not as Christianity, but as a movement of the humbler folks,
whose lot on the whole had certainly been lightened
by the Empire" (Licht vom Osten, 254)? Very
probably however the difficulties of the Pauline
gentile mission were appreciably increased by the
fact that he touched a lower social stratum than
that of the original Jewish Christianity of Pal.
No class more resents being associated in any way
-with the "submerged masses" than the self-respecting peasant or artisan, who seems to have formed
the backbone of the Pal church. The apostle had
consequently to fight against social, no less than
racial and religious, prejudices.
The Christians originaUy called themselves
"Disciples," a term afterward restricted to personal
hearers of the Lord, and regarded as a
7. Christian title of high distinction. The ordinary
Self-Desig- self-designations ot the apostolic age
nations
are "believers" (Acts 5 14; 1 Tim
4 12), "saints" (Acts 9 13.32.41; Rom
1 7), "brethren" (Acts 6 3; 10 23, etc), "the
elect" (Col 3 12; 2 Tim 2 10), "the church of
God" (Acts 20 28 m), "servants [slaves] to God"
(Rom 6 22; 1 Pet 2 16). The apostolic authors
refer to themselves as "servants [slaves] of Christ
Jesus" (Phil 1 1). Other expressions are occasionaUy met with, of which perhaps the most
significant is: Those "that call upon the name ot
the Lord" (Acts 9 14; Rom 10 12.13; 1 Cor 1 2).
Cf Pliny's report to Trajan (Epistles, X, 97): "They
affirmed that . .
they had been wont to assemble
and address a hymn to Christ as to a god."
LITERATURE.—The most recent discussion of the names
of Christian believers, including "Christian," is in Harnack's Mission and Expansion of Christianity, ET (2d
ed, 1908), I, 399 ft. See also EB. HDB, DCG, with
the lit. there cited. On the social status of the early
Christians, cf Orr's Neglected Factors in the Study of the
Early Progress of Christianity: on the reUgious significance of the name, see CHRISTI.ANITY.
JOHN DICKIE

CHRISTIANITY, kris-chan'i-ti, kris-ohi-an'i-ti,
kris-ti-an'i-ti (Xpi.(rTiavi.tr|i<is, Christianismos):
I.

IN PRINCIPLE AND ESSENCE

1. Early Use ol Term
2. NT Implications: Messiahship—Resurrection—
Redemption
Pauline Summaries
3. Did Jesus Claim to Be Christ ?
4. The Resurrection
Its Evidence
5. Two Contrasted Estimates of Our Lord's Person (1) The Non-Believlug Estimate—not Truly
Historical
(2) The Believing Estimate—Relation to Experience
6. Christianity an Experience ot Salvation
7. Jesus and the Gospel
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8- N T T,\-pcs ot Doctrines
9, Naturalistic Interpretations—the Rcli,
seliool

His|,((ri(

H I S T O R I C A L AN-D I K I C T R I N A L

1, ' Kehgion of Clu-ist" and " T h o Christian
tlddll

i l l 'The Historical ,lcsus Is Supernatural
("1 I'.sscTiee of e'lii-isiiaiiitv in Redemption
2. Alodeni Detinitidiis
(1) Schlci.Tinaclier
(21 Kilschl
3, Place in Historical Kcllgions
U) This Place Unique
(2) t'nivei-saliiy ot Chcistianitv
lal Islam
(fcl Biuldllisni
(3) The .Vhsi.ldU- Religion
|4i i;eliL;idn of Ivedeiiii'lion
4. Dovekipiuent and liilliiciico
(1) E-\pailsioil (it (-hrisliaiilty
(«i) .\postolic .\ui(/d Siiececdiim Period
d-l Modern .Missi,,iis
(2) 1 loeirinal Shajiiiig
(o) tTnosticisni
(6)
(cl Monarchianism
id) -Vriaiiisin
U) Sin and 11 race
Person of (.'lii-ist
(/) The .\tonemeiit
(.0) The Reformation
W Lutheran and Reformed
(o) The
(3) I t s Influence
.Jiieient World
w The
- aiode[ai
(c)
JVorld
LITER-ATTRE
Testimony of Professor Huxley
L In Principle and Essence.—Unlike
"Christian"
(.\V), t h e t e r m " C h r i s t i a n i t y . " so far as is k n o w n ,
w a s first u s e d lij- t h e C h r i s t i a n s t h e m 1. E a r l y
selves, b u t d o c s n o t o c c u r in t h e N T .
Use of
I t is e x a c t l y p a r a l l e l t o Judaism
("the
Term
J e w s ' r e l i g i o n " ) , f o u n d n o t o n l y in
G a l 1 13,14,
b u t in 2 M a e c 2 2 1 ,
etc.^ O u r earliest a u t h o r i t y for t h e w o r d " C h r i s t i a n i s m " is I g n a t i u s of A n t i o c h . C l i r i s t i a n is n o w a t i t l e
of h o n o r , a n d t h e C h r i s t i a n ' s g l o r y is " t o live a c c o r d ing t o C h r i s t i a n i s m " ( I g n a t i u s , Admagrits,
10).
While,^ h o w e v e r , t h e n a m e is foreign t o t h e N T ,
the N T is b y u n i v e r s a l c o n s e n t o u r m o s t i m p o r t a n t
s o u r c e of i n f o r m a t i o n r e g a r d i n g t h e
2. N T I m - t h i n g . C l i r i s t i a n i t j ' a r o s e out of t h e lite
pUcations:
a n d w o r k of J e s u s of N a z a r e t h , w-ho
Messiahclaimed to be " t h e Christ,"
During
s h i p — R e s - J e s u s ' lifetime t h i s claim w a s a d m i t t e d
u r r e c t i o n — b v a circle o t a d h e r e n t s , in w-hose -view,
Redempafterw-ards, it w a s t r i u m p h a n t l y -^indition
e a t e d bj- H i s r e s u r r e c t i o n from t h e d e a d .
B y r e s u r r e c t i o n H e "w-as declared t o
b e t h e Son of G o d w i t h p o w e r " ( R o m 1 4 ) . W i t h
this w-as u n i t e d from t h e first t h e r e c o g n i t i o n of
Christ a s t h e f i o d - s e n t H e d e e m e r , t h r o u g h w h o m
has c o m e t o t h e w o r l d forgiveness, reconciUation
with G o d a n d D i v i n e s p i r i t u a l p o w e r ,
Pauline siiminaries.—(Ine
of t h e oldest s u m m a r i e s
of Chri.stianity is t h a t of P a u l in 1 C o r 15 3,4:
" F o r I d e l i v e r e d u n t o y o u first of all t h a t w h i c h
also I r e c e i v e d : t h a t C h r i s t died for o u r sins a,('((Oi'(ling t o t h e s e r i p t u r e s ;
a n d t h a t he h a t h been
raised o n t h e t h i r d d a y a c c o r d i n g t o t h e s c r i p t u r e s , "
Of .similar p u r p o r t a r e t h e a p o s t l e ' s w o r d s in 2 C o r
5 18.19: " G o d , w-ho reconcUed u s t o himself t h r o u g h
Christ, a n d g a v e u n t o u s t h e m i n i s t r y of reconcili a t i o n ; t o "wit, t h a t G o d w-as in C h r i s t , reconciling
t h e w o r l d u n t o himself, n o t r e c k o n i n g u n t o t h e m
their t r e s p a s s e s , " F r o m t h i s reconciliation s p r i n g s
t h e n e w life of b e l i e v e r s ( R o m 6 ; 2 C o r 5 1 4 - 1 7 ) ,
M o r e recently some h a v e denied t h a t Jesus
a d v a n c e d a n y s u c h claim t o M e s s i a h s h i p , b u t alw-aj-s
upon purely arbitrary and subjective
3. D i d J e - g r o u n d s . O n t h e o n e h a n d
these
sus Claim
wTiters have b e e n p r o t o u n d l j - i m p r e s s e d
to B e t h e
b y t h e grandeur ot Jesus' character;
Christ?
o n t h e o t h e r t h e y h a v e looked u p o n
t h e claim t o s t a n d in such a unique
relation t o G o d a n d m a n a s u n f o u n d e d or m e a n -
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j m g l e s s . T h e y h a v e s((iight, .aeeordingly, t o e s c a p e
the diniciilty b y denying t h a t Jesus regarded H i m self as t h e A n o i n t e d of llie Lord ( t h u s , e,g, Wi-cdc).
Soineliincs I h e y liave gone tfie l e n g t h e v e n of affirming t h a t J e s u s w-as n o t so r e g a r d e d b v H i s jiersonal
disciples. D i v i n e h o n o r s were accor'ded Ilim only
g r a d u a l l y , as t h e miaiioi-y of w h a t H e a c t u a l l y was
faded awaj-, a n d a n ideidization b e g o t t e n of Christian i a i t h t o o k ils jilaee. T h e n o t i o n rjf M e s s i a h
IS iiici-ely ;i piece of ,Iew-ish folklore. T h i s position
in Its d i s l i n e l n - e l y iiKidcrn form h a s b e e n answ-ered.
It ,s(-eiiis 1(1 us, w-ith a b s o l u t e conclusiveness, b\I'rofe,ss(ii- .lames D e n n e y in his Jesus iiiiil the Gospd.
In a historical p o i n t of view, n o t h i n g in J e s u s '
hfe IS niiire c e r t a i n t h a n t h a t Lfe regai-ded Himself
as tile C h r i s t , t h e c u l m i n a t i o n a n d fullilinent of t h e
D i v i n e i-cvel;dion giv( n t o Israel, T h i s conviction
of H I S is Ihe p o i n t r o u n d w-hich H i s whole message
rev(Uves,
T h e m o s t r e c e n t N T theologv, t h a t ,
e,g, of Dr, P a u l P e i n e (1910), rightiy s t a r t s from
J e s u s ' Messianic consciousness, a n d seeks t o u n d e r s t a n d H i s whole t e a c h i n g in t h e light of it.
Doubtless, like evia-ything else w-hich J e s u s t o u c h e d , t h e
c o n c e p t of Vb-ssiahship b e c o m e s t r a n s m u t e d a n d
glorified in H i s h a n d s . O u r L o r d i\-;is in n o w a y
d e p e n d e n t u p o n c u r r e n t beUefs a n d r-xjiectations
for t h e c o n t e n t of H i s Messianic consciousness.
B u t is it likely t h a t H i s follow-ers, w i t h o u t H i s
a u t h o r i t y , w-ould ha\-e a t t r i b u t e d ?ilessiahship t o
o n e so u t t e r l y u n h k e t h e M e s s i a h of jiojudar fancy':"
T h e N T p r o v e s n o t o n l y t h a t t h e C h r i s t i a n s from
t h e v e r y o u t s e t w-en- fully p e r s u a d e d , o n w h a t
t h e y r e g a r d e d as adccjuate g r o u n d s
4. T h e
in h i s t o r y a n d experience, t h a t t h e i r
ResurrecL o r d had' risen from t h e d e a d , b u t also
tion
t h a t this conviction mastered them,
gi'ving direction a n d p u r p o s e t o t h e i r
whole lives. H i s t o r i c a l C h r i s t i a n i t y was e r e c t e d o n
t h e f o u n d a t i o n of a R i s e n L o r d .
7(.s evidence.—On
t h i s jioint Professor D e n n e y
saj's (Jesus and the Gospel, l l l j : " T h e real h i s t o r ical e \ i d e n c e tor t h e r e s u r r e c t i o n is t h e fact t h a t
it w a s believed, p r e a c h e d , p r o p a g a t e d , a n d p r o d u c e d
its fruit a n d effect in t h e new- p h e n o m e n o n of t h e
C h r i s t i a n c h u r c h , long before a n y ot om- gospels
were written
F a i t h in t h e r e s u r r e c t i o n w a s
n o t o n l y jirevalent b u t i m m e n s e l y po\Nerful before
a n y of o u r N T b o o k s were w r i t t e n . N o t one of
t h e m w-ould ever h a v e b e e n w-ritten b u t for t h a t
faith. I t is n o t t h i s or t h a t in t h e N T — i t is n o t t h e
s t o r y of t h e e m p t y t o m b , or of t h e a|i|iearing of J e s u s
in J e r u s or in GaUlee—w-liich is tlie p r i m a r y e v i d e n c e for t h e r e s u r r e c t i o n : it is t h e N T itself. T h e
hfe t h a t t h r o b s in it from b e g i n n i n g t o (iid, t h e life
t h a t alwaj's fills u s a g a i n w i t h wonder, as it b e a t s
u p o n u s from its iiages, is t h e life w h i c h t h e R i s e n
S a v i o u r h a s quickened in C h r i s t i a n souls. T h e
evidence l'( n- f he r e s u r r e c t i o n of J e s u s is t h e existence
of t h e c h u r c h in t h a t e x t r a o r d i n a r y s p i r i t u a l v i t a l i t y
w h i c h confronts u s in t h e N T , T h i s is i t s o w n exp l a n a t i o n ot its b e i n g . ' '
T h e b e s t Cliristian t h o u g h t of o u r d a y h a s n o
m o r e difficulty t h a n h a d t h e a p o s t l e s in h o l d i n g
and establishing w h a t Principal For5. T w o
s y t h fitly calls " t h e
superhistoric
Contrasted
finality
of C h r i s t . " I n t h e
very
Estimates
n a t u r e of t h e ease, where^-er t h e p r o b of O u r
lem of O u r L o r d ' s p e r s o n h a s b e e n
Lord's
seriously faced, t h e r e h a v e alwaj-s
Person
b e e n tw-o d i s t i n c t e s t i m a t e s of H i s
value, t h a t of assured faith, b a s e d
u p o n jiersonal experience of H i s r e d e m j i t i v e po\v(a-,
a n d that, of m e r e e.xternalism,
(1) The loiter or nnn-bdicving
estimate h a s n o
m o r e r i g h t n o w t o call itself " h i s t o r i c a l " or "scientific," t h a n it h a d , n e a r l y n i n e t e e n h u n d r e d
y e a r s ago, t o crucify t h e L o r d of glory. T h e p r i e s t s
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doubtless thought that they understood Jesus better
than the ignorant, deluded Galileans, Yet the
boldest champion of "the religio-historic method"
w-ould scareelj- claim that theirs was the correct
judgment. As a matter of fact, the so-called critical school are no more free from presuppositions
than is the most thoroughgoing traditionaUst. Nor
have they a monopoly either of historical knowledge
or of critical acumen. No truths are accessible
to them which are not equally available for the
Christian behever. No proof exists, beyond their
own unsupported assertions, that they are better
interpreters of the common truth. On the other
hand, that whole range of experience and con-viction
in which the Christian believer finds the supreme
assurance of the truth of his religion is to them a
sealed book. Surely, then, it is the height of absurdity to maintain that the external, non-believing,
estimate of Our Lord's person is likely to be the
more correct one. From the standpoint of Christian faith, such an external estimate is necessarily
inadequate, whether it finds expression in a mechanical acceptance ot the whole ecclesiastical Christology, or in the denial that such a person as Jesus
of Nazareth ever lived.
(2) The believing estimate of Our Lord's person
is the essence of C'hrist,ianity as a historical reUgion.
But according to the NT this estimate is itself
Divinely inw-rought and Divinely attested (Mt 16
17;
1 Cor 12 3; 1 Jn 4 2.3)! It presupposes
the perfect objective self-manifestation of God in
Jesus Christ on the one hand, and the subjective
appropriation of this revelation bj- faith on the
other. No argument against the reality of the
revelation can be built upon the fact, generally
acknowledged by Cliristian theologians nowadays,
that the Deity of Our Lord and the supernatural
origin ot our religion can neither be jiroved nor
disproved independently ot one's personal attitude
to Christ ia nit J-. This foUow-s necessarily from the
nature ot the apprehension of Di\-iiie truth. Spiritual things are spiritually discerned. There can
be no impersonal know-ledge of religious, any more
than of ethical and aesthetic, truth.
In these
reidms another's knowledge has no real meaning
for anj'one till he has felt its power and tested it in
his own experience. Evangelical Christians do
not accept the Deity of the Lord as the cardinal
article of their religious faith on any merely external
authority whether ot Scripture or of tradition, or
even of His own recorded w-ords apart from experience ot Christ. They accept it precisely as they
accept the authority of Scripture itseff, because
of the witness of the Spirit with their spirits. The
combined testimony of Scripture and tradition is
confirmed in their religious life, w-hen by recei-ving
.lesus as Our Lord and Sa-iiour thej- experience the
Christian pow-er. This power is the great experienced reality in the light of w-hich alone the other
realities become intelligible. "One thing I know,
that, whereas I w-as bhnd, now I see" (Jn 9 25).
"Lord, to whom shall w-e go? thou hast the words
ot eternal life" (Jn 6 68).
The true church of Christ consists of all who have
ex-perienced the pow-er of Christ, delivering them
from the guilt, the sttdn, and the
6. Chrisdominion of sin and bringing the peace
tianity an
of God into their souls. Nothing
Experience less than this is cither the gospel of
of Salvation Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,
or the historic faith of Christendom,
or a rehgion ader|uate to human need. The
Christian doctrine is partly the assertion of the
reality of this power, partly its interpretation.
Facts of history and theological propositions are
-vital to our faith, just in proportion as they are
vitally related to this pow-er. The Christian essen-

tials are those elements, historical and dogmatic,
without which Christianity would lose in w-hole or
in part its li\ing power to reconcile sinful man to the
all-righteous, lo\ing God.
Thus Jesus HimseU belongs to His gospel. He
is the heart and core of it. Christianity is both a
rule of lite and a doctrine. But in
7. Jesus
its inmost nature and being it is
and the
neither an ethic, nor a theology, but a
Gospel
religion—a new relation to God and
man, Di-vinely mediated through Jesus
Christ in His life, death and resurrection. As
many as receive Him, to them gives He the right to
become children of God, even to them t h a t beUeve
on His name, who are born not of blood, nor of the
w ill of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God
(Jn 1 12). He brings man to God by bringing
God to man, and the power of God into man's
sin-stained lite.
It can scarcely be claimed that N T Christianity
was in a theological point of view absolutely homogeneous. Various types can be dis8. NT
tinguished with more or less clearness;
Types of
even the ordinary reader feels a differDoctrines
ence of theological atmosphere between
e.g. Rom and Jas. This is inevitable,
and need occasion no perplexity to Christian
faith. All theology is partly interpretation—the
relation of universal and eternal reality to personal
thought. Hotmann rightly says that genuine
Christian faith is one and the same for all, but that
everyone must have his own theology, it he is to
have any at all. In all genuine serious thought
there is a personal element not precisely the same
for any two indi-viduals. It is possible to find in
the N'T foreshadowings of all the great distinctive
types ot historic Christianity.
But the essential
purpose of the N T is to make Christ real to us,
to proclaim reconciliation to God through Him,
and to convey the Christian power to our Uves.
The N T e^-erywhere exhibits the same Christ, and
bears witness to the same redeeming, lite-transforming power.
The attempt has often been made to explain
Christianity as the natural product of contemporary
forces intellectual and religious—most
9. Natural- recently by the so-called "religioistic Inter- historic school." But at most they
pretations— have only shown t h a t the form in
the Religio- which the religious concepts of primiHistoric
tive Christianity found articulate
School
expression was to some extent influenced ab extra, and that the earUest
Christians were in their general intellectual outlook the children ot their own time. They have
not proved that the distinctive content of Christianity was derived from any external source.
They have not even realized what they have to
prove, in order to make good their contention.
They ha-ve done nothing to account for the Christian
power on their principles.
LITERATURE,—See the NT Theologies, especially that
of Peine (1910); Seeberg, Fundamental
Truths of the
Christian Religion (ET very incorrect, 19081: Seeberg's
Lehrbuch d. Dogmengeschichte, 2d (.'d, I. 1908; Brown.
Essence of Christianity, New Yorlv. 1902; JJ', N, Clarke,
What Shall We Think: of Christianity ? New York, 1899;
above all Denney, Jesus and the Gospel (1909), and
Forsyth, Person and Place of Jesus Christ (1909).

JOHN DICKIE

//. Historical and Doctrinal.—In
its historical
and doctrinal relations, developments, and influence,
and its connection with the successive phases of
human thought, Christianity presents many points
of interest, only the more prominent of which can
here briefly be touched upon,
A convenient starting-point is the well-kno-wn
distinction of Lessing (Fragment in IVorks, X I ,
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242 ff) between "the reUgion of Christ" and "the
Cluistian rehgion" — a distinction which stiU e.xactly iiuu-ks the attitude to Christianity
1. "ReUof the modern so-called ''hisloricar"
gion of
school. Bj- "the religion of Christ"
Christ"
is meant the religion which Christ
and "The
Himself acknowdedged .and practised
Christian
as man; by "the Christian religion"
ReUgion"
is meant the ^iew whieii regards Christ
as more than man, and exalts Him
as an object of worshiji. From this standpoint
the problem for the historian is to show how the
reUgion ot Christ came to de\-elop into the Christian
reUgion—in modern sjieech, how- the "Jesus of
history" became the "Christ of faith."
(1) The historical Jesus is supernutural.—lt has
ah-eadj- been pointed out (under I above) Ihat the
view- of Jesus on w-hieh the assumed contrast resis
is not one truly historical. The fallacy Ues in
regarding the Jesus of history as simiilj- n man
among men—holier, diviner in insight, but not
essentially distinguished from the race of which He
was a member. This is not the Christ of apostolic
faith, but as little is it the picture of the historical
Jesus as the Gosjiels actually present it. There,
in His relations alike t o God and to man, in His
sinlessness, in His ori.sjin, claims, relation to OT
revelation, judgeship of the world, in His resurrection, exaltation, and sending of the Spirit, Jesus
appears in a light w-hich it is impossible to confine
within natural or pm-ely human Umits. He is
the Sa-iiour who stands over against the race He
came to save. I t is the same fallacy which underUes the contrast frequently sought to be drawn
between the reUgious standpoints of Christ and Paul.
Paul never for an instant dreamt ot putting himself
on the same plane with Christ. Paul was sinner;
Christ was Sa\iour. Paul w-as disciple; Christ was
Lord. Paul was weak, struggling man; Christ was
Son of God. Jesus achieved redemption; Paul appropriated it. These things involved the -widest
contrasts in attitude and speech.
f2i Essence of Christianity
in
redemption.—
Though, therefore, Christ, in His relations of love
and trust to the Father, and perfection of holy
character, necessarily ever remains the Great
Exemplar to whose image His people are to be
conformed (Rom 8 29), in whose steps they are to
follow (1 Pet 2 21), it is not correct to describe
Christianity simply as the religion which Christ
practised. Christianity takes into account also the
work which Christ came to do, the redemption He
achieved, the blessings w-hieh, through Him, are bestowed on those who accept Him as their Saviour,
and acknowledge Him as thiir Lord. Essentially
Christianity is a religion of redemption; not, therefore, a reUgion pract ised by Jesus for Himself, but
one based on a work He has accomplished for others,
ExperimentaUy, it may be described as consisting,
above all, in the joyful consciousness of redemption
from sin and reconciliation to God through Jesus
Christ, and in the possession of a new life of sonship
and holiness through Christ's Spirit. Everything in
the way of holy obedience is included^ here. "This,
at least, reduced to its simplest terms, is undeniably
what Christianity meant for its first preachers and
teachers, and what historicaUy it has meant for the
church ever since.
Defiiutions of Christianity are as numerous as
the -writers who treat of the subject; but one or two
definitions may be glanced at as illus2. M o d e m trative of the positions above assumed.
Definitions As modern types, Schleiermacher and
Ritschl may be selected in preference
to -writers of more conspicuous orthodoxy.
(1) Schleiermacher, in his Der Christliche Glaube,
has an interesting definition of Christianity. Chris-
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tianity he speaks of as "a form of monotheistic
faith of the teleological order of reUgion (i.e. in
which 1,he natural is subordinated to the moral),
the peculiarity of which, in distinction from other
religions ot this Ij'jie, e,ssentially is, that in it everything is referred to the redemption accompli3h(3d
through Jesus ot Nazareth" (sec. 11). As, in
general, Sehleierrnaeher's merit is recognized to lie
in his bringing back, in a time ot religious decay,
the Jierson ot Christ to a central place in His religion,
so here his true religious f(-eliiig is manifested in his
fixing on the reference to redemption by Christ as
the disl inelive thing in Christianity.
(2) RUscld's definition is more comjiUcated, and
need not here be cited in full (cf his Jiistif. ami Recon.,
Ill; liT, 13). The inijiortant point is that, like
Sehleierinacher, Rilsclil gives, together with the idea
of the Idngdom of God, an essential place to the idea
of redemption in the conception of Christianity.
"Cliristianity," he says, "so to speak, resembles
not a circle described from a single centre, but an
ellipse which is determined by two foci" (Jb., 11).
The idea ot the kingdom ot God furnishes the teleologie:d, the idea of redemption the rehgious, element in Christianity. There is truth in this; only it
is to be remembered that the kingdom of God, as
representing the end, can only, in a world of sin, be
brought into existence through a redemption. Redemption, therefore, still remains the basal conception.
In the enlarged view of modern knowledge,
Christianity can be no longer regarded in isolation,
but is seen to take its place in the long
3. Place in series of historical religions. It apHistorical
pears, like these other religions, in a
Religions
historical context; has, like some of
them, a personal fouivler; claims, as
thej- also do, or did, the allegiance of multitudes
of the population o t t h e world; presents in externals
(e.g. the possession ot Scriptures), sometimes in
ideas, analogies to features in these religions. For
this reason, an influential modern school is disposed
to treat Christianity, as before it, the religion of
Israel, as simplj' one of these historical religions—
"nothing less, but also nothing more"—explaining
it from the inherent laws ot religious development,
and rejecting the idea of any special, authoritative
revelation. Sacred books are pitted against sacred
books; moral codes against moral codes; Jesus
against founders of other reUgions; gospel stories
against legends of the Buddha; ideas like those
of the virgin birth, the incarnation, the resurrection,
against seeming parallels on other soils. For
examination of the principal of these alleged resemblances, see CoMPABATi-VE RELIGION.
(1) This place i/TOgae.—Here it is desirable to look
at the place of Christianit j- in t he series of historical
religions in certain of its wider aspects. The
uniqueness of Christ's religion, and justification of
its claim to a special. Divine origin, will only appear
the more clearly from the comparison. In general,
it need only be remarked that no other religion in
the world has e^-er even professed to present a
plain, historically developed, progressive revelation,
advancing through successive stages in the unfolding of a Divine purpose of grace, tiU it culminates
in the appearance of a person, life, character and
work, Uke that ot Jesus Christ; not in one single
instance.
(2) Univer.snlity of Christianity.—A distinction
is commonly made between national and universal religions, and Christianity is classed as one
ot the three universal religions—the other two being
Buddhism and Mohammedanism (cf e.g. Kuenen's
Hibbert Lectures on Nalioncd Religions and Universal Religions). There is certainly agreement
in the fact that the two reUgions named w-ith Chris-
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tianity are not "national" reUgions; t h a t they are
"universal," in the sense in which Cliristianity is,
may be denied. Neither Buddhism nor Mohammedanism has any fitness to become a reUgion for
the world, nor, with aU their remarkable extension,
have they succeeded in estabhshing themselves,
as Christianity has done, in East and West, in
t^ili.l World and in New. Moliammed boasted t h a t
he would plant his reUgion wherever the palm tree
grew- (Palgi-ave), and this stiU marlvs very nearly
the range ot its conquests. It is not a re-vi-vifying
influence, but a bhght on all higher ci-viUzation. It
degrades woman, perpetuates slavery, fosters
intolerance, and brings no real heaUng for the
spiritual woes of mankind. Buddhism., again,
notwithstanding its -wide spread in China and neighboring lands, has in it no real spring of moral
progress, and is todaj- w-ithering up at the root. Its
svstem of "salvation"—attainment of Nirvana—
is not for the many but the few. It has not a
message for all men alike. Buddha does not profess that all can accept his method, or ought to be
asked to do so. For the multitude it is impossible
of attainment. In practice, therefore, instead ot
one, he has thi-ee codes of duty—one for the laity,
who continue to live in the w-orld; one for the
monks, who do not aspUe to Arahatship or sainthood: and one for those who would reach the goal
of Nirvana. These last are very few; only two
eases are specified, besides Buddha himself, of
success iu this endeavor. In contrast with these
Christianity approves itself as a strictly universal
religion—the only religion of its kind in the world.
In its,-(:loctrines of the one God and Father, and of
the brotherhood of all mankind; its teaching on universal need through sin, and universal provision for
salvation in Christ; its gospel of reconcihation
addressed to all; its pure spirituality in worship
and moralitj'; its elevating and emancipating tendency in all the relations of human life, it approves
itself as a religion for all sections and races of manIdnd, for all grades of ci"vilization and stages of
culture, appealing to t h a t which is deepest in man,
capable of being understood and received by all,
and renewing and blessing each one who accepts
and obeys it. The history of missions, even among
the most degraded races, in all parts of the globe,
is the demonstration of this truth. (On the universalism of Christianity, cf Baur, Church Hist
of the First Three Cents., I, P t 1.)
(3) The absolute religion.—It is the custom, even
in circles where the full supernatural claims ot
Christianity are not admitted, to speak of Christ's
religion as, in comparison with others, "the absolute
rehgion," meamng by this t h a t in Christianity the
true idea of religion, w-hich in other faiths is only
striven after, attains to complete and final expression. Hegel, e.g. speaks of Christianity as the
".Vbsolute or Revealed Religion" in the sense t h a t
in it the idea is discovered of the essential unity of
God and man (thus also T . H. Green, E. Caird,
etc); others (eg, Pfleiderer) in the meaning t h a t
it expresses the absolute "principle" of religion—a
Di\ine sonship. Christianity also claims for itself,
though in a more positive way, to be the absolute
religion. It is the final and perfect revelation of God
for which not only revelation in Israel, but the whole
pro-vidential history of the race, was a Divinely
ordained preparation (Gal 4 4). It is absolute
in the sense that a larger and fuller revelation
than Christ has given is not needed, and is not
to be looked for. Not only in this religion is all
truth of Nature about God's being, attributes and
character, w-ith all truth of OT revelation, pureljgathercd up and preserved, but in the person and
work of the incarnate Son a higher and more complete disclosure is made of God's Fatherly love and
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gracious purposes to mankind, and a redemption is
presented as actually accomplished adequate to all
the needs of a sinful world. Mankind can never
hope to attain to a higher idea of God, a truer idea
of man, a profounder conception of the end of life,
of sin, of duty, a Di-viner pro-vision for salvation,
a more perfect satisfaction in fellowslUp with God,
a grander hope of eternal hfe, t h a n is opened to it
in the gospel. In this respect again, Christianity
stands alone (cf W. Douglas Mackenzie, The Final
Faith, a Statement of the Nature and Authority of
Christianity as the Religion of the World).
(4) Religion of redemption.—A third aspect in
which Christianity as a historical religion is sometimes regarded is as a religion of redemption.
In
this Ught a comparison is frequently instituted
between it and Buddhism, which also in some sort
is a reUgion of redemption. But the comparison
brings out only the more conspicuously the unique
and original character of the Christian system.
Buddhism starts from the conception of the inherent
e'vil and misery of existence, and the salvation it
promises as the result of indefinitely prolonged
stri-ving through many successive Uves is the
eternal rest and peace of non-being; Christianity,
on the other hand, starts from the conception that
everything in its original nature and in the intent
of its Creator is good, and t h a t t h e e'vil of the world
is the result of wrong and perverted development—
holds, therefore, t h a t redemption from it is possible
by use of appropriate means. And redemption
here includes, not merely deliverance from existing
evils, but restoration of the Di'vine hkeness winch
has been lost by man, and ultimate blessedness of
the Ufe everlasting. Dr. Boyd Carpenter sums up
the contrast thus: " I n Buddhism redemption comes
from below; in Christianity it is from above; in
Buddhism it comes from man; in Christianity it
comes from God" (Permanent Elements in Religion,
Intro, 34).
Christianity, as an external magnitude, has a
long and chequered history, into the details of
wliich it is not the purpose of this art.
4. Devel- to enter. Ecclesiastical developments
opment and are left untouched. But a Uttle may
Influence
be said ot its outward expansion, of
the influences t h a t helped to mould
its doctrinal forms, and of t h e influence which it
in turn has exercised on the thought and life of the
peoples into whose midst it came.
(1) Expansion of Christianity.—From
the first
Christianity aimed at being a world-conquering
principle. The task it set before itself was stupendous. Its message was not one Ukely to commend it to either Jew or Greek (1 Cor 1 23).
It renounced temporal weapons (in this a contrast
with Mohammedanism); had nothing to rely on
but the naked truth. Yet from t h e beginning (.V.cts
2) it had a remarkable reception. Its universal
principle was still partiaUy veiled in the JewishChristian communities, but with Paul it freed itself
from all limitations, and entered on a period of rapid
and wide diffusion.
(a) The apostoUc age: I t is the pecuharity of
the Pauline mission, as Professor W. M. Ramsay
points out, that it foUowed the great lines of Rom
communication, and aimed at establishing itself in
the large cities—the centers of civiUzation (Church
in Roman Empire, 147, etc). T h e Book of Acts
and the Epistles show how striking were t h e results.
Churches were planted in all the great cities of
.\sia Minor and Macedonia. In Rome Tacitus
testifies t h a t by the time of Nero's persecution (64
.VD) the Christians were a "great multitude"
("ingens mulliludrj" [Annals xv,44]).
(b) Succeeding period: Our materials for estimating the progress ot Christianity in the post-
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apostolic age are scanty, but they suffice to show
us the church pursuing its way, and casting its spell
alike on East and V\ est, in centers ot ei\-ilization
and dim regions ot barbarism. In the last quarter
of the 2d cent, great chm-ches Uke those of Ctirthage
and Alexandria burst into visibility, aud reveal
how fu-m a hold the new- religion was taking of the
empire.
Deadly persecution could not stop this
march of the church to victory. From the middle
of the 3d cent, there is no question that it w-as propessing by leaps and bounds. This is the jxaiod
in w-luch Harnack puts its great expansion (Expansion, II, 455. E T ) . On the back of the most
relentless persecution it had j e t endured, the
Diocletian, it suddenlj- found itself ratsed by the
arms of Constantine to a position of acknowledged
sujjremacy, Bv this time it had penetrated into
all ranks of society-, and reckoned among its adherents manv of noblest birth.
(c) Modern missions: It is umi(H-(\ssarj' to trace
the subsequent coiuse of Christianitj- in its conquest ot the northern nations. I'or a time the zeal
for exjiansion slumbered, but, with the revival of
the missionary spuit at the close of the ISth cent.,
a new- forw-ard movement began, the effects of w hich
in the various regions of the heathen w-orld are only
now- beginning to be realized. It is impossible to
read without a thriU what w-as accomplished by the
pioneers of Christian missions in the South Seas and
other early fields; now- the tidings of w-hat is being
done in IniUa, China, Japan, Korea, Africa and
elsewhere, by Christian preaching and education,
awaken even more astonishment. Countries long
close(J against the gospel are now opened, and the
standard of the cross is being carried into all. The
church is arousing to its missionary obligations as
never before. Still, with all this progress, immense obstacles remain to be overcome. Including
aU the populations of nominaUy Christian lands,
the adherents of the Christian reUgion are reckoned
to amount only to some 560,000,000, out of a total
of over 1,600,000,000 of the population of the world
(Hickmann). This looks discouraging, but it is
to be remembered t h a t it is the Christian peoples
that represent the reaUy progressive portion of the
human race.
(2; The doctrinal shaping of Christianity has
taken place largelj' as the result of conflict with opposing errors. First, as was ine-vitable, its conflict
was w-aged w-ith t h a t narrowest section of the Jewish-Christian community—the Ebionites of early
church history—w-ho, clea-ving to circumcision,
disow-ned Paul, and insisted that the GentUes
should observe the law- (Gal 5 13,14; see EBIONITES). These, as a party ot reaction, were soon
left behind, and themselves tell under heretical
(Essenian) influences.
(a) Gnosticism: A more formidable conflict
was t h a t with Gnosticism—the distinctive heresy
ot the 2d cent., though its beginnings are already
w-ithin the apostohc age (cf Lightfoot, Colossians).
This strange compound of oriental theosophy and
ideas borrowed from Christianity (see GNOSTICISM)
w-ould have dissolved Christ's religion into a tissue
of phantasies, and aU the strength and learning
of the Church were needed to combat its influence.
Its opposition was overruled for good in leading to
a fixing of the earUest creed (see APOSTLES' CREED),
the formation of an authoritative N T canon (see
BIBLE; CANON), and the firm assertion of the reality
of Christ's humanity.
(b) Monarchianism: Christianity had now entered
the world of Gr thought, and ere long had contests
to sustain within its own borders. First came assaults (3d cent.) on the idea of the Trinity in what
are known as the Monarchian heresies—the assertion that the Father Himself was incarnate and
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suffered in Christ (Patripassianism), or that the
Trinity consisted only in "modes" of the Di-vine
seU-revelation (Sabellianism).
(c) Arianisiii: These were hardly rejielled when
a j-et greater danger o\-crto(ik the church in the
outbreak (318 AD) of the -violent Arian controversy,
the Son Himself being now- declared to bo a creature,
exalted, before aU w-orkls, but not truly of the nature
ot God. The commotion produced by this controversy led to Ihe summoning ot the first ecumenictd
council—that of Nicaea (:;25 ,VDj, and the framing
ot the Nicene Creed, affirming the fuU (kity of the
Son A hke eon I ro vensy about the Spirit (the
Macedonian, Jth cent,), led to the confirming of
this creed, and adoi^tion of additional clauses, at
the Council ol Constantinople (381 .VD),
(d) Sill and grace: The doelriiie of the Trinity
w-as now settled, but new controversies sjieedily
sprang up—in the Wist on sin and grace (Pelagius
and Augustine) (411-18 AD), and in the I'iast in the
long series of coniro\'ersies known as the Christological, bearing on the right apj)rehen,sion of the
person of Christ (4th to 7th cents,): as against Pelagius, who denied original sin, and affirmed man's
natural ability to keeji the whol(.' law of God,
.Vugustine vindicated the complete dependence of
man on the grace ot God for his salvation.
(e) Person of Christ: .Vnd as again.st errors successively denying the reality ot a human soul in Jesus
(AppoUinarianism), dissolving the unity of His person (Nestorianism, condemned at Ejihesus, 431 AD),
or conversely, fusing together the Di\-ine and human
into one nature (Eutj'chianism, Monophysitism),
the church maintained, and embodied in a Creed at
Chalcedon (451 AD), the integrity of the I wo natures.
Divine and human, in the one Di-sine person of the
Lord. These decisions are upheld by all branches
ot the church—Gr, Lat, Protestant.
(f) The atonement: The mediaeval scholastic
period made one great advance in the attempt of
Anselm in his Cur Deus Homo (lOSIl) to lay deep
the foundations of a doctrine ot atonement in the
idea ot the necessity of a satisfaction tor human
sin: Abelard, on the other hand, denied the need
of satisfaction, and became the representative of
what are known as moral theories of the atonement.
I t was reserved tor t he Protestant Reformers, however, to bring this doctrine to its true bearing, as
furnishing the ground for man's tree ju,stification
before God in his union with Christ, who had made
full satisfaction tor his guilt. There have been many
theories of atonement, but the idea that Christ has
"satisfied Di'vine justice" is too firmly imbedded
in all the Reformation creeds, and has too profound
a Scriptural support, to be removed.
(g) The 16th cent. Reformation, on its outward
side, was a revolt against the errors and corruptions
ot the papacy, but in its positive asjiect it may be
described as the rcassertion of the sole mediatorship of Christ (as against priestly intervention),
the sole authority of Scripture (as against tradition),
and justification by faith alone (as against salvation
by works of merit). The sehisni meant a separation
of the gi'eat Protestant communities and nations
from the church ot Rome, which, by its claim of
papal supremacy, had already .separated from itself
the great Gr communion,
(/() Lutheran and Reformed: Vii bin Protestantism itself a difference ot genius between the Swiss
and (Jerman Reformers, with divergences of -view
on the sacraments, led to the formation of two main
types—the Lutheran (German) and the Reformed
(Swiss)—and between the.se two, ti.s respects theology and church order, later Protest autism has
mostly been divided, Luther rejiresented the one;
Cal'vin for long was the chief name in the other.
With the rise of Arminianism and other forms of
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dissent from the peculiarities of Cal-yinism, the
aspect of Protestantism became more variegated.
Of the later di'visions, producing the numerous
modern sects which yet own allegiance to the
common head (Presbjderians, EpiscopaUans, Methodists, Baptists, Congregationafists, etc), it is not
necessary here to speak. The unity ot spirit revealed in creed, worship and combined endeavors
in Christ's service goes deeper than all outward
differences.
(3) Its injluence.—Christianity
preaches a kingdom of God, or supremacy of God's "will in human
hearts and human affairs, by which is meant, on
its earthly side, nothing less than a complete reconstruction of society on the two great bases of love
to God and love to man—"Thy will be done, as in
heaven, so, on earth" (Mt 6 10). The influence of
Christianity is paramount in all the great advances
that have been made in the moral and social amelioration of the state of mankind.
(a) The ancient world: I t was so undoubtedly
in the ancient world. The world into which Christianity came was one fast sinking into dissolution
through the weight of its own corruptions. Into
that world Christianity brought a totally new idea
of man as being of infinite dignity and immortal
worth. I t restored the well-nigh lost sense ot
responsibility and accountability to God; breathed
into the world a new spuit of love and charity, and
created that wealth of charitable and beneficent
institutions with which Christian lands are now
full (Lecky speaks of it as "covering the globe with
countless institutions of mercy, absolutely unknown
in the whole pagan world," Hist of Morals, II, 91);
set up a new moral ideal and standard of integrity
which has acted as an elevating force on moral
conceptions till the present hour; restored woman
to her rightful place as man's helpmeet and equal;
created the Christian home; gave the slave an
equal place with his master in the kingdom of God,
and struck at the foundations of slavery by its
doctrines of the natural brotherhood and dignity
of man; created self-respect, and a sense of duty
in the use of one's powers for self-support and
the benefit of others; urged to honest labors; and
in a myriad other ways, by direct teaching, by the
protest of holy lives, and by its general spirit,
struck at the e'vils, the malpractices, the cruelties
of the time.
(b) The modern world: Despite many faUures,
and gross backsUdings in the church itself, these
ideas, implanted in thfT-iroiddjand liberating other
forces, have operated ever smcBTlT^dvancing the
progress of the race. They exist and operate far
beyond the limits of the church. Thej' have been
taken up and contended for by men outside the
church—by unbelievers even—when the church
itself had become unfaithful to them. None the
less they are ot Christian parentage. They lie at
the basis of our modern assertion ot equal rights,
of justice to the indi'vidual in social and state
arrangements, of the desire for brotherhood, peace
and amity among classes and nations. I t is Christian love which is sustaining the best, purest and
most self-sacrificing efforts tor the raising of the
fallen, the rescue ot the drunkard, the promotion
of enlightenment, -virtues, social order and happiness. I t is pro-ving itself the grand civilizing agency
in other regions of the w-orld. Christian missions,
with their benign effects in the spread of education,
the cheeking of social evUs and barbarities, the creation ot trade and industry, the change in the status
of women, the advance in social and ci-viUzed Ufe,
generally, is the demonstration ot it (see Dennis,
Chrislian Missions and Social Progress).
_(c) Testimony of Huxley: Professor Huxley
wiU not be regarded as a biased wdtness on behalf

of Christianity. Yet this is what he writes on the
influence of the Christian Scriptures, and his words
may be a fitting close to this article: "Throughout the history of the western world," he says,
"the Scriptm-es, Je-wish, and Christian, have been
the great instigators of revolt against the worst
forms of clerical and political despotism. The
Bible has been the Magna Charta of the poor, and
of the oppressed; down t o modern times no state
has had a constitution in which the interests of the
people are so largely taken into account, in which
the duties, so much more than the pri-vileges, of
rulers are insisted upon, as that drawn u p for Israel
in D t and Lev; nowhere is the fundamental truth
that the welfare ot the State, in the long run, depends upon the uprightness of the citizen so strongly
laid dowm. Assuredly the Bible talks no trash about
the rights of man; but it insists upon the equaUty of
duties, on the hberty t o bring about that righteousness which is somewhat different from struggling for
'rights'; on the fraternity of taking thought for one's
neighbor as for one's self."
L I T E R A T U R E . — S e e works cited iu P a r t I above; also
Kuenen, Hibbert Lectures for 1882, National
Religions
and Universal Religions;
W. M . Ramsay, The Ctiurcfl
in the Roman Empire; M . Dods, Mohammed,
Buddha,
ancl Christ: on early expansion of Christianity, Harnack,
Mission and Expansion
of Christianity,
and Orr, Neglected Factors in the Study of the Early Progress of Christianity: on t h e essence of Christianity, W. Douglas
Mackenzie, The Final Faith: on t h e influence of Christianity, C. L. Brace. Gesta Christi: IJhlhorn,
Christian
Charity in the Ancient Church: C. Schmidt, Social Results of Early Christianily;
Lecky, History of European
Morals: Dennis, Christian Missions a-nd Social Progress;
Reports of Worltl Miss. Conference, 1910.
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CHRISTOLOGY, kris-tol'o-ji.

See PERSON OF

CHRIST.
C H R I S T S , krists.
SIAH.

See

CHRISTS, FALSE;

MES-

CHRISTS, FALSE, fols (i|/ev86xpi(rToi, pseuddchristoi): In His discourse on the last things,
uttered by Him on the Tuesday of the
1. Christ's week ot His Passion, Jesus solemnly
Warnings
forewarned His disciples that many
would come in His name, saying " I am
the Christ," who would deceive many; t h a t there
would arise false Christs and false prophets, who
would show great signs and wonders, so as to lead
astray, if possible, even the elect; that, therefore, it
any man said to them, "Lo, here is the Christ," or
"Lo, there," they were not t o believe it (Mt 24
5.11.23-25; M k 13 6.21-23; Lk 21 8).
The warning was needed. D e Wette, Meyer,
and others have, indeed, pointed out that there is
no historical record of anyone expressly
2. Early
claiming t o be the Christ prior to the
Notices
destruction of Jerus. This, however,
is probably only in appearance (ct
Lange, Comm. on Mt 24 3). Edersheim remarks:
"Though in the multitude of impostors, who, in
the troubled time between t h e rule of Pilate and
the destruction of Jerus, promised Messianic
deliverance t o Israel, few names and claims of this
kind have been specially recorded, yet the hints
in the N T , and the references, however guarded,
in t h e Jewish historian, imply the appearance
of many such seducers" (Jesus the Messiah, V,
ch vi; in 1906 ed, I I , 446). The revolts in this
period were generally connected with reUgious pretensions in the leaders (Jos, BJ, II, xiii, 4—"deceived and deluded the people under pretense of
Di-vine inspiration"), and, in t h e fevered state of
Messianic expectation, can hardly have lacked, in
some instances, a Messianic character. Judas of
GalUee (Acts 5 37; Jos, Ant, X V I I I , i, 1, 6; BJ, I I ,
-viu, 1) tounded a numerous sect (the Gaulonite.s)
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by many of whom, according to Origen (Hom on
Lk, 25), he was r(^ga,rded as the Messiah (ct
DB, s,v,). T h e Theudas of A d s 5 36, "giving
himself out to be somebody," may or may not be
the same as the Theudas of Jos \.\nl, N.X, v, I),
but the latter, at least, made prophetic claiins and
deluded many. He promised to divide the river Jordan bj' a word. .-Vnother instance is the "Egyjitian" for whom Paul was mistaken, who had made
an "uproar" (.Vets 21 3S; RV "sedition")—((Uc
of a multitude of "impostors and tleceivers," Jos
tells us, who persuaded multitudes to follow tUcm
into the wilderness, jirelending that they would
exhibit wonders and signs (.lid, XN, viii, 6),
This Egyptian was to show- them that, at his cimimand, the w-alls of Jerus w-ould fall down (BJ, II,
xiii, 5). Ot anothe-T class was the S:(inarilaii Dositheus, with w-hom Simon Magus w-as said to be
connected (seerefsto Eusebius, Origen, Hijijiolytiis,
Clementine writings, etc, iu DB, s.v.). He is (dleged
to have been regarded as "the jirophet like unto
Moses, " whom God was to raise up.
The most celebrated ease of a false Christ is
that of Bar-Cdchha (to give the name its usual
form), the leader of the great insur3. Barrection under Hadrian in 132 .VD (Etis.,
Cochba
HE, IV,6; tor Jewish and other authorities, see the full account in Schurer,
HJP, I, 2, pp. 297 ff, E T ) . The insurrection was
on a scale which it required the whole force of the
Rom empire to put down (cf Schiirer). The leader's
own name was Simon, but the title, "Bar-Cochba"
("son ot a star"), was given him with reference to
the prophecy in Nu 24 17 of the star that should
come out of Jacob. Rabbi Aldba, the most celebrated doctor of his time, applied this prophecy,
with that in Hag 2 6.7, to Simon, and announced
him as the Messiah. He is commonly known in
Jewish Ut. as Bareosiba, probably from his birthplace. Immense multitudes flocked to his standard,
and the Christians in Pal were severely persecuted.
Coins were issued in his name. After tremendous
efforts the rebellion was crushed, and Jerus was
converted into a Rom colony (.\dia
Capitolina),
which Jews were forbidden to enter.
Among the Jews themselves, in later times,
many pseudo-Messiahs have arisen. An interesting
account of some of these is given by
4. Jewish
:Vlr. Elkan .Vdler in his Introduction
Pseudoto the volume. Aspects of the Heb
Messiahs
Genius (London, Routledge, 1910).
''Such there had been," this writer says,
"from time to time ever since the destruction of
the Temple." In the 16th and 17th cents., however,
the behef in pseudo-Messiahs took new and remarkable shapes. Among the names mentioned is
that of David Reubeni, or David of the tribe of
Reuben (1524), who ultimately fell a sacrifice to
the Inquisition. Under his influence a Portuguese
royal secretary, Diego Pires, adopted the Jewish
faith, changed his name to Solomon Molko, and
finally proclaimed himself the Messiah. In 1.529
he published some of his addresses under the title
of The Book of Wonder. He was burned at the
stake at Mantua, "Other Kabbahsts, such a.9
Isaac Luria and Chajim Vitid and .Vbraham Shalom,
proclaimed themselves to be Messiahs or forerunners
ot the Messiah, and their works and MSS :ire still
piously studied by many oriental Jewsa
The
chief of aU these false Messiahs was Sabbatai
Zevi born at Smyrna in 1626. "His adventures,
it is said, "created a tremendous stir m western
Europe." He ultimately became an apostate to
Islam; notwithstanding which fact he had a line
of successors, in whom the sect ot Donmeh, m
Sdonica, continue to beUeve, Another mentioneci
is Jacob Frank, of PodoUa, who revealed himselt
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in 1755 as the Holy Lord, in whom there dwelt
the same Messiah-soul that had dwelt in Da'vid,
Ehjah, Jesus, Mohammed, Sabbatai Zevi, and his
followers, Jewish lit, in the 18th cent, is fuU of
controversial writing ((onnecled with Sabbatianism.
.Vs a sjiecial source ot information on modern false
Messiahs among the Jews, Lange mentions the serial
Dibhre 'eiiielh, or Words of Truth (Breslau, 185354).
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CHRONICLES, kroni-k'ls, BOOKS OF (''121..
U^'yy^Ty, dibh're ha-ydmlm, "The Words of the Days";
L X X napa\«e7ro|i^v<i)v, paralelpomendn):
1. T h e X a i i i c

2.
:-i.
4,
.5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

The P( (si I ion of Chronicles in the OT
Two l!o((ks, or (.)(((('("
The Contents
.Sources Biblical and Extra-Biblical
Nehemiah's Library
The Wa> of Using the Biblical Sources
Additions by the Clironiclcr
Oidissions by the Chronicler
The Extra-Biblical .Sources
The Object in Writing the Books of Chronicles
The Text
Critical Estimates
Date and Authorship
Evidence as to Date and Authorship
Arguments for a Later Date
Truthfulness and Historicity
(1) Alleged Proofs of Untruthfulness
(2) Truthfulness in the -Various Parts
17. The Values of the Chronicles

LITERATURE

The analogy of this title to such Eng. words as
diary, journal, chronicle, is obvious. The title is
one which frequently appears in the
1. The
lleb of the OT. It is used to denote
Name
the records ot the jVIedo-Pers monarchy
(Est 2 23; 8 1; 10 2), and to denote
pubhc records, either Pers or Jewish, made in late
postexihan times (Neh 12 23), and to denote pubhc
records of King David (1 Ch 27 24). But its most
common use is to denote the Judahite and IsraeUte
records referred to in the Books of K as sources (1 K
14 19; 15 7 and about .'30 other places). The references in K are not td our present Books of Ch, for
a large proportion of them are to matters not mentioned in these. Either directly or indirectly they
refer the reader to public archives.
As apphed to our present Books of Ch this title
was certainly not intended to indicate that they are
strictly copies of public documents, though it may
indicate that they have a certain official character
distinguishing them from other contemporary or
future writings. The Gr title is Paralelpomendn,
"Of Things that have been Left I^ntold." Some
copies add "concerning the kings of Judah," and
this is perhaps the original form of the title. That
is, the Gr translators thought of Ch as a supplement
to the other narrative Scriptural books. Jerome
accepted the Gr title, but suggested that the Heb
title would be better represented by a derivative
from the Gr word chrdnos, and that this would fit
the character of the book, which is a chronicle of
the whole sacred history. Jerome's suggestion is
followed in the title given to the book in the Eng.
and other languages.
In most of the VSS, as in the Eng., the Books of
Ch ale placed after the Books ot K, as being a later
account of the matters narrated in
2. The
K; and Ezr and Neh follow Ch as
Position of being continuations of the narrative.
Chronicles In the Heb Bibles the Books of Ezr
in the OT and Neh and 1 and 2 Ch are placed
last. By common opinion, based on
proof that is entirelj' suificient, the three books constitute a single Uterary work or group of works, by
one author or school ot authors. It is convenient
to use the term "the Chronicler'' to designate the
author, or the authors if there were more than one,
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It is the regulation thing to say that 1 and 2 Ch
were originally one book, which has been di'vided
into two. I'he fact is that Ch is
3. Two
counted as one book in the count
Books, or
which regards the OT as 22 or 24
One?
books, and as two books in the count
which regards the whole number of
books aa 39; and t h a t both ways of counting have
been in use as far back as the matter can be traced.
Both ways of counting appear in the earUest Christian Usts, those ot Origen and MeUto, for example.
1 Ch closes with a summary which may naturally
be regarded as the closing of a book.
VVith respect to their contents the Books ot Ch
are naturally divided into three parts. The first
part is prehminary, consisting mostly
4. The
of genealogical matters with accomContents
panying facts and incidents (1 Ch
1-9). The second part is an account
of the accession and reign ot Da'vid (1 Ch 10-29).
The third part is an account of the events under
David's successors in the dynasty (2 Ch).
The genealogies begin with Adam (1 Ch 1 1)
and extend to the latest OT times (1 Ch 9; cf Neh
11, and the latest names in the genealogical Unes,
e.g. 1 Ch 3 19ff). The events incidentally mentioned in connection with them are more numerous
and of more importance than the casual reader
would imagine. They are some dozens in number.
Some ot them are repeated from the parts of the
OT from which the Chronicler draws as sources—
for example, such statements as t h a t Nimrod was a
mighty one, or that in the time of Peleg the earth
was di'vided, or the details concerning the kings of
Edom (1 Ch 1 10.19.43 ff; cf Gen 10 8,25; _ 36
31 ff). Others are instances which the Chronicler
has taken from other sources than the OT—for
instance, the story of Jabez, or the accounts of the
Simeonite conquests of the Meunim and of Amalek
(1 Ch 4 9.10.38-43).
The account in Ch of the reign of Da'vid di'vides
itseff into three parts. The first part (1 Ch 10-21)
is a series of sections gi'ving a general 'view, including the death of Saul, the crowning of Da'vid over
the twelve tribes, his associates, his wars, the bringing of the ark to Jerus, the great Da'vidic pronuse,
the plague that led t o the purchase of the threshing-floor of Oman the Jebusite. The second part
(1 Ch 22—29 22a) deals with one particular event
and the preparations for it. The event is the making Solomon king, at a great pubhc assembly (1 Ch
23 1; 28 1 ff). The preparations for it include
arrangements for the site and materials and labor
for the temple that is to be built, and the organizing of Le'vites, priests, singers, doorkeepers, captains, tor the ser-vice of the temple and the kingdom.
The third part (1 Ch 29 226-30) is a brief account
ot Solomon's being made king "a second time"
(cf 1 K 1), with a summary and references for the
reign ot David.
The history of the successors of Da-vid, as given
in 2 Ch, need not here be commented upon.
The sources of the Books of Ch classify themselves as BibUcal and extra-BibUcal. Considerably
more than haff the contents come
5.^ Sources from the other OT books, especiaUy
Biblical and from S and K. Other sources menExtrationed in the Books of Ch are the
BibUcal
following:
(1) The Book of the Kings of Judah
and Israel (2 Ch 16 11; 25 26; 28 26; 32 32).
(21 The Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah
(2 Ch 27 7; 35 27; 36 8).
(3) The Book of the Kings of Israel (2 Ch 20
34),
(4)^ The Book of the Kings (2 Ch 24 27).
It is possible that these may be four variant forms
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of the same title. It is also possible that they may
be references to our present Books of K, though in
that case we must regard the formulas of reference
as conventional rather than exact.
(5) The Book of the Kings ot Israel (1 Ch 9 1),
a genealogical work.
(6) The Midr of the Book of the Kings (2 Ch 24
27).
(7) The Words of the Kings of Israel (2 Ch 33
18), referred to for details concerning Manasseh.
Observe t h a t these seven are books of Kings, and
t h a t the contents of the last three do not at all
correspond with those of our BibUcal books. In
the seventh title and in several of the titles that
are yet to be mentioned it is commonly understood
that "Words" is the equivalent of "acts" or "history"; but it is here preferred to retain the form
"Words," as lending itself better than the others
to the syntactical adjustments.
(8) The Words ot Samuel the Man ot Vision and
the Words of Nathan the Prophet and the Words
ot Gad the Seer (1 Ch 29 29) are perhaps to be
counted as one work, and identified 'with our Books
ot Jgs and S.
(9) The Words of Nathan the Prophet (2 Ch 9
29; cf 1 K 11 41-.53). Source concerning Solomon.
(10) The Prophecy of Ahijah the ShUonite (2
Ch 9 29; cf 1 K 11 29 ff; 14 2 ff, etc). Solomon.
(11) The Visions of Jedo the Seer (2 Ch 9 29;
cf 1 K 13). Solomon.
(12) The Words ot Shemaiah the Prophet (2 Ch
12 15; ct 1 K 12 22 ff). Rehoboam.
(13) "Shemaiah wrote" (1 Ch 24 6). David.
(14) Iddo the Seer in Reckoning Genealogies
(2 Ch 12 15). Rehoboam.
(15) "The Words [The History] of Jehu the son
of Hanani, which is inserted in the Book of the
Kings ot Israel" (2 Ch 20 34; of 1 K 16 1.7.12).
Jehoshaphat.
(16) "The rest of the acts of Czziah, first and
last, did Isaiah the Prophet, the son of Amoz,
write" (2 Ch 26 22; cf Isa 1 1; 6). _
(17) "The Vision of Isaiah . . .
in the Book
of the Kings of Judah and Israel" (2 Ch 32 32;
cf 2 K 18-20; Isa 36-39, etc). Hezekiah.
(18) The Words of the Seers (2 Ch 33 19 m).
Manasseh.
(19) References to "Lamentations," and to "Jeremiah," etc (2 Ch 35 25). Josiah.
(20) The Midr of the Prophet Iddo (2 Ch 13
22). Abijah.
These numbers, from 12 to 20, are referred to as
works of prophets. At first thought there is plausibihty in the idea that the references may be to the
sections in S and K where these several prophets
are mentioned; but in nearly all the cases this explanation fades out on examination. The Chronicler
had access to prophetic writings not now known to
be in existence.
(21) Liturgical writings of David and Solomon
(2 Ch 35 4; cf Ezr 3 10). Josiah.
(22) Commandments of David and Gad and
Nathan (2 Ch 29 25). Hezekiah.
(23) The Commandment of David and Asaph and
Heman and Jeduthun (2 Ch 35 15). Josiah.
(24) Chronicles ot King David (1 Ch 27 24).
(25) Last Words of David (1 Ch 23 27).
Add to these many mentions of genealogical works,
connected -ndth particular times, those for example
of David, Jotham, Jeroboam II (1 Ch 9 22; 5 17),
and mentions of matters that imply record-keeping,
from Samuel and onward (e.g. 1 Ch 26 26-28).
Add also the fact that the Chronicler had a habit,
exhibited in Ezr and Neh, of using and quoting
what he represents to be public documents, for
example, letters to and from Cyrus and Artaxerxes
and Darius and Artaxerxes Longimanus (Ezr 1 1;
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6 3 ; 4 7.17; 5 6; 6 6; 7 11; Neh 2 7). It is no
exaggeration to say t h a t the Clironiclcr claims to
have had a considerable library at his command.
If such a Ubrary as this existe(.l we should perhaps exjieet to find some mention of it somewhere.
Such a mention I think there is in the
6. Nehemuch discussed passage in 2 IVlacc 2
miah's
13-15. It occurs in what purports to
Library
be a letter written after 164 BC bj'
t h e Maccabean leaders in Jerus to
Aristobulus in Egyjit. The letter has a good deal
to saj- concerning Nehemiah, and aiiKiiig other
things this: ".Vnd how he, founding a Ubrary,
gathered together the books about the kings and
prophets, and the [books] of Da\-id, and letters of
kings about sacred gifts." It says that these
WTitings lia\-e been scattered by reason ot the war,
but that Judas has now- gathered them again, and
that they maj' be at the service ot Aristobulus and
his friends.
This alleged letter contains statements that seem
fabulous to most modern readers, though they may
not ha\'e seemed so to Judas and his C(.impatriot3.
Lea'ving out of view-, however, the intrinsic credibihty of the witness, the fitting ot the statement
into certain other traditions and into the phenomena
presented in Chronicles is a thing too remarkable
to neglect. In the past, men have cited this passage as an accomit of the framing of a canon of
Scripture—the canon of the Prophets, or of the
Prophets and the Hagiographa. But it purports
to be an account of a library, not ot a body of
Scripture; and its list of contents does not appear
to be t h a t of either the Prophets or the Hagiographa or both.
But it is an exact list of the
sources to which the author (or authors) ot Ch and
Ezr and Neh claim to have access—"books about
the kings" (see above, Nos, 1-7), "and prophets"
(Nos, 8-20), "and of David" (Nos. 21-25 ff), "and
letters of kings about sacred gifts" (those cited in
Ezr and Neh). The hbrary attributed to Neh
corresponds to the one which the Chronicler claims
to have used; and the two independent pieces of
e'vidence strongly confirm each the other.
The method in which the Biblical sources are
used in Ch presents certain remarkable features.
As a typical instance study 1 Ch 10
7. The
in comparison with 1 S 31. In verses
Way of
1-12 the passage in Chronicles is just
Using the
a transcription, 'with slight changes, of
BibUcal
the passage in S. A large part of Ch
Sources
is thus made up ot passages transcribed from S and K, The alternative is t h a t the Chronicler transcribed from sources
which had earher been transcribed in S and K, and
this alternative may in some cases be the true one.
This phenomenon is interesting tor many reasons.
It has its bearings on the trustworthiness of the
information given; a copy of an ancient document
is of higher character as evidence than a mere report
of the contents of the document. It has a bearing
on questions concerning the text; are the texts
in K and Ch to be regarded as two recensions? It
is especially interesting as iUustrating the literary
processes in use among the writers of our Scriptures.
It is sometimes said that they used their sources
not by restating the contents as a modern compUer
would do, but by just copying. It would be rnore
correct to say t h a t they do this part of the time.
In 1 Ch 10 the copjdng process ceases with the
12th ver.
In vs 13 and 14 the Chronicler condenses into a sentence a large part of the contents
of 1 S; one clause in particular is a condensation
of 1 S 28, So it is with other parts. 1 Ch 1 1-4
is abridged from Gen 5 at the rate of a name for a
section; so is 1 Ch 1 24-27 from Gen 11 10-26.
In the various parts of Ch we find all the methods
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that are used by any compiler; the differentiating
tact is simply that the method of transcribing is
more used than it would be by a modern compiler.
In the transcribed passages, almost without exception, there has been a systematic editorial re'vision. Words and clauses have been pruned out, and
grammatical roughness smoothed away. Regularly
the text in Chronicles is somewhat briefer, and is
m(ii(( fluent than in S or K. It we give the matter
careful attention we will be sure that this re-visional process took place, and that it accounts for
most of the textual differences between Ch and the
earlier writings, not leaving many to be accounted
for as corruptions.
Of course the most significant changes made by
the Chronicler are those which consist in additions
and omissions. It is a familiar tact
8. Addithat the added passages in Ch which
tions by the bulk largest are those which deal with
Chronicler the temple and its worship and its
attendants—its priests, Levites, musicians, singers, doorkeepers. Witness for example
the added matter in connection with the bringing
of the ark to Jerus, the preparations for the temple,
the priests' joining Rehoboam, the war between
Abijah and Jeroboam, the reforms under .A.sa and
Jehoshaphat, details concerning LTzziah, Hezekiah's
passover, the reform of Manasseh, the passover of
Josiah (1 Ch 15-16, 22-29; 2 Ch 11 13-17; 13; 14;
15; 17; 19; 20; 26 16-21; 29-31; 33 10-20; 35).
It has been less noticed than it should be that while
the Chronicler in these passages magnifies the ceremonial laws of Moses, he magnifies those of Da'vid
yet more.
Next in bulk comes the added genealogical and
statistical matter, for exampk-, the larger part of
the preliminary genealogies, details as to Da'vid's
followers, Rehoboam's fortified cities and family
affairs with details concerning the Shishak invasion, Asa's military preparations and the invasion
by Zerah, with numbers and dates, Jehoshaphat's
mihtary arrangements, with numbers, Jehoram's
brothers and other details concerning him, Uzziah's
army and his business enterprises (1 Ch 2 - 9 ; 12;
27; 2 Ch 11 5-12.1,S-23; 12 3-9; 14 3-15; 17
1-5.10-19; 2 1 ; 26 6-15).
The Chronicler is sometimes spoken of as interested in priestly affairs, and not in the prophets.
That is a mistake. He takes particular pains to
magnify the prophets (e.g. 2 Ch 20 20; 36 12.16).
He uses the word "prophet" 30 times, and the two
words tor "seer" (hdzeh and rd'eh) respectively 5
and 11 times. He gives us additional information
concerning many of the prophets—for example,
Samuel, Gad, Nathan, Ahijah, Shemaiah, Hanani,
Jehu, Elijah, Isaiah, Jeremiah. He has taken pains
to preserve for us a record of many prophets concerning whom we should otherwise be ignorant—
Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun, Jedo (2 Ch 9 29), Iddo,
the oded of Asa's time, Jahaziel the son of Zechariah,
Ehezer the son of Dodavah, two Zechariahs (2 Ch
24 20; 26 5), unnamed prophets of the time of Amaziah (2 Ch 25 5-10.15.16), Oded of the time of
Ahaz (2 Ch 28 9),
In addition, however, to the materials that can
be thus classified, it is the method of the Chronicler
to preserve interesting incidents ot all kinds by
working them into his narrative. When he reaches
Jair in his genealogical hst, he finds himself in
possession of a bit ot information not contained
in the older writings, and he inserts it (1 Ch 2
21 ff). He is interested to keep alive the memory
of the "families of scribes w-hich dw-i-ltat Jabez"
(1 Ch 2 55). He has found items concerning
craftsmen, and concerning a linen industry, and a
potters' industry, and he connects these with names
in his list (1 Ch 4 14.21.23). He has come across
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a bit ot a hymn in the name ot Jabez, and he attaches the hymn to his list of names as an annotation (1 Ch 4 9.10). There are matters concerning
the sickness and the burial ot Asa, and concerning
the bad conduct of Joash after the death of Jehoiada,
and concerning constructions by Hezekiah (2 CU
16 12,13; 24 15-27; 32 27-30), that seem to the
Chronicler worth preserving, though they are not
recorded in the earher writings. The fruits of the
habit appear, in many scores of instances, in all
parts of the Books of Ch.
As the Books of Ch thus add matters not totmd
in the older books, so they leave out much that is
contained in the Books of S and K.
9. OmisHere, however, the question should
sions by the rather be as to what the Ciironicler
Chronicler has retained from his sources than as
to what he has omitted. He writes
for readers whom he assumes to be famiUar with
the earlier books, and he retains so much ot the
older narrative as seems to him necessary for
defining the relations of his new statements of fact
to that narrative. From the point where the history
of Da'vid begins he has onutted everyidung that is
not strictlj' connected with Da'vid or his dynasty—
the history ot northern Israel as such, the long narratives concerrung the prophets, such distressing
affairs as those of Amnon and Absalom and Adonijah
and the faithlessness of Solomon, and a multitude of
minor particulars. We have already noticed his
systematic shortening ot the passages which he
transcribes.
There are two marked phenomena in the parts
of Ch which were not taken from the other canonical
books. They are written in later
10. The
Heb ot a pretty uniform tjTie; many
Extraparts of them are fragmentary. The
Biblical
Heb of the parts that were copied
Sources
from S and K is of course the classical
Heb of those books, generally made
more classical by the re-vision to which it has been
subjected. The Heb of the other parts is presumably that of the Chronicler himseU. The difference is unmistakable. An obvious way of accounting for it is by supposing that the Chronicler treated
his Scriptural sources with especial respect, and his
other sources with more freedom. W'e will presently
consider whether this is the true account.
There are indications that some of the nonBiblical sources were in a mutilated or otherwise
fragmentary condition when the Chronicler used
them. Broken .sentences and passages and constructions abound. In the tr^ these are largely
concealed, the translators having guessed the meanings into shape, but the roughnesses are palpable
in the Heb. They appear less in the long narratives
than in the genealogies and descriptive passages.
They are sometimes spoken of as if they were characteristic of the later Heb, but there is no sense in
that.
For example, most of the genealogies are incomplete. The priestly genealogies omit some of the
names that are most distinguished in the history,
such names as those of Jehoiada and two Azariahs
(2 K 11 9, etc; 2 Ch 26 17; 31 10). Many of
the genealogies are given more than once, and in
variant forms, but -with their incompleteness still
palpable. There are many breaks in the lists. We
read the names ot one group, and we suddenly find
ourselves in the midst ot names that belong to
another group, and with nothing to call attention
to the transition. The same phenomena appear
in the sections in 1 Ch 23 2—27. These contain
a succession of matters arranged in absolutely systematic order in classes and subclasses, whUe many
of the statements thus arranged are so fragmentary
as to be hardly intelhgible. The most natural
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explanation of these phenomena assumes t h a t the
writer had a quantity of fragments in writing—
clay tablets, perhaps, or pottery or papyrus, or
what not, more or less mutilated, and t h a t he copied
them as best he could, one after another. A
modern writer, doing such work, would indicate the
lacunae by dots or dashes or other devices. The
ancient copyist simply wrote the bits of text one
after another, without such indications. In regard
to many ot the supposable lacunae in Ch scholars
would differ, but there are a large number in regard
to whioh all would agree. If some one would print
a text of Ch in which these should be indicated, he
would make an important contribution to the intelligibility of the books.
On the basis of these phenomena what judgment
can we form as to the purposes for which the books
of Ch were 'written? There are those
11. The
who find the answer to this question a
Object in
very simple one. They say that the
Writing the interests of the 'writer were those of
Books of
the temple priesthbod, t h a t it seemed
Chronicles to him t h a t the older histories did not
emphasize these interests as they ought,
and that he therefore wrote a new history, putting
into it the views and facts which he thought should
be there. If this statement were modified so as
not to impugn the good faith of the Chronicler, it
would be nearly correct as a, statement ot part of
his purpose. His purpose was to preserve what he
regarded as historical materials t h a t were in danger
of being lost, materials concerning the templeworship, but also concerning a large variety of
other matters. He had the historian's instinct for
laying hold of all sorts of detaUs, and putting them
into permanent form. His inspiration from God
(we do not here discuss the nature of that inspiration) led him this waj'. He wanted to save for
the future that which he regarded as historical fact.
The contents of the book, determined in part by
his enthusiasm for the temple, were also determined
in part by the nature of the materials that were
pro'videntially at his disposal. There seems also
to have been present in his consciousness the idea
of bringing to completion the body of sacred writings
which had then been accumulating for centuries.
As w-e have seen, the Gr translators gave to the
Books ot Ch a title which expressed the idea they
had of the work. Thej' regarded it as the presentation of matters which had been omitted in the
earUer Scriptures, as wrritten not to supersede the
older books, but to supplement them, as being,
along with Ezr and Neh, a work t h a t brought the
Scriptures up to date, and made them complete.
The text of the Books ot Ch has been less carefully preserved than that of some other parts of the
OT. Witness for example the numbers
12. The
42 and 8 for the ages of Ahaziah and
Text
Jehoiachin (2 Ch 22 2; cf 2 K 8 26;
2 Ch 36 9; cf 2 K 24 8). There is
no proof, however, of important textual corruption.
As we have seen, the fragmentary character of certain parts is probably in the main due to exactness
in following fragmentary sources, and not to bad
text; and the differences between S or K and Ch, in
the transcribed passages, are mostly due to intended
re'vision rather than to text variations.
In critical discussions less semblance of fair play
has been accorded to Ch than even to most of the
other Scriptures. I t is not unusual
13. Critical to assume that t h e Chronicler's referEstimates
ence to sources is mere make-believe,
t h a t he "has cited sources simply to
produce the impression t h a t he is 'writing -with
authority." Others hurry t o the generalization
that the Books of K mentioned in Ch (see Nos. 1-7
above) are all one work, which must therefore have
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been an extensive Midr (commentary, exegetical
and aiiecdotid) on the canonical Books of K; and
t h a t the referenei-s to prophetic writings are to sections iu this .Midr; so that practieall\' the Chronicler
had only two soin'C(^s, the canonical books and this
midrashic history ot Israel; and that "it is impossible to determine" whether he gathered anj' bits
of information from any other sources.
Into the critical theories eoncerning Ch enters a
hypothesis ot an earlier Book ot K that was more
extensive than our present canonical books. .Vnd
in recent pubheations ot such men as Biiehler, Benzinger and Kittel are theories ot an analysis of Ch
into documents—for examjile, an earlier writing
that made no distinction between jiriests and
Levites, or an earlier writing which dealt freely
with the canonical books; and the later writing
of the Chronicler proper.
What we know- in the matter is that thi-ee sets
of authors combined in producing the Books of
Ch—tirst, the men w-ho produced the canonical
sources, second, the men who produced the other
som-ces, and third, the man or men who directly
or indirectly put the contents of these sources
together into the book w-hich we have. We have
no means ot knowing what most of the intermediate
processes were, and it is superlativclj- useless to
guess. It is gratuitous to say that the mention
of sources in Cli is not made in good faith. It is
probable t h a t among the sources were Midrashim
that were nearly contemporaneous. It is exceedinglj- improbable that none of the sources mentioned
were genuine and ancient. All probabilities agree
to the effect t h a t t h e retm-ned exiles and their near
descendants were hkely to study the ancient history of their race, and to gather materials for that
purpose. As we have seen, the phenomena of the
book indicate the presence of an antiquarian motive which was sure to be interested in genuine
items of e%idence from the remote iiast.
The current opinion sixty years ago was that the
Books of Ch and the whole OT were completed
about 404 BC, near the time when
14. Date
Artaxerxes i l n e m o n succeeded Darius
and
Nothus. The statement now fashionAuthorship able is t h a t the Books of Ch were completed not later than about 250 BC,
and this constantly degenerates into the statement
that they were written about 250 BC or later. In
fact, they were completed within the lifetime of Nehemiah, not later or not much later than 400 BC.
In discussing this we cannot ignore the fact that
Ch and Ezr and Neh are one work, or, if you prefer,
one series. The closing vs ot 2 Ch duplicate the
opening vs of Ezr. This is not, probably, an inadvertent repetition. The Books of Ch were written
later than the other parts of the series. 'The closing
vs are the Cluonicler's notUication to his readers
that he has brought up the earlier history to the point
at which he had previously begun the narrative m
The testimony concerning Ezra and the ''men of
the Great Synagogue" and Nehemiah and their
work on the Scriptures does not deserve the contempt with which some persons treat it. We
know nothing concerning the Great Synagogue as an
organization, but we know much (joncernmg the
succession of men, from Daniel to Simon the Just,
who are called the men of the Great Synagogue,
The old traditions do not say that Ezra was the
founder of the succession, but they make him the
typical person in it. Two bits of tradition are not
necessarily inconsistent if one attributes work to
Ezra which the other attributes to the men of the
Great Synagogue. The regulation remark that
tradition attributes Biblical work to Ezra and not
to Nehemiah is untrue. Nehemiah was one ot the
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men of the Great Synagogue, and prominent as
such. He is introduced to us as a handsome boy,
a king's favorite, coming to Jerus in 444 BC. In
433 BC he returned to the king. After an unknown
interval of time he came back to Judaea, and presuinablj- spent the remainder of his long Ufe there,
dying some years or some decades after 400 BC,
The placing of the work of the Ch at the close of
the Heb Scriptures is in itself of the nature of testimony. The men w-ho placed it there
15. Evitestify thereby to their belief that
dence as to these are the latest writings of the OT
Date and
aggregate. We are familiar with the
Authorship testimony of Bdbhd' Balhrd' to the
effect that most of the later books of
the OT were due to the men of the Great Synagogue
and to I'izra, but that Nehemiah completed the
Books of Ch, We cannot avoid including the Ch
among the 22 books which Jos says were written
before the death ot Arta.xerxcs Longimanus (CAp, I,
8). Of course the limit of time here really intended
by Jos is not the death of Artaxerxes, but the litetime of men who were contemporary with him—
that of Nehemiah, for example. We have already
noted the testimony concerning Nehemiah's library
(2 Maco 2 13-15). The time when the Ubrary was
being gathered was the most likely time for it to
be used as the Chronicler has used it. Add the
recapitulation in Ecclus (44-49), which mentions
Nehemiah latest in its hst of OT w-orthics.
Internal marks, also, justify the conclusion that
the work of the Chronicler was complete before
Nehemiah died. The abundant presence of Pers
words and facts, with the absence of Gr words and
facts, seems conclusive to the effect that the work
was done before the conquests of Alexander rendered
the Gr influence jiarfimount. In some of the sections (e.g. Ezr 7 2Sft'; Neh passim) Ezra and Nehemiah speak in the first person. The whole work
makes the impression of being written up to date.
The latest situation in Ch is the same with that in
Neh (1 Ch 9; cf Neh 11 3—12 26), The latest
event mentioned is the differentiating ot the Samaritan schism. A certain enrolment was made (Neh
12 22-26) in the reign of Darius, up to the highpriesthood of Johanan (elsewhere called Jonathan
and John), but including Jaddua the son of Johanan
in the high-priestly succession, Ezra and Nehemiah were stiU in office (Neh 12 26). This enrolment naturally connects itself with the expulsion
of Jaddua's brother Manasseh tor marrying into the
family of SanbaUat (Neh 13 2S; Jos, Ant, XI,
7-8). Jaddua belongs to the fifth generation from
Jeshua, who was high priest 538 BC. Jos says that
Sanballat held a commission from Darius. He
mentions a certain Bagoas, "general of another
Artaxerxes' army," as in relations "with the high
priest John.
Arguments for a later date.—Jos, however, apparently regards the Darius who commissioned
Sanballat as the last of the kings of that name, and
says that Jaddua was contemporary with Alexander the Great, thus dating the Samaritan schism
a little betore 331 BC. All scholars reject these
statements when they are used for dating the Samaritan schism, but some scholars eagerly accept
them for the purpose of pro-ving the late date of the
last books of the Heb Bible, The argument never
was valid, and it is completely exploded by the
.Vram. papjo-i recently discovered in Egypt, which
show that Bagoas and the high priest Johanan and
the sons ot Sanballat were contemporaries in 407
BC, the 17th year of Darius Nothus, and for some
years earlier.
Dr. Driver (LOT, ed 1897, 518) expresses an
opinion very commonly held concerning the
Chronicles: "The only positive clue which the
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book contains as to the date at which it was composed is the genealogy in 1 Ch 3 17-24, .
carried down to the sixth generation after Zerubbabel. This would imply a date not earher than
about 350 BC." Turn to the passage and do your
ow-n arithmetic on it. Jeconiah was born 614 BC
(2 K 24 8). If as an average each of the sons
in the succession was born when his father was
about 25 years old, that would bring the first birth
in the 6th generation from Zerubbabel to about
414 BC, and not 350 BC. This is not an improbable
showing.
Dr. Driver suggests, however, that in ver 21 we
should follow the Gr reading instead ot the Heb.
This would give us: "And the sons of Hananiah:
Pelatiah, and Jeshaiah his son, Rephaiah his son,
Arnan his son, Obadiah his son, Shecaniah his son."
The meaning here is ambiguous. It may be
understood to be that each of the six men named
after Hananiah was the son of the man named before
him (cf vs 10-14, or 1 Ch 6 20-30.50-53); or as
counting the six as the sons of Hananiah (cf 3 16;
7 20,21, etc). Understanding it in the first of
these two ways the number of generations after
Zerubbabel would be increased to eleven. So many
generations before the early decades of the 4th cent.
BC would be exceptional, though not impossible.
But the statement that there were 11 generations is
weak, being based on a conjectural interpretation of
an unproved text emendation, and standing unconfirmed in opposition to credible proof.
"The Books of Ch are a tendency writing of little
historical value"; "a distorted picture in the interest
of the later institutions ot postexilic
16. Truth- Judaism"; "some ancient facts, ha'ving
fulness and trickled down through oral or written
Historicity tradition, are doubtless preserved.
. . . They are few indeed compared
with the products of the imagination, and must
be sifted Uke kernels of wheat from a mass of chaff."
These statements, taken at random from the book
that happens to be handiest, fairly represent the
opinion held by many. They regard the Ch as a
fabrication made in the interest ot a reUgious
party, a fabrication in which the historj- has been
intentionally falsified.
A principal motive tor this opimon is to discredit the testimony of Ch against certain critical
theories, the said testimony being more full and
detailed than that in S and K and the prophets.
But on the whole question the testimony of Ch
is to the same effect with that of the other books.
The testimony of the other books supports that of
the Ch. The discrediting of Ch is part of a theory
which denies the historical trustworthiness ot practically all parts of the OT and NT.
(1) Alleged proofs of untruthfulness.—.Igainst
the
Ch it is alleged that they sometimes contradict
the older books; but nearly all the instances are
capable of satisfactory solution. The large numerals in Ch, for example those concerning the armies
of Da-vid, Abijah, Jeroboam, .V.sa, Zerah, Jehoshaphat, Amaziah, Uzziah, are adduced as extravagant and increcUble. Most of the difficulty in
connection with such numbers, whether in Ch or
Ex or Nu or Jgs or S, disappears when we observe
that they clearly belong to an artUicial way of
counting. These numbers are given in even
thousands or even hundreds (even fifties or tens in
a very few instances), which w-ould not be the case
if the himdreds and thousands were merely numerical. It is alleged that the Chronicler views the
glories of the past as on a larger scale than that
in which they are presented in the earlier books, Ijut
this is not unUormly the case. On the basis of
these aUegations the Chronicler is charged -with an
extravagance that is inconsistent -with sober truth-
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fulness, but this charge follows the fate of the
others. It is said that the Chronicler lacked trustworthy sources, but that is a thing to be proved,
not taken for granted, and we have seen that it is
improbable. I t is aUeged that the text is in such
bad shape as to render the contents unreUable.
This may be balanced against the counter conjecture that, since the Books of Ch have not been so
often copied as the Books of K, their text is in the
transcribed passages to be preferred to that ot K.
In fine, the reasons alleged against the historicity
of Ch dwindle on examination, though there remain
some problems that cannot be so easily disposed of.
(2) Truthfulness in the various
parts.—Different
parts ot the Ch have their own separate problems
of historicity. Take the genealogies, for example.
If anyone had fabricated them, he would not have
put them into their present tragmentarj- form, in
which they have no story Intercast, and are of no
direct use to anybody. On the other hand it is
reasonable to account for their present form by the
hypothesis t h a t the writer used such materials as
he had. This hypothesis is not derogatory to the
inspiration of the writer. Deity saw fit to have
these materials placed in the Scriptures, and to this
end He influenced men of different generations
through pro-vidential leadings and through impulses of the Spirit. No one thinks that the Spiritguided man who put the genealogies in their final
form received them as miraculous revelations. He
received them as the product of effort in study—
his own efforts and those of his predecessors. He
is entitled to be counted as truthful if he used good
judgment and fidehty in selecting and recording his
materials.
Similar statements would be true in regard to
the other statistical matter, and in regard to the
many incidents that are mentioned in connection
with the genealogies and other matters. To think
of them as inventions by the Chi'onicler is not congruous with human experience. They are too brief
and broken to have interest by themselves as
stories. You can assign no possible reason that
one could have for inventing them. They bear
the marks of being genuine antiquarian discoveries.
The final writer believed that he had come across
facts which would be of interest if put into connection with the history as cmrently narrated. These
matters are much more reasonably accounted for
as facts than as inventions. And furthermore,
a good many of them, first and last, have been
corroborated by exploration. Take, for example,
Manasseh's being carried to Babylon by the captains of the king of Assyria, or the account of Uzziah's miUtary greatness (2 Ch 33 11; 26 6ff), or
the references to industries in 1 Ch 4 14-23 (cf
PEFS, 1905, 243, 328; or Bible Sidelights from Gezer,
150 ff).
Possibly on a different footing is such a passage as
the account of Abijah and Jeroboam (2 Ch 13 3 18). It says that Abijah had 400,000 men and
Jeroboam 800,000, of whom 500,000 were slain in the
battle. One might plausibly argue that these numbers were intended as a notice to the reader that he
is to understand the story, not as fact, but as a work
of the imagination, a reUgious parable, a midr.ashic
narrative sermon, taken from the Midr of Iddo (ver
22). Whether or no one finds this argument con•vinoing, anyone can see that it does not accuse the
Books ot Ch of being untruthful. If the passage is
a parable it is true in the sense in which it was intended to be understood. A similar case is the
account of Jehoshaphat's peril from the invading
nations and his wonderful rescue (2 Ch 20).
On stiU a different footing are such narratives
as those concerning the bringing up of the ark, the
first making of Solomon king, the reforms under
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events, and orderly successions of officials; as, for
example, the numerous genealogical tables, the
succession of judges and the hsts of kings.
Furthermore, there is not to be found in the OT
one particular and definitely fixed era, from which
all of its events are dated, as is the case in Christian
history. The points of departure, or reckoning, are
found to vary in different periods of the advancing
history; being at one stage the Creation, at another the migration of Abraham, or the Exodus,
or again the disruption of the kingdom. Ordinarily dates and all time-;dlusions are comparative,
i.e. they are related to Ihe reign of some contemporary monarch, as the vision of Isaiah "in the year
that king Uzziah died" (Isa 6 1), or to .some unusual occurrence, historical or natural, as the great
earthquake {.Vm 1 1; Zee 14 5). Only occasional referen((e is found to some event, which marks
an era-beginning; such as the Exodus (Jgs 11 16.
20; 1 K 6 1).
The general lack of uniformity .among writers
on Bib. chronology contributes further toward
increase of the already perplexing confusion. I t is
almost possible to say that no two writers agree;
and proposed harmonies are with each other most
inharmonious. The two arts, on OT chronology
in a recent work (Murray, Illus. Bible Dictionary,
1908), for example, are several hundred years apart
at certain points. Wide diversity of opinion exists
about the most prominent events, such as the call
ot Abraham and the age of his famous contemporary Hammurabi, the year of the Exodus, and
the beginning of Solomon's temple. Natm-ally
there is less variance of opinion about later dates,
some of which, e.g. the tall of Samaria and the
destruction of Jerus, may be considered as fixed.
A hke wide range ot opinion prevails among archaeologists with regard to events in contemporaneous
history, the difference between Goodspeed and
Hommel in the dates of early Bab history being
five hun(ired years, and the beginning and extent
of the Hyksos period in Egypt varying in different
"authorities" by hundreds of years. Nor should
the difference in the various and total numbers
W I L L I S J. B E E C H E R
of the Heb, Samaritan and L X X texts of the preCHRONOLOGY, kr6-nol'6-ji, OF T H E OLD
Abrahamic ages be left out of sight in any stateTESTAMENT:
ment of the clifficulties attending the discussion of
I. I N - T R O D U C T O R T
this subject.
1. DifflctUties of the Subject
These difficulties, and others as serious, have
2. Plan of Treatment
3. Bible to Be Regarded as Highest Authority
determined the plan of this article. The usual
II. T H E AGES BETWEEN THE TESTAMENTS
method of development has been to
III. PERSI.IN PERIOD
2. Plan of begin with the sources of OT history.
I'V. BABYLONIAN- PERIOD
"V. AssTKiAN PERIOD AND JUDAH AFTER PALL or Treatment and to follow its course do-wnward.
S.^MARIA
While such a system may have its
VI. PERIOD OP DIVIDED KINGDOM
advantages, there is, however, this serious disad1. Causes of 'Variation in .Systems
2. Some Important and Pivotal Dates
vantage connected with it: that the least certain
3. Difflculties to Be Removed
dates are confessedly those at the beginning of the
4. Overlappings
records, and the use of them a t the foundation
VII. PHO.M THE DISRUPTION TO THE EXODUB
Indications of Overlapping
renders the w-hole structm-e of the discussion more
VIII. FROM THE EXODDS TO BIRTH OF .ABRAHAM
or less uncertain. .V.rchaeology and comparative
Main Points at Issue
history have done much tofixdates from the Exodus
IX, PROM ABRAHAM TO THE CREATION
downward, bringing these later cents, by discovery
A Suggested Interpretation
LITERATURE
and translation almost into the position of attested
history. But the ages before the Exodus, and par/. Introductory.—For
evident reasons the student
of Bibhcal chronology must meet many diflacul- ticularly before Abraham, still Ue from the very
nature of the case in great obscurity. And thus
ties, and must always be severely
1. Difficul- handicapped. First of aU, the O'T any system beginning •with the indistinct early
past, with its compacted numbers and their unties of the is not purely nor intentionally a book
certain interpretation, is much like a chain hung
Subject
of history. Nor does it present a
formulated system ot chronology, its on thin air. The writer purposes, therefore, beginmany numbers and dates being used principally ning with certain familiar, important and pivotal
dates, to gather around and relate to these the
with a -view to the spUitual facts and truths with
which the authors were concerned. We are not, events and persons of the O T . Such accepted
dates are: the completion of the Second Temple
therefore, to expect t o find a perfectly arranged
order of periods and dates, though happily for us in 516, the fall ot Jerusalem in 586, the fall of
m our investigation we shall indeed find many Samaria in 721, tribute to Shalmanezer I I from
Jehu in 842, and from a member of Omri's djnasty
accurately dated events, frequent consecutions of

.-Vsa. Jehoshaphat, llezeldah, Josiah. These are
sober narratives, with nothing in them to suggest
flights ot the imagination. Probably no one doubts
that the Chromcler intended them to be understood as historical fact. If one is under bondage
to the modern tradition which dates D t from the
time of Josiah and t h e priestly laws from after the
exile, he must needs count these jiarts of Ch as
falsified history; b u t if he is free from that bondage
he will see no strong rea-son for counting them so.
In fine men are correct when thej- say that the
greatest values of the Books of Ch lie in their
availability for vividlj- illustrating
17. The
the great truths of religion. They are
Values of
correct w-hen the\- assign great value
the
t o these books as depicting the ideas
Chronicles ot the time when they w-ere w-ritten.
But thej- are none the less of great
value as repeating from the olher Serijitures the
outhne of the historj- of the religion of Jeh, and presenting additional material for the filling in of that
outline.
LITERATURE —Among the older commentaries on Ch
see that of Keil in the Keil-Delitzsch series, published in
Eng, in 1872; that of Zockler in the Lange series, 1876;
that of Barker in the Pulpit Commentary, after 1880.
Among more recent works, from the point of view which
denies the historicity of Ch. see R, Kittel in the Polychrome Bible, 189,5, and Curtis and IVlasden in the
International
Critical Commentary.
1910, A brilliant
characterization from that point of view is that by
Torrey, The Chronicler as Editor and as Independent
Narrator" in AJSL. January, 1909, and subsequent
numbers. On the other side see Beecher, Reasonable
Biblical Cri/icism, 1911, chs xviii and .xxii; "IstheChronicler a -\^eracious Historian'"'in Bible Student (October,
1899 and subsequent numbers), is a defense of the historicity, AU works on OT Introduction discuss the
questions concerning Ch. In -view of the many proper
names in Ch. such a book as Gray, Studies in Heb Proper
Names, has its uses. For the chronological facts, especiaUy in connection with the closing of the OT history, see
Beecher, Dated Events of the OT, 1907. Por the Egyp
papjTi see Drei Aramdische Papyrusurtzunden aus Elepha'ntine, Sachau, BerUn, 1907. or the Appendix to Toftteen. Historic Exodus. Also Sprengling's art. in AJSL,
April, 1911. As to Ught on the Ch from explorations,
see "The Excavations of Gezer, 1902-5, and 1907-9,"
PEF- or Bible Sidelights from the Mounds of Gezer, 1906.
For other books see the Usts in EB and HDB.
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in 854. Such OT events as mark the beginning of
eras are the Disruption, Solomon's temple, the
Exodus and Abraham's CaU. The material and
the plan, then, almost necessarily require that we
begin at the end of the history and work logically
backward to the earher stages, at which we may
hope to arrive with firm groun(d under our feet for
the disposition of the more uncertain problems. It
is hoped that on this plan the system of chronology
•wUl not be mere speculation, nor a personal theory,
but of some certainty and affording some assurance
in days of -wild assertion and free manipulation.
It should be remembered that this is a study of
Bible chronology, and therefore fuU value will be
given to the expUcit and positive
3. The
statements of the Bible. Surely the
Bible to Be time has come, when all fair-minded
Regarded
men should recognize that a clear
as Highest and straightforward declaration of the
Authority
Sacred Scriptures is not to be summarily rejected because of its apparent
contradiction by some unknown and irresponsible
person, who could stamp clay or chisel stone. I t
has been aU too common that archaeological and
critical adventurers have doubted and required
accurate proof" ot every Bible statement, but have
been ready enough to give credence to any statement from ancient pagan sources. We assume, as
we have every reason to do, the trustworthiness ot
the Bible records, which have been corroborated in
countless instances; and we shall follow their guidance in preference to any other. The help of contemporaneous history and the witness ot archaeology
can be used to advantage, but should not be
substituted tor the plain facts of the Scriptures,
which are full worthy of our trust and regard. The
pro-vince of a chronology of the Bible is properly
to present in system the dates therein given, -with
an honest effort to harmonize the difficulties, using
the external helps, but ever regardful of Scripture
authority and rights.
//. 77ie Ages between the
Testaments.—Between
the coming of Christ and the end ot OT history
there lie in round numbers four hundred years. But
while these were extra-BibUcal ages, they were neither
barren nor uneventful years; for in them will be found
much of the highest value in the development of
Jewish life, and in the preparation for the Messiah.
And thus they have their proper place in Bible
chronology (see B E T W E E N THE "TESTAMENTS).

The

birth ot lesus could not have been later than 4 BC,
since Herod the Great died in April of that year.
Herod became king of Judaea in 37 BC. Pal had
been conquered and Jerus entered by the Romans
under Pompey in 56 BC, the Jews coming in this
way under the power of Rome. The Rom age was
preceded by the government of priest-kings, with
which the Idumaean Antipater became identified by
marriage, so that Herod, whom Rome made king,
was both Jew and alien.
The period of the Maccabees, which ended in
39 BC 'with the removal of Antigonus by the Romans
in favor ot Herod, began 168 BC with Judas.
Antipater, who had been appointed procurator ot
Judaea in 47, was assassinated in 43 BC. The
period ot the (Seleucidae stretches from its close
with the regency of Antiochus VII in 128 back to
its founder, Seleucus, 312 BC. The most notable
of these monarchs from the Jewish point of -view
w-as Antiochus Epiphanes, who reigned trom 175
to 164, and in 168 gave occasion to the rise of the
Maccabees by his many acts of impiety and oppression, particularly the desecration of the Jerus
temple. In 203 BC Antiochus the Great, who had
become king ot Syria in 223, took Jerus, and later,
in 198, annexed Judaea to Syria. Pre-vious to this
Judaea had been an Egj'p dependency, as after the
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death of Alexander the Great, 323 BC, and the
di-vision of his empire, it had been annexed by
Ptolemy Soter to Egypt. Ptolemy Philadelphus,
becoming king 280 BC, encouraged the tr of the
Heb Scriptm-es into Gr, the result being the L X X
version, and aU it meant by way of preparation
for the spread of Christianity. Alexaniier's defeat
of Darius III, or Codomannus, at Arbela in 331
brought the Pers empire to an end, fulfilling the longcherished ambition of the Greeks for mastery of
Asia. The long reign of the Biblical king of Persia,
Artaxerxes Longimanus, extended from 465 to
424 BC, and in reaching his reign we find ourselves
in the region of the OT history. Reversing the
order of this brief re-view and setting out trom OT
point of -view, we have the following table for the
cents, between the Testaments:
Death of Artaxerxes I, and succession of
Darius I I
424
Accession of Darius I I I , last of Pers monarchs 336
Alexander succeeds PhiiUp as king of Macedonia
336
Alexander -visits Jerus
332
Battle of Arbela and overthrow of Persia
331
Death of Alexander and division of his empire 323
Ptolemy Soter attaches Judaea to Egypt
320
Seleucid era begins -with accession of Seleucus I 312
Ptolemy Philadelphus reigns in Egjrpt
283
Traditional date of beginning of L X X version
cir 250
Antiochus the Great, king of Syria
223
He annexes Judaea to Syria
198
Antiochus Epiphanes ascends the throne
175
He makes Jason high priest, removing Onias. . 174
Desecration of Temple by Ant. Epiph
168
Resistance of Mattathias and rise of Maccabees 168
Judas Maccabaeus victorious
166
Judas dies, succeeded by Jonathan
160
Jonathan slain, succeeded by Simon
143
Simon becomes high priest
142
Succeeded by John Hyrcanus
135
Aristobulus I becomes high priest
106
Alexander Jannaeus
•
105
Jerus taken by Pompey
63
Antipater appointed procurator of J u d a e a . . . . 47
Antipater murdered
43
Antigonus, last Maccabean, put on t h r o n e . . . 40
Slain by Herod, who becomes king of Judaea. . 37
Augustus made Rom emperor
31
Restoration of Temple begun
19
Birth of Jesus Christ in Bethlehem
cir
5
Death of Herod the Great
4
///. The Persian Period.—Entering now the last
period of OT history, which may be called the Pers
period, we find that the acti-vities of Ezra, Nehemiah and other Jewish leaders are dated by the
regnal years of the kings of Persia (e.g. Hag 1 1;
Zec 1 1; Ezr 1 1; Neh 2 1); and consecjuently
the difficulties in the chronology of this period are
not great. Recently a fanciful effort has been made
to place the events narrated in Esther, Ezra and
Nehemiah in the time of the Bab Captivity, claiming Scripture warrant from the occurrence ot these
names, with Mordecai, in Ezr 2 2 and Neh 7 7;
but altogether -without success (see Prince of Judah,
or Days of Nehemiah Redated). These names were
doubtless of common occurrence, and their appearance among those returning with Zerubbabel is not
sufficient to affect the historical e'vidence tor the
accepted dates of Ezra and Nehemiah. The attempt to move back these dates into the 6th cent.,
to associate Nehemiah with Daniel and Mordecai ancl
to place his work betore Zerubbabel may be dismissed as pure fancy and impossible of reconciliation -with the OT narrative.
Artaxerxes I began his reign, which gives date
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to Ezra and Nehemiah, in 405 BC. In his. 7th
year, 45S, Ezra went from Babylon to Jerus by the
king's decree (Ezr 7 7), taking back with him the
vessels ot the Temple and much besides for the
worship at Jerus, aceomjianicd also hy a great
company of returning Jews, Nehemiah followed
from Shushan in the 20th year of the king (Neh
1 1), having heard of and being distressed by the
partial failure of Ezra's elfoits. I'nder his wise
and courageous leadei-shi|i, the city walls were
speedily restored, and many reforms accomplished.
He returned after twcl\-e years (i•^'•'•) to the servic(.'
ot the king in Shushan (Neh 13 (i), but in a short
time, hearing evil tidings from Jerus, went back
to complete his reforms, and apparently sjient the
rest of his Ufe in t h a t work. .-Vlthough tiie Bible
is silent, such is the testimony of .l((S, The Book of
Mai, refleeting the difficulties and evils of this time,
is e\ddently to be placed here, but not with exactness, as it might ha\-e been written as early as 460
or as late as -420.
The period from the return under Ezra (458) back
to the completion of the Temple in the reign of
Darius I (516) is, with the exception of incidental
references and the assignment of undated books
and incidents, practically a blank. Here belong,
we beUeve, the Book of Est, possibly Mai, some
of the Pss, and those social and religious tendencies among the returned exiles, which made the
•\dgorous reforms of Ezra and Nehemiah so necessary. But the OT does not draw the curtain from
the mystery of that halt-century, that we may know
the happenings and walch the development. Beyond this blank we come again to exj.ilioit dates.
The second temple, begun with the Return under
Zerubbabel, was completed in the 6th year of
Darius, i.e. 516. The building of it, which had been
early abandoned for selfish reasons, was resumed
in the 2d year ot Darius under the exhortation of
the prophets Haggai and Zechariah (Hag 1 1;
Zec 1 1). Darius the Great began his reign in
521. Cambyses succeeded Cyrus in 527. Babylon was taken b y the Persians in 538, and shortly
after the Jews, under the edict ot Cyrus, began
their return to Jerus, reaching their destination by
536 at the latest. Cyrus overthrew Lydia in 545,
the ?dedes five years earlier, and must have come
to the Pers throne not later than 555. His conquest of Asia Minor opened the contest between Persia and Greece for supremacy, to be continued by
Darius and Xerxes, resulting finally at Arbela
(331) in Gr triumph under Alexander, and the
inauguration of a new- age.
The table for the Pers period of OT history,
foUowing the stream upward, is therefore as follows:
Death of Nehemiah
eir
Death of Artaxerxes I
Nehemiah comes second time to Jerus
Nehemiah returns to Per.sia (Neh 13 G)
First coming of Neh and repairing of walls , ,
Book of Malachi, po,ssibly
eir
Return ot Ezra and his company
Accession of Artaxerxes I
Events of Book of Esther
cir
Accession of Xerxes (Ahasuerus)
Defeat of Darius at Marathon
Completion of the Temple
Ministry of Haggai and Zechariah
Darius Hystaspis becomes king
Death of Cyrus and accession of Cambyses ,
Arrival of Jews in Jerus under edict of Cyrus, ,
Capture of Babylon by Persians
Croesus of Lydia defeated by Cyrus
•
Persia and Media united
('[r
Supremacy of Cyrus over Elam and Persia, , cir
Birth of Cyrus, supposed to be in

400
-124
432
4:-;3
415
450
458
'165
480
486
490
516
520
521
527
536
538
--n
•'•>'J
556
600

IV. Babylonian
Period.—Just
preceding the
Pers is the Bab period of OT chronology, overlajijiing, of course, the former, and finally superse(l(!d by it in Cyrus' conquest ot Babylonia. This
period may properly be said to begin with the
death in 626 BC of Asshurbanipal, the last great
ruler of .Vssyria, At this time Nabopolassar had
been made governor of Babylonia, subject to
the supremacy ot Assyria, With Asshurbanipal's
death Naliojiolassar became independent sovereign
of l{:(bylonia, and shortly entered into league with
the Medes to overthrow the rule of" A.ssyria, and
then to divide its empire between them. This
wa,s accomplished in the fall of Nineveh (606)
which liioiighl, the end of the mighty Assyr empire,
the last king being Sinsharishkun (the historic
Saracus), a son of Asshurbanipal, Some years
before his death in 604 Nab(5polassar associated
with him on the throne ot Babylonia his son Nebuchadnezzar, most illustrious ruler ot tUe new Bab
empire, and intimately connected with the history
ot Judah in the last years of that kingdom. His
long reign came to an end in 562.
While the conflict, which brought Assyria to its
end, and the attendant confusion, were absorbing
the attention of Mesopotamian countries, Egypt
under a new and virile dynasty was reviving her
ambitions and intrigues for dominion in Asia.
Pharaoh-necoh II taking advantage of the confusion
and helplessness of Assyria invaded Pal in 609,
intending to march on through Pal to attack Mesopotamia. King Josiah in loyalty to his Assyr
overlord opposed him, but was defeated and slain
at the battle of Megiddo, after a reign of 31 years;
apparently an unnecessary and foolish opposition
on Josiah's part, as the plan of Necoh's march
shows that Judah was not directly affected. After
the -victory at Megiddo, Necoh continued his
march north-eastward, subduing Syria and hoping
to have a hand in iVlcs(3potamian affairs. But in
606 or 607 BC he was defeated at Carchemish and
driven back to Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar, fresh
from -i'ictoi-y over Nineveh. In the same year
Nebuchadnezzar marched against Egypt, reoei-idng
the submission of Jerus as he passed through Pal,
and sending noble hostages back to Babylon, among
whom were Daniel and his three friends. The
death of his father and his endangered succession
recalled Nebuchadnezzar suddenly to Babylon,
•n'here he became sole ruler in 604. It appears that
Necoh must have returned to Egypt after Megiddo
and before the battle of Carchemish, as he made
Jehoiakim king in place ot Jehoabaz, whom he
carried captive to Egypt, Nebuchadnezzar's vdctory at Carchemish and his march southward
brought Judah in close relations with Babylon,
and opened up the dramatic chapter of Jerusalem's
fall and exile. These historic events fix the dates
of the last Idngs and the closing incidents of the
kingdom of Judah, as shown in the following table:
Fall of Babylon and death ot Belshazzar
Co-regency of Belshazzar with his father
(Dnl 8 1)
Accession of Nabonidus, father of Belshazzar. .
Death ot Nebuchadnezzar, and succession of
E-vil-iVlerodach
Jehoiachin released from prison (Jer 52 31). . .
Last dated prophecy of Ezk (40 1)
Murder of Gedaliah and flight of J e v s to Egypt
Fall of Jerus and Third Deportation
Beginning of Ezekiel's prophetic activity
(Ezk 1 1 )
Accession of Zedekiah, last king ot Judah , , ,
Brief reign ot Jehoiachin, his removal to Babylon; Second Deportation ot captives including Ezekiel

538
542
555
561
561
572
585
586
592
597
597
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Revolt and death of Jehoiakim; invasion of
Nebuchadnezzar
598
Death of Nabopolassar and accession of Nebuchadnezzar
604
Nebuchadnezzar invades Pal; First Deportation, including Daniel
606
Battle of Carchemish and route of Necoh
607
Fall of Nineveh
607
Jehoiakim made king by Necho
608
Death of Josiah and brief reign of Jehoabaz, , . 609
Accession of Pharaoh Necho
610
Nabojiolassar^ king of Bab on death ot Asshurbanipal
626
V. Assyrian Period and Judah after Fall of
Samaria.—This
section, which may for convenience be treated as a division, is the chronology of
Judah under Assj'ria after the fall ot the Northern
Kingdom in 721. As the Scripture time-references
are frequent and explicit, and the contemporaneous
.Vssyr records are full, and explicit also, the problems of this period are neither many nor insoluble.
One difficulty is found in the fact that the aggregate years of the reigns of Hezekiah, Manasseh,
Anion and J(.isiah tall one or two j-ears short of the
period betw-een Hezekiah's accession in 726 and
Josiah's death in 609. But there is evidence of
anarchical conditions at the close of Amon's reign
(2 K 21 23.24), and it is probable that at least a
year should be counted for the interregnum. The
chief difficulty is with the invasions of Sennacherib
in Hezekiah's reign. The confusion is caused by the
apparent dating of Sennacherib's famous and elisastrous invasion ot 701 in the 14th year of Hezekiah's reign (2 K 18 13). Various attempts at
reconciliation have been made; one attempt has
been to place the beginning of Hezekiah's reign in
715, which is out of the question entirely, as it disregards the exa((t terms in which the beginning of
his reign is jilaeed before the fall ot Samaria (2 K
18 10). Another suggestion has been that "24th"
be read instead ot "14th"; but this is pure conjectm'e. There is a simple and satisfactory solution:
in the chapters which contain the record (2 K 18
and Isa 36) it is ijvident that two invasions are
described. Frequently in the Scriptures records
are topical rather than chronological, and just so
in this instance the topic is Sennacherib's menace
of Judah, and the ultimate deliverance bj^ Jeh.
The story includes two invasions: the first in the
14th year of Hezekiah (713) when Sennacherib led
the armies of his father Sargon, the end of which,
so far as Jerus was concerned, was the, payment of
tribute by Hezekiah, as is accurately stated in
2 K 18 16. The second invasion, the description
of which begins with the foUowing ver (17), was the
more serious, and is probably identified as that of
701, when Sennacherib had become king. The
necessary insertion of a paragraph indicator between vs 10 and 17 satisfies every demand for
harmony.
From 609 BC, the year ot Josiah's death, we
count back 31 years to the beginning of his reign
in 6y9; he attained his majority in the Sth year
(032; 2 Ch 34 3); the reformation in his 12th
year, at the time of the Scythian irruption, would
faU in (',28 (2 Ch 34 3); "in the following year
Jeremiah began to prophecy; and in Josiah's 18th
year (021) the temple was cleansed and the Book
of the Law found (2 Ch 34 8). Allowing a year
of confusion, Amon began his short reign in 642,
and Manasseh his long reign of 55 years in 697,
Hezekiah's reign of 29 years dating liack to 726.
Some fixed important dates of contemporaneous
history are: death of Asshurbanipal, Assyria's last
great king, in 020, wdth the consequent independence
of Babylon and beginning of the 2d Bab empire.
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Asshurbanipal's long reign began in 668 on the
death of his father Esarhaddon; who succeeded his
father Sennacherib in 681. Sargon usurped the
Assyr throne in 722, and died in 705. Shalmanezer
IV, successor of Tiglath-pileser III, reigned tor the
brief space between 727 and 722. In Egypt the
XXVth, or Ethiopian Dynasty, was in power from
cir 720 to 667, two ot its kings. So and Tirhakah,
ha-ving mention in the OT (2 K 17 4; 19 9; Isa
37 9), and after this the X X V I t h (a native) Dynasty appeared, Pharaoh-necoh being one of its kings.
The dates ot this period we may summarize in the
followdng table:
Death of Josiah after reign of 31 years
609
Pharaoh-necho begins to reign
610
Josiah purifies temple; Book of the Law- found 621
Death of Asshurbanipal, and revival of Babylon 626
Jeremiah enters upon his ministry
627
Reformation in 12th y(\ir of Josiah
628
(Scythian invasion of Western Asia
cir 630
Majority ot Josiah; good beginning of actual
reign
632
Josiah proclaimed king at 8 years of age
639
Assassination of Amon; ensuing confusion. . . . 640
Death of Manasseh
642
Manasseh carried to Babylon
cir 650
Asshurbanipal succeeds Esarhaddon
668
Esarhaddon invades Egj'pt
670
Probable settlement of foreigners in Samaria. . 672
Assassination of Sennacherib
681
Death ot Isaiah, probably about
680
Death of Hezekiah and accession of Manasseh, 697
Sennacherib's campaign against Egypt, siege of
Jerus, and his disastrous rout
, . . 701
Sargon dies and Sennacherib succeeds
705
Einbassj' of Merodach-baladan to Hezekiah.. 711
Sickness of Hezekiah
712
First invasion of Pal by Sennacherib
cir 713
Sabako, or So, is king of Egypt
715
Palestine invaded by Sargon; Ashdod taken
(Isa 20 1)
720
Fall ot Samaria; end of Northern Kingdom.. . 721
Sargon takes Assyr throne
722
Revolt of Hoshea, and siege of Samaria begun. 724
Hezekiah's reign begins
720
Shalmanezer IV succeeds Tiglath-pileser I I I . . 727
VI. Period of Divided Kingdom.—The
most
complex, but most interesting, problems of OT
chronology are found in the period of the Divided
Kingdom. In the lit. ot this period are found a,
larger number of dates and historical references than
in that of any other. We have the assistance of
several important sources and factors in arranging
these dates: (1) The || records of the kingdoms of
Israel and Judah serve as checks to each other,
since the accession and death of the kings in each
nation are fixed by reference to reigns of those of
the other. Many other events are similarly related. (2) The history of the two kingdoms, or
parts of it, at least, is given in three 1| authorities:
the Books of K, ot Ch, and of the Prophets. (3)
The Assyr records are fullest and are practically
continuous in this period, the limu lists extending
unbroken from 893 to 650 BC.
But while this apparently should be the most
satisfactory field for the chronologist, it has been
found impossible to arrive at anything
1. Causes approaching certainty, and conseof Variation quently there is considerable diverin Systems gence among individuals and schools.
One cause of variation is the difference
between the ASSJT royal Usts and the total of the
OT numbers for this period, the OT aggregate
being 51 years greater then the Assyr lists. 'Two
common methods ot harmonizing this difference
have been adopted: (1) to accept the OT aggregate
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as correct and to assume that the 51 years have
been omitted from the Ajssyr lists (see W. J. Beecher, Dated Events of OT, 18, 19); (2) to harmonize
the OT numbers with the .Vssyr lists by taking into
account the overlapjiing of reigns of kings who
were, for brief periods, associated on the throne.
Instances of such overlapping are the ed-regenc^'
ot Uzziah and Jotham in Judah (2 K 15 5). and
possibly the reign of Pekah contenijioranediisly
with Menahem and Pekahiah in Israel (2 K 15
2o-2S), The latter method yields the most satisfactory results, and will be ailopted in this arliele.
The chief point of dilTerence will be the age ot
Solomon and the foundation-laying of the Teiujile,
This may be found according to (he former method
by adding 51 j'oars to the dati-s as given below.
That the'method of follow-ing the aggregate of the
OT numbers must assume arbitrarily that there
have been omisMons from the .Vssyr lists, and that
it also must resort to some overlajiping and adjustment ot the numbers as they are given in the
text, arc sufficient reasons against its adoption.
-\nd in meeting the difficulties of this period it
should always be borne in mind that the OT is not
a liiook of annals merely, and that dates are given
not for any special interest in them, but to correlate
and emphasize events. Ordinarilj- dates are given
with reference to local situations aiul contemporary
persons, and not as fixed by some great epoclimarking event; e.g. Uzziah's reign is fixed not with
reference to the Disruption nor the Temple building,
but by relation to his Israelite contemporary,
Jeroboam I I .
However, there are some fixed dates, which are
so bv reason of their international significance,
and upon these w-e may rest with
2. Some
reasonable assurance. Such are the
Important fall of Samaria (721 BC); the accesand Pivotal sion of Tiglath-pUeser I I I (745);
Dates
tribute paid to Shalmaneser I I by
Jehu in s42, and by Ahab, or one of
his d%-na3tv, in S54; and the invasion ot Judah by
Pharaoh-shishak in the fifth year of Rehoboam
(1 Iv 14 2 5 , There are also certain coincident
dates, fi.xed -with t a u accuracy, in the || history of
the two kingdoms, which serve both as startingpoints and as checks upon each other. The most
prominent of these are: the beginning of Hezekiah's reign, 5 years before the faU of Samaria
12 K 18 10); t h e sj-nchronism of the reigns of
Jeroboam I I and .lotham (1 Ch 5 17), Jotham's
accession being used as a basis of calculation tor
the reicns of Israelite kings (2 K 15 30); the
comcidence of the end ot the Omri Dynasty and
the death ot Ahaziah, king of Judah (2 K 9), Jehu
and Athaliah therefore beginning their reigns at
the same time; and, primarily, the division of the
kingdom and the synchronous beginning of the
reigns of Jeroboam I and Rehoboam. Using these
fixed dates and coincidences, we must find the summaries of the reigns of Israelite (did Jewish kings
between 721, the 9th year of Hoshea and the 0th
of Hezekiah, and 843, the beginning of the reigns
of Jehu and AthaUah, to be 122 yea.rs each; and
Ukewise the summaries trom 843 back to the Disruption to be the same.
The most serious difficulties are found near the
end of the period, when conditions m the Northern
Kingdom were becoming anarchical,
3. Difficul- and, also e^ddent eoregeneies the
ties to Be
extent ot which is not evident, ocRemoved
curred in the Southern Kingdorm
Pekah is said to have reigne(l 20
years (2 K 15 27); and yet Menahem paid tribute
to Assyria in 738, and he was succeeded for two
years by his son Pekahiah, trom whom Pekah seized
the kingdom. This would allow Pekah only b

years of sovereignty. The explanation Ues in the
context: in the confusion which followed the death
of Jeidlioam, Pekah established his authority over
the section Iu. ot the Jordan, and to that year the
numbers in 2 K 15 27.32; 2 K 16 1 refer. Uzziah
was leprous the last 16 years of his lite, and Jotham
his son was over the kingdom (2 K 15 5). The
length of Jotham's reign was just 10 years, not
additional to the 10 of the coregency, as this would
result in the absurdity of malting him eoreg(.'nt at
the age of 9 years (2 K 15 33). IdieK.fore nearly
his whole reign is included in the 52 years of his
father. For some reason Ahaz w-as asso(.-iated with
his father Jotham before the death of the latter,
since the 16 years ot his reign plus the 5 of Hezekiah
before the fall ot Samaria bring his accession before
the death of Uzziah and Jotham, i,e. in 741. So
that tor approximately 6 years the three reigns were
contemporaneous. That these 0 years may not be
accounted for by a coregency wdth Hezekiah at the
other end of Ahaz' reign is evident from the age ot
Hezekiah at his accession (2 K 18 2), and from the
radical difference in the policy ot the two kings. Isa
7 1 may suggest that Uzziah and Jotham died about
the same time, and that Ahaz was regarded as succeeding both directly.
Another difficulty is found at the beginning of
Uzziah's reign, where he is said to have succeeded
his father Amaziah at the age of 10, but is also
said to have accomphshed certain notable things
after his father's death (2 K 14 21,22). Evidently,
then, he became king before the death ot Amaziah,
When did this coregency begin? No better time
is suggested than Amaziah's ignominious defeat
by Jehoash of Israel in the 15th year of his reign,
after w-hich the people arose and put Uzziah in his
place, Amaziah hving on for 15 years (2 K 14 17),
so that 15 of Amaziah's 29 years were contemporaneous with Uzziah. Further, in the last j-ears
of Joash ot Judah there may have been a coregency,
since he was "very sick" in those years (2 Ch 24
25). Thus the totals ot 146 years for the reigns of
the kings of Israel and ot 165 for the reigns ot the
kings of Judah between 721 and 842 are reduced
to the actual 121 by the overlappings, which are
suggested in the narrative itself.
For the first division ot this period, from the rise
of Jehu, cir 843, to the division of the kingdom, the
totals of the reigns of the kings of
4. OverIsrael is 98 j-ears, and of the kings of
lappings
Judah is 95, But there must be some
overlappings. The interval between
Ahab and Jehu, as shown by mention of them in the
Assyr records, is 12 years; but the two sons of
Ahab reigned 14 years, Ahaziah 2 and Jehoram 12.
E-vidently the last year of Ahab, in which came the
defeat at Karkar, was the 1st ot Ahaziah, and the
2d ot Ahaziah, who suffered in that year serious
accident (2 K 1 2), was the first of Jehoram.
It is probable that the long reign of Asa closed with
Jehoshaphat as coregent (1 K 15 23), so the above
totals of both kingdoms must be reduced to some
extent, probably to 90 years, and the disruption
of the kingdom placed about 933 BC. (Shishak,
founder of the X X I I d Dynasty, -invaded Pal in the
Sth year of Rehoboam (1 K 14 25), and in, or shortly
before, the 21st year of his own reign, so that be
must have become sovereign of Egypt about 950
BC, Jeroboam fled to Egypt after Solomon had
reigned more than 20 years, as is shown b>' the
connection ot Jeroboam -with the building of Millo;
and so Jeroboam's fiight must have been about the
beginning of Shishak's reign. This is in accord
with the OT records, since the hostile Shishak
Dynasty must have arisen in the reign of Solomon,
the dynasty which w-as ruling at the beginning of
his reign having been in alliance with him. So
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w e p l a c e t h e accession of S h i s h a k a b o u t 950, h i s
i n v a s i o n of J u d a h i n 9 2 9 , a n d t h e D i s r u p t i o n i n
933 B C .
A n i n t e r e s t i n g i n s t a n c e of c o r e g e n c y i n t h i s
p e r i o d is t h a t ot J e h o s h a p h a t a n d J e h o r a m , for w h i l e
A h a z i a h of I s r a e l b e g a n t o r e i g n in t h e 1 7 t h y e a r
of J e h o s h a p h a t (1 K 22 51) a n d died i n t h e 2 d
y e a r of J e h o r a m (2 K 1 17), t h e y e a r of h i s d e a t h

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

sinije t h e p r e c o c i o u s J e w i s h s o v e r e i g n s a t t a i n e d
t h e i r m a j o r i t y a t 15- y e a r s of a g e (cf 2 C h 34 3 ) .
T h e c o r e g e n c y for 2 y e a r s of J o a s h a n d A m a z i a h
(2 C h 24 25) b r i n g s t h e a g g r e g a t e y e a r s of t h e
r e i g n s ot t h e k i n g s o t b o t h k i n g d o m s d o w n t o t h e
accession of J e r o b o a m I I , t h r e e y e a r s b e f o r e LTzz i a b ' s accession, i n t o e x a c t a c c o r d . F i n a l l y , t h e
difference of t h r e e y e a r s i n t h e t o t a l s of r e i g n s in
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Israel

BC

KINGDOMS

Judah

721
723
726
729
730
734
735

Pall of Samaria; end of Kingdom of Israel
Siege of Samaria begun; Tth year of Hoshea
Hoshea made king b y Tiglath-pileser (2 K 17 1),
Death ot Pekah (2 K 15 30)
P e k a h and Rezin invade J u d a h (Isa 7 1)
2d year of P e k a h over all Israel (2 K 15 32)
P e k a h beiiomes king, killing Pekahiah (2 K 15 2.5,
27)
Pekahiah succeeds; M e n a h e m dies (2 K 15 22,23)

6th year of Hezekiah (2 K 18 10)
4 t h year of Hezekiah (2 K 18 9)
Accession of Hezekiah (2 K 18 1)
12th year of Ahaz, counting coregency
20th year from beginning of J o t h a m ' s coregency
J o t h a m dies, Ahaz reigns alone (2 K 16 1)
( D e a t h of Uzziah (2 K 15 2); vision of Isaiah (6 1)
; J o t h a m reigns alone for short time

736
738

52d year of Uzziah
50th year of Uzziah

M e n a h e m pays t r i b u t e to Assyria (2 K 15 19), . . .

741

Ahaz becomes coregent (2 K 15 30; 17 1)

M e n a h e m kills Shallum and reigns (2 K 15 13-17),
Zechariah succeeds Jeroboam II (2 K 15 8)
B r a of political contusion; Pekah usurped author- )
ity in Gilead (2 K 15 8-16
fl)
]•
Hosea the Prophet (Hos 1 1)
)
Amos the Prophet (Am 1 1; 7 9.10)

748
749

39th year of Uzziah
^
Regency of J o t h a m began (2 K 15 5.32)
Leprosy ot Uzziah (2 Ch 26 16-21)
T h e great earthquake (Am 1 1; Zec 14 5)

J o n a h the Prophet (2 K 14 25; Jon 1 1).
4th year of Jeroboam I I (2 K 15 8 ) . .
D e a t h of Joash; Jeroboam succeeds (2 K 14 16.23)

cir 775
787
790

750
752
764

803
804
806
816
820
837
842
843

Death of Jehoahaz (2 K 13 1)
Joash becomes coregent (2 K 13 1.10)
Death of Jehu (2 K 10 35.36)
Jehoahaz coregent in old age of Jehu (2 K 13 1). .
7th year of Jehu
,,..
Jehu pays tribute t o Assyria
Jehu destroys dynasty of Omri, and reigns (2 K 10
36)
Jehoram slain by J e h u (2 K 9 24)

843

11th year of Jehoram
5th year of Jehoram
Jehoram succeeds Ahaziah; fatal accident to Ahaz;
death of Ahab (1 K 22 37; 2 K 1 2,17)

844
850

Battle of Karkar, tribute t o Assyria
Coregency'of Ahaziah (1 K 22 51)
Naboth robbed and murdered ijy Jezebel (I K 21 1)
Wars with Syria
Elijah the Prophet appears (1 K 17 1)
4th year of Ahab

855
cir 856
867-857
cir 870
872
874

Ahab succeeds on death of Omri (1 K 16 29)
Omri builds Samaria, having overcome all opposition to his reign (1 K 16 23,24)
Zimi-i's brief reign after murder of Elah; people di-vdded between Omri and Tibni (1 K 16)
Elah succeeds on death of Baasha (1 K 16 6.7). ,
Baasha begins building B a m a h (1 K 15 17)
Baasha founds new dynasty (I K 15 33), ,
D e a t h of Jeroboam I. succession of N a d a b .
20th year of Jeroboam
18th year of Jeroboam
Jeroboam king over Israel.

was also t h e I S t h of J e h o s h a p h a t , so t h a t t h e f a t h e r
a n d son r e i g n e d t o g e t h e r a b o u t 5 y e a r s . I t is e v i d e n t also t h a t J e h o s h a p h a t r u l e d before his f a t h e r ' s
d e a t h , as t h e t o t a l of h i s r e i g n is c o u n t e d from
t h e c o r e g e n c y ' s b e g i n n i n g (1 K 22 4 1 ) , b u t c e r t a i n
e v e n t s a r e d a t e d from h i s sole r e i g n o n t h e d e a t h
of A s a (1 K 22 5 1 ; 2 K 3 1). I t is p r o b a b l e
t h a t t h e 6 y e a r s of A t h a h a h w e r e i n c l u d e d in t h e
40 y e a r s of t h e reign of J o a s h , t h e l e g i t i m a t e k i n g .
T h e age of his son, A m a z i a h , a t his accession (2 C h
25 1) does n o t o p e r a t e a g a i n s t t h i s p r o b a b i U t y ,
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Uzziah frees J u d a h from vassalage to Israel (2 K
15 1)
D e a t h of Amaziah (2 K 14 17; 2 Ch 25 25)
Uzziah made king b y the people (2 K 14 21.22)
Humiliating defeat of Amaziah by Joash (2 K 14
8-14)
D e a t h of Joash (2 K 12 1.21)
Amaziah coregent (2 K 14 1; 13 10; 2 C h 24 25)
37th year of Joash
23d year of Joash
! Overthrow of Athaliah (2 K 11 21)
( Joash seven years old (2 K 12 1)
Athaliah usurps throne on death of Ahaziah (2 K
11 1.3)
Ahaziah slain b y J e h u ' (2 K 9 27) in 1st year of
his reign 2 K 8 25
Ahaziah coregent with his father (2 K 9 29)
D e a t h of Jehoshaphat; sole reign of Jehoram
(2 K 8 16)
18th year of Jehoshaphat, and 2d of Jehoram (2 K
1 17; 3 1)
Jehoshaphat aids Ahab against Syria (1 K 22 1 ff)
J e h o r a m becomes coregent

875

Asa dies and Jehoshaphat reigns alone (1 K 22 41)
Jehoshaphat coregent in Asa's 39th year (2 Ch 16
12)
38th year of Asa

881

31st year of Asa

886
887

27th year of Asa
26th year of Asa
War with Baasha in the 17tli year of Asa
Hanani t h e Prophet
War witli Zerah; Azariah the prophet (2 Ch 14
9; 15 1)
3d year of Asa
2d year of Asa
D e a t h of Abijah, succession ot Asa (1 K 15 9)
Rehoboam dies; Abijah succeeds (1 K 15 1)
Invasion of Shishak (1 K 14 25)
Rehoboam king over J u d a h

910
911
913
915
929
933

t h e t w o k i n g d o m s from J e h u t o t h e D i s r u p t i o n is
e x p l a i n e d b y t h e fact t h a t i n I s r a e l t h e first y e a r
of a k i n g w a s c o i n c i d e n t w i t h t h e last of his p r e d e cessor, w h e r e a s i n J u d a h , c e r t a i n l y a t t h e b e g i n n i n g of t h i s p e r i o d , t h e first y e a r ot a k i n g followed
t h e d e a t h of h i s p r e d e c e s s o r ; e.g. w h i l e A s a b e g a n
t o r e i g n i n t h e 2 0 t h y e a r of J e r o b o a m (1 K 15 9),
J e r o b o a m , w h o r e i g n e d 22 y e a r s , died three y e a r s
l i t e r i n t h e second j ' e a r of A s a (1 K 15 25)
Obs e r v a t i o n of t h i s p r i n c i p l e i n t h e accessions of t h e
first t h r e e k i n g s after J e r o b o a m r e m o v e s t b e differ-
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ence, t h e l o n g n u m b e r s of t h e r e i g n of A s a b e i n g
f o u n d t o c o r r o b o r a t e . T h e p r e c e d i n g t a l i l e w-ill
i l l u s t r a t e t h e s e f a c t s of t h e r e c o r d s , as h a r m o n i z i n g
t h e d a t e s of t h e t w o c o n t e m p o r a n e o u s king(l((m3.
VII. From the Disruption
to the
Exodus.—The
p e r i o d now- t o b e c o n s i d e r e d e x t e n d s from t h e d i s r u p t i o n of t h e k i n g d o m b a c k t o t h e k'.xddtis.
The
r e a s o n s for c o m b i n i n g t h e Biblical e v e n t s w i t h i n
t h e s e wddely s e p a r a t e c l d a t e s i n t o o n e p e r i o d ot s u c h
l e n g t h a r e e v i d e n t , viz. (1) t h e r e g u l a r s e q u e n c e of
t h e h i s t o r j ' ; (2) t h e o c c u r r e n c e of c o n i p r e h e n s i v e
n u m b e r s for t h e p e r i o d a s a W-IK.IIO, e.g. J g s 11 26
a n d 1 K 6 1; t h e c h r o n o l o g i e a l d a t a of t h e B o o k
of J g s , w h i c h l e a d d i r e c t l y u p t o t h e (level(i])mcnts
in t h e t i m e of t h e u n i t e d k i n g d o m , e.g. t h e n a r r a t i v e
of R u t h p r e p a r i n g t h e w a y for t h e r e i g n of D a v i d .
C h a r a e t e r i s t i c of t h i s jieviod is t h e fr(-(|uent o c c u r r e n c e ot t h e g e n e r a l n u m b e r s SO, 40 a n d 20, w-hich

(.-iets 13 21), a r e g i v e n as 40 y e a r s e a c h ; a n d h e r e
t h e r e m a y b e s o m e o\(.'rlappiiig, Solomon, e.g.
b e c o m i n g k i n g before D a v u l ' s d e a t h (1 K 1 4 3 48). W e a r e r a t h e r s u r p r i s e d t o find t h a t t h e r e is
n o s t a t e m e n t of t h e l e n g t h of S a m u e l ' s m i n i s t r y ,
s u c h as its i m p o r t a n t place in t h e n a t i o n a l life w o u l d
lead u s t o e x p e c t . T h e p r o b a b l e r e a s o n for t h i s
is t h a t his life was pacalleled largely b y t h e reign
of S a u l a n d t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of E h . A period
of 40 y e a r s is assigned t o E l i (1 S 4 1 8 ) ; t h e a g g r e g a t e of n u m b e r s given for t h e J u d g e s is 410
y e a r s ; J o s h u a r u l e d for 40 y e a r s (Jgs 2 8 ) ; a n d
finally t h e wilderness w a n d e r i n g s covered a n o t h e r
40-j'e.ar period. T h e s u m t o t a l of all t h e s e n u m b e r s is 0 7 0 — t a r b e v o n d t h e c o m p r e h e n s i v e recko n i n g s of J g s 11 2ii; 1 K 6 1, a n d A c t s 13 19.
I t is e v i d e n t from ,Igs 10 7.8; 13 1 t h a t t h e p e r i o d s
of A m m o n i t e a n d Phili o p p r e s s i o n w e r e eitUer con-

LONQ

OR CON-SECUTIV
NUMBERS

No. Years
Death of Solomon, followed by Disruption
Jerob«nm a refugee in E g y p t
Shishak rules E g y p t
Foundation of Temple laid
Death of Da\-id. in coregeuc.v of Solomon
Solomon made king (1 Iv 1)
David reigns over all Israel
David reigns over J u d a h
David anointed b y Samuel
Birth of Da-i-ld
Beginning of Saul's reign; Samuel still judge
Samuel's administration (1 S 7 2 15) certainly
Eli began t o judge
Samson (contemporary with Eli; Jgs 13 1) began
Oppression b y Philistines
Abdon began t o judge in E p h r a i m
Elon began t o judge in Zebulun
Ibzan began t o judge contemporaneous with Elon
J e p h t h a h ' s judgeship
Oppression t e Ammonites (Jgs 12)
Jair began t o ' j u d g e (including oppression of A m m o n ) . ,
Tola began t o judge
Atiimelech's usurpation
Gideon's judgeship, including Abimelech
Oppression b y Midian (Jgs 6 1)
Deborah and B a r a k co-judges
Oppression b y Canaanites (Jgs 4 3 )
•
Period under E h u d and Shamgar (Jgs 3 30.31; 4 1) • •
Oppression b y INIoab (Jgs 3 14)
Othniel of J u d a h judges
Oppression b y Cushan-rishathaim (Jgs 3 8)
Entrance into C a n a a n under Joshua
Death of Moses
Death of Aaron
Israel at Kadesh, 2d time
Israel at Sinai, , .
Exodus from Egypt, led b y Moses

16
1
20
2
1

40
20
40
20
40
8
10
8
6
18
22
23
3
40
7
40
20
SO
18
40

40

BO
9:j3
cir 948
cir 949
969
971
972
1004
1011
1024
1041
1051
1071
nil
1131
I17I
1170
1189
1197
1203
1221
1243
1266
1269
1300
1316
1356
1370
1456
1474
1514
1522
1562
1563
1564
1564
1601
1602

SHORTeN-ED XOS., SYNCHRONISMS R E C K O N E D

No. Years
16
I
20
2
1
32
7
•39
20
39
0
0
7
9
0
5
0
21
"o
39
0
39
0
79
0
39
0
40

40

BC
933
cir 948
Cir 949
969
971
972
1003
1010
1023
1040
1049
1069

nos

1108

iii5

1124
1124
1129

iiso
1172
i2ii
1250
i329
1368

i-ios
1409
1410
I4I0
1447
cir 1448
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a r e n o t n e c e s s a r i l v t o b e t a k e n a l w a y s as exact, b u t
possibly a t t i m e s i n d i c a t i n g a r o u n d , or g e n e r a t w n ,
n u m b e r . I n o r d e r t o g e t t h e t i m e limits of t h i s
period, it is n e c e s s a r y t o c o u n t b a c k 37 y e a r s from
t h e e n d of S o l o m o n ' s r e i g n i n 9 3 3 B C , a n d t h i s b r i n g s
us t o t h a t e p o c h - m a r k i n g e v e n t , t h e l a y i n g of t h e
f o u n d a t i o n s of t h e T e m p l e i n 969 or 970, t h e 4 t h
y e a r of his r e i g n (1 K 6 1 ) ; a n d from t h i s e-vent w-e
a r e b r o u g h t b y t h e a d d i t i o n of t h e c o m p r e h e n s i v e
n u m b e r 479, g i v e n i n t h e s a m e v e r s e , b a c k t o t h e
y e a r of t h e E x o d u s , a p p r o x i m a t e l y 1448 B C , m a k i n g
t h e t o t a l l e n g t h of t h e p e r i o d abciut 516 y e a r s .
B u t t h e a d d i t i o n of t h e n u m b e r s given for t h e
v a r i o u s r e i g n s a n d a d m i n i s t r a t i o n s of t h e p e r i o d
y i e l d s a t o t a l w h i c h is m u c h g r e a t e r
I n d i c a t i o n s t h a n 516, a n d t h e r e f o r e o n e m u s t seek
in t h e t e x t i n d i c a t i o n s of o v e r l a p p i n g ,
of O v e r w h i o h will b r i n g t h e n a r r a t i v e m t i j
lapping
h a r m o n y w i t h itseff. T h e r e i g n s of
S o l o m o n (1 K 11 4 2 ) , D a v i d (1 K 2 11) a n d S a u l

t e m p o r a n e o u s or v e r y n e a r t o g e t h e r , a n d therefore
t h a t t h e c o m p r e h e n s i v e n u m b e r , 300 y e a r s , of J g s
1 1 26, r e a c h e s t r o m t h e e n t r a n c e i n t o C a n a a n u n d e r
J o s h u a d o w n t o t h e age of S a m s o n , as well as of
J e p h t h a h . T h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n s of I b z a n , E l o n
a n d .\b(lon (Jgs 12 8-13) s h o u l d t h e n b e r e g a r d e d
a s p r a c t i c a l l y S)-nchronous w i t h J e p h t h a h a n d
S a m s o n , a n d t h e n u m b e r of t h e i r y e a r s s h o u l d , in
p a r t a t least, b e left o u t of a c c o i m t . T h e n u m b e r s
from S a m s o n a n d E l i t o S o l o m o n a r e a p p r o x i m a t e l y
fixed, 20 t o S a m s o n , 40 t o Eli, 40 t o Saul a n d 4 0
t o D a v i d ; a n d t h e i r t o t a l a c c o r d s wdth t h e 300
before J e p h t h a h , a n d t h e 4 0 of wilderness w a n d e r ings in m a k i n g u p t h e g r a n d t o t a l (1 K 6 1) from
S o l o m o n t o t h e E x o d u s . T h i s p r o p o r t i o n before
a n d after J e p h t h a h , or S a m s o n , a n d t h e PhiU o p pression, a p p r o x i m a t e l y 330 a n d 150 y e a r s , is in
a g r e e m e n t w i t h t h e genealogies of R u t h 4 1 8 - 2 2 ;
1 S 14 3 ; 2 2 9; 1 C h 2, 6, 2 4 . T h e s h o r t e n i n g
t h e r e f o r e of t h e excessive a g g r e g a t e of 670 j-ears
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must be sought in the records from Samson back
to Joshua. Assuming that the oppressions may
be synchronous with the admimstrations of preceding or succeeding judges, t h a t Abimelech's
abortive attempt to become king (Jgs 9) should
be included in Gideon's 40 years, and t h a t parallelings are possible in the three judges just after Jephthah (Jgs 12 8-13) and the two just before (Jgs
10 1-5), it is possible to bring the detailed timereferences of the Books of Jgs into satisfactory
agreement with the comprehensive numbers. That
the period of the Judges is shorter than the aggregate of the numbers assigned to each is further
indicated by the manner in which the brief narratives at the end of the book—the migration ot the
Danites, the sin and punishment of Benjamin—and
the Book of Ruth, bring the earlier generations
into close touch with the later; cf the genealogv
of David (Ruth 4 18-22).
The preceding table (p. 641) shows the dates of
events according to the longer reckoning, and also
according to the suggested shortening by taking into
account the possible synchronisms. It should be
remembered that these figures are not indisputable,
but merely tentative and suggestive.
VIII. From the Exodus to the Birth of Abraham.
—The period of OT chronology now to receive
our attention is that which extends from the Exodus
in cir 1448 BC back to the call and migration of
.Abraham. This may be called the period of the
patriarchal wanderings, the formative or infancy
period ot the nation, and therefore of the highest
interest historically and religiously. But it is not
possible to fix its dates with indisputable accurac)-,
since, with rare exceptions, the events of the 01^
record are not related in their narration to eras
or definite persons of the contemporary nations;
and since also the chronology of these nations is
much in dispute among historians and archaeologists, with variations ot hundreds of j-ears.
The chief points at issue here tor determination
of the chronological problems are the time of the
Exodus, the duration ot Israel's soMain
journ in Egjrpt and the date of HamPoints at
murabi. Considering these in their
Issue
order: (1) As to tbe Exodus, opinions
have been divided among the X V I I I t h ,
X l X t h and X X t h dynasties as the time of the
Oppression and Exodus of Israel, and there are
plausible arguments for, and serious objections to,
each of these periods. When all things have been
considered it seems best to fix upon the X V I I I t h
Dynasty as the age ot the Oppression and Exodus,
Thothmes I I I as the Pharaoh of the Oppression, and
the years immediately foUowing his death as the time
of the Exodus, for the foUowing reasons: (a) This is
in harmony with the time-reckoning from the Temple
of Solomon back to the Exodus (1 K 6 1), and
fully satisfies the Biblical numbers for the intervening period, as shown above; while either later
dynastic period would necessitate either unnatural
cramping or ruthless rejection ot the BibUcal numbers. To place the Exodus so late as Ramses I I I ,
after 1200 BC, is in the Ught of the Bibhcal reckoning an evident absurdity. (6) In the X V I I I t h
Dynasty we can look best for the Pharaoh "that
knew not Joseph," as it was the leader of this
dj'nasty, Ahmes I, who conquered and drove out
the Hyksos, and left to his followers as a legacy
cordial hatred of the Asiatics, (c) Thothmes I I I was
a great builder, and the heavy tasks ot the Hebrews
would fit well into his reign. He was also the
champion of Amon, the god of Thebes, ha-ving been
a priest of that go(i; therefore the religious significance of the Exodus and the struggle preceding it
were most natural in his age. (d) An inscription
of Menephthah, son of Ramses II, indicates that
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Israel was in Pal in his time, therefore he could not
have been the Pharaoh of the Exodus, nor his father
the oppressor, (e) The objection that Pharaohs
of the X l X t h and X X t h dynasties invaded and
claimed sovereignty over Pal is ot httle consequence, since these invasions usually involved only
the sea-plain, and any city or district might secure
immunity and maintain its status quo by pajment of
tribute. In later cents, many foreign invasions
swept through Israel without disturbing the national
integrity. As for the objection that the cities
Ramses and Pithom indicate the age of Ramses II,
it is altogether probable that they were built long
betore his time, and only restored by him. Eor
these reasons the earher date is assigned to the
Exodus. (2) Whether the duration of the sojourn
in Egypt was 430 or 215 years will depend upon
the interpretation of the comprehensive 430, or
roundly 400, which is of frequent occm-rence in the
Bible as indicating the extent ot the period of the
Hebrews' wanderings among, and oppression by,
the nations (Gen 15 13; Ex 12 40; Acts 7 6;
Gal 3 17). These passages have been, and may
properly be, interpreted as indicating the time ot
the actual sojourn in Egypt, or the time from the
entrance of Abraham into Canaan to the Exodus.
Modern archaeological discoveries and the logical
conclusions from them, our better knowledge of the
history and concUtions of contemporaneous Egypt,
the shortening of the Hyksos period, as by Meyer,
Mahler and Breasted, and the acceptance ot a later
date for Hammurabi, all seem to favor the shorter,
or 215-year, view of the sojourn. The remaining
215 years cover the period from Jacob's descent
into Egypt back to the migration of Abraham. The
shorter period is adopted here for the reasons
already given; but by the addition of 215 the dates
from the death of Joseph backward may be conformed to the theory of the longer period. (3) Accepting the almost universal and well-grounded
judgment t h a t the Amraphel of Gen 14 is the
famous Hammurabi of the 1st Bab Dynasty, we
should have assistance in determining the date
of _ his BibUcal contemporary Abraham, if the
opinions of scholars about the age ot Hammurabi
were not so divergent. Goodspeed (Hist Bab.
and Assyr.) places his reign at 2297-2254 BC;
Hommel (art. on "Babylonia," HDB) fixes the
probable date at 17(2-1717, an astonishing divergence of 500 years, and suggestive of the spendthrift manner in which chronologists are accustomed to dispose^ of the past ages of man. 'The
difference in this instance is caused by the disposition of the H d Bab Dynasty, Goodspeed making
its more than 360 years follow t h e Hammurabi
Dynasty, and adding the years of the two; Hommel
on the other hand regarding the Hd, or Southern,
Dynasty as contemporaneous with the Ist, or
Northern. But it is more probable t h a t the truth
Ues between these extremes, since the H d Dynasty
must have had some independent standing, and
must have ruled alone for a time, in order to secure
consideration as a dynasty. This moderate reckoning is now commonly adopted. Breasted placing
Hammurabi at 1900 BC, Da-vis (in DB) about
1975, and Pinches (in Murray's Illus. B. Diet.)
later than 2000 BC. It is in accord with t h e Bible
numbers, as t h e following table shows, and does
not vary materiaUy from the reckoiung of Ussher,
which was based upon those numbers. Therefore
the age of Hammurabi and Abraham may be considered as about 1900 BC, or 2100, if one estimates
the sojourn in Egypt at 430 years. The former is
more reasonable. The Am Tab, preser'ving correspondence of the 14th and 15th cents, between
the Pharaohs ot the X V I I I t h Dyna.sty and Pal and
Babylon, by showing the contemporary sovereigns
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of the empires of the Nile and the Euphrates, contribute eontirmation to the Biblical reckoning. It
is possible that increased knowledge of the Hittite
empire and its dealings with Eg.) pi, Pal and Bab
maj- in the near future contribute further confirmation.
The f((regoiiig conclusions may be summarized in the followdng table:

BC

T h e E x o d u s f r o m Eyx pt
J e h o v a h a p i i e a i - e d t o M((ses a l
Hoi-eh
Fli(,'lit (if Md.ses f r o m K g \ - | i l ,
B i r d l of M o s r s
B i r l h of .Vai-oa
Di-aili (it I.ex [ uipp(-(>xi(uali(ml
-(-Po^^iiilo (t.(te of . V i i i r a m ' s hicili
D e a t h of .lo-(cph
D e a t h o t .iuenU. a.ced 147
* B i r t h of K o h a t h , ]iossil.l,\ ,
J a c o b a n d h i s s u n s c:o d o w n t o
Egypt
J o s e p h e x a l t e d o \ e r E ( i v p t , 10
\ - e a r s e s t i m a t e d for 7 y e a i s
of p l e n t v (did p a r t of j e a r s
of f a m i n e
J o s e p h s o l d hv h i s l.irel h r e n
B i r t h of B e n j a m i n , d e a t h of
Rachel
J a c o b left P a d d a n - A r a m , m e e t ing w i t h E s a u
t B i r t h of L e \ i , p r o b a l D l y .
Jacob marries Leah and Kaehel
His
flight
from
Hebron
to
Haran
D e a t h of . V b r a h a m
B i r t h of E s a u a n d J a c o b
....
M a r r i a g e of I s a a c a n d R e b e k a h
D e a t h of S a r a h ( G e n 2 4 67) .
B i r t h of I s a a c
Destruction
of
Sodom
and
B i r t h of I s h m a e l
Invasion by Chedorlaomer and
Amraphel
A b r a h a m ' s sojourn in E g y p t .
His migration from H a r a n to
B i r t h of S a r a h
B i r t h of A b r a h a m
B i r t h of U s f a t h e r T e r a h

' \ d d i l i o n of
^l,') \ e a r s
f(ir lAiiigciS((j(Ku-ii i n
l-;gj |(t

cir I l l s
I I 111
1 iss
ir)2s
15:i2
157(1
i,-.s,
c i r 1 -.III
1(11.
1647

17,S5
1,S(I',1
ISCL;

1064

1S79

l(i,4

1,SS',1
1902

ins/
1698
1699
1704
1708
1711
1718
17,so
1795
1815
1816
1855

1919
1923

l',|()o
2010
2070

c i r I,S56
1869
c i r 1,S75
c i r I,S(S

2090

1S80
1939
cir i n 3 3
2023

2095
2170
2240

* The age of K.-Uii-ih at birth of Amram ia e s d m a l e d at 60 yeara; similarly
the age of Amram a t AarOD-3 birth,
+ If Joseph w a s born 6 year^ before Jacob r e t u r n e d from Paddan-Aram,
Levi was about 4 years older,

IX. From Abraham to the Creation.—One other
general period of OT chronology remains for consideration: from the age of Abraham back to the
creation of the world, about which in the nature
of the case there can be no absolute certainty, and
in which there is neither reason nor need for inflexible accuracy. The system, or succession, ot numbers in the early chapters ot Gen (5 and 11 10-2(3)
has given ri^c, in the effort to explain these numbers, to several theories,
(1) The hteral interpretation, the best known
advocate of which was Archbishop I'ssher (d. Ib.ali),
whose hteral arrangement was introduced into the
margin of the AV after his death. This theory
takes the b h t h - and death-numbers just as they
are, and by addition ot the time intervals between
the birth of the various patriarchs, together with
Adam's age at the b h t h ot Seth, shows that 1,656
years elapsed from the Creation to the Elood, and
290 years from the Flood to Abrahams b n t h
according to the M T . But it must be apparent
at the very outset, that, on the most liberal arrangement of the numbers and the most conservati-ve
geological and anthropological estimate, this reckonin-r is not sufficiently long to satisfy the known
facts'of the age of the earth, of the life of man upon
the earth, and of estabhshed historic dates. Even

the (.'onservative system of Professor Breasted
(.inc. Egypt) places the first certain date ot Egyp
history, viz. the introduction ot the Sothic calenJar,
as early as 4241 BC, which is more than two cents.
l)e,\'on(.l Ussher's lieginning ot the world. Moreover, at that time a,ii astroiiomical basis of reckoning time was in existence, implying an age ot culture
already gone liefore. This difhculty was appreeiahxl by the,earhest interpreters, as indicated by
the variations ot the Sam and LXX texts, the
lat,l(>r inereasing the total of the age about 1,500
years and inserting a new name into the genealogical
list of (len 11. An iiiterestin.g (.(ommcntary on the
literal method is that it niak(js Noah live until
.\lii':(liaiii was seventy years old, and prolongs the
life ((f Shem to within the lifetime of Jacob.
(2) ,\ second theory is the dynastic: that the
long number of a patriarch's lifetime indicates the
era during which his house or dynasty prevailed,
to be folloi\ (.'(1 by the long number of the next
dynasty; e.g. the '.)'.'>() years of Adam were followed
by the 912 of Seth, and so on until the period is
stretched to cover thousands of years. But there
are evident objections to this view: it does not
account for the invariable origin of each succeeding dynasty so near the beginning of its predecessor,
and it disregards the manifest plan of the inspirecl
author to narrate the descent of the human race
through famihes and not by eras or empires.
(3) By others it has been conjectured that the
units of time have been different in the ancient
ages of man; that originally the time-unit was the
lunar c.\-cle, by which the 969 lunar cycles of Methuselaii's life really should be reduced to a little
more than 80 j-ears of more recent times; and that
in the days of .Vbraliain a j-(.'ar measured from
equinox to equinox had suiierseded the lunar timem(-a^ui-enient. It is iiossilde Ihat the LXX variations were based upon this idea, since it increased
the age at which every father begat a son to at
least 162 in the generations before the Flood. But
even this expedient would not remove all difficulties trom the phj-sical side; nor have w-e the slightest
indication of ti"' points at which these radical
chamres of the time-units were made. On the
roiiliTU'}- the decrease of man's years seems to have
come by somewhat gradual process, and not by
sharp and tremendous breal-LS.
(4) Others have thought to meet the difficulties
by suggesting the omission of hnks in the chain
ot descent, in accordance with Heb custom of
omitting inconsequential names trom a genealogical
list. The omission by Matthew ot certain names
from his genealogy of Jesus Christ, in order to preserve his symmetrical scheme ot fourteens (Mt
1 8), is an illustration in point. As corroborative
of this it might be urged that the LXX does insert
a name between Arpachshad and Shelah (Gen 11
12), It may be said confidently that whatever
theory of the genealogies before Abraham one may
adopt, it is aUogether reasonable to suppose that
one name, or many, may have been omitted from
the line of descent.
The dates resulting from the Uteral and exact
interpretation of the genealogical lists of Gen 5
and 11 may be tabulated as follows:
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death

ot
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Eber
Shem
Shelah
Arpachshad
Terah
Serug
Reu
Noah
Nahor
Peleu

.

1716 BC
1745
1777
1806
1820
1854
1^77
1885
1907
1907
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BIRTH OF ABR.AHAM

, , 1955

Birth of Terah
2025
Birth of Nahor
2054
Birth of Serug
2084
Birth of Reu
2116
Birth of Peleg.
2146
Birth of Eber
2180
Birth of Shelah
, . 2210
(Here LXX inserts Kainan with 130 years)
Birth of Arpachshad
2245
Death of Methuselah
2245
Year ot the Flood
2245
Death ot Lamech, ,
2250
B u t h of Shem
2345
B u t h of Noah, ,
2845
Death of Adam
21J71
Birth ot Lamech
3027
Birth of Methuselah
3214
Birth of Enoch
3274
Birth of Jared
3441
Birth of Mahalaleel
, 3506
Birth of Kenan, ,
3576
Birth of Enosh
3666
Birth of Seth
. 3771
Creation of Adam
3901
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these mUlenniums; we have t h e records of the
presence of intelUgent man in these fertile and
recently formed centers without traces of his origin
and development in, and movement from, other
homes. Archaeology and ancient history bring
civilized man upon us with somewhat of suddenness, well established in homelands of recent formation. Whence came these peoples whose great
works and thoughts are found near the beginning
of an era so clearly hmited b y history and geography? If they came from elsewhere and developed tediously, why have they left no trail of their
movement and no trace of the evolution? So late
as the 3d millennium BC Mesopotamia was sparsely
settled, and Pal in the first halt of the 2d millennium was still thinly settled. It is a legitimate conclusion, then, that intelligent man's life on the
earth does not e.xtend far beyond the total of the
Bible

numbers

(see ANTEDILUVIANS;

DELUGE).

At the same time it is far trom necessary to force
a literal and exact interpretation on these numbers,
which were given rather to trace lineage, keep
relationships, show development under t h e Divine
purpose, and fix responsibihty, than to mark particular years.
LITERATURE.—Ussher, Chronologia Sacra: G. Smith,

If the 130 jears of Kainan, whom the LXX inserts
Assyr Eponym Canon: IVIasperO. The Dawn of Civilizabetween Shelah and Arpachshad, be added, the tion: The Struggle of the Nations: The Passing of the
Empires: Goodspeed, A History of the Babylonians and
date for Adam's creation is increased to 4031 BC.
Assyrians: Breasted, Ancient Egypt: Hist of Egypt, MesThe exhibit of this table is most interesting and
opotamia and Israel in Hist of World; Hommel, Ancient
Heb Tradition; L. JV, King. Chronology of the Bab Kings;
suggestive. Noah, Shem, Arpachshad, Shelah,
Dated Events of OT; Auchlnloss, Chronology of
Eber, Peleg were contemporaries ot Abraham. Beecher.
the Holy Bible; various commentaries; Driver, Bk of (geneShem, Sheh(h and Eber were li-ving after Jae(5b's
sis; SklDner, Genesis: Moore, Comm. on Judges: G. A.
Smith, "Isaiah" in Expositor's Bible, etc. Magazines:
birth. Adam, Enoch, JMethuselah and Lamech
Orr, "Assyr and Heb Chronology" in Presbyterian
were contemporary; and Methuselah's long hfe James
Review, 1889; "Israel and the Exodus" in Expositor,
came to an end in the year of the Flood.
1897; J. D. Da-sis, "Chronology of the Divided Kingdom" in Presbyterian and Reformed Review, 1891. Bible
These genealogical Usts of t h e early chapters of
Dictionaries: J. D. Davis in Diet, of the Bible, "WestGen appear therefore not t o have been given as mioster Press; Hommel, arts, on "Assyria" and "Babylonia" in HDB. Of interest also. Franke Parker.
an exact and exclusive system of
Chronology, 1858.
A Sugchronology; b u t it is more probable
EDWARD M A C K
gested In- that they were written to present' a
terpretation general, compact, or mere outUne
CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT:
statement of the origin, earlj- experiI. CHRONOLOGY OF THE LIFE OF jEStIs
ence and apostasy of the human race, given with1. Birth of Jesus
out the purpose of recording every possUile Unk
(1) Death of Herod
(2) Census of Quirinius
in the chain of descent, or every incident iu the
(3) Star of the tSlagi
early racial ex]iorience. There are many indica(4) Course of Abijah
tions, or suggestions at least, that this is the sensi(5) Day and Month
(6) Summary
ble and Dnmely intended interpretation, some of
2.
Baptism
of Jesus
which have been stated: the variant items and
3. First Passover
summaries of the M T , L X X and Sam; the fre4. Death of John the Baptist
5. Length of Jesus' Ministry
quent omission in Heb genealogies of one or more
6. Death of Jesus
generations, the third, or later, descendant being
7. Summary of Dates
truly regarded as a son; the age of the world; the LITERATURE
comparative antiquity of m a n ; and the more an- II. CHRONOLOGY OF THE APOSTOLIC AQB
1. Paul's Conversion
cient dates disclosed by archaeology. I t should
2. Death of Herod Agrippa I
be noticed further that the inspired writer gives
3. Famine under Claudius
4. Sergius Paulus
ten generations from Adam to the Elood, and ten
.5. Edict of Claudius
also from the Flood to Abraham, as if by the use
6. GaUio
of the decimal, or representatively human, number
7. Festus
8. Relative Chronology of Acts
he would indicate to us that he is deaUng with com9. Pauline Epistles
prehensively complete numbers and not wdth those
10. Release and Death of Paul
that are minutely complete, arranging in symbolic
11. Death of Peter
12. Death of James the Just
form the account of man's descent. See ANTEDI13. The Sj-noptic Gospels, etc
LUVIAN PATRI.^ECHS.
14. Death of John
1.5, Summary of Dates
But while the age of man may be greater than the
LITERATURE
mechanical and exact sum of the Gen numbers,
we should not be deluded into the behef that it is
The current Christian era is reckoned from the
so great as' some anthropologists and geologists,
birth of Jesus and is based upon the calculations
who are prodigal of their numbers, would have us of Dionysius (6th cent.). Subsequent investigathink. The numbers of Gen are much nearer the tion has shown that the Dionysian date is at least
facts than these dreary stretches and wastes of
four J'ears too late. Several eras were in use in
time. The formation of the NUe and the Euphrates the time of Jesus; b u t of these only the Varronian
valleys, which furnished historic man's first home,
will be used cobrdinately wdth the Dionysian in
is quite recent, possibly not antedating 7000 BC; the discussion ot the chronology of the life ot Jesus,
the account ot the Elood is the record of a great
753 A.U.C. being sj-nchronous with 1 BC and 754
cataclysm which came upon historic man within
A.U.C. with 1 AD.
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/. Chronology of the Life of Jesus.—Jesus WaS
born before the death ot Herod the Great (Mt 2
1 ff) at the time ot a census or eiirijl1. Birth of ment made in the territory of Herod in
Jesus
accordance u i l h a decree ot .Vugustus
ivhen Quirinius (R\', Cyrenius AV)
was exercising authoritv iu the Rom province of
Sj-ria (Lk 2 I f ) , At the time of Jesus' birth a
star led the ISIagi of the East to seek in Jerus the
infant whom tlie\- subsequentlv found in Bethlehem
(.Mt 2 Iff). John the Baptist was six mimtlis
older than Jesus (Lk 1 36) ami he was b((rii in the
daj-s of Herod (Lk 1 5; cf 2 1) after his father,
Zacharias, ot the priestly course of .Vbijah, had been
performing the functions of his office in tbe temple.
(1) Death of Herod.—The de;ith of Hci-(.i(l the
Great occurred in the spring of roO'L"" He ruled
from his appointment in lioine 711,-10 (Ani, XIV,
xiv, 4-5, in the consulship ot Caius Domitius Calvinus and Caius .Vsniius Pollio) 37 years, and from
his accession in Jerus after the caiiline of the city
717/37 (Ant, XIV, x^^, 1-3; BJ, 1. xvii, 9; I, xvin,
1-3; Dio Cassius xlix.22; cf, Sehlirer, GJV, 1, 3,'i,x,
n. 11) 34 years {Ant, X V I I , x\dU, 1; BJ, I, xxxiii,
7-S; cf Schurer, op. cit., I, 415, n. 167 where it is
shown t h a t Jos reckons a j-ear too much, probably
counting from Nisan 1 and including partial years).
Just before Herod's death there was an eclipse of
the moon (Ant, X V I I , 'vi, 4). According to astronomical calculations an eclipse was vdsible in Pal
on March 23 and September 15. 749/5, March 12,
750/4, and January 9, 753/1. Of these the most
probable is t h a t of March 12, 750/4. Soon after
the echpse Herod put to death his son Antipater
and died five days later (Ant, XVTI, -vii; BJ, I,
xxxiU, 7). Shortly after Herod's death the Passover
was near at hand {Ant, XVII, vi, 4—ix, 3). In this
year Passover (Nisan 15) fell on AprU 11; and as
Arehelaus had observed seven days of mourning
for his father betore this, Herod's death would fall
betw-een March 17 and AprU 4. But as the 37th
(34th) year of his reign was probably reckoned from
Nisan 1 or March 28, his death may be dated between March 28 and April 4, 750/4.
This date for Herod's death is confirmed by the
evidence for the diuation of the reigns of his three
sons. Arehelaus was deposed in 759/6 (Dio Cassius lv,27 in the consulship of AemiUus Lepidus
and Lucius ^Irruntius) in the 10th year ot his reign
(Ant, XVll, xUi, 2; cf BJ, ll, vii, 3 whioh gives
the year as the 9th). Antipas was deposed most
probably in the summer of 79'2/39 (Ant, XVIII,
vii, 1-2; cf X V i n , \d, 11; X I X , viii, 2; BJ, II,
ix, 6; Schiirer, op. cit., I, 448, n. 46 and 416, n. 167).
There are coins of Antipas from his 43d year (Af adden, Co((!,s of the Jews, 121 ff). The genuineness of
a coin from the 44th year is questioned by Schurer
but accepted by Madden. The com from the 45th
year is most probably spurious (Schiirer, op. cit.,
I, 417, n. 167). Philip died after reigning 37 years,
in the 20th year of Tiberius—August 19, 7S6/:?3787/34 (Ant, X V I I I , iv, 6), There is also a com
ot Phihp from his 37th year (Madden op. cit., 126).
Thus Arehelaus, Antipas and Phihp began to reign
in 750/4.
_,
,
(2) Census of Quirinius.—The
census or enrolment, which, ae(«rding to Lk 2 1 t, was the occasion ot the journey of Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem
where Jesus was born, is connected with a decree
of Augustus embracing the G^-Rom wijrld. This
decree must have been carried out in Pal by Herod
and probably in accordance with the Jewish method
- e a c h going to his own c i t y - r a t h e r than the Rom
(Dio 15 4, 2; Zumpt, Das Gcburt.yahr Christi, 195,
Kenyon' Greek Papyri in the British Museum, 111,
• Tlie alternative numbers are BC or AD, i,e. 750
A.U.C, =4 BC. etc.

124 f; Schurer, Theol. Ztg, 1907, 683 f; and on the
other hand, Ramsay, Expositor, 1908, I, 19, n.).
Certainly there is no intimation of an insurrection
such as characterized a later census (.Vets 5 37:
Ant, XVIII, i, 1; BJ, II, xvU, 7; ct Tac. Ann.
'vi.dl; Livy Epit. cx.\xvi,cxxxvU; Dessau,/((.scrip, to.
i^d. no. 212, col. ii, 36) and this may have been due
in no small measure to a difference in method. Both
Jos and Luke mention the later census which was
made by (iuirinius on the deposition of Arehelaus,
together with the insurrection of Judas which accompanied it. But while Jos does not mention
the Herodian census—although there may be some
intimation of it in Ant, XVI, ix, 3; XVII, u, 4;
of. Sanclemcnte, De vulg. aerae emend., 438 f; Ramsay, ll'a.s Christ Born at Beth.^, 178 ff—Luke
carefully distinguishes the two, characterizing the
census at the time of Jesus' birth as "first," i.e.
first in a series of enrolments connected either with
Quirinius or with the imperial policy inaugurated
by the decree ot Augustus. The Gr-Rom writers
of the time do not mention this decree and later
writers (Cassiodor, Isidor and Suidas) cannot be
relied upon with certainty as independent witnesses
(Zumpt, Geburlsjahr, 148 ff). Yet the geographical
work of Agrippa and the preparation of a breviarium
lotius imperii by Augustus (Tac. Ann. i . l l ; Suet.
Aug. 28 and 101; Dio Cassius UU.30; lvi,33; cf
Mommsen, Staatsrecht, II, 1025, n. 3), together with
the interest of the emperor in the organization and
finances of the empire and the attention which he
gave to the provinces (Marquardt, Rom. Staatsverwaltung, II, 2111; cf 217), are indirectly corroborative of Luke's statement. Augustus himself conducted a census in Italy in 726/28, 746/8, 767/14
(Mommsen, Res Ges., 34 ff) and in Gaul in 727/27
(Dio Cassius Uii,22, 5; Livy Epit. cxxxiv) and had a
census taken in other pro'vinces (Pauly-Wissowa,
Realencyc, s.v. "Census," 1918 f; Marquardt, op.
cit., II, 213). For Egypt there is eviilence of a
regular periodic census every 14 years extending
back to 77.3/20 (Ramsay, op. cit., 131 ff; Grenfell
and Hunt, Oxy. Papyri, II, 207 ff; Wilcken, Griech.
Oslraka, I, 444 ff) and it is not improbable that this
procedure was introduced by Augustus (Schiirer,
op. cit , I, 515). The inference from Egyp to similar
conditions in other provinces must indeed be made
cautiously (Wilcken, op. cit., 449; Marquardt, op.
cit., 441); yet in Syria the regular tributum capitis
seems to imply some such preUminary work (Dig. 1.
15, 3; Appian, Syr., 50; Marquardt, op. cit., II, 200,
n. 2; Pauly-Wissowa, op. cit., 1921; Ramsay, op.
cit., 154). The time of the decree is stated only in
general terms by Luke, and it may have been as
early as 727/27 (Zumpt, op. cit., 159; Marquardt,
op. cit., II, 212) or later in 746-8 (Huschke_, Census,
34; Ramsay, op. cit., 158 ff), its execution in chfferent pro'vinces and subject kingdoms being carried
out at different times. Hence Luke dates the
census in the kingdom of Herod specifically by connecting it with the administrative functions of
Quirinius in Syria. But as P. QuintiUus Varus was
the legate of Syria just before and after the death
of Herod from 748/6-750/4 (Ant, XVII, v, 2;
XVII, ix, 3; XVII, x, 1 and 9; XVII, xi, 1; Tac.
Hist. v!9; and coins in Eckhel, Doelr. num. vet.,
Ill, 275) and his predecessor was C. Sentius Saturninus from 745/9-748/6 (Ant, XVI, ix, 1; x,
8; xi, 3; XVII, i, 1; ii, 1; iii, 2), there seems to
be no place tor Qiurinius (luring the closing years
of Herod's reign. TertulUan indeed spealvs of
Saturninus as legate at the time of Jesus' birth
(Adv. Marc, iv.9). The interpretation of Luke's
statement as indicating a date for the census before
Quirinius was legate (Wieseler, Chron. Syn., 116;
Lagrange, Revue Biblique, 1911, 80 ff) is inadmissible. I t is possible that the connection of the
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census with Quirinius may be due to his ha'ving
brought to completion what was begun by one of
his predecessors; or Quirinius may have been commissioned especially by the emperor as legatus ad
census accipiendos to conduct a census in Syria and
this commission may have been connected temporally with his campaign against the Homonadenses in CiUcia (Tac. Ann. ui.48; cf Noris, Cenotaph. Pis., 320 ff; Sanclemente, op. cit., 426 passim;
Ramsay, op. cit., 238). It has also been suggesteci
by Bour (L'Inscription de Quirinius, 48 ff) that
Quirinius may have been an imperial procurator
speciaUy charged with authority in the matter
of the Herodian census. The titulus Tiburtinus
(CIL, XIV, 3613; Dessau, Insc^. Lat. Sd., 918)—
if rightly assigned to him—and there seems to be
no sufficient reason for questioning the conclusiveness of Mommsen's defence of this attribution (cf
Liebenam, Verwaltungsgesch., 365)—proves that he
was twice legate of Syria, and the titulus Venetus
(CIL, III, 6687; Dessau, op. cit., 2683) gives evidence of a census conducted by him in Syria. His
administration is dated by Ramsay (op. cit., 243) in
747/7; by Mom-msen in the end ot 750/4 or the
beginiung of 751/3 (op. cit., 172 ff). Zahn (Neue
kirch. Zeilsehr., 1893, IV, 633 ff), followed by Spitta
(Zeitschr. f. d. neutest. Wiss., 1906, VII, 293 ff),
rejects the historicity of the later census connected
by Jos with the deposition of Arehelaus, basing his
view on internal grounds, and assigns the Lucan
census to a time shortly after the death of Herod.
This -view however is rendered improbable by the
e'vidence upon which the birth ot Jesus is assigned
to a time before the death of Herod (Mt 2 1 ff;
Lk 1 5; 2 1 f); by the differentiation of the census
in Lk 2 I f and Acts 5 37; by the dsfinite connection ot the census in Jos with Syria and the
territory ot Arehelaus (ct also the tit. Venet.);
and by the general imperial policy in the formation
of a new province (Marquardt, op. cit., I I , 213).
Moreover there seems to be no adequate ground for
identifying the Sabinus of Jos with Quirinius as
urged by VV^eber, who regards the two accounts (Ant,
XVII, vUi, 1 ff and XVII, iv, 5; XVIII, i, 2; U, 1 ff)
as due to the separation by Jos of || accounts of the
same events in his sources (Zeitschr. f. d. neutest.
Wiss., 1909, X, 307 ff)—the census of Sabmus-Quirinius being assigned to 4 BC, just after the death of
Herod the Great. The synchronism of the second
census of Quirinius 'with the periodic year of the
Egyp census is probably only a coiucidence, for it
was occasioned by the deposition of Arehelaus; but
its extension to Syria may be indicative of its connection with the imperial poUoy inaugurated by
Augustus (Tac. Ann. •vi.41; Ramsay, op. cit., 161 f).
(3) Star of the Magi.—The identification of the
star of the Magi (Mt 2 2; cf 2 7.9.16; Maorobius,
Sat., II, 4; Sanclemente, op. cit., 456; Ramsay, op.
cit., 215 ff) and the determination ot the time of its
appearance cannot be made 'with certainty, although
it has been associated 'with a conjunction in '747/7
and 748/6 of Saturn and Jupiter iu the sign of Pisces—
a consteUation which was thought to stand in close
relation with the Jewish nation (Ideler, Handbuch d.
math. u. tech. Chron., II, 400 ff). When the Magi came
to Jerus, however, Herod was present in the city; and
this must have been at least several months before his
death, for during t h a t time he was sick and absent
from Jerus (Ant, XVII, vi, 1 ff; BJ, I, xxxiU, 1 ff).
(4)^ Course of Abijah.—The chronological calculations ot the time of the ser-vice of the priestly
course of Abijah in the temple, which are made by
reckoning back from the time of the course of
Jehciiarib which, according to Jewish tradition, was
serving at the time ot the destruction ot Jerus by
Titus, are uncertain (Schurer, op. cit., II, 337, n. 3;
cf Lewin, Fasti Sacri, 836).
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(5) Day and month.—The day and month of Jesus'
birth are also uncertain. December 25 was celebrated by the church in the West as early as the 2d
cent.—if the date in Hippolytus on Dan., IV, 23, be
genuine (cf Ehrhardt, Altchr. Lit., 1880-1900, 383);
but January 6 was celebrated in the East as the
anniversary both of the birth and of the baptism.
The fact that shepherds were feeding their flocks at
night when Jesus was born (Lk 2 8) makes it improbable that the season of the year was winter.
(6) Summary.—The birth of Jesus may therefore
be assigned to the period 747/7 to 751/5, before
the death of Herod, at the time of a census made by
Herod in accordance wdth a decree of Augustus
and when Quirinius was exercising extraorijinary
authority in Syria—Varus being the regular legate
of the province, i.e. probably in 748/6. See JESUS
CHRIST.

The Synoptic Gospels begin their description
of the pubhc ministry of Jesus with an account
of the ministry of John the Baptist
2. Baptism (Mt 3 1 ff; Mk 1 1 ff; Lk 3 1 ff;
of Jesus
cf Jn 1 19 ff; 4 24; Jos, Ant, X V I I I ,
iii, 3) and Luke definitely dates the
baptism of Jesus by John in the 15th year of Tiberius. Luke also designates this event as the beginning of Jesus' ministry, and by stating Jesus'
age approximately brings it into connection with
the date of His birth. If Luke reckoned the reign
ot Tiberius from the death of Augustus, August 19,
767/14, the 15th year would extend from August
19, 781/28 to August 18, 782/29; and if Jesus was
about thirty years old at this time. His birth would
fall in 751/3 to 752/2—or sometime after the death
of Herod, which is inconsistent with Luke's own
and Matthew's representation. This indeed was
one of the common modes of reckoning the imperial
reigns. The mode of reckoning from the assumption of the tribunician power or from the designation as imperator is altogether unlikely in Luke's
case and intrinsically improbable, since for Tiberius
the one began in 748/6 and the other in 743/11
(Dio Cassiuslv.9; Uv.33; VeU. n.99; Suet. Tib. i x . l l ) .
I5ut if, as seems Ukely, the methoii of reckoning by
imperial years rather than by the yearly consuls was
not definitely fixed when Luke wrote, it is possible
t h a t he may have counted the years of 'Tiberius
from his appointment in 764/11 or 765/12 to equal
authority with Augustus in the provinces (Veil, u
121; Suet. Tib. x-x.21; Tac. Ann. i.3). This method
seems not to have been employed elsewhere (Lewin,
op. cit., 11431; of Ramsay, op. cit., 202f). The
ooius of Antioch in whioh it is found are regarded as
spurious (Eckhel, op. cit.. I l l , 276), the genuine coins
reckoning the reign of "Tiberius from the death of
Augustus (ib. I I I , 278). If Luke reckoned the reign
of Tiberius from 764/11 or 765/12, the 15th year
would faU in 778/25 or 779/26, probably the latter,
and Jesus' birth about thirty years earUer, i.e. about
748/6 or 749/5.
At the time of the first Passover in Jesus' ministry
the HerocUan temple had been building 46 years
(Jn 2 20). Herod began the temple
3. Fu-st
in the 18th year of his reign (Ant,
Passover
XV, xi, 1, whioh probably corrects
the statement in BJ, 1, xxi, 1 that it
was the 15th year; of Schiirer, op. cit., I, 369 f, n.
12). As Jos reckons from the accession of Herod
in 717/37, t h e 18th year would be 734/20 to 735/21
and 46 years later would be 780/27 t o 781/28. The
interval imphed in John between this Passover
and the beginning of Jesus' ministry agrees weU
with the Lucan dating of the baptism in "779/26.
The imprisonment of John the Baptist, which
preceded the beginning of Jesus' Galilean work,
was continued for a time (Mt 11 2-19; Lk 7
18-35) but was finaUy terminated by beheading at
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the order of Herod Antiiias, .Vnnouncement of
the death w-as made to Jesus w-hile in the midst of
His Galilean ministry (.Mt 14 3-12;
4. Death
Mk 6 1-1-29; Lk 9 7-9). Jos reports
of John the that the defeat ((f .Vntipas by .Vretas,
Baptist
in the summer of 7S9, ilH, was poiiiilarly regarded as a Di\ine punishment for the murder of John (.1"(, . W i l l , v, 2),
But although Jos mentions the di\'(ii('e ol' .Vrelas'
daughter b\' .Vntipas :(s one of the causes ot hostihties, no inference can be drawn from this or from
the popular inte^rprelation of .Vntipas' deh-al,, by
w-hich the interval between .lobii's death and this
defeat can be fixed iSehiira-, op, eil,, I, 413 f).
The Syno](lic Gospels mention the Passion Passover at w-liich Jesus' ministiy w-as terminal ed, but
they contain no data by -ivlncli the
5. Length
interval between the iinidisoninent of
of Jesus'
John the P>a|)tist and this Passover
Ministry
can be fixed with certainty. Vet
indications are not wanting that the
interval consisted of at least two years. The (Sabbath controversy broke out in Galilee when the
grain was still standing in the fields (Mt 12 1;
Mk 2 23; Lk 6 1) and the condition of the grass
when the Five Thousand were fed (Mt 14 15;
^Nlk 6 30; Lk 9 12) points to the springtime, the
Passion Passover marking the return ot still another
springtime (cf also Lk 13 7; Mt 23 37). But
the Gospel of John mentions explicitly three Passovers (2 23; 6 4; 11 i'jij) and probably imphes a
fourth (5 1), thus necessitating a ministry of at
least two years and making probable a ministry
of thi-ee years after the fu-st Passover. The Passover of 6 4 cannot be eUminated on textual grounds,
for the documentary e-vidence is conclusive in its
favor and the argument against it based on the
statements of certain patristic writers is uncon^dncing (ef Turner, HDB, I, 407 f; Zahn, Kom.,
IV, 7118 ff). The indications of time from 6 4-—
the Passover when the Five Thousand w-ere fed in
GaUlei;—to 11 55—the Passion Passover—are definite and clear (7 2; 10 22). But the interval
betw-een the first PassoV(-;r (2 23) and the GaUlean
Passover (6 4) must have been one and may have
been two years. The foUowing considerations
favor the latter vdew: Jesus was present in Jerus
at a feast (5 1) w-hich is not named but is oaUed
simply "a" or " t h e " feast of the Jews. The best
authorities for the text are di-vided, some supporting
the insertion, others the omission of the definite
art. before "feast." If the art. formed part of the
original text, the feast may have been either Tabernacles—from the Jewish point of view—or Passover
—from the Christian point of -view. _ If the art.
was wanting in the original text, the identification
of the feast must be made on contextual and other
grounds. But the note of time in 4 35 indicates
the lapse of about nine months since the Passover
of 2 23 and it is not likely that the GaUlean ministry which preceded the feeding of the Five Th(3iisand lasted only about three months. In fact tlus
is rendered impossible by the condition of the grain
in the fields at the time of the Sabbath controversy
The identification of the feast of Jn 5 1 with
Purim, even if the art,, be not, genmne, is extr(3mely
improbable; and it so, a Passover must have intervened between 2 23 and 6 4, making the ministry
of Jesus extend over a period of three years and the
months which preceded the Passover ot 2 2S.
While the identification cannot be made with certamty, if the feast was Passover the subject oi the
controv( r-,v with the Jews in Jerus as well as the
season if '< he year would harmomze with the Synoptic account of the Sabbath controversy in Gahlee
which probably, followed this Passover (cf the
variant reading in Lk 6 1),

Jesus was put to death in Jerus at the time of
the Passover when Pontius Pilale was jirocurator
ot Judaea (.Mt 27 2 ff; Mk 15 1 ff;
6. Death
Lk 23 Iff; Jn 18 29 ff; 19 Iff; Acts
of Jesus
3 13; 4 27; 13 28; I Tim 6 13; Tac.
Ann. XV,44), Caiaphas being the high
priest (Ml, 26 3,57; Jn 11 49; 18 13 11) and
lleidd Antipas the tetrarch of GalUee and Perea
(Lk 23 7ff). Pilate was procurator from 779/26
to 789/31) {.int, XVTII, iv, 3; v, 3; cf Schurer, op.
cit,, I, 1S7, n. 141); Caiaphas was high priest from
771/18 to 7,89/36 (Ant, XVIII, ii, 2; iv, 3; cf
Schurer, op. cit., II, 271) and Antipas was tetrarch
from 750/f to 792/39. If the first Passover of
Jesus' ministry was in 780/27, the fdiirth would
fall in 7s:i/30. The go.spcU name Friday as the
day of the criicifi.xion (.Mt 27 (i2; Mk 15 42;
Lk 23 .54; Jn 19 14,31,42) and the Synoptic
Gospels represent this Friday as Nisan 15—the
day following (or according to Jewish reckoning
from sunset to sunset, the same day as) the day
on which the paschal supper was eat(.'ii (Mt 26
17 ff; IVlk 14 12 ff; Lk 22 7ff), But the Fourth
G((s|iel is thought by many to represent the paschal
meal as still uneaten when Jesus suffered (18 28;
cf 13 29); and it is held that the Synoptic Gospels
also contain traces of this view (Mt 26 5; Mk 14
2; 15 21; Lk 23 26). Astronomical calculations
show that Friday could have fallen on Nisan 14
or 15 in 783/30 according to different methods of
reckoning (von Soden, EB, I, 806; cf Bacon,
Journal of Biblical Literature, X X V I I I , 2, 1910,
130 ff; Fotheringham, Jour, of Theol. Stmlies, October, 1910, r20ff), but the empirical character of
the Jewish calendar renders the result of such
calculations uncertain (Schiirer, op. cit., I, 749 f).
In the year 783/30 Friday, Nisan 15, w-ould fall
on April 7. There is an early patristic tradition
which dates the death of Jesus in the year 782/29,
in the consulship of the Gemini (Turner, HDB, I,
413 f), but its origin and trustworthy character are
problematical.
1. Birth ot Jesus, 748/6.
2. Death of Herod the Great, 750/4.
3. Baptism of Jesus, 779/26.
7. Summary 4. First Passover of Jesus' ministry,
of Dates
780/27.
5. Death of Jesus, 783/30.
LITERATUBE.—Schiirer, Geschichte des Jiidischen Volt^es
im Zeitalter Jesu Christi, 3. imd 4. Aufl.. 1901-9. 3 vols.
Eng. tr of the 2d ed, in 5 vols, 1885-94; Ideler. Handbuch der mathematisehen und tcchnischen
Chronologie,
1825-26, 2 vols; Wieseler, Chronologische Synapse der

Evangelien, 1843, Eng. tr; Lewin. Fasti Sacri, 1865;
Turner, art. "Chronology ot the N T " in HDB, 1900, I.
403-25' von Soden, art. "Chronology" iu Cheyne and
Blacli EB. 1899. I. 799-819: Ramsay, Was Christ Bom
at Bethlehem? 1898; F. R. Montgomery Hitchcocl£. art.
"Dalies" in DCG: Mommsen, Res Gestae Divi Augusti-.
II. Chronology of the Apostolic Age.— The
chronology of the apostoUc age must be based on the
data in Acts and the epistolary Ut. of the N T which
afford contacts with persons or events of the GrRom world. From the fixed points thus secured
a general outUne of the relative chronology may be
established with reasonable probabihty.
Paul was converted near Damascus (Acts 9 3 ff;
22 5ff; 26 12 ff; Gal 1 17). After a brief stay
in that city (Acts 9 19 ff) he went to
1. Paul's
Arabia and then came again to DaConversion masons (Gal 1 17). When he left
Damascus the second time, he returned
to Jerus after an absence ot three years (Gal 1 18).
The fiight ot Paul from Damascus (.Vets 9 24)
probably terminated his second -visit to the city.
At that time the ethnarch of Aretas, the king of the
Nabathaeans, acting with the resident Jews (.Vets
9 23 f), guarded the city to seize him (2 Cor 11
32). Aretas IV succeeded Obodas about 9 BC,
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and reigned until about 40 AD. Damascus was from the city (Acts 18 2). Suetonius mentions an
taken by the Romans in 62 BC and probably con- expulsion of the Jews from Rome by Claudius but
tinued under their control until the death of Tibegives no date (Claud, xxv; cf Dio
rius (March 37 AD). Rom coins of Damascus exist
5. Edict of Cassius lx.6). Orosius however dates
from the time of Augustus, Tiberius and Nero, but
Claudius
the edict in t,he 9th year of Claudius
there are no such coins from the time of CaUgula
or 49 AD (Hist, vii.6, 15); and aland Claudius (Schiirer, op. cit., I, 737; II, 153). though Jos, from whom he quotes, does not menMoreover the relations of Aretas to Augustus and
tion this edict but records the favor shown by
Tiberius make it extremely improbable that he Claudius to the Jews and to Herod Agrippa I (Ant,
held Damascus during their reign as part of his king- X I X , v , _ l - 3 ; of Dio Cassius lx.6, 6, 9, 10; 8, 2),
dom or acquired it by conquest. The statement
it is not improbable that the date is appro.ximately
ot Paul however seems to imply Nabathaean control accurate (Schiirer, op.,cit.. I l l , 62, n. 92).
of the city, and this is best explained on the suppoDuring Paul's first sojourn in Corinth the apostle
sition that Damascus was given to Aretas by Cahg- was brought before the proconsul Gallio (.V.cts 18
ula, the change in the imperial attitude being due
12). This could not have been earlier
perhaps to the influence primarily of Agrippa and
6. GaUio
than the year 44 when Claudius gave
possibly also ot Vitelhus (Steinmann, Aretas IV,
Achaia back to the Senate and the
1909, 34 ff). But it Paul's escape from Damascus pro'vince was administered by a propraetor with
was not earlier than 37 AD, his conversion cannot
the title of proconsul (Dio Cassius lx.24; Marbe placed earUer than 34 or 35 AD, and the journey
quardt, op. cit., I, 331 f; Ramsay, Expos., 1897,
to Jerus 14 years later (Gal 2 1) not earUer than I, 207). Moreover the career of Seneca makes it
50 or 51 AD.
improbable that his brother would be advanced to
Herod Agrippa I died in Caesarea shortly after this position before 49 or 50 (Hai-nack, Chron., I,
a Passover season (Acts 12 23; cf 12 3.19). 237; Wieseler, Chron. d. apos. Zeitallers, 119).
Caligula had given him the tetrarchy There is a fragmentary inscription from Delphi
containing a letter from the emperor Claudius in
2. Death of of Phihp and of Lysanias in 37 AD—
Herod
the latter either at this time or later— which mention is made of Gallio. The inscripAgrippa I
with the title of king (Ant, X V I I I , tion is dated by the title of the emperor which
'vi, 10; BJ, I I , ix, 6) and this was in- contains the number 26. This is referred naturally
creased in 40 AD by the tetrarchy of .Vntipas (Ant, to the acclammatio as "imperator" and dated in
XVIII, vii. I f ; BJ, II, ix, 6). Claudius gave the year 52 betore August, after which time the
him also Judaea and Samaria (Ant, X I X , v, 1; BJ, number 27 occurs in the title of Claudian inscripII, xi, 5) thus making his territory even more ex- tions. GalUo may therefore have been proconsul
tensive than that of his grandfather, Herod the from the spring or summer of the year 51-52 or
Great. Agrippa reigned over "all Judaea" for three 52-53. The latter seems the more probable time
(of Aem. Bourguet, De rebus Ddphicis, 1905, 63 f;
years under Claudius (Ant, X I X , viii, 2; BJ, ll,
xi, 6), his death falUng in the spring of 44 AD, in Ramsay, Expos., 1909, I, 467 f; Princeton Theothe t t h year ot his reign. The games mentioned logical Review, 1911,2901; 1912, 1391; Deissmann,
Paulus, 1911, 159-177; Lietzmann, Zeitschrift fiir
by Jos in this connection are probably those that
were celebrated in honor ot the return of Claudius wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1911, 345-54).
from Britain in 44 AD. There are coins of Agrippa
When Paul had been for two years a prisoner in
from his 6th year, but the attribution to him of
Caesarea Felix was succeeded by Festus as proccoins from other years is questioned (Schiirer, op.
urator of Judaea (Acts 24 27). The
cit., 560, n. 40; Madden, op. cit., 132).
7. Festus
accession of Festus, which is placed
The prophecy of a famine and its fulfilment under
b y Eusebius in the Church History in
Claudius (Acts 11 28) are associated in Acts with the reign of Nero (HE, ll, 22, 1), is dated in the
the death of Herod Agrippa I (11 30; Chronicle in the version ot Jerome in the 2d year
of Nero, 56 AD, and in the Armenian version in
3. Famine 12 23). Famines in Rome during the
under
reign of Claudius are mentioned by the 14th year of Claudius, 54 AD. The excerpts
Claudius
Suetonius (Claud, xviii), Dio Cassius from the Chronicle in Syncellus apparently follow
the text underlying the version of Jerome, but state
(Ix.ll), Tacitus (Annals xii.43), and
Orosius (•vii.6). Jos narrates in the time of Fadus simply t h a t Festus was sent as successor of Felix
the generosity of Helena during a famine in Pal by Nero (ed. Schoene, II, 154). After his removal
'(Ant, XX, ii, 5), but subsequently dates the famine from office Fehx was tried in Rome, but escaped
punishment through the influence of his brother
generally in the time of Fadus and Alexander. The
Pallas, who, according to Jos, was in favor wdth
famine in Pal would faU therefore at some time beNero at that time (Ant, X X , -viii, 9). Pallas was
tween 44 and 48 (Schiirer, op. cit., I, 567, n. 8).
VVTien Paul \dsited Cyprus with Barnabas the removed from office before February 13, 55 AD
(Tac. Ann. xiii.14, 1; cf 15, 1), but apparently
island was administered by Sergius Paulus (.'V.cts
continued to have influence with the emperor; for
13 7ff), a propraetor with the title
he
fixed the terms of his removal and was permitted
4. Sergius proconsul (Marquardt, op. cit., I, 391).
Paulus
There is an inscription from Cyprus to enjoy his fortune for several years (Tac. Ann.
(Cagnat, Inscr. graec. ad res ram. pertin., xui.l4, 1 f; 23, 1-3). His death occurred in 62
III, 930) dating trom the 1st cent., and probably AD (Tac. Ann. xiv.65, 1). The trial of FeUx
must therefore have occurred before 62; but it is
from the year 53 (Zahn, Neue kirch. Zeitschr., 1904,
XV, 194) in which an incident in the career ot a impossible to place it before the removal of PaUas,
for this would necessitate the removal of Felix in
certain Apollonius is dated in the proconsulship of
Paulus (iirl Haii'Kov [d.ve]vTrdrov, epi Paulou [anth]-54 AD, and this is excluded by the fact that the
updtou).
From another inscription (CIG, 2632), first summer of Nero's reign fell in 55 AD. But if
Eusebius reckoned the imperial years from Sepdated in the 12th year of Claudius, it appears that
L. Annius Bassus was proconsul in 52, If the Juhus tember 1st after the accession CPurner, Jour, of
Theol. Studies, 1902, 120 f; HDB, I, 418 f), the
Cordus mentioned by Bassus was his immediate
predecessor, the proconsulship ot Sergius Paulus summer of the second year of Nero would fall
in 57. In any event the removal and trial of Felix
may be dated at some time before 51.
must have fallen after the removal of Pallas. The
WTien Paul came to Corinth for the first time
date of the Eusebian Chronicle is thus without suphe met Aquila and Priscilla, who had left Rome
because ot an edict of Claudius expelUng the Jews port from Tacitus or Jos, and its value depends on
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the character ot the s.itirco from which it was obtained—if there \\as such a source, for it is at least
possible t h a t the definite dale owes ils origin solely
tC) the iieet-'ssilics imposed on I'iuseliiiis by the form
ot the Chronicle, It is not unlikely that the ern ir
ot 5 years made by Eusebius in the reign of .Vgrippa
II may be the source ot a similar error in regard to
Festus in spite of the fact that the frainework of the
Chronicle is generally furnished not, by the years
of the Jewish kings but by the imperial years
(Erbes in Cebhardt u. Harnack, Texte und Onler^
suchungen, X.V., IV, 1, I8;r,l; Die Todesluip- d.
Apos. Paulus u. Petrus; Tiuner, Jour, of 'i'henl.
Studies, 1902, I I I , l'20f; Ramsav, Pauline and
Other Studies, 1906, :550ff). There is evidence
however in .Vets 21 38 that Paul's arr(-st could not
have been earlier than the spring of 55 .VD. For
Paul was supposed by the chief captain to bo the
Egyptian who had led an iiisurreetion that had been
suppressed by Fehx during the reign ot Nero (.Int,
XX, viii, 6; BJ, 11, 13. A). Thus the a('ees,sion of
Festus, two years later (.Vels 24 27), could not have
been earher t h a n 57 AD.
But if the summer of 57 AD is the earliest date
possible for the accession of Festus, the summer of
60 AD is the latest date t h a t is p((ssible. .(Vlbinus,
the successor of Festus, -was present in Jerus in
October, 62 AD (Ant, X X , ix, 1 ff), and while
the admimstration of Festus was probably shorter
than t h a t of FeUx (cf Ant, X X , viii, 9-11; BJ,
II, xiv, 1 with Ant, X X , vii, 1-8, 8; BJ, II, 12-13),
it is not likely that it lasted less than tw-o years.
But as between 57 .V.D and 60 AD, probability
favors the latter. For greater justice is thus done
to the -n-ords of Paul to FeUx: "Forasmuch as I
know t h a t thou hast been of many years a judge
unto this nation," etc (Acts 24 10). Felix was
appointed by Claudius in 52 A D (Tac. Ann. xii.
54; Ard, X X , v, 2) and was continued in office by
Nero. Most of the events of his administration are
narrated by Jos under Nero (Ant, X X , "viU, Sff);
and although Tacitus mentions an administration
of Felix iu Samaria when Cumanus was administering Galilee (Ann. xU,54), the omission of any direct
reference to Judaea, the unusual character of such a
double administration and the exphcit statement of
Jos t h a t Claudius sent Felbx as successor of Cumanus, make it unlikely t h a t Paul's statement is to
be understood of an administration beginning earUer
than 52 AD. If Festus succeeded in the summer of
60 AD, Paul's arrest would fall in 58 and the "many
J-ears" of FeUx' administration would cover a period
of 6 years, from 52 A D to 58 AD (ct Schurer, op.
cit., I, 577 f, n. 38). Ranis.ay argues in favor of 57
AD as the year of Paul's arrest and 59 AD as the
year of t h e accession ot Festus (Pauline and Olher
Studies, 1906, 345 tf).
If Festus succeeded Felix in the summer of 60
AD, Paul would reach Rome in the spring of 61
AD, and the narrative in Acts would
8. Relative terminate in 63 AD (28 30). Paul's
Chronology arrest in Jerus 2 years before the acof Acts
cession of Festus (24 27) would fall
in the spring of 58 AD. Pre-vious to
this Paul had spent 3 months in Corinth (20 3)
and 3 years in Ephesus (20 31; cf 19 10), which
would make the beginning of the third missionary
journey fall about 54 AD. There w-as an interval
between the second and the third journeys (18 23),
and as Paul spent 18 months at Corinth (18 11)
the beginiung of the second journey would fall
about 51 AD. The ApostoUc Council preceded
the secimd journey and may be dated about 50 AD
—14 years subsequent to Paul's first visit to Jerus
(37 AD) in the third year after his conversion in
35 AD. The first missionary journey was made
after the visit of Paul and Barnabas to Jerus with

the alms from the church at Antioch (11 30; 12
'2o), about the time of the death of Herod Agrippa I
and would faU between 44 AD and 50 AD. This
growth of the early church in Jerus previous to
Paul s conversion would thus extend over a period
of 11 bout 6 years from 30 AD to 35 AD.
Ten of the thirteen Pauline epistles were written
during a period of about ten years between Paul's
a m v a l in Corinth and the close of his
9. Paulme first Rom imprisonment. These episEpisties
ties faU into three groups, each pos. .
sessing certain distinctive characteristics; and ahhough each reflects the difference in
time anil occasion of its production, they aU reveal
an essential continuity of thought and a simUarity
of style which evidences unity of authorship. The
earliest group consists ot the Thessalonian epistles,
both of which were written from Corinth on the
second missionary journey about 52 or 63 AD,
while Silas (Silvanus) was still in Paul's company
and shortly after Paul's visit to Athens (1 Thess
1 1; 3 1,2,6; 2 Thess 1 1). The major epistles
belong to the third missionary journey. 1 Cor was
written from Ephesus about 55 AD; Gal probably
from Ephesus, either betore or after 1 Cor, for Paul
had been twice in Galatia (Gal 4 13); 2 Cor from
Macedonia about 57 A D ; and Rom from Corinth
about 57 or 58 AD. The imprisonment epistles
were written from Rome: Col, Eph and Philem
about 62 AD, and Phil about 63 AD.
V\ hen Paul wrote to Philemon (Philem ver 22)
and to the PhiUppians (Phil 2 24; cf 1 25), he
expected a favorable issue of his trial
10. Release in Rome and was looking forward to
and Death another visit to the East. Before his
of Paul
arrest he had planned a journey to
Spain by way of Rome (Rom 15 28),
and when he bade farewell to the Ephesian elders
at Miletus (Acts 20 25) he must have had in mind
not only the dangers of his journey to Jerus, but
also his determination to enter another field of
labor. 1 Clement 5, the Muratori Canon and the
Apocryphal Acts of Peter (Zahn, Einltg.\ I, 444 f)
witness to the Spanish journey, and the Pastoral
Epistles to a journey to the East and to another
imprisonment in Rome. The two Unes of evidence
for Paul's release are independent and neither can
be explained as derived merely from the statement
of Paul's intention in Rom and in Philem and
Phil. The historical situation implied in the Pastoral Epistles can be charged with artificiality only
on the hypothesis that Paul was not released from
his first Rom imprisonment. The data of these
epistles cannot be fitted into any period of Paul's
life pre-vious to his imprisonment. But these data
are embodied in just those parts of the Pastoral
Epistles which are admitted to be Pauline by those
who regard the epistles as containing only genuine
fragments from Paul but assign the epistles in their
present form to a later writer. On any hypothesis
of authorship, however, the tradition w-hich these
epistles contain cannot be much later than the first
quarter ot the 2d cent. It is highly probable therefore that Paul was released from his first Rom imprisonment; that he visited Spain and the East; and
that he was imprisoned a second time in Rome where
he met his death in the closing years of Nero's reign,
i.e. in 67 or 68 AD. According to early tradition
Paul suffered martyrdom by beheading with the
sword (Tert., De praescr. haer., xxxvi), but there is
nothing to connect his death with the persecution
of the Christians in Rome by Nero in 64 AD.
Little is known of Peter beside w-hat is recorded
of him in the N T . The tradition ot his bishopric
ot 20 or 25 years in Rome (cf Harnack, Gesch. d.
altchr. Lit., ll; Die Chronologie, I, 243 f) accords
neither with the implications of Acts and Gal nor
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with Paul's silence in Rom. But 1 Pet was probably written from Rome (5 13; ct Euseb., HE,
U.15, 2) and t h e testimony to Peter's
11. Death martyrdom (implied in J n 21 18 f)
of Peter
under Nero in Rome by crucifixion
(Tert., Depraes. Aaer., xxxvi; c f l Clem
5 1ff)is early and probably trustworthy. _ Tradition also associates Peter and Paul in their Rom
labors and martyrdom (Dionysius in Euseb., HE,
n.25, 8; Iren., Adv. haer., iU.l, 2; iii.3, 1). T h e
mention of t h e Vatican as t h e place of Peter's
interment (Caius in Euseb., HE, U.25, 6 f) m a y
indicate a connection of his martjTdom wdth t h e
Neronian persecution in 64 A D ; but this is not
certain. Peter's death may therefore be dated
with some probabihty in Rome between 64 and 67
AD. His two epistles were written a t some time
before his death, probably t h e First about 64 and
the Second at some time afterward and subsequent
to t h e Epistle of Jude which it apparently uses.
(The arguments against the Rom sojourn and martyrdom of Peter are stated fully by Schmiedel in
the EB, s.v. "Simon Peter," esp. col. 458 ff; on the
other hand cf Zahn, Einleitung^, I I , 17ff,Eng. tr,
11. 1,38 ff.)
James the Just, t h e brother of t h e Lord, was
prominent in the church of Jerus at the time of the
Apostolic Council (Acts 15 13ff;Gal
12. Death 2 9; cf 1 19; 2 12) and later when
of James
Paul was arrested he seems stUl to
the Just
have occupied this position (Acts 21
18 ft), laboring with impressive devotion for t h e Jewish people until his martyrdom
about the year 66 AD (Ant, X X , ix, 1; Euseb., HE,
U.23, 3 ff; HRE', VIII, 581; Zahn, Einltg.\ I, 76).
The Epistle of Jas contains numerous indications
of its early origin and equally clear evidence that it
was not written during the period when the questions which are discussed in t h e major epistles of
Paul were agitating the church. I t is probably the
earliest book of the NT, written before the ApostoUc
Codllcil.
In the decade just preceding t h e fall of Jerus,
the tradition of the life and teaching of Jesus was
committed to writing in t h e Synoptic
13. The
Gospels. Early tradition dates t h e
Synoptic
composition of iVfatthew's Gospel in
Gospels
the hfetime of Peter and Paul (Iren,,
Adv. haer., iii.l, 1; Eusebius, HE,
v,8, 2ff), and that of t h e Gospel of IMark either
just before or after Peter's death (Clement in Euseb,,
HE, -vi.14, 7; cf ii.l5; and Irenaeus, Adv. haer.,
iU,ll, 1; Presbyter of P.apias in Euseb., HE, iii.
39, 15; ct also 2 P(.'t 1 15). T h e Lucan -writings
—both the Gospel and Acts—probably fall also in
this Jieriod, for the Gospel contains no intimation
that Jesus' prophecy of the destruction ot Jerus had
been fuffiUed (cf Lk 21 2 1 ; Acts 11 28), and t h e
sUence of Acts about t h e issue of Paul's trial is
best explained on the hypothesis of an early date
(Jerome, Devir. illustr., vii; Harnack, Neue Untersuch. zur Apostelgesch., 1911; ot also Lk 10 7; 1
Tim 5 18). To this period belong also the Epistle
of Jude and the Epistle to the He (if addressed to
Jewish Christians of Pal; b u t later, about 80 AD,
if addressed to Jewish Christians of Rome [Zahn,
Einltg.', II, 152]), the former being used in 2 Pet
and the latter in 1 Clem.
Early tradition connects John with Ephesus and
mentions his pontinuing in life until t h e time of
Trajan (Irenaeus, Adv. haer., u.22, 5
14. Death [Eusebius, HE, v.24]; m , l , 1; v,30,
of John
3; v,33, 4; Clement in Eusebius, HE,
iU.23, 5-19; Polycrates in Eusebius,
HE, in,31, 3; v,24, 3 ; Justin, Dialogue, Ixxxi; cf
Rev 1 1.4.9; 22 8; J n 21 22.23,24; 19 35). He
died probably about the end of the 1st cent. There
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is another b u t less well-attested tradition of martyrdom based chiefly on the De Boor fragment of Papias
(Texte u. Unters., 1888), a Syr Martyrology o t t h e 4th
cent. (Wright, Jour, of Sacred Lit., 1865-66, V III,
56ff,423ft),the Codex Coishnianus 305 of Georgius
Hamartolus. This tradition, it is thought, finds confirmation in M k 10 35-40; M t 20 20-23 (cf Bousset,
Theologisehe Rundschau, 1905, 225ff, 277ff). During t h e closing years of his life John wrote t h e
Revelation, the Fourth Gospel and the three Epistles.
Conversion of Paul
35
Death of James, son of Zebedee
44
Death of Herod Agrippa 1
44
15. Sum- Famine under Claudius
44-48
mary of
Epistle ot James
. . . . before
50
Dates
First missionary journey,
. . . 45-49
Edict of Claudius
49-50
Proconsulship of Sefgius P a u l u s . . . . before
51
ApostoUc Council
50
Second missionary journey
50-53
1 and 2 Thess from Corinth
52/53
Proconsulship of Gallio
5'2/53
Third missionary journey
54-58
Paul in Ephesus
54-57
1 Cor and Gal from Ephesus
65-57
2 Cor from Macedonia
57
Rom from Corinth
57/58
Arrest of Paul in Jerus
58
Accession of Festus—not before
57
probably
60
First Rom imprisonment of Paul
61-63/4
Col, Eph, Philem, from Rome
62
Phil from Rome
63
Release of Paul and journeys in VV'est and
East
64-67
1 Tim and Tit from IVf acedonia
65-66
2 Tim from Rome
67
Death of Paul in Rome
67/8
Synoptic Gospels, Acts, Jude and He, before
67
1 and 2 Pet from Rome
64-67
Death of Peter in Rome
64-67
Death of James t h e Just
about
66
Fourth Gospel, Revelation, Epistles of
John from Ephesus
before 100
Death of John
98-100
LITERATURE.—In addition to the lit. mentioned in sec.
8: Anger, De temporum in actis apostolorum ratione,
1833; "Wieseler, Chronologie des apos. Zeitallers, 1848:
Hoennicke, Die Chronologie des Lebens des Apostels
Paulus, 1903; Harnack, Gesch. d. altchr. Lit. bis Euseb.,
II, 1. Die Chronologie bis Iren., 1897;, Lightfoot. Biblical Essays, 1893; Zahn, Einleitung, II, 1907 (Eng. tr,
1909).
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CHRYSOPRASE, kris'o-praz, CHRYSOPRASUS,
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CHUB, chub (313, kubh).

See C U B .

CHUN, chun (|13 , kun, "founding").
CHURCH, chArch:
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II.

III.
IV.

V.

P R E - C H R I 8 T I - \ N HISTORY OF THE T E R M
ITS ADOPTION BY JESUS
ITS USE IN THE NT

1. In the Gospels
2. In Acts
3. In the Pauline Epistles
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2. Fellowship
3. Unity
4. Consecration
5. Power
OEG.^NIZ.ATION OF THE CHURCH
1. The General and Prophetic Ministry
2, The Local and Practical Ministry
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T h e w-ord "church," which is derived from
KvpiaK6s, kuriakds, "of or belonging to the Lord,"
represents in the EV of the N T the Gr iKK\-ndla,
ekklesia, Lat ecclesia. It is with the signification
of this word ckkli-sia as it meets us in the NT, and
w-ith the nature of the society which the word is
there used to describe, that" the present art. is
concerned.
/. Pre- Christian History of the Term.—Although
ekkli'siti soon became a distincti\-ely Christian word,
it has its own pre-Christian history; and to those,
whether Je\\s or tireeks, who first heard it ajiiilieil
to the Christian society it would come with suggestions ot famihar things. Throughout the tlr
world and right down to N b times (ef .Vets 19 39),
ekklisia was the designation of the reguku' assembly
of the whole bodj- of citizens in a free cily-stati),
"called o u t " (Gr ek, "out," and kalein, "t(3 caU")
by the herald for the dis(ussi(m and decision
of pubhc business. The L N X translators, again,
had used the word to render the Heb kdhdl, which
iu the OT denotes the "congregation" or commumty of Israel, esp. in its religious aspect as the
people of God. In this OT sense we find ekklesia
employed by Ste]ihen in the Book of Acts, where
he describes Moses as "he t h a t was in the church
[RVm "congregation"] in t h e wilderness" (Acts 7
38). The Word thus came into Christian history with
associations alike for the Greek and the Jew. To
the Greek it would suggest a self-governing democratic society; to the Jew a theocratic society
whose members were the subjects of the Heavenly
King, The pre-Christian history ot the word had
a direct bearing upon its Cliristian meaning, for
the ekklHsia of the N T is a "theocratic democracy"
(Lindsay, Church and Ministry in the Early Cents.,
-i), a society ot those who are free, but are always
conscious t h a t their freedom springs from obedience
to their King.
//. Its Adoption
by Jesus.—According to Mt
16 18 the name ekkll.na was first applied to the
Christian society by Jesus Himself, the occasion
being t h a t of His benediction of Peter at Caesarea
Philippi. The authenticity of the utterance has
been called in question by certain critics, but on
grounds t h a t have no textual support and are made
up of quite arbitrary presuppositions as to the composition of the First Gospel. It is true that Jesus
had hitherto described the society He came to
found as the "kingdom of God" or this "kingdom
of heaven," a designation which had its roots in
OT teaching and which the Messianic expectations
ot Israel had already made famihar. But now when
it was clear t h a t He was to be rejected by the
•lewish people (cf ver 21), and t h a t His society must
move on independent hnes of its own, it was natural
that He should employ a new name for this new
body which He was about to create, and thus should
say to Peter, on the ground ot the apostle's belie-ving
confession, "Upon this rock I wUl build my church."
The adoption of this name, however, did not imply
any abandonment of the ideas suggested by the
conception ot the kingdom. In this very passage
(ver 19) "the kingdom ot heaven" is employed m a
manner whioh, if it does not make the two expressions church and kingdom perfectly synonymous,
at least compels us to regard them as closely correlative and as capable ot translation intij each
other's terms. And the comparative disuse by the
apostohc writers of the name "kingdom together
with their emphasis on the church, sci far from showin<J that Christ's disciples had failed to understand
His doctrine of the kingdom, and had substituted
for it the more formal notion of the church, only
shows that they had followed their Master s guidance in substituting for a name and a conception
that were pecuUarly Jewish, another name whose

associations would enable them to commend their
message more readily to the world at large.
///. Its Use in the A^r.—.Vpart from the passage just referred to, the word ekklisia occurs in the
Gospels on one other occasion only
1. In the
(Mt 18 17). Here, moreover, it may
Gospels
be questioned whether Our Lord is
referring to the Christian church, or
to Jewish congregations commonly known as synagogues (see RVm) The latter view is more in
keeping with the situation, but the promise immediately given to the disciples of a power to bind
and looso (ver 18) and the assurance "Where two
or three are gathered together in my name, there am
I in the midst of them" (ver 20) are evidently meant
for the people of Christ. If, as is probable, the
ekklisia of ver 17 is the Christian ekklesia of which
Christ had aheady spoken to Peter, the words show
that He conceived of the church as a society possessing powers ot self-government, in which questions of discipline were to be decided by the
collective judgment of the members.
In Acts the ekklesia has come to be the regular
designation for the society of Christian behevers,
but is employed in two distinct senses.
2. In Acts First in a local sense, to denote the
body of Christians in a particular
place or district, as in Jerus (5 11; 8 1), in Antioch
(13 1; 15 22), in Caesarea (18 22)—a usage which
reappears in the Apocalypse in the letters to the
Seven Churches. Then in a wider and w-hat may
be called a universal sense, to denote the sum total
of existing local churches (9 31 RV), which are thus
regarded as forming one body.
In the Pauhne Epistles both of these usages are
frequent. Thus the apostle writes of "the church
of the Thessalonians" (1 Thess 1 1),
3. In the
"the church of God which is at CorPauUne
inth" (1 Cor 1 2; 2 Cor 1 1 ) . InEpistles
deed he localizes and particularizes
the word yet further by applying it to
a single Christian household or to Uttle groups of
believers who were accustomed to assemble in private houses for worship and fellowship (Rom 16
5; 1 Cor 16 19; Col 4 15; Philem ver 2)—an
employment of the word which recalls the saying
of Jesus in Mt 18 20. The universal use, again,
may be illustrated by the contrast he draws between Jews and Greeks on the one hand and the
church of God on the other (1 Cor 10 32), and
by the declaration that God has set in the church
apostles, prophets, and teachers (12 28).
But Paul in his later epistles has another use of
ekklesia pecuUar to himself, which may be described as the ideal use. The church, now, is the
body of which Christ is the head (Eph 1 22f;
Col 1 18,24). It is the medium through which
God's manifold wisdom and eternal purpose are
to be made known not only to all men, but to the
principalities and powers in the heavenly places
(Eph 3 9-11). It is the bride of whom He is
the heavenly Bridegroom, the bride for whom in
His love He gave Himself up, that He might
cleanse and sanctify her and might present her to
HimseU a glorious church, a church •without blemish, not having spot or 'wrinkle or any such thing
(5 25 ff). This church clearly is not the actual
church as we know it on earth, with its divisions,
its blemishes, its shortcomings in faith and love and
obedience. It is the holy and cathoUc church that
is to be when the Bridegroom has completed the
process of lustration, ha'ving fully "cleansed it by
tbe washing of water with the word," It is the
ideal which the actual church must keep before it
and strive after, the ideal up to which it shall
finally be guided by that Di-vine in-working power
which is able to conform the body to the head.
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to make the bride worthy of the Bridegroom, so
that God may receive in the church the glory that
is His (Eph 3 21).
IV. The Notes of the CAurc*.—Although a
systematic doctrine of the church is neither to be
found nor to be looked for in the
1. Faith
NT, certain characteristic notes or
features of the Christian society are
brought before us from which we can form some
conception as to its nature. The fundamental
note is faith. It was to Peter confessing his faith
in Christ t h a t the promise came, "Upon this rock
I wiU build my church" (Mt 16 18). UntU Jesus
found a man full of faith He could not begin to
build His church; and unless Peter had been the
prototype of others whose faith was like his own,
the walls of the church would never have risen
into the air. Primarily the church is a society not
of thinkers or workers or even of worshippers, b u t
of believers. Hence we find that "believers" or
"they that believed" is constantly used as a synonym for the members ot the Christian society (e.g.
Acts 2 44; 4 32; 5 14; 1 Tim 4 12). Hence,
too, the rite of baptism, which from the first was
the condition of entrance into the apostolic church
and the seal of membership in it, was recognized
as preijminently the sacrament of faith and of confession (Acts 2 4 1 ; 8 12.36; Rom 6 4; 1 Cor 12
13). This church-founding and church-building
faith, of which baptism was the seal, was much
more than an act of intellectual assent. I t was a
personal laying hold ot the personal Sa'viour, the
bond of a 'vital union between Christ and the behever which resulted in nothing less than a new
creation (Rom 6 4; 8 1.2; 2 Cor 5 17).
If faith in Christ is the fundamental note of the
Christian society, the next is fellowship among the
members. This follows from the very
2. Fellow- nature of faith as just described; for
ship
if each believer is vitally joined to
Christ, all believers must stand in a
living relation to one another. In Paul's favorite
figure. Christians are members one of another because they are members in particular of the body of
Christ (Rom 12 5; 1 Cor 12 27). That the Christian society was recognized from the first as a fellowship appears from the name "the brethren,"
which is so commonly appUed to those who belong
to it. In Acts the name is of very frequent occurrence (9 30, etc), and it is employed by Paul in the
epistles of every period of his career (1 'Thess 4
10, etc). Similar testimony lies in the fact t h a t
"the koindnia" (EV "fellowship") takes its place
in the earliest meetings of the church side by side
with the apostles' teaching and the breaking of bread
and prayers (Acts 2 42). See COMMUNION. The
koinonia at first carried with it a community of goods
(Acts 2 44; 4 32), but afterward found expression
in the fellowship of ministration (2 Cor 8 4) and
in such acts of Christian charity as are inspired by
Christian faith (He 13 16). In the Lord's Supper,
the other sacrament ot the primitive church, the
fellowship of Christians received its most striking
and most sacred expression. For if baptism was
esp. the sacrament of faith, the Supper was distinctively the sacrament of love and fellowship—
a communion or common participation in Christ's
death and its fruits which carried with it a communion of hearts and spirits between the participants
themselves.
Although local congregations sprang up wherever
the gospel was preached, and each of these enjoyed
an independent life of its own, the
3. Unity
unity of the church was clearly recognized from the first. The intercourse
between Jerus and Antioch (Acts 11 22; 15 2),
the conference held in the former city (15 6 ff).
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the right hand of fellowship given by the elder
apostles to Paul and Barnabas (Gal 2 9), the untiring efforts made by Paul himself to forge strong
links of love and mutual service between gentile and
Jewish Christians (2 Cor 8)—all these things serve
to show how fully it was reaUzed that though there
were many churches, there was but one church.
This truth comes to its complete expression in the
epistles of Paul's imprisonment, with their vision
of the church as a body ot which Christ is the head,
a body animated by one spirit, and having one
Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father
of aU (Eph 4 4ff; Col 1 18; 3 11). And this
unity, it is to be noticed, is conceived of as a -visible
unity. Jesus Himself eviden tly conceived it so when
He prayed for His disciples that they all might be
one, so t h a t the world might believe (Jn 17 21).
And the unity of which Paul ^A-rites and for which he
strove is a unity that finds -visible expression. Not,
it is true, in any uniformity of outw-ard polity, but
through the manifestation of a eommon faith in
acts of mutual love (Eph 4 3.13; 2 Cor 9).
Another dominant note of the N T church lay
in the consecration of its members. "Saints" is
one of the most frequently recurring
4. Consedesignations for them t h a t we find.
cration
As thus employed, the word has in
the first place an objective meaning;
the sainthood of the Christian society consisted in
its separation from the world by God's electing
grace; in this respect it has succeeded to the prerogatives ot Israel under the old covenant. The
members of the church, as Peter said, are "an elect
race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for
God's own possession" (1 Pet 2 9). But side by
side with this sense of an outward and priestly consecration, the name "saints" carried within it the
thought of an ethical holiness—a holiness consisting,
not merely in a status determined by relation to
Christ, but in an actual and practical saintliness, a
consecration to God that finds expression in character and conduct. No doubt the members ot the
church are called saints even when the Uving e'vidences of sainthood are sadly lacking. Writing
to the Corinthian church in which he found so much
to blame, Paul addresses its members by this title
(1 Cor 1 2 ; cf 6 11). But he does so for other
than formal reasons—not only because consecration
to God is their outward calling and status as believers, but also because he is assured t h a t a work
of real sanctification is going on, and must continue
to go on, in their bodies and their spirits which are
His. Eor those who are in Christ are -a new creation (2 Cor 5 17), and those to whom has come
the separating and consecrating call (2 Cor 6 17)
must cleanse themselves from all filthiness of the
flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of
God (7 1). Paul looks upon the members-ot the
church, just as he looks upon the church itself,
with a prophetic eye; he sees them not as they are,
but as they are to be. And in his view it is "by
the washing of water with the word," in other words
by the progressive sanctification ot its members, that
the church itself is to be sanctified and cleansed,
until Christ can present it to Himself a glorious
church, not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing
(Eph 6 26.27).
Yet another note of the church was spiritual
power. When the name ekklesia was given by
Jesus to the society He came to found,
5. Power
His promise to Peter included the
bestowal of the gift of power (Mt 16
18.19). The apostle was to receive the "power
of the keys," i.e. he w-as to exercise the pri-vilege
of opening the doors of the kingdom of heaven to
the Jew (Acts 2 41) and to the Gentile (10 3 4 38; 15 7). He was further to have the power of
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binding and loosing, i.e, of forbidding and (lermitting; in other words he \\ ;xs to possess the functions
ot a legislator within t h e spiritual sphere ot the
church. The legislative powers then bestowed upon
Peter personally as the reward of his lielie\-ing
confession were afterward conferred upon (he disciples generally (Mt 18 IS; cf ver 1 and also vs
19,201, and a t the eonferenee in Jeiiis were exercised i.iy the church as a w-hole (.Vels 15 1.22),
The power t o open the gates of Ihe kingdom of
heaven was expanded into the great inissionary
commission, "t;(i ye therefore, and make diseiides
of aU the nations" (Mt 28 19)—a commission that
was understood by the apostolic eliureh to be addressed not to the eleven aposlles onl\, but lo all
Christ's followers without distinction (,Vets 8 i,
etc'. To the Christian society there thus liekiiige(l
the double jiower of legislating for its own ineinbeis
and of opening the kin.udoiii of hea\-en to all believers. But these double fuiudions of leaching
and government were ele:(rly i-e('((,e;iiized as deleiiated gifts. The church taught the nations because
Christ had bid her go and do it. She laid down laws
for her own members beeausc He had conferred
upon her authorily to bind and to loose. But
in every exercise of her authority she relied upon
Him from w-hom she derived it. She believed that
Chi'ist was -uith her alway, e\-en unto the end ot
the w-orld (iVIt 28 20), and that the power with
which she was endued w-as power from on high (Lk
24 49).
V. The Organization of the Church.—It seems
e-vident from the N T that Jesus gave His disciples
no formal prescriptions for the organization of the
church. I n the first da>-s after Pentecost they had
no thought of separating themselves trom the reUgi(jus life of Israel, and would not realize the need
ot" any distinct organization of their own. The
temple-worship was still adhered to (Acts 2 46; 3
1), though it w-as supplemented by apostolic
teaching, by prayer and fellowship, and by the
breaking of bread (2 42.46). Organization w-as a
thing of gradual growth suggested by emerging needs,
and the differentiation ot function among those
who were drawn into t h e ser\'iee of the church was
due to the differeiK.e in the gifts bestowed by God
upon t h e church members (1 Cor 12 28). At
first the Twelve themselves, as the immediate companions of Jesus throughout His ministry and the
prime witnes.ses of the Christian facts and esp,
ot the resurrection (cf Acts 1 21,22), w-ere the
natural leaders and teachers of the community.
Apart from this, the earliest evidence of anything
like organization is found in the distinction drawn
by the Tw-elve themselves between the ministry
of the word and the ministry ot tables (Acts 6
2,4)—a distinction which was fully recognized by
Paul (Rom 12 6.8; 1 Cor 1 17; 9 14; 12 28),
though he enlarged the latter type of inintstry so
as t o include much more than the care ot the poor.
The two kinds of ministry, as they meet us at the
first, may broadly be distinguislied as the general
and prophetic on the one hand, the local and practical on the other.
From Acts 6 1 ff we see t h a t the Twelve recognized that they were Divinely called as apostles
to proclaim the gospel; and Paul
1 The
repeatedlv makes the same claim for
General
himseU (1 Cor 1 17; 9 16; 2 Cor
and Pro3 6; 4 1; Col 1 23), But aposllephetic
ship was by no means confined to the
Ministry
Twelve (Acts 14 14; Rom 16 7; cf
Did 11 4 ff); and an itinerant ministry of the word was exercised in differing -ways
bv nropbets, evangelists, and teachers, as w-ell as
by apo-^tles (1 Cor 12 28.29; E p h 4 11). The
fact tlcit Paul himself is variou.sly described its
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an apostle, a prophet, a teacher (Acts 13 I; 14
14; I Tun 2 7; 2 Tim 1 11) apfiears to show that
the prophetic ministry was not a ministry of stated
office, but one of special gifts and functions. The
apostle (allied the good tidings of s;dvation to the
ignorant and unbelieving (Gal 2 7.8), the prophet
(in the HKd-e specific sense of the word) was a
messenger lo the eliureh (1 Cor 14 4,22); and
while the teacher (-xplaiiied and applied truth that
was alre;rdy p(.issesse(l (He 5 12), the prophet was
recognized b \ ' those who had spiritual discernment
(1 Cor 2 15; 14 29; 1 Jn 4 1) as the Divinely
emploved medium of fresh revelations (1 Cor 14
25,30 :;l; Eph 3 5; ef Did 4 1).
The earliest, examples of this are the Seven of
Jerus who were intrusted with the care of the "daily
ministration" (Acts 6 Iff). With the
2. The
growth of the church, however, other
Local and
needs arose, and the local ministry
Practical
is seen developing in two distinct
Ministry
directions. First there is the presbyter or elder, otherwise known as the
bishop or overseer, whose duties, whde still local,
are chiefly of a sjiiritual kind (,'Vcts 20 17,28,35;
1 Tim

3 2.5; Jas

5 14;

1 Pet

5 2).
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Next there are the deacon and the deaconess (Phil
1 1; 1 Tim 3 8-13), whose work appears to have
lain largely in house to house visitation and a practical ministry to the poor and needy (1 Tim 5
8-11). The necessities of government, of discipline,
and of regular and state(.l instruction had thus
brought it to pass that within N T times some of
the functions of the general ministry of apostles
and prophets w-ere discharged by a local ministry.
The general ministry, however, w-as still recognized
to be the higher of the two. Paul addresses the
presbyter-bishops of Ephesus in a tone of lofty
spiritual authority (.Vets 20 17 ff). And according to the Did, a true prophet when he visits a
church is to take preeedence over the resident
bishops and deacons (Did 10 7; 13 3). (See
C H U R C H GOVEK.N-.ME.XT,

L I T E R A T U K E — H o r t , The Christian Ecrlesu,: Lindsay.
The Church an,I the Ministry in the Enrig Cents., lects
\-Y: Hatch, Bampton Lrctares; Gwalldll, Em-hj Church
History lo .\I) ,ii.3: Kiistliu, art. "Kii-clie" in RE;
Armitage Roliinson, art, " ( ' l i u r c h " in A'fl, Fairbairn.
Christ 111 .Mil,tern Thcl,igy, 513-34; Dargan, Ecclesiology: Denney, Studies in Theology, ch viii,
J, C . L.VMBERT

CHURCH GOVERNMENT, guv'ern-ment;
I,
11,

.IrpRcvcH TO SUBJECT

1, T h e (ieneral Sense

2. T h e Local SKUSU
INTCIK^J \ L ( )((());R

1. Sabjccts (if .Xdnlissioil
2. riefliiito Organizations
3. Ministers
(1) General
(2) Local
1, f'^ccleslasiical Fdiictidiis
(1) ('(Hili-ol (if ?(lcnil)ei-ship
(21 Sclerliod of (ilflcccs, etc
Cl) (llisci-\-ations (if (li-diiianees
', Iiid(^[(en(lent (Autonomous) Organizations

III.
I'-.XTERNAL . \ U T H 0 R I T Y
I'V. ('OIIPERATIVE KCLVTIONS
LITERATURE

The object here sought is to discover what kind
of church government is mirrored in the N T , To
do this with perfect definit(Miess is, no doubt, quite
impossible. Certain general features, however,
may clearly be seen.
/. Approach to the Subject.—The subject is best
approached through the Gr word ekklesia, tr'^
"church," Passing by the history ot this word,
and its connection with the Heb wor(.ls 'idhdh
and kdhdl (which the LXN sometimes renders liy
inKXriaia, cl-klesia), we come at onee to the N T
usage. Two perfectly distinct senses are found,
viz, a general and a local.
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Christ is "head over all things to t h e church,
which is his body
. " (Eph 1 22); "the general assembly and church of the firstborn
1. The
who are enrolled in heaven" (He 12
General
23). Here we have "chiuch" in the
Sense
broadest sense, including all the redeemed in earth and heaven, and in all
ages (see also E p h 1 22; 3 10; 5 22-27; Col 1 24;
He 12 23).
Here the Scripture passages are very numerous.
In some cases, the word is used in the sing., and in
others the pk; in some it is used
2. The
with reference to a specified church.
Local Sense and in others without such specification. I n all cases the sense is local.
In Acts 11 26, it is said that Paul and Barnabas
were "gathered together with the church," where the
church at Antioch is meant. I n Acts 14 23, Paul
and Barnabas are said t o have "appointed elders
in every church," t h a t is, churches which they had
planted. In Rev 2 and 3 the seven churches ot
Asia Minor are addressed. I n Acts 16 5 we are
told that the churches "were strengthened in the
faith." On the local sense see, further. Acts 8 1;
15 4; 16 5; 20 17; Rom 16 4; 1 Cor 1 2 ; 6 4;
11 16; Gal 1 2,22, and many other places.
There are a few passages that do not seem exactly
to fit into either of t h e above categories. Such,
tor example, are M t 18 17 and 1 Cor 12 28,
where it seems best t o understand a generic sense.
Such, also, are passages like Acts 9 31, and 1 Cor
10 32, where a collective sense best suits the cases.
Church government in the N T applies only to
the local bodies.
//. Internal Order.—With respect to the constitution and lite of these N T churches, several points
may be made out beyond reasonable doubt.
'They were composed of persons who professed
faith in Christ, and who were believed to have been
regenerated, and who had been bap1. Subjects tized. See Acts 2 41,44,47 (RV "adof Admis- ded t o t h e m " ) ; 8 12; Rom 1 8;
sion
6 4; 10 9.10; 1 Cor 1 2; Col 1
2,4; 1 Tim 6 12, and others, where
they are called "saints," "sons of God," "faithful
brethren," "sanctified in Christ Jesus."
They are definitely and permanently organized
bodies, and not temporary and loose aggregations
of indi-viduals. I t is quite impossible,
2. Definite for example, to regard the cliurch at
Organiza- Antioch as a loose aggregation of
tions
people for i passing purpose. The
letters of Paul to the churches at Rome,
Corinth, Philippi, Thessalonica, cannot be regarded
as addressed to other than permanent and definitely
organized bodies.
They were served by two classes of ministers—
one general, the other local.
(1) General.—At the head of these is the "apostle" (1 Cor 12 28; Eph 4 11). His official relation to the churches was general. He
3. Minisdid not necessarily lielong to the group
ters
of the original Eleven. Besides Matthias (Acts 1 26), Paul and Barnabas
(1 Cor 9 5.6), James, the Lord's brother (Gal 1
19), Andronicus and Junias (Rom 16 7) are
reckoned as "apostles." The one invariable and
necessary qualification of an apostle was that he
should have seen the Lord after the Resurrection
(Acts 1 22; 1 Cor 9 1). Another qualification
w-as to have -wrought "the signs of an apostle"
(2 Cor 12 12; cf 1 Cor 9 2). He was to bear
witness to what he had seen and heard, to preach
the gospel ot the kingdom (.Vets 1 8 ; 1 Cor 1
17), t o found churches and have a general care of
them (2 Cor 11 28). Erom the nature of his
chief qualification, his oflfice was temporary.

Next comes the "prophet.'' His relation to t h e
churches, also, was general. I t was not necessary
t h a t he should have seen the Lord, b u t it appertained to his spiritual function t h a t he should have
revelations (Eph 3 5). There is no indication t h a t
his otfice was in any sense administrative.
After the "prophet" come the "evangelist" and
"teacher," the first, a traveling preacher, the
second, one who had special aptitude for giving
instruction.
After the "teacher"' and "evangelist" follow a
group ot special gifts of "healing," "helps," "governments," "tongues." I t may be that "helps"
and "governments" are t o be identified with
"deacons" and "bishops," to be spoken of later.
The other items in this part of Paul's Ust seem t o
refer to special charismata.
(2) Local.—There
were two clearly distinct
oifices of a local and permanent kind in the N T
churches. Paul (Phil 1 1) addresses "all the
saints in Christ Jesus that are at Phihppi, with the
bishops and deacons."

See BISHOP;

DEACON.

The most common designation of t h e first of
these officers is "elder" (irpecr^vTtpos, presb-uteros).
In one passage (Eph 4 11) he is called "pastor"
(Troipyv, poimtn).
I n Acts 20 17-28, it becomes
clear t h a t the office of elder, bishop, and pastor
was one; for there the apostle charges the elders
of the church at Ephesus t o feed (pastor) the
church in which the Holy Spirit has made them
bishops (ct Titus 1 5.7; 1 P e t 5 1.2).
The function of the elders was, in general, spiritual, but involved an oversight of all the affairs of
the church (1 Tim 3 2; 5 17).
As to the second of the local church officers, it
has to be said that little is given us in t h e N T .
That the otfice of deacon originated with the appointment ot the Seven in Acts 6 is not certain.
If we compare the qualifications there given by the
apostles with those given by Paul in 1 Tim 3 8-13,
it seems quite probable t h a t the necessity which
arose at Jerus, and which led to the appointment
of the Seven was really the occasion tor originating
the office ot deacon in the churches. T h e work
assigned the Seven was secular, that is t o say, the
"ser-vice of tables." They were t o reUeve the
apostles of that part of the work. A similar relation to the w-ork of the elders seems to have been
borne by that of the deacons.
Again, they exercised the highest ecclesiastical
functions.
(1) They had control of membership.—In M t 18
17, Our Lord, by anticipation, lodges final action,
in t h e sphere ot church discipUne,
4. Eccle-with the church. When the church
siastieal
has taken action, the matter is ended.
Functions
There is no direction t o take it to
a higher court. In t h e church at
Corinth, there was a man who was guilty of an
infamous offence against purity. With regard to
the ease. Paid urged the most summary discipline
(1 Cor 5 5). If the church should act upon the
judgment which he communicated t o them, they
would act when "gathered together"; t h a t is t o
say, action would be taken in conference of the
church. In 2 Cor 2, a reference t o t h e case shows
that they had acted upon his advice, and t h a t the
action was taken by the majority ("the many,"
the more, 2 Cor 2 6). In 2 Cor 2 he counsels
restoration ot this excluded member now repentant.
Exclusion and restoration of members were t o be
effected by a church. This, of course, carried with
it the reception of members in the first instance.
(2) They selected their officers and other servants.
—"This was true in case of the Seven (Acts 6 3-13;
see other cases in Acts 15 22; 1 Cor 16 3 ; 2 Cor
8 1 ff; PhU 2 25). Acts 14 23 and Titus 1 5
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seem, at first, t o offset the passages just given.
In one of these, Paul and Barnabas are said to
have "appointed" (\e(/DOTOi''^(ra>'Tes, cheirotonfsanies)
elders in the churches whii-h they had planted.
But scholars of first (piality, though themselves
adhering to Presliyterial or Episcopal birins of
church government, maintain that Paul and Barnabas ordained the elders whom the churches
selected—that they "appointed" them in the usual
way, hy the suffrages of the members of the churches
concerned. The wm-d rendered "ajipoint" in Tit
1 5 (k-ara<rT^crj)s, katastPses) is more easily understood as ri^forring to ordination instead ol selection.
(3) They observeil the ordinances.- Paul give's direction (1 C(ir 11 20-31) to the chiu-chat Corinth about
the observance ot the Lord's Supper. Th(\se directions are given, not to any officer or set of oflScers,
but to the church, Eeelesiasticall.v, ot course, the
two ordinances are on the same level; and, if one
of them had been eonimitted to the custody, so to
say. of the chiu'ches, so iiuist the other.
Idle management ot their business was in their
own hands. Paul w-rote the church at Corinth:
"Let all things be done decently and
5. Indein order" (1 Cor 14 40). I n t h a t c o m pendent
prehensive injunction, given to a chm-ch,
(Autonois implied control of its affairs by the
mous) Or- church.
ganizations
///. External
Authority.—The
investigation up to this point places us
in position to see that there is in the N T no w-arrant
tor ecclesiastical grades in the ministry ot the
churches, by w-hich there may be created an ascending series of rulers who shall go\-ern the churches
merged into one vast ecclesiastical organization
called "the church." So, also, we are in position to
see t h a t there is no warrant for an ascending series
of courts w-hich ra-ay review any "case" that originates i n a local church. We may see, on the contrary, that t o each local church has been committed
by Christ the management ot its own affairs; and
that He had endow-ed every such church with ecclesiastical competency to perform every function that
any ecclesiastical bod}- has a right to perform.
Aa t h e churches are not to be dominated by any
external ecclesiastical authority, so they are not
to b e interfered -with, in their church life, by civU
government. Jesus taught that Christians should
be good citizens (Mt 22 1.5-22); so did the apostles (Rom 13 1-7; 1 Pet 2 13-16). Jesus also
taught the spirituality of His Kingdom: " M y
kingdom is not of this world" (Jn 18 36). It
follows th;(t only where the life of a church touches
the ci-vic life of the community has the civil authority a n y right to interfere.
IV. Cooperative
Relations.—While
each local
church, according to t h e NT, is independent of
every other in the sense that no other has jurisdiction over it, yet cooperative relations were
entered into by N T churelies. Examples and indications of that mav be found in Rom 15 26 27;
2 Cor 8, 9; Gal 2 10; Rom 15 1; 3 Jn ver 8.
The principle of co((pcration effeeti\-e in those eases is
susceptible of indefinite expansion. Churches may
properly cooperate in matters of discipline, by
seeking and giving counsel, and by respecting each
other's disciplinary measures. In the great, paramount business of evangelizing and teaching the
nations, they may cofiperate in a multitude of ways.
There is no sphere of general Christian activity in
which t h e churches may not voluntarily and freely
cooperate for the betterment ot the worid, the
salvation of humanity.
F o r other standpoints see B I S H O P ; GOVERNMENT;
MINISTRY, etc.
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CHURCHES, church'iz, ROBBERS OF. See
ROBHERS OF TEMPLES.

CHURCHES, SEVEN.

See ANGELS

OF THE

SEVEN CHURCHES.

CHURL, churi C"?^? or "^br, kilay or kday):
The Hob word occurs only in Isa 32 5.7, in the
latter ver in a form slightly modified so as to produce a pleasing assonance with the word immediately
foUowing. The word probably means "crafty" or
"miserly." both ideas being suitable to the context,
though 'miserly" accords with the setting in Isa
somewhat better.
In 1 S 25 3 the Heb kd-sheh w-hich means "hard,"
"severe," "rough," is rendered "churlish."
In
Saxon, churl, as the name for the lowest order of
freemen, came to be used of persons boorish in manner. The rough and ill-mannered Nabal is aptly
described as churlish.

JOHN RICHARD SAMPEY

C H U S H A N - R I S H A T H A I M , kh-shan-rish-atha'im.

See CDSH-(IN-RISHATH.\I.M.

CHUSI, ku'si, kij'si (Xoiis, Chous): A place only
named in J t h 7 18, as near Ekrebel on the brook
Mochmur. It was in central Pal, and has with
some probability been identified with Qdzah, a
village 51 miles" S. ot Nablus and 5 miles W. ot
Agrabeh (Ekrebel).
CHUZAS, kii'zas, chu'zas (Xov^ag, Chouzds;
AN Chuza): The steward ot Herod Antipas. In
Lk 8 3 we read that his wife Joanna, "and Susanna, and many others," mimstered to Christ and
His disciples.

See JOANNA (Lk 24 10).

CICCAR, sik'iir ("133, kikkdr, "circle"): Used
ot the circle of t h e ' J o r d a n (Gen 13 10, Heb).
See PLAIN; CITIES OF THE PLAIN.

CIELED, seld, CIELING, sel'ing.

Sec CEILED;

CEILING.

CILICIA, si-lish'i-a (TJ KiXiKCa, he Kilik'ia):^ An
important province at the S.E, angle of Asia Minor,
corresponding nearly with the modern Turkish vilayet of Adana; enfolded between the Taurus mountains and the Mediterranean Sea, with the Amanus
range on the E. and Pamphyha on the W,; chief
rivers, the Pyramus, Sarus, Cydnus and Calycadnus,
The character of Cihcian history has been largely
determined by the physical features of the pro-vince.
It is divided by nature into a mountainous part to
the \\., called Tracheia, and a broad, aUuvial plain,
hot and fertile, toward the E,, termed Campestrisor
Pedias. Cilicia has always been isolated from its
neighbors by land by its encirchng mountains, save
for its two famous mountain passes, the "Syrian
Gates," which offer an easy road to Antioch and the
S., and the w-onderful "Cilician Gates," which open a
road to central and western Asia Minor. Through
these passes the armies and the pilgrims, the trade
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and the travel of the cents, have made their way,
Alexander w-as one of t h e most renowned leaders
of such expeditions, and at Issus he met and shattered the power of the Pers empire.
The earh- settlers of Cilicia are held to have
been Sem Syrians and Phoenicians, but in the stiU
earlier days t h e inhabitants must have been Hittites, . While few Hittite remains have been brought
to light in CiUcia proper, the province was so surrounded by Hittites, and such important works of
Hittite art and industry remain on t h e outskirts
of the province, as at I-vriz, Marash, SinjirU and
Sakche Geuzi, that the intervening territory could
hardly fail to be overspread with t h e same civilization and imperial power. (See Professor John
Garstang's The Land of the Hittites.
CUicia appears as independent under Syennesis,
a contemporary of Alyattes of Lydia, 610 BC.
Later it passed under the Pers sway, b u t retained
its separate line of kings. ^Mter .Alexander the
Seleucid rulers governed Cilicia from Antioch.
The disturbances of the times enabled the pirates
so to multiply and establish themselves in their
home base, in Cilicia, Tracheia, that they became
the scourge of the Mediterranean until their power
was broken by Pompey (67-66 BC). Cilicia was
by degrees incorporated in the Rom administration,
and Cicero, the orator, was governor (51-50 BC).
The foremost citizen of the province was Saul
of Tarsus (Acts 21 39; 22 3; 23 34). Students
or pilgrims from CiUcia like himselt disputed with
Stephen (Acts 6 9). Some of the earliest labors
of the great apostle -were near his home, in Syria
and Cilicia (Gal 1 21; Acts 15 23.41). On his
voyage to Rome he sailed across t h e sea which is
off Cilicia (.Vets 27 5). Constantinople and .A.ntioch may be regarded as the front and back door
of Asia Minor, and as the former was not founded
till the 4th cent., Asia Minor may be regarded as
fronting during apostolic days on Antioch. CUicia
was intimately connected w-ith its neighbor province on the S. T h e first Christian apostles and
evangehsts foUowed the great highw-ays, through the
famous mountain passes, and carried the rehgion ot
Jesus to Asia Minor from Antioch as a base.
^-Vrmenians migrating from the N. founded a
kingdom in Cilicia under Roupen which was terminated by the overthrow of King Levon, or Leo,
by the conquering Turks in 1393. A remnant of
this kingdom survives in the sepiarate Armenian
catholicate of Sis, which has jurisdiction over a
few bishoprics, and Armenians are among the most
-virUe of the present inhabitants of the pro'idnce,

CIRAMA, si-ra'ma, sir'a-ma.
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See KIRAMA.

CIRCLE, stir'k'l: Is used wdth reference t o the
vault of the heavens (^^H, hftgh) in Isa 40 22,
and in a similar sense in Wisd 13 2 (RVm), "circle
of stars" (KUKXOS da-rpuv, kuklos dstrdn). I t is also
used in the sense of surrounding territory, as in the
expression "circle ot Jordan" (Gen 13 10 RVm).
See also CICCAR; ASTRONOMY, I I I , 1.

CIRCUIT, stir'kit, " a going around": Used to
represent several Heb words in several senses, e.g,
the sun's orbit ( n s ^ p n , fkHphdh), Ps 19 6; the
vault ot t h e heavens (3^n, hUgh), Job 22 14 AV;
the circuit of the -ndnds (^''liD, sdbhibh), Eccl 1 6
(see ASTRONOMY) ; Samuel's -visiting of communities
P ? D , sdbhabh), 1 S 7 16, I n the RV the idea
of encirchng oi- "fetching a compass" (.VV) is expressed by the pbi-ase "to make a circuit" (2P"7,
hdi^ebh), 2 S 6 23; 2 K 3 9; and in the RVm it
indicates a plain ("I3?n, ha-kikkar), Neh 3 22,
The Gr perieltlwntes is tr'' in the same way (Acts 28
13), but RVm reads "cast loose," following the W H
reading perieldntes.

NATHAN ISAACS

CIRCUMCISION, silr-kum-sizh'un (pra,
mul,
T\JTI2 , mdldth; irepiTOii-rj, pcrilomt): The removal of
the foreskin is a cvistom that has prevailed, and
prevails, among many races in different parts of the
world—in America, Africa and Australia. I t was in
vogue among the western Semites—Hebrews, Arabians, iVIoabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Egj'ptians,
but was unknowm among the Semites of the Euphrates. In Canaan the Philis were an exception, for
the term "uncircumcised" is constantly used in connection with them. Generally speaking, the rite ot
circumcision was a precondition of the enjoyment
of certain political and reUgious pri'vileges (Ex 12
48; Ezk 44 9); and in 'view of the fact that in the
ancient world religion played such an important role
in Ufe, it may be assumed that circumcision, hke
many other strange customs whose original significance is no longer known, originated in connection
-with rehgion. Before enumerating t h e different
theories which have been advanced with regard to
the origin and original significance of circumcision,
it may be of advantage to consider some ot the
principal references to the rite in the OT.
In the account ot the institution of the covenant
between Yahweh and Abraham wfhich P gives
(Gen 17), circumcision is looked upon
1. Circum- as the ratification of t h e agreement.
G. E. W H I T E
cision in
Yahweh undertook to be the God
CINNAMON, sin'a-mun CilTaSp, kvnndmdn; KIVthe OT
ot Abraham and of his descendants.
v6.ii.afi.ov, kinndmdmon)-. Mentioned, Uke cassia, as a
Abraham was to be t h e father of a
perfume. In Ex 30 23 it is one of the ingredients multitude of nations and the founder of a line of
of the "holy anointing oU"; in Prov 7 17 it is, along
kings. He and his descendants were to inherit
with myrrh and aloes, a perfume for a bed; in Cant
Canaan. T h e agreement thus formed was per4 14 it is a very precious spice. Cinnamon is (Rev manent ; Abraham's posterity should come within
18 13) part ot the merchandise of "Babylon the the scope of it. But it was necessary to inclusion
great,"
in the covenant that every male child should be
Cinnamon is the product ot Cinnamomum zeylanicircumcised on the 8th day. A foreigner who had
cuni, a laurel-hke plant widely cultivated in Ceylon
attached himseU as a slave to a, Heb household
and Java. I t has a profuse white blossom, succeeded
had to undergo the rite—the punishment for its
by II nut from which the fragrant oil is obtained.
non-fulfilment being death or perhaps excommunicaThe wood is the inner bark from branches which
tion. According to Ex 12 48 (also P) no stranger
have reached a diameter of from 2 to 3 inches; the
could take part in the celebration of the Passover
ejiKlermis and ptUpy matter are carefully scraped
unless he had been circumcised. In the Book of Josh
off before drying. In commerce the cheaper Cassia
(5 2^9) we read that the Israelites were circumligra of China is sometimes substituted tor true cincised at GUgal ("Rolling"), and thus the "reproach
namon, and it is thought by some authorities that
of Eg}-pt" was "roUed away." Apparently circumthis was the true cinnamon of the ancients. See,
cision in the ease ot the Hebrews was prohibited
how-ever. CASSIA,
E , W . G . MASTERMAN
during the Egyp period—circumcision being a
(Ustinctive mark of the ruhng race. I t is notice^ CINNEROTH, sin'e-roth ( r i l S S , kinn'^rdth).
able that flint knives were used for the purpose.
See CHINNERETH.
This use of an obsolete instrument is one of many
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proofs of conservatism in religion. .Vecording to
the strange and obscure account of the circumcision by Zipporah of her eldest ,soii (Ex 4 25) the
performance of the rite in Ihe case of the son a|iparently possess(.'s a vicarious \-:due. for thereby Moses
becomes a "bridegroom of blo(((l." The marriage
bond is ratified by the rite of blood (.see 4 below).
But it is possible that the author's meaning is that
owing to the tact that M((ses had not been eircumeis(»d (the "reproach ot l'',g>-|it") he was not fit to
enter the matrimonial est(ite (see 3 below).
The different theories wdth regard to the origin
of circumcision may be arranged under four heads:
(1) Flerodotiis (ii,37), in dealing
2. Theories -vith circumcision among the Egypof Origin
tians, suggests that it wds a sanitary
operation. But all suggestions of a
secular, i,e. non-religious, origin to tlie rite, fail to
do justice to the place and import ance of rehgion in
the life of primitive man.
(2) I t was a tribal mark. Tattooed marks frequently answered the purpose, although the}' may
have been originally charms. The tribal mark
enabled one member of the tribe to recognize another
and thus avoid injuring or slaying a fellow--tribesman. I t also enabled the tribal deity to recognize
a member of the tribe which wiis under his special
protection. A mark was placed on Cain to indicate t h a t he w-as under the special protection of
Yahweh (Gen 4 15). I t has been suggested, in the
hght ot Isa 44 5 RVm, that the employer's mark
w-as engraved (tattooed) on the slave's hand. The
prophet represents Jews as inscribing on their hands
that they belong to Yahw-eh. The w-:dls of Jerus are
engraved on Yahweh's palms (Isa 49 16). On the
other hand "cuttings in the flesh" are prohibited in
Lev 19 28 because they w-ere common in the case of
the non-Jewish religions. Such tattooed marks might
be mai le in conspicuous places when it -tv-as necessary
that they should be easily seen, but there might be
reason for secrecy so t h a t t he marks might be known
only to the members of the tribe in question.
(3) I t was a rite which celebrated the coming of
age of the person. It signified the attainment of
puberty and of the right to marry and to enjoy tiUl
civic privileges.
(4) As human sacrifices began to be done away
with, the sacrifice of the most easily removed portion of the anatomy provided a vicarious offering.
(5) It was a sacramental operation. "The
shedding ot blood" was neoes3.ary to the validity
ot any covenant betw-een tribes or individuals.
The rite of blood signifies the exchange ot blood on
the part ot the contracting parties, and therefore
the estabhshment of physical affinity betwecjn
them. An alhance based on blood-relationship
was in-idolable. In the same way the tribal gocl
w-as suppos(3d to share in the blood of the sacrificed
animal, and a sacred bond was established between
him and the tribe. It is not quite obvious why cn-cumci.sion should be necessary in connection with
such a C( remony. But it may bo pointed out that
the process of generation excited the wonder and
awe of primitive man. The prosperity of the tribe
depended on the successful issue of the marriage
bond, and a part of the body which had so much
to do with the continuation and numerical strength
of the tribe would naturally be fixed upon in connection with the covenant of blood. In confirmation of the last explanation it is urged that m the
case of the covenant between Jeh and Abraham
circumcision was the rite t h a t ratified the agreement. In opposition to (3) it has been urged that
among the Hebrews circumcision was performed
in infancy—when the child was 8 days old. But
this might have been an innovation among tlie
Hebrews, due to ignorance ot the original signifi-

cance of the rite. If circumcision conferred upon
the person circumcised the right to the enjoyment
of the blessings connected with membership in the
tribe it was natural that parents should be anxious
that such an initiatory act should be performed
early in life. The question of adult and infant
baptism is capable of similar explanation. W^hen
wo examine explamations (2), (3), (4), (5), we find
that they are really different forms ot the same
theory. There can be no doubt that circumcision
was originally a religious act. M(;mbership in the
tribe, entrance upon the rights of ci tizenship, participation in the religious practices of the tribe—these
privileges are interdependent. Anyone who had
experienced the rite ot blood stoorl within the scope
of the covenant which existed between the tribe
and the tribal god, and enjoyed all the privileges
of tribal society. It is easily understood why the
historian carefully relates the circumcision ot the
Israelites by Joshua on their arrival in Canaan.
It was necessary, in view of the possible intermingling of the conquerors and the conquered, that
the distinctive marks ot the Abrahamic covenant
should be preserved (Josh 6 3).
In Jer 9 25 and Dt 30 6 we find the spiritual
significance of circumcision. A prophet like Jeremiah was not Ukely to attach much
3. Spiritual importance to an external act hke
Significance circumcision. He bluntly tells his
countrymen that they are no better than
Egyptians, Edomites, Moabites and Ammonites.
They are uncircumcised in heart. Paul uses the
term concision for this outward circumcision unaccompanied by any spiritual change (Phil 3 2).
The question ot circumcision occasioned a protracted strife among the early Christians. Judaizing Christians argued tor the necessity of circumcision. It was a reminiscence of the unrelenting
particularism w-hich had sprung up during the prolonged oppression of the Gr and Rom period. According to their -view salvation was ot the Jews and
for the Jews. It was necessary to become a Jew
in order to become a Christian. Paul consented to
circumcision in the case of Timothy "because ot the
Jews" (Acts 16 3). But he saw that a principle was
at stake and in most of his epistles he points out the
sheer futility of the contention of the Judaizers. (See
commentaries on Rom and Gal.)
In a few suggestive passages we find a fig. application ot the term. For throe years after the settlement in Canaan the "fruit ot the land"
4. Figura- was to be considered as "uncircumtive Uses
cised'' (Lev 19 23), i.e. it was the
property ot the Baalim, the gods of
Pal. The fruit ot the fourth year belonged to
Yahweh. Moses with characteristic humility describes himself as a' man of "uncircumcised lips"
(Ex 6 30). Jeremiah charges his contemporaries
with having their ear uncircumcised (Jer 6 10) and
their heart (9 26). ".-Vn uncircumcised heart is one
which is, as it were, closed in, and so impervious
to good influences and good impressions, just as
an uncircunieised ear (Jer 6 10) is an ear which,
from the same cause, hears imperfectly; and uncircumcised hps (cf Ex 6 12.30) are Ups which open
and speak with cUfficulty" (Driver on Dt 10 16).
T.

LEWIS

CIS, sis (K«£s, Keis): The form gi\-en in Acts 13
21 .VV for Kish, Ihe father ot Saul the flrst king ot
Israel (1 Sam 9 1 f).
CISAI, si'sa-i.

See KISBUS.

CISTERN, sis'tern, WELL,
Use of Terms
1. (Ieneral
2. Wells or Cylindrical Cisterns
3. Private Cisterns

POOL, AQUEDUCT:
4, Public Cisterns
5. Pools and .Aqiieducts
6. Figurative Uses
LITERATURE

Cistern
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It is necessary to include wells under the head of
Several w-ords are rendered by "cistern," "well,"
cisterns, as there appears to be some confusion in the
"pool," the relations ot which in AV and RV are as
use of the two terms. Wells, so called,
follows:
2. WeUs
were more often deep cylindrical reser"Cistern." "iS'a. bd'r (Jer 2 13, etc), or I ' l a , bor
voirs, the low-er part of which was sunk
(2 K 18 31). The latter word is frequently in AV
tr-i "well." RV in these cases changes in the rock and cemented, the upper part being
to
"cistern"
in
text
(Dt
6
11;
2
Ch
26
Use of
10; Neh 9 2,5) or m (1 S 19 22, etc). built with open joints, to receive the surface percolation. They w-ere often of great depth. Job's
Terms
The words i^a-j, gebhe' (Isa 30 14), 1 } ,
gebh (Jer 14 3), rendered " p i t " in AV are w-ell at Jerus, which is certainly of great antiquity,
changed to "cistern" R'V (the latter in AR^V only).
is 125 ft. deep (see PEF, "Jerus," 371).
The proper Heb word for "well" is i s a . I>''ir (seen in
Beer-sheba, "well of the oath," Gen 21 31), but other
poor SURFAC£ l£V£L
terms are thus rendered in AV, as T'^y, 'ayin (Gen
24 13,16, etc, and frequently), 'p'S')2, ma'ydn (Josh
18 15), "lipia, mdlcor (Prov 10 iV). In these cases
RV usually changes to "fountain"; in Ex 15 27,
' ' /
: ' / . ' " ' .
however, it renders 'ayin by "springs," and in Ps 84 6,
ma'ydn bv "place of springs,"
"Pool," DSN, 'dgham (Isa 14 23, etc; in AV, Ex 7
19; 8 5, rendered "ponds"); more frequently n D 1 3 .
b'retchah (2 S 2 13; 4 12, etc). In Ps 84 6 the'cognate 71313. berdktiah, is changed to "blessing."
In the XT "well" represents the two words: -n-f)y-rt, pegt
(Jn 4 6.1-1; in RVm "spring"; 2 Pet 2 1( ; RV renders
"springs"), and il>peap, phrear (Jn 4 11.121. "Pool" is
KoKvp^nepa, kolumhHhra, in Jn 5 2.4.7; 9 7.11.

'r 7'.'
^ r

The efforts made to supplement the natural
water supply, both in agricultural and in populated areas, before as well as after the
1. General Conquest, are clearly seen in the
innumerable cisterns, wells and pools
which abound throughout Pal. The rainy season,
upon which the various storage systems depend,
commences at the end of October and ends in the
beginning of May. In Jerus, the mean rainfall in
41 years up to 1901 was 25.81 in,, falling in a mean
number of 56 days (see Glaisher, Meteorological
Observations, 24). Toward t h e end of summer,
springs and wells, where they have not actually
dried up, diminish very considerably, and cisterns
and open reservoirs become at times t h e only
sources of supply. Cisterns are fed from surface and
roof drainage. Except in the rare instances where
springs occur, wells depend upon percolation. The
great open reservoirs or pools are fed from surface
drainage and, in some cases, by aqueducts from
springs or from more distant coUecting pools. In
the case of private cisterns, it is the custom of the
country today to close up the inlets during the
early days of the rain, so as to permit of a general

^I^^^^F^^^^^^^^I
•n^^Ef l^^^^^H

PI^H^

W^^^^fjk

W^^^^^^^m '-rak

^^^miM
FIG. 1.—"The Great Sea" under the Temple.
wash down ot gathering surfaces, before admitting
the water. Cisterns, belonging to the common
natives, are rarely cleansed, and the inevitable scum
which collects is dispersed by plunging the pitcher
several times bef((re drawing w-at er. When the water
is considered to be bad, a somewhat primitive cure is
appUed by dropping earth into the cistern, so as to
sink aU impurities with it, to the bottom. The accumulation often found in aneient cisterns probably
owes some of its presence to this same habit.

^

'

FIG. 2.—Reservoir at Gezer.
The discovery of "U-ving water" when digging a
well, recorded in Gen 28 19 m, appears to have
been an unusual incident. Uzziah hewed out many
cisterns in the valley for his cattle (2 Ch 26 9.10
RV), and he built towers, presumably to keep watch
over both cattle and cisterns. Isaac "digged again
the wells" which had been filled in b y the Philis (Gen
26 18). Wells-n'ere frequently dug in the plain, far
from -viUages, for flocks and herds, and rude stone
troughs were pro-vided nearby. The well was usually
covered with a stone, through which a hole was
pierced sufficiently large to allow ot tree access for
the pitchers. A stone was placed over this hole
(Gen 29 10) when the well was not in use. The
great amount ot pottery found in ancient cisterns
suggests t h a t clay pots were used for drawing water
(see Bible Siddights, 88). Jos (Ant, IV, viu, 37)
elucidates the passage in Ex 21 33 requiring the
mouth of a "pit" or "w-eU" to be covered with planks
against accidents. This would seem to apply to
wide-mouthed weUs which had not been narrowed
over to receive a stone cover. I t may have been a
w-ell or cistern similar to these into which Joseph
was cast (Gen 37 24). In fact, dry-wells and cisterns formed such effective dungeons, t h a t i t is very
probable they were often used for purposes of
detention. From earliest times, wells have been
the cause of much strife. The covenant between
Abimelech and Abraham at Beersheba (Gen 21
32) w-as a necessity, no less pressing then than i t is
now. The well, today, is a center of life in the East.
Women gather around it in pursuit of their daily
duties, and travelers, man and beast, divert their
course thereto, if needs be, for refreshment; and
news ot the outer world is carried to and from the
well. I t is, in fact, an all-important center, and
daUy presents a series of characteristic Bible scenes.
The scene between Rebekah and the servant ot
Abraham (Gen 24 11 ff) is one with frequent parallels. The well Ues usually at some little distance
from the -village or city. Abraham's servant made
his "camels to kneel down without the city by the
w-eU of water at the time of the evening, the time
that women go out to draw water." Saul and his
servant found young maidens going out ot the city
to draw water (1 S 9 11). Moses helped the
daughters of the priest of Midian at the well, which
was evidently at some distance from habitation
(Ex 2 16 ff).
Private cisterns must be distinguished trom pubUc
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cisterns or wells. They w-(>re sm.aller and w-ere
sunk in the rocks within private boundaries,
each ow-ner ha'ving his own cistern
3. Private
(2 K 18 31; Prov 5 15), Ancient
Cisterns
sites are lion(\\-e((nibe(l w-ith the.se cisterns. A ('(iininon tyjie in Jerus seems
to have been bottle-sh;[ped in section, the extended
bottom part being in the softer rock, and the narrow neck in the hard upper stratum. .Many
ureguhirly shaped cisterns occur with rock vaults
supported by rock or masonry jiiers. Maealisler
tells of the discovery at Gezer of a small silt catchpit attached to a private cistern, and pr((vided with
an overfl(3w- channel leading to the eisteni. It is
an early instance ot a now- w-ell-known meth((d of
purification. The universal use ot eeineiit rendering to the w-alls of the cisterns w-as most necessaiy
to seal up the fissures of the rock. The "broken
cisterns" (Jer 2 13) probably refer to insuflieicntly
sealed cisterns.
Besides private cisterns there w-erc hiige public
rock-cut cisterns within the city w;dls. The great
water caverns under the Teni]ile area at
4. PubUc
Jerus show a most extensive S3'stem of
Cisterns
water storage (see Rivorery of Jerus, eh
^ii). There are 37 of these (leseribed
in PEF, "Jerus," 217 ff, and the greatest is an immense rock-cut cavern the roof of which is partly
rock and partly stone, supported by rock piers (see
Fig. 1, PEF). It is 43 ft. deep with a storage capacity
of over two miUion gallons and there are numerous
access manholes. Tlus cistern is fed by an aqueduct
from Solomon's Pools about 10 mUes distant byroad,
and is locally know-n as Bahar el Kebir, the "Greati
Sea," ( hie of the most recent and one of the most
interesting rock-cut reservoirs yet discovered is that
at Gezer, (See PEFS, 1908, 96 ff.) In this example, t h e pool of spring w-at(a- is reached by a great
rock-tunnel staircase which descends 94 ft. 6 in. from
the surface. The staircase cUminishes in size as it
descends, and at its greatest, it is 23 ft. high and 12
ft. 10 in. wide (see section Fig. 2). These proportions may seem unnecessarily large, but may be
accounted for by the necessity for pro-viding light at
the w-ater level. As a matter of fact, the brink of
the pool receives the Ught from above. The work
dates back to pre-Israelite times.
Open pools w-ere common in every city. They
were cut out of the rock and were buUt and cemented at points where occasion
6. Pools
demanded. 'They were often of great
and
size. The pool outside Jerus known
Aqueducts as Birket es Sultan measures 555 ft,X
220 ft,X36 ft. deep, and the so-called
Hezekiah's Pool within the walls, is 210 ft,X 144 ft.
X about 20 ft. deep. The latter probably ow-es its

Fi(3. 3.—Pools of Solomon.
origin to the rock-cut fosse of eariy Jewish date.
The Birket es Sultan, on the other hand, probably
dates from the time of the Turkish occupation. I

Cistern

They may, li((wever, be takiai as examples, which,
if s(niie\\liat, larger, are stiU in accord with the pool
.system of earlier history. Pools were usually fed by

FIG. 4,—Rock-cut .A.(iueduct.
surface drainage, and in some eas(vs by a(iueducts
from springs at some distance away. They seem to
ha\'e been at the pubUc service, freely accessible to
both man and beast. Pools situated outside the
city walls 'n'ere sometimes connected by aciueducts
with pools within the city, so that the water could
be drawn within the walls in time ot siege. The
so-e:Jled Pools of Solomon, three in number (see
Fig. 3), situated about 10 miles by road from Jerus,
are ot large proportions and are fed by surface
wdter and b}' aqueducts from sja-ings. The w-ater
from these pools is conveyed in a w-onderfuUy
engineere(.l course, known as the low-er-level aqueduct, which searches the w-inding contours of the
Judaean hills for a distance of about 15 miles, before
reaching its destination in "the great sea" under
the Temple area (Fig. 1). This aqueduct is still in
use, but its date is uncertain (see G. A. Smith,
Jerus, 131, where the author finds reason for
ascribing it to the ]ieriod ((f Herod). The course
and destination of another aqueduct knowm as the
high-level aqueduct is less definite. These aqueducts are of varying dimensions. The low-level
aqueduct at a point just before it enters the Temple
area was found to measure 3 ft. high X 2 ft. 3 in.
wide, jiartly rock-cut and partly built, and rendered
in smooth-trow-elcd cement, w-ith well-squared stone
eo\-ei-s (see PEF, Excavations at Jerus, 53 ff). There
are many remains of rock-cut aqueducts throughout Pal (see Fig. 4) w-hich seem to indicate thenuse in early Heb times, but the lack ot OT references to these works is difficult to account for, unless
it is argued that in some cases they date back to
pre Israelite times. The great tunnel and pool at
Gezer lends a measm'e of support to this hypothesis.
<M the other hand, a plea for a Heb origin ia also in
a measure strengthened by the very slight reference
in the OT to such a great engineering teat as the
cutting of the Siloam tunnel, which is doubtless the
work of Hezeldah. The pool of Siloam Wds originally a simple rock-cut reservoir within the walls,
and was constructed by Hezeldah (2 Ch 32 30).
It measures 75 ft.X71 ft. I t is the upper pool of
Isa 7 3. A lower overflow pool existed immediately beyond, contained by the city wall across
the Tyropceon valley. The aqueduct which supplies the upper pool takes a tortuous course of about
1,700 ft. through the solid rock from the Virgin's
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Zughar or Sughar the place is often referred t o by
mediaeval Arabian geographers as situated 1° S. of
Jericho "at the end of the Dead Sea" a n d as a
station on the route between the Gulf of Akabah and
Jericho, tw-o days' journey from Jericho. Ptolemy
(v.17.5) reckons Zoar as belonging t o Arabia Petrea.
Eusebius (Onom, 261) describes t h e Dead Sea as
lying between Jericho and Zoar. Jos (Ant, I, xi, 4)
makes the Dead Sea extend 580 stadia "as far as
Zoar ot Arabia" (iVars, IV^,-viii,4). These ref erences
would locate Zoar a t the base of the mountains just
S.E. of the Dead Sea, and, as it was within easy
reach of Sodom, from which Lot fled, would fix the
Cities ot the Plain in that locality. Jerome (Comm.
on Isa 15 5) says that Zoar was in the borders of
WELL, etc.
Moab.
Good w-ives are described as cisterns (Prov 5 15
On the other hand, it is maintained that the
ff). "The left ventricle of the heart, which retains
"kikkar of the Jordan" lay N . of the Dead Sea for
the blood till it be redispersed through
6. Figura- the body, is called a cistern" (Eccl 12 the following reasons: (1) T h a t is the region which
tive Uses
6). Idols, armies and material objects is -visible from the heights ot Bethel w-hence Abraham
in w-hich Israel trusted were "broken and Lot looked dowm upon it (Gen 13 10), while
cisterns" (Jer 2 13, see above) "soon emptied ot all the south end of t h e lake is not visible. But it
may be answered that the phrase need not be
the aid and comfort which they possess, and cannot
limited t o the actual region in sight, b u t may have
fUl themselves again."
included
t h e whole know-n extension of t h e valley,
LITERATURE.—Cl. .A, Smith, Jerusalem: PEF Memoirs,
Jerusalem vol; Wilsdll, The Recovery of Jerusalem; Mac(2) Zoar w-as said to be in range ot Moses' vision
ahster, Bible Sidelights: PEFS; Bliss and Dickie, Excanafrom the top ot Pisgah (Dt 34 1-3), whereas the
tions at Jerusalem: Josephus.
south end ot t h e Dead Sea is invisible from that
ARCH. C . D I C K I E
CITADEL, sit'a-del (1 Mace 1 33; 3 45). See point, on account ot intervening mountains. But
this description in D t evidently is not intended to
FORTIFICATION.
be Umited to the points which are actually -visible,
CITHERN, sith'ir-rn (KiOdpa, kithdra; 1 Maec 4 but should be understood as describing t h e extreme
.54 . W kiltuirais kai kinurais is tr'^ "citherns and limits of the land some points of which are visible
harps' , RV "h:ti'ps and lutes"; ef guitar, zither): in their near vicimty. Certainly the vision did
.AS 1 Mace 'n^as originally written in Heb, it is not comprehend all portions of Dan or Judah "unto
the hinder sea." T h e phrase from Jericho to Zoar
natural t o suppose that these tw-o Gr w-ords stand for
Heb nrbhaliin and kinndrdth: but to this it may be is like "from D a n to Beersheba." T h e mountain
objected that kilhara and kiriura are not used else- heights overlooking Zoar were certainly -visible.
(3) In Gen 14 t h e four kings coming up from
w-here together t o represent tw-o different instruments. On the contrary we have either kinura kai Kadesh attacked t h e Amorites " t h a t dwelt in
nabia or kilhara kai psalterion. The most probable Hazezon-tamar" before reaching Sodom, and
explanation ot the unusual collocation of these tw-o Hazezon-tamar is to be identified with Engedi.
w-ords in 1 Maec is that kithara was a gloss meant On the other hand, it is possible t h a t it is to be
identified w-ith t h e Tamar of Ezk 47 19; 48 28,
to explain the obsolescent kinura. (See Music.
and that this place lay S.W, of the Dead Sea. Or,
JA.MES MILLAR
if that explanation is not accepted, it is proper to
CITIES, LEVITICAL. See LEVITICAL C I T I E S ;
note t h a t the course ot this expedition led a t first
CITY.
a considerable distance S. of the Dead Sea through
Mt. Seir t o El-paran, when "they smote all the
CITIES OF REFUGE. See R E F U G E , C I T I E S OF.
country of the Ajmalekites, and also the Amorites."
CITIES, sit'iz, OF THE PLAIN, plan, CICCAR In accomplishing this they would naturally be
(l~l-e3 1 2 ? , kikkar lia-yardUn): Included Sodom, led along the highland t o Hebron from which they
Gomorrah, .Vdmah, Zeboiim and Zoar. The could easily descend to Engedi, whence they could
locality is first referred to in Gen 13 10, where it proceed w-ithout difficulty t o t h e south end of the
is said that Lot "lifted up his ej-es, and beheld all the
Dead Sea. Besides, it is by no means certain
Plain of the Jordan, that it was w-ell watered every that there w-as not an easy passage along the
w-here, before Jeh destroyed (Sodom and Gomor- whole w estern shore of t h e Dead Sea a t t h a t time.
rah, like the garden of Jeh, Uke the land of Egypt, See DEAD SEA. (4) It is argued t h a t the region
as thou goest unto Zoar," The w-ord tr'' plain is at the south end of t h e Dead Sea could not be
kikkdr, "circle," In this ver, and in the 11th, as described "as the garden of the Lord," etc. Neither,
w-ell as in 1 K 7 46 and Mt 3 5, w-e ha\-e the full tor t h a t matter, could the region around the north
phrase "circle of the Jordan," Elsewhere (Gen 13 end be so described in its present condition. But,
12; 19 17.29; D t 34 3 ; 2 S 18 23) the word for
on the other hand, t h e region S. of the sea is
"circle" is used alone with the art. Cntil recently by no means as devoid of vegetation as is somethe traditional view that tins circle of the Jordan times represented, while there are con-vincing arguwas a t the south end ot the Dead Sea was univer- ments to prove t h a t formerly it was much more
sally maintained. The arguments in favor of this extensive and fertile than now. T o the fertility
-view are: (1) The name ot Sodom is preserved in of this area there is no more capable witness than
Jc'bel Usdum—Lsdum ha\-ing the same consonants Professor Hull, though he is an ardent advocate
with Sodom; more(j\-er, the name is know-n to ha\-e ot the location of these cities a t t h e north end of
referred to a place in that region as early as the the lake. This appears both in his original diary,
days of Galen (De Simpl. medic. Facult., 4.19) who and in his more mature and Condensed account
describes certain "salts of Sudom" from the moun- contained in his article on t h e Dead Sea in HDB,
tains smrounding the lake wlueh are caUed Sodom. w-here he writes, "When, in December, 188-3^ the
(2) Zoar seems t o have been represented in the
writer found himseU standing on the e l,ge ot the
Middle .Vges by a place w-hich the Crusaders called
terrace overlooking the Ghor, he beheld at his leet
Segore, and .Vrab. writers Zoghar. Under the name
I wide plain si retelling away northward toward

fountain, an intermittent spring on the E. slope of
the hiU. The water reaches the pool on the S.W.
ot the spur of Ophel, and it was in the rock walls
of this aqueduct that the famous SUoam inscription
recording the completion of the w-ork w-as discovered.
Herod embeUished the upp(^r pool, hning it with
stone and building archi-s around its four sides (see
PEF, Excavations at Jerus, 154 ff), and the pool was
most Ukely in this condition in the time of Christ
(Jn 9 6.7). There are numerous other pools, cisterns and aqueducts in and arcund Jerus, wluch pro•vide abundant e-vidence of the continual struggle
after w-ater, made by its occupants of aU times (see
G. .\. Smith, Jerus, ch v, vol I ) . See also P I T ;
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the mar-gin of the Dead Sea, and to a, large extent
green with vegetation and thickets of small trees.
To the right in an open space were seen several
large Bedawin camps, from which the shouts ot
wild men, the b.arking of dogs, and the bellowing
of camels ascended. Numerous flocks of black
goats and white sheep were being tended by women
in long blue cloaks; aud ou the party of'travelers
being observed, groups of merry children came
tripping up toward the path aeeoinpanied by a few
of the elders, and, ranging themselves in a Une,
courteously returned salutations. Here the .Vrabs
remain enjoying the Wdinith of the plain tiU the
increasing heat of the summer's sun calls them aw-ay
to thiir lugh pasliue grounds on the table-land of
Edom and Moab. ,Vt a short distance farther
tow-ard the shore of the lake is the village ot EsSafieh, inliabited l.iy a tribe ot felhihin called the
Ghawarneh, w-ho h.\- means of irrigation trom the
Wady el-Hessi cultivate with success fields of wheat,
maize, dhurah, indigo and cot I on, whUe they rear
herds of camels and floclvs ot sheep and goats. On
the produce of these fields the .Vrabs largely deiiend
tor their supphes ot food and raiment, which they
obtain by a kind of rude, often compulsory, barter."
LiTER.tTURE.—Authorities favoring the south end of
the Dead Sea: Dillmann, 6'ene,s-i,s. I l l f; Robinson BRP'
II. IS7fE; G. A. Smith. HGHL, ,505 ft; BaedekerSocin, Pal. III. 146 ; BiUil. GAP, 117, 271, 274; see also
esp. Samuel -V\ olcott, "Site of Sodom," Bibliotheca
Sacra, XXV, 112-51, Favoring the north end: Sir
George Grove in various arts, in DB; Canon Tristram,

Citadel
Citizenship

V alerian and Porcian laws, exemption from shamettil punishments, such as scourging with rods or
whips, and esp. crucifixion, was secured to every
Rom citizen; also the right ot appeal to the emperor with certain limitations. This sanctity of
person had become almost a part of their reUgion,
s(.) tlrit any violation was esteemed a sacrilege!
Cicero's oration against Verres indicates the almost
lana-tical extreme to which this feeling had been
eaiiied. Yet Paul had been thrice beaten with
rods, and five times received from the Jews forty
stripes save one (2 Cor 11 21,25), Perhaps it w.as
as at Phihppi before he made known his citizenship
((Vets 16 22,23), or the Jews had the right to whip
those who came before then- own tribunals. Rom
citizenship included also the right of appeal to the
emperor in all oases, after sentence had been passed,
and no needless impediment must be interposed
against a trial. Furthermore, the citizen had the
right to be sent to Rome for trial betore the emperor
himself, when charged with capital offences (Acts 16
37; 22 2.5-29; 25 11).
How then had Paul, a Jew, acquired this valued
dignity',' He himselt tells us. In contrast to the
parvenu, citizenship ot the chief captain, who seems
to have thought that Paul also must have purchased
it, though apparently too poor, Paul quietly says,
"But I was free born" (AV; "a Roman born" RV,
Acts 22 28), Thus either Paul's father or some other
ancestor had acquired the right and had transmitted
Land of Moab, 330 ff; Selah Merrill, East of the Jorit to the son.
dan, 232-39; "W. ^l. Thomson, The Land and the Book.
What more natural than that Paul should someGEORGE FREDERICK WRIGHT
times use this ci-vic privilege to illustrate spiritual
CITIES, STORE, stor. See CITY.
truths ? He does so a number of times.
3. MetaBefore the Sanhedrin he says, in the
CITIMS,sit'imz. See CHITTIM (1 Mace 8 5.\V). phorical and words of our Eng. VSS, " I have lived
Spiritual
before God in all good conscience" (.Vets
CITIZENSHIP, sit'i-zen-ship: All the words in
23 1). But this tr does not bring out the
use coimected with this subject are derived from sense. Paul uses a noticeable word, politeud, "to live
Tr6\is, pdlis, "city." These words, with as a citizen." He adds, "to God" (TI} 0e$, to Theo).
1. PhUothe meanings which they have in the That is to say, he had lived conscientiously as
logical
Bible, are the nouns, Tro'Slrys, polites, God's citizen, as a member of God's commonwealth.
"citizen"; TroXireia, politeia, "citizen- The day before, by appealing to his Rom citizen•(hip"; TToXirevpu, politeuma, "commonwealth"; irvp- ship, he had saved himself trom ignominious whipn-oXi'Tijs, sumpolites, "fellow-citizen"; and the verb, ping, and now what more natund than that he
wo\iT€voi, politeud, "to behave as a citizen," Each should declare that he had been true to his citizenship in a higher state? What was this higher
wiU be considered more fully in its proper place,
(1) The word for citizen is sometimes used to indi- commonwealth in which he has enjoyed the rights
cate Uttle it anything more than the inhabitant ot a and performed the duties ot a citizen? What but
city or country, "The citizens of that the theocracy of his fathers, the ancient church,
2. CivU
country" (Lk 15 15); "His citizens of which the Sanhedrin was still the ostensible
hated him" (Lk 19 14). Also the representative, but which was really continued in
quotation from the L,\X, "They shall not teach the kingdom of Christ without the national reevery man his feUow-citizen" (He 8 11; cf Jer 31 strictions of the older one? Thus Paul does not
:Wj, So also in the Apoc (2 Mace 4 50; 5 6; 9 19). mean to say simply, " I have lived conscientiously
(2) Roman citizenship.—This is of especial interest before God," but " I have lived as a citizen to God,
to the Bible student because ot the apostle Paul's of the body of which He is the immediate Soverrelation to it. It was one of his qualifications as eign," He had lived theocratically as a faithful
the apo.stle to the Gentiles. Luke shows him in member ot the Jewish church, from which his ene.-Vets as a Rom citizen, who, though a Jew- and a mies claimed he was an apostate. Thus Paul's
conception wds a kind of blending of two ideas or
Christian, receives, for the most part, justice and
courtesy from the Kom officials, and more than once feelings, one ot which came from the old theocracy,
and the other from his Rom citizenship.
successfully claims its privileges He himself
declares that he was a citizen of Tiirsus (Acts 21
Later, writing from Rome itself to the Philippians,
39). He was not only born in that city but had i who were proud of their own citizenship as members
citizen's rights in it. See PAUL; TARSUS,
of a colonia, a reproduction on a small scale ot the
parent eommonw-ealth, where he had once sucBut this citizenship in Tarsus did not of itself
confer upon Paul the higher dignity of Rom citizen- eessfullv maintained his ow-n Rom rights, Paul
ship. Had it done so, Claudius Lysias wipuld not forcibl,\- brings out the idea that Christians are
have ordered him to be scourged, as he did, after citizens of a heavenly commonwealtii, urging them
having learned that he was a citizen of Tarsus to live n-orthy of such honor (Phil 1 27 m).
(Acts 21 39; cf 22 25). So, over and above this
A similar thought is brought out when he says,
Tarsian citizenship, was the Rom one, which availed
"For our commonwealth [politeuma] is in heaven"
for him not in one city only, but t liroughout the Rom
(PhU 3 20 m). The state to which we belong is
world and secured for him everywhere certain great, heaven. Though absent in body from the heavenljimmunities and rights. Precisely what all of these
commonwealth, as w-as Paul from Rome when he
were we are not certain, but w-e know that, by the
asserted his rights, believers still enjoy its civic
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privileges and protections; sojourners upon earth,
citizens of heaven. The OT conception, as in Isa
60-62, would easily lend itself to this idea, which
appears in He 11 10.16; 12 2'2-24; 13 14; Gal
4 26, and possibly in Rev 21. See also ROME.
G.

CITRON, sit'run.

H.

TREVER

See APPLE.

FIG.

T H E CANAANITE C I T Y

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
II.

III.

form a casing to the earthen ramparts, with which
the site was afterwards surrounded and which
served as a protection against the intrusion of enemies. Later Sem intruders occupied the site, stone
houses were built, and high stone defence walls were
substituted for the earthen stone-cased ramparts.
These later walls were much higher and stronger

1 . — T E L L SANDAHANNAH

CITY, sit'i("l^" , 'ir, rr^lp , kiryah; iroXii, pdlis):
I.
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STT, HI-: CiTI I s

I'V. L i u c n c A L C I T I E S
LITERATURE

_ /. Canaanite City.—The development of the Can.
city has been traee(l by Macalister in his report on
the excavation at Gezer (PEFS, 1904,
1. Origin
108 ff). It originated on the slopes ot
a bare rocky spur, in which the Neolithic Troglodytes quarried their habitations out of
the soUd rock, the stones therefrom being used to

than those of the Neolithic occupation and were the
walls seen by the Israelites when they viewed the
country of their promise.
"The people t h a t dwell in the land are strong,
and the cities are fortified, and very great" (Nu 13
28) was the report of the spies sent by
2. Extent
Moses to spy out the land of Canaan,
to see " w h a t cities they are that
they dwell in, whether in camps, or in strongholds" (Nu 13 19,20), The difficulties ot t h e task
set before the advancing Israelites and their appreciation of the strength ot the cities, is here recorded,
and also in D t 1 28 : " T h e people are greater
and taller than we; t h e cities are great and fortified up to heaven; and moreover we have seen the
sons ot t h e Anakim there," This assessment ot
greatness was based upon comparative ignorance of
such fortifications and the want of war experience
and the necessary implements of assault. I t need
not, therefore, be supposed that the cities were
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"great" except by comparison in the eyes of a tentdwelling and pastoral people. On the eonlnu-y,
most recent exploration has proved t h a t they w-ei-e
small (see P(;Te Vincent, fjanaan, 27, n. 3, and
PI. I, w-here eoniparati\-e measurements of tho
areas of ancient cities show that, in nine cities
compared, Tell Sandahannah [barely 6 acres] is
the smallest), Gezer measures approxiniately 22{
acres and Tell eLHesy soiiiewhat greater. By way
of illustration, it is intoresling to note t h a t the
.Vcropolis at .Vthens, roughly computed, measures
7i acres, whUe the Castle Rock at lidinburgb is
about 6 acres, or the same as the whole Seleucidan
city of Tell Sandahannah (see Fig, 1), The .Ver((p((lis at Tell Zakarij-a measures about 2 acres or nearlv
one-fourth of the area of the wliole cit>' (about 8i
acres). It is unlikely that Jebns (Jeriis:ilem) itself
was an exception, although in Soloinoiiie and later
times it extended to a far greater area.
Besides the w-ailed cities there were "unwalled
[country] towns a great many ' (Dt 3 51, "villages,"
unfortified suburbs, lying near to and
3. ViUages undertheproteetionof the walled cities
and occupied by t he surpluspopidation.
The almost incredible number ot cities and their
'villages mentioned in the C>d", whUe pro-ving tlie
clannishness of their occupants, proves,
4. Sites
at the same time, their comparatively
small scale. Tmees of simUar populations that rise and faU are seen in China and
Japan today. As a little poem says of Karakura:
"Where were palaces and merchants and the blades
of warriors,
Now are only the cicadas and waving blades of
grass,"
"Cities t h a t stood on their mounds" (Josh 11 13;
Jer 30 Is) as at Lachish and Taanach are distinguished from those built on natural hills or spurs
of hiUs, such as Jebus, Gezer, Tell es Safi (Gath?),
Bethshemesh (see Vincent, Canaan, 26 ff). The
Arab, name "Tell" is applied to all mounds of
ancient cities, whether situated on a natural eminence or on a plain, and the word is common in the
geographical nomenclature ot Pal. Sites were
chosen near a w-ater supply, w-hich w-as ever the
most essential qualification. For purposes of defence, the nearest knoll or spur was selected.
Sometimes these knolls w-ere of no great height
and their subserjuent elevation is accounted tor by
the gradual accumulation of debris from tow-n
refuse and from frequent demolitions; restoration
being effected after a leveUng up of the ruins of
the razed cUy (see Fig. 2: TeU el-Hesy, PEF,

2.—Tell el-IIesy
which shows a section of the Tell from which the
levels of the successive cities in distinct stratification w-ere recovered). Closely packed houses, in
narrow aUevs, with low, rude mud, brick, or stone
and mud walls, with timber and mud roofs, burned
readily and were easily razed to the ground (Josh 8
Iff; 11 11).
, ,
I t would seem that, viewed from the outside, these
cities had the appearance of isolated forts, the surrounding walls being strengthened at frequent intervals, w-ith towers. The gates were approached
by narrow roads, which mounted the slopes ot the

Citron
City

mound at the meeting-point of the meandering paths
on the plain below (see I'ig, 3). The walls of TeU ejJudeideh vere strengthened by tow-ers
6. External in the inside, and presented an unAppearance broken circuit of w-aU to the outside
view (see Fig, 4, PEF). Houses on
the w-idl (Josh 2 15; 2 Cor 11 33) may have been
seen from the outside; but it is unhkely that any

FIG. 3.—.\pproaches to a City.
building within the walls was visible, except possibly the inner tow-er or stronghold. The whole
of the interior of the early .lerus (.lebus) w-as visible
from the hiUs to the E,, but this peculiarity of
position is uncommon. Strong and high walls,
garrisoned by men-at-arms seen only through the
battlements, showed no w-eakness, and the gates,
with their narrow and steep approaches and projecting defence towers, looked uninviting traps (Fig.
5). The mystery of these unseen interiors could
therefore be easily conjured into an exaggeration
of strength.
The inhabitants of the viUages ( ^ - 3 , hdndth,
"daughters," Nu 32 42 m) held feudal occupation
and gave service to their lord of the
6. General city (DN, 'em, "mother," 2 S 20 19),
in defence ot their owm or in attacks
on their neighbor's property. Such were the cities
ot the truculent, marauding kings ot Canaan,
whose broken territories lent themselves to the upkeep of a condition, of the weakness of which, the
Israelites, in their solid advance, took ready advantage.
//. Jewish Occupation.—After the conquest, and
the abandonment of the pastoral life for that ot
agriculture and general trade, the condition ot the
cities varied but lit (le, except that they were, from
time to time, enlarged and strengthened. Solomon's w-ork at Jerus was a step forw-ard, but there
is little evidence that, in the other cities which he
is credited with having put his hands to, there was
any embellishment. Megiddo and Gezer at least
show nothing w-ort hy of the name. Greek influence
brought with it the first real improvements in city
buihling; and the later w-ork of Herod raised cities
to CO grandeur which was previously undreamt of
among the Jews. Wit,hin the walls, the main points
considered in the "layout" were, the Tow-er or
.Stronghold, the High Place, the Broad Place by the
Gate, .and the Market-Place,
The Tower or Stronghold was an inner tort which
held a garrison and commander, and was provisioned w-ith "victuals, and oil and
1. The
wine" (2 Ch 11 11), to which the
Tower or
defenders of the city w-hen hard
Stronghold pressed betook themselves, as a last
resource. The men of the tower ot
Shechem held out against Abimelech (Jgs 9 49) who
was afterward kiUed by a stone throw-n by a woman from the Tow-er of Thebez "within the city"
(Jgs 9 51,53). David took the stronghold of Zion,
"the same is the city ot David" (2 S 5 7), which
name (Ziipn) was afterw-ard applied to the whole
city. It is not unlikely that the king's house w-as
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included in t h e stronghold. Macalister
(PEFS,
1907, 192 ff) reports t h e discovery ot a Canaanite
castle with enormously thick walls abutting against
the inside of t h e city wall. The strongholds at
Taanach and Tell el-Hesy are similarly placed; and
the AcropoUs at Tell Zakariya lies close to, but independent of, the city -wall.
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gate, the Broad Place had a defensive value, in
t h a t it admitted of concentration against the forcing
of the gate. There does not seem to have been any
plan of either a Can. or early Jewish city, in whioh
this question of defence did not predominate. Open
areas within t h e city were "waste places" (Isa 58
12) and 'n'ere not an integral part ot the plan.

F I G . 4.—-WALLS OF T E L L E J - J U D E I D E H .

The High Place was an important feature in all
Can. cities and retained its importance long after
the conquest (1 S 9 12ff; 1 K 3 2;
2. The
Am 7 9). I t was a sanctuary, where
High Place sacrifices were offered and feasts were
held, and men did "eat before J e h "
(Dt 14 26). The priests, as was their custom,
received their portion ot the flesh (1 S 2 12ff).
The High Place discovered at Gezer (Bible Sidelights, ch in) is at a lower level than t h e city surrounding it, and lies N. and S. It is about 100 ft.
in length, and when complete consisted of a row- of
ten rude undressed standing stones, of which eight
are still remaining, the largest being 10 ft. 6 in. high,
and the others varying to much smaller sizes. See

The streets ser-ving these quarters -n-ere not laid
out on any fixed plan. They were, in fact, narrow, unpaved alleys, all seeming of
4. The
equal importance, gathering themselves
Streets
crookedly to the various centers. Havingfixed the positions ot the City Gates,
the Stronghold and t h e High Place, the inhabitants
appear to have been allowed to situate themselves
the best way they could, without restriction ot line
or frontage. Houses were ot modest proportions
and were poorly built; planned, most often, in utter
disregard of the square, and presenting to t h e street
more or less dead walls, which were either topped
by parapets or covered w-ith projecting w-ood and
mud

roofs (see A R C H I T E C T U R E , Fig.

1;

HOUSE).

Hi(2H P L A C E ,

The Broad Place (Neh 8 1,3.16; Jer 5 1) seems
to have been, usually, immediately inside the city
gale. I t was not, in early Jewish
3. The
cities, an extensive open area, but
Broad Place simplv a widening of t h e street, and
w-as designated "broad" by comparison
with the neighboring alleys, dignified b y the name
of street. It took the place of a general exchange.
Justice w-as dispensed (Ruth 4 2) and punishment
w-as administered. Jeremiah was p u t in "the stocks
that were in the upper gate ot Benjamin" (Jer
20 2), proclamations were read, business was
transacted, and the new-s and gossip of the day were
exchanged. I t w-as a place for all classes to congregate (Job 29 7 m ; Prov 31 23), and was also
a market-place 12 K 7 1). In later times, the
market-place became more tj'pically a market
s(|uare ot the Gr agora plan, w-ith a n open area
surrounded by covered shelters. The present market-place a t Haifa resembh-s this. Probably it
-was this type of market-place referred to in M t
1 1 1 6 ; 20 3 and Lk 7 32; 1 1 4 3 . The street inside the Damascus gate of Jerus today is, in many
ways, simUar to the Broad Place, and retains many
of its ancient uses. Here, Bedouin and Fellahin
rneet from the outlying districts to barter, to arbitrate, to find debtors and to learn the news of
the day. Lying as it did immediately inside the

F I G . 5.—City C a t e ,

The streets, as in the present day in Pal, •^\'ere
allocated to separate trades: "bakers' street" (Jer
37 21), place "of the merchants" (Neh 3 31.32
AV), "goldsmiths," etc. Thc Valley of the Cheesemakers was a street in the Tyropoeon Valley a t
Jerus.
For a discussion of the subject of "cisterns," see
the separate art. s.v.
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The people pursued the industries consequent
upon their own self-establishment.
.Vgrieulture
claimed first idaee, and was their most
5. General highly esieemed occupation.
The
Character- kuig's lands were farmed by his subistics
jects for his own benefit, and considerable tracts of lands belonged to the
aristocracy. T h e most of the lands, howe\'er,
belonged to the cities and villages, and were aUotted
among the free husbandmen. Various cereals were
raised, w'he;it and barley being most commonly
cultivated. T h e soil was tilled and the crops
reaped and threshed in much t h e same manner and
with much t h e same implements as are now used in
Syria, Cities 1\ ing in main trade routes dexeloped
various industries more quickly than those whose
positions w-ere out of touch w-ith foreign traffic.
Crafts and trades, unknow-n to t h e early Jews, W(Te
at first monopolized by foreigners w-ho, as a matter
of course, -were elbowed out as time progressed.
Cities on the seaboard of Phoenicia depended
chiefly on maritime trade. Money, in the form of
ingots and bars of precious metals, "weighed o u t "
(2 K 12 11), was current in preexUic times, and
continued in use after foreign cohiage had been
introduced. T h e first native coinage dates from
the Maccabean jieriod (see Madden,
Jeurish
Coinage, ch iv). Sknery w-as freely trafficked in,
and a certain number of slaves were attached t o the
households of t h e more wealthy. Although they
w-ere t h e absolute property of their masters, they
enjoyed certain reUgious privileges not extended to
the "sojourners" or "strangers" who sought the protection of the cities, often in considerable numbers.
The king's private property, from which he drew
full revenue, lav partly within the city, but to a
greater extent bevond it (1 S 8 15.16). In addition t o his private property, he received tithes of
fields and flocks, " t h e tenth part ot your seed,_
He also drew- a tax in the shape of certain "king s
mowings" (Am 7 1). Vassal kings paid tribute;
Mesha, king of Moab, rendered wool' unto the king
of Israel" (2 K 3 4).
. , •, j
See G. A. Smith, Jerusalem, I, chs v-x, for detaUed
account of the conditions of Jewish city hfe. For
details of government, see E L D E R ; JUDGES; SANHEDRIN,
,
, 1_ O 1

///. Store Cities.—These were selected by Solomon and set aside for stores of victuals, chariots,
horsemen, etc (1 K 9 19). Jehoshaphat built in
Judah castles and cities of store (2 Gh 17 12).
Tw-elve officers were appointed by Solomon to provision his household, each officer being responsible
for the supply in one month in the year (1 A 4 /).
There were also "storehouses in the fields m the
cities, and in the -viUages" (1 Ch 27 25 AV).
IV. The Levitical Cities.—These were ,apportioned 13 to the children ot Aaron, 10 t(3 Eohath
13 to Gershcn, 12 to Merari, 48 citiesm aU (Josh ^1
13 ff), 6 ot which were cities of Refuge (Nu 35 b),
see R E F U G E , C I T I E S OF. For further
ARCHITECTURE; H O U S E .

details see

LiTERATUHE.-PBFS; Bliss an.1.Dickie, Ex,v...aj.»«s
at Jerusalem: Macalister, -B,^'=°I«''°''op'^ ,-„ I x m i i E
and Macalister, Excai^Uions in Pal:
ff^n'^^'^^lfuZ
at Taanach: ticliuraa.cber. Excavation at Tell
Ma^'^f/^'.
Maralistpr Hihle Sidelights;
G. A. Smith, Jerusalem,
flf-to "'af-Geography of'the Holy Land; Bliss. Mounds

of .Uany Cities; Vincent, t""-^-'-^^^^^ ^
^^^^^^
CITYOFCONFUSION,kon-fu'zhun(inn-n^-!P,
kiryath-tdhu)-. A name applied to Jerus (Isa 24 10
AV).
CITY O F DAVID.

City
Clasps
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See ZION.

C I T Y O F D E S T R U C T I O N , de-struk'shun
^ 2 ^ i , i l S ^ y , 'ir ha-heres; L X X Ba<r.5^K, Base-

dek):
I n his prediction ot the future return of
Egypt to Jeh, Isaiah declares, " I n that day there
shall be five cities in the land of Egypt that speak
the language of Canaan, and swear to Jeh of hosts;
one shall be eaUed The city of destruction" (Isa 19
18). The name'7)-/ia-/ieres, "the city ot overthrow-,"
is e-vidently a play upon 'ir ha-heres, "city of the
sun," a designation of Hehopolis (same meaning;
cf the name for this city, Beth-shemesh, Jer 43
13), in Egyptian, On (Gen 41 45), which last name
Ezekiel, by a similar play on sound, changes into
Aven. See O N . Some codices, however, as the
RVm notes, read here 'ir ha-heres, the actual name
of the city.

J.VMES O R R

CITY, GOLDEN.

See GOLDEN CITY.

CITY OF PALM TREES, pam' trez ( D i n p n n 1 1 ^ ,
'ir h.a-1'indrini).

See JERICHO (Dt 34 3 ; Jgs 1 16;

3 13; 2 Ch 28 15).
CITY OF SALT.

See SALT, CITY OF.

CITY OF WATERS.
CITY, ROYAL.

See RABBAH.

See R.^BBAH.

CITY, RULERS, riibl'erz, O F : The EV remlering of the rro\iTipxa.i, polildrchui, of Thessalonica,
before whom Jason and the other Christians were
dragged by the mob (.Vets 17 6 8). The term distinguishes the magistrates of a free Gr city from
the ordinary Rom officials. I t primarily denotes
"rulers of the citizens," and hence was used only
of magistrates of tree cities. The term seems t o
have been confined largely to Macedonia, although
there have been found a few inscriptions elsewhere in which it is used. The use of this term
weU iUustrates the accuracy of the author of the
Book ot Acts, for whUe politarchai is not used by
classical authors, this form is attested by a number
of Macedonian inscriptions. Much work has been
done in this field in recent years and the results
throw light on the reference in Acts. Of the inscriptions that have been found at least five belong to
Thessalonica (see art. by Professor Biuton, in the
AJT of 1898, "The Politarehs").
"The rulers" of Philippi, before whom Paul and
SUas were brought, is the EV rendering of dpxonTe;,
drehontes, which is commonly used in the N T
(Acts 16 19). This is the ordinary ti-rrn for "rulers
and is not the same as "rulers of the city."
A. VV. FORTUNE

CLAP: An emphatic expression of joy, "They
claoned their hands [ndkhdh], and said. Long hve
[AV "God save"] the king" (2 K 11 12); "Oh
clap your hands [tdka'], aU ye peoples" (Ps 47 1);
or exuUation (ijaphak. Lam 2 15; -mdhd', Ezk 25
6; tdka', Nah 3 19); or repudiation (saphak, Job
27 23; 34 37).
Figurative: To denote N a t u r e s "sympathy
with God's people. "Let the fioods clap [nidhil']
their hands" (Ps 98 8); "All the trees of the field
shaU clap their hands" (Isa 56 12; cf Jgs 5 '20).
CLASPS, klasps (D^J^, kere?): The word occurs
nine times in Ex 26, 36, and 39, which record the
specUications for the erection ot the tabernacle
and their subsequent carrying out. In each of
these passages the AV renders "taches"—an early
Eng, word of French origin now embodied in our
"atlachment," 50 clasps or taches of gold were
ordered to be used in connecting together the two
sets of inner tapestry curtains (10 in number) ot
the tabernacle (Ex 26 6), and 50 clasps of brass
(bronze) were simUarly to be used in joining the
tw-o sets of goats' hair curtains (11 in number)

Clauda
Cleanse
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which formed the outer covering (26 11).^ See
TABERNACLE. A S to the nature of the clasp itself,
it seems to have belonged to a double set of loops,
ojiposite to each other, to one of which in each set,
required to be of blue cord, a gold or brass button
or pin was attached, which, being inserted into the
loop opposite, kept the curtain in position (26 4-6).
A difficulty arises from the direction in Ex 26 33
that the veil which divided the "dwelling" into
two parts—the holy place and the most holy—was
to be suspended "under the clasps." If the clasps
are supposed to be midw-ay in the total length of
the tabernacle, this w-ould make the two holy
places to be of equal size, contrary to the usual
assumption t h a t the outer was twice the length of
the inner. The term "under" must therefore be
used with some latitude, or the ordinary conception
of the arrangement of the curtains, or of the size of
the holy places will have to be revised (the dimensions are not actually given in the description).
W.

CLAUDA, klo'da.

SHAW CALDECOTT

See CAUDA.

CLAUDIA, kl6'di-a (KX.aii8£a, Klaud'ia):
A
member of the Christian congregation at Rome,
who, with other members of that church, sends her
greetings, through Paul, to Timothy (2 Tim 4 21).
iVlore than this concerning her cannot be said with
certainty. The Apostolical Constitutions (Vll, 21)
n.ame her as the mother of Linus, mentioned subsequently by Irenaeus and Eusebius as bishop of
Rome. An ingenious theory has been proposed,
upon the basis of the mention of Claudia and
Pudens as husband and wife in an epigram of Martial, that they are identical with the persons of the
same name here mentioned. A passage in the Agricola of Tacitus and an inscription found in Chichester, England, have been used in favor of the
further statement that this Claudia was a daughter
of a British king, Cogidubnus. See argument by
Altord in the Prolegomena to 2 Tim in his Gr Testament. It is an example of how a very few data may
be used to construct a plausible theory. It it be
true, the contrast betw-een their tw-o friends, the
apostle Paul, on the one hand, and the licentious
poet. Martial, on the other, is ceidainly unusual.
If in 2 Tim 4 21, Pudens and Claudia be husband
and wife, it is difficult to explain how Linus occurs
between them. See argument against this in Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers.
H. E . JACOBS
CLAUDIUS, kl6'di-us (KXaxiSios,
Klaudios):
Fourth Rom emperor. He reigned for over 13
years (41-54 AD), having succeeded Caius (Caligula) who had seriously altered the conciliatory
policy of his predecessors regarding the Jews and,
considering himself a real and corporeal god, had
deeply offended the Jews by ordering a statue of
himseU to be placed in the temple of Jerus, as
Antiochus Epiphanes had done w-ith the statue of
Zeus in the days ot the Maccabees (2 Maec 6 2),
Claudius reverted to the policy of Augustus and
Tiberius and marked the opening year of his reign
by issuing edicts in favor of the Jew-s (A ut, XIX, 5),
who w-ere permitted in all parts ot the empire to
observe their laws and customs in a free and peaceable manner, special consideration being given to
the Jews of Alexandria who 'n-ere to enjoy without
molestation all their ancient rights- and privUeges,
The Jews ot Rome, however, w-ho had become very
numerous, were not allowed to hold assemblages
there (Dio L X , -vi, 6), an enactment in full correspondence with the general policy of Augustus
regarding Judaism in the West. The edicts mentioned were largely due to the intimacy of Claudius
with Herod Agrippa, grandson of Herod the Great,
who had been h'ving in Rome and had been in some
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measure instrumental in securing the succession
for Claudius. As a reward for this service, the
Holy Land had a king once more. Judaea was
added to the tetrarchies of Philip and Antipas;
and Herod Agrippa I was made ruler over the wide
territory which had been governed by his grandfather. The Jews' own troubles during the reign
of Caligula had given "rest" (ARV "peace") to the
churches "throughout all Judaea and Galilee and
Samaria" (Acts 9 31). But after the settlement
of these troubles, "Herod the king put forth hia
hands to afflict certain of the church" (Acts 12 1).
He slew one apostle and "when he saw t h a t it pleased
the Jews, he proceeded to seize" another (Acts 12
3). His miserable death is recorded in Acts 12
20-23, and in Ant, X I X , 8. This event which
took place in the year 44 AD is held to have been
coincident with one of the visits of Paul to Jerus.
It has proved one of the chronological pivots of the
apostolic history.
Whatever concessions to the Jew-s Claudius may
have been induced out of friendship for Herod
Agrippa to make at the beginning of his reign,
Suetonius records (Claud, ch 25) "Judaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit,"
an event assigned by some to the year 50 AD,
though others suppose it to have taken place somewhat later. Among the Jews thus banished from
Rome were Aquila and Priscilla w-ith whom Paul
became associated at Corinth (Acts 18 2J. With
the reign ot Claudius is also associated the famine
•which w-as foretold by Agabus (Acts 11 28).
Classical wTiters also report that the reign of
Claudius was, from bad harvest or other causes, a
period of general distress and scarcity over the whole
world (DioLX, 11; Suet. Claud, xviii; Tac. Ann. xi.
4; xiu,43; see Mommsen, Provinces of the Rom
Empire, ch ix; and Conybeare and Howson, Life and
Epistles of St. Paul, I).
J. HUTCHISON
CLAUDIUS LYSIAS, kl6'di-us lis'i-as (KX.av8ios
Auo-tas, Klaudios Lysias): A chief captain who intervened when the Jews sought to do violence to
Paul at Jerus (Acts 21 3 1 ; 24 22). Lysias, who
w-as probably a Greek by birth (cf 21 37), and who
had probably assumed the Rom forename Claudius
(23 26) when he purchased the citizenship (22 28),
was a miUtary tribune or chUiarch (i.e. leader of
1,000 men) in command of the garrison stationed in
the castle overlooking the temple a t Jerus. Upon
learning of the riot instigated by the Asiatic Jews, he
hastened down w-ith his soldiers, and succeeded in
rescuing Paul from the hands ot the mob. As Paul
was the apparent malefactor, Lysias bound him with
two chains, and demanded to know who he was, and
what was the cause of the disturbance. Faihng amid
the general tumult to get any satisfactory reply, he
conducted Paul to the castle, and there questioned
him as to wht^ther he was the "Egyptian," an impostor t h a t had lately been defeated by Felix (Jos,
BJ, II, xiu, 5; Aid, X X , viU, 6). Upon receiving
the answer ot Paul that he was a "Jew of Tarsus," he
gave him permission to address the people from the
stairs which connected the castle and the temple. As
the speech ot Paul had no pacifying effect, Lysias
purposed examining him by scourging; but on
learning that his prisoner was a Rom citizen, he
desisted from the attempt and released him from
his bonds. The meeting of the Sanhedrin which
Lysias then summoned also ended in an uproar,
and ha-ving rescued Paul with difficulty he conducted him back to the castle. The news of the
plot against the lite of one whom he now knew to be
a Rom citizen decided tor Lysias t h a t he could not
hope to cope alone with so grave a situation. He
therefore dispatched Paul under the protection of
a bodyguard to Fehx at Caesarea, along with a
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letter explaining the circumstances (23 26-30. The
genuineness ot this letter has been questioned by
some, but without sufficient reason.) In this letter
he took care to safeguard his own conduct, and
to shield his hastiness in binding Paul. There is
evidence (cf Acts 24 22) t h a t L>'sias was also summoned to Caesarea at a later date lo give his testimony, but no mention is made of his arrival t here.
It is probable, however, t h a t he was among the chief
captains who attended the trial ot Paul before King
Agrippa and Festus (cf 25 22), For the reference to
him in the speech of TertuUus (see 24 7 RVin),
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(zakhakh. Job 9 .'ID; figurative also); "clean provender
(/(„,/,?(•, | ; v "savory"; RVm "salted");
I T . , . - , "J^''''"'^'' • • • inside ot the cup and
1. Physical of the idalter, that the outside thereof
'hay become clean also" Ikiitharos, Mt
23 26); "arrayed in fine Unen, clean [/,(////(/r(i/i| and
white" (Rev 19 8; ARV "bright and jKin;'').
The pnneipiil use was the ceremonial; applied
to persons, iilaees or things, "undefiled," "not causing dellleinent,'' or "from which de2. Cerefilement
has just been removed";
monial
tdher, almost exclusively ceremonial,
see TERTULLUS,
C, M , KERR
being the chief Heb root. Kalharos
(NT), or derivatives, has this use clearly in Mk 1
CLAW, klo (i~v^5, par.v'ih, lit. "hoot"): One of
14; Lk 5 14: "Offer for Ihv cleansing the things
the marks ot a "clean" animal is slated thus:
which Moses," etc; He 9 13,22,23: "the cleanness
"Every beast that paideth the hoof, and cleaveth
of the flesh," etc, "C^lean" is applied to animals
the cleft into two claws, ye shall eat" (Dt 14 6 .VV; and birds: "of every clean beast" (Gen 7 2); "ot aU
RV "hath the hoof cloven in two"). See CHEW ; clean birds" (I )t 14 11); (for list of unclean creatures
CUD. .VV uses the w-ord "claws" where RV sup- sec Lev 1 4-20); 1,o places: "C-.a-rv forth . . .
plies "hoofs" in Zec 11 16, "and will tear their hoots unto a clean place" (4 12); to buildings: "Make
in pieces," as the sheep are being ox'erdriveii. In
atonement for the house; and it shall be clean"
the only other p.assage containing the word (Dnl
(14 53); to iiersdiis: "A eleuii person shaU take
4 33) there is no Heb equivalent in the original— hys.sop" (Nu 19 18); to clothing: "garment . ,
w^ashed the seeoiid time, and shall be clean" (Lev
"his nails Uke birds' [claws]."
13 58); and to olijeet,s of all sorts, free or freed
^CLAY, kla (I'Sn, homer, a o n , hd.-<iiph, U i p , til, from defilement.
•C:\-C, melct, " ' a r , 'dbhi, 'Ti'Z'SI^'', ina'dbheh, •J''p3V, The ethical or spiritual meaning, either directly
'ahhfit: irri\6s, pclds, "wet clay," " m u d " ) : True
or figuratively, is found in the O'T chiefiy in Job,
clay, w-hich is a highly aluminous soil, is found in
Pss, the Prophets, whose interest is
certain locahties in Pal, and is used in making pot- 3. Ethical ethicd-ieligious, rather than ritual, but
tery. The Heb and Gr words as w-ell as the Eng,
or Spiritual the predoniinant uses are found in the
"clay,'' are, however, used loosely tor any sticky
N T : "C'leanse Yourselves [bdrar], ye
mud. In making mud bricks, true clay is not always that bear the vessels of Jeh" (Isa 52 11); "How can
he be clean [zdLhdh] that is born of a woman?"
used, but ordinar3- soil is worked up with water and
(Job 25 4) (priiicip:(lly moral, perhaps with allumixed with straw, molded and left to dry in the
sun. Homer (ei hemdr, "sUme" or "bitumen") is sion to the e(a-(anonial d(ifilement of childbirth);
"The fear of Jeh is clean" (Ps 19 9), that is, the
rendered both "clay" and "mortar." Til is rendered
"clay" or "mire." In Isa 41 25 w-e have: "He religion of Job is morally undefiled, in contrast to
shaU come upon rulers as upon mortar [homer], heathen religions; "He that, hath clean [jjiSAii]
and as the potter treadeth clay" (tit). In Nah hands, and a pure heart" (Ps 24 4); "Purify me
3 14, "Go into the clay [tit], and tread the mortar with hyssop, and I shall be clean" ilaher, Ps 51 7);
"Therefore said he. Ye are not all clean" (kalharos,
[homer]; make strong the brickkiln" (i.e, make the
walls ready to withstand a siege). Ildsaph is the Jn 13 11), Here, as in Ps 51 7 and many others,
the
ritual furnish(\s a figure for the spiritual, illusclay ot the image in Nebuchadnezzar's dream
(Dnl 2 33 ff). Milet occurs only m Jer 43 9, trating the Divine purjiose in the ritual, to impress,
prefigure and prejiare for the spiritual. A somewhere w-e find: AV, "Take great stones . . and
hide them in the clay in the brickkUn"; RV, "hide what similar figurative moral use is found in .Vets
18 6: "Vour blood be upon \-our own heads; l a m
them in mortar in the brickwork"; RVm, "lay
(kalharos, "guiltless," "unstained"). See:dso
them w-ith mortar in the pavement," In Hab 2 6, clean"
UNCLEAN; PI-RIFIC.VTION; DEFILEMENT.
'abhpt (found only here) is rendered in .VV "thick
Clean.—Adverb (in one ease adj.): "utterly,''
clay,'' as U from 'dbhi and tit, but RV has "pledges,"
referring the word to r, 'dbhat,J't-o give a pledge." "wholljr"; usually rendering an intensive use of
the
Heb vb. as Joel 1 7: "He hath made it clean
In 1 K 7 46, ma'dbheh hd-'ddhamdh (ef 2 Ch 4 17,
'dbhi hd-ddhdmah) is the compact or clayey soil bare" (lit. "stripping he will strip"); Zee 11 17:
in the plain of Jordan between Succoth and Zare- "Arm . . . . clean driedup"; Isa 24 19AV:"Earth
than, in which Hiram cast the vessels ot brass tor is clean dissoh-ed." Twice it renders a principal
Solomon's temple. In Jn 9 6,11.14, Thayer gives vb.: Josh 3 17: "Passed clean over the Jordan" (lit.
"finished with regard I (I J , " ) ; Lev 23 22 AV: "ShaU
"made mud of the spittle"; in Rom 9 21, "wet
"made mud of the spittle";
not make a clean liibhdice" (Ut, "shall not finish the
corners"; ,VRV "shalt not wholly reap"). Once it
clay,"
ALFRED ELY DAY
renders a noun: Ps 77 8: "Is his lovingkindness
CLEAN, klen (Anglo-Saxon clane, "clear," clean gone for ever?" ("end," he-'dphes, "has his
"pure"): Rendering four Heb roots: ~\'^ , bar, etc, lovingkindness come I o an end?"); and once an advb.,
"purUy," "select," "make shining"; TIT, zakh, etc,
"clean [oi-rws, dnlns, "actualh-," "reallv"] escaped'
(2 Pet 2 bsi; but .VRV, following "the reading
"bright," "clean," "pure"; ^p:, ndki, "free from,"
"oligcis,"
"a Utile," "scarcely," renders "just es"exempt"; "inU, tdher, "clean," "pure," "empty,"
caping."
P H I L I P WENDELL CRANNELL
"bright"(?) the'principal root, rendered "clean" .SO
times (AV); occurring in all its forms in various
renderings about 200 times; also one Gr_ root,
CLEANSE, klenz: "Make clean," "purUy" being
Kadapbs, kathards, etc, akin to castus, "ehasti',
tree a frequent rendering of the original. It is found
often (ARV) instead ot "purge," "purify" (AV),
from admixture or adhesion of anything that soils,
adulterates, corrupts" (Thayer's Lexicon).
I h e renders nearly the same roots, and has the same
overlapping phases, as "clean."
physical, ritual, ethical, spiritual, figurative uses
1. Physical
Physical cleansing, often figuratively
continually overiap, esp. the last f(3ur.
used: "Stripes that wound cleanse
The physical use is infrequent: W a s h
. •'^itj]
away [tamrik] evU" (Prov 20 30); "A hot wind
snow water, and make my hands never so clean

Cleanse
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. , not to winnow, nor to cleanse" (bdrar, Jer forgiveness. In Eph 5 26, it is hard to deternnne
4 11); "Straightway his leprosy was cleansed" whether pardon or God-given holmess is predominant: " T h a t he might sanctify it [the church), hav{katharizd, Mt 8 3),'
In the ceremonial sense: (1) With a ver,\- strong ing cleansed it by the washing of water with the
word,"
In 1 Jn 1 7, the sanctificatory meaning
reUgious aspect: to purify from sin by making
seems almost wholly to absorb the other: "The
atonement (hdtd'); e.g. the altar, by
2. Cerethe sin offering (Ex 29 36); the lep- blood of Jesus his Son cleanseth us ["is purifying,
sanctifying"] from all sin"; but in ver 9 it is again
monial
rous house (Lev 14 48-53); the people,
by the offering of the Day of .(Vtone- hard to determine the predominance: "He is faithful and righteous to forgive us our sin, and to cleanse
ment (Lev 16 30); the sanctuarv, bv the blood ot
us from all unrighteousness," The uncertainty lies
the sin offering (Ezk 45 ISfii,
(2) To expiate
(kdphar, "cover," "hide"); sin tin this case blood- in that the secon 1 clause may not, as in our speech,
guiltiness): "The land cannot be cleansed of the ' add a distinct idea, but may be Heb synonymous
parallelism. Perhaps it is not wise to seek too curiblood" (AV Nu 35 33; ARV "no expiation can be
made for the land"). (3) To remove ceremonial ously to disentangle the two ideas, since they cannot be separated. God never "clears" where he
defilement, the principal use, for which the chief
has not begun to "cleanse," and never "cleanses"
root is tdher: "Take the Le-vites . . and cleanse
by the Spirit without "clearing" through the blood.
them" (Nu 8 6); "and she shall be cleansed [after
P H I L I P W E N D E L L CRAJSTNELL
childbirth] from the fountain of her blood" (Lev
CLEAR, kler, CLEARNESS, kler'nes ( n a , bar;
12 7); "Cleanse it, and hallow it [the altar] trom
SiapXc'iro), diablepd): Equivalent of several Heb and
the uncleannesses of the chUch-en of Israel" (16 19),
Gr words for bright, unclouded, shining without obetc. This use is infrequent in the NT, except
struction, distinct, briUiant; "clearer than the noonfiguratively. Clear instances are i\lk 1 44: "Offer
for thy cleansing [katharismds] . . for a testi- day" (Job 11 17): "clear as the sun" (Cant 6 10);
"clear shining after rain" (2 S 23 4); "clear heat in
mony unto them" (also Lk 5 14): He 9 22,23:
"necessary therefore that the copies of the things sunshine" (Isa 18 4); "clear as crystal" (Rev 21
11). Advb."cleaily," for distinctly (Mt 7 6; Mk 8
in the heavens should be cleansed with these,"
25; Rom 1 20). Noun, "clearness," for brilliancy,
Ph>sieal, ritual, and figurative uses are combined
in iVlt 23 25: "Ye cleanse the outside ot the cup in Ex 24 10, "as the very heaven for clearness."
and ot the platter." Acts 10 15: "What God
From this physical, it is applied, in a moral sense,
hath cleansed, make not thou common" uses the
to character, as spotless and free from guilt, or
figure of the ritual to declare the complete abolicharge, or obligation, "from oath" (Gen 24 8);
tion of ceremonial defilement and hence of cere"trom transgression" (Ps 19 13), Hence the vb,
monial cleansing. For the elaborate system of
"to clear" means juridically to declare or prove
ceremonial cleansing see esp. Lev 12-17, also
innocent, to vindicate (Gen 44 16; Ex 34 7; Nu
arts. UNCLEAN;
PURIFICATION,
Its principal
14 18; cf hdgnos, 2 Cor 7 11, RV "pure"). "Be
agencies were water, alone, as in minor or indirect
clear when thou judgest" (Ps 51 4) refers to the
d.'iilcmeuts, like those produced by contact with
proof and vindication of the righteousness of God.
the unclean (Lev 15 5-18, etc); or combined with
H. E . JACOBS
a sin off(a-ing and burnt offering, as with a woman
CLEAVE, klev: Is used in the Bible in two differafter childbirth (12 6-8); fire, as with gentile
ent senses:
booty (Nu 31 23; by water, when it would not
(1) y]53, hdka', "to split," or "to rend." We are
endure the fire); the ashes of a red heifer w-ithout
told that Abraham "clave the wood for the bm-ntspot, mingled with running w-ater, for those defiled
offering" (Gen 22 3), and that "they clave the wood
by contact with the dead (Nu 19 2ff). For the
of the cart" (1 S 6 14). The Psalmist speaks of
complex ceremonial in cases ot leprosy, combining
Jeh clea-ving fountain and flood (74 15), and the
water, cedar, hyssop, crimson thread, the blood and
plowman cleaving the earth (141 7). For other exflight of birds, the trespass offering, sin offering,
amples see Jgs 15 19; Eccl 10 9; Ps 78 15; Hab
burnt offering, see Lev 14. Blood, the vehicle
3 9.
and emblem of Ufe, plays a large part in the major
(2) p 5 ' l , dabhak; KoWdoj, kolldd, "to adhere
cleansings, in w-hich propitiation for sin, as well as
to," or "to join one's self t o , " This meaning is the
the rem<i\dl ot ceremonial defilement, is promi- reverse ot the preceding. Tho Psalmist speaks of
nent, as of the tcnijile, altar, etc: ".-Vecording to the
his tongue cleaving to the root of his mouth (137 6).
law, I may almost sav, all things are cleansed
VVe are told that a man should cleave unto his
wUh blood" (He 9 22):
wife (Gen 2 21; Mt 19 5), It is said that Ruth
In the etliieal and spiritual sense, using the .sym- clave unto her mother-in-law (Ruth 1 14), and that
bolism chiefly of 2, This embodies two phases: certain men clave unto Paul (.Vets 17 34; cf 4 23;
(1) the actual removal of sin by the
ll_23m),
3. Ethical person's own activity, "WhercOTth
"Cleave' is also used in this sense to describe
and
shall a young man cleanse [zdlilidli]
one's atlherence to principles. Paul admonished the
Spiritual
his w-ay?" (Ps 119 9); "Cleanse your
Romans to cleave to that which is good (Rom 12
hands, ye sinners" (Jas 4 8); "Let us
9;,
"
.V, VV. FORTUNE
cleanse ourselves trom all defilement" (2 Cor 7 1);
(2) God's removal of the guilt and power of sin, as
CLEFT, kleft, CLIFF, klif, CLIFT, klift: The
b\ discipline or punishment: "He cleansoth it" first of these words, from cleave, "to split," is a
(Jn 15 2, ,VV "purgeth"); " I have .cleansed thee''
cre-vice or narrow- opening, as "oi the ragged rocks"
(Ezk 24 13); or in forgiveness, justification, sancti(Isa 2 21); "under Ihe clefts of the rocks" (Isa
fication. In these latter cases the exculpatory
57 5), "Clitt" is an ob.solete form of cleft, found
idea is sometimes the prominent, although the i n A V E x 33 22; Isa 57 .5, but not in RV. "ClUf,"
other is not alisent: ' T will cleanse [tdher] them from an abrupt, precipitoiw, towering rock, is not in RV,
all their iniquity, whereby they have sinned against
but is found in AV 2 Ch 20 16, RV "ascent," Job
me; and I wUl pardon aU their iniquities" (Jer 33 30 6.
8); "Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity, and
cleanse [tdher, "declare me clean"] me from my sin"
CLEMENCY, klem'en-si («T(.«CKeia, epielkeia, "fair(Ps 51 2), "Cleanse [nakkeh: ARV "clear"] thou
ness," ''sweel reasonaiilene.ss," Acts 24 4): The Gr
me from hidden faults" (Ps 19 12), while formally
word is rendered elsew iere "gentleness," 2 Cor 10 1;
to be understood "hold innocent," really connotes Tit 3 2, "meekness"; Jn.s 3 17; 1 Pet 2 18.

